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Showfoik's Heroism

in

Boston

RecaUs Sinular Deeds
The holocaust Saturday night (28)
In Boston, when panic-stricken patrons at the Cocoanut Grove nitery
trampled and clawed each other to

smoke and flame choked

death as
and seared them, will rank as the
third greatest Are tragedy in world
show business history. With a toll
up until yesterday (Tuesday) of 449
dead, the Boston catastrophe compares to Chicago's Iroquois theatre
1903, when 602,
fire of Dec.
30,
chiefly

women and

children,

were

and the all-time theatre catastrophe on Dec. 8, 1881, when the
Ring, Vienna, went up in flames and
cost 850 lives.
Stories of heroism likewise mark
the story of the Boston blaze, and
the nitery's performers and musicians have been amqpg those especially cited for bravery. They were
killed,

living

haps

a tradition that was per-,
highlighted by Eddie Foy's

up

to

heroic effort that 1903 Xmas Week
matinee of 'Mr. Bluebeard' when he
held In check the kids, and their

mothers

who

were

horrified

by

flames licking out from the wings.
Foy took the centre stage and assured the audience that there was
nothing to worry about. He told the
orchestra to continue playing and
then
he called to the stagehands
to
lower
asbestos
the
.
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G-Stringers Romp in Revival of Skin Game

STUDIOS TEMPTED
Hollywood, Dec.

Hollywood goes for burlesque

like

does for all other aspects of entertainment, only in the biggest, brashit

est
biz

Move t» Bar

—

and most colossal fashion.

Show

knew the burley queens and
chorines as a bevy of the hardest
working, most earnest entertainers
in all the gamut. Three shows a day
and up, no backstage maid help in
most cases, plenty of -costume
Boston, Dec. 1.
changes and hence plenty of laundry
Aftermath of Cocoanut Grove diswork, 10-20-30 admish nnd a pay
aster, the Boston License Commission
scale that measured up to the boxtoday (1) imposed a complete ban office intake.
on all entertainment in Boston night
Hollywood burley is exactly what
hotels, restaurants, cafes and

Hits 1161 Spots

Smokiiig

similar

entertainment,

including

of,

in gallop

the polisher-uppers to

hop up dialog. A top studio will not
feel that it has done its duty by an
Th^' order by the board came a 'A' production until the script represhort time after the members had sents $500,000 or more.
By that
by
conference
been called into
time it may be a hot script and it
Of Boston Holocaust Governor
Saltonstall.
may be a piece of writing in which
the writers have polished each other
Boston nightclub holocaust is alright off the page and canceled out
ready making New York authorities
Which has been
all the freshness.
•uperotrict in night clubs and thea- Clayton-Jacksott-Durante
known to happen, and not infretres here, with especial attention to
quently, especially when the budget
fireproof drapes, ample exits, whReunite for Frisco
enough to bear up under
tall
is
etc. Theatre managers hope for
mauling.
a ruling that will bar smoking in
Vaudery Next
Of course, all that may ruin the
theatres, which Is an undeniable
picture, any picture, but next the
hazard, as well as offensive to most
of casting department has its way and
act
stage
as
a
reunion
The
patrons.
managers
Some theatre
director who knows his
are asking fire department inspec- (Lou) Clayton, (Eddie) Jackson and a casting
trade and has an unlimited bankroll
tors to urge their chiefs to sponsor Jimmy Durante, often talked about
on can pull the most malthe past few years, may become an to draw
such regulation.
treated film enterprise out of the
Military authorities, aware that actuality mid-February, when Paul
fire.
He works with names, and
the Boston disaster was a military Small opens his own straight-vaude
names drag in the customers. Inetback on account of great loss of show at the Curran, San Francisco.
stead of a struggling beldame of 47
lives of trained men in uniform, Small, who returned from the. Coast
thick in the wrong places,
re also expected to send inspectors Monday (30) has already closed a summers,
asthmatic
for Durante to headline the with a voice a Mt like an
jukeboxes.

In Theatres Resnlt

May

Febmary

to examine places where crowds of deal
service
men congregate, despite show.
fact that most army and navy barNo other acts .re definitely set as
rficks, made of wood, couldn't pass yet for show, whipb Small is tagging
'Big Time.'
underwriters tests.

the Other Beset Par s

Memo

to

London, Nov.
Uncle Sam:

6.

Will the United States posUl
authorities In N;w York please
refrain from packing butter in
the same bundles as the copies of
'Variety' destined for England?
It may make no diffe^nce to
the butter, but it is rather difficult to read the publication after
such an association.

1.

Major film lots are beginning to
take on all the trappings of a high
class hurley wheM, only burley in
Chi's Star & Garter, the Haymarket,
and other famed flesheries never was
like this.

Entertainment

Oh

in

of Tin-

It
appeared as though
a tragedy would be averted the clubs,
audience sat quietly. The asbestos taverns, some 1,161 establishments. you would expect it to be. A film
was halfway down when somebody Those which dispense liquor, as well major setting out to throw a flesh
opened the backstage door, causing a those which do not, are affected, show flrst hires two or three high
a draft that billowed out the curtain. including 35 hotels, 682 restaurants class writers at $1,500 a week each
It stuck.
The flames burst out over (which includes nite clubs) and 293 and up. These scribs are turned
Foy's head and into the audience as taverns.
Catastrophe clause covers loose on the entire field of burlesque
as it was built up and developed in
though running through a natural contractual deferments.
the half century or so when our
flue.
Pandemonium broke loose as
Ban will stand until inspections by grampas were squirts and a leg show
the audience rushed for the doors.
Fire Departments give
and
Building
was a place filled with the bouquet
The Iroquois, open only one month
assiu'ance that no dangerous con- of stale beer and stogie fumes.
and still playing its flrst production,
exist, the board said. The
ditions
was the newest and considered the
After the first battalion of writers
emergency edict is that there will be
has cribbed Joe Miller and Al
(Continued on page 20)
no dancing by the public in places
Reeves and digested all the funny
where liquor and food are served as
things Lew Dockstader ever thought
well as no floor shows or other

curtain.

PRICE

1942

From a Loving Nephew
to

H'wood Versions

sea-

son has disclosed three wedded
couples appearing in casts together as man and wife.
Jose Ferrer and Uta Hagen
were the married pair in 'Vickie'
(closed), as are Fredric March
and Florence Eldridge In 'The
Skin of Our Teeth' (Plymouth).
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
are romantic about each other
in "The Pirate' (Beck).

Ban on

2,

25

CENTS

MW

PEELERS RESURGE Franco on Ope Side and Hays Tabus

in the Past

Good

Thus

canta.
lITa.

ALL BIGHTS RESEBVED

Soldiers Vote

Washington, Dec. 1.
State Department will even-

U. S.
tually decide whether "For
the Bell Tolls,' Paramount production, will follow Hemingway's book
or be released in the version ap-

Whom

proved by Franco of Fascist Spain.
At the suggestion of the State Department, the producers permitted a
representative of the Franco government to have a say-so on controversial angles of the script. Since Hemingway's book is definitely and positively
antl-Fasclst, Franco's man
had considerable to say. However,
director Sam Wood, besides shooting
the scenes to appease the Spaniard,
played safe and shot the same scenes
according to Heniingway.

Nothing was known of the North
African military campaign in Hollywood nor of the necessity of appeasing the Spanish dictator. Tor Whom
the Bell Tolls' had 80 shooting days,
longest since 'Gone With the Wind'
and more than $2,000,000 is tied up
Paramount
in
the
production.
would now like to cut the, picture
Washington, Dae. 1.
with fealty to the author's 'writing,
Hollywood producers will get a feeling the necessity of pleasing
surprise when Army Motion Picture Franco has passed.
Service releases the 10 Best Pictures
Another two-way shooting was the
of 1942 as determined by boxoffice sleeping bag scene of the book. Direceipts in the camp theatres.
rector Wood shot it both ways. The
Unless some feature runs like Hays office refused to okay scenes
Whirlaway in the stretch, the No. 1 with Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergpicture will be 'Song of the Islands,' man in the bag together, as in the
a Betty Grable film, with Thomas book. Whether both will be in or
Mitchell, Jack Oakie and Harry out of the bag must be determined,
Owens' orchestra. Runner-up, as the with the belief that the Hays office
tabulations look at the moment, will will not yield on this point.
be To the Shores of Tripoli,'.- which
was a story of the U. S. Marines
with Maureen O'Hara, John Payne,
Nancy Kelly and Randolph Scott. Hepburn Uncertainty'
Twentieth Century-Fox has long
contended that Betty Grable Is the
About Long B'way Stay
favorite ,pin-up-ln-the-barracks star,
but she may have to contest for that
Endangers Snuish B.O.
honor with Dorothy Lamour. I.atter's 'Beyond the Blue Horizon' was
the July favorite and 'Road to Mor'Without Love,' which drew a diocco' may win the sarong girl the versified press when it opened at the
championship.
St. James, N. Y., has been playing
Analysis of the receipts shows that to audiences of standee proportions
sii.ce the debut, with indications that
(Continued on page 54)
the play could easily score a long
Players supporting Katharine
r- n.
Hepburn, however, are rather tmIf You're Draftless
certain whether the star will be
disposed to appear In 'Love' for an

Grable,

Its

Lamour

Top Stars

And 60, You Can Get A

e^'.tended period.

Before the play reached Broadway, Miss Hepburn is reported to
have said that the St. James engagement would be limited. More
Washington, Dec. 1.
The young chorus boy in musicals recently she's said to have indicated
that 'Love' probably will not play
has gone with the war breezes.
Gilbert & Sullivan, as presented in through winter and that she planned
Washington last week, had a male to go to Hollywood about the middle
chorus line whose average ag^ was of February. Known that some of
40.
One member of the merry-mer- the actors are angling for other jobs
ry was 60, but he still has his voice because of that.
Expectations are that Miss Hepand can shake a foot.
Producers say It is safer to sign burn will revise her plans in view
'Love,'
up the veterans who are beyond the of the excellent business.
draft age, or married, rather than one of the biggest money shows
tuba, a tailored grin, a pair of gams experiment with war potentials who among straight plays, has the aid
like Cleopatra's Needle, and the gift are tapped for the U. S. Army after of the St. James' execeptional capaof dancing something like a trained they have learned the dancing rou- city In topping the other new hits
s'ichlly.
tines.
(Continued on page 47)

Job As Chorus Boy

mscELLAinr
Nazi Kdbassy Demands Crackdown

Wadties Want More Par Gailop

;

Hollywood, Dec.

By Argentina on Pro-Democratic Pix;
See Protests as Going Unheeded:

App»rer.t:y
A.-ger.tina's

Cinema Lochinvar

Buecoa Aires, Bf:
miSed by the eaii-.:
i":attitude toward

the Nazi embassy ha;
r-a.-.ded that the Foreigr Office crs:
'h'li'rrs
c<-.-J.-n on pix which kid the

Az'j

Torocto. Dec.

»"i the

STi.

a

nika

-.f.^irti.

» .-.tntk.n

Bsr'.i.-.

<:r^rze
'.-i

of

eiEprj x-hiiky
bo-.t'e at EiToI F./Tui's scree:s^'.f as Tootsteps
in the Dark"

.

Foreigr.

?.-.z

M:r.u-.er

zzer

if i'jch

republics sti!l ir.a:nta:r.ing diplomatic ties with the Aais natiotLS.
T-.e .Argentina Corem-tieirt ha:
the
refused to answer
;bliclv
p
tr.arges lodged by Maynec. but it
•w,r.der5tood from reliable sources th^*

S.

and luniniomng

known

to

be
re-

the

Nazis are

Is

Locs!

'

Anni In Band Biz
Today's Bad Tra?d

Orcir.ari'.y

incident occurred.

!

'

I

a

ZOr.h

ar..-.i-.ersa.-y

in

Ground work

bLz ^oiiid be a gtla aiTair, but
backstage at Loew's State in New
;York the other afternoon, the man
with the everlasting high hat and
phrase.
•Is Everybody Happy?' catch

show

SEE

Sid Grauman is taking screen
tests for a role in Sol Lesser's
forthcoming pictiu-e, 'Stage Door
Canteen.' Script calls for an
experienced Hollywood showman who introduces various
glamorous personages to the
populace. He plays the part of
Sid Grauman.
Lesser is studying the tests to
aetermine whether Sid Is the

Grauman

type.

lADYINDARK'

j

tions will be directed.

Under the new setup

,

Because

Tm

it

is

i

aftr-

^-ith

|

the Gertrude

Lawrence

traveling
day's
childs play.

star-

Nazi activities in B. A. were re- ring attraction, with Broadway likely
vealed by three detailed memoranda to see the musical again. Possible
sent here from Washington, with a return of "Lady* to the metropolis
request for details, following the Bos- is tentatively dated around Easter,
ton speech by Undersecretary of -.vith either the Broadway or Hajesto get the
State Sumner Welles that the Nazis tic theitrea mentioned
.
have been seeking some way to set show. Both are large-capacity houses
and if a repeat Is played the scale
©ff the smudgepot coverup.
v.-ill
be dropped from the original
Following the old Nazi teciinique.
$4.40
top
maintained d'J.Tng the run
Maynen picked on latest batch of at the Alvin.
fli.ns in an effort to point out they
Figured that 1.ady' could return
were permitted, despite fact that to Boston for three weeks, prior to
they constituted a strong pro-Demo- Broadway. Bookings for "Lady*
after
cralic weapon and that the Nazis its Chicago
showing, which begins
therefore had the right to carry on in
rr. id-January,
are not definite at
their own campaign.
this time, because the attraction's
Strongly anti-Nazi fllms shown stay In the big Civic Opera House
here recently have been subjected to will r.ot be fixed until It opens there.
many severe cuts, but it has been noticeable that outright stoppages, such
,

|

:

j

:

[

.

•

!

obtained.

.Assignment of pictures to <'udios
belonging to the Research Council

Tm

not feasible to tour
five, six and seven
t^j,
j^j^ extensivelv. plans tired. Tve done
but compared with tobeing considered to play repeats shows a day,
that's
conditions,

:

Tfou need strength to travel around
the coimtry, keeping people amused,
playing for the boy? in the camps
and selling bonds in your spare
Ume."
•1
remember the last war very
well, and travel then was a pleaS'
ure compared with such things as
sleeping on trunks in the baggage
jcar between Meridian, Miss, and AtNot only you can't get a
lanta, Ga.
'sleeper, but down south when there's
nothing but standing room, you can't
cen ride the 'Jim Crow" cars. We've
slept standing up overnight and then
played a theatre date in Green Bay,
Wis., with an extra job of trying to
sell bonds on a cold comer.'
•

|

'

'

of the Academy of Motion Picture
By JOE LACRIE, JR.
When General Hugh Drum walked Arts and Sciences will be coordiinto the Lambs Sunday night (29) nated bv the Western Branch of the
Installation
for the
Gambol in- Signal Corps. Western Photosraphic

—

cidentally, one of the top events the
W. 44th street clubhouse has seen

Center, through the Research Council
itself,
which has no military
good many years the mob manpower active in Its ranks or
figured he was one of the guys directine operations. Subjects, which
from the 'Student Prince' because for military reasons can best be
he was hovering around Lee Shu- produced by Army personnel. wiD
bert so often.
continue to be filmed at the Signal
.Anyway, that'll give you a pretty CorD= studio in Astoria.
good idea what General Drum, and.
Taking over of the Hollywood
in

—

a

for that matter, all the others who
the Cam'ool. got
for
they
in
for
because
wanted to see a vaude show for

theatre of operations for the S'gna]
Corps by Col. Gillette ends the po-

turned out
themselves

ambitions and plar,s of various studio men. who went into the
Army within the past six mor.i'ns to
have the photographic unit based
here and. in time, perh.-'os. r-.ake It
the centre of production fT all
trainin? films of the army with on*
litical

free.

.^nd

what a =ho\v: Take, for
'Continued on page 44^

in-

i

|

as in the case of ChapUn's 'Great
Dictator' and 'Confessions of a Nazi
Spy.' of a year ago, are no longer

common.
rtrong

Such

pix today are doing

biz.

Rainger's

Widow Sues

Robmson on His Own

The conversation turned to the last
war when Lewis played at Rector's
for the soldiers. It was during that

time that he introduced the laughing trombone, muted trumpets to
Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Casey Robinson, veteran Warners' dance music. 'We still haven't found
writer, recently made producer, has anything to compare with 'Over
There," in this war. although there
checked off the lot.
He has plans for his ovm nTiter- are a couple of good war tunes
producer unit
(Continued on page 53

Airlines for $227,637

of the HoUywoodites in '•har^e instead of a reeular Arr^v of'-rr such
a= Cnl. Gillette.

Soosa Goes Marcbing

On

in 20tli-Fox Film
Hollywood. Dec.

1.

John Philip Sousa. bandmaster
and composer of military marches
inspired
that
your grandpop to
shoulder a Krag-Jorgensen in the
Spanish-American War. is marching
posthumously into Hollywood'

•

Los Angeles, Dec. 1.
Mrs. Elizat>eth Rainger, widow of
Rainger, song wriUr. who
•wa; killed in an airplane crash near
Palm Springs Oct. 23, filed suit for

'

through his autobiography. 'March-

Ralph

ing Along.'
Rights to the book, acquired by
20th-Fox. will be used as the basis
of a picture under the title. 'Stars
and Stripes Forever.' the name of
his
most popular tune. Kenneth
Blacgowan is slated as producer,
with Harry Goetz. who handled the
transfer of literary
and musical
copyrights, as associate producer.

$227,637 damages against the American Airlines, operators of the airliner, and Lieut. William N. Wilton, pilot of the Army bomber which
collided with the transport. Wilson
last week was acquitted of char yes

cf involuntary manslaughter by an
Army court martiaL
Other plaintifls are the Rainger
children, Douglas, Constance and
Susan.

Kobe'

for

j

{

i
'

j

There ha.<: been a Si?n?l Corps
eroup functioning here fT «)me
time with ouarters at th» V."o<tem
'venuc ?tudio of 20th-Fox where
Maior Snm Bri.«kin ha« boen In
charze '"f a eroup of officers and
men.
This unit i< i-'-'-T'^dent of
the one that Lieut. Col. Frank Tapra
heads .-^nd which Is to make seven
films f'->- the Soecial Sen-ice Branch
of the Army of which Prie Gen. F
H, Osbr>me is head.
Moving BrtskiD Groap
The Briskin group has been under
W^sh^n-ton direction.
Part of it
Plready has been shipped out within
the ^^^ct few weeks and it Is undersloofl that the balance will be «hi«ed
to other posts and not inc!i;-icd in
the selun headed by L'cu'. Col.
Sloane. a former major studio director who has a thorough knowledge
of Hollywood production .-"d meth-

London Stage

od*

The
Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Douglas' novel. 'Tlie
Robe.' will be staged in London this
winter under an arrangement between Alex Aarons. British legit producer, and Frank Ross, who bought
the screen rights of the book.
Aarons and Ross closed the -leal
for the stage production here last
Lloyd

hdoct Shnmlm Dec. 11
Herman Shumlin, having presented The Great Big Doorstep' at
the Morosco, N. Y., last week, has
finished his season'; schedule and
He's 44.
Is ready to go into uniform.
Showman is duft to be inducted as
a private in the Army on Dec. 11,
furweek's
gets
a
after whicb he

Today
Cloiing In Fast

Film
earnings

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
workers won and lost in
and living scale for the

month of October, according to figures Issued by the California Labor
Statistics Bulletin,

Average weekly pay check for the
month was $58.61, a slight increase
over October, 1941, while the cost of
food went up approximately 24%.

ABBOTT
"A pair

of good-luck

Now

I

Am

and

COSTELLO
like gold at the box office,"
Kato Cameron, N. Y. Dally New*.

Unlv«r*al Picturto

Under Personal Managtmant

in

"Who Dona

Elsa Maxwell's Cafe Date
Maxwell goes into the Veron Dec. 17. booking being for

E'.sa

sailles
It"

Camel Cigarettes,
of:

|

;

I

|

!

.Sloane are designed to rN""dite the
training of soldiers for Held and
combat duties. It is a\"> rontemnlated by the chief sipn.-'l officer to

nhni --rnphic
open
.-iddltlonal
branches >n the Detroit and Chicago
will
area.-:, which, ns in Hollywood,
be under the command of Col. Gillette.

charmi that shine

on National Releato

t>-c .\cad-

recommended for reserve mmmissions in the Army, will continue to
be of sen'ice to the Western Photogr.iohlc unit that Sloane hcad«. but
will not have any military auth.iyty.
The films that are to be prodirced
here under the direction of Col.

a Star

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Vi'amers upped Irene Manning to
stardom as a result of her recent
work in 'Yankee Doodle Dandy.'
New billings goes into effect in
her next role in 'The Desert Song.'

re.cearch Council of

emv. which was organized b'-' Col.
Nathan Levin-ton for its terhnical
aid to the Signal Corps ard through
whom various picture men were

C.

week.

lough.

.\rmy

tion of scripts the subjects -Ai!; be
farmed out to various comrr.ercial
studios
where full adva-.tage of
modem equipment, trained personnel and technical knowledge rr.ay be

A WOW

He pointed to a group of medicine
TSoctor's
bottles on the dresser.
just plain
ill.
care. Not that

|

the

do no producihg on it.^ cwa In
Hollywood. Following the prcoara-

FOR GOLDEN

'

REPEAT

1.

establish-

will

Ted Lewis, didn't lock any too h-appy
'about the whole thing. He was tired
and worn as he noted that "an enterlainer s road may oe paved with the
best of intentions, bu: right now it
certainly is a tough one to travel'
'

;

the

branch which has established headquarters at 9538 Brighton Way. Beverly Hills, from which future opera-

LAMBS GAMBOL

,

|

for

ment of a western branch of the
Signal Corps Photographic center is
beins laid here by Col. Melvin E,
Gillette, commanding ofncor of the
unit, who has been here for the past
week. Under the new plan Hollywood will play a bigger role in the
United States Army's vastly expended training film program. This move
is on orders of the chief si;;-?.! officer and provides that Lieut. Col.
Paul Sloane, former executive officer of the Astoria Center jp.der Col
Gillette, be in charge of the western

1.

I

mX MAY

.

cent increasingly strong stand against
propagandizing,

Rome-Berlin in
coiumning and espionage.

Hollywood. Dec.

story
.

is

burned up by the GoYemmenfs

iicce

30tfa

dai'.ies muffed a
good
by not ascertaining what
21m was being shown when the

i-ill

Hollywood. Dec.

Grauman Testing

Higlil^litofTedLeins'

be

i

regarded
a; a particidar tribute to Hollywood.

office
police.
Bill (or
totalled
$163.

sentence

cooler v.he.T
passed.

re?tud:ed the allegedly Lnsulting anPic was sTibsequently released.
t j: w->rd-of-mouth that some of the
choice scenes had been blue per.ci'.ed

hurt its rjhaequent run.
Maynen's latest blast

repa.r

?<r.-e«n

As ^nal Corps Sets Up Own Branch

deject

bonds or
ttamps today. Buy them
ecery day it you can. But
btai them on a regular basis

front

Young var.da! was found guOty
of Tirillrjl da.—.age a.-.d has been
rerrjr.ded for a week in the

i.=

crawal for a week while authorities

the

:-to

monep to

to help noir.
Buy tear 3artngs

Appleb^un tiiicg the

Sa-Tt

<i:r.\i:biT

.\.

t-e N"az: protests will go unheedto.
Until recently such protests ha%-e
ca.-ried plenty weight, and it was r*riiled here that only last mor.th
Miyr.en's ire over the house record
t^tabliihcd by the Invader?' at the
Teatro Gran Rex resulted in its with-

It tcta cost

Germany. Japan and Italy.
Our government ecUa on you

•WB> cor:;:;er.c«i its showing at
Palac«. T;rcm:o subiirbao
ho jse. Sesu^tant uproar waj fol:-..Ted 07 the 'JiheTS and maa-

ii.iaza.

t.o.T

IT. hor'.ed a-i

'.'r.e

declaring that the eih;D.filrr-3 as To Be or Not tc
E/;' •Ij.Kl. 'Ttirs. M:n;ver' 'M-Gi a.-.d
•L^g:e Sc'jadron' 'U). were aflectir.?
relations between the two ccuntrie;
Ars'Titina and Chile are the only

G

Med

Ifwood Political Ambitioiis

i-omictood. Walter T.irp-

ica.i
4ar..

:deo'.i>g7.

hro-%ht the -;"er

Dr. 0-:o lUrneTi. the

c

I.

fl!.T.5.

-;

1

Producer* of western films are facing • ihortage of cowboy riders,
who ar« rtfutlag to gallop for $11 per day, the ctistomary wane tor
ehasing rustlers, Indiana and whatnot Intitra tl, the buckaroos are accepting only the regular $10.^ calls and declining to risk their necks
for the extra Uc. Tliey want $16.50, the aame as dress extras are paid.
Meanwhile many of them are quitting the Industry to work in defense plant*. One group of 25 left In a body last week, attracted
by steady work and high wage*.

EDWARD SHEflMAH

NBC

four weeks.

Miss Maxwell

The
!

'

!

made her

night club

debiJt at this .^pot six years ago.-

I

•

j

u-'il

pet'.sonnel of the I'c-' ninrterr
.-ibout ."in rfn-ori: nnd

inrliide

mm

ion
with Major R I'lcrt T.nrd. a
forp><— film producer, hc'i" leliirned
hero from Astoria for fNCnilive
dtillcr

VeJpc8day» December

2,

MISCELLAinr

Cocoanut Grove, Boston, Fnre Stuns

TREASURY

U. S.

H wood

Show Biz; Buck Jones, Fix Sales Execs

Studros in Increased Raids

On Broadway

Legit for Performers

IS

And Cafe

Among

Artists

Fatalities

Lady Esther and

film

of the century. As 'Variety' went to
press yesterday (Tuesday) thft known
dead stood at 449 including eight as
yet unidentified.
Of the show business, among
them, were Charles Stern, eastern
district sales manager for United
Artists; Edward Ansin, president of
the Interstate circuit in New England,

Benefit for Victims

grams

CLARIFIED

down. Meantime, under discussion by film exchanges is a benefit show for the relief of some

Esther's 'Screen Guild Players' and Corn Products' 'Stage Door
Canteen' may be the only commer-

families.

The tragedy cast an incredible
gloom over the city of
Boston, with picture as well as
legit theatres reporting business
at a virtual standstill.

New England distribution
lately engaged in Indie distributing in the Boston area; Lawrence

Long-Time Fave
Of Cowboy Fans

AS YET FOR
WINCHELL
Lennen Sc Mitchell, agency on the
Jergens account, hadn't decided by
yesterday (Tuesday) on whom to
recommend as pinchhitter for Walter
Winchell in his Sunday night spot
otl the Blue Network. Winchell on
active Naval duty, has taken a leave
which the agency figures won't last
longer than eight weeks.
Among the subs discussed at the
agency are Frank Gervasi, Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt, Kingsbury Smith
INS correspondent in WashingAgency
ton, and Marquis James.
is

was Charles (Buck) Jones, born
Gebhard in Vin

Charles Frederick

Jones
S3 years ago.
in the disaster, died at the
Mass.
General
Hospital,
Boston,
Monday afternoon (30) without regaining consciousness.
Physicians
laid they had abandoned all hope for
recovery immediately after exam
ining his burns.
.Topes, who was the guest of honor
•t a party when the fire broke out,
had gone to Boston with his personal
rep, Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram pro
(Continued on page 24)
cennes,

also

considering

spotting

Hedda

in the period to do a mixed
routine of news and film gossip.
She's slated to take over the quarter

hour following Winchell's Jan. 3, and
(Continued on page 34)

WHAT'S
Boy Rofcrs

IN

A NAME?

Tour Puts Crimp
In Baclanova's Comeback
'Claudia'

Pittsburgh, Dec.

Olga Baclanova, star in

who

lingered

in

the N. Y.
supreme court Friday (27) for $500,OOO against Leonard Slye, known in
films as Roy Rogers, Republic Pictures Corp. and Republic Producfiled suit in

tions, Inc.

In his complaint Rogers seeks an
Injunction
restraining
Slye from
using the Roy Rogers name. He .alleges that he entered into an agree-

1.

silent pix

Hollywood for

to turn down a comeback
chance on screen because of her
run-of-the-play contract in the John
Golden hit. During show's recent

forced

coast,

adopted the Rogers cognomen early
in 1938, but the plaintlfT claims that
Slye violated that agreement by
making personal appearances, using
R. R. billing unrelated to the motion
picture industry.

Robeson

111

Fort Wayne, Ind., Dec. 1.
The appearance of Paul Robeson
as

soloist

with

the

Wayne

Fort

Symphony,
scheduled
for
Wednesday night (25), was
off,

because

Influenza

of a
suffered

serious

last

called
of
singer.

case

by the
RoI>eson was to have opened the
orchestra's 11th season.

BIDDING FOR

Under a modification granted by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue these two programs are recognized by the Government as charitable enterprises even though they
are not incorporated and as independent contractors. The two programs can do business with advertisers for the purpose of raising
funds with the stars involved having
(Continued on page 45)

PuDey

the Bar'G-String
accept it
she expects to return to Hollywood for an-

other fling at films after 'Claudia'
tour ends.,
Frances Starr, also in 'Claudia,'
said that reports from Coast that
she had signed a deal with RKO, to
begin next summer, weren't true.
Veteran legit actress was offered a
contract but didn't accept it, she announced.

Warners Holds Butler
Hollywood, Dec.

1.

Hits

New Low in SU St
Nitery Obscenity
One downtown N. Y. nitery entertainer got something out of his
station house booking for
that
indecency of performance
certain something being an uptown
booking and big type in daily newspaper ads listing him as Mr. B. S.

Metro, Paramount and 20th-Fox
submitting bids for the film
'The Pirate.' Alfred Lunt

are

rights to

and Lynn Fontanne starrer, by S. N.
Behrman. Metro is reported having
a slight edge, due to its contact with
Behrman, who is on the studio writ-

on S2d street.
Neither Pulley nor the Zebra
Club's management was hep to the
(Continued on page 54)

Butler
of

the

opened

It is

known

that

well into six figures, from accounts.
'Strip for Action,' Howard LindsayRussel Crouse comedy, has not attracted a great deal of attention as
yet, owing to asking price of $250,000.
Stock Company Idea
20th-Fox, meantime is talking of
establishing a stock company in
Los Angeles first, with possibility
that similar groups may be set up
in New York and one other city,
writers
and
new
develop
to

(Continued on page 47)

stabilization still in the
transitory stage, indie film producers
are attempting to load their contracts with players with clauses that
have the performer waiving any re-

With wage

offers

Catholic Actors Guild, which was
headed by the late George M. Cohan, has arranged a memorial service which will be held at the Actors Church, St. Malachy's, N. Y,
Monday (7), at 11 a.m. Mass will
be celebrated by Father John F.
White, chaplain and treasurer of
the Guild. In addition to members
the organization, friends of Cohan are Invited to attend.

of

Harry Abbott BkpL
Hollywood, Dec.

Harry Abbott,

Jr.,

who

1.

recently

tried to revive refined burlesque at
the Music Box theatre with disastrous results, filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy. Debts are listed
at $37,081 and assets $3,752.
Those owed are his brother Bud
Abbott (end Costello) $18,000 and
$2,435 due in salaries to meml>ers of

the

ill-fated

Validity of $25,000

OF INDIE CONTRAaS

Hollywood

COHAN MEMORIAL
BY CATHOLIC GULD

show.

The Friars, of which Cohan was
Abbott for years, held the club's
35th annual Frolic at the Music
Box, Sunday (29), the event being
designated

hia

in

Income

memory.

Trade Mark Raglat«r«d

FOUNDED BT SIMB SILVERMAN
PablUhed Weekly hj VABIKTT.

imr.
Sid Sllvarman. Prealdent
Btreat, New York. N. T.

Weat 4«th

SUBSCRIPTION

Annual

110

In this event, the status of studio
contract lists would be doubtful after

through a term contract
lowing a one-picture job.

response from U. S. Treasury officials on this point has yet been noted.
Hollywod, Dec. 1.
the
clarification
of
Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Meantime,
Henry Blanke celebrated the start
Economic Stabilization regulation,
Bill Robinson will not only tap, of hie 21st year with Warners by
generally expected to be
but act in the 'Thanks Pal' cavalcade signing a new contract as producer. which was
Currently he is producing 'Old Ac- released in Washington last Wedof Negro music at 20lh-Fox.
materialize last
The all-sepia opus has been set for quaintance' and preparing 'The Mir-* nesday (29) failed to
(Continued on page 44)
acle.'
a Jan. 1 start.
. .

Ill
21

1*0

Ceiling

While various Congressional stalwarts are gearing up for a battle on
income
controversial
the
$25,000
ceiling after the new Congress convenes in January, the film industry
to be affected by any
is unlikely
the spring.
possible change until
Many weeks are expected to pass
before a committee is formed to
take up the issue.

Forslsa

Single Coplaa

Vol. 14B

NOW PART

Pemberton

(Continued on page 47)

Congress Likely to Challenge

'CEILING'

Brock

boosted the salaries of several juvenile leads and replaced their standard contracts with run-of-the-play
agreements. Manager said that he
di.l so not only because of picture
offers, but he believed they should
get more money even though appearing on Broadway for the first
time.
In some instances salaries
were materially increased.

list.

staff

BILL ROBINSON'S PIC

for players not likely to

they near maturity.

154

New

is

beneficial to such' talent in the
way of upped pay, -while there is a
trend among producers to increase
the number of people given run-ofthe-play contracts.
Aim of managers is to choose actors who are
reasonably sure of not being called
in the draft for some time.
Some
plays, however, call for adolescents
and such players are subject to call
:

No asking figure has. been reported as yet, though sealed bids run

—

Pulley, 'a new version.' He is neither
a new version nor much cleaner
than he was at the Frolics, and the
only thing that the 'Mister' billing
indicates is that he may be getting
a little more coin at the Zebra Club

b

comedy

became a regular course to legal action.
Warners director
One clause has the actor agreeing Dec. 31, 1942, pending further Confolto accept the wage ceiling stipend, gressional action. Studios have been
no matter what the contract calls trying to avert such a contract upMark Hellinger, producer, called for, with the Government mentioned set, which might prove damaging
Your
Butler in to direct 'Thank
as the determining factor.
even if only temporary, suggesting
Lucky Stars,' and Jack L. Warner
some modification of the regulation
decided to keep him on the lot
whereby the validity of contracts
Drew No Blank Here
would be maintained but no definite
David

member

Demand

be called into service in the immediate future. Result is likely to

'Janle* As Example
Case in point is the young people
in 'Janie,' Miller, N. Y.
After the

LUNT PLAY

ing

B. S.

wood

•as

Hunt Strom-

berg offered her a role in
bara Stanwyck starrer,
Murders,' but she couldn't
Baclanova said, however,

ment

in November, 1938, with Slye,
after he brought suit against Slye
In California, wherein Slye was to
use the name of 'Roy Rogers' only in
motion pictures.
Slye allegedly

a

while after talkies came in. revealed
here while playing the Nixon last
week in 'Claudia' that she had been

engagement on

vs. Roy Borers Thinks
Worth *50e,MI

It's

Roy Rogers

METROPaFOX

the regulations on the $25,000 net
limitation. If the latter strictures stand, the 'Guild' and 'Canteen'
shows will be in a class by them-

income

recent

Ind.,

burned

was difficult getting any calls
through or to get much information if making a contact.
it

selves.

The Boston Cocanut Grove nitery Hopper
disaster Saturday night (28) brought
to one of the long-time favoritetth
tM of America's boy picture fans,

forces.

telephone lines became
clogged between N. Y. and
immediately after the
fire became known that

Boston
Boston

fies

NO RADIO SUB

|nd Grace Vaughn, Maxlne Coleman;
Ethel Powell, Carl Bauer (Mr. and
(Continued on vage 24)

Buck Jones Was

agers, who say that the current raids
are actuated by the number of young
male film players joining the armea

sheets.

programs with major film names
on the air in 1943 as the result of a
special ruling handed down by the
'^e^sury Department. This possibility is, of course, dependent on
whether the same Department modicial

man

Reputed increased raiding of tal*
Broadway shows by Holly«
scouts is reported by man«

ent in

Monday

morning
(30) it was impossible to buy a
Boston paper on any of the New
York stands selling out-of-town
early

Also,

Lady

pall of

By JACK PULASKI

Phones Clogged
By

so

veteran

Stone and Eugene Gross, Monogram
salesmen at Boston; Phil Seletsky,
ohlef buyer-booker for the Mullin St
Finanskl chain, and Mrs. Seletsky;
b. A. St. Pierre, M. & P. art director;
Fred Sharby, Keene, N. H,, exhibitor;
Mrs. Sharby and their son, Fred, Jr.;
branch
Universal
Barron,
iPaul
manager at Boston and Mra. Barron;

Pos-

Having Only Assured
Supply of Guest Stars of
All Radio Variety Pro-

the tragedy befalling
folk in the Boston fire
and funerals that were held
yesterday (Tuesday) in Boston or
suburbs, all local exchanges of
the picture companies closed

and Mrs. Ansin; Harry Asher,

To Make Up Void Caused By War

Prod-

of

sibly

Due to
many film

of the victims'

Com

in Position

ucts

men

and, In some
wives, have already
their
cases,
been' identified as dead or seriously
list mounts
casualty
the
as
Injured
night
In the Cocoanut Grove, Boston,
club fire Saturday night (28). secChicago
since
the
disaster
worst
ond
Iroquois fire shortly after the turn

Numerous
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4

AcrnriTiES

Wednesday, December
'Arsenic'

USO Camp Shows Extends to Aussie;

USO

Charge

in

USO-Caiiip Shows. Inc.. last week
exiondcd its organization to Ausappointing
HerschcH
by

Debased Forever
Hollywood, Dec.

Siiiart, Anzac representative for the
National Theatres (20th-Fox) circuit,
Its representative in the Antipodes.
Stuart, who was suggested for the
post by Spyros Skouras, prexy of
20th Century-Fox, will work with

circuit in Australia.
.'setup,

honora-

an

although

in that
is deemed as potent
Stuart, as a Yank, and Parnell, as
an Anzac. are both experienced

rium,

showmen who know what

is

have on hand.

Gestapo trimmings.

eight weeks.

Since Huston had the lead in the

U. S.

First move will be to utilize as
talent as is available,
and obviously this is none too plentiful since what talent is not in service is entertaining the Australian

much Anzac

troops. Meanwhile Stuart and Parnell will survey the local scene and
advise Camp Shows in New York of
their requirements. These will be
supplied as fast as transportation can
be arranged. In the interim it is expected that Camp Shows will arto supply its Australian organwith a temporary flnancial
allotment so the wheels can get

range

ization

moving.
has

been

Small had several fractured ribs, and Miss McFarland was
severely cut and bruised. The men
least
will be out of action for a',
shoulder.

needed

to entertain the Yank troops as well
Bs how to improvise with what they

Camp Shows

Sunday night (29).
The performers were rushed to the
M & S hospital here where x-rays
showed Huston had a fractured

RKO

Wallace Parnell. head of the Tivoli

vaude
The

McFarland, of the

getting a dirty deal as a result of
a wartime shortage in military
regalia.
At
the wardrobe
Nazi
couldn't
find
authentic
clothes for the elite guard In
Hitler's Children.'
As a substitute they dug up SO
uniforms and added
coppers'

marking

PIX STARS

PLAY TO QUEEN
IN

ENGLAND

The USO-Camp Shows unit of
femme names now entertaining
troops

in

England

gave

its

in

Fuehrer's Face' to local audiences.

The

Not Step on Each Other
Further complicating Camp Shows
ability to move fast on its plans for
servicing the various AEF's with entertainment is the patent need not
to step on the toes of local organizaThus, in
tions already in action.
England Gamp Shows last week absorbed an outfit headed by Ben
Lyon, Vic Oliver and Teddy Brown
which had been clearing talent for
as the

for

British

troops and war workers were duplicates of the show played here for
Yank servicemen.
Miss Francis and Mayfair. inci-'
dentally, were hospitalized for a
short time last week, former because
of a bad case of laryngitis, while
Miss Mayfair strained a shoulder
tossing around a hulking soldier during her routine

shows before American troops and
will now function
Shows rep.

performances

USO-Camp

(Continued on page 42)

.

1,500-2,000 Training Pix
Hollywood. Dec.
1,500

to

Meets Oppoation

difference

Film

stars

rangement

War

is

at

.suggestion

of

the

Uncle

which dispatched Lieut.
Col. Marvin Young, former NBC
Hollywood producer, to the Coflst for
talks with Victory Committee and
USO-Cwmp shows officials.
Shows to be spotted by UiSO in
Dept..

is

a

of players for overseas and offshore as.signmcnts for which over
100 Hollywood's lop names have vol-

unteered.

during

Netter's
I

other

Naval Resei-ves.
course at Holy

son.
is

1.

considerable expenditure
Such costs are varinecessary.
able but October's bills amounted

Netter boys worked

in

Donates 13G

to

Canteen

Philadelphia, Dec.

1.

Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, man-

William.s,

.^rmy.

DeflnlUon of
Blanding,

Camp

:

they expect

ine

lo

As for soldier morale, this shojild
give you an idea of what the average soldier wants.
The first rehearsal of my show resulted in a
100% turnout. For the second rehearsal only al>out 20% showed up.
Investigation showed that a double
feature, consisting of Tim Holt (or
a rca.sonable facsimile) in 'Trigger

for the piano player to
up.
Finally,
came that
a mess sergeant, under whom my
pianist was doing K.P. duty, had
Issued an ultimatum, to wit: 'Dese
dishes has got to be washed— t'hell
wit the show.' That about sums it
up.
Incidentally, on a week-end jaunt
recently, I foimd the one thing that
can do more to boost soldier morale
than
anything
else— the

w—d

show

nrale

Fla.,

Nov.

23.

Editor, 'Variety':

quite busy lately,
being turned Into a soldier. So far,
I'm writing and rehearsing a musi-

INDUSTRY'S 3

from Albany

Both of the
Par of recent

for Washington Monday (30) to arrange for Government sponsorship
for the campaign.
Film industry's next major campaign will be the Red Cross drive
starting the first week in April.

WAAC

(Continued on page 9S)

STAFFS
Further calls are being nnade by
branches of the U.

S.

armed

film

lOOG Bond

Sale in Ya.

The Women'

Prod, of

Richmond.

An

all-suldier

cast

Va., Dec.

1.

Camp

from

Lee

brought Clare Boothe's "The
to the Lyric theatre for a
two-night stand last Friday and
Saturday and took in over $100,000
in War Bonds and Stamps.
Three earlier performances at
Camp Lee for Army Emergency Relief
had
given
the
boys
what
amounted! to throe dres.* rehearsals.
Production was by T Sgt. Edward
Yaryan. former member of the San
Franci.'sco Light Opera Cfompany.

Women'

Wood's Saratoga Trunk'
1.

Hollywood. Dec.

1.

men
Sam Wood draws the director
exchanges came lo chore on the Edna Ferber yarn,

PitLsburgh,

Dec.

'Saratoga Trunk.' to be produced bv
Hal B. Wallis at Warners.
Technicolor picture Ls being scripted by Casey Robinson for a January start.

Salute
Chicago. Dec.

I.

i

Paramount office, and distributors
'olloiued his military career closely
via letters tihe received from her

j

'Continued o^ page 12)

services

needs

Capt. Frank Mandell Killed

;

ON STUDIO

Training

All-Soldier Cast Nets

Thlrty-flve

Film Row was steeped in mourning
here la.st week at word from Guadalcanal that Capt. Frank Mandell, of
the Marine Corps, had been killed In
Although not a film man,
Mandell was well-known on the Row
through his sister, Goldlc Mandell, of

1
r^.
Oakland, <-,i
Cal., Dec. 1.
Ervin Blunkall. director and actor

IN

—

B&K's

Air Corps.

MORE CUTTING

on studios (or technical staffs— parA ticularly cameramen, film cutters,
fund-raising drive on behalf of the writers
and directors in a renewed
Merchant Marine Is al.so scheduled. drive .to fill
increasing

booker for Benton

Saratoga for a farewell party. Bill
Benton, head of the circuit, presented Williams with two $100 war
bonds.
Harry Burke, manager of
flenton's Congress. to<ik over William.s' work.

in

aging director of the Shubert enter- last with Eddie Cantor in 'Banjo
prises here, last week presented a Eyes,' is now in Oakland attached to
check for $13,367 lo the Stage Door Army Air Corps in civilian capacity.
Canteen, proceeds of special matl- Blunkall began his stage career in
Bees held for the Canteen's benefit. dramatic stock.

rating,
in two.

crews of trained men go

Theatre.'!,

Louis Wcincr. publicist-explniteer

Army

it

neld.

Frank Williams Fare welled
Saratoga Spring.s, N. Y.. Dec.

for United Arti.sts in the Washington,
D. C. territory, now assigned to a
technical school squadron in the U. S.

in Philly

I.Q.

Tim' and Roy Rogers (o.a.r.f.) in
'Trigger Roy' was playing at one
Add comment: They say it Rom- of the Post theatres. I plucked my
mel keeps up his current blistering 'hams' out of the line and after conpace. It won't be long before he vincing them that this double bill
overtakes the Philadelphia Phillies. would again appear the next night,
they came back to rehearsal. Then
Seaman Jacobs.

years Ijetween college term.s.

Shobert Aide

)

my

make

is

Frank

taking a training

Cro.ss.

my

foodstuffs,

Sam s RoD Call

Charles,

I'll probably be Uught which
is
left and which is my rij;ht.
I
undcrstond that the period allowed
for this (for the average recruil
is
three weeks.
However, in view of

In,

last

$100,000 was contributed by
The balance came
the profession.
from donations, the weekly radio
program and advance paymenl.s for
the forthcoming. 'Stage Door Canteen' picture. Wing has an approximate balance of $60,000. Although
the Canteen is the recipient of much

tor in navigation.

line-

up

opinion

total

Nctter's Son aa Ensign
Douglas Netter, son of Leon Netter.-

will be pas.sed up.
Tentative plans
call for (JO to 70 traveling units to
start out within fortnight.

was

it

Me. I was the droll
master of ceremonies.
The show,

DRIVES

camps all over the country will pass Paramount homroffice theatre exectwo 10 four wcpks in designated sec- utive, is slated to be enslgned Dec.
tors .so ih.nl MO camps, however small,
24.
Navy may assign him as Instruc-

Also under preparation

of

to $7,000.
all stuOn Thanksgiving day, turkey
dios pledged, it was voted that a
special committee of three 'oe named .dinner was served at the Canteen.
Wing has also given away 1,000
to work more closely with Col. Gilboxes n( Christmas cards, about
lette in expediting the expansion of
the training film productions.
Col. 60% being donated. Hit balance beins .secured at cost.
Gillette lauded the work of the
Wing's newest activity, a canAcademy Research Council, expressing satisfaction with the industry's teen (or the merchant marine, was
contribution of the training pix. slated to open early this months but
which he said was already having the date has been set back because
thi effect of speeding up and im- required materials cannot be deproving previous training methods. livered for several weeks.

Hollywood. Dec. 1.
and Ies.ser lights will be

And

quite good.

HLN

meeting yesterday (30).
With full cooperation of

routed to 700 army camps during
ensuing weeks by the Victory Com^
mittec. Extensive program calls net
only for entertainment but mingling
with troops, taking meals with them
and, in general, be pally with servicemen for a week at a time. Ar-

called "This Ain't the Army.'
for the little practice we had,

York.
week's board session in
It was contended that because of
the Wings spread of activities, such
of
task
a post should lighten the
FUND-RAISING
That idea
tho.se handling its affairs.
was countered by the declaration
efficiently
War Activities Committee has
that the Wing was being
administered by the volunteer ex- three fund-raising campaigns alwho have steered the ready lined up for 1943, with further
ecutives
Wing's course from the start.
drives likely as the year progresses.
First on the list is the United NaSince the Wing was formed nearly
Francis Hara year ago. around $250,000 has been tions drive Jan. 14-20.
Of that mon, executive vice-chairman, left
handled l<y its treasury.

M. Gillette, commanding officer of
the Signal Corps Photographic Cenwho disclosed his plans to a
group of 40 industry leaders at :i

CAMPS

tressing condition in face of (also in
all
torso of)
the little Southern
belles ringing around the campus.
This certainly is not the war Sherman (pre-Stork Club) had in mind.
I did find time to put on a show

and very paUently explain to
me
which end the bullet comes out I

doubt whether he'll let me find out
for myself, as I understand that that
Is the first thing a recruit docs,
with
the result that quit* a few recruits
are lost this way.
Atter this bit of information .-.inks

New

tre,

ARMY

time to
do anything but study, a very dislittle

cal show, handling some public relations and flUlng In as company
clerk.
I haven't had a gun in my
hands as yet, but any day now I
secreexecutive
an
Proposal that
expect some sergeant to take me out
the
for
chosen
be
tary under salary
to the rifle range, show me a gun.
with
a
met
American Theatre Wing

E.

700

They give us very

Have been kept

training films next year as compared
with 2B0 this year, according to Col.

SET SHOWS FOR

Army Shew

P. A.'a

State College, Miss., Nov. 22.
Editor, 'Variety':

in
;is

for

we waited

Exec Sec at Wing

will turn out
reels of Army

2,000

Ex-Bway

letters like these are invited

now.

(4).

Proposal for Paid.

The picture industry
from

More

revue-type, included 100 of my class
and a handful (figure of speech) of
replacements ar- Mississippi State co-eds.
We were
asked to take th
show here and
(here in the South, but this actually
Wendell Whitten is replacing Hus- Is war, you know, and we're needed
ton, John Clubley Ukes the place of for something more important.
Both left New York last
Small.
Joke: Even Hitler must have heard
night to join the troupe, which re- It referred to as 'darkest Africa.' but
opens at Ft. Bliss, El Paso, on Fri- It never looked so black to him as

and McFarland
study, the show
formances until
rived from N. Y.

Instead of 280 This Year

Currently Camp Shows has an organization, headed by Don George,
In Hawaii which uses local talent

on Broadway, Hollywood, and points
away from home,

as vice versa.
publication.]

'first

show for British servicemen on Nov.
27 and followed with performances
for English factory workers.
The stars, Kay Francis, Carole
Landis, Martha Raye and Mitzi Mayfair,
worked before Queen Elizabeth and the Royal princesses and
later were presented to the Royalty.

action in that area.

the stage manager
the femme undercancelled all per-

SmaU was

1.

time with plans to service troops in
the Antipodes for some months. Before the Solomon Islands became a
hot battle area they had a troupe of
about 50 people waiting to leave for
the Pacific. These were cancelled as
"The girls broadcast Saturday (28)
suddenly as they were requested obviously because space intended for over BBC with Jack Buchanan as
their transportation had been taken m.c. and Miss Raye introducing 'Der

by the troops and sopplies now

legiter.

day
London, Dec.

front,

much

1.

Ada
USO-Camp Shows

•Arsenic and Old Lace" unit, were
severely injured when the diner of
the train carrying the troupe from
Austin to San Antonio was derailed

1.

American police uniforms are

[The home

between, likes to hear from the boys
San Antonio, Dec.
Philip Huston, Fred Small and

tralia

I942

Back Home to ffway

Letters

Severely Injured In

Texas Train Crash

HerscheD Stuart, Parnell

2,

Unit

As

a

have
the

left

tribute

the

armed

to

employees

company

forces,

1.

who

for service in

Balaban

&

Katz

placed third-page ads in both morning papers on Thanksgiving (26) in
the form of an open letter written to
one of their former members.
Letter is signed by John Balaban.

N. Y. to L. A.
Joe Glazer.
Milton Pickman.

film,

into

as
the

and other
departmental

bulletin

Signal
Corps
and
production schedules, being stepped
up in line with a progressive long
range program, now require further

extension of manpower rolls.
List of eligibles for Government
service is now. being scanned, both
in New York and on the Coast, for
selection of several hundred lechniciims needed immediately.
Understood that several film company execs are cooperating with the
authorities In lining up eligibles.

L.

A. to N. Y.

Eddie Anderson.

Ed Beloin.
Joan Barclay.
Jack Benny.
Whitney Bolton.
George Bonwick.
Mr. and Mrs. Myrt Bluia
Lecter Cowan.
J. Cheever Cowdin.
Dennis Day.
Ellen Drew.
Charles Einfeld.

Fred Fleck.
Jose Iturbi.
Stanley Kramer.

Helena Kou.

Rowland Lee.
Mary Livingstone.
Mary Martin.
Bill Morrow.
Joseph Moskowilz.
Oscar Oldknow.
Louella Parsons.
Otto Preminger.

Ann Rutherford.
Bert Scott.
FranK Shaw.
Jack H. Skirball.
Nate Spingold.
Donald W. Thornburgh.
Jack L. Warner.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Welch.

Don Wilson.
Sol Wurtzel
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U^. Concerned Over Many Theatre

MAJORS MAY SLICE

I'assing of

m

Fires of Late Because Rebuflding

FEIITUIIES

Commercial Shorts, Serials

And Cheapies Seen in 25%

Not Possible but Need Fix for Morale

Print Clqi;

M-G Hardest Hit, Slash 32,000,000 Feet
Lower Raw Stock Allocation

Washington. Deo.

And Not on

1.

War Production Board l3 conat
cerned over the unusual number
picture theatres reflres in motion
the
ported from various parts of
country in the past several weeks.
'There, have been several fires reported to us recently, some of which
that
resulted in serious damage,

more

could have been avoided if
care had been exercised in theatre
J.
Christopher
stated
operation,'

After Jan.

the Shelf I

Allow

of

the

i-ervices

WPB, on Monday

division

materials for rebuilding or repairing
damage done by fire are not always

We

available.

Curtail Shorts Production,

Reserving More Stock for
High-Budgeters

Slash of 'Serve

Protest of United Artists on cuts
important source of recreation and
ordered by the Hays office Proamusement.'
Dunphy offered nine rules to the- duction Code Authority on 'In Which
atre operators for fire prevention, We Serve' was heard by the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors
it they are observed by all operators,
large and small, irreparable damage
will be prevented, he said, and at
the same time one of the most important recreational facilities for a
nation at war will be preserved.

Assn.

directorate

last

Wednesday

(25) in New York, with the distributor partly victorious in its appeal.

all Alms should be removed
from the projector magazine or rewinder and placed in the film storage catiinet. Trailers and ad Alms
should never be left exposed when

the matter

be setled

run,

Extras Reap |350,000

not in use.
8. Use of electric or other types
of portable heaters should be avoided

Hollywood, Dec.

1.

October was harvest month for
Him extras, who reaped a total wage
of $350,000, a leap of $158,000 over
Operation of porthole shutters
September and $139,000 above the
should be frequently tested to see
figure for August. Placements for the
that the shutters slide freely in the
month were a trifle under 30.000
grooves. The entire porthole shutter
with an avetage daily wags.af $11-91.
system should be properly fused to
Increase in the general wage was
at all times while handling Aim.
7.

insure that shutters will close
stantaneously in ;ase of Are.

Have

8.

regular

local

Are

inspections

officials

of

the

in-

due

to

the

theatre

from roof to the basement. Their
recommendations for Are prevention
should be. loJloweidJroplicitly.
9. Faulty
electrical contacts and
switchboard connections are responsible for ~tHe" "majority of theatre
Ares.
The entire electrical system
should be checked frequently and

upsurge

in

the

Andre Daven

atmosphere

New

'CommaDiT

east

unljl

'

contacts carefully tightened to eliminate this Are hazard.

McCarey Digs Deep
For His War Hero
Hollywood. Dec.

Duke

.

of

Wellington,

the

curing independently.

McCarey bought an option on the
book, "The Duke," written by Richard
Aldington, who is currently doing
the play of Somerset Maugham'i
'Hour Before the Dawn' at Paramount. McCarey is negotiating for
a

major release.

Hollywood. Dec. 1.
Robert Stevenson draws the director job on 'Jane Eyre.' the Joan
Fontaine starrer, acquired by 20thFox in its recent deal with David O.

the

(Tues.) joined the staff of the Stan

BOOS into work

in

versions, has been
shelf for montlis.

on

Kalmenson and Kalmme

Bemhard

'

Warner Bros,

N-iw York",

ts

on

v.p.

at

and gen. mgr.

its

homeoffice

indeiliiila

in

leave be-

Coe will the., salfs department at. Warners
Coe. return?.
in time to attend comes
under the complete jurisDecember quarterly diction of Ben Kalmenson, general
MPPDA directorate. sales manager, while Harry Kalmine
,

New York

U

Hollywood. Dec.

1.

Ch.nrlcs Boycr and Julicn Duvlco-|)i"duters. got the third cpiof their picture. 'Flc>h and
Fantasy.' started wit!i Alan Curtis
nnd Gloriii Joan in lop roles. Orit;jnally John Gnrficltl was .slated for
the third episode Ijiit pulled a runin

tii.s

first

<cliodule(l

Scl/.I

I

of
cpi.sodo
lor Universal release, and
Stanwyck co-stairc<l with

Barbaia
Boycr in the second chapter.

j

I

1941

Universal,
feet:

12,282,260.
1941 -Qusta.
quota, 89,825.808 feet.
quota, 88,601,674 feet;
.<

quot?., 73,Qae,aa7-feet.

1941

quota,

current quota,

.... .._

-

85,334,4W

76,400,9(f3

feet.

1941 quoU, 93384,712;
current quota, 77.042,388 feet.
-Ph: amount, 1941 quota, 131,690,361:
current quota, 102,060,186 feet.
...JJnited Artists, 1941 quota. 46,095,'

Columbia.

.

682: current quota, 41,486,114.
Monogram, 1941 quota, 16,899,241;

current

quota,

15,209,317.

While figures for Republic were
not

quota would be close around that of
United Artists.

with
partment,
Washington.

!

starred in
the picture.

i~

current

RKO,

of the theatre

headquarters

at

j

suspension by

Edward C. Robinson
iho

I

Warners,
feci:

c>rrint

that Bernhard
receive, going into the Navy
from civilian life, is that of lieutenant commander. He Is likely to get
that title due to his high position
Bernhard i.*
in the film industry.
slated to attach to the Bureau of
Yards and Docks of the Navy De-

The highest rank

.sodc

out, rcsullin);
W.iriiers.

about

command

Metro, 1941, quoU 169,962,228 feet;
current quota, 129,171,756 feet.
20th-Fox, 1941 quota, 103,774,008;
current quota. 83,019,206 feet.

circuit.

may

vii'i'.

'

weeks with Kenneth MacRowan
producinc Scrcenjilay. bnscd on the
Bronte novel nnd succcedms
old
nicl-.'s

'

Joe Bernhard,

at

Warners beat the gun with the
elimination of 'B' productions from
the 1942-43 program and other studios are expected to follow. Average
saving on celluloid used in prints of
'B' pictures, shorts and newsreels
will be enough to make around 23
to 28 features, according to observers of footage.
Technicolor is a tough problem for
the studios under the new restrictions, owing to the fact that they require three negatives to make one

"

one.

Down

reels into six features, which will return from two to three times the
coin derived from a similar amount
of footage in newsreels.

elected president in 1926 following pictures without color.
the death of Jules E. Mastbaum. In
Film credits are due for curtail1927, the Stanley Co. insured Mc- ment and tilte lines will be cut down
Guirk's life for $1,000,000, making to a minimum under the new order.
him one of the most heavily insured Another result will be the revival
motion picture executives in the story conferences and rehearsals to
country.
cut down the number of takes, as
When Stanley was absorbed by well as editing and general tightenWarners, McGuirk and his ex-Stan- ing from the writing mill to the finley associates, Abe Sablosky, took ished product. Official announcement
over the operation if the Arcadia
of the cut has not yet been made,
one of the few independent thea- but it is generally understood that
McQuirk the new allotment will go into effect
tres in downtown Phllly.
is still keeping his interest In the on Jan. 1.
"
"*
Arcadia.
TTi6 •aiTfOimr or-fltm -euiituin e d ly -*
the various companies in 1941, their
quota under the curreiit 10 to 24%
conservation program and prior to
th; allotments under the scheduled
additional cut of around 5% due Jan.
Pinch-Hit for
follows:
1

in '43

a.ssumes full

tivo

stage

13 20th

regular

Third

Sclr.nick.

Picture

McGuirk, onetime presi

meeting of the

Stevey Draws Oldie

1.

eagle-

beaked general who wrecked Napoleon and changed the map of the
world, is going to be biographed on
the screen with Ray McCarev pro-

reach

Hollywood. Dec. 1.
Republic is reviving 'Dark Command,' produced two years ago, to
cash in on the present boxoffice
magnetism of Walter Pidgeon, John
Wayne and Roy Rogers.
Reissue gets ;i special advertising
budget of $50,000.

issued.

ley-Warner Company here— an out
growth of the Stanley Co. he once
helped to found. McGuirk, now In
positive print. Meanwhile Technihis 70's, will be an assistant to Ted color is developing a new Monopack
end will color negative which Is designed to
Schlahger, zone chief,
substitute one for the current three
handle real estate matters.
equalizing the footMcGuirk became vice-president of as a step toward
age In color and black-and-white
the Stanley Co. in charge of real es- versions. Until that time, most of
He was the studios will make most of their
tate and finance in 1919.

Coe Comnluting

calls

Light on

J.

special assignment,
Charles F. Coe, vice-president of cause of his
the Motion Pidure Producers i Dis- nature not indicated, with the U. S.
tributors Assn., is due back in New Navy. Request for his services came
York some time next week. He left from the Navy. Bernhard reported
for the Coast last week on Thanksto Washington Monday f30) to take
giving Day.
Joseph !. Breen. who arrived ir up his assjfinment.
_
As result of his leave of absence,
N. 'V. on Nov. 23. likely will stay

$10.50

these days
with so many want ads in the Los
Angeles papers calling for unskilled
labor in the airplane plants.
$5.50

'

electrical

John

I.

dent of the Stanley Oo. of America
and once one of the big figures in
the motion picture Industry, today

f

.Few extras are answering

bracket.

make

Philadelphia, Deo.

now

From an economic standpoint, the
producers figure that they can turn
the footage now required for news-

WB

Which Bought Co.

Perlberg has the most expansive
slate, with eight pictures to' make.
William LeBaron rates next with six;
Nunnally Johnson and Sol Wurtzel,
five; Bryan Foy, Lee Marcus, Lamar
Trotti and Robert Brassier, four;
Kenneth Macgowan and Walter Morosco, three;
Damon Runyon and
Ernst Lubitsch with two apiece, and

For 30~0(M) Oct Jobs

positive and negative film, it
is likely that the newsreel "releases
will be reduced to one per week for
each of the major studios, instead of
the 10

Prexy Joins

charge of production at 20th-Fox.
Lineup calls for a wide variety of
subjects, including dramas, comedies,
musicals and war subjects.
Among the top-budgeters, William

this

and

serials

own

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Program of 51 features to be pro
duced before the end of 1943 is
promised by William Goetz, v.p. in

week.

shorts,

Newsreels' FooUge
Approximately 25,000,000 feet ha.ve
been used yearly in newsreels. of
which 4.000,000 has been positive
film. With the companies using their

Onetime Stanley

51 Fihns

Producers

commercial

shorts.

KRUSHEN

Among

some recommended

will

Up

Split

trims were left in.
i
is reporteu that tuts will amount
to a few feet in all with likelihood
that

editors

of prints instead of dozens, as in
the peaceful past.

duction Board's 23% raw film allocation cut, based on 1941 consumption, which goes into effect Jan. 1
for a period of three months.
Industry
execs
estimate
that
the
majors will produce in the neighborhood of 250 films next year while
the total Hollywood output of the 11
companies
(including
Republic,
Monogram and Producers Releasing Corp.) will run from 325 to 375
films for the year.
The 11 companies granted recognition by the WPB insofar as raw
stock allocation is concerned, used
approximately 1,300,000,090 feet of
(Continued on page 26)

uncalled-for cursing in the picture,
id substantiated its decision to
stand back of the PCA.
Contention of UA in appealing was
that it might harm the continuity of
production.
Hays office directors
realized that it would be impossible
to pick up loose ends of the sound
track by rc-shooting parts of the picture because somi members of the
cast now are back in the British
Navy and art unable to appear for

Thus

mag

have to choose their front
page pulchritude from a couple

B'lt the Hays directors backed up
the basic contention of the eastern

retakes.

ruling by the War Production
Board, means the practical abolition

other pictures that might interfere
with the running time of the Government's wartime and propaganda

film.

on, the

1.

ing
of

will

PCA. which ordered the scissoring;
Nine Rules
namely, that there was too much
Rules drafted by WPB for theatre

operators are:
the main entrance switch
1. Pull
at the conclusion of each day's operation. One employee should be delegated to this task.
2. Do not permit an accumulation
of inflammable rubbish in store
rooms, poster rooms, boiler or furnace rooms.
3. Appliance
cords for vacuum
cleaners, work lights or other portable apparatus should be inspected
daily and, if found defective, should
be repaired immediately.
4. Smoking
in
projection booth
should not be permitted under any
oircumstances.
6. At the conclusion of each day's

Kodachrome
From now

ARMY-NAVY CREDITS
By MORI

By UA on Hays

Hollywood, Dec.

The cut of 25% below the normal
of 1941 in new film stock, both negative and positive, under the impend-

Hollywood, Deo. 1.
Still pictures of glamour gals,
once shot in color and in large
numbers for draping on the covers of magazines, are reduced to
a minimum by a shortage of

Film output of the eight major
companies is considered likely to be
reduced by approximately 40% during 1943 as result of the War Pro-

Compromise Won

are confronted with

the probability that a theatre damaged by Are today will have to remain closed for the duration, thereby
'depriving the local population of an

Tough on Beauts

250

Mono and PRC

Rep,

of

(30).

This problem is serious enough in
normal times but today when every
ounce of material must ba guarded,

'

Around

for

325 to 375 Total Including

Dunphy, chief of the amusements
section

Will Likely

From 8 Majors

Films

Baltimore, Dec. 1.
Influx of characters from the
backwoods attracted here by
war work and big dough, is having its reaction in the downtown
picture sector.
Boxoffice girls
no longer ask the stereotyped,
'Orchestra or balcony?' It's 'Upstairs or downstairs?' now.
Unexpected switch came from
a rustic last week who asked for
'two on the bottom!'

1

Warner exec has three sons in the
one of whom. Louis, has

service,

just joined

Others

are

the

A.

R.

the Army as a private.
Jack, an officer with

F..

now

Maurice, who's a
this country.

in England, and
naval aviator in

available,

it

was indicated

'Doc' in the

its

Dark

Hollywood, Dec.

Columbia pushed back the

1.

start

its series of 'Crime Doctor' features until Feb. 1 to wait until Warner Baxter finishes his role in 'Lady
In the Dark' at Paramount.

of

Baxter
role

in

Lindscy

is

the

signed for the top male
series, with Margaret

in the

fcmme

lead.

Michael

Cordon directing and Ralph Cohn
producing.

'

Wednesday, December
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Film Distribotion for Soldiers Abroad
Via Fix Cos., Not Army; Hazens Talk

Lessing

of

Distribution

pictures

to

Fox's $1 Dividend

exchanges instead of by the Army,
Joseph H. Hazen revealed yesterday by the action of the directorate in
declaring • |1 dividend on the com(Tuesday) in making a report to
mon shares. This makes $1,25 paid
industry higher-ups on the enlarged or declared on the oommon this year.
role the industry is being called upon Company's directors also declared
dividend or
to play in connection with the war the usual quarterly eash
effort.
He prophesied, as result of 37%c on the preferred covering the
fourth quarter.
Both diwys are payable Dec. 21 to
stockholders of record at the close of
business Deo. 11.

The Warner vice-president and
attorney stated that this increased
role for the industry will involve
not only handling of the distribution
of film to armies overseas but would
also include production of entertainment and morale-building films for
both the home front and men in
service, together with an Increase
in the output of pictures for training purposes. Hazen added that the
majority of the 86 businesa leaders
attending the orientation course with
him, strongly favored Increased use
of training shorts as the speediest
and most effective method of teaching many of the important requirements of a soldier's training.
Inside Stuff

In

rendering

his

the

report,

Warner executive gave a factual outline of the war situation throughout
the globe, the military mission of
the United Nations and how it is

hoped to accomplish

this mission.
also spoke of the interrelation of
the armed forces with the civilian

He

population, pointing out that every
soldier at the front needs 10 workers behind the lines to keep him
properly supplied. Much of Hazen's
speech was said to be of a confl'
dentlal nature, with result a lot of
factual data could not b« released
for publication.
'Ltmcheon session at the Union

FOX'S

30,000

ing

last Sept.

>0,

Hugh Herman
artillery

Guard

tional

Increased $5,-

in

1940.

The

outfit

took part in the battle of Bataan and
the surrender of Corregidor. Only
when their boys were prisoners of
the Japs, the picture reveals, did the
community awaken to its responsibilities.
It
discovered the many
things like buying war bonds and
collecting scrap that the folks on the
home front must do to keep the war

machine

UA

The 20th-Fox

rolling to victory.

Corp. Succeeds In

Eqnals '41 Oitpnt
1.

Walt Disney established- a new
tudio footage record by shipping
out more than 30,000 feet of film,
chiefly produced for the Navy, during Uie last 30 days, equalling the
amount produced on the lot dtiring
the entire season of 1641. .Total in-

bonus

this

Deo. 2S,

Including two

and RKO.

Additionally,

may Increase their bonus payments to the extent that will be
considered allowable imder the ra>
cent Wage Stabilization Act.
others

Under the salary freezing legislation, where bonuses have been paid
before or where they are Instituted
for the first time, the Government
will permit them to be paid In either
case where they are within raasottv
able limits.
Assiunption Is that
where bonuses have been previously
paid, or are newly started, they
would not result in trouble it not
exceeding a couple weeks salary or
so.
This would Include a company
that may have paid a comparatively
small bonus last Xmas and wants
to increase It this year.
Any bonus payments made are
subject to tax by the recipient aa
The $5,000 ceiling on the cost of 1941 income, but may be deductca
film sets has been waived by the War from corporate Income tax returns

Jury Verdict of 1938
New trial, granted United Artists
Corp. before the Court of Common
Pleas, Franklin County, Ohio, in a
motion to set aside a previous jury
award of $25,275 on June 18, 1938 to
Ardmore Amusement, Inc., is sched-

by the company.
Production Board in the case of the
Plans with respect to bonuses are
motion picture, 'Unconquered.' Story as yet indefinite since film eompanlet
movement usually wait until the week or so beand the assassination of Heydrich, fore Christmas before deciding whet
to pay.
Some in the past have
the picture required construction of
stalled to see what competitors were
some 'streets of Prague' and no sets
doing.
were available which could be sub-

of the Czech underground

Par's

System

Paramount, the only company paying a regular weekly 'cost-of-living*
to employees earning up to
$200 a week, last Christmas handed
out three checks to many employees.
It was emphasized by
that Those earning up to $50 weekly got
there are two or three precedents their regular check, plus the equivafor this action and that construction lent of the weekly salary whatever
of the set would require no priority it was, and a third check amounting
assistance.
to 4% of the total wages paid th*
last six months of the year (1941).
United Artists for several years
regularly has paid a week's salary
Getaeral
to all getting up to a maximum of

uled to open Dec. 7 as result of an
unusual ruling from the bench.
Justice J. Clifford, presiding in the

waived the $5,000 ceiling
limitation in this case on the ground
that the set could be used again
for future pictures.

ing the

UA

motion for a

new

trial

Wartime

Problems Discussed

7,

admitted in evidence and the charge
of the Court.
It was not to blame;
the Court assumes the blame.'
Action for $25,275 was originally
brought in 1938 by Ardmore Amuse-

$200.

Last year Warner Bros, paid bonusbased on length of service, which
scaled to the equivalent of a week's
salary.
In addition to this handout
es,

At Par's Conclave

on

1942 stated. The Court sustains the motion for a new trial on
the grounds that the Court erred in
the admission of evidence over the
objection and exception of the defendant and in its charge to the jury
so that the verdict is contrary to
law."
Decision states also that The
Court erred. The jury predicated its
verdict upon irrelevant testimony

bonus

WPB

same Court where the judgment was
originally handed down, in grantApril

$S.000

stituted.

125^75

shares as against

30c in the nine-month i>erioid of 1941.
Remarkable Inorease to above $7,000,000 as against only $1,549,164 in
the first 89 wMka of 1941 Is basically
traced to Inclusion of part of the
corporation's unfrozen revenue from
Great Britain In the third quarter,
more
than
Mth-Fox
although
doubled Ita first quarter earnings
and about trebled Its second quaryear
ago
with
compared
a
ter as
Company's statement points that the
current profits reflect the extraordinary adjustments occasioned by
the agreement of the British government to release all sterling balances frozen to Oct. 24 this year.
As a consequence, 20th-Fox cites
that all litifliigh income frozen up
to the and of the second quarter
(therefore excluded up to that time
from tiie tneome account) has been
returned to the income account.
Total amotmted to $5,900,000, including $2,000,000 previously ex
eluded from the income account of
1941. Company balance sheet shows

OK ON

WPB

WPB

Setting Aside

year or to 16,065,109. The profit for
the first thre* quarters is equal to

Of Fdm for Nayy

days

PRAGUE STREET

net rose $4,377,2X1 In the third' quarter over the comparable quarter last

common

training cartoons 22

this

20th-Fox

profit of $7366,003 for the first three

$3.57 per

finished a series of

producer-dla-

oi;

having risen sharply

year, virtually all the companies are
expected to hand out a Christmas

companies that have not paid anything In several years.
These are

'

quarters this year.

1.

into every Ameriahead of schedule and started a new
Message of thanks
series of animated pictures on shipfrom the WPB conbuilding for Calship.
extended
director
was
servation
Fred Kahn, chief of the studio's
Monday (30) on the occasion of a training division. Is huddling with
special screening in Washington of officials in Washington on other sethree short subject war pictures. ries to help speed up the nation's war
Films will be shown to an estimated industries.
85,000,000 film patrons in more than
17,000 theatres in the next few
months, he said.
Pictures viewed here were The
Aldrich Family Gets in the Scrap,'
an illustrated talk by 'Vice-President
Henry Wallace on the four freedoms,
and 'Everybody's War,' narrated by
Henry Fonda.
'Everybody's War' is the story of
an unnamed American commimity
whose sons marched off with the Na-

and salvage

earnings

tributori

Hollywood, Dec.

pictures'

can community.

tion

«<Hnpared with corresponding Arst three quarters in
reporting
net
corporation
1041,
as

With

Caissons Roll Along

ex-

in producing, distribut-

and exhibiting motion

Xmas

Statfs This

to the industry

Consolidated net profit of 20thfor tha flrat 19 weeks this year,

706,839

its

'for

mo-

that bring the lessons of conserva-

Fox

ending

industry

Bonus

War

SETS GET

$5M

a

Hollywood, Dec.

NET FOR

WEEKS UP

39

(Continued on paga 16)

Disney''s

work

cellent

strong profit statement shown for
the first three quarters this year by
20th-Fox was reflected Monday (30)

1942

Distribs Probably
Will

Washington, Deo. 1.
Rosenwald, director of

picture

tion

posts

the orientation course in Army procedure which he took, that the war
activities of the picture business
would be greatly expanded as the
conflict goes on.

J.

the conservation division of the
Production Board, thanked the

army

abroad will henceforth be
handled by the major 111m companieB through their own foreign

AH Fdm

SALUTES FILMS' C04)P

2,

In addition to general theatre
operating
problems
and policy,
issues
arising
out
of
the
national war emergency, and theatre
participation in the increasingly vital
war work of the film industry were
discussed at the three-day Par convention in Hot Springs, Ark., winding up today (Wednesday).
Mass
meeting of Par home office theatre
executives and partners-operators of
the company is the first of its kind
to be held since early in 1941.
All of the many Par partners and

for all. the company gave a mid«
yearly bonus this past summer which
averaged around one-half of •
week's salary. Expectation Is that a
second six months bonus for thif

year,

be

which may be Increased, will

placed

in

the

Warner

Xmas

stockings.

Loew's-Metro, Universal' and Col
paid smaller bonuses last Dec. w.
Loew's paid two weeks' pay but not
to exceed a total of $50 to those
earning up to $40.
U gave two

weeks to those getting up to $50
weekly, while those earning no more

Ya^'^rtST'^S^^^^^ui
ia<emeRf •'^^•'^^^•^WIPPSWw,
'

Most

of the product was strictly
technical and not for public exhibi
It dealt with such subjects as
landings on aircraft carriers and ic
ing conditions at iiigh altitudes,
the entertainment field the films in
eluded 'Education for Death' and
•Walt Disney Sets Latin ^erica,
two shorts designed to aid 'the war
effort in different ways, one as
warning against Nazi dictatorship
and the other as a gesture of friendship toward our neighbors south of
the Rio Grande.
In the face of the constant drain
on studio manpower, Disney has
stepped up his production to make
the December output higher than

tion.

the

record-breaking

work

in

No-

vember.

Monand

Vs. Par

Doe

20th-Fox statement placed total against UA because the distrib had
reserve because of currency restric- failed (o deliver a print of 'Goldwyn
tions in countries other than Eng- FoUies' on a Sunday. Plaintiffs also
land amounted to $1,450,000 as of charged that it failed to get 'Marco
Polo' first run because UA had made
Sept. 26 last.
Gross income from all sources the Dexter theatre, in or near Co'amounted to $44,907,864, while ex- lumbus, the first run situation. It
penses totaled $34,695,253, of which is alleged that the plaintiff then canAlexander Korda, Walter
$2^068,713 was for amortization of celled
production and other costs.
20th- Wanger and other UA pictures beFox wrote off $3,900,000 for normal cause the Dexter got first run.
Power & Barton are attorneys for
Federal Income taxes and $1,200,UA, with O'Brien, Raftery & Drls000 for excess profits tax.
coU acting as counsel. Paul Herbert
EMh-Fox Earnings 193S-42
and Robert Boyd are attorneys for
Net profit except
noted (*) deficit.
as

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

•

$3,090,135
7.722,955
8,617,114
7,252.467
4,663.009
'517,336
4,921,926

(1941

To Come Up Again

ty

First
Second
Quarter Quarter

$404,089

$457,189
(1942 by

The $5,000,000 suit brought against
Paramount l>y A. B. Momand, Okla-

First
Second
Quarter Quarter

homa

$841,561 $1,349,333

operator, charging violation of
anti-trust laws and claiming
triple damages, is slated to come to

the

trial in

Oklahoma City Tuesday

(8).

This is the oldest and largest suit,
in terms of money, hanging over
Par since the lush days of "29, the

Momand action having been begtm
many years ago when times were
has dragged through the
courts ever since.
Louis Phillips, counsel for Paramount, in charge of the Momand
matter, left yesterday (Monday) for
Oklahoma City to prepare tor the
better.

trial.

It

Chicago, Dec.

1.

The Showmen's League of AmerRed Cross War Relief Drive

ica's

total of $10,500 in con-

tributions.

Drive was under the chairmanship
J.
C. KcCsttery, three times
president of tiM league, and was
started with « $2,60O eontrlbutlon
from the league.
of

Dembow,

Jr.,

Leon

Netter,

N. Y. CapitoFs
Pix, But

a

war bond.

Mon-

tague F. Gowthorpe, Walter Gross,
Eddie Hyman, Clark T. Brown,
Harry Wright, Bob Weltman, Claude
Lee, Ivan Perkins and Bob Powers.
Barney Balaban, who had planned
attending, was unable to do so.

2 Outside

'Random' to M.H.

LILIAN

HARVEY

PIC IN

LEO FILMS VS. SZEKELY
Leo Films, Inc., filed
supreme court Friday

T

suit In N.
(27) against

William Sekely, also known as William Szekely, for $25,000 damages
Leo claims that on May 24, 1940, ft
entered Into a five-year contract
with Sekely for distribution of 'Serenade,' starring Lilian Harvey.

This season having bought numerous outside pictures, the Capitol,
Studio Contracts
N. Y., has taken one from RKO,
'Seven Days Leave,' which will open
next Thursday (10) or Dec. 17. It
will, in turn, be followed by 'In
Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Quarters)
Roddy McDowall's option picked Which We Serve' (UA), while
Third
Fourth
by 20th-Fox.
Metro's own 'Random Harvest' goes
Quarter Quarter up
Gertrude Michael signed to play into the Music Hall, N. Y., for the
$687,886 $3,372,762
in two more pictures at PRC-Pathe. Christmas holidays.
Quarters)
James Gleason renewed for one
The Metro policy for some time
Fourth
Third
has been to sell pictures to the Hall
Quarter Quarter year by 20th-Fox.
Carole Landis drew an option lift away from its own showcase
$5,065,109
of years
at 20th-rox.
standing, the Cap, "Mrs. Miniver'
Tom Bridges, writer, drew an op- having been an outstanding instance.
lift at 20th-Fox.
Raises tion
Joan Davis inked two-picture con-

Showmen's League
Funds for Red Cross

ended with a

the plaintiff.

tion to the following from the Par
h.o.: Leonard H. Goldenson, Sam

tract at

RKO.

Dorothy Day handed player ticket
at Warners.

George Root,

Jr., renewed as a
writer at 20th-Fox.
Dave Wlllock signed actor pact at
20th-Fox.

Betty Wells drew player ticket at

The Vanishing Point
Hollywood, Dec.

Columbia wound up

its

1.

cliffhanger

schedule for the 1942-43 program
with 'Valley of Vanishing Men,'
fourth on the schedule.

Complaint avers that the defendant entered into a conspiracy with
Arthur Zlehn, Inc., In which they
predated a distribution contract and
deprived Leo of the contract.

The

Turps' at Metro

But Runyon at

Ralph Cohn produced. Spencer
Bennett directed and the cliffhanger
Marian Hall inked acting pact at leads were Bill Elliott, Slim Summervllle and Carmen Morales.
President,' released

RKO.

Paramount

20tli

HoUywood, Deo.

1.

Joe and Ethel Turp, two characters invented by Damon Runyon as
a newspaper feature, are coming
back to the screen at Metro, »though Runyon is producing at 20tn*
Fox.
Metro holds exclusive film righti
to the characters, with an agreement
to pay royalties for every picture In
which they are used. William Lipman is turning out the screen version of the 'Turp' family for production early next year. The first
was 'Joe and Ethel Turp Call on the
in 1939.

!

Wednesday, December

1942

t,

PICTURES

CURB ON DUALS UP TO
Sngle Pix on Sundays, Duals Rest

MERETIliKlNON'T

Of the Week, Click In Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Dec. 1.
Single features on Sundays to get
doubles
the holiday turnover and

BVayites Go

Hollywood, Nov.

during the week is the new policy
adopted by the Fox downtown theIt -was tried out lour weeks
atres.

Hunt Stromberg's

since, so

periment

now

established

the

30.

Mur-

and
Strand
Palace
Wisconsin,
play their ace feature, toon
shorts,
selected
with
Sunday, making up a show that
runs about two hours and 15 minule.s. enabling them to give several

terday

cast addition is Victoria Faust
of stage hit, 'Cry Havoc'
She's the wife of George Gruskin of

the William Morris Agency.

ANTI-TRUST STATUS
all

Fewer Fans But

More Cash Cues

Upped Admish

A

few squi.wks have come from
hunters, but any staythis account are compenfor by patrons who prefer
single feature shows and make it a
point to attend on Sunday on that

Minneapolis, Dec. 1.
Exhibitor circles, considering an-

the barjiain

sated

other raise in admission prices, declare

the boost

would be

justified

not only because of advancing costs,

ac-!'junt.
An the Sunday stayaways come during the week, so
houses don't lose any customers,

but also because there are fewer
people to draw from and those few
have more money to spend for en-

but on the contrary gain additional
ones.

tertainment.

Sunday policy also is looked upon
as readying patrons for the day when
all houses will be forced to return
to a solo policy.

sion

It's declared here that an admisprice boost is particularly in
order in the smaller towns hurt the
most by wartime population dislocations. Those people still remaining
towns are better situated
in the
financially than for many years and
can afford to pay higher theatre admissions which would offset the

PhiUy Film Forum

Concerned About
Duals and Morals
1.

the .-ipeakers was Judge
S. Jackson of the Children's
Court. N. Y.. who asked that women
pay more attention to the protection

Coast s

tome And

officials will

War

Information to which Lowell Mellett is
attached. However, it appears as if
gradually being
single
billing
is
achieved anyway as a result of cur-

rather than the Office of

tailment in material and

manpower

availability in all branches of the industry.
While those who believe single
fcature.<; are requisite would like to
afTecl the elimination of duals themselves, they see no chance for this.
Admitting that they don't like to
have the federal government do it,
these solo-feature advocates see no
other alternative. These exhibitors
and distributors have tried for 12 to
15 years to bring about the death of
double-features, without success.
Not generally known is that U. S.

anti-trust laws
from
hibitors

have prevented ex-

plemental rationing for holders of
'B books is limited in most cases

Get

(Continued on page 26)

(Continued on page 26)

Me Attitude

With Gas Patrons

with

J.

I

wartime there are evidences of
laxity
and moral breakdown invading even the entertainment field.' he said.
Judge Jackson criticized theJSovernment 'for its growing confrol of
the motion picture industry,' and

cussed.

Possibility

is

In let's

where
being

mm/

^m ^

LA.
HAvilhwiliriatf

^

To

37th

Los Angeles, Dec.

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

It'

Hollywood. Dec.

Pic
1.

To Be Published Late In December

Paramount assigned Sidney Lanfield to direct the next Bob Hope
starrer. 'Let s Face
early this month.

It.'

slated to roll

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Fred Kohlmar is associate producer under general supervision of
.

De

Harry Tugend
Sylva.
winding up his job on the script.

B. G.

is

WB'i African Footage
Warners

is

Hollywood. Dec.
putting on its

Special Exploitation Advantages

first

runs.

Result.s of the

new

first

runs will

watched closely and if biz falls
below anticipation switches will be
made to other houses such as Warners' Beverly in Beverly Hills and
the Fox-West Coast deluxe pair in
Westwood. If biz holds up in downtown and Hollywood area the whole
be

Meanwhile
setup may be revised.
houses are being
receipts of all
closely scanned for what might offer
shift
ever-changing
a solution to the
of patronage.

Paramounl's two theatres are only
houses to report abnormal

1.

own

North Africjn drive to reach the film
market first with a two-reeler on
the Allied invasion
"the Mediterranean front.
Title is 'Our African Front,' footage of which is being shipped by
trans-Atlantic
plane to Burbank.
Film will b' edited by Gordon Hollingshead as soon as it arrives.

1.

Fox-We.»t Coast, for instance. Is
teaming the Ritz in the denselypopulated Wilshire district with the
State-Chinese, while Warners has
bracketed the Wiltern, also located
on Wilshire Boulevard, with the
Downtown and Hollywood. Paramount is said to be eyeing an indie
nabe house for a first-run tie-up
with its downtown and HoUywqod

of

effort

II

Offset Gas Curb

With neighborhood trade expected
to flourish as result of gas rationing
extension to the Coast, chain operators are testing various nabe sites as
day-daters with deluxers.

Hope
Face

boards,

that

to fight against any 'further Government controlled motion pictures.'

Lanfield Directs

become

many ruling:> conflicting. TheaMonday night was generally

miles daily.
not
Certification to ration boards for
dissupplemental supplies to workers
studio
will be authorized by an established
busses may be used by some of the
industry unit of management and
majors to roimd up personnel in the
labor. A one-day test will be made
morning and return them to homes
by the transportation unit in order to
after work.
gauge the mileage covered on a customary work trip. Drivers will be
rechecked carefully against figures in
their 'questionnaire.

Transportation pools,
already in effect, are

THEME OF THE

'In

make an

appeal.

tion.

Show Business
At War

moral

to

three

for

normal all around with matinees also
studio
heads
were confronted little affected. Real test will come
with a new problem last week as later in the week, when first couadvance reports indicated that some pons are cashed at filling stations.
studio workers, including film stars,
30,000 Workers Hit
were adopting a 'come and get me
need me' attitude in anif you
Film industry leaders are plenty
ticipation of gas rationing -which worried over the situation created by.
was extended to the Coast yester- gas rationing and Its effect on the
day (Tues.).
30,000 studio workers. A meeting of
In many cases workers claimed studio managers and heads of unions
that the limited allowance, with the and Guilds was called today (1) to
Hollywood distances to be consid- draft a system for handling transporered, would be virtually all used up tation problems.
by just going to the studios and reStudio heads admit the situation Is
turning home.
acute, with 58% of the regular studio
Though not of major proportions, employees consuming more mileage
development, which appears monthly between their studios and
this
speedily
adjusted, homes than the supplementary 'B'
be
likely
to
added to the various wartime dif- book allows for.
Average for a
ficulties already hampering produc- round trip has been pegged at 18

of their 'movie-going' children.'

women

gallons

n,onlhs period regardless of milage
stipulated in supplemental
All rulings on actors have
problems
for
individual

44

Stephen

asked the

additional

64

to

tre biz

single-

installing

feature bills, even when desired. The
Interstate case, which went to the
U. S. Supreme Court, Is interpreted
as forbidding any universal agreement to oust twin bills. And univer-

The Philadelphia Motion Picture
Forum, at its meeting last week,
urged the suspension of double features for (he duration as a measure
to conserve film and other vitallyneeded war materials. The forum
la composed
of representatives of
organiza
One of

and Government

immediate stoppage of duals would
have to come via Government decree
and various officials have already
expressed themselves loath to end
dualling via a directive.
Such a
regulation would have to come from
the War Production Board or the
Economic Stabilization
Office
of

losses at the boxoffice. a«cording to this line of reasoning.
There is also much agitation for
prices
the
raising
children's
of

volume

no

with Joseph Santley
of studio business.
and Albert J. Cohen proFigured in Los Angeles County
that approximately half of l.lTS.noO
car owners will have to get along
with basic 'A' ration books, which
allow for 240 miles monthly. Sup-

not curb double features. Complete,

gross.

Philadelphia, Dec.

the pleas of exhibitor organiza-

tions

aways on

1.

(Mon.)

directing
ducing.

Belief continues in the trade that

gether

additional performances on the day,
then on Monday the houses return to
the double feature policy, eliminatinj, most of the Sunday shorts and
putting in the secondary feature.
New ivolicy with Sunday prices
adds a coupla grand to the day's
gross, without affecting the weekday business, so the Increased take
is just so much added to the week's

Hollywood, Dec.

1.

gas rationing left

day's

First

harmful effects on studio normalcy.
Most cars are rolling with nearly

—

New

now

Away

Come

Los Angeles, Dec.

Rosemary Lane returned from full tank; and it's still too early to
Broadway to play her first film role
tell effects o( transportation diffiin two years as romantic femme lead
Gradual Dual Elimina- in the Judy Canova-Joe E. Brown culties on studio workers. Only a
few 'solated cases of tardiness but
tion Foreseen Due to Stock comedy. 'Chatterbox,' at Republic.
Picture went into production yes- not enough to affect normal pursuit
and Manpower Shortages

from cast

practice.

Day s Gas Rationing Fails to Dent

Just Couldn't Stay

Would Have to
Come From WPB or OES,
Rather Than OWI, to
Which Mellett !• Attached

for United Artists, will have
a sprinkling of Broadwayites in the
production. Pinkie Lee, from "Wine,
Women and Song,' Eddie Gordon,
radio performer, and Joe Piatt, stage
designer, have arrived for their first
film work here.

started as an ex-

is

'G-String

U. S.

Studio Normalcy; Big Test Yet to

Regulation

ders,'

ago with the inauguration of Sunday
openings, clicked at once and has
been consistently profitable ever

what was

'G-String'

TUiN THE THICK'

First

T

Reservations

and Copy May

Monday

trade due to attraction, 'Road
Morocco.' which is proving b.

Be Sent to Any

to
o.

bonanza.

Variety Office

Theatre operators figure

NEW YORK
W.

46th

SL

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine SL

54

W.

Rqnclolph SL

LONDON
8 St. Martin's

PL

is

too

the effects of gas raearly to
tioning because of the as yet full
tanks, but in another 10 days it will
begin to shape up and the drift betell

154

it

come

fairly definite.

—

FILM REVIEWS
CASABLANCA

Wedncsdayt December
Niniatore Reviews

(SONGS)
Ukm.

WiiiiMT
1)1

John Wayne

irlciiite or Hal
Wullln
1).
SiiiiN Hiiinphroy DoRarl, Ingrld
a nil
I'uiil
Hpnreld;
feHlureB

ihludlon.

Hrrgmun

'Casablanca'

(WB)

Topnotch cast in excellent adventure-romance, should count

and I'htllp i;. i:i>^ivln iinil Howard Kitch.
from a piny liy MuriMy Bumetl and Junn
AllHon: .ton^H by M- K. Jemme nnd .lurk
Si holl
riitnt* ji.
odilur.
Arthur KdOHon

for strong b.o. returns.
'Reanlon' (M-G).
Drama of
occupied Paris and formula theatrics
mild
boxoffice.
Joan
Crawford and John V'pyne star-

It-iiii"

Hiiil

Ouiiiz.

.\ll(-)t:<v-l

:

Owfi)

I

:

At Hidlywootl. N.

MiirlCH.

hiK Ntiv.
l(i>-k

JIhh

Lunil

(line.

Inicrld Bfirvinan

Victor LnHzIo

Paul

Ciiptnln I^ule Henauli
MHjur SiniHKcr
Srni)r Kerrarl

A Waller
Tvnnne
Carl.

Bam

Dooley Wilson
Joy PaRe
John Qu^ilen
Leonid Klnnkey
Helmut Dantlm!

Annlnu Brnndcl
Bergcr
Hiirtender

a

l^lenrclil

Claude Ilulns
Conrad Veldl
Sydney Oreenstvooi
l*eter Lorre
S. 'A. Sakull
Madeleine I.ellenu

UKuite

SnHchii,

atnrt-

Y..

09 MINl:^.
Humphrey HoKurt

HutininK

'-11!

'JO.

Jnn
Dark Kuropean

Curt Hutu

Miinel
Corlnna

Croupier
Slnser
Mr. L«uc«itnK
Mra. I^uchtaR
Senor .Mortlnez

Ludwiic

Diillo

Mum

Arab Vendor
Abdul

Ia\

Dun Seymour

'Casablanca' will take the b.o.'s of
America just as swiftly and certainly
as the AEF took North Africa. Despite the fact that the fortunate turn
of military events has removed the
city of Casablanca, in French Morocco, from the Vichyfrance sphere
and has thus in one respect dated the
film, the combination of fine performances, engrossing story and neat
direction make that easily forgotten.

Film should be a

moneymaker

solid

everywhere.

Heavy

exploitation
campaign being given the picture by

advertising

'Andy Hardy's Doable Life'
(M-G). Hardy family series reformula; excellent

turns to old
boxoffice.

'The

Within'

Traitor

(Rep).

Don Barry and Jean Parker
okay B.

in

Stoo)<el

Torre
Frank PurIIu

Charles

PitUborfh' (U). OK DietrichRandolph
Scott-John
Wayne

Urunlne

Ilka

-

A

into 'La Marseillaise.'
at first, but

enedly

bit fright-

then

with

a

might that completely drowns out
the Germans, the patrons and help
in Rick's give voice to the anthem
of the France of 'Liberty, Equality,
Fraternity.' It is just another facet
of the variety of moods, action, sus-

pense, comedy and drama that makes
'Casablanca' an A-1 entry at the b.o.

REUNION
Hollywood, Dec.

U

1.

Metro release of Joseph
Manklewicz
production.
Stars Joa.i Crawford, John
Philip Dom.
Directed by Jules
Dansln. St:rcenp)»y by Jan LuHtlK. .Marvin
Itorowsky. >hirc Connelly. baFC-il on orlK-

Wayne.

Warners should also count at the hial by LAdislas Bua-Kekete; camera. Robert Planke: special effects. Wiirren NewIt's designed— as was the quick
b.o.
Veron. Tradeahown
release of the Aim after General combe; editor, Blmo
In L. A. Dec. 1, '43.
RunnInK time, 101
Eisenhower's forces marched into MIN8.
the African city to take advantage MIchelo de la Becque
Joan Crawford
John W.iyne
of the publicity attendant to mili- Fat Talbot
Robert
Conot
Philip Dorn
tary events involving Casablanca. In Schultz
ReKlnald Uwon
other words, WB, instead of being OenemI Hupri, Schrueder. Albert Boflsennann
Ji'hn Carradlne
dismayed at the town's changed sta- Ulrlch Windier
Ann Ayurs
tus, is wisely cashing in on America's Juliette
Durand
J. KUwanl Urontl>erft
new-born familiarity with the title. Paul
Crebeau
Moroni Olsen
Exhlbs, in selling the picture, will Emlle Fleuron
i.. Henry Danlell
Howard da dllva
do well to bear in mind that it goes Anton Strefcel
Honore
Charles Arnt
heavy on the love theme. Although Martin
Mnrrts Ankrum
the title and Humphrey Bogart's Oenevleve
Edith Kviinson
name convey the impression of high Captain
Emi-sl Dorian
.Marrarei Laurence
adventure rather than romance, Clothlhle
Mme. Mnntanot
Odette Myrlll
there's plenty of the latter for the Soldlfr
Peter Whitney

—

.•

femme

Adventure

trade.

is

there,

but it's more as exciting background to the Bogart-Bergman heart
department. Bogart, incidentally, as
a tender lover (in addition to being

too,

a cold-as-ice nitery operator) is a
novel characterization that, properly
billed, might itself be
coin in the trough.

good for some

pictured as a superto which flee the
monied refugees from Axis terror.
There they await visas to Lisbon end
then transportation to the United
States. The waits are frequently interminable while arrangements for
papers are being made with corrupt
Vichy officials and the wealthy help
their
impatience
with
allay
to
chemin-de-fer and other games at
Rick's.
Rick is Bogart, who has
opened his fancy joint after being
lilted' by Ingrld Bergman in Paris.
Miss Bergman turns up one eve-

Casablanca

is

town

flcially-gay

ning with her husband, Paul Henreid, whom she thought was dead
during the period of her romance
with Bogart. Henreid is leader of
the underground in Europe and it Is
vital that he get to America. Bogart
has two visas that will do the trick

—

aflame or sending her off
with Henreid, who can do so much
for the United Nations cause. Bogart
maneuvers her into going off with
Henreid.
Bogart, as might be expected, is
more at ease as the bitter and cynical
operator of a joint than as a lover,
but handles both assignments with
superb finesse. Miss Bergman, in a
torn - between - love - and-duty role,
lives up to her reputation as a fine
actress.
Henreid is well cast and
does an excellent job too.
Superb is the lineup of lesser play-

torch

ers.

still

Some

of the cnaracterizations

are a bit on the overdone side, but
each is a memorable addition to the
whole. There's Claude Rains, as the
charmingly-corrupt prefect of police;

it

instead of getting in the

.Melro-Goldivyn-Mayer production and r«-

Sara
Ueorse

Hooney; features L,ewls

Ann Rutherford. Esther Williams,
Haden. Fay Holden.
Directed by

B.
Seltz.
Screenplay by Aicnea
Christine Johnston, baaed on character! created by Aumnia Rouverol: camem, John
Mesrnl and Oeonce Folsey: editor. Oene
nuKCipin. Tradeahown In N. T.. Nov. 27,
''ll>.
Kunnlnic time. 91 .MINS.

Judne Hardy

Lewis Stone
Mickey Rooney
Cecilia Parker
Fay Holden

Andy Hardy
Marian Hardy
.Mrs. Hardy

is

not Washington's

.

*re's a counter-p Rt introducing
cartoon
from
Leon
Judge Hardy's usual weighty court humorous
Daffy Duck,
decision and Andy's efforts to sell Schlesinger's plant.
shown as western song hero, who
his old auto in time to meet the
quits Hollywood for the real west.
officers join Wayne and Miss Craw- payment on a check for a new one.
ford for escape to an outlying airMickey Rooney is his usual appeal- He finds it, plus an Indian maiden,
field for pickup the girl is informed
ing self as Andy. Lewis Stone again her husky sweetie, an Injun chief
Original
that Dorn is strictly a French patriot is the usual stern judge, who finds and plenty of fireworks.
simulating friendship with the Nazis enough time away from the bench quirks, fast action and nice pacing.
on any show.
awaiting the time when France will for his domestic problems.
Fay Sure-fire
'Hare-Brained
Hypnotist'
(WB,
again be liberated. She drop; the Holden, cast as Mrs. Hardy;' Cecilia
Eagle pilot to return to Paris and Parker, as the daughter; Ann Ruth- color cartoon comedy, 7 mins.)
Dorn to see things through at his erford, as Andy's sweetheart, and Hero Elmer finally turns tables on
side.
Sara Haden, as the aunt, all are well Bugs Bunny, with hilarious results.
Standard performances arc pro- cast, per usual. Esther Williams con- Michael Maltese's bright story makes
vided by Miss Crawford. Wayne and tributes a pert characterization as this standout.
'Monkey Doodle Dandles' (20thDorn in the top spots, with good sup- the vampish co-ed and shows conFox, Lew Lehr Dribble-Puss Parade
port coming from Reginald Owen, siderable promise.
Albert Bassermann, John Carradine
George B. Seitz's bright, well- comedy, 9 mins.) Group of monand J. Edward Bromberg. Direction paced direction keeps the various keys at zoo goes through nearby Jules Dassin lacks smoothness in story threads moving without any human tricks with typical Lew Lehr
pace, and dwells too long in many relapses. The screenplay by Agnes script and narrative making it jell.
spots on character development and Christine Johnston fs one of the
minor incidents. Picture is below tightest in the series, dialog being

cross-

purposes, the girl obtains permit for
Wayne to leave for the south of
France.
But when other British

—
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'Pittsburgh* again triangles Marlere Dietrich, Randolph Scott and

I-M.lle
.

J J 11';

The

.K'lwanI
.

l.<iul<-

Keanc
AnlH

.Sam .MfDanlci
.

I'M'Ile

.Matjaile

Traitor Within'

WeHMel

Kmmett VoRan

.

.

Tamil. y.

i',nu\*-Y.

l.iidvvli:

Sinnu'*! S.

Jciin

Tiiwniey:

slorv liy rharle:< G.
Iloolh:
ramern.
Huil
Thai!kory:
editor.
Charles Crari. Previewed in N. Y , Nov
•'
41'.
HunnlPK lime. 62 SIIN8
Sain .Sliiii
Ijriimld M. n.lrry
.Mi.lly
lean Tarkcr
Fop Ut^WH
lleorKe Cleveland
Jiihn .-ii-,.!! Kyiicr
Kiiliih .Moruan
.Mis
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CporKe Cipvi-land. Kalph .Miiricnn.
hy Frank .MrDonald: screenplay
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melange

every trick that ever clicked on
."icreen. Title, cast and plot are
aimed for commercial purposes
this film .should serve okay In
the duals. Title, however, is misleading.
It has nothing to do with
ihc war. «pics, etc.
Donald M. Barry (he la Don 'Red'
of

the

all

and

'Scat'

10%

short,

Davis'

(Par,

mins.)— More

band

singing

than usual in this nifty band short,
with Johnny Davis and Gloria Van
both cleaning up with vocals. 'Pass
Ammunition'^ tune is highlighted
with bouncing-ball gadget revived
effectively for audience singing. 'Nobody,' 'When Baby's Coming Home*
and 'Red Wing' included.
Leslie
Roush deserves laurels for direction.
'Swing's the Thing' (U, band short,
IS mins.)
Del Courtney band and
glee club In smart band short backed
by Carol Bruce's singing and enough
production and supporting talent for
top rating. Miss Bruce, shown in excellent doseups, is unusually effective' with
'St Louis Blues' and
Temptation.'
Novel instrumental
combo, several dancers and slick
band music make this a stout entry.
(Note: Only Universal short re-

—

viewed

in

November.)

FAIB
'Mouse of Tomorrow' (20th-Fox,
Terrytoon cartoon comedy, 7 mins.)
—This just misses being iSutstanding,
mainly because of faulty narration
and too much kidding of Superman.
Idea of super-rat conquering prowling bPists of feline world is good,
but too closely follows pattern of
that super hero. Color is superb.
'Calling All Pa's'
(Metro, Pete
Smith, 9 mins.) In much same
groove as other Pete Smith Specialties, but not up to usual original

—

standard. Shows tribulations of new
father caring for baby.
Bom' (WB. Color Spe'A Ship
cial, 22 mins.)— Plenty of time and
Which makes
aML.tf'ifi
CSta^''

b

Pi

•sMrSfrfKf^ftWtWWJJiiS'V*Commission and l/.S.
Coast Guard co-operated in making
(fie

.

U.S. Maritime

it, but they may
not recognize the
finished product. Actually it's more
about training of Maritime Commission crews than actual building of

There are musical comedy

ships.

touches, with singing, silly speeches
and some inane material that mar
it.
Knox Manning's spoken narrative of Capt. Owen Crump script is
no help either. Type of subject is
too long for most exhibs.
Tale of Two Kitties' (WB, cartoon

—

comedy, 7 mins.) Producers have
tricked up two backyard cats to look
like Abbott end Costello and given
felines voices resembling those of
comedians.
Makes for original
laughs, but gets tiresome when the
same gags are repeated in new dressing.

(Metro, color cartoon

Honey'
seeks
in the Republic boss operas) comedy, 9 mins.)— Barney Bear
husky and not too brainy honey via new gadgets. Some action
trucker. Jean Parker is the gal who but below usual standard in series.
'Ickle Meets Pickle* (20th-Fox, carworks in the factory, keeps house
Screwball
for her pop, George Cleveland, and toon comedy, 7 mins.)—
romances Barry. Pop spends his comedy, with bright idea overdone
time sounding off about the Mayor, in execution. Possibilities of makRalph Morgan, who received credit ing a series of whacky cartoons with
if
for capturing a bunch of Helnles in these two characters seem okay
the last war, even though Pop says the silly gags can be eliminated.
The Right Timing' (WB. sports. 10
he, and not the Mayor, made the
pinch.
Parker stumbles upon one mins.) Terrific plug for University
of the Germans, now an American of Southern California athletes with
per'Wild

Barry
is

:

Mfiikh.im

•|J<h:*

especially witty.

•Johnny

war but Chi-

cago's, Kansas City's and the whole
fight.
"There is a plea for
unified command in military as well
as economic matters.
The demand
for a free press is ^ based on the
theory that such is ffisential to see
that Mr. and Mrs. America and those
serving the colors are treated right.
There is brief reference to the
venereal disease problem as it strikes
the sons of Mr. and Mrs. America
who are in the service.

country's

.

There will be few more touch- Johnny
Miillfr

ing scenes to be found than when
a group of German officers in Rick's
begins to sing Nazi tunes and Henreid instructs the orchestra to go

Andy Hardy's Double Life

leaae. Slurs .Mickey

Stone.

—

:

utes to

—

—

PITTSBURGH-

way.

—

is

^^(^CMcRS^fe^ at

Qose Second

2l)tli-Fox

WEAR

Lehr has lost none of his deft comedy touch despite long, serious illWhile there were several outness.
Stacks up high as comedy
standing shorts shown in New York
'
novelty.
projection rooms and theatres dur'Neptone'a Daaihteri* (20th-Fox
ing November, the number of hit
Sports, 9 mins.)— Ed Thorgersen has
subjects failed to strike a favorable
added
a tight script and his vigorous
average. Paramount, which slipped
spieling to a famUiar subject, and
on quality in the previous month,
It glow.
Beauteous femmes
was the leader with four outstand- made
doing trick stunts on surf boards
ing films, and 20th-Fox was a close
near Winter Haven, Fla., are far
strong performance, with Miss Die- second.
from new to screen. But outstandtrich holding her own as persuasive
Following is the way the shorts ing here.
and romantic angle of the love tri- last month stack
up:
'Jasper and the Haunted House*
angle and incentive for Wayne and
NOVEMBEB HIT SHOBTS
(Par, Pal Puppetoon, 7% mins.)—
Scott to lift themselves out of the
coal mines for worthwhile and suc'Mr. and Mrs. America' (20th-Fox, How the high calibre of this series
cessful activities. Frank Craven fits March of Time, 20 mins.) In a Is maintained is best typified by this
nicely as the mining town medico in- month when several producers at- latest, concerning a colored boy
terested in coal's by-product re- tempted to show the homefront and scarecrow and haunted-house tricks
search which indicates discovery of femme side of the war, this subject It's a perfect blending of marvelous
sulfa compounds.
Good support by is outstanding. While initially show- sound, magnificent color and smart
Louise AUbritton, Shemp Howard, ing that the U. S. appears less scripthig. George Pal's puppeU (or
Thomas Gomez and S. S. Hinds.
affected by the war than other na- Madcap Models) are the sole charPicture carries indirect appeal to tions because thus far it isn't near acters.
Sequence where sound rewar workers to turn out maximum the battlefronts, the deep and per- verberates is worthy of a feature
supplies, and as subh might be con- sonal interest of nearly every family, production. A 'must' on any bill.
sidered indirect preachment.
•Popular
Science No. 2'
But through having relatives in the
(Par
there's sufficient melodramatics nnd armed forces, is pointed up. Vari- science topics, 9 mins.)— Diamond
romance along the line to satisfy ous phases of civilian activity also cutters In N. Y., football star who
regular run of patrons. There are a are
trimly
dovetailed
into
the gives away $20,000 in marbles annufew bumpy spots, but scripters Ken- thought that the folks back home ally, remarkable closeup of Vultee
neth Garnet and Tom Reed have are doing their part.
Vengeance plane in operation and
turned in workmanlike job, and diThe way letters sent to our armed comedy moment with the Wily
rector Lewis Seller provides satis- forces help maintain morale also is Wizard make this worthwhile.
factory pace to carry things along. stressed.
'Sorap the Japs' (Par, cartoon
Superlative heroism of
Production background is okay, same American fighters is pictured via comedy,
6% mins.)
Sparkling
goes for photography by Robert de realistic battle scenes.
Reel socks touches and rapid-fire pace puts this
Grasse.
Walt.
the Idea that there is any com- Popeye over with bang.
Sailor
placency on the front behind the strong-man triumphs over Jap navy
front, besides emphasizing that this and halts Nip scrap-drive tactics.

By HIKE

Polly Uonodlct
Ann Rutherford
It is probably the most vigorous
another one of those Aunt Mllly
Sara Haden
Rather Wllllama subject from Time, Inc., In many
dramas cooked up about the sub- .Sheila Brooks
Jen Willis
William LundlRan months, and is bound to attract injugation of the French by the Ger- 'Bolsy'
Robert PltUrd terest.
man conquerors when the latter 'Tooky'
Bobby Blake
•Keep 'Em Sailing' (Metro, Crime
moved into Paris two years ago. Sue
Susan Peters
Does Not Pay, 20 mins.) Gripping
Starting out with some promise, it
This is the old and the profitable closeup of FBI wartime operations
falls apart at the halfway point. Attempts to generate a hot triangular Hardy family of the original formula. in thwarting sabotage on ships at
romance with Joan Crawford as the Andy Hardy is again in his home sea. This is the sort of war morale
pivot prove very tepid. Miss Craw- surroundings, after that questionable story that rates high in the now exford and John Wayne will have to trek to England in 'Yank at Eton,' panding string of such screen macarry it through the regular runs so 'Andy Hardy's Double Life' is terial—only that this one achieves
geared for rugged boxoffice returns. its purpose, being so entertaining
for more than moderate grosses.
All of the familiar characters that nothing is overlooked by the
Picture background demonstrates
how fast-moving current events can which gave the Hardy series a lift average audience. With Ian Keith
neutralize audience interest in a war are back in the present story. Judge heading the topflight cast and Basil
drama based on events of two years Hardy, Andy's sweethearts and the Wrangel directing, this swiftly unago. Story opens just prior to move- other relatives Lewis Stone, Ann folds a plot of German Axis agents
Cecilia
in of the Germans to Paris, with Rutherford,
Parker,
Fay tb enlist Italian saboteurs in plantrich playgirl Miss Crawford engaged Holden, Sara Haden, etc.
Andy is ing bombs on Allied cargo ships beto French patriot and arms manu- confronted with the usual problems, fore they leave port.
facturer Philip Dorn.
On fall of both femme and monetary, as he is
'Modem Mexico City' (Metro,
the city, girl discovers that her in- about to shove off for college . It's
Fitzpatrick travel, 9 mins.)— Second
tended is a renegade cooperating to a trim mixture of comedy, problems of new season lineup for this pop
the fullest with the Nazis.
Dis- and pathos.
series. Gives concise picture of outSequence in which Andy is standing buildings
illuslonecl, she hides Wayne, Eagle
in Mexico City,
Squadron flyer forced down in a vamped by the college girl, friend famed landmarks, part of bull fight,
raid who has eluded the Gestapo, and of his sweetheart, is geared for popetc.
Remarkably stout for a travelgradually falls in love with him on ular appeal. Then, when both girls
the rebound. After the usual the- kiddingly accept his proposal of mar- ogue, with color A-1.

'Reunion'

Sydney Greenstreet, as the polite and
Insidious boss of Casablanca's underground traffic in visas; Peter Lorre,
as a sinister runner of phony papers; entertainment standard of previous
Conrad Veidt, as the usual German offerings with similar background
officer; S. Z. Sakall, as a waiter in and
dramatic basis in occupied
Rick's and a participant in the anti- France.
Axis underground; and Leonid KinsPicture is well-mounte*d on (he
key as Rick's bartender.
technical side, with photography uniDeserving
of
special
mention formly good.
Walt.
among the lesser characters is Dooley
Wilson, making his film debut.
A
Negro, he appears as the devoted
friend and confidante of Bogart. as
t*niver>.;il releafe of rhiirlcH K. Keldmnn
well as the piano player at Rick's. (pnckrtfcet iiroduction. SIufh Mnrlone I>lcIrlfh. Rnndu'ph Scott, .lohn W;iyn*>; f-nHe sings with great effectiveness WivfM
Kr.-ink Crnvon. T,.oulfie .MMintton.
IJl'As Time Goes By,' the theme song rcrt'Ml hy I.ewla Seiler. Scrcenpljiy hy Kenof the Bogart-Bergman affair, and iinli Garnet. Tom Keod: orivin:il story l.y
otherwise entertainingly massages CpiirBC Owi-n and Koed: added 'liriloK. John
camern. Hohprt de Urnfae pdltnr.
the keys and sings some old blues TwUt
I'liul I.Amlrfta
Previewed In
Anxeles.
numbers. He was last seen on Broad- Nov. .10. '41'. Runnlni; iimr-. 01 .MIN!<.
MjM'lenr' l>ifti|fh
way in 'Cabin in the Sky' and be- JoHio Wliitirx
It.iiidMlph Srutt
fore that was a singing drummer in Cish Kv.infi
I'ltt^bUfKh

vaude for many years.
Film is splendid anti-Axis propaganda, particularly inasmuch as the
propaganda is .strictly a by-product
of the principal action and contrib-

h Nov.;

Scott and Wayne team up as buddies who have business and romantic
difficulties after the pair rise from
miners to heads of huge industrial
enterprise.
Wayne effectively portrays the aggressive member of the
team, who gains enmity of his friends
and associates on his rise to success
and finally washing out, fights his
way back after Pearl Harbor when
every shoulder is needed at the
wheel.
Scott displays an equally

starrer.

1942

Par Paces Mild linenp of Shorts

melodramatics, romance, and touches
of patriotism for war workers, to
catch profitable biz in the regular
runs as solo or billtopper.

red.

2,

melodramatic let-

the coal mining industry around
Pittsburgh, picture combines lusty

(Songs).

i'mulhI Vrldt. Sydney OioenDlri>i-LCtl
Lwiio.
by
Snoeniilny by Julius J.

Clnuilu
Hireci

In a

ting, with Scott this time getting the
girl Instead of Wayne.
Set against

a

—

confirms her father's story,
to needle Barry into
blackmailing the Mayor for a new
truck and sundry other benefits. And
Just to cinch things, she turns her
data over to the opposition political
party, which al.'o cuts
into
the
Mayor's gravy train. Before it's over
everyone concerned has had a turn
behind the eight-ball, the mayor has
shot himself, Barry is almost hung
by a mob, and the crooked politicos
arc in the jug.
The leading players are all good.
Frank. McDonald's direction is the
picture's standout, with that edge
comint; from the handling of the
mob .scene.
Fran.
citizen,

and proceeds

flag-waving flnale. Shows that
fect timing on fleld of sports helps
Nice
U. S. troops on battlefield.
scripting and spoken narrative are
big assists.

"The Fighting Spirit' (Par, sports.
mins.)—Just barely misses being
being an original recital
how U. S. navy aviators are
toughened up at Pre-Flight school.?
such as Chapel Hill, N. C, shown
10

in hit class,

of

here.
ration.

Smart photography and nar-

'Sky Trooper* (RKO. Walt Disney.
7 mins.)— Donald Duck gets his wi.sh
to get into air corps and keep away

from K.P. duty. Lesser Disney comon page 22)
( Continued
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major'-L Welk Hefty

First

$48,000. Chi

Rons On Broadway

(Subject to Change)

Week

Ace; 'Cargo' Robust 19G, Traitor'

Turkey Day Boosts N.Y.

of Dee. 3

Aator—'For Me and
(M-G) (6th week).

My

Gal'

'Casablanca' Nifty $37,000, 'Jim' Plus

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 9)
C»pltol— 'White Cargo' (M-G)

Plus Vande, 20G; Voyager' Same, 3d

'

(2d week).

Criterion— 'Who Done

It?'

OK 31G

Gray Orch Fine 546, 'Cargo'

(R«t>(eu)ed in 'Variety' Sept. 16)

(U)

(2).

Chicago, Dec. 1.
•Major and the Minor* with Lawstage, at
rence Welk's band on the
for
a big $48,000.
headed
is
Chicago
'Now Voyager' at the State-Lake
has talten the lead of the straight
fllm houses with a swell $20,000 in
'White Cargo' is
Sie third week.
robust $19,000 at small United Ar******

EstlmaUs

Week

lor This

ADoUo (B&K)

(1,200; 35-55-65-75)

(20th)

—•flSunder Birds'

Good
Town'

Trouble' (20th).
week Talk of

and

'Girt

crack

Last week. 'Sister
Eileen* (Col) (2d wk), nice $6,000.
Capitol (CT)
(2.700; 30-45-62)—
'Flying Fortress* (WB) and "Two In
Taxi* (WB) (2d wk).
Pacing fair
$5,000 after trim $7,500 last week.
Loew'i (CT) (2.800; 35-53-67)—
'Major and Minor* (Par) (3d wk).
Sighting fair $5,500 following good
$10,000.

$6,500 last week.

Prlnceas (CT) (2,300; 30-40-52)—
Trouble* (20th) and 'Manila
Good $4,500 in sight

'Girl

Calling* (20th).

Last Last week. 'Can't Escape Forever*

$6,800.

okay (WB) and 'Busses Roar* (WB),

(Col),

$4,000.

(Reviewed In 'Variety' Nov. 4)
Globe—'One of Our Aircraft
la Missing' (UA) (6th week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety' April 29)

Hollywood— 'Casablanca' (WB)
(2d week).

(Reviewed In current issue)
Music Hall— 'You Were Never
LoveUer' (Col).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Oct. 7)
Panunonnt 'Road to Morocco'
(Par) (4th week).

—

(Retriewed in 'Variety' Sept. 7)
KUIto—'Cat People' (RKO) (5).

BlvoU-"The Avengers'

(Par)

OrpheuB (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Chicago (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75)— 'Married a Witch* (UA) (3d wk).
•Mai or and Minor* (Par) and Law- Good enough $2,300. Ahead after nice
big $3,000 last week.
r«ttce Welk's orch. Headed for a
Last week, 'Flying Tigers'
•46 000.
St Denis (Franco-Film) (2,500; 30(Rep) and Billy Rose's Diamond 40)—'Les Deux Gosses* and 'GangHorseshoe Revue, nice $40,000.
sters du Chateau d*If.' Pix policy reOarriek (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75) sumed here up to early in January.
—Forest Rangers' (Par) and 'Coun- Current show looks like fine $4,000.
ter Espionage' (Col) (2d wk). Dandy Last week, no fllm policy.

(2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Nov, 4)
'Springtime in the
Rockies' (20th) (4th week).
(Reviewed in "Variety' Sept. 23)
Strand— 'Gentleman Jim' (WB)
(2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Nov. 4)
Week of Deo. 10
Aator— 'For Me and My Gal'

$7,400.

(M-G)

$e,20().

Last week, good $6,500.

Oriental

(Iroquois)

44- 55)—'Traitor

(3,200;

28-33-

Within' (Rep) plus

Merry Macs and Three Stooges heading vaude bill. Smart $20,000. Last
week 'Laugh Blues Away' (Col) and
Charlie Bamet orch, Bne ..$21,500.
Palsoe

(RKO)

—Here Go

(2,500; 33-44-66-75)

Again'

(RKO) and

(B&K)

(2.700; 35-55-65-

76)—'Now, Voyager* (WB) (3diwk).

Business

and
(1,700;

35-

$10,000.

Wooda (Essaness) (1,200; 33-44-5575)'Wlngs and Woman* (RKO) and
Trumpet Serenade* (U). Trim $7,l«st week, 'Mummy's Tomb'
000.
(U) and 'Night Monster* (U). fine
$8^00.

^Navy'-^talnle
ffig

Huge 20G

of Our Aircraft
(UA) (7th week).
Hollywood— 'Casablanca' (WB)

(3d week).

Baltimore, Dec. 1.
holding up strongly

Day

get'

Loew's Century, with "For

Me

My GaV is attracting bullish attention, and 'Gentleman Jim,' at tha
Stanley, is also up in the higher
brackets. Rather steady response reported also for "The Forest Rangers,'
at Keith's.
Special holiday midnita shows attempted by the Century and Stanley,
Thurs. (26), didh*t pan out so well,

(Par) (Sth week).
RIvoU-'The Avengers* (Par)
(3d week).
Boxy—'Life Begins at 8:30*
(20th) (0).

Strand— 'Gentleman Jim' (WB)
(3d week).

—'Forest

60)
lik«

may

that's kicking

Rangers'

smash

(Par).

Loolcs

$16,000. if turn-

Done

—

week. 'Bambi' (RKO), so-so $11,000,
IdUie (Warners) (800; 35-40-45-55)
—Tales Manhattan' (20th) (3d wk).
StUl worthwhile at $2,500.
Last
week, 'Gentleman Jim' (WB) (3d
wk), fine $2,600.
PaUoe (RKO) (3,700; 40-60-70)—
'Navy Comes Through' (RKO) plus
Dick Stabile's orch, Gracie Barrie.
others, on stage. Full steam up for
this corking bill, $23,000 indicated.
Last week, 'Seven Days Leave'
(RKO) with Tommy Tucker's orch,
satisfactory $18,500.
State (Loew's) (3.450; 35-40-45-55)
—'Me
Gal* (M-G). Oldsteis going for nostalgic saga in big way,
terriac $20,000.
Last week. 'Cairo'
(M-G) nearly buried by cold sands
at $9,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (2.700; 35-40-45-

My

$3,800.

this

semester hit $13,000.

'SWAN' GIANT $25,000
IN

Denver. Dec. 1.
all flrstruns packing them in,
'Black Swan" coupled with T^augh
Blues Away.' is getting the big coin
this week playing the Denver and
Esquire day-and-date. 'Swan* goes to
moveover run.
for
the Aladdin
'Forest Rangers' is not far behind at
the Denham with 'Me and My Gal
at the Orpheum likely to get almost
the same total. 'Gal' holds. 'Rangers

With

also stays over.

55)—'War Against Mrs. Hadley' (M
Only ordinary

at $5,000.

week, Tish' (M-G). blah

Last

$3,200.

'Rangers' Crack $10,000

Best in H.O. Montreal
Montreal, Dec.

1.

Town again jammed \iyth holdovers, which shows the week's total.
Palace, with 'Forest Rangers,' is in
front with stout biz.
Estimates for ThU Week
Palace (CT)
(2,700;
Forest Raneers' (Par).

30-45-62)Pointing to

2 DENVER HOUSES

Estlmales for This

Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; 40-50-60)—
'Gentleman Jim' (WB). after week
day-and-date at Denver and Esquire.
Fine $6,000. Last week, Thunder
Birds' (20th). after week day-andDenver and Esquire, good
date,
$5,000.

Broadway

(Fox)

50-60)— 'Yank

at

•Falcon's Brother'

30-35-40

(1.040;

(M-G) and
(RKO). atter Or,

Eton'

pheum week. Big $4,000. Last week
•Navy Comes Through' (RKO) and
'Eyes

in

Night'

(M-G).

after

pheum week, good $3,500
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750;

Or-

30-40-50

week

while

(5th),

the

(5th

prior

Remains on

in-

definitely.

Hollywood
$1.10-$1'.25)
Brought in

(WB)

(1,255;

— 'Casabalanca'

65-75*

(WB).

on Thanksgiving day, reviews also helping, and should hit
Patronage $37,000 or better. This will be highservicemen amounted to al>out est gross ever scored here under any
of the attendance shown.
policy, steep prices on grind run
Music Hall and Paramount, l>oth being aid. The final (Sth) lap for
on third weelcs with their pictures, 'Now, Voyager' (WB) was close to
were substantially ahead of other $12,000, okay.
theatres on the holiday. 'Once Upon
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 28-35-44-55a Honeymoon,' winding up this week 65-75)— "Tales of Manhattan' (20th)
at the Hall at a big $95,000, surpasses (2d run) and 'Hidden Hand' (WB)
the prior (2d) rounds tally of $89,000. (1st run), dualed. Goes eight days
while at the Par 'Road to Morocco' to bring house back to 'Thursday
and Woody Herman came under the opening tomorrow; will snare $12,000,
wire last night (Tuesday) on its sturdy. Previously, 'Iceland^ (20th)
third stanza with sock $79,000. House (2d run) and 'Seven Miles From
on its second week, ahead of Thanks- Alcatraz' (RKO), only $8,100, weak.
than last Thanksgiving.
of

10%

giving, got $78,000.

shows,

both

opening

last

Thursday (27), included two clicks
from the Warner plant. They are
'Casablanca' and 'Gentleman Jim.'
Former, at the Hollywood at a higher-than-normal scale for run houses,
will

hit

$37,000

or

better,

highest

the theatre under
any policy. 'Jim,' which has Glen
Gray band on the stage with it at

the Strand, has been near capacity
since opening, with result the week's
take will be al>out $54,000, exceptionally big.
Holds, as does "Casa-

Paramonnt (Par) (3,664; 35-55-8590-$1.10)—'Road to Morocco' (Par)
and, on stage. Woody Herman, Hazel
Scott others (4th wk). Whammed
through on third week concluded
last night (Tuesday' to $79,000, holiday having helpeid to better prior
(2d) week's smash take of $78,000.
Begins fourth week today (Wednesday).
BadI* City Masic Hall (Rockefellers)

44-55-85-99-$1.65)

(5,945:

—

'Once Upon Honeymoon' (RKO) and
Heavy
stageshow (3d-final wk).
play received Thanksgiving day kiting total on windup to big $95,000,
Aided by the holiday, 'Springtime bettering prior (2d) week*s gross of
in the Rockies,' which today (Wed,
'You Were Never Lovelier*
$89,000.
nesday) begins the fourth-flnal week (Col) moves in tomorrow morning
at the Roxy, hit $56,000 on the third (IChursday).
as compared with $52,600 on the
BfaUto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)second, in both instances unusually Night Monster* (U). WiU manage
strong.
satisfactory $8,000. Going nine days
'The Avengers,'
Rivoli
tenant, beyond a first week, 'Street of
ended ita first week last night (Tues Chance' (Par) on that extended peday) at what amounts to a rather riod did $12,000, very strong.
disappointing gross of $22,000 and
BlveU (UA-Par) (2,092; 35-55-75begins the second stanza today 85-99)— 'Avengers' (Par) (2d wk).
(Wednesday). At the Capitol 'White Finished first week last night (TuesCargo* Is doing well enough at an day) at $22,000, only fair. Final six
indicated $31,000 to be held over an- days on fourth week of 'Moon and
other week,
Sixpence' (UA) $15,000, fairish.
'Moon and Sixpence,' just ,otl a
imiy (5,886; 40-55-63-75-85-00)—
first-run at the Rivoli. has the bene- 'Springtime in Rockies' (20th) and
fit on second-run at the State of the
stageshow (4th-flnal wk). On the
Ted Lewis band and will end up third round concluded last night
stoutly at $32,000.
(Tuesday) jumped to $56,000 as result
of Thanksglvmg Day and higher
Estimates for This Week
Aator (Loew's) (1,140; 65-65-$1.10) £rices; prior (2d) week was $52,600,
—'Me and My Gal* (M-G) (6th wk). I both cases extremely good.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-55-73On the fifth stanza, up last night
(Tuesday), hit $19,000, nice. Mor 00-$1.10)—'Moon and Sixpence* (UA)
(2d run) and Ted Lewis. Stage band
(4th) week was $16,000, okay.
substantial
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 3S-98-85- credited with lending
for probable $32,000, strong.
support
$1.10-$1,29)
'White Cargo* (M-G).
Doing nicely at Indicated ^1,000 and Last week, 'Wake Island' (Par) and
Johnny
Yvette,
including
holds anotlier frame. Last week, 'I vaude
Downs, Cully Richards and Arlene
Married a Witeh'
taUed
blanca.'

—

(UA)
to do
so well at around $22,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062: 35-4455-78)
'Who Done It?' (U) opena

Francis, $29,000, good.

Btnwd (WB)

(2,756; 35-59-75-85-09-

$1.10)—'GenUeman Jim' (WB) and
Glen Gray. Away up in the higher
today (Wed.). 'War Agalnat
bracketa, belnt dose to capacity, at
Hadley' (M-G). which waa
sock $51000 and holds. Show waa
a
flgj^gt .o_nly one week; poor at
ight In a day ahead of schedule

—

here
Mrs.

.t

j'\r

'

•

It'

25G. 'Gal' 44G, 2 Spots

I

I

f ii ii

»

iiii

imMimjj

Thanksgiving gravy. Final six days
on fouitt we«k of 'Washington Slept
Here' (WB) and Phil Spitalny waa
near to $29,000, with full run speUing
fine profit.

Hockies' Solid {24,500

2

start oft with sock $25,000. with probBoston, Dec. 1.
break in the weather, plenb^ able fortnight*s holdover in offing.
of football crowds and strong bills all Last week. 'Navy Comes 'Througn*
around are combining to make this a (RKO) and 'Moonlight Havana* (U)
hefty week in the downtown film (3d wk), $13,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 30-44spots. Five legit shows are diverting
some of the money, but there's 55-65-75)— 'Road to Morocco* (Par)
enough to go around. Since the fire, and 'Aldrich, Editor* (Par). Sock atbusiness all over town has been af- traction going to giant $31,000, with
h.o. inevitable.
Last week, 'Major
fected.
Minor' (Par) and 'Busses Roar* (WB)
The week's winner is 'Road to Mo- (2d wk), nice $22,000, six days.
rocco.' which is catehing a wham
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 44-55-65$31,000 at the Met while 'Who Done 75)— 'Me My Gal*
(M-G) and 'Boogie
It?' another powerful draw, is taking
Man Get You* (U). Taking a hefty
a great $25,000 at the Memorial. The share of the trade
$25,500.
Last
Loew houses are in the front ranks, week, 'Sister Eileen' at
(Col) and 'Spirit
too. with 'Me and My Gal' going to
Stanford' (Col) (2d wk), okay $18,$44,000 total for both houses.
000, six days.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (M-P) (1,300; 33-44-60)
'Major and Minor'
and
(Par)
BosteD (RKO) (3,200; 44-55-65-7585)— 'Falcon's Brother' (RKO). with 'Busses Roar' (WB). Bill had two
'George White's Scandals 1943' unit weeks at Met. but is still good for a
on stage. A neat combination nicely substantial $12,500. Last week. 'FlyLast week, ing Tigers' (Rep) and 'Sunday Punch'
plugged, great $30,000.
'Manila Calling* (20th) plus Sammy (M-G). fancy $15,000 in six days.
Stale (Loew) (3,200: 44-65-75)— 'Me
Kaye orch. Ray English, others, trim
My Gal' (M-G) and 'Boogie Man Get
$29,800.
30-44-60)— You' (U). Sweet $18,500. Last week.
(1.373:
Fenway (M-P)
'Major Minor' (Par) and 'Busses 'Sister Eileen' (Col) and 'Spirit StanRoar' (WB). In here after two weeks ford' (Col) (2d wk), okay $13,000 in
at the Met and still good for $6,000, six day.s.
Translux (Translux) (900: 17-28-44Last week, 'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and
55)— 'Flying Fortress' (WB) and 'Po'Sunday Punch' (M-G), $6,000.
forte,
MemorUI (RKO) (2.900; 44-5S-65- lice Bullets* (Mono). Title
75)— 'Who Done It?" (U) and 'Get taking this spot to a bell-ringing $6,Abbott-Costello
500.
Last week, 'Agent Meets Queen'
Hep to Love' (U).
are very big in the Hub and will (Con and 'Timber' (U), oke $4,800,

A

(UA)

Missing'

wk). Holding up well, looking $9,000

up

IWorocco' Sdcko $31,000 Paces Hub;

—

^

hit

in Thanksgiving Day in order
some of the holiday gravy.
other attractions, four wound
their weeks last night (Tuesday)
after having grabt>ed a part of last
Thursday's iMxoiTice turltey.
Although this year's execution day
for the gobbler wasn't quite as big
as had been expected, it was better

get

to

ever scored by

Never

over continues at current gait Holds
over. Last week, 'Major and Minor'
and bad weather on week-end also (Par) (3d wk), $10,000.
nicked all flgures moderately.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-40-50-60)
Estbnatea for Thla Week
—'Black Swan' (20th) and 'Laugh
Centvyi (Loew*s-UA). (3,000; 17-28 Blues Away' (Col), day-and-date
35-44-55)— 'Me My Gal' (M-G). At with Esquire. Terriflc $19,000, for top
tracting rousing $16,000. Last week, money in town. Last week, 'Gentle'Eyes in Night* (M-G), fair $10,400,
man Jim* (WB) and "That Other
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240: Woman' (20th), day-and-date with
17-28-38-44-55-66)
'Never Lovelier* Esquire, big $13,000,
(Col) (2d wk) plus h.o. of vaude.
EKQlre (Fox) (742; 30-40-50-60)—
Held up strongly to $14,000 after very 'Black Swan' (20tb) and 'Laugh Blues
good $18,200 on first week.
Away' (Col), day-and-date with
Kelth'a (Schanberger) (2,406; 17- Denver. Stout $6,000. Last week,
28-35-44-55)— 'Forest Rangers' (Par). '(lentleman Jim' (WB) and "That
Okay $13,000. Last week, 'Who Done Other Woman' (20th), day-and-date
It?* (U) (2d wk), stout $12,700 after with Denver, nice $4,500,
sock $16,600 Initial sesh.
Orphenm (RKO) (2.600; 30-35-40Bbyfair (Hicks) (980; 25-50)—'Give 50-60)— 'Me Mv Gal' (M-G) and
Out Sisters' (U). Nice $5,500. Last 'Scattergood Survives Murder*
week, second of 'Reap Wild Wind' (RKO). Great $15,500, and stays for
second
session. Last week, "Yank at
downmoveover
In
(Par), in third
town sector at upped prices, didn't Eton'. (M-G) and 'Falcon's Brother*
pan out with total for brace only (RKO), big $13,500,
PwamoDBt (Fox) (2,200; 30-4S>—
$7,700.
New (Mechanic) (1.680; 17-28-40- •Manila CaUing* (20tta) and 'Smith
55)— 'Thunder Birds* (20th). Pointini: Minnesota* (Col). Big $9,500. Last
I*st week. 'Iceland* week, 'Ox-Bow Incident' (20th) and
il"? -14J100

—

G).

HaU-'You Were

Paramonnt—'Road to Morocco'

Cleveland, Dec. 1.
aU-soldier ThU Is the
some skin cS
the exhibitors' shins this week, but
biz la strong despite this. Trade is
generally good, with the Dick Stabile
orch helping 'Navy Comes Through'
•Wl U JiPi:t '>iiii'i tiit1wiT|irirn,jFaft
Me and My Gal' also heading lor a
Hipp One $15,300. good figure for limited $10,000.
terriflc week at the State.
also is strong with 'George Wash
seating here.
ington Slept.'
Stanley (WB) (3,380; 17-28-38-4055)— 'Gentleman Jim* (WB). Steady
Estimates tor This Week
AUen (RKO) (3.000; 35-40-45-55) draw for solid $16,000, and sura h.o.
"Bambr (RKO) (2d wk). Excel- Last week, 'Wake Island' (Par) (2d
consistent $13,800 after hangup
wk),
lent $8,000 on moveover. Last week,
Tales Manhattan' (20th) on similar first round at $20,200.
moveover. hearty $7,000.
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.450; 1728-44-55)
'Eyes in Night' (M-G)
35-40-45Hipp (Warners) (3,700;
85)
'George Washington Slept' (moveover). Holding house average
(WB). Jack Benny and Ann Sheri- of $4,000. Last week, similar dating
dan helping to bullish $16,000. Last for 'Aircraft Is Missing' (UA), so-»o

tha

It's

Army'

(U)

Is Missing'

—

236, Qeve.;

'Gar

is

after the big Thanksgiving

ed to nice $22,000.
United ArUsto

(B&K)

BALTO

Mnale

away.

—

It?'

Globe— 'One

85)— 'Aircraft

come

Among

New

Criterion— 'Who Done
(2d week).

Lovelier* (Col) (2d week).

Excellent $20,000. Last week, bound-

'White Cargo* (M-G).
45- 65-75)
Opened to robust $19,000. Last week,
fourth of "Yank at Eton* (M-G), fair

(7th week).
Capitol—'White Cargo* (M-G)

(3d week).

'GAL' 16G

EACH.

'Fal-

con's Brother* (RKO) (2d wk). Good
$13,000. Last week, excellent $20,000.
BmscvcH (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6576)—'Sister Eileen* (Col) (4th wk).
Big $18,000. Last week, stout $19,000.

State-Lake

W

Boxy —

Several new shows in the down- Through* (RKO). on its second week,
town New York area end their was $10,500. good.
weeks tonight (Wednesday), having
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-75-

Seattle Spots;

Mh'

lli€,H.O^TdierV10G

flna

—

i.-i

Seattle, Dec. 1.
Thanksgiving holiday plus school
vacation is packing the folks in this
week for big to sensational business
Gas rationing Monday
all around.
cut into grosses but weekend attendtiian overcame that. "You
Lovelier' is hitting a
tifm pace at the Liberty.
'Bambl* In ita second week at the

ance more

Were Never
Fifth

Avenue

is

coming

close

to

opening stanza being aided by kid'Springtime in
dies out of school.
Rockies,* day-and-dating at the Paramount and Music Hall, is getting the
There*s some
top total currently.
letdown at the Orpheum from the

Tommy

record

Dorsey's band and

'Desperate Journey' set the first
week, but the picture stiil is remarkably strong paired with a new film.
Estimates for This Week
Bine Moose (Hamrick-Evergreen)
'Thunder Birds'
(800; -40-50-65)
(20th) (2d wk). Moved from Paramount, with forte $4,800 on tap. Last
week. •Panama Hattie' (M-G), great

—

$5,500.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349: 40-5065)— 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Aldrich

Also at the
last week but carries on
house. Remarkable $11,500,

Editor' (Par) (2d wk).

Music Hall
at

this

(Continued on page 52)

Wednesday, December

PICTUBE GROSSES

10

with 'Talk Town"
and Woman'
Oke $1,800. Last week,
(RKO).
'Orchestra Wives' (20th) and 'Tarzan's Adventure' (M-G), $1,700.
Loew's Slate (Loew's) (3,300; 1530.40)— Me and My Gal' (M-G) and

Sarong' (U),

Tops

'Witch'-SiHvak Giant $36,000

Det; 'Navy' Fine 16G, Tiers' 12G, 2d
Delrolt, Dec.

Loop keeps

biiildinR

up

1.

here, with
ot the

the Broadway-Capitol, oldest
big downtown houses, back
first-run setup this week.
United Detroit Theatres five
seven houses. Newest entry

the
Gives
of the
will be
used as the moveover house taking
the extenuation ol runs.
Biz continues brisk with the Michigan shooting out in front this week
with 'I Married a Witch" aided by
the Charlie Spivak band heading the
stage .•Jhow. Fox aL-iO is on the strong
side with 'Thunder Birds' and 'BerMadison also is
lin Correspondent.'
good with 'Navy Comes Through'
toppine a' dual bill.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)—
•Sister Eileen' i20lhi and 'Underground Agent' (Col) (2d wk). Moveover after st^'ong week at Fox, choice
Last week, 'Iceland' (20th)
$8,200.
(2d wk) and 'Moonlight in Havana'

'Done

It'

(U). flne $8,500.

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
50-65)— 'Road to Morocco'
(2,800;
(Par) and 'Wings and the Woman'
(RKO) (3d wk). Pair moved in
from big weeks at Michigan and

Fine $13,000,

Indpls.;

in

Indianapolis, Dec.

1.

Extra brisk Thanksgiving trade reheavy take at most downtown houses currently. Biz is generally at the highest level in month.
'For Me and My Gal.' at Loew'.s. and
'Who Done It?' at the Indiana, are
running away \vilh the lop money.
flected in

for This

'Wings

Biz is
'Counter Espionage' (Col).
zooming at this deluxer, and lines
are steady. Marching to solid $13,Last week, 'War Vs. Mrs. Bad000.
ley' (M-G) and 'Lucky Legs' (Col),

medium $9,000.
Mary Anderson

'My Gal' Ditto

Week

(Libson)

—

what the doctor ordered.
Zooming along for whopping $15,000.

are just

h.o.

Last week, 'Bambi'

Estimates
(RKO) and 'Priorities Parade" (Par)
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2.600; 28-33- pulled hefty femme, kid trade and
44)— 'Navy Comes Through' (RKO) included strong biz Thursday (26),
and 'Get Hep to Love' (U). Not so excellent $12,000, and moveover.
hot at $7,000. but opened Friday to
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400:
miss the Thanksgiving boom that 15-30-40)
Leave'
Days
'Seven

helped get a smash gross of $18,700
for 'Girl Trouble' (20lh) and Ina Hay
Hutton band at 55c top last week.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.200; 28-3344)— 'Who Done It?" (U) and 'Moonlight in Havana' (U). Press scofled.
but fans are crowding boxoffice for
sock $13,000. Last week, 'Gentleman
Jim' (WB) and 'Flying Fortress'
(WB), mild $8,800.

—

(RKO)

Brother'
'Falcon's
and
(RKO). Aiming at slick $6,000. Last
week, 'Glass Key' (Par) and 'Strictly
in Groove" (U), okay $3,500.

'Done

—

Keith's (Ind) (1.200; 28-33-44-50)
'Old Homestead' (Rep), with vaudePrice boost on holiday, Saturday and Sunday from old 28-44-scale.
Good $5,500 in four days. Last week,

It'

Ties

Wow

Mark

$19,000

Blackout Niz; Done
'Voyager' Trim $25,000,
B'klyn; 'Moon' Stout

24G

Brooklyn, Dec.

1.

Moneymakers in downtown area
Paramount with 'Now,
Voyager' and 'Daring Young Man,'
Albee with 'Tales of Manhatand 'Undying Monster' and
tan
Loew's Metropolitan ^ith 'Moon
and Sixpence' and 'Seven Sweeta:e Fabian

hearts.'

Estimates tor This

(RKO)

Albee

(3,274;

Week
30-50-65)—

'Tales ManhatUn' (20th) and 'Undying Monster' (20th). Smash $25,000.
Last week, 'Iceland' (20th) and '7
Miles Alcatraz' (RKO) (2d wk), okay
$15,000.

Fox

(Fabian)

(4,023;

80-50-65)—

and 'Hidden

'Forest Rangers' (Par)
Hand' (WB) (2d wk).

Fair $16,000.

Last week, healthy $22,000.
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-50-65)—
and Sixpence' (UA) and
Stout
'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G).
$24,000 expected. Last week, 'Nightmare' (U) and 'Moonlight Havana'

21G

(U), tolerable $16,000.

Majestio (Siritsicy) (1,850; 25-50)—
'Prisoner of Japan" (PRC) and 'Sun.Buffalo. Dec. 1.
'One Born Every Minute' (U) and
Dull $1,850.
(Rep).
set Serenade'
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 50-65) vaude, oke $4,700.
Another smasheroo session at the Last
Midnight'
'Bowery
week,
'Berlin
Birds'
(20th)
and
—'Thunder
Loew's (Loew s) (2,450; 28-33-44)— downtown deluxers. Eight-day sesand 'Texas to Bataan'
Correspondent' (20th). Fine $21,000. 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Boogie Man sions for the Buffalo, Great Lal^es (Mono)
(Mono), so-so $2,000.
Last week, 'Si.ster Eileen' (Col) and Get You' (Col).
Strong $13,000. and Hipp Is pushing the totals at
big
'Destination
Unknown'
(U),
Paramount
(Fabian)
(4,126; 30-50for
second
like
looks
c>nch
great
figures.
Combo
these large houses to
$29,000.
week. Last week. 'Married a Witch' Road to Morocco' is pacing the city 65)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB) and 'DarMadison (United Detroit) (1,800; (UA) and 'AfTairs Martha' (M-G), with a terrific $21,000 at the Buffalo. ing Young Man' (Col). Response
60-65)
'Navy Comes Through' slim $8,000.
Me and My Gal,' at the smaller first rate, with $25,000 coming up.
(RKO) and 'Henry and Dizzy' (Par).
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.850; 28-33-44) Great Lakes is not far behind. 'Who Last week, 'Washington Slept' (WB)
Looking for a hefty $16,000 with
'Sin
Town' (U) aod 'Sherlock Done It?' is equalling the house and %ive on Danger' (Par) (2d wk),
Thanksgiving Day opening making It Holmes Voice' (U). First-run bill record at the Lafayette with smash nice $15,000.
great $15,000 is sure to start off the
new policy here.

—

—

Last week, 'Desperate
and 'Night New
Orleans' (Par) (3d wk), okay $8,000.
MIchiKan (United Detroit) (4,000;
60-65)— Married a Witch" (UA) plus
Charlie Spivak orch and Harmonica

eight days.

ought to get $S.00O If It stays full $19,000.
Strand (WB) (2,050; 30-50-65)—
week, l^st week, 'Major and Minor'
'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and 'Street of
Estimates for This Week
(Par) took 18,500 in six days on
Chance' (Par). Satisfactory $15,000.
35-55)- Last week, 'Wake Island' (Par) and
Boffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
moveover, after big first week at
'Road to Morocco' (Par) and 'Live 'Joan Of Ozarks' (Rep) (4th wk),
(Srcle.
On Danger* (Par). Skyrocketing to good $8,000.
Rascals, on stage.
a terrific $21,000 or slightly higher
Choice $36X)00.
Last week, 'Road to Morocco' (Pv)
for 8-day session. Last week, 'Iceand 'Wings and Woman" (RKO) (2id
land' (20th) and 'Manila Calling'
wk), sock, $20,000.
(20th), (8 days), rousing $16,500 in
six days.
Paliiiti-State (United Detroit)
50-65)—
'Fly ipg Tigers' (ftep)
(3.000;
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 80-60)
!nd 'Big Street' (RKO) (2d wk).
—'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Apache
feasant $12,000, after first week's
Trail'
(M-G). Sizzling $18,000 in
orte $16,000.
eight days, tiast week, 'Springtime
United ArtUU (United Detroit)
Rockies' (20th) and 'Loves Edgar A.
SO-eS)
(2,000;
'Panama Aattie'
Poe'
(20th), nearly $13,000, great for
St. Louis,
ec. 1,

(WB)

Journey'

1«YGAL'24G.

'JIM'-VAUDE,

TOPS

ST.

LOO

231/26,

—

(M-G) and 'Pierre of Plains' (M-O)
(4th wk) no complaining at fB.OOO

following last week's $11,000.

IMy

Gal'

nanksrosses are up currently,
I Day BIe helping all deluxers.
Jg of public schools ("riday (28)
_ivi tna ktds a ihree-day holiday
festjlted in mobs rushing downtown.

Hipp
land'
(SOth)

(Shea) (2,100; 35-55)— 'Ice(20th) and 'Manila Calling'
(secortd

week

Id Stout Providence;

al

wow

U

the best girosser, heading for a

Washington, Dec.

for six days.

1.

Downtown

downtown). upbeat

Close to nifty $12,000 for 8-day stan-

AmbasMaor and Lo^W's were jammed za. Last week, 'Cairo' (M-G) and
81 BU three day?. 'For Me and My 'Tombstone' (Par), excellent $9,000

Snappy 19G

WASH.

six days.

business is still on the
with no sigh of a pre-

slump

Christmas

yet.

'Gentleman

was socked by

crix here for
but crowds are
pushing the Earle into the top
brackets. "Thunder Birds' is racing
with it for a boxoffice photo-finish.
Holdovers are also in the chips with

Jim'

violation

of

facts

week.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 35-50)
—'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Great
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3.172; 30-40-50)— Impersonation' (U). Smash $19,000
'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Spirit Stan- which equals house record here. Last 'For Me and My Gal' and 'Who Done
week,
'Never Lovelier' (Col) and It's rolling up swell second week
ford' (Col).
Off to a flying start,
Providence, Dec. 1.
and should hit smash $24,000. and h.o. 'Hello Annapolis' (Col) (2d wk), oke grosses. 'Thanksgiving opened slow
Everything is big this week, with Last week, 'Cairo' (M-G) and 'Apache $7,500.
with 15% of the Government worlv"
2<Hh Century (Ind) (3,000; 35-55) ers at their desks, but n'nht business
Tor Me and My Qal' leading the Trail' (M-G)
'Once Upon Honeymoon' (RKO) was terrific and the fast pace carried
list at Loew's State.
Next in line $13,500.
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 40-50- and 'Men of Sky' (RKO). Clickeroo over to Friday, usually a dull day
^reStrsmJ'-; 'Road to
"iSMnr slightly better. Last week. here.

'Morocco' Ragged ISG

—

Albee's "The

Navy Comes Through.'

Estimates (or This
Albee (RKO) (2,300;
•Navy Comes Through'
•Moonlight in Havana'

Week
30-40-50)—

(RKO) and

(U).
Stepping along for nifty $14,000.
Last
week, 'Who Done It?' (U) and Sin
Town' (U) (3d wk), zowie $8,000.Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 30-4060)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB) (third
downtown wk). Nice $3,500, after
going for sky-high $9,000 in surprisingly big run last week.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 29-39-50)"Secret Enemies' (WB) and vaude.
Swell $7,500.
Last week, 'Miss 'V
From Moscow' (PRC) and vaude,

Upped

price scale and small
will hgld take to good $17,000.

week, 'Moonlight

Andrews

Sisters

house
La.st

Sees Ghost'

(RKO)

$13,000.

Birds' (20th) with vaudeTorrid $23,500.
Last week.
Married Witch' (UA) with vaude-

ville.

Fox (F&M) (5 000: 30-40-50)— 'Who 'Iceland'
Done It?' (U) and 'Falcon's Brother'
(RKO).

This dualer should get nice
Last week, 'Thunder Birds'
and 'Navy Comes Through'
(RKO), neat $17,000.
Missouri (FitM) (3.570; 30-40-50)—

$16,500.
(20th)

TaU $24,000,

ville, nifty $21,000.

Newark; 'Moon' Bright
17G, 'Washington' 19iG

'Thunder Birds' (20th) and 'Navy
Newark. Dec. 1.
r;omes Through' (RKO). Moveover
Hypoed by potent holiday biz,
trom Fox, good tpr another $8,000.
fine.
Last week, 'Gentleman Jim' downtown houses are enjoying a sock
(WB) and 'Sister Eileen' (Col), solid sesh. Every house was packed over
the weekend.
Most potent coin$9,800.
St. Lonls (F&M) (4,000: 30-40)— getter is 'Iceland,' at Proctor's, skatgood $7,200.
Tlying Fortress' (WB) and 'Hidden ing along to terrific $24,000. 'Forest
BUJestio (Fay) (2.200; 30-40-50)— Hand' (WB).
Trim $7,000.
Last Rangers,' at the Paramount. Is burn•Springtime Rockies' (20th). Sturdy week, 'Across Pacific' (WB) and 'In- ing up the wickets. Loew's is doing
(14,000. Last week, 'Thunder Birds' visible Agent' (U), disappointed with a stout total with 'Moon and Six(20th) and 'Girl Trouble' (20th), $4,300, below average.
pence.'
'George Washington Slept
good $12,000.
Here.' the Branford attraction, is also
forte, but disappointing.
MetrepolilaB (Indie) (3.200; 30-55)
'Foreign Agent' (Mono) plus Ink
Estimates tor This Week
Spots and Lucky Millinder orch on
Adams (Adams-Par)
25-40-

—

'MOROCCO' SOCKEROO

sta^e.
Stout $9,500 in four days.
Last week, 'Hi, Neighbor' (Rep) plus
Bob Crosby orch, hot $9,000 in three

$15,000, L'VILLE

days.

Playhouse (Indie) (2.200; 30-40-50)
"Major and Minor' (Par) and 'Live
on Danger' (Par) (third downtown
week).
Previously
dark
house
opened under arrangement which
shifts product from Strand for addiLooks fairly
tional downtown run.
good at $7,000.
StoU (Loew) (3,200; 30-40-50)—

—

My

(M-G ).

Biggest in long
time with snappy $10,000 looked for.
week, 'One Aircraft Missing'
(UA) and 'Boston Blackie' (Col),

•Me

Gal'

average $11,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-50)—
Ttoad to Morocco' (Par) and 'Spirit
Stanford'

iCol).

Smash

$15,000.

Last week, 'Major and Minor' (Par)
and 'Uve on Danger' (Par) (2d.wk),
flne

ACE

Louisville. Dec.

in .000.

Plenty of

b.o.

stamina being

1.

dis-

played by the product now. Topper
will be 'Road to Morocco.' clicking
for a resounding $15,000 at the Rialto,
with possibility of h.o. 'For Me and
Gal' at Loew's State is packing
'em in, and not far behind.
Memorial Auditorium is being active, with S. Hurok's Russian Ballet
set for Thursday (3).
Estimates for This Week

My

Brown

(Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
15-30-40)— Bambi' (RKO) and
on Parade' (Par). Moved
over from Rialto. Light $2,500. Last
week 'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Moonlight Havana'
(U) on moveover,
zingy $4,000.
Kentnoky (Switow) (1.250; 15-25)
—'Pled Piper' (20th) and 'Pardon
(1,400;

'Priorities

Capitol (i.oew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)

—'Thunder

Havana' (U) and
on stage, rugged

in

$19,100.

—

(1,950:

65-75-99)
'Sabotage Squad" (Col)
and stage bill headed by Bob Crosby
orch.
(Setting nifty response from
the jive clan, around $18,500. L.ast
week, 'Mississippi Gambler' (U) plus

Ted Lewis orch on

stage, fairly

good

$15,300

Branford (WB)

(2,800: 30-35-60-75Slept Here' (WB)
and 'Eyes Underworld' (U). Staunch
$19,500. but figured to do better. Last
week. 'Now, Voyager' (WB) (2d wk).

90)— 'Washington

fine $17,500.

(WB) (1.200; 20-30-35-4455)— 'Mummy's Tomb' (U) and 'Night
Capitol

Monster" (U).
Nifty $3,700.
Last
week, 'Cla.ss Key' (Par) and 'Pardon
Sarong' (WB), good $3,200.

Paramount (Adams-Par)

(2.000; 35-

Saturday night (28) rush, together
with concern over gas rationing also

Even

Swan'

so 'Black

will set a

new house record at the Fulton.
'Now, Voyager' will shoot the Penn
into smart dough.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.750; 30-40-55)—
'Black Swan' (20th). Biggest thing
town and biggest the Fulton's
ever had. With a holiday midnight

in

show and Thanksgiving, Tyrone
Power starrer should have no
trouble topping $16,000. new house
record.
Previous mark of around
$15,000 was held by 'How Green Was
Valley' (20th). Last week, third
of 'Iceland' (20th) just a little short
of $4,000.
Harris (Harris) (2.200 30-40-55)—
'Who Done It?' (U). Abbott and
Costello's' latest rushed in several
days ahead of schedule. Will show
trim $12,000. Holding for three days
of second week, then moving Wednesday (2) t6 Senator.
'Us Girls'
(U) was sa(^ $2,000 in four days.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 30-40-

My

;

55)— 'Now. Voyager' (WB).

Mixed

notices for this one but majority
lauded it to the skies. Good $19,000 and top figure here for several
weeks. Last week. 'Major and Minor"
(Par), oke $17,500.

Bits (WB) (800; 30-40-55)— Gentleman Jim" (WB) (3d wk). Came
here via Penn and Warner. $2,800,
not bad.
Last week, 'Desperate
Journey" (WB) fourth in Golden
Triangle, okay $2,200 for second ses<
sion here.

Senator (Harris)

(1.750:

30-40-55)

—'Boogie Man Get You' (Col) and
'Sin Town' (U).
Will be lucky to
get

ordinary.
Last week.
Birds' (20th), shifted here
Harris, nearly $3,000.

$2,700,

Thunder

from
SUnley (WB) 3,800; 30-44-56-66)
—'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G) and
Cab Calloway orch. Friday (27)
opening a smasheroo but weather
flagged biz. Should get around $19,000, or slightly

more, barely In black.
week, 'Here We Go Again'
(RKO) plus 'Funzafire' unit. Thanksgiving as well as holiday eve midnight show helped to flne $22,000.
Last

Warner (WB)

30-40-65)—
(Par) (2d wk).

(2,000;

'Major and Minor'

Moved here from the Penn and wellliked comedy doing fine $8,500. Last
week, 'Gentleman Jim" (WB). also
on moveover from Penn, just fair at
$4,700.

Bob Hope High $12,500
Omaha;

In

'Birds'

Phs

R. jGnney Unit $15,500
-11

1

Hi

mmm_ammimmf>am

Omaha. Dec. 1.
With a holiday, closed .school."!, elc,
the weekend turned inlo a theatre
holiday with smash grosses everywhere. The Omaha is top straight

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)— filmer with 'Road to Morocco' and
'Yank at Eton' (M-G). Good $6,000. 'Berlin Correspondent' while the
Last week, 'Cairo' (M-G), thin $4,500. Orpheum is very bijg with 'Thunder
Earle' (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-66)— Bird.s' plus Ray Kinney band and
'Gentleman Jim' (WB) plus vaude- stage unit.
ville headed by Betty Bruce.
On
Estimates for This Week
eight days, bang-up $23,500. Last
Omaha (Tristates) (2.000: 11-30week, 'Sister Eileen' (Col) (2d wk)
with vaudeville. Great $16,500 after 35-50) 'Road to Morocco' (Par) and
'Berlin Correspondent' (Par). Smash
rousing $^4,000 first week.
$12,500, one of biggest weeks here
Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 40-50-65)— in
a long time. Last week. 'Forest
'Who Done It?' (U) (2d wk). Headed Rangers'
(Par) and 'Night New Orfor trim $12,500.
Opening session, leans' (Par), nice $9,300.
dandy $16,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3.000: 20-40.
MetropollUn (WB) (1,800; 28-44)— 55-60)— 'Thunder Bird.s' (20th) plus
'Flying Fortress' (WB).
On eight stage show, 'Salute From Hawaii'
days, corking $8,500.
Last week, unit and Ray Kinney's band. Great
•Priorities Parade' (Par), not so hot
$15,500 with five shows daily ovei
$5,000 in six days.
weekend. Last week. 'Girl Trouble'
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)— 'Me (20th) and Ru/«> Morgan orch on
and My Gal' (M-G) (2d wk). Grand stage, big $15,000.
$18,500 after a sizzling $23,500 openBrandcis (Mort Singer) (1.50fl: Hing stanza. Will be yanked Thursday 30-35-50)— 'Once Upon Honeymoon
because of heavy
backlog with (RKO) and 'Blackie Goes Holly'Major and Minor' (Par) next.
wood' (Col).
Good $8,000. LasI
week, 'Gentleman Jim' (WB) unc
'Laugh Blues Away' (CoH. onlj
ished final eight days with trim $7,500 for nine days, not particular!}

—

strong.

$12,600.

Proctor's

(RKO)

(3.400;

35-55-65-

75-85-99)— Iceland' (20th) and 'Ma-

(Goldberg) (1.400: 11-20-30:
—Town
'Danger Pacific' (U), "Queen Meet;

Calling' (20lh).
Sonja Henie's
skating to terrific $24,000. Last week,
'Tales Manhattan' (20th) and 'Spitfire's Elephant' (RKO) (2d wk), comfortable $16,500.
House temporarily
switched from vaude policy on two

Enemy Agent' (Col), 'Flying Wit!
Music' (UA) split with 'Eagle Squad,
ron' (U), 'Lady in Jam' (U) anc
'Blue Montana Skies' (Rep), will

nights.

Islands'

SUte (Loew's) (2,600; 30-40-55-6575)— 'Moon and Sixpence' (UA) and

(Rep)

nila

45-55-60-75)— 'Forest Rangers' (Par)

'Seven

and 'Aldrich, Editor" (Par). Corking
and will probably hold. Last
week, 'Wake Island' (Par) and 'Fly'
ing With Music' (UA) (3d wk), fin-

praise plus word-of-moulh is helping
this to swell $17,000.
Last week,
'Cairo' (M-G) and 'Tish' (M-G), dull

$18,500,

Smart 12G

hurt.

I

(2d wk), potent

It'

Pittsburgh, Dec. 1,
Holiday session got a bad break
over the weekend when weather
went sour. In addition, city-wide
blackout in the middle of heavy

RKO

'Moon

in Buffalo;

'Morocco' Terrif

ville.

'Swan' Record $16,000 Despite Pitt

(1.000;

15-30-40)
'Gentleman Jim' (WB).
Going along at a pretty fair pace for
a single, but hardly up to expectations. Good $4,000. Last week, 'Now,
Voyager' (WB) (3d wk). fine $3,500.
Rlallo (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 1530-40)— 'Road to Morocco' (Par).
Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour and
Bing Crosby names on the marquee

and possible

1942

2,

split

and

(Col)

$12,500.

Sweethearts"

(M-G).

Crix

stage

Fine

show Saturday and Sunday
"Lun
week.
Last
(Mono), 'Bells Capi.strano
and 'Gentlemen at Heart

$1,400.

(20th) tripft split with 'Overland t<
Deadwood' (Col), 'Gal Sal' (20lh

and 'Trail Ends' (Mono). Rubbei
$1.20C
nice
Racketeer'
(Mono),
helped by Snub Mosely stage band
Saturday and Sunday.

December

Wrdiicsday,

fy

t»

194t

In Frisco; 'Lovelier'
FranclJico, Dec. 1.
Ff i6C0 houses are hitting the jaclcoot cunenlly, with an influx of good

San

Me

'For
ni\ skyiocltcting business.
and My Gal," at the Warfleld, is soaring 10 close to a new record at $26,OOU' 'Geutleman Jim'
terrific $26,000 into the

Were Never

'You

Fox

till,

tres, chie/ly first

and
hypo-

United Artists to $14,000.
Holdovers continue strong.
Eslimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 50-65)— 'Gentleman Jim' (WB) and 'Soft ShoulFrisco setting

ders' (201h).

rum,

week, good $19,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-6875)— 'Springtime Rockies' (20th) (2d
wk). Plenty tuneful at $19,500 after
terriflc $25,500 last week.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
—'Flying Fortress' (WB). Zoominsi
along to bullish $10,000. La.tt week.
•Glass Key' (Par) (3d wk 1, great

In

$1,933,400

$26,000.
(201h)
I2d wk ).

smash $20,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850: 44-5575)— 'Sill Town' (U) and Hay McAdding up
Kinley's orch on stage.
to nice $23,000.

Leave'

Days'

HEDY TORRID
I51/2G,

Last week, 'Seven
and Lionel
(2d wk),

(RKO)

Orpbeum (Blumenfeld)

(2,440; 50-

(4th wk)
and Smith Minnesota' (Col). Still
payinc ofT to tune of $12,500 over long
Sister

(Col)

Eileen'

Last week, socko $14,700.

slrolcli.

Paramoant
—•Major and

(F-WC)

60-65)

(2,470;

and

(Par)

Minor'

Hold(2d wk).
ing up (o terriflc $20,000. ^ast week,
great $27,000.
'Tombstone' (Par)

Calling'
ing for record $11,200.

comparative small-seater. Last week,

'Desperate
'Moonlight

fourth

(F-WC)

(1.475; 50-65)

and 'Manila
(20th) (moveover). Reach-

Last week,
Journey'
(WB) and
Masquerade' (Rep) (2d
wk of moveover), $8,400.
United ArllsU (UA-Blumenf eld
35-40-55)—'Never Lovelier'
(1,100;
(Col) and 'Devil With Hitler' (RKO).
Booming $14,000. Last week, 'Moon
and Sixpence' (UA) and 'Counter
Espionage' (Col) (5th wk), stout

$7,100.

in

for

torrid $15,500

(2,650:

Hope Leads Mpk.^

Great 15G, Tigers'
Minneapolis, Dec.

5G
1.

With two ace boxof&ce performers
doing their

week prom-

this

stuff,

coming

is

through

bill.

i-**

Thia

ing Tigers' (Rep). Given big
paign and attracting plenty.
$5,000.
Last week, 'Invisible
(U), fairly good $3,600.

(P-S)

(2.800;

camTrim

Agent'

40-55)—

Nickel tilt in night admission and
elimination of 30c tariff before 1 p.m.
apparently
not keeping anybody
away. Great $15,000 in eight days.
Last
week,
Journey'
'Desperate
(WB). big $10,000 in six days, moving
over to World to permit 'Pride of

Yankees' to open Thanksgiving Day.
State (P-S) (2,200; 30-40-50)— 'Road
to Morocco' (Par).
Opened with
midnight show Thanksgiving. Bob

Hope rated top boxofflce bet

in this
plenty of raves for this

town, and
picture.

Heading

new record

for

tremendous

In city for straight

nlmers.

Last week, 'Panama Hattie'
(M-G), fairly good $9,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,100; 30-40)—
Bambi' (RKO). First neighborhood
showing.
Nice $3,800. Last week.
Tales of Manhattan' (20th), good

World (Par-Steffes)
55 >

(350; 30-40-50Journey' (WB) (2d
after pros{>erous six days
rolling along at trim

— 'Desperate
^^^^

l\

X'
Orpheum
and

$3,200

clip.

"Last week, 'Orchestra

Wives' (20th) (2d •wk), good $2,500,
after

first

'Brooklyn Bridge' (Mono) and 'Hi,
Neighbor' (Rep), split with 'Hidden
Hand' (WB) and 'West Law' (Mono).
Normal $2,300. Last week, 'Just Off

Broadway' (20th) and 'Spitfire's Elephant' (RKO), divided with 'Yank in
Libya' (PRC) and 'X Marks Spot'
(Rep), good $2,400.

Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Sin Town' (U). Okay $5,000. Last

Last week,

week. 'Eyes

$16,500.

Night'

in

(M-G), dull

$4,000.

Earlo (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)
-'Priorities on Parade' (Par) with

Keith's

(Libson)

—'Can't Escape Forever' (WB). Sad
$3,000.
Last week, 'Flying Tigers'
(Rep) (2d wk). about same.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 28-33-42)—
'Mummy's Tomb' (U) and 'Night

fine $24,000.

Monster' (U), fright dualer.

Fox (WB) (2.425; 35-46-57-68-75)—
'Gentleman Jim' (WB).
Flynn's
fans loyal with neat $22,000 for initialer plus $2,500 for added Earle
showing on Sunday.
Last week,
'Iceland' (20th), skated out with stout
$10,500 for six days of holdover sesh.

$6,500,

Last

and

'Girl Trouble'

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 11-35-50)
'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Blondie
(Col). Husky $15,000. Last
week, 'Married Witch' (UA) and 'Affairs of Martha'
(M-G), surprise

Smash

$12,000.

Newman
—

lofty figure for this house.
'Invisible Agent'
(U),

Brought back

Sweet

week on main
Last

$4,500.

week.

Comes Through' (RKO)

(2d

(1,600;

—'Seven Days' Leave'
'Smith

week atOmheum.

it will have.
Duncan Sisters did not
help much at Orpheum which is
struggling along to a sad $13,000.

Ftfct that 'Flying Tigers,' the picture

there, has been playing around for
several weeks also hurt.
Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 3344-55-65-75)
'Bambi' (RKO) (5th

—

wk) and
wk).

'Mrs. Hadley' (M-G) (1st
Holiday helped holdover to
Last week. 'Bambi' (RKO)

wk) and

(4th

Woman'

'Other

(20th),

ditto.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.034; 3344-55-65-75)— 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and
'Omaha Trail' (M-G). Nice $15,000.
Last week. 'Tish' (M-G) and 'Mrs.
Hadley' (M-G), femme duo a dud at

11-35-50)

(RKO) and

Minnesota' (Col).
Pleasant
Last week, 'Navy Comes

Downtown (WB)

(1,800; 33-44-54-

65-75-85)— 'Washington Slept Here*
(WB). Now day-dating with two
others, Wiltern theatre now being
first-run. Good $14,000. Last week,
'Gentleman Jim' (WB) (3d wk) still
profit at $8,800 in six days.

Four Star (UA-WC)

(900;

33-44-

55-65-75)— 'Bambi' (RKO) (Sth wk)
and 'Mrs. Hadley' (M-G) (1st wk).
Through' (RKO) and 'One Thrilling- With moveover new addition,
should
(Mono) (2d wk.), satisfactory garner fair $3,200.
Last week,
$8,500.

Night'

$6,500.

(Fox-Joffee) (2,110; 11-35)—

and 'Un(U) with vaude.
Last week, 'Old
Homestead' (Rep) and 'Hi, Neighbor' (Rep), plus vaude, nifty $8,500.

dying

line.

Snappy

'Navy
run),

thin $2,500.

(RKO)

'Bambi'

Tower

'Or. Renault's Secret' (20th)

after fortnight's shelv-

ing for fourth

11-

h.o.

Orpheom (RKO)

week,

Palace (RKO) (2,600: 33-40-50)—
'Washington
Here'
Slept
(WB).
Pleasing $13,000. Last week, 'Thunder Birds' (20th), so-so $9,000.
Shnbert (RKO) (2,100; 33-40-50)—
'Springtime
in
Rockies'
(20th).

(1.900:

Last week, 'Major and Minor'
(Par) (4th wk.); steady $8,000.

fair $3,500.

Staggered working hours for downtown folks became effective last Friday (27) but hard to tell what effect

$8,300.

(Paramount)

35-50)
'Road to Morocco' (Par).
beating other big
$18,t)00,
grossers and paving way for extend-

Socko
ed

Downtown,

the

as expected, the
weekend
brought long lines at all first-runs.

trade

$3,400.

(20th), nice $8,000.

Victory'

33-40-50)

(1,500;

Johnny Long orch, Henny Youngman
and Tip. Tap & Toe. Nice $M,000.
Last week, 'Omaha Trail' (M-G)
teamed with Duke Ellington orch,

Gal' at the Midland also

strong. Esquire. Uptown and Fairway, day-and-dalcrs, are climbing
with 'Springtime in Rockies.'
Estimates for This Week
Esqnire,
Uptown and Fairway
(Fox-Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
11-35-50)— 'Springtime in Rockies'
(20th).
Strong $10,000. Last Week,

20-30)—

(1,000:

My

is

(2d run), so-so $4,000.

(RKO)

with 'Road to Morocco,' is
lead with smash total.

the

in

'Me and

theatres,

Hollywood and Wiltern. While the
Thanksgiving holiday didn't help

Monster'
$8,000.

Woman'

wk) and 'Other

(4th

(20th)

(1st

last

week.

nollywood (WB)

Good

(WB).

'Gentleman

(2,756; 33-44-59-

$7,100

$15,000.

To New

Slept Here*
Last week.
(3d wk),

(WB)

Jim'

six days.

in

Orpheom (D'town)
55-65)— 'Flying

Strong Thanksgiving Upswing Boosts Big Grossers

tipped

Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-6375-85)— 'Aircraft Missing' (UA) (2d
wk). Fine $5,000 after corking $6,100
65-75-85)— 'Washington

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

wk),

$3,400.

(2,200;

33-44-

(Rep)

Tigers'

(2d

run), with Duncan Sisters and Jan
Rubini on stage. Measuring off sad
$13,000, picture having been around
too long.
Last week. 'Half
to

Way

'Pride Yankees' (RKO). Critics and
public going overboard for this one.

S20.000.

far

Week

AJlTr (ral5|irf m-. lJ-i»)^
'Apache Trail' (M-G) and 'WUdcat'
(Par). Fine $2,500 in Ave days. Falcon's Brother'
(RKO) and 'Meet
Stewarts' (Col) opened today (Tuesday).
Last week, 'Careful, Soft
Shoulders' (20th) and 'Secret Eneijiie.t' (WB), good $2,000 in flve days.
Century (P-S) (1.600; 20-40-50)—
'Panama Hattie' (Par) (2d wk).
Moved here from State,' good $5,500.
Last week. 'Iceland' (20th) (2d wk),
lairly good $5,200 after big $11,000
first week.
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 28-30)— Fly-

Orphenm

Newman

—

'Somewhere Find You' (M-G), okay
week of second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,569; 35-46-57-68-75)
—'Major and Minor'- (Par) (3d wk).

Karlt«n (WB) (1.066; 39-46-57-68)
-'Iceland* (20th) (2d run).
Continuing nice pace with $7,000 for this
try.
Last week, 'Desperate Journey'
(WB), second week of second run

Warner
Kansas City. Dec. 1.
With classy new product all around
thi.<; week, the deluxers are booming.

Lovelier' (Col).
All right
Last week, 'Me My Gal'
$20,000. for season's

Family

ACE

18G, K. C.

looks
pack them in for another three or four weeks. 'Me and
My Gal' is great $35,800 at State and
the Chinese.
The town's other big grosser.
•Washington Slept Here.' is credited
with a robust $43,500 in the three
like a cinch to

front

(M-G), torrid

(UA)

which tops any

$34,000

sina.'ih

The Hope-Crosby-Lamour opus

"MOROCCO' HOT

tremendously.

After a several weeks' lapse, stage
shows return to the Orpheum Friday
(4), with Russ Morgan topping the
-fisU matea tor

$13,000.

$3,700 for second

new

aimers.
'Flying Tigers,* at the Gopher, also

'Never

this

high for straight at fair $4,200 for flve days.
fllmcrs downtown, 'Road to Morocco'
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 39-46-67-68and' 'Pride of the Yankees,' getting
$35,000 between them.
'Morocco' is
getting a terriflc $20,000 at the State
for a new record in city for straight
hit a

ises to

for

ing to a

previous film attraction by better
than $5,000 while the Paramount
of $21,500 is easily
the highest coin-getter for that house.

high mark for Cincy.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)
'Me My Gal' (M-G). Moveover from
Albee for second session.
Dandy
$6,000. Last week, 'Married a Witch'

Island' (Par) finished strong
at $8,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-5768)—'Pardon Sarong' (U) (3d run).
Not the type of picture for this class
house: pallid $3,000.
Last weSk,

$15,000.

Down-

town Paramount and Hollywood Par,
'Road to Morocco' is shattering all
previous highs at both houses on the
straight picture policy. The Paramount, in downtown L. A., is zoom-

Hollywood gross

EsUmaUs for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.300; 33-40-50)—

week

50-65)— got good

Record $20,000; Tride'

at

dead-heating,

$350,000

(Based on 13 theatres)

1.

ever.'

'Wake

Enjoying healthy

(F-WC)

Warfleld

'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Night New
Orleans' (Par). Strictly wildfire at
$26,000. Last week, 'Glass Key' (Par)
end 'Aid rich. Editor' (Par) (2d wk),
okc $10,100 for five days.

fiob

them

Dec.

money. Lyric is having a cage feast
on double-horror 'Mummy's Tomb"
and 'Night Monster." Grand has a
winner in 'Sin Town.' Keith's is below par on 'You Can't Escape For-

opening Thanksgiving Day is enjoymg a lucrative stay for its initial
week.
Also doing heavy biz are
White Cargo' and 'Flying Fortress.'

Estimates tor This Week
Aldine
(1.303;
35-46-57-68-75)—
'White Cargo' (M-G). Hedy is luring

Francis

are

ace,

PHILLY

Philadelphia, Dec 1
A rainy week-end plus a blackout
Saturday night is putting a slight
dent in this week's grosses at downtown deluxers, but not enough to
worry about.
'Gentleman
Jim'

(20th)

St.

—'Black Swan'

Year

Last
Cincinnati.

Current boxoflice figures for major houses is several notches higher
than last week.
'You Were Never
Lovelier' at the Albee and 'George
Washington Slept Here' ia the Pal-

Hampton orch on stage
$21,500.

65)—

Cmcy; 'Wash/ Ditto

cities, 179 theatres)

ing to boost Errol

1.

Running up the staggering gross of
$55,500. day-and-dnting at the

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$461,000
(Bused on 13 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week

loveyer' Nice $13,000

help-

is

Flynn film, to trim
Last week, 'Black Swan'
and 'Manila Calling' (20th)

Los Angele.s. Dec.

Broadway Grosses

$7,000.

Sam« Week

Last Year
(Based on 26

3 Spots

Fine $35,800, 'Wash.'

(ticltidiiio

N. y.)
Total Gross

L A. Houses With Huge $55,500; 'Gal'

Finishing up with satisfactory $9,000
for five days of fourth week. Third

City Grosses

is

bringing a

is

Lovelier'

Key

Two

lorocco' Smashes Records at

Mastbaum (WB) (4.692; 46-57-75)
—'Now, Voyager' (WB) (4th wk).

Booming 14G

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,540,500
(Biwed pn 26 cities, 175 thea-

Iho

ing

H

PICTURE GB688BS
75.)-*Wake Island' (Par) (2d run).
Fine $5,200 after long run at Aldine.
Last week, 'Yank Eton' (M-G), thin
$3,500 for second run showing.

Gal' Torrid $2(1000. 'Jim' Ditto

ai.Sptitii—i]\toiaa<a

GaV

iv

Outstandini

Shanghai' (U)
Carroll's

Despite bad

weather

many

in

keys.

Thanksgiving

day week is living up to expectations generally with
trade booming at most theatres. Exhibitors shuffled
their schedules in some instances to open fresh
product on Turkey Day, bringing in strong films
that hud been held back lor the holiday stanza. New
fare includes 'While Cargo' (M-G), 'Casablanca' (WB)
and 'Avengers' (Par), with only the last-named failing
to measure up. 'Cargo,' a nice $31,000 in New York for
holdover, is torrid $15,500 in Philadelphia and robust
$19,000 in Chicago.
$37,000 in its N. Y.
$22,000 on its New

'Casablanca'

is

registering a stout
is only a fair

preem but 'Avengers'
York opening.

'Road to Morocco' (Par) is the sock attraction of the
week. Bob Hope's latest is breaking old records at
two Los Angeles spots at a huge $55,500. rated terthird .session in the N. Y. Paramount,
riflc in
its
aided by band and stage show, and at $20,000 Ls a
Minneapolis wow. Film is getting a giant $30,000 and
holdover in Boston. It is pacing the straight filmers
in Minneapolis, terrif $15,000; in K. C. at huge $18,000;
Louisville,
in
$21,000 and in

house has had

soekeroo
in

in Jersey City and only
looks a great $15,500 in Omaha

mediocre

backed by vaude,
good in St. Louis.
with stage show.

wham

'Flying Fortress' (WB) rales trim in Boston, Washington, St. Louis and Philly but just fair on Montreal
'Navy Comes Through' (RKO) is corking
holdover.
S23.000 in Cleveland with band and nifty in Providence. Detroit and second L. A. sesh. 'Moon and Sixpence' lUA) is solid in Newark and Jersey City, topping latter city, and stout $24,000 in Brooklyn.
From the keys: 'Forest Rangers' (Par) pacing Montreal, bang-up $18,500 in Newark and sock $16,000 in
'Falcon's Brother' (RKOi, great $30,000 in
Denver.
Bo.-lon with stage unit. 'Sin Town' (U), nice $23,000 in
Frisco with a band. 'I Married a Witch' (UA) Is lead'Iceing Detroit with giant $36,000 backed by band.
pacing Newark with terrif $24,000.
(20lh)
land'
'Nightmare' (U) fine $17,000 in St. Louis with unit.
'Springtime in Rockies' (20lh) is strong $24,500 in two
Seattle spots, stout $56,000 for its third N. Y. stanza
and «tMrrtv In Prf-"

months.

on Detroit moveover.

•Gentleman Jim' (WB) el.'^o is setting a hot pace,
with wham $23,500 in WashinKlon aided by vaudeville:
wow
trim $20,000. Frisco: solid $16,000. Baltimore,
Y. at
$22 000 Philadelphia, and smash $54,000 in N.
band-policy Strand. 'George Washington Slc;)t Here'
varies on results, nice $43,500 in three L. A.
contrasting with so-so $11,000 in Jersey City,
but below expeeIt is bullish $16,000 in Cleveland,
tancy in Newark and pleasing in Cincy with $13,000.
r next
•Me and My Gal' (M-G) is the big coin-gctler
to latter, Musiopposition
in
is
It
where
'Morocco.'
to
two L. A. houses,
cal is grabbing strong $35,800 in
$19,000 for fifth
nice
spots,
Boston
two
in
000
fine $44
week
session great $18,500 second Washington

(WB)

spots

N Y
and

$24,000 to lead St. Louis, solid in Lou^ville,
great $15,500 in Denver and hot $18,000 in Buffalo,
•Who Done Is?' (U) and 'Black Swan' (20th) both
Abbott-Costello
are living up to previous strength.
comedy Is big on second Wash, session, sock $25,000
in Boston, nice $16,500 in St. Louis, trim in Pittsburgh,
smash in Indianapolis and great $19,000 that equals
old house mark in Buffalo. 'Swan' is doing a record
$16,000 in Pitt and giant $25,000 in two Denver houses
'You Were Never Lovelier' (Col) is
to lead the city.
giant $10,000 in Seattle, strong in Balto, okay in Cincy
and big $14,000 in Frisco. 'Now. Voyager" (WB) is
doing better currently with first-rate $25,000 In Brooklyn, is top film grosser in Pitt at $19,000, excellent
third Chi sesh and big Philly fourth week.
'Once Upon a honeymoon' (RKO) also is shaping
up nicely despite admittedly heavy opposition. It is
a clickeroo $14,000 in Buffalo, good in Omaha and
doing a big $95,000 for its third session in the vast
'One of Our Aircraft Is Mi.sslng*
N. Y. Music Hall.
(UA) still is nice in extended runs in N. Y. and L. A.
Thunder Birds' (20th), while torrid $23,500 in Wash,

$15,000: in Buffalo, smash
$12,500, for biggest week
'Morocco' also is giant

Omaha, great

$15,000 in Providence and

smash

torrid S2(i.000 in Frisco.

It is

husky

$15,000, K.

C:

$19,000, Providence;
terrif $20,000. Cleveland; snappy
TnHinnpnolic
in
rousing $16,000. Baltimore: strnne

is

It

86-75-85)

run), with Earl

(1st

on

Vani'-es

Pantarcs

-

U
'N-

)
,

sock

stage,

3u-t4-S9-

(2,812;

Comes Through*

(RKO) and 'Big Street' (RKO) (2d
wk
Tapered off to $9,500 on hold).

over,

following
bow-in.

zingy

Paramount (F&M)

$14,300

on

(3,389; 33-44-53-

65-75-85)— 'Road to Morocco' (Par)
and 'Street of Chance" (Par). Alltime high on straight film policy assured with smash $34,000 tilled. Last
week, 'Forest Rangers' (Par) and
'Mrs'. Wiggs' (Pan (3d wk). slumped
to $0,500 in flve day.s.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

(2,-

204 33-44-55-65-75-85)— 'Road to Morocco" (Par).
House record at torrid $21,500. Last week, 'Forest Rangers' (Par) (3d wk). mild $5,700 in
five days.
Uillstreet (RKO) (2.873: 3344-55-65)
'Navy Comes Thro'jgh"
(RKO) and 'Big Street' (RKO) (2d
wkV Fair enough $11,600 after
smooth $17,500 opening week.
State (Loew-WC) (2.204; 33-44-5965-75)— 'Me and My Gal' (M-G) and
:

RKO —

'Omaha Trail' (M-G). Picked up
fine $20,800. Last week, Tish' (M-G)
and 'Mrs. Hadley' (M-G), six days,
lightweight $11,700.
(UA-WC) (2.100: 33-44-55-65)
—'Black Swan' (20th) and 'Tish'

UA

Holiday hvpoed moveovers

(M-G).

Last week, 'Girl Trouble'
to S8.500.
Again' (RKO),
(201111 and 'Here
smacko $9,400.

Go

WiUhtre (F-WC) (2.296 33-44-5565)— Black Swan' (20th) (2d wk>
and 'Tish' (1st wk) on moveover.
;

$6,000.
Last week, 'Swan'
(20th) (1st wki and 'Man in Trunk'
(20th). hot $8,500.
Wiltern (WBi (2.756; 33-44-55-63-

Nice

75-85)

—

'Washington

Slept

(WB). Class nabe added

to

Here'

Wameraf

day-dating first-rim duo and holding
T
v"y>lc
to the pace at *14.noo

'

uniDOM
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Argentinian Anti-U. S. Legit Group

omoB

Uncle Sam's Roll Call
Continued from page 4

Blitzed 3

LopdOD, Dec.

Weeks After Formation

'Aren't

Men

1.

which were read by poral in the Signal Corps, to the
Officers' Training School at Fort
everybody on the Row.
brother and

Bcasia/ Garrlck.

'Belle of N. T.' Coliseum.

'Best Bib

Dancer Left Oyer 58G

By BAT JOSEPHS
Buenos Aires, Nov. 24,
Formation and subsequent blitzing
anti-Semitic theatre
group here is regarded generally
«s a signiflcant sign that Nazi attempts to propagandize in the legit
Organizafleld have little chance.
tion known as the Agrupacioh Nacionalista Teatral Argentina was anot

anti-U.

S.,

nounced last month, and within
three weeks all but a few of those
listed as organizers had publicly renounced any connection with the

'CUudIa,'

Tneker,' Palladium.

St

Daughter, Nanine Gorman of Ottawa, is chief beneficiary.

Haymarket.
*Da Barry Was a Lady,' Majesty's,
Flare Path,' Apollo.
'Fine and Dandy,' SavlUe.

IINIVER' STILL

'Get Load of This,' Wales.
'Home and Beavly,' Playhouse.
'Importance Be Earnest,' Phoenix,

'Doctor's Dilemma,'

'Full Swing,' Palace.

'LIUIe Foxes,' Piccadilly.
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy.
'Men In Shadow,' Vaudeville.

WOWINB.A.

Osed.
those originally listed as

were leading Latin producers, theatre, film and radio writers, critics and others in associated
fields.
Of those who have not yet
sponsors

taken public stand against (he group,
only one or two are rated as w.k.,
others being zeros.
First announcement of the organization appeared in the somewhat
pro-Facist B. A. weekly, El Porteno.
Lead article stated that group had
been cooked up in conformity with
the principles, ideals and patriotic

Face It,' Hippodrome.'
'LllaCTIme,' StoU's.

'Let's

names were improperly

AT

'Mixed Eelatlons,' Ambassador.
'Morning Star,' Globe.
•Mnrder Without Crime,' Comedy.
'Old Town Hall,' Winter Garden.
'Qolet Week-End,' Wyndham's.

JO

$10

'Wild Bose,' Prince.
•Waltz WIthont End,' Cambridge.
'Watch on the Bhlne,' Aldwych.
'Venns Comes Town,' Whitehall.

Buenos Aires, Nov. 24.
Topped by 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G),
which continues to bust all existing

local records, B. A. first-runners are
doing better than expected this
week. 'Miniver' is doing a smash
47,000 pesos (approximately $10,200),
following an all-time record of 80,000 pesos (approximately $20,000) for
Inspirations of the first citizen of the the opener. 'To Be Or Not To Be'
Republic, Dr. Ramon S. Castillo. (UA) opened simultaneously at the
I/Bter the manifesto stressed the Ideal and Suipacha and is in the top
point that 10,000 families particl money with an excellent 42,000 pesos.
pated in the Argentine theatre and
Other estimates for this week, all
was designed to improve given in Argentine pesos, currently
that
their morality, faith in Christianity at about 27c U. S. follow:
•nd economfc status.'
Ambassador (t.autaret Si Cavallo)
Other declarations called for an (1,400; 3.00; 2.50).— 'Saludos' (RKO).
'Argentine theatre written by Ar- Somewhat down this week to 8,000
gentines, interpreted by Argentines
for the sixth. Last week, neat 12,000
and Intended exclusively for Argen for fifth week.
tines.'
Also called for the immedi
Ideal (Lococo) (970; 3.00; 2.50)—
•te resignation of all members of •To Be Or Not To Be' (UA). Excelthe board of 'Argentores' (top writ lent 25,000 in this house. Better than
er.' society) who were of 'foreign
it did at the Suipacha. Will continue
nationality or Jewish origin.'
Last
indefinitely in both houses.
Principles were similar to those
week, 'Sinfonia Argentina' (Arg.
•tressed by other nationalistic groups
dlstrib), tottering 4,000.

Nares, Cummings Set

For Leads io London

here which the Argentine CongreS'
eional Committee Investigating Nazi
Activities has cited on frequent oc
casions as having been financed by
Nazis.
Reported in the trade that
leaders of the group had a program
to do whatever was possible to prevent U. S. shows, either direct or. in
translations, from coming here. Also
to work against Hollywood picts
and against anything pro-democratic
In the fleld of radio.

The Storm Came Early
sooner

did

the

opening an-

nouncement appear than the storm
began to bust around those listed as
Pro-democratic weekly,
Accion Argentina, went all out after
the signers. A pro-democratic theatre organization known as the Agrupacion Democratica del Espectaculo Publico also let go a few hayVarious others in radio,
makers.
theatre and film fields also demanded
to know how come.

organizers.

As a result public renunciations
vere quick and fast, and local sheets
were filled with letters of protest.
Majority of those originally listed
aid that they had never been consulted about the use of their names
and furthermore were against the
organization.
Most important of
these was Cesar Ratti, wealthy,
widely known actor-impresario, who,
with hts wife, Emma Martinez, took
large ads In all papers.
Another
was Carlos Perelli, who, in published Interviews, stated that he not
only was pro-democratic but had
cancelled his season at the local
Teatro Marconi when he learned
that it was on the U. S. blacklist
Others publicly taking a stand
•gainst the group were Antonio de
Bassl, Francisco J. BoUa, Camllo
Darthes, Augustin Remon, Asdrubal
Salinas, Humberto Rayneri, Carlos
Schaefer Gallo, Carlos P. Cabral,
Carlos De Paoli, Ivan Diaz, AdoUo
Diaz Gomez and Salvadore Riese.
Those who have not yet renounced
the listing of their names are Cesar
Bourel, listed as president (he's also
theatre editor of El Porteno); Arturo Cancela, author of several prize-

winning books and

rectpr.

to officer's

candidate school at

Davis, N. C.

Camp Army

Milt

Signal Corps,
Watt press agent,

Al Katz, manager of WB's Centre,
Harry
Army.
Navy.
Jerry

Lynn

(Billy Earhardt), nitery

Slater,

studio

Army.

technician,

Don

English, still photographer,
dancer. Navy.
Army Signal Corps,
Jean Schaaf, actress with Catholic
Charles Rose, newsreel cameraTheatre Guild, WAACS.
man, Army Signal Corps,
Dave Smith, former manager of
John Tribby, sound technician.
WB's Hollywood, Dormont, to OCS Navy.
at Camp Polk, La.
Carl Hittleman, studio production
Jack Bucheit, ex-KQV salesman, assistant, Army,
second lieutenant's commission in
Syd Stevens, studio technician,
Army Air Force at Miami,
Army.

Jimmy Anderson,

LegH Proi

...

Army.

Pittsburgh, Deer 1.
Bramwell .Fletcher, actor, Army!"
Ray Schneider, former chief an-^
John Cook, studio press agent,
nouncer at WWSW, promoted to Army.
major at Camp Hood, Tex.
Sol Meyer, songwriter, Army.
Bill LeRoy, bandleader, appointed
Vallee,
assistant
Gil
director,

on

'Forest'

WISR

Andy

in Butler,

Olesak,

former sax ace,

ANTA

No

.

Martin's.

'DanolDf Tears,' Adelphla.

of $58,644.82.

group, majority claiming that they
had no sympathies with the outfit
In the first plaje and that their

Among

A

•Blithe Spirit,' Duchess.

Ottawa, Dec. 1.
Peter Gorman, dancer on Canadian
and United States stages years ago
who died here Sept. 16, left an estate

Capt. Mandell, 25, had enlisted in Monmouth.
the Marines following his graduation
Campbell Ritchie, head ot station
from Carnegie Tech here in 1030. CKLW's trafflo department, into the
Following course in officer training, Canadian Officers' Training School.
he was commissioned a second lieu- His radio post is being filled by
tenant, was later promoted to a first Margaret Pratt.
and received his captaincy before going to the Solomons. Besides Goldie,
Goodbye, Hollywood
e leaves four other sisters, his
Hollywood, Dec. I.
widow, parents and two brothers,
one of whom, Abe, is a corporal
John Tyrrell, screen actor. Army.
somewhere in Australia,
Hal Herman, studio press agent,
Army Signal Corps.
Stanley Fleischer, studio art diMajor Ray Schneider Now

muslcker
Ted McCord, cameraman. Army
Pa„ Army.
Air Corps.
Baron
Elliott's
Harry Ray, studio makeup. Navy.
leading Marine
Harry Shenson, studio press agetn,

hillbilly

now

Dance Band at Parris Island, N. C.
Army Air Force.
12,
Earl Friedman, booker at RKO,
Layne Britton, studio technician,
Henry She- Army.
Army.
which has
Jack Williams, manager of Gerard
Cubby Broccoli, Hollywood Victory
production several theatre in West View, has rejoined Committee, Navy.
London, Nov.

H, M. Tennent's and
'Petrified

rek's

Forest,'

been down for
times since the war, is finally set
to come to the West EncI, at Globe
theatre, some time in December.
Heading cast are Owen Nares, in
the

original

Leslie

Howard

role;

Hartley Powers in Humphrey Bo
gart's part, with Constance Cum
in leading femme role en-

the colors. He's a veteran marine
Melville
Baker, screen
and served in first World War.
Army Air Corps.
Eugene R. Wintner, Col booker.
Leslie Goodwins, film
Army.
Army.

William R, Grande, Jr., son of indie
film distributor. Army.

Wayne

Army

Neff,

studio

writer.
director.

technician,

Signal Corps.

Louis Weiner, former Pittsburgher
Louis Goldstein, film distributor,
and more recently field exploitation Army.
Vance King, trade paper reporter,
acte doriginally by Peggy Conklin. man for UA and Par, Army.
made, U. A.
Leonard Cantor, ex-U salesman, Army.
Benn Levy, Miss Cummings' husBex (Cordero, Cavallo & Lauta- band, is to produce.
made seaman first class and assigned
Carroll Graham, screen writer,
ret) (3,305; 2.50; 2.00)—'Mrs. Miniver'
Stars are to get flat salary of to Amphibious Training Base at A,rmy.
(M-G). Excellent 47,000, which is
Little Creek, Va.
Charles Thomas, studio technician,
$40 per week, but get shares in comthe second high. Last week, sensa
William Castelli, son of Jerry CaS' Navy.
pany which, if show Is hit, should
William Brooks, studio musician.
Uonal 80,000 for ne\/ S. A. record.
yield them more than their regular telli, Library exhib. Army. Has three
Oceui (CoU, Gatti k Cia.) (2,800; salary.
brothers, Dario, Victor and James, in Army.
manager.
"Meet the Stewarts' (Col),
Stan Meyer,
theatre
1.50)
the service.
Navy.
Considerably less than 10,000 for
Alfred Krieger, studio technician,
weakest biz this house has had all
Lieut George Seher New
SCRIPT
Merchant Marine.
season. Last week, 'A-Haunting We
Corp. George Scher, U. S. Signal
Jim Zaner, studio technician, MerWill Go' (20th), so-so 16,000.
Corps, Ft. Monmouth, in press rechant Marine.
Opera (Lococo) (2,400; 2,50; 2.00)—
M-G's
lations for past few months, com'
Beyond the Blue Horizon' (Par).
missioned second
lieutenant
and
Neat 25,000, with the sarong still a
Bnffalo's Recruits
shifted to Ft. George Meade. Scher
Mexico City, Nov. 24,
potent attracter. Last week, 'Across
was formerly in charge of exploitU'
Buffalo, Dec, 1.
the Pacific' (WB), fairish 20,000.
Metro can now proceed with the
Latest calls include Gene MurMonnmental (Coll, Gatti & Cia.) production of 'Madero,' biography tion for United Artists in New Eng'
land territory.
phy, of Warner Bros.; Harry Diets
'Historla de of Francesco 1. Madero, Mexico's
(1,500; 2.00; 1.50)
W. W. Lewis, formerly field eX' and Vincent Staley, of Shea's BufCrlmenes' (Lumiton, Arg. made)
first revolutionary president
ploitation representative for Warner falo staff,
and Emmet Connolly,
OK. 10,000 for second week. Last
approved by
Script has been
Bros,, who went into the Army in Lafayette service chief.
week, nifty 18,000.
Arturo Ortiz Mugica, chief of the
Sam Geffln upped to sergeant at
Normandle (Lococo) (1,400; 2,00 federal film censorship and super- September, has been permanently
1,50)—'Bahama Passage* (Par). O.K. vision department, to whom the assigned to the Special Services Sec- Officers' Candidate Cavalry School,
Last week, 'Little Annie company submitted it for inspection tion of the 368th Air Base Head- Ft. Riley, Kan.
15,000.
Rooney, (UA), oft to U.C'O.
Tex, Under his new appointment he Niagara Falls Cataract and Strand,
Broadway (Lautaret & >.avallo)
will handle entertainment and recre,
spent a three-day furlough at home
(2,863; 2.50; 2,00)—'La Escuela de
ation there.
Lange Back to Havana
on his transfer from California to
las Coquetas' (French made). HoldJose Schorr, Army, Nov. 30. He Is the Camp Davis (N. C) Artillery
ing up neatly for 14,000 on second
flack for Columbia's short depart- School.
week. Last week, solid 20,000.
Fred Lange, Paramount's general ment in New York.
Walter Loeffler, manager of the
Sntpaoha (Lococo) (950; 2.50; 3,00) manager in Cuba, has returned to
Nick Long, Jr., the dancer, has Niagara Falls Strand, training at
—'To Be Or Not To Be' (UA). Ex- his headquarters in Havana.

mings

—

MEXICO OKAYS

FOR

mm

—

19,000 lor this house. Last
week, 'Historia Musical,' fair 5,000
first Russian-made to come

cellent

for the

to this house.
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PK SET BY GROVAS;
MEX FIRM

IN

REORG

Mexico City, Nov. 24.
Production of 16 pix, instead of
the

12

it

had originally pencill9d,

the schedule for 1943 of Jesus
A. Grovas & Co,, which has been
reorganized with the resignation of
its chief, Jesus A. Grovas, Mauricio
de la Serna, manager of the Cine
Alameda, local cinema, who for
two years has been an associate producer for Grovas, is now the company's production chief,
forJuvenal (Jimmy) Urbina,
is

He came

to N. Y, for confabs

with

enlisted in Jhe

Signal Corps,

Sta-

St.

Petersburg, Fla,, being replaced

tioned at Ft, Monmouth.
by Frank McCann, his former asJohn Hicks, Jr., company's foreign
Howard Wilson, song plugger with sistant
chief, and was in N. Y. about three Southern
Music, Army.
Herb Goldstein, National Screen
weeks.
Lt Jack Andrews, Ames Set
Service, becomes a pilot on transfer
Lieut Jack Andrews, 20th-Fox from Maxwell Field. Ala,, to Doug'
scripter, left Monday (23) for Quan'
Field, Ga.
Plant 10-12 Pix tico. He had been working on an lass
Tom Rogers, formerly of Loew's
untitled
musical for Walter Mo
Buenos Aires, Nov. 24.
State, N. Y. City, and now of the
New management of Pampa Film, rosco.
U. S. Navy, in town on behalf of
Ronnie
Ames, RKO exploiteer Naval Aviation Week.
once one of the Big Five Argentine
producers, but recently stymied by covering Dallas and Oklahoma City
James O'Shea, son of Metro's difinancial
headaches, plans to go territory, goes into the Army Dec. vision manager, E. K. O'Shea, is at
ahead with a sked of 10 to 12 fea' 15. Al Lester, from the Cincinnati Maxwell Field for advanced air
'43,
sector,
tures for
succeeds.
even though raw stock
schooling.
James Tierney, 'Variety's' best
shortages may cut the program in
John Sandstone, former operator
known office boy and 46th street's at Shea's Buffalo, has been around
half.
most vociferous Giant baseball fan, town on furlough from the Navy,
is now a corporal at Camp Shelby,
where he is a news photographer,
New Mex Pie Union
Miss,
Charles Woolen, radio and theaMexico City, Nov. 24.
Max Roth, associate to Charles tre pianist, stationed at Charlotte,
New pic workers organization has H. Allen, N. Y. agent, will be in- N. C.
been formed here. It is the Alianza ducted in the Army today (Wed,),
Gene Murphy, formerly of Shea's
de Cinematograflstas del Distrlto
Lakes house staff, now in the
(Alliance
CinematO'
Federal
of
Detroit's Contingent
bakers' division at Camp Chaffee,

Pampa

-

newspaper mer Columbia manager here, who
graphists of the Federal District)
Ark.
quit to open exchanges in the Ar'
Detroit, Dec, 1.
and began with 300 members, Jose
gentine and other South American
Carl Bonner, former dancer, and
countries for Mexican pix, is the de Jesus Avlla is the secretary gen' orchestra leader and currently m.c.
Nicholas Indpls., Inducted
Grovas production manager. Com' eral.
at the Club Royale here, Army Air
Alliance
is affiliated with the Re
Indianapolis, Dec. 1.
pany's production will be super'
Corps.
TEBA ORUZ OINEUA BUBNS vised
Ted Nicholas, formerly manager of
by a board composed of Sal- gional Confederation of Mexican
Jack Thompson, manager of the
Workers.
Mexico City( Nov. 24.
vador Elizondo, ex-chief of Clasa
Mercury, Army Officers Candidate the Lyric, later business manager for
Fire resulting from a short circuit the leading local pic studio, as
School,
Grant Hawkins, former Orrin Tucker and Bonnie Baker and
Carlos
Carriedo
C,
destroyed the Cine Munoz, the only chairman;
manager of the Varsity, takes his until recently program director at
'Relationt' NG, London
WIRE, has been Inducted by Army.'
cinema in Tlapacoyan, a Vera Cruz managing director of the Banco
place.
Clnematografica, the industry's own
London, Dec. 1.
Sam Grelsman, who managed the
state town.
Hal Freeman, WFBM sUff an'Mixed Relations,' which opened Center
Blaze started just after the last bank, and Fernando de Fuentes,
for
Associated
theatres. nouncer, Army.
night show when only four em- director, and toriper Par executive on Nov. 26 at the Ambassador, Is an Army Air Force.
Rush Williams, Loew's, Army.
Merrill F. Hanna, manager of the
ployees were In the cinema. Nobody here. Bank owns 81% of Gravas old-Xashioned farce with slim possi
Johnny Kellams, Talbott, Army.
billties.
stock.
Hollywood and now a technical eorwas hurt.
Claire Jones, Palace, Gary, Army.
local

columnist; Carlos E. Osorlo, Octavio
P. Sargent, Domingo Froio and Raul
Doblas.

Wednesday* December
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WARNER EXECS EAST

of Ciu Electing;

WITH

Other Theatre and Exchange News

m

hotel Sunday (20), selected nominees
for the annual election to be held
Dec. 13 and elected six new members. The club is composed of film

of Majestic, Evansville, wiU fill
Relsinger's post at Victory.
Asst.
James Carey, Victory. Evansville,
now manager of the Majestic. Harry

salesmen working out of Chicago exGreenman appointed manager of
changes
State, Boston, succeeding Edward
New members given the oltay are McBride,
resigned.
Jim Devlin (Par), Richard Schein-

baum (Par), Maurice Kinder
(Mono\ Stanley Johnson (WB), Joe
Fieldman (M-G-M) and Ed Safler

(20th). Franlc Flaherty (Col) is unopposed for president. Other nominees are 1st vice-president, Harold
Wirthwein (Par) and John Kempt5 en (M-G): 2d vice-president. Irwin
oseph (WB) and Jack Schwartz
secretary.
Harry Mandell
(Rent:
(WB): Tom Gilliam (20th) and
Clarence Phillips (Col); assistant
(WB);
secretary. Stanley Johnson

treasurer.
treasurer.

Bob Funk (U);
Ted Meyers (U).

WB

Bond

ing.

Kalmenson.

WB's

general

sales manager, and other distribution execs from the homeofflce will
attend.
,
Warners sells Its entire season's
lineup above the border as against
blocks-of-flvc in the domestic market.
Prizes in war bonds of $33,350, to
be paid by Warners to those showing best results on the sales drive

manager, as follows:
WB exchange winning

The

will

receive

|3,S00,
$3,000;

N.

first

while

femma

several

years

ago.

Is

STUDIOS WILL

Zechman, president of the Ministerial Association,

TABU SEX MAGS

stein In publicity office at Warners,
latter having gone into the army.
exploitBriefles: Bud Gray,
eer, up and around again after a

RKO

(Continued on page S3)

from $150,000 to

$200,000 annually.
thus saved will be thrown into
regular newspaper advertising columns for larger space. In addition

Money

Bonus Dispute

ggpted by both

posting covering Jersey City.
Westchester, Brooklyn, etp.
Both Iioew's and RKO circuits

have been backing up their nabes
with posters to what is considered an
tmusual extent. Loew's reportedly

Paramountandthe^™^^^^^^^'*^'**'

rael, Jr.. execu'.ive assistant to

Overseas Press Club's

TieupWithUA'sW

Bar-

Lowell Thomas, president of the
Overseas Press Club of America,

of the Warner ex- ney
Balaban; C. J. Scollard. in
first prize of a $25 bond
charge of Par labor matters; George
Warner Club's Thanksgiving Barry, labor attorney for the com-

Ed Greenberg.

William McAvoy, doughguy, and
Erwin Charlap, secretary.
Members of the board: Ben Amsterdam. Al fiovd. Erwin Charlap. James
P. Clark, Al Davis, Henry Friedman.
Sam Gross. William MacAvoy, Ted
Schlanger, Clint Weyer and Earle W.
Sweigert.
Ex-officio members by
of

announced the e^ab-

of the Club.

lULES SEEKOWICH

UA's 10th Foreign Anni

!

'

i

Stillman,

'

'

organ

m

.u»
i..;k,.i;„„ neUI.
ji./irLi»iiil(iii
di>lnbuti<>.i
the« j;

in

the

mapped

FILMS' P. A. ORG.

TOBALLYHOO
INDUSTRY
failure to data to keep the general
public acquainted with th« tremen-

dous program of the film business to
war effort Is back

help the nation's

of present plans of the Industry's
Service Bureau (formerly the Public
Relations Committee).
Initial
step In these plans Is to establish
outstanding spokesmen for the in-

dustry In key cities whose duty will

be to handle Institutional publicity
on the picture business, including the
spreading of facts about the War
Activities Committee's work in wartime tasks.
Not decided how many would represent the ISR and
but likely
that six to 10 would be spotted in
various keys. Their duty would be
to appear before various civic, fra-

Of recent years the

I

years.

film

compa*

have dumped hundreds of thouInto national fan and other
magazines but since the war, as well
as the consent decree which jazzeH
up release dates, it has been difficult to obtain full value from such
nies

sands

advertising.
Situation has reached the point
where a film may play one branch
territory when available but due to
a sales condition or other factors may
not get to accounts in another exchange zone until months later. Aside
from Inability to negotiate a quicit
contract where that holds up product, in many cities benefiting from
defense work or soldier trade, pictures are held over so many weeks
that others behind them are forced
to wait for a date.
An unusual situation, typical of
what happened to a lesser or greater

extent in other territories, developed
in New York last season when Par
was long delayed In closing deals.
To begin with, the company could
not negotiate contracts with other
circuits until after Loew's had
set for its 80-odd Greater New

been

York

houses.

As

product that was available toward the end of August, did
not reach Loew screens until IJocember and subsequent runs later
than that. Meantime, also Par had
trouble with two large ^ub-run
chains, Skouras and Century, with
result around 85 Skouras-Century
houses didn't start picking up Par
pictures until last June, more than
six

WAC

result,

months

after availability.

ternal

Decrte selling, late contracts in
territories and much lengthier
runs has so changed the picture with
respect to availability and bookings
that two companies, Metro and Par,

etc.,

do not even

industry's

more.

many

and religious groups, clubs,
and present factual data on the
war work.
material would not only
cover Its efforts on bond campaigns,
salvage drives, etc., but would show
voluntary contribution of the
film business in providing entertain

first

m

Men would

iway

swing

time done by

anv^fli)r> comri.ivt?"

prompted by a desire

to time adof films for maxiniuri
value to exhibitor accounts.
It is
not unlikely that other comp-.nies
may follow Metro's lead.

war work may be unfolded
Intention Is- to employ such ISB
basis.

any

date.<:

from national mag advertising, distributors would no doubt bu(!';ct
higher amounts for local newso.-ipers
so that ads could be timed propcrry
for the benefit of the exhibitor.
Metro's deal to go on the BIl's
network of over 100 <itations with
spot announcements on its pictures,

ment

representatives

release

Under any general

the

tact so tnat tne mauslry-s seiup

set

The three other decree com-

panies, RKO, 20th and Warners, continue to do so, however, as do nr.ndecree distributors.

Such

vertlsing

on straight salary
be picked, not only

for their ability as publicity-exploitation experience, but their knowledge of certain territories and ability
to appear before civic organizations
with the industry's story.
There is to be no attempt to pet
i^uperfluous plugs for the film business.
Rather, the effort will be to
lay the facts before different groups
and to prevent haphazard criticism
and eliminate glaring lack of knowledge as to what the industry is doing.

METRO'S SALES PLANS
SET AT CHI CONFAB
Chicago. Dec.
Sales

1.

from here on and
go Into Metro's second

policy

pictures

to

block, with 12 films already

in

the

may be sold when the company is ready, were discussed at a
two-day
midseason's
distribution
meeting here on Monday (30) and

can that

SL

Louis'

Own 'Judy'

St.

Louis.

Dec.

1.

To bally 'For Me and My Gal.
Rex Williams, manager of Loew's
downtown deluxer, established a
precedent when he persuaded the
City to block off one of the downtown streets, rerouting trolley cars
buses and service cars for 40 mm-

lod.iy

!

i

|

,,;„
i,c
|

u'ss.

(Tuesday).

Metro is selling a block of 12
films at present.
Reports are that
the second package may number 10
instcnd of 12, though the compnny
an even dozen ready which could
immediately offered for sale,

Homeofflce Metro group attendmass singing bee jni{ ihe Chicago sessions, headed by
in
front of the theatre in which Bill Hogers, who presided, also insongs of the World War I and those eluded E. M. Saunders, westera
have become popular since division manager; E. K. O'Shea,
that
Pearl Harbor were sung with a local eastern -.southern
divisional
chief;
gal. chosen as the 'Judy Garland of .Jack Flynn, central division head;

Then he held

j

a

;

;

;

j

i

WITH COL

Chicago. Dec. 1.
Samuel Colioil. forcicn
Jules B. Serkowich has taken over
director for United Artists has i.>director for
;'s district exploitiition
sued the 10th anniversary number
here.
Pictures
Columbia
to
dedicated
nf 'Around the World.'
Change was necessitated by the
(he activities of U.A."s 'forciKn leginn
Thoma.
who
has been
of
Jack
conbeen pub':i>hed
•World' hn
forced to retire for a long rest.
linuouMy for the past 10 years. Cohen
hou.«c.Thon-.a has been here for several
claiming this, as a record tor a
publicity

cancelled for the duration.

into

(30)

'

being ex-Chief Barkers:
Edgar Moss, Jack Beresin. W. J
Clark. Jay Emanuel, Leon Levy.
The new officers will be installed
at a testimonial dinner to retiring
Chief Barker Edgar Moss on Dec. 14
at the Variety Club. The dinner will
be held instead of the gala annual
Variety banquet which has been

move

Monday

lishment of a 'Correspondents' Fund'
pany, and Paul Railbourn, head of
which starts off with the preem of
the statistical department.
'In Which We Serve' (UA) at the
In addition to GUckstein, SPG's
Capitol theatre, New York, Dec. 23,
v.p.. Lawrence Lipskin of Columbia,
proceeds will \>e turned over
and members of the Par SPG chap- when
to the Club.
ter will appear on the union side.
Fund will be used to cover corSPG seeks to collect the bonuses respondents
and commentators on
emall
Jiine
to
since
Par
by
paid
the war fronts, nine of whom have
ployees other than publicity-adverto date been killed in addition to
tising department members of the
others wounded or imprisoned.
company and higher execs who are many
It
was pointed out that while
on the pension list.
metropolitan newspapers provide insurance for staff employees, freelancers or those on special missions
The fund will
are not covered.
Steele Flacks Selznick
.serve as protection over .ind above
that normally provided by regular
Hollywood, Dec. 1.
employers.
Joe Steele, veteran picture press
Administrators of the Fund will
agent, became director of publicity
Thomas. H. V. Kaltenborn.
be
and advertising for David O. SelzGeorge Fielding Elliot. Johannes
nick.
Wythe William.s and other
He succeeded Whitney Bolton, Steel.
members of the board of governors
who moved over to Warneis.

party.
Neil F. Agnew, who made a tour
of southern Paramount exchanges
.on the way back from the Coast
returned to his desk Monday (30).
Gross Heads Fhllly Variety
Philadelphia, Dec. 1.
Sam Gross. Philly branch manager
of
20th-Fox,
was chosen Chief
Barker of Tent 13, Variety Club, at
elections held at the Bellevue-Stratford hotel recently.
Other officers
chosen were Al Bold, 1st, Charles
Zagrans, 2d assistant chief barkers;

of Timeliness

Because of the fact that rclca.s«
dates on pictures now vary widely
in the various territories, and many
new films are badly blocked in certain situations as result of extended
engagements, dis.tributors are reported giving consideration to reduction in national advertising since
it has lost much of its value.

for troops overseas. How the
picture industry has provided a
cut its pass list of 9,000 to 10,000- steady fiow of motion picture film to
but is still understood spending various overseas units, which other
wise are unable to get to regulai-ly
$20,000 annually In outdoor advertising.
Comparatively lower cost for established theatres, also would be
Loew's is due to the fact that the related. Another phase of the work
chain buys most of the boards it by these representatives would be

change,, won

will
Cleveland,
Memphis vacancy. Al

RKO

bill

gPG as arbitrator, but date for hear
ing has been held up because Hyman
Glickman, counsel for the union, has
been tied up with other matters.
The Pax company will be represented at the hearing by Arthur Is-

W

expires.

Vogel,

outlay,

former perhaps spending more on

the exhibition business: planning to operate the house after the
of the year. Mayor Walter
O'Donnell announced that the city
would take over Jan. 5, when the
present lease of Martin Shaughnessy,
Albert Desautels and Stephen Broldy

Loew's Shifts
Joe Vogel of Loew's announced
managerial .shifts: Boyd
Fry, Loew's Palace. Memphis, to
Loew's Grand. Atlanta, succeeding
Eddie Pentecost, resigned.
Cecil

manager

heavily for outdoor exploitation, the

1.

being

FulX appreciation of the Industry's

E. L. Alperson, general

money

similar plan is
Year's Day.

New

or

Both RKO, with around 40 houses
in the New York metropolitan area,
and Loew's with around 75 theatres
in the same sector, have gone in

theatre

following

yams

Issues around
30,000 passes annually for window
This large
and poster displays.
free list was an Influencing factor
in this move.

Today on Par

Into

virtue

their requests for

RKO DROPPING POSTER
ADS FOR MORE DAILIES

to

Hearing Slated

A
for

and

cooperated

plan.

advised by his physician to wait for of RKO Theatres, is eliminating outa while.
door poster and window-card exSam Marinaro succeeds David Ep- ploitation, currently reported costing

Arbitration bearing, on demand of
seaboard, has resigned her the- the Screen Publicists Guild for inatrical chores for the duration to creased-cost-of-living bonuses paid
Join the Special Service Branch of
by Par to homeofflce employees
the War Dieparbnent
oth^r than those belonging to this
union, is scheduled to be held toCity Takes Over Fllmlnr
day (Wednesday) In New York.
Northampton, Mass., Dec. 1.

tlie

&

now

cific

at

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 1.
Wilmer
Vincent's three downtown picture houses inaugurated

something new in Thanksgiving day
programs when they requested city
ministers to appear twice throughC.
out the day and offer prayer.
Floyd Hopkins, head of Wilmer &
Vincent Interests, and the Rev. Harry

early next.

Harry Rooney, former booker at
who went to California for his art nixed.

health

manager for Loew's In the east and
first for Fox-West Coast on the Pa-

first

producer of 'Air Force,' may
from the Coast by the end

visas,

working at the Lockheed plane plant
on the Coast.
Ed Stuve, veteran Par salesman,
has been granted an indefinite leave
of absence on account of his health,
and left last week for Florida to
spend the winter. He had planned to
undergo an operation here, but was

Can't Take

first

Harrisburg Theatre Praying

in

J.

'
It, Ehl
Hollywood, Dec.

Wash-

Wallis,
come in
of this

Col.

ad sales managers prizes will run
from $200 down to $50.
The Canadian sales force under
Wolfe Cohen will be covered by
separate contest, with $1,000 as first
prize, $600 second and $400 third.

Chelle Janls,

in

N. Y., Wichita, Seattle and

Harry M. Warner and Hal

Hollywood, Dep. 1.
Magazines specializing in salacious
Charleston. He managed Associated and suggestive material will get the
Exhibitors Exchange here from 1920 boot from picture studios.
to 1927, then joined the Vitagraph
The industry's Public Relations
office in Cleveland with advent of
Committee, at a meeting Monday
sound.
Jane Maloney resigned as private (30), voted to withhold cooperation
secretary to Ben Steerman, chief with such mags, on the ground that
auditor for Warners here, to join her much harm Is being accomplished. It
husband, Lieut. Bill Maloney, in also took cognizance of the increasFlorida.
He was recently commis- ing number of such periodicals.
sioned at the Signal Corps officers'
Representatives of such mags, it
training school at Fort Monmouth
was reported, will be denied studio

third,
prize will be
$2,500; fourth, $2,000; fifth, $1,730;
sixth. $1,500; seventh, $1,250; eighth,
$1,000 and dowi} to $500 for the
branch placing 15th.
Division managers' prizes will be
$1,500 for first place and $1,000, $750,
$500 and $350 for others.
Exchange bookers, in addition to
sharing in branch awards, will Individually receive $500 for first place,
$500 second, $400 third and down to
Salesmen will get
$100 for 10th.
$350 first. $325 second, $300 third and
down to $100 tor 10th place. For the

second

ington,

Honolulu.

the larger Centre. He succeeds Al
Katz. army.
Jack Withers, veteran film man,
named PRC sales representative for

beginning Dec. 20, have been broken
general

position

world preem of the picture

Warner Bros, promoted Kalmen
Erdeky from the Oakland to man&ge

down by Ben Kalmenson,
sales

Mag Ads Because

a

h. o.

tory.

West Virginia, with headquarters

Pritcs

at

Fan

they will discuss the simultaneous

week or

Leo Gottlieb, formerly with U in
Cleveland, transferred to local exchange and added to Pete Dana's
He replaces Otto Seigel,
who came here several months ago,
and will cover the Main Line terri-

of Releases Forces

Distribs to Curtail National

Jack Warner and Charlie Einfeld
are due in New York today (Wednesday) from Washington, where they
took a print of 'Air Force' from the
Coast to be shown to Government

1.

sales force.

assistant

meeting of the Warner
Sales
Canadian distributing organization
will be held in Toronto Friday and
Saturday (11-12), with Wolfe Cohen,
Canadian division manager, presid-

Ben

PIU's AcUvtUes
Pittsburgh, Dec.

Up

FORCE' PIC

BeuhrlK, Jr., Dayton, goes to StlUChicago, Dec. 1.
of Chicago, man, Cleveland, succeeded by Wm.
and War department officials
monthly meeting at the Blaclcstone Reisinger, who moves from Victory, special screening. While
at the
Evansville.
Jack Mercer, manager

The ReeUellows Club
at

Piling

IS

|

Loul.s' in contest spon.sored by
the Y.M.C.A. holding the spotlight.
The community songfest began
11:40 p.m. and the crowd In the
theatre was Informed of the shindig
by an announcement from the sl.i^e
before the pie was shown. Word of
the singing was flashed throughout
downtown nlterles. etc.. and the oneSt.

block area was thronged.

Eddie Aaron, assistant to Rudders;
A. F. Cummings, in charge of cxrhange operations; H. M. Richey,
lioad of exhibition relations; J. A.
Gold, sales development manager;
Lou Smith, publicity manager and
several lessers, Joe Bezahler, Charles
Decsen, Harold Postman, Paul Richriff. J. L. Hirsch, William Brenner,
Arthur Lacks and Irving Helfont
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Advance Production Chart

Scare-'Em Technique Inaugurated

By Theatres as a Curh to Vandalism
A moderated reign of terror is re- wartime shortage of replacement for
being practiced by various damages.
Some exhibitors report that minor
which are having trouble
defacement of walls and seats has
with kids who crash theatres, cause
been followed by destruction of valudisturbances inside and, in numerous able equipment. In a few cases the
vays, destroy property. Idea seem- managers have been able to call in

ported

theatres

ingly

is

^

.

to strike fear Into the hearts
,
1 ^
.
J,
.u

among

others.

Sonic of the managers have gotten
to fed up with the kid crashers and
vandals, as well as boys who skip
K-hool. that they are on occasion
TOURhins them lip a little and, in
oll-er way.', trying to scare them.

An incrcas'imly large number of
kids are reported to be skipping
school, but it is difficult for managers
to single out those who should be in
(chool, not only because of difficulty
In guessing their ages these days, but
also because the staggered scho-)!
system on classes now has them out
at various odd hours.

j

|

,

Pictures in cuttinc

|

an arrest is not advised,
if the kids
ever return to the theatre to make
trouble or try to crash the exit doors,
the next time they might go out on a

managers threaten that

stretcher.

according to managers, is that a lot of kids who seem
to come from good families and are
dre.'sed well are among those who
try to crash the doors. However, the
it,

prevail.

48
16

68

pti>tvil

RKO

icith

^sfs

IS
6

2
2

1

•

6
S
9

4
2Z
12
awaitinj; I'Clasc:

dir.. Ll.

25
2
3

3e

room or

Lee,

HOOD

RKO

ing Corp.; John J. O'Connor, assistant to the president, and Charles D.
Prutzman, general counsel, representing Universal; Arthur W. Kelly,
v.-p. and Paul O'Brien, counsel, for
United Artists; Robert Perkins, general counsel for Warner Bros.; Earl

Hammons,

producer;

George

I.
Joseph
treasurer,
Borchwick,
Breen, Production Code Administrator, and Carl E. Miliken, secretary,

all of the Hays office; T. K. Stevenson, president, and Walter L. Brown
counsel, of ERPI; Frank T. Zinn,

general counsel for RCA;
Maurice B. Benjamin, counsel for
various studios on the Coast; and
president of Society
Wright,
Loyd
of Independent Motion Picture Producers and counsel, also, for several
assistant

studios.

Hazen had as his personal guest
Sgt Harold Berkowitz, former Warner attorney

now

in active service.

course which Hazen
took in Army organization and pro
ccdure was at the Command and
General Staff School, Fort Leaven

Four-month

worth, Kan.'

He leaves for the Coast the end of
this week or early next to make a
report there to studio heads and
other executives.

SILVER CITY
darsha;

dir..

KAUFMAN AIDE
TO TRIAL IN NEWARK

LOUIS

RAIDERS,

William

prod., Leon
and screenplay,

western;

Berke;

story

Ed Earl Repp; camera, Benjamin Kline.
Hayden, Bob Wills. Dub "Taylor, Alma
Luther Wills, Jack
Art Mix.

Sutton.

Ingram,

Cast: Russell
Carroll, Paul

Edmund Cobb,

NO PLACE FOR A LADY,

drama; prod., Ralph
Cohn; dir., James Hogan; story and screenplay, Eric
Taylor; camera, James S. Brown. Cast: William Gargan, Margaret Lindsay, Phyllis Brooks, Dick Purcell,
Jerome Cowan, Edward Norris, James Burke, Frank
Thomas, Thomas Jackson, Tom Dugan, Doris Lloyd,
Ralph Sanford, William Hunter, Chester Clute.

DEADLINE GUNS,

western; prod.. Leon Barsha;
dir.. William Berke; no writing credits: camera unassigned. Cast: Russell Hayden, Bob Wills and His
Boys, Shirley Patterson, Walter 'Dub' Taylor, Stanley
Brown, Jack Kirk, Tristram Coffin. Jack Rockwell,
Robert Kortman, Dick Botiller, Jack Montgomery.

JUNIOR ARMY, drama; prod.. Colbert Clark: dir.
Lew Landers; screen play, Paul Gangelin; story, Albert
Bein; camera. Charles Schoenbaum. Cast: Freddie Bartholomew, Billy Halop, Bobby Jordan, Huntz Hall,
Boyd Davis, William Blees, Richard Noyes. Joseph
Crehan. Don Bcddoe, Charles Lind. Billy Lechner,
Peter Lawford. Robert O. Davis.

PRAIRIE THUNDER, western;
dir.,

prod., Leon Barsha;
William Berke: screen play, Fred Myton; stor^.
J. Benton Cheney; camera. Benjamin

Ed Earl Repp and

Kline. Cast: Russell Hayden, Bob Wills. Dub Taylor.
Lucille Lambert. John Merton. John Maxwell. Jack

Kirk.

Edmund Cobb,

Ernie Adams.

DANGEROUS NIGHT,

drama; prod.. David
Michael Gordon; no writing credits; camCast: Michael Lanyard, Jamison.
Sidnel Shaw. Eve, Dickens. Inspector Crane.
ON!?

Chatkin:
era. L.

dir..

W. O'Connell.

LET'S

bluenose group has proposed to City
Council here that stage and screen
censorship be revived in Toronto in
order to combat juvenile delinquency.
It's one of those proposals that

writing

credits: camera.

MURDEB

1.

With deputation headed by Jud.^^e
Hawley Mott of the Family Court,

Commander John Farrow; no

HAVE FOG,

formerly

LAUGH YOUR BLUES

AWAY,

comedy-drama; prod.. Jack Fler; dir., Charles
Barton; story and screenplay, Harry Sauber; additional
dialog. Ned Dandy; camera, Philip Tannura.
Cast:
Jinx Falkenburg, Bert Gordon, Douglass Drake. Isobel
Elsom, George Lessey, Vivien Oakland, Dick Elliott,
Phyllis Kennedy. Robert Greig.

RIDERS OF THE NORTHWEST MOUNTED, forNewark, Dec. 1
-n»T\y RIDERS OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED, western;
Trial of James (Shortly) Fleming prod., Leon Barsha; dir., William Berke; screenplay,
on an Indictment charging false Fred Myton; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Russell
Hayden. Bob Wills, Dub Taylor, Adele Mara, Dick Curestabllshment of a stage censor bor.rd promise of employment was started tis. Richard Bailey. Jack Ingruni, Leon McAjultiTe, Vernow rests with the Police Commi.e- here yesterday (30) before Essex non Steele.
sion, which abandoned censorship in County Common Pleas Judge Van
BAIL TO THE RANGERS, western; prod.. Jack Fier:
1934 be('au.se, for several seasons preRiper and a Jury. Fleming testified dir., William Berke; story and screenplay, Gerald
Geraghty; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Charles
vious, there had been no complaints
end it was thought flnancially advis- ill a Chancery Court case last June Starrett, Arthur Hunnicutt, Robert Owen Aicbec.Lota
Archer. Norman Willis, Lloyd Bridges. Ted Adams,
able to discontinue the services of a that for 15 or 20 years, while serv
London, Davidson Clark, Jack Kirk.
group of old-time newspapermen in^ as'b-ergeaitt-at-aims of Local 244, Ernie Adams, Tom
........
•
who were knicking the city coffers Motion Picture Operators' Union, he
Colombia PIx to Prodnctlon
for $2,100 per annum apiece. What
MEBRY-GO-BOUND, drama; prod., dir., George
might pass here now as theatrical had collected money from members
Stevens; no writing credits; camera, Theodore Tetzlaff.
censorship rests with the Morality and prospective members for Louis
Cast; Jean Arthur, Joel McCrea, Charles Cobum,
Squad, and there have been no Kaufman, business agent. He said George Reed, Kathleen O'Malley, Sally
Cairnes, Stansquawks in years with the single ex- at that time that the money was for ley Clements, Fred Johnson, Kay Linaker. Betii
ception some time ago of 'Sailor Be- Kaufman personally, not for the Beaton, Nancy Gay, Mary Treen, Betty McMahan,
Gladys Blake, Bertha Priestly. Diedra Vale, Peggy Carware,' which was closed after two union treasury.
performances at the Victoria,
Involved before Chancery was a roll, Sugar Geise, Robert Hall, Pat Lane, Richard
Gaines, Kitty McHugh. Ann Doran, Harrison Greene,
In their proposal to the City Coun- suit by six members of the local to Robert McKenzle, Frank
Sully.
cil regarding censorship of pictures oust. Kaufman and fellow officers
WYOMING HURRICANE, western; prod., Leon
reformers forgot that this falls with- and appoint a receiver. The suit is Barsha; dir.. William Berke;
no writing credits; camera,
pending.
11
in Provincial rather than civic jurisBenjamin Kline. Cast: Russell Hayden, Bob Wills and
As the trial in Common Pleas his boys, Shirley Patterson. Dub Taylor, Leon Mc
diction and that their suggested supervision of films is already covered opened here yesterday. Judge Van AulifTe, Cotton Thompson. J. R. Bernard, Gene Ash
lock. Paul Sutton.
Riper denied two preli.-ninary mo
In the higher political bracket.
lions by James Henry, counsel for
DESTROYER, drama; prod., Lou Edelman; dir., Wil
Fleming. Henry sought to have the liam A. Sciter; no writing credits; camera, Franz
Oo the Coast, Too
indictment quashed on the ground it Planer. Casl: Edward G. Robin.son, Glenn Ford. MarLos Angeles, Dec. 1
did not conform to the statute. He guerite Chapman, Regis Toomcy, Edgar Buchanan,
Craig
Woods, Frank Sully.
Exhibs in this town are going in;o also asked that First Assistant Prose
SUICIDE RANGE, western; prod.. Leon Barsha; dir.,
huddles for mutual protection against cutor Fox .elect which count he
William Berke; no writing credits; camera. George
the youthful hoodlums, who once v\ould proceed on, the one charging
Meehan. Cast: Ru.s.scll Hoyden, Bob Wills, Dub TayHere noisy pests, but have turned a false promise to procure employ
lor. Leon McAulifTe, Cotton Thomp.son, Luther Wills.
to outright vandalism in the film mcnt, or one charging a false agree
J. R. Bernard, Gene A.shlock. Nick Thompson. Black ic
houses. Trouble is increased by the men to fry to procure a job.
Whiteford, Ted Mapcs, Herman Hack, George Fl.ske
comes up periodically and is filed
away. The decision regarding the rc-

I

Com-

20;

Columbia,

Fcatnres

.

50

.

Pictures in cutting

22,

Ntiu

Slioot-

pirlnl

'<{-'4a

Kii

did the inviting.
IN TIMES SQUARE, my&tery; prod., ColIn addition to himself and Hazen, bert Clark; dir.. Lew Landers; no writing credits; camthose attending were Nicholas M. era, Al O'Connell. Cast: Marguerite Chapman, Edmund
Schenck, president, and J. Robert Lowe, Sidney Blackmer, Douglas Leavitt, Blanche
Rubin, v. -p. and legal counsel, of Yurka, John Litel, Gerald Mohr, George McKay. Frank
Sully, William Wright, Esther Dale, Bruce Bennett,
Metro; Barney Balaban, president,
Veda Ann Borg. Ed Laughton, Al Hill, Wilbur Mack.
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Lynton Brent, Dale Foster. Alice Grayson, Wilson
board, and Austin C. Keough, v.-p. Benge, Frank O'Connor.
and legal head, of Paramount;
ROBIN
OF THE RANGE, western; prod..
Spyros Skouras, president, W. C. Jack Fier: dir.. William Berke; story and screenplay,
W. Betty Burbridge; camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast: Kay
and Richard
v.-pi,
Michel,
Dwight, attorney, of 20th-Fox; Jack Harris. Arthur Hunnicutt, Charles Starrett, Kenneth
Cohn, v.-p. of Columbia; Ned El MacDonald, Douglas Drake, Hal Price, Ed Peil, Sr.,
Distribut- Frank LaRuc, Bud Osborne, Stanley Brown.
Depinet, president of
self

W.

Metro,

20;

ductions in tvork.

rroiul^eJ

To

William Mcllor. Cast: Paul Muni. Anna
Edmund Gwcnn. Ray Collins, Alex Knox, Rosemary De Camp.
League Club, N. Y., yesterday (TuesCITY
WITHOUT
MEN, drama; prods., B. P. Schulday) was sponsored by Will Hays, berg
and Samuel Bronston; dir., Sidney Salkow; no
president of the Motion Picture writing credits; camera, Phil Tannura. Cast: Linda
Producers tc Distributors of Amer- Darnell, Claire Trevor, Doris Dudley, Leslie Brooks,
ica, in honor of Hazen. Hays himMichael Dupne.
j

Continued from page 6
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Toronto, Dec.

schedule are

and 20th-Fox, 23. Paramount, RKO, Metro, Universal
and Aepublic are the busiest lots U'irli up to si.v pro-

Metro
Nn\f
Cult Ins

iihuot-

Ciini*

Cowan;

Films to Soldiers

j

When

CrnisarKhip

Paramount, Columbia,
16 each for the others.
20th-f'ox follow closely with 10, 10, niid 12 Victures
ready for release.
Leaders in films already distributed on (lie '42-'43

Columbia
•4S--4S

COMMANDOS SfRIKE AT DAWN, formerly COMMANDOS COME AT DAWN, drama; prod., Lester

—

still

and

in-

ToUls

When kids are caught crashing the
the managers are treating
sternly.
Also, with a view to
discouraging crashing or other nuisances, managers are holding kids in
their offices or elsewhere, meantime
summoning a cop, whether an arreft is to be made or not After instructing an aide to get that cop on
the corner 'the tough one* managers or assistants meantime question
the kids, taking down their pedigree,
name, address, school, church, etc
This taking tif a record has the tendency to scare the kids, since they
naturally believe their folks, church
and school are going to hear about it.

aoot-'uiters

other

protective action.

|

them

part of

in

admission have
been raised to adult size to keep ihe
youngsters out. Youthful rampages
arc scaring away the elderly customers, who don't enjoy being pusheo
around by boyish, and sometimes
Operators are
^(iilish. roughnecks.
l.-.king up the problem with the Theatre Defense Bureau for concerted

doors,

Odd

and

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Studios nre iiioi'iiig iheir proditctfoiis along at a brisk
pace. Eacli is trying to set tip a backlog t)iac ti>ill take
cnre of any slack tcliich Tiiny occur due to the itiipending 25% slash in rnti--/iliu stock u<hic)i the Gouernmeiit
Jias scheduled (o inke effect at the turn oj the year.
Leading the Hollywood brigade in films stored on the
shelves au-aiting release are Uiitucrsal, United Artists
and Warners, u-itli a bncklog-o/ 18 films for Universal

.-lances the prices of

Policy followed religiously by the
better-operated theatres is to evict
kids under 16 from the theatres, giv't\ig' tticiA
refunds on admisisons,
where it is obvious that they are below 16 years. Thai's not easy to tell,
however, an instance being cited
vhcre a downtown New York theatre
one day rounded up around 90 kids
In the audience for ejection from the
theatre, only to learn that around
"half of them were not ot school age.
Two girls in the group achially were
mothers.
Kids, unaccompanied by
parents, are now forbidden to attend
theatres having matrons on duty, except between 3 and B p. m.

—

protection,

police
I

^'^''.•y^^'".^''.t'"-l'i'".!rl^° I*?.!
•xtcnl that those who are kicked out
of theatres will not return themspreading the alarm
selves,
also

1942

.2,

Idv

20

Ciillliiic

16

5

room or awaiting

releu.-e:

THE MAN ON AMERICA'S CONSCIENCE,

To ma
9

histor-

ical
drama; prod., J. Walter Ruben; dir.. William
Diclerle; no writing credit:;; camera, Harold Itosson.
Cast: Van Heflin, Ruth Hussey Lionel Banymorc, Marjorie Main.

SKYWAY TO GLORY,
man;

dir.,

air drama; prod.. B. F. ZeidGeorge Sidney; no writing crcdit.s camera,
Cast: /ranchol Tone, Marcia Hunt.

Paul Vogel.

CLEAR FOR ACTION,

navy drama;

co-protl.,

Robert

Z. Leonard and O. O. Dull; dir., Robert ^. Leonard; no
writing credits; camera, Charles Rosher. Cast: Robert
Taylor, Charles Laughton, Brian Don evy. Walter

Brennan.

PRESENTING LILY MARS, drama; prod., Joe
Pasterntk; dir., Norman Taurog; no writing credits;
camera, unass^ned.
Cast: Judy Garland, Richard
Carlson, Fay Bainter, Spring Byington. Ray MacDonald.
DU BARRY WAS A LADY, musical in Technicolor;
prod., Arthur Freed; dir, Roy Del Ruth; no writing
credits; camera, Karl Freund. Cast: Red Skelton, Lucille Ball, Rags Ragland, Virginia O'Brien. Zero Mostel. Gene Kelly. Tommy Dorsey and Band. Donald
Meek, Douglas Dumbrille, George Givot.

SALUTE TO THE MARINES, drama; Technicolor:
John Considine, Jr.; dir., S. Sylvan Simon; no
writing credits; camera, Duke Green and Charles
Schoenbaum. Cast: Wallace Beery, Fay Bainter, William Lundigan, Marilyn Maxwell, Keye Luke, Jim Da>
prod.,

vis,

Don Curtis, Ray
Noah Berry, Jr.,

Leiber,

Mark Daniels,
Russell Orleason.

Collins,

LASSIE COME HOME, drama,
Sam Marx; dir., Fred Wilcox; no

Fritx

in Technicolor; prod.,

writing credits; cam-

Len Smith. Cast: Roddy MacDowall, Edmund
Gwen, Reginald Owen, Dame May Whitty, Ben Webster,
Donald Crisp, Nigel Bruce, Elsa Lancaster. Lassie.
CABIN IN THE SKY, all Negro musical; Arthur
Freed; dir., Vincent Minnelli; no writing credits; camera, Les Wagoner. Cast: Ethel Waters. Lena Home,
Rex Ingram, Eddie 'Rochester* Anderson, Duke Ellington and band, Louis Armstrong, Kenneth Sioencer. Buck
era,

and. Bubbles,

Moke and

Poke.

THE HUMAN COMEDY,

comedy-drama:

dir.,

Clar-

ence Brown; no writing credits: camera, Harry Stradling Cast: Mickey Rooney, Frank Morgan. Van Johnson,
Fay Bahiter. Donna Reed. Dorothy Morris. Marsha
Hunt, Gene Kelly. Henry O'Neill, Richard Quirl, James
Craig, Darryl Hickman, Batry Nelson. Ann Ayres. Rita
Quigley.

ASSIGNMENT TO BRITTANY, war film: dir.. Jack
Conway; no writing credits; camera, Charles Rosher.
Cast: Jean Pierre Aumont, Slgne Hasso, Reginald
Owen. Susan Peters. Richard Whorf, Margaret wycherly, George Coulouris, Darryl Hickman, John Emery.
THREE HEARTS FOB JUUA, comedy drama; prod.,
John Considine, Jr.; dir., Richard 'Thorpe: no writing
credits; camera, George Folsey. Cast: Reginald Owen,
Marta Linden, Jacqueline White, Ann Richards, Rus-

Ann

sell Gleason, Melvyn Douglas,
Sothern, Felix
sart, Lee Bowman. Richard Ainley.

Bres-

NOTHING VENTURED, comedy drama; prod., Pandro Berman; dir., Wesley Ruggles; no writing credits;
camera. Hal Rosson. Cast: Lana "Turner. Robert Yoimg,
Walter Brennan. E^igene Pallette, Dame May Whiter,
Pamela Blake, Howard Freeman, Millard Mitchell,
Ward Bond.
HALF-PINT KID, drama; prod., Irving Starr; dir.,
Charles Riesner; no writing credits; camera. Walter
Lundin. Cast: Bobby Readick. William Gargan. Horace
McNally, Frank Craven, Jay Ward.

THE YOUNGEST PROFESSION,

drama;

prod., B. F.

dir., Eddie Biizzell; no writing credits; camCharles Lawton. Cast: Virginia Weidler. Edward
Arnold, Ann Ayars, John Carroll, Marta Linden, and
guest star William Powell.
Metro Fix In FrodncUon

Zeldman;
era,

DR. GILLESBIE'il PRISON

STORJT, melodrama;
.

Willis Goldbeck; no writing credits; camera,
Charles Lawton. Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Van Johnson. Donna Reed, Keye Luke, Marilyn Maxwells John
Craven, Alma Kruger. Walter Kingsford, Marie Blake,
Nell Craig, Nat Pendleton.
I DOOD IT, comedy-musical; prod.. Jack Cummings;
dir., Vincent Minnelli; no witting credits; camera,
(Charles Rosher.
Cast: Red Skelton, Eleanor Powell,
dir.,

.

—

Jimmy Dorsey and-band.MB. JUSTICE GOES HUNTING, drama;

prod.. Robert
Sisk; dlc.JRoi.Aiw.land:. no writing credits; camera,
Robert Wagner. Cast: Frank Morgan, Richard Carlson;
Jean Rogers, Porter Hall, Robert Barrat, Donald Mac-

Bride, Irving Bacon.

ABOVE SUSPICION, drama; prod., Victor S^ille:
Richard Thori>e; no writing credits; camera, Robert
Cast: Joan Crawford. Fred MacMurray, Basil
Rathbone, Conrad Veldt, Reginald Owen.
dir.,

Planck.

PRIVATE MISS JONES, drama
Joseph Pasternak;

dir.,

in Technicolor: prod.,

George Sidney; no writing

credits: camera, George Folsey. Cast: Kathryn Grayson. Gene Kelly, Jose Iturbi, Mary Astor, John Boles,

Dick Simmons.

PntnilanI
'4r-4S

Featnres

Westerns

31
16

Campletcd

ShootIns

It

1

4

•

Now
CultlDC T* s*

2
0

n

IS

Totals
29
50
2
1
18
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
LITTLE MOBSTERS, drama; prod.. Sam ICatzman;
asso. prod.. Barney Sarecky; dir., Wallace Fox: screen
play, Gerald Schnilzer; camera. Mack Slcnglcr. Cast:

(Continued on page 18)
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SOPEG

Wednesday, December

Par and lATSE Alleging Coercion
&

Screen Oflice

Professional

niod

ployee? Guild

Em-

Monday

SOPEG

i30>.

allefies

ihat

ill

mii:ir

Weeks;

Bingo Ban

IF

violations
allo^.;i(l
Ihe
hinijes on the let tor .<rnt to Ihe collaritcs by Barney Balaban on the

Games

of

Friday before the election. SOPEG
charges Ihat the letter mentioned the
po.<:.sibility and effects of a maintenance of membership clause without
referring to the fact that Par was
one of the signatories in the closed
shop pact negotiated with the lA for
all exchange workers.
Another charge refers to a special
delivery lellcr. .sent by Joe Basson
of the lA to the homes of all exchange ollr.rites on the Saturday
before llio election. This mentioned
pact with the majors, intlie lA
cluding Par. and is supposed to have
mentioned that a victory for the lA
would mean the immediate application of benefits while a SOPEG win
would mean substantia^ delay before
n contract was signed and benefits

Get

Arthur

story,

Maris Wrixson, Bradley Page. Evelyn Brent, Milburii
Stone. Anthony Ward.

OK

MoDorrMD PIx

in Prodaetton

ADVENTURES OF COSMO JONES,

drama:

Republic
Prnmlanl

Ciiniiilrled

34

8

4

Wcilcrns

21

.12

8

1

1

4

1

9

1

2t
2

•\

ICE-CAPADES REVUE,

Now

Wednesday i2Sl.
announced
)

to

Lowry.

STAR SPANGLED RHYTHM, musical; a.sso. prod.,
Operators contend their collective
investment totaling over $2,500,000 Joseph Sistroni; dir.. George Marshall: no writing
would be jeopardized. Film attor- credits; camera, Leo Tovcr. Ca.st: Betty Hutton. Eddie
applied.
Bracken, Victor Moore. Walter Abel, Anne Revere,
Another alleged violation claims neys H. William Fitelson and I. Cass Daley, Gil Lamb. Cecil Kellaway. Eklgar Dearing.
London, of Fitelson & Mayers, Eddie 'Rochester' Anderson. Kathcrin* Dunham. Walter
Intimidation and coercion by com- Jack
bring suit.
Dare Wahl and Co.. William Haadc. Maynard Holmes,
pany execs in person and by permit- have been ei.gaged to
Jesse Stern, Washington theatre; James Millican, Eddie Johnson. Slim and Slam, Louise
ting lA representatives on the premJacob Leff, Acme iQuecns) theatre, La Planchc. Lorraine Miller.
ises during working hours.
and Julius Charnow, People's CineSO PROUDLY WE HAIL, drama; prod.. Mark SandUsual procedure would have the ma, were chosen to head a permarich; dir.. Mark Sandrich; original story, Allan Scott
NLRB invite all interested parties nent committee.
and Mark Sandrich; camera, Charles Lang.
Cast:
to a confab in an attempt to iron
Operators claiming to represent Claudette Colbert, Paulettc Goddard. Veronica Lake.
out the charges with the case going
George
Reeves. Barbara Britton. Waller Abel. Sonny
over 100 unaffiliated hou.ses, stated
to Washington if and when such a
Tufjs.
was obvious discri/ninaparley is held and fails to settle the that there
HENRY
ALDRICH
GETS
GLAMOUR,
comedy prod..
tion against them in favor of places
complaint.
Walter MacEwen; asso. prod.. Jules Sclicrmer; dir..
where the order does not apply Hugh Bennett: no writing credits: camera, Dan Fapp.
NI.RB Vole at Republic
(churches). Group also charged that
Jimmy Lydon. Charles Smith. John Lytel. Olive
SOPEG was yesterday certified they were being deprived of their Cast:
Blakcney. Frances '^ifTord. Gail Russell.
coverelection
an
NLRB
for
the
by
civil liberties and rights to transact
HIGH EXPLOSIVE, formerly YOU CANT LIVE
ing the home office crew at Repubbusiness independently and denied FOREVER, drama; prods.. Williams Pine and Thomas:
but
as
yet
date
set
Pictures.
No
lic
that they had voluntarily agreed to dir.. Frank McDonald; no writing credits; camera. Fred
NLRB certifications call for the the ban.
Jackman. Jr. Cast: Chester Morris, Jean Porter, Barry
election to be held within 30 days.
Sullivan.
Mayor LaGuaroia, meantime, chalSOEG Withdraws
Screen

In S. F.

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Employees'
Oflice

j

Guild has withdrawn

its petition beNational Labor Relations
Frisco seeking certification

HAPPY GO

LUCKY, nuisiral in technicolor; asso.
prod., Harold Wilson; dir.. Curtis Bernhardt; r.o writiuK
credits; camerr. Karl Stni.ss; color camera, Wilfred
Cline Cast: Mary Martin. Dick Powell, Eddie Bracken,

lenged Police Commissioner Lewis
exempting
action
Valentine's
churches from the bingo ban and
appeared to run the risk of a clash
with the church authorities who

Rudy Vallec. Mabel Paige. Clem Bevans,
Gene Calc. Frances Raymond, Irving Bacon, Arthur Loft. Paul McVey, Donald Kerr. Lorraine
Miller, Barbara Slater. Rebel Randall, Aileen Haley,
Lynda Grey, Loui.se La Panche, Caleb Peter.<:on, Kay
Linakcr. Jean Fenwiek. Frederick Clark, Lillian Randolph. Napoleon Simpson. Olaf Hytten. Harry Barris.
Edgar Norton, Rita ChrLstiana, Lancelot Pinard, Charles
Betty Hutton,
Sylvia Opert,

backed his move against gambling
LaGuardia
and burlesque shows.
as the collective bargaining agent !or stated that if bingo was to become
clerical workers in film exchanscs illegal in theatres it wa.s not to be
there.
condoned in churches or any other
The withdrawal is .seen paving the place. ^
the

fore

Board

way

in

Group representing the

the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stagi; Employees to organize the group.
for

PAR PAYS

ITS

BONUS

another bonus Friday

i27).

in

spite

Guild as their
tatives.

bar;;ainini^ reprc.sciiwill seek Ihe
negotiations for discus-

The SOPEG

opening of
sion of a union contract at the
est

possible

date

when

boili

>
Moore, Leyland Hodgson.
.
BODYGUARD, drama: prod.. Sol C. Siegel,
asso. prod.. Burt Kelley; dir., William Clemens; screenplay. Edmund Hartman, Art Arthur; based on story by
Edward Haldcinan, Vera Caspary; camera, Daniel Fapp.
Cast: Eddie Albert. Anne Shirley. Raymond Walbum.
Roger Pryor, Ed Brophy, Maude Eburne, Clem Bevans,
Mary Treen. Gus Schilling,. Charles Halton, Olin Howlin. Jack Norton. Donald MacBride, Emmctt Vogan,
John H. DiLson. Harlan Briggs, George M. Carleton.
Gordon De Main. Frances Morris, Jack Stoney. Fred
Graham, Kernan Cripi)s. Charles R. Moore, Sam Ash,
Wilbur Mack. Jack Clardner.
GREAT WITHOl!T GLORY, drama: dir.. Preston
Sturges: screen play by Preston Sturj;es; camera Victor Milncr. Cast: Joel McCrea. Betty Field. Harry
Carey. William Demarcsl. Julius Tannen, Franklin
PaoKborn.

Majority of N. Y. tV.ffnlves. members of the Independent Theatre
Owners Arsociation. and circuits, at
a meeting with Police Commissioner
<2.'"))
la.4
Valentine
Wednesday
agreed to the bingo ban. Members
of this Kroup said that theatre games,
started nine years ago during the
depression, v.-rrc no longer, needed
and had lo.st their attraction for the
most part
During this period some
400 hou.iics in the New York nielropolilan area u=cd the aamcs. spending an estimated $1,000,000 annually

of the fact that on Monday (23) eligible whitc-collarites at the homeotflce voted in favor of Ihe Screon
Office
i Professional Employees

earlisides

can get together. As result of the
election, with a majority of 65',i
voting for SOPEG. Par is obliged to

HENRY ALDRICH DOES HIS
M,:cEwen;
Bennett.

Walter

Tung
John

'

rcgardles.s.

although

a.<.sumed

when and

if an increase is obtained
under a union contract the bonus

will

be

dropped.

advertising-publicity

Similarly

when

members

of the

1200.

sioner.

MacEwen:

as.-io.

Diana

drama: prod

prod.. Michel Kraike; dir.
play. Earl Felton. Theodore

Tamara
Ted
Luke Chan. Angel Cruz. Loren

Foo.

Lee

L. Raker,

SECRETS OF
drama a<so
prod., Leonard Fields; dir.. William Morgan: .screen
play, Robert Tasker and GeofTrey Homes; orisjinal story
by latter; camera, Ernest Miller. Cast: Johii Hnlibard

THE UNDEBOROUND,

Virginia Grey, Lloyd Corrigan. Miles Mandcr. Robin
Raymond, Ben Welden. Maria Shelton Neil Hamilton,
Olin Howlin, Dick Rich.
MOUNTAIN RHYTHM. hillbUly comedy: prod.. Armand Schaefer; dir., Frank MacDonald: no writing
credits: camera, Ernest Miller. Cast: WiMvrr Bro.s.
and Elviry, Lynn Merrick, Dickie Jones, Sally Payne.
Joseph Allen. Jr.

RIDIN' DOWN THE CANYON, western: prod.. Harry
Grey: dir., Jo.scph Kane: no writing ercdii,--; eanu-ra.
Jack Marta. Cast: Roy Rogers. Linda If ayes, l.oiiia
Gray. George 'Gabby' Mayes. James Seav. Sons c.f ihe
Pioneers.

'

G-MAN VERSUS THE BLACK DRAGON.
prod..

William

writing

credits:

."Crial;

dir.. William Witney: no
camera. Bud 'Thackeray. Cast- Rod

O'Sulllvan;

Cameron. Constance Worth. Roland Got.
Shaw. Nino Tipitone.

THUNDERING TRAILS,

formerly

C. Moiiin.i;iie

PRAIRIE

PAI.S,

w-estcrn: prod.. Lou Gray: dir.. Jack Englisli: miijiiial
story. Robert Yost: screenplay. Robert Yost and Nurnian .S. Hall; camera. Reagie Lanning. Cast: Bob Tyler,
Bob Steele, Jimmie Dodd, Charles Miller. Jnhiiny
.lanics,

Nell

ODay.
Republic PIx

HIT P.\RADE OF

Production

In

1943, musical; asso. prod.. Albert

J. Cohen: dir.. Albert S. Rogcll; no writing i-reclits;
camera. Jack Marta. Cast: John Carroll. Susan Hayward, Gail Patrick, Walter Catlelt, Eve Aiden. Freddy
Martin and his orchestra. Count Basic and his orehrstra. Golden Gate Quartet, Pops and
Louie. Throe

Cheers, Music Maids.

DEAD

MAN'S? OULCH, western; a.sso. prod Kfldy
White; dir.. Jack English: original story. Norman S.
Hall; screenplay, Norman S. Hall and Robrri Williain<:
camera. Ernie Miller.
Cast: Don 'Red' Barry. Bud
.

McTaggart. Lynn Merftck, Emmelt Lynn. Claiuy
Cooper. John Vosper. Jack Rockwell. Lee Shiiinway,
Al "Taylor, Rex Lea.se. Pierce Lyden.

color; prod.-dir.,

way;

camera,

Sam Wood;

Ray

Akim

drama, in Techninovel by Ernest HemingCast: Gary Cooper,

Rennahan.

Tamiroff, Katina Paxinou, Jo.seph Calleia Vladimir SokolofT. Milkhail Rasumny. Edward Clanelli,
Fortunio Bonanova. Duncan Rcnaldo. Alexander Granach, Leonid SncgofT. Lilo Yarson, Martin Garralaea
Victor Varconi, Eric Fcldary, Leo Bulgakofl, Fcodor
Chaliap.n, Jean De Val. Armand Roland, Dick Bolillcr.

TRUE TO LIFE, drama; prod.. Paul Jones; dir,
George Marshall; original screen story by Ben and Sol
Barzman and Bess Rafel: camera. Charles Lang. Cast-

Mary Martin. Franchot Tone. Dick Powell, Victor
Woore. Mabel Paige, Beverly Hudson, Raymond Roe

.
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Pictures In cutting room or awaiting rele.-i-ic.:
GUN LAW. western: prod., Bert Gilroy: dir.. Sam
Nelson: no v/riling credits; camera, Ma.\ .Slnit'lcr.
Cast: Tim Holt. Joan Barclay. Clill Edwards. Bud NleTaggart, Ed Cassiday.

'

Total!)

4S.

THEY'VE GOT ME COVERED, comedy: prod.. Sam
Goldwyn, dir., David Butler; no writing ciedils: camera.
Rudolph Mate. Cast: Bob Hope, Dorothv L.nnoiir,
Phyllis Ruth, Henry Gullman, John Abhoit. W.lli.-im
Yetler. Edward Ciaiinelli. Donald McBridc.
LADIES DAY, baseballer; prod., Bert Cilro>: dir.,
Leslie Goodwins: no writing credits: ca- era. Jack MrKenzie Cist: Lupe Vclcz, Eddie Albert. Max B;ier,
Patsy Kelly.

Bleifer.

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS,

Police Commi.ssioner Lewis J. Valen
tine will be tested before Supreme
Court Justice Isidor Wa.sservogcl on
Wednesday (2) morning. Attorneys
for Jonas B. Markstein. doing bu.siness as Screeno Amusement Co.. a
Chicago concern, will argue a motion
for a preliminary injunction to restrain Commi.ssioner Valentine from
'intimidating theatre owners' in his
attempt to prevent them from oper-

Screen Publicists Guild receiyed a
union raise of lOlc. they were excluded from the bonus paid to other ating Screeno.
Damages of $25,000
employees earning up to $200 a are also asked by Markstein from
week.
the police commissioner.
Bonus now being paid weekly Is
Supreme Court Justice Edward M.
equivalent of 10% on the first $100 of Koch on Monday O) signed a show
alary and 5% on the second hun- cause order which ia returnable on
dred, which fattens by $10 the check Wednesday morning and which will
paid tho.se earning $100 per week be answered by the corporation
and by $19 on salaries standing at couasel on behalf of the commis-

BIT; prod. Waller
Scliermcr: dir., Hugh

Charles Smith
Olive Blakeney.

Ralph Murphy: screen
Roavc? and Lester Co!c: adaptation by Sidney Biddell; based on story by Harry Hcrvey; camera. Thcodor
Spavkuhl. Cast: Robert Preston, Ellen Drew, Stephen
Geray, Sen Yung. Soo Yong, Otto Kniger. Ernest
Dorion.
Geva. Allen Jung,
Hacht.

Up to yester- on .screeno prizes.
The constitutionality of Screeno
(Tucsl Par had not answered
written request of SOPEG for a da le JJ^'V^*^ jja*! ''^•''i O' t'ered banned by

ued

Jules

Jimmy Lydon.

Litel,

NIGHT PLANE FROM CHUNGKING,

discuss negotiations.

to huddle on demands.

prod..

asso.

Cast:

Lynn. John

day

Weekly Par's increased-co.st-of-livIng bonus, meantime, will be contin-

4s

prod., Robert Northcredits; camera, loim

L.\DY

b.o.

to >omc iiiiicr-coir.pany
Paramount gave its employees

Contrary
fears.

CO

R.

unaffili-

ated theatres, headed by Jesse Stern,
operator of the Wa.shington theatre,
New York, claimed that the games
played in their houses are legal and
have been declared legal by N. Y.
Another point raised was
courts.
that Ihe.sc hou.ses u.-sually play last
run product and must Ihercforo provide an additional incentive at the

REGARDLESS OF SOPEG,

iiMliig T.i

Cast: Ice-Capadcs skating troupe peiMinnd
Vera Vague, Jerry Colonna.
JOHNNY DOUGHBOY, army; asso. prod.-dir.. John
H. Auer; no writing credits: camera, John Alton. CastJune Withers, William Demarest, Ruth Donnelly
Henry Wilcoxon, Pat Brook, Bobby Brcen. Bobby
Coogan, George MacFarland, Billy Lenharl, Kenneth
Brown. Sandra Henville. Cora Sue Collin.s. Beverly
Hudson, Carl Switzer.

:

The

(

Alton.

Paramount

tion of their business.

icer;

Bernard Vorhaus; no writing

dir..

Com-

i

TolalM
<•
17
2
c
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

Edgar Kennedy.

rrotiilNf (I

ShiMtIni

:--\%

Features

prod.,

Group

(Tues.

dir.,

SrrMs

|ilrlc<l
Ini
Ciillliic To
38
Sladlo
..
I*
S
!•
13
yesterday
that due to the mayor's faille
ToUls
38
9
10
13
grant them an interview to
Pictures in cutting room or awaltinf release:
discuss his recent ban on theatre
NO TIME FOR LOVE, comedy-drama; asso. prod..
games they have no alternative but Fred
Kohlmar; dir., Mitchell Leisen; no writing credits;
to bring suit against him and Police camera, Charles Lang.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Fred
Commissioner Valentine to enjoin MacMurray, Richard Hnydn, Ilka Chase. Paul McGrath,
them interfering in the local opera- June Havoc. Marjorie Galeson. Robert Herrick, Morton
.>t

I

drama; prods., William Pine
William Pine; screenplay. Maxwell
Shane; camera, Fred Jackman, Jr. Cast: Chester Morris. Richard Arlen, Leti Ward, Jimmy Lydon, Dick
Purcell, Keith Richards. Billy Benedict. Ralph Sanford.
CHINA, drama; prod., Dick Blumenthal; dir. John
Farrow; screenplay, Frank Butler; camera. Leo Tovcr
Cast: Loretta Young, Alan Ladd, William Bendix.
SALUTE FOR THREE, drama; prod., Walter MacEwen; dir., Ralph Murphy; original story, Lester Colecamera, Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Macdonald Carey'
Betty Rhodes, Dona Drake, Lorraine and Rojjnan'
Marly May, CUft Edwards, Minna Gombell. Catherine
Craig, Linda Brent, Paltl Brilhante, De De Barrin-ion

Lindsley Parsons: dir.. James Tinling; no writing credits;
camera. Mack Stengler.
Cast: Frank Graham,

Unaffiliated Independent Theatre
of Greater New York, unincorporated, held a meeting at the
Lincoln hotel. New York. Monday
night (30) to protest Mayor Fiorello
LaGuardia's ban on bingo, screcno
and other theatre games which were
ordered out of New York theatres

Owners

ure

'

AEMAL GUNNER,

and Thomas;

SILENT WITNESS, drama; prods., Martin Mooney.
Max King: dir., Jeon Yarbrough; original story, Martin
Mooney; screenplay, John CVDonnell; camera, Mack
Stengler. Cast: Jimmy Eagles, John Ince, Joe Egglcston. Lucien Littleileld, Jack Mulhall, Frank Albertson.

Church

Still

original

"Tan-sey;

Eddie Bracken

Cast:

Seitz.

Betty Hutton, Diana Lynn.

Snowfiakc.

the exrlianyc."!.

One

Robert

dir.,

Hocrl; .screenplay. Elizabeth Bcecher; camera, Robert
Cast: John King, David Sharpe, Max Terhune,
Rex Lease, Julie Duncan, Glen Strange, Charles King,
Bud Osborne. Tex Palmer, Steve Clarke, Budd Buster.

Cline.

N. Y. Indies Protest

pub

catencvvs>;0i ies. v.as voKd down in the
r.d drp;!rli<i( nt and losi to the lA
;'i;d

SILVER SKATES, musical: prod., Lindsley Parsons;
supervised by William Shapiro; dir- Leslie Goodwins;
Jerry Cady; camera. Max Stengler, Cast: Kenny
Baker, Belita, Frick and Frek. Irene Dare, Danny Shaw,
Gene Turner. Eugene Mikeler.
HAUNTED RANCH, western: prod., George W.

that it is easier to buy fcnime
frocks than male uniforms under wartime conditions.

Act prior to the NLRB elections at
Par on Nov. 23 for home ofTice. excliange and nowsreel collarites and
music piiblisliins subsidiaries.
SOPEG (Mnic out on lop in the
cifTicf

Ilonry Hall.

Los Angeles. Dec. 1.
Usherettes are taking the place
of ii.shcrs in the Fox-West Coast
theatres on account of rloihcs
as well as the draft.
Circuit bosses have di.scovcred

Par and the lA violated the Warner

h..:nc

Leo Goroey, Hunt Hall. Bobby Jordan, Gabriel Dell,
Pamela Blake, Sammy Morrison, Bennie Bartlett, Dave
Ourand. Bobby Stone. Daphne Pollard. Vince Harnett,

'Em

Easier to Clothe

Laemmle; camera, John

(Continued from page 16)

charges ii^alnst

P;iramoiinl iuid llic Internaiional Allianec of Tlicntrical StaRe Employees
with Ihe N:uional Labor Rclalion;:
Board Ticld olTico in N. Y. City on

1912

Advance Production Chart

Charges Against

Files

2,

Dcmercst.

Paramount PIx In Prodoctlon
DIXIE, musical, in Technicolor; prod., Dick BlumenPaul Jones; screenplay, Claude Binyon: camera, William Mellor. Cast: Bins Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, Billy Dc Wolfe, Marjorie Reynolds,
Lynnc Overman. Raymond Walburn, Eddie Foy, Jr.
MIRACLE OF MORGAN'S CREEK, drama: pind.
sciccnpl.iy,
G.M.O.:
Preston
Slurgcs
and Ernst
thai; asso. prod.,

FLIGHT FOR FREEDOM, formerly STAND BY TO
DIE, air drama; prod.. David Hempstead: dir.. Lotliar
Mendes; screenplay. Oliver P. Garrett and S. K.I.aurm:
camera. Lee Garmcs. Cast: Rosalind Ru.'^.-oll. F;-rd
MacMurray.

Tom Conway.

TARZAN TRIUMPHS,
William
Wild.

action: prod.. Sol Lesser; cir..
Thiele: no writing credits; camera. H:i.ry
Jolinnv WclssmuUcr. John SIhIT:cI(I.

Ca.sl:

Frances GilTord. Martin Kosleck. Rex Williams.

HITLER'S CHILDREN, drama; prod. Edward Golddi:Irving Reis: screenplay. Emmet Lavcrv: eani< r;i.
Russell Metty. Ca.st: Tim Holt. Bonita Graiivillr. Kc ni
Smith. Nancy Gates. Erford Gage.
dir.,

RKO PIx Id ProdDCtlin
FROM HERE TO VICTOBY, war story:

prod.. Di.\

id

Hempstead; dir., H. C. Potter; no writing cirdii.-; '-amGeorge Barnes. Cast: Cary Grant. L.aiain<- Day.
Charles Blckford, Erford Gage.
BOMBABDIEB. war drama; prod., Roborf Fill"w>:
dir.. Richard Wallace; no writing credits: camera. ."^Iu
Musuraca. Ca.st: Pat O'Brien, Randolph Scoll. Anin(Continued on page 20)
era,

li
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TIMES
CHANGE,
BUT LEO

19

IS

ROARING
LOUDER

THAN
EVER!
_

I
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"RANDOM HARVEST" TRADE SHOWS GET

PRESS RAVES!

work equals 'Mrs. Miniver.' Big business."— Sfiotwnen'i Trade Review}
"Superb love story. One of those rare pictures one would like to see again. When honors are handed out atjsox-ofBce, this will
"Will
win
Publications.
new friends and patrons. Not only thoroughbred but it is box-ofEc«.^
the
Jay
Emamel
high
on
list."—
be

>-"Box-o{Eca hit. Certain to be

'in-

the chips.' Carson's

Sufcsequent runs will find themselves equally fortunate.

Its

fame runs before

it,

increasing as

it

goes.^'— Motion Picture Daily.'

"One

of the truly fine motion pictures of this or any year."— Holfjuvood Reporter. "Should command^strong attention at the;
Colman fine. Carson more charming and seductive than ever."— Variety (Weekly). "A beautiful job of film-making.''
Unquestioned box-office natural. Mervyn LeRoy directed magnificently."— Box Office. "Producer Sidney Franklin ('Miniver'
box-office.

producer) has done another splendid job. Preview audience absorbed and touched. Excellent."— Motion' Pfctur* Herald. "On«.
of season's outstanding screen offerings." Daily Variety. "Superb dramatic entertainment. Should make the box-office bulge^''
Rich rewards from one of M-G-M's finest achievements."— Film Daily.

"FOR

ME AND MY GAL TOPS MINIVER
"

"

"

IN FIRST 19 CITIES I

Every opening sensational! Beats every M-C-M picture for years back, including "Mrs. Miniver" in Rochester, Akron, Bridgeport,^
Norfolk, Reading. Tops famed "Mrs. Miniver" in first 19 spots, including Cleveland, Louisville, Columbus, Atlanta {whiclx,
equals advanced-tmce

"WHITE
Imagine!

N.Y.

is

more Hold-overs

New

Year'i record),

Richmond^

Judy Garland triumph in 7th Big Astor, N, Y. Week!

3rd Week*

"Boom Toivn"), Memphis, Providence, Syracuse

Nashville, Evansville (which beats everything since 1934).

Cincinnati. 33

(which equals "Rosalie"

at press-time!

CARGO BIGGER THAN GABLE
"

You thought "Somewhere

I'll

Find

You"

(Gable's glorious grosser)

HIT!

was tops! "White Cargo's" opening

at the Capitol

the Aldine Theatre in Philadelphia, the Hedy Lamarr-Walter Pidgeon bonanz^

even bigger! Held over, of course! And at
M-G-M attraction since 1938! Chicago is a BIG 288% of normal. Get ready, Mr. Exhibitor, for what the public wants!,

beat every

"

STAND BY FOR ACTION

"

WOWS

AUDIENCE!

Office and it's
the telegram came from the Hollywood sneak preview we gasped, but we've just screened it at the Home
terrific. They literally ate it up,' reacting with cheers
everything they say and more. Here's the coast wire: "Ovation of audience
all brilliant. Batde scenes finest ever witnessed.. Action dram%
Laughton
Charles
Donlcvy,
Brian
Taylor,
and applause. Robert

When

on

a scale never before seen, felt or heard

Big Ones

on

screen. Patriotic

theme and comedy

surefire!"

NOW- Big Ones Coming from

Metro-GOLDMINE - Mayer

PICTURES

to

Wednesday, December

Advance Production Chart

"King of the Circus,' acquired for distribution In this country by Astor
Pictures from Gregory Ratoff, was produced in England about five years
It was released at that time in England by Paramotmt. but
had
DEVIL WITH HITLER, comedy; prod, Glenn Tryon; ago.
never been aold on this side. RatofT appears in the picture, together with
dir., Gordon Douglas; screen play, Al Martin; camera,
Robert Pittack. Cast: Alan Mowbray, Bobby Watson, John Loder, Benita Hume, Katherine Sergava and Richard Bennett
Monty Banks directed the film from a story by Ratoll.
George E. Stone, Marjorie Woodcvorth.
Astor, offering two pictures a month now, will place "King of the Cir>
NAZTY NUISANCE, comedy; prod.-dlr., Glenn
Tryon; screen play, Earle Snell and Clarence Marks; cus' on release Dec. 26.
camera, Robert Pittack. Cast: Bobby Watson. Joe Dev^
lin, Johnny Arthur, Jean Porter. Ian Keith, Henry Vic
With Warner Bros, having only one release for December, the comtor.
pany is reissuing 'Varsity Show,' giving It the general release date of Deo
PRAIRIE CHICKENS, comedy drama; prod, Fred IB. Single new season's picture that will be available
Dec. S Is "Flyina
Guiol; dir., Hal Roach, Jr.; screen play. Arnold Del*
5ard and Earle Snell; camera, Robert Pittack. Cast: Fortress.'
•Varsity Show,' made in 1937, has Fred Waring's orch, Dick Powell
immy Rogers, Noah Beery, Jr., Joe Sawyer, Jack NorJohnny (Scat) Davis, Walter Catlett^and' the Buck-Bubbles team In the
ton, Raymond Hatton, Rosemary La Plancne.

MacLane, Eddie Albart, Walter Reed,

ZOBIBIE, horrorer; prod., Val
Jack Tourneur; no writing credits; camera, Roy Hunt. Cast: Frances Dee, Tom Conway,
James Ellison, Edith Barrett, Richard Abrams, Theresa
dir.,

Harris.

THIS LAND IS MINE, drama; Jean Renoir Dudley
dir., Jean Renoir; no writing credits; camFrank C. Redman. Cast: Charles Laughton, Maureen O'Hara, George Sanders, Walter Slecak, Philip
Merivalc, Nancy Gates, Una O'Connor.
production;
era,

2(hh Century-Fox
Com-

FromlAed

YOUNG AND WILLING, drama; prod.-dir.. Ed- cast.
Griffith; screen play and camera, uncredited.
Cast: William Holden, Eddie Bracken. Susan Hayward,
Cuba Is apparently worse of? than is Mexico with regard to raw film.
Robert Benchley.
Some of the leading Cuban pic producers have requested producers In
BORDER PATROL, formerly HISSING MEN, west Mexico to let them have enough raw material to finish
pictures they have
em; prod, Harry Sherman; dir, Lesley Selander; nu started, among them a biog of Jose Marti,
the great Cuban patriot. MexiCast: William
writing credits; camera, unasslgned.
Boyd, Andy Clyde, J. Kirby, Claudia Drake, Duncan can producers are seeing what they can do about accommodating their
ward H.

§bootOattlB* To to

pirled

4«-'4S

Features

46
23
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

CHINA GIRL, drama; prod., Ben He^t; dir.. Hairy
Hathaway; original screenplay, Ben necht; camera,
Lec Garmes. Cast: George Montgomery, Oene nemey,
Myron McCormick, Osa Massen.

I MARRIED A WITCH, drama; asso. prod., Prescon
Sturges; dir, Rene Clair; screenplay, Robert Plrosh
and Marc Connelly; suggested by a story of Thome

FLICKA, drama In Technicolor; prod,
dir.,
Harold Schuster; np writing
camera, unasslgned. Cast: Roddy McDowall,
Preston Foster, Rita Johnson.
LIFE BEGINS AT 8:3«, drama; prod., Nunnally Johnson; dir., Irving Plchel; no writing credits; camera,
Charles Clarke.
:ast:. Monty Woolley, Ida Luplno,
John Shepperd.
Dietrich;

credits;

>

OVER MT DEAD BODT, mystery comedy; prod.,
Walter Morosco; dir., Mai St. Clair; no writing credits;
camera, Lucien Andriot. Cast: Milton fierle, Mary
Beth Hughes, Jill Warren, Reginald Denny, Wonderful
Smith.
QUIET, PLEASE, MDRDEB; mystery; prod., Ralph
Dietrich; dir., John Larkin; original screen play, John
Larkin; camera. Glen MacWillia'ms.. Cast: George Sanders, Gail Patrick, Lynne Roberts, Sidney Blackmer.

MARGIN

FOR ERROR, drama; prod., Ralph Dietrich; dir., Otto Preminger; screen play, UUIle Hayward;
original play, Claire Booth; camera, Lucien AndrloL
Cast: Milton Berle, Otto Preminger, Joan Bennett.
CHETNIKS, formerly THE SEVENTH COLUMN,
prod., Sol M. Wurtzel; dir., Louis King; no writing credits; camera. Glen MacWilliams. Cast: Philip
Dorn, Anna Sten, Virginia Gilmore, John Shepperd,
Merrill Rodin.

drama;

DIXIE DUGAN, comedy drama;

prod.,

Walter Mo-

rosco; dir., Ray McCarey; no writing credits; camera,
Peverell Marley. Cast: Lois Andrews, Oh^es Ruggles,
Charlotte Greenwood, Ann Todd, James EUlson, Ray-

mond Walbum.

CRASH

DIVE, submarine; prod., Milton Sperling;
dir., Archie Mayo; no writing credits; oameri, Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter, James
Gleason, Charles Grapewin.

SECRET MISSION, commando;

prod., Andre Daven;
John Brahm; screenplay, Waldo Salt; camera,
Lucien Ballard. Cast; Annabella, John Sutton, Beulah
Bondi, Leo J. Cobb, Blanche Yurka.

dir.,

IMMORTAL SERGEANT,

war;

island republic colleagues.

Renaldo.

MT FRIEND

Ralph

prod-Lamar TrotU;

dir., John Stahl; screenplay, Lamarr notti; Monera,
Arthur Miller. Cast: Henry Fonda, Maureen (?Bar«,
Thomas Mitchell, Reginald Gardiner, BriUnwell
Fletcher, Melville Cooper, Morton Lowry.

2<Hh-Fex Fix in Prodnetlea

HELLO, FRISCO, HELLO, musical in Technicolor;
prod., William Perlberg; dir., H. Bnica Humberstone;
no writing credits; camera, CharlM Clarke and Allen
Davey. Cast: AUqc Faye, John Payne, Jack Oakie,
Lynn Bari, Laird Cregar, June Havoo, Ward Bond.
Arthur

Blumenthal; dir, Elliott Nugent; no writing credits;
camera, Leo Tover. Cast: Ray Milland, Paulette Goddard, Virginia Field, William Bendix, Cecil Kellaway.
Mable Paige, Clem Bevans, Gladys George.
HOPPT SERVES A WRIT, western; prod., Harry
Sherman; dir., George Archainbaud; no writing credits;
camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: Bill Boyd, Jan Christy,
Jay Kirby, Andy Clyde, Victor Jory, George Reeves.
AMERICAN EMPIRE, western; prod., Harry Sherman; dir., William McGann; screenplay, Don Hartman,
Frank Butler; story by Melvin Frank, Norman Panama;
camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: Richard Dix, Preston
Foster, Frances Giflord, Leo Carrillo, Jack La Rue.
Chris-Pin Martin, Ian MacDonald.
United AiUsto Plz in ProducUon
UNCONQUERED, romantic drama; Arnold Pressburger; prod.-dir., Fritz Lang; original story, Fritz Lang
and Berthold Brechet; screenplay, Fritz Lang and John
Wexley; camera, James Wong Howe. Cast: Brian
Donlevy, Walter Brennan, Anna Lee, Dennis CKeefe,
Margaret Wycherley, Nana Bryant. Alexander Granach,
Billy Roy, Hans Twardowski.
MEET JOHN BONNIWELL, Harry Sherman production; western; asso. prod., Russell Harlan; dir., George
Archainbaud; no writing credits; camera, Glenn Cook.
Cast: Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt, Albert Dekker, Victor
Jory, Francis BCacDonald, Douglas Fowley, Bobart
Cavanaugh, Eddie Waller.
STAGE DOOR CANTEEN, drama; prod, Sol Lesser;
dir., Frank Borzage; original screenpl^, Delmer Daves:
camera, Harry Wild. Cast: William W. terry. Cheryl
V^lker, Marjorie Riordan, Lon McCallister, Fred
Brady, Dorothea Kent, Margaret Early, Michael Harrison, Katharine Cornell, Katharine Hepburn, Edgar
Bergen, Kay Kyser, Gertrude Lawrence, Helen Hayes.

dir.,

Uniyersal

is DOWN, drama; proiL, Nunnally
Irving Pichel; nowrittbg mdnai camera,
Cast: Sir Cedrio HaMwicke. Henry

Miller.

Travers, Doris Bowden, Lee J. Cobb,
E.

J.

CONEY ISLAND,

PramlMd Cob-

Henry Rowland,

Ballantlne, William Post, Jr.

'it-'*3

M

Orth.

plet«d

Bhaetlas

Serials

4

14
2

8
8

Westerns

7

2

•

Feaiurea

in T^hnlcolor; prod.,
dir., Walter Lang: scrMDplfgr, Q*oW
Seaton; camera, Ern^t Palmer. Cast; fisity Grable,
George Montgomery, Cesar Romero, Fnll iQvera, Frank

musical,

William Perlberg;

Understood Monogram is holding back its release on 'Silver Skates' to
avoid competition with Republic's skating feature, 'Ice Capades.' Product
of both companies usually is exhibited in the same theatres. Monogram
originally aimed to send 'Skates' into distribution during the winter
months but is holding off until March.

Smith and completed by Norman Matson; camera, Ted
Tetzlaff.
Cast: Fredric March, Veronica Lake, Susan
Hayward, Robert Benchley, Cecil Kellaway, Elizabeth
Patterson. Esther Howard, Robert Warwick.
SILVER QUEEN, drama; prod.,'Harry Sherman; dir.,
An amusing story making the rounds in the trade is that concerning a
Lloyd Bacon; no writing credits; camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: George Brent, Priscilla Lane, Bruce Cabot, foreign-made picture, just recently reissued with few changes from its
Eugene PaUette, Lynne Overman, Guinn 'Big Boy' original 1931 version. Film is currently playing in N. Y, after a little
Williams, Janet Beecher, Katharine Booth,
difficulty with the Hays office, but it's substantially the same production
THE CRYSTAL BALL, drama: asso. prod., Richard released about 11 years ago. In it a white woman is saved from a wreck

THE MOON
Johnson;

Inside Stuff-Pictures

dir.,

WALKED WITH A

I

Lcwton;

1942

Norman Z, McLeod; no writing credits; camera,
Stanley Cortez. Cast: Carole Landls, George Murphy,
Dennis Day, Anne Shirley. Powers Models.

(Continued from pag« 16)
fhirley, Barton
ohn Miljan.

2,

by natives of Australia. Original script writer still Is waiting for his check
for doing the job on this picture, and is reported considering seeking coin
for his scripting, even at this late date.
Scarcity of chewing gum, even in armed forces. Is bringing back the
practice of chewing tobacco, housecleaning staffs of theatres are reporting with alarm.
Variety's expose of the zoot-suit menace called to police attention by
theatre managers in scores of towns with reported excellent results.

Showfolk's Heroisnl
Continued from page 1
safest

theatre

somebody had
ing

inward.

In

the

country

—yet

built the doors open-

When

firemen finally

ETRAS, ALSO

chopped entrances Into the theatre,
the dead were found pathetically
plied up against doors that they were
never able to open.
Foy never got over the Iroquois

Hollywood, Dec.

1.

Old runnery system revived by
Central Casting to obtain necessary
of extras for studio calls, due
heard a fire engine.
to drain on certified extra reservoir
Another great performer, Kate by army calls and rush to defense
Claxton, was cast in a heroine's part
plants.
when fire burned out the Brooklyn
One University of Southern Cali(also known as Conway's) theatre In
fornia student disclosed he was paid
Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 5, 1878. Some
35c per head for rounding up studes
295 lost their lives In that blaze, but
to work as soldiers In 'Private Miss
only after one man yelled, 'It's time Jones' at Metro.
for us to run.' Until that time Miss
Soldier calls getting increasingly
Claxton, appearing in "The Two
difficult as Screen Actors Guild unOrphans,' had managed to keep the able to provide sufficient number of
audience quiet Holding the stage supes young enough to pass as draftKow
Cnttlnf To co by herself, she asked the patrons to
ees.
CoUeglates paid regular $10.30
0
18 flje out quietly.
Had not that one daily scale.
man become panic-stricken, not a
• life would have
8
been lost.
Are.

He shuddered whenever he number

10

There were other terrible show
18
FOX
biz fires. The Rhodes Opera House,
Boyertown, Pa., burned March 4,
formerly DESTINY,
IN MILWAUKEE
1908, resulting in 169 deaths.
The
Ben Pivar; dir, Roy William Laurler
Palace theatre, Montreal,
NeUl; screenplay, Michael L. Simmons and Arthur
Strewn; based on an original story by Maxwell Shane; went ablaze Jan. 9, 1927. and the toll
Milwaukee. Dec. 1.
camera, George Robinson. Cast: Richard Dix, Wendy there was 76 dead. Closest parallel
the new Fox newsupon
Work
Barrie, Don Porter, Billy Lee, Lloyd Corrigan, Lon to the Boston fire took place April
reel theatre, which was being conChaney.
23, 1940, when the Rhythm Night
verted from a downtown mercanMADAME SPY, mystery; asso. prod., Marshall Grant; Club, of Natchez, Miss., a nocturnal tile building, has been stopped and
dir, Roy William Neil; screenplay, Lynn RIggs and playground for Negroes that had
until
Clarence Upson Young; original story, Clarence Upson been converted from a wooden is not likely to be resumed
after the war, although the pUn was
61
18
8
6
Tetals
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release;

NO NEW
THEATRE

-

EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD,

melodrama;

United Artists

TOUGH TO GET

asso. prod.,

NEWSREE

.

Com-

Fromljied
'42-'43

•

pirtcd
1
0

Balcon

1
i

•
t

L.tsser

1

Loew-Lewin

1
Z
8
0
•

o
•
0

Roach
Cagney
Korda

8

Pressborger

Stromberg

Benny
D, O. Selznlck.

...

Maytair

1

0
•
0
•
0

8

A

1

Cinema Gnlld.

.

,

.

Hon
Ootynf To go

T

0

0

Young; camera, George Robinson. Cast: Constance
Bennett, Don Porter, John Lltel, Edward S. Brophy,
John Eldredge, Nana Bryant.
THE GREAT IMPBRSONATION, drama; asso. prod.,
Paul Malvem; dir, John Rawlins; screen play, W.
Scott Darling, based on novel by J. Phillips Oppenheim;
camera, George Robinson. Cast: Ralph Bellamy, Evelyn Ankers, Kaaron Verne, Edward Norrls, Charles
Colman, Henry Daniel, Audrey Mathor, Mary Forbes.

•

M

Sherman
Rogers

Sboot-

i

1

ToUb
38
I
8
12
16
Pictures In cutting room or awaiting release:
THE McGVERINS FROM BROOKLni, formerly
BROOKLYN BRIDGET, drama; prod.. Hal Roach; dir..
Neumann; screenplay, Earle SnelL Clarence
Marks; camera, Bob Pittack. Cast: Arlbie Judgf, Wil'
Ham Bendix, Max Baer, Joe Sawyer, Grace Bradley,
Marjorie Woodsworth, Veda Ann Borg.
THE MOON AND SIXPENCE, drama; prod., Oavld
L. Loew; dir. Albert Lewin; screen play, Al LewJn;
camera, John Seltz. Cast: George Sanaers, Hejhert
Marshall, Eric Blo^e, Doris Dudley, Horence Bates.
Steve Geray, Irene Tedrow, Devi Dja Javanese Troupe.
Kurt

.

CALABOOSE,
Roach);

dir.,

unasslgned.
Mary Brian,
'

western;

Hal Roach,

Jr.;

prod.,

Glenn Xiyon (Hal

no writing credits; camera,

Cast: Jimmy Rogers|, Noah Beery,
Marc Lawrence, Paul Hurst

Jr,

TAXI, itlSTEB, drama; prod, Fred Oulol; dlr, Kurt
Neumann; screen play, Earle Snell, Clarence Marks;
§amera, Robert Pittack.

Cast; William Bendix,

Grace

Iradley, Joe Sawyer, Sheldon Leonard, Jack Nor^n.
FALL IN, army series; prod., Fred Guiol; dir., Kurt
Neumann; no writing credits; camera, Robert Pittack.

Cast: William Tracy, Joe Sawyer, Jean Porter, Arthur
Hunnicutt, Robert Barrat, Rebel Randall.
TANKS AHOT, army; prod., Fred Quiol; dir., Kurt
Neuman; screenplay, Eugene Conrad and Ned. Seabrook; camera Robert Pittack. Cast: William Tracy,
Joe Sawyer, Marjorie Woodsworth.
VHE POWERS GIRLS, drama; prod.. Charles Rogers;

BEHIND THE 8 BALL, formerly OFF THE BEATEN
TRACK, musical comedy: asso. prod., Howard Bene-

blacksmith's shop,
went up Uke
tinder and 198 were killed.
In the Boston blaze, show business
can add to the honor roll:
Eddie Pierce, of the da»ic« feom o/
Pierce and (Dorothy) Rolond, who
hoisted eight companions to the roof.
From there they were able to leap

dir.,

Brothers,

Carol Bruce, Dick Foran, Grace McDonald, Johnny
Downs, William Demarcst, Sonny Dunham and his orchestra.

SHERLOCK HOLMES IN WASHINGTON,

meUer;

asso. prod, Howard Benedict; dir., Roy William NeUI;
screen play, Bertram Millhauser, Lynn Riggs; original
story, Bertram Millhauser, based on the characters created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; camera, Lester White.
Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie Lord, John
Archer, Don Terry, George Zucco, Henry Danleil, Ed-

mund MacDonald.
IT COMES UP LOVE, formerly ON THE BEAM,
songs; asso. prod. Ken Goldsmith:
dir., Charles Lament; screenplay, Dorothy Bennett,
Charles Kenyon; suggested by a storv by Aleen L^lie
and Jay Dratler; camera, George Robinson. Cast: Gloria
Jean, Ian Hunter, Donald O'Connor. Louise Albritton,
Frieda Inescort, Charles Coleman.
CHEYENNE ROUNDUP, outdoor adventure; asso.
prod., Oliver Drake; dir., Ray Taylor; screen play,
Elmer Clifton and Bernard McConvllle; original story,
Elmer Clifton; camera, William Slckner. Cast: Johnny
Mack Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt,

comedy drama with

Jimmy Wakeley

Trio.

RAIDERS OF SAN JOAQUIN, western; asso prod,
Oliver Drake; dir, Lewis D. Collins; screen play, Elmer
(Continued on page 22)

new house

for propaganda

purposes.

The

WPB

authorization granted In

Washington on Sept. 7, and upon
which a building permit v.-as issued,
has been withdrawn, due to a reduction in the

amount

of

new

materials

permitted to go into a remodeled
even though salvage matewere being used for the major
poin/ul bums that portion of
There had been
tfre Job.
a hofpital, repeat- a number of squawks locally on the
edly entered the bumino buildinp
project since other theatre propand assisted guests to safety.
erties are available but not in use.
Marshall Cook, 19-weor-old chorus
boy, who raced up a flame-choked
stairway to dressing rooms on the
Wanger's Texas Shooting
second floor and led girl entertainers
to a window from which they were
College Station, Dec. 1.
able to reach the roof of the adjoinActual shooting of Walter Wanging building, reaching the street via
Been Licked,'
a too-short ladder held by Cook and er's 'We've Never
which will show Texas A, & M. Colanother chorus boy.
lege's contribution to the present
Jackie McGregor, girl dancer, who
war effort through Its contribution
led a group of other girls through
of 7,000 officer graduates now in the
choking smoke to a unndow on the
arnved forces. Is now under way
street floor and directed firemen to
here.
Filming is under the direcan upper dressing room where three
tion of director John Rawlins, and
companions toere trapped.
assistant directors Fred Frank and
Frank Belzarine, heodujoiter at the William
Holland.
club, who ranks posthumotuly as
Male leads in the production are
probably the outstanding hero of the Richard
Quine and Noah Berry, Jr.;
disaster.
Repeatedly he faced the fcmme stars here are Anne Gwynne
licking flames to drag the uncon- and
Shooting
Martha O'Driscoll.
scious forms of men and women to will
more
continue for several
the sidewalk. There he himself final- weeks with about 90% of the filming
ly collapsed and died.
to be done here.

to safety.

Mickey Alpert, band leader and

Edward F. Clme; screen play by Stanley m.c, who, despite
Roberts and Mel Ronson; original story, Stanley Rob- later
sent htm to
erts; camera, George Robinson.
Cast; Ritz
dict;

to use the

structure,
rials

Wednesday* December

2,

1942
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THE COIN START ROLLING IN on
new hit made by the combination
who gave you "The Pied Piper.'
• •

CORNEL WILDE • SARA ALLOOOD • MELVILLE COOPER^
EDWARD BROMBERO • WILLIAM DEMAREST

J.

Dinctwl hy Irving PkM •
by Nunnally Johnton

Prodwd one/ WrHfen
•

for the

Ser—n

From o Ploy by Emiyn Willlamt
CCNTURV'FOM
flCTURK

Wiedneeday, Deeember 2, 1942

PICTURES
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Advance Production Chart

Month's Shorts
sa

(Continued from page 20)

Morgan B. Cox; original story, Patricia Harper;
^mera, William Sickner. Cast: Jobnnj Mack Brown,
Tex Hitter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt, Jimmy Wake-

Clifton,

ley Trio.

CAMP

GROUNDS, westTHE OLD
TENTING
ern; asso. prod., Oliver Drake; dir., Lewis D. Collins;
screen play, Elizabeth Beecher; original story, Harxy
Fraser; camera, WiUiara Sickner. Cast: Johnny Hack
Brown, Tex Hitter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt. Jimmy

ON

Wakeley

Trio.

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SECRET
WEAPON, mystery drama; asso. prod., Howard BeneNeill; Bcieenplay t>y Edward T.
Lowe, W. Scott Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann; based
on the story, 'The Dancing Men,' by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle; adapted by W. Scott Darling and Edward T.
dict; dir.,

Roy William

Lowe; camera. Les White. Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nigel
Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Kaaren Verne, William Post, Jr.,
Dennis Hoey.

MUG TOWN,

melodrama;

action

asso. prod..

Ken

Goldsmith; dir., Ray Taylor: screenplay by Brenda
Weisberg, Lewis Amster, Harold Tarshis. Henry
Sucher: original story, Charles Grayson; camera. Jack
Cast:
Mackenzie.
Dead End Kids and The Little
Tough Guys with Billy Halop, Huntz Hall, Bernard
Punsly, Gabriel Dell, Grace McDonald, Tommy Kelly,

Jed Prouty, Edward Norris.

THE OLD CHISHOLII TRAIL,

outdoor-adventure;

•sso. prod., Oliver Drake; dir., Elmer Clifton; screen
play, Elmer Clifton; oririnal story. Harry Fraser; camera, William Sickner. Cast: Johnny Mack Brown, Tex
Bitter. Fuzzy Knight. Jennifer Holt, Jimmy Wakeley

Trio.

ARABIAN NIGHTS,

romantic adventure

In

Techni-

color, Walter Wanger production; dir., John Bawlins;
story and screen play, Michael Hogan; additional dialog. True Boardman; camera, Milton Krasner. Cast:
Jon Hall, Maria Montez, Sabu, Leif Erickson, Billy Gilbert, Edgar Barrier, Shemp Howard, John Qualen,

Charles Coleman, Richard Lane, Elyse Knox. AcquaCarmen D'Antonio, Eloise Hatt, Helen Pender.

netta.

HI TA, CHUM, formerly PASSING

THE BUCK,

comedy; asso. prod., Howard Benedict; dir., Harold
Young: no writing credits; camera, Charles Van Enfer.
Cast: The Ritz Brothers, Jane Tnree, Bobert Paige,
June Clyde.

THE LONE STAB TRAIL,

outdoor-adventure; asso.
Oliver Drake; dir., Ray Taylor; no writing credcamera, William Sickner. Cast: Johnny Mack

Jirod.,
ts;

Brown and Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight,
The Jimmy Wakeley Trio.

.Jennifer Holt,

WHEN JOHNNT COMES MARCHDrO HOME, forWHEN JOHNNT COMES HOME, mu^l; asso.

Bernard W. Burton; dir., Charles Lamont: no
writing credits; camera, George Robinson. Cast: Allan
Jones, Jane Frazee, Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor.
Peggy Ryan, Four Step Brothers, and Phil Spitalny
and His All-Girl Orchestra.

prod.,

SHADOW OF A DOUBT,

drama; an Alfred HitchJaA H. SkltbaD PFodncJaA H. Skir-

tlons. Inc., for Universal release; prod.,
ball; dir., Alfred Hitchcock; screen play,

Alma RevlUe;

Wilder, Sally Benson,

Tbomtoa

original

story,

Gordon McDowell; camera, Joseph Valentine.

Cast:
Patri-

Teresa Wright. Joseph Gotten.
cia CoUinge,

MacdonaU Carey.

Henry Travers. Home. Ckonyn, Wallace

Ford.

IT AIN'T HAT, comedr «sq. Piod. Alex Gottlieb:
dir., Erie C. Kenton; sereeBpIay by Alloi Boretz and
John Grant, based on 'Princess 0*HiBra,' by Damon
Runyon; camera, Charles Van Enccr. Cast: Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, Grace licOonald. Leighton
Noble, Eugene Pallette. Sfaemp Howard, Eddie Quillan,
Patsy O'Connor. Bidiard Lane.

FRANKENSmir HEEIS THE WOLFtMAM. horror;
Geone Waggner; dir.. Boy Wmiam Neill: no

prod.,

writing credits; camera, George Bobinson. Cast: Ilcna
Massey, Patric Knowles, Lkmd Atwfll. Bela Lugosi,
Maria Ouspenskaya, Dennis Hoi^, Lion Chaney.

FOREVER -TOOBS

(tent), comedy-drama; prod
.'VjH^ Frank auw; screeniday
TOwps^Ai oi'glnal story by
SfK *?ii5s)iW *"iL;
Sonya L6\tea, camera, Wcodj Areaell. Cast: Dea)
Durbin, Edmond O'Men. Barry Fltsgerald, Arlfaur

.'^rK'? T^ffannhuR.as^q

.

.-.

Treacher,

Esther Dale. J. Frank Hamiltor,
Inescort, ElisabeOi Bisdon, Harry Davenport.

HI

BUDDT

(tent

Frieda

mosical; asso. prod., Paul
Malvern; dir., Harold Youne niginal screeniday. Warren Wilson; camera. John Boyle. Cast: Did Foran,
Harriet HiUiard, Robert PBiee, Marjotie Lord, Bobs
Watson, Gus Schilling Jenntfer Holt, and The King's
title),

Men, Sweethearts Quartet

Universal pis Mow la Prataetlaa
FLESH AND FANTASY, eo^Hods., Charles Boyer

and Julien Duvivier; dir., Jqlioi Duvlvier; no writing
camera, Stanley Cortec and Paii Ivano. Cast:
Charles Boyer, Edward G. Bobinsoa, Barbara Stancredits;

wydc John GarMd, Thomas Mitchell. Anna Lee. C.
Aubrev Smitt, Dame M^ Whltty. Edward FieUiag,

June Lane; Frank ICitclidl, Charles Wmninger. Graee
McDonald, Lane Chandler. Clarence Muse, Mary Ann

BoB I<eder-

Raymond L. Schrock; camnavi^ (Charles Lang, Eleanor Parktf, Cy
Wade Boteler.

era, Bidiard

Kendall.

GOBnXA MAN.

drama:

dir.,

GUP BRUSHOFF

to the flying field of the 99th Pursuit

dir, D.

man;-original screen play,

D. Boss Lederman;

original screen play, Anthony Coldewey; camera, James
Van Trees. Cast: John Loder. Butb Ford, Marian Hall,
Richard Fraser, Paul Cavanagh, Lumsden Hare, John
Abbott, Mary Field.

'Henry Brown, Farmer,'
is a rapidly movmg fllm that covers
the important features of wartime
Squadron,

Hollywood, Dec.

1.

Screen Actors Guild divorced itself from file lA percenters with the
adoption of a new rule whereby any
member is prohibited from engaging
in the agency business without flrst
shows simply and obtaining a withdrawal from SAG.

agriculture in a few brief moments.
Henry Brown and his family of four
make up the cast.
There is nothing pretentious about
the fllm, but it moves with artistry

and

sincerity.

It

directly how one farmer is trying to
RHINE, drama; prod., Hal B. Wal do his part in the 'Food-for-FreeGuild is taking the position that
Herman Shumlin; no writiD« credits; cameta, dom* program.
an actor-agent would be in a position
Merritt GmtMd. Cast Bette Davis, Paul Lnkas. GerThe fllm is directed by Roger Bar- to give preferential employment to
aldine Fitzgenld, LudleWaltsoD.BeulahBondi, Gearge low, with music composed by Gene
certain players, to the disadvantage

WATCH ON IHE

Coukmria, Donald Woods, Henty OanieU, Donald Buka,
Eric Bobots, Janis Wilsmi. Masy Toimg, Kurt Katcb,
Edwin Kaiser. Bobert O. Davi& Clyde Fillmoiie. Frank
WilsiB. Clarence Muse.

WHITE SAFAGE,

ramantie drama; prod, Gearge
lAdrin; sereenjaay. Rkibard
Brooks;
Peter liOne; camera, Lester
White.
Cast: Jon Hall, lUria HantCE, Sabu, Dos
Terry. lYiriian Bey. Tbomas Gomez, Sidney Toler,
Constance Purdy.
Arfiiiir
original story.
dir.,

BAD OOMPANT

(tent title), metodrama: asso. prod..
Oiristy Babasne; no writing ciedits;
camera, WiUiam Sickner. Cast: The Dead End Kids
and Ibe Little Ttoueh Guys with Huntz Hall, Bobby
Jordan, Gabriel
Norman AU>ott, Evelyn Ankers.
Don Porter, Elyse Knox, Shemp Howard, Frank Aldir.,

D^

Mary Gordon.
WE'VE NEVEB BEEN UCKED, drama;

bertson,

prod., Walter
Wanger; dir., John Bawlins: no writing credits; camera,
Milton Krasner. Cast: Buaard Qidne, Anne Gwynne,
Noah Beeiy, Jr., Ilartba OUtIscc^ Harry Davenport,
WiUiam Frawley, Edgar Barrier, Bill Stem, William

Bleese.

ISLE OF BOHANCE (tent. titie)rnnisical; asso. prod,
Beniard W. Burton; dir., Melville Shyer; no writing
George Robinson. Cast: Allan' Jones,
camera, Charles Van Enger. Cast: Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello, Ginny Simms, Patric Knowles, Elyse
Knox, Joseph Sawyer, Johnny Long and his orchestra.
HE'S MY GUY, musical; asso. prod., William Cowan;

ForrelL

of others.

ALSO-BAN
Xaexpcctod

G»ne comedy,

(Metro. Our
mins.) Strictly
Highly juvaiile from
Bicfeea*

—

II

SONG, drama; prod„ Bobert Buchner; dir, lor me kids.
Robert Florey; no writing credtts; camen, Beit GleU' start to flnidi. and ^wut 9 minutes
These get sadder and
non: tedmiodor director, Natalie iraimin! Cast: Den- too long.
sadder.
nis Morgan, Irene Manning, Brace Cabot Victor IVan'
cen,

Lynne Overman, Gene Lockhart Faye Emenao,

Bogart,

Raymond Massey. Alan

Hale, Peter

Sam Levene.
BACKGROUND TO DANGER, drama;

Whitney, Julie Bishop.

prod.. Jerry
dir., Raoul Waltfa; no screen credit nor camera.
Cast: George Baft. Brenda Marshall, Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre.

Wald;

EDGE OF DABKNBSS. drama; prod.. Heoiy Blanlic:
Lewis Milestoae; soeen pl^, Robert Rossen; boed
on novel by William Woods: camera. Sid Hickox. Cast:
Ann Sateridan. Walter Hoston. Navy Coleman, Helmut Dantine. Judith Anderson. Ruth GOKdon.
Jtim Beal, Morris Carnov^. Oiarltt Dingle. Boman
dir..

.

IBANK YOCB LUCKY

STABS:

prod..

Mark Hel-

ling^ dir, David Butler; no writing credits: camera,
Arthur Edegtm. Cast: Joan Leslie. Dennis IbBgan,
EdiUe Cantor, Dinah Shore. Bette Davis, Brrol F^ynn,
Humphrey Bogait. Olivia de Havilland, Ida Lumno,
Garfield. Ann SheriJack Carson. Alan Hale, Sydney

George Baft Ajexis Smith. John
dan, Julie Bidiop.

Greenstreet Gig Vouog, Irene Manning. Gene Lockhart Geonge Tobias. Jane Wyman.
OEl^OnON. drama; prod.. Robert Budmer; dlr,
Curtis Bernhardt: no writine credits; camera, Ernie
Haller. CaBl: Olivia de Havilland. Ida Lupino. Nancy
Coleman. Paul Henreid. Itfontaeu Love, Arthur Kennedy. Victor Francen. Ethel Griffies. Dame May Whltty,
Odrtte Myrlil. Forrester Harv^, Marie De Becker,
Edmond Breon.
OLD ACQUAINTANCE, drama: prod.. Henry Blanke:
dir. Vincent Sherman: no writing credits; camera, Sol
Polito. Caiit: Bcttc Davi.<;. Miriam Honklns, John Loder,
Gie Young. Dolores Moran. Boseoe Kams, Esther Dale.
I%illip Reed. Anne Revere. Ann Doran.
MISSION TO MOSCOW, drama; prod., Robert Buckner; dir.. Michael Curliz: no writing croditi; camera.
Ca.st: Waller Hu.ston. Ann Harcjing,
Bert Glennon.
George Tobias. Eleanor Parker. Richard Trnvln. .Jerome
Cowan, Barbara Everest. Maria Palmer. Felix Bacch
Leigh Whlpper, Minor Watson. Vladimir Sukoloff,
Oscar Homolka, Moroni Olstn, Roman Bohnen R;iy
Walker.

At

City Indies Balk

'Wmd^ride'

Prices

BUm and a

—

Humphrey

Twin

MW (WB,andMelody
Master. 10 mins.)—Six
Miss
'SiK

Marcel Dalio, Felix Basdi, Gerald Mohr, Joole Johnson.
Hits
Curt Bois, Albert Morin. Jack LaBne. WllUam Ed- oombo is okay here but the dubbing
munds, Wallis Clark.
in of old feature material weights
down the net result. Ruby Keeler
PBINCESS O'BOCBKE, drama; prod, Hal B. Wal- and
Paul Draper are seen in some'
lis; written and dlieeted by Norman Knaia; camera,
Ernie Haller. Cast: OUvaa de Havilland, Bobert Con- of the old footage. Doesn't do jusmings, Charles Coburn, Jack Carson. Jane Wyman, tice to either of these two top tapHarry Davenport, Gladys Cooper. Minor Watson. Nan ster stars either in routines or costumes.
Wynn, Curt Bois, Ray Walker.
Wm Everybody^ War' (aOth-Foz,
IIYSTERIOUS DOCTOR, melodrama; dir. Ben Sto- WPB fecial, IB mins.)—This diort
loff; no writing credits.
Cast: Lester lUtttewa, Art supposedly made on flie Coast for
Foster, Hank Mann. Forrester Harvey. Clyde Cook, the
War Production Board fails
Frank Mayo, Matt Willis, Harvey de Bedker. Crd^faton miserably
in
proving its point.
Hale, John Loder, Stuart Holmes.
Starts out wiOi the premise that a
ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN, drama; prod., small viUage felt for a kmg time that
Jesse L. Lasky; dir., Irving Rapper; no writing ovdits: the present war was a long ways off
until the casualty lists stmied comcamera, Sol Polito. Cast: Fredric Mardi, Alexis SmiSi,
From this vital idea, it
Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, John Carradine, Bill Henry, ing in.
Robert Barrat, Walter Hampden, Joyce Beynolds, Whit- raaables on and deviates into eoontford Kane, Percy Kilbride. Nana Bryant.
There is talk about
channehi
folks staying bqme or walking to
AIB FORCE, air saga; prod., Hal B. Wallis; a How- weak, no wasting of electridty, helpard Hawks production; dir. Howard Hawks; no writing ing
on the farm, giving troops the
ui edilv, camera, H. F. Koenekamp.
Cast: John Garcomforts of home, not getting overfield, Gig Young, George Tobias, Arthur Kennedy. John
time at the factory, etc
Somtw
R^gely, Ray Montgomery, Charles Drake. Harry Carey angle is
too faeav^ stressed.
B
Ward Wood. James Brown, Bill Crago.
certainly fails as a Sxst-rate atidienee
PIx In ProdncUon
picture. Win Price takes the rap for
Wi
story
and
direction and Eugene
ACTION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC, drama; prod., O'Neil for the produdifm. Henry
Jerry Wald; dir., Lloyd Bason; screen play, John Howard Lawson and W. R. *tuniett; no camera credit. Cast: Fonda sounds like Henry Fonda

BnihTwn.

credits; camera,

Ediibs Puzzled

COMBO AaOR-AGENT

MOBDEB ON WHQLS, mystery;

OOBVEnCS IN ACTION, melodrama; prad, Howard Hawks; dir., Bidiard Rosson; no writing credits;
camera, Harry Periy. Cast: Dick Foran, Palric
Knowles and Louise Anbritton.

Pivar;

Honrs on Coast

—

-

Errol Flynn,

Ben

Stagger Working

—

Hyde.

Waggner;

e

lis; dir.,

merly

eock production presented by

CoBtloaed from page S

edy mainly because gags fail to click.
'Booth on Bents' (HKO, Edgar
Kennedy comedy, 16 mins.) Enprovement over recent Kennedy
comedieB even though many of laugh
sequences are pure com.
Edgar
OH! DOCTOR (tent, title), comedy; prod., Alex Kennedy moves this up into a bigher
Gottlieb; dir., Charles Lamont; no writing credits; classiBcation in a story about bis
troubles with a party-tossing tenant
to whom he lias sublet his flat.
Los Angeles, Dec. 1.
Women at Arms' iRKO, This Is
America, 18 mins.) Despite flne muLocal theatre operators are going
Warners
sical
backgrounding and Margo's into hurried
huddles to work out a
clear-cut spoken narrative, this does
not measure up to the flne start of plan of operation to coincide with
ShootProiulMd
Ins
this series.
Maybe the su\>ject is a new stagger .system of working
7
14
t toughie. At any rate, the activities
Studio
No set number 12
of the femme sex in the war effort hours which went into eflect Friday
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
are on the dull side as projected
THE HARD WAY, drama; prod., Jerry Wald; dir., here. Idea that American women (27) under orders from Southern
Vincent Sherman; screen play, Daniel Fuchs and Peter are seeking a share in the war effort California War Transportation CounViertel: camera, James Wong Howe. Cast: Ida Lupino, is primarily a topic for virile screen cil.
Staggered hour plan is the
Joan Leslie, Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson, Leona projection, but this is a bit hazy.
natural
result
of
gas
rationing,
Maride, Paul Cavanagh, Gladys George, Nestor Paivo.
Henry Brown, Farmer
Roman Bohnen.
which is expected to add 250,000
Washington, Nov. 27.
Flifit tlnrunipnlui-y di-ihIucoi) by Deut. of
riders to street car and bus lines.
AKSEN1C AND OLD LACE, drama: prod. -dir., Frank
.\grli-ullurF.
liy
nireclFtl
Hok-er Hnilow.
Capra; screen play, Julius J. and Pliilip G. Epstein; Miifllc.
Department stores, banks, schools,
Clone Forrell: fomineiilnry, Cnniitln
from stage play by Joseph Kesselring; camera, Sol Lee: llylnK Fccnes innilo nt Tiiflkecee Air industrial plants, city
and county
Polito. Cast Cary Grant, Priscilla Lane, Raymond Fleltl, Aliibniilii. Runninc: lline. 10 .MINS.
buildings and all other structures
Uassey, Peter Lorre, Jack Carson, Joseph Hull, Jean
housing large employment wiU open
Adair, John Alexander, Charles Lane. Edward McNegro cadet flyers of the 99th Pur- and close at designated hours
Namara, Edward McWade.
to
suit Squadron at Tuskegee air field
THE CONSTANT NTMPH, drama; prod., Henry highlight a new documentary fllm, prevent traffic rushes. Exhibitors
Blanke; dir., Edmund (joulding; screen play, Kathryn 'Henry Brbwn, Farmer,' which had are expected to rearrange their
schedules
take
to
advantage
of
the
Scola: from the novel by Margaret Kennedy and the its national premiere in Washington
play by Margaret Kennedy and Basil Dean; camera, at the Booker T. theatre. Made by ebb and flow of workers, especially
Tony Gaudio. Cast: Charles Boyer. Joan Fmtaine, the U. S. Department of Agriculture, for the matinee trade.
Brenda Marshall, Alexis Smith, Charles Cobum, Dame it is the first Government fllm showMay Whitty, Jean Muir. Peter Lorre.
ing the part American Negroes are
in the war.
SECRET ENEMIES, drama; dir., Ben Stoloff; screen playing
Canada Lee, star of 'Native Son,'
ilay, Raymond L. Schrock; camera, James Van IVees.
is narrator.
^ast: Craig Stevens, Fraye Emerson, John Bidgely,
From the cotton flelds of Alabama
Charles I^ig, Robert Warwick.
GETS
dir., Edward F. Cline; no writing credits; camera, John
Boyle. Cast: Irene Hervey, Dick Foran, Joan Davis,
Fuzzy Knight, Gertrude Niesen.
Jane Frazee, Andy Devine, Acquanetta. Mary Wickea,
Marjorie Gateson.

reading the narration.
'Saath
American Sparts* (WB,
sports, 10 mins.)— Despite obvious
attempt to plug good-neighbor pdl
icy, this never quite jells.
Jumps
around to different counties in coO'
fusing manner, leaving a blurred
concepti<m at Latin-American outstanding sports.
Knox
again irritates with his spieling.
"The
dyaaple Champ'
(RKO
Goofy-Disney, 7 mins.) Goofy illustrates different Olympic sports with
cfl-stagc voice expfaining.
Lacks
usual darkling Disney touch, and
highly disappointing. Lack of action
and .simporting characters to liven
proceedingE also hurts.
rhisaii Tars' (BKO. sports, 6
mins.)-This would be a fairish sort
of subject if it had not been done so
many times before. Nice photog-

—

Minneapolis, Dec.

1.

Twin City independent exhibitors,
holding out against the playing of
'Goae WHh the Wind' and 'Pride of
the Yankees' at advanced admission
claim the Metro and RKO
(Goldwyn) danands are 'unreasonand 'iBogical.'

prices,

able'

Whereas, the Orpheum currently
has boosted its price only a nickel
for "Pride' the neighborhood houses
practically would have to double
their scales for the same picture to
To go
l equii e ui ent.
meet the
also
to SOc for Xlone With the Wind'
would mean a virtual doubling of
the scale for most neighborhoods.
Hie last downtown showing of the

BKO

was at that price and M-G is
requiring it for uptown and suburban engagements.
There bas been only one independent house here, Bennie Berger's
Paradise, which has played 'Wind'
at SOc and It did a big business with

film

Paramount circuit
picture.
the
neighborhood theatres are playing it
The company has
aivl prospering.
wittidrawn

it

from the independents.

National HicatKS Sues
To Reeovcr 'Excess Tax'
National Theatre Corp. has

filed

.

suit in U. S. district court in N. Y.
against Joseph T. Higgins, U. S. Collector of Internal Revenue, for an

excess tax claimed paid in 1936.
National claims in its action that

on Sept

17, 1930. It

purchased

192.-

A

common stock
251 shares of Class
of the Fox Theatre Corp., for $4,806,025 and that it had become worthless
paid
in 1936, the year in which
an income tax return of $67,936. It
raphy and doseups marred by thin did not deduct that amount from its
dialogue, and a breathless narrator. return
done so it would
but had
to Swim' (RKO, Walt Disnot have had to pay any tax.
ney, 7% mins. )—Another in the
'how to^ series which is wearing thin.
Lack of imagination, Action or usual
deft touches are harmful Even the
Pair
Col.
off-screen spieler is irritating.
Dec. 1.

Hn

NT

NT

How

BmtB Out

'Ifi the Law' (Indie. S. B. Kunkis
production. 6 mins.)—Despite O.
Soglow's drawings (not animated),
this novel briefie pointing up the
comical .side of unu.sual laws in .some
12 states

Absence

and cities fails to rej^istcr.
of action cartoon.s is partly

blame, but lightweight script and
Brown".'; bl<ih .spoken nairalive
also Lh detrimental.
Looks like an
unusual idea gone awry. S. R. Kunkis. Broadway lawyer. Is listed as
'producer.
to

John

Hollywood,

Cohunbia went to bat with two
starters yesterday <Mon.), a wes'.ern
and a cops-and-robbers.
Charles Starrett stars in the buckaroo picture, 'Riding West." directed
by William Berke and produced by
Jack Fier.
Chester Morris is topliner in the" mystery yarn. 'Aiier
Midnight with Boston Blackie.' with
Sam White producing and Lew Lan-

ders directing.

"We

request that you

this picture until

(/

Ot,

do not book

you

see it"

have a very eatertaining picture

When Johnny Comes

Marching Home/'

We believe in the subject
in

"Buck

titled.

just as

we believed

Privates."

In our opinion,

it's

the kind of a picture that

will entertain your patrons

and send them out

with a smile.

We

request that you

ture until

you see

do not book

this pic-

it.

"When Johnny Comes Marching Home" will
be a good thing for you, for us and for our
business in general.

PICTURES
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All N. Y. Theatres, Indoor

Amusements

Buck Jones

S

Face Severe 'Special Firemen Edict
City

fire

Luck of the 'Army*

department

li(ernlli/ applying the torch to
ercry tlienlre tii (he territory in a
thorough test to determine fire

Grove

the
Boston.

/olloiring

fire in

Soldier members of 'This Is the
Army,' the touring Irving Berlin
musical, missed the Are at the
Cocoanut Grove, Boston, Saturday night (28) by only a couple
of hours' luck. During the twoweek Boston engagement of the
show, the nitery hosted 25 members of the cast at dinner every
night. Boys also frequented the
spot after the nightly perform-

Cocoanut

apparatus and theatre
are being given rigid

Props,
striictHres

All theatres examined in
this area so for have been /ound
ill satisfactory condition.

fire tests.

houses,

Picture

theatres,

legit

and skatconfronted with a

ances.

<3inie-a-daiiceries, iiiteries

are

rinks

ing

the
closing
Saturday,
Last
night of the 'Army' run in
Boston, the regular 25 soldiers
from the show had free dinner
at the Grove, leaving at 8 p.m. to
to the Boston Opera House,
fo
hey and others of the company intended returning after the
performance for a farewell drink.
The fire broke out shortly after
10 p.m.

proposed New York City regulation which would increase operatioji
co^ls hundrects of thousands
dollars

of

annually.

Councillor

Louis Cohen, Bronx, has introduced
a re.solulion in N. Y. City council
chamber.<> calling for the mandatory employment of 'two or more'
places of
in 'all
special Aremen
amusement' using mechanical ap-

paratus in this territory.
Potentially, most vulnerable under
the proposed regulation would be
smaller theatres, some of which
might be forced to close. Under
the measure 600-seaters could be
compelled to employ 'special flreFear is also expressed in the
itien.'
trade that such employees would
eooner than later be organized and
that high wage scales would be

PAR TRYING TO
SIMPLIFY ITS

was

BOOKKEEPING

Carr,

Mono

iroducer

who

planed in from the Coast after learning of the tragedy, that even had
Jones survived his career would
have been over because he wa? so
grotesquely disfigured.
Jones died while hi. wife was
reported speeding to his bedside.
Checkup yesterday (1) diclosed
that of about two dozen guests at
were
Jones testimonial,
13
the
known dead, seven, mostly women,
were recorded as missing and presumably dead, and the remainder

were

in hospitals with burns or injuries that may prove fatal.

Idol of millions of fans. Jones
was an early contemporary of such
famous stars as Bronco Billy Anderson, William S. Hart and Tom Mix.

moun
ers

service in the Philippines and,

expert rider with the Miller Bros.

etc.

etc.

with high theatre Parnexecutives, attended by Ireasu-

of various operating

Philadelphia, Dec.

companies

up the Par circuit. The
treasurers have already returned to
their respective headquartei's in the
field after four days of conference.
Reported that in addition to general problems, including taxation,
the sessions embraced discussion of
ways and means of simplifying accounting with a view to dispensing,
for economic as well as manpowershortage reasons, any 'auditing that
isn't entirely
essential.
To begin
with, new taxation, bond-buying deductions and other developments of
the war, have created an extra burden on theatre accounting forces.
Numerous Par executives figured
in the New York meetings, including Leonard H. Goldenson, Montague
F.

N.Y. Canteen Now Taking
Rvtra FirP
rire Prprailtimw
rrecaununs
EiXira

Gowthorpe, Fred Mohrhardt,
Jr.. and Leon Netter.

Dembow.

Treasurer
I

in for the sessions

1.

Buck Jones, burned to death
the Cocoanut Grove blaze,
was grand marshal astride a
white horse of the annual Gim-

In

Bros.
Thanksgiving
parade last Thurs. (26).

bel

He

left Philly
last stop on his

Day

for Boston, his
tour before re-

turning to Hollywood.
ron of the U. S. Army and. after
the Armistice, he stayed in Europe
as a trick rider with a number of
traveling shows.
One of his exhibitions brought him to the attention of William Fox, who signed
him to appear in films and took

him
In

to

Hollywood.

the 20 years that elapsed, he

Sam was one

of the few Hollywood stars
to retain his popularity and he appeared in more than 100 films. He

were

Upton of Balaban & Katz;
^arl Dixon. Saenger circuit: M. C.
of Florida State Theatres; f.
X. Jones, Wilby-Kincey. Bill Glidden, Mullen 8c Pinanski ;Teddy de

worked

Cocoanut Grove Talley

halocaust in Boston has the Ameri-

for Fox, Universal, Colum
recently. Monogram

recent films were 'Ghost
Law,' 'Below the Border,'
'Forbidden
Trails'
and 'Gunman

Town

can Theatre Wing asking the N. Y. Boer, Interstate, and Leo McKechFrom Bodie.'
Fire Department to survey its Stage neay of the Blank circuit.
Door Canteen, in New York, and set
e limit on the number of persons
thst can safely be handled at any
one time.
The N. Y. Canteen is located In
basement under the 44th street theatre, site at one time being a nitery
known as the Little Club. Canteen
Boston, Dec. 1.
Among the li.^t of 449 dead and .scores injured in the Cocoanut Grove
Is a prime favorite with servicemen
fire, those identified with .'how business follow.
end often handled 1,500 men of an
The extent of the
injuries detiilcd in story herewith:
•venihg.
THE DEAD
- With. the Boston fire as an example
of what overcrowding can do when
Edward Ansin, president of Interstate Circuit of New England, and
Mrs. Ansin.
a fire breaks out, and the one major
Harry Asher, independent distribution executive in New England.
exit being none too accessible, the
Paul Barron, branch manager for Universal in Boston, and Mrs
Wing plans to limit the number of
Barron.
people in the spot at any one time
Maxine Coleman, entertainer at Cocoanut Grove.
by having a checker at the door.
Eugene Gross, Monogram salesman in company's Boston exchange
When the maximum is inside the
Guy Howard, entertainer at Cocoanut Grove.
doors will be closed and additional
Charles (Buck) Jones, cowboy film star.
servicemen admitted only as the
,
Mrs. Bernard Levin, wife of Columbia film salesman.
•arlycomers leave.
Ethel Powell and Carl Bauer (Mr. and Mrs. Bauer), entertainers at
At the same time the United Thea
Cocoanut Grove.
trical
War Activities Committee
Charles Stern, eastern district sales manager for United Artists In
which clears talent for war-slanted
Boston.
benefits and canteens, such as the
Mrs. Herman Rifkin, wife of Monogram franchise holder in Boston.
Music Box Canteen for Merchant MaFred Sharby, Keene, N. H., exhibitor, Mrs. Sharby and son, Fred, Jf-.
riners, is asking the Fire Department
Mrs. Martin Sheridan, wife or local Boston publicist for Monogram.
to guage the maximum capacity of
Phil Seletsky, chief film buyer-booker for Mullen & Pinanski Theall such spots and will make certain
that no performers appear unless the
atre's in Boston, and Mrs. Seletsky.
location is within the safety limit.
O. A. St. Pierre, art director for M. & P. Theatres.
Lawrence Stone, Monogram .salesman in Boston exchange.
Grace Vaughn, singer-pianist working at the Cocoanut Grove club.
I

Show

Biz Fatalities

and Casualties

.

.

STORY BUYS

Harry

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
bought 'Hank
mag yarn by

Sherman

Brother,'

Samuel W. Taylor.
Milt Gross sold 'The Ghost and the
Guest' to Alexander Stern Productions.

Arthur Sinclair sold 'North Africa
Incident' to PRC-Pathe.

Monogram purchased They Met
by Wallace Morgan.
Columbia acquired 'Rhapsody in
by Doris Malloy.

Alaska.'
Flat,'

By

In

A

a

strange

twist

20.

of

fate,

Harry Asher, victim of the fire
which
gutted
the
Cocoanut
Grove, Boston, died in the buildwhich
had
ing
he
himself
erected. Premises up to 15 years
ago housgd the Boston Paramount sales force.
Asher, back in 1917. when he
the New England franchise on Par pictures, built the
structure which 25 years later
was to take the lives of hundreds of persons as well as his
own. He sub.seqnently sold out
his franchi.se to Par and of late
years has been dabbling in independent distribution in the

owned

New

England area.
Par moved to new exchange

quarters in Boston in 1927.

Boston,

and Fred Lieberman, who

a small

circuit of theatres in

Boston, and Mrs. Lieberman, are all
Ranch Wild West Show.
badly hurt. Bernard Levin, salesman
During the World War he .served for
Sheridan,
Martin
Columbia;
France with the First Air Squad- Mono
p. a., are also hospitalized. Mrs.
Rifkin. Mrs. Levin and Mrs. Sheridan
have succumbed.
Buck Jones Hosted
Buck Jones, Marshal
Jones, with fatal head and face

101

making

boost of say $7S or $100 weekly
of operation of smaller
would likely shutter some
As currently worded
situations.
picture
covers 700
the measure
houses in addition to an estimated
400 additional 'places of amusement'
such as legit, niteries, ballrooms,

Johnson's

Ing appeared in stock at Ogunquit,
She was only

Maine, last summer.

Freak of Fate

For 20 years he was the dashing
hero of the westerns.
was another victim. Reported he has
Starting a life of roving at an taken
a turn for the better. Herman
early age,
he went to Montana, Rifkin and Harry C. Thomas, Mono
where he worked as a cowhand. franchise holders; Moe Grassgreen
Later he joined the U. S. Cavalry branch manager for 20lh-Fox at

meetings

A

result of the

Trem

Problems confi'ontlng the men
who keep books were brought tmder
wide discussion in New York at

In cost
theatres

One

burned and was

burns of the face and neck,' physicians told the cowboy star's friend,

in

RKO

arenas,

critically

upon returning, was engaged as an owns

counsel,
Walters,
J. Henry
called a meeting of theatre operators last Monday (30) to conReference to
sider the problem.
the use of mechanical equipment by
any place of amusement is so broad
that it could apply to many niterles
and legitimate theatres using only

rinks,

CentlDued from paie 3
Mrs. Bauer) and Guy Howard, en- by Harry Link. She was a niece of
tertainers in the ill-fated nitery.
Link's private secretary. On the air
Among the seriously injured was a couple of years ago
with Nick
Buck Jones, western star, who later
His producer, Kenny and his gang, Miss Vaughn
died of his burns.
Scott R. Dunlap, v. p. Monogram, also had tried her hand in legit, hav.

smoke inhalation and burned lungs,
and from third and second degree

for

Imposed by unions.
While most serioiLsly alTecting
luxe
operators,
de
Independent
heavy
also face
theatres would
charges. Though well-equipped and
with a minimum fire hazard, they
could be called on to employ any
number over two special firemen.
Former New York State Senator

spotlights,

Boston Nitery Holocaust

ss

reported near death last night, (1),
Repor'ling that Jones died 'from

is

ha:.ar(ls.

Continaed from page 3

ducer of westerns, at the Invitation
of the Junior Commando Army sponsored by the Boston Traveler. Dunlap

New York

Wfldneaday, December 2, 1942

fSff

THE INJURED
Monogram and v. p. of the company.
Grassgreen, Boston branch manager for Twentieth-Fox.
Bernard Levin, salesman for Columbia at Bonton.
Fred Lieberman, owner of B<j'.ton theatre circuit, and Mrs.
Lieberman.
Herman Rifkm, New England franchise holder for Monogram.
Martin Sheridan, Monogram presf agent in Boston.
Mrs. Charles Stern, wife of eastern (li!<trict solei manager for UA.
Scott R. Dunlap, producer at

Moe

Mrs. Lawrence Stone, wife ol Mono salcsntan.
Mrs. O. A. St. Pierre, wife of art director for M. Sc P. Theatres.
Harry C. Thomas, N. Y., and Philaclf-Iphin franchise holder for Mono.

McDermott, who ru.shed to Boston
Sunday afternoon (29) to identify
the body, brought It back to N. Y.
yesterday (Tuesday). Fimeral services will be held today (Wed.).
Cook's, Pierce's Heroism

Thirty-three members of the show,
including dancers, specially artists
and chorus girls, were saved by the
individual heroism of a 19-year-old
chorus boy named Marshall Cook,
who discovered the flames roaring
up the stairs to the .second floor
dressing rooms.
Slamming shut the
door, he calmly informed the show
people of their danger, broke through
a window leading to the roof, and
led them out.
Finding a ladder on
the roof, he and another chorus boy
held it by the top rung while the
girls

climbed

down.

They had

to

drop the final six feet, but none was
seriously injured, and many of them
strove heroically to effect the rescue
of those entrapped in the lower part
of the building.
In the meantime, Eddie Pierce, of
the dancing team of Pierce & Roland,
bodily lifted another group of performers one at a time onto an adjoining roof, from which they ell

escaped without harm. The saving
of so many of the show people was
due to the fact that the fire broke
out between floor shows, and they
were in their dressing rooms.
On the current bill at the Grove
were the Carr Bros., Miriam Johnson,
Helen Faye, Pierce & Roland', and
burns, was host at a party given at the chorus line of 12 girls, all workthe Boston nitery by Monogram, ing on the main floor.
In the new
which had invited theatre and other cocktail lounge were Bauer, Miss
people to attend. Greengrass is said Powell, Carlos Compas Si Melita,
to have a 50-50 chance of surviving
Miss Vaughn and Miss Coleman.
but late reports held out slenderer
With Guy Howard in the Melody
hopes for Mrs. Charles Stern.
"Thomas, who owns the N. Y. and Lounge was Goodie Goodell. Most
Philadelphia Monogram franchises of these sustained minor injuries,
but
none, except those mentioned as
and at one time headed his own
company. First Division Pictures^ casualties, was seriously injured, so
was so badly burned that it is feared far as could be learned tonight. Returns,
however, are far from comhe may lose his eyesight. However,
reported ye.sterday (Tues.) that he plete 24 hours after the tragedy, an4
was responding to treatment and has there is a possibility the deatht
among
show people may increase.
a good chance of recovery. Rifkin,
Barney Welansky, owner of th«
owner of the Boston Mono franchise,
Grove and usually on hand on a Satis said to be in critical shape, but
urday
night, was confined to his
like Dunlap may survive his inhome due to recent heart attack, enq
juries.
When Stern was found he was so was not on the premises during th*
conflagration.
badly charred that identification
Bound to Affect
was difficult. The Sterns have a
Eddie
son. Buddy, who's in school.
That the tragedy will profoundly
Schnitzer, UA sales executive in affect the local night spots, and even
N. Y., who was to huddle with Stern those in other cities, was without
in Albany this week (part of his question tonight.
Many of them ere
district), and Harry Gold, eastern considered firetraps, and all of them,
UA sales chief, went to Boston Sun- certainly, will come in for a terrific
His re- inspection, with con.struclion changes
day 129) to identify Stern.
mains are being brought back to ordered or else. The Grove was not
New York for burial today (Wednes- overly upholstered with tinsel and
In Boston just one year, he other terribly inflammable geegaws,
day).
starred with UA as a branch man- and was, indeed, finished in many
ager in New England, subsequently places with a fireproof wall material.
becoming southeastern district man- This material resisted flames, but
ager at Atlanta. He was only 42.
gave off suffocating fumes which,
Paul Barron was on» of the young- along with the smoke, accounted, acest branch managers in the busicording to current information, for
ness.
He was 35 years old and had more deaths than the flames.
been with U between three and four
'flrel'

—

years.

The Seletskys, who also perished,
both formerly worked at the Paramount homeofTice. In the old days
when the company's chain was
known as Publix, Seletsky was a
booker handling the New England
territory, while his wife was the
former Lillian Rudnick, secretary
at the h. o. to Jack Barry before the
Seletskys shifted to Boston about 10

Seconds after the cry of
swept through the crowded estab-

lishment, though, the entire structure
was an inferno, the flames leaping
from place to place as though simultaneously Ignited.

Rules Jackson Park, Chi,

Has Good Cause

for Suit

Chicago, Dec. 1.
Preliminary hearings of the Jackson Park Theatre's conspiracy suit
against most of the film distributing
Talent FaUlllles
companies and the Balaban & Katz
Miss Vaughn, who worked at a and Warner theatre circuits were
before Judge
(27)
piano in the Melody Lounge portion heard Friday
Michael
L. Igoe in U. S. District
of the nitery, is the daughter of John
Judge Igoe overruled the
E. McDermolt, in charge of account- Court.
to dismiss
motions
defendants
of the
ing-auditing at Paramount's home
office. She died as result of suffoca- and quash the ca.se and turned down
tion and was found slumped near the their request for a bill of particulars,
piano
without
any
fire
having at the same time advising the complainants to try the ca.se on the issue
touched her.
A singer of Irish songs, playing of facts. Judge Igoe also stated that
her own piano accompaniment. Miss Jackson Park had a good complaint
Vaughn got her start at the Hotel and was not subject to any legal
Belmont-Plaza's Glass Hat in N. Y. defects.
a few years ago and worked at other
The case was filed on last July 28
places, including the Weylin bar, and asked for $360,000 in damages for
N. Y., St. George hotel, Brooklyn, conspiracy against the plaintiff's busiand Ben Marden's Riviera in New ness under the Sherman and Clayton
Jersey. She was the niece of Grace anti-trust acts. Thomas C. McConnell,
O'Mallcy of the team of Billy Dun
former arbitrator on the panel of the
ham and Grace O'Malley. Her first American Arbitration Board here, is
job was given her at Irving Berlin's attorney for the plaintiffs.

years ago.
children.

The Seletskys leave two
Funeral services were

held yesterday
ton, Mass.

(Tuesday)

at

New-

Wrdnosday, December

2,
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CARROLL

NOTICE
lu

June,

1941, we presented to the public at the EARL
in Hollywood, California,

CARROLL THEATRE RESTAURANT
an outstanding musical production

entitled,

"SOMETHING TO

SHOUT ABOUT/*
Large sums were expended by us to create and publicize this
musical revue, which played for 6 months at the aoove theatre,
and was established as one of the outstanding "Hits*' in the field
of entertainment.

More than one year ago we
in the use of the

name,

did, in

good

faith, establish priority

"SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT,*'

has now come to our attention that without our authoriza*
tion or consent, the title of our musical revue, "SOMETHING TO
SHOUT ABOUT," has been taken for a motion picture production
soon to be released through a major motion picture company for
distribution and exhibition to the public.

and

it

Notice has been served by us on the producer of said motion
picture and the motion picture company through which the pio<
ture will be released, that we will avail ourselves of appropriate
legal remedies.

Further Notice is hereby given that we will hold each and
everyone answerable for damages resulting from the unauthorized
use of "SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT."

Hollywood Restaurant Corporation
Earl Carroll Theatre
Hollywood, Cal.

PICTURES
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Majors

Wednesday, December

With Newsreek Take Bigger

WPB
II

^^j

l

Cut

As a Result

Relatively,

Raw Film Allotments After Jan.

In

1

More rigid method of operation,
more complete details of adminisand clarification of issues
have been confusing both
and distributors are
under the revised WPB order.
Meantime, industry execs are rec-

tration

which

laboratories
liltely

onciled to a further cut in raw film
allocations after Jan. 1, which will
total approximately 25% as compared with 1941 figures. This further

5%

reduction below 1941 consumpwhich formed the basis for the
reduction, would affect those
majors with newsreels more than
which
have
Newsreels,
others.
alhitherto been exempt from
location restrictions, have been consuming footage at the 1941 rate. As
officials,
understood from
newsreels and also foreign releases
are to be subject to the same restrictions. Companies such as Paramount, Universal, Metro, 20th-Fox,
RKO (Pathe), will be faced with a
20 to 25% reduction on their newsreel footage in addition to the cut
in feature length footage.
African Assignment
Question of American films being
shipped Into various countries, in
war zones, as soon as they are retrieved from German domination
and returned to the United Nations
tion,
first

WPB

WPB

zone of Influence, is also up for discussion. U. S. distribs contend that
film shipped to North Africa at the
request of the Government should

not be deducted from regular allocations.

While celluloid used In films produced for the various Government
services is not deducted from fixed
allocations, in cases such as the North
African campaign distribs ere requested to send pictures into foreign
countries on a straight commercial
basis. Distribs would not normally
send films to such markets at the
present time since the move would
not be warranted commercially,
though all companies were glad
enough to cooperate with the Government when asked to send film.

Bill

Rodgers

Now Heads

Victory Shorts Distrib
William F. Rodgers, v.p. in charge
of distribution for Metro, was last

week

elected chairman of the distri-

bution division of the

War

Activities

Committee, through which Government shorts and the industry's
'America Speaks' series are chanRodgers renelled into theatres.
places William Scully, who has completed his term of office. Rodgers
has appointed a committee consisting
of George Demt>ow, Abe Montague
and Charles Reagan to assist in
perfecting the distribution of the
shorts program.
Among those attending the meetheadquarters last
ing
at
Wednesday (25) were Ned Depinet,

WAC

Bob Mochrie, Ben Kalmenson, AI
Schwalberg, George Dembow, Walter
L. Titus, Jr., Paul N. Lazarus, Arthur

new

aUot-

etc.,

approximately
during 1941. This

leaves a balance of 300,000,000 feet
which only a fraction will be
available for other than Government
usage.
of

How

the

New

Cut Applies

The first raw stock slash applied
last September provided for a reduction ranging from 10% to 24%
of 1041 figures, where companies
used from 75,000,000 to 150,000,000"
feet of film. Thus a company such

T

sal feeling

there

is

in the

Industry

is

that

no ohance of obtaining the

elimination of dual bills quickly ex-

cepting

which

by

can't

Only other out

Is

a

order, under the war-

time emergency.

in turn,

would depend on availabilunder pending income

ceiling restrictions.

Hits Shorts

Simultaneously,

Income Hard
it

is

Arthur Stresses Governmental Edict

reported, a

One major

is

reported dropping

Unnecessary, End Duals Voluntarily
A
hibs,

St Louis, Dec. 1.
Arthur said: This will allow ample
group of local flicker house ex- time for all of us to iron out any
meeting last week with Harry wrinkles which may exist insofar as

C. Arthur, Jr., g.m. of

Fanchon

&

Marco's Interest here, were told by
Arthur that the help of a Government ukase for the elimination of
double feature programs was not
necessary. 'Exhibitors, producers and
ranging from 20% upward.
The 25% overall cut, going into ef- distributors alike, for years have
fect after Jan. 1, applies to all foot- maintained they were capable of
age—studios, shorts, newsreels, for- handling motion picture Industry
affairs and problems, and have done
eign and domestic.
so magnificently,' Arthur stated.
Fntgrc Prospecta
'We alone are responsible for the
Future prospects regarding allocadouble feature program. We gave it
tion of raw stock continue uncertain.
Whether there will be ;i further cut birtB, we nourished it, and found it
worth while In direct boxofflce rein April, at the expiration of the
turns. For a whole generation now,
quarter, depends chiefly on Government celluloid requirements. With some IS years in all, double feature
the stepping up of the United Na- programs, originally started by a few
tions offensive on all the battle exhibitors anxious to come out In the
end of the week, have
fronts, there is •obviously a greater black at the
need for aero and training film grown to the proportions in which

weekly in shorts rentals, representing approximately 33% of total volume.
Others are also showing a drop in weekly bookings
$10,000

WEEK

tad

PLYNN

AUxli SMIJH

•

SND

WEEK
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new arrangements with

exhibitors.

'The motion picture industry conceived double feature programs. The
same Ingenuity, the same old-fashioned, two-fisted

showmanship which

has sold many an 'unsalable' production to a wary public, can sell the
theatregoing public the idea of single
feature programs, at least for the
duration. This business of crying out
for a Governmental edict in order to
make such a reversion possible la

stock

Nov.

common

they exist today.
(as first reported in 'Variety'
'Today a different picture is pre11).
sented us.
The war effort flnds reBusiness prospects, on the other
version to single feature policy an
hand, regardless of raw stock alloimmediate necessity. Vital war macation problems, continue strongly
terials are being utilized In the manfrvorable.
Extended run policies, ufacture of film raw stock. It has
possibly single blUIng, will likely
become a question now of unnecesmaintain rentals at current high
sary film productions causing the
leveK
lack of certain of this vital material,
and there Is but on answer—elimination of duals for the duration, to
allow the vital materials to go Into
the manufacture of ammunition for
CoBtlancd from page T '
the fighting men of the nation.
'Another reason advanced by Govthroughout the territory from Uc
ernmental representatives Is the neto 17c, or even higher.
cessity of utilizing certain portions of
screen playing time for essential
No More Early B. O.
Government reels of educational or
San Francisco, Dec. 1.
informative nature. Every exhibitor
Five of the seven Market Street In America is whole-heartedly trying
first run houses have abandoned
the to play these shorts as quickly as
'before 1 p.m.' tariff that formerly they are released, but in many inprevbiled on Sundays and holidays, stances playdates are forced back or
and now charge the evening rate cut to a minimum, dUe to the excesthroughout the day. Before the sive length of dual programs. The
change, the admission at the tour showing of these films, the spreading
Fox-West Coast theatres before of the word in an effort to more
achieve Government aims
1 p.m. on Sundays and holidays was quickly
and measures, Is tho fundamental
50c, and at the Golden Gate 66c.
The regular evening rates are 65c reason the motion picture indusfor the F-WC houses, and 75c for the try has been termed an essential Industry. It's our duty to comply with
Golden Gate, vaudfilmer.
these requests If we are to continue
United Artists theatre, the one
as such.'
holdout from the recent increase of
It was pointed out by Arthur that
tariff of pix-only houses to the eSe
the entire Industry is now geared tolevel discarded lU &5c rate for Cowards a continuation of the double
lumbia's 'You Were Never Lovelier'
feature policy, that studio production
and will probably retain the hiked today is continuing along
these lines.

B

LAMARR

contractual
obligations
are
concerned, time to play off as many existing productions as possible, time for
the studios to re-gear their setup towards a slngTe feature policy, and
time for distributors to work out

The motion picture industry Is still capable today of handling Its own affairs and problems, a*
it has always done.
All we have to
do is to dig in and go to work on a

Fewer Fans But

MUSIC HALL

raw stock available it is feared that
smaller number of prints and longer

ity of talent

retrenchment policy in shorts proGeorge J. Schaefer, duction departments is under way at
Greenblatt,
With GovernFrancis Harmon, Herman Gluckman all major studios.
ment shorts now using 50% or more
and Arthur Mayer.
of screen time hitherto available for

"GENTJ-EMAN JIM"

film production, which
has been
relatively easy owing to the wartime boxofflce boom, is likely to
become tighter as a result o( the
reduction in raw film stock alloca-

agreement tion. Banking sources usually figure
universal
be enforced under pres- on paymetata on principal beginning
within a period of a year. With less

ent statutes.

Government

indie Fix

playoff periods would.entail carryExperience of exhibs has shown ing negatives from IS months to two
that while many theatres probably years.
would like to get rid of duals, exWhile considering picture loans deas Metro took a cut of 24%. That cepting In the case of a few opera- sirable, figuring a yield of 5.6%
which
cut is now to be increased by an ad- tors, there is no possibility of returncurrently uncommon on other
Is
ditional 5% Joringing th total reduc- ing to the solo-picture standard extypes of equally goodjsecurity, bankfrom ^1941 footage to 30%. cepting in the south and sections ing and Insurance execs are wary
tion
of
Other companies are similarly af- of the west where opposition iS' miles longer term financing for
a comfected.
apart.
modity which may fluctuate rapidly
Majors servicing the U. S. Army
Chicago's Allied fight Is viewed as in value with the times. A produccamp circuit and providing film for steming from the peculiar setup in tion which may be considered a
the U. S. Navy are given credit on the Illinois metropolis. This finds good risk over a period of a year
their allocations to the extent of 50% many indie houses, in opposition to might not retain the same value
of the raw stock involved In Army Balaban & Katz, forced to play at over a two-year period.
bookings and 100% on Navy book- cheaper admission because unable to
Another problem facing independings. With the Army circuit rapidly play day-and-date with the B. tt K. ent
producers planning activities
nearing the mark of 1,000 theatres houses. Reason for this, of course. Is during 1943 is the shortage of playthis represents a considerable vol- that the Indies have been unable to ers which major studios already
ume of footage.
get the necessary product to buck have to contend with. While a name
the first-runs of B. & K., dual setup player may set up an independent
Retrenchment
The shorter rations imply a re- enabling this circuit to buy from all production tmlt, performers might
duction
in
small-budget product eight majors to fill requirements. not necessarily wish to appear in all
with a corresponding concentration Naturally the Independents In Chi the pictures being made for their
on top money features, since pro- want the ousting of double -features corporations, and would encounter
ducers would be inclined to leave as because it will give them a chance to more difflculty In lining up a cast
much footage as possible for major get stronger screen fare and boost than the major studios who retain
releases. Quantity of bis budgeters, their admission scale.
large studio player list<;.

regular shorts, business In this latter
d..iartment
has,
from accounts,
dropped from 20 to 30% and Is still
dropping at a rapid rate.

rrol

Also

Financial sources indicate that
coin for bankrolling independent

Curb on Buals
Continued from paie
s

was

1,600,000,000 feet

Raw Fihn Stock Seen

Meeting Finandng of

ment these companies will be allowed 1,000,000,000 feet ol film, representing a 25% reduction, providing there are no further changes In
Total footage used In proApril.
duction, Including commercial shorts,
trailers,

Application of raw film stock allocation regulations affecting the industry will be tightened up in the
revised Order L-178 which is expected shortly to supplement and
supersede the original War Production Board order of Sept. 17 freezing
shipments.

Under the

19i2

ll

Contlnaed from pai e I

film in 1941.

Sash

of

Curbs on

Cuts Output

2,

ridlculoxis.

problem.'

Frisii^iWould
K.O. Dualing

If

Ol]iers Dittoed
St. Louis, Dec. 1.
Frisina circuit, which operates a
chain In southern Illinois, eastern
Missouri and southern Iowa, will
eliminate double feature programs
from all of Ito houses if competitors
do likewise. Max Schauder, manager
of the Frisina Roxy, Springfield, 111.,
who attended the recent meeting
called by Harry C. Arthur, Jr., of
Fanchon & Marco, when many exhibs signed a resolution to do away
with the double feature bills, said
the directors of Frisina would act on
the idea.

Schauder said many of the Frisina

houses In Illinois and Missouri were
now operating on a single feature
policy and the rest would join the
move when competitors fell into line.
Several other exhibs who attended
the St. Louis meeting did not sign
the resolution as they represented
corporations the officers of which
charge.
He said the resolution adopted and must pass on such matters. The. reAll price boosts here can be at- signed by 95% of flicker house exhibs action that has developed since the
tributed to the ripe biz situation, two weeks ago afforded a lapse of meeting Indicates that most exhibs
caused by the flow of coin from tiie time before dual programs are to be win join in the plan to cut down the
servlciB
men and war Industry eliminated in this territory; that Is, long flicker programs throughout
workers.
June 1, 1943.
this territory.
-
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Rules Out Pirating of Domestic

Radio Personal by Overseas Brandi
Washington, Dec. 1.
International branch of the Office
of War Information has assured the
radio broadcasting industry that it
will not tolerate the 'pirating* of the
personnel of domestic stations by
OWI overseas branch employees.
Any such OWI employees who seek
to lure men from the technic.-il or
operating staffs of radio stations will
be summarily discharged, it was announced.

Murray Brophy,

chief of the bu-

reau of communications facilities
and deputy director in charge of international broadcasting of the OWI
overseas branch, stated emphatically
that his branch will not seek to employ men now associated with do-

mestic broadcasting stations.
'International branch of OWI.' said
Brophy. 'is fully aware of the tremendous importance of domestic
broadcasting. Nothing we do in the
International field will be allowed to
Impair in the slightest degree the
continued efficient operation of domestic stations.'
Brophy's statement of OWI policy
in respect to 'pirating' of station
employees was issued after National
Association of Broadcasters protested
that OWI overseas branch employees
were active in luring stations' technical employees "with promises of
more pay and draft deferments.

LEVER-SEALTEST

Peace Feeler

Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Studio gang at a network station is making book on how
long a certain r,adio star and his
sponsor will keep company following his blow-up at a recent
rehearsal.
Spotting a group of
men in the clients booth, he
screamed. 'Get those jerks out
of there; what do they think
is

BARRYMORE

—

Open

Boston, Dec.

Springfield, Mass.. Dec.

The

the Boston
Symphony and the American
Federation df Musicians to get
together should constitute a directive to the radio moguls to
get together with the AFM, declared The Daily News in. an

Files

COMPLAINANT SECRET

of

ability

editorial Saturday

ers of the' tragedy through a flash
bulletin at 10:30 p.m., only 13 minutes
after the fire sUrted.
remained on the air all night broadcasting bulletins from the scene and
hospitals, after all the other station*
had shut down at their usual time.
brought in John Barry, Boston Globe feature writer, early Sunday morning, and at intervals (juring

WMAC

(28).

out that the union
something
concessions,
that is not "within the vocabulary or imagination of dictators.'
the paper said that there was no
doubt but that the
had

Pointing

Issuing Special

Washington. Dec.

1.

All the major networks. NBC, CBS,
Mutual and the Blue, are undergoing
a probe by the Federal Trade Commission. Representatives of the FTC
have been assigned to make an examination of each of the networks'
tx>oks and files to determine whether
any of them has shown discrimina-

Credentials for Radio's

in the sale of facilities.
The
particular objective of the prot>e is
to find such data that will demonstrate that the contracts and billings
relayed to an agency or account are
not in accordance with the networks'
rate cards. It is the first Investigation of this kind that the webs have
been subjected to.
It is understood that one of the
networks last week refused* to make
the stipulated records available to
the FTC investigators in N. Y. until
they bad obtained a subpoena. Also
that the order was duly forthcoming
and the network in question made
no furtlier move to stymie the inspection.
No intimation has been given as
to identity of the advertiser whose
complaint, cliarging that a practice
of granting preferential rates exists
in the network field, caused FTC to

WBZ

AFM

won.

Willkie,

Reynolds

the day he announced the casualty
list and called upon blood donors to
report to the Red Cross. Within a
couple hours after. Barry's opening
appeal,
welfare agency had
the

Among

tion

Local

War Coverage

Radio announcers, production men
engineers of networks and stations on the eastern seaboard will
be given credentials by the Army
aitd

for use in case of bombing raids or
other enemy action in this country.
The identification cards, to be issued
the
by
War Department,
through the headquarters of the

Eastern
Defense
Command and
First Array, are Intended to facilitate regular news coverage 'uring military action.
Credentials will be issued to all

major

networks

(through

their

stations, respectively.

launch

its

to Pitcb for Allies

flve-minute

many

cases so as to

ton outlets
United Nations' cause.
allow the latter to carry on their
Writers War Board suggested the
WCOP,
public service job.
appearances, is arranging the guests
and WORL also had men on th*
and handling the special scripts.
scene to relay accounts for broadcast.
in

WHDH

Ed

Hitz,

NBC

Sales

ExecDtiye, Serionsly

NBC

Hitz, assistant to ttie
charge of sales, is in a

Bill Paine, featured singer Vrith
Mickey Alport's orchestra at the Cocoanut Grove and the rescuer of several persons at the disaster, declined
Monday afternoon
111 to go on
(30) for Us regular 'Fupny Money
Man* role. He explained that he was

WMEX

v.p.

too exhausted

serious
condition at the LeRoy Sanitarium.
York. He suffered an intestinal
hemorrhage Friday (27) and his removal to the hospital was followed
by several blood transfusions. Pneuin

Florida Citrus starts its spot campaign next week. The schedule is a
mixed one, composed of 100-word
announcements and stationbreaks.
Blackett-Sample-Hummcrt is the
agency.

weeks.

WEEI organized a crew of 25 emWendell Willkie, Quentin Reyn- ployees to answer questions from lisJan Struthers, and numerous teners about the disaster, with th«
inquiries, sine*
other name figures will guest on the station inviting the
Kate Smith program Friday nights, :)ther public agencies were not simiNetwork advertislarly equipped.
starting early in January, to deliver
messages iioosting the ers relinquished their time on Bosolds,

Ed

Florida Citrus Starts

bonked enough donors to keep its
busy 12 hours daily for thre*

staff

Show

Via Kate Smith

investigation.

Mixed Spot Campaign
Buffalo—Gene Wyatt. 34, commerRuthrauff & Ryan, agency on cial manager of WBEN, hai been
Lever Bros.' 'Mayor of Our Town' appointed a naval warrant office
program, reported yesterday (Tues- with a gunner's rating and is awaitday) that the Lionel Barrymore- ing orders to report to Jacksonville,
'Christmas Carol' tangle has been all Fla.
cleared up. Barrymore, according to

Those

1.

Most of Boston's stations did so
and well-rounded job of publia
service in covering the Cocoanut
Grove Club fire Saturday (281. «
catastrophe that had already cost a
total of 449 lives by this morning
(Tuesday). WBZ, the Westinghous*
outlet was the first to apprise listenalert

1.

made

The 'jerks' he irdered out were
execs of the company that foots
the bills for the program.

Army

Seek Evidence of Sales Discrimination by NBC, Blue,
CBS and Mutual Subpoena Forces One Web to

a public reheasal?'

managements and not through their
principal or key stations) for six
men each. All stations, regardless
of power, will deceive cards for
three men each. All men receiving
the credentials will have to be
vouched for by the members of

WILL DIVIDE

Coverage A-1 Public Service Job

AND REGOROS

S'long, Pal

this

Nitery Holocaust

Stations

and

in

no mood for

tli*

task.

New

'MRS.

set in Sunday (26).
In terms of service, Hitz is one of
the oldest men in NBC's sales de^

MINIVER'

monia

NIXED BY M-G

partment

R &

R. will play Scrooge for both
Sealtest, and that
the settlement of the issue had been
worked out directly between the two
sponsors.
Barrymore had played Scrooge for
Sealtest last jear and bad previously
commiled himself to repeat the part

Lever Bros, and

this Christmas.

of the

same

"Show Business
At War"

The Lever broadcast
would come a day

fable

before Sealtest's. Thursday, Dec. 24.
and McKee-Albright, the Sealtest
agency, stated last week that if
Barrymore persisted in going through
with his plan to do the 'Carol' in his
regular Wednesday spot for Lever
the matter would be submitted to the
American Federation of Radio Actors

Chicago, Dee.

I

!

'

;

I

i

MGM

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

GH MBS AIRING

of
I

TO AGENCY FROM D.C

I

,

Raymond Rubicam, chairman

,

of

the executive committee of Young &
Rubicam, who several months ago
became head of the public relations
division of the Manpower Commission, is slated to return to active
service with the agency this week.
Also due back at bis Y & R desk is
T. S. Repplier, associate copy direc-

I

I

I

To Be Published Late In December

PALMOLIVE BLURBS

i

i

{

I

Mutual has obtained the exclusiv«
broadcasting rights to the coming
season's events at the Hialeah racetrack In Florida. The network will
carry as many of the featured race*
as it can during the week, with
Bryan Field as the de.'tcriptionist.
The broadcasts will original*
llwough WFTL, the new 10,000watter at Fort Lauderdale, with studios in Miami.

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

who went

along with Rubicam.
Another Y&Rite, Frederick W.
Wile, Jr., remains In Washington for
thtt time being.
Wile held the title
of assistant to the radio director.
tor,

mad*

HIAI£AH GEE GEES

TO
RU6ICAM, AIDE BACK

I.

Deal for the radio terlali^tioa
'Mrs. Miniver* has been turned
down, according to WalUt Jordan,
radio head of the Witllam Morria
agency here.
Program was to have emanated
refused
from Calitomia, but

of

to consider the tSO.OOO offer
•
for the radio rights.

THEME OF THE

37th

for a ruling.

FOR AIR

Ward Buys

Special Exploitation Advantages

'Judy'

Ward Baking, through the Thcmp,Kon agency, has tiought the 'Judy and
Jane' recorded serial for the N. Y.
territory. It will sponsor the shour
on WOR, New York, starting Jan. 4
in the 12:45-1 pjn. spot Monday;

Placement FelUws Tests
Neilson Markets

In

Four

I

Reservations and

Copy May Be

Sent to

through-Friday.

Any

blurbs a week for 13 weeks. The
account liad previously tested the
plugs in four Neilson markets.
Ted Bates is the agency.

Variety Office

I

:

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th

St

HOUYWOOD
170& No. Vips

St

LONDON

CHICAGO
S4

W. Bondolph St

8

Henry

Souvaiii*

oiTice set the deal.
I

Palmolive Soap launches its oneminute announcement campaign on a
national basis Jan. 1. It wiU be 10

St

Maitiii

'Judy and Jane,' scripted by IrvVendig land directed by Jim
Whipple, is produced in Chicago and
sponsored in the midwest by Folger
ing

j

cofTee,

PL
I

through Lord

8t

Thomas.

It'a

bankrolled on the Coast by Carter
through the Bates agency.

Pills,

VcdiicBd»7, December 2, 1942
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TO TOP COURT

Marvels, Sixth Biggest SeUer,

NBC, CBS Both

ing System, Inc., on Friday (27), filed
Supreme Court of
from the decision
of the three Judges of the Statutory
Court which dismissed their suit to
restrain the F.C.C. from enforcing
new regulations which the networks
claim would revolutionize the networks.
They both filed seven objections to
the court decision which it claims
The
constitute reversable error.
Louisville, Dec. 1.
F. C. C. regulation bars the making
again moved in on the Pasa- of time reservations contracts be-

Big Spot Broadcast Advertiser
Br BEN BODBC
MarveU, the sixth largest selling
renewing Its spot conThe agency is Aitkin-Kynett,
of Philadelphia, and all extensions

«igaret. Is
tracts.

Of related

interest

the

to

Marvel's advertising

Is

reac-

radio as compared with
those of the big three, Lucky Strike.
Camel and Chesterfield. Each of
the three turns out between 30,tivities

NBC

and 35,000,000,000 cig000,000,000
arets a year and spends between
<10,000,000 and $15,000,000 a year
Marvels distributes
In advertising.
around 6,000,000,000 clgarets a year

Rose

dena

in

broadcast

'

it

sustainer,

Bowl

game and

will

tween networks and their

It goes as
although network was

was

$60,-

In return for the exclusive,

NBC

IPANA DENIES

policy is not to
enter any territory where the competition would be too expensive.

Marvels'

The brand

is

owned by Slephano

Bros.

GRIFFIN GOING

WUHSOCONY
TOCOMPTON

sands of dollars rigging up floats,
are being persuaded to utilize that
coin for buying bonds.
Bill Stern will call the plays and
Ken Carpenter will paint the color
picture of the Rose Bowl game between Georgia, for the east, and a
yet-to-be-picked Coast team.

the Sbcony-Vacuum account, joins
the Compton agency about Jan. 1
as a vice-president He will continue to handle the Socony- Vacuum
account, which last week was acquired by Compton.
Griffin was with thje Blackett
agency several years ago as executive on title Vacuum oil account.
He left the agency when the ac
count bfee&me Socony-Vacuum and
transferred Its advertising to Get
chell.
Blackman agency later be-

came Compton.

OLNSTEAD BACK WITH
Y&R ON WESTINGHOUSE
Hollywood, Dec. 1
Clare Olmstead, who left Young &
Rubicam Agency five years ago to
tie up with Sol Liesser in pictures
and Orson Welles in radio, is back
with the agency to produce the
Westinghouse series, starting early
1;
January from New York. Parting with Welles, lor whom he was
pi-oduction manager, was amicable,
Westinghouse series will feature
John Charles Thomas, John Nesbitt
and an orchestra and chorus. When

For Thnrs. i Hour

NaL Dairy Vacating

Omstead

leaves next

Monday

(B)

for N. Y. to talk over the format

Y&R and Westinghouse execs

To Program Managership
1.

1.

Symphony Hall was 66%
on the first day that tickets
were made available for the Dec. <
date. Capacity house would produce
$3,875,000 in bond sales.
attraction.

sold

111.

Theatre's' Film Guests
Film actress Ellen Drew guests
Saturday (5) on "Theatre of Today'
Stufor .Armstrong cork, via CBS.
art Erwin, recently featured in "Mr.
Sycamore' for the Theatre Guild,
guests the following week, Dec. 12.
No one is set for the Dec. 19 broadbut
Dec. 26.
cast,

Edmund Gwenn

appears

Kenneth Webb produces the show
for the B.B.D.&0. agency, with Ed
Marshall assisting. Kay Wynn does
(he casting. Scripts ore freelanced.

was decided

It

to let cities bid for

warmup before going on
Campaign, under the direction of half-hour
chairman Birt Fisher, KOMO- the air, and, in each city visited,
celebrities in addiKJR, with Bill Moshler, KIRO, han- will have local
tion to John Kleran, Oscar Levant
dling the publicity, was given anP. Adams. In Boston,
other boost last night (Monday), and Franklin

COPY CHARGES

all stations in the Victory Netcarried a musical variety show,
Praise the Lord and Pass the Buck,'
Seattle.
originating from KOMO,
Program was scripted by Dwight
Esser, KOMO-KJR program director.
It aired at 7 p. m. for a half hour,

when
work

OF FTC
tors of Ipana tooth paste,

matter to which reference was made
in the complaint.
Assertion was madu in the answer
that portions of the advertising
statements appearing in the text of
the complaint were not fair and accurate representations of the entire
context from which they were lifted.
Answer specifically denied the alle-

Writers Greatly Needed

As Armed Services
Cut Into Radio Biz
The shortage

of

manpower among

ad agencies which have major
vincing proof that use of Ipana is the
radio is beginning to reach
productive
healthier
gums, stakes in
of
where the squeeze becomes
brighter teeth, a more attractive the point
painful. Men in key and minor posts
smile and will result in helpful stim
continue to leave for the armed
ulation of the gums.
agencies,
Answer admitted representing that service and Government
diminuation in these
by actual choice twice as many den- but there is no
large firms' radio business, nor any
tists personally use Ipana in prefer'
ence to any other dentifrice prepa. sign? of a letdown.
switch would get Barrymore away ration and that more dentists rec'
While the lookout for producers is
from the opposition of 'Mr. District oihmend it for their patients' per of marked proportions, the agencies

when the
segment effective Jan.
Kraft Music Hall becomes a halfhour program and Sealtest moves
forward to the 9:30-10 p.m. slot. Also
nterested in the Thursday 10-10:30
period is Lever Bros., which would
like it for the 'Mayor of Our Town'
program (Lionel Barry more), now
on CBS Wednesday nights. Such a

Attorney.'
In the event Camel does move
Costello from Thursday
Abbott
7:30-8 p.m. to Thursday 10-10:30, and
the Sealtest show (Rudy Vallee)
uses the same station lineup that it
does at present, then Lever Bros, will
take over the 'Thursday 7:30-8 niche
for the Tommy Riggs show and rebroadcast the latter program to the
Coast at 9:30 p.m.
Riggs' current
NBC stretch is Friday 7:30-8 p.m.,
with a rebroadcast at 10:30-11 p.m.

&

-

'Cavalcade of America' goes to the
Coast for its Dec. 14 broadcnst, which

its

GOLENPAEMAY

WO'

SWITCH

ELSEWHERE
While Lucky Strike (American
Tobacco) doesn't have to exercise its
renewal option 'on the program for
another three weeks, the circumstances point to a parting of the
ways in January between 'Information, Please' and the cig account.
Dan Golenpaul, owner of 'Informa-

who

tion,'

recently protested against

the plug blasting methods used on
his program, can at least lay claim
to one touche over George Washing-

department

He assumed

(30).

Golden Gate 4 Back

To CBS and N.Y Cafes

Gene Wyatt, former
cial

manager,

who

the

Navy warrant
Thompson's

duties

WBEN

of

week

as a

officer.
dutie."!

at

WEBR

were

taken over by Paul E. Fitzpatrick,
Golden Gate Quartet exits Coast
president of WEBR, Inc., since the
and Amos 'n' Andy show after Dec.
Courier-Express
the
latter
and
3 appearance, returning to their
bought control of the station in July.
N. Y.

CBS

spot Dec. 20.

most

in

flexibility

merchandising a

commer- fast-turnover product.

reported for duty

at Jacksonville, Fla., last

Latter has
by Delta

'

General

negotiating to
for the

WBEN

commercial

Two Webs Okay Temporary Delay In
General Foods Option On 25G Issue
exercise

now

bond tour

Treasury.

WEEN

WEBR,

star

Next Monday night's .7) edition of
the series will guest Carl Sandburg
in 'Rnad to Victory,' a special show
in
observance of Pearl Harbor,
scripted by Norman Rosten and

'Quiz Kids' are
a similar

make

Thompson Moves From

Edward Arnold in 'The
Man Who Wouldn't Be President,'

wi:"

the chief guest star will be Senator

Henry Cabot Lodge.

ton Hill, American Tobacco prexy.
Listeners to last Friday's (27) 'Info'
broadcast weren't apprised about
'green' having 'gone to war.'
Hill, it is reported in the trade,
plans to replace 'Information* with
a musical show of his own creation.
He himself was never enthusiastic
over the quiz show or any program
whose audience appeal might be
George
considered circumscribed.
report that their greatest cry is for
sonal use.
Washington Hill, Jr., advertising
writers. Many of the good ones have
It was also admitted that reprewhen manager at the time of 'Informasentations were made that the cur- met with quick acceptance
with tion's' purchase, liked the show and
rent American diet is 'soft' and they have applied for berths
the father let the boy have his way
'creamy' and does not give the gums the various armed services and Govbut not without much reserved
sufficient work, exercise and stimu- ernment agencies, and the agencies
Junior argued that the
of skepticism.
lation but the answer asserted that say they do not see any stoppage
class appeal of 'Info' was just the
portions of the advertising quoted in this drift in the immediate future.
thing that Lucky, needed to supplethe complaint are not fair and accument its more popular type of prorate representations of the whole
grams and also to gain some prestige
Answer further denied
contexts.
for the brand among the upper
representing that the use of Ipana
strata of potential consumers. G. W.,
Buff., to
will prevent decay of teeth and that
the elder, granted the son this viewBuffalo. Dec. 1.
in many schools children are drilled
point but nevertheless held that a
C. Robert Thompson, former diin rubbing their gums with Ipana.
of popular reperHearings before the FTC will be rector of WEBR, became assistant di- musical program
draws huge segments
in charge of the toire not only
rector of
held in due course.
Monday of attention but allows for the ut-

been temporarily filled
Robert Diller, who has been anjlhythm Boys.
nouncing and producing at WIND,
Kansas OHy— Margaret Hillias Is
Gary, for the past 18 months, has Robert Tallman, from Sandburg ma
Paramount wanted Golden Gaters newest addition to the KCMO staff,
Homer Fickett directs for for 'Calgary Stampede,' but CBS doing broadcasts on feminine subbeen made program manager of the terial.
station.
He succeeds Riley Jack- B. B. D. & O. 'Cavalcade' airs on show and cafe bookings obligated jects. Peggy Vanderveer added to
con, who has resigned to go with NBC for du Pont.
return east.
station's continuity staff.
the Wade Advertising Agency here.
Before joining WIND in April,
1941, Diller was at WMRO, Aurora,

1.

the remaining tour dates for Information Please.' Based on the Boston
Washington SUte football game.
First week of the campaign has reaction. Treasury figures the radio
been designated 'Avenge Pearl Har- attraction will bring in at least $50,Minneapolis, Detroit and
bor Week,' which will wind up with 000,000.
a big push in Seattle's Victory Square Philadelphia have already entered
bids for the program, which has a
Dec. 7.

Camel has put in a request with gation that the recommendation of
for the Thursday 10-10:30 p.m.
Ipana by dentists constitutes con
7,'

Hector Chevigny's script about Daniel Webster.
Wayne Griffin will direct the show.

Rol)ert Dfller Elevated
Chicago, Dec.

Seattle, Dec.

Radio's bond-selling month (December) got off to a big dress rehearsal here Saturday (28), with a
statewide broadcast originating from
the University of Washington stadium at half time of the U. of W.-

NBC

and

concert tour of Thomas.

with

lame!, Lever Bid

'Cavalcade' Going West
Victor Young
Show will be
Dec. 14 for One Shot

shifts west,
will wield the baton.
routed tp conform to the opera

Washington, Dec.

U. S. Treasury department is delighted with the Boston reception for
Information Please' as a War Bond

Washington, Dec. 1.
shows will
Bristol-Myers Company, distribu- and future Monday night
one-half
and Pedlar be presented progressively
programs
& Ryan, Inc., and Young & Rubi- hour later, so that the same
each
cancelled
to
be
have
will
not
cam, Inc., advertising agencies, have
will origishow
Gillette's Trio of Bowls
14
The
Dec.
week.
entered a general denial to allegaGillette will have three networks tions of the Federal
Trade Commis- nate at KFPY, Spokane.
broadcasting for it on New Year's sion's complaint which charged them
In addition to the statewide broadDay. The account's football lineup with misrepresentation of the denti- casts, each individual station in the
on that date will be the Cotton Bowl frice. Answer denied that Ipana state will cary its own daily and
(Georgia Tech-Texas U) over Mu- tooth paste is a cosmetic preparation weekly programs plugging the sale
bonds. All other
tual, the Sugar Bowl (Tulsa-Tennes- as defined
in the Federal Trade of war stamps and
see) over the Blue, and the Orange Commission Act and also that the sales agencies in the state are coindustry
Bowl over CBS.
advertising agents participated in operating with the radio
campaign.
the
during
the dissemination of the advertising

Griflin,

program

'

state

will help the

formerly an executive with the Getchell agency on

Frank

t

>

<

Bond-SeDmg

000.

Pasadenans with their
and its advertising appropriation, Tournament of Roses Parade of
with a huge share of it going for Bonds. With the New Year's parade
spot radib, is less than $1,000,000 a cancelled, towns which spent thouyear.

affiliates.

exclusively.

free to negotiate for a sponsor. Last

quotation to underwriters

Date IiidbtesSSOMllOOToiir Total
MM MM M M »»»»

t»

their appeal to the
the United States

NBC ACAIN CLINCHES
ROSE BOWL EXCLUSIVE

ere on a 92-week basis.

newals

Bole*

National Broadcasting Corp., on
Wednesday and Columbia Broadcast-

Presents Arresting Case Study;

Bond

to 'hfo Hease'

Hub Reactkm

File Papers Appesl-

FCC

lof

Golenpaul

is

the

first

showman

in

employ ever to question the
tobacco mogul's judgment in the ap-

Hill's

merchandising to a radio
program, and the incident has be-

plication of

topic of much curbstone discussion in the trade.

come a

WILLSON WILL

WEAR

PAIR OF SILVER BARS
Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Meredith Willson hands over the
baton on Maxwell House Time this
week to his assistant and arranger
the

past

eight

years.

Carmen

Dragon,

and

joins

Army

Special

for

Services with a captain's rating. He
will be stationed here temporarily.
Willson directed the music on the
java show for six years and previous

to that handled the music on several
Before
other network programs.
Foods doesn't have to based exclusively on its uncertainly tractual commitments as to be able
coming to Hollywood he was NBC
renewals for time as they as to the availability of star talent to quit on short notice in the event
mi^ic director in Frisco.

come due on NBC and Columbia this after Dec. 31 because of the $25,000 that substituted
month. The two networks last week net income ceiling. The client wants out satisfactorily.

agreed to waive the requirement to be in an unrestricted position
that contract renewals for the suc- should the Treasury Department fail
ceeding 13-week cycle be exercised to ease up the regulation as far as
30 days before the expiration date of performers are concerned and G. F.
the current obligation and allow the names elect to throw their working
victuals packer to go along on a lot entirely with pictures. General
week-to-week basis until Jan. 1.
Foods also prefers to have its time
The request of General Foods was allotments so untrammeled by con-

talent

doesn't

pan

time that the net
works have granted such latitude to
It

is

the

Mex

Station

Resumes

first

Mexico City, Dec. 1.
Radio sUtion XELQ (10,000 watts)
immediate at Morelia, has opened up again after
weeks for gena
layoff
of
several
opinion voiced in ad agency circles
modernization.
Was ,that it was a smart stroke of eral face-lifting and
XELQ's
an

account,

and

the

Francisco Laris Iturbide

\

goodwlU-biiilding.

owner-manager.

is

—
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Retains His Touch

OWI CONVENTION

IND.

C

DEC. 28

Washington, Dec. 1.
All radio consultants appointed to
assist in the functioning of the regional and local broadcasting of the
Information have
Office of War
been called to a three-day meeting
In Washington beginning Dec. 28.
William B. Lewis, chief of the
OWI radio bureau, has announced
that the consultants will meet in
Washington with the regional directors and the oSicials of OWI
headquarters to perfect plans for
the coordination of Government programs originating regionally and loSome 35 consultants are
cally.
expected to attend the meeting.

Fred Dodge Moves Into

Program Directorship At
WKRC,Cincy,YiceCorneU
Cincinnati, Dec.

Philadelphia, D«e.

1.

Isaac D. Levy, chairman of the
oit WCAU, la a member of
the bar, but, due to pressure of
radio business, has been Inactive
ai • lawyer and hasn't had a
criminal case In years.

board

Last week, while conducting
his ion and friends through the
city's, courts, Levy was called
upon to act as counsel for an un-

defended prisoner by Judge Vincent A. Carroll. The defendant
was accused of a morals charge.
liCvy consulted with him for a
few minutes', then proceeded in
winning his acquittal.

NEW ARGENTINE NEWS CONTROL RULES
MAY HURT US RATHER THAN GERMANY
mTH' REPLACING THIN Anyhow,
MAN' DEC. 30 FOR JURGE

tion

It All Depends on
and Enforcement

the Lennen &
Buenos Aires, Nov. 26.
Details of measures by which Arand Mrs. North' gentina generally considered the
The Thin Man' chief communications link between
exThe this hemisphere and Germany
Wednesday nights on NBC.
change will be effective with the pects to control all communications
Crandall Gets Title As
Dec. 30 broadcast. James Andrews, henceforth, were revealed this week
L. & M. radio head, will direct the by government. But test of whether
CBS Publicity Director show, with Charles Paul conducting the rules will hit democracies instead
the music and various freelance of dictatorships is something that
scripters adapting the Aichard and still has radio and other communicaGeorge Crandall, acting director Frances Lockridge material from the tions people plenty worried.
Regulations are contained in a deof publicity at CBS since Sept. 1, New Yorker mag.
Cast for the series will be audi- cree issued last month by the Minishas been given the director title,
tioned this week and next in New try of Foreign Affairs but just now
effective at once.
York and Hollywood, but any film published. Its explained secrecy was
was
formerly
assistant
press
He
players selected will be brought east, because decree contained certain
measures whose application might
head to Louis Ruppel.
where the program will originate.

Jergens,

Behind Interpretaof Decree Kept

Month

through

be affected

Mitchell agency, will sponsor a ra-

replacement of

if

they were

made known

at the time.

—

dio version of 'Mr.
as a

Spirit

—Text

Secret for a

Although nothing was said in the
handout about regulations
having been put in because of statements made by Under Secretiary of
State Sumner Welles In his Boston
speech (during which he said that
Axis agents were using Argentina
and Chile to broadcast information
causing sinkage of United Nations

—

official

ships) it's generally believed that the
new rules are intended to show Argentina's doing its share to stop such
practices.

Admitted

generally,

however

(Continued on page 55)

1.

Fred Dodge, former program diand assistant general manager

rector

WFIL, Philadelphia, took over
Monday (30) as program director of
WKRC. He succeeds Syd Cornell,
whom Ken Church, general manager
made sales service manger, a new

of

Do. 6

OF A SERIES-WHAT THE HEN

KERCHANBISE

THINK

WHO MOVE YOUl

MOOT WMTIHE MVERISIM.

post for the Times-Star station and

Mutuel

affiliate.

Cornell
last'

moved up as program chief
when Brad Simpson

February,

took leave after an 18-month stay.
Dodge's appointment is the flrst

major change made by Church, who
became g.m. two months ago when
Hulbert Taft, Jr., entered the Army
Air Force. Taft's dad is president
of the Times-Star and also of the
station.

P&G SEEN MOVING
'HAPPINESS'

TO N

As I see

Y.

now

Cincinnati. Dec. 1.
'Right to Happiness,'
serial
originating io Chicago for P.
G.
laundry soap, will probably be
moved to N. Y. by the sponsor,
Procter
Gamble. Rights to the
program are to be bought by the
soap firm from Irna Phillips, the
owner and originator.
Compton
will continue as the agency on the

NBC

&

"It

to

would be assigned to an
outside package producer and a new
scripter
would be named.
Art
Gladd,

all

hands

unknown brands are quite likely
great strides unless all possible- .advercontinued for known brands in

appears that

make

tising support is

it

the retail food businejss.

now

writing it for Miss Philabout to go into the Army,
and Miss Phillips does not want to
take over authorship herself. Changes
would all be effective Dec. 28, at the
start of the next 13- week cycle.
P. & G. has definitely decided to
buy 'Snow Village,' William Ford
Manley's strip serial version of his
former half-hour evening program,
as a replacement of 'Against the
Storm,' which goes off NBC Dec. 25
for Ivory soap.
Compton is the
agency and Harold McGee will be
package producer and director of
the show, with Parker Fennelly and
Arthur Allen resuming their leading
lips,

ihe fate of

generally interested in some private brand that
he suggests and generally sells, should the advertised brand be out of stock.

&

show, but

food manuiaclurers is
of the retailer. From
personal observations, the retailer is
it,

entirelY in the

my own

*

"No right-thinking retailer can blame a manuiacturer if war shortages make it impossible to
iBupply normal amounts of his product. But he

is

can find

fault

if

and point-ofwithdrawn altogether.

advertising

sale support are

"Continued advertising is essential even
though it may indirectly result in the
sale of private, brands due to unavoid-

I

A

B

^

able shortages of natioiially advertised
merchandise.

roles.

"This may seem to be a "reverse" role
for national advertising
hMi the important thing is that it will keep alive
the consumer's desire to buy nationally advertised brands
and it will help the
retailer slay in business.

REMEMBER THE OTHERS

I

Conlson Urges Stay-a(-Homes Divert
to Draftees

.

Louisville, Dec. 1.
timely suggestion on Christmas
giving has been brought forward by
Lee Coulson, manager WHAS, to
employees of the station. Coulson's
plan is for the staff, instead of ex'
changing Christmas cards and gifts
with each other this coming holiday
season,
to
spend an equivalent
amount for gifts for the boys who
have left the station for the armed
services.
Quite a list of the staff
members have left, and some are
about to leave soon, and Coulson
thought it would be a fitting thought
to remember them with cigarets

A

S*Ti

N.

E.

KKEUZBERG,

Salei

md

Advertiiing Mtnager ci 75 U.B«-S«e Fovd

Sloru •••eciattd wirh

THE UMA-KINTON

OlOCntT COMTANT,

Ltmt, Ohio.

gifts of a practical nature.
So
coming Yuletide season, ex'
change of cards and printed greet-

ing are out.

'

.

"Therefore, such a policy will pay big dividends
with those retailers when manxifacturers are able
to produce consumer goods in abundance once
more."

and

for the

.

VLW

;
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Frank Parker EnlisU

"Bond Wagon' StiO RoOs on WOR-MBS;
Freelancers to Contribnte Scrqits

2,

1942

Coast Gas Rafioniiig Poses IVoblem,

Frank Parkar anlisted In tha Marchant Marina yeiterday (Tuetdajr)
and will probably report for acttTC
dutr at the end of next week,
Geyer, Cornell & Newell agency
auditioning singers to replace
blm oj star of tha Squibb program

How

to Get Aodieiices to Studios

Is

The Treasury Department's 'Bond
Wagon' scries Saturday nights on

Expanding 'News'

WOR-Mutual is slated to continue
Irdennitely, despite the withdrawal
last week of the Writers War Board
and the Radio Directors Guild from
participation in its production. Carlo
De Angelo is now directing the show
reguarly, with Cecil Sccrest assisting.
Scripts are to be contributed
by freelancers.
Under the original setup, the
Writers War Board assigned the
s^.ipting for each week's show, while
members jf the Radio Directors
Guild turns directing. Both organizations withdrew after continued
friction with Treasury radio representatives.
Factor in the situation was the
start of 'Over Here,' a new Treasury

network to 126 NBC stations, which
more than quadruples the former
lineup of 31 stations. The Tuesday
and "Thursday broadcasts continue to
be heard on 31 stations only.
'News of the World' features John
Vandercook as commentator, plus
the various
spondents.

1.

Gilchrest, head of the
radio division of the War Savings
Staff, has been appointed a lieutenant in the Naval Reserves.
He reports for duty in Hollywood, FU.,

joined

Treasury's
Vin-

the

itafT April, 1941, as assistant to

cent

Callahan-.
He was formerly
special events director of
Boston, and was for 10 years

news and

WBZ,

show.

KATE SMITH

radio editor of the Chicago News.

SHOWS
Hooper's Novemt)er report credits
Smith Speaks' stanza with

the 'Kate

gram

list

weekday daytime proHer rating

for that period.

of 8.4 was,

however,

less

than that

obtained for two Sunday afternoon

programs on CBS, William L. Shirer
(12.3) and World News Today (8.7).
The top 10 weekly day timers were as
follows:

'Kate Smith Speaks'

8.4

'Big Sister'
'When
Girl Marries'
Road of Life*
'SteUa Dallas'
"Right to Happiness'

83

A

8.1

7.4
7.1
7.1

'Young Widder Brown'
6ur Gal, Sunday'
"Romance of Helen Trent'

7.0
7.0
7.0

Portia Faces Life'

JOSEPHINE

StepWt

THE SINGING STAR
Guesting with FRED
Dec.

6,

Mebba

It'a

1.

too brash to predict

that agendea and networks may
have to give away dishes to get an
Blng Crosby and his Music Hall audience for a comedy show,
but
program held a 3-1 margin over all tha lads are really worried, now
comers In tha annual Plain Dealer that gas rationing has been slapped
Radio PoIL' The htmdreds of votes on thU city of distances. No mereceived, according to Robert Stc- tropolis has such a wide spread of
phan, radio editor, came from over population as this so-called City
71 towns besides Cleveland and many of Angels and Its cinematic pur1.

6.8

Milw. Journal Stations'

Shakeop Ousts Benning

neighboring stat^.
lieu.
Following Crosby were programs
Biggest buyers
of aspirin
are
starring Kate Smith, Lionel Barry- those connected with network
shows
Ameche,
Skelton,
Don
more, Red
which take the early haul east.
Paul Barbour, Fibber McGee, Fred That means a few hundred must
and
Bob
Hope
Bergen,
Allen, Edgar
be rounded up around 4 or 5 o'clock,
Joan Davis.
which is betwixt and between. It's
Hope took first place among too early for servicemen on leave
comedians; Radio Theatres, dramas; from
nearby concentrations, and
Vivian
Army. Hour, war efforts;
taking long streetcar or bus jumps
Delia Chiesa, feminine vocalists; New isn't exactly recompensed by 23
symphonic minutes of buffoonery. It's a standPhilharmonic,
York
groups; Bing Crosby, men singers; off which is hurt the most— NBC
Andre Kostelanetz, lighter and semi- or Columbia, Latter has the bigclassics; Guy Lombardo, dance band; gest audience studios, but NBC has
Chicago University Forum, forums; the laugh shows, which, for some
Information, Please, quizzes, and Lo- unexplalnable reason, can't seem to
well Thomas, news commentators.
get along without the howlers out
front. Abbott and Costello recently
had t« have an audience tor a Aveminute cut-In', which prompted NBC
to accommodate a CBS program—
because It had a leftover crowd
from a preceding program.
Recorded laughs and giggles are
out, say the network because, as of
bj. (before rationing). Giveaways
are also frowned on, even though
Luckles seem to do alright with the
dggla handouts.
Latter, however,
looks like the best bet, but what are
the coffee shows going to do?
Suggestions are In order and someRex Stout, chairman of tha Writ- one Is going to have to come up
ers War Board and conductor of with the right answer if the comics
Our Secret Weapon* for Philco are to have their Indispensable live
(CBS) drew ilre last week from the auditors out front to pace the

Berlin Favors

Rex Stout Widi

Sneer on

Naizls in Berlin.

HOUSTON

Hollywood, Dec.

PoD

'

LEADS DAY

corre-

Yasha Frank has been appointed
executive producer of the Andre
Kostelanetz-Coca-Cola show Sunday
afternoons on CBS. George Zachary continues to direct the series and
Gilbert Seldes remains continuity
writer.
Ted Cott has replaced AlD'Arcy is
bert Spalding as m. c.
the agency.
For the last three years Frank
has been with the CBS production
staff and, as consultant to the Joint
Army and" Navy Committee on Warfare and Recreation, has been working on a plan for self-entertainment
by the armed forces.

Bob

Cleveland, Dec.

leading the

J.

Dec. 15.
Gilchrest

overseas

POST TO YASHA FRANK

Gikhrest in Na?y
Washington, Dec.

NBC

COCA-COLA PRODUCTION

Department series on th Blue Network, also Saturday nights.

Charles

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
on CBS. Eleanor Larson directs the

Chicago, Dee. 1.
Miles Laboratories, Tnc, through
th'.- Wade Advertising Agency here,
has expanded its Monday, Wednesday and Friday 'News of the World'

The following

DX

sneer-

home

laughs for the

As Musical Director

dialers.

ing Item on shortwave radio was
monitored In the U. S. A.:
(Copy)
Item 13: *A Swedish paper reDissension In the executive diports that a new propaganda orrection of WTMJ and W55M reganization has been set up in
sulted Friday (27) in the departure
Washington recently, announcing
Benning, who has
of William
J.
this
comprising some 3,500
as
been musical director of the MilUnited States writers, headed by
waukee Journal stations for the last
Rex Stout, well known detective
14 years. He was replaced by Maustory and pulp magazine writer.
rice Kipen, former concert master
Rex Stout himself is reported to
the organization, who a few
of
have cut his own production in
months ago was elevated to asdetective stories from four to one
sistant musical director prior to
a year and to be devoting the enthe
downtown
stumoving from
old
tire balance of his time, to writNow that Westlnghouse is going on
dios to the new Radio City.
ing official war propaganda.
'Many of his colleagues from the the air, RCA has become more symBenning,, one of Milwaukee's best
pulp magazine profession are said pathetic to the idea of returning to
known leaders, was a vaudeville
NBC
or the Blue Network with an
to
following
we
be
suit.
Now
have
conductor here tor about 12 years
institutional
own. It is

Milwaukee, Dec.

RCA MAY USE

1.

RADIO ADS

ALLEN

Sunday Night. 9:30—WABC

AGAIN

before leaving the Riverside theatre to go to WTMJ.
He originated
the station's ace profit producer—
Heinie and His Grenadiers. Benning will retire to a farm he bought
some years ago.

FLANAGAN, MAYO LEAVE

WOR FOR

U. S.

NAVY

Alvin Flanagan, staff director at
N. Y., left Saturday (28) for
officers' training srhoot He
was formerly with WRUF, Gainesville, Fla. He Is succeeded by Sherman A, ('Jock') MacGregor, former
actor and NBC director, and brother

WOR,

show

the explanation why so many of
the war stories, released in Washington, have so strong a flavor of

of

Its

reported that RCA might be interested in a 'Cavalcade of America'
Chicago gangsterism and why we format, providing it Is of sui>er dihave so extremely difTicult a time mensions. Any program for RC.\
various
to tie up iYKse tales with tiie ac- must be acceptable to the
communications and manufacturing
tual happening.*;.
omponent)) In the corporation.
'Washington propasniida is once
Lord & Thomas is the agency (or
again up to the old World War
tricK of producing its war tales in the combine.
.

the relative safety of Greenwich
Village and Tin Pan Alley, instead of at the front. More power
to the imagination of Mr. Roose-

INTERNATIONAL SAVER

velt's actlonitea.*

GOES ALL-MAGAZINE

Marine

Kenneth MacGregor, program
manager of WGN, Chicago.
Bob Mayo. WOR account executive,
leaves this week to take a commision as lieutenant (jg), and will report for training at the Quonset
(R. I.) Naval air base. He is succeeded as account executive by John

AFRA'S 5TH FROUC

HELD

IN

of

On "We

The People." Dec.

Sunday—WABC.
Introducing
song,

13

7:30-8 P.M.

"DRUMMER BOY,"

adopted by the Arnny

her

War

own war

College.

CHICAGO

from London
Chicago, Dec. 1.
Over 2,000 persons attended the
recent 5th Annual AFRA Frolics and
Ball held at the Sherman Hotel. Bob

Brown,

NBC

announcer,

arvd

EVANS

on

"Stars

day Evenings,

Network with

Blue

and Sunday Eveping,

7:15-7:30.

PhlUdelphla, Dec.

1.

December 7—'Pearl Harbor Day'
—will be marked by WFIL In a
program titled 'Revengefully Yours*
and addressed to Tojo, Hitler and
Mussolini.

f

-f

-f

Theme

+

of the show will be war
production of Philly area, particularly the Lukena Steel Co., with
dramatizations of weapons forged
with Philly steel in action. Program
was .written by Edward C. Obrist,

Pertomd Management

GALE,
48 West 48th

Inc.

Street, New,

of

con-

tinued if Columbia
nished the adjacent quarter-hour
to International
ISC had
Silver Its old half hour.
considered the Idea of resuming the
'Silver Theatre' format. CBS couldn't oblige.
Welch Grape Juice occupies the 6:15-6:30 segment and likes
it

THE

Murray Arnold Into Army

WILBUR

From The Blue"—WJZ— Satur7£)0,-7:30

as

p.m.)

could have fur-

Pomted Message
Co-starring

(6-6:15

27.

The manufacturer might have

Phil Levant's orchestra furnished
the dance music.

+ +

-f

Dec.

Ben and thereby restored

acted as master of ceremonies of the floor show which conNell, formerly executive for retail
sisted of the King Sisters, Bert
accounts. Latter's place will be taken
Wheeler and Hank Ladd, Billie Holby Bill Crawford, of the station's
liday, Jeannette, Milton Carroll and
promotion department.
Bernle,

Glen Vernon.

•f

International Silver Co. is Aiviiig
up radio to go magazines. "The account terminates its sponsorship of
Edward Murrow's Sunday report

Y«rk

Wallis Gets

WIP

Spot

Philadelphia, Dec. 1.
Murray Arnold, program director
of WIP, leaves this week for Army
induction.
His spot will be filled by Edward
Wallis, assistant program director
and publicity chief.
Sam Serota,

Wktt latlM

rM ku
bin

t*

iltg,

»ltk •
Th«ra

than"

m
(ff

ntr

wm
tlw *lr

two

SAG aHCET.

Amu,

QUESTION

$64
«!«

if

NadM H

blvef

tl

ar

P.O.

Srik

tittlx

lUyt

wriltr

dMiwad.

lauglii: "liltlni
far my

o»

aandlni II

Bm

124.

8rn<

Cantral

M. V,

(Watch for a new gag every week)

production manager, will be upped
to take Wallis' place.

Erie, Pa.—Tom Flemming has be4n
WFIL program director, and is be- promoted to chief announcer, and his
ing piVlmM' by Don Martin, pro- staff now Includes Alan Cans and
duction manager.
Stan Rogers.

I'

iidy y—'*,*'

«i>h iiw fMi

/AMES MADISON, umady
kwtimiiid.

SEE PAGE
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BADIO

Anonymity Best Excuse for Mediocre

SI

ASK RIGHT TO SWAP
WCLE,

ClevetoDd, and

WTKO,

One Draft Board Says

Co-

'No,'

Another

iDBbas, Air Positions

Work, Declares George Zachary
New

York.

Editor, 'Variety':

May I, belatedly, express for the
Radio Directors Guild our deep appreciation ot the recognition which
has been afforded alt the

our

of

members

NOW

WSAI

The

Cincinnati, Dec. 1.
addition today of United

W

unsung profession Press service gave \
and WSAI
columns of 'Variety* and, complete major news coverage, the

We

strated its very genuine interest in
the advancement of the art of radio.
Surely, If those of us who work in
this field are to strive for continu-

improvement, we must stand
or fall by the qualify of our endeavor, and anonymity is the best
excuse for poor work we know of;
whereas, the knowledge that our reous

sponsibility Is

our best

President,

made

public

is

a spur

efforts.

George J. Zachary.
Radio Directors Guild.

Crosley stations already being linked
with the Associated Press, International News Service and Reuters.
Thus far It is the only all-way news

Short-wave

facilities

of

WLWO,

IN MEXICO

Crosley's 500,000 watter, were recently leased to the Government for
the duration. All programs for that
international station originate elsewhere and are piped to Cincy for
airing.

Kipen,

director of

WTMJ-W55M,

waukee Journal
William

N.Y.WHNsNanie

J.

post 14 years.

tHe Mil-

He succeeds
who held the

station.

Benning,

City, Dec.

Young

join Peta

production manager tor
Sc

Rubicr<ir agency, will

Barnum when

week by the purchase of the tor. Barnum is production director
other half interest from Walter W. of the Ruthrauff 8i Ryan agency.
McAllister, local businessman. Davis
At the suggestion of Bill Lewis, the
has been manager of the station
owl's radio director. Van Nostrand
since 1933.
a couple weeks ago wrote his draft
is one of this city's old-

KMAC

assigned

being

board

call

station

1.

Permanent licenses as radio announcers have been granted 132 personsT eight of them women, and eight
others, five of them women, as radio
newscasters and chroniclers, by the
Ministry of Communications and

in

Hollywood about the assign,

KGCI. ment offered him, and asked whether
it would be rated as essential war

was sole owner of the
from 1930 to 1933, when
Davis became a part owner. Station operates with a power of 250
watts with full time on a frequency

McAllister

work.

In place of an acknowledgment of this letter. Van Nostrand,
who is married but has no children,
got a card from his board Monday

of 1240 kilocycles.

(28) informing him that he had been
Davis, McAllister and J. K. Beratupped from 3A to lA.
a local banker, recently purBarnum, who is also married and
chased radio station KPAB, Laredo, in 3A, had made a similar approach
Texas, which they will continue as to his draft board, located in N. Y.,
ta,

partners.

Public Works.
All of them passed examinations
the Ministry is conducting for mlke-

York, as aide

folk.

tion p.a.

Lillian

ZaU

joined
to

WNEW, New

Jack Banner,

sta-

and had been advised that his status
would at the proper time be given
special consideration. Like Van Nostrand, Barnum had submitted a letter
about the Job written by Lewis.

Maestro Plans
Don Bestor moves into station
WHN, N. Y., Dec. 14 as leader of
the studio band, replacing Dick Ballou. With name bands facing serious problems of draft, enlistments
and transportation curtailments, the
outlet figures It easy to round up
a comblnatloi) of crack N. Y. Local
802 men to support Bestor.
Arrangement does not affect Don
Albert, who continues as manager
of the band and contractor for the
station.
New band will consist of
13 men in addition to Bestor and
AlbeoM^ale, which is $85 per man,

LISTENERS

and Victor Record
demand go9$ up and vpf

SCRATCHED THEIR
Where except

HEADS AT

through

11:15 P. M.

who

11 :30 at night

are

number one

lell,

a

1.

Communica-

very fortunate

FCC has done nothing about the
problem of permitting some ot the
small stations to suspend operations.
Chairman Fly said. 'I think we
would want to consider other possibilities first,' he stated.
'That is
not a very wholesome result, and in
many cases the very stations that
would close down are the essential
stations to give information to the
people who would not otherwise get
it.'

the

New York

as well as to at*

tract, listeners.

& Telegraph Co., it will be
suggested that the FCC look into the
line charges on radio network operations. Chairman James L. Fly of
the FCC stated. He said the Commission should do everything it reasonably could In terms of public interest, particularly in extending network broadcast service.
'That becomes particularly important,'
he stated, 'in the sparsely
settled areas and the far reaches
of the country, where little or no

might be

station in

programs (inchiding. the
"Sounding Board") are
geared and produced to

phone

it

for this

WEAF Is

•t that time of night. Its locaf

Commission undertakes its inAmerican Tele-

think

No wonder

two outstanding reasons

& T.

result.'

between 11:1A and

mail pull thought

vestigation of the

I

all

and that Victor sales are booming. There

Fees Stymie Service

network service is available, and if
any reduction which is made can be
applied in part to meet that need

—

•'•-RtA'Vi4rtor.'ssMrw,Joyce,.FjW. sj?wd?s4~.,

cal.

Washington, Dec.

m-

and on the strength of a mere

ten fifteen-minute programs?

.

the .Federal

and how except

could you find S4,182

swers and mail things

for that purpose.
Station is mulling a plan to revolve a series of name band leaders as 'guest maestros' of the house
crew,
every
13
changing them
weeks. Union has no objection to
the 'guest leader' policy, as long as
the sidemen are members of that lo-

When

New York

are willing to sweat over a

complicated musical contest, write up an-

WMf

tions

in

WEAF

dividuals

'femJ|Mfcyiftft«AJ.'-»»— .-'-»executives originally wanted
to~Erlng In a complete name band,
which it found Local 802 wouldn't
allow, and in addition to Bestor had
negotiated with Del Casino (who
since has joined the Navy), and the
McFarland Twins. Latter band was
almost set, but it was found that the
majority of its arrangements were
novelties and choral items which
called for the bandmen to sing. Local
802 rules don't allow such
doubling on the air, hence a radio
station
band's book is composed
of instrumentals and backgrounds
for vocals done by someone hired

Fly Infers A. T.

Mr. Thomas F. Joyce, Vice Treiiient of RCA Vidor,
jnmlet orer this lale-nifhl mail-puU at ted CoU,
emcee of Ihe Vidor Record "Sounding Board" (11:1611:30, Thuridayi) point* out what'i behind

80,000 WATTS

•

the latter

last

est stations, its first
letters 16 years ago

Mexico

New York

San Antonio, Dec. 1.
takes over the N. Y. branch of th«
Howard W. Davis, co-partner in
the Walmac Co., owners and opera- Office of War Information this month
tors of KMAC, became sole owner with the title of deputy radio direc-

LICENSED

ANNOUNCERS

unlikely
the

says goodnight about same time.

132

Draft board complications make It
that Jack Van Nostrand,

NOW SOLE OWNER

OF KMAC, SAN ANTONIO

WHKC,

WLW-

violinist In the house orchestra for 13
years, has been appointed musical

Fills

DAVIS

wing.

MHwaokee—Maurice

Don Bestor

station
to stay on air longer without interfering with already allocated stations
and carry Mutual programs far Into
night.
WCLE, broadcasting at 610, quits
about 6:30 p.m., and
at 640,

service set-up in the Indie field.
BUI Dowdell, editor of the
newscasting, has a staff of 22
writers and announcers under his

WSAI

Tes'ThatOWIIsEssentialWarWork

Change would permit each

HAVE 4 NEWS SERVICES

hitherto

in the
specifically, in its reviews.
feel that, In taking this step,
'Variety' has once again demon-

to

WIW AND

Cleveland, Dec. 1.
United Broadcasting Co. has asked
FCC to switch kilocyles of WCLE,
Cleveland, and WHKC, Columbus.

660 KILOCYCLES

it.

•

NBC NETWORK

METROl'OMTAN AUDITIONS OF

QUESTIONS'

Wtlh Lron Hendorson, Robert P;ittri'Min, Rear Admiral Claude A.
Wrilrr: Will
Diircliir:
ir.

AlB

Till;

Wilfred Pelletier, Edward Johnson,
William HarKrave, Reglna Resnick
Soiigs, Orchestra

McMiirrow

Ann

30 MIns.

Gillls

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

Mins.

Sii^lainiiiR

Thiii'sdav, 6:30 p.m.

I

\V.\BC-CBS. New York
-po'.iiil emergency'
A-.1

'

br(i;idc;ist

'IUO.000,000 Questions' series
the Office of Price AdministraOWI la.st Thursdiiy (26)
Price Administrator Leon
Assistant Secretary of
War Robert Patterson, and Rear Admiral Claude A. Jones, assistant
chief ol procurement and materials
for the Navy, in a three-cornered
confal>
about 'mileage rationiny."
Occasion for the special program
was President Roosevelt's decision
earlier the same day to insist on the
Dec. 1 deadline for nationwide gasoline rationing to conserve rubber.
Congressional agitation against the
move was also a factor.
or

Wedoesdajt .December 2, 1942

RADIO REVIEWS

S2
MOO.OOO.OOO

llii.-i

f'it

tion, the
pie.siMiied

Hoiuiersoii.

For script, production and performance vitality, the broadcast was
virtually a masterpiece of that type
of radio. The material was factual
Hiid punchy, the method of presentation was direct and crystal-cl^ar.
and the actual delivery by the three
principals was dynamic and overwhelmingly persuasive. In fad. the
broadcast as a whole was so convincing that the Congressi6nal critics of

nationwide rationing had no subsequent grounds for attack except
broad personal accusations against
Henderson. There was no further
attempt to argue the question on the
facts themselves.
And according to
the Saturday (28) papers, effective
opposition to the rationing measure
was considered hopeless.

Broadcast was unique from the
Instead of a big introductory
buildup, the first line of the program
was the simple, forthright statement,
"This is Leon Henderson.' After the
briefest of explanations, Patterson
start.

and Admiral Jones were introduced
and the trio tossed the confab back
and forth.
All the objections to
mileage rationing were cited and,
one by one. were flattened by Henderson.
In each instance he presented fact
and figure to support nls argument,
and then called on Patterson and Admiral Jones to attest that the Ar.my
and Navy concurred in the Administration's position.
Fact that Henderson is such a straight-from-theBhoulder speaker and that his script
contained such slam-bang terms as

'self-seeking pressure groups,' 'verbal sabotage' and 'as damned grossly
false as the rest' added conviction.
From one of Hender.sntt's roJr.ro-.
phone-dlrectnes's and authority, such

language seemed conclusive rather
than extreme.
'100.000,000
Questions' ordinarilv
airs from various key - cities, with

Henderson discussing conditions in
their areas with local rationing offiWhen the broadcasts originate
In Washington, as In the edition
caught. Will McMurrow is writerproducer, and Ann Glllls director tor
the OWI. On the road, the progiams

cials.

written by Donald Agger, with a
ocbI director handling
actual
broadcast.
President Roosevelt 1»
fir«

ue

understood to have personally okayed
the script for last week's HendersonPatterson-Jones stanza.
Boht,

Sunday, 7:30 p.m.
WJ7,-Blue. New York.
iWaricick * Lcyler)
With the same old sense of quiet
dijjnity and suave showmanship, the
Metropolitan Auditions bowed on

.

With Mary Ann Mercer and Dave
Bacal
7 Mins.

BROWN & WILLIAMSON

TOBACCO
Fri., 8:53 p.m. to 9 p.m.
WMAQ, Chicago-NBO

sively
to
Brown Se Williamson's
•Plantation Party," but recently seven
minutes were taken off and given
over to this progfam.
Although

i*

has

it

used as the theme song.

Loop,

San Antanlo.—John Boyar, news-

KTSA

caster of station
and former
of tha looal Censorship
board, has raslgnaii bu pott to become an Officer candldata.
.

member

MR «M

ipODfor

CILBERT
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CHANNEl
50.009 WATTIi

FCC Probe

Into

.

—

Buff. 8

observers at the front, left although
unintentionally it is a umed the
impression that American officers
could not be trusted, because the information they gleaned would or
might be used against Soviet Russia.

—

BBC

B^

To

Set

Dec. 8

Buffalo, Daa.

An

ConseqflkMflHKtlvitd

from Cbc's Playhouse i^^oronto
Saturday

indicated
that
Dominion visual audiences react in
al-.iost
tha same manner as do
American to the hair-brained stunts,
the hokum and all the other things

which go

(28),

malte up this unusual
half-hour paced by Ralph Edwards
Madeleine Carroll made her ump- over NBC. The Canadians also apteenth guest appearance Monday peared just as good sports and just
night (30) on 'Cavalcade of America' as ready to take the 'consequences'
for du Pont, via NBC.
She played as do the people on this side of the
the title' part In 'Sister Kenny,' a border.
drama about the Australian-born
nurse whose vision, courage and deCouple of hep comedians, Eddie
votion to caring for the sick has Cantor
and Jack Benny, were
brought unprecedented progress end brought
together last Wednesday
hope in the treatment of infantile night (25) in
Bristol-Myers' NBC
paralysis. The actress gave a touchniche and the outcome was a .'susing dramatic performance, if not extained stretch of crisp, bang-up and
actly a realistic one.
The script pointed humor.
The script took
nicely combined the elements of enample and well-balanced advantage
tertainment and instruction, and the
of Benny's air characterization ns a
stunt of having the real Sister Elizabeth Kenny appear, by pickup from parsimonious and egotistical ham.
created
and
rich
n
situation out of
Minneapolis, for a brief closing spiel
was shrewd. 'Sister Kenny' has been Benny's efforts to steal his host's
bought for screening by RKO. As cast.
to

of

investigation Into

regarding
tlons
to

tiia

1.

aftelra

tha Buffalo Broadoaating Corp.,
its

administration of ata-

WKBW and

WOR,

la

scheduled

begin in Washington next

weak

at a hearing before tha Federal
Communications Commission.
Ilia
hearing, which wIU deal particularly with tha corooratlon's relations
with the Ghurchill Tabamaola here,
originally was scheduled for Nov. 20;
(8)

but was postponed by the commission.

Buffalo
Broadcasting
has
had
somewhat of a turbulent court careef
since the corporation's formation li
years ago. At that time tha combine
controlled
stations
WGA,
WKBW,
and WKEN. At a
-

WMAK

Washington

hearing In 1929, on
mortopoly charges, the wave-length
(Continued on page 59)

lacies and then offering the McCor
dope to refute fhem.
'fha 't36n't
'Don't You Believe li,' which has You Believe It' spiel continues to
been on various hookups and for be reiterated through an echo chamvarious
sponsors,
currently
airs ber voice.
Jim Ameche la the narWith Uttla news available last Thursdays, 9:15-6:30 p.m., on WABC, rator and there's an unbilled allTuesday night (24) from North New York, Plough. Inc., plugging St. star (>ast for the dramatized bit;).
Africa, Russia or the Pacific, Ray- Joseph's aspirin. It has the same old Tha show remains acceptable, if
mond Gram Swing devoted most of formula, citing widely-accepted fal- hokey, commercial radio.
his Blue network stanza to a well-

usual, du Font's institutional-educational commercial copy was a
standout of it* kind.

integrated and persuasive discussion
of news censorship between the
U. S. and England.
He was sen
erally agin'

It.

Eddie Cantor guesting with Burns
and Allen on CBS, with funny revia scripts on women's clubs.

sults

Ingenious bit as Cantor, Burns, PaiiJ

own

their

Bill

Goodwin formecl

club along

femme

lines

'em,

'Bachelor Mother':
Revival
oji
'Screen Guild Theatre' for LaoV
Esther, suffered by Its numerous
previous performances on the air.
Playing by Ann Sothern, Fred Maoriurray and Charles Coburn was
persuasive, but the audience microphones were turned too high, so the
studio laughter seemed exaggeratad
and distracting. Music for the stanza

was standout.
Stanley DIxoni Commentator of
Louisville, Ky., on one of his
afternoon programs over Mutual last
week, fired an unusually heavy
broadside against the press of tha
United States. Jhe following day he
n-jde a remark with unpleasant
implications
about tha supposed
reason the Russians di(l not allow
Allic
military observers in or near
the front lines. Dixon said that mo;t
dailies
did Jiot
understand or

WGRC,

*5onree: C. S. Moopar

WBYN, Brooklyn, and Local 802, of the American Federation of Musettled their grievances last Tuesday evening (24) in time for
the station to carry the Night of Stars benefit show from Madison Squarf
Garden, N. Y. Station and the union had fallen out over tha legality ol
an eight-.yveek notice which the station manager had slapped or\ tha house
musical crew. Following a ruling by the union executive board that the
notice would not be recognized, the station withdrew it.
sicians,

the invitee).'

yea

oa year to/apAeaa.

inquiry basis.

WNEW, New York, turned out a press release last week about a new
sponsor. Whether it was the aftermath of Thanksgiving or tha coming of
Xmas the same release made mention of another program being sponsored
by the same client over a competing station. Not only credited WJZ, it
also mentioned the name of the program, Ed and Polly East, and the airAnd just to prove that It was not discriminating, the
time, 7-7:45 a.m.
release concluded with a mention of a test campaign that will run In the
N. Y. Daily News.

Ted Cott, former m.c. of 'So 'You properly news-trtiat the farmer and
Think You Know Music' replaced his i^roblems. He also intimated that
Albert Spalding as m.c. of the Coca
newspapers 'slanted' news, playCola-Andre Kostelanetz period on the
stories of strikes which someCBS Sunday (29). Cotl's commen- ing up involved
:ily a few workers
times
tary, while well-spoken, was not
strike
particularly appealing.
He has a and burying Items about
peculiarly toneless and unexciting se tlements, etc. The crack Dixon
voice that's inclined to become mo- made about the reason the Russians
notonous it his lines are too long, would not permit foreign military

Of course Grade topped

tham all •eosd aaA oalMaalf oMllaod aa4 pImo«

Aa

.

General Foods is giving, through the Young St Rubicam agency, a dinProbably no hokier comedy can be ner for the cast of the 'Aldrich Family' and the press following tomorrow
heard on the air. But it's .skillfully night's (3) broadcast. The invitation cards sent to the press contain a
done and funny. And, more than
catchy twist. Behind a cartoon of a family dining there's a caption readincidentally, that libelous commering. 'Now, Sam, don't forget we're expecting (then follows the name of
cial copy should be effective adver-

Whiteman and
fcldi^'

an "io/lMtfow 0af«<r "*-«•

bogavolomM ol aaowhaaiUao, bMaaaoWaaka*'
ant

.

been produced in a
showmanly manner and holds your
interest from the first note of Mary
Ann Mercer's singing and Dave allowing attention to drift away
Bacal's fine work on the novachord. from the import of the words.
Miss Mercer has a sweet delivery
Brilliant,
toneful
arrangements
apropos of the program't format of played beautifully by Kostelanetz's
restful music.
Bacal has developed 4S-piece combination perked the proas a leading radio organist In the gram to its usual height.
Pacing
midwest territory. Ha handles the of the show, involving a salut e -to
novachord in a irfeft manner that Prime Minister Churchill (
brings his contributions to the show speech program followed), watf
cellent. It brought in fine examples
out in bold relief.
On the night heard the song selec- of Russian melody, and a group of
things that added spice.
tions were "A Pretty Girl Is Like a British
Melody; 'Shine On Harvest Moon,' Jeanette MacDonald guested on the
show,
doing several numbers that
'Dear Old Girl' and "When Day Is
Done.'
Jo« Howard's 'whaVa the struck home, particularly the BritUse of Dreaming,' with special lyrics, ish 'Children's Prayer.'
short,

hade Stuff-Radio

::

George Putnam
The Huber Hague Si Sons agency last week expressed itself as puzzled
made a clear break between his reg- by tha reaction voiced by several major stations to a circular letter it had
ular script and his first commercial
recently addressed to some 300 smaller stations.
Tha letter had to do
on his 11 p.m. news spot Tuesday
with
an olTer to place book advertising on a per inquiry basis.
inght (24) on NBC, but he ran his
After outlining the available deal, the letter recalled that similar camnews and commercial copy together
s
Hope
Bob
stations.
other
The letter then beplug
paigns
had
been
carried
on
some
100
second
for the
.soldier audience was so noisily ap- came specific in mentioning some of the latter stations by call letters. It
preciative on his last Tuesday night s stated that the cost per Inquiry on one station had been 23c, on another 36c,
show that the pace was seriously a third 41c. and so on. The thing about this procedure that drew the ire
of
slowed by waits for laughs... Red
is several of the stations mentioned, when they heard of the letter's contents,
brat characterization
Skelton's
still
the standout of his stanza... was that it carried the likely inference that tha business had been run
Adolph Menjou uncorked enough on a per inquiry basis, which was in conflict with the facts. These stacoir.edy Sunday night (29) with Fred tions had taken the Hogue book accounts at their regular card rates.
Allen to about equal par for the
The Hogue agency questioned whether the average broadcaster among
course. Jimmy Wallington was back the 300-odd on the circulation letter's list had read any such ImpllcatioA
as announcer on the show, replacing
mto the sales-story citations, but it did feel that It might have been more
Arthur Godfrey.
explicit and pointed out where the deals had been according to card rata,
as distinguished from those stations which handled the business on a per
'It Pays to Be Ifnoranl' has now

tising.

(Rusgel M. Seeds)
Originally the half-hour between
8:30 and 9 p.m. was devoted exclu-

DICK

pngwaa

Comment

Follow-up

»*««<»«»<>
ObservaUou:

the air last Sunday night (29) for
its 163rd broadcast and eighth consecutive .•;ea!ion.
The program has
all this time kept well within the
same formal of the contest motive,
geared to classical music that is not
too far above the general ken, ana
the program's record speaks its own
success.
Edward Johnson, general
manager of the Met, mentioned on
this
particular occasion that
the
opera company's current singing
personnel includes 14 winners of the
Sherwin-Williams auditions. That's
acquired a sponsor, Piel's beer,
delivery harnessed to promise.
Sherman K. Ellis agencv,
As is the pattern of this series in through the
Monday nights on WOR, New York.
the early stages, the opening event
influence toward solpresented one femme and one male Not even that
the slapstick quiz
singer.
The choice was all to the vency makes
any
more respectable, howtravesty
listeners' favor.
Reeina Resnick, a
It's still an outrageously corny
recent recruit of the New Opera Co.. ever.
ancient wheezes and far
gave wing to a soprano that had fine field day of
tricked up within an
sweep, lustre and control, while fetched puns,
kept preposterWilliam Hargrave's baritone was of inch of the law and
four lowsturdy resonance. Wilfred Pelli'tier ously laugh-flUed by its
Howard, Harry
continues as the man In the podium brow comics, Tom
McConnell and
Lulu
McNaughton,
for the eighth consecutive season.
George Shelton. The fact that Pial's
The plug uses the war for a is now paying the bills merely acsprmgboard; namely, the liberal use centuates the insults and abuse
of a good paint, such as Sherwin- heaped on the company.
Led by
Williams', will go a long way in pre- Howard, the four buffoons throw a
servmg the things that can^t be re- barrage of verbal dead cats at the
placed.
Odec.
sponsor and, on the Monday night
(30) broadcast, had an actor impersonating the Piel advertising man'RALEIGH SERENADE'
ager thrown out on his beam ends.
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'Victory Volunloei's,' the OWI's guest-serial stanza at 10 a.m. daily on
NBC, went off the air abruptly with the 'Against the Storm' stanza, when
writers who had promised scripts failed to come through. .. .The CBS
.series, 'Victory Front,' continues
Gil Ralston, assistant to Bill Ramsey,
Gamble radio director, in town this week
Procter
Ralph Gleason now
getting a 'by-line' as CBS trade news editor
Vivian della Chiesa in
Minneapolis yesterday (Tue.sday) for a recital date, so Eileen Farrell
soloist
of 'American Melody Hour' for Bayer.
subbed as
Ed Slattery has
Christy
as choral director of the show.
replaced Ken

&

Storrs Hayne.s, Complon agency radio director, and Bob Wamboldt,
agency supervisor of "Truth or Consequences,' to Toronto over the weekend for the program's broadcast from there. .. .Bill Bacher pulled a nifty
production innovation Saturday night (28) on the 'Over Here' show for
the Treasury, blending in the music and studio applause from the New
York and Hollywood pickups. .Bob Trout, talking to CBS news editor
Paul While over the circuit Sunday afternoon (29) from London, didn't
know he was on the air, and let out some blue-pencil language for the
network listeners. .. .Bill Bond announced 'David Harum' and 'Easy Aces'
(26) when his brother Ford Bond took the day off for
last Thursday
Thanksgiving dinner with his family.
.

.

AFRA's New York local will hold its annual ball next Feb. 19 at the
Waldorf
Conrad Thibault subbed Friday night (27) for Frank Munn
Albert Bannister has succeeded Jay Clark
on the 'Waltz Time show
news editor, now filling
as writer of 'Backstage Wife'. .. .Sid Walton,
6:45 p.m. Sunday news spot on the station, succeeding George Hamilton
Combs. .. .Kolynos toothpowder will set its advertising budget in a few
weeks, so the Compton agency will set up a radio campaign to start after
Jan. 1
Katherine Emmett added to "Front Page Farrell' cast, and Ken
Daigneau joined 'David Harum'
Scripter Robert Tallman hospitalized
with pneumonia. .. Al Flanagan has resigned as director of auditions at
WOR, New York, to join the Marines. His place has been taken by Jock
MacGregor. .. .Bruce Dodge, who handles auditions for the Blow agency,
has likewise quit for the armed services and his successor is Dick Lewis.
Evelyn Varden, of 'Front Page Farrell' serial, has the lead in the forthcoming Broadway legiter, 'Wife Takes a Child'.
Charles Paul becomes
organist Dec. 7 for I.sabelle Manning Hewson's "Morning Market Basket'
Arlene Francis and Ethel Wilson, of "Second Husband' and various
other shows, in the legiter 'Douehgirls' currently playing road tryout....
Belle MacGinty, of "Janie' legit cast, succeeded Georgette Harvey in

WHN

.

of Honeymoon Hill' troupe. .. .Ann Shepherd joined 'Just Plain
.Carleton Young, title player of 'Ellery Queen' and in 'Second Husband' cast, to become father again. .. .Adelaide Klein, Vivian Holt and
Charila Bauer now on 'Stella Dallas' roster. .. .Joe Curtin joined. 'Our Gal
Sunday' and Timmie Hyler added to 'Young Widder Brown'. .. .Jackie
Grimes with 'Front Page Farrell'. .. .Jack Smart replaced Louis Hector
with 'Lorenzo Jones' last week when Hector was taken ill.
.

Washout a

.

Static
la

AD Employees

19.4% of

Corwm

Considered

Association of Manufacturers will

Essential to Radio Broadcasting

incorporate in the Dec. 8 Installment

Washington, Dec. 1.
Men considered essential to the
operation of radio broadcasting sta-

cent of total clear channel employment; 24 per cent of regional chan>
nel station employment; and 33.9 per
cent of local channel station employ-

.

War' some of the tions constitute
.19.4% of all radio
bits which had been scheduled for employees, according to the latest
the washed-out program of last Tues- analysis of the manpower survey
day (24). The latter program failed of the industry which is being undertaken by the National Association
to materialize because of unfavorable
of Broadcasters.
Average station
atmospheric conditions which pre- with 21.1 employees having 14.4
vailed over the English Channel that within the draft age considers 4.1
Tuesday (24) evening. George Corey, persons to be essential for the conthe writer of "This Nation,' had gone t' .ued operation of the station.
to England several weeks previously
Percentage of persons employed
to set up four broadcasts from that within each job classification desigcountry, and the program that at- nated as essential to the station's opmospheric conditions knocked oft eration is as follows: executive, 31.1
was to have been the first in the per cent; first class license, 56.4 per
cent; second class license, 15.6 per
series.
For next Tuesday's (8) events the cent; restricted, 16.8 per cent; unBlue and the NAM will take the pre- licensed, 13.3 per cent; program, 12.3
caution of having a standby program per cent; commercial, 12.4 per cent;
of similar complexion in the event general and administrative, 2.9 per
shortwave reception is unsatisfactory. cent; and miscellaneous, 0.1 per cent.
These figures are based on replies
For the Nov. 24 washout the Blue
had substituted a program of mili- received from 615 of the 919 stations
receiving the NAB manpower surtary band music.
ve>.
Because of the failure of 'This NaPresent analysis shows that the
tion's' initial pickup from England,
21.1
Corey's stay may be extended an- average station is employing
persons two
other week to Dec. 29. Norman Cor- persons as against 22.5
years
ago 'in October. Also stations
win had a like experience with
begun
to employ women to rehave
had
the first show of the series he
also show radiproduced in Britain for CBS during p'ace men. Figures
cal changes in the ranks of technical
summer.
of 'This Nation at

the past
The highlight of the Nov. 24 broadcas*. was to have been a two-way convention between the foreman of a
bomber plant on this side and the
latter's son, who is now over on
the other side engaged in flying one
of the same plant's machines.

Riley

WHhP&R

ment.
All losses during the two year
period were 56.2 per cent for clear,
69.9 per cent for regional, and 96.8
per cent for local channel station
employees.

WNYC

10 P.M.

NEW

SIGNOFF

New
WNYC,

York's niunicipal
station,
received permission from
the Federal Communications Commission yesterday (Tuesday) to extend operation until 10 p.m. for the
duration of the war. However, a
directional antenna must be used
after sundown, Minneapolis time. Up
to now the N. Y. City station ceased
Y,
broadcasting at sundown, N.
time.
The FCC ruling was a reversal
of its decision of two months ago
rejecting the
bid for permission to operate until 11 p.m. The

WNYC

employees.
Reduction of first-class
license holders has been ofTset by
the hiring of holders of second-class
and restricted licenses and of un-

WNYC

has been opposed
two years by CBS, which

request

for the last

station WCCO,
In Minneapolis, on the same wavelength, 830 kc. Understood the FCC

owns and operates

I'censed technicians.
In the case of men lost to the
services the tabulations show
that local channel stations have been
harder hit percentagewise than regional stations, and that clear channel stations have suffered least.

WNYC

was influenced to grant
the
time extension because of the munistation's key activity in the
broadcast of civilian defense mate-

armed

cipal
rial.

Clear channel figures obtained are
not representative, because eight rewith the gional and twb local channel stations
has joined were reported jointly with 10 clear
Pedlar & Ryan as supervisor of day- channel stations and could not be
time programs.
separated.
Within this limitation,
He replaces Jack McClean, who however, losses of personnel to the
joins the Naval Reserve on Dec. 11. armed services constituted 22.1 per

Tom Riley, formerly
NBC production staff,

IN

The FCC

ruling

sylvania.

Lesson No, 4 in

HOLLYWOOD ...

IIS
Harry Maizlish has turned over KFWB to the Treasury department for
the full 24 hours Dec. 6 to hypo the sale of War Bonds. Everything will
be canceled, including commercials. It's the station's way of observing
the first year of war without any mention of Pearl Harbor.
.Had Hudson
shifted around his production staff at KNX, bringing in Joa Allabough,
former WJJD (Chicago) program director, to replace Byron Palmer, now
in the service, and Walter Snow to succeed Ted Wick, who moved over
to Lord & Thomas
Dave Elton, of NBC, now producing 'Furlough Fun'
under Nate Tuft's direction
Leslie Raddatz, ex-Cleveland newsman,
press agenting for Hal Bock at NBC
Lieut. Col. Arthur Farlow, former J. Walter Thompson headman in Frisco, returned there Sunday (29)
to marry Mrs. Leona Dalton
Nan Bennett, sec to Nat Wolf in Office of
War Information, now toiling for Arch Oboler
Blue network s signoff
Tom Mchereafter will be chain's identity without benefit of chimes
Knight turned over production of 'Blondie' to Don Bernard and poured
himself into a tailored captain's getup for duty with Maj. Tom Lewis of
.

.

Army Special Services. Another addition to the staff is Sterling Tracy,
producer. .. .Columbia pictures must be sold to the hilt on radio's
publicizing propensities.
In 30 days' time studio spotted Janet Blair on
26 programs
Lidy Esther-Screen Guild Players has been booked solid
through December. 'Mrs. Miniver,' with Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
and Freddie Bartholomew leads off Dec. 7, followed by Bing Crosby,
Dinah Shore and Fred Aslaire in 'Holiday Inn'; Nelson Eddy and Ronald
Colman in "The Juggler of Our Lady,' and Bette Dawis, Walter Huston
and Mary Astor in "Dods worth'
Columbia's veepee, Donald W. ThornSam Hayes' newsburgh, repping the networks on L. A. War Council
Ernest de
cast Thanksgiving Day was the 1,000th for his flour sponsor
la Ossa, NBC's personnel director, here checking up on the manpower
problem
Ben Palcy now carries title of director of CBS Coast opera-

KNX

tions.

IIS

CHICAGO

Since the
larger

btalions

.

first

to

date

of lost yeor, the Mutual Network hae become 23/^

increasing from 168 to 206 stations.

. . .

And 74%

of all Mutual

have strengthened their individual voices... with more power

or better
.

.up

.

facilities.

.

Joe Corner, concert master of the 'Carnation' orchestra, was notified by
American Red Cross that his family is safe in Moscow. It was the
Amanda Snow, who recently
first word about them in over a year
joined WLS. has been signed for 15-minute program called 'The Voice in
the Old Village Choir,' Mondays through Fridays, 2 to 2:15 p.m., CWT,
over that station
Bill Stern brings his NBC microphone to Soldier
Field to air the Notre Dame-Great Lakes grid tilt Dec. 5.... Upton Close,
news commentator, preparing a new textbook called 'The Ladder of History'
The Kay A.shton-Steveris Pump Room chats over WBBM. Sundays, 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., CWT, are attracting name guests.... Ed Cerny,
assistant NBC central division music library supervisor, hosted by bis
fellow employees at party before being inducted into U. S. Army
Tom Cafferty, formerly chief announcer of KDYL. Salt Lake City, a new
addition to
announcing staff.
Bernadine Flynn. of CBS' 'Vic and Sade,' back from a 10-day visit with
her husband. Major Doherty of the Army Air Forces Medical Corps sta-

the

Yet today the entire, bigger and better Mutual Network costs
less

now buy an evening

(whose primary coverage

half-hour on all 206 stations

includet- 83'^ of all

only 16,019, on a 52-week

U.

deleWBBM scripter-actor, produced a dramatic show for the 1.000 4-H
He is director of dramatic
gates meeting at the Hotel LaSalle Dec. 1.
nnd radio activities for the national organization.

S.

radio homes) for

ba.sis.

WGN

tioned in Texas.... Les Mitchell, director of "Helen Trent' serial, recently
turned actor, doing a skit with Virginia Clark, who plays the title role, in
a skit for the National Women's Bond rally here. .. .Sherman Marks,

4%

than before the expansion and improvement cited here. For

example, you can

This

is

was

made

under the war services application
and does not affect the basic clear
channel dispute.
WNYC will be able to start operation on the extended schedule within
about two weeks, after minor adjustments to its present directional
antenna equipment.

Helen Brown has joined the radio commercial writing staff of J. Walter
Thompson, moving over from Pedlar & Ryan. .. .Lieut E. P. H. (Jimmy)
James, who not so long ago headed up promotion and advertising for the
Blue Network, made the rounds of the homeoffice while on a one-day
furlough last week. He's stationed with an air force contingent in PennDick Gilbert, WHN's singing disc jockey, renewed for fourth time by
Barridni Candies as emcee of its 'Latin-American Rhythms' platter show
Saturdays at 10-10:45 p.m. New pact extends sponsorship through 1943.

38

The Blue Network and the National

.

'Amanda
Bill'.

Broadcast in

.

The Radio Trade is Discussing: Dan Golenpaul's tussle mlh George
Washington Hill over the 'Information, Please' commercials The iitiintioii created by the two Treasury Department shows Saturday nights
on Mutual and the Blue The sponsor scramble for the 9:30-10 p.m.
spot Thursdays on NBC being vacated by Kraft 'Music Hall' Lever
Bros, and Sealtest tiffing over Lionel Barrymore's 'Christmas Carol'
show Wolter Winchell's secret mission for the Goucrnment, talcing
liiiii out of his Sunday night spot on the Blue.

British

MUTUAL

M
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1942
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Vivian Delia Chiesa's
Heavy Dec. Schedule
Vivian Delia Chiesa is booked for
days the first half of
month. The soprano opened her
with concert on Dec. 2 and
does another Dec. 12 in Minneapolis.

Concert Reviews

11 dates in 17

Met Opera s

Distinguishes
EDDT SMITH

By
The

first

week

of the Metropoli-

tan Opera's 60th season in N.Y.

First

Week

lish diction, but his acting of the
sinister character was all that could

be asked.

was

this

series

Her other dates include Dec. 4,
Vincennes, Indiana; Dec. 6, radio
broadcast; Dec. 8, radio broadcast;
Dec. 10, Hartford, 'Traviata'; Dec. 13,
radio broadcast; Dec. 14, joint concert with Robert Weede in Baltimore; Dec. 15, Diaz Morning recital
at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y.;
Dec. 15, radio broadcast: and Dec.
17 a joint concert with Conrad Tht-

'Lucia dc Lammermoor'
noted more for the heavy attend'Lucia di Lammermoor,' Saturday
ance and the fact that a net proftt afternoon (27), restored to the Met
was made, rather than the excel- after a year's absence, was fairly
dull until the mad scene, when Lily
lent of the performances.
'Gotterdaemmerung,'
Wednesday Pons, in her best voice in some years,
stopped the show.
The coloratura
(25), opened the week and failed to reached 'E's' and 'F's' above high 'C bault.
catch on due to some inert playing of crystal clarity and accuracy of
on the part' of the orchestra, which pitch, and acted with considerable
was slow and listless under the baton grace and charm. Jan Peerce, as
ContiiHies
Helen Trautiel. Edgardo, was right on her heels, deof Erich Leinsdorf.
as Brimhilde, was not in her best livering a performance that was his
voice, but even then evidenced she's best to date of all his Met appearSolo After Lynchburg
the best soprano in America today. ances. The last act arias, 'Fra Poco
Some of her top tones were slightly a me ricovero' and "Tu che A Dio'
Organizes Concerts
strident and lacked the roundness have not been sung at the Met with
generally
characterizes
that
her such richness of tone and brilliant
work, but on the whole it was a good 'B' flats since the heyday of GiglL
Lynchburg, Dec. 1.
Brunhilde. L.auritz Melchior sang his Peerce acted with verve and almost
Lynchburg Community Concerts
customary Siegfried with a prodigal stole the performance from the colwealth
of
tonal
glory.
Kerstin oratura. Francesco Valentino was an Association with a membership rangThorborg's Waltraute was a thor- excellent Ashton, winning much ap- ing from BOO to 1,200 has been oroughly sympathetic characterization, plause for his finely phrased 'Cruoa ganized.
Mrs. Charles E. Burks,
and the contralto was decidedly in finestra.' Nicola Moscona was also wife of Circuit Court judge, is presithe vein vocally. Herbert Janssen, fine vocally and dramatically as
dent.
Will be unit of Community
Emanuel List and Irene Jessner, .in Raimondo.
subordinate
roles,
distinguished
Frank St. Ledger's orchestra was Concerts Association with branches
themselves vocally and histrionical- slow to get under way, but excellent throughout nation.
ly, but Doris Doe, as the first Norn, at the end of the opera.
The new
On heels of announcement. Miss
was poor.
settings and costumes designed by Emma Adams who has sponsored
Richard Rychtarik were all good.
'CarmcD'
opera singers and symphonies here
Poor 'Aids'
"Cannen' the following night was
generation advertised she
for a
'Aida'
Saturday
evening
(28)
was
distinguished more by the subordiwould continue as local concert
nate smgers than the principals. Lily a poor performance from the vocal
manager on indie basis.
Djanet,
the title role, sang with a standpoint, but introduced a new
conductor,
Cesare
Sodero,
who
flat, uninteresting voice. Her acting
was routine and undistinguished. proved oite of the best Italian conRene Maison's French diction was ductors to come to the Met in decA veteran, Sodero directed
excellent and his acting always in ades.
character, but the tenor's voice is so with a firm, accurate beat and a
limited in range and of such an un- knowledge of style that made the
pleasant nasal quality as to make opera sparkle in its intensity.
The singers, however, were not up
to par. Arthur Carren, as Rhadames,
Maria
Gambarelli,
premiere
misused his big voice, forcing and danseuse of the Metropolitan Opera
yelling most of the time. He cracked
Metop's
Net
Co., will present a play-ballet, a
on his last 'B' flat In 'Celeste Aida.'
Zinka Milanov's magnificent piano modern version of 'Cinderella' for
tones were always in evidence, but adults, on Broadway shortly before
The Metropolitan Opera Co.
Alfred Bester is doing
she, too, was off pitch on top. Her Christmas.
of N. Y. closed its Initial week
costumes at times seemed more the libretto and Alex North the
of its 60th N. Y. season Monday
glamorous as the slave Aida, than music.
(30) with a total approximate
did those of the Princess, Karln
The dancer will not be able to run
gross of $81,000, or a net profit
Branzell.
The latter, veteran con* the production more than several
of almost $7,500.
well after beginning
tralto, sang
weeks, as she has some 35 concert
Estimates for the week are as
considerably off pitch. The "A' and
dates to All, including several with
follows:
'B'' flats are still good, but her low
Monday (23), 'La Fille du
tones are gradually losing their color symphony orchestras.
and are degenerating into a rumble.
Regiment,' $14,500; profit, $3,500.
At 52, she is starting her 20th sucWednesday (25), 'Gotterdaemcessive year at the Met. Alexander
merung,' $10,500; loss, $500.
Janssen
Disbands
Sved's Amonasro was fair, being
Tharsday (26), 'Carmen,' $11,sung with a big wavering tone and

Emma Adams

.

m

PLAY-BALLET PLAN

FOR N.Y.XMAS SEASON

M

Symph

SOO; profit, $500.
Friday (27), 'Magic Flute,' $12,000; profit, $1,000.

Satorday afternoon
cia

di

overacting.

$12,500;

sang well as the King, acted with

and

profit, $1,500.

dignity,

Saturday evening (28), 'Aida,'
$8,000; profit, $1,000.
Monday (30), 'Boheme,'$ll,00(k;

stand out as

made

the

One

Norman

'Lu-

(28),

Lammermoor,'

considerable

Cordon provided a regal high priest
and Lorenzo Alvary, strengthening
the good impression of his debut,
character

it seldom does.
'Boheme' Monday (30) concluded

to Conscription

Los Angeles, Dec.

Soprano, Cellist
Hall. N. T„ Nov. 2»
The best vocal recital of the season here was provided by Marjorle
Lawrence in her first public appearance since her paralysis almost two
years ago. The soprano has gained
immeasurably in the two-year rest
period.
One of the greats before,
her voice has gained In freshness
and purity of intonation, is tremendous in size and appealing in its

Town

richness and warmtn.
Her recital
covered the gamut and she showed
perfect control in pianissimo, mezza
voce and forte production. Of the

dramatic sopranos before the American public today, only Helen Traut>el is on the same vocal plane as
Miss Lawrence.
Joseph Schuster, first cellist of the
Philharmonic, played well in the
joint recital. At least 30 Met artists
were present in a large audience that
cheered Miss Lawrence.
Bddjf.

JOSEF LHEVINNE
Pianist

Carnegie Hall. N. T., Nov. 22, 1942
To play a complete Chopin program, and only a Chopin program
during an evenmg in N. Y., Is a dangerous task for any but a truly great
artist.
For three decades Josef Lhevinne has been in that category, and
his playing at his annual N. Y. recital

showed

bril-

thought and communion between the
composer and veteran artist were all
present, making the concert a memorable one in every respect.
Eddy.

'QUEEN OF SPADES'
Opera la Tkree Aots

Brradway Tkestrc, N.

T., Nov. 24
Third in the offerings of the New

Opera Co. was TSchaikowsky's 'Queen
of Spades,' and for the first time
its

company could hold

head up proudly.

In practically

Blamed

10%

To

disclosed a brilliant lyric-coloratura,

abundant shading, superb

dilrtion

a highly commendable style.
Pinza's Sarastro

was

stately

Pablo Casals

and
Ezio

and sub-

Philadelphia,

A

Dec.

talent

to

work

tones hurt her aria considerably, although in the middle register she
sang with considerable' beauty. Norman Cordon made an excellent high
Eriest, vocally and histrionically, and
illian Raymondl disclosed a cute,
coquettish young actress as Papafena, with a fine lyric soprano to
oot.
The three ladies, Eleanor
Steber, Maxine Stellman and Anna
Kaskas, were all excellent, as were
the three Genii, Marlta Farell, Mona

Portuguese border.

The

action was taken when it was
learned here that Casals, a Spaniard,
had been returned to his native land
as a political prisoner following the

occupation of Vichy France by the
Nazis.
Casals had fled to France
the Spanish
Republic.

when Franco overthrew

Continued from page

L -if^

figures

that

the

3

interval

might serve as a good warmup.
The Hearst papers kudoed Winchell in connection with his Mme.
Chiang Kai-shek scoop, and also first
announced the columnist's active
Naval duties on a secret mission.
He's in Miami preparatory lo being
assigned to duty overseas.
'Lieut. Commander Walter Winchell applied for active service Dec.
7 last and has been on special active
duty since, first in uniform and later

not wearing it although reported doing secret work for the Government.
For obvious reasons Winchell could
say nothing about

this, either

way.

Winchell's, newspaper
activities
Casals has often appeared with the are being filled by guest columnist.
Philadelphia Orchestra as well as Jack Lait, N. Y. Mirror's editor, proHelen Olheim.
Karl
other
symphony
orchestras
in
this
viding
the first three, at least, startMonnstratos
could,
Ijaufkoetter's
Country.
ing
Monday
(30).
stand some improvement on his Eng-

Piulee

and

Eddy.

DOUGHERTY AND RUZICKA
Dae-PiaBMs

Tawn

Hall, N. T., Nav. 29, 1942
Best items on the program of these
artists were their first two selections

compositions by Clementi and Schumann. With the playing of a new
work by Hindemith, their work
which
had
been
extraordinary,
slumped a bit. They displayed accuracy of pitch and a fine sense of
rhythm and weU-balanced coordination as well as a large, full tone, but
much of the playing sounded mechanical,< as though the pianists were
exhibiting their own skill at the key-

board

rather

than

attempting

to

merge that skill with the music at
hand and subdue their own personalities into the promulgation of the
selections being played.
Despite these criticisms they rank

up with the most important

well

teams

now

before the
Eddy.

HIKLOS SCHWALB'
Pianist
Town Hall, N. T., Nov. 27, 1942
Scbwalb is the possessor of a fine

technique and extraordinary interpretative sense on the piano, which
resulted in sensitive, well-played
works of Bach, Vivaldi and Chopin.
The Debussy work did not come oft
quite so well.
He has a tendency to overemphasize both the piano and forte tones,
making one too loud and the other
too soft, which frequently hurt the
balance between movements in sonatas.
This was not done frequently
enough, however, to distract from
the general excellence of his oerformance.
Eddy.

The

with.

singers

and charm were attributes which

helped with her audience at the start,
but her nimble fingers flying over

American-bom the piano in accurate interpretations
who spent considerable time made even more
of an impression.
Italy, disclosed a carefully rouNever did she force herself beyond

a big, rich contralto as
Mary Henderson, singing
with pathos and care as Lisa, delivered a warm, moving characterization.
Lesser artists were generally
good, but above everything else the
spark of animation from the pit
caught hold at once and the vigor
of the performance, backed by some
of Tschaikowsky's loveliest music,
really took hold in the presentation
of an excellent operatic performance
worthy of the Met.
Eddy.
disclosed
Pauline.

GRACE CASTAGNETTA

her natural physical limitations and,
with a carefully balanced program,
played with a knowledge that seemed
unbelievable in one so young. Her
future is indeed promising. Eddy.

ALEXANDER VILALTA
Pianist

Town Haa

N. T.. Nav.

19, '42

Young Spanish pianist plays works
of composers of his own race with
brilliance and remarkable insight,
but IE his attempts at Chopin and
Schumann he fell far short of the
required interpretative necessities.
Should he ever get to the stage
where
works

he

plays

other

composers'

as well as the Spanish, he will
Eddy.
staple.

be a concert

ALFRED MIROVTTCH
Pianist

Carnegie Hall, N. T., Nov. 16, '42
This young artist was not wholly
successful in his all-Chopin recital.
give such a concert and get away
with it requires more in the interpretative sense than he possesses at
the moment. His talents are such,
however, to indicate future promise.

To

Pianist

Eddy.

Town

Hall, N. T., Nov. 2, '42
This young artiste is one of the
now before the
concert public. She is not only a
brilliant pianist, but has introduced

most unique pianists
something new

Wlnchel!

1,

by Eugene Ordued, but sung with the characteristic brilliance of the bass, whose mandy, Arturo Toscanini and the 110
English
diction
was surprisingly
good.
Charles Kullman was undis- members of the Philadelphia Ortinguished vocally as Tamino. al- chestra was sent last week to Secthough he tried hard. John Brown- retary of State Cordell Hull and the
lee's Papageno drew the most laughs
from the audience, and was sQhg in Spanish Ambassador, Juan Francisco
true Mozartlan style with some com- de Cardenas, asking that Pablo Caedy burlesque for the acting. Jarmila Novotna looked like a Prin- sals, one of the greatest living cellcess as Pamina, but the lack of top ists, be given safe conduct to the
petition signed

were not played

tenor

.

'

the greatest of all contemporary vioWhy the first two selections
in the same vein is
a question only Heifetz can answer
linists.

every respect the opera was excellent.
Foremost in the production
was the work of the orchestra under
Emil Cooper, with the playing of
such richness and clarity as to raise SYLVIA ZABEMBA
doubt that it was the same ensemble Planlate
that had performed so listlessly un- Town Hall. N. T., Nov. 28
This 11-year-oId pianiste made one
der other conductors.
Cooper directed with a firm hand and showed of the most interesting debuts in
what a good maestro can do, given years at Town Hall. Her simplicity

Werner Janssen, conductor of the in
Symphony of Los Angeles, tined, well-trained lyric tenor of
announced the suspension of con- considerable brilliance in the upper
cert plans because so many of his register. He acted with ease and his
youthful musicians have joined, or schooling helped largely to hold the
performance together. Hugh Thompwill soon join, the armed forces of
son sang an excellent Prince YeletUncle Sam.
sky, his tall, imposing figure fitting
Maestro paid tribute to the pa- the role. Gordon Dilworth also detriotism of the young men who have livered TOmsky's aria with fire and
enlisted and declared their chairs abandon.
The whole performance
in the orchestra will be waiting was alive and sparkled with never
a letdown.
Of the women, Winifor them when they return.
fred Heidt's mezzo-soprano was at
its best and her acting excellent as
the Countess, and Christine Johnson
Transit Snags
Janssen

violinist
did
an about-face and
played with such brilliance as to
leave no doubt why he is considered

public.

The customary power and

liance of tone, shading and dynamic
control and, above all, the deep

this season the

Caraegle Hall, N. T„ Nov. 17, *42
For the first part of hisjecital up
to and including part of the Brahms
sonata. Heifetz played In a dull, lustreless fashion and an apparent carelessness that in any other artist
would be termed sloppy. Then the

powers have not duo-piano

his

diminished.

were all good.
Nobert Ardelli.
1.

the first week of the Met's current
season and was just an adequate
performance. There was a lack of
sparkle and animation in the performance that hindered the full reAlexander alization of Puccini's masterpiece
listening to him a trial.
Sved sang a creditable Escamillo, but despite some good individual perthe baritone's diction is still not formances.
clear, a waste of a magnificent natGrace Moore, making her initial
ural voice through faulty training. appearance of the year, sang well as
Licia Albanese was the star of the Mimi. despite the handicap of a cold.
cast, singing the 'Je dis cherien' with
Her Mi chiamano Mimi' and 'Addio*
a full-bodied rich voice used with were highlights of the performance.
superb artistry. Lorenzo Alvary Frederick Jagel was in fair voice for
making his debut as Zuniga, is an his ISth successive season at the
For
Ballet Decline
excellent actor, who made the Cap- Met. His impassioned delivery was
Cleveland, Dec. 1.
tain's part really stand out for once,
thoroughly
satisfactory.
Frances
Cleveland's first major casualty
He also disclosed a well-trained, Greer, debuting as Musetta, sang a
powerful bass. He should be a de- brilliant Waltz, showing a clear lyric among the 'arts' to feel the effects
cided asset to the Met. Sir Thomas soprano, somewhat small btit of good of approaching gas rationing was the
Beecham's conducting was marked carrying power and effortless top weekend five-show performance of
tnore by his lack of knowledge of the
tones. She acted with charm and is Ballet
Theatre
which grossed
score, than his handling of it. Thelma
a decided asset to the Met. Norman slightly under $14,000 and had a paid
Votipka, Alessio De Paolis, Helen
Cordon and Francesco Valentino attendance of $8,318, a decline of
Olheim and George Cehanovsky, in were satisfactory in their roles,
but
minor roles, were all more accept- Cesare Sodero's conducting seemed about 10% compared to last year.
able than most of the principals.
According to George H. L. Smith,
a bit slow in its pacing.
of Cleveland Symphony Orchestra,
The Magic Flute' on Friday (27)
was well done, except for a few
who handled show here, drop was
minor slip ups. Bruno Walter's condue to failure of 'art lovers' of
ducting was excellent to start with, Maestros Petition U. S.
neighboring communities to motor
and of the newcomers, Josephine
to town.
Antoine, as the Queen of the Night,
Rescue

even break.

MARJOBIE LAWRENCE, JOSEPH JASCHA HEIFETZ
VIoUnlst
SCHUSTER

in

concert,

in

CARLOTTA FRANZEL
young

Nov,

Two Troupes

N.Y. After Long Tonrs

Charles L. Wagner's two touring
opera companies have returned to
N. Y. after playing the largest number of dates in their history and
with only one missed performance
due to transportation difficulties.
Both troupes played a total of 57
Profits

Hall, N. T.,

1942
coloratura
made a serious mistake In choosing
a program far better suited to an artist with a much weightier voice. The
light voice she possesses is not adequate to cope with much of the mu-

This

In

dates.

Soprano

Town

Wagner's

that

she asks her audience to give her
themes to improvise upon. There
is nothing cheap or sensational about
the stunt, done in excellent taste. It
adds up to the audience being taken
into the recital, and should add considerably to the pianist's b.o. wherever she plays.
Eddy.

17,

colored

of

were cut down

frequent

re-routing,

as a result

but

both

companies played to almost capacity
houses everywhere.
Jac Gorodetsky,

.'.

S.

A.

Cleveland, Dec. 1.
sic of Bach and Brahms.
The 16th member of the Cleveland
Only in some of the Mozart works Symphony
Orchestra to leave for
did she reveal a rich, silvery tone, an
the armed services was Jac Goroexcellent legato and a fine adherence
to pitch.
Had she built the program detsky, member of the first violin
around the arias and songs more section, who went into the army.
Nine members of the organization
suited to her resources, she would
have fared much better, as would her have gone since the season opened
audience.
Eddy.
two months ago.

Wednesday, December 1, 1942

NEW
On

the

Jack Teagarden

35

TAX BATTLES DUE

S. S.

Wrong

(Silent) Side

May Baton

to

Keep Band

Cleveland,^ Dec.

1.

Friday (27) 'without the leader, who
enlisted in the Coa*t Guard last
week. Stabile was delayed by recruiting office formalities. His singing wife, Gracie Barrie, fronted for
him for the first three days, acting
as m.c. until Stabile arrived Monday (30).
Her sax-playing-maestro husband
hopes to keep the entire orchestra
intact, since it's on the upbeat and

one of the most profitable
years in its career. He wants his
wife to assume his baton-waving
hitting

(ilaser

Also Rushing

—

Fjising

Way

Tax

Joe Glaser leaves for the Coast
Saturday (5), to be gone about two
weeks. He flies to Chicago, where
he picks up his mother and takes her
to live at the new home he has
bought in Beverly Hills.
On the Coast, Glaser will concern
himself with final negotiations on a
film deal for Freddie Slack's orch.

.

JUKEBOX WORKERS

98

of

the

union,

route operators were in. Minimum
scales are $48 a week plus 10% commission for route operators, plus a
$10 weekly gasoline allowance. Mechanics are guaranteed $45 a week

Tour Headaches
HoS

Flock
touched

actions

may be

of

legal

off

before long as theatre

He

Is

currently negotiating tor

a radio job, and if it comes through
can recover all of the men he re
leased a coi4>le weeks ago after
completing a short stay at the Edi
sod hotel, N. Y.
Hoirs reasons for disbanding are
typical of the barriers that all bands
stin in existence
his last tour be

have to
had six

face.

On

men

in-

ma-

the baffling Social Security tax situation as it concerns the controversial
status of orchestras whether
band leaders are individual contractors or employees.
Action, with possibility that rebates will be requested, is being
considered following the U. S. Supreme Court ruling last month refusing to review the decision of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
which held that Griff Williams, the
band leader, is an individual con
tractor and not an employee.
Some of the circuits, such as Warners and RKO, have been paying
Social Security taxes under protest
since the Form B contract, forced
upon the industry by American Fed
eration of Musicians, went into effect.
Contention of those theatre
operators who have been paying
Social Security taxes with protest since the Form B contract is
that they should not be h61d liable
for the taxes, regardless, because
Form B is a labor-enforced contract,
not a court ruling. U. S. Internal
Revenue agents have recently been
asking theatres to pay back taxes,
going back to the inception of the
Social Security act in 1937.
Most important effect of the U. S.
Supreme Court decision, according
to industry attorneys, is that while

802 Musicians

To Decide Hot

—

Race Thurs. (3)

which

balloting,

figures

to

work

(Continued on page 36)
the Griff Williams case sets no precedent, it shows that a contract can be
written whereby band leaders are
legally regarded as individual contractors.
It's also noted that the
Government pressed the case to

prove Williams an independent con(Continued on page 36)

Late In December

To Be

name

Reservations and

Copy May Be

Senf to

Any

as

none of the top bands which ordinarily would jump at the job were
Beside Dunham, Gene Krupa. Shep
Fields, Chuck Foster, Tony Pastor,
Carl Hoff, and Stan Kenton were offered the hotel.

Weew ad BiiJ

Goat

M Ucation With
1.

its

Variety Office

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th St

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

SL

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph St

the Merchant Marine and will report
to the Basic Training Sdiool at San
Mateo, Calif., immediately. Weems
himself and five members of the orchestra will be sworn in tomorrow
night (Wednesday) at the Peabody
Hotel. Weems will get a Chief Petty
Latter group includes Joe Stenger,
Joe and Morris Hooven, Jim Sim-

Special Exploitation Advantages

supposed to come in next and
when he refused the booking the
stuck for a

to

Officer rating.

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

inally

left

have

Memphis, Dec.
Ted Weems' band winds up

the

was

also

last engagement for the duration
here Thursday night (3). Virtually
the entire band has enlisted intact in

HOTEL NEW YORKER

available.

will

U.S.IIa€faatllarii6

rationing, train travel, hotel accomhigh road salaries for
men, etc., none of which he's anxious to experience again.

hotel

They

of

modations,

Sonny Dunham's orchestra gets
New Yorker hotel, N. Y. date
following Benny Goodman. He opens
Dec. 31 for four weeks, with options.
New Yorker was in a spot for a
band to follow Goodman, who goes
into the .Paramount theatre, N. Y.,
Dec. 30. Woody Herman was orig-

Reversal

prove at all times whether their
ea-nings for the week are below or
over the initial $n tha'. is taxless.
The
bandleader
will
have
to
compute transportation and other
expenses, plus commissions, salaries
of his musicians, pro-rated nightly
over and above the first $12. After
which the 5% will be deducted and
he's paid the rest
No matter bow
it's looked at, there will be plenty
of pen and ink work among bands
next year.
Accountants puint out, too, that
there's a very good chance that
much of the cash deducted as the tax
will never see the inside of the
treasury.
They cla'.m from actual
experience that few Social Security
deductions mtde by college dance
committees are ever turned in, for
example.
On the other hand, if AFM re>
verses itself and signifies the bandleader as employer, which will also
remove him from the pn™in£ j^.
strictions of the $25,000 net law, the
Victory Tax problem will be a comparative pushover. Virtually all of
the bandleaders currently enjoying
any sort of recognition keep a set
of books (they have to, the band
business is big business) and most
musicians in name outilta today are
paid flat sums.
Wbidi will make
payments to the Treasuij a aimpl*
process of weekly deductions, along
with aocial securi^, which, of course,
is not now the responsibility of the
leader either iinder the Form B
contract

Ted

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

37th

"B'

over $12 weekly begir.ning Jan. 1,
is an item that most musicians and
bandleaders have not devoted much
thought to. since its effect was befogged by the passing of the $25,000
net income regulation. According to
orchestra accountants, the Victory
Tex will force every musician to be a
bookkeeper, in order tc accurately
compute the amounts owed the
Treasury, unless the American Federation of Musicians reverses its
rnrm B contract and allows bandleaders to be classed as employers.
Form B labels all leaders employees.
Accountants state that when a
band is working in a theatre, or on
location, the problem will be simple.
But when an outfit goes out on a
tour of one-nighters and colleges
the fun will begin.
Musicians will
have to be sure to obtain receipts
(or the 5% deducted on each individual job (taken out by the spot
operator or payofi' committee at a

THEME OF THE

ducted and four others enlist, at one
time, practically breaking up his
outfit, llien came diiliculties with gas

SONNY DUNHAM INTO

Form

college).

Election of officers of N. Y. local
802 of the American Federation of
Musicians takes place tomorrow
(Thura) at the local's headquarters
opposite Radio City. Race, involving the incumbent Blue ticket and
the strong opposition, the Unity
group, is gauged as the hottest in
the ei^t years the current administration has held its posts.
Blue faction stands on its record
and platform; Unity a^irants ure
advocating and promising numerous
reforms. There will be no absentee

"Show Business
At War 9^

has dfibanded his or

chestra rather than accept bookings
outside New York, which would
have meant again facing the trans
portation and living problems he
went through on a recent five-week
tour.

that

more than 75% of the mechanics and

Those Wartime

Carl

announced

Major band bookers report a

Clarification

jor circuits, are preparing to tackle

Goins West

Band Is booked for Oriental in
Philadelphia, Dec. 1.
Chicago next week, reporting to Los
International Brotherhood of ElecAngeles' Itianon Ballroom Dec. 23
Considering oil trical Workers has started an organfor six-week run.
the band's prospects, it is likely that ixation drive among jukebox workMiss Barrie may become the first
femme leader of a name orchestra ers.
By the weekend, James T. Rogan.
to be created by war conditions.
business representative of Local

Sidesteps

Make Every

The 5% Victory Tax, which the
Government will levy on all salaries

Year's Sellout

virtual sellout of musical talent
for the coming New Year's Eve.
None of the various offices has
any name bands left to sell forthat evening, and very little of
the non-name variety.
'This year, more than any other,
it was a case of spots buying
early or l>eing left without.

for Social Se-

PROTEST PAYMENTS

duties.

M

New

Contract, Plus Rebates
From GoTcnunent See
2SG Income' Ceiling Also

Intact

IBEW ORGANIZING

to

Abolish-

operators, including some^ot the

Dick Stabile missed the first three
days of his current date at the Palace here, with his orchestra opening

Tax

ment of AFM's Form B

Grade Barrie

Enlists;

May Seek

Theatres

Victory

Moskian a Bookkeeper, Perhaps

WILLIAMS CASE

curity

StaMe

Dick

5%

HIE

L

orchestra Is currently in the middle of a hot feud
between two student factions of Temple University, Philadelphia, apparently for no other reaEon than that he was lucky (or unlucky)
enough to be bought for a prom hqp on Dec. 11. It seems that the
committee which bought the band Is Intensely opposed by another
student group, who are in control of the school's paper, The Owl.
And that's where the rub comes in as far as Teagarden is concerned.
Leader's band, history, and person have been lambasted, according
to band bookers, who have seen a copy. In an editorial printed in the
sheet. The story makes every eSort to convince bystanding students
that the committee pulled a boner in buying the outfit for the prom
and urges them to pass up the affair. Teagarden isn't worrying too
much—he was bought for a flat sum, not on percentage.
s

8

St Martin'B PL

mowin and Pat Leonard. Also sworn
in here was Ray Tanquary, Memphis guitarist, who Is joining the
Weems band and the Merchant Masimultaneously to replace a
member who was unqualified physically to pass the necessary test. Another addition to the outfit for tha
sea service is to be Snooky Lanson,
former featured vocalist with Ray
Noble and Jan Garber bands, who
will join up and take the oath in his
home town, Nashville, together with
Elmo Tanner, whistler. Bill Black,
Wccm.s' manager, is trailing his boss
into the service.

'rine

ORCHESTRAS

B6

Wednesday, December

fBTt
ADDS THIRD NEGRO

No

Shellac for Dec^ but Recorders

Got Under Wire With

Xmas

Barnet Orchestra locludea
Boger Rsmlrec

Charlie

Charlie

Supply;

Negro members
the

addition

AFM Ban

his

in

last

Ramirez, pianist,

Counter-Balance for

now

Barnet

week

Coca-Cola s

Xmas Band Salutes From

Camps on

142 Stations to Cost 2000

three

ha«

band with
of Roger

who was

with Ella

before it
Fitzgerald's
outfit
broken up. Ramirez replaced
Miller, who entered the Army.

was
Bill

War

Production Board, as expect-

no shellac allotmenti are to be granted recording
oompanies for the current month of

December

Since

production.

Johnny McGee has hired

$100,000

his all-male orchestra,

as a regular playing member,
for novelty. She's Gail Curtis,

late

last

(not

its

elimination

entirely,

WPB
how-

Petrillo 1st

ever) has been a left-handed bless-

Pay Shaw $100 Weekly

When

Witness

Senate's

AFM

earnings.

ing to the record companies, in view
of MusiProbe Tees Off Dec. 7
ban against recording, in effect since Aug. 1.
Gradual slowing
Washington. Dec. 1.
of the flow of shellac has forced the
Every allegedly questionable phase
companies repeatedly to restrict the of the operations of the American
releasing of new platters, as a means
Federation of Musicians will be inof keeping within production disvestigated by the Senate interstate
tance of the demand for hit discs
commerce subcommitte. Senator D.
already on the market, and the heavy
Work Clark of Idaho, chairman of
demand for classical and holiday
the subcommittee stated yesterday
platters.
Resuicttng new releases
(Monday). Hearings before' the subtherefore delays the date when they
committee are expected to open
will exhaust the supply of frnsh
Dec. 7.
tunes which each company feverSenator Clark, who is the sponsor
ishly laid up before Aug. 1.
of the re.'Jolution that authorized the
Stretch Backlog
investigation, said that the first witAt the ordinary weekly rate of te- ness will be James C. Petrillo, AFM
leasing. most of the manufacturers president.
would have disbursed all stocks of
With Senator Clark on the subcomnew tunes soon after Jan. 1, but now, mittee are Senators Ernest W. Mcsince Decca and Columbia have not Farland, Arizona: James M. Tunnell,
issued anything new for several Delaware: Wallace H. White, Maine,
weeks and don't intend to until about and Charles W. Tobey, New HampJan. 13, both these companies and shire.
Victor, which releases every two
weeks (two. sometimes three discs)
Jan SavIU orchestra has lieen
will be able to hold out well into held over at the Astor hotel. N. Y.
1943. Victor asserts it may be able indefinitely. Eugenie Baird, formerly
to issue fresh items until June.
By with Tony Pastor, has replaced
that time the record controversy be- Lorraine Benson as vocalist and
tween Petrillo. the networks and Savitt has signed the Galle Sisters, a

of the

Agrees To

Billy Shaw's projected suit against
Charlie Barnet tor $100,000. for failure to live up to a contract Ijetween
Shaw,
them, has been dropped.
one-night booker for the William
Morris agency, has agreed to a
settlement under which he will receive $100 weekly from Barnet's

week

on a one-nighter for West Catholic
Alumni, Philadelphia.

up.

Curtailment of shellac by the

Suit;

not

who

has played with various girl bands
throughout the country.

She joined McGee

Contract which started the differences between Shaw and Barnet was

American Federation

cians'

written in March, 1939, when both
principals were connected with Consolidated Radio Artists. It called for
Shaw to receive 25'"; of the band's
net earnings for 10 years in return
for Shaw's efforts in the band's behalf.
He also claims sinking some
of his own money into the outflt.
which he says was never repaid.

Continued from page 35
against

the

present

s=

administration.

The Unity group has gained considerable strength since the last election, when it made a creditable showing.
There are close to 3,000 local

members, of an approximate

total

of 21,500, in various service branches.
One of the things that has both
sides, and their supporters, humming
is a story that appeared in a trade
paper (not 'Variety') last week,
which inferred the Unity group is
financially
backed by the major
booking offices.
It's said that reprints of the article, gotten up by
the Blue ticket, were handed out Ihe
same day the publication was issued.

would ordinarily allow. They
are running capacity to the exte.nt
materials will allow, and the majority of the latter is being poured into
holiday releases and the four or five

of factory workers. Conscription and
more attractive salaries in war plants
have siphoned off great numbers of

didates for top positions are: For
president. Jack Rosenberg vs. David
GusikofT;
vice-president.
Richard
McCann vs. Robert Patterson; secretary, William Feinberg vs. Sammy
Kramar; treasurer. Harry A. Suber

them.

vs.

ities

pop

hits,

which there has
demand.
for

been a terriflc
Another item that's
some of the companies

Is

ing owner.

Frolics,

includes the cost of the bands, which
will be picked up at 15-minute in-

from Army, Navy;^id Ma.

tervals

rine camps throughout the country,
transportation for them and network

time charges for 142 stations.
In addition to doing the broadcasts, which will begin at noon and
continue until after midnight, each
band will put on a show for the

men

the

in

backing

at.

another

buying name bands for eight
and nine-day stretches, adding vaude
acts, and sending the combination
on a lour of camps. Richard Himber recently finished such a route,
and Frankie Masters began one
(30) in Florida.

Navy

Army

Masters is
while Himber

bases

camps.

buy-up of all afternoon and evening time on the Blue
Coca-Cola's

For Miami Troops
gam-

Frolics Club, Miami, former

they're

is

is

It

playing
played

Now BaUroom

camp

Coca-Cola

method of entertaining service men.

Monday

Ex-Gambling

Spot,

mast Day will cost the bottlers approximately $200,000, according to
band booker estimates. This figure

for Chri.stmas Day killed a plan
for an all-Negro, one-hour broadcast on that net.
Moe Gale was

planning to gather all the top colspot and swank nitery, has ored names in the New York area,
been remodeled as a ballroom cater- for a salute to Negro troops.
men quartered in the

ing to service

solid

trio.

or-

soring on the Blue network Christ-

bling

802 Musicians

may be settled.
While all the major manufacturers
claim to be pressing at capacity,
that's only technically true.
None
are producing at the rate their facil-

broadcasters

Woody Herman

the

His future plans aren't
known; neither is his replacement.
Linehan is the second stockholder in
Herman's outfit to leave within the
Saxie Mansfield,
past few months.
sax. left to return to his Springfield,
111., home, to take over his father's
plumbing fixture business and lead a
band in a local hostelry at night.
Linehan's exit leaves five of the
original seven charter members with
Herman.
They are the leader,
Frankie Carlson, drums; Neil Reid.
trombone; Will Yoder, bass, and Joe
Bishop, flugel horn, now a non-playfamily.

'

trumpeter for

Linehan, pianist and stock-

in

band next week
go back to California with his

to

girl

a

Tommy

chestra, leaves that

Barnet Settles Agent's

II hours of dance
muCoca-Cola company is spon-

10 to

sic the

STOCKHOLDER LEAVES
holder

FOR JOHNNY McGEE

the

had been
forewarned last month by the WPB
that there would probably be no
allowances this month, the actual
order isn't likely to be very harmful.
Most of the annual Christmas
production has already been cleaned
manufacturers

various

GAIC CURTIS TRUMPETS

The

2D HERMAN BAND

musicians in
Other two
the band are, 'Peanuts' Holland and
Howard McGhee, both trumpeters.
colored

ed, hai decreed that

1942

2,

bothering
the lack

Respective

incumbents

and

Nicholas Vitalo.

can-

Miami

area.

policy

Dec.

It
7,

debuts a name band
bringing in Will

Osborne as a starter, and following
with Clyde Lucas.
It's

that

name

the first .dancery ot its type in
part of the country to book
music.

AFM

•Intermezzo/ Chi

House Organ, Suspends
Chicago, Dec.
'Intermezzo,'

Federation

cago

many

for

1.

years the

monthly organ ot the Chi-

official

of

Musicians,

is

suspending publication for the duration, with the current December
issue.
Paper was started by James
Petrillo
when he was first
C.
elected officer ot Chicago local and
has continued for 236 consecutive IsDiscontinuance Is an ecosues.
nomy move.
Any vital information arising in
future will be conveyed to the

membership by

New

mail.

S. S.

Tax

HIT

Continued from page 3S s

;

and thus

tractor,

liable

for

RECORDilH)
A ROW

IN

Social

Security taxes.

Should the contemplated action by
theatres
break the current

the

power

the

of

AFM's Form B con-

it
would also have the effect
removing the orchestra leader
from the restrictions of the $25,000

tract,

of

earnings law. As individual
net
contractors, if incorporated, these
leaders would not be subject to the
income ceiling, except in the salaries they themselves receive from
the corporate setup.
This, in effect,
o^'er

the

reali7.es.

to

Ls

what the AFM's

board has been
few weeks.

executive

past

according

mulling
It

now

sources close
Form B conmistake in view ot the
to

the board, that the

tract

a

is

law, and it may change the
law to specify 'name' leaders as employers,
rather
than
employees,

$23,000

1^

1

One

Thanks tnt
EDWARD A. REITER
Palace Hotel

A\D HIS ORCHESTRA
Now

Playing Return Engagement Within Five

Months

at the

PALACE HOTEL, San

Franci»ro.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY, Ine.
•

Broadcasting

CBS

coast-to-coast.

SAM LUTZ
Ml/ Personal Managar

factor

said

to

It

mirlM

AFM executive board action on the
Form B question is how the Treasury
Department will treat the
change of stance. Government would
probably then insist that leaders
pony up Social Security taxes most
bandleaders haven't paid since the
s.s. law went into effect in 1937. Under Form B, taxes have been paid
the last six months by theatre operators and nitery owners, etc. It's
expected that if the AFM revokes

y3

Forb B the taxes of this period, at
least, will have to be repaid by the

STILL PAGKINO

Another item which may hasten
the executive board's reclassification
of leaders from employees to employers Is the 5% Victory Tax. which
goes Into effect Jan. I (see separate
story).
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Wednesday, December

Bands

1942

2,

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

at Hotel B.O.'s

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending, Now. 12)

(Presented liereiDit?i, <u a wekly tabulation, ia the estimated covet
eharga buslncM beinff done by name bands In various New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room capadty and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
Thie compilation is based on the period from Mondayholidai; price.

London, Nov. 12.
White Christmas
Victoria
Chappell
Jingle Jangle
Jealousy
Wright
Only You
Maurice

Saturday.)

You Walk By

_

Hue

We«k«

.

,

3o«cl

Jan Savltt
Ray Heatherton

Played

Aster (1,000; 7Sc-$l)
Blltmoro (300; $I-$1.50)

.

Vaughn Monroe* Commodore

3
31

(500; $1-$1.50)

8

Lani Mclntire*. .. I,exington (300; 75c-$l.S0)
Harry James ....Lincoln (225; $l.S0-$2)

42

.

Benny Goodman*. New Yorker
Pennsylvania
Bob Allen

Guy "liOmbardo ..Roosevelt
Xavier Cugat* .... Waldorf
*

8
7

(400; 7Sc-$1.50)

(500; 75c-$1.50)
(400; $1-$1'50)
(550; $1-$1.50)

8
7

0

Covm
Past

Total
Cover*

Week Oo Date
3,075

700
2,000
1,850
1,475
2,375
1,775
1,500
tl,i75

Asterisks Indicate a supporting floor show, although the band
t2 days.

8,875
21,725
17,550
65,850
14,275
17,075
13,375
12,700
1,175
is

the

major draw.

Chicago
Gria WllllBms (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$4.50 min.). ComThe Hartmanne brought 4,300 people here last
week.
^
Art Kossel (Walnut Room, Birmarck hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Business
continues good here with 2,000 patrons last week.
Alvlno Bey (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 800; $1.25-$2.S0 min.). BuildAround 5,300 people last week. Not terrific, but solid.
ing.
Nell Bondshn (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.50 min.). Business upped last week to 2,000 people. Renee DeMarco tops the billing.
Henry Kin; (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel; 1,100; $1.25 min.).
Still holding up to around 2,200 people.

C-C
F-D-H

Penn Polka

Dash

Waters Are Blue
My Sunshine
First

Southern

WalU

Always In

My

Heart.

.

Armstrong
Fields

.Feldman
Chappell
Sterling

$4,600,

OK

$900

bination of Williams and

1-Nite

Dates

drawing approximately 4,600 at $1
and $1.25. Band well received.
Gray Gordon (Aud., Worcester,
Thanksgiving Eve
hop by Gordon drew fair 900.
In the dips.
Shep Fields (Brookline C. C,
Joe Belchman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Felt the early week slump
Nov. 28). Blackout
Philadelphia,
along with the others but managed to get up to around 4,000 stubs.
practice blacked out Fields; under
Holiday help needed to
Mass., Nov. 25).
Early part of week deep

the conditions Fields' draw of close
to 900 was outstanding at $1.10 per.Boston
McFarUnd Twins (Totem Pole B,
Eddy Oliver (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). Oliver opened
Auburndale, Mass., Nov. 25-28). On
(26) with Morton Downey, who is receiving largest share of
third weekend McFarlands main-

Thursday

Huge

36G, Del, Stabile 23G, Geve.

Onthellpheat

Wayne Paseoztl, former Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra drum- after Thanksgiving and got a great
mer, has left the 'Icecapades' band
start but weather went sour and hit
to join Howdy Baum's dance outfit
At $19,000, just fair.
at the Merry-Go-Round, Pittsburgh. biz.
Bob Crosby, Newark (Adams; 1,Emil Coleman and orchestra open 950; 35-40-65-75-99)— With 'Sabotage
A Squad' (Col) and stage show. Band
at the Versailles, N. Y., Dec. 3.
new revue opens at the Versailles is main draw, corking $18,500.
Glen Gray, New York (Strand; 2,Dec. 17.
756; 35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)— With 'GenCombination of
Billy Bishop, leader of the orch at tleman Jim' (WB).
the Olympic hotel, Seattle, will join Errol Flynn picture and the draught
the Volunteer Officers Corps around of band has resulted in near-capacity
Christmas. The band will continue business here from the gun; wiU
with Vic Barr, sax player and man- cross barrier at $54,000, extremely

St.

Louis

Minneapolis
Robertos and Lorraine Vernon.

Strong 500 nightly average attendance.

Philadelphia
BUly

Perry was satisfied.
Arthur Bavel orch, with June
Jack Teagarden (Ritz B., Bridgeport, Conn., Nov. 29). Steady rain Robbins, former Eddy Duchin thrush,
kept down take here; 9'86 at 98c. doing the vocals, opened indefinite
engagement Thanksgiving night (26)
Band was well liked.
at William Penn hotel, Pittsburgh.

Denny Thompson, former band'

Jimmy Richards (Minnesota Terrace; Nicollet hotel; 550; $1-$1.50 min.).
Band and three acts comprise the draw here. Sylvia Froos and the

good.

Woody Herman, New York (ParJoan Dexter, singer formerly on amount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99-$!. 10)—
York, has joined Xavier With Hazel Scott, others, on stage
Cugat's orchestra.
Band opened at and 'Road to Morocco' (Par). With
Waldorf, hotel, N. Y., last week (27). big Thanksgiving day take, wound
up third week last night (Tuesday)
Jack Egan, former personal man- at a resounding $79,000. This comager for Alvino Rey, is now Chief pares with $78,000 for second stanza.
Petty Officer, working on radio pro- Holds over further.
grams for the Coast Guard. He is
Ray Kinney, Omaha (Orpheum;
stationed in Washington, D. C.
3.000; 20-40-55-60)— Plus 'Salute from
Hawaii' unit and "Thunder Birds'
Joe Thomas, sax, has rejoined (20th). Great $15,500.
Jlmmie Lunceford after a six weeks'
Ray McKhiley, San Francisco
illness.
(Golden Gate; 2,850; 44-55-75)— With
•Sin Town' (U). Nice $23,000, with
Harry Debin, former trombonist b.o. appeal split.
for Harry James, last Friday (27)
Ted Lewis, New York (SUte;
supplanted Eddie Aulind in Dick 3.450; 30-44-55-75-90-$1.10)
With

WOV, New

credit for drawing terrific 1,200 covers in three days, overflowing to ad
tained good pace, playing to 7.800
joining Sheraton Room. On first three days of week, Harold Nagel band dancers
Stabile's orch, current at RKO Palat usual $1.45 couple for
Fears, John Hoysradt and Mario and Floria, accounted for okay
ace, Cleveland.
$5,655.
good 550 covers.
Louis Prima (Empire B., AllenCbick Floyd (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Floyd held town, Pa., Nov. 25). Prima ran into
Blaine Stone, pianist who created
on to his steady draw of 875 covers over Friday-Saturday, only late nights, several different local affairs in near- Sammy Kaye's original theme song,
plus excellent dinner biz throughout week.
by towns from which Andy Perry's added to Lee Allen's outfit at SouthSucceeds
spot draws and drew approximately ern Tavern, Cleveland.
500 at $1.10, high scale for Prima. drafted Chick Chainken.

Nick Stnart (Club Continental. Hotel Jefferson; 800; $l-$2 min.). Burns
trio, added to floor show at this downtown spot.
Biz sagged a bit after skyrocketing last week but 3,200 customers visited
the room. Stuart currently in 11th week and shows no signs of wearing
out his welcome.

(Estimates for This Week)
Cab Calloway, Pittsburgh (Stanleyt
30-44-55-68)— With
'Seven
Sweethearts' (M-G).
Opened day

3,800;

^nd Peggy

Twins and Evelyn, dance

Herman

Giant 79G in 3d, Both N. Y.; Spivak

ager, at the helm.

(Estimates)
Looli ArmstroDg (Civic Aud., Columbia, S. C, Nov. 26). Armstrong
did an exceptionally fine job here,

Los Angeles

Freddy MarUn (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50).
keep pace with the 3,000 weekly cover average.

$54M

Gay

Anniversary Waltz
Worth Fighting For

On

Glen Gray Terrif

S7

Archie Tarshls, saxman, back with
master and novachordist at Hotel Herman Middleman's band at Yacht
Statler's lounge bar in Cleveland, Club, Pittsburgh. He used to lead
drafted by Barry Winton to replace the band there himself.
his
conscripted pianist
Winton's
crew staying in Statler's Terrace
Jo NapolcBD, Bob Aster's exRoom until Ramon Ramos opens singer, rejoined the band last week
Dec. 10.
before it left Pittsburgh.

(Garden Terrace; Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500; $1.50Addition of Lamb and Yocum Ice show sending business to
record-breaking proportions with more than 500 persons turned away
opening night (Thanksgiving). Tabs recorded were' 1,497 dinners; 1,623

—

'Moon and Sixpence' (UA) (2d run).
Picture brought in right on top of
run
Lewis
but with

Rivoli

as stout

supporting boxoffice, should get $82,>
000, fine.

Johnny Long, Philadelphia (Earle;
35-46-57-68-75)— Abetted by
others, on stage,
'Priorities on Parade' (Par),
Drawing credits are evenly divided
between band and picture, okay

2.768;

Henny Youngman,
plus

$22,000.

Lucky Milllnder, Providence (Metropolitan; 3,200; 30-55)—With Ink
Spots and 'Foreign Agent' (Mono).
Stout $0,500 in four days.
Charlie Spivak, Detroit (Michigan;

50-65)—Given nice coupling
'I Married a Witch' (UA), plus
Harmonica Rascals. With plenty of4,000;

with

fered, great $36,000.
Dick Stabile, Cleveland

(Palace;

40-40-70)—With Grade Barrie,
others, on stage, and 'Navy Cornea
(RKO).
Orch's initial
Thiough'
vaude date here la storming the b.o.
for a walloping $23,000, even with
Grade pinch-hitting for her absent
husband. Stabile, due to his enlist-

3,700;

Blaraliall

$2.50 min.).

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

suppers.

Wa^er MlUer (Stratford Gardens; Bellevue-Stratford hotel; 225; no
cover or min.). All previous records broken this sesh by Miller's Meyer
Davis unit. A total of 1,705 customers checking in for dinner and supper

ing.

Practically old home week for Enoch Light when the maestro and his
band played a one-nighter at the Strand, in FayettevlUe, N. C, last week.
Among the backstage visitors were Capt. Ed Flynn, who was one of Enoch's
biggest boosters when he wrote music notes for Downbeat; Warrant OfLocatioD Jobs, Not in Hotels
ficer Jack Zeik, who used to toot a sax in Light's band before donning
(Los Angeles)
khaki, and Cpl. Curt Weinberg, who once upon a time Boswelled the Light
GcAa Krnpa (Palladium B, Hollywood, third week). Not drumming up band. Also about 60 drafted musicians who dropped back to exchange
the boom trade others Ijefore him have done, but should kick over 21,000 'Hi Gates' and *Vee Gates' with the members of Light's crew.
on the week.
Freddy Slack (Casa Manana B, Culver City, fifth week). Cashing In
Mario Seretellp, whom Jimmy Dorsey hired as fifth non-playing memwith the young 'uns on the strength of his hot-selling platters and climbing
ber of his trumpet section, has been rejected by the Army because of an
steadily for a 5,000 count. Those all-night swing shift sessions on Saturold back injury. Dorsey added Seretello to his band recently in Hollyday providing the bulge.
wood,
as insurance against being left shorthanded by a sudden draft call
Jan Garber (Trianon B, Southgate, Cel., third week). Spared by the
'
to one of his trumpeters.
alump and punched out another terrif 6,800 tabs.
Seretello was paid to be on hand, ready to jump in at any time, but the
Haisy Hareelllno (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, eighth week).
Army
had
other plans. He was called for his physical last week before
Bettered 5,000 customers but credit it to Nils Granlund's floor show.
any of the men he was to replace.

dansants.

(Chicago)
Willie Farmer's opening with a new band at the Rialto Ballroom, New
Lof Breese (^hez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Sophie Tucker and Lou
York, last night (Tues.) marked his return to the band business. Three
Breese, both big favorites, keep 'em coming here; 4,500 last week.
Chico Marx (Blackhawk; 500; $1.25 min.). Marx has developed Into years ago he broke up the band he led at the (Toconut Grove atop the
Park Central hotel, N. Y. In the interval he has concerned himself with
one of the cafe draws of the town. Patronage holding around 4,000.
the operation of a shoe store in Newark, N. J.
Many of the men Farmer gathered for his re-entry as a bandleader
(Minneapolis)
Carlos Molina (Happy Hour; 650; no cover or min.). Wound up 18-day were members of the outfit he disbanded.
engagement to continued good returns, trade being in excess of first engagement at this spot several months ago. Crowds bitting 550 average
Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey's orchestras will be \/orking on the same
nightly.
Jimmy Dorsey will be finishlot, Metro, in Hollywood, later this month.
ing up the last two weeks of filming on 'I Dood It,' while Tommy begins
theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.; 17, Baltimore hotel. Providence, R. I.
Count Basle, Dec. 10, Strand Ball-

Band Bookings

room,
theatre,

14-16, Paratheatre, Salem, Mass.; 25,
week, Windsor theatre, Bronx, N. Y.;
Jan. 1, week. Palace theatre, Cleveland;
8-10,
Palace theatre. Fort

Hal Melntyre, Deo.

mount

Wayne,

Ind.

Boyd Bacbom, Dec.

6-6,

Music

Stewart theaLincoln, Neb.; 12, Carlton College, Northfleld, Minn.
Duke EUlogtoii. Deo. 11-13, SUte
th«afte, Hertford, COp^.; 14^16, Lyric
Hall, Cincinnati; 0-10,

Philadelphia;
Baltimore.

11-17,

Royal

11-12, Sweet's
Sacramento; 13, Sweet's Ballroom, Oakland, Cal.
Mai Ballet, Dec. S, 'E' Ball, Sanford, North Carolina.
Beggle Childs, Dec. 4, New York
University, N. Y.; 20, two weeks. Tic

work Dec. 12 In 'Girl Crazy.'
Last time the two bands were anywhere near each other wSs at the
New Yorker hotel, N. Y., couple years back, when one closed and the
other opened at the Terrace Room, and it was arranged for the respective
moves to be made on the same evening.

No

Allowed

By Uncle Sam, Fewer
Bands to Camps
Since the Army and the Office ol
Price Administration canceled a plan
to altot busses to white bands tiaveVmg through the south and southwest the number of donated datei
played by name orchestras at army

camps has

off.

Transporta-

between 15 and 20 a month,
whereas bandbooklng executives and
the USO-CSI were once aiming at
to

200 monthly.
There has been no meetings of the
committee of band agency men with
the USO-CSI representatives (which
formerly took place weekly in New
York) for almost a month, since
Abe Lastfogel, head of that organiThere
zation, went to England.
no reason to get together; commitments by the various booking outfits are too few.
However, while the number of

U

,

definitely

Henry Biute, Dec.

fallen

tion problems, which make it virtually impossible to book a band far
off main railroad lines, has sliced
the number of dates being fulfilled

set

bookings into camps

tled in at the

James Cagney had gone

The delegation of stars who last week waited upon William Feinberg.
secretary of the New York musicians' union, ran into a bit of human
interest when it turned out that Harry Suber, treasurer of the local, and
to school together when they were kids in New

through the USO have fallen off,
leaders and agency men have partially
filled
the void with direct
promises to play for trainees. Bands
playing theatres, locations, etc., in
areas close to training reservations
have assertedly been increasing their
efforts.
Agency men claim that th«
number of direct dates being played
in. this manner equal and often surpass the total arranged through the

troit.

York.

USO.

B.,

"Toe Club, Boston.

tre,

Jack Coffey and his band have setVanity Ballroom, De-

Joe Galkin, manager of Tommy Tucker's orchestra, who was given a
I-A classification last week by his draft board, attempted to join the Navy
He is now
last week, but was turned down because of color blindness.
awaiting induction, meanwhile staying with (he band, currently at the
Palace theatre, Dayton.

.

-

-
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MUSIC

88

Praise the Lord

We Have Just Enjoyed

New

and
As We Near Our Greatest Goal

OUR GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
our thanks

otter

and coopfifty years by

respect

ior the

eration accorded us for neourly
the better elements in the whole Music Industry,

including

.

.

.

The Broadcasters
The Orchestra Leaders
The Musicians

The Music Trade
The Mechanical Companiea
The Singing Profession

— our

authors and composers and the men and
women oi our entire organization who take just pride in
the Marks Catalog of over 20,000 numbers which has
stood the test of time since 1894.

Also

Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition.' It had to do with clergymen and others being against further
Explanaexploitation of the song.
tions were gone into, but I think
the main reason for this attitude has
been overlooked.

(Jtecordt beloto art grabbing most nlckcb this toeeh (n iufceboxei
throughout th« country, ai reported by operators to "Variety.' Namet
of more than one bond or vocalist after the title indicate*, in order of
popularity, whose recordings are being played.
Fiffures and names in

is

ther most humanitarian.
According to international law or
covenant no chaplain is to bear
arms. He is a morale officer. This
Thereuniversally understood.
is
fore, this portion of the story should
not be enlarged upon for it is mak-

ing a fact out of that which is not.
Now to the main point. There are.

chaplains being held
as captives of war. If they are considered bearers of arms, they will
be dealt with as would any soldier.
They will be subject to barbarous
treatment and possibly death. It is
in the interest of these men who
adminsister to the souls of our fighting men that clergymen are making
this plea which seems to be a rea'sonable and justifiable one.
I believe you will*f\nd if you check
with Naval officials that this angle
of the story is the correct one.
P.

Moloney.

(Tho* Just In

I

Memory)

SOMETHING

MY EYE
CANT WAIT
TOMORROW
<For

AT THE CROSSROADS

{

2.

Praise Lord (7)

3.

When

Daybreak
uayoreaK

(Famous)

Qo On

Lights

IN

By Five

3.

Five

6.

Dearly Beloved

^^^^"^f

(5)

7.

Manhattan Serenade

8.

My

„

,„,

Tomorrow

I

-PATMOTICTHE MARINES' HYMN
LIFT EVERY VOICE AND
SING
HE'S 1-A IN THE ARMY
(And He's A-1 In My Heart) (The Immortal Hymn of Victory by James Weldon JohnTHE OLD FLAG NEVER
son and J. Rosamond JohnTOUCHED THE GROUND
son.)
THE BALLAD OF VALLEY ONE DAY NEARER TO
FORGE
VICTORY

Richmond, Dec.

A

10.

,,

Fall

There Are Such Things

:

-STANDARD LATIN- AMEBIC AN
THE PEANUT VENDOR
AMAPOLA

the

NEW

(The Charcoal Man)

(When They Cut

the Cane in Cuba)
I

Heart)

STANDARD PRODUCTION

I

I

PARADE OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS (Chauve Souris)
LOVE'S OWN SWEET SONG (Sari Waltz)
FRASQUITA SERENADE (My Little Nest of Heavenly Blue)
LOVE'S ROUNDELAY (Waltz Dream)
DAY DREAMS (Spring Maid)
IT'S DELIGHTFUL TO BE MARRIED (Zlegfeld Follies)

MOTHER WAS A LADY
I WONDER WHO'S KIS^INQ

THERE'LL BE SOME

CHANGES MADE

AND THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS MORE
Write for Our Vfirious Catalogs

Edward B. Marks Music Corporation
R.C.A.

BUILDING

(Yankee)

RADIO CITX

NEW YORK

Tommy

Victor

Decca
q^^,,

Dorsey

Had

Street

Johnny Mercer

Tunes

tufth

(Miller)

(Tommy

(Millar)

Bluebird

Dorsey

Victor

Decca

(Inkspots

Hal Mclnlyre
{

^^-ba"

(

Bing Crosby

Gal (Mill,)

1.

Moonlight Beoomei

Capitol

Spike Jones

This Ib Army, Mr. Jones (Army)

Me and My

Decca

Sisters

.

Never Be Another You

Dreams

Andrews

Decca
Andrews Sisters
Columbia
Harry James
Decca
Jimmy Dorsey
.Columbia
( Benny Goodman.
Decca
(Jimmy Dorsey
Victor
(Sammy Kaye
Decca
t Woody Herman

Dream (BVC)

Craziest

I

)

You (Famous).

Victor

do^^^^^^^^

Decca
Columbia

(Kay Kyser

Brunswick Radio Moves

Virginia

.

Albany, Dec.

1.

Brunswick Radio Corp., a Delav.are concern, has changed its locaconduct of business in

tion for the

New York State to 60 West 57th
Maurice Purtlll, former member of street. New York City. This is the
ing:
Glenn Miller's disbanded orchestra, h.q. of Decca Records which took
'Why the Federal government conhas poined 'foinmy Dorsey
place of over Brunswick's assets.
tinues to allow the song to be sung
Buddy Rioh. He played wltn Dorsey
Diamond, Rabin
Mackay, Newover the radio is something we do
York City, were filing attorneys.
before joining Miller.
not understand. As to whether the
song is sacrilegious may be a debatable point, but the fact that it
gives an entirely erroneous conception of a chaplain's activities is not
debatable.
'Chaplains have man}i duties in
the Army, but fighting is not one of
them.
By international agreement,
men do not even carry
these
weapons, and taking part in actual
combat puts them on the same footing with other soldiers and removes
any justification for treating chaplains as pri:ioners of war any difNo. 1 Populiriiy Spoi
ferent from the fighting men. It
H««a«j for
certainly Is no credit to America
to sing with great gusto about a
'sky pilot' (chaplain) who becomes
a killer.
'The damage has already been
done, perhaps,' the editorial concluded, 'but a.s a matter of principle we should like to see the song
banned from the air.'

&

Different

Be<-u,.
Surt-firo Mittrl.1,
I

PAR SETTLES FILM
IN PHILLY

The

$50,000

ff

I

aRID A
(

Philadelphia. Dec.

damage

suit

1.

filed

UTTIE BIT IBS

Ana You Cored A UHle

Bit

B.rk.Uy Sr.h.™
Word, end MU.U by

Woro

.«<»

C.rl.y Mill.

by

two Philly songwriters against Para-

mount

Pictures, Inc., for alleged
plagiarism, has been settled out of
court,

pLAV MIDDLE PLAY
JAZZ ME BLUES

Victor

(These records are direcflj; below yirst 10 in popularltv.
of weeks in parenthesis ore fading, others gaining.)

it

was announced yesterday

in U. S. District Court here.
J. Cullen Ganey ordered the
case filed a year ago dismissed. The
enount of the settlement was not dis-

Everyne A9r...-»."t

(Mon)
Judge

-STANDARD DANCE TUNES-

Vaughn Monroe
Connee Boswell

the

SONG SUIT
-STANDARD AND CONCERTMALAGUENA
GLOW WORM
WALTZ TIME IN VIENNA
DOWN SOUTH
KEEP OUR LOVE AS IT IS
DON'T COUNT THE STARS
TODAY (Oscar Straus)
(Robert Stoli)

SONG OF THE ISLANDS
IDA, SWEET AS APPLE
CIDER
THE BREEZE AND I

(1)

(

number

HER NOW

TA-RA-RA-BOOM-DER-E

Victor
Victor

Decca
Columbia
Decca

At

I

OLD TIMERSGOOD OLD
SUMMER TIME
HOT TIME IN THE OLD
TOWN TONIGHT
MY GAL SAL

Capitol

DAYBREAK

I

IN THE

Slack

^

I

POPULAR LATIN- AMERICAN

PARE COCHERO (Stop, Cabby)
LETARGO (Long Live the Future)
CANTIGA INGENUA (When You Peer Into My
DILES QUE NO E3 VERDAD (Ages Ago)

Alvino Rey

chaplains,' the publication says, addI

I

TUMBANDO CANA

Freddi.e

(

Virginia Methodist, official organ of

SAY

"SI SI"
(Para Vigo Me Voy)

)

Okch

Decca

Sisters

>
(Harms).
[^.^^^

Henry Okon, former publicist for
Frank Dalley's Meadowbrook, Cedar
Grove, N. J., and later with Al DonConference of that
ahue and Stan Kenton, has replaced
'There's no denying that
church.
Charlie Stone as p.f wlt)i Tommy
the tune is a catchy one, but the
Tucker. Stone was drafted.
words are no credit to America's

I

Andrews

Victor

Decca
Columbia

OTHER FAVORITES

.

EL CARBONERO

/ov
(3)

Ammunition' be banned
from the air was expressed here
(26) by the
editorially Thursday

I

(Quiereme Mucho)

T
Love

•

plea that 'Praise the Lord and

Pass
I

J

)
I.

,.

There'll

Traise the Lord'

Harry James

j

(Bobbins).

(4)

Serenade Blue rnvPI

Go Home

J'mmy Dorsey

Glenn Miller
Jimmy Dorsey
) Harry James
(Jimmy Dorsey

Devotion (14) (Santly),

„
Don't You
Why _

9.

For

YOURS

(Chappell).

(2)

Vaughn Monroe
Les Brown

{

)

I

Asks Radio Ban

UNTIL

OQ Leave)

EL RANCHO GRANDE
MAMA INEZ

.

.

(

I

I

(CLP).

(6)

(Feist)
(i-eistj

(4)

Brazil (Southern)

THERE'S

DO

listings

SS^fc.V.ccS
KrfXs.V.V::.'^°'^^^:

White Christmas (7) (Berlin)

1.

Der Feuhrer's Fao* (S) (Southern)
Hera Comee Navy (Shapiro)

IChurch Paper

POPULARI WISH, I WISH
IT ALL THE TIME
BE HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS

WISH,

weeks each song has been^in tha

Strip Polka Cl6) (Morris).

some

I'LL

of

respectit;e publishers.)

many

said,

Here

I
I

and

—why

it is

number

parenthesis indicate the

—

and a good one
a reason
the story behind this song
should be— shall wc say soft-pedIt is not unpatriotic, but raalled.

There

William
is a selected list of just a few favorites in
of the varied types of music we have
published.

10 Bttt Sellers on Coin-Macliines
York.

Editor, 'Variety':
I read with interest your piece on

Our Best Thanksgiving

we

)

.

closed.

The

tune-clefTers

who

filed

the suit

were S. Bickley Reichner and Dr.
Clay Boland, the team which has
been writing the songs for the University of Pennsylvania's Mask and

Wig Club shows

for

many

Show.HiJ

lOVE
TAKING A CHANCE ON
c

,K.

M 4.M

pletur..

"C.bin

In

Th. Sky".

many cthan.
Buck and BubbUi and

years.

Reichner and Boland (now a lieutenant-commander In the U. S. Navy
Reserve) claimed that Paramount
had stolen their tune, 'Midnight on
the Trail" which they wrote for Mask
and Wig's 'Great Guns,' a production
of three years ago. They contended
that Paramount had renamed the
tune, 'Dancing on a Dime' and used
it in a picture of that name.

Veer'. Bi9

Senietion.
Pic»u'« Sons
Will Be Thli y««r'i

\ Ml.

Mgr.

ttk''

«•;"'

Wednesday, December
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Sheet Music Sellers

CaBed Unfair' by Union

Kin^i

Week ending Nov.

Of Songpluggers; Second Such Case

Lights

Berlin

Go On

cur-

rently playing in Chicago, has been
placed on the 'unfair' list of the contactmen's union. King is, of course,
a member of the American Federation of Musicians, also affiliated with
Uie A. F. of L.
According to a resolution passed
by the executive council of the contactmen's union, professional men,
or Ihcir publisher-employers, are
barred from soliolting King for plugs
or servicing him with music in any
way. The action was decided on at
last week's meeting of the council,

Famous

Spangled Banner
Five By Five
Dearly Beloved

Leeds
Chappell

Harry Ferguson has been named
manager of ASCAP's Denver dis-

Are Such Things

Yankee

trict.

Never Another Vou
Fuehrer's Face
Talk For Joe

Ferguson Vice Burkan
For ASCAP in Denver

Army

He replaces Barry O. Burkan,
who was recently commissioned an
ensign.

Miller

Air Corps

Fischer

Why Not FaU Love

several members had complained that King had sought to induce them to violate the union's
anti-subsidy rules and had become

Picture' of 'Straying' Society Writers
Broadcast

Morris
Southern
Shapiro
Shapiro

Penna. Polka

Music,

Inc.,

yesterday

ASCAP

|

BVC
Warock

board of directors, at ita
meeting last Wednesday

monthly

(Tuesday) denied the report rampant within ASCAP circles that it
expects to make available to BMI
licensees the works of many ASCAP
members as the result of an agreement in negotiation with the Songwriters Protective Association. The

Harms

Serenade Blue
Night This Time

Decca Buys Weil

Suspects MiOs Talks With

BMI on SPA Deal Prompted 'Rosy

CLP

Praise Lord

U

Henry King, whose band

ASCAP

28

White Christmas

>9

(25), took formal recognition of thi»
report. John G. Paine,
general manager, read to the board a letter he had received from one of hit

ASCAP

southern

who

managers,
(Continued on page 40)
district

'

after

belligerent
rejected.

when

his

Catalog, but Not

Thanks

demands were

King makes the second band leadwhom the union has taken
The other maestro
such steps.
changed his attitude shortly after the

Certain on Use

er against

taboo order was issued.

Machmes

IntL

To Allocate

ASCAP

For Starting Another Smash HH!
Decca Record Co. has acquired the
of the Milton Weil Music
Co., Jack Kapp, Decca prez, stated
yesterday (Tuesday) that he wasn't
certain 'as of Dec. 1' whether his
company would use the catalog as
the nucleus of an active publishing
business.
All he could say, added
Kapp, was that the Weil catalog had
been offered him and he bought it.
No recording company has maintained
any ownership connection
with a music catalog since the latter
catalog

Credits

The

Inlcrna(ional Business Machines Co. will take over the function
of allocating performance credits for
wriler and publisher members of
ASCJaP. The Society had intended

do this job itself with machines
purchased from the .same company,
to

but it learned recently that priorities
barred their delivery.
What makes the use of such machines ncce.ssary i:. the fact that
startinc Jan. 1. ASCAP will credit

members on

the

radio-station

performances

basis

of

2..S00.OOO

h

DADDY'S LETTER
(signed)

*20s, when Victor tamed over Southern Musfc to Ralph Peer.
Mrs. Mable Sample, widow of Milton Weil, leased the catalog to bandleader Tommy Dorsey several years
ago. Dorsey made it the basis of his
Sun Music Co., and, about a year
and a half after adding the hit 'I'll
Never Smile Again' to It, he turned
the catalog back to Its owner.

SEYMOUR

By TOT

LAWNHURST

and VEE

Chorus

T
J)ad-

dcar^

dij

I'm ei^ht

ijeai'S

to-

old

daij

ASCAP ELECTS

year.

The breakdown,

as had been expected by several publishing firms,
.l;c into account the broadwill not
casts of tunes from recorded libra-

WRITERS

20

I've

I

put

mtj

toijS

a

-

I'J rath

v/atj.

-

write

or

^o tjou lhaii

ries.

ASCAP
week

ASCAP Wnter Ballots
Reject Bock Idea
board of

director;;,

elected

publishing

at

a

meeting last .Wednesday (25). declined to consider a suggestion from
Gene Buck, former prez. that an
amendment to the by-laws regarding
writer clas.iification be limited to a
Ballots on the
run of two years.

amendment, which was .submitted by
Fred E. Ahlei»t. seeks to abolish the
current practice of classifying writers
every quarter and to make such
procedure m.indatory only once a
year.
The amendment is corollary
to a new pl.in for determining a
writer's classification.
It was during the discussion o( a
motion before the board that the
amendment ballot be approved that

that

he had

of

thi.';

.'orf.

but

and five
membership.

writers

firms

to

largest

-3-

num-

Wagcnaar

and

SU& smiled

and so did

said

ijou

"

"

Good

bije

-

'Causa I

I

knov

Meredith

new

The

publisher electees are
Publishing Co..
Glenmore

Bloch
Music,

Inc..
J.
C. Marchant Co.,
Noble Music Co. and Tempo Music

big bo>jj

Tiev-ffif

cri^.

I've

^ot

a

iword.

and a

Sol

you

nesA

-

dier Suit^

A

Inc.

'America

I

Love Yoo'

W

Writers Sue Mills, 20tli

been

On

So

iF

me

i-n

Fdin Deal

Edgar Leslie
-id Archie Gottler.
other who wrote the composition. 'America

members of the boaru pointed out I Love You.' filed suit in N. Y.
Supreme Court Monday (30) against
him that the i.-sno he had raised
Mills Music Co. and 20th Centurywas not in order, since the motion
Fox Aim Corp.. for a reasonable fee
merely had to do with approval of
and to cancel licfip.sc for the u.se of
the ballot form and not the amendthe composition.
ment. Buck was reminded that the
to

Ahlert plan had been under discustlon for months, both before the
writers' classification committee, of
which Buck is a meml)cr. and the
directorate as a whole.

SOUY

LOFT'S 60 DAYS
TO WIND UP AFFAIRS

Tiie

war

-now, -I'll

will soon be

have received $50,000.

The plaintiffs originally granted
the exclusive publication and recordint rights to Kalmar & Puck Music
Co., which assigned the rights to
Mill.s

has been eiven a 60-day deferment
by his draft board so that he can

Lother Perl a.-Jsiened to cimpose
the score for the Dudle.v .Vichol.'!
production. 'This Land Is .Mine.' at

up

anri-i)

Leslie and Gottler claim in their
action that Mills had no right to
grant 20th-Fox use of their composition in the picture 'Tin Pan Alley.'
They claim they received only $5,000
for film rights, which they claim was
not enough and that they .should

Solly Loft, partner in the piibli.shIn'.; firm of Campbell. Porgie * Loft,

wind

And when

JWom-mi^'s Were

)3lai^.

Willson.

under the impression that Ahlerf.<;
new plan of classiflcation was to
have a tryoiit period of two .years.
Buck declared that he favored a
limitation

last

ber admitted in a single batch since
early 1941.
Th,e new writer members consist
of Charles O. Banks, Vera Bloom,
Carl Busch, Walter Donovan, Milton
Keith Ebbins, Seger Ellis, Pearl
Fein, Don George, Schuyler Greene,
Fred Hlllebrand, Arthur Kent, Hazel
G. Kinscella, I. B. Kornblum (Hollywood attorney), Richard Charles
Krieg, Zeke Manners, Irwin l^owan,
Igor Stravinsky, Mrs. Joe Taylor,

amendment were immediately mailed
out to the writer membership. The Bernard

Buck remarked

20

directors

of

The writers make the

Stand After Directors

ASCAP

board

H

j

J

RKO.

ary induction.
Nick Campbell, one of his partners, is In the Coast Guard, which he
joined several months ago.

of

done.
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Each

vjou.
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when
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in 1931.
.|.>(iKlit

business
and per.sonal
matters. He's .slatifl for a late Janu-

next to
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.\ndy
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and
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background music
Romance' at Universul.
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.
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Inside

Upbeat

Stuff-Musk

Gene dcPaol and Don Raye clefTFrank Luther, who records for Decca, and has been chiefly identified
ing two more songs for 'I Dood II' with hillbilly, cowboy and kid records and radio, has written a
book
'Americans and Their Songs' which Harpers h^s just brought out ($2.75)'
at Metro, making a total o( (our.
As the title implies, it parallels the musical history of our country from

V5

the psalms of the Pilgrims through the Civil and Spanish-American Wars
Lennle Haylon conducted the Roger songs,
spirituals and cattle country (cowboy) songs, sacred and college
Edcns-George Bassman score for gay 90s and songs ot the 49er5. It eschews the modern.

(tOO-DU- 00-DLE - oo)

'Cabin in the Sky' at Metro.

Jimmy Van Heusen, Hollywood tunesmith who penned
Adolph Deutsch scoring 'Action in
the North Atlantic' at Warners.

— we hove

the rights to this
English sensotion — occioimed on
Americon smosh hit from its very

Y«s

1942

2,

Guy'

at Universal.

clefTing four numbers to be sung by Allan Jones in
the Universal musical, 'Isle of Romance.'

Dave Franklin

first

broodcost.

Aireody the fovorite of the boys on
the march
rolliclcing

—

happy - go -iuclcy,

this

tune

is

swinging

Freddie Slack's book on hot mu'Boogie-Woogie and the 8-Beat,'
published by Robbins Mu:>ic Corp,

sic,

ish

HOLD YOUR HATS ON!
(fOO-DLE OO-DLE-OO)
Woidi by

Music by

SONNY MILLER

RICHARD ADDINSELL

^>»^ /to!^

ASCAP has complied with the requirements of the Florida anti-monopoly
statute and broadcasters In that state have begun to obtain licenses from
the Society. The Florida stations are acting with their state organization,
having taken a stand in favor of or against an
rapproachment.

ASCAP

To date, Irving
copies.
'I Left
Tired So

time a pop composer's name appears in the title line of a
Tip Top Tunes, a Boston Publishing house, has just put out a new
tune by Bob Ellsworth titled, 'If I Were Irving Berlin.'

a>^ y/r

ne

nrgcr

neM r/ts

aooM-ee

NBC CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs
Follou'inji (abiilation oj popular music per/ormouccs embraces all /our
rxelworks—NBC. CBS. Blue' and Mutual— as represented by WEAF, WJZ,
WABC and WOR, N. Y. Compilation )iereu>i(/i covers week beginning
Monday through Sunday, Nov. 23-29, from 5 p.m. ro 1 a.7n., and is based

liugli Morton and Ralph Blane.
authors of the score of the legit
version of 'Best Foot Forward,' are
in Hollywood to compose supplemental music for Metro's film ver-

White Christmas— t'Holiday Inn'

sion.

Street of

Irvin Tulbot is not only scoring,
but handling the entire musical direction of the~Harry Sherman western,
'Coif Comrades,' for United
Artists release.

P

'Of'n cote

ara:

first

"

David Snell assigned to write the
score for 'Air Raid Wardens' at
Metro.
Mario Sliva joined Columbia Fix
studio music staff as conductor and
vocal coach.

Can

I

song.

on data provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular source for music
publisliing industry.

TITLE

Mr.

3coA/£^

Berlin's score for "This Is the Army' has sold 280,000
Heart at the Stagedoor Canteen.' 180.000; 'I'm Getting
Sleep." 30,000; "This Is the Army, Mr. Jones,' 40,000, are

the toppers.

For the

Harry Tenney has sold the Britrights of 'With a Pack on his
Back' to Chappell & Co., of London.

across the nation I

the music for
Lockheed's

flickers, is a test pilot at

My

way

its

Morocco' and other Crosby

to

and Everett Carter
Heusen's working under his real monicker, Edward Chester Babcock.
musical numbers for "He's

Rosen

Milt
clefling

My

'Road

California plant these days. Van Heusen learned to fly a plane at Flushing Airport two years ago, using the profits from his crack song hit,
'Darn That Dream,' for his lessons and a Luscombe monoplane. Van

by

5

PUBLISHER

42
38
30
23
27
23
23
22

Leeds

8 Ball'

Why

Don't You Fall In Love With Me?
•I'm Getting Tired So I Can Sleep
Had the Craziest Dream— t'Springtime'
1

Do It Again
Daybreak— 1'Pt. Miss

TOTAL

Berlin
Miller

Dreams

5— t'Behind

Harms

Army

BVC

I'd

Santly
Jones'

......

.

!

Feist

Dearly Beloved'— t'You Were Never Lovelier'.
Chappell
21
Get Neck of Chicken— t'Seven Days' Leave'. .Southern
21
Manhattan Serenade
Robbins
21
Pennsylvania Polka
Shapiro
20
Moonlight Becomes You— VRoad to Morocco'. Famous
17
By the Light of the Silvery Moon
Rcniick
10
Praise the Lord and Pass Ammunition
F.Tnious
16
There Are Such Things
Yankee ................ 15
.

.

1

Roy Webb doing the score for
Walked With a Zombie' at RKO.

'I

.

.-.

.

i

.

.

.

SOLO PLUGGERS

Brazil
I

/f^Ts

OAT

a>e

f'^ai.L

see rr

TTMme//.'

mCOME

NOT

u///^e

Contact

men

representing various

N. Y. music firms and the operators
ot the Dixie hotel's

Room
sic

new

Plantation

are at odds currently. Spot

men

is

keep the muout of the room during the

making every

effort to

evening session

(11

p.m. to 2 a.m.)

unless they're escorting someone.

Came Here

Southern ........
Shapiro

For Joe

to Talk

.

...... 14

When the Lights Go on Again
cLP ...................
Can't Get Out of Mood— t'Seven Days Leave'. southern .....
......
Constantly ''Road to Morocco'
<•• Paramount
Velvet Moon
Wiimark

—

.

A Boy

ABC

For

Mills

In Khaki
Me and My Gal— t'Me and My Gal'
Hip Hip Hooray
Rose Ann of Charing Cross
There'll' Never Be Another You— t'lceland'.
Ten Little Soldiers
That Soldier of Mine
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
A Touch of Texas t'Seven Days Leave'
Serenade In Blue t'Orcheslra Wives'

...

—
—

•This

Is

the

II
II

Lincoln
National
Chappell

11

Southern

10
10

11
11

Army

10
10

trouble is that the The Steam Is on the Beam
Crawford
I Don't Care What You Think
Dorscy Bro.-;
claimed that the contact men oc- Moonlight Mood
Robbins
cupy tables and eat or drink com- Please Think of Me
Wiimark
paratively little. Pluggers. on the Begin the Beguine
Harms
other hand, assert that the fact there Gobs of Love
Paramount
is no cover or minimum is not their
My Devotion
Sanlly
fault; maintain that they still have Yesterday's Gardenias
Mayfair
to contact Teddy Powell, whose band At the Crossroads
Marks
is playing at the room. They claim
Everything I've Got
Chappell
they haven't the capacity to eat or I'm Old Fashioned
Chappell
drink in every room they enter Itlaho
Mills
nightly, but would pay any mini- Blue Skies
Berlin
mum the Dixie Would sel.
920 Special
Regem
Paradise Valley
Atlas
Rosie the Riveter
Paramount
When You're a Long, Long Way from Hume. B'way

Basis of the

9
9

It's

9
8
8

.

8
8

.'

.

s/-ae

n

ASGAP Suspects

—

Continued from page
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1
''
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0
•>

6
6
5
5

Berlin

American Prayer

39

wrote that Carl Havelin, BMI's
man, had been urging wavering

.

.

Abraham— t'Holiday

Wonder When My Baby's Comin' Home
field When They
Sound the Last All Clear
BMI You Never Lovelier— 't You Never Lovelier'.

Mutual
Crawford
Dash-Connelly
..

13
11
11

!

room hss neither cover or minimum.

«€rX

14
13
13
12

Robbins
Shapiro
Morris

bVC

Army, Mr. Jones

14

5
*

Chappell

5

station licencees to stick along be-

cause

BMI would

with the song of important

Radio Stations

Dance Bands

•

Program Builders

Companies

•

• Electrical

•

Vocalists

Transcription

Recording Companies

ALL MATERIAL

NOW READY

1

During the ASCAP board discussion of last week, one director slated
that
the
assurance
most likely
stemmed from the meetings that E.
Mills,

C.

now

general manager of
has been holding with

the SPA,
officials on Ihe subject of signing an SPA basic agreement.
This
director speculated that Mills may
be pointing out to BMI how the latter organisation might, through the
instrument of such an agreement,
clear the way for BMI-aPf iliated
publishing firms to obtain the works
of ASCAP writers.
Mills, who was
retired by ASCAP' early this year,
is still getting a weekly check from
Ihe Society.

BMI

A BMI

"This

ts

the

Army'

publlsiiing subsid.

ASCAP

writers.

ATTENTION/

tFilmusical.

soon furnish them

executive staled yesterday
(Tuesday) that the statements credited to Havelin have 'no connections
•whatever with the negotiations be-

ing carried on with the SPA. BMI,
he said, does hart>or the hope that
writers, who find no out-

let

foi.

'their

manuscripts

song has been Nvritten by an

I

mind, added

elects.

MUSTS FOR YOUR BOOKS
I

(o end)

I

OGEECHEE RIVER LULLABY
CAB CAM.OWAY
No.

RYTVOC,

of

a non-ASCAP member,
ASCAP has no right to convey the
exclusive performing rights of such
a number and that the non-ASCAP
member is legally privileged to
license the song's use to any one he

BURNED A MATCH MUMBLE JUMBLE
end
(rrom

now

ASCAP

member and

this executive, was the repeated expression of confidence in BMI legal
quarters, that a favorable decision

3

suil.

the N. Y. federal court,

writers to BMI's 802 station licenses. In this litigation, BMI
makes the contention that where a

publishers because of their
picture, stage and contract-writer
commitments, will soon turn to BMI
affiliates for publication and in that
way BMI licensees would enjoy a
rich and larger flow of material.
in

in

would make available the works

ASCAP

with

ASCAP

What Havelin had

Marks-ASCAP

in the E. B.

pending

ASCAP

MW!

Ine^ 1686 B'way, N. Y.

tol.

(A8CAP)

VAUDBmLB

Wcdneedaj, Dceembvr tf 194S

ToungStown Showgirl
Beaten; Seek Assailant

USO Troupe Details IiM^
Of Haying Bermuda, Iwt Extreme

Enjoyment of Soldiers Was Worth If
By

LOO FBANKEL

Performers slated to play Bermuda
USO-Camp Sbow«, Inc, should

be prepared for clammy weather, a
shortaee of laundries, and beauticians
with just about nothing In the way
According to Frank
of accessories.
Conville,

who headed

a troupe which

returned to New York last week from
the isUnd. the best thing the gals can
do is wear dresses that won't wrinkle, while the men should stock up
on 'thousand mile' shirts; L e., darkcolored shirts that won't show the
wear and tear. But the soldiers' su-

Now

2 of Mills Bros^

In

War Service, Hypo Drive

{or

Richmond,

Two

Va., Dec. 1.
of the Mills Bros., discovered

the

Richmond Air Base where

at

they are

helped swell the
week when they
appeared at the Mosque In connection with an all-Negro program durin service,

war bond
ing

total last

Women

at

Youngstown, O., Dec. 1.
Police are seeking an unidentified
who waited in a darkened
downtown hotel room until 4:40 a.m.
Monday (23) to strike Sunny Lovett,
showgirl who was returning- from
work at the Grand Theatre, Youngstown burlesque house. Stepping from
behind the door, tbe man struck
Miss Lovett on the head several
times with a wooden club.
Not seriously Injured she suffered
bruises over her left eye and on her

War' Week.

New York and Other Nitery

Boston,

assailant

Key dties Ready Precautions

Fire;
Veloz

&

Yolanda Mild

Booking

Beefs

RKO

NEW BREACH OF

performances at English's (1,500seater) Nov. 27-28. against stiff competition from Sonja Henie's 'Hollywood Ice Revue.' Manager Vincent
Burke reports lively advance sales

ZaSu Pitts in 'Her First Murder,'
at English's, Dec. 3, 4, 5.

for

Ballet Theatre, at English's for one
performance tonight (Dec. 1) guaranteed good house by Martens subscription series. Burke thinks effects
of gasoline rationing, starting here
today (Dec. 1), have already been
discounted at boxofflce, since trade

from nearby towns has been

EARL CARROLL

ASKS

AGVA

AGVA

and

25G IN

Chicago,- Dec.

Into an agreement with officers of
the hotel last August to take over
the Terrace Casino, which -was to
be transformed into a theatre-restaurant, and after he had spent $27,-

000 In costumes, scenery and made
numerous contracts with performers, the hotel's board of directors
refused to honor the contract.
The petition states that Carroll
negotiated his contract with A. E.
Bolt, treasurer; Frederick J. Best,

Leonard

secretary,
and
Hicks, managing director of the
corporation but that the board of
directors disapproved the deal.
-

stages

problem

to

"Show Business
At War

All of these were a
Kavanaugh and Miss

Briefer. Latter is a hoofer and does
a routine that features a lot of splits.
Kavanaugh, the juggler and rubber
ball trickster, had to learn new
methods of keeping his tricks going.
The lights were usually mounted in
gallon-size cans that formerly held
tomato Juice. And, in most of these

Mayfair hoofed and wound up with
a jitterbug routine with the huskiest
serviceman in the audience and,
despite the disparity In their size,
she'd toss him around and carry the
Kuy off stage. The Kay Francis song
was 'Brother, That's A Wolf,' and
after
a second show practically
everyone on the island was using the
wolf call' for a running gag.

Wincheira Faux Pas
Favorite hangout was the Pan
American Airlines office where the
entire troupe did a lot of radio
listening.
There the stars heard
Winchell announce they had arrived
in England.
There also they heard
most of top radio programs which
are shortwaved to the troops.
Most of the films on the Island
were oldies. The big favorite was
My Favorite Blonde,' with Bob Hope
and Madeleine Carroll. Other curent fare was 'Young as You Feel.
Irish Luck,' 'I Married An Angel,
Joan o£ the Ozarks.' 'One Night in
(Continued on page 42)
,

l

37th

-

—

Other stories dealing with the
Cocoanut Grove fire are to be
found on pages 1, 3, and 24.
fense workers' trend it's been much
better, for some months saw business likewise dented.
No question among cafe men that
quick and intelligent psychological
hypo to public confidence is necessary if things are to perk up. Coming now, in the face of the usual preXmas lull, it's no small chore for all
concerned.
Theatre men, too, took cognizance
of their fire precautions, exits, etc.

—

FhiUy's Probe
Philadelphia, Dec. 1.
double-header investigation of
Philly niteries was ordered yesterday as an aftermath of the Boston
holocaust.
Lewis G. Hines, Stat*
Secretary of Labor and Industry,
and Philly Fire Marshall Alexander
M. Smith sent their agents to all
spots in this area to see whether
their exits met with safety regula-

A

tions.
tions,

Also checked were decorawhich under the law, must be

flreproofed.

was announced that 417 spots in
Philly have dance licenses, including
It

niteries, cafes, taverns and halls.
City Councilman, Charles B.
O'Halloran, a former member of the
board of Local 8, International AU
liance of Theatrical Stage Employes,
however, declared that all niteries
should be forced to employ compe-

A

tent electricians.

authorities.
'If we were to bear down on fire
defense in Philadelphia, very few of
the night clubs would remain open,*
said Halloran.
The way, most of them operat*
is a crime
with their inflammable

—

decorations,

lack

of

exits,

and no

proper electrical equipment
'The clubs should have a competent electrician to supervise and op-

THEME OJ THE

catch-as-catch-can showings, the public address system was on a par with
everything else. Despite the handicaps every one enjoyed everything,
with the show people getting a bang
out of the amazing reaction of the
audiences.
During the time the stars were
with the troupe they did nine shows
for the men, Mies Francis and Conville split the m.c.ing.
Former and
Martha Raye did the singing. Miss

Where

With the war boom, there has been
a rush for dance licenses from many
small spots in all parts of town with
little .supervision on the part of th*

dotes.

tennis courts.

has been felt across the land.
spots like the 600-700 capacity
Latin Quarter in Boston only had 12
people Sunday night, it was almost
as bad. in New York and Chicago,
where biz dipped SO to 80%' in those
places which operate Sundays.
Monday, a traditionally poor going-out night although with the deeffect

1.

Earl Carroll filed a petition in the
U. S. District Court here last Friday
(27) asking permission to file a suit
against the Morrison Hotel Corp..
charging breach of contract and
seeking damages of $27,000.
Carroll charges that he entered

assistant

fire

(details in film section), while from
coast to coast the following key city
reports are but a cross-section of
what has been the direct result of
the Hub tragedy.

BREACH

CHI

IN PHILLY

Pay

light all

season.

BOOKERS, AGV

There were only a few regular
they
Mostly
available.
worked on planks that were slapped
together or on a concrete floor. A
couple of times they worked on

1.

V^loz and Yolanda, at $2.75 top and
playing return engagement in their
'Dansation,' took mild $3,500 in three

OnlnkspotsCues

Boston is still In mourning as reof the tragic Cocoanut Grove
Sunday morning which took upwards of 450 lives, and its reflex
sult

$3,000, Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Dec.

Negro women, staging a singing
contest between various choirs In
the city, had enlisted the help of the
Mills, plus two other colored singers
perlative enjoyment was enough to who made up a quartet and precompensate for these Inconveniences, sented five numbers. Also on the
Conville reiterated.
blU were Bob Robertson, former
The troupe, consisting of Conville, pianist and singer from the Cotton
Harry Levine, booker for the ParBlo5som Sisters, Stan Kavanaugh, Club, and Floyd Smith end his 12Eleanor piece
and
Briefer
amount theatre, N. Y., has protested
Ge^rude
orchestra from Camp Lee,
French, were on the scene for about
Admission to the event was the booking of the Inkspots for a
They left the main- through the purchase of war stamps, week of single-day stands In various
three weeks.
nabe houses around N. Y. Leland with the all-girl, all-ster troupe with two bonds as prizes to the local
vine lodged' his complaint with Moe
(Kay Francis, Martha Raye, Carole choirs winning the contest.
Gale, Inkspots" manager, on the
Landls and Mltzi Mayfair) that was
grounds that the Par had an option
headed for England. With them was
on the quartet's services, and that
Abe Lastfogel, prexy of USO-Camp
And when the European
circulating them In outlying sections
Shows.
would Injure their next play-date at
Jaunt was delayed In Bermuda for
the Par. Latter house Includes clauses
nine days, the two units combined
number
In all its contracts prohibiting perand gave the servicemen a
formers signed from accepting (tetes
of two and one-half-hour shows.
the
within a radius of 50 miles of N. Y.
Everyone, stars as well as
for 60 days before and after playing
others, bunked in the USO Flats, a
of
the Par. This rule is often waived,
50c per night bunkhouse. By dint
however.
much searching, the authorities manAll operators of theatres that could
aged to locate someone to press the
was
else
possibly play bands and vaude in the
stars' gowns, but everything
(Continued on page 42)
strictly adllb. The gals washed their
men
The
own hose and lingerie.
Philadelphia.
Dec.
were
I.
and
washed their own shirts,
W; has broken out anew between
Disagreement
lucky. In that Eleanor French toted
the
American
Guild
of
Variety
Artwhich
with
a portable electric Iron
ists and Philly's booking agents, and
their shirts were Ironed.
In Chi Night Chibs
Everyone naturally traveled ligH, this time It looks like the real thing.
is
threatening
Engits
to
open
for
bound
especially the people
Discussed by Assn.
own booking office. Agents are getland. Abe Lastfogel, with six clean
ting ready to toss their
shirts in his kit. was on a spot, since,
franchises Into the ashcan. Fur is
Chicago, Dec. 1.
as the Camp Shows prexy, he was
flying
around
Inthe
Shubert
dinner
Building,
numerous
One of the salient points discussed
the recipient of
of
Philly's
ten-per-center at last week's meeting of the niinois
vitations from assorted dignitaries, center
colony, over the new price scale Cafe and Cocktail Lounge Owners'
English as well as Yank.
established
by
AGVA.
Assn. at the Sherman Hotel, was the
Most Shows Ontdeora
Last week everything looked rosy problem of talent buying. Members
Most of the shows were outdoors A committee representing the Enterof the organization claim certain
and several of them were given dur- tainment Managers Assn. (bookers)
prices are submitted to some operaAfternoons they usuing rainfalls.
and
Its adjunct, the Cabaret Bookers tors and different ones to others.
ally entertained at isolated posts and
Assn., met with a committee of They feel they should have a Joint
for hospitalized men. The shows for
AGVA's
board,
and
agreed
to
the
agreement on salaries.
the isolated detachments were adlib
new price schedule calling for a 10%
Meeting was presided over by
gabfesU, with the men happy to
At these 'cost of living* increase in all catC' David Branower, chairman of the
just talk with the troupe.
gories. But when the committee pre' executive board. An election of offisessions Conville huddled with the
44)
(Continued
on page
cers will be held In two weeks.
men
fed them gags and anec-

Hub

Business Sharply Off Followmg

nose.

N.Y. Par Option

41

erate
their
electrical
equipment
They should exercise the same care
and precautions that movies and

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

theatres do.'

Spriosndd Taltet Stock
Spt'ingfleld, Mass., Dec. 1.
to eliminate possible fire-

Seeking

of

traps

ill

municipal and

Sprini;!fie!d,

civic a|:encies have instituted a series of investigations of public and

private propcity.
Building
Commissioner

To Be Published Late In December

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy May Be

Sent to

Any

NEW YORK
W.

46th St.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St

W. Randolph

St.

Gordon

immediate

in-

places of public as-

Executive Secretary

Ralph W. Ellis, Jr., of the Hampden
County Safety Council sent out a
bulletin ordering inspection of pub-

8

Following
conference
t>etwecn
Mayor Roger L. Putnam and fire
and police officials, it was announced
all municipal agencies would cooperate to prevent duplication of the
Boston disaster.
Fire prevention laws here have
prevented visiting opera companies
from sf.iKing little more than con-

Tan't Happen'

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

'all

cert versions here because of limitations of ihe .Municipal Auditorium
staec.

Variety Office

154

ordered

lic
buildings.
One of the victim*
of the Boston nitery fire was Gilbert
W. Winslow. local safety engineer.

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Reservations and

Robertson
spection of

semblage' and

St Martin's

io

NenarkT

Newark, Dec.
PI.

Ncu ark'f

.

oiii^y

dub
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^re
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A6VA

Greaza Remains as

Chieftain

Plea for Rainbow

Pending Selection of Successor
4-

Walter Greaza, due to return

to the

assistant executive secretaryship of
Equity yesterday (1), will probably
not resume his duties there tot several weeks because of failure of the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America to name his successor as
head of the American Guild of Variety Artists. Equity 'loaned' Greaza
after the Four A's took over
to
the vaudeville branch for the purpose of setting the union on Its feet.
Four A's huddled futilely last Friday afternoon in an effort to select a
new executive to handle AGVA.
There had been over 100 names submitted to the committee, that total*
Anally being pared to a list of 11.

AGVA

Indicated that someone within the
Four A's setup will finally take over,
rather than an 'outsider.' Another
session on Friday (4) will again try
to determine Greaza's successor.

N. T. Confab
Executive secretaries of all AGVA
excepting Frisco, Portland,
and Cincinnati, concluded
three days of confabs at union
headquarters in New York on Monday (30). That afternoon they appeared before a special meeting of
the international board of the 4A's
to present their recommendations

Room

New

1942

Freeman Bonstdn. Fantastic Vande

York.

Fpre of Yesteryear. Kes in H woe

Editor, 'Variety':

Many of us have been reading
with deep regret and sincere concern about the contemplated closing
Rainbow Room. Those of us

2,

.

Freeman Bernstein, one of tha
moat fantastlo yet colorful characknown In and out of tha vaudewas, died Tuesday (1)
In Hollywood.
Ha had been 111 for
soma tlma andt anticipated his
San TranclMO, Dm. L
Date for tha clampdown, In form demise, according to a note found in
Bernstein was visiting
of an earlier oloalng hour oa all hli pocket
local tavarna and night clubi, haa William X. Howard at tha letter's
introduce artists who represented a
been set for
10 by 6aorga hotel room when stricken with a
new phase in floor entertainment Rellly, of StataDao,
Board of Equalisa- heart attack. Ha was 74.
The acts without losing their intrin- tion, liquor
Bernstein trouped vauda shows to
enforcement body. The
sic, popular aspect, seemed to t>e
closing hour decreed t^y RaUlr U strange places and sometimes he
clothed with smart distinction and
midnight, in placa of 1 a.m. hour stranded them but at heart he was
unobtrusive dignity. Here, one disa con artist Hia exploits were of
specified by atata law.
covered a helping hand to new artIn the absence of legislation to such an unusual nature that tha
ists, and many of these have since
stunts
of the

TIP-TAP-TOE SUED

who have had

ON Pin PACT BREACH
Pittsburgh, Dec.

1.

Frank Matesic, local agent, suing
Tin,^Tap and Toe, dancers, for $300
for running out on a written contract
with him recently. Trio was playing
Stanley,
deluxer here, and Matesic, upon learning that they had two
open weeks, contacted the hoofers
about a date at the Merry-Go-Round,
nitery here he's been booking.
Their N.Y. agent wasn't satisfied
with the money Tip, Tap and Toe
were offered, but. told Matesic if
threesome was satisfied, they could
Dancers
go ahead with the deal.
agreed to the short coin for their
layoff period and signed on the dotted line with Matesic.
Meantime, an offer at a bigger salary came to Tip, Tap and Toe's agent
through Joe , Hiller, another local

WB

the pleasant privilege
of doing business with the management look upon it this way: John
Roy, a cultivated gentleman of high
personal integrity, who had developed In himself an intelligent showmanship that was also characterized
by surprising courage. He dared to

Cafes' Midnlto Closing

h Frisco Set for Dec.

10

ters

ville field that

supplle*}many humorous
justified the confidence placed in enforce the earlier shuttering, Rellly
stories written by Sima, the yarns
them by quickly becoming names on said that any drlnkery that aoet not
conform voluntarily will ba de- appearing In "Variety.' At various
the radio, stage and screen.
But there is the public, too. Here clared out of bounda by the mili- periods In his career tha cops caught
you could bring your mother, your tary authorities, and that then the up with him and he l>ecame more or
grandmother, your aunt from Du- state board will suspend the license less familiar with the Tombs prison
but somehow he managed to walk
buque. You could bring your wife for the duration.
and your children. Many such famNitery
operators,
who believe out a free man.

Perhaps that stunt that gave
ilies came.
You could hear a father their chances of survival depend on
tell his young ones, as they came
revising the night clubbing habits Broadway the biggest laugh was a
into Rockefeller Plaza, something of the populace, are planning to reputed deal with Hitler to deliver
about the magnificent buildings, the start operations much earlier every a shipload of nickel for which he
accepted. As a result. Tip, Tap and
enterprise of the Rockefellers, their evening.
Tha rule will ba dinner was supposed to have been paid
Toe failed to show up at Merry-Go- benefactions;
$250,000.
When tha vessel arrived
as he walked through
Round after that spot had advertised the spacious and impressive corri- starting at 6 p.m., dancing at 6:30, on the other side it was discovered
and floor shows at 7:30 or 8 o'clock.
them extensively, and management
dors ha pointed to the historic muA
new
military order, also ef- that the cargo was virtually useless.
was forced to book in a substitute
rals; then you got into the speedy
fective December 10, may throw Bernstein was brought back from
on the revamp of AGVA and a suc- act at last minute.
elevators and remarked with know- some mors biz to tha taverns be- tha Coast because of that incident
Their candidate
cessor to Greaza.
ing pride that they ascended at the tween 10 p.m. and midnight.
but he 'beat the rap' with ease.
to replace Greaza is Carl Dennis,
astounding rate of 1,400 feet per
One of the stories of hia far away
New order will permit drinking
the Detroit local's exec. sec.
minute. Then you came to the Roof. by service men at bars from B p.m. wanderings had him touring a show
Among the reorganization sugHere, before the dimout regulations, to midnight
Mongolia,
Heretofore, soldiers through
traveling
gestions was a plan to shift the
by
you announced with civic glee, 'Here could not be served liquor after 10 camel, oxen, or other means and acnational office to a midwest locale
is New York!' And you looked out
p.m.
cepting furs in lieu of admission.
and another calling for an AGVA
across the million needle points of
council staffed by the executive secFrom tha Orient ha brought conlight that pricked the dark panoretaries end national representasiderable jade, much of which ha
rama. New York rolled out at your
tives.
sold on tha Coast but whether ha
feet; you looked at It from the height
The 4A'8 is studying the report
smuggled in the stuff, was never
of 65 stories of Rockefeller achieveand is expected to act upon It at
clear.
ment. You could point to the Statue
the next 4A's board meeting FriBernstein had the native
locals,

Ore.,

booker,

a date at Gray Wolf
Sharon, Pa., and that was

for

Tavern

in

MPLS. NITERIES
HIT

day

BY DEARTH

FRIARS IN

OF NAMES

This

Minneapolis, Dec.

Saranac Lake

Increasing

By Happy Bcnway

shortage

1,

locally

of

—

something.
.would sadden you if you walked
along Fifth avenue and looked up
and knew the Rainbow Room was no
longer there. You would feel as if
the RCA building were unfinished,
lopped off.
Benjamin David.

New Show Dee. 9
Status quo continues in the Rainplans to try and work
out a compromise with the waiters
and cooks unions. Meantime a new
bow Room's

show bows in next Wednesday (9)
headed by Rosita Segovia, 21-yearold premiere ballerina with the Bar-

Opera and Mexican Symphony whom managing director
John Roy saw in Havana. Her U. S.
celona

USO Troupe

Patricia Edwards.

Mike Cojohn wires the colony
back on the Job.
Schultz, former

Ben

back at

his duties at the

USO

who

that

Continued from oage

Paris' and 'Melody
of these

are UL

to Aussie

Contliaoed from pace

U.S. Tax Bureau Granted

For Three.'

were regular 35 mm.

with the 16

mm,

issue of the

All

prints

new

re

Aside
due
from Bob Hope, the big clicks with
to arrive

leases

the troops

Rogerslte,
the-

Benson

atre in Brooklyn.

Write t« (hose

One

any day.

were the Superman

shorts.

of the performers ran into

ex-customers

man who, back

an

in 1929,

had sold him a flock of stocks and
bonds that went down the drain with
the crash. Frank Convllle ran into
Frank Simeone, once a saxman with
the Bobby Byrnes orch. The footer
was surprised to hear that one of
the columnists back in the U.S. had

operates with a $15,000 per him 'killed
In action' in the Solomons.
month grant from Camp Shows. Also
The troupe clippered out of Berin thi ofTlng but still in the shadowy muda last week and was well enatages are plans for supplying shows
route to N. Y. when a sudden heavy
to Yanks In other foreign areas. storm drove the plane back
to BerWherever possible these will utilize muda. Since the Clippers travel with
local organizations and manpower.
the windows curtained, the troupe
This desire to tread tenderly yet didn't know they had returned
to
firmly is regarded in informed cirBermuda. Consequently the biggest
cles as aimed at not offending other
laugh of the trip was the remark of
charitable organizations which were
Conville, who said, as they disemactive In providing entertainment
barked in what he thought was Long
for the AEF in the first World War
Island, 'Kinda warm for New York
and have felt that Camp Shows
this time of the year, isn't it?'
should confine itself to the U, S. A.
and let them service the AEF'b.
Jack Pepper, formerly operator
JlntiDjr Mlaiaella'a or^h has been of a -night club in Dallas, inducted
by Army.
booked b^- Verne's, Detroit nitery.

and

SHOW: GROSS

It is Institu*
of modern America.
tlonal that's it, institutional. People

debut depends on getting a U. S.
baum, Harry 'Slipfoot' Clifton, Joie Lowry uses outside unknown bands entry visa, which,, however, is exCowan, Slift (Warner Bros.) Farmer, and Curly's here has pick-up floor pected soon.
John (legit) Eaton, and Isabel Rook show acts with Twin City orches
Walton & O'Rourke mark their
Joy Navarre, entertainer, who tras.
return and Eleanor French also
made the grade here, sends swell
comes in with the new show plus
reports from her home in Jamaica,
Leo
Reisman
and
the
Dacita
L. I.
(rhumba) bands.
Making the grade is Margie Regan,
who has left for her New York home
41

he's

borrow cash and his

is

well-known and name bands and come from everywhere and go back
home and tell a wondrous tale of being in the Rainbow Room .in RockeThere is pride in It.
feller Center.
It has become a part of
It belongs.

acts for night clubi Is a current
headache.
One leading club, the
Saranac, N. Y., Dec. 1.
Horace Bentley, ex-pianlst for Hotel Radlsson Flame Room, has
Higgins and Bates and other stand- entirely eliminated its band, dancard turns, is a new arrival at the ing and entertainment.
Will Rogers.
Committed to a policy of wellWilliam 'Whitey' Matthews flash- known bands, the local Happy Hour
Hoofer has been forced to spot a local outing his go-home papers.
made th6 grade in less than a year. fit currently. Bob Owens. I,atter
ex-nltery
Marryfield,
Marthea
followed Carlos Molina, with Fletchdancer, still held to a strict bed
er Henderson due afterwards. Moroutine.
Mrs. Alice Van Ness, a newcomer lino had played his second local
at the lodge from Newark, Is get- engagement within a few months
and Henderson also was here the
ting better.
Monroe Coleman, ex-NVAite pa- past fall.
The Minnesota Terrace In the
tient and former lab technician at
the Rogers, is doing defense work Hotel Nicollet is bringing in unfor Lockheed in Burbank, CaL
known and inexpensive orchestras,
Bows to Clayton Cornell, man- but concentrating on floor show
ager of Schlnes' Pontiac theatre here, acU. In St. Paul, the Hotel St. Paul
for the open-house welcome tendered devotes its entertainment mainly to
ailing artists of the colony.
single
outstanding floor show
a
Among those flashing good holiday personality to supplement a local
reports from
their
medico. Dr.
dance band.
The St. Paul Hotel
George Wilson, are Myron Tannen

with expectations of resuming her
post as secretary to Jimmy Johnston,
the fight manager.
Promoted to the post of downtown
shippers for the Rogers patienls are
Harry Feingold, Rogers Keene and

WOW

ability to

It meant something.
not just.another night club.
The Rainbow Room is a contribution

of Liberty.

(4).

ABOUT 66

ago ha returned to N.Y.
trip loaded with money ha
disgorged from all pockets and even
eral years

By JOE SCHOENFELD
Friars Club staged
in years

Its

Sunday night

his shoes.

best Frollos
(20)

at tha

the start, although, for some strange
reason, complained about the audience. Jessel came late and, despite
the flock of preceding acts, came
close to stealing the show.
Where
his applause left off, Ella Logan,
also from 'Show Time,' picked up
and the fine little singer tied the audience into a knot. Her 'Sunny Side
of the Street' delivery was among
the evening's standouts.

Also an applause smash was James
Barton, on early with his classic
'Mad Dog' routine and a comedy
dance followup. Barton appeared to
In his old Palace form and held
the audience tight despite the familThe U. S. Department of Internal iarity of his material. Cross and
Revenue has asked and received an Dunn were other top clicks, ably acextension of time in which to file an comped by Newman Freres at the
appeal against prior decisions which piano.
upheld the contention of the Music
Gypsy Rose Lee, Bobby Clark and
Hall, N. Y.. that acts booked by it Georgia
Sothern, in the 'Crazy
are not subject to 'social security de- House' scene from 'Star and Garter,'
ductions by the theatre, since they the Music Box's home production,
are independent contractors.
were among the Frolic's high spots;
Argument on appeal and resultant ditto J. C. Flippen, Calls Bros.,
decision may have some bearing on Block and SuUy, Lucille Norman,
the wage stabilization provisions un
'Show Time' feature; Romo Vincent,
der which clarification Is being Sammy Walsh, Frank Paris,
The
awaited as to whether bands, simi
Marvelettes, the Latin Quarter nitlarly to acts, are to be classified as ery choral and chorus
groups, and
employees or employers.
Jackie Miles, who was tha high
The Music Hall originally brought scorer of last year's Frolics.

independent employers.
Dept. of Internal Revenue was to
irave appealed by yesterday (1), but
(27) applied to the Federal
court in N. Y. for a 30-day extension
to permit the department time to
perfect an appeal.

on Friday

That was one time that he

took care of creditors.
For years ha conducted a vaude-

booking agency with hia lata
Music Box, N Y., with tha variety brother Samuel and what went on
show grossing around $5,000 from tha in that office furnished much of tha
comedy that appeared in •Variety*
ticket sale, thus insuring a home for
stories.
His wife was May Ward
the klabiasb players for at least an- who, with her
'Dresden Dolls,' ap«
other year. Another estimated grand peered in vaudeville. How he boror so was realized from the program. rowed money from her furnished
It was the 34th Frolic since the another line of comic incidents conclub's Inception and two of its form- nected with an up and down shower Abbotts, Milton Berle, who m.c.'d man of the past. For some time he
virtually
entire
affair,
the
and was reputed to be partners in a
George Jessel, who came over late racing stable with Charles Pope and
from 'Show Time' (Broadhurst), there were laughs about that Interwete among the entertainment wows. lude too. Pope, who was an unusual
Berle kept bowling 'em over from character too, recenUy died broke.

Social Security Decision be

case against social security for
employees of acts in the N. Y. state
courts, and won.
Subsequently, a
few months ago, the U. S. district
courts in effect upheld the decision
of the state tribunal classing acts as

was con-

from a

Time Extension on Plea Vs.

its

credit

siderable because when he was again
In tha chips ha paid off.
For that
reason, perhaps, ha could always
borrow up to $500 In any branch
of tha William Morris agency. Sev-

ville

M. Y. Par
ConUnued from page
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New York

area are awaiting the reRKO experiment, which
Friday (4). It's flgured
that if the Inkspota, with Tiny Bradshaw's band and a group of acts, are
signally successful, it might provide
tha impetus for Loew's and Independent houses to go in for a similar
policy, which, It's believed, might
begin a booking battle royal benefiting performers.
There are few houses outside metropolitan N. Y. playing bands and
vaude currently. Fox, Brooklyn, uses
such shows sporadically
(opened
with Glenn Miller In Sept and played
sults of the
begins this

InkspoU and Lucky Millinder's
band later), which was tmderstood
the

be an effort to cut Into tha Flatbush, Brooklyn, which didn't resume
stageshows then, but la about to.
to

Brandt-owned Flatbush and Windsor,
Bronx, go back Into name bands
Xmas Day, playing Sonny Dunham
and Hal Mclntyre tha fuU holiday
week, then weekends only thereafter.
Both houses have been staging stock
legit

Other houses that could conceivably wade Into bands and vaude are
performers billed the Piramount Brooklyn, for which
failed to appear, but they evidently a plan has supposedly been under
weren't missed. The Frolics let out consideration, and the RKO Albee,
at midnight and none of the pew- Brooklyn, opposition to both the Par
holders could have been dissatisfied, and Fox. Loew's Metropolitan is in
even those sitting In the $13.75 top- that area, too, and in almost every
situation that chain bucks an RKO
priced seats.
house.
There are Loew and RKO
houses In opposition to each of the
Sal Rechhl left Johnny Kaaihue
Brandt theatres, also.
Kenmore,
and his Hawalians following run at Brooklyn,
which will play the InkHotel Roosevelt, Pittsburgh, to form
spots-Bradshaw unit is only a few
his own cocktail unit
doors from the Flatbush.

A

number

of

*

Y

,
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Shortage of Stew Juice

Leon-Eddie s Reps, 4-A s Committee

Has

Meet Again Today to Mull Solution

Pitt

Cafes

b a Stew

Pittsburgh, Dec.

1.

Shortage of booze in the lowerprice brackets has smaller innkeep-

ers here in a stew, and they're
from wondering how long they can keep
Actors Equity and la oonsldered an
operating if situation doesn't change
negotiating committee appointed by Equity man. Mrs. Holt 1« an AFRA any. Boys who run the minor cafes
exec;
Artistes
Jaffe
li the AFRA attorney,
Actors
&
Associated
the
and night clubs point out that pracof America Monday evening (30) Mrs. Marston, the New York rep tically three-quarters of their bar

Representatives of Leon St Eddie's
nitery In New York met with a

4A's
to discuss a settlement of the
itrilie vs. the nitery over its refusal
to sign a new pact with the American Guild of Variety Artists, a
New contract upped
4A's affiliate.
the cafe's classiScatlon and mini-

mums to what the club felt was
an exorbitant point.

AGVA

trator of

via a loan'

The conferees met at the offices
American Guild of Musical stone by the 4A's. He was Inanother 4A's affiliate, and strumental In organizing the combroke up after a couple of hours mittee of stars which brought the
vene today

(2).

Representatives of

the musicians Union did not. attend,
although they were responsible for
bringing the opposing groups toAlso absent were reps of
gether.
The musicians
stagehands.
the
union came into the scene after
a voluntary group of name players,
4A's unions and
the
representing all
headed by Danny Kaye, Ray Bolger, Clifton Webb, Lawrence Tib-

and James Cagney, among
bett
others, called upon William Feinberg, of Local 802, to request his
had

Tibbett

Meanwhile,
support.
Petrillo,
James
contacted
prexy, and arranged for his supUnderstood that the muport.
into the
nitery
the
sicians brought
conference with the 4A's negotiating
committee by ejtplaining the muthe
honor
to
sicians would have
piclcets if no contract was signed.

AFM

musicians

into

the

The revamp of

picture.

this

committee,

es'

get more than two packages at a
time, regardless of whether they're
pints or quarts, and retailers have
also been cut dowa accordingly.
Higher-price booze is still plentiful
ar.^.
the class spots aren't being

pecialiy iii the dropping of Silver
affected, although they may be later,
stone, all apparently at the rebut the operators of the joints and
quest of Tibbett, came as a sursemi-joints are screaming bloody
prise.
It may presage a change in
murder and see the handwriting on
the attitude of the 4A's, which
the wall.
Liquor Control
State
originally voted the nitery unfair,
Board so far hasn't come through
and established the new wage scale
with a satisfactory explanation, other
and working conditions for the
than the old one of 'war conditions,'
club.
and some operators are figuring on
representa- banding together and appealing to
The lack of
tion on committees which are ne
the Federal government for a socontracts also is h tion to their problem.
gotiating
puzzling.

AGVA

AGVA

last

week when

local of the musicians

Bob

Appeal for Fimds

Can Be Entertained
Detroit, Dec.

Governor

1.

Murray Van Wagoner

and Governor-elect Harry F. Kelly
both are appealing to the State Defense Finance Committee to unfasten
the purse-strings for funds to finance
the trips of Negro women to entercolored soldiers stationed at
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
Both the old and the new top men
of Michigan are acting on behalf of
the USO, which has appealed for upward of $2,000 for the trips.
What points up the situation is
that there is no Negro population at
the city in Michigan's Upper Peninsula where the Negro troops were
brought in to guard the vital Great

tain

IB

"OFF THE

RECORD."
21

WEEKS

HURRICANE,

CURRENTLY

Lakes locks.
"Their entertainment problem is a
serious one,' Gov. Van Wagoner
pointed out to the State convnittee
which controls such spending. The
USO has arranged for Negro girls,
orchestras and entertainers to make
the long trip up-State following one
successful junket earlier.

N. Y.

(Nov. 26)

THIS

IS

ONE ESCAPE

TRICK HE MISSED ON

LOEWS STATE
New York

Detroit, Dec.

William

THANKS

to

TED LEWIS

and

JESSE KAYE
Tcnonal Manaiament

HARRY GREEN
1619

BVay

New

.York City

THEATRICAL BOOKING

AGENTS WANTED
MALE OR FEMALE
Experienced in night clubs, theband
one-nighters and
work, for the artist bureau of
atres,

well-known radio station. Must
be dependable. Write full qualifications.

Rox 182, Variety
154

West 46th St- New York

Near

'Hollywood Ice Revue of 1943' was
threatened for a time, but bowed in
on schedule Thursday (26) after
Wirtz agreed to consider a contract,

Finally, late

with certain stipulations.

rehearsal

escape

(Hungry

artist,

Bill)

couldn't

out

of

Uncle Sams clutches. He has been
all over the country with carnivals
and in small-time vaudeville showing the folks how to wriggle out of
handcuffs and boxes.
so good that be wriggled out
of the Canadian Army after serving
one day and slipped out of the U.S.
Army after serving a week. He
must have figured he was pretty
good by then for he also registered
twice under the draft, both times
using phony names.
However, he slipped once too
o. en and the FBI nailed him here.
He is in jail charged with false draft
registration, failing to report for the
ropes,

He go

CLEVELAND
1.

was

held.

SAG acted as an affiliate of the Cast had previously been notified
Associated Actors and Artistes of by SAG, to which many of the perAmerica, which had declared the formers belong,
that
its
ruling
Henie show and 'Stars' unfair. Miss against working for Wirtz still stood.
Henie is associated with Wirtz on the SAG also had guaranteed transpormanagerial end of both attractions. tation and financial help to any of
Neither the salary scale nor working its members in the show who needconditions of the Henie revue was ed help in case they were called out.
involved, it simply being a matter
of a "Stars' contract. SAG threatened
to bar Miss Henie and others in her Cleve. Palace Sets Jan.
show from the Hollywood studios
unless
the
'Stars'
situation
was Solidly
cleared up.
Cleveland, Dec. 1.

With Name Bands

Henie Show Goes On
In Indpls. Pending Talks

it

off

policy

orchestral

so well at the

RKO

Palace this season that

has

hit

de luxe

Clem Pope,

Wirtz, in a telegram to Kenneth
Thomson, executive secretary of
SAG, which supported AGVA in the

Sets Acts for

Mex Follies

up
Thanksgiving week controversy, agreed to
negotiate a
crowds, 'Ice Follies of 1943' roped a contract with AGVA if it could be
Chicago, Dec. 1.
strong $70,000 at $2.20 top at the proved to represent 51% of his comJoaquin Gonzalez,
representing
Arena last week. Three of the eight pany and to abide by arbitration if the Follies Bergere theatre, Mexico
terms were not mutually acceptable. City, Is here to buy talent for the
performances were near sellouts.
The telegram, as released by new Tollies Bergere Revue' openArena's next ice spectacle is to be
Thomas
Hutson, state labor com- ing tiiere on New Year's Eve.
'Ice Capades,' set for return one
Acts engaged Will be guaranteed
missioner, read as follows:
week stand Feb. 14, as result of its
four weeks with options. Show will
'// the American Guild of Variheavy clicko on initial week. Grotto
cost between $2,500 and $3,000 per
ety Artists can prove that they
circus, staged by Orrin Davenport,
week
and will have 30 to 40 people.
have 51% of the cast of the
toplining Capt. Terry Jacobs' cat act,
Bookings are being arranged through
Sonja Henie Hollywood Ice Show
also booked By Lou Herget for the
Phil Phillips, local agent and proas members of their organization
local sports auditorium Jan. 10-24.
ducer.
by

Built

in

Toronto Girl, 18,
Signed by Tollies'
Toronto, Dec. 1.
During engagement here of Ship
and Johnson's 'Ice Follies,
impresarios signed up Mary Robin

stad

an audition. Makes
six members of the Toronto Skat
ing Club on the 'Follies' payroll;
Osborne Colson, Frances Claudet,
Shirley Halsted, Norah McCarthy
Margaret
Richardson
and Mary
Robinette. Colson, Claudet and Mcette,

18,

after

good standing,

/

tuill

meet

with you at Chicago within 10
davs thereafter to Tiegottate a
contract for said show with you.
If we cannot agree to terms of
said contract, it is mutually
agreed that the dispute tuill be
placed before the American Arbitration
Association at their
Chicago office and that both parties are to abide by their de-

PHILV
-

cision.'

Thomson accepted by wire, Hutson
and the show went on. The
was very much in doubt late
Wednesday night, when a final dress

said,

Term

Edwards and Florine Bale,

Contract

20th Century-Fox Studios

issue

Carthy are getting top billing in 'current "43 edition.
Other two are in rehearsal scheduled for 7 o'clock did
Bob
not get under way until 11.
the ensembles.

Paraonal

Repr«Mntattv*i

FRANK VINCENT
Bavarly Hllli, Calif.

AGVA

Sock 165G
At Gardens, Pittsburgh

'Icecapades'

Pittsburgh, Dec.

1.

'Icecapades' grabbed an estimated
$165,000 in 20 performances at the
Gardens, falling off a bit only at the
end, which was expected since it was
longest engagement ice carnival ever
had here. In addition, show gave
two extra Sunday performances for

FrnwuMs

Club Canteen and

at the other dis$250,000 worth of War

posing of
ISonds through

tieup

KDKA, whereby

with

tickets

Station

were given

to purchasers.

Gross on

last

couple of &hows was

held down somewhat by management's offer to admit all service men
free, which has become a policy with
the local Harris outfit, controlled by
John H. Harris, president c" Arena

Managers

Assn.,

which owns

'Ice-

BOOKING

AGE NC

oiNHAi fxfcurivf orncts
LOEW BUIlblNO ANNEX
;IM W. 4Mi

»., N. Y.C

Mynl 9.7(00

Harris theatres are only
houses to admit men in uniform

capades.'
local

free of charge, others giving
cut-rates.
'Icecapades' contribution to

them

USO-

escape career for from one to five
years.

Ky

Dale Harkness, piani.st and former
band leader, into Music Bar, Pitts-

Sandy Morrison, former Pacific
Coast emcee, is now a cop on the
'Frisco waterfront.

and desertion.

burgh, as a single.

Hut-

the Coliseum.

Cleveland, Dec.

Variety Club Canteen swelled total
nearly S40.000. rest having been
obtained from football game between Pittsburgh Steelers. pro club,
and an army team from Fort Knox.

The FBI said
he wouldn't be able to resume his

draft

night,

local division manager, has booked
Indianapolis, Dec.l.
January solidly with jive bands.
Hal Mclntyre's orch is starting
Final settlement of the dispute between AGVA and the Sonja Henie- the house's "Month Of Jivecopation'
Arthur M. Wirtz 'Holywood Ice on New Year's Day. Following are
Revue of 1943' was postponed long Bob Allen, week of Jan. 8; Henry
enough to permit the show to open Busse, Jan. 15, and Woody Herman,
on schedule here Thursday (26) at Jan. 22.

BIG 70G IN

war purposes, netting more than $7,000 at one of them for USO-Variety

1.

Gniposky,

get

Wednesday

son and Wirtz addressed a company
meeting at the Coliseum, explained
terms of the agreement, and so the

R

So Negro Soldiers

P.S.—This

FOLLIES'

ICE

AGMA

RECENTLY COMPLETED

Show

In Indpls.; Settlement Believed

Name

New York

the

AGVA

SAMMY
BIRCH

Stay on AGVA Action Vs. Henie

First sign of a break in the strike

came

union otrlered
Allen, orch leader at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, N. Y., not to appear
at the nitery's "Celebrity Night' Nov.
29.
Spot had released publicity and
mailed promotion pieces ballylng appearance of the band leader. Musi
The 4A's committee, consisting of clans have been asked to support
Tibbett, as chairman; Walter Greaza,
in its dispute with the club,
Emily Holt, Henry Jaffe and FlorThe 4A's at its Friday (27) meetmuch
occasioned
Marston,
ence
Monty WooUey guilty of
surprise in the trade due to the lack ing found
the picket line twice durcrossing
representation.
of any actual
and ing the past month. His explanation
pr6z of
Is
"Tibbett
done unwittingly was ac
was
it
that
the American Federation of Radio
his promise not
Greaza has been adminis- cepted along with
Artists.
to repeat the offense.

AGVA

Wirtz Agreement to Negotiate Wins

Dispute which has been pending representatives who claimed that
for the Screen Actors Guild.
trade Is on the cheaper brands, and between Arthur Wirtz and the Amer- 90% of the company belonged to
The original committee appointed with these at a premium now, spots ican Guild of Variety Artists over AGVA, SAG or both, threatened to
round them up and take them to
by the 4A's to meet with Ijeon 8c fltjure in a short time their liquor
a basic agreement sought for 'Stars California unless Wirtz signed at
Eddie's was staffed by Greaza, Mrs. licenses won't be worth a nickel a
on Ice', Center. BadW City, was vjr once, and said that 30 people from
Marston, Dave Fox, AGVA national dozen.
delegate, and headed by Jonas SllDepleted stocks in the less ex- tually cleared up n, inaimiapoits last the show were with them in an asverstone, national counsel for AGVA. pensive bottled goods have the state week as the result of a squeeze move sembly room at the Claypool Hotel
Complete charge of the L-E dis- stores here imposing rationing of a by the Screen Actors Guild. In that while the others waited at the ColN
pute had been thrust upon Silver- sort on purchasers. Individuals can't city the opening of Sonja Henie in seum to see what would happen.

of the
Artists,

with the proviso that they'd recon-

4S

to

ft
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Inside Stuff-Vaude-Nitery

ss^sl

accord to a combined
Important money In Detroit's Paradise Valley U bringing in plenty of
Afternoon membership meeting of the ema and entertainment designed for the large Negro population there. Paradise
Indicate Idea
Defense
Valley has gone off
and, with the salaries Its residents are pulling
'Nitery' Business
James Loiighran, outgoing EMA down in the great war arsenals here, is beginning to draw plenty of attenprexy, sent a telegram to Dick Mayo, tion as ipenders.
AGVA, stating
Bellwether of tfie new trend has *been the Paradise theatre, once the
believe executive secretary of
did
not
lli.-it
he
personally
Dec.
I.
Pilt.-.burKli.
was legally that the agreement was off. Mayo swank Orchestra Hall where the symphony played, which went to tha
limiliition
the salary
Nilcry owr crs vvatchir-.i; «ilh in- well founded.
accused the EMA of a 'double cross' bow-wowc and then came back by installing a policy of Negro bands. It
and declared thai any agent who was on Detroit's main stem, not far front the populous Negro section, and
the expciimciil of Al
teres.1 licrv;
believe that limitation was un'I
books below the new price schedule for the past two years has been building up steadily with name colored
Mcrcur, al his downlou n Music B;'.r. wise
Senator
unnecessary."
and
would be placed on the unfair list; bands. Because many of these were in the top flight of orchestras, Its
was
no
aumats.
There
George
stated.
cafe
regular
running
ii]
any spot which hires an actor below pull also extended to the boogie-woogie fanciers In other colors.
issue
it."
thority
to
There's a feeling locally that hot
the union's new scale would be
It was too cushy a thing to go unchallenged and tiie report is that the
Senate finance chairman added pickcletl.
spots may be losing plenty of coin
Majestic ^eatre, nearby grind house, hasn't been eyeing that important
by not having a regular afternoon that while he did not wish to engage
Unlc.-is
the agents accede to the Negro patronage for nothing.
The Majestic shortly, according to the
session for defense workers on the in any controversy over the ques- union's
demands. Mayo declared, Information, is going into a policy of Negro musical comedies, using a
night shifts who like to play in the tion, he felt it was bound to come up AGVA will open Its own booking standby company but boosting It up by bringing In name acts among the
when the Treasury asks for legis- office. Mayo -ent a wire to this effect gplored folks.
early p.m.
additional revenue,
Indication of that is in the boom- lation to obtain
to William Douglass, State director of
or
direct
taxes
either
through
it
The Three Swifts arrived in Washington without their Indian clubs.
employment, maintaining that
ing biz the straight bars are doing
savings.
these days from noon to 6 p.m. through compulsory
would be legal for the union to go Trunk was lost in transit. On Thanksgiving mOmlng managing director
Treasury 'las always been per- into the booking business since it Harry Anger of the Earlc theatre got on the phone and tried to round up
Booze places claim they've had to
put on extra help lately to take care mitted in the past, he explained, to would charge no fees. Douglass has spare clubs. He located three at the Hotel Shoreham from Maxim Lowe,
and finally found four more with an act that had played USO show al
of the overflow, and queries to cus- fix what it considered a rea.'onable not made any ruling as yet.
tomers reveal that most of them salary for any employee which if
EMA members, pri- Fort Meade, Md. The Three Swifts did their 'act with seven clubs inIndividual
are birds on the assembly lines and would allow a company to charge ofT vately ayice that the union was justi stead of the usual 40. By the second show Union station spotters had
gals in war factories who like to as business expense in computing jjgj
asking for higher price.-!, but located the trunk and it was delivered to the entertainers.
relax but can't stay up too late taxes.
they maintain that AGVA should
for the last floor show.
Salary ceiling matter will prob- 'classify' acXs. If an act Is inferior, it
Hotels have all gone In tor extra ably come up on a question of the should not command a salary of a
ruling good act just because it plays at the
In
afternoon sessions, extending the Treasury's jurisdiction
cocktail hour and turning It Into a that $25,000 net i^ a reasonable sal- same spot.
Continued from pace 11
regular after-dark stanza, with the ary.
The agents aren't taking Mayo's
ame entertainment tha latecomers 'Either we will have to recognize threat to open a booking office very 'reasonably sate' from the kind of such decorations on routine inspccIn soma places, mat biz Is that this Is a reasonable salary for seriously. They recall that the actors' flre which took nearly 500 lives in lions.
get.
almost equal to tha nlta trade and the disallowance o' higher amounts union, then under the leadership of Boston's Cocoanut Grove, it was asIn every case, the take from aft- or we will have to fix a defmite Ralph Whitehead, tried a similar serted here yesterday by City Public
L. A. Cautious
ernoon drlnkeri Is way up over l>asis for such a salary,' Senator stunt here back in 1934, but the Safety Director Keenan.
Los Angeles, Dec. 1.
what It's been In the past.
project flopped.
George stated.
Echoes of the disastrous Boston
He added the warning, however,
bookers feel that
the
Meanwhile,
fire
nitery
rumbled through Los AnFails
First AUerapt
that panic, which took many lives in
the feud between EMA and AGVA
geles
Monday
(30) when Councilman
be prevented
First Congressional effort to nullwould be straightened out as soon as the Boston fire, can
Roy Hampton sponsored a resolution
only by the people themselves.
ify President Roosevelt's imposition
Florence Bernard, newly elected
Keenan announced that he had demanding that fli'e department
of a $25,000 ceiling on net salaries
president of EMA, takes office next
make
inspection
rigid
of all night
Inquiry among his staff immeAttempt was made by Repfailed.
Miss Bernard was elected made
week.
learning of the Boston clubs and cafes.
resentative Boehne, Indiana Demounanimously at a meeting last Sun- diately after
Inflammable trappings likely to be
tragedy and found that all effective
crat, in the House ways and means
day after Ed Z wicker, only other
ignited
careless
by
smokers
must be
measures to prevent fires and to procommittee last week.
nominee, withdrew.
means of escape in case of fires discarded or else, the city fathers
Congressman made his attempt as
New prez, who was president of vide
ruled.
have been taken in Newark.
the committee undertook consideralast year, was drafted for the
EMA
tion of a rejected Administration
He said City Commissioner of
job and only agreed to take It when
FrUco, Too
President
give
the
proposal
to
she was assured a free hand in re- Combustibles Eber keeps surveilSan Francisco, Dec. J.
blanket authority to suspend tariff building the organization. She has a lance in night clubs and theatres to
Reminded by the Boston nitery
and Immigration laws. He sought to record of amicable dealing with the make certain departmental rules are
nullify the salary ceiling through an
obeyed. Flimsy fire-spreading deco- holocaust of a similar but less seriAGVA.
Clifford C. Fischer, whose 'Priori- amendment
ous tragedy in Frisco, city officials
to the tariff-immigrarations are banned. AH decorations
ties' helped bring back two-a-day tion
bill.
Committee Chairman
are treated with flre-resistant ma- have ordered a tightening up of fire
prevention ordinances and have invaudeville, just at hla French Casino Doughton, North Carolina Democrat,
terials. Keenan said he would confer
again with Eber and ask another structed the flre department to make
and International Casino type of lav- threw it out as not 'germane.'
Boehne described the $25,000 salcheck on the situation. He also a complete check of all Frisco
ish nltery revue set a New York
Continued from page 2
ary limit as 'another step in the new
planned to obtain from City Build- niteries, cocktail lounges and other
spots.
atandard In that field, la planning an- order which the people voted against
stance, the club sketch written by ing Superintendent Bigelow a report
Meanwhile, a special session has
other big cabaret-theatre on Broad- on Nov. 3.' He announced, however,
Clyde North, easily the evening's on how his inspectors found condibeen called by the Board of Superway. It will bring back the Tolies that he would not give up In his standout.
There, before you, was tions.
visors of the county governing body
Bergere* title, which he owns, lo- efforts to effect a change.
the library of the Lambs, its walls
Building
Superinlcndcnt to determine if still more stringent
City
caled in the Hotel Edison's grand
adorned with 'portraits' bf the five Bigelow said only 10 days ago buildInvestments Also
laws can be enforced.
ballroom, and perhaps for the first
Burnslde, A. O. ing inspectors were ordered to check
Informed officials here say that the ex-Shepherds. R. H.
Scene of a 1936 blaze which killed
time In three years give Billy Rose's
Brown, Frank Crumit, Billy Gax- exits of public buildings here. Some four
and injured 11 was the Club
Diamond Horseshoe some real com President is planning to ask Congress
ton and Fred Waring. Only they hazards were discovered and ordered
to extend the $25,000 limit to investShamrock nitery, where SO patrons
petition.
but the eliminated, he said. He declared his
all,
authoritative weren't portraits al
Income.
Same
ment
were trapped when a torch dancers'
Arthur Lesser, repatriated Amermccoy framed in brass. And when men have warned against use of re brand
state that it is President
sources
set flre to the decorations.
ican, long time resident of Paris,
Joe Downing and Ed Latimer, whose volving doors and Insist that when
t>ellef that all types of
Roosevelt's
whose class east S2d street (N.Y.)
'panning' almost made such doors are used they must have
limited for the unmerciful
St. Lents Checks Up
restaurant-cafe, La Vie Parlslenne, earnings should be
the quintet of ex-Sheps wish they safety devices which permit all secduration.
Is one of the quick clicks of the seaSt. Louis, Dec. 1.
had flocked elsewhere for the night, tions to open under pressure.
It is imderstood that the President
son, will be associated with Fischer.
To prevent a repetition of the Bosput a nickel in the slot under
State Alcoholic Beverage Control
The owner of the Tout Main chain didn't Include investment income in Crumit's mugg, the songster broke
ton Cocoanut Grove nitery holocaust
Commissioner
Driscoll
said
BosAct
because
the
Stabilization
Wage
the
stores in Paris (counterpart of S.
out with a ukelele-and-vocal easily ton fire shows the need for strict en- in any St. Louis amusement spot. Digave
measure
think
the
did
not
he
Klein's pop-priced dress store), who
rector of Public Safety McBride yesworth the jit, and then some.
forcement of all local flre prevention
backed Lesser at La Vie, will prob- him jurisdiction over Investment inthe city's
A nickel in the slot under the ordinances. He declared premises terday (30) huddled with
ably also be in on the venture. Re- come. It is expected that F. D. R.
commissioners
Waring pic got a load of Chester- where the public congregate should building and excise
port of Lee Shuberl's participation will recommend to Congress that the
and fire chief to determine whether
finally, the boys be carefully inspected frequently to
when,
And
fields.
celling
Investment
income
proposed
Is denied
by Fischer, although he
ordinances and
of the frames they make certain they do in fact comply the present safety
out
stepped
via
taxation.
Congress
handled
by
be
has been identified with Fischer's
procedures used by the city's inspecsquared things up with Downing and with the law.
vaude ventures. The Shuberts also
tors offered sufficient protection.
Latimer. Which was another break
have a financial interest in the EdiNiteries In suburban Essex County
City ordinance requires that decofor the Iwys out in front.
son hotel, from reports.
and nearby Union County municipal- rations in all places of public assemPlenty
Names
of
ities were declared safe from such a bly be sprayed with a flreprooflng
Hostelry runs from 47th through
Fire department of- solution, while dancehalls, niteries,
Upsetting tradition, the banquet catastrophe.
46th street, off Broadway, and hard
by Rose's Horseshoe In the basement
preceded the show and the celebs ficials were unanimous in asserting, etc., must be equipped with fires exof the Paramount liotel.
turned out lr> force for the food. 'It couldn't happen, here,' Municipal tinguishers' and have met?l fire esLou Wal
ters' Latin Quarter has been the sole
Dave Sarnoff, Lee Shubert and restrictions were stringent and were capes.
new recent Broadway click, with
Howard Chandler Christy showed being rigidly enforced, it was stated.
the lavish type nitery, and where
up. the latter presenting the club
Irvlngton Fire Chief Thompson
Toledo'! O.O.
the rest of the town veered eastwith a portrait (this one was gen- ordered an immediate check of niteToledo. Dec. 1.
ward. Rose has been cashing in for
uine) of ex-shepherd Waring.
Al ries there, although regular inspecHollywood, Diec. 1.
Fire Chief Fred Scherf was ordered
scvcr;il
seasons
with
his
mass
all
investigate
to
(30)
Future policies and procedures Smith dropped In, too, to tell about tions are conducted, Drapes and Monday
cap:;ci!y cabaret.
that song he used In his campaigns similar decorations are banned in Toledo night clubs to determine if
under the Wage Stabilization di- (after all, something corny
has to Irvlngton unless fireproof. Thomp- their decorations are flre hazards.
rective will be determined Sunday creep into any show, doesn't it?)
son said he had pulled down many
Schorf expressed concern over the
(6) at a meeting of Class A mem- and Admiral Adolphus Andrews got
trimmings in some of the town's
niteries although admitting that rebers of the Screen Actors Guild. in a few innings with General Drum,
Continued from vkft >
strictly pro stuff.
Fun galore fol- cent Inspections by state and city
Prexy James Cagney and Kenneth with supplementary cracks by Gov
emor Baldwin of Connecticut, Frank
officials revealed no cases to warweek and may be announced this Thomson, executive secretary, re- Crownshield and William Francis lowed, with (count 'em) Bobby rant uneasiness.
Clark, Jed Prouty, Lucius Henderweek instead.
cently returned from Washington, Carey, the Sanitation commish. Then
C. Herbert Schinzel, assistant state
Some relief is believed likely in- will tell members what they learned along past soup time, John Golden son, Peter Donald, Jack Tyler, Ed flre marshal in charge of Toledo
Ford, Jack Whiting, Spencer Bentsofar as free lance players below the
asked Harry Hershfield, yours truly ley, Joe Smith, Ward Wilson and office, said night spots are subject to
$67,200 brackets are concerned And on operation of the $25,000 celling and Ford to top General Drum's
Alexis Rotov contributing.
Lew frequent inspection in accordance
in the matter of normal deducti'ole order.
story. They did. But ex-Gov. Hoffwith Ohio laws, which compel shutbusiness expenses incurred by artists.
Important Item up for discussion man's crack (he's now a Major) Lehr proved again how well he can
tering if clubs use finery that has
win be future option contracts, re- even topped theirs. The ex-Jersey tell a story. Billy Herriro did a not
been flreproofed, or lack sufGypsy Rose Lee take-it-off that even
newals, etc, and recommendations
Challenge Celilnf
exec lamented the fact, 'It I should had them guessing for a while. (Oh, flcient exits.
will be sought for application to
Washington, Dec. 1.
eulogize the General, they'll say I'm yeah!).
Rotov's burley ballet and
working draft of procedure. ObjecMovement is getting unaer way on tion was recently taken by actors to a bootlicker, and if I don't I'll be- sword dance was one of those nextHartford's
Capitol Hill to challenge the valid- clause Inserted in contracts by pro- come a civilian.'
to-closing
inspirations
that
kept
Hartford, Dec. 1.
ity of the $25,000 net salary ceiling ducers which would hold performer
Waring cro.wned the new Shep, them howling. And for a closer. Bob
The nation's strictest, dimout
Imposed by President Roosevelt's to starting salary in a term pact U John Golden, who discarded his Schafer and the Glee Club gave out regulations
went Into effect here
executive order.
with 'Interlude in the Dark,' spe- and other points of New England
stabilization order prevented studios carefully-prepared gags for an im
cially written for the occasion by
It was later promptu oration 'from the heart.'
Senator Walter F. George, Georgia from lifting options.
Monday night (30). Marks the first
The Gambol Itself started off with three comers, Jerome Kern, Otto time that non-coastal and nonDemocrat and chairman of the agreed to eliminate this clause pendHarbach and Oscar Hammerstein, 2d. waterfront cities In the New Engsenate finance committee, has pre- ing clarification order from Washing- Waring and his crew of Pennsyl
dicted that the new Congress would ton. If such clause ii retained, actor vanians bringing down the house They should go far.
land area have been put under
Ford,
For that matter, if Sunday night's Ar.ny lighting supervision.
be called on to decide whether, the could be held at $100 weekly for with their arrangements.
This war busy city is approximatesalary ceiling should be ratified or seyen years even though option for Hershfield and your correspondent installation ceremonies offer any
be set aside. He left no doubt among ensuing yean would run-up salary then contributed a burlesque on kind of crlterioni the' Lambs, too, ly SO miles Inland from the nearest
'Claudia' and 'Sister Eileen' that was should go far in '43.
body of salt water.
newspapermen with whom he talked to- $1,500 weekly.
senlcd
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-

—

PLANS ON 25G

$25,000

Ceiling

Dimout

—
Wednesday, December

ROYAL CASINO,

2,

N. Y.

Jerry Lester, Peggy Fears, Cabot
Dresden, Jane Kean, Stanley

&

Twins, Allan Drake, chorus (7),
unbilled bands; $2.50 minimum.

two

The paint wasn't yet dry on the
walls when this spot, formerly the
w.k. Lido of prohibition days, reopened Friday night (27) as the
Royal Casino under the management
Kenneth Later, a talent agent,

of

and Abe I. Wasser, a nitery conThat the spot wasn't
cession man.
quite ready In other respects for its
opening date was also Immediately
The dinner performance
obvious.
went on minus Jerry Lester, who
couldn't wait past 8:30 and still make
the performance at the 46th Street
theatre, where he's featured in 'Beat
the Band,' and the rest of the production was so 'rough' that the first
pejfpnnance was. announced as a

1942

MIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

each and four sax, with Richards
himself taking whirls at the clarinet
besides handling the baton and the
emceeing.
Ita
arrangements of
standard numbers call for the quieter
swing.
The CarroUs are an acceptable sister singing duo with
the band.
Room about two-thirds filled at
midnight performance night after
TLanksgiving.
Rees.

Waldorf-Aaloria, N. Y.
(WEDGWOOD BOOM)

the swankiest-looking night spot in

tronage.

'

'

—

its

reopening

now marks

—

another in-

stance of somebody trying to cash
in on the extraordinary nitery trade
current in the Broadway vicinity.
No reason why it shouldn't get its
share of the trade, too, once the
show's rough spots are Ironed out
5cho.

Minnesota Terrace, Mpls.
Nov.

Jtfinneapolis,

Jimmg

Richards Orch

(11)

28.

with

A Sherrv Corroll, Si/lvia
Froos, iMrralne Vernon, Freddy h
Betty Robertos; $1.50 minimum.

Micfcic

Fantatio, Buenos Aires
ilnn

Lirio,

(8),
fo's

$3,

A book show, 'A Yankee In
Havana,'
produced by Fernando
Luis, producer for the last eight
years at the Spanish theatre in New
York, Is being offered currently at
this popular Latin-American spot in.^tS&d.of. the..vsual.uray of acts. New
top spot, of course, and iBefintteiy^;
policy, with one ofits most elabormakes the most of it, giving out with ate and satisfying
shows at the
a generous batch of gay '90s ditties, Havana-Madrid,
is a solid clickeroo,
kidding herself, the audience and and likely to be better paced when
everything else. She does 'Take Me the Four Diamonds team, now enOut to the Ball Game', 'Heaven Pro- route from Cuba, arrive.
tect the Woiking Girl,' 'My Gal Sal'
New. bright costumes, obviously
and plenty of others, catching a solid representing heavy investiture, plus
reaction and begging off. Reappears a lineup of comely and tall femmes
in the finale, a rousing patriotic spec- help
make the three production
tacle with script and tune by Lee numbers go over. Opening which is
Morris and a knockout production a typical Havana ensemble, a novel
by Don Arden, who staged the whole crinoline number with tricky miniashow. Finale has costumes to match ture lights illuminating the chorines'
those of Broadway musicals, and, as limbs, and a hangup jungle drum
the Arden girls are lookers, it's a production hit hold the show towham topoff.
gether.
Choristers not only have
Show opens with a production on been taught to sing but actually .spiel
a gaucho motif, using the Six De- the thin plot. Special music for the
butantes as vocalists. Cantu, Mexi- production is by Eliseo Grenet and
can magician, gets attention with his Sergeo De Karlo. It's mostly lilt'
disappearing doves routine, and Dan ing.
Oscar Lopez looms as a potential
Harden, the m.c, follows up with
'White Christmas', 'Donkey's Sere- vocal find once he learns more Engnade' and Danny Kaye's Tchaikow- lish. Despite the fact that Spanish
sky' takeoff. He's okay as vocalist alone is sung by Lopez, his vivid
but hasn't much of a routine as an personality and easy manner of
m.c. 'There follows a cute production working on the floor put him in a
satirizing the 'Vara^ Girls', an acro- class by himself as a Latin male
batic dancing session by Barbara warbler. He wowed the crowd.
Rosita Rios, who has been around
Belmore and a fine routine by the
Equillo Brothers. This leads up to In Latin night spots 10 recent ^ears,
Miss' Kay. The show is solid with is a happy addition to this lineup.
visual appeal but needs a warmer Used in the crinoline number not
type of comedy to make the cus- too effectively, she comes back for
tomers, with which the place was her solo song session to score. Miss
jumping Friday night, feel at home. Rios sing in English, with a reThe show is skillfully presented on maining trace of accent that makes
her ballading all the more piquant.
the club's unusually large dance
'Sleepy Lagoon,' 'White Christmas'
floor. A draw curtain is used to g^oi
and 'Always In My Heart' are her
effect, and the place's smart appointments and swank atmosphere lend outstanding tunes.
Plenty of paprika Is added via the
additional punch to the presentation.
of
diminutive
two
appearances
Hy Pastman manages the rendezvous Rayito
De Sol, exotic dancer. Both
for Redstone, and keeps it on a
are barefoot dances. Both tunes call
smooth and even keel.
£lie for the minimum of garb and maxl'
mum of action, latter conceit being
accentuated by bells worn about the
plenty of yokels in for a look-see.
(Since the tragic holocaxist at the
Cocoanut Grove, biz at the Quarter
has dipped markedly.)
Beatrice Kay, topping the bill, Is
a powerful draw. She's given the

YACHT CLUB,

PITT

hips.

Velero
Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.

Herman

Middleman

Orch (8).
Ethel Shutta, Georgie Tapps, Buddy
Lester, Dorothy
$2.50

Dare, Hildeen; $2-

minimum.

(10),

Sisters'

the two stately
plays the whole
the dancing.

of

orchestra, minus
fronting,
for part

femmes
show and
It

continues

its

solid instrumentation, with the two
sisters leading and singing for floor

dancine.
Peplto's rhumba combo
plays for dancing, with the maestro,
Sockiest
show town's leading a first-rate singer, stepping Into sevnitery has had in a blue moon. Not eral production numbers of show.
Wear.
Business continues big.
a weak spot in it and every act a
smasheroo. Booked as sort of afterpiece tie-in with world preem here

Buenos Aires; Nov. 20.
of 'Yanks Are Coming,' produced by
John Paris, Mary Lester Cutler, a Pittsburgher, and

Cafe Society Uptown

Royce,

Angel Ratti, Melle Weersma
(11), Harrison's Tropical Boys

Jack Masters' Bohemians

(8),

.

WB

Bang-up

show, modest In
proportions, but extremely high in
quality.
'Three corking acts are
topped by Sylvia Froos, singing
comedienne and an outstanding
floor

personality.

With

good

looks,

personality

Salore and loads of showmanship,
ne original material and artistry.
Miss Froos impresses as a socko performer. A stunning blue gown sets
off the Froos charm to excellent advantage. 'Is There a Latin in the
House?' gets her off to a fast start.
Her original version of 'White Christmas' brings a touch of the dramatic.
'Do It Now' is slightly naughty, but
plenty okay. A comedy version of
'Chloe'
and other old-time hits,
wrapped up in a sure-fire medley,
affords opportunity for effective impressions.
Medley of yesteryear
songs calls for audience participation.

She had

to

beg

off.

Lorraine Vernon's good looks and
juggling with balls and hoops also
are applause getters.
The Roberts
are a classy Latin ballroom couple
whose routines run mainly to rhumbas and sambas.
New to Minneapolis, the Jimmy
Richards' orchestra plays the show
well and does a workmanlike job
for the patron dancing. Outfit comprises three rhythms and brasses

—

audience
Because Weersma
can do his own note juggling, band
has been able to feature many numbers from 'Tin Pan Alley months
ahead of other local bands whq have
to wait for arrangements from the

away.

M.c.

is

Buddy

Lester,

better-

known as Jerry Lester's kid brother
but a first-class comic on his own.
His style, material and salesmanship
are similar to Jerry's, and coming on
States.
right after Tapps and Shutta is
Ann Royce and John Paris handle murder, yet Lester holds 'em to their
the vocals with Wfeersma. with Miss seats and keeps the howls coming
Royce slinging the ingles like a Man- steadily for quarter of an hour.
hattanite, featuring 'Baby Mine' from That's a feat for anybody.
Show
'Dumbo', plus other tunes from film opens with Hildeen, French gal mamusicals.
Paris, a personable lad gician who has a nice bag of tricks,
with a nice style, gets the biggest most of them feminized but as dehand with Irving Berlin's 'Be Care- ceptive as those of her male colful' and 'Blues In the Night'. Har- leagues.
No big tricks, but a lot of
rison's Tropical Boys, featuring Mary cute small ones.
Lirio, are a sock congarhumba outMusic by Herman Middleman's
Kay orch okay. mae.<;tro manarinc in
fit.

New Act
LENA HOBNE
Sonra
15 Mins.

Lena Home Is one of the exciiing
which so often punctuate
every show season, but somehow th«
expectancy is never quite fully reinterludes

alized

at

this

class

Th»

hostelry.

Velero Sisters Orch (10), Pepi- booking of a sepia songstress into th9
rhumba bond (8); $2 minimum; snooty Savoy-Plaza (which mov*
on Saturday and holiday nights. was not without some internal man-

featuring Little Jackie Heller, who
Kraft Sisters (2), Zero Mostel,
owns Yacht Club with his brother,
Sol Heller. Also from the film is Hozel Scott, Teddy Wi^on orch (7),
Cesar Ginzo's Tipica (9).
Dorothy Dare, former musical com- Billy Moore's Trio; $2.50 and $3.50
edy actress and leading lady in early minimum.
Restyled not only physically but Warner musicals who has been infrom an entertainment point of view, active of late.
Zero Mostel is back, Hazel Scott
Appearance h^re
Fantasio looks like a strong bid should get her back in the swim holds over, the new dance team,
among B. A. summer night spots again. She's a cutie, knows how to Evelyne and Beatrice Kraft, are slick
(it's summer here when winter in
sell a song and looks like a million openers, Teddy Wilson whips up the
the states), provided local gas ration- on the floor.
Heller flew in from dansapation, and the sura total is a
ing doesn't cut in too much. Opened Chi, where he's been at the Latin sock blend for the cafe customers
only last year under the manage- Quarter for two months and stays at the $2.50 and $3.50 minimums.
ment of Arturo Kutscher, it's been for two more, for the opening but
Mostel
remains
an effectively
taken back by the owners, Castro had time to do only one show at his funny man, funnier now with assur
Romay and Alfonso Menendez, who club.
ance, poise and the mark of ap'
plan to operate it on their own,
Nitery lineup further tied in with proved quality, so that it's an easier
with artistic management by Jacques the pic's getaway by Cutler's an- approach to the patronage. The disBoronskl, long associated with Clif- nouncement that he planned to use tinction that comes with skepUcism
ford C. Fischer in the operation of Georgie Tapps In his next picture, from newcomers and the camaraThird derie from satisfied customers la
(he letter's Paris enterprises before •Sweethearts of the USA,'
time for Tapps locally within a something to delight the heart of 'any
the war.
Located about half an hour from year. He was at Nixon last season trouper, and only those who have
town, overlooking the port of Ollvos in 'Pal Joey' and later at Stanley, traveled the road the hard way know
deluxer,
but
he
never
clicked
at what that means.
on the Rio de la Plata, Fantasio is
That would be
reminiscent of spots in Westchester either place like he does here. Pol- Mostel. He's still doing his standard
New York and along the lake shore ished, stylized routines are red hot In Hitler double-talk, the Jimmy Durin Chicago. It Is a spectacular lay- intimate surroundings and he's a hard ante
'one-tooth-no-tooth'
routine.
out any way one looks at It and even ?:uy to follow. Ethel Shutta does it, Senator Pellefra and the Roseland
more improved this year than last hough, and in spades. Special lyrics. jitterbug routines, and all remain
what with new lighting effects and In which she tells crowd at outset big clicks.
that
she's
no
hotcha
but
has
singer
redecorating.
It's the same with that boogieMelle Weersma, who's been off lo- been around, is on the button and woogie exponent of Brahms, the
cation Jobs for some time because of she follows that with a repertoire very personable Hazel Scott who
film work, is the featured band here. she handles punchily. Still no sub- beats that Stelnway like Holy Cross
Weersma is Dutch, a composer ar- stitute for class, Miss Shutta demon- beat Boston College, although in her
'I'm case
ranger ('Penny Serenade'), as well strates she has plenty of It
at the Thanksgiving eve midas Instrumentalist and gives his crew Old Fashioned.' from 'You Were night show caught she was too
Never Lovelier' (Col), and 'Jupiter much in the jive groove. Miss Scott
a distinct style. Band is now conForbids' from 'By Jupiter,' get bangis more effective when breaking up
centrating on strong melody accent
deliveries and 'Farmin,' her old
up
slowed rhythm and' with the volume
the blues, barrelhouse and boogie
stand-by, is still a corking novelty.
woogie with her neat arrangements of
subdued in keeping with the type of Crowd here wouldn't
let her get
sought.

Band

4S

Hotel SaToy-Plsza, N. Y.

HAVANA-MADRID, N.Y.

Ever since Mickey Redstone took
over the Latin Quarter and gave it
Rosita Rtos, Oscar Lopez, Rayito
big-time decor and production, it
has been gaining a reputation as de Sol, Lee Williams^ Pepito, Line

Xavier Cugat orchestra and choir, town. It has been doing a fabulous
tt
Antonio, Frakson; $2 business among the sophisticates
and the theatrical crowd, with
minimum.

.

Lester's failing memory.
She rated
a better break on the intros.
Two unbilled bands alternate for
the foxtrots and rhumbas, with the
foxtrot crew playing the show in
fair fashion. In this instance it may
have also been a case of too little
rehearsal.
This location has been closed for
years latterly called the Tokay and

Rico Orch. (6). $3 minumum Saturday and holidays, $2 other nights.

Rosario

Cugat proves anew his firm intrenchment with the Waldorf paHe had a big opening last
Friday with two former W-A. acts
marking returns, losario & Arllonio
('The
".
Kids
from Seville') aiid Frak'dress rieheat.saX'^
,
,
Both repeat tfllir
The electricians were still working ^oh, magico.
on the stage when the spot was half- standard stuff, as does Cugat, alBy the time the though all with embellishments.
filled at 8:30 p.m.
The maestro, for instance, has
supper performance was scheduled
to start at midnight, the now crowd- added a mixed choir of nine, which
ed spot had ironed out several kinks, is tied into his Camel Caravan, and
but somebody failed to inform Lester they whip up a good Cohan medley
about some of the other people in in between the maestro's svelte
the show. The comic-m.c. had trou- Latin dansapation.
ble remembering the names of those
Rosario & Antonio, with their unhe was supposed to introduce, al- usual Spanish gypsy terping, are
though it's possible the poor (and perhaps the foremost exponents of
poorly handled) spotlight,* of which mixed flamenco teams, right in the
he frequently complained, might groove with Areentinita, Carmen
have disturbed his memory.
Amaya, et al. 'They're youngsters
Mile. Carise gets credit for stag- and were quite a sensation at the
ing the show, but the credit should Waldorf when first brought up from
be faint She was given some fine Mexico City two seasons ago. Rosspecialists to work with, but in turn ario seems to have added more flamgave them nothing distinguished, the encj singing to their terps, and Anfine of girls being especially drab in tonio's solo to "Three-Cornered Hat'
The costuming, on music is an individual standout.
their routines.
the other hand, is fairly good.
Their flamenco rhythm is a strong
Lester's own buffoonery, when he finale.
wasn't complaining about tne spot,
Frakson, whom Jack Conway rewas excellent opening night He got viewed for 'Variety' back in 1926,
a good laugh score. Also okay was at the Palace, is still doing his same
Peggy Fears, although she appeared routine with refinements.
Then
very tired at the supper perform- identified as a Frenchman,
Frakson
ance. Whether from last-minute re- is actually
Spanish and emphasizes
hearsals, or nervousness due to a that
more today than perhaps in
long wait, she was definitely not her- thtoe
days. He still does the coins
However, her into the bucket
self at this catching.
trick, but instead of
natural
savoir
fare
helped her mesmerizing
coins from programs,
through a situation that would have
handkerchiefs, etc., as formerly, he's
9pelled trouble for a singer with less
more famlUar at the Waldorfs
poise.
Show's standout by a wide margin Wedgwood room by making them
'rain' from the patrons' forehead,
opening night was the socko adagio
dancing of Cabot and Dresden, whose schnoz, ears, etc.
He still does the marathon cigaret
acrobatic ballroom tricks are on the
although seemingly having
sensational side. One of their great- stuff
(with
est assets is their grace while exe- dropped his card palming
cuting the most difficult stunts; also gloves) which CZardini since develHis disappearing radio is
on the plus side, of course, is their, oped.
ne\yer although seen before. It reneat appearance and nifty dress,
Allan Drake, an extremely cap- mains a socko illusion. Altogethei
able sleight-of-hand artist; the Stan- new is the sprouting rosebush, from
ley Twins, two good unison aero seemingly an inanimate prop, later
dancers,
and blonde Jane Kean, 'cutting' off the roses, which are fresh
singer, round out the show. Drake (actually skillfully attached), and
has an assortment of interesting distributing them to ringsiders.
Wedgwood Room has been done
tricks that are well executed. The
Stanleys do two routines, fore and over neatly; ditto Cugat's caballeros
aft of the production, with their with their slick chartreuse uniforms.
closing shadow dance by far the
i4bel.
best.
Miss Kean is capable with
some rhythm songs, but hurt by
.

keep up the quality despite constant
turnover in personnel due to draft
and raids by bigger outfits. Current
show packing 'em in at Yacht Club,
Boston, Nov. 29.
Beatrice Kay, Barbara Belmore, giving spot Its top biz in months,
£qutIto Bros., (2), Don Arden Girls with place so packed performers
(16), 6 Debutantes, Dan Harden, have to work on just a few feet of
Cohen.
Cantu, Tony Bruno Orch. (10), Don floor space each night.

Latin Quarter, Boston

agerial discussion, according to reports) could have been capitalized tq
the hilt but somehow it never came
oft.

Miss Home, while no newcomer to
Brooklyn,
in
thence in a Cotton Club Harlem line
and later a specialist in Ureenv/ich
Village's Cafe Society Downtown

New York—cradled

up to most of the intr.i-show biz
excitement. She Is a dusky Hedy Lamarr, a looker of arresting order,
with gleaming white teeth and a
fetching smile, who croons a song
competently if not extraordinarily.
That's the big distinction between being a boflf and just pleasing.
The elements which must project
her to the heights perforce must now
come from external forces. One factor may be exploitation, another is
presentation.
On presentation, she gets just a
casual intro by maestro Paul Baron
who should b« given some more imgressive libretto in order to build
er up as 'the Harlem girl who put
Hollywood oa its ear,' or some such
lives

jive; who waa nabbed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer (she can be seen in
a bit in 'Panama Hattie' and is more

Importantly

spotted

the

in

forth-

coming 'Cabin in the Sky').

Miss

Homes show biz rep is actually
predicated on a localized s.a. charm,
in that the film colony suddenly became very aware of her when sh*
was at the Little Troc and the

Mocambo in the film city.
East coast exploitation values can
yet project her into importance an'd^~
of course, if the press suddenly 'discovers' her, as was the case with
Hazel Scott's boogie-woogie pianol*
ogy, it would turn the trick.
On her own, however, Miss Home
.

reels oft familiar pops in clearly dlctloned delivery, backed by an engaging personality. With a colored
accompanying her, she does

pianist

'I
Can't Give You Anything But
Love, Baby.' 'Devil and the DeeD
Sea.' 'Embraceable You,' 'Do I??
'Blues in the Night' and the like.
She's booked in for six weeks. Th^
Waldorf-Astoria also wanted her but
Miss Home's manager-lawyer, Harold Gumm, had her committed to the
Savoy-Plaza.
Incidentally, the Plaza zone of
midtown Manhattan now has, or will
have starting Thursday (3), thre^
femmes at the top three hostelries
In that sector.
Jane Pickens opens
at the Pierre's Cotillion room on the
third; Miss Home is here, and Hildegarde continues at the Plaza, giving way to Carol Qruce after the
first of the year.
And, incidentally, what has been
happening to the Savoy-Plaza's food
and standards of service?
Manpower Is an obvious problem these,
days but somehow other de luxe hotels have bad a knack of preserving
parity, inside and out of the kitchen.
Abet.

Blue

Guild-Canteen
S^S

J

CoBtbraed from pace 1

to report In their

Income s^tatementa

only the amounts paid them out of
the programs' receipts even, though
the real, or market, value of their
services Is several times the fees received.
The ruling is a departure from the
stand previously taken by the department toward charity dates by
high-salaried
performers.
For
while stars engaged in the practice
of waiving acceptance of any portion
of their salaries, asking that it be relayed direct to some charity or welfare agency, but the Department
'

stopped this with the observation
that talent like any one else wotild
have to limit their tax exemptions
on charity contributions to 15% of
their net income before deduction.
Anything above that percentage ia
taxable.

—

AFBA Mlnimoms
Hollywood, Dec.
Picture

stars

guesting

1.

on Lady

Esther's 'Screen Guild Players' win
be permitted to include only the
American
Federation
of
Radio
Artists minimum scale paid them as
taxable income onder a special ruling
made in Washington by the Commls-'
sloner of Internal Revenue.
The
'Guild' program Is handled by the
Motion Picture Relief Fund, and has
now been undqr sponsorship for four
of years.

Vincent Youmans' stuff, and others.
But that's a matter of routining.
Evelyne and Beatrice Kraft are
the cute sisters formerly in support
of Jack Cole.
They retain Cole's
style of East Indian raiment and routining, and make for a neat click
in themselves despite the opening
groove. They never lower the authenticity of the idiom, even unto
the rousingly rhythmic finale num-

which is Oriental by way
Harlem in orchestral background.
Ruling was handed down following
Teddy Wilson's team gives out its appeals by a committee headed bi
ber,

.

usually satisfying music for the hoof,
Jean Hersholt, president of the MP.
as well as a riff specialty that always
Relief Fund; I. B. Kornblum, execgets the jazzophiles.
Billy Moore's
equally expert trio plugs the waits. utive secretary of AFRA, and Swell
D. Moore, attomev for thp Pnn/i .
Ahel.

Wednesday, December
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Henie Revue As

on

Me

Said No' and encori, 'Knock
a Kiss.'

female

•

impersonator,

is

followed

Glen Gray Orch with Kenny Sor- by Jimmle Mitchell, male vocalist,
Pew Wee Hunt, LeBrun Sisters, who steps out of the sax section
Gaudsmith Bros., Dean Murphy; to warble 'At Last' and 'Let's Be
Gentleman Jim' (Wfl); rci'ieujed in Sweethearts Again.' Singing in true
Variety' Nov. 4, 42.
blue fashion and effectively using
shading and coloring, Mitchell had
Casa Loma orch, batoned by Glen the most effective voice of the
good ballet work with some extraor- Gray, combined with a couple of evening. Montgomery's femme takedinary tap dancing, she's the TNT nifty specialty turns and two sock off is aimed strictly for laughs, but
o{ this program.
Jo Lombardi's outside acts, provides ample stage is not very professional.
house orch opened things with a support for 'Gentleman Jim,' Errol
Last act. Red and Curly, novelty
swell arrangement ot Jerome Kern Flynn starrer.
dancers, are a real socko, displaying
melodies, which also served as a
htning footwork and applauseOutside turns are Gaudsmith Bros,
musical trailer for next week's 'You and Dean Murphy, the former with getting tricks. Pair exude contagious
Business their never-tailing comedy poodle act enthusiasm.
Were Never Lovelier.'
Finale combines fast
i4rJ,e.

Lavish Spectacle; Short on Speed
Souia

Indianapolis, Nov. SB.
Henie and her Holtvwood

preemed

at Coliseum, In-

Produced
JVot>. 26, 1942.
by Hollyu)ood Ice Productions, Arthur M. V/irtz, director. Choreoqraphy and staging by Catherine
Musical director. Jack
Litrle/ield,.
Musical orrangemenfs by Thanksgiving terrific.
Pfeiffer.
Paul Van Loan. Costumes by Billy
Liringston. Star, Sonjn Henie. FeaTrenfcler,
ployers—Freddy
tttred
N. H.
Caley Sisters, James Kawley, John
f'laitagan. Iris Gordon, Jean SturNew Haven, Nov. 28.
peon, Elizabeth Kennedy, George
Louis Prima Orch (141, with Lily
Cufany, Leo Freisinger, James Caesar. Chorles flall«tt, James Kelly, Ann Curroll. The Brtcklayers, Five
John Van Doren, Peter Killam, Bob Herzogs, Victory Ttuins, Oscar Davi.<!.
Harry
Berman
Murphy and Lloyd Cawthom.
Dorothy
Young,
House Band; 'Sealed Lips' (U).
Sonja Henie's 1943 edition of the
With legit bookings doing a fadcIce revue has the makings of another big. beautiful and extravagant oiil for several weeks, Shubert is
sliow when minor quirks evident at filling in currently with a four-day
the opening here are ironed out. triple threat show on stage and
Emphasis is on production values, screen. Bill consists of Louis Prima's
with costuming by Billy Livingston orch, five acts of vaude and a feacolor ture film. It's a lot of talent for the
in
so varied and exciting
schemes that it often steals the spot- tariff and makes up three hours of
light from the performers who wear good entertainment.
Following pit overture, bill gets
his creations.
Catherine Little&eld has given the off with four of the acts working to
ensembles some brilliant and spec- Harry Herman's house band and
Latter's
emceeing.
Davis'
tacular mass routines which utilize Oscar
every inch of the rink's ample space handling of program is smooth and
but tometimes fall to take advan- in his own specialty as a single he
tage of speed, which is this kind puts himself across favorably despite

SHUBERT,

2,

1942

N. Y.

Dick Montgomery, comedy Negro
gent.

Ice Revue,
dianapolis.

STATE,

'I

I

and the

footwork with a novelty drum sesThe Gaudsmith sion and dancing. It's a wow finish.
takeoffs
tunny haircuts, Hawkins closes with 'Flying Home.'
hounds,
are spontaneous laugh-getters, the
Pull house on openin<! nite, Frifurther day (27).
which
follow
acrobatics
latter in a
on celebs.
with their

series ot cornic

clinching the original impression.
Murphy impersonates practically
everybody from Mae West to President Roosevelt. Material ranges in
effectiveness from indifferent to excellent, but he manages to hold Interest through the milder portion.<: of
hi.s monolog and builds steadily to a

PALACE, CLEVE.

Ted Leuiis' band unit tviih Chur]es
(SnouiboII) Whittier, June Eduja rds
Lindsay, Le Verne & Betty, Byron Kau

&

Loui.se,

Kane

Sisters,

Dubois;
Sixpence' (UA).
Geralditie

Sammy

'The

Biroli

Moon and

There's no special fanfare for Ted
at the State currently, but
man with the battered topper
wailing licorice stick is com-

Lewis
the

and

pleting his 30th year in show business.
That's a long time, but more
remarkable is the tact that this
gentleman, whose hair is now silvering heavily enough to match that
w.k. hat lining, is working as hard as
ever to please audiences and doing
it as well as ever.

—

Lewis still doesn't hide the fact
that he's corny; he frankly admits it
a couple of limes during the 65minute performance. But his type
of corn is as commercial as gold
bullion; it's all aimed to get an

—

audience in a friendly, intimate
Dick Stabile Orch (16) tvith Grocie frame of mind, and it does.
Barrie, Paul Warner, Betty Jane
This unit is among Lewis' best,
Smith. Watson Sisters. Louis Jordan even though it virtually shrieks the
and
Tympany
Five;
'Navy
Comes
as the
inroads that conscription has made
outstanding turn with the Gray Through' (RKO).
on the ranks of male specialists.
combo. He cleans up with pleasant
Aside from Lewis' 12 tooters, none
This nearly solid musical bill has of whom looks like a highschool
interpretations of such
listenable
tunes as 'Strip Polka. 'Five by Five' plenty of b.o. value, in addition to student, Lewis has only two men in
and 'Take It Again,' solo and with being perfectly grooved for the jive the entire show.
One is a new
addicts.
Charles
the band chorus.
(Snowball) Whittier, the
Remarkable angle about Dick original Negro hoofer of that name
LeBrun Sisters, vocal trio, also
click with 'Gobs of Love' and a Stabile's finely organized orch is that having gone the way of all khaki; the
it managed to get along efficiently
novelty humming bit giving the imsecond is Sammy Birch, who may be
pression of an electric guitar. Kenny tor the first three days without its 4-F because ot the need for those
Stabile enlisted in Coast thick spectacles
Sargent, vocalist, relying on 'My leader.
he wears.
Lewis
Guard in N. Y. last week and band may be
registered also, but more
Devotion' and 'I Came Here to Talk
came here without him. Batoneer likely for the Townsend Plan
for Joe,' could likely do better with
than
was expected to rejoin it Monday military service.
greatest
asset. fact it's a fairly early repeat date for a change of material. In the second
of entertainment's
(30).
During his absence his singOtherwise the show is strictly of
Some of her stuff could be done him. Herzogs, flve-femme team of number he's joined by the LeBrun ing wife. Oracle Barrie. fronted for
and by ^emmes. with Lewis' specialbetter by the kids if they took off trap artists, offer a fast aero routine Sisters and the boys in the band.
him. And did a swell job, too.
Gray remains the suave, somewhat
The bigger ensembles involving daring swings out over
their skates.
Although she didn't attempt to ties intermixed. Probably because
—there are 24 boys and 24 girls all audience heads. Comedy bit is in retiring m.c, selling a smooth, wave a baton, (which she may Ao if of a new 'Snowball,' Lewis isn't
told— still need plenty of practice to troduced by having one girl stooge expertly-routined musical' unit for she takes over band when Dick re- doing his standard 'Me and My
from the house onto stage as an im maximum returns both as a playing ports for duty), Gracie was on the Shadow' routine, but virtually all the
•tralghten out their line work.
aggregation on its own and In setting stage most of
Sonja dominates the human ele- promptu performer.
the time as emcee. Her rest of his trademarks are on display
Afori.
ment, with five major appearances
Next on are the Victory Twins, off the various specialties.
engaging vocals were put over with this week, from the 'Be Yourself
In the program. In one number. To girl duo ot harmonizers who make a
finesse.
Grabbing audience's atten- opener, through 'St. Louis Blues,'
flia Colors,' a scintillating military
nifty appearance at the mike in
tion with 'Pack Up Your 'Troubles,' 'Yankee Doddle Dandy.' a tekeoff on
routine representing some of Liv- semi-patriotic garb. Girls rate, and
she sails through 'White Christmas' his first band playing 'Jazz Me
Blues,' 'Melancholy Baby,' and, of
and 'Strip Polka.'
Jngston's and Littlefleld's best ideas, oblige with, encores to sign oft to a
ihe comes out three times, with a pleasing impression. Bricklayers ore
Sweet-swing technique of orch course, his constant battle cry for
Washington, Nov. 26.
gorgeous change of wardrobe each in at this spot to come through with
best illustrated in 'Blue Skies.' high- applause, 'Is Everybody Happy.' He
costume,
lights
and
from
caught
Hip. Aside
a click despite performance
Johnny Downs, Murtoh Sisters, Jan lighted by piano solo, while 'Please kills the people.
{Host of the production is in the se- being a bit rough. Dog act registers Murray, Loyal's Stallions, Rhythm Give Me Something' offers contrast
This is Birch's first date with
ries ot vehicles she uses for her as one ot best of its kind seen here Rockets, Sam Jack Kaufman's house in hotter rhythms.
Lewis, the nitery performer, who
grand entrances.
Davis follows in his orch, Lynn Allison, Art Brown;
in some time.
Smashing finale is pyramided Into synchronizes facial and physical
In 'To the Colors' she rides out In siixgle, then intros Prima.
battle of syncopation between mugging to recorded comedy songs,
•Thunder Birds' (20th).
• prop plane with a propeller that
Band, with heavy brass and reed
Stabile's unit and Louis Jordan's scoring heavily opening night. Birch
In 'Minstrel Memories' her stops wide open, runs through a 40ipins.
Tympany Five, with each hepping will probably remain a fixture with
Jan Murray was thrust in as emcee Praise the Lord' as various maestros Lewis from here on.
mount is an all-white carriage dravi-n minute session^} varied appeal that
Sy eight boys, and In "There'U Al- ranges from comedy to hot stuff. for this show but was as green as would interpret it. Jordan's quintet • One of Lewis' sockiest specialists
ways Be a Christmas,' a sleigh. She List includes piano, sax, drum and fresh cabbage on introductories and steams up a halt-dozen jive numbers is June Edwards, a good lookii^ conflutters and dies gracefully in The trumpet specialties, also an amus- was later assigned to a monolog spot. that has ihe gallery jitterbugs In tortionist whose backbends oil high
The ing two-trumpet 'conversation' that Murray has a good line of gab, work- genuine lather.
Bwan,' her stand-out solo.
pedesUls are terrific. Close behind
Tango,' skated this year with youth' strikes a novelty chord. From the ing in the Red Skelton style, and
Paul Warner's baritone fits into her for applause honors are Lindsay,
ful Jimmy Hewley, Is as big a hit general response, indications were won opening audience with his songs the deuce spot smoothly. Following LeVerne and Betty, who have a
The finale, the Christmas that Prima fans got what they want- and chatter. Loyal's dogs with the comes Betty Jane Smith with her corking acrobatic routine seguelng
as ever.
number. Is a typical Henie fantasy, ed. Singing with the band is Lily horse wigs works fast, the canines precise taps.
from a can-can routine; Byron. Kay
Some well-needed laughs are and Louise, good looking mixed ballwith a lot of dainty charm about it. Ann Carroll, brunet chirper whose seem to enjoy it, and good showmansandwiched Into bill by Watson Sis- room team, the girl working on her
flhe's a belle of New Orleans and several ditties get a friendly recep- ship does the rest.
does a sprightly Cakewalk in 'Min' tion,
Dorothy Young, fifth vaude
The Murtah Sisters, with blended ters, back in semi-uniform. Their toes; Kane Sisters, a harmony trio
nrel Memories.
act, works in front of Prima band.
voices, open slow with one sister on same old sure-fire humor is now especially cllcko with 'Birth of the
Nearest thing to a show-stopper Lass does a hoofing turn that exhibits stage. Act goes into high gear when flavored with the mllitery and still Blues,' and Geraldine Dubois, a fiery
!mong other performers Is Freddy clever tapping.
comedienne of the trio opens up. put audiences in good humor.
little personality warbler who does
Crowds consistently excellent.
'renkler, who gives the show its
Biz fair on holiday but light on Pop tunes from 'White Christmas* to
nicely with 'Let's Be Buddies,* 'My
Pullen,
omedy punch with Us botmclng Sat. nt mat caught.
Bone.
arrangements give comic
special
Mother Would Love You' and the
ball antics. His funny stuff as the
chance to clown'.
finale samba. Whlttier's dancing, on
•quad misfit in an army routine
After Murray's monolog comes
the other hand, is only fair, but he
had the audience yelling. The sur
Johnny Downs from .Hollywood.
has a personality to match the origprise of the show Is John Flanagan,
Youngster Is tops as soft shoe dancer
inal 'Snowball.'
( newcomer who didn't even have
and won them with his routines, with
Chicago, Nov. 27.
Scho.
Indianapolis, Nov. 28.
.Biz opening night okay.
encore ready when his eccentric
Lawrence Welh Orch (14) uiith opening number introducing- couple
Van,
Cus
Simmons
Joey,
&
Chaz
skating in a silly femme get-up Jayne Walton, 'Red' Howe apd Bill of magic tricks.
Downs must be Chase, Barton It Brady,
Vol
Otven,
brought another vocal response. The Kaylor. 3 Make Believes, Buster Sha- sensitive about his youthful appearCaley sisters are fast and sharp in ver, u>tfh Olive & George; 'Major and ance, for he introduces himself with Debutantes, Ed Resener's House
Orch; 'Old Homestead' iRep)
'Dynamic Duo,' ttielr speed and pre- Minor' (Par).
a gag about his baby, then unturls
gision number. George Cavany, Leo
an oversized tepestry of the kid.
Philodelphia, Nov. 28.
.
Freisinger,
Jimmy Caesar and
The wisenheimers who have It's corny but audience gave it a
Keith's has organized one ot its
Johnny Long Orch with Helen
Charles Hallett do some nifty ice claimed that a band must be noisy hand. Song from Hollywood feature best shows of the
season in the new
Gene Wilacrobatics in an exhibition of speed and brassy should visit here this hits mildly, but Downs has the vaude bill headed by the veteran Young, The Four Teens,
and leaps. On the pretty side. Iris week and see how sweet music is answer with his feet, and should Gus Van. There aren't any weak liams, Henny Youngman, Tip, Top &
Toe;
'Priorities
on Parade' (Par).
Gordon, Jean Sturgeon and Eliza- making a hit with the customers.
concentrate on dancing numbers. sisters among the acts and they all
beth .Kennedy skate charmingly in
Since the band first came into Rhythm Rockets on for two num- fit snugly in a program that's really
'Trio ot Grace'. 'Winter Revelry,' prominence around here six years bers, closing the show with a min
variety.
Comedy, athletics, singing,
Nothing spectacular, but genuinely
'Latin Rhythm', 'Flamingo Flare', ago it has weathered the jitterbug strel high hat and satin pants. Sam dancing and magic are neatly bal- diverting, is the bill at the Earle this
•Waltz Mood', 'Garden ot Jive' and era with ease, proof that the public Jack Kaufman's band opens stage anced.
se.sh.
On tap is Johnny Long, the
other ensemble numbers are alive likes something besides the so-called show with Vincent Youmans medley,
Van has the audience eating out ot personable maestro with his southwith color and will form an eyc- modern aggregations whose music Lynn Allison doing the vocals. Art his hand as he puts his line ot char- paw fiddling and an okay team of
fllling extravaganza whne smoothed
Brown's organalog too difficult for acter songs across. He features a tooters and vocalists. Latter consist
sounds more like a boiler factory.
out.
Just to please some who might community singing. Should stick to medley of George M. (^han tunes, of Helen Young, blonde canary; Gene
The cast Includes about 60 in all, like a litUe loud stuff Welk has in- songs they know,
Arke.
topped by 'Grand Old Flag' and Williams, youthful tenor, and the
Dnany of them youngsters new to serted 'Running Wild,' featuring the
'Ovei; There,' then comes back with Four Teens, two guys and two gals
the ice show. Some of the specialty skin beating of 'Red' Howe, the outthe timely 'Der Fuehrer's Face." with who can warble.
firtista have been recruited from presound effects added by the folks out
drummer, and Warren Smith,
fit's
Mis.s Young caught on quickly wilh
N. Y.
vious choruses and show promise. one of the trombonists.
front.
the
giving out wilh "Mr.
Attendance at the opening was esChaz Cha-se is doing his always Fivecustomers,
After a tew strains ot the band's
by Five' and 'Strip Polka.
ilmoted at 9,300, with several sec- theme song it swings into The Penngood routine as the baggy clothed
Ersfcine Hou'kiJis O'ch U6), Man
Williams' package of tunes consisted
tions filled by men in tinlform, ad- sylvania Polka' with vocal by Bill
Paul, 'Pigmeat,' Ida James comic who thrives on a varied, vita- of 'Manhattan Serenade,' 'When the
mitted free. Houses near sell-out Kaylor. who then takes the spotlight hattan
Dick Montgomery, Jiinmie Mitchell min-added diet of lighted cigars, Lights Go On Again' and 'Why Don't
itage for all performances through with his rendition of 'White Christcigarettes and matches, with
his
The Teens team up for
Monday, (30) but what happens to mas.' Welk soloed on his accordion Red <fe Curly; 'Torpedo Boot' (Par) boutonniere and stiff shirt front for You.'
'Pennsylvania
pox office after gas rationing goes with 'Nola' followed by three songs
dessert.
His dances include a Russ- 'Fuehrer's Face' and
House this week rocks solidly with ian number and a strip tease burles- Polka.' both songs netting solid
Ipto effect Tuesday has them wor- from Jayne Walton, the band's fearied.
Corb,
Erskine Hawkins, who rates highly que. Chase gives the show its main kudos.
tured vocalist, to good results.
Band numbers Include new rhythm
Buster Shaver, with Olive and with his showing here. The man comedy punch.
Val Owen keeps the customers arrangement of 'Shantytown,* 'RusGeorge, talented midgets, well liked. with the horn was never surer.
Band opens and scores immediately nicely puzzled with his trick of mak- sian Lullaby.' 'White Christmas' (a
Olive end George's numbers toing perfume out of what passes tor novel rendition with all instruments
gether, both singing and dancing, with two originals, 'Lucky Silver'
Switch.
and
'Sorghum
and tne waltz done by Olive and and 'Bicycle Bounce,' featuring half ordinary drinking water. His magic muted),
has
a special femme appeal. Women Johnny Long solos with 'Mighty Lak
instrumentalists
the
mike
dozen
at
a
Washington, Nov. 27.
big
Shaver put the trio over to a
including a torrid solo by Hawkins. in audience call for any particular a Rose' on his violin and gives the
Betty Bruce, the Three Swifts, hand.
and, presto, he delivers it. And song plerity of schmaltz,
Roxyettes,
Jo Lombardi's House
Three Make Believes (Marvin Leader is an excellent front and scent
it's
free.
At the flni.sh. he goes
orch; 'Gentleman Jim' (WB).
Hcnny Youngman borrows Johnny
Himmel, Phil Erickson and John showman, m.c.ing easily to bring into for
the market brands. It all comes Long's
fiddle for his now-familiar
Russell) score with perfectly-timed on Manhattan Paul, personality sing
out of one bottle. Barton and Brady
routine of combining his flair for
Short and snappy show this week gesticulations to records plaj'ed over er-dancer.
'Pigmeat,' in a comedy skit, gets get some healthy laughs with their comedy and unHnished musical ardue to lengthy screen feature. Three p.a. system. Their takeoff on the
athletic
clowning
as
inebriated
laughs
via
his
'Judge
Pine'
rangements. Although some of his
'Boogie plenty of
Swifts lost Uielr Indian clubs for Andrews
Sisters
doing
tumblers.
Simmons
and
.loey have gags are worn
straight
Jimmy
role
aided
by
man
thin, he sells himself
this show trunk went astray en Boogie Bugle Boy' and 'Sunny Boy,'
tun at the expense of several radio
to the paying guests, and that's what
pur and they worked with a hast- Himmel's version of Csrril Smith Baskette and Isadora Price.
their gags running a wide
On Hawkins' return his pianist features,
ily gathered group of seven bor- doing The Sow Song' and Russell
range from hill-billy to opera, from counts.
cowed clubs, Ttlcked up most of and Erickson's impersonation of Bing plays a solid five minutes of boogie, Winchell to Hitler, with a few
Tip, Tap and Toe are their usual
nelr routine and spiced In the miss- Crosby and Mary Martin singing soloists joining In one by one, and special sound effects ot their own for click selves, having added a couple
Roxeyettes 'Walt TiU The Sun Shines, NeUie' entire band rocking to a sock finale good measure.
ot new routines to their already
I tricks with comedy.
Ida James, vocalist, disappoints with
for a 'Stage IMor Johnny' num- ring the bell.
The Debutantes, line ot girls used clever satisfactory brand, of terps
Show closes with a cavalcade of a baby voice that fits her manner- frequently at the house, are well artistry.
er. Dancers were on later in roller
ating turn that closes show at a patriotic songs done by the band as isms but not her choice of material, costumed and routined in football
It
was a usual Saturday night
drops painted with the flags of the especially her opener, 'Mr. Five by tap. 'Esquire* and 'March of the Toy crowd at the Earle when caught.
fast dip.
Betty Bruce from High Kickers' United Nations, are lowered for the Five,' Number needs a fullness she Soldiers dances.
They were standing three deep in
Is unable to provide,
Loop.
She is better
Biz was good at opening. Corb.
Combines finale.
ia Ine dandng headllner.
back of the house.
Shal.
Cleveland, Nov. 28.

smash windup.
Pee Wee Hunt impresses
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HOUSE REVIEWS

a Yankee Doodle Dandy' and 'Over
There:'
Gilda Gray, albeit here for about
10 years, revives her shimmy routine,
PiitshvLTgh, Nov. 27.
wearing a flashy silver shredded
Cub Collouioy Orch (17), Paul, dress.
She won a nice hand.
Coles,
Honi
Chollv
& Jemima, back for the second time,
Dinky & Eddie,
Dotty, Rug-Cutters (6), Anise Boyer, clicks in a medley of Gershwin tunes
Cabalieri (4), Jonah Jonej, J. C. and four heavyweight femmes come

TOWER,

STANLEY, PITT.

Heard; 'Seven Sweethearts'

(M-G).

was jumpin' this afternoon
Big(27), and so was the audience.
gest opening WB deluxer has had in
a long time, the day after Thanksgiving bringing 'em out in droves.
The ropes were up at first show, an
St.ige

unusual sight at this spot of

late.

The Cab Calloway unit is 60 minutes
of blazing heat, and about as good
as any he's ever marched into town.
Talent's always been there but it's
the lightning speed at which everything comes off that marks Callo-

way's shows. Of course, he sparks
the layout himself with an energy
that's dynamic and the rest of the
gang takes their cue from the Cab.
Present band is on the button, made
up of five saxes, four trumpets, four
trombones, piano, drums, bass and
guitar and starring Jonah Jones on
the horn and J. C. Heard on the
skins.

Pace

shifts

sharply right after get-

away with 'White Christmas.' Benny
Payne stepping down from the keyboard to take a vocal chorus, the
whole thing smartly arranged. Charand Dotty follow with some
lie
snappy Jitterbugging, the gal revealing a million-dollar personality that
sells the act as much as anything
'Strip Polka' has Jones scatting
else.
the lyrics while Calloway does the
hoke peeling for an interlude that's
a howl, and that brings on Honi
Coles, who's been with the Cab for

some time now. His tapping improves with the seasons,
'Praise the Lord,' with Calloway
and backed up by the male

singing

could be arranged a bit
too funereal here. Then
the swing' sextet, trumpet,
drums, bass, guitar and vibraphone, which goes to town on a
sizzling 'I Found A New Baby.' Next
Is a medley of three of Calloway's
best-known numbers, 'Minnie the
Moocher,' 'Kicking the Gong Around'
quartet,
faster;

it's

follows

clarinet,

'

and 'Minnie's Wedding Day,' built
into a minor production and with
Calloway bringing on Anise Boyer
She's an oomphy
for his Minnie.
bundle of sensuous dynamite.
J. C. Heard gets an Inning on the
drums here in a skin fantasy tagged
'A Wild Man's Dream.' And that it
is, also being unusual and different
for a tympani specialty, and a bit
too long as well.
Paul, Dinky and
Eddie, three boys,

fill

next-to-closing

berth
a comedy dancing
more active than polished.
Threesome doesn't have too much on
in

turn

that's

George Roland, juggler, also scores.
to repeat his
and is followed by Arthur
Barry, tenor, who contributes 'Rose
Marie' and 'Do It Again.' A production number follows with Laura, a
ballerina, out in front.
Wahl and the high .school horse
come back for another routine which
ends in a blackout.
King was a
heavy sock in his interp of the late
George M. Cohan singing 'Give My
Regards to Broadway, Mary,' 'I Am

JVfarIc It

Jimmy

A Bump

Lucille,

Tower Orch with Don

ORIENTAL, CHI

—

—

STAR,

BROOKLYN

.

CMetro,
—

RKO, BOSTON

AMBASSADOR,

Meehan comes back

Burley Back With

City, Nov. 27.

Ghe^zis, Catherine Harris,

Bonniedean Hedges,
Continued from pate 1
Tiff, Mike
Carle & Marilyn Bollinger; 'Dr. Re- bear in a carnival, the caster comes torso of Grace Bradley In black
nault's Secret' (20th) and 'Undying up with Betty Grable, Janet Blair, tights, black for some reason being
on for a hilarious tap routine. This Monster' (PRC).
Barbara Stanwyck, Ginger Rogers or credited with a heftier allure than
is one of the be.st vaude shows preJune Havoc. Can he lose? Can any- the kind we're used to.
sented in here in some time.
Biz
Contrasting sharply with mystery one lose? The answer is that even
Trimmed-Down Buxomo
terrific.
Sahu.
themes of dual screen offerings, the the writers go on to their next picTower stage show accents comedy ture with
One shall see a slimmer Alice
inflation of the paycheck.
and surprises, and rounds out anFaye cavorting in 20th-Fox's 'Hello,
Gold Leaf Edition
othec entertainment combo which is
Frisco, Hello.' a
film carrying a
a bargain at the 3S-cent top.
Yes, burley under the Hollywood strong perfume of the old Barbary
Eddie Cochrane, magician feagood Coast, if that is perfume. She sings
tured with his partner in the next- dispensation is far from the
Chicago. Nov. 27.
old institution of yore. One cannot a little, dances a little, and wears a
Three to-closing spot, doubles as m.c. and
The Aferry Macs
(4),
Stooges, Saul Graunian & Co. (5), flrst introduces the Tower Orch and say it isn't better. Because if you little, and does all three quite effecAnother 20th-Fox number
Frank Payne, Maurice Rocco; The a special arrangement by Don Tiff, put out a million or more usually tively.
pianist, of 'Mr. Five-by-Five.' Mari- more and you don't come up with
Troifor Within' (.Rep).
with a burley odor is 'Coney Island.'
lyn Zallinger. petite young singer a better show than we used tt' see on
in which the piece-de-resislance is
regularly with the band, does
14th St. at an investment of Ave or Betty Grable. Come to think about
A real vaude bill is on tap here heard
two
choruses of the pop and earns
this week, replete with solid enter10
grand, something is haywire it, when in Grable's career wasn't
a nice hand.
pleasant respite
tainment, and :
First of the standard acts on is somewhere, even with Hollywood she doing something that smacked of
from the succe.ssion of bands that Catherine Harris, a toe dancer. Fol- overhead counted in.
gilt-edged burlesque with expensive
have occupied the stage week after lowing a .snappy toe tap number,
These current Hollywood dames trappings?
week.
she does a toe specialty up and
The one to really watch for. the
Show gets off to fast start with down steps to 'Doll Dance.' and do not do their own laundering, they
Saul Grauman and his 'Musical flnishes with a fast toe tap to. 'God would scorn to shove their tapering picture that is being bruited as the
tootsies into a set of fleshings with pure quill, guaranteed to produce a
Stairatone' employing the talents of Ble.ss America.'
four girls and himself. Preliminary
Next on is Jimmy Mark, clever patches in the knees, and the pro- painless nostalgia and tickle bald old
tap numbers by the girls led up to cyclist of the Joe Jackson hobo ducer would flre the wardrobe mis- domes, is 20lh"s 'Police Gazette Girl.*
the feature of the act, the playing school. He is assisted by a partner tress who would presume to think A studio that selects a title like that
She assists with in terms of less than $10 » yard. The has deliberately i.ssucd a challenge
of such tunes as 'Bells of St. Marys,' billed as Lucille.
'March of the Toys' and a portion of several tricks on the handle-bars.
of burley to itself to make good.
The catch
The 'Discovery Night' winner this modern or cinema school
the '1812 Overture' as the girls proproportionately a and the out is that 'he censors will
duced bell tones dancing on the week is Bonniedean Hedges, who dame will expose
in
have the last word — but by the time
stairway. Grauman ha.<: a praise- does two choruses of There's a Star larger expanse of epidermis, and
worthy novelty that elicited much Spangled Banner Waving Some- censorable portions of her geography they get around lo this one maybe
where.' flnishing with one of 'I'm a too, but you can depend on it, all the scis.sors will be worn dull and
applause.
brother, it will not be the hardy, there's a priority on new .shears.
Maurice Rocco. colored pianist, is Yankee Doodle Dandy.'
Next-to-closing
goes
to
Eddie pioneer kind of epidermis that you Look also for Mono's 'Rhythm Para boogie woogie keyboard artist. For
several months a feature of cocktail Cochrane, who has a smooth magic and I were brought up to consider ade' and 'Queen of the Honkylonks.'
routine and a fa.st line of patter.
lounges here he made his vaude
He
works
with a pretty partner. The delectable. The Hollywood wench, and RKO's advertised 'Cavalcade of
debut on this bill with several low- Anish is
a quick-growing rose bush vintage of 1942-43, is not the gal her burlesque,' titled 'Queens of Burdown piano aod song numbers and trick.
great-aunt was. The soubrette of the lesque.'
had to beg off.
Le.s Ghezzis. hand-balancers who
not have
PRC-Pathe wants lo get in line
Frank Payne, who also emceed the have been seen in other houses here John W. Gates heyday may
show, is a clever impressionist and in earlier years, close the show with visited her masseuse three times a and has ticketed Betty Rowland, the
day but she was upholstered with L. A. Burbank theatre's 'queen of
in this spot had the customers in the a neat, precise turn of stunts.
palm of his hand with delightful
Near capacity house at show an overlay of good, solid meat burlesque,' billed as the 'ball of flre.'
imitations. Far above the usual imand muscle, plus more adipose than PRC-Pathe already has featured
caught.
Earl.
gersonator, he did versions of Elmer
current standards of pulchritude stripper Ann Corio in 'Jungle Siren,'
lurt, a Polish radio announcer; two
allow. She may not have looked so amply
over-exposing the lady's
of the Four Inkspots, Hal Totten,
fetching posing alongside somebody's cuticle, and Monoiirnm will follow
Henry Aldrich, Dr. I. Q.. Bob Hope
tiled swimming pool but she could
up with another Corio. 'Sarong
and Jerry Colonna and left to a big
Manny King. Milton Fromc, Bemie do her 40 weeks on the road without Girl.' Steve Broidy. just in from a
hand.
an tour of the .stix. reports that flesh
The Three Stooges were a riot in Miller, Pot Paree, Ginger Layne, Ray a whimper, as often as not with
next to shut. Their talk, slapstick Douglas, Shirley Lynd, Showgirls offspring or two crawling out of her shows are on the up.swinp. Mono's
comedy and lowbrow antics had the (6), Line (8). Mike Lorraine Orch prop trunk backstage.
Margie Hart having done oke with
patrons hollering and whistling for (6); 'Roiie Harf (20th).
Yet, who are we to crab because 'Lure of the Islands.'
more.
the world grows effete on us? We
The Merry Macs, playing their
With Manny King, house comic will take burley as we found it and
second engagement here within four who opened at this house last week,
And
is it not totally dead.
months, did six numbers and could getting into stride, comedy is on a be glad
Par,
have stayed on for six more. Cus- par with the theatre's best laugh Hollywood this year has dug deep
to revive the ancient gags and the
tomers were loath to let them go.
producing material.
Continued from page 3 sssj
Acts all played in front of the
.Milton Frome, Bernie Miller and old ways. Some of us may even surOriental theatre orch under baton Shirley Lynd share the straight vive to see a day when a femme can players. Julian Johnson, studio story
of Ray Lange.
chores. King does four sketches, all weigh over 108 pounds in her brass- department head, arrived from the
Loop.
of which he milks plenty for laiighs. 'iere and still get by for looks.
Coast last week -to discuss the plan
Production numbers continue to
with Bert Bloch, eastern story head
Skin Game Sprackeled

the ball but they disguise it in grotesque costuming, mugging and a lot
of vitality.
Curtain's a sock, with
Boston, Nov. 27.
the Rug-Cutters, three men and
George White's Scandals 1934,
three femmes, pounding the floor
in 'Pushin' Sand' and being joined speciolties; 'FaIco7i's Brother' (IfKO).
at the end
all the principals.
The latest of the George White
Cohen.
layouts to bear the name 'Scandals'
consists primarily of standard variety
embellished with a beauty paST. L. turns
rade.
The acts are plenty solid,
though, and the parade is sufficiently
St. Louis, Nov. 27.
pulchritudinous to maintain the continuity,
so the customers are happy.
Ben Rader Orch (20), Billy Rose's
Diamond Horse Shoe Revue with Business at the opening show, in
Gilda Gray, Awt Jemima. Charles fact, augured the biggest week since
King, WaKer Dare Wahl. The Great the hectic days of autumn.
The George White Giris. 14 of
Yacopis, Pansy The Horse, Harry
Meehan, Jack Spoon, Arlhur Barry, them, lead off with a clever patter
George Roland, Laura; 'Wiohtmare' song on 'talent,' and several of the
girls do purposely clumsy dance rou(U).
tines while stripping.
They get a
hand, of course, while the girls chant
For the second conisecutive week that it's talent
the public wants.
the Ambassador. Fanchon & Marco's
Carol
then appears in a lightdowntown deluxer, features a stage footed Adams
tap session, and the Nelson
extravaganza, and although the ad- Sisters
do their acrobatic stuff on the
mish scale has been upped to meet high
apparatus, both acts clicking
the heavy nut for this one, the cusnicely.
tomers are flocking in.
Running
Following the flrst comedy bit by
time of the show is 53 mins. and the
the Slate Brothers, the girls go into
variety of entertainment packed Into
number with 'Begin
it clicked handsomely.
A local band atheproduction
Beguine.' This brings on Buck
maestroed by Ben Rader is supplyand Bubbles, who, as always, regiS'
ing the music.
Another production
For the flrst time in many moons ter heavily.
the footers are using the elevator follows in a Brazilian mood and the
whole company combines for a
platform, giving the entertainers
plenty of working space on the comedy sketch on the old 'stand-in'
Linda Ware, personable
boards. It's a fast moving show that formula.
opens with the Mayo Brothers and vocalist and a good one. sings 'All
soldier
their Pansy the Horse routine, work- Need is You,' then induces a
ing with Harry Meehan, who war- and a sailor onto the stage with her
bles 'When Irish Eyes Are Smiling.' for a cute version of 'I Said Yes,' the
Most everyone takes a turn at m.c- climax of which is a kiss from both
Their embarrassment is
ing and Meetian introduces the Great the lads.
Yacopis, an aero troupe that scores not acute enough to mar the fun,
and it goes off in sock fashion.
soIidG'.
Nan Rae and Mrs. Waterfall,
Aunt Jemima, In the flr.st of two
whose
routine
is well-known by now,
routines, does a Texas Guinan stint
and trills a medley that includes remains a potent pair as their tim'Broadway lyiythm.' The line (12) ing and delivery are perfect, and they
go over big. The Slate Brothers and
is composed of all lookers who go
through a so-so dance routine, albeit Fay Carroll with the entire company
presenting
appearance. wind up the show in a patriotic vein.
a
flashy
Jemima introduces Jack Spoon, who So far as a 'production' is concerned,
beats all parts of his anatomy with a it's a fairly casual affair, but it conpair of spoons to produce music. The tains a generous 80 minutes of entertainment, and the audience went
act clicks with the customers.

'Irish Eyes'

Kansas

4T

K. C.

for

it.

Flint's

stand out, especially this week,

when

good specialty to go with
costumes and routines. Ginger
is the ballerina and does a
her two appearances. She
is by no means a Zorina, but so far
as this audience is concerned she'll
do until they learn who Zorina is.
Frome, now in his seventh week,
had to beg off after a baritone solo.
there's a

the

Layne

fair job in

Roy Douglas, ventriloquist, is the
other soloist. Doubling from one of
the Brooklyn bistros, he provides
routine chatter that's effective if not
too original.
Miller, singing at this theatre since
it reopened nine weeks ago, has been
inducted by the Army.
Frav.

WOW

in a

he

major enterprise. To lop it all
going to uncover Barbara
in the stellar role, and un-

is

Stanwyck

is probably the right word in
Film fans .saw a
connection.
iood deal of Miss Stanwyck in 'The
Lady Eve' and more probably In
•Ball of Fire.' but in 'G-String.' un-

cover

ROCKEFELLER,

this

N. Y,

(NEWSREELS)
Newsrcel house in Rockefeller
Center, one of theatres operated by
the Embassy Newsreel group, continues to go heavily for war items.
Far out in front in the matter of
enterprising newsreel compilation,
presentation and editing is Paramount's special, 'Pattern for Victory,'
covering highlights in the flrst year
of global war for the U. S. This is
one of the most concise, vivid resumes of the present conflict, as it

less soaped, sapolioed

and .scrubbed

within an inch of its thoracic cavity,
her fans are predestined to know almost as much about Barbara as
Barbara does, or her trainer, any-

way.
This

year's fashions in straight
drama take a proper cognizance of
the trend, as in the instance of a
.somber piece called 'Unconquered.'
being made by Arnold Pressburger

|

for 20th.
If the plan materializes Joe Moskowitz would head up the new de-

partment.

Paramount

has

also

been

ap-

proached by Equity to establish
stock companies with a view to developing talent but the proposal has
not gone beyond the talk stage.
Irving Thalberg suggested establishment of stock companies when
Bloch was with Metro but the idea
was not followed up after the former's death.
20th is angeling three shows on
Broadway
this
season 'Highland
Fling." 'Flare Path' and 'Something
For the Boys.' Those .showing promise will be filmed. The studio ywterday (Tues.) closed for the purchase of Maxwell Anderson's 'Candle
in the Wind.' which starred Helen
Hayes on Broadway. Otto Premingef
This is the second buy
is to direct.
by 20lh of an Anderson play this
season, the other being 'Eve of St.
Mark.'
20th has acquired the film rights
to six stage plays in the past two

—

nronths.

Americans, produced to date. for United Artists.
Par's newsreel special emphasizes
When word .somehow slipped out
the 'inside' story on the African that there was an 'Ecstasy' .scene in
move.
Angle that Hitler's stooges 'Unconquered.' Producer Fritz Lang

affects

were led to believe the Allies would
attack via Norway is stressed. Latest highlights of U
-British landings and attack in North Africa
brmg 10-minute story to a close. The
deft editing and a superb recording
job are helped by flne narration. The
whole subject is dedicated to Americans serving the colors.
RKO-Pathe's story of the North
tight
represents
African
flghting
editmg and neat photography (credited to U. S. Army Signal Corps).
mars
the
High-pitched
spieling
whole

effect,

however.

Same news-

reel also covers the action in Libya,
with unusual battle action marking
the British onslaught against Rom-

Frank Cork conducted Larry mel. News of Day depicts new phases
of the Solomon Islands' flght and has
Elie.
pit band.

Panl Moorbead who took his band
hotel.Omaha.
Paxton
into
the
Thanksgiving day for a month will
replace Morton Wells as studio band
at
on Jan. 6. Wells took over
Freddie Ebener's outfit when Ebener
went into the army.
Moorhead replaces Larry Funk at
the Paxton.

The situation as of today is promHunt Stromberg has already
reported desultory sniping in his direction growing out of his well
blurbed project to translate Gypsy
Rose Lee's 'G-String Murders' to the
screen. Under the Stromberg aegis,
'G-String' can be depended upon to
weight the burley angle more than
the whodunit. He has uused up more
coin in testing than an oldtime
burley wheel impresario would sink
ising.

Fox

an excellent novelty plugging the
Arnvy Air Corps song.
Universal's coverage of a Madison
S(4uare

Garden basketball game

is

helped by adeptly spoken narrative.
Lew Lehr gets some real chuckles
f:'i-n
his description of an odd airpl:ine.

Private Smith of U. S. A.' (RKO)
and -Hep Cat' iWB) round out the
••how here.
Wear.

Raids
,

B'way

Contloned from page 3

th« rafters in his dudgeon. Maybe he flgured he qovld ease a thing
like that by the cen.sors with le.ss
trouble if he surrounded hi.s teasingly draped femme with Gestapoites and made her the central flgure
in a romance of war-torn Prague.
Well, be it burley or Shakespeare,
or Lang, a femme is still a femme
and a curve is a curve, and Lang's

were given youngsters in 'Janie,'
which is backed by Columbia Pictures.
Denied that the offers came
from that Aim Arm, however. Offers have been made to young players in soldier parts in "The Eve of
St.
Mark,' Court, and they may

throwing 'em.

salary ceiling edict unsettled.
Inference was that there might be a

hit

There are plenty others

that

tool

into the burley class.
Bob Hope
takes a burley bride in Sam Goldwyn"s 'They Got Me Covered.' not

surprising in view of the fact that
the director, producer and coauthor
is Dave Butler, a walking encyclopedia of ancient gaKS and a burley
maestro at heart. Claudette Colbert
and Fred MacMurray are doing a
warm burley routine in P;ii'.s 'No
Time for Love.' Which incidcntiilly
also Is further heated by the pres.
ence in the lineup of Madpmoit'>'le
Havoc, who Is Gyp Lee's not so li,.;e
si.vter.

Hal

liner.

'Taxi.

Roach's
MI'Icr,'

streamPxhihKs 1hf>

finale

appear in the picture version.

The talent situation seems to be
somewhat confused what with the
rush back to Broadway by legiters
if there is not enough producthat's que:>tionable.
As Hollyraided the legit field when
silent pictures switched to sound,
there were managerial lamentations.
The more notable showmen did not
really have much trouble, and in the
past few seasons the inlprchange between the Coast and N. Y. has been
fluid both ways.
The studios have
always been intent on securing .lew
faces and the .stage is looked upon
for as that source as much as Irefore, but currt-ntly the cull of fighting mon ha» murtfllcd ihc ^itu.-i'ion.
but,

tion,

wood

Hotel UeAlpta
(Marino Grill)
Gladya Tell
Johnny Ueaaner Ore
Hotel Nen Yorker

Variety Bills
WEEK OF DECEMBER
Nomcrali

4

GonnceUon wltb bilb below Indicate opcnlnf dmy of
•bow, whether toll or aplK week.

In

PHILADEa.PliM

Cnman

(4-7)

DrewH
Roy Rogers

3

Roaa

cm

NEW YORK
SUto

Ma]

CapHol

Chaz Chase
Frances Paye

(4)

Rhythm Rockets

AI BerDle
Dick Rogers Oro

Worth

rlTTSBVRGH
8tanl«r

BoiteB' Unit

WASHINGTON

(S)

Paul Remofl

Blllle

(4)

Don Rice
VI Kings
Whirlwinds

Spencer
George Meyer
Liou

Herb

Pay'«

(4)

(4-6)

Bombshells of 1943
Frank Sinatra

TIC A

I

<s-e)

Pud Sweenev
The Wallabies

Hazel Scott
Acrooianlacs
Pat Henning

Ade Duval Co
Anoe Kagel

Jack Reynolda
Sandro Rosatl
Bennett Green
Jerry Green

Mob Paree
Fred Keating
Adelaide Moffet

Bunny Howard

fill)

Bates
Gordon ft Rogers
(S-d)

HI Lo, Jack ft Dame
Walter Nllsson
Farretl Roy
Sis
Leon Fields
Great Lester

Mack

YOBNGBTOWN

JVtkson

Ames ft Amo
Lew Boffman
Wlnek ft Mae

&

CLEVELAND

Palace (4)
Tony Pastor Ore
Bonnie Baker
Knight Bis
3 Sailors

Dick Stabile Ore
Oracle Barrle

Jonlnn Ore

I.oul«

Ted I^wls Ore
(l-S)

Lee

W)
Whites Scindals

O

COLUMBI'S
FaUee (S-ie)

(4)

Hal Mclntyre Oro
Mary Small

M'atson Sis

Tony Pastor Ore
Bonnie Baker
At Gordon's Dogs
Patricia King

DAYTON
Colonial (4)

Ted Weems Ore
Oxford Boys
(«7)

Tommy

Tucker Ore

Ames A Arno
ft Mae

Winnick

CITT

RertekKtra
Kathryn Hnr\"ey
Evelyn Daw

Moya

OlfTni-d

Stanley

Ethel Gilbert
Harry Donelly
Charlie Ross
Bernle Grauer
Gay tO'a Quartette

Cafe Lite
Carlisle

Trio

FHILADEIJ>HIA
(4)

Bob Crosby Oro
Ray ft Trent
Billy Rayea

Stanley <S-M)
Jerry Wald Ore
3 Stooges
Rosalind Gordon

WASHINGTON

Earie <4)
Roayettes
Swifts

8

Marie Hollls

Evelin Faroey

(*7)

Roiyetles

(*7)

Johnny L>ong Oro
Tap ft Toe
Tip,

E

ft

VTICA

Murphy

Gnudsmlth Bros
Earia

Re\*uerB

Kraft

(4)
Bowes nth Annl Do Bill Moore Trio
Teddy Wilson Ore
(*7)
Cab Calloway Ore
Cafe SMieIr

(«7)

Glenn Gray Oro
Le Brun Sis
l>ean

Zero Mostel
Haxel Scott

B

Swifts
Betty Bruce

3

(VUlage)

Baby Hlnes

Ammons

Albert

Pete Johnson
Connie Berr>*
Jericho Quintet
L ft L Toung Ore
Caslao Raeae
La Belle Alexia
Jaacha DavldoS
George Sattan
Kadia ft Saaha

Gypsy Chortis
Dmitri Matvlenko
Kria Kay Ore
C. Codnlban'a Oro
Ceraltl's

NEW YORK

Brick lop
Garland Wilson
Eddie Steele

CITY

Mnale Hall

BRIDGEPORT

(8)

Paul Haakon

Melissa Mason
CapL Heyer ft Co

4

(4 tc fill)

Lyric (4-«)
White Scandals

G

(80-2)

Ivan Petrov
Hal Mclntyre Oro
Marie Orlmaldl
Herb Shrlner
Braadhomt Tbeatre Sunny Rice
Modernalrea

The

«)

George Jessel
Jsck Haley

Marlon Hutton

Logan
The De Marcos

CAMDEN

TMiers

Ella

(3-6)

Con Cnlleano

Arthur LeFleur Co
Cordan & Sawyer
Sharkey
Jan Murray

OlK^n

Mansean OIn

Berry Bros
Bob Williams

&

Shirley

Norman
Roiy («)

ELIZABETH

leucine

Raymond

Scott

Cozy Cole
Mel Powell

Liberty (a-«)
Torelll Circus

Frances Lane

Bob Hannon
Bobby Whaling Co
The Cressonlans

3 Snllorettes

Doyle
to

(1

Apollo
( Wllleys

ft

Marine (6)
R Coleman

Georges

Mann

ft

(S)
UtUb
Coleman

HARTFORD
SUte

INDIANAPOLIS

ft

CIreIc (4)

3

RIdfewood

Bennet

(4)

Divine

(3 to nil)

Rose Unit

JAMAICA

Jamaica
Drakes

(S-6)

3

Kit Kat«

Drews

Brown

LYNBROOK

(3 to nil)

NmTARK

Adams

(4)

Count Bnsle Ore
Moke ft Poke
Bill

Roy Rogers
Rosa BIs

Bailey

Thelmn Carnenter

BALTIMORE

PATERSON

Jansleys

MaJeatlc (3-6)
Lynn Bros
Larry Collins

Sara Ann McCaba
George Prentice
Dave Apollon Co

J'nette Heckett GIh

RIppodronw

SUle

<4)

<3-S)

Ann White
Krankle Hyers

Bud Sweeney
Carrie Flnoell
Vlnce Curran
Lillian FItegerald

Diane Fontane
Hazel McNulty
Gaye Dixon
Jerry Blanchard
Joe Frlsro

Gordon Andrewa O
Frankle Kroeba Oro
Clab 111
Jackie Green
Ginger Brltton

R«« Weber
Bob Easton Co
(7-«)

The Haughtona
Bob Coolldge

BATONNB
VMorr (M)
Revel & Allea

PASSAIC
Central (3)

Sammy Kaye
Sterner Bla

Ray Bnsllah

Ore

Clab 1-2-3
Roger Stearns
Copncabaaa

E

Joe
Lewis
Berry Bro&
Connie RuaseP
Pierre O' Angela
Olga Ban Juan
Fernando Alvares

Sirens

l>ee

Venizia

Hotel Taft
Vincent Ixipex Ore
Hotel Waldorf-

n

Chaoncey Grey Ore
Chlquito Oro
Fftmona Doov
Zorita

Francea Wayne
Roy Stavena Ore
t>ennle Kent Ore
Oi«enwlch VUUve

Benny Flelda
Johnny Morfan
Chaa & K Cerney
Joey Dean

O & E

Broderick
Dlnorah Oro
Carroll

Irv.

Ore.

Havana-Madrid
Valero Ble Oro
Roalta RloB
Raylto De Sol

Don Cananova

Papllto & Lllon
Peplto Ore

Hldcory Hoosa
Milton Pacre

Andl Swoet

Norma Shepherd
Eddie South Oro
Hotel Aator
(Aator Roof)
Jan Savltt Ore

Lonn«e

C«cfctall

Knhn

Dick

Hotel

Dclmont

PUa

(Glaea Hat)
Shlrl Thomaa

Jack Marshall
Paal Wlnctaeli

Johnny Andrews
Bill

Johnson

& Dcno

Anita Rosal
Kay Penton
Jane Tnomas
Hal Saondere Ore
Hotal Bfltnort
Heaaley Twins
Hazel Franklin
Ray Ueatherton Ore
Hotel Comm«d«re
(Century Boon)

Pour Vb
Lee Slstere
Maryltn Duka

ZIggy Talent
R & B Reyes
Peter Rotunda Ore
Vaughn Monroa Ore
Rogtlmers
Hot«] Dixie
Rosa MacLean
Teddy Powell Ore
Milt Herth 3
Peggy Mann
Diamond HorsealMe
£dlaOB
Harriet Hoctor
Blue Barron Ore
W. CL Handy
Hotel Eaaex Hoaaa
Pansy the Horoe
<GmId» oa Pvh)

UM

Willie Solar
Calta Farm

Wells

Four Fays

Herman Hyde Co
Luclenne ft Asbour
Eddie Eddy

Francis
Norlne Robinson
Dorkin

Banks
Penr Bmskin

Bob Downey

Fredrlc Venn
Hozel Webster

Sadie Ranks
Freddie nernsrd

Ada Lublno
Ginger I.nyne
.lop l.nrnrlr Orr

Don Fry

WIvel
Bob Lee

Ulyon Dell
Choe Bowman Ore
Theodore Brooka
Paulena

Tommy Haydea
Ooria NellsoD

Oewnbeat Bm
Kat ft the Fiddle
S Sharpe A Flau
aiadya Palmar
Oraemere Betel
(Olaee Honae Rm)
Don Fielding Oro
Neva Patterson
Beltlaae

Alpine Tavera
Sereninlere
llcaty,

Margie

Benaob's

Jennlnga

Bill

Chaa Newton Oro
Grab's Cafe

Ockenlander
Hermaa's Musle Bar
Bill

Kay Fagnn
Juck Carter
Chateaa ReaanH
Rose 4
3 Knights ft Day
Cllquol Club
Rainona
El Morocco
Danny Hart
too Cote
P Travers ft Men

AI Miller

Poach Orchard

.Sid

Swier
Gahlee Inn
(BInek Horse Pike)

Chss.

Blondlna Stem
Willie Jackson

Drummer Danny
Art Stanley
Peon-Atlaatlo Hotel

Paul Jeffrlee

Conimodorea

Beachcomber

Sammy

Boom)

(Clrcns

Jack Davis
Jeanne Fellowa
Eileen Hunter
Barbara Long
Hotel Esaea
Ted Phillips
Buddy Smith's Oro
Charlo ft Dupoe
Dsrna Marie Girls Jack Manning Ore
Beach-charmers (6> Bill Cronln
Dorothy Denola
Rllnstrab's
Peter Bodge Ora

Harris

Sally

Dot Dunlea
Boyd Heathen
Paul Sis
ft Bcebe
Hotel LenoB
Maxine Hr ft Bobby Bob Hardy Oro
Gloria Carroll
Casa Manaaa
Goy Prlnclpato
Hnchpllp

Jimmy Rac

ITheai re-Club)
Eddie I..ands Ore

Rotol StatJer
nininc
(Tetraoe Boom)
Harrlette Chick Floyd Oro
ft
Edith Caldwell
(Cafe Booge)
Salvy Cavlcchio Ore
Hotel Veodooae

Bi'ttv

Flolder

K

Kelly

lly

HILLS.

laobel

(Vendnme Boon)

CAL

Oscar Elgart Ore

Keo

Don BrowD

Roaalle Grant
KerwlD Bomerrllle

Judith Arlen
Dolores Oro
Hotel LexIwtOB

AatorU

Wedgwood BoeaD

Boom)

Mitchell Ayres Ore

Qaoen Mary
Noel Toy
Joan Collier

Frakeon
RoKArlo & Antonio
Lena Roway
Hiacba Borr Ore
Xavler Cugut Ore

Rogor Wllllnms Co
LaGury
Tina

Tommy

Oliver
(Maslcal Bar)
Alice O'LeaiT

Adrian O'Brien
Clab Uayfolr

Billy Dooloy Ore
Allen Sis
Don Rico Oro
Vitc Marcus
Carol Chappel
Jackie M'alloce Ore Marlu J«opoz
Loonge Beat.
J. Loncrgan Girls
Michael Zarln Ore
Qoecns Trrraee
1)1 GntanoH
Hotel Warwick
Phil FoBter
Hcnrlqueita Brazil
Susan Carol
<Bolelirh Boom)
Club Vanity Fair
Jeane & Phillips
Vlckl George
Adams & Dell
Frnnkic Carter Ore
Sande Wllllama Oro Jack Allyn
Florence Ray
Ginnle O'Keefe
Ned Harvey Ore
Hwrlcuo
Bolnbow Grill
Copley Plaaa
Frank Parla
Robin Adair
(Oval Boon)
Ruas Smith Ore
Rlgotetto Broa.
Vera BanotT
Eddy Oliver Ore

Bob Kennedy

Irmgard

Oulll-OulU

Duclde Kerekgarto
Carola
Harmonettes

&

Peggy KUleen
Marlon Joyce
Earl Llndaey Gls
Sid Snunders Ore

Patrlda

The Qlbsons
Dick Warren Ore
loelud Baatooranl
Danny White
Brady & Barton
Nils & Nadypne
Penn & Devon
KIkl
Les

Ernesto Ore

Rainbow

Daclta

.Rlohambo
Jane Fronian
Chaniira Kiily Dcrn
Nnt iirnnd Wynne O

Frances Miller
Linda Fagon
Jean Harvey
Jnne Waring
Ted Eddy Ore
Angelo Ore

Mickey Borden Ore
Mae Waters
Rubs Howard
Paul McWIIllams Co
Leonardo & Zola
Latia Qoarler
Tony Bnino Ore
Don Rlcb Oro

I>on Jolto'a
Sc.
Alicia

Reuban

Caae Franklin
Pat Roonev. Sr
Fisher & Gold
Harold Green
Royal Co 1*1 no
Ray RoHH Ore

Glenda Hope
Helen Holmes
Re nee

Peggy Fears
Jane Kean
Cabot & Drcxdcn
Stanlry Twins
Alan Drake
Jane Southard
Rohan Blen

Lorna Rhode

& Romero

Uontmarte Boyp
Margaret Grey
Fallal
A Hen
Joe Capello Ore
KeDy'e StahU
Leonard Ware S
Madeline White

Max ne Sullivan
Eddie &fH.\ pliolT
Delta Rhythm Moyn

Monk
Herman rhltllaon
HoHslao Kretrhma

Julius

Bd Welner
Dorothy Manners
Thelma Carpenter
Geo Woods Ore
Lo Coogo

Darla
Lola

& Kathle
& Arena

Carmen DeRlvero
Vance

Carlos

&

Carlta

Machlto Ore
Jack Harris Ore
La UaitlDlgM

Bob Evans
Larry Huard
Jerry O'l^eary

MIml Kellerman
Ray McGregor
Martlnlqueena
Mail Bergere Ore
Socaeseii Ore
Latla Qnortet
Helen Carroll
Jade Ling
Stanley Twins

Armando &

J

Llta

& E Chadwlck

Wally Wanger

Bni«

BIrse
Zallpskji.\ o

Bcnya KaravaetfT
Michel MIchon
Nicholas Matthev
Vladimir KayalofT
Knsila Pollakova
Marasia Sava
Cornelia Cedolban O
Splvy's Boof
Splvy
Hlldegarde Halllday
Noble & King
fNorh aob
Grace Rellly
Charles Baum Orr
Fausto Curbelo Orr
Mike Markel Ore
The Place
Irene Barkley
Pat Ring
Evelyn Brock

Georffle Price
BstelltA

Jerri

(Grill)

Paul Zarn Ore

Crawford House
P. Sandlford Oro
Keith

Sally

Fox

M Hnands

Clab

(Bhanbn Caalno
Boon)

Edna Wilson

Herman Ore

Pete

Frank

Petty

Chick Albergo Ore
Undaay's Bkybar
Brace Norman
Willie Matthias Oro Harlem Hl-landera
Elderada Club
Anasteen Halnra

Hotel ClerelaDd

Skeets Tolbert

.

Vallelt

Maurice & Maryea
H Smith Gls
(Tavern Room)
Edith Lorund Ore
Hlaclihawb
Cblco Marx Ore
Skip Nelson

The

Alblns
RlUse Cooper

Woody &

Betty
HIacbatnna Hotel
(Bnllneae Rm)
Johnny DufTy Oro
PattI Clayton

(Mayfair Room)

Bondahu Ore
Renee De Marco
Nell

Bravoort Hotel
(Cr7stal Boom)
Tony & Llea
Bob Bllllnsa

Brown Oerbf
Three Hyans
Uargle Kelly
Lupa & Sltepnrd
Merry Maids

& Hlanks Or
Smith

P'chell

Ted

Cliea Paree
Ubangi Clab
Sophie Tucker
Lovely Lane
Kay Allen
Jerry Smith
Mata & Harl
Tondelayo & Lopes Callahan Sla
Peck
Peck
Jack Bpralt
D WlUon & Frnchy AOorablos
Columboa Ore
Lou UrecHe Ore
VenaUlee
Clab Alabam
Rmll Coleman Ore
Florence White

Moaaee'a Cafe

Jimmy Joy Ore
Htitel

Hartnells
n>awnj Hall Virginia

Morgan
B'klne Butlerwortb Dorothy Dale
Hotel HollendrB
Franc Reynolds
Doralne & Rills
Versatlllaos Ore

Randolph
Hollywood Co- Eds

Stephanie A Ciiroi
Carmen de Artiffon
Henri-

Sammy Watklns

I

Rntel Btutler

Barry Wlnton Ore

Tfae

Cave

Jack Fisher Oro
Tamara Dortva
Golden Pair
Frankle Brooke

Jimmy Marr
6

Tie-Too
Swcethrts Rhythm
Village

Bam

Rita

S700 nab
AI Schenck
Gnle Held
SIgrI Vox
Virginia Rao
Hal Hall
Don Walsb Ore

DETBorr
Hotel

(Hook Caslao)

Julian & MarJ'e
Martells & MIgnon
Del Casino Ore

Don

Rex Owen
(Motor Bar)
Pedro De Leon
Bonlta Montez

Bowery
Joe Frisco
Marjorle Qalnswrtb

The Appeltona
Victory Gls

King KoIqx Ore
CInb Three Treee

Drew

Allen

Patterson

'Dink'

Snowball
Irene

Toung

Lacy Reed
Dick Fowler
Dave Wlllronrna Or
Bay market
Lea Scott

John Regan
Mary Allison
Mel Snyder
Janice Parker
Wally Johl

Cbarmettes Oro
Laadea Chop Hooaa
3 Music Hall Boys
Ethel

Hows

Frank Gagen Oro
DIbert Ore
Bernard

Sammy

MIekey'e
Baddy Roth, m.e.
Ernie Rich, m.&
George HIgglns
Blllle

Richmond

Marlon Vlnoy
Mlckeyettes

Bobby Stevenson Or Franclla
Vickey Thompson
Clab Coago
narth & Maler
Congoettea
Tony DeMsrro
Larry Steele
Edith Wllsnn
Lorenza

Robenson
Wallace Bros
Nightengale

Billy

Joe Dnnket Oro
Olde Wayne Clab
Jimmy Clark Ora

Viola Jefferson

Palm

Claudia Oliver

Gus Howard

Lou Ashe

Doris Abbott

CnralU

i« Coaga Clob

Johnny Kallhua Or Poison Gardner
Hatal Carter
Cbarlea Wick Ore Pearl de Lncca

Dianne Deemaa

Kerncle of Koro Ore

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

T & F

Tar Rest
Geo Scherban Ore

Myron Ryan

T^tty Sae

Jimmy Marr

Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Ixirralne \Veslfalt

CLEVELAND

Emlllo Caceres Ore
Clab Ban DIege

Tala Clifton
Alfreda & Leonoro
Shirley Weber
Sally Palmer

Rob Hopkins
Don Pedro Ore

CInb Three «e«
Three 666 Trio
Count Leroy

Bunny Brlgga
Three Shodea Tan
Sugar Cane
4 Cracker Jacks
Marcellua Wilson

H

'Swing'

Brown

Prince Albert
Taylorettes 8
Jna-Anna Hol|nea

George Sanders

CHICAGO
Art Kaasel Ore
Gloria Han

O

village
Tlebor'B Seals

Clab Mar-Jo
Lydia tt Joresco
Bunny Hallow

Bteabea'a

neck

Florenza

Alplae

Congo Ore/

(Vienna Boon)
Lew Conrad Ore
Harold & Lola
Carl & Fay Simpson
Zoska

Sla

Claudia

Florence Clark

Bobby Haywood

llotel

(Cellle Cafe)

Blllle

Gens Mack

Plr-ettes

Ray
Ul-Uat

Stella

Jerry I^oHter

Denlna
Mildred Perlee

Claire

Johnny Cole
Donald Van Wart
Hellmans
Tanya
Virginia Hayes
Peggy Hangarler

F

Bhermnn

106 Gls
Dolly Sterling

Blanche & Elliott
Harvey Stone
Jobnny King
Paul Remls
Benny Reah Ore
A Robblna
Braoa Ball
Maurice & Cordoba
Del Parker
Stanley Twins
Skeeler Palmer
Annette Leonard
Roy Swarts
Rita Coughlln
Earl Beandrle
Bio Cnsino
OaaanoTa
Harry de Angelln O
RIchrde-Adalr Dcre Nan Blakelone
Don & Jean Ford
Lillian A M Hand
George Pons
Arthur T^lake
Pons & Claudelte
Lucille N'orris
Chico
Joan Arden
Helen Dove
Buster Kelm Rev

(Oardea Loaage)
ft May Dearborn
Morton Downey
Rutb Wallace
(Colonliil Boon)
Savoy
John Klrby Ore
Sabby Lewis Oro
Copley Sqaare Hotel
Seven Seas
(Mnalo Box)
Karl Rohde Oro
Adrian Rolllnl (3)
Dave W41llam8

Chavez Ore
Don Dudley Ore
Buger* Corner
Harry Stockwcll
Kern Kobblers
Chita
Juan Makula Ore
Constantino More
Harry Lefcourt Ore Paul Wlnlck

Juanlto Lopez
Manya Del Rey
HelenUa Rivera
Senor Leon Ore
Jlsaay Kelly's
Joe Carter

Carter

Bofiro

Leo Relsman Ore
Helen Tamlris
Leonard Elliott
Victoria Cordova

Kramer

Roslta

Alan

Carollta

The Clymae
Capella

&

Bolnbow lOB
Chick Darrow
Nan Houston

Dorothy KUler
Qulnto Torea

Thea Llnd

<HAw«ilaD Bm)
Kahala
Tallma
Uomlkal
LanI Mclntyre Ore Kamarova Ballel
Kea Lflke
GU Qalran
LellaaJ laea
Mazonne Apacbcs
Carol King
Hotel LIacoIb
(Bloe

riut'e Klrgunte
BUI Farrcll
Vincent de Costa
Art Tubertlnl
Ernest Frans Ore

Del Rloa
Abbott Gls

Romayna

de Marco

La Balle Uolel
(Paa-Am Room)

(Fife ft Orun Bn)
Jimmy McHale Ore Book-C^dUlac
Jolcno

Helen Douglas
Elaine Morrison

Walter Long

King

George Devron

AI Chamberlain

Hotel Bradford

Dale'a Oro

Dann

Artie

Carlyn Truai

Robles
3 Makebelleves
Ruth Pryor
Iraaboe
Alfred Floyd
Florence Schubert
Barney RIeharda O
m« Clab
VIerra Hawallaoa
Paul Mall
Helen Somner
Hardelle
L'Algloa
Jon & Ingbord
Jane Crosby
Splroe Stamoa Ore
Gwendolyn Veauaell Juanlta
Jackson & Nedra
Hurray & SInun

Criaa Cross

BOSTOI

Joe Nortnan Oro
.Palmer llnose
(Empire Boom)
Oria Williams Ore

The Bartmans

Ctaet

Joae Mancanerea
Tallr-Ho Tavern
(White Uorse Pike) Opallta
Latin Qanrler
V. Bragale'a Ore
Eddie Pripps Ore

Drown
Nan Demar
Monty Wulker

Hylvia

The New Torkera

(Palm Room)
AI Francis Ore

Ruth D»ye

Jaroa Sla
(Panther Boom)
Alvlno Rey

Betty Rellly

Nino Mllo

Eva.

1942

2,

Bernard Dnncera
Jackie Heller

Gene Kerwlo Ore

(TodvU Loanca)

ATLANTIC CITY

Ella

Freddy Miller Ore

Terry Sands

Nellie
Billy

Number One Bar

KVERLY

Bobby Heatb

Mugsy Spanler

Bmma

Regis

(Malwaette>

Pat O'Sbea
Arlens
Bea Foley
Prancva O*C0DDeU
Maria Daley
Dorothy Mack
Manena Fraoeta
Paula Valera
El Cblco
Oorlta & Valero
Sarita Herrera
Terealta Oata
Juan Jose Saro
Inca Indian Trio
Juanlto Sanabrla Or
alorocvo

Roslta

Towne

Porllta
ft MAxIne Clayton
Paul Mix ft Olive
Virginia Mayo
Betty Austin
Frances Lane
Pedro Lopez
Harper ft Louise
Rharkey
June Melva
Clemens Belling Co Harper ft Louise
(•-•)
J'nette Hockett Gls Great Daniel

B

Barbara
Chlnulta

NEW YORK

Stadters
Jerry Mahoney

Billy

Walter Donahue

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

Patricia Ryan
Peorl Williams

Archie

Alkali Ike
AI Roblnaon
Village Vangaar«

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Palsy Ann

Samba

.

4

CiDb 18

Ted Straeter Ore
Frank Marti Oro
Johnny Coy
Jack Dempeej's

Pateee (4-7)
Lynbrook (5)
Tucker Ore Duke Norman
Bennet ft Divine

Steel Pier (6)

Chateau Hoderae
Maryon Dale
Dorothy Tanner
Terrace Boya

Bob Howard

Tommy

Ames A Amo
Lew Hoffman
Vlnek ft Mae
ATLANTIC CITY

Chanticleers

Jack Murray
Wilson Duo
Bill

AKRON

<4-6)

Funzaflre Rev
Ted Lewis Ore
Billy

Mann

ft

(3 to <U1)

Duke Norman

(1-3)

Funraflre Unit

(3 to All)

R
Sft
eorges

Seed

Empire

M>

BROOKLYN

E

ft

fill)

FALL BIVKR

Jack Durant

Blentons
Diane Davla

Irwla Corer
Lane & Small
Hark Talent Ore
Katharine HoTt
Eddie Heywood Ore Johnny Uonnert
R Dyer-Bennett
Oamoh Stagrbar
Marianne Lorraine
June Price
Laura Duncan
AeCDt Boya

Nan Vincent

(MMtowB)

Le Bmn Sla
Dean Murphy
Gaudsmlth Bros

TUUge Bora
Lucy Costello
John GrlRln

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

Don Sylvio Ore
Roberto Ore
mil's Gay M's

t^te Sodetj

rlTTSBCBGH

SI.

(IrMImn Room)

Bob Terry Ore

Pat Ogden
Helen Stuart

Bobby Parka Ore

Kenny Tonngman

Room)

Bthel Smith Rns
Paoll Sparr Ore

Norma Lucero

I^eonard Ware
Don Tannen

CITY

DwTcr'e
Linda Hall

Peggy A.nne Ellis
Lynn ft' Marianne

Una Mae

Strand (4)
Glenn Gray Oro

Betel

Pruaain Ore

Sid

Carolyn Mareh
4 Var-slgba

Steve Murray

Betel Roaeeeen

Roy Fox Oro

Heftly

Bill

T^ew HotTnian

NEW YORK

IMh Hole Clab

Oays Clab
Hal Tatea
Billy Daniels
Noble ft King
Pete Brown
Jerri Blanchard
Willie Dukea
Townsmen Ore
Toy Wilson
Hotel St. Merits
Hlnes
Baby
Ford Harrlaon Ore
Old RoODtaalaa
Dolores Del Carmen

Cabaret BiDs

OMAHA

Dan

Lathrop

Narlta
Joe Fcjcr

Hotel aaeor Plaaa
(Cafe Leaage)
Lena Horne
Paul Baron Ore
Hotel Sheraton

On>l<eaiB (4)
Earl Carrolis Rev

Aquarlaro Reet.
Alan Kane Ore

Jackie Miles

Glavs Ore
Moate Carlo

Sonny Kendls Oro
Quinton Ore

Bob Grant Ore

(Satire

OrpheaiB (4)
Rnaa Morgan Bd

Betty Jane Smith

Bill

William Rusvell
Adele Arden

ft

Saw Jackaon

Sam Mendelsohn

BOSTON

Hotel PlefTS
(CotllUoB Room)
June Pickens
Stanley Helba Ore
Hotel Plaaa
(Persian Room)
Hlldegarde

Roberta Ramon
Betty Keone
Tvonne Bouvler
Men Pnree Pretties

Paterson

NEW YORK

BoatM

Geari:e l.ioyd

Mickey Mallory
Milt Mann Ore

Lillian Fitzgerald

Panchlto Ora

F ft Blaine Barrr
Gloria GUbart
Cyrel Rodney

Gonzales Trio

(2 to

MINNEAFOI.IS

Bellevei

Bob Flelda

Bunny Howard
(Boyal Palm)

Guy Lombardo Ore
Howard (4)
Palace (8-10)
Duke RUInglon Ore Tommy Tucker Ore Waller Pernor Orrb
Jlc

Harry Savoy
<4)

Lavrenoe Welk Bd
Bastor Shaver
Olive ft aeorge

Make

(2-5)

CanlBtrellle

Latara & Cast'lanos Cousin Ida
Pauline Bryant
Arturo Arturoa Oro
Janlne Duval
Boiancourt Ora

Robert Bla

Rosalind Gordon

CHICAGO

CUaage

Olympla

(t)

Voody Herman Bd

WASHINGTON

MIAMI

CITX

ParamooDt

Dr. Giovanni

Don McGraoe Ore
Caney Oro
(Terrace Boom)
La Ylo ParlaieBae
Denny Qoodmon Ore
Josh White
Bob Russell
Rasha ft Mirko
Ronny Roberta
G Ray Terrell
Audrey Miller
John Setiaatlaa
George Biin)M
Irvine Orton
Grace May
Lou Springer
Blsselle ft Farley
LIbby llolman
Hotel Park Ceotrai Gabrlolle
(Cecoaaut Orore)
Leon A Eddie's
Daro & Corda
Cddle Davla
racbt Club Boya

WORCESTER
Hotel Peaaerlraala
Lucky Mllllncler Or
Plymouth (S«-i)
Peg Leg Bales
(Cafe Rooge)
Lucky Mllllnder Ore
Gordon ft Rogers
Bob Allen Ore
Ink Spots
Slater Tharpe
J Rodriguez Ore
Sister Tharpe
PROriDKNCE
Peg Leg
Metropolitan

(«>

Wood

Pamela Brltton

Edna Joyce
Joan & R Rexer

'

Slirluer

Kit Kats

1

Bob Fuller
Jane

Oell O'Dell

New Pwli (4-7)
The Saxons
Arthur LeFleur Co Sammy White
Cordan ft Sawyer
Jans Frazer

ColMlal

KBW YORK

WATERBl'RY
PoH'a (C-S)
Bombahella of 1943

WOONSOCKET

Sis
(•-!«)

Bobby Carr ft Co
Sons of Purple Sage

%

December

d^ednesday,

48

Beaefa

DrlKO

Delia

John Gallus
Dorothy Snow
Mona Baxter
Don Pablo Ore
Bayale
Oxford Boys
Console & Melba
4 Elglns
Jacqueline Hurley

Winnie Haveler
Geo.

Duffy

Oro

Saks

Johnny Morrlaon

Sammy

I.orralne

Morria

Kask

Madelon Daker
Jackie Hllllard
Delbrldge Ore
Vee Ames Dancers
Weadcr Bar
Helens Travers

Charles Costello Ore
4 Vocations

LOS AHGELES
Band Rot

Huy

Cai Herbert
Jane Jordan
Cassandra

Billy

Grey

Mae Williams

Chick Dent
Geo Tibbies Ore
June 'Kit' Carson
Dave (Jnell Ore
Bar or Maale
Bddle Roth Ore
Ann Trlola
Coloalmoe
Bill Hoffman
Ralph Cook
Charlotte Van Daye Jan Clayton
Phillip Lorner
Tullab & HIa
Edward
Rebner
i LaVernes
Dick WInslow Ore
Floyd Christie
Lee Royce
BUtmore Bowl
Val Ernie Ore
Harris & Shore
Don Lang Ore
Paul Regan
Drake Hotel
Paul Gordon
Del Eatea
Allan Coe

(Camellia Hoaee)
Dawn Roland
Lee SImms
Ilomoy Bailey
Bdcewatcr Bcaeb

Curtla

&Xlare

Joe Relchman Ore

Mae Morse
Cocoannt OrnTe
Freddie Martin On
Henry King Oro
Earl Carmllt
Llscheron & Adams
June Howard
Happy Felton
Martells & Mlgnon
Dorothy Ford
Bill Scott
Barbara Perry
Dorben Ola
WIere Broa.
Dick Addison
Ellel'e
Beryl Wallace
Octette Ore
Aurora Miranda
Vaallleir Singers

Ratliikellar

& Oang
IIM CInb

Louie

Danny Thomas

Magley Qirls

Mark Fisher Ore
885 Club
Billy Vine

Chausle Shea

Mary 'Lee
Dolorea Cay
Grace Hayes
Maggie Toung
Heiiae of Marphy
Beth Reynolds
Charley Thorpe
Eddie Harris

Bob Murphy
Loalslana

Caaa Manaaa

Freddie Slock
Ella

Hotel
(Marine Rm)

Eleanor Ltitton

Sugar Gelse
NTG's 'Army*
Gertrude Niesen
Diamond Uros
Francis & Grey
Jeanne Foreman
M Marcellino Orr
Grace Hayes Lodge
JImmIe O'Brien
Maurice O'Brien

Shirley Wayne
Bill Price

Coleman Clark
AI Norman
Manny Strand Ore

Michel Ortiz Ore
Florentine Oardeo

Fred Scott
Three Peppers
The Three Duanes

Wally Ternon
AI Gale Band
Georglne 1^ Mnyne
Joette Robinson
Margaret Lee
Lea Hite Ore
Maeaoiba Cnfe
Phil Ohmsn Ore
Eddie LeBaron Ore
Pallndlam

Gene Krupa
Blapay Hailea
Maxle Ronenbloom
Archie Bobbins
Patty Moore
Doris De Nelt
Ben Lessey
Sisn Ross
Joe Plumer Ore
Btreels of Pnrls

Art

Tatum

(Continued on page 54)
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Notable 'Corpses*

'Sons Enters 2d Year, Marking 5th
Duluth, Dec.

Broadway Managers Urged to Relax
1.

of having unknowns
up from the basement as
curtain caU to "Arsenic and Old

Instead

on B way for Olsen-Johnson

Straight

Sons O' Fun' engagement at the
its
Winter Garden. N. Y., sUrted
ansecond year last night (1). the
niversary of the Olsen and Johnson
the
revue being hoop-laed also by
that it marlied the start of the

ARDREY DOING BOOK
FOR ABBOn MUSICAL
Robert Ardrey is writing the book
'The Umpire's Daughter,' mu-

for

year on Broadway
fifth consecutive
O. fie J. were
for the comedians.
around the Main Stem for nearly
'Hellzapoppin,'
with
years
three

sical

version of the William Roos
.

The

baseball comedy,
for

which immediately preceded 'Sons.'
The record is not one of consecutive
appearances, since the pair has
knocked off at times for a film, etc.
Just how many times O. fit J. capered on and off in the two revues
even known to themselves.
isn't
They played in "Hellz' for two years
and nine months, or approximately
1,150 times, and around 430 times
total of
in 'Sons,' for an estimated
Present engage1,580 appearances.

production

next

spring.

George Marion,
score and lyrics
rent

'Beat

Life of Reilly,'

by George Abbott
Johnny Green and

the

who

Jr.,

did

the

for Abbotfs curBand,' at the ,46th

Street theatre, N. Y., wUl have the
same assignments on the new show.

Abbott will

Nyman,

a

and Betty Anne

direct,

lead

Abbott's

in

'Best
Foot Forward' last season, is slated
for a principal part. Legit version
of 'Life of Reilly' was presented for
five

performances on Broadway

last

spring.

'Hellz'

Ardrey has withdrawn his resummer of 1941 and
untitled
drama,
spent about three months on the cently-completed
Coast to make the 'Hellz' picture. for which Herman Shumlin had
tentative
plans.
Felton
After working two
Happy
and
Jay C. Flippen
years
on
the
script,
when
he
was
disand
Garden,
replaced at the
satisfied with it, so decided to shelve
'Sons' came in 'Hellz' moved to the
Olsen it. He may rewrite it again later,
Majestic, then to the road.
or
use
some
of
the
material
in
a
of
apnumber
tops Johnson in the
Since coming east
pearances in 'Fun,' for last summer future play.
the latter ducked Sundays, but he's about a month ago on the completion
of
scripting
a
assignment
for
performances.
now back in those
RKO, Ardrey has been writing a
Jhn Barton 1st
s'hbrt
play for the Writers War
The approximate records for long Board for soldier performance in
stays by name players on Broadway the training camps.
indicate that O. fit J. are runners-up
in that department but the figures
do not indicate the number of perthe

in

early

formances missed through

illness.

Margalo GiDmore Raps

As

for the actual length of time played
in the same show on Broadway,
there are several players who went
through the entire five-year run of
'Abie's Irish Rose,' which played 2,327 times.
For name people, Jim Barton
seems to have the record in Tobacco
Road,' but neither were his 1,890 appearances consecutive in that drama,
which was played 3,180 times. Barton quit 'Road' three times and then
returned to the lead. Frank Ba^on
was credited with playing throughout the run of 1.291 performances of
'Lightnin',' never missing a performance during the N. Y. run. Other

Buffalo's Legit 'Apathy/

Bat Tather' Biz Good
Buffalo, Dec.

falo

stickers: Frank Craven, who
in 'The First Year,* which
played 760 times on Broadway,
and Laurette Taylor in 'Peg O' My
Heart,' which spanned 692 showings.

long

given

680

'East Is West,'
Eagles.

in

times;

Evening News, Margalo

Jeanne

Lenore

Ulric, 'Kiki,' 600;
570; David
Warfleld, The Music Master,' 540;
Helen Hayes, 'Victoria Regina,' 517.
'Rain.' 648;

MarUyn

Miller,

'Sally,'

As Aid

to the Professional Theatre

CISSIELOFTUS HONORED

Municipal Judge Richard M.
Funck, Dr. W. A, Coventry, past
president ol Minnesota Medical

BY FAMOUS REGIMENT

all hours.
Another act
called 'Chic's Day Off,' kidding

37th

Johnson for his Sundays at his farm
in Carmel, N. Y.
Scene in 'Lee Shubcrt's office,'

and other leading

'

civic

lights.

PA SHORTAGE
GROWS IN
ATAM
ATAM

DeDBmg's

m

ATAM

SL

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

the

actors be

ing

how

that could be done.

bert' replied: 'Don't ask

did

that.'

There

labeled

'Old

were

What

me,

paid
'Shu-

I

never

To Be Published Late In December

also three
Bucket,'

with

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

for 'You'll See Stars' (forcalled 'Star Bound') which
in New York the latter part

Special Exploitation Advantages

now working

on

a new show to be cslled 'Automatically Your.s."
This is based on
the Alice and Isaac Clement's 'Children's Hour.' the Horn St Hardart
radio program now in its 12th year

Reservations and

Copy May Be

Sent to

after the first of the year.
Tentative bookings on "Three Sisand 'Russian People' fell

till

Beside.";

NEW YORK
i

154

W.

46th

St.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St

W. Bandolpb St

road

'Father'

Aide Strieken
Buffalo, Dec.

1.

Ray

electrician
with
Barnett,
With Father' (Waram-GilU
more), was stricken with appendicitis while the company was in Buf-

Life

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

This,

shows currently in this neck of the
woods, adds up to prospects of a
bleak December.
It is anticipated
that January will see a pickup. Meanwhile, house is operating with'vaude
and pic fill-ins, plus regular Sunday
name band-vaude policy.

Any

Variety Office

on NBC.
urilinp the music for
'Automatically.'
Edw.nrds will supervi.<;e
the
production.
Bl<-inche
"^lerrlll will do the lyrics and Chester Hale will stage the dance.';.

went blank and gives little indicaof emerging from hibernation

tion

readied for available dates.
with shortage of
together

•

is

legit

through when shows could not be

Leo Edwards has completed the
merly
opens
of December, and

Haven, Dec. 1.'
September as

started out in

markedly

ters'

Leo Edwards' 2 Shows
score

New Haien

season has bogged
the Shubert
at
Following several break-ins
here.
('Beat the Band.' Mr. Sycamore,'
'Skin of Our Teeth"> and a list of
road attractions, house suddenly

Hokum

given in as many sections,
stagehands playing parts.

Sour for

down

more money, with 'Kaufman' ask-

skits

Ton

Good Prospects

an active

They discussed the ceiling on
earnings and what to do about it.
J.'

that

WPA

New

of

the
actors.
Characters included
'Shubert,' 'Harry Kaufman' and 'O.

Suggested

little

Toronto, Dec. 1.
movements In remote stands. AttenForty-two roses, representing the tion was drawn to the
NTC this
period in which ^e has been hon- season because "The Eve of
St. Mark,'
orary sergeant of the Queen's Own one of Broadway's dramatic
standRifles, one of Canada's most famous
outs was written for the NTC; 74
regiments, were presented to Cissie college and little
theatre groups
Loftus, co-star with Walter Hamp- have already played it. First showden in 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' when ing was at the University of Indiana,
Miss Loftus was guest of honor at which presented 'Kve' the same
a special banquet in the sergeants' night It opened at the Cort. N. Y.
mess. The only other woman who
Managers were advised that there
has been made an honorary member should be fewer restrictions on reof this great regiment is Dowager leasing rights in the sticks. Stated
Queen Mary.
that a good deal of the material' used
Forty-two years ago. Miss Loftus, is of embryo authorship and so
then an outstanding musical comedy mediocre In performance that audistar, was Inducted into the QOR's ences seek surcease in Alms rather
There appears to be an approach- after she had given a series of en- than the theatre. Pointed out that
ing shortage of press agents in the tertainments here for troops in current plays, or those of fairly reAssociation of Theatrical Agents and training about to embark for the cent origin, should be released to
little theatres and others spotted in
Managers.
states that there Boer War.
places where there is little or no
is a higher percentage of its memchance of visits by road shows. Thus
bership employed now than at any
time since the union was formed, but
the professional theatre would be
popularized, it's held. Besides that
reports of a shortage of house and Zaso's ImproYed Play
It is known that the royalties from
company managers are not correct
However, because there are more opamateur performances amount to
Laid to Phil
important money in the cases of
portunities this season than in some
popular plays, but that was hardly
time,
has dropped its enBig
Loo
Rewrite;
touched upon at the convention.
trance costs by 50%.
Understood
There are 80 so-called important
applicants for membership may put
Indicated salvaging of a play that stage groups in NTC but the total
less
than half the fee on the
line, with the balance due when on opened adversely on the road is re- number of outfits that go in for
the job.
Quite a number of members ported to have been accomplished in dramatics now and then supply fanare on the job with USO-Camp an unusual way. Show is 'Her First tastic figures. Stated there are 256,Shows. " The larger units sent to Murder,' with Zasu Pitts, and judg- 000 amateur groups while the num>
training camps and naval bases have ing from the business drawn in St ber of directors is put at 116,000. Inmen in advance and back. Approxi- Louis, where takings approached cluded are anything from volunteer
organizations
mately 41 ATAM-ers have been en- $14,000, it appears to have a good firemen
labor
to
gaged by USO, such jobs being wel- chance. St Loo critics gave it good unions that do plays occasionally.
comed, though the salaries are under notices. 'Murder' will be shown in There are 30,000 high schools in the
those regularly paid, because of the Chicago before bowing on Broad- country where plays are given, while
the number of colleges with such
assured number of weeks work. Men way.
•Murder", written by Robert Pres- activities is estimated at 1,000. In
in advance get $100, while company
managers are paid $85 weekly, some nell, was panned when it opened in addition there are 1,600 litUe and
New Haven the middle of October community theatre units.
getting more.
N. Y. has several agencies which
Not all the men ahead and back and about the same reception was
with USO outfits are members of accorded the play in succeeding qieclalize in amateur ri^ts, incluMeantime, \ the script was sive of one branch in the Dramatists
the union. Originally ATAM had an stands.
agreement with the camp show out- being rewritten by Philip Dunning. Guild. Fact that NTC was handling
fit to use its members only.
Some Dunning's completed new version, 'St Mark' provoked a query as to
time after Pearl Harbor, however, shown in St Louis, is credited with whether it was entering the agency
field, but a minor dispute on the
that arrangement was altered at the promising result
'Murder* has been produced by point was smoothed over before the
ATAM's sanction, later explaining it
wanted to cooperate in these times, Victor Payne-Jennings and Marion two-day session ended. Amateur
while USO desired to have some lee- Gering, and. it is^ said that the theatricals have never gotten the
way in engaging executives with its United Booking Office Is flnancially nod from unions but such activities
are modest in operating scape and
interested.
attractions.
there Isn't enough coin derived to
pay scale wages.
NTC headquarter* are at Western
Reserve University, Cleveland. Dr.
Lee Norvelle of Indiana, credited
with securing 'St. Mark' for the Conwas elected president.
ference,
HalUe Flanagan, formerly head of
Theatre Project; Arthur
the
Cloethingh and Gordon Gilfen, also
on college stafis, were named for the
executive committee. Cai>t James
Malone of the Army Morale Branch,
urged NTC to help supply playlets
and plays to armed forces, particularly those abroad.
society,

called 'Frenzied Finance,' also tickled

fit

Convention of the National TheConference representative of
and amateur groups, held at
the Piccadilly hotel, N. Y., last Friday and Saturday, may be productive of better service to theatrical

atre

THEME OF THE

comers at

was

a result, Duluthianj discovered, among the Brewster
'corpses,' Mayor E. H. Hatch,

"Show Business
At War"

Stont Party Backstage
Stunt party for O. fic J. was given
backstage at the Garden at midnight
Saturday (28), the comedians sitting out front and the supporting
players tossing off a revue called
'Sons of Slander.'
One skit was
supposed to be a cavalcade of the
funsters' lives, and was admittedly
on the limberger side.
A prize giggle-getter was a skit showing Olsen
transacting big business in his dressing room, where he holds forth to
all

Gill-

more, leading lady of 'Life With
Father* at the Erlanger, sounded off
against the alleged apathy of the
local populace to the legit theatre.
First time a player has seen fit to
take an on-record swipe at the
payee since Richard Bennett in his
palmy days.
Among other things.
Miss Gillmore characterized matinee
attendance as pathetic'
The week's gross for 'Father'
turned out to be considerably above
average, about $15,000 at $2.75 top,
after a sluggish start

starred

Fay Ba inter was

1.

In a backstage interview with
Ardis Smith, reviewer for the Buf-

Curbs on Amateur Versions of Plays

Lace," as the 13 victims of the
Brewster sisters, Tony Jochim,
director of the Duluth Playhouse, tried a new angle.
He
persuaded town's leading citizens to turn up as the victims.

As

cUim

ment is indefinite.
The comics withdrew from

file

6

St Mortm's PL

falo.

He's at General hospital recovering from operation.

•

Wednesdaj, December

UdlTIMATB

so

Three days later,
to the lifeboats.
by a stroke ot luck, part of the
crew finds the steamer and boards
her again. Fire is put out and the
engines are started, so the boat with
its needed cargo arrives at the English port.

Plays on Broadway
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on Broadway

The Pirate"- is a play that may be
escapist,
as thoroughly
de'<ciibed
with no hint of the present, being an
imaginative tale

Pirate" is a love story and tew can
act such plays as finely as Alfred
in

i.-^

amused.

, ,^
PlayS. N. Behrman, one of the
wrights Co.. has endowed his leads
with lines that ring the bell. When
his heio tells the adored one that
by a
only
apart
kept
been
they have
geographical mistake, she just has
to believe the guy, even though he

in the tights of a trickster-magi-

roves the seven seas with
a company ot colored assistants. She
to multiple
is a matron, addicted
cian
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who

petticoats.
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.

Rhys Williams

,,

changed his name and settled down
on the far-away isle after having
done a henpecked sultan quite a
seems that the lattfr
It
lavor.
wished to get rid of nine wives, so
Pedro drowned the dames one by
one. There is a price on his head,
but only Serafin <Lunt), the wandering hypnotist, knows the story. That
la why the man is enabled to stage

tops as the bearded

is some colorful landoesn't compare with
it
the wordage usually heard in AmeriIbee.
can war plays.

There
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a

interlude.
likeable

Estelle

Winwood

performance

conniving

mother,

as

her

the same name who was around
Equity so long and now runs a grog
shop on Broadway.
Lea Penman is good as a giddy
widow on the make. Reed suits part
ot Pedro, being a replacement on the
road, Jack Smart originally having
the assignment. There are several

colored players

who

are in the run-

ning, Maurice Ellis, Muriel Rahn and
Walter Mosby being in that contingent, along with around 10 musicians
in character who play the National
Anthem at the finale ot the show.
ibee.

—

will all-male casts
of which this is
.seldom get across, though it
was Miller, it will be recalled, who

one

—

came through with

the succes.'sful.
'Journey's End.' also from
London, which pertained to the first

nil-male

world war.
'Lifeline' deals with
dale. a 5,000-ton tramp

,

the

Clvdes-

steamer tar-

I

V.iiii iu

Turn .Mt-Dcnnott

Uii.|df>

Wnltrr t'nilK
raslon

i>ftit.-i

Miirlo

Chekhov

s

.

Mme. Litvinoff. wife of the Russian
Ambassador, serving as guest columnist for The Washington Post,
summed it up thusly in a penetrating
analysis:

'The Tlirec Sisters' S'eeiiied jic.tt
OS reniole Jroiii t)ie lires of the
audience when 1 first saw it at
the Moscou! Art Theatre in the
early '20s as it does from the
lives of a vioderii Aniericati otidiencr. Why it should take three
perfectly health]/ young women
tuitli a price of a ticket in their
pockets four acts not to get to

Moscow needed
In view of Paul Muni's sporadic
success during his too-infrequent returns to the Broadway stage of recent years, it was inevitable that he

would one day re.sort to what has
probably been his greatest stage play.
Last week, at the Royale theatre, he
revived a once-happy association
with Elmer Rice in bringing back
Counsellor-at-Law,' the latter's fine
drama of the early '30s.
A decade has tailed to dim the
author's excellent character studies.
anything. Muni's portrayal of
If
George Simon, the Ghetto boy who
became a successful lawyer, has assumed greater stature.
John Golden is making the current presentation, and this, too. is in
the nature of a reunion; it was
Golden, in the '20s, who gave Muni
his first real chance in the Englishlanguage theatre after the latter had
performed in the 'Yiddish idiom for
years under his real name ot Muni
Rice himself origWeisenfreund.
inally presented, as well as staged,

successful attorney who vtill
ha.>-:n't
forgotten the friends of his
youth.
Of the supporting cast. Jennie Moscowitz contributes a quiet, restrained
performance as the mother.
Sam
Bonnell. Jack Sheehan. Olive Deer-

the

ing.

Joseph Pevney and Ann Thomas

rying

arc within the proper metier. Joan
Wetmore plays Cora Simon, a thank-

Though

less

hi^h-test petrol to England.
Its engines are faulty the
boat starts overseas, with its 'lifeline.' the convoy, lags behind and the
commodore finally orders the other
boats to proceed without the tramp.
An enemy sub attacks but is sunk
by the steamer's guns. Soon afterward a Nazi plane sets the vessel
afire.
The bridge Is destroyed, the
captain gravely injured, and, with
the ship afire, he orders all hands

(lofilnn
Sl.mley lifW

Itulh

play, written in 1900,
with all the brilliance of its diamond.'itudded cast and magniflccnt decor,
will register with mo.st modern playgoers as a drama of frustration and
defeat, moving ponderously to its

Kelli'y

It.'Uy
I''i

Hoolltllif k
>yii»ii (.'•ordon
liei

I

Iiiy

II

TedOHvo

A
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generation ot theatregoers
has grown up since the original
'Counsellor,' and the play is as timely
for them as it was in 1032.
It has
lost none of the bounce that distinguishes so few revivals of .smash
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people are those ynu can
and will continue In find
the corridors of

10 years hence, in
2 Lafayette street.

Kn)tii.

as mxtch e.rplati-

Posit does now.
it needed more, for there
was no housing crisis. Perhaps

ation then as
sibly

the difficulties of the sisters are
interesting just because they are
imagiiiari; {plenty of people are
still glad they're neurotic). Perhaps the elimination of any material obstacle in the path of
Moscow made it possible for

only because

)iis

sj/mbol.'!

emerging from

its

chasm

Because she

strumpet, a giddy

modern

is

-jurels.
She dominates, when the
script permits, by the skill and force
of her playing, but her role is by
no means singly important. Judith
Anderson, as Olga, seems to this ob-

server the most understanding and
full-dimensioned character of the
play. And Miss Anderson serves tlie
part beautifully. Gertrude Mu.sgrove
as Irinia is hardly as beautiful as
the lines indicate! but she is an actress of parts and has perhaps the
most appealing role ot the sisters.
Dennis King. Tom Powers. McKay
Morris. Eric Dressier and Alice Belmore Cliffe deputize with distinction.
McClintic's direction
is
superb,
and the set decorations by Motley
of London are visions of charm ;.nd
loveliness along with the costumes.
Over-all, "Sisters' is a .sombre-hued
pattern, with the sisters' sorrows
seemingly overemphasized in a world
of direct action.
Arkp.
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of sor-

row, one can see political Implications in the official dressing-down
of Chekhov.
Two weeks hence
Washington will .see the Theatre
Guild's production of Simonov's The
Russian People,' blessed by Stalin
and built up by the Soviet through
simultaneous 'presentation in some
50 theatres under Kremlin sponsorship.
It is evident that modern
Russia prefers Simonov to Chekhov,
since he writes ot Russia today.
.

is

loyal to the original script. The art
of adaptation is" the task ot trans
posing creative material of one ppo
file to that ot another, without vioence to its essential quality.
An

ocean may represent a vast difference between the taste of two iieo
pies.
National treatment, tradition
or any one of several other mani-
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The Katharine Cornell version

of a

gay, by contrast she offers relief
moody doings, and her role
stands out in exuberance and the
gaycty predicated on ignorance.
During the evening the spotlight
travels from one to another of this
brilliant cast. Miss Cornell has been
;enerous with her associate playrs
n the distribution of opportunity for
id

to the

I'hilk

seems a

this

vulgarities

gadabout.

THE SUN FIELD

savage ,ippraisal. with more or less emphasis
on a playwright who visioncd Russia

'

r'uiti.^iiv

so artfully glad in rerisimilitude
that Clielchou has gained the reputation of a realist.'

While

the finest of on-

acted.

Ion

Chekliou to use everything done
and said us symbols. Perhaps it
is

Gwenn

portunities to stage an alcoholic
scene which is a gem ot pure theatre
artfully contrived and beautifully

Cnlvcrt
Natasha, played by Ruth Gordon
MoKay MorrlB _ the sislcr-in-law with a vicious
Kdmund Gwenn acquisitiveness, the ambitions and

I'ViHpnni

An

Muacrovo

degree his mind has long been in
a
mental fog, stagnated, and occasionally he drowns his futility in
vodka

This offers

Piitrli-lii

lachrymose climax.
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either philosophizing about it or
accepting It with neurotic complaint
There is, tor instance. Dr. Chobutv
played magnificently by Edmund
Gwenn. Though he has a medical
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consort being a straggly-haired dice
player. That part is pla.ved by James
Latter isn't that vet of
O'Neill.
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30.
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Shumlin's affectionate staging has
unerring emphasis and timing. Louis
Calhern plays the Commodore with
an expansive relish that Is enormously enjoyable, while Dorothy
his show in the public square.
Gish's performance as mama Crochet
Perdo's perfidy comes out during properly alternates between severity
being
the performance. Manuela
and beaming approval.
placed in a trance and given the
Clay Clement gives a diverting 'Counsellor.'
words to utter by the magician portrayal of a drunkenly generous
Counsellor' has become somewhat
Serafln. For a change there is good
Orochet brother, with Joy Geffen end 'modernized' to conform to certain
attendance, business in other spots
Jeanne Perkins Smith offering behaving been very lean. Among the lievable performances of intense topical standards, but actually it's
much tlxe same production that ran
onlookers is the viceroy, attracted daughters.
and
Monahan
Dickie
performances a decade
to the place by Pedro, who aims to Gerald Matthews are convincing as for some 3S0
ago.
There are several other origdispose of the fellow because of his
treble-voiced towheads, while Jack
Ahofous advances to Manuela. So Manning, John Morny and Ralph Bell inal members ot the cast in the
present version, notably Jennie Mos
the fat bad man goes into the clink
handle supporting bits acceptably.
and Manuela is told she isn't wed to Howard Bay's single setting is a mas- cowitz, as Lena Simon, the mother,
him at all. That cues Serafln into terpiece of barely habitable dilapida and Sam Bonncll, as the other half
of the Simon & Tedesco partnership.
lifting the lady with the voluminous
Hobe.
tion.
To the initiates versed in the Rice
petticoats into his arms, quite like
'message' of class consciousness there
he did when the stars romped
may seem to be a decline in that
through The Taming of the Shrew.'
gay
the
for
goes
she
dramatic element as compared to the
course,
Of
former production. It's still there,
stranger and tells him she'll love him
Meltiili'.iinn In Ihrfp a4*lH. iM-«.iteti|ov1 f,t lli4^
I)v
1,111
BHii«,ii. .N. y.. .Niiv. M.
i2.
of course, but the emphasis now
for the rest of her life.
willlfii
Niiriiiiin
AriiiRd .ittt
Milloi
liy
seems to be more on people the nu
Lunt has always been a vaudeville HtRXOfI
liV
Dti'llPv DiitR(*H; Molliiiii.
thor knows well. People like Lena
fan and gets not a little fun with AM:1>; f'.m lop.
Simon, the Jewish mother who fos
his latest part, which ftnds him using l';iMPV
OllilI*.v
DiCC'^)'
One bit has Ituniilc
trick.s of that trade.
tered her son's ambitions to be a
Il,>li
Willifrom
OuKitii
:<tiiiil,-v
|Miilli|,„
clothes
line
l.iiriy
stringing
a
him
up
lawyer: Bessie, the flighty phone
Cwiiii Krlth-.lvhn>Y%f,
one tiny balcony to anofner. walking IVI'T ).«U»i-li','
operator in the office ol Simon &
DpniilM riiiiiiii'i
r,<.f,iKe k-hiu*
the 'wire' across the court and reach
.liiJil
I-'ivil
Kveieil r.hile.v Tedesco: Miss Gordon, as the secreing Manuela's bed chamber just as I'.ilHuiii .1. .M.CIi'Hih
tllivH Willi. till).
tary with an unrequited love for her
Whiifni.l Kitn,'
she is about to disrobe. The stunt .Iliii l.loyil
boss: Cora Simon, the cold .socialite
Kit MiiiKi*!'}*
il<.i,i)(>*
nnois
is somewhat unbelievable but comic
wife of the adoring George Simon:
"llpp^'
TiiiKi'i
\ i,-l,>r
H^'f-oTl
and therefore gets by.
Weinberg, the law clerk from HarK.l\v.,i.l
Hur.:
Push
undeniable,
But Lunt as a lover Is
.Miltf !>Oiiiiiiiii
MiilllK-) >J.-iii4
vard: Harry Becker, the young comhis playing being at wide variaoc
nnini't:
McFadden.
the
process
Gilbert Miller has two English war server; Malone, the politician, and
from the performance in 'There Shall
Be No Night.' Same might be saii' plays to start his production season. sundry others.
First to open is 'Lifeline.' which
for the glamorous Miss Fontanne
To say that Muni dominates all
who in the bedroom .'cene makes a looked doubtful at the premiere these would be an understatement.
Monday (30). and the impression is The star is the propelling influence
start at stripping, getting rid of Iw
or three billowy underthings. but that 'Flare Path.' in rehearsal, will for a cast of performers almost
with the advent of her new beau she prove more sturdy drama.
wholly dependent upon him for the
General reports about 'Lifeline' in cohesive show that is the rcs'.ilt.
dons a robe.
Clarence Derwent rates highly London were on the favorable side, Muni is alternately the passive, lovamong the supporting cast, appear- which may have led first-nighters ing husband and son; the mercenary
ing in the silken trappings of the at the Belasco to expect the unusual. lawyer who thinks nothing of raising
viceroy, and his precise dialog in a Import failed to register after a too- a divorce fee a couple of thousand
scene with Lunt affords a very conversational starting act.
Plays if he thinks the client can pay; he's

amusing

(

<;orii-nilr

guage but

from curtain to curtain. They finally
get their house, of course, and there's
a preposterous, hilarious bit of business as they leave the old shack at
the end.

The Hacketts have adapted

Washington. Nov.
A III nil

Ciirnrli: f^niitroM MIsD
iliTMtn. Ruch (ioi'ilon.

skipper of the tramp. Colin KeithJohnston the first officer taking over
when the old boy succumbs. Dudley
Digges is the steward, which he handles well enough although he has
had better stage assignments. Whitford Kane is the chief engineer wnd
earns the edge in the playing honors, also handling the play's few light
lines.

Chekhov, with the olher characters
who find the world an obstacle'

(REVIVAL)
Di.nnn

those enacted.

or 'You Can't Take "Your
And it the
Doorstep With You."
Crochet family is not quite as enchanting as the Clarence Days or
the VanderhofT-Sycamore household,
ifs sufficiently loony and delightful
to keep an audience in chuckles.
From the flood waters of the Misissippi the Crochets (they"ie Cajuns.
of Acadian French descent) have retrieved a broad, imposing white
doorstep, which they"ve placed in
Louisiana shanty.
their
front of
Through the ensuing three acts they
try to get a suitable house to go with
There's a succession of dizzy
it.
crises, with the Crochets quarreling
and making up happily, with luck
them and
thwarting
repeatedly
then invariably saving them from
disaster, and with the fun bubbling

"Manuela (Miss Fontanne) is the
wife of Pedro (Alan Reed), rich and
rotund. He's a former pirate who

THREE SISTERS

what puny off-stage effects of cannon and machine-gun fire. It is made
to seem that knocking off a Nazi Uboal is rather too easy. There are
a number of grim incidents but tho.se
reported are more exciting than

.Wiiniihiiii

MmMIi--\vx

(icnilil

.

i;[hli

Town

Plays Out of

convincing.
isn't
Performance
That's not particularly the fault ot
the acting but more so to the some-

Father,"

Back-

Lynn Fontanne.

the West Indies of the
earlv 19th century, the author screens
a boy-meeu-girl
the fact that it
corned V. and those playgoers aware
are lovers on and off.
Lunts
that the
As for the
It is doubly charming.
others they will be almost as much

li

Jov ilcfrpn
Poikinn Simtli

anywhere, but generates numerous
laughs and somehow adds up to an
It's
entertaining, satisfying show.
kind of a "Life on the Levee With

glamorous

set in the

past.

Lunt and
grounded

Je.iiiii*

From E. P. O'Donnell's recent
novel. Frances Goodrich and Albert
Hackctt have drawn a warm, bantering and amusing folk comedy.
'The Great Big Doorstep.' It s likely
to have a successful Broadway run
and. if producer-Herman Shumlin s
plans to enter the Army don"t interfere, may be repeated for the road.
In a
It s a cinch for film adaptation.
word, "Doorstep" is a hit.
It"s
a curious kind of a play.
There"s little story to it, but rather
but
incrazy
slightly
a gallery of
gratiating people, a frivolous situation and a string of goofy incidents.
gets
It starts slowly, never really
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The

Sun

Field' is merely a sort of authentic novelty background for a

conventional romantic comedy, and
so shouldn't frighten away the nonsporting theatregoers, both comedy
and romance will need considerable
building to secure the play's future
with either element. It that by no
means simple job is satisfactorily ac-

complished The Sun Field' has better than average prospects.
Following the general lines of the
including
international novel. 'The Sun Field' relates the
boundaries, are factors in its recep
love story of a brashy baseball brute
tion. which Is to say that 'Three Sis
who knocks off home runs and dames
lers'
to the
modern playgoer is with equal bravado. A brainy girl
'dated.' remains a fragile story of writer comes to do an interview
defeatism, with no moments of great with him for her slick paper magasuspense, no thrills, no heroics, but zine, and is attracted by his primiiive
with an abundance of appeal and masculinity. He falls hard for her
honest-emotional stress. It is for the erudition 6nd. althou;th she'd much
library audience.
rather prefer an affair with him,
Like the earlier allempl to vitalize she marries him.
Gilbert Chesterton's 'Magic'
He promptly puts her on a pedestal
All of the magic ot Guthrie Me
and tries by dint of study to reach
Clintir's direction, which points up her level of education. This is prethe gay moments, and all the Equity cisely what .she doe.sn't want, and in
skill of a cast which can give wings the ensuing scries of crises between
to words, fail to make Chekhov be- them, he loses his home-run knjck
come alive and significanl. Blame it and his team comes out second best
on the world debacle which focuses in the pennant race. This washes
on more dynamic things, and thus up the marriage, and the home-run
one may have the solution.
king, recovering his egotism in the
Most playgoers are familiar with arms ot a camp follower, begins dithe story of the Prozorov sisters
vorce proceedings.
Ma.sha (played by Miss Cornell) has
By this time the girl realizes she
been for seven years married to ihe wants him back, arid gets hiin b.v
stodgy and complacent schoolmaster, dropping her broad accent and
Kulagin iTom Powers).
Musician smacking down her rival. Joel Ashand linguist, she yearns for more ley, a refreshing personality of the
vigorous romance, finds this con
Victor Mature type, lends considergenial
companionship in Colonel able credence to ;his situation. ii"d
Verishnin iDennis King), whose life he's helped all the way through by
is complicated because he is unh;iptype-casting in the baseball characpily wed to a .shrew, mother of his ters. Tom Tully and Karl Maiden i"
two children. Frustration here be- particular.
cause both are slaves to convention.
It was mainly the characterizaMon
Irinia, the youngest sister (Ger- of the girl by Claudia Morgan that
trude Musgrove ). prates, constantly threw the opening performance out
of the glories of Moscow without of focus, for her condescension :ilihaving the courage or spirit to go enalcd audience sympathy in favor
there for her true love. Eventually of the tart played by Florence Sundshe forms an alliance of duty that strom.
It's assumed the play Is a
makes Moscow possible; then her comedy, but it doesn't emerge '.hat
fiance in killed in a duel. More tears, way notwithstanding the valiant laOlga. eldest of the sisters (Judith bors of Ruth Weston. Fred Sherman.
Anderson), is wary of schoolteach
Fay Baker and others who are given
ing and would like In escape from comedy lines.
provincialism. But she becomes the
Some of the dialog is uuusuall^
head mislre.s.s and remains anchored outspoken, and one line which gets n

festations,

to

boredom.
These are

slow-burn reaction, and one
(Continued on page 52)
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The three
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last

all

Muni-XounseDor

In 1st 6 Shows,
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legit

week

Wow MYiQ on B way

Lunts-Tirate

1.

11

finished to fine

biz.

Chicago, Dec. 1.
Biggest business still being done
by 'Priorities of 1942,' with Vunlor
Miss,' 'Maid In Ozarks' and -'Good

Ladies' all doing very well.
Estimate* for Last Week
'Good Night, Ladies,' Blackstone

Strong 14^26 for I Doorstep 6G in 4

Zasn's Tnrst Murder'

Sock$HOOOinStL.

lilght,

week)

(33rd

Around

(1,200-12.75).

great.

115,900,

week)

•Jnnior Mias,' Harris (10th

Patronage has given

$2.76).

(1,000;

enough

confidence
put seats on sale up to a special
Day matinee. Fine
Years'

management

to

New

approached

gross

$12,500.

'Tobacco Road' grossed approximately $13,500 in the first two weeks
at the Lafayette; 'Arsenic and Old
Lace' replaces Dec. 6. 'Life of the
Party' knocked off estimated $11,800
at the Wilson, while, at the C^ss,
Despite press differences,
'The winter; takings better than some
'Spring Again' was fair at $11,000. Pirate' looks like another good thing s 'aight holdovers with the recent
First two-named shows played to on Broadway. 'Great Big Doorstep
average $11,000 and more.
$1.65 top.
drew mixed opinions, too, but the
'Without Love,' St. James (3d
chances are favorable.
Revival of week)
(C-1.S20; $3.30).
Grossing
'Counsellor-at-Law'
started
unex- better than $24,500, which gives this
pectedly well, but 'Yankee Point,' new comedy the edge on other fresh
also an entrant last week, looks quite st indouts among straight plays.

8t. LouU, Dag. 1.
line* Ita preem In Prlnoaton, N. J.,
'Her First Murder,' la which Zasu
been rewritten
and restaged by Phil Dunning. Natives here gave It a swell reception.
With the house scaled to $2, eight

Pitts is starred, has

performances ending Saturday (20)

mOf NG

at the American theatre grossed sock
$14,000. Crlx
Fanned for the piece.were liberal with raves
by the critics and playing In an outVeIoz and Yolanda started a week's
of-the-way house, but drawing 'em engagement at the Amerioan Sunday
In on two-for-ones; 6,500 and plenty
(20) with the house scaled

'Mold In Oaarks,' Great Northern

week)

(10th

(1,300:

Bess,' Studebaker (4th
week) (1,400; $3.30). Getting highest
top prices In town to tune of $17,000

on week.
Erlanger (4th week)
Still topping all boxtakes with $21,000.

Trlofltles.'
(1,300; $2.75).

'Arsenic

and Old

Laoe,' (3rd

111,000.

'ARMY' WINDS

UP2WEEKSIN
HUB WITH

lady,' Draws

h

week)

(1,000; $2.75). Boris Karloff and original New York cast responsible for

122G

Boston, Dec. 1.
that "This Is the Army' has

Now

town with about $122,000 In its
poke, and 'a solid three days of rain
\ thing of the past, legit grosses
should reflect a distinct rise this
left

week. There are five houses open
now, 'Willow and I' having bowed
Shubert

night at the
and 'Fireat the Majestic.
'Sun Field' finishes out the week at
the Colonial to generally satisfactory
last
fly'

business (Boston being famous as a
basebell town), while 'Angel Street'
at the Plymouth and 'Junior Miss' at
the Wilbur remain steady, the latter
building every week.

Estimates for Last Week
'Angel Street,' Plymouth (1,400;

Picked up a little during second "This Is Army' week notwithstanding rain and no extra matinee;
$10,300 estimated. No end in sighit.
$2.75).

ids; $11,500, estimated.
Here for
keeps, apparently.
'Private Lives,' Majestic
(1,667;

$2.20).
Recovered in second frame
to touch $7,000. very solid.
•Son Field,' Colonial (1,634; $2.75).

Generally mixed notices for this
baseball yarn, but gathered In about
$5,000 for six performances; encouraging.
"This
the Army,' Opera House

b

A

$3.86).

fabulous money-

maker, taking over $58,600 In second
week, $63,200 first, for a grand total
Nothing like it.
of nearly $122,000.

Lush {6,000 for 'Havoc'
In

LA.; 'Rookie' {9,000

Held

Cleye.,

Misliap on

Way

to

Del

able.
In first
figure
$6,000,

week play

collected

representing

profit
of 13

aplenty for show with cast
females and one set.
'Hey, Bookie' at Belasco also in
the money, again beating previous
high to get close to $9,000 in seventh
week. Upping top to $2.20 helped.
'Blackouts of 1942' at El Capitan
approached former high of $16,000
In Its 23d week.

Hampden-Loftos

$13,100

in

National, Washington (7-12).
'Firefly' (tryout)
Majestic, Boston

—

(2-12).

Gilbert and SnUlvan—Locust, Philadelphia (2-12).
'Good Night Ladles'—Blackstone,

in the

Toronto, Dec.

1.

Holdover here of Frank McCoy's
of 'Arsenic and Old Lace,'

company

(2-12).
'Life of the Party' (tryout)— Wilson, Detroit (2-12).
'Life With Father' (Id Co.)— Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (2-5); Hanna,
Cleveland (7-12).

'Maid In the Oiarks'—Great NorthChicago (2-12).
'Merry Widow'—Erlanger, Buffalo
(2-5); Davidson, MUwaukee (7-12).
'Porgy and Bess' Studebaker, Chicago (2-12).
'PrioriUes of 1942' (vaude)— Erlanger, Chicago (2-12).
'Sailor, Beware'—Shubert, Philadelphia (2-5).
'Spring Again' Michigan, Ann Arbor (2); Hartman, Columbus (3-S);
Shea's, Erie, Pa. (7); Auditorium,
Rochester, N. Y. (8); Erlanger, Buf-

—

—

falo

(2-5).

b

Cleveland

the

Army'— Music

(2-6);

Cincinnati (7-12).
'Three Curtains'

Baltimore

(2-5);

Taft

Hall,

Auditorium,

(tryout)— Ford's,
Walnut, Philadel-

phia (7-12).
'Three Sisters' (tryout)

—National,
Baltimore

Previous week's gross was an excellent $14,000 and comedy could
ve held over but for the 'Life

'Watch on the Bhlne'— Nixon, Pitt.<;burgh (2-5); Virginia, Wheeling, W.
Va. (7); Park, Youngstown, O. (8);
Colonial, Akron, O. (9); Michigan,
Lansing, Mich. (11); Keith's, Grand

With Father'
v eek of Nov.

commitment

for

the

30.

'Arsenic' goes into the Lafayette,
Detroit, but will Immediately return
to the Royal here for another two

weeks

at least.

Widow'

only) (1,900; $3.30). Opened Saturday
matinee of previous week. Very
strong $32,000. No tour.

part ot week off.
'Arsenfe and Old Lace,' Fulton
(97th week) (CD-893; $3.30). Holiday
matinee, instead of usual Wednesday
mat, helped takings to $10,500; indefi-

Merry Widow,' Locust

(one

nite stayer.

'Beat

week)

the

Band,' 46th St. (6th
(M-1,347: $4.40). New musical

claimed to be sticking; around
500, ordinary at scale.
'Blithe Spirit,'

(CD-712;

$3.30).

$14,-

Booth (SSth week)
Holdover standing

up to very good money right along
and likely to extend beyond winter;
$12,000 estimated.
'By JopMer,' Shubert (26th week)
(M-1,325; $4.40). Among the best of

(1,800; $2.85).

(2-8); Ford's.

(7-12),

Tobacco Boad'—Lafayette, Detroit
(2-5).

Rapids (12).
'Willow and r
Philadelphia (2-5).

Had hoped

'Janle,' Miller (12th
$3.30). Making grade,

week) (C-940;
and while not

among

the best money-getters,
doing well with around $12,000.

(3d week)
to stay a

20G ADVANCE IN D.C.
Washington, Dec. 1.
Katharine Cornell's revival of
Chekhov's 'Three Sisters' sold out
both balconies through mail orders;
has some orchestra seats left for the
week's engagement.
Company arrived Sunday and gave two dress rehearsals before the Monday (30) curMore than $20,000 was In the
(ill before arrival.
tain.

(tryout)— Walnut,

Opera

Co.'s

repertoire of Gilbert and Sullivan
grossed an estimated $16,000 at the
National theatre, selling at $2 top.
From Tuesday night on business was
capacity.
is

bringing in his

new

Joseph Fields comedy, 'The DoughPopular scale Is
girls,' at a $2 top.
expected to prove a lure to Government employees in the low-wage
brackets.
All shows playing here
this season at the $2 scale have surpassed $10,000 in weekly grosses.
While boxoflice business has been
abnormal due to war conditions,
Wednesday and Saturday matinees
have to be pushed. "The Douehglrls,'
coming Dec. 7, will scale both matinees at $1.50 top.

Tapa' Fair $9,000
In 5 Shows, Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Dec.
'Papa

Is

All.'

at

$2.75

top,

1.

did

good $9,000 here last week.
Theatre Guild comedy starring JesRoyce Landis, with Robert
si<!
fairly

played five nights at the
including
Thanksgiving,
Critics raved over the play.
Keith,
Pabst,

(1st

Started off

morrow

(3).

$14,000 estimated.

XLAUD1A'FINE$H500
IN2DPrrrSBURGHVISIT
Pittsburgh, Dec.

1.

Playing second engagement at
in less than nine months,
'Claudia' banged out very good esti>
mated $14,500 last week at $2.75 topk

Nixon

Came back with same cast, th«
•Lifeline,' Belasco (D-1,000; $3.30). Broadway original headed by
Doroweek Presented
by Gilbert Miller; written thy McGuire. On first trip around,

CORNELL-'SISTERS' OVER

Comic

(D-1,047; $3.30).

very well and in first seven performances the takings were $14,500;
distinctly favorable press.
'R. V. WU,' Barrymore
(D-1,104;
$3.30).
Presented by David Silberman and Daniel Blank; attracted at<
tention some time ago; opens to-

is

'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (56th week)
Had been doing
(CD-1,062; $3.30).
fairly good business for run show,
then spurted last week to $13,000, extra matinee counted.
'Let's Face It,' imperial (53d week)
(M-1,326; $4.40). In the money right
along; around $28,000.

much

longer uwcertahi.
'Sosallnda,' 44th St. (5th

Boston

week)

press; $6,000 in four times, however,
indicates fairly good chance.

ance

The

guaranteeing house.
Bevivals
'Counselor-at-Law'
Rjyale

Vaude-Bevoes
'Show Time,' Broadhurst (11th
week) (1,142; $2... ). Business not too
good early in week, but last half
stands up excellently; some help by
list's musical fare; played Thanksgiving and benefited to some extent, but holiday indicated by slight improvehas been close to capacity, anyway, ment to $21,000; *iig for vaudeville.
'Wine, Women and Song,' Amusually more than $27,000 weekly.
bassador (9th week) (1,200; $1.65).
'Great Big Doorstep,' Morosco (1st Might have closed
but for couit proweek) (C-939; $3.30). Opened late ceedings; since then business
picked
last week, with somewhat divided
up, with goodly

only) (1,600; $2.28). Week's return to
city netted satisfactory $13,000, okay
for scale.

Max Gordon

(9-12).

San
'Stndent
Prince'—Curran,
Francisco (2-12).
Field'
(tryout)—Colonial,
'Sun

Washington

h.

t'.

first

stays

Detroit

CIssie
featured, saw a fine gross of
about $13,100 last week at Royal
Alexandra (1,551), scaled at $2 top.

Hampden and

with Walter
Loftus

1.

legit offering,

'Helliapoppln,* Forrest

Philadel-

Dark'—Cass,

Added

Week

D

by Norman Armstrong; merchant
marine drama with all-male cast
opened Monday (30); fair press.
'LIfa WHh Father,' Empire (158th
Held to
$3.30).
week or two longer but final stanza's week) (CD-1,062;
phia (2-5).
usual eight performances, but went
'Her First Morder' (tryout)— Vic- $18,500 was good considering lengthy up somewhat because of holiday;
original run. Dark two weeks, then
tory, Dayton (2); English, Indianapwell
over
quoted
$15,000; excellent
'Three Sisters.'
olis (3-5); Ryman Auditorium, Nash'Willow and I,' Walnut (one week for long stayer.
'Mr. Sycamore,' GuUd. Withdrawn
ville (7); Bijou, Chattanooga (8); Bi- only)
$2.28).
Crlx
said
(1,700;
jou, Knoxvllle (9); Clanger, Atlanta 'thumbs down' and public strung Saturday (28) after two weeks; recengagement for Theatre
(10-11); Temple, Birmingham (12).
along. Martha Scott name helped get ord skort
Guild attraction.
'Junior Miss' (2d Co. )—Harris, Chi- about $6,000. Ended stay here Satur'Hy Sister Eileen,' RiU (101st
day, cancelling second week. *Three
cago (2-12).
week) (CD-945; $1.65). Getting by
Jnnior Miaa* (8d Co.)—Wilbui*, Curtains' in for week starting next with small profit earned in operation
Monday.
Boston (2-12).
lately; rated around $7,000; continu-

'This

Toronto

Dec

b

Boston

OK

Philadelphia,

Road Shows

Lady

Longacre (1st
$3.30).
Takings
$4,000, rather

week around

discouraging.

Four shows closed here Saturday money considering limited capacity:
'Native
Son,'
Majestic
(return
night, two of them earlier than ex- last week with the help of an added date)
(5th week)
(D-1,715; $1.65).
pected, and now Philly has only one matinee, takings around $10,500, but Making small money at $8,200; show

The quartet which ended their
Saturday were "The Merry
after a week's return visit at
the Locust; the Mask and Wig Club's
'Paoll Local' after 10 days at the
Erlanger; 'Hellzapoppin' after a three
weeks' return stay at the Forrest,
and The Willow and I' after a week's
tryout at the Walnut. Last-named
had been skedded for two weeks,
ting to Detroit, where It was sched- but was generally panned and is
uTed to open tonight (Tuesday) at understood as being withdrawn for
rewriting. 'Hellzapoppin' was origithe Cass theatre.
nally booked for only two weeks, but
house had plenty of time and hoped
for indefinite (at least four weeks')
Current
stay.
Musical made the grade for
(Deo. S-12)
three in all.
Wiggers from the University of
easily
'Angel Street' (Bd Co.)—Plymouth, Pennsylvania
topped
the
week's biz records.
'PaoU Local'
Boston (2-12).
Saturday
matinee
and
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (1st Co.)— previous
Cox, Cincinnati (3-3); Nixon, Pitts- played usual eight performances last
week. With a $3.30 top, 'Local' got
burgh (7-12).
about $32,000 in 10 performances.
'Arscnie and Old Lace' (8d Co.)— Opening matinee and last
week's
Lafayette, Detroit (7-12).
Friday matinee were only perform•Biackenta of 1942' (vaude)— El ances with any appreciable number
Capitan, Hollywood (2-12).
of vacant seats. Last week's night
shows were virtual sellouts.
•ClandU' (Ist Co.)—Selwyn, Chi
Lone attraction in town this week
cago (2-12).
'Corn
Oreen'— Wllma, Missoula, is the Boston Light Opera Company
Gilbert and Sullivan repertory at
Mont (2); Fox, Spokane (3); Metro in
the Locust.
politan, SeatUe (8-12).
Estimates lor Last Week
'Dooghglrls' (tryout)—Klein Audi'Paoll Local,' Erlanger (10 days
torium, Bridgeport (B) (premiere);
Cleveland, Dec. 1
'Lady In the Dark,''wlth Gertrude
Lawrence, set a new house record
at the Hanna theatre here last week
with eight sellout performances at
$3.85 top. Gross estimated $29,000.
A train wreck Involving the cast
delayed the troupe five hours in get

—Forrest,

Point,'

(CD-l,01d;

first full

M

Up By

ern,

Los Angeles, Dec. I.
Switch of 'Cry Havoc' from little
theatre to main drag commercialism at Music Box is proving profit-

PHILLY

'Yankee

week)

'Claudia,' Forrest (return engagement) (original date 56 weeks) (26th
week) (C-1,195; $1.65). Has accom(Drama),
half year of repeat performR (Revue), plished
ances and slated here indefinitely
CMiisicat), O (Operetta;.
unless pre-Christmas slump Inter'Angel Street,' Golden (51st week) feres; gave added matinees and went
Commands goodly
-(D-789; $3.30).
around $6,500.

Keys: C (Comedy),
CD CComedv-Dranui),

SRC 29G

'Jnnior Miss,' Wilbur (5th week)
Gaining with every Chicago (2-12).
(1,227; $2.75).
gerformance and drawing plenty of
'Hellzapoppin'

(3,200;

IN

'Mr. Sycamore' stopped.
Big money was drawn by the new
straight-play standouts. On Thanksgiving there were 25 matinees, some
switching from the usual Wednesday,
with seven spots drawing standees
and most of the others faring well.

doubtful.

Estimates for Last

^

'Poffy and

office

6G.

to $2.80.

ot profit

.

YANKED

$2.20).

week)
i^ively boxoSice
(0-l,325; $3.30).
tyjT operetta emanating from grand
opera indicates stay through winter;
$20,000 approximately.
'Skin of Our Teeth,' Plymouth (2d
week) (CD-1,075; $3.85). Indications
are that freak comedy is real click;
big money to date with first full

Rose Franken hit did only around
four grand more and it had th»
benefit of subscription auspices thai.

This time show played nine performances, adding an extra matinee
on Thanksgiving Day (26).
Nixon has 'Watch on Rhine,' also •
repeat, current and gets Boris Karloff in 'Arsenic and Old Lace' next
week.
•

'Firefly'

NG

8G, Balto

Baltimore, Dec.

1.

Last week's dating of The Firefly*
at Ford's drew the first bad week of
biz since season's opening here.
Given a blasting by local crlx because of the unrecognizable, Jazzed*
up version of the original Frlnd
opus, musical drew very mild figure,
estimated at $8,000, at a top of^.78.

week's takings approaching $24,000.
'Sons o' Fun,' Winter Garden (52d

week) (R-1,519; $4.40). Has conxr
pleted year's stay and should stick
through winter or longer; extra
matinee last week sent gross to
around

$29,000.

•Star and Garter,' Music Box (28d
week) (R-991; $4.40). Demand In
agencies has tapt-red but business
still big with about $24,000.

'Stars

on

lee,'

Center (20th week)

(R-3,000; $1.65). One added matinee
last week accounted for gross upping
to over $30,000 In 10 performances.
•Strip (or AeUon,' National (Bth
week) (C-1,162; $3.85). Under pace of

Mm*.

hOV OlAITOH

e/e Variety, Hollywood

early weeks but still turning operating profit; last week's takings more
than $16,000 and, with Sundays now
played, improvement expected.
The Damask Cheek,' Plymouth
Getting
(6th week) (C-896; $3.30).
moderately good trade for onesetter,
as earlier indicated, and fair profit

earned at approximately $10,500.
•The Eve of St. Mark,' Cort (8th
(D-1,064; $3.30). Three matinees last week accounted for close
to $18,000; should hold to real money

week)

into spring.

The Pirate,' Beck (1st week) (C$3.85).
Had mid-week start
and in first six times the takings
were $17,500 for the Lunts' show,

1,214;

indicating another new high straight
play grosser has arrived.
'Uncle Barry,' Hudson (27th week)
Looks .';et throuKh
(I -1,042; $3.30).

THROW A POSEY TO
MILTON SHUBERT
Who Made

Wa«hlii«tOD Stace Vamt
Canteen a Bcalltjr
Oiractioni Wm. Morrla

.

sa

UGITIMATE

Shows

that estimation.

Press accorded 'Pirate' was sharply divided, no such spread of opinion
being evidenced in seasons. Morning notices were jubilant, while the afternoon reviews, with one exception, were pans.
Number of script revisions were made by S. N. Behrman, although the
John C. Wilson remained with the
original dialog was highly regarded.
play for weeks working on the direction with Alfred Lunt. The Playwrights and Theatre Guild, who present the play, took some time to
classify the 'Pirate,' then settled for the term extravaganza, meaning cither
musical caricature or extravagant drama, or both, but Rrsl night impression was that in es.sence it is romantic comedy. It cost around $50,000 to
produce, around one-halt of which was recaptured by out-of-town showings.

The Cullman brothers have become established as the most 'consistent
Howard is the Cullman generally menInvestors in Broadway shows.
tioned as a backer but his brother Joseph is his 'downtown' partner. Most
of their shows have been winners.
Last season they were in on 'By
Jupiter.' 'Arsenic and Old Lace' and 'Let's Face It,* but previously took a
piece of 'Life With Father.' which whetted their appetite for show business.
Current new shows in which they are interested include 'Beat the Band,'
'Strip For Action.' 'The Eve of St. Mark' and 'The Pirate."
Latest buy of the CuUmans is 'The Wife Takes a Child.' Mrs. Howard
Cullman has a small piece of 'The Skin of Our Teeth,' her husband being
among the horde of possible backers who nixed the play. 'Wife,' being
produced by John C. Wilson, is now in rehearsal, with Henry Hull, Evelyn
Varden and Nedda Harrigan in the leading parts.

sCoBtlnatd from page SO;

THE SUN FIELD

Wilson.

Path'—Gilbert

—

Guild.

'Something
Michael Todd.

The Girls'—

or

The

Miller,

("Star
SUrs'
'You'll
See
Bound') David Cramer.
'The Russian People'— Theatre

situation which brings down the second act curtain, are notable for their
spice.
"The baseball atmosphere is
deft throughout, and sports experts
may look in vain for technical er-

Moreover, the production, involving
12
scenes,
is
smoothly
faster than
itself.
All the expositional
material needs more wit, and all '.he
action more pace, but the main thing
'Johnny Belinda' In
out of balance is the characterization
of the heroine. This is not only due
to the actress's conception of it, but
Yiddish With Gentile
to the role itself
The first nighters, obviously conLead Clicks sisting
in great measure of baseball
enthusiasts-:-and Boston is notable as
baseball
town— were generally
By NAT KAHN
pleased with the play, and such audi10 Mfcnos by
Hfis
r)r;ima In
ences may well insure the success of
I'.lmor lliirris: iicl.iiili'il Inn. Vlilillali by li"!The carriage trade, however, will
I.nsh: pioonli'il nt llir IMrkway ItlOy.
>|.«i>»
iiliv. llriMiklyn. N. Y.. bv .S:illliin cbiMbr^ expect a little more sustained comrors.

Doughglrls'— Max Gordon.

wrought and moves much
the play
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Good comedy by Jack Good,
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Two weeks of J. J. Leventhal bookings in Brooklyn and the Bronx
washed up 'Three Men On a Horse.' which was unsuccessfully revived at
the Forrest, N. Y.. recently. Gross for both weeks was about $4,500, unprofltable. so a plan of the Shuberls to tour the play was dropped.
'Three Men' may have been booked out .of town anyhow but for a legal
complication. Alex Yokel, who presented the comedy, had an arrangement with Leventhal for compensation regardless of the business. Yokel
had been backed by couple of Stamford. Conn., munitions makers who
thought themselves entitled to a share of any money Yokel got in connection with the play. Papers were served on the show when it was at
the Flatbush, Brooklyn, by the backers.
'Quicksilver,' the much-discussed novel (Harcourt, Brace & Co., $3), by
Fitzroy Davis, offers one of the most authentically atmospheric pictures
of backstage life of any book in recent years.
It is much more greasepainty, for instance, than 'Bethel Merriday.' the Sinclair Lewis theatrical
novel of a couple of seasons ago. Davis was on the road with the Orson
Welles revival of 'Julius Caesar' and with the Lunts in 'Idiot's Delight,'
and his account of the tour of a femme star's "Romeo and Juliet' production reeks of footlights, dressing rooms, road city hotels and sleeper
jumps. His plot structure is weak and his story far too long, however.
According to insiders, all the characters in the book are drawn from
life, so show business readers are likely to find chief interest.'and possibly
amusement, in identifying the people, most of them easily recognizable.

The cast of 'Claudia.' playing an extended repeat date at the Forrest,
N. Y., where it recently moved from the St. James, was invited to the
matinee today (2) of the newly revived "Counsellor-at-Law,' Royale. Host
is John Golden, who's presenting both attractions.
The actors heard of
the good attendance at 'Counsellor" and decided they v.-oi.ld see the latter
if permitted to buy their own tickets.
Latter comedy does not play midweek afternoons because of Sunday performances.
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Brooklyn, at the Parkway

Goldberg and
theatre,
Jacobs have come up with an enterthe

prising

Messrs.

drama

in

Yiddish.

The

play.

'Johnny Belinda." will be recalled, of
course, from its English version a
couple of seasons ago on Broadway,
with Helen Crai« in the lead part of
the deaf-mute. The Yiddish production features Jean Piatt, who finished up as the lead in the Broadway presentation and also played
"The
the main part on the road.
drama has also been staged by Miss
Piatt. With plenty of word-of-mouth
the play should do well at the Yiddish b.o.

Harry WagstafF Gribble"s original
production of the play has been followed minutely by the Yiddish producers, and Miss Plait's staging has
kept out much of the highly geared
emotionalisms that are part and parcel of the Yiddish theatre. Thus is it
acceptable for both Yiddish-Americans and also those who like their
dramatics in large \oKs. With about
a half-hour's pruning. 'Belinda" would
be one of the better bets in the
Yiddish theatre.
The story, of course, will be remembered as the one about the deafmute, Belinda, who is raped and
ultimately has a child. Through the
kindness of a young doctor, she has
learned to read and write. Eventually she must stand trial for the
murder of her malefactor, who had
tried to steal the child. The acquittal,
of course, brings with it the play's
climax at the curtain, when, overwhelmed by the decision, she is able,
while clasping the child to her, to
speak for the first time, uttering the
name of the child, Johnny.

28.
of JIph-

Sbaw: *Tlie Perry Askam, who knows his way
Ijiily HIiowH Her MrdnlH,' by .sir
nmtx .M. Barrip. and 'Plityca«r»,' by Ar- around and handles himself accordA promising comedian is
Winn IMnorn; t^o-xtnrK Gloria Sw.iii- ngly.
anti I*rniicl8 I.^ilprpV; hIukpiI and prpBobby Morris, but his interpolated
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bits are out of place in this particular show, although very funny. The
old pill switching business; a comedy prize fight and a dissertation on
strip teasing would have its moments
in a revue, but not here.
Other performances of some merit
are turned' in by Leonard Ceeley, as
the heavy; Helene Arthur, in the

secondary femme singing role, and
Olive Reeves Smith, as a social
climbing dowager.
Staging by Barrle O'Daniels was
'I'layKoen'
s -mewhat incohesive due to cuts and
Inpin
Harold J. Kpnnpdy
switches.
Boots McKenna's dance
Thp .MaiitPr
Krani-la I.piloryr
routines and ensembles are okay.
Thp MlHlrpKt
Gloria Swnnpon
The rook
Malillp Keadi'
Same goes for musical direction ot
Thp KllrhPnmald
Kllipl Hp|in>lr.K
Irving' Actman. Production Is nicely
The I'orlourinald
Belle Gardner
costuming is in good
mounted
and
Thp Hnuttpmnid
fhnebe Mackey

'I1i<^

JblKKerly WonlHl
.Nlrktohani

-Mrs.

Mr.

Wllllnua
liowoy

lv<-nni>ih
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.Maid

Milan Bvtinson
l*hapbe ftfavk.iy
Harry Npvilla
T,

Francia
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I.llllan

Brunson

Some yeoman work is still to be
done on "Three Curtains,' a combination of three one-act plays by topflight dramatists.

Co-starring Gloria

Swanson, one time film

star,

and

Francis Lederer, also a Hollywood
name, the production generally is

Biirm.

taste.

JURY MAY REVIEW
WINE, WOMEN AND SONC

N. Y.

by Defense Attorney
Markowitz that the jury
a performance of 'Wine,
and Song' is expected to be
made today in N. Y. General Sesrie's
"The Old Lady Shows Her sions Court, where the show's proMedals.' Here Miss Swanson, as the ducers are on trial for allegdly preold lady, and Lederer, as the sol- senting an indecent performance.
dier home on furlough from World
included
testimony
Yesterday's
War I, play their roles In excellent
by George A.
mood. However, they fail to hurdle mostly a description
stripping
the obstacles of Shaw's over-talky Timeone, a lawyer, of the
Man of Destinv' and Pinero'a sup- performances in the revue by Margie
posedly satiric Playgoers.'
Hart, Noel Toy and Scarlet Kelly.
In its present form "Three Cur- He appeared for the prosecution. The
disappointing.
The stars appear ill at ease through
most of the program and emerge as
personalities to be reckoned with
n only the second one-acter Bar-

—

tains'

is

Given

hardly

sufficient

Broadway

rehearsals

calibre.

and

a

tightening up the producbest chances are as a road
show, with Miss Swanson and Lederer as the draw.
The supporting cast is generally
satisfactory, with Harold J. Kennedy, who also directed, and Belle

general

A

request

Arthur

witness

Women

rested

State

its

case

yesterday

(Tuesday).

tion's

Gardner outstanding.
The playbill opens with 'Man of
workman-like

does
job of the lead part, a feat that's
particularly difficult since she doesn't
know the Yiddish language.

Miss Piatt

ably

by Ruth Bond, helps the

general setup considerably, and the
original Friml tunes are given authenticity by highly capable voice of

siin

The
Out

Mnn

Tbrci* nno-act playu: *Tlie
tliiy,'
by llPorRe Bernar4l

Marr'llrt

\'ii-tiir

Ilrfi'nin' ('oui!^-'!

.Tudiso

Something of an oddity in play reviewing was indulged in by Bui-ton
who recently supceeded John Mason Brown as critic for the N. Y.
World-Telegram when the latter went into uniform. There was no publication on Thanksgiving Day (26), and in Friday's paper Rascoe combined
the notices of 'The Pirate." Beck, and "The Great Big Doorstep,' which
opened consecutively- on the two previous nights. He is oire of the afternoon critics who had dissenting opinions on 'Pirate,' though he did make
some laudatory mentions. Rascoe gave a distinct edge to 'Doorstep' in
comparing the plays, curious angle to the lengthy coverage being that
there is no semblance of similarity.
Joseph Pihodna, incidentally, of the Herald Tribune, has been elevated
to second stringer to Howard Barnes who is covering Alms and plays.
Rascoe,

.

.

.Il.-iiny

ItPi-l"!-

nintrlyt

Hitllnndor

...litinna

Lull

.MiKc..
.Mr».
tlcyorenil 'I'i.liiiai

Only original busines-s retained
concerns the heroine shipping as
a cabin boy,' and that's the part
entrusted to Emma Otero from the
radio
networks.
Given starring
stature she doesn't measure up in
handling lines and falls short in the
vocal assignments because of lack
Two mikt-s are
of amplification.
planted here in the foots, but it's
not enough to do the trick and constant spotting in front of them
makes for stilted playing. Her voice
is ordinarily good, but entirely too
small or too restrained for this assparked

THREE CURTAINS

I'l-i"

I<'"i>

libretto has been tossed into
the
can and the story now pertains to
Axis and FBI operatives.
Some
comedy bits from burlesque have
also been tossed in.
As conceived at pre.sent, revival of
'The Firefly' is neither fish nor fowl
and there doesn't seem much hope
of developing anything profitable outof the setup. J, J. Shubert is here
trying to doctor the show.

signment.
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Town

Plays Out of

—

Lee Shubert,
'Cry Havoc'
Harry Kaufman.
•Wife Takes a Child'—John 0.
'Flare

2, 1942

Rehearsal

io

Inside Stutf-Legit
Several limes when 'The Pirale" was trying out on the road it was
questionable whelher the show would be brought to Broadway, where it
opened at the Bock last Wednesday i25). Showmen not connected with
the management saw perfornMnces and voiced negative opinions, offering
the comment that the play wasn't .iood enough foi the starred Lunts. They
almnst sold the management the idea of scrapping the 'Pirate' until one of
those interested in the production declared, without equivocation, that it
was valuable property. Sustained heavy boxofTice thus far has backed up

Wednesdaj, 'Deeember

P^BStffff

Seattle Grosses
ContlDueii from page 8
with school vacation helping materiLast week, same opus garnered

ally.

Destipy,' a typically garrulous Shaw *"
LIbVrtf ?j & vH) i\m: 40-50-65)
piece. It is an incident in the life of
Plenty of
(Col).
Napoleon, and Shaw has him prance Never Lovelier'
plugs for Astaire and Hayworth.
Notable among the rest of the cast around the stage talking about every- Giant $10,000.
Last week, "Sister
are Nathan Goldberg, as John Mc- thing under the sun. Lederer gives Eileen' (Col), $4,800, big tor half ot
At the regular monthly meeting of the Actors Fund Tuesday (1) in Donald, the father; Gustav Berger, as a hesitating interpretation of iMapoNew York it was revealed that the stage charity organization had taken Dr. Jack Davidson; David Popper, as leon and Miss Swanson fails to im- seventh week.
Music Box (H-E) (800; 40-50-65
Kencare of the burial of seven indigent professionals during the month of Locky McKormick; Charlotte Gold- press as a mysterious lady.
Minor' (Par) (5th wk).
November. Also that 344 persons had been given financial aid during the stein, Mr. McKormick's wife; Hannah nedy, as a lieutenant, docs the best 'Major and
Great $5,800. Last week, magnificent
bit of the play.
Hollander and Betty Jacobs, as gos
30-day period.
the stars and production
Both
sip-mongers.
Plans for the next annual benefit performance, a Hxlure since 1882, were
come to life in the Barrie one-acter **Muslc Hall (H-E) (2,200; 40-50-65)
discussed.
The production suggests it would of the pitiful London charwoman
Springtime in Rockies' (20th) and
do well for other Yiddish producers who adopts a soldier. It Is the only •ManUa Calling' (20th). DayiO""-to look to the Broadway stage for
Paramount. Smash $9,500,
Within a week after he hopped oft, Brooks Atkinson, N. Y. Times critic, plays they might readily adapt into play of the trio which commands dale with
audience
attention.
Maidie and new mark since house reopened.
who has turned war correspondent for that daily, sent a story from an their native language, instead of pre- full
Reade, Lillian Bronson, c|nd Phoebe Last week, 'Bambi' (RKO) and Aldair transfer base somewhere in Africa.
After several days there he took senting many of the current-type of Mackay are okay as sister char- ri:h Editor' (Par), big $6,800.
to the air again, his second story by wireless, delayed, appearing yester- dramas which have long since seen women.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 40-50-65)—
anil
day (1). That yarn was mostly about the ravenous appetite of one Sgt. their best days.
(WB)
The final play, 'Playgoers,' is weak 'Desperate Journey'
and a confused method ot presen- •C^mes Love' (U). Big sag trom last
Baer Gilbert, the writer being surprised at the good grub himself.
tation left most of the audience won- week, but forte at hangup $16,01)0;
Klep,
dering what It's all about.
Last week, (50-65) 'Girl Trouble
Olsen & Johnson's idea to produce wacky legit productions for arena
band.
(20th) plus Tommy Dorsey
audiences is thought to have originated in Bi/ffalo. Last spring O & J
Band combo set town on its ears
brought 'Hellzapoppin,' augmented by numerous stars to Buffalo for a
STEIN 'SKIN' AIDE
with terrific $23,800.Baltimore, Nov. 26.
showing in the huge Civic Stadium for Army Relief. Attendance, which
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-50MuNlral comedy In three apln, preaenled
went to overflow, was clocked at over 40,000, aiwl- the performance was
Homestead' (Rep) and
by the .shubprlR; book and lyrlra by Otin 65)— 'Old
Ben Stein has been appointed Harbnch; muffle by Rudolf Frlml; ataRed Smith Minnesota' (Col) plus vaude.
notable for lighting, acoustics and smooth runoff, with Winter Garden,
Rarrle O'Danlela; dencea and enfipinblea rolid $10,000.
Last week, 'Holmes
N. Y., and Shubert crews in charge backstage. O & J were known to be company manager of 'The Skin of by
by Boota McKenna; munlcal dtre<-tlon by
Ted Fio Hito, band
enthusiastic over the setupr at the time.
Teeth,' Plymouth, N. Y, When Irvine Actman; nl Ford'a, Baltlniore, Nov. Secret' (U) plus

-

—

MYERBERG APPOINTS

THE FIREFLY

Our

Maurice Evans will be commissioned a captain in the U. S. Army. General Fred H. Osborn announced that the Shakespearian star will be taken
over from the Army Specialists Corps to continue the work he has been
doing, creating entertainment in those areas which are remote from the
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., circuit, and which seldom see a professional show.
General Osborn also stated that gossip to the effect practical theatre
men in the Specialists Corps would be taken over en masse to run the
camp theatres was not founded' upon fact. The Camp theatres are now
operated by officers who have had experience in show business.

Drama

the play tried out, Michael Myer
berg, who produced it, was also back
with the attraction and remained in
that post after Teeth' premiered,
He appointed Stein when the pressure of details piled up after the

show's

click.

Myerberg contended he had the
right to be producer and company
of his Own show, which
the A.ssociation of Theatrical Agents
and Managers disputed. Point was
arbitrated and he won through
wrinkle in the
rules, per
milting showmen to act as their own

manager

a. '42; »2.78 top.
Mrs. Van Dare
Olive Iteevea Smith
her daughter
Ruth Bond
Opratdinp. her niece
Helena Arthur
I'leutenanl Jack Temple. .Gordon Qirrord
Kogpr Thurston, Jack'a Uncle. .Perry Aiiknm
Jenklna
Jack flood
Doctor Frnnz
I.,eonard Ceeley
Chlpa, a nervous aallor
Bobby Morria
Dolnrea
Naomi Sandem
Pedro. NIna'a FaUier
Seymour Tenxner
Nina
Emma Otero
Tony Colombo
Ruth Mllchpll
Sybil,

.

Captain of Thuraton'a Yacht. .George DIM
Pollip orncer
Richard Worth
Dorothea

farliitta

Mr.

narry

MacFailand
George apelvin

Diana Thuralon
San Francisco's four daily sheets remained status quo
Barbara RIalnp
Slugger, Thuraton'a Traln«r..Ulchnid Worth
during the first 11 months of the war, but now the second one is on his
Wlhna Ijnralne
Jacqueline Suanan
Mrs. Barry
way into the service. Kevin Wallace, of The Examiner, is wearing a Navy
Helena Lebcrthun
ATAM
nozo, Chlp'a aecond
Jessie Cembcrg
Air Cadet pin and reports for duty January 15. John Hobart, The ChronHe was replaced by Dwight Whitney. managers or press agents If having
icle's man, is already In the army.
Any re.<;emblance to the original
The remaining vets are Fred Johnson, Call-Bulletin, and Claude La produced between 1935 and 1B38. 'Firefly' and the Frlml tunes Is, no
Union alms to have the rule voided, doubt, accidental In this version.
Belle, News.
critics of

getting credit tor boosting business
to big $11,300.
Paramount .H-E) (3,039; 40-50-65)
—"Springtime in Rockies' (20th) and
Manila Calling' (20th). Day-anddate with Music Hall. Immense $15.000.
Last week, 'Thunder Birds
(20th) and 'Renaults Secret' (20lh).
nice $11,300.
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 40-50-

65)— "Pride Yankees'

(RKO).

Re-

turn engagement, after five weeks in
town previously. Big $5,000. Last
week, "Flying Fortress' (WB) and 'in
Groove' (U), (2d wk), good $4,000.

Winter Garden
30)— "Pied Piper'

(Sterling) (800; 20-

(20th) and 'Lady in
Trim $4,500.
(U) (3d run).
Last week, third run ot 'Above AH
(20th) and Pardon Sarong' (U), nice

Jam'

$4,100.
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CHATTEB

kota Indle exhibitors' organizations,
meet here this month to discuss
trade problem^.

Because Warner Bros, failed to
exercise option after three month's
test June March, stripper, Is back
froln
Hollywood and in burlesk
again, appearing as Hlrsch-Katz Alvin theatre guest star for two weeks.

Lyle Andrews still seriously 111 at
Lynbrook, L. I., home.
John Golden installed at Lambs
as new Shepherd Sunday (29).
Ann Rutherford, 20th-Fox player, in
from Coast for radio personals.
Jessica Dragonette recouping after
an appendicitis operation here.
Paul Gerard Smith, in from Coast,
may be represented on Broadway

Again.'
which will play
Nixon as subscription offering.
Private Gabe Rubin, owner and
operator of Art Cinema, home from

Ballet Jooss being rehearsed for
reopening early next year.
Paul Soskin film activities being
held up due to his indisposition.
Teddy Brown has started a fourweek tour of American troop camps.

The Harry

SL Louis

Atlantic City on his

first

furlough.

B. Iden Payne, former member of
Carnegie Tech drama school faculty,
returning to the staff next semester.
Frank Strang hurries from Playhouse after every performance to
his midnight-to-8 shift in a defense

Nesbitts, at this writ-

expecting addition to family. plant.
Jeanie Owens (Mr.s. Harry Fields),
Chris Gill suddenly rushed to formerly of dance team of Liberto
Bolton and Southport to replace and Owens, into 'Something for the
Charlie Goldman, owner of the
Frances Hidden, of Richard Pit- Lyric and Senate here, will take the Tessie O'Shea, who was stricken ill. Boys.'
Ailing Eddie O'Kccfe. company
man agency, operated on at" Roose- baths at Hot Springs, Ark.
first
time
For
in many years, Vicmgr. of 'Claudia.' had to return to
velt hospital.
toria Palace is to have a pantomime
Mike Nash, owner-operator of the
Bert Montague is New York last week and Buford ArJewish Theatrical Guild hosted Ritz, California, Mo., and his son, this Christmas.
mitage doubled from his stage mgr's
producing.
service men at Lambs club on
Harry, are on vacation in Florida.
berth.
Thanksgiving day.
Charles
Tucker Enterprises
L.
The Burns Twins and Evelyn, dan- have acquired
provincial rights to
Rodgers and Hart dropped work
sapation trio, currently headlining
on 'Muehacha,' Mexican musical floor show at the Club Continental, 'No Orchids for Miss Blandish' from
George Black.
they were working on.
Washington
Hotel Jefferson.
Ellen Drew, whose husband, Capt.
After four weeks in the stick.s,
Metcalf and associates, ownEric Maschwitz and Jack Hylton's
Cy Bartlett, is overseas, is trying to ersClyde
of the Jersey. Jerseyville. IllEarle theatre will lo.se its manager,
Faces' is bcinj; witharrange a trip to England.
have purchased the Lux. 500-seater 'More New recast for West End.
Fred Thomas, to either the Army or
drawn to be
Eddie Hahn, formerly with Phil in E^wardsville, 111.
Navy.
Teddy Morgan to head his own
Furst's ticket agency, winding up in
Fanchon & Marco and the St.
Eddie Keller, the National thevaudeville unit, in association with
the Army at Atlantic City.
Louis Amusement Co. tossed cuffo
atre's treasurer, in Mt. Alto hospital
Mary Martin due east Friday (4) shows last week for 18 and 19 year agent Len Mitelle and Charles Fox. for physical
checkup.
Mirthful.'
titled
'You
Sed
a
but will make no radio appearances, olds and their parents. It was a stunt It's to be
Bunny Warren, general manager
Jimmy Lake's Gay Nineties Club
as had been previously planned.
to bally enlistments.
at Adelphi theatre for Tommy Bios- on Ninth street, just opened, is getPlaywright-scenarist Jerry Horwin
Rudolph Ganz. former conductor tock, runs the Spotlight club as side- ting a big play from socialite^s.
now in the dispatching department of the St. Louis symph orch, returned line. It's for actors to rest in beBlackout ball for Stage Door Canof Douglas Aircraft on the Coast.
as a guest artist last week and drew tween shows.
teen at the Mayflower will get a $5
Joan Barclay, RKO western player, a capacity crowd to the opera house
Frank McMillan, formerly general top. This will include a dinner.
arrived in N. Y. over the weekend of the Municipal Auditorium.
manager for Campbell, Connelly,
Sixteen Earle Roxyettes were offifor a visit. It's her first visit to the
B. Temborius, owner of the Grand, who has been ailing for the last six
cially named 'Sweethearts of the Sigeast.
Breese, 111., escaped Injury when his months, is now general manager for
nal Corps,' after their last visit to
Leonard L. Levinson of the OWI auto ran into a ditch between Reese Noel Gay Music Co.
has written a new play about over- and Lebanon, 111.
Mrs. Temborius
Duke of York's theatre, one of Boiling Field.
crowded D. C. titled' 'Sherman Was suffered minor cuts and bruises.
Sam Sachs, who took Jack Nicholthe few staying shut in West End
Right.'
Fred Wehrenberg, prez of MPTOA since last blitz, being dickered for son's place when latter went to war,
Richard Marshall, who atientcd in of Eastern Missouri and Southern by
with
Jack is tagged himself. Notified to go to
Liibien
Samett,
San Francisco and Detroit, back with Illinois and prez of the Greater In- Hylton and Tom Arnold also bid- Fort Meyer for physical.
Arthur J. Beckhardt's Philadelphia dependent 'Theatre Circuit of St. ding.
District Commissioner John Russtock.
Jack Waller's 'Musical Cavalcade,' sell Young called a meeting of theLouis, is in St. Anthony's hospitM,
New Latin Quarter revue unfolds where
comprising all the hit numbers from atre execs to discuss plans for 1943
he underwent an op.
Dec. 14, with Mme. Kamorova and M.
"No, No. Nanette,' 'Mercenary Mary' Birthday Ball celebration.
KamoroS again in charge of proand "Princess Charming,' Anally beTheodore
Lohmeyer, who collected
duction.
ing revived as Christmas attraction 5.200 pounds of scrap at the Avalon
Ellas Sugarman, U°ade paper edifor Glasgow.
theatre, won Salvage Committee S25
tor, passed his Army piiypical on
Somerset Maugham's 23-year-old bond, presented by Carter Barron.
and
will
inducted
(28)
be
Saturday
comedy. 'Home and Beauty.' was reContJnaed from page 13
Bob Harper, assistant to Carlton
on Dec. 4.
vived at the Playhouse with an adNick Marks, former actor who was siege of the flu... John Walsh. Ful- mirable cast, without whom the Duffus, U. S. Treasury War Savings
In charge of Equity's addressograph ton manager, back from Newport, piece would have been so hopelessly Staff, resigned to go with Motion
department, suflai°ed nervous col- R. I., where he went to see his ailing outmoded it wouldn't hold together. Picture Advertising Service as Washington rep.
lapse at home.
mother. .George Jaffe. who owns
Jack Hylton has finally set panBetty Raskin, legit agent, to the and operates local burlesquery, the tomime of 'Jack and Jill,' which
Al Jolson here Friday (27) for
Coast to settle some film contracts. Casino, to Hot Springs for a few played 15 weeks at Palace theatre huddles with Gen. Frederic H. OsMrs. Murray Phillip's handles the of- weeks... Ira C^>hn's 20th-Fox office last year, to go to His Majesty's born and Lt. Col. Marvin Young.
fice during her absence.
placing
plaque
for
awarded silver
Cast will Plans more touring of Army camps
as Chrl.stmas attraction.
Ned Armstrong sitting in as p.a. first in eastern division sales cham- be headed by Arthur A.skey. Flor- and may go overseas again.
for 'Stars on Ice' (Center) while pionship.
Presentation made by ence Desmond and Eddy Gray, same
More than 50 turned out for Buck
Bill Doll is out of town ,-\head of Andy Smith. Jr.. at a luncheon which as la.st year.
Jones' Variety Club luncheon. Hotel
'Something for the Boys.'
was also attended by Tom Connors
Group of London busines.s men Willard couldn't supply waiters, so
Paul Dudley, producer of C^>ca- and Edgar Moss... Jim Levine. Par started negotiating with Russian Harry Brown of Monogram rounded
Cola's 'Spotlight Bands' show, and' exploitation man in this district, now Government to bring Lepeashen- up a corps of volunteers, who served
recently married to Joy Hodges, occupying former accessory quarters kaya, premiere Russian ballerina, to the drinks and buffet luncheon.
muslcomedy singer, in 1-A.
on first floor of building. ^
head revue in West End, with $25,Jack Arkin, Ben Marden's partner
000 bankroll lined up. Russian (Govin the Riviera, etc., now at Princeton
ernment turned down project. ReUpstatc Tbealre Men
preparing for an officer's commisMexico City
vue was to have been titled 'Allies
Albany. N. Y.. Dec. 1.
sion in the Ordnance Dept.
in Wonderland.'
By Donglas L. Grabame
Ward Morehouse, Broadv/oy colKingsley (King) Ryan, who runs
Some time ago a paragraph apumnist for N. Y. Sun, busy writing the Ausable theatre In Ausable peared in 'Variety' staling Firth
Film actor John Wayne visiting.
a book and a play. Former is about Forks, and the State, Keesville, is Shephard had been charged by the
the theatre, play is about the war.
Joaquin Pardave. veteran .stage
now an apprentice seaman at New- Board of Trade with having used
Jinuny Antinori, who left 'Variety' port, R. I. A projectionist Is helping more material than permitted under and pic comic, signed by Gonznio
recently to enlist in the Navy, is in to supervise one of the houses Sind a the rationing law in the dressing of Elvira for his Cimesa Film-s.
training at Bainbridge, Md.
Also woman ticket seller the other, it is his show. 'Fine and Darid>.' at the
Xavrer Cugat orch invited by
writing for training station's .sheet.
The action was against an government's tourist department to
said here. Ryan is a brother of Wil- Saville.
Gallon bottle on bar of Bergen's liam Anthony (Tony) Ryan. ex- entirely different iniinagemen:.
visit Mexico in the near future.
Theatre Tavern contained $118 for Universal and Fox salesman.
Shephard never having infringed
pop radio
Ortega Sisters
(2),
the Theatre Wing, mostly in small
Another area exhibitor, William Government rulings.
singers specializing in Mexican folk
coin donations when emptied Ihis
Barney, of the Grand theatre in
songs,
off to the Argentine for air
week.
,
Watervliet. has been commissioned a
dates.
Walter Jacobs, former owner of
lieutenant, junior grade, in the Coast
the now Ai-my-flUed Lord Tarleton,
Pittsburgh
Hernandez Bros. '3), Colombian
Reserve. He owns a yacht
takes over the Sheldon and the Guard
who have
guitarists and singers,
By Hal Cohen
Sheldon- Windsor in Hollywood now in Government patrol service on
been in Mexico nearly two years,
the Hudson River. Although Barney
Beath Dec. 7.
on a farewell tour prior tu le.iving
with
uniforms,
it
is
is
provided
town
with
Dancer
Blanche
in
Jean
Mrs. William Fox, wife of the f .n'for their homeland.
is not paid for the her mother.
understood
he
mer film magnate, received S?d,000
Navarre Hidalgo, tenor, back
J.
Vinoe Corelli has replaced Wilky
from an auction sale of her art ob- present part-time job. However, he
from the U. S.. featured on .semijects.
At her request she v/ns raid will be if an^ when sent to the Benner as pianist with Etzi Covato weekly programs
at
local
radio
band i-.t Villa Madrid.
Atlantic Coast.
In War Stamps and Bonds.
Vincent Joyce has left KQV to join .station XEOY. He sings with equal
A third area exhibitor. Philip
Only slight damage, according to
English
and
Spani.sh.
facility
in
Bob Weitman, managing director of Baroudi, of North Creek, has been announcing staff at WWSW.
French.
It's n boy for the Frank A. Yu.'ids.
the Paramount, N. Y., was caused advanced to corporal. He was with a
He's
with
the
local
office.
AP
proPliilipp.
French
pic
on
Cod
Charle.s
Cape
last Wednesday (25) by a flre.s^(|ted unit at Fort E(lward.>!
Maria
new
night
Scottlie
is
the
has
Mexico,
ducer,
now
refuging
In
when
last
heard
from.
when a lad in the audience dropped
joined Cimesa Films as a.s.sociate
Film Row has produced two men receptionist at station KDKA.
a cigaret under his seat. Though an
Nut House in Millvale will move producer. With Gonzalo Elvira he's
alarm was turned in, the show was *'ho have become officers and a
not interrupted and no refunds made. third who is on the way to a com- to a downtown location in few week.-:. readying a version of 'Ojo.s Ncgros'
Stanley lias booked Gcortco Whitc'.s
Black Eyes'), ba.^ed upon the pop
mission. The bar-wearers are Richard
P. Rosser. Jr.. former manager of tab 'Scandals' .for week of Dec. 11. Mexican song of that name.
Clair Mecder unopposed this year
National Theatre Supply, and Scott
Ramon Novario .signed for an unLester, ex-advertising sale.s manager for prez of Local (iO. mu.sicians union. specified number of pix by Films
Nixon's
wife
to
N.
V.
Sam
back
of the 20th-Fox exchange. The candiMundiales.
He is to start first
By Leu- Bees
date is William Estcs. also a National to be with her mother, who's seri- chore early in January.
Novairo
ously ill.
Theatre Supply employee.
has
jii.st
completed hLs first McxiLorraine Lynch back with ParaFormer Pu.st-Gazette reporter Joiiii
Wendell Frederick, who wa."! a.ssistmale lead in 'Rcina
mount.
Robin appointed to a SC.OOO per year can pic. the I'Queen of Queens'),
ant
booker
at Warners, is now at sea
Reinas'
de
Herman Prager added to RKO
Guadalupe.
he served a previous hitch. Adam city post.
booking staff.
Maurice Spitalny In Indianapolis story of Our Lady of
William S. Miner, former St. Cloud, Mllnarik. erstwhile Columbia shipper, for a few days to gel a pock at liis Mexico's patron saint.
Minn., exhibitor, joining Universal is with the Navy in Alaska.
new grand.son.
•ales staff.
Max Tarshi.s has returned to ihe

By

Honolulu
It's still 10 gallons of gas a month,
and try and get more.
Gpv't gone tough on orders con>

cerning carrying gas masks.
Johnny Noble celebrating his 25lh

year as song writer and band leader.
E. K. Fernandez, circus man, fiyIng to coast for shows for the USO.

Every day

ing,

Sara X. Hurst

They now have one boy.

Exchanges

.

.

I

'

.

—

RKO

officers

Monday

(7).

Stan Kenton into Prom Ballroom
for one-nighter this week.

Kay Green, magician and band
leader, having final fling In N. Y. before entering army.
Bob Owens orch into Happy Hour
nltery with return engagement of

Fletcher Hender.son impending.

Merle Potter, Berger circuit general manager, put on Thanksgiving

show for Stillwater prison inmates.
W. A. StelTes and Bennle Berger.
indie

circuit

owners,

Washington and N. Y.

on

jaunt to
Former goes

south soon for winter.

Cavalry 1st Lieut. Oliver La Mere,
ex-Metro booker here, stopped over
enroute to Ft. Meade, Md.. for additional training.
Gunning for captaincy.
Centra) States Conference, comprising representatives of Minnesota, Iowa and North and South Da-

I

is

Xmas for all picture
how ancient the

houses no matter
film.

World-famous magician. Max Ma-

this season.

Elmer Sedin.
auditor, father
of 7Vi-pound cirl.
Twin City Variety club to elect
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'Spring

London

died

lini.

Oct.

23,

son Ozzie with

USED.
Bob MacGuignn, new head man
publicity
ment Co.

Consolidated

for

in

Anni.se-

John Halliday producing, directing
and acting in his productions fur
service men.
Robing McQuestion, concert violinist,
has home guard revue touring
outside islands.

Honolulu Community Players still
with the shows going

carrying on
to other

islands.

Joe Custer, UP writer, underwent
eye operation for injury re-

third

ceived in Solomon battle.
Grim evidences of the Solomons'
struggle daily before us, our lads
game beyond understanding.

Freddie Bartholomew,

IB,

enlisted

Army Air Force. He expects to
enter active service in January.
in

Jack Sherrill, former Hollywood
agent, sport director at Waikakalaua.
Took him a week to learn to pronounce the word.
One solid year of strict blackout

orders with no relief in sight. Living constantly on the edge of expectancy for months.
Military Gov't places liquors at
bottom on priority list, with cafes
badly hurt for weeks as no booze
here for past 11 weeks.
Gov't lifted ban Nov. 10 on talent
and entertainment coming here from
mainland. This has been sore subject with service lads for months.
Robert Triimbull, staff correspondent N. Y. Times, and son of the late
OIlie Mack, author of 'The Raft,'
still

p.m. editor of Honolulu Adver-

tiser.

Women

sweepers

street

wearing

beautiful flower leis as they toil, and
everyone greeting them with aloha,
replacing men pressed into other
lines.

Every female from 17 to 70 registered Nov. 16 for Gov't labor shortage.
All school children over 10
years, work two days per week
picking pineapples or various other
Six months' duration of this
tasks.
expected.
Unless Uncle Sam takes over the
eateries, or establishes all-night eating spots for defense and Gov't
workers, they just won't be able to
Scarcity of fresh meats and
eat.
vegetables, coupled with early closing, 6 p.m. and blackout regulations
make it impossible for restaurants to
operate.
Steaks, if you can find,
from

$1.50 to $3.

Leo

Spitz laid

up with bronchial

pneumonia.

Lynn Barl divorced her agenl-husbKnd, Walter Kane.
Charles P. Skouras re-elected chief
barker of the Variety Club.
Mort Singer hopped off for an inspection tour of his midwest theatres.
S. Sylvan Simon returned to work
at Metro after five days in the hospital.

Carl Le.serman, general sales manager for United Artists, in town for
10 days.
Solly Schwartz, theatre supervisor
for RKO, In town for product conferences.
Marlene Dietrich's daughter. Maria
Manton, made her radio debut as a

dramatic actress.
Irving Ashcr arrived from London
Metro huddli s on future product
Great Britain.
Corrine Churchill filed suit to .set'

for
in

aside the will of her father, Frank
Churchill, composer.
Pat Casey, labor contact for the
Producers, returned from confer-

ences In Washington and New York.
Frank 'Rick' RIcketson, Jr.. chief
Fox-Intcrmountain Theatres, back
Denver after huddles with Charles
P. Skouras.

of
to

j

More Femnie Staffera
Omaha, Dec. 1.
Omaha's film row. which always

Roasted two women bookers, now has
another. Regina Moleseed. of 20th-Fox
who has been appointed to replace
Pat Halloran who goes to the Army.
Other casualtic!: at 20tli are Jerry
Weisfeld. booker who wa.s replaced
by Irvine Mills, Marjorie Wilkinson
replacing
Hittner.
Lena
Juliana
Kuyk, contract clerk, has been replaced by Mildred Williams.
At Metro, there is now a woman

manager. Hazel Anderson, who
was for a long time chief booker.

office

She replaces

office

manager Howard

at Club 51 after getting iii.-i
tonsils clipped.
Esther Heller's (lunre. Allen Rudick, appointed to officer's school at

.show

Camp

^—

Lee. Va.

Tech drama school's next production. '9

"True

and

Trudy

Wilkin.^.

The

back at Nixon C'ai'e
for annual engagement.
Norman Porter touring ;irmy

Golden

B.iir.'

camps in USO production
Can't Take It With You.'

Mary Krieg

of

Yon

leaving Baron Elliott's
band to join her husband. En.sign
William Cain, in Miami.
Steve Minton released from naval
officer's training after three weoks

Clark who goes into the Navy. Fred
Fejfar replaces Miss Anderson and
cashier Evelyn Cannon has been
named second booker. Helen Baum.
assistant cashier, replaces Miss Can- because of his hay fever.
non as cashier. Jerry Marcus also of
Marjorie Hyam.s, vibraphonist with
the M-G exchange, has gone to the 4 Styli.sts at Roosevelt hotel, bride
Army. Omaha has another woman of John Tatum. leader of unit.
booker. Alice Neal, of Warner Bros.
Sol Jacobson In town .-ihcad of

I

j

.

;

I

I

Z

Alviii J.

welcomed
Steinkopf to

news
.staff

analy^t

with stu-

dio cocktail party for press.

Dave Arlen has succeeded Mel Gold

you can't stop the American

as publicity director for the Filmack
Trailer Co. Gold is locating in California.

ones,
;

Leech, of E;irl and Jo.-cephinc
dunce team, takc.^ his first
physical this week.
Ejirl

Leech,

Continued from pace

WBBM

around. But good war (unes or bad
I

Pine Street.' will be directed

by Thomas Job.

Chicago

Lewis' 30th Anni

enthusiasm for singing them. There's
just as much spirit today as there
was back in 1918. I've never been
so besieged by pi ospectivc .•ongwriters as now. and everyone of
ihcm has written a waj- song.
Bui you should see .-oine of those

Freedom Fairs will hold an exhibit
the Hotel Sherman Grand ball-

room Dec.

12-18 for benefit of United

Nations v/ar
J. J.

Loop

was a sombre and quiet celebration broken only by occasional dips'Tho.se
into the medicine bottle-.
trains!
You don't mind the draft
It

in

.some out

of Ihe way place where you can't
That's not so
get » replacement.
I
can always go back to the
bad.
original four pieces I started with
30 years ago.'

relief.

Murdoch and Pal Casey wer«

visitors..

circus days

lyrics.

board taking musicians

at

Gorman,

Reminiscences of old

were revived with

RKO

district

Tom

manager.

Sylvia Astrahan, former newspaperwoman and press agent, becam*
the first Ixiop femme theatre executive with lier appointment as assistiinl manager of the Studio theatre.
Theatres here sold more than $11.000.000 in war savings stamps and
bonds since May 31 at 300 lobby
booths, according to Mrs. Edward R.
FIfleld. chalrmnn of theatre cnmmlttccin Chicago and Cook county.

f^EBff
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OBITUARIES
BOSTON FCBE VICTIMS

and

at

Pittsburgh after a long illness.

one time she Body was taken to Detroit, where a
was premiere danseuse at the old daughter lives, for interment.
Names of all identified show
New York Hippodrome. She was the
biz /atalities in Boston fire on
the sister of Dorothee Bates, who
page 24 0/ this ime.
Thelma Keep, 36, wife of George
survives her, and the late Dixie Lof- Keep, treasurer of the Selwyn Theatin, dramatic stock and film actress. tre,
Chicago, died in Chicago, Nov.
FBEEMAN BERNSTEIN
She was buried in the Show Folks, 24 after a long illness. Father also
Freeman Bernstein, 74, died Tues- Inc., lot in Oakwood Cemetery, survives.
day (1) in Hollywood, after a heart Chicago.
attack. (Details l:t vaude section.)
Father, 71, of Abe and Joe FeinEDITH SINCLAIB FAVOB
berg,
Comerford
Circuit
vaude
Edith Sinclair Favor, 86, actress bookers, died Nov. 20 In his home
DONATO O. LsBANCA
Donato G. LaBanca, for 30 years and widow of the late Edward M, in Peekskill, N. Y.
director of St. Charles, Mo., mu- Favor, character comedian, died in
Among her
nicipal band and composer of many New York Nov. 27.
inarches, including the 'Spirit of St. Broadway appearances were 'Ship
Louis,' commemorating the Lind- Ahoy,' 'Dorothy' with Lillian RusJanet Dessau
to
Sgt.
Harold
Slipper,'
'Just One
sell,
'The
Silver
died
Nov.
flight,
trans-Atlantic
Itergh
Berkowitz, in New York, Nov. 29.
t2 at his home in St, Charles, after of the Boys' and 'Mme. Sherry.'
Groom, formerly of the Warner
She played vaudeville with her
long illness.
Bros, legal department, is now in
husband
and
daughter
in
'The
MacBorn 69 years ago in Palermo,
the Army.
Guires,' and was last seen as a memSicily, LaBanca cam» to the U. S.
Jeannette Owens to Yeoman, 2d
ber of the Whitney Oper^ Company.
in
1B02 as a trumpet«r In the
class Alun
Jenkins, Nov. 28, in
Hagenback Circus band, which was
Washington.
Groom former anEDWABD
SHATNE
on* of the features of the St Louis
nouncer at WHK-WCLE, Cleveland.
Edward
Shayne,
retired
indie
75,
World's Fair in 1904. Eight years
Bea Kaiser to Dave Betcher, in
booker
and
former
member
of
the
.later he became diiactor of the St.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 26. He's a cafe orWestern
Vaudeville
Manager's
Charles band. His compositions inganist.
cluded a special maroh number for Assoc., died in Kansas City, Mo.,
Ruth Gordon to Garson Kanin,
Earlier, he appeared in
the Lindenwood College centennial Nov. 16.
celebration in 1927, and also a vaudeville with his wife as 'Eddie this week in Washington, D.C. He's
the producer; she's the actress.
Shane
and
Worden.'
Mae
His
book,
march. 'Shrlner's Kospltal,' still
'Down
Front
On
the
Aisle,'
was
Paula de Marco to Corp. Leo
played at many Masonic functions.
Gagnon, in Boston, Nov. 29. He's in
He was a 32d-degree Mason and published in 1929.
Surviving are a daughter and 'This Is The Army.'
member of the Moolah Temple band
granddaughter.
of St. LoDis.
Harvey Lemm to Gloria Alexander
He leaves two sons, Arthur and
1.
Seattle, Nov. 14. Groom was with
FULTON WATSON
Vito, of St. Charles, and a daughNational Screen Service, and is now
Fulton Watson, 63, tailor and de- in the Army.
ter, Marie, believed living in Italy.
signer of clothing for motion picture
Joan Allison to Ensign Howard
stars, died in Hollywood of pneuSAM L SLADE
T. Barnes, Nov. 27, In New York.
Sam I. Slade, 79, former basso pro- monia, Nov. 28. He came to Holly- Bride is radio actress; groom, until
fundo of the musical stage, died wood 18 years ago and since then joining the Navy, was a CBS staff
Mon. (23) at his home in Franklin, his shop had turned out distinctive director.
Mich. Death followed a long ill- sportswear and dinner attire credCorky Corcoran to Betty Pastore,
ited with setting styles for the rest
ness.
Nov. 28, In New York. Bridegroom
Slade was a graduate of the U. of the nation.
Is Harry James' sax player.
Surviving is a son.
of Michigan's law school in 1867, but
Sarv) Marowitz to Lynne Richards,
soon turned to the stage. After
in Brooklyn, Dec. 1.
Bride forplaying in amateurs in Detroit, he
PAUL O'TBEE
merly sang with Harry James;
Paul James Ocheltree, 43, former
was engaged by Fred C. Whitney
groom now plays in James' band.
to star in the light opera 'Brian Daveneport, la., radio and concert
Boru.' It 'took him east where he singer, who appeared under the'
appeared in musical shows with name of Paul O'Tree, died of a heart
Lillian Russell, Delia Fox, Jefter- attack Nov. 29, in Des Moines.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dorraine, son,
Death occurred two days after he
•on de Angeles, Ada Rehan and
passed his physical examination for Nov. 21, in New York.
Father is
ethers of that era.
music publisher.
When he returned to Detroit, the Army.
Mr. and Mrs. David A.Llpton, son,
flade frequently entertained visitin New York, Nov. 26. Father is diVERNE PORTER
ing stage stars.
He was one of
Verne Porter, 53, author and mag rector of advertising, publicity and
the prime movers of The Players
Olub and for 20 years was Its pres- editor, died Nov. 28 in Hollywood. promotion at Columbia Pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kennedy,
ident.
He leaves a son and two He was former editor for the
Hearst's Cosmopolitan and Inter- daughter, in Hollywood, Nov. 24.
daughters.
national, and served as editor on Father is Aim actor.
Lieut. Commdr. and Mrs. John
many western dailies.
HENBT W. KIEL
For some time he was a film Farrow, son, in Hollywood, Nov. 27.
Former Mayor Henry W. Kiel,
prez of the Municipal Theatre Assn. writer and also authored several Mother is screen actress Maureen
of

years,

at

MARRIAGES

BIRTHS

of St. Louis,

O'Sullivan;

entertainment in

rector,

which sponsors alfresco books.
the Forest Park
THOMAS O'B. McCOT
theatre, died last week at his home.
Thomas O'R. McCoy, member of
While Mayor of St. Louis in 1919
Kiel conceived the idea of the open the old vaudeville Fitzgibbon-McCoy trio, died Nov. 24 in Salem,
air playhouse and nursed it through
the dark days when It was a ques- Mass. McCoy, his wife. Alice, and
the latter's brother, Bert Fitzgibtion whether the idea would survive.
Through his aid the project became mon, played the top vaudeville circuits for years.
Widow and daughInternationally known and Is now
considered one of the best coin ter survive.
makers of its kind In the U. S.
EDGAR SIMONIS
He was prez of the organization
Edgar Simonis. 50, district manduring 22 of the 24 years It has been
ager of Comerford theatres in LebIn existence. Kiel Is survived by his
widow, one daughter and two sons. anon area, died Nov. S9, in LebMe was the only Mayor to serve anon. Pa., of a heart ailment after
an illness of several weeks.
three terms in St. Loula.
He came to Lebanon two years
ago from Wilkes-Barre and leaves
PIERRE COHEN
his widow and two children.
Pierre Cohen, 81, London theatrical manager, died at his home in
Cheshire, England, recently, after
several years' fUness.
Originally a scenic artist, Cohen
became a vaudeville manager before the first World War, in which
he served, after whloh he joined

ELMER

E.

Mcdonald

Elmer E. McDonald, one of the
old-time song pluggers in the St.
Louis area, died at his home in Collinsville.

111.,

last

week from

plication of diseases.

a. comMcDonald, 58,

operated a music store in Collinsville,
Moss Empires, Ltd., and managed his home town. His widow, a son,
different theatres in that company. father and brother survive.
He Anally became supervisor for the
entire circuit and General Theatres
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
Corp.
George N. Montgomery, 51, independent Aim distributor, died Nov.
22
at
his home in Hollywood after a
FREDERICK HAHN
Frederick H. Hahn, president and long illness. During his 22 years in
the industry he had been connected
(jllrector
of
the
Zeckwer-Hahn
with
various enterprises, last of
Philadelphia Musical Academy, died
in the Graduate hospital, Philadel- which was All-Star Pictures.
phia, last week. He was 67.
native of New York, he came
to Philadelphia as a child and became one of the city's foremost
authorities* on music.
He studied
at the Leipsig Conservatory and occupied the chair of first violinist of
the Boston Symph for many years
before opening a conservatory In
Phlla.

A

HELEN VON DeLUBE

FRANK

E.

MCDONALD

Frank E. McDonald, 58. singer and
former music contact man, died last

week

in Collinsville.

MRS.

111.

DONALD McBRIDE

Mrs. Donald McBride, 41, wife of
the fllm comedian, died Nov. 28 in
Hollywood following a heart attack.

BRENDA

H.

LANE

Brenda H. Lane, 32, actress-writer,
York Jlov. 30.

Helen Matthews, 67, knowii pro- died in New
fessionally as Helen Von DeLure,
died Ur.Jjia Angeles Nov. 23.
Mother of
Her theatrical life covered a span fllm man and

Harry Grelle, pioneer
manager «f Broughton

now

father

with

is

the

Royal

Aim

I942

2,

her

di-

Canadian

Next Week

Bills

Father, 75, of Al and Lew Mercur,
Pittsburgh and Miami nitery (Nut
House) operators, died at his home
In

many

Wednesday, December

theatre in Pittsburgh, died
home in that city last week.

Contlaoed from page 48
Jean Taylor
Murray McEkreo

SmiM*

imm
Charlla Davig
Bunda A Jacksoo

Trianon
Jan Qarber
Tnavllle Olak

j

Cork and Bottle

Nelson Maples
Eddia Payton'a
Ray Bourbon
Bddla Peyton
Loumel Trio
Marlon Mailer
Loranu Flennoy Or
SI Olob
Max Tarabls
Pat HcCauley
Unda Cotta
Sally Rice
Doity KIna
Bddle KruahlnskI
Mary Love
Shirley Ames
Hotal Fort PIU
Oens Marshal
Ken Bailey Oro
Dotty KIns'a Oro
Jobnny Mitchell
Harry Walton
NeU DIeahan**
Jessie Wbeatley
Jean Merldeth
Hotel Henry
Clair Raye Qls
Serenaders
Dorothy Matthews

PHILADELPHIA
(Alpine Maalral

Bar)
airia of Notei (3)
RIfC RobbJna

Benny the Ban'a

Warren Thomae
Alma
Anita Chandler
Club Ball
Alan Cule
Barbara Lee
Bulllovellea

Karl Denny Ore
Sluarl & Lee

Helen Denlzon
Luis Fernandez Ore

UlBcham Hoaeo
Roy

Rulii

VocalQirea
Stratlord Garden
(Bellevoe Stratrord
Hotel)

Walter Miller Orcb

Den franklin
Belle Wharton
Nina Korda
SImone

Claire

Bob Duffy
Mnry Ann McCall
Billy Marihall

Oro

Cadlllao Tavern
Harry Dobba Ore
Henrique & A
Dee Kelly

Joe Cainpo

Roy

Kla

Cadillac

(«)

Carmen'e Mualcol
liar

Dong Elliott
Bobby .Mcnill
Raa Pnrker
Cnrroll'a

Henna

(3)

SUHan Carol
Area (3)
AInn ^tone
Qalnee Oro
Tvonettea
Collece Inn
Bob Tolley
Eloljto Mui-h ffle

Orace Kvans
Lynn Crawford
Sunny Rae
viola Klalas

De Gorcoe Cafe
.Toe

Hclnaley

Billy MclCee
Oeina (3)
Dl PlDlOi
l^tanley

Evana

Lewla & Van
Eddie Blum
GadiA I.anv
Kaye & Grey
Margie WInlcre
Pedro Blanco Oro

Embviy'
Dorothy Knapp
>jourbon & llalne
K.mbuasyephfl

ClHwaons

(3)

Krlck llhumba Oro
Lynn Raynolda
Geo Clifford
Pal

Sherlln

Sam

Price

Oro
Germantoira Bar

i

Bluea

(H Walton Roof)
Rose Oallo

Frakson
Lorene Rhoda
.Jerry Borsen

Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn C. Jackson,
Bubbleii Shelby
in Toledo. Nov. 21. Father is Ruth Clayton
Kay I.ttverly
announcer at WSUD. Toledo.
Hie C.lrnrdoa
Mr. and Mrs. George Curry, son, Olamour GIs
in Pittsburgh, Nov. 24. Father plays Eddie De Liica Ore
Caney Rhumba Oro
viola with Pittsburgh Symph and
Hopklne'Rntliakeller
for long time was member of StanBernnrdcttea
ley theatre house orch.
Pat Bernard
Mr. and Mrs. William Shea. Jr., Claire Evaiia
Johnny Cahlll
son,
in
San Francisco. Nov. 23. Uua.H L.'illeau
Father is publicity director of KPO- Ruth lliiney

Frank Murtha
Geo HarchettI Ore
'Old Falls Tavern
Martjn & Lee
Jack Hutchlnsoa
Peggy Martin
Billy Hays Ore
Frank ralnmba'a
Don Renaldo <3t
Heat Waves (3)
Gloria

Mann

Dorothy Johnson
Paatlnes (3)

Lewis & Van
Roy Davis
3 Wiles

Remington 01s

Jeaiis)

Esquires

tOay M'a)
Dorothy Nesbltl
Hotel 7tli Avenae
Frank Andrlnl
Argentlnlana
Hotel Roosevelt
Marjorie Hyams
Jerry Bleecker

Bob Robe
John Tatuin

Mat Bonis

Piccolo Pete Ora
*
Hal ft Dolly

Jimmy Huzza
'

Tiny Millar
Ted Blake
NIta Canrt

Rny Dunn

Pat HcQowan
Murray Ross
Joey Klein
Tiny Gorman
Jerry Tagress

Tommy Handres

Otebard Inn
Burton Ore

Benny

Oaala

1

Aces

Louise Hamilton
PlnsB
Don Rutter
Bill LeRoy Ore
Jacques La Bells
B«]d's Cats
Rudy Paul Oro

Tommy Meehan

Bddle Dalley
Molly Malone
_ Bqalrrel Cosp
Oothory Maaon Bd

Margo Price
Ethel Mason

Hotel Srhenley

Billy Hinds Oro
2 Moliameds
Joy LInd
Snow Edmonds
Hotel
Penn
Trelon
(Chatlerboa)
Joey Reynolds •
Arthur Ravel Oro
Freddy Rose
June Bobbins
Bddle Meyers
Ualente ft L«onarda Root ft La Monte
Tung Pin Soo
Jack McCarthy
(Continental Bar)
Tacht Clnb
Billy Catlzona
R Middleman Ore
Lenox Gordon
Georgia Tappa
Deno Belli
Dorothy Dare
John Fritz
Hlldeno

Wm

(8)

Don Angelino Ore

Fonelton Cafe
Madeline Shearden
Bruce
Dolly

Cy White
Charlie Ray
Joe Jorenelll

Nan O'Rourke
Bendesvoua
Cookie Williams
Wendell Mason
Rlit Carlton
Joa Stern Ore

Roman

(HMD

'•»»• Almore Co.

nrtlla

Pepper Garat

Frank PontI
Maeto & Tlierese
Dotty Frederick
Marty Devlne urcta
Sam's Cnfa
Lillian Rusao
Doc Smith
Louise Ayres
John Seuno
Kings of Rhythm
Mike Ray Oro

Merry-Go-Ronnd

Howdy Baum Oro
Lenter Oman
>[nffmnn Sla
Al Ferguson

Grace Hewaon

Shaag-BI-La
Judy Kayne Oro
Myrn Jennno
Grace & E Story
Flo NecUerson
Frances Wayne
Ben Yost Co- Eds
Joan Brandon
Nick Jerret Ore

Sammy

Bob Carter

Johnny Gnlloa

Juno Tnylor Olrls

Marco

^.

Sylvia Starr
Victory Lonngs
Victory 3

Rnmola

Golden Pair

SAN FBANCISCO

Joan Coray

Gertie Taylor Oro

Sky-Vae

Union Grill
Walters
(^harlotte Morris
Frank Natale
l.urille Malniiey
Mike Sandretto
Dale Harkncss
Vnin Madrid
.11m Maloney
Etzl Covato Oro
Alice Gerber
Star ft Jackson
N'en Hlllcreat
Mark Lane
Marty Schramm Ore Harry Manning
Nlion Cafe
Adele Parrish
Al Mnrsico Oro
Jeanne Blanche

Sclolla'a

Al Fisher
Sid Golden
Marie LaTill
Eddie Neff

Buddy Lester

Jimmy Gamble Ore

Dirk Ross
Prof Jovel

Muslo Bar
nilly Yates (t)

Pulare Hotel
(Rose Room)

Blonca Escalante

Edunrdo

Al Wallace Oro
Flamingo
Francis Hotel
(Moral Room)
The Vagabonds
Geo Beatty
George Olson Ore
Gilbert
Mark Hopkins Hotel Mary
White ft Manning
(Peacock Court)
Flamingo Amorettes
K Dunham Dncrs
Don Ferrara Oro
Herble Holmes Ore
Lido Club
Sir Francis Drake
Donald Novis
Hotel
H Paysee Dncra
(Persian Room)
Roland Drayer Oro
Chick Gandell's Ore
RIchellea Coalno
Bal Talwrln
H'wood Sweater GIs
Benito Moreno
Caria ft Fernando
Hermanns Williams Ynii Kriston
Peplta De Cordoba
Tito Ouiznr
Hurtadn Bros Oro
H Hughes Dncrs
Maddy Madaan Oro Ruth Craven

Henry Busse Ore
St.

Silver
Lake Inn
Mario & Maria
Audrey Sears
Col Geo Reed
Alice Lucey
Mickey Fomllant O
Son Ray Oardena
Billy Lyons
Earic & Frances
Coparabann
tSeraldlne Ross
Judy Shaw
Joaquin Garay
The Ounaetts
Kitty Hemllng Ore
Antarliia
s«s riDb
Rita Zane
cnrlOM Valndez
Beatrice & Danny
1':nrl<iue & Raquel
Esquire GIrlii
Agnes Willis
Tpirn Tavern
Len Parker Oro
Gene Ware
Lenny Roafl
S.
Georglnnn I.ee
Gypsy Rollta
Continued from pate 3
Helen Jerrli'o

Pulley

B.

presence of a 'Variety' mugg in the
lA>rralne King
So the
Joint over the weekend.
Jnek Ryan
wraps weren't on aftd the only things
Lamon & Baker
Mnrlla
Pulley was eliminating were some of
Betly Campbell
the more obvious four-letter words.
Harry Adar Oro
Swan Clob
And this was at the early performBelle Baker
Milady Sweethearin ance he must have really been
steaming around 2 a.m.
Vincent Rlzxo Ore
Jimmy Huson
There's no subtlety about Pulley
Alice Purcell
Brown Twins
or his material. His version of 'KalaI.R Vodlfi
NBC in Frisco.
Tony Bennett Oro Trans Atlantic L'mt mazoo' down at the Frolics wasn't
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Frankel. daugh- Hotel rhiladelphlaa Sally LaMar
double entendre just doubly dirty
Richard
Bocb
ter, in Brooklyn, N. Y., on Nov. 29. Don Masaey
ZOtli Century Club
than anybody else could possibly do
rietty Johnson
Father is a 'Variety' staffer.
Ruth Stevens
Jon Artliura
it.
At the Zebra, he's leaving very
t Men of Rhvthm
Mr. and Mrs. Elirier Rice, son,
Lexinctou Caalna
.Mike Pedacin
little to the imagination in his pain N. Y.. Nov. 29.
3 Tones
Father is the Duke .McIIale
and
Else'
rodies
'Somebod;'
of
Venice
Grill
Marty
Bohn
playwright; mother Is Betty Field,
Antone Bove
Jei-rl Miircclla
'Johnny Doughboy.'
stage and screen actress.
Bill Richards
I.ee Dolni
Nora Wllllama
Pulley ribs the Zebra's operators
Box Baxter
Mary Seville
Ruth .Martin
about
their tendency to pay low
Don Nicholas Ore
Billy Bock
Weber's Hot Bran wages. His definition of that remark^
Ted Oliver Ore
Camden
is something to embarrass even seaUtile Halhikeller
Nathane Bros,
soned S2nd streeters.
||
Marion Powers
^flldred Benson
Continued from page 1
& Kiesa
Wlleys <e)
^Sol Carney
Postal regulations forbid repeating
Eilith Dol.mey
Jules Flacco's Oro
the arty features, or those which OInKer .Snaps (4)
Ratlia'r Eldoradlanr some of his other gags.
It not posWilson's
send the metropolitan critics into Ann Howard
tal regulations, then just common
Victor Hugo's Ore
Brown Twins
rhapsodies of joy, don't hit in the
decency.
I.oo's Chancellor Bat Joe Hough
Marlon Long
camps.
Thus the 'Mrs. Minivers' Cain ^- riddle
There's been dirt on 52d street beGeorge Dexter
can't compete with an Abbott & TonI
Earl
Gerard Ream
fore, the swing street not hitting all
Minstrel Tavern
Carol Joyce
Costello or a frothy musical at the
its blue notes in the jazz music, but
.Tenn Meredith
Ed McGoldrIck
boxotflce.
Geo Baquet Oro
Pulley probably represents a new
Sally Koy
Eddie Blum
Army Motion Picture Service says Joe L.anlftan
low for the sector. He's at No. 18,
Judy Shaw
Anita Thoma
if producers really want to hit the
next door to the popular Club 18
Sissy Oinnle Loftus New Torkera
Calh Berney Gle
buUseye with soldiers, recipe is
(which is really 20 W. 52d) and virMoravian Bar
Tacht CiDb •
simple.
Just make a picture built Kenny Shaffer (3)
Jeannette Dare
tually across the street from; the
Reggie Van
around some arm of the service Vnn Bon Buddies
swanky Jack & Charlie's Club 21.
Mttrraj's Rhytlun
Anne Talley
and, if possible, trim it with song
Bar
Harry Holly
Another established spot on the same
Fay Wray
and dance.
Victor Nelson Ore
street is Leon 8c Eddie's, which in
Service pictures have all done well
the long run, might And a Pulley
PITTSBUB6H
with men In uniform. 'Wake Island'
even more damaging than the curwill be Paramount's No. 1 Ananclal
Alpine Lodge
Bill Blckel
rent American Guild of Variety ArBlue BIdce Inn
grosser in 1942, with 'The Major and Wnliy .Sineffler Oro
tists strike.
Lou Lucky Oro
Eilyihe Wray
the Minor' as the runner-up. That's cheaney
Cornell Cooper
Ik Wertb
The Zebra Club is in a long, narthe way they ran in the camps.
Alien & Ravel
Boogle-Woogle Club
row room on the groundfloor of a
Cozy Harris
Bert Nagle Co
Camp theatres have no intention tleorce Moore
Maxle Simon
brownstone house. On one end Is
of following up Lowell Mellett's sug- Kiizak
Dancing Buddy
the bar, and the other is the bandBoog
Sherman
Arlington
gestion about dropping double feaI.o4g«
Joey Brown
stand.
Psil Ailwes
Other performers are spetures. It was stated unofficially that Helen Foster Oro
Gladys Mason
cialists. Honey Ames, Toni Mitchell
Harry Gomorado
when the circuit and chain operators
Balconadea
Olab Petite
and Elaync Polly, all femmes and
.
show they mean business and elim- Earl Rckler Oro
Jack Peck Oro
one of them doing a semi-strip to
Molly
Paplle
inate dual programs. Army may folam OrMB't
Eddie Bhairner
leering remarks by Pulley.
Other
low the trend. But they don't ex- Baron Billot t Oro
Ralpb Sorlnger
two are singer and hoofer, respecMai-y Krelg
Calanlal
pect it.
Babe Rhodea
Jimmy SplUlny Or tively.

son,

eath

St.

Rathakellet

—

—

Grable,

I

Lamour
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Reading Amus. Park
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camp

training

tona Beach.

my

lot for

opened at Day-

just

Anyway

It

did a helluva

morale.

Jock Harvey.

niission.'

Anoltaer

Ez-P. A. Beports

Fort Bragg, N. C, Nov. 27.
Editor, 'Variety':
For the past week Tve been trying to figure out Just what there
is for an ex-press agent who has
fpent some 18 months in the Army

Lebanon,

$25,000 wage ceiling
the hell out of me ... I used to be
a $100,000 a year partner in a hobut as a $78 bucka a
siery firm
month sergeant, it doesn't bother me
at aU.' •
Guess that's about all for now...
readers
Tell the
to go back to Berle
and Laurie, they can turn out Interesting stuff.
Cpl. Curt Weinberj;.
.

.

Cole Bros. Dig In For

Winter at Lodsville

That is, somewrite about
thing that will be of some interLouisville, Dec. 1.
est to readers and -will not bring
Cole Bros. Circus has again taken
<lown the frowns of the War Dept. up winter quarters at the State Fair
Believe me it's a problem. Don't Grounds after a cross-country trek
forget that the majority of my writ- which included 158 cities. Circus
ing in the past 18 months has been arrived in town last week with 30
confined to writing letters home for double-length
and
cars
railroad
some of that n^sterious quality once stored the equipment in barns and
known as moolah. So, if what fol- buildings. Zack Terrell, prez, said a
lows is to wind up In your waste- number of new animals, elephants,
basket, please blame it on the fact etc., were acquired toward the close
that the Army is much more inter
or the season, and brought on to
csted in the way I handle the Ca
Fla.,
Pensacola,
from
LiOUisville
pone type of 'typewriter,' than it is where the show closedvTerrell plans
in my results on a Remington or to go out again in the spring, if
Hoyal.
transportation difficulties do not preMy last trip to New York on fur vent the tour.
lough last summer was discouraging
How would
«s Musso is to Adolf.
to

you feel if you hit New York and St. Louis Rodeo Nets
found that you'd been away so long
that'the only chorine you knew was
$60,000; Sunbrock Out
Chic Gagnon— who was working in
St. Louis, Dec. 1.
'This Is the Army.' As for the dim
The Rodeo and Thrill Show, by
out. It reminded me of all the Jokes
Louis Firemen's Pension
St.
the
Berle and Youngman used to tell
Fund, netted the fund approximately
ubout Philadelphia.
I see by the columns where Dave $60,000 and it marked the passing of
Wolper now has about 40 count Larry Sunbrock as a promoter In
'em 40 gals working at the Hur this town. Tom Packs, head man in
Where'd he get 'em? Did the wrestling and boxing promotional
ricane.
he raid a welding school or an air field here, was th.: producer in conplane factory?
junction with Fire Chief Joseph
And I notice that my old stamp Morgan.
ing grounds, the Kit Kat, Is now
This was the show in which Sun-

—

—

the Cafe Life... What is that? A
nisht club or a habit?
You'll be relieved to know that
one of Broadway's grandest
old traditions hasn't been afTected by
the war. Just got a letter from Pa
dancer at the Chez
tricia Price,
Paree in Chicago, in which she asks

b'ock, formerly a familiar figure In
such promotions here, failed to take
a hand. He and Packs worked together In New York, Philadelphia
and other eastern cities last summer
but since parted.
Sunbrock attempted to join In the
promotional end of the St. Louis
me if 1 know an Irv Gasman, w id is show and. failing, tried to get a Job
niso stationed here at Fort Bragg. as m.c. Packs turned ("own the reis
the
friend
of
She adds that he
boy
quests.
another of the chorines at the Chez
Paree. and mentions that his outfit
is— you guessed it the post band!
Most of the letters I get from old
F. C. C.

at least

—

How
pals a.';k the same question.
did the other boys at camp react
to the swell news of the successThat's a
ful invasion of Africa?
hard

one

to

How

answer.

would

Billy Rose feel if he devoted all of
his time and effort to putting on a
show in which he only had a .small
.<:hare
and was called to the Coast
the nisht before the show opened
and clicked big? Naturally, he would
feel
swell about the success, but
he certainly would feel badly about
not beiPH in on the scene of the
triumph himself.

—

—

Another big

question

from

the

civilians these days Is what to send
to & guy in the service for Christ-

mas. Well, you've got a wide latitude of choice there. Smokes, food
n good bottle of scotch If you can
.send it to him by Railway Express
care of some town near his post
(not /or men overseas by t^ie wav),
but don't try sending it to camp as
that's against army regulations, and
a million other things. But from
fide of the fence the nicest gift
I can think of Is this: Buy a box
of stationery; write a letter on every

my

Probe

Continued from pace
of
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;

WMAK

which

WKEN

thereafter.
A* 12-point docket has been made
public and the FCC will ask BBC
officers to supply answers to these
points, among others:

The determination of BBC's
qunlifloations to operate stations

WKBW

?nd

WGR.

Full information about the relations of the licensee with the

Churchill Tabernacle (operated
in Buffalo by the Rev. Clinton
H. Churchill, one of the original operators of
In the
early days of radio before the
corporation's formation).
Information about the existence, nature, extent and effect
of agreements or understandings
by which the BBC controls the

WKBW

two stations.
Examination
of
agreements
between the BBC and the Tabernacle, especially what rights the

The

Tabernacle reserve.s or attempts
control of the sta-

It

along.

1.

Censorship .Aftermath
Canadian war publicity mtcndcd tor
Suspended senlcncc of two years the U. S.
All stories having an Ainericun or
been impo.seo on Texas-born
of a international angle nui>t in (iiturc be
West Virginia Congressmun and staff brought to the attention or Ihe board
South Mountains, was .sold at shermember of the Toronto Daily Star, ahead of tijne so thai the external
division of WIB. operating tmder
iff's sale here to the Lebanon County
whose Time mag story, dc.-iling with
Trust Co., representing a $30,000 disorders at the Nazi prison camp at Campbell Smart, can prepare for the
best possible reception of the .stories
mortgage holder, for $22,500. Grem- Bowmanville, Ontario, resulted In
throiitih itS'Ncw York and Washingcharges of violation of ihe Dcfen.se
minger did not attend snle.
ton offices.
of Canada regulations. His .story had
Plans for 1943 for the re-sort,- 135
to do with the resistance set up by
acres in extent and including a
Wclfc Kaufman Inducted
Luftwaffe and submarine crew memlarge lake, with bathhouses, canoe
"Volfe Kaufman, film critic and
bers who resented being handcuffed
rental and other building.s, are unreprisal for the manacling of head of the dramatic department of
In
certain, because of the war. Mortthe Chicago Sun. h.ns been ordered
Canadian prisoners at Dieppe.
gage interest, $1,155. and execution
In the 15-minute hearing, the re- tor induction Dec. 8. So far no recosts, $2,200,
are charged against
porter pleaded guilty and said that placement has been announced, althe property, as well as the mortmost of his facts had been secured though W. A. S. Douglas, the pa-

known

as

Mt

Gretna and located

nine miles south of this

city,

in

the

has

Edward Gay Rohrbou^h. ssn

gage principal.

second-hand. His counsel contended per's traveling editor, may fill in
that the Nazi prison camp .story Cor the time being.
Douglas recently took over the
had appeared in 'Time' rs a rewrite
and that, in mailin'^ the yarn. Rohr department when Kaufman vacabough had no wish or intention to tioned on the Coast.
Canadian
slip somethinrr over on

NEW SLATE SWEEPS
SHOWMEN'S LEAGUE
Chicago, Dec.
Election of the

to reserve in
tions.

broutrht
Rohrbouch's
account
about diplomatic complications, the
fear buins cxorcsscd that i's pub-

inAmerica yesterday iMon.) re lication woulfl result In crealcr
dignities and cruelties being impo.scd
in
an independent ticket by Germ.nny on Al'ied prisoners.

of

suited

being swept into office by a wide
majority for

all offices, except the
Jack Nelson elected pres
Fred H. Kressman, first vice
president, Harold Paddock second
vice-president, S. T. Jesscp, third
vice-president, William Car.sky only
regular ticket winner, nosed out
Lee Sloan for treasurer by 40 votes.
Joe Streibich, secretary for many
years, was unopposed.

Darrell Martin Sentenced

treasurer.

Darrell V. Martin, former radio
editor of the Pittsburgh P.ist-Gazette.
was sentenced Monday (30) to 8 to
23 months in the workhouse by
Judge John P. E;;an after the jurist
had refused Martin's appeal for a
new trial. He was convicted of
taking $2,000 from Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Claypool. of Kiltinning, P?.. to
be used for a local radio weekly
which Martin planned to publish.
Ex-columnist pleaded guilty last

ident,

Argentine News

September to fraudulent conversion
and was given until Monday to make
restitution to Claypools.
Although
he failed to repay them, Mrs. Claypool asked court if there was any
other way to puni<-h Martin besides
imprisonment. Judge Egan said no.
governing communications compan- Martin had obtained money from
ies mean little so long as Berlin and Claypools
in
October, 1941.
DeRome Embassies are permitted to fendant used money for his own use
continue their private transmitters.
after depositing it under an account
in his own name, it was testified.
Summary of regulations follows:
Functions and duties of local About two months ago, Martin
. 1.
brought out first and only issue of
censorship are defined.

S

Cootlnued Ironi page 29

that rules in themselves are mean
ingless unless backed by a desire to
really root out Axis use of communications and that anyway any rules

Rules for establishment of the his weekly, a small affair devoted
communications chiefly to logs of four local stations.
responsibility
of
He ignored the<programs of WWSW.
companies are set up.
3.
All telecommunications which That station is owned by Posttend to affect the security of Ameri- Gazette, which fired Martin as its
can countries directly or indirectly radio editor more than three years
2.

are prohibited.

ago.

All messages in code or cypher
are prohibited.
5.
Languages are limited to Spanish, Portuguese, French, English, Ger-

istas

4.

Information

manner

in

about

sums

of

which payments were

accounted for

in

reports to the

FCC.

WKBW

'

-

Enforcement will be in the hands
of the Director General de Correos y
Telegrafos tPostofTice) headed by
Dr. Horacio Rivarola.
The prohibition of code merely
stopping of code messages
are obviously such.
It's feared in .some quarlcrs that
news correspondents alrciidy limited
in what they can .send out may have
to ^)altle thiough each cable, not
merely tho.se which 'affect the security of American countries' but
any that contain rcfcicnccs to local

means

is

the,

Buffalo, while

WGR

through court action
ago, but

was

.several

iinsiiccc.'-.sful.

years- is .still available via.
Tr: nyr-. r'it).

J.

T.

Biicnjs Ai.es press phologs have
first
!ens-.snappers organization in South .America and
aie anxious to get in touch with
U. S. organizations working along
the .-ame line.
Group known as
Asoc'acion de Rcporteros Graflcos,

formed the

has

headquarters

at

Paseo

Colon

388.

Title of Charles B. Driscoll's

book

new

'Kansas Irish,' not, as was
.stated
last
week. 'Shanty Irish.'
Latter is the lag of bO oldie by Jim
is

Tully.

LITEKATI OBITS
Elmore C. Lefflngweil, 64. press
agent and former newspaper man,
died Nov. 29 in New York.

Henry

J.

Schnell, 67, editor

and

The Oil, Paint & Drug
Reporter and The National Painter
magazine, died Nov. 29 in Orange,
publisher of

N. J.

John R. Covert, 64. Washington
columnist for The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, died Nov. 28 in Wayne,
Pa. He joined the paper in 1900,
after serving as city editor for The
Philadelphia Call.
Walter Carver, 75, former owner of
the Richmond (Ind.) Telegram, died
there Nov. 24.
Jolin Dee Sewell, 29, member Of
the staff of the Washington TimesHerald for two weeks, died Nov. 25
in

Washington.
larry Whittlncton,

33.

newspaper

cartoonist and creator of 'Mazie the
Model,' died Nov. 26 in New York,
after being struck by an auto.

- Ask Press Freedom
Andrew M. (Andy) Lawrence,
Argentine Asociacion de Period- over 70. died in San Francisco Sat(newsmen's group) has for- urday (28).
Veterac editor was
warded to Minister of Interior identified with the Hearst newspaper

is
estab- Misuel Culiaciali a petition requestlished for the suppression of clan- ing lifting of rcstricUons which govern dailies and m.ngazines there.
destine radio stations.
7.
Strict control of private cables Under state of sie.qc imposed last Debased on the establishment of a cember by then Acting President
register and licensing. In first case, Ramon S. Castillo, freedom o£ speech
register shall comprise all banks, was suspended for the duration and
mercantile companies, associations newspapers forbidden to editorallze
with legal status, accredited commer- on foreign affairs, supposedly becomment might affect
cial firms, etc., which after inscrip- cause such
tion
in
the register and having country's neutrality. As It's worked
proved their legal status and activi- out, however, the restrictions have
to hinder more and more
ties, will be permitted to .send cables served
dealing exclusively with banking pro-democratic sheets, while at the
and matters pertaining to compan- same'time permitting such Axis rags
to carry on * pretty
In the second case, as 'Pampero
ies' business.
licensing system for individuals will much as they pleased.
Restrictions have become stronger
be set up. They must justify the reason for their messages and duly and stronger in recent months with
Government actually suspending for
establish their identity and responvarious periods dailies which dared
sibility.

that

money paid by the licensee to
the Churchill Tabernacle.
The

CHATTER

news censorship.

1,

Showmen's League

Columbia outlet In
carries Mutual government.
Issuance of deci-ee came a day
programs. However. WGR is forced
to carry
most of the Columbia's after officials discovered the existchoice commercial programs on Sun- ence of a clandestine radio station
day throufih an iron-bound, lonp- operated by the Cia. Plantense de
term contract made by the Rev. Electricidad Sicmcns-S.hurkert, Na7.i
Churchill in the corporation's early electrical outfit which is on the offiday.s.
The Tabernacle, evangelistic cial black list, Found that this transenterprise calling itself 'Buffalo's mitter, installed in the suburban dislargest spiritual workshop,' monopo- trict of San Fernando, was used to
lizes WKBW s Sunday schedule with transmit information of value to the
a morning .service from 10:45 to noon Axis. Among those held is Otoman
and an organ recital from 12:45 to MuUer. a- high official of Sicmens1:30 p.m.. and evening service from Schuckert.
Companies still accepting cables to
7 to 10 p.m. and a 'Back Home Hour'
from 11 to 12 midnight. BBC tried Axis countries include Transradiu
what to break this Sunday stranglehold and Italcable and telephone service

blackface.
I
asked him
'ip was so pleased about and he reccl, 'If I were still a civilirn this
in

Dec.

was assigned to WBEN,
man and Italian.
began operations in 1930.
6.
Permanent service
was discontinued shortly

happiest soldiers are the ones who
get plenty of mail and papers to
read; it's a sure cure for loneliness.
But, getting back to that scotch,
in my case, Fayettevllle, N. C. Is
mighty nilose to Fort Bragg and the
Railway Express office there is
plenty bi?.
However, on the whole. Army life
i.<'n't
S3 bad.
We can ride around
in G.I. vehicles (on business) without ruining one eye keeping it on
the gas gauge; and If a tire starts
wearing thin from constant wte. it
doesn't call for any gray h^irs. They
still put sugar On the tables down
here at camp and nobody .counts
the number of cups of cofte" we
drink in the morning. ..and last
Tuesday we had chicken.
Just met a G.I. who looked happy
n.s all hell.
He was reading about
the wage earners ceiling and smiling so hard his gums looked like a
pnrlay of Joe E. Brown and Jolson

pase and then send

Pa.,

The amusement park owned by
would worry Ferdinand Gremminger, of Reading,

.

P.S.— Has the salary treeze caused
the following to be chanted by the
Hollywood agents?
Praise the Lord, how do I get com-

Brings $22,500 at Sale

Home

Letters Back

Lileraii

to criticize

;

I

!

Axis

activities.

War's Drain on McmpbLi Daily
Probably hardest hit by the war
drain on manpower of any newspr.per in Dixie is the editorial staff
of
Memphis' Commercial Appeal.
102-year-old sire of southern Jour-

nalism. Virtually every department
on the editorial room floor has been
stripped of key men, most of them
leaving fairly recently.
Among first to go was Capt. John
Hutchison, who had a detail of news-

enterprises for many years, chiefly
in Chicago.
He was credited with
establishing
the
American
and

Herald-Examlner there.
Harry F. Mallelt, 57. died Nov. 14
in° Berkeley,
Calif.
From 1010 to
1920 he was legislative reporter end
feature writer with the Edmonton,
Alberta. Journal and special correspondent for the London Times.
When he left Edmonton, he Joined
Ihe Oakland, Calif., Tribune.

War Curbs tackled
By Outdoor Showmen
Chicago, Dec.

Hundreds

of

outdoor

1.

showmen

from

all parts of the country are
here attending one or another of
the several outdoor organizations in
convention at the Sherman Hotel.
The path of the outdoor showman
is
roucher than ever due to re-

ictions caused "^y the war and this
car the meeting.'! hav- assumed a
serious tone.
Problems of
n.sportatlon,
shortage of materials and lack of manpower arc sub-

st
.

more
t

'

je.ts

undct discussion. Attendance
mejtings is thi. biggest in

the
years.
i

t

Among

teered
brcak.

r.:ols

political

nen's

the organizations In sesthe American Carnivals
American Recreational
Assn.;
International
of Fairs and Expositions: NaAssn. of Amusement Parks,
and Beaches and the ShowLeague of America. Procecd-

int.;

win

paper correspondents under his wing
for the

Army when

the

Yanks land-

Africa on Nov. 7. He volunlong before the war's julLate.st are Dave McConncll,
columnist, and Claud Curlin, city reporter, both of whom entered the Merchant Marine.
All told, the editorial department
counts 27 key men gone into service,
a remarkably large number for a
paper in a town the size of Memphis.

ed

in

Closer Canadian Into Ties
Clo.scr
relationship
has
been
brought about between the Wartime
Information Board and the departmental publicity branches of the
T. and. navy," army, air force and munitions
and .supply :n. matters rohilina tn
I

sion
A-ssn.,

are

Inc.;

Equipment
Assn.
tional

be

climaxed

tomorrow

night (2) with the annual installat'on dinner and ahow of the Showmen's League «f America In Ihe
Bal Tabarin of the Hotel Sherman.

Bacus, Ft. Worth, tnto Training
Fort Worth, Dec. 1.

Roy Jacus, commercial manager

of
and formerly reporter for the Fort Worth Press, has
become enrolled at the Naval Training School, Tucson, Ariz:
He h»<
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PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

JACK PHILBIN

2,

DECCA RECOIDS

1942

RADIO

STAGE

MUSIC

—
PablJah«d Watklr at 1S« Wait 46th Btnct,
Bntarad aa Sactfna-claaa mattar Sacamber

Naw Tork
2S,

ItOS,

A

VOL.

NEW

No. 14,

148

'

:**

N. I- br Varlatr, Inc. Annual subaorlptlon, lit. Stngla coplaf II cania.
tba- Pptt OSIc* at Naw York, N. T., undar tha act of Uaroh i. liT*.

COFXBIOHT, IMt, BT TABIET¥, INC.

AIX BIGHTS RESERVED
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1942

9,

U. S. Soldiers Disapprove of Hilarity

ASCAFs

DflllFT-IIGE

At Home While They re at the Front

$4M

CENTS

PK

EASES THREAT TO

U. S.

25

Melon for

M

Kepotes Fast Post-Radi0 Recovery
II

fr-

A

poll taken in

New York among

signiflcantly

reflects

their

attitude

about the boys engaged in the far-

flung battlefields as against the war-

boom spending sprees back home.
Survey, made by the Hotel Governor Clinton, N. Y., management to
decide whether it should drop its
New Year's eve revelry plans, reveals a definite undercurrent of disapproval by the U. S. combatants
to hilarity current in niterles and
other spots.
Singled out for criticism, in particular, were the defense
Soldiers polled, according to Robert J. Glenn, the Clinton's hotel general manager, expressed the hope
there would be 'a sane observance
this New Year's commensurate with

good

Industry Heads -.jSe« Major

taste.'

Hotel, accordingly, has abandoned

Room

floor show
'43 on a strictly
'business as usual' basis, despite fact
that it packed 'em in to the tune of
1,800 last
Year's at $7.50 per

plans for

A New York

Coral
and will usher in
its

New

head.

Mo' With Parade
Of Old Pop Songs

not as yet
through his agency, Lord

&

Thomas,

Heroism

in No. Africa power pool last week impressed
Hollywood and New York film indus-

operations under the

On Length

War Manpower

N.

Y.

Patrons Steer Away From
NIterlei Since Hnb Fire

Max Gordon

of

Rnn 3%%

ter Eileen' will continue its stay

Broadway long
garded

film

$500,000 less than It was for. 1940.
Despite the sharp reduction in its
contractual rates wlUi radio,
might have been able to meet that
1940 distribution level if It hadn't
during the past 11 months made
certain heavy operating expenditures, such as replacing' its system
lawyer district representation
of

believes his 'My Sis-

on

ASCAP

after the' highly re-

version,

which played

three weeks at the Music Hall, Radio
j

will

City,

have completed

release.

I

!

I

{

Business for the play has dropped
again, but with the actors taking a
salary cut, 'Eileen' can go along in-

with its own operated offices. The
budget now being set up for 1943 in(Continued on page 53)

definitely.

Commission, chairmanned by Paul
Pay deal calls for the cast to reV. McNutt, by presidential decree
ceive a pro rata share, according to
Zanuck, film advisor to the Chief
over the weekend is viewed in show
receipts, with full pay if the gross
Signal Officer of the Army, is rebusiness as likely (1) to halt the
vealed to be in charge of a crew
exceeds $6,500. There is a sliding
exodus of topflight performers, diof 90 lensers.
They're picturing
scale starting at $4,500 which Is conrectors, writers from the studios via
every aspect of the invasion of the
siderably under the lowest takings
enlistment, and (2) allow for some
Americans of North and West
to date. The usual Equity minimum
deliberation on the comparative valAfrica and the current struggle for
o( $50 weekly applies at the $4,500
ues of studio personnel (including
This
the first battle in

cream

vital

of

technicians)

tre and thought of going to
phi. Latter was taken over,

bte>--as well as personnel not so
well known to the public, but none
the less invaluable behind the scenes
in productioiL

Coming

Hollywood, Dec;

the Adel-

at this time, when the call
for assignments

Government film-producing units has reached huge proportions, the order has been received
with high favor because it is considered likely to provide a measure of

"

Guild union heads pointing to a 48hour week predicated on the picture
business being declared essential to

A

COMEBACKS BECKON
TO A. K. MAESTROS

holding reservations for the Christ-

bandleaders
return to action.

'retired'

'

sulted
!

I

i

spitz
five

I

Pickerl,

novelty hoofing turn, passing up an
eight-month tour with USO-Camp
Shows. Transportation made taking
the dog with them prohibitive.

•

1

war

effort.

understood here that such
It
is
classification will soon be C9ming
through. Union heads were told that
the general Government directive
requires a 4a-hour week for essential
industries, with overtime to apply

dog that had
years has re-

& Verna

wife team.
I

I

'

Rollo

"Going To Town' is one of Camp
are going ahead with plans to Shows' smaller units and does much
reorganize. Others get discouraged of its traveling by bus. Restrictions.
when told of the difficulty of secur- by bus companies against animals
brought about their nix of the tour.
ing mu.sicians.

Some

;

in

Dance duo handed in it£ notice and
checked out of the 'Going To Town'
unit on Dec. 5 after two weeks. Bob
Ripa, juggler, replaced the husband-

who now wish

Stories telling
to
of the number of inductions and enlistments by current leaders have
apparently convinced the a.k.s that
the time is ripe for a comeback.

full-breed

been their pet for

]

Major band booking agencic; report increasing calls each week from

the

ACrS LOVE OF A DOG
CANCELS 8-MO. TOUR

(Continued on page 16)

Washington, Dec. 8.
Idaho winter sports
resort, will close its doors to the pubPersons
lic Dec. 20 for the duration.
Valley,

8.

'Discussiond were heWhere-ovw. She
weekend between William Hophina.
regional director of the War" MiSmpower Commission, and Screen

renamed

in various

FOLD BY HELP SHORTAGE

mas holidays were being notified toThe hotels are cashing In on the day. Manpower shortage, food and
Boston Cocoanut Grove fire, at the
expense of the niteries, at least so fuel rationing and transportation diffar as New York Is concerned.
In ficulties were the reasons given by
Gotham, the supper clubs have been general manager W. P. Rogers for
the closing.
hit hard by the Hub tragedy.
The hostelries, however, with their
He explained that he had conferred
roomier dinlng-and-dancing restau- here Monday with rubber czar Wilrants, plus the steel construction and liam L. Jeffers, president of the
•"Tianifold fire exits, etc., have perked Union Pacific Railroad, which operm&>rkedly.
ates the resort, about the closing.

Bi^ Issentud'

the Radiant theatre and operated
.spasmodically for awhile by 'Master
Metaphysicians,' a cult whose leader
is in jail because of fraud.

on studio manpower

D.C

May Declare Pix.

'Eileen' now in its 103d week, will
able manpower is moved about.
Coming earlier in the year, this be berthed in its fourth Broadway
Government action terminating vol- house, slated for the Broadway from
untary enlistments and fixing the the Rifz on Sunday (13), former
abrupt
draft age below 38 might have con- house b^ing available by the
outfit.
served for the industry some of its withdrawal of the New Opera
theabiggest boxoffice names (Clark Ga- Gordon sought a large-capacity

SUN VALLEY FORCED TO

Sun

Reported

figure.

before irreplace-

distribute $4,4iM),000 in
this year, a

to not quite
$5,000,000. What makes the recovery
especially significant is the fact that
radio during 1942 has been paying a
commercial fee that Is from 2V4% to
under that which prevailed for
1940. The margin of sustaining payments from radio will figure around

day.

Tunisia.
is
which the AEF has met the
the Nazis' blitz force.

to

by the end of

and publishers amounted

Passing Pic Version

Darryl

of the biggest grossers of their

slated
royalties
is

sum which Is but 11% under
ASCAP's peak diwy year, namely,
1940, when the split among writers'

Legit 'Eileen' Seen

Manpower Commission

Zanuck, known by try toppers as a major relief.
many of his former associates in
Picture producers previously were
the film business to have landed in
burdened by approaching insurAfrica with the big American dimountable talent and manpower
vision there, is disclosed by reports
obstacles. The threatened disintegrareaching New York from newstion of the intricate, highly specialpaper correspondents to be pho- ized
production branch of the busitographing 'the biggest production
ness
now appears likely to be
of his life.' And that's no small
averted.
potatoes for a guy who's credited
Realignment
of Selective Service
with some 70 films, among them
Col.

1941 from its 10-months battle
with the radio interests. The Society
late

dates.

the past

of Frederick Bros.

weeks.

TRAGEDY PERKS HOTELS

a manager and is
week for theatre
Her top price
was $1,500.
Being handled by Charles Yates
herself

asking $3,500 a

Uncle Sam's new draft age regulaand the emergence of the War
as a dominant
factor in handling the nation's man-

Zannck's

mdicated,

what his disposition will be toward
'Information' when the renewal option on the quiz comes up in a couple

and cafe

got

tions

Col.

m

has

cian Enlistments

BUT NO CURE-ALL

Correspondents'

gained

to the publicity

during the 'Wine, Women and
Song' trial, Margie Hart, over
the major fuss started, has

whom

in

Despite his rank. Zanuck is disThe program with which George closed to be getting his pictures
the hard way.
According to the
Washington Hill, American Tobacco
correspondents, he's right In the
Co. prez, proposes to replace 1n- thick of the firing almost all the
fQrjnBliQa,...Ple8ae' _oj»..Jfll«C Friday time.
OauU, MacGowan, of the New
nights, involves another Hit Parade York Sun, quotes Sgt. Robert EdWea, but the repertoire
the newer wards, of Achland, O., as saying:
Instance will be songs dating back
Zanuck constantly amazes
'Col.
20 years or go. It will be a halfinsists on going to the front
hour stanza, using a large dance us. He
(Continued on page 16)
unit, solo vocalists and a mixed
chorus.
Hill

Thanks

Commission .^and End to
Labor Chang-'ieovers
Halts Talent and Techni-

more.

War

War Manpower
-

When it was announced that
no men over 38 would henceforth be drafted, which lets him
out, the show buyer got so excited he started paying acts $29

some

HiU WiU Replace

Relief Via

vaudeville booker
had been very worried by the
threat of induction by the Army.

Kudos for

workers.

ASCAP win come through 1942
with a financial stoiy that will impress not only th6 members but outsiders as extraordinary when analyzed through the dubious licensing
outlook that faced the organizatibn
when it emerged, badly defeated, in

King Publicity

Really Excited

from the various war fronts

(oldiers

after 40 hours.

Studio unions are now working on
36-hour week basis, but there is
talk of working out a weekly
guarantee for a certain number of
men in each craft which would assure Ihcm liberal earnings.
The plan would work thusly: Producers would figure out the number
of painters necessary over a certain
period.
If the figure Is 800, there
would be a 48-hour weekly guarIt
antee for that number of men.
.w.opld ll^en devolve upon the union
to pick the men who would receive
that guarantee.

some

Wednesday* December

MISCELLANY

HoDywood

By Gas

Rationing;
Hollywood, Dec.

Gas rationing went

'B'

among players and

B

Issued

their

extras,

-omedlan

certifled

for

by

SUMPS

mentione-l that he was .sending
his cook to Lockheec*
Now he
doesn't have to send her.

a

Labor-Management Transpor-

joint

cms

to
radio public, but not to his cook.
In a treatise written for 'Variety'
sacrifices of war, Groucho

on the

labors.

Film casual workers, applying
extra gas, must be

HoUywooc. Dec. 8.
Morx may be a
his stage, screen and

Groucho

who were

ordinary

STATES

in

rationing books, suflicient

carry on

BUY
UNITED

Cards for Actors
Can't Kid the Cook

8.

into efTecl

the film production Industry without causing much Inconvenience

to

jaCTOFY

Activity Little Disturbed

She went

It will

money to

i

Billy Gilbert's Son,

|

New body

turists

of the nation to

grow food

needed

industrial
for troops and
Coin for the film was put
up by Henry E. Lester, who was on
hand during the entire, eight weeks

workers.

up a mode of shooting. Victor StolofT directed.
of procedure by which Guilds and
Lester organized the Volunteer
unions will suffer no delay in Land Corps Film Corp. to make the
ctraightening out the gas supplies pic.
Miss Thompson,
He's prez.
of regular memberships and certify who's chairman of the board of the
supplementary rations for irregular Volunteer Land Corps is v.p. Edgar
workers. These workers make up Locw is treasurer and Louis R. Teig
about 39% of the employees whose secretary.
applications must be handled by the
Company, It Is said, will make
committee.
Lester and
other pictures, too.
Little confusion has been reported StolofI have been seeking a major
from the studios thus far, with most release for the pic, which will probof the employees riding on full tanks ably be a two-reeler. Falling of theof gas before the restrictions went atrical distribution, the film will be
Into effect, and many of them get- released for 16 mm. consumption.
ting up earlier in the morning to
is

setting

^

|

use public transportation systems.
Buses were crowded, particularly
In San Fernando Valley where Warners, Universal and Republic arc
located.
Some of the workers
reached their studios in share-ride
cars and those who reside near
enough used bicycles. There were
a few cases of tardiness but not
enough to hamper production.
At the Screen Actors Guild it was
reported that there were no protests
from Class A players or extras over

|

I

to

Chi Lenient to

Speed

Show Folk

versal

Parents on AnnyTonr
While his foster-parents were with
a

USO-Camp Show

to

permit

half,

8.

a long tour of
theatres in early

number

of raids on the

Lieut Fairbanks' wife

"

Is

coast-

the form-

'Almost a Bride' is slated as their er Mary Hartford.
This is their
second film, to follow 'Solid Senders,' second child. Fairbanks was formtheir current chore.
erly married to Joan Crawford.

8.
|
'

Government

W

enemy

line.

recognition of their services to the

Ik

'SEX'

April 28, 1926)

Miss Weat'a double legit debut as autlior-actrcss occurred nt Daly s
theatre on Weat 63d atreet. As a playwright she used the nom-ilc-ilnnie
of Jane Maat. As a ptayer, she used her own monicker. The pl.iy. .i.s a
play, was terrible, but the first night audience took it good naiuivOly.
The city censors, however, bached up the wngon.

Ouch, Those Benefits

«««»

By GEORGE JESSEL

•

>ts»»fS» «
.

«««

»«4444..»4..»

to everything else that has happened in these days of our lean
ceiling and fat taxes, the theatrical profes.sion has been scourged by a
plague more devastating than the locust could ever dream of. and that
is playing benefits.
With the possible exception of that pop-eyed f.Tther
of five daughters, this writer has definitely appeared at more guatis performances than any of his contemporaries. It is therefore right that,
clothed with this authority, I speak.

No one

in

any other business or profession

is

called

upon

lo

give his

bread and butter like the show people are. No benefit committee would
dare think of asking Hart, Schaffncr & Marx to come to a dinner and
during the courses make a few suits.
It would never enter any committee's mind to ask Swift & Co. .to take a bow at a theatre and, incidentally, bring a few cows, but the actor is called upon to give of himself
for anything and everything and the best he can get is the worst of it.
If he Is an Important artist and in the public eye, he has got to make a
hit because of the fast company a benefit performance usually ha.':.
If
he is a fellow just coming along, he is either put on too early or too laic
and very often, after standing around all night Is told 'We won't have
time for you." From my experience, 1 have chosen the following incident.

—

to his possible motive was a cryptic
he had left saying, 'GrandIn 1930 I was living at the Eddie Cantor menage in Great Neck.
Wc
mother wouldn't believe me.'
Accompanying Gilbert on the tour were planning the vaudeville show to open at the Palace (may it rest in
of Army bases are his actress-wife, peace). 'Twas a winter's night about 8:30. We had been working all day
from Harry Cooper.
Ella McKenzie, and her sister Fay on skits, gags, etc.. when a phone call came
To the Johnny Newcomer whose eyes this article may meet let me tell
McKenzie.
you about Harry. He was a tremendously popular vaudeville and musical
comedy comedian (Old Empire City Quartet), more popular, perhaps, off
than on, for his energies were spent giving 95% of his time to playing,
DOUG, JR.'S LUCK
benefits, playing cards, getting people's speeding tickets fixed and doing
everything possible to keep him from going on the stage. He wa.s in a
FnrloUEh Coincides With Blrtb of
great measure responsible for the early popularity of Jimmy Walker.
Their Second Baby
It was he who screamed from the housetops, from Broadway to the
Bronx, of 'James the Great' In the last few years of his life few favors
Lieut. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., In
were returned to him and, as a last chance shot at security, he went into

note

spring.

Service to Servicemen

Many actors and musicians here
have received extra gas rations in

unit entertaining

in the Carribean area,
Barry Gilbert, 13-year-old adopted
son of film comedian Billy Gilbert,
committed suicide with a 22-calibre
rifle yesterday morning (Tuesday) at
Only clue
his home in Hollywood.

.servicemen

Up,

Army camps and

OnGasRationmgDueTo

Chicago, Dec.

'Inn'

Hollywood, Dec.

receive rationing books.
Atmosphere players who work irregularly at various studios are
generally supplied with supplementary B books.

failure

13, Suicides on Coast;

the Navy for almost a year-and-aexperienced an unusual bit of
luck during the past fortnighl. He
had his first leave in months and.
Paramount may reunite the Irving purely by coincidence, it set him
Berlin - Bing Crosby - Fred Astaire - down in New York just a few days
Mark Sandrich combo for another before hLs wife gave birth to a baby
musical, on the heels of their cur- girl. Child was born Dec. 1.
rent click with 'Holiday Inn.'
Fairbanks will be in New York for
He's en route to a
It would be for the future, as a few more days.
Berlin's next committment is at new assignment after IS months with
During eight
Warner Bros, for the filmization of the Atlantic fleet.
"This Is the Army,' soldier show.
months of that time he was in service that had him almost continually
under enemy Hre. For the past four
months he has been with Lord Louis
'Er
Sis
Mountbatten's Combined Operations
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Andrews Sisters will make two Force. That's a British-American
pictures in quick succession at Uni- Commando unit. He took part in a

Par Sees Another

Y„

nights, that of 'Sex' was more liifumous than
famous. The show didn't land In the money, but Its star and .-uithor,
Mae West, landed In the cooler for giving a naughty perform.iiirc. i:n(il
then Miss Weet had been a not too well known, but standard. vniiUeville
Ingle. The 'Sex' pinch and her self-imposed martyrdom (six- KCrvod
the 80 daya' sentence under protest) made her a name, fame anil rortniie
In legit and later pictures.
first

Added

i

studio manager at 20th-Fox: Carol
Sax, studio manager at Warners,
and Howard R. Philbrick, general
manager of Central Casting, who
was elected chairman.

MAE WEST'S
(Daly'i, N.

Among Broadway

deteat

to help now.
Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy thein
every day if you can. But
buu them on a regular basis.

Farm

Her

cost

FAMOUS FIRST NIGHTS

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

Committee, representing the
producers, guilds and unions.
Dorothy Thompson's Pic
Committee, organized at a meetFilmed on
Vt.
ing called by Pat Casey, producer'Kid Brother,' a picture about the
labor contact, consists of: Frank
Carothcrs, secretary of the Motion Volunteer Land Corps, with the
script written by Dorothy Thompson,
Picture International Committee; J.
has been filmed on Miss Thompson's
P. McGowan, representing the Di- farm in Vermont. It is now being
rectors. Script Clerks, Readers Film edited, following two months of locaEditors and Publicists Guilds: Earl tionlng by a company of 17 (16 men
and a gal) on the Thompson acres.
Cooper, for the lATSE locals; Pat
Aim of the pic Is to show how the
Somerset, for the Screen Actors
shortage of farm labor can be parGuild; John Martin, Film Technitially eliminated by school kids and
cians Local 683; William R. Walsh. city folk using their vacations to go
Metro labor contact; Fred Meyer, back to the soil and aid the agricultjition

9, 19-^2

Becaose-of work done by-the per-.
agents, bookers and muwith the Amusement and
Recreation division of the Chicago
Commission on National Defense,
"almost in every- Itistar.cxt where a
performer asked for supplementary
rations, they've been met with attentive ears by ration solons and
(ranted 'B' cards In addition to the
'a:
formers,
cicians

the insurance business.
Anything for a Pal
Cooper's phone call lo Cantor and myself was urgent. There was a
dinner being given that night, by the leaders of the fur industry, at the
Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y.. and if Cantor and Jessel appeared there and
gave him a boost, he could sell enough insurance to set him for life. Wt;
only had to run in for a moment or so. We could get right on and get
right out. Cold as it was, and tired from a long day's work of thinking
and writing and fighting, we agreed to come.
We came to the Pennsylvania Hotel, ice cold from our long trip in, and
We ru.'shed to the first elevator and the boy recin a mood disagreeable.
ognized us. 'O.K., I know where you want to go,' he said. He took us
There was a party of about 150 people,
right down to the grillroom.
more like a family group than business men. As we walked in, some one
We immediately did a little
said, 'Surprise, here's C^antor and Jessel.'
stunt, and then, speaking for the both of us (as I always did when we
went on together for nothing), 1 said, 'We want you gentlemen ot the fur
industry to know we are here only because of our dear friend, and your
dear friend. Harry Cooper, asked us to come. For just as you gentlemen
have captured and trapped the fur-bearing animals of the world. Harry
Cooper, with kindness, has captured the hearts of everyone in the show
busines.'.
So here's to our friend, Harry Cooper, good night'
We rushed out and went home. The phone rang about 1 o'clock in
the morning. It was Cooper on the phone. 'Boys,' he said, 'If you didn't
intend to come, why didn't you say so in the first place.' Well, anyway,
we found out later, that his affair had been in the ballroom. We had
walked into a wedding celebration and some of the guests had been heard
to say later on, 'Weren't those awful fur jokes that Cantor and Jessel toUI.
I guess they were drunk.'
And so, on closing, a note of advice to all up and coming actors aiul
actresses. In times like these there isn't enough that we can do to entertain the men in the armed forces, or to act in any capacity, giving our all
But, as to the regular series of
to what the Governnr)ent asks us to do.
dinners and benefits for organizations, clubs, lodges, take my advice, duck
most of them. Don't let anyone con you that playing for nothing will
actors,
to my knowledge, are David
make you popular. The three richest
I doubt if any of you can recall
Warfield, Charlie Chaplin and Harold Lloyd.
seeing them at a benefit The public has a warm feeling toward a hit
popularity
personal
and his life off the stage
and only a hit An actor's
are only Important to the people he can hug at one time. The rest of the
audience has a score card and mentally jots down the number of bows
you are taking.
'

Performers have been entertaining between 150,000 and 200,000 men
a week in this vicinity through USO
furnishing amusement to the three Chicago Service
Men's Centers and surrounding Ar-

Despite Several Faints,
Calleia Does Air Stunt

Camp Shows and

my and Navy bases. It is figured
that in 1942 a total of 258,000 miles
will have been travelled by the performers and orchestras Just in the
Greater Chicago area.

The Gn? Gets Lens-Stmck
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Coke Stevenson, Governor of
Texas, makes his screen debut in
the role of himself in 'We've Never
Been Licked,' the Walter Wanger
picture for Universal release.

Most of the film Is being shot on
the campus of Texas A. & M. Colwith other iMlltical and. collegiate offlclajs dicing small parts
lege,

REPORT JOSIE BAKER
ALIVE AFTER ALL

Despite a series of fainting spells
during rehearsal, Joseph Calleia
went through with a guest spot
Frequently recurring reports from
Sunday night (6) on the 'Radio Europe of recent months that JoseReader's Digest' program on CBS phine Baker had died in Morocco,
for Campbell's soup, and planed were disapproved during the' "past
back to the Coast the succeeding week by the news services. Even Ihc
His condition Harlem press verified the original
day, Monday
(7).
was diagnosed as exhaustion from false report, which 'Variety' puboverwork,
having
donated lished among others.
plus
three pints of blood to the Red
The St. Louis colored dancer,
Cross within a period of a few who won fame in pre-Vichy France
days.
as a revue star, is reported living
Film actor had just completed in- in the native quarter of Marrakcch,
tensive work on a picture when he an
inland
city
near Casablanca,
flew east for the radio date. Dur- Morocco.
Although ill for some
ing rehearsals Friday (4) he fainted time, her condition is now reported
"What th!a country needs is more Abbott and Costello ... do mag- several times,
finally left the improved.
and
."
nificently in rescuing you from tedium
LAURA LEE, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin studio to go to his hotel for rest
and treatment by a physician. How- seph Spurin-Calleia, is a native of
Now on National Release in "Who Done It?"
ever, he gave his scheduled per- Malta.
Before going to Hollywood
Univsrsal Pictures
Camel Cigarettes, NBC formance Sunday night.
to play gangster and heavy roles,
Under (Personal Management of: EDWARD SHERMAN
Calleia, whpse real name is Jo- he was on the New York stage..

ABBOTT

and

COSTELLO
.

y .s;

Hedda Hopper to Get Personal Report

fuctob

is

From Agency

Report from Washington that Melvyn DousIbb la now a private In
tht U. S. Army tlei in with a forthcoming faatura articla In CoUier'a

by

its

fllm-stage expert,

Totalitarian

NOVELS. STAGE
PLAYS MOSTLY

AT 20TH
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Published novels and non-flction,
along with legit plays In production,
will form more than half of next
year's program at 20th-Fox, with a
soft pedal on original stories written
directly for the screen, according
to William Goetz, production chief.
New policy is In line with the
ftudio's plan to bankroll plays on
Broadway, to augment the books
and dramas already purchased.

release
factor and expressed a strong intercs' in the film rights regardless,

though Paramount continued

disin-

terested on account of the 1944 release clause.
Both Par and Metro were prepared to pay $300,000, reportedly the
iame flgurp which 20th bid.

Mary Pickford Lays
Cornerstone By Proxy
Toronto. Dec.

8.

Because of priorities on telephone
Mary Pickford was unable to

lines.

mony accompanying

biioadcast cerethe laying here

of the cornerstone by Premier Gor-

don Conant of the Pickford 'dream
house' which will be raffled here at
$1 a ticket, all proceeds to the British Bomb Victims' Fund.
While he shivered in the icy blast
blowing across nearby Woodbine
Golf Club, the Premier read Miss
Plckford's telegram which she was
forced to send at the last minute.
This.went into the cornerstone along
with daily newspapers and the first
dollar bill contributed In the raffle.
Under the plan, spon.sored by. the.
tilons Club here. Miss Pickford contributed a part of her Toronto real
•state holdings and the cost of a
dwelling to be assessed at $14,000.
Contractors, electricians, plumbers,
landscape artists, etc., are contributing their services and materials
free, with title to the dwelling being
turned over to the fortunate holder
ot the lucky dollar ticket

Washington,

two standpoints. First, and
most important, of course, is that
the aggressor nations have been
robbed of one of their favorite outlets for the spewing of puffs about
try from

AFTER 'RHINE' GANDER

Fine

(Mrs.

Danny Kaye)
author much

Max Liebman, who

of Kaye's

comedy

material, head for

the Coast shortly to sit in on the
preparation of the 'Let's Face It'
star's first film for Samuel Goldwyn.
Don Hartman did the film script,
based on an Idea borrowed from the
Owen Davis farce, 'The Nervous
Wreck," which has been done before
in film form (Eddie Cantor), but is
being transplanted into an Army
locale.

Per contract with Vinton Freedley,
due on
producer of 'Face It,' Kaye
the Coast in February and the show
may have to suspend, for possible reopening when Kaye gets over his
i.';

film chore, unless a suitable
substitute is found.

comedy

Canteen Bond Gveaway
Hollywood, Dec.

8.

Gift ot two free $25 War Bonds to
service men was inaugurated as a
night feature at the Hollywood Canteen under sponsorship of the Motion Picture Committee for Hollywood, War Saving Staff, U. S.
Department of Treasury.
First presentations, consisting of
two bonds, were made by Dorothy
Lamour. From now on, nightly donations will be made, with studios
or allied business Arms donating the
bonds and screen personalities handing them out

8.

Elimination of the Axis product
has been advantageous to this coun-

RENEWS SHUMLIN

Sylvia

Hollywood, Dec.

She

Was

As

Winchell Sub

the Aim

title,

'Queen of Bur-

lesque.'

own might. Secondly, each
Axis film deprived of playing time
their

makes that much more room for
the Hollywood output so it helps
country commercially.
Not to be overlooked, either, is
that every time the Latinos see an
this

|

American

draws them so

much

United States.

picture, it
closer to the

While many Hollywood films admittedly do not picture the U. S. in
a completely favorable light, they
nevertheless help to create a bond.
Studios, incidentally, are showing
much more effort in depicting the
U. S. favorably and getting away
from out-of-proportion attention to
the seamy and gangster side. Reason
for that stems from both positive
and negative Government activity.
First is the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs office, which has
made Hollywood conscious of the
Latin problem and aids studios to
avoid pitfalls.
Second is Byron
Price's Office of Censorship, which
has a clear mandate to refuse to
allow export of pictures showing
this country in a bad light.
The
mandate has been used.

of

a

PRC-Pa the.

THIS

YR. IS DEC.

31

FOROSCARS

all

countries have a

share of Italians.
Argentina is the major hole to be
plugged in distribution and exhibition
of Axis pictures. There are quite
a few houses there playing them,
lari^e

addition

cancelled.
Also why, in
being blacked out tor
she won't go on the Blua

to

Network

January for the same account, Andrew Jergcns Co., as a reg9:15ular occupant of the Sunday,
9:30 p.m. period. The Parker Family,' which has held the latter slot
for the past three years, was ia^t
week renewed for 1943.
In

Orr declined
ofs

Monday

go into the wherebut it was reported

to

(7),

that the client overnight decided to
shelve the contemplated alliance
with Miss Hopper rather than do
anything that might have an untoward effect on as valuable a radio
property as Walter Winchell.
If
Miss Hopper were hired, then Carter's

Little Liver Pills would have
to move its
Fidler inning out of the Sun9:30-9:45 p.m. niche and spot tho
gossiper just before Winchell.

had no alternative but

Jimmy
day
Hollywood. Dec. 8.
Midnight, Dec. 31. has been set as
the deadline for pictures eligible for
1942 Academy Awards.
Heretofore
studios have had until mid-Jan. to
get under the wire for nominations.
First meeting of the rules committee has been set for Dec. 18 which
will dispose of business formerly required by three meetings. Participating in the Academy elections will
be 12,000 artists, execs, technicians
and other industry workers, with the
balloting for Hollywood's best getting under way early next month.
Despite wartime handicaps and restrictions, little' change is foressen
in the Academy Awards setup. The
annual dinner will take place either
in Feb. or March.

OWI

Writes D.C. That

E. G.

Robinson Did a Job

Washington, Dec. 8.
Story of how Edward G. Robinson,
during his recent Great Britain tour,
'entranced' Anthony Eden at a Glasgow dinner is told in a personal letter received by a Washingtonian from
Argentina and Chile
From latest reports received here, an Offlce of War Information representative who traveled abroad with
only
a
small handful of Latjn
the Aim star.
American theatres continue to show
'We were the only Americans presAxis films and all of these houses
ent at a dinner given to Anthony
are in Argentina and Chile. They
Eden by the Lord Provost and about
are the only countries which con20 well-known Scotsmen,' the OWI
tinue to maintain diplomatic rela'Eden's after-dinner
man wrote.
tions with the aggressor states.
In
speech was mainly addressed to Roball other nations Axis Alms are beinson, and Eddie replied with about
lieved to have been 100% elimin20 minutes of ad lib that simply
ated, although it 1s very difficult to
bowled them over. Eden was encheck off-the-beaten path sections
tranced.'
which are occupied almost entirely
Writer said Robinson 'as a purby Germans. Italians or Japs. There veyor
of goodwill, as a morale buildarc for instance almost completely
er-upper, as a cooperative guy. is an
Nazi districts in Bolivia, Argentina.
absolute champ.'
Costa Rica and other countries,
In weather that would discourage
while Chile has a great many Japs
mallard, we started on our Arst trip

and virtually

suddenly
this spot,

announcement

forthcoming picture of that name
was followed by claims of previous rights by Republic and

DEADLINE

Robert W. Orr, v.p. In the Lennen
Mitchell agency, declared Monday
(7) that he was going out to Hollywood next week to explain to Hedda Hopper, Aim colony columnist,
how it happened that her engagement to sub for Walter Winchell was

&

8.

Minsky influence is growing so
potent in Hollywood that three

ator of Inter-American Affairs.

^11 the more i« that nearly
communications
in
everyone
rated a C ration book.

and

'De<f.

Axis-produced films, once a major
method for the dissemination of
German, Italian and Japanese propaganda in Latin America, have been
all but eliminated from that continent. Credit for the smoothness and
efficiency with which this has been
accomplished must be shared by the
American motion picture companies
with the State Department, Board
of Economic Warfare and Coordin-

requested a recording.

Kaye's Authors (Including
Wife) to Coast Soon

Paging Mr. Nelson!

RKO's

But when Quinn applied to his
rationing board in Van Nuys for
supplemental mileage, he was
turned down. What burns him

New

in

Fascist

studios are clutching at each
other's G-strings for priority on

been breveted by Office of War
For his recent
Information.
'Fibber and Molly' script on gas
rationing, he drew a nod from
William Jeflfers, rubber czar,

WB

for

AMERICAN TIES CLOSER

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
For his scripting of Govern-

Herman Shumlin will remain as a
Fox's 'Russian People'
Broadway producer but is scheduled
20th-Fox has reportedly bought a to direct at least one picture yearly
B0% interest in 'The Russian People.' for Warners, latter picking up his
I'heatre Guild production scheduled option for such assignments after
to open at the Guild theatre, New looking over 'The Watch on the
York, Dec. 29. Understood that 20th Rhine,' which he handled as a film
Is investing $17,500 In the venture. for the company and which he proStudio also has a 50% interest in duced as a play. Coast deal may
'Something for the Boys' and is pend for the duration of the war,
backing 'Flare Path' and 'A Highland Shumlin having been called for induction In the Army this week,
Fling."
'Eve of St. Mark'
though that may be deferred indefiContract details for the purchase nitely, according to weekend news
ot the screen rights to Maxwell from Washington that men of 38 or
Anderson's 'Eve o{ St, Mark' by more will not be placed in uniform.
20th-Fox have not yet been cleared Oscar Serlin was slated to be inup. According to an announcement ducted early this week but his name
by 20th last week the deal is still on the list was skipped at the inbeing negotiated. It is understood duction center.
Shumlin Is an officer of the
that company execs expect the conLeague of New York Theatres,
tract to be finalized shortly.
Metro and Paramount have also which will not accept resignations
war service. Dwight
of
because
been interested in the property but
the
both studios balked at the late re- Deere Wiman, who was on
another manager
lease date, January, 1944, which was League's board, is
entertainment
handling
service,
in
one of the stipulations.
In England.
Cross
Red
the
for
Mervyn

When
LeRoy was
York he minimized the late

Outlet
Ballyhoo

ment messages, Don Quinn has

who

Eliminated

—South America Was Ma-

jor

McGee

Ain't Funny,

Given Run-Around

Film Propa-

Practically

,

the

Why

on

ganda Below the Equator

had been deeffect on hyper-sensitive personalities, some of whom
veloping a mild psychosis because of fear what their public might
•ay about their patriotism.
•
,
^
.
j
Incidentally, the Douglas induction again revived the to-do last
pring when, as a member of the Office of Civilian Defense, ha was
Douglas reports
payrolled to coordinate Ulent for the morale effort.
to Fort Myer, Va., this week.

in

V.P.

Kyle Crlchton, who expounda on 'Why Mur-

der the Movies?" Story Isn't due lor several weeks, but understood
to treat with the misguided patriotic enthusiasm of the Gables, et al.,
In enlisting, and argues that the Government Is equally at fault in
not doing something to circumvent It.
Of course, the new 38-year-old age limitation will have a quieting

participate

s

liI8CELI.Ainr

Wednesday, December 9,

a
to U. S.

Army

and Air Force

instal-

writer continued. 'Robinson
didn't give a hoot if the audience
amounted to 35 or 35.000. The guy
mu.'ihed in mud up to his armpits,
fraternized with everyone, passed up
principally the San Martin in Buenos
eating in the otncer.s' me.ss to stand
Aires.
In Chile, it is believed only
in line with the enlisted men at their
two theatres continue to show the kitchens in the open and in the rain,
blacklisted pix. They are the Teatro and made him.telf adaptable in every
Comcdia in Santiago and the Teatro way.'
Serrano in Melipilla. In every case
of a house playing Axis pictures, it
is
believed these theatres are supported completely by propaganda
Hollywood. Dec. 8.
funds from the country whose films
how star-packed
Indication.":
of
they arc showing and are in no way
'Cry
.will
be Metro's Aiming of
dependent upon the boxoffice for Havoc' aie seen in the nr-;t two
their existence.
casting.^ for the Aim ver.-ion of the
Mexico and Brazil OK
local Little Theatre'.? stage son.^ation.
It has been an easy job, of course,
Set aie Joan Crawford ar.d Merle
to eliminate the Gocbbelsian product
from those countries which have de- Obcron, with Mervyii LeRoy diYarn about 15 nur.ses on
clared war on the Axis, such as reclinR.
characters, all
13
has
Mexico and Brazil. In the latter Bataan
femmes.
(Continued on page 54)
lations,'

Many Femmes

Aim
Before he left on a mission for th«
Government, Winchell had declared
himself as not favorable to such
an arrangement, since it was quit*
possible that his script of an occasion
(Continued on page 18)

|

BUT CAN HOLLYWOOD
KEEP UP WITH HIM?
Hollywood, Dec.

8.

Henry J. Kaiser's shipbuilding
feats are going on the screen through
a high-budget picture to be produced
by Republic under the title, 'Victory
Fleet.' Kaiser will not be screened
in person but will have the okay on
the general nature of the picture.
Premieres will be held in San
Francisco simultaneously with other
PaciAc Coast cities, hooked up with
the launchlngs of 'Victory Ships. M.
J. Siegel, William Saal and other
Republic execs are in San Francisco
to make arrangements for the picture.
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Wednesday, Peceaber

ACTIVITIES
Disney to D.C to Stalin

OWI's Film-Radio-Press Campaign

Walt Disney

Ii

Modem MusemnV Film

1942

Cavalcade

tending a print of

-Education for Death' to the Office of
War Information In Washington, for

To Plug Wartime Manpower Needs

9,

immediate shipment to Joseph Stalin
Disney adapted the
Moscow.
short in color from Gregor Ziemer'g
best selling novel of tliat name.
Request for the print to be shipped
to Russia followed a special showing
to OWI representatives in Washing-

Points

Up

Pix'

hportance

in

War

in

Office

of

launching

a

War

Information

nationwide

Is

campaign

via screen, radio and newspapers
within the next two weeks stressing

the wartime

manpower problem and

metliods which can be undertaken
to fuinu Government defense plant
needs.

OWI hai completed a set of 20
recorded spot announcements on
•Women Wanted,' for use by local
stations, with Gabriel Heatter, Edwin C. Hill, Kate Smith and others
doing the leads. Similar spots will
likely
be prepared on transfers,
training, absenteeism, stay on the
job and other problems. These will
be made following a study of the
Baltimore sector where the greatest
advance in the changeover to wartime employment has been made.
OWI is also preparing a series if
live - minute
recorded
dramatized
pots, concerning the same prctblem,
using names such as Fibber McGee
& MoUy, Cltfton Fadiman, John Kieran and others.
Campaign covering the subject on
the Kreen has also been mapped.
Already completed is on* 10-mlnute
film dealing with general manpower
problems.
Three-minute short on
'Women Wanted,' for tue in Baltimore, will be tised in other areas
with a remade sound track. There
is also to be • three-minute short

on 'Transfer from Non-War

to

War

a thiee-minute subject on
'Absenteeism and Stay on the Job'
and a three-minute short on 'TrainJobs,'

ing.*

Newspaper channels, posters, pulp
magazines and other media will also
be used in lining up the campaign.
First phase of the information
campaign, running from around Dec.
15 to Jan. IS, will be devoted to ex-

plaining the

'local'

character of the

"Variety's'

Wide Coverage

A

copy of 'Variety,' which
travels thousands of miles in different directions before it is read,
finally landing in Reykjavik, Iceland, is the one sent weekly to
Charles B. McDonald, theatre
at
division manager for

RKO

from

war work,

less essential

recruiting of

to essential

women,

less-

ening of absenteeism and recruiting
of farm labor.

Pitt Variety's

Canteen

Premieres Friday (11)

P.S.:

N. Y.
After reading It himself, McDonald sends it to his son, Harry,
who's stationed in the army at
Savannah, Ga. Latter, in turn,
mails 'Variety' tu Leo McCall,
who's at the Iceland post. McCall,

Curious About

Chicago. Dec.

Films

Hollywood, Dec.

8.

Major John Amen, of the Inspector General's office of the U. S.
Army, has been here the past two
weeks inquiring into making of
army training Alms by studios.
Understand this visit follows inquiry
the Truman Committee made some
time ago, as to costs of training Alms
that had been made here previous to
Col. M. H. Gillette taking over this
function here, and which had been
allocated to studios without competitive biSding.

lime.

Amen has been interviewing various studio officials and others regarding the methods utilized in makIng these films, also inquiring into
operations of various ways used in
turning out Government Alms by
studios.

•

Detroit, Dec.

in

to operators of the Sherman hotel
and Chez Paree, who made their stay

8.

Reversing the usual procedure,
Roxy & Leroy was
broken up here when the femmc
halt went into the Army.
Roxy Sullivan, the fenune
half, is a sharp-shooter and got
a commission in the WAACS to
serve as rifle and pistol instructor at Des Moines.
the act of

Hawaii, Always

On

Alert,

World War II Is from
all preceding wars on the ground,
at sea and In the air, so is it difNever beferent psychologically.
fore have films played so vital a
That was demonstrated Monpart.
day (7) night when the film library
of the Museum of Modern Art, N. Y.,
Different as

8.

.shown here last week, when, following an appeal by the British War Relief ofAce, 55 young aviators from
Australia, New Zealand and other
parts of the globe were turned over

Wants

More Camp Shows

gathered together for a private
screening eight short pictures, each
one representing a different Allied
or conquered country.
Coming on the anni of Pearl Harbor, the aim was to show the role
played by sprockete<' celluloid in
keeping the civilian population in
touch with the war effort. It served
to demonstrate that pictures cannot
only effectually make stay-at-homes
familiar with the job their own
country is doing and spur them to
do more themselves, b"t can perform the difficult task of knitting
Allies together.

The aim was a bigger bite, however, than the Museum screening
served to chew. In its effort to 'get
pix representing different countries,
Honolulu, Nov. 12.
the library went out on '.a limb with
Editor, 'Variety':
or less minor propaShow business U just to much some more
although the Alms as
Perhaps ganda entries,
here and nothing more.
a whole proved effective.
USO's Abe Lastfogel will send some
Metre's Best
muchly desired entertainment to
As might be expected, the smooththis part of the world soon, we hope.
Never for one second has Hawaii est of the lot was a product of Holceased being on the alert, and did lywood, Metro's 'Out of the Darkwe have a honey of an alert last ness.' One of John Nesbitt's 'Passing Parade' shorts, It revealed. In
night.
I live at the beach and was
notified to report for special duty, contrast with the other subjects
Shea's Bonus to Staffers
as my usual time to go to work is mostly informational shorts put out
of Service midnight, but this call was much by various governments that the
In and
earlier, and they only called the U. S. film capital can do an unbeatThe Shea circuit, of which E. C. senior operators. So I dressed In able job of making propaganda enGrainger is president and operating the Jeep and made it to my head- tertaining and vital when it .sets its
head, has sent to each former em- quarters from the time that I was mind to It.
ployee of its theatres, now in the called officially in exactly 14 min'Out of the Darkness' is about a
armed service, a week's salai-y as a utes all streets had to be cleared Belgian underground newspaper. La
Christmas gift. Additionally, as on in less than one-half an hour. It Libre Belgique. During the last war
previous years, the circuit will give was sensationally thrilling to know 22 of its editors, one after the ither,
Xmas
an
employees
present
its
what we were to be expecting, and were executed by the Germans and
bonus amounting to the equivalent more so to know Hawaii was ready still the paper continued to come
of a week's salary.
for anything.
We have lived anx- out. Picture winds up by reproducJune 3 and ing a clipping from the N. Y. Times
In June and again in September, iously for months.
Again, it reveals, the
this year, employees were given an this last one were the tests for us of this war.
all.
So successful were they, that Belgians can be conquered but they
extra week's salary.
our new General, Hans Kramer, won't stay that way. La Libre Bel(Continued on page 44)
gique has once more made its apNice Work, Girls
pearance.
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Australia, on the other hand, no
'Praise the Lord' Song
doubt presents the most gripping
Chri.stmas gifts of $5 will be sent
Trailerizes
Sales entrant among the United Nations
to every former Warners employee
Representing that country
films.
now in .service, through the efforts
St. Louis, Dec. 2.
of girls in the studio who have colWith all Aicker houses cooking up was a subject seen recently In the
Checks will go to new ideas to aid In the new War
(Continued on page 55)
lected $2,500.
about 450 men in the Army, Navy Bond sales campaign, execs of Fan?nd Marine.s.
chon Sc Marco here came up with
N. Y. to L. A.
a new one for its four deluxers, the
Fox. St. Louis and Missouri in midJimmy Durante.
town, and the Ambas.sador, downS. Charles EInfeld.
town.
During the short intermisHarry Cox.
sion
period between the feature
Harry James.flickers, a policy in effect for sevFrank Monte.
eral months, the customers are inLouella O. Parsons.

jan interesting one.
They were entertained al lunch at
the Sherman, through the courtesy of
Ernie Byfleld and Frank Bering, with
the 16 models from the Panther
Room show furnishing the decor. In
the evening they were guests of Mike
Fritzel and Joe Jacobson, who wined
and dined them at the Chez Paree
and numbered all the girls of the
chorus for the boys to dance with.

I

i

I

Training

Made Sure

Another example of how people

is

Major Amen Very

Biz

show business help keep up the morale of those in war service was

the brother of Mary
McCall, Jr., president of the
Screen Writers Guild.
Donald's,

Show

Good Time Was Had by AU

former schoolmate of Mc-

All studios have received questionproblem. Second phase of the campaign starting around Jan. 15 and naires from Truman Committee askrunning through March 1, will re- ing them if any of their personnel
volve around recruiting for skills of had commissions in the Signal Corps
which there is an acute shortage. and if they make any training picThird phase of the campaign, begin- tures, with questionnaire asking what
ning March 1 and continuing for the costs were and how much footage
duration, will be a drive for trans- was used in their making, also the
fers

ton.

The Switch

—

Out

Bond

Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Variety Club will open its Canteen for service men Friday ill)
following an inspection of the new
vited to .-.Ing 'Praise the Lord and
navy's pre-flight trailing Pas:<
room by members of the showmen's
the
a'l
2d ParlU Goes OWI
the
Ammunition' with the
left wrist
organization and their fainilie.';. Set
words shown on the screen and
Gillespie (Gep) Evans, in charge school in Nevada broke his
to appear at inaugural to entertain of trade advertising under Bob Gill- and was given a six-month leave. the
music provided through the
men in uniform are BorLs KarlofT. ham at Paramount and with the He's announcing at KJBS during that sound apparatus of the house.
period.
Slate Bros., Buck & Bubble.-;. Linda company six years, checked out
Harry Crawford, manager of the
Dick Crosby, former house man- Mis.sourl. has installed a number of
Ware, couple of name bands and Friday (4) to join the Overseas
practically all of the nitery talent in Division of the Office of War In- ager. Embassy, army.
mechanical gadgets in the spacious
Harold Stevens, drama depart- lobby of this house to hypo the sale
town.
Variety Club itself is un- formation.
Par has placed him on
derwriting the entire project, with leave of absence in order to take ment, Examiner, army.
of war stamps. One provides for the
no outside help, and la-st week the OWI post.
Jack Ford, 3 Sequoian.s. currently dishing out of a free ducat if a dime
raised nearly $3,000 for the CanAbout two weeks ago. another at John's Rendezvous, headed for is tossed into the replica of a subteen on moiisler midnight berierri: al member of GilliiamS- departnient. arjivy
.....
macine in tl>c .bac!rgro)ind. CrawStanley thealrc.
Bill Clifford, orch leader, navy.
ford also is awarding a free ducat
Mannie Rainer. who headed shorts
Vic Newry, Domino Club. army. for the best war bond slogan subVariety Club'.s Canteen will be publicity, joined the same branch
Gene De Forrest, p.a., army.
only a temporary affair until new of the OWI and may be sent to Icemitted each week by a customer.
Morton Sontheimer, news editor,
150,000 building is erected next to land, it is said.
San Francisco Nomr ioincft. .a"my.
the Pennsylvania Railroad station.
Frank Martinelli, J'r., son of Bal
When thii! i.s open, showmen'.s site
Schorr's Dec. 7 Salute
Goes Social
will fold and new Canteen will
Jose Schorr, Columbia Pictures Tabarin niiery's boss, navy.
be
operated jointly by USO and Va- p.a., in the N. V. office, celebrated
A .series of eight supper dances
Art Arthor Set to Go In
riety Club.
Permanent place is the Pearl Harbor anniversay by
ha.s
been
skcddcd
by the Theatre
Toronto. Dec. 8.
expected to be ready some time in joining the Army Monday (7) as
Here in the home-town tu clean Wing Supper Club In New York for
February.
volunteer officer candidate.
Paul S. Goldberg, son of Harry up some personal affairs before en- the beneflt of the American Thetre
Wing.
dances
The
will be held
Goldberg, publicity-advertising di- listing in the U. S. Army is Art
Aim .scripter, who has bi-weekly in the Sert Room of the
rector for the Warner circuit. Army. Arthur.
SPANISH
Waldorf-Astoria starting New Year's
Bill Berns, Broadway and film checked out of Paramount after beeve.
ing
on
the
writing
in
chore of 'Ridgossiper on WNEW, New York, joins
Dcsl Arnaz anil Carmen Miranda to
Purpose of the parties Is to raise
the Army via the induction route ing High' (Par) starring Dorothy
Flavor 'Canteen'
Lamour and Dick Powell. Arthur funds for the maintenance of the
Friday (11).
is
married to Jessica Pepper of wartime program of the Theatre
Wing
and to promote good fellowshow
business;
they have a young
'Variety' Mao In Pabllc ReUllons
Hollywood. Dec. 8.
ship.
daughter. Pamela..
Fort Jactson, S. C. Dec. 8.
Sol Le.sser's 'Stage Doer Canteen,'
Helen Hayes and Frank W. CrownHe returns to Hollywood within
Pvt. John Bartholomew, former
which already ha.s had enough stars
inshield
are
co-chairmen of the
ihe
week
to
will
be
-inducted,
and
announced for it to bulge Madison new.spapcrman and correspondent
club's board of governors.
for 'Variety,' has been added to the turn down a commission because
Square Garden, will -lack but nothstaff
of
Public Relations
under he'd rather be a private.
ing. The latest addition to the giant
Capt. Murray E. Wyche. director of
pot-pourri has been added at the
Salkow't Col Pic
Report LI, Byrne Killed
Public Relations here at ttge world's
•uggestion of the Motion Picture So»
Indianapolis, Dec. 9.
largest infantry training center.
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
dety for the Americas, the Coast
Lieut. Richard Byrne, U. S. Air
Columbia a.ssigned Sidney Sallcow
branch of the Office of Coordinator
Frisco's Latest
Corps, for five years a member of to direct the Colbert Clark producof Inter-American Affairs.
San Francisco. Dec. 8.
the flrsl violin section of the In- tion, 'The Boy From Stalingrad,'
It will be a Latin American seDave Scofleld, KFRC announcer, dianapolis
Symphony,
reported based on an original by Robert Arquence, populated with names like into army air corps for ground killed in airplane crash at Orlando den.
Desi Arnaz and Carmen Miranda, (if school duty. Atidy Pino, of Slnaloo Fla., base Nov. 29.
Picture goes Into work Dec. 14,
•vallflble), who hail from south' of. nitfery, army.
Arthur W. Baker, for the past 10 with
script by Arden and Ferdithe border lands.
McGowan
.slipped
Tom
from a roof
•Continued on page 55)
nand Reyher.

Uncle Sam's Roll Call

Tom RockweU.
Leon Schlesinger.
Charles P. Skouras.
Antoinette Spitzer.

Hal Wallis.
Jack L. Warner.

L. A. to N. Y.
Eddie (Rochester) Andcrsmv
Fred W. Beetson.

Ed

.

'

SAUCE

Beloin.

Jack Benny.
Myrt Blum.

.

Ingrid Bergman.
Sam Clark.
Helmut Dantine.

Dennis Day.
William Dozler.
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Louis J. Halper,
Rita Hayworth.
Richard Halliday.
Robin Harris.
Sam Hearn.
Carl Lesserman.
Sam Levene.

Mary
Mary

Livingstone.

Martin.
Louis B. Mayer.
S. Barret McCormick.
Bill Morrow.
Bobby O'Brien.

Clare Olmstead.
Bob Mucks.
William Perlberg.
N. Peter Rathvon.
Arthur Rose.
Joseph M. Schenck.

Howard

Strickllng.

Paul Stewart.
Claude Sweeten.
Bob Welch.
David E. Wesbner.

Don Wilson.
Sol M. WurtzaL
Herbert

J. Yates.

GordAB Youngman.

—

—

PIGTUBES

Larger Blocks or Mail-Order Film
Selling

Due

Minneapolis, Deo.

Need
Two sequences associated with
the Yiddish idiom were eliminated from the Oinger RogersCary Grant starrer, 'Once Upon
a Honeymoon' (RKO), which
last week ended at Radio City

't.'

oalling Is 'essential' because the entertainment business of which they
are an 'Important part' is a 'morale

iuUder' in war time. However, as
ir as can be learned, the best that
any of them has been able to get ia
'B'

Music

their

companies will

were

complaints from a number of
patrona and press criticism directed at the male star's derbyhat episode and Miss Rogers'

Bronx

accent.

CONSERVES BY

Philadelphia, Dec.

David

Barrist,

8.

prominent Phllly

exhib, yesterday said ha is
mulling a plan to call a city-wide
mass meeting of theatre operators
to present his plan to close Aimers
one day a week to conserve Aim,
fuel, strategic materials and manpower.
indie

the exhibs agree

to

program.

tire

Barrist's idea is to close down on
Monday, dullest day of the week at
the boxolfice.
Only those exhibs

who have

their theatres in munici-

which prohibit Sunday Alms
Documentary and other Alms are against the plan. They feel that
they cannot afford to keep closed
shouldn't be too namby-pamby for
both Sunday and Monday.
the war workers.
That was the argument of R. J.
Thomas, international president of
the United
Automobile Workers
(OIO), which has hundreds of thouDetroit, Dec.

palities

8.

sands of members at work in the nation's major arsenals, when he pro-

JOHN HARRIS ORDERED
TO HOSPITAL FOR REST

tested to Mayor Edward J. Jeffries
here against deletions from the film,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Iftavaged Earth,' by the Detroit
John H. Harris, head of Harris
Board of Police Censors.
»
Amus. Co. here and the Arena ManThomas said that the picture is 'a agers Association, was ordered to the
factual presentation of the horrors of Mercy hospital last week with strict
Japanese aggression in China,' and orders from his physician not to rethat it had been okayed In Detroit ceive any visitors or 'phone calls.
only after the deletions, 'which ruin Theatre exec has been suffering from
the entire purpose and effect of the acute laryngitis lately, accompanied
film,' although two of Detroit's sub- by frequent complete loss of voice,

— Hamtramck and River Rouge

urbs

had okayed

form.
'Surely the people of Detroit can
it

in the original

face the facts of war,' he protested to
Mayor. 'Such Alms are an incentive to the war workers to give the
maximum toward the winning of the
war.'
Police Lieut. Charles Snyder, head
of the censor body, said that certain
gruesome parts of the film were ordered out because 'of the sensibilities
of the audience.' It marks the first
.protest by a union to film slashing
hare, and, because of the size and Importance of the union. Mayor Jeffries
probably will call upon the censors
to reconsider.

^e

and recently spent a week

summer home

BIGGIES

10

FOR RELEASE

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Ten high-budget pictures are in
the vaults at Warners awaiting release, with Ave more in various
stages of work and soon to be ready
for distribution.
In addition, the Burbank lot has
19 shorts ready for release shortly
after the first of the new year.

leases

Held Down

of

Re-

ONLY 9 WB'S SINCE

SEPT.

Selling took a sharp rise in

No

Schenck to Stay Until

Xmas

Upon return

I

Strickling, is east to confer with
Nicholas M. Schenck of Loew's, Inc.,
regarding a production schedule at

the studio

for first six months of
will be here a week or

vember, with result distributors are 1943. They
so.
at present substantially ahead of
Schenck came east on company
year at the same time, in some business and personal matters and
oases as much as 50%, it is claimed. may stay until after Christmas.
In sales and exhibition quarters,

improved

vastly

position

well

on

contract-taking

as

of product is
factors which
as against last

credited to various
figured this season

Is

as

playoff

SAG STANCE ON

when buyers reached

PRO RATA PAY

believed to have been an all-

time high In stelling.

Greater need for product this fall
has forced earlier deals. This has
been largely due to fewer deliveries,
notably on the part of larger distribs, as well as a stronger tendency
away from reissues. In connection
with the latter or so-called repeats,
where an exhib picks up anything
he may And in exchange vaults, not
only have exhibs veered away from
this type of product but distribs

have

gotten

tougher.

companies themselves have tightened the reins on
Since

the

film

reissues or repeats, various accounts

Screen Actors Guild

officials

prices, this having the effect of delaying deals earlier this season,
there has been no alarming trouble.

Buying combinations have been
formed but while they are basically
for the purpose of rendering scat-

tered exhibs buying service and
buying power, the distributors have
to get along with them all
Among other things, from the

managed
right.

when a deal
closed with a booking combine,
the contract tekes care of many ac(Continued on page 22)
distrib point of view,
is

to Pittsburgh a

few

May Go

new

is

to

UA

reported mulling

deals to bring additional inde-

pendent producers into the company.
Among those understood considering
a UA release tieup is Casey Robinson, ex-Warner writer now turned
producer.

Grad

may

Sears, currently on the Coast,
discuss a deal with Robinson,

vertising

New York
(4)

UA

adDave Weshner,
publicity head, left
for the Coast last Friday

while there.

and

to Join Sears.

to

repeal

the

gross

$67,200

mendation that a ceiling, after taxes,
be placed on income from investments. He said he had found wide
dissatisfaction over the lack of controls over investment income. He had

net level but Congress refused to act
on the recommendation and in Octo.

(Continued on page 23)

Blind-Checking

'Rampage' Burns

$1,234, payable for 32
of work providing actors work
through that period.
In this way
stars would b« compelled to turn

eral walkout.

Twin City Indies
Minneapolis, Dec.

USSR FOR DISTRIBUTION
First shipment of American films
for distribution In the USSR Is now
en route to that country. Due to
space limitations, the prints are regular 35 mm., shipped from the U. S.
instead of via London as originally
planned. Selection is neither as numerous nor as Inclusive as anticipated.
Films 'Will be screened in Moscow
by Soviet film execi and outright
buys negotiated after their prefer-

ences are made known.
Artkino, U. 8. distributor of Soviet
films, made the original selections
and will act as the middle man In
any deals that are consummated.

8.

Twin City independent exhibitors
are burned up because some of th.
distributors here allegedly have embarked on another blind-checking
'rampage.' More of this is going on
than at any time within memory,
the exhibitors claim.

The squawking

U.S.PIXENROUTETO

exhibitors

assert

that the distributors are seeking to
use the blind-checking and percentage engagement results as the basis
for Aat rental charges. This is unfair because not enough consideration is given to the spread in receipts
between the percentage and blindchecked picture and the run-of-themill product that constitutes the
bulk of the releases, according to the

exhibitors.

Exhibitors have been 'chasing'
blind checkers away from the front
of their theatres not only because
they object to the blind-checking
practice, but also, they say, because
it
'makes them look bad' in their
patrons' eyes. However, the checkers
have been getting 'wise,' it's asserted,

and now buy an admission ticket
and check unostentatiously from inside the theatres.

Most exhibitors in MInneapolta
and St. Paul contend that they can-

Only Uncle

Sam s

not operate proAtably If their rental,
stand them more than 20 to 25% of
their receipts.
Figures being demanded for the new-season product,

Patriotic Edict

days ago, throat became worse and
he was immediately hospitalized.

Robinson

lation

ceiling set up by executive
order than to broaden its effect.
President Roosevelt told his press
conference last week that he would
b« interested in ':>eelng what Congress would do with his recom-

salary

weeks

.

More Buying Combos
Though there has been considerable
grumbling
concerning
Aim

tee, said that the answer of Congress
to the proposal to clip the income of
the coupon clippers would be an
emphatic 'Nol' The new Congress
that convenes next month, he said,
would be more likely to pass legis-

check of say

have found themselves shorthanded
on Aim supply and thus ha\,'e had to out the usual number of pictures or
buy the new pictures in order to more annually, earning $10,000 or
keep going.
$12,000 per picture, otherwise reAdditionally, there have been no maining off the studio payrolls.
serious breaks between distribs and
Understood that in such an evenchains this year, whereas last sea- tuality SAG might call for a genson (1941-42), several large circuits
severed relations with companies
they had dealt with for years. Other
breaks that had occurred the prior
year in some cases were healed,
but only after the season had gotten
well under way.

Washington, Dec. 8.
Congressional opposition to President Roosevelfs proposal to broaden
the $67,200 gross salary limitation to
cover investment income has been
snowballing this week.

recommended last year that Congress set a limitation on incomes that
have would keep them down to the $25,000.

reportedly discussed plena to keep
artists out of any studio whioh may
take steps to pay on a weekly prorata basis instead of an annual or
per picture fee where. auch previously existed.
Some studios had been mulling
plan to break down the income limit
of $67,200 annually to a weekly pay-

J.,

Infection started more than a month
ago during Harris' hectic activity in
connection with 'Icecapades' engagement here. Last spring in Hollywood he was hospitalized with pneumonia, right after ice show opened
there.

Wash.

Joseph M. Schenck and Louis B.
Mayer have arrived in New York.
Democratic Senator George, chairMayer, accompanied by Howard man of the powerful finance commit-

at his

ongport, N.
trying to clear up the ailment.
in

United Artists

WARNERS HOLDING

— Number

what

the proFreeze Hurts More Than Gas
First day of gasoline rationing posal, it is planned to petition the
hare witnessed an estimated drop of War Production Board to ask exhibs
voluntarily
shut
down for one
l0% or more in gross, according to to
Oowntown house managers, but the day a week. Barrist feels that un^Ip was attributed more to the less the idea gets a Government
^inter's flrst severe cold than to the stamp it will be hard to get exhibs
motoring restrictions.
Ten below to go along. Local exhibs, who in
the main are in favor of Barrist's
(Continued on page 18)
idea, feel that the plan will work
only if all exhibs go along. A few
houses kept lighted on the off-day
Aoto Union Chief Argues
would tend to break down 4he en-

Film on Jap Atrocities

Factor

the

ONE-DAY FOLD

in

As Solons Ready to Battle It in Jan.

last

It

Vs. Cots in Docnmentary

Growing Apace

Trend Away From Reis MAYER, JOE SCHENCK EAST
sues and Repeats Also a Former on M-O Prod. Parleys-

by

ordered

Eyssell,
managing director, after opening day following

in-

present. More salesmen undoubtedly
will be required, according to the
trade.
Some distributors are trying to
figure out it it would be practicable
to do more selling and booking by
telephone and mall. Tentative plans
s>r such procedure are under consideration.

Ceiling Is

for Product Prevents

Gus

impossible to make a trip every
time a new group becomes available. For this reason, exchanges here
orease the size of their groups con•iderably or go back to the plan of
calling an entire season's product, as
provided in the invalid Minnesota
state law which the film companies
opposed.
Many of the towns in this territory are inaccessible by train or bus,
it's pointed out. Moreover, sans automobiles, salesmen would b« unable to cover as much ground as at

\m

LAST

Stalling of Past Seasons

Hall.

Deletions

card.

With the 'B' cards, the salesmen
will have to curtail their tripa Into
the territory. It's stated. It will be

hope that

THi

Accents Cut

8.

Film salesmen here covering the
have been trying to obtain
oards oi;i the grounds that their

territory

a

Congressional Opposition to $25,000

E

Gas Rationing?

to

•

to as much as 35%,
asserted.
Some distributors here are justifying their blind-checking by asserting
that they need the figures as a 'protection' when exhibitors seek adjustments. It's claimed that even soma
reputable exhibitors demanding adjustments have been caught in prevarications when reporting on busi-

however, amount

Can Undo Dual
While

the

Detroit. Dec. 8.
for single fea-

move

tures, launched at the recent convention here of Allied Theatres, continues to gather momentum in this
former stronghold of double features, exhibitors still figure that the
transition can't be made without

Government

edict.

Basic reasons are not only the fear
of the chiseling small theatre owner,
but that unless the move is made
along the line it will result in
disastrous price
revisions.
Unle.^s
there is a patriotic appeal, such as
the Government order, the exhibitors point out that the small operators would have to take a^irice slash
that would finish them.
The idea seems to be that the pix
have to continue as 'cheap entertainment' to continue as mass entertainment and that th. big houses at
all

Habit,

Say

Indies

the top are up as high as they can
go.
"The smaller operators, who
started the cycle by offering double
features as a bargain appeal for
trade, would have to cut under his
present prices to hold up under a
complete return to solo Alms. While
big city price differentials are wide
enough In range, the suburban and
small towner couldn't get far enough
under the Arst-run prices to stay in
biz.
Besides, the little guy, who de-

pends

on

neighborhood good

will,

doesn't want to risk boosting his
price and being called 'a profiteer.'
If the small operator can be bolstered by a Federal 'edict, can point
nut that he's doing his part and the
fans have to get along on single
films. If Is figured that the transition can be made even in places such
as this where 10 years have edn(Contlnued on page 44)

it's

ness.

Stricter Censorship
Toronto, Dec.

8.

A

stricter censorship of motion
pictures was asked In a resolution
passed by the annual meeting her.
of the Ontario Union of Holy Nam.
(Catholic) Societies, with some 400
delegates pre.ient from all parts of
Ontario.
Archbishop McGuigan officiated.

Nn
were

specinr objections on any film
advanced and the proposed
was blanket.

stricter consorshin

Wfdawid«y«

Wflfiam Goldman's

Suit

IN

On Anti-Trust Charges Vs. Warners
Philadelphia, Dec.

One

WheWs RKO Mnsical

8.

the most important anti-

of

WED NATIONS'

suits

ever

instituted

Charles Boyer and Irene Dunne
are slated for lead roles. Feldman

against

Way

WELLES OPP FONTAINE

Tony

defendants had entered a conspiracy

IN

to keep him from getting pictures

for

20TH 'JANE EYRE'

•Nineties' will be the first production on the Bui-bank lot for Jack

Chertok,

Hollywood, Dec.

8.

who

Orson Welles plays the top male Metro.
Joan Fontaine in 'Jane

in the past, this is the
a central city house has
been involved. All first run theatres
here are Warner operated. Only
other filmers in the downtown sector are the Arcadia, owned by the
Sablosky interests, and the Studio
which features arty and foreign pix.

able times

role opposite

first 'time

By

Eyre' under a one-picture contract
with 20th-Fox. Film rights were acquired, by the Westwood studio in a
recent deal with David O. Selznick
which Included the services of Miss

Bill

1942

Hallifan
Hollywood, Deo.

Studio Contracts

8.

• lot of A. K.'s out here who think they are Ponce-do-Leon...
their pans Ufted and their hair dyed trying to by-pasa old
father time. They ought to be sitting in the park at Long Beach playing
checkers. .Instead, they are looking for a blind producer to give them a
I

know

They bave
.

Jackie Cooper role in 'David Copperfleld.'
Well, they oan't all be Henry Woodruffs or Billy

Elliots, but I don't
suppose you can blame them for trying.
A paint job might do my knob a lot of good right now, as I am taking
dead aim at a young frill from Pasadena whose old man has more folding
money than Donald Nelson has troubles. The other day a producer's

ancient secretary,
all

say

I

who

will never see 40 again, called

look like a distinguished retired banker.

idea what they expect from a banker and that's

Pastor's.'

recently moved to
Warners after years of producing at

the house.

Although the majors and Warners
have been sued by indies innumer-

9»

Broadway Diindnt

Hollywood, Dee. B.
production
by
package
Charles K. Feldman for UniverMl
release will be 'Otir United Nations,'
episodic film dealing with the Allies.

Next

recently bought 'Mama Mosquito,'
Hollywood, Dec. .8.
Jennings, as a basis for
major distributors and the
the
'Higher and Higher,' a Rodgers tale by Dean
Stanley-Warner circuit was filed to- and Hart musical, will be the next the Chinese sequence.
day (Tues.) in U. S. District Court producer - director job for Tim
Whelan
RKO
lot.
on
the
here by William Goldman, promPlay was presented in New York
Back for Ann
inent Indie exhib and one time zone with Jack Haley and Shirley Ross
boss of the Warner circuit. Gold- in the top roles but the cast for the
Hollywood, Deo. 8.
man Is asking $1,350,000 triple picture Is stIU to be decided.
Next starrer for Ann Sheridan at
damages in behalf of the Erlanger,
Warners will be a nostalgic screening
of early sUdw business. The Gay
a downtown theatre which he leased
Nineties,' once titled 'A Night at
two years ago, on the grounds the

trust

DecgaMw

BOYER,Pl)NNE TEAMED

me

'Pop.'

Hie

gals

Well you have a rough

what

I

AINT OCT

(to

go Mencken on you').
The tipofl on an old codger

is to watch him open the morning newspaper. He goes for the obituary column right oil the bat... He wants to
see whom he has outlasted.
lot of the boys, too many In fact, are oreepIng into the summaries of the geezer with the scythe. George M. Cohan's
passing affected everyone In the show business. Death was a great shock
..When history Is written George will be up there with Booth, Irving,
Sothern, Will Rogers and the rest of the stage's immortals.

A

We were still mourning George when we got the news of Charley Pope
..Another victim of the Great White Way booked over the great divide.
William Noble, Rosemary Foster, A nice guy, Charley Pope. He made it fast and spent it fast. Gave more
Jameson Brewer and Constance Bon-" money away by accident than most of the Broadway Carnegles do on
producing, nelli drew option lifts as junior purpose. He had a million dollars once and it lasted him about a year...
In the suit filed* by William A.
with Robert Stevenson as director writers at Metro.
He came up from Florida where his father was Lieutenant Qovemor,
Gray, one of the city's leading trial
and John Housman collaborating
John Brahm's director ticket re- around 1910. Pope was contemporary with Frank Bohm, William Morris
lawyers, Goldman alleges that the
with Aldoua Huxley on the screen- newed by 20th-Fox.
and Murray Fell. Arotmd the time when the Paramount theatre was the
defendants have conspired to monplay.
opolize the entire film industry in
John Sheppard's actor contract re- Putnam bldg., Charley and I had a lot of laughs together. One day we
decided to play some handball before we went to the races. We went up
district
by agreeing among
this
newed by 20th-Fox.
to the Friars gym. Charley had $3,700 in big bills in hU kick.
themselves that all motion pictures
Walter Hart, shorts director, drew
produced by the defendants should Par Rosbiiig Throngh
When we changed to gym clothes, Charley put the $3,700 in a special
an option lift at Metro.
be exhibited on desirable runs only
pocket he had in his sweat shirt. When we got out to the track that
pact
at
Edward Arnold inked new
by the defendants.
afternoon, Charley di.scovcicd (hat he had forgotten to put the dough
Weeks
Six
Eiglit Pix in
femme star.
Kenneth Macgowan is

Fontaine as

Metro.

Goldman declares in his bill of
complaint that he has tried to get
pictures but was unable because of
the illegal combination and conspiracy to monopolize the entire
motion picture ind'ustry, particularly
in the Philadelphia district. The bill
further alleges that the Erlanger,
which was leased for 10 years at a
rental of $12,000 a year, had been
relegated to an inferior position
where he may obtain product only
on the last run no matter how fine
his theatre is and no matter how
much he would be willing to pay
for pictures in a free and open market. Goldman estimates his loss at
$450,000 and asks that damages be
trebled under the terms of the Sherman and Clayton Anti-Trust Acts
which, he claims, the defendants violated.
Besides damages, Goldman
asks that the court grant an injunction against the defendants that they
be enjoined from making new contracts granting protection of Warner
houses against the Erlanger, and
that the defendants be made to pay
the costs of the proceedings.

back in his street clothing.
Pinky Lee inked actor contract
I wanted to go right back to the club, but he wouldn't let me.
He said,
with Hunt Stronvberg.
'If it's gone at all... it's gone by now.' '-Well, I hope It's still there,' I said,
Eddie Gordon, legit player, signed
'who would look in the pocket of an old sweatshirt?' 'Well, if anybody
by Hunt Stromberg for the films.
does
steal it,' Charley said, 'I hope it's Dick Savage; he's got five kids.'
Lynda Grey's stock player option
six weeks, a heavy midwinter rush to
Dick Savage was our gym attendant and a square-shooter. .When w«
complete all the pictures possible picked up by Paramount
Ralph Byrd's player ticket re- got back the money was there okay and Charley was so tickled he gav*
while the ihooting is good.
Dick $200. One day we were on our way to Empire racetrack ana wa
Starting the eight is the Techni- newed by 20th-Fox.
passed
the Hospital for Incurable Children. Charlie pulled up at the civb.
Louise La Planche drew an option
color film, liBdy in the Dark,' rollHe took out a thousand dollar bill and handed it to me. We could see the
ing this week with Ginger Rogers, lift at Paramount
William Eythe renewed as an ac- kids sunning themselves on the porch... Like sparrows In a cage. 'Go In
Ray MUland end Warner Baxter as
give
and
that grand to the head nurse,' he told me, 'tell her to buy those
tor at 20th-Fox.
co-stari.
kids some ice cream.' We took it on the chin that afternoon at the track.
We didn't have a winner. On the way back, as we passed the hospital, he
looked up and said. .'Well, that's a thousand the bookies didn't get'
Charlie was married to Stella Hammerstein. .Oscar Hammersteln'a
daughter, a brilliant and competent woman. He had first-hand knowledge

In
a
supplementary statement
Gray declared that the acts of the
defendants not only constituted vio-

praising the non-profit contribution
of the film business in providing
motion-picture entertainment for the
He finally came, around to my way of thinking. One day he bet us
at home and abroad.
He had $30,000 coming from
Still another but less noticed ac- $1,500 on a 20 to 1 shot and the horse won.
We didn't have the money to pay him off... He was the
tivity has taken the form of volun- his own book.
only
bookmaker on record who ever went broke betting himself...
tary-financial contributions by stuHammerstein's Manhattan Opera House had come upon evil days. 'Rie
dio workers through the industry's
Permanent
Charities
Committee, place was burdened with unpaid judgments and litigants galore. Charley
which has distributed nearly $200,- got all of them to sign releases and sold the Manhattan to the Masonlo
Max Steuer, -the famous lawyer, was his partner.
000 to the Navy Relief Society, order for $4,000,000.
After
they paid all the judgments they had a couple of hundred thousand
United China Relief and other
dollars left for themselves. We were in the money again.
causes.
Actually surpassing in the list of
One day, at Aqueduct, he beat the first Ave races. .He wps out in front
activities has been the efficiency of about $140,000 and he had all the clubhouse bookmakers crying like
the industry in selling war bonds to wounded doves. We were sitting on the clubhouse steps right before the
help finance the war.
last race of the day. 'Who do you like?', he asked me. I told him I had a
Last September the industry con- whale of. a tip on a. horse calle.d Carmen Pantages, a tworyeer-old Ally
ducted a nation-wide drive.
which was owned by George Choos. He told me I was crazy. 'Well.' I
The Treasury Department had said, 'I'm a lot winner so I am going to bet $200 across the board... the
fixed a high quota for it
horse is 15 to one.' 'Let me bet it for you,' he said, 'they think I'm a
The quota was exceeded by more sucker and maybe I can get you a better price.' 'Okay,' I said. He came
than 8%, with total sales of $838,
back in a little while and told me I was doWh. He got me 20, 8 and 4.
250,000.
A minute later they were off. They broke out of the chute and the
Now, starling on Dec. 7, the in favorite, a three-to-flve shot, sprinted into
a five-length lead. Coming Into
dustry is to repeat its effort for a the stretch it looked
like I was a dead pigeon. Then something happened.
week.
The steed in front stumbled and the jock fell off. They came down the
Its War Activities Committee has stretch
in ding-dong finish and Carmen Pantages got up to win it by a
announced that during this period whisker. 'Well, that's that,' I said, 'let's
go home.' He took out $6,400
16.000 motion picture theatres will and paid me.
'I'm sorry I didn't string along with you,' he said, 'but 1
sell war bonds.
didn't.' I bet $40,000 on that three-to-five shot that fell in the mud.
And
Commencing on the first anniver. that's not all. .1 held your bet myself. Let's hurry back to town. I want
CAUSE
FOR
sary of the Pearl Harbor attack, the to buy you a Locomobile.
Movie Industry^ Great Contribo- drive has for its appropriate slogan:
Locomobiles were a fancy price in those days and I had a tough time
'Avenge December 7 On to VicUon to the War Effort
persuading him to change his mind. He used to come home from the
It would be difficult to over-praise tory!'
track after a good day and pay the wages of all the help at the Frlarf.
It is a fact that the motion picture
the services of the motion picture
The club was going bad in those days and lots of time we were three or
industry's outstanding war service
Industry in America's war effort.
four weeks late with the payroll.
One phase of this service has had is due largely to the circumstances
Charley was always digging up broken down inventors. He had a mato do with enlistments in the armed that the industry was prepared for
chine that made shaving brushes, one to every customer in a barber shop.
service, and was indeed engaged
forces.

lation of ethical business practices
end legal statutes but it likewise results in many gross injustices to
film audiences in the Philadelphia
area, and that both the public and
the press have mad'e constant in-

quiry and complained bitterly because the majority of important motion pictures always play the metropolitan areas and even the smaller
towns and hamlets before they are

shown

in Philadelphia.

Named

as defendants are Loew's,

Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Columbia, Warner Bros. Pictures, VitaInc.,. Warner
Bros. Circuit
Management, Stanley Co. of America, Universal Corp., Universal Film
Exchanges and United Artists.
Goldman was head of the Warner

graph,

Circuit here until 1933. Since then
into the private exhibition field. His circuit nov> numbers
12 theatres.

he has gone

20th Assures

British

Exhibs on Sunday Dates
London,

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
features
go before the
cameras at Paramount In the next
Eight

.

.

Editorials

Plug Pictures

.

Jack Lalt in N. Y. Mirror on Monday and Another
Hearst Rag the Next Day

of all the Hammerstein real estate transactions.
Paramount had built a
theatre, the Rialto, on the sight of the old Hammerstein's Victoria. Par
forgot to renew its land lease and that slight oversight cost it $200,000.
Charlie told Paramount to take its theatre off the property or the wreckers

would.

Par

settled.

MANY A LAUGH WITH POPE
nvxjg OF AEALISM
Under the above caption, the N.Y.
Mirror's editor, Jack Lalt, kudoed
the ^^It" bulness thusly last week.
Thousands of words have been
written and spoken. about the constructive part the American motion
picture indutsry is playing in the
war. All true.
The movies have stimulated enlistments and patriotism, performed
invaluable services in spurring War
Bond sales, provided morale-building entertainment for our fighting
men on all fronts, sent many of their
stars and key men into the ranks.
'But to our mind the industry's
greatest service has been in the making of such pictures as 'Wake Island'
and 'Across the Pacific,' good rousing productions, vitally significant
for this reason:
They portray our Jap enemies
with plain realism. Not as cowards,
But as tough,
dupes, or 'dopes.'
savage, cruel, cold and smart fighting men.
The kind of men we'll
have to defeat and annihilate.
'That is a proper and salty re
minder to keep before the eyes of
the American paople.'
Monday's (7) N. Y. JournalAmerican, also' a Hearst rag (p.m.),
occasioned Pearl Harbor Day by an
other kudo at films, the editorial
reading in part:

of the motion picture Industi'y has
a large collection of well deserved

encomiums from President Roosevelt from Lleutenant-General Eisenhower, and frbm other leaders highly

&

Felix Isman and Harry Wolfe (Street
Smith) financed the deal and
the next Monday Charlie and. I were booking at Belmont Park with a
$50,000 bankroll.* Rube Bernstein was our cashier and we had many a
latigh with Pope.
He would get down off the block end come back In •
little while and tell me he had bet $5,000 on a horse with some other
bookmaker. 'Why don't you bet us?', I would ask him, 'then if the horse
loses you will still be winner of half of the money you lost.'

boys

.

THE

.

—

Dec.

.

8.

With 20th-Fox giving assurances
to
the Cinematograph
Exhibitors'
Assn., that its agreement on Sunday bookings wHl be carried out
in full, dispute between the American distributor and the British exThousands of the most eligible
hibitors association
appears defi- men, many of whom would not have
nitely closed.
been affected as yet by the draft,
It is planned by 20th-Fox to is- have been inspired and helped by
aue a list of pictures available for th«. movies to don the uniforms of
Sunday bookings and those for the Army, the Navy and the Coast
booking at flat rentals. Also to Guard, or to oft^r themselves to the
furnish two feature programs on no less essential Merchant Marine.
companion phase has been the
percentage.
Dispute arose when
^30th-Fox sought better deals for industry's work In promoting rhorale.
The Public Relations Committee
Studay playdates.

A

in

Another time he tried to corner the caviar market and we used to sit
around at night and ponder over cables from the Shah of Persia. If he
ever did succeed in grabbing off the sturgeon eggs, you can bet on one
thing we would have been our own. best customers.
'I've met a lot of hombres in my time, stock brokers and stock actors;
Sing-Sing alumni and supreme court judges; street car conductors and
raidroad' presidents; bell boys and play boys; ball players and horse players; story writers and second story workers; newspapermen and gentlequickly as the movies.
men, but taking them all In all, bye and large, top and bottom, I don't
'Onrs was armed, for war 18 months think I ever met a finer man that Mr, Charles Fortune Pope.
service, before

our war actually be-

gan.

As Mr. Howard

Dletz, a distin•guished executive of the Industry,
reported recently in a speech before
the National Board of Review:
'Few Industries have adapted them
selves to the war conditions as

before Pearl Harbor.'

—

Sleep in peace, old paV

Wednesdaj, December

Dimlap/Rifldii,

9«
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PICTURES

WB Cottmg 'Air Force'

Thomas, Grassgreen

After Its D. C. Preview

Wifl Recover; Seletsky s

Widows
to

Cntical; 2 Others

seriously

Hub

and likely

While
be laid up for a long time, Scott
still

and Gross'

ill

R, Dunlap, producer of westerns for
Monogram, is expected to recover

from burns and lung damage suf'
tjie Cocoanut Grove, Boston,
Are Nov. 28. However, it is said

Succumb

Nitery Aftermath

Detatic on the Cocoanut Grove,
Boston, fire and its aftermath
throu0hout the land, are in the
Niter]/ sictian.

fered in

doctors may find it necessary to collapse one of his lungs. Dunlap, v>ho

had been under an oxygen
began to rally a little Friday

tent,

56 FIRE

also under oxygen, took a turn for
the better the last few days. He was
not as badly hurt as DunlQp and if
complications do not set in, will also
pull through.
Harry H. Thomas, New York
Philadelphia franchise holder for
Monogram, whose eyesight has been
saved by specialists, is coming along
nicely: Starting yesterday (Tuesday)

he was able

Word

DAMAGE

(4).

of Herman Rlfkin,
Mono and owner of the New
England sales franchise, who was

The condition

to sit up.

MTKEE

OF

v.p. of

THEATRE

completed print
of 'Air Force' in Washington last
week. Jack L. Warner, who was
there planning a special screening
for Government and Army authorities, decided that the film needed
cutting and had the print shipped
seeing

After

a

As Entertainment:

back to the Coast for that purpose.
Following it on, Warner, now in

Industry's

PRC

Sets India Pact

Wartime Transition
Several salient points emerged
from discussions during the Aim industry's War Activities Committee

Producers Releasing Corp. has annual meeting in New York. Moninked a pact with Ashad Ali Haji of day (7). indicating the transformaBombay, India, for distribution of tion which the trade is undergoing
as a result of the war. These are:
its product in the East. Deal covers
Burma (the Japs are in there temGeorge J. Schaejer. c'lairnian of
porarily),
Afghanistan, the WAC, revealed that the Army
(11).
Ceylon,
'Air
Force,'
of
producer
Baluchistan, Bhutan and Napal.
Hal Wallis,
and Navy recently ashed for the dewhich will probably be sold singly
Contract is for all PRC product for livery of 92.000,000 square feet of 16
on
discussions
Washington
following
10 years, starting with 1940-41 and mm. raw stock (approximately 1.the matter, leaves tomorrow (Thurs- running through 1949-50. It was set 600,000,000 linear feet) which is more
day) for Cincinnati to confer with by Robert D. Socas, PRC foreign than the Eastman capacity for a full
Irving Berlin on filming of 'This Is manager, and Haji, in New York.
year._ (A graphic tlliislrntion of the
Einfeld
hopes
Charlie
the Army.'
raw stock situation).
to leave with him tomorrow for
Fred Beetson, represoiting the
Cincy but if unable to get away
Hollvuiood division of WAC, said
Both
Friday
(11).
will train out
that the change noir 901119 on in
week,
com
were in Washington last
production rcas as great as when
morning
ing up to N. Y. Monday
producers went from sileiifs to
(7).
Other execs from the h.o. were

WB PROFIT UP

sound.

OVER

Milwaukee, Dec. 8.
also in Washington to discUss the
including
Major Albert
Theatre managers here had a jit- picture,
tery time Friday night (4), with the Warner, Ben Kalmenson, WB's general sales manager, Abe Schneider,
Are department responding to three
h.o. exec, and Mort Blumenstock,

TO

$3,000,000

Walter C. Anient, chairman of the
newsreel diuision, presented figures
showing that 78.3';i of all neu'sreel
clips from Dec. 8, 1941 to Nov. 19,

$8,554,512

Red Tape

WB

Silverman'! DoDaUon
Providence, Dec.

8.

in

partment started from spontaneous
combustion in a basement closet,
and it was extinguished without
theatregoers
knowing
anything
about it. The second Are that night

(Ms

Oh Entering

Newsreel Prod.

Providence

received an additional in the same theatre started In a
gift of 11,500 as an aftermath of the ventilating 3haft,-but this wai after
Cocoanut Grove holocaust. The sum the theatre had closed for the night,
came from Archibald Silverman, so caused little commotion.

Showing an increase
$3,000,000

over

Warner

year,

the

more than

of

previous

which ended

Aug. 31 totaled
year ending in

$8,554,512.

August,

company noted

that

it

last

In Ascal

the

1941,

operating profit was $5,429,302.

The

had received

$5,245,726 as a result of the unfreez-

ing

of

substantially

impounded money

in

Great Britain,

the fourth quarter proAt of $3,182,637

rather

obviously

reAecting

partly

Last year the same quarter net
was only $995,857.
Warner earnings are equal to $2.20

this.

common share as against $1.36
the pr3vious Ascal year, after providing for current year's dividend on
the preferred shares.
Unpaid dividends on the preferred amounted to
$33.69 per share as of Aug. 31 last.
Warners* earnings were the greatest in more than 12 years, highest
previous profit being for the fiscal
year ending in 1937, peak of prosperity wave, when $5,875,183 was reported. Showing this year was made
per
in

despite a

of Providence's Strand,

who

to the

film

Gross income, after eliminating inter-companp transaction.^, was $119,271,544, as compared with $102,29.3,170 in the previous year.
The reserve for contingencies includes 12,158,635 in respect of the net assets
in forelgn' cuun tries of subsids consoTTaafed In the igptJlT.
The report shows current assets of
$38,779,695 as of the Aug. 31 date, and
$9,550,2/3. .£asji_.9nd $26,096,868 current liabilities which are Tncluded.
A year earlier the current assets
were $28,747,292, and of this cash

..

(Mon.) with private interment.
Honorary pallbearers were W. Ray
Johnston. Charles J. Bigelow, Austin C. Sherman, Trem Carr, Leslie
Setander. W. S. Van Dyke. George
Moyer, Dr. C. D. Dickey. Hugh Mc-

last

part of the

further

raw Stock

19.13

Hollywood,

Sunday and Monday last week, U in the New England territory.
and had come on to New York Three different Carrolls were In the
Wednesday following 'several fu- Bo.ston disaster, but not T.awl4 Carneral services in Boston.

nually.

Lewis Carroll Not a Victim
Lewis Carroll, who missed being
in

the Boston

cabaret

fire

disaster

only

because he was in Portland,
Me., doing advance exploitation on
Universal's 'Pittsburgh,' last week
went through the unfortunate experience of being identified as one
of the unidentified persons in the
morgue. Carroll had been occupied
with the painful task of identifying bodies of friends he knew on
Boston'.s film row who died in the

She'O Lead 'Em

Edward Ludwig

directs

and Lee

Marcus produces.
he could not be located in Boston
the mistaken identity all the

made
more

feasible.

Result of the error was that Carwa.s kept busy all one day denying to relatives and friends that
he was a flre victim.
C^arroll is

roll

field

flre.

Fact that

On

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
assigned Anna Sten to
the co-starring role opposite George
Sanders in 'School For Saboteurs.'
20lh-Fox

roll

exploitation representative for

WB

WB

•7.918.605
•14.095.054
'6.291.748
•2.5.30514
674.159
3.177.313

1931
1932

Warner East

Dec. 8.
Harry M. Warner leaves next week
for New York, where he will take
up with his board of directors the
matter of posfible purchase of the
RKO Pathe newsreel. The
prexy, anxious to launch his own
newsreel in the field, has offered
S3. 000.000,
but
RKO wants that
amount net after the tax has been
taken care of.
Warner admits that the $3,000,000
figure i« about
the
price
RKO
wants, but he i« anxious to get the
board's nod before going further on the deal. He e.stimated that
the newsreel
costs
will
run between $500,000 and $600,000 a year,
with grosses estimated at around
$900,000.
This would allow for a
net proAt of about
$150,000 an-

Cullom and Dr. Doland Cass.

Mellelt, Coordinator of
Government Films, stating that 'we
are not planning to go deeper' into
film production.

Speaking on the necessity for
safeguarding the screen's primary
entertainment
Harmon
function
said he was pleased that Mellett
spoke of producing only a 'limited
number of factual, informational
films, four to nine minutes in length.'
He noted that two Government
shorts which recently ran in suc.cession on the same program in a
large Broadway theatre brought 'a
deep sigh' from the audience. Harmon added that such an audience
reaction could not be viewed without concern because when an audience walks, the opportunity of presenting a Government message goes

—

also.

'Single

War

Chest'

Harmon stated that the end of innumerable war drives was in sight,
'probably within six months,' when
is likely that there will be a pool-

gasoline and air-conditioning problems. Harinou-.s8id that a tighter
situation was to be expected but that
it would
not prove fatal to the industry; that ' we will "be able to continue our service to soldier, sailor
arjd civilian.' Touching on the newly IneFoosed importance of the War
Manpower Commission, Harmon said

he hoped that, as a result, 'the value
of the pre.sent services of our technicians will be weighed against the
value of their possible contribution
to the war effort elsewhere, before
they are taken from us.'
The
vice-chairman stated
that
there would be a
marked
strengthening of the War Department's. ..5D.fcial
Ss.rvice .Branch,
which would facilitate the produc-

WAC

tion and shipment of more 16 mm.
prints of pictures to men in combat
zones.
He mentioned an instance

'Continued on page 25)

SET $100,000 BUDGET

culf.

bill.

H. M.

Francis
Harmon, executive
S.
iiice-chaimiau of the WAC, reported
in receipt of a letter

that he was
from Lowell

ing of all campaigns via a single
U. S. war chest.
Referring to raw stock, fuel, oil,

year.

While Wai-ners hai not ind:cBted
War Labor Board how much
it would
require for its proposed "newsreel, the company has
60G Flre Threaten! Det. Filmery
run Into so much red tape and lack
Detroit, Dec. 8.
of encouragement in official WashPolice and flremen ordered the
Reed, manager of the Strand, who Macomb theatre, Mt. Clemens, Mich, ington quarters that It ig reported amounted to $7,431,249.
Warner report listed that a British
was with Silverman in Boston, emptied last week when a $60,000 chilling on the project.
Meantime, in the face of the dis- subsidiary was indebted to an Engwanted to stay for the party but fire destroyed four nearby stores and
ehonged his mind »(--()>« last rrvinute foitr apartments. The a/MI-.p^lcons couraging outlook concerning the lish bank for $2,125,803 1528.150
and decided to return home with were unaware of the fl/e and the launching trf its ov. n reel.- Warners is poKnds) as of last Aug, .3.1. joaa. bjplug..
Silverman. The $1,500 was in ad- move was made to prevent any pos- trying to buy out one of the others, guaranteed in full by Warner Bros,
dition
another gift Silverman .sible panic from starting in the but it's understood to be doubtful and in part by two -British sub}:ids,
to
whether a deal can be swung.
and is .secured by the company's inmade to the fund.
house. The show was halted and they
Moreover, both in connection with vestment in Associated British Picwqre oi'd<;red out quietly.
developing its ow-ii newsreel or aC' tare Corp. and by mortgsges on fi.xed
Bu ckJones Rites
The fire, which called in additional quiring one of the others if the price a.ssels of the Brili.>;h sutjsidiaries.
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
equipment from the Army at Self- is right, it is reported that factions
Final riles for Charles (Buck)
WB ANNUAL E.'^RMNGS. 1930-42
ridge Field, was halted just short of in WB are di.scouraging a reel of any
Jones, victim of the Cocoanut Grove
the theatre. Nobody asked for a re- itind in \ iew of the vincerlalnlies of
Net proiii.
flre in Boston, were held yesterday
fund, accepting the flre for the
1930
$7,074,631

owner

had been a memt>er of the Buck
Jones party in Boston, but left early
because he had to attend the opening
meeting of the Providence drive. Ed

cooperation

it

writeoff of $8,250,000 for

Federal income taxes as contrasted
with only $1,606,000 in the previous
fiscal

in

—

previously

all

filmed

icy.

fiscal

Bros, operating proAt

for the Ascal year

were

1942,

wiVx V. S. policv in prosecution of
the war and that neiusreels are now
virtually 100% attuned to this pol-

Jr.,

manager for 20th-Fo)t, was that
that
the company's branch manager at
sales

The United Jewish War Fund

Meet Points

of the new shows,
N. Y.,
leaves Friday (11) for Hot Springs,
Ark., where he will pick up his wife,
balance
of the trip west.
Ann, for the
They are due on the Coast Friday

yesterday

day) by A. W. Smith,

Up

WAC

seeing some

(Tues- different theatre alarms, although publicity - advertising director, reeastern only one of the fires was serious, turned to the h.o. Monday (7).
Plans on 'Air Force' call for a
at the Comet, an independent
special world premiere at the HollyBoston, Moe Grassgreen, another nabe, which suffered a $9,000 loss, wood, N. Y., some time between Jan.
victim of the fire, is showing con
and in which panic among 500 pa- 8 and IS, with run to be at a scale
His lungs trons was averted by a quick-think- of 65c to $1.25 on a continuous policy.
siderable. improvement.
were tested on Monday (7) and
ing manager. Strangely enough, the Subsequently, probably in February,
found to be functioning 50% of norsix other simultaneous openings are
mal, Smith reported. Grassgreen was attraction at the Comet was 'Rough being figured and if prints can be
under an o.xygen tent most of last Riders,' starring Buck Jones, who shipped, film will also be shown at
week.
He.
Dunlap.
Rifkin
and only a few nights before succumbed that time at Pearl Harbor, in AuThomas sulTered burns about the
to burns suffered in the Cocoanut stralia and North Africa.
head and hands as well as lung inWallis will start production on
Grove flre in Boston.
jury.
'This Is the Army' after it completes
Fire at the Comet started in a its tour, not as yet definite. Playing
Late advices yesterday (Tuesday)
were that Mrs. Philip Seletsky, wife washroom where a patron had Cincinnati this week, it next goes to
of the chief buyer-booker for the M.
thrown a match or a lighted cigaret St. L.ouis, moves into Detroit for
Si P. circuit who died the night of
receptacle.
When Albert Xmas-New Year's, opens in Chicago
a
the Are, is in a state of unconscious- into
Jan. 4 and then plays two weeks on
ness, with only the slenderest of Holhaner,
smelled the Coast.
the
manager,
hopes held out for her recovery. smoke and at once ordered the proReported that the advance sale in
Mrs. Eugene Gross, wife of Mono- jectionists in the booth to stop the Cincy was slow due a&sertedly
to
gram Boston salesman, is likewise picture, then had his assistant, Roy lack of exploitation and local traileron the danger list. Gross himself Ilaack, make an announcement that ing
cooperation by the Ike Libson
perished.
the apparatus had broken down, houses which blanket town,
whereas
Mrs. Charles Stern, who succumbed couldn't be repaired in time to conin Philadelphia, for instance where
Saturday night (3), and Mrs. O. A. tinue the performance and invited
it did
big, all the Warner houses
Si. Pierre, who died Monday morn- patrons to step to the boxoffice and
ran trailers on it.
ing (7), were the only casualties get their money back. They exited
anrvong show people since last Tues- in orderly fashion and all were out
day. Former was the wife of Unit- side before they realized that a fire
ed Artists' eastern district sales man- was responsible, although a few
ager, while Mrs. St. Pierre's husband seconds later the place was envelwas art director for M. & P. Both oped in flames and smoke.
Stern and St. Pierre were killed the
Other fires that same night were
night .of the catastrophe.' Funeral
in the Wisconsin theatre building. The
services for Mrs. Stern were held
first blaze to bring out the flre deMonday (7) in New York.
received

Harmon Stresses Need to Keep Screen

1934
1935
19.36
19.37

5.87.5.183

1938
1939
1940

1.929.721
1.740.908
2,747.472
5,429.002

1941
1

1941

FOR WAC WORK

and Franci.s Harmon vice-chairman
WAC. Coin is to be raised
via as.-e.~smen1s on producers, ilisand exhib.«.

of the
'

by Quarters)

ti ib.<

Si

Fabian.

I

First quarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter

$1276.316
1.506.228
1.850.901

995.857

1942

8.5.54.512

(1942 by Quarters)
First quarter
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter
• Deficit.

$2,079,801
1.723.654
1.568,620
3.182.637

IN '43

Buffsot of $100,000 for 1943 was .set
by the War Acliviiics Committee at
annual meeting Monday (7). Geor.qe
J. Schacfcr was re-elected chairman

elected
j

div:.-ion.

hard

WAC

chairman

tieasnrcr. was
the theatres
Jo.«cph Bern-

of

succeeding

who was appointed honorary

chaiiman of the
.Mayer was named

division.

WAC

Arthur

treasurer,

succeeding Si Fabian: Phil Reisman
replaced Joseph Soidolman as an ex
chairman of the foreign manager divi.sion.
Spyi'os Skouras. Nate Blumberg
officio

and Kenneth Thomson were added
to the coordinating committee of the

WAC

in

an ex-ofTicIo capacity.

,

FILM REVIEWS
dience attention throughout
AT 8:30 tensive
running time.
Hollywood, Dec.

•.11:
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•Life

Monty

8:30' is

a film ver-

two years
under title

Begins at

ProducerJohnson deftly

Reviews

Begins At t'iV (20th).
WooUey's performance

profitable
one
insures
tliis
grosses in the regular runs as
solo or billtoppcr.
Stand By for Action' (M-G).
Sock Naval yarn with Taylor,

Donlevy and Laughton, starred.
•Salados' (Disney-RKO) (Span-

A

smash.
ish version).
•Clilna Qirl' (20th). Adventure
meller in the Orient pre-Pearl

on.

a

Harbor; needs hypo.
Lesser
'Gorrllla Han' (WB).
Misleading title; It's a
dualer.

.

sion of London play of
ago, originally presented
of The Light In Heart.'

•Life

Miniatiire

of adventurous aspects for male customers, but picture carries the unusual women's angle for this type of
entertainment by having cn American
destroyer pick up a life-boat of
babies fro.-n a torpedoed ship and
turning younRsters over to the minIstralions of the destroyer's crew.
Femmes will get kick out of the
intimate, though brief, episodes displaying sailors 'n typical maternal
roles,
even when,
nd after the

Mlltftn Pnis'in*
Incx I'HlnnKc

.

.

.

IMr

AIU.mhI

Its

Story is a basically usual one of
youth's regeneration when faced
with responsibilities on firing line.
Taylor, socialite type officer from
.Ch ivU'." I.n Toriu Harvard and Naval Reserve, is called
Jiime.<t Flavin
to active duty when wcr hits.
He's
Kiiv Helm
assigned as aide to crusty and blis\Vho:iton Chumi»er.i
tering old Admiral Laughton, com..Iluil C*nrv
Colin t'ampliv'.l mandant
of >an Francisco Naval
Nolta r:irkfr Base, but determined to get sea duty.
I.f» Phelprf
.

.
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...William HnUlciin
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Mif. Sphno.
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excellent which the commando officer is
generally
Is
Word-of-mouth has already gone far painted as a dumb Individual beahead of the icrlbblers, parQcularly cause of not getting to headquarters
In Argentina, and film has had a to round up the Nazi agents imme-

executed

ex'There's plenty

LIFE BEGINS

Commando
'Over

tale.

My

Dead Body'

20tlL

comedy
whodunit
Ineffectual
misses.
Strictly filler for duals.
Time to Kill' (20th). Latest
entry in the Michael Shayne

Donlevy was recalled from last war
duty, after rising from ranks, with
true Navy training and traditions,

whodunit adventure

to lieutenant commander rank. He's
placed in command of an antiquated
four-stack destroyer, '^or the start
of this war we must use the last
war's ships,' he's told. On a shakedown cruise, orders come to join
mainland convoy as escort, and
there's full speed race through heavy

entertainment

for

series.

r o

p

Good

g ra

OK

—

who finally
daughter,
chooses love over paternal instinct.
Cornel Wilde delivers neatly as the
romantic interest, while strong support is provided by Sara AUgood,
Melville Cooper, J. Edward Bromberg and William Demarest.
Drama is mainly of. intimate nature between WooUey and Miss Lupino, with other characters secondary. Direction by Irving Pichel concentrates on the by-play between
father and daughter to point where
the latter is forced to make decision
between continuing with father or
finding new happiness in marriage to
Wilde. Script revisions to transform
what appeared to be a static play
to film purposes, have been deftly
e"ccuted by producer-writer Johnson.
It's virtually a one-set layout,
with major portion of the action
taking place in the tenement rooms,
but WooUey holds attention throughout despite the continuous talk en
sacrificial

Walt

route.

Stand.

By For Action
Hollywood, Dec.

I'Olenae of Hubert Z. I.^onarf1-OrlJull produi-llun. directed by Leon-

M«trf>
vllle O.
.

7.

SUim Robert

Taylor. Crharles I-iiuhBrian
Donlevy.
Waller
.'^creeniday
by Oeorge Drucc.
nnlderstnn and Herman J. M.inri-om orlfflnnl by Capt.
Harvey
V.S.N.. iind R. C. Shfrrlft. .-.liner:!, fturlett RoHher: editor. Oconte RoeinJrr.
TrndoTihown Dec. 7, '42.
Runnlnir
time, leo .MIXS.
sri).

Iwn;

ffjturea

Bimnan.

John

U

lilewlci,
li'nlhllp,

I.leut. OregK Mneterman
Robert Taylor
Ll. Comdr. M. J. RuMkrIs
Brian Donlevy
Rear Adm. .Stephen Thomas.,,r. Lnuvhton

Chief Veotnan H. Johnson
W. Brenniin
Auilrey <*arr...Marilyn Haxwdt
foindr. Stone.
M;iiy ''olllna

M.C

Henry O'.Will
Mnrta Llndrn

fliltr Ht»\valn> .Mate
('jpiiiln Ludlow
Knsiirn l.lnilsay

Jenka

Hilll Wills
DoUfflaSB Dumbrllle
nirlianl Quine

Wm. Tannen

yv.iie IJeut. Dudley
En^^un Martin

l.kul.

DoukImb Powley

Tim Rynn

Tim Ryan

0.1 Hoycp
.Male 'Doi-' .Miller.

Dick .»!immon»
Byron Koultter
Chip;.'
C;ii'p.'s .M.ilf
Mnbnrt Cavanauish
Tnez Cooper
(^unan t::irrlnon
t'hlef Q'termaj-ler l:ankin
Ben Wel.lcn
Harry Klelw-liiniin
Chl'»f Sl»rn:i|iniill
J.irul.

I'hitrm.

(J.

.

.

.

..

.

'Stand By For Action' hits the
Mgh seas in best Navy tradition, and
will smack tli^atre boxoffices for
heavy grosses ind holdovers. It's
solid, pithy and attention-arresting

film, in fact,

Expertly

developed

is

quence)

ently

m

SALUDOS

sult in Buenos Aires, as well as previous click in Rio de Janeiro, indicates that it is just as strong with the
cash customers as with the hemisphere harmonists.
It's being sold
day and date at tilted scale.
Whether it'll have the same interest in the States is hard to tell since
audiences here, in Brazil and in
Chile have been particularly interested in seeing their own native
scenes and customs through the eyes
of Disney and crew.
Unlike most
Disneys, which have been given onthe-spot
Latin
American
sound

one was cooked up enHollywood, Disney apparently feeling he did enough researching while on his two-month tour.
Film was suggested by, and has the
blessing
of,
Nelson Rockefeller's
Office of Coordinator of Inter-Amertracks, this
tirely

in

ican Affairs.

Pic opens with the Disney party
boarding a Pan-American Clipper
while Spanish .speaker. Alberto Soria.
Hollywood correspondent for
numerous Latin mags, tells of the
with maximum of patriotic flavor to start of the journey. Disney penmake every American proud of his and-inkers soon get in and with
country's fleet and the officers in maps give quick o.o. to Bolivia, Chile,
command.
Argentina and Brazil. Other counWith Robert Taylor, Brian Don- tries are not covered in 'Saludos,' it
le/y and Charles Laughton provid- being Disney's plan to Include seing marquee brilliance, and an out- quences on them in a foUowup. First
standing, but brief performance, by sequence switches over neatly from
Walter Brennan, picture focuses aXi- Technicolor (shot in 16 mm. and en-

melodrama.

Donald and Goofy (who

featured in the Argentine seare the Nortesmericanos
who become the fall guys. Disney
has been careful that
getting his
laughs, the gags are not on our Good
Neighbors, but rather pn the Yanquis.
Donald, a typical tourist, for
example, gets out his Leica for a
shot at an Indian papoose, only to
have the kid pop out of his portable
wigwam and amaze the quacker by
grabbing off his shot before Donald
can let go a squawk.
(Songs)
Second sequence tells the story of
(COLOR)
a tiny Chilean plane that longs to
Buenos Aires, Dec. 2.
the mail across the Andes beRKO raleam of Walt.Dlnnry ptmluitlon. carry
tween Mendoza and Santiago de
Arllbts: Jnnet nnil L.Trry LantiburK. -lamea
There has been some critHodrero, Franklin ThoniRR. Nnnnan KerKU- Chile.
Don. Ted Seam. Wllllnm OoHrd. .N. T^.
icism of this sequence, especially in
Mary Blair. Hcrlicrl W. Rvin:in. Jack .Miller. Santiago, mainly on the basis
that It
Cenernl music by Clmrlcii Wolcotl; nnirjlor
of Spanish version, Alberto Sorln; j^pe^-liil .\r- doesn't show anything truly ChUean,
Kentlne lUHleUnl, Klorencln :hlullnii Cam- but it's a kind of good-natured grousiron; production nnil tllrA.-tlon liy \Vnlt DKing.
ney. Reviewed at the .\mhiiKHaflitr, Ruenns
Third sequence, in which Goofy is
Aires. Runnlnic lime. 4a MI.NS.
starred, zips him from Texas to the
Argentine pampas. At preview here
(Spanish Version)
there had been some carping by a
Designed
especially
for
Latin few hair-splitters, bat both the
American showing. Walt Disney's scribblers
and the cash customers
'Saludos' looks like not only a strong,
went all out in their guffawing at
potential goodwill builder, but a pothe characterization and their agreetential b.o. smash as well.
It's supment that the Disney gang had
posedly a record of Disney's tour to
turned out a 'simpatico' result. As a
L.A. last year, but merely to decowboy turned eaucho. Goofy j;ets
scribe it as a series of Disney carthe worst of it from his pampas 'catoons hung on a Technicolored thread
ballo,'
but Disney's handling of
hardly does it justice. As presented
pampas customs makes them ''enterhere in the Spanish makeup (Portaining for both the localites and
tuguese version was used in Brazil),
those who don't know the locale conit is a quick-moving, constantly vacerned.
ried, excellently produced job that,
Strongest and most effective seending in a sock finale, made most
of the customers protest principally Suence, both from a comedy and a
ramatic point of view, is the Brathat it ran only 45 minutes. B.o. reis

inspirational and unfolds at consistlively pace throughout, in addition to accentuating dramatic elements of the tale. Leonard moves his
characters with deft skill in situations generated by compactly written
script
Wolf.

which features Ary Barroso's
famed 'Acuarela do BrasU.' This
number, originaUy written some
zilian,

years ago for Carnival,
tically

a

Brazilian

is

now

prac-

anthem and

al-

ready widely known in the States.
To teU the Brazilian yarn, Donald
introduces a new character, joe Cari.
oca, based on the Brazilian papa
gayo. Don's a smart cookie, but he's
never met anybody like Jose. Jose
Oliveira. known professionally In Rio
as Zezinho, proceeds to give Don
a view of the sights, including the

famed casinos. Urea and Copacaoana,
a lesson in the samba, anii a try at
Rio's sidewalk-cafe rounding.
For
the high spot of this sequence Disney uses a paint-brush technique,
a brush dipping Into a pot of color
as the 'Aquarela' opens and moving
across the screen first to form a
waterfall that develops into a brilliant jungle scene, next moving to

draw

Hollywood, Dec.

5.

Hollywood, Dec.

drlot; editor. J.

*'

Haines

Jason Conlry

Brenner

Ahn

I.»l

-.

Krank Orth
William Davidson
Wonderful Smith

Cmle
Colored Boy
Petle Stuyveaant

I.

Judge

brilliantly

plumaged

birds, etc.

as good a sequence as Disney
has ever done, and so far superior to
anything else in the film that it made

It's

even nationalist-minded Argentine
and Chilean critics admit that Brazil
had come off in first place as far as
'Saludos' honors were concerned.
Photographic sequences arc not as
good as the rest of the film, with the
enlargement from 16 to 3,S-mm. being obvious, but manner In which
'Saludos' has been conceived and

Milton

Is listed as producer
scripter of this original by MelGrossman, which is usually
Darryl Zanuck's nom de plume when

ville

screen-scripting.
Plot has George

Montgomery, as an
American newsreel cameraman in
love with

Belasco
Trowbrldiie

Bud McCalHster
Cyril

nlnir

Edwin AuRust
Emory Parnell
Ganian
1 Don
Dlllaway
tOeorKe Riley
Oeorxe Andre Beranger
tVances Morris
Jui^cph J. Weston

Studio misses out in attempting to
use the comedic talents of Milton
Berle in this dull and boresome attempt to generate comedy twists to a
murder mystery. It's for the lesser

and

in

Parsons

I^n

..Charles

'

Ben Hecht

Patrick O'Malley

Ceonte M. Carleton
John Hamilton
Jill Warren

obviously tabs this one KIsle
c- l^wrln
as a meller in the Orient; and
Pierre
ture quickly introduces the audi- Iturdley
ence to Jap intrigues and Chinese Jlmmle
opposition prior to Pearl Harbor. Court Clerk
Ballirr
With lightweight voltage of Gene Captain
Orudy
Tierney, George Montgomery and SerKennt
Lynn Bari for marquee dressing, Hciwrlers
picture needs plenty of hypo to get Rslesman
withfirst
runs
major
it through the
Woman Reporter
01
l^dllor
strong support
Title

Mandalay, falling

Mary Heth Hustles
Ileslnald Denny

Detective

J'"?'^?*"'
Fung
Paul
Chand Mehra
K""' T""*

Colonel

Milton Herle

Patricia CoitliT

]>ennlni:lt>n

rhlllp

Watson Webb. Trudeshown

jfilNH.'*''

..Myron McCormIrk
Bohbv Blako

Ann

4.

20<h-Fox release of Walter Morosco proStars Milton Berle, Maty Beth
HuKhes. Directed by Malcolm SI. Clair
Screenplay by Edward James, from novel
by Jimies O'Hanlon: camera, I.urlen An-

fir Ruiiian

Jnrubl
Sbortr
Chinese Boy
Bntertolner
Dr. Tounic

JapaneM

OVER MY DEAD BODY
duction.

District Attorney

A

way.
Robert Z. Leonard's direction

CHINA GIRL
20lh-Foi release of Ben Hoohl production.
Stars Gene TIerney. Oeorse .Monti!oni*ry
and Lynn Bart: (ealum Victor MrLaitlen.
Directed by Henry Hathaway. Screenpluv.
Ben Heclit: based on story by Melville
Croasman; camera. L«« Garmes: editor,
Trade^hown In L. A..
James B. Clark.
RunnlnR time. 9S MINB.
Dec. 4, '42.
Gene TIerney
Mlaa Tounc
Oconto Montiomerv
Jolrnoy Willlanui
Lynn Darl
OaptalD FIB
Victor McI.aKlon
Major Bull Weed
Alan Basicr
Jones

Dorior

houses.

'We Are the Marine^ (20th).
Nunnally
writer
March of Time and the Marines
switched locale from London to New
land, featuring devildog training
York, accentuating the dramatic values of the piece, to provide Monty
and accomplishments.
WooUey with opportunity to deliver
'.American Empire' (UA). Beta spotlighted performance. Picture seas and
ter-than-average western starstorm with pickup of
provides pair of solid performances lifeboat
ring Richard Diz, Preston Foster
filled with cargo of babies
by WooUey and Ida Lupino that will and two women en route. Joining
and Leo CarrUlo.
the
catch critical attention in the met- convoy
with Laughton as the ad'Madame Spy' (U). Obvious
Woman's sacrifice
ropolitan keys.
miral on the flagship, there's a Jap
spy meller on boresome side.
motif will catch coin of the femme plane
attack and Nip battleship on
dualer.
sectors to roU picture through the
horizon.
Resourceful Donlevy, to
'Behind the Eight Ball' (U)
major first runs for profitable biz, save convoy, orders smokescreen
laid
and this factor should hold it up for down and informs
(Songs). Ritz Bros' zany antics
Taylor of his pro'
the subsequent houses.
in
filmusical. Program supposed
attack
dgaii.st the battlewagon
dramatic
WooUey plays a former
porter for duals.
by lone destroyer. Thrilling battle
stage star who is washed up Iti the
develops with destroyer successful
•Ridin'
Down The Canyon'
business for periodic tippling, but
in sinking Jap battleship, Taylor
(Rep).
Roy Rogers and the
still tosses caustic remarks at both
cr.rrying out the plan when DonSons of the Pioneers in good
his intimates and at the theatre. Eslevy is injured.
Convoy is saved.
western.
tablished in cheap tenement quarDonlevy,
Taylor and Brennan are
'Phantom Eiller' (Mono).
ters with his daughter, Ida Lupino,
decorated, and put to sea again for
latter sacrifices herself to take care
Murder mystery that classes
further duty with everybody happy,
of him and overlook his periodics
above average for low-budgeters.
including the audieace.
until love smacks her in person of
'Sheriff of Sage Valley' (PRC).
Story is basically lusty and vigorwho
composer,
young
Cornel Wilde,
Vtry good western starring
ous melodrama in best cinematic
eventually assists in expected cometradition,
Blister Crabbe
produced in widescope
back of WooUey for star spot in style
for maximum production pres•King Lear.' When the old actor gets
entation, with Marine process and
drunk for the opening night, after
special effects executed by Arnold larged) to Donald Duck visiting
Lake
the young couple has planned to be
Gillespie
and Don Jahraus masterful Titicaca, world's highest Inland wamarried the following day. situations and
the best seen on screen to date. terway. This is typical Donald, exare squared away only after WooUey
Timely and in tune with current cept that the background has been
first tries to keep his daughter at his
American
naval
victories
in
faithfully
foUowed
the
and
the
humor
hapside, but finally lets her go to
Pacific, picture will catch patriotic based on actual customs and facts.
piness while he takes the easy road
fervor of American public in a big In this sequence, and through the
with a rich old flame with reluctancy.
Wo<rfley accentuates interest in the
slow-tempoed and talky script with
an arresting delineation as the former star whose sarcastic and witty
barbs are tossed around with abandon. As described in the lines, 'he's
a god -on the stage but a rat off.'
Miss Lupino is close behind for the
second spot of prominence as the

Roy.

capitals.

Desk Clerk

m

diately, he does the job solo in regulation scenario style.
Cast is adequate, whUe Director
D. Ross Lederman has the impossible
task of giving credence to the wildly-dreamed tale unfolded. Picture
is
of low budget proportions
throughout.
Walt.

particularly strong publicity buildup, with special openings In all Latin

duals.

Uninteresting and sophomoric tale

an

stretches credulity of even the juvenAmerican - educate Chinese girl. ile audiences. Berle is a striving but
Gene Tierney. There are the usual unsuccessful Hollywood writer who
Jap intrigue and paid spies in per- concocts a murder mystery and then
sons of Lynn Bari and Victor Mc- sells the idea to conniving partners
Laglen, who try to get Montgomery of a financier who has apparently
into their clutches to turn over to committed
suicide.
Idea is (hat
the Nips and finale bombardment of Berle will have suspicion turned on
Kunming for tragic death of the him as murder suspect, so that .suiChinese girl after Montgomery has cide angle will not reflect on the
hastened to the city via air.
flrm.
It's up to him to get out of
There's quite a lot of intimate rrel- murder rap after he gives the cops
ocramatics along the route, with an angle. But script backfires and
Miss Bari and McLaglen convenient- Berle is given a court trial, with
ly getting Montgomery out of Jap- script striving for comedy angles

—

anese-occupied

Luchow

for flight to

little effect.
Berle uncovers
the real murderer in the courtroom,
but by that time It's too late.
Berle and director Mai St. Clair
strive hard to liven things but both
are handcuffed by the scriot and
Walt.
story provided.

with

Mandalay; later pitches of Miss Bari
for the American's affections; and
final disclosure of the pair's -luRomance between the campllcity.

eraman and the Chinese

aristocrat

never seems (o hit the warm stage.
Only angle for audience attention
is the setting of China under Jap

TIME TO KILL

and bombing prior to Pearl
Harbor, with romance of minor interest due to inadequacies of the
script and original yam. Otherwise,
r<-'.e

Hollywood. Dec.

—

—

Utici'loil

.i

his usually

Linda

Conquest
Venter
Llrutcniint Mreezp

LflUls
I.ols
.\;ex
.Mrs.

Hendwalter

Helen Flint

WnrE

houses.
Story runs true to the formula
which has been set up tor the previous issues of the series. Shane is
called in to recover a valuable coin
for the rich and crusty recluse, Ethel
Griff ies, and along the, trail gets involved in three murders that are
committed to cover up the counterfeiting of the collector's item. Lloyd
Nolan, as the aggressive and intuitive investigator, finally ties uo the
various incidents into a bundle to
f>rovide the proper solution in rather

7.

i-elcuse.

ogical fashion.

Nolan handles his work

loan WInllcId
Charles Invin

getting

style,

I'egKV dir^tun

satisfactory

good
support

in

from Doris Merrick, Heather Angel.
Ralph Byrd, Richard Lane, and Miss
Herbert Leeds' direction
Griffies.
unfolds the tale at a good clip.

Art KoH'cr
Crelghton llnlc

Krank Mnyo

Fletclier

iriio

Mason
Kennedy

Cullfny'ie

mm-

H.i-.lbOlioy

Waller Tolley

Ryan

Siivbir

'Time to Kill' details further .ndventiires of the resourceful Michael
Shayne, and, developing at a consistently fast pace, provides okay entertainment of iU type to fit neatly as
supporting fare in the regular pro-

Mary Field
Hex Williams
'

Insiicrtor Cruly

'I.>c4lt

ThwI-w
Sh

I

Lell'^y
I'hvllls
I'aul

.Miirgc

M

Nufwe Kruger

Syd

gram

Hollywood, Dec.

Brlc
Mrs. T.inncr

sc.iy

I:illl(-S

I.e>.l>

Charles Willi tins

Eno
Mannger

Features John I^er. Ruth Ford. Marian
Hall, nichard Fraser.
Directed by D. Itoss
I^erman.
Original wreenpluy by Anthony
Coldeway;
camera,
Jame:*
Van
Trees; editor. James Gibbon. Tradeshown
Dec. T, '4L'.
Running time.
MIN8.
Capt. Cralc Kllllan
John Lnder
Janet Devon
Ruth Ford
Patricia Dvvon
.Marian Hall
Walter Sibley
..Richard Fraser
Dr. Wolf
Paul CAvanngh
Qeneml Devon
Liimsden Hare
Dr. Ferris
John Abbott

Oliver
Piiminy
Consliihle

.fnknim

Te.!
\t'llll:'m

\V:iHhl>ui n
.\h.|stiinl
T>i-ntiil

GORILLA MAN
and

llvrd

Lane

Mmmley

I'ostnian

gunning the Jap flyers at Kunming,
while his Chinese sweetheart dies
from their bullets.
Walt.

prt><luctlon

Unllih
Itlcharil

Shells
.Morris

Klhcl Crllflca

I'hllllps
llcnrll

col-

okay

whUe production values are
sturdy thr'oughout
E:nding is abrupt and unsatisfactory for 'he
lengthy running time, with the resourceful
Montgomery
machine-

Bros.

.Mornv
.Morny

Muidock
Leslie Muplnck

style,

Warner

LInyd .Solan
Heather AnccI
Doris Merrick

Shayne

.Michael
.Merle

Baxter.

Henry Hathaway directed the

MINH.

81

time.

Ruman, Myron McCormick and Alan
orful background

S.

Conliiry-Kox
release
»r
Sol
M.
production.
Slurs Lloyd Nolan.
by Herbert I. T..eeds. .^raanpluy
by Clarence Upson Young, bnsi'd on novel
by Koymonil Chandler, and character '.Ml•huel Shayne' created by Hrett Hullld.iy;
r-ameni. Charles Clarke: editor. Alfred n:ty.
Tradeshown In L. A. Dec. 4. '41'. r.urnli.g
'-'Olh

VVurlzel

regulation stuff that has been
re-told many times and more refreshingly on the screen.
Although Montgomery carries the
footage as the loosely loving and
living American adventurer. Miss
Bari is spotlighted as the gal who
faUs for him in a big way, easilv
shunting efforts of Miss Tierney into
the background. Latter is adequate,
while McLaglen displays his usual
rough-tough character. Good support includes little Bobby Blake, Sig
it's

Wolt.
Title of this one will mislead customers.
Instead of being a thrill
shocker, jt's a highly incredible tale
of German spies operating in England.
At best, it must be content
with filler bookings in the secondary houses, where audiences are not
concerned with plausibility in screen
dramatics.
John Loder Is a captain in the
British
commandos, who returns
from a Continental raid suffering
from shock, but with vital information for the military. German spies,
P<ul Cavanaugh and John Abbott,
steer him to their private sanatorium to prevent delivery of the military information to staff headquarters and then go through strange

maneuvers to discredit Loder and
pin a few murders on him.
After
a

scries

of

synthetic

episodes,

in

WE ARE THE MARINES
Hollywood, Dec.
3()th-Foi

lelea^<e

of

Produced by

dui'llon.

5.

March of Time proMarch of Time In

collabornllon wittt the Cnlted Sl.ites Marine
Corps.
Documentary feature. Tradeebnwn
Running time. 70
In L. A.. Dec. 4. '42.

MTX.S.

'We Are the Marines' was pro-

,

j

duced by the March of Time in collaboration with the U. S. Marine
Corps, with many of the enlisted
men and officers taking oart in intimate scenes that are designed to
tie the footage together. It's a graphic display
of the historical background, thorough training and battle
accomplishments of the shock troops
Continued on page 16)
I
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PICTUBB GROSSES

Hedy Sweet

15G,

Runs on Broadway

First

Storm, Holdoyers Trim Chi Trade;

(Subject to Change)

Early Xmas Buying Slows
lovelier' Fine 95G;

(M-G)

—

W

fine $21,000.

Palace

—'Here

(RKO)

We Go

(2,500; 33-44-66-75)

Again*

(RKO) and

'Falcon's Brother' (RKO) (3d wk).
Dropped to fair $11,000. Last week,
okay $13,000.

Hoaie Hall—"You Were Never
LoveUer* (Col) (2d week).
(Reoiewed <n 'Variety' Oct. 7)
Pararaonnt— 'Road to Morocco'
(Par) (5th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 7)
Bialto— 'Cat People'
(RKO)
(2d week).

GREAT

14G1N(MY

Birds* <20th) and "Girl
Trouble' (20th) (2d wk). Fair $4,Last week, good $6,800.
000.

—

(Wed.).

StantMi (WB) (1,457; 3B-46-S7-68)
(2d wk).
Fair $5,200 after smash $9,800 for
first week.

—'Flying Fortress' (WB)

—'Thunder

Chlcaro (B&K) (4.000; 3S-SS-7S)—
"Major and Minor* (Par) and LaW'
Fine
rence Welk*s orch (2d wk).
$39,000. Last week, big $48,000.
Oarrlck (B&K) (000; 35-55-65-75)
'Forest Rangers' (Par) and 'Counter Espionage* (Col) (2d wk). Thin
$3,000. Last week, nice $7,400.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200: 28-3344- S5>— 'Boss Big Town' (PRC) and
Dick Stabile orch, Hoosier Hotshots,
on stage. Nice $19,500. Last week,
'Traitor Within' (Rep) with Three
Stooges and Merry Macs on stage,

(Reviewed- in 'Variety" Nov. 4)
Globe—'We Arc the Marines'
(20th) (12).
(Aevietoed in current Issue)
Hollywood—'Casablanca' (WB)
(3d week).
(Revietoed in 'Variety' Dec. 2)

bringing them in at nice
Last week hangup $18,500.
'Married a Witch' (UA) opens to
Still

$11,500.

morrow

(Revieioed in "Variety" Nov. 18)
Blvoll— 'Palm
Beach
Story'
(Par).

(Reviewed In 'Variety" Nov. 4)
Boxy— 'Life Begins at 8:30"
Cincinnati, Dec.

(20th)

8.

General trade at downtown cine'
mas is behind last week, mainly hecause of heavy snowfall. Thus far
the exhibs have not reckoned the
effect of gas rationing on b.o. because

Astor— 'For Me and
(M-G) (9th week).

(2,000;

Hollywood— 'Casablanca' (WB)
(4th week).

Music Hall— 'You Were Never

— 'Road

(2,700; 35-55-69-

'White Cargo* (M-G) (2d
Last

45-

wk). Held to good $15,000.
week, hefty $19,000.

W*od* (Essaness) (1,200; 83-44-5575)—'Sin Town* (U) and 'Eyes of Underworld' (U). Opened to fine $8,500
despite weather.

Last week, 'Wings

and Woman' (RKO) and Trumpet
Serenade' (U), nice $6,600.

'GAL'

OK

211/26,

PHDirS ACE

Family (RKO)

week

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.
of th* shopping rush

Morocco'
(Par) (6th week).
Blvoll— 'Palm
Beach
Story*
(Par) (2d week).
Boxy—'Life Begins at 8:30*
(20th) (2d week).
Strand— 'Gentlemafi Jim' (WB)
(4th week).

'Hi Neighbor'
'Hlddien Hand'

(1,000;

(Rep),

divided with

(WB) and 'West Law*

(Mono), normal

Grand (RKO)

$2,300,
(1,430;

Here'
(WB)
'Washington
Slept
Transferred from Palace for second
Last
Fairly good $4,000.
stanza.
week, 'C:an't Escape Forever" (WB)
limp $3,500.
Ly»l« (RKO) (1,400: 28-33-42)—
'General Died at Dawn' (Par) (reisLast week,
Pleasing $3,800.
sue).
Mummy's Tomb' (U) and "Night
Monster' (U), twin twltchers, sensational $7,000, for theatre's top mark

Is

beginning to mak« itself felt along
Film Row. There's a dip all along
the line, but the decline is not as
serious as the pre-Christmas sloughing of previous years.
Only fliin really bucking the
downward trend is 'For Me and My
Gal' at the Boyd. 'George Washington Slept Here,' which also opened
this session, got rave notices from
the crix but Is registering below par.
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) 1,303; 39-46-57-68
79)—'White Cargo' (M-G) (2d wk)

Palae* (RKO) (2.600; 33-40-50)—
'Gentleman Jim' (WB). Off form at
Last week, 'Washington
(WB), sound $13,000.
Shabert (RKO) (2,100; 33-40-60)—
Switched
Never LoveUer* (Col).
from Albee for second week. Okay
$8,500.

Slept'

Same last week on 'Spring'
$4,000.
time in Rockies' (20tb), which re.
turned to front line after fortnight's
absence for fourth week.

Loew's

is

Montreal, Dec. 8.
leader with 'Pied Piper'

this week.
Ice-Capades
real opposition.
Estimates for This

Palaee

(CT)

B'klyii;'HadIey'N.(L15G

offering

:

—

comfortable run.

The Paramount continues

its

neck

breakinf! oace with 'Road to Morocco'
and the Woody Herman band. While
dipping $15,000 from the prior week
the fourth ending last night (Tuesday) was clo.<;e to $60,000. still socko.
Bob Weitman. mana/;ing director of
the Par. plans holding the current

show
'Star

through Xmas week, with
Spanpled Rhythm' and Benny

Goodman

slated

for

Dec.

30.

This

would give "Mc.occo" and Herman
the lenc!thiest run in the 16-year historv of the theatre.
The Strand, which

ifol $52,500 on
first week with 'Gentleman Jim'
Glen Grav'.'! orchestra, drops
quite a lot to $40,000 this week (2d)
but i!; still good. Will hold a third.

the

and

At Warners' other Broadway firstrun, Hollywood, where 'Casablanca'
snared a new high of $36,500 last
week (1st), on the holdover the re
ceipts should add to $27,500 or there
abouts. This is a rather sharp dip
but strong notwithstanding.
'Soringtime
the
Likewise,
in

—

'My

Brooklyn, Dec. 8.
paired with
Is in th« lead
the downtown deluxers this
Sister

Eileen'

Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75/
—'Street of Chance* (Par) with Bob
Crosby orch. Satisfactory $22,000.
Last week, 'PriorKies on Parade*
(Par) with Johnny Long orch. others,
on stage, disappointing $18,000.
Fox (WB) (2,425; 35-46-57-68-75)—
'Gentleman Jim* (WB) (2d wk).
Slipping to mild $14,000 after sock

(3.664;

3S-5.S-85-

Morocco' (Par)
plus
Hazel
This show remains

to

Herman,

Scott (5th wk).

through Xhies week for

total of 49-

day run. longest in history of house,
under' present plans.
Last week
(4th) hit nearly C60,000. v/hile prior
semester (3d) was $75,000. aided by
Thanksgiving day.
Radio City Mnsic Hall (Rockefel-

—

lers)
(5,945:
44-55-85-99-$1.65)
'Never Lovelier" (Col) and stageIn the chips, blue ones, at ah
Indicated $95,000 or close and holds'
over.
Last week, third for "Once
Upon Honeymoon' (RKO). $92 000
s.'.ow.

big.

.

Blalto (Mayer) (594: 28-44-55)—
Cat People" (RKO). Chiller doing
very well at $10,000 and will hold.
L^^'*''' 'NlSht Monster' (U),

$8,000, satisfactory.

Bov

30-45-62)—

nice $3,500. Last week, 'Married a
Witch' (UA) (3d wk), fair $2,000.

Denis (France-FUm)

(2,500; 30-

Richard, Espion' and
'Enfant de Troupe.' Fair $3,000. Last
week, 'Les Deux Gosses' and 'Gangsters

du Chateu

D'lf,'

good

$3,500.

appearing

no better., than $16,()00.
compares with a flcst seven

lliis

days' take of $31,000, goodT

'Seven

Days Leave' (RKO) marches

in to-

8.

Kansas City, Dec. 8.
After one of the biggest weeks
holdovers are the rule curNewman, after smash opening week, again is JeaHing tbejBeld
with 'Road to Morocco' at a great
total.
Midland ia close with 'Me
and My Gal.* The day-and-date
Esquire, Uptown and Fairway are
strong with 'Moonlight in Rockies*
after
a
surprisingly
big
initial
lately,

rently.

Toyager'-Dr B'dway' 24G

Detroit, Dec.

F0R2DWK.INH.0.K.C.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-4VS979)— "Who Done tt?" (U) (2d wk),

'Roddes'-'Networks' Tall $34,000.
In Del;

mOROCCO'SQCKOIZG

morsow (Thursday).

the first-run setup here, fine $10,000

hasn't put any dent in the loop biz
ret but it is re-emphasizing the
30-50-66)— leavy weekend attendance with
'Sister Eileen' (Col) and 'Counter week days down. When the present
Smash $28,000. flUed-up auto tanks start going down
Espionage' (Col).
Last week, 'Forest Rangers' (Par) in another week, first good slant will
and 'Hidden Hand' (WB) (2d wk), b« available on what rationing will

for second session after $15,000 last
week. Moved here after two great stanza.
weeks at the Michigan.
Estimates For This Week
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 60-65)
Esquire,
Uptown and Fairway
—'Springtime Rockies* (20th) and
'Stand By, Networks* (Col), Head- (Fox-Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
'Springtime
Rockies*
ed for smash $34,000.
Last week, 11-35-50)
'Thunder Birds' (20th) and 'Berlin (20th) (2d wk.). Pleasant $8,000

fair $16,000.

Corre;.spondent'

Gas

rationing,

(20th), first-rate $25,000.

FoK

(Fabian)

(4.023;

do.

new

In these parts,

—

(20th).

okay

$21,000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1,800:
shooting toward a smash
'Navy
Comes Through'
•War vs. Mrs. Hadley' (M-G) and $34,000 with 'Springtime in the Rock- 50-65)
'Eyes of Underworld' (U).
Sad ies' and 'Stand By All Networks' to (RKO) and 'Henry and Dizzy" (Par)
$23,000 opening week.
(2d wk).
Fair $9,000 sighted after
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68) $15,000. Last week, 'Moon and Six- lead the town. Also on the socko
hefty $15,000 in first week.
'Seven
Sweetpence'
(UA)
and
side Is the Michigan combo of 'Now
—'Wings and "Woman' (RKO). Sad
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
great
hearts'
(M-G),
$24,000.
Voyager' and 'Dr. Broadway* at 50-65)—
$3,000 for first run showing. Last
"Now Voyager" (WB) and
Majestie (SiriUky) (1,850; 29-50)— $24,000. 'Road to Morocco' is big in
week, 'Iceland' (20th), bright $7,000
'Dr. Broadway' (Par). Great $24,000.
'Under Brooklyn Bridge' (Mono) and its second session at the Broadwayfor second run.
Last week. 'Married a Witch' (UA)
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)— 'Tomorrow We Live' (PRC). Small Capitol, after two sessions at the plus Charlie Spivak orch
and Har'Now, Voyager" (WB) (2d run). $1,500. Last week, 'Prisoner Japan' Michigan.
monica Rascals on stage, bettered exHefty $7,000 after long run at Mast- (PRC) and "Sunset Serenade' (Rep),
Estlmatea for This Week.
pectations with giant $37,000.
baum. Last week, .'Wake Island' dull $1,800.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)—
Palms-Stale
(United Detroit)
(Pai), okay $5,500 for second run
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-50- Sister Eileen' (20th) (3d wk) and (3,000 50-65)— 'Flying Tigers' (Rep)
65)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB) and 'Dar- Madam Spy' (U). Given a fresh- and 'Big Street' (RKO) (3d wk).
sesh.
Mosibaum (WB) (4,692; 46-57-75) ing Young Man' (Col) (2d wk). ener for former pix still is up to a Still healthy with $10,000 sighted af—'Washington Slept Here' (WB). Not Heading for a nifty $18,000. Last nice $7,000 after choice $8,200 last ter nice $13,000 last week.
in same class as other films at this week, sock $25,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)
week when coupled with 'UnderWarner super-deluxer. Meagre $21,Strand (WB) (2,950; 30-50-65)— ground Agent' (Col) (2d wk).
(2.000: 50-65)— W.ir vs. Mrs. Hadley"
000.
Last week, fourth stanza of "Flying Tigers' (Rep) and 'Street
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit) (M-G) and "Tarzan'.s Adventure' (M'Now. Voyager' (WB), okay $9,000.
Chance* (Par) (2d wk). Attractive (2,800; 50-65)— 'Road to Morocco' G). Sound $15,000. Last week, 'PanStonley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68- $13,000 after initial stanza's nice (Par)
and 'Wings and Woman" ama Hattie" (M-G) and 'Pierre
75)— 'Springtime Rockies' (20th) (3d $15,000.
(RKO) (2d wk). Newest hou^e in Plain.'.' (M-G) (4th wk), fine $8,000.

Met (Loew's)

(3,618;

30-50-65)—

Fox

—

Is

:

'

— "Koad

Woody

and

—

'Counter Espionage'

Fair $3,000.
Last week, 'Pardon among
Sarong' (U), nice $3,000 for third run
stanza.
showing.
Estimates for This Week
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 35-46-57-68-79)
AU»ee (RKO) (3,274; S0-50-6S)—
—'Me My Gal' (M-G). Solid $21,500
plus neat $4,200 for 'bonus' show at 'Thunder Birds' (20th) and DcvU
SatUfectory
(UA).
Hitler"
Earle, Sunday. Last week, 'Major With
and Minor' (Par) (3d wk), hefty $37,000. Last week, "Tales ManhatUn' (20th) and 'Undying Monster'
$15,000.

Parameont (Par)
99-$1.10)

Rockies', fell off on its third (final)
BlvoU (UA-Par) (2,092; 35-55-75stanza at the Roxv, ended last night 85-99)
'Avengers' (Par) (3d wk).
(Tuesday), with the gross standing Goes two days beyond a second week,
However, okay. House latter ended last night (Tuesday),
at $35,000.
ushers in 'Life Begins at 8:30' this having been very disappointing
at
morning (Wednesday) for a run of only $10,000; first week struck $21,000,
two weeks, followed for Xmas by light 'Pahn Beach Story' (Par)
'Black Swan." Capitol stumbled on opens tomorrow sight (Thursday).
the holdover of 'White Cargo.' for
(20th) (5,886; 40-95-65-75-85only about $16,000. As result, 'Seven 99)— 'Life Begins at 8:30* (20th)
and
Days Leave,' bought from RKO, stageshow open

Bogging down to mediocre $10,000
after teriff $18,200 for initialer.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600: 39-46-5768)
'GUss Key' (Par) (2d run),

looks a fair $0,500.
'Tale:, of iWaphatUn' (20th) (2d run) and 'Hidden
Hand' (WB) (1st run) went eight
days, getting $11,100. well over house
average, for previous week.

today (Wednesday)
comes in. tomorrow (Thursday).
after three weeks with
Another opening tomorrow, but at In Rockies' (20th), third 'Springtime
being mUd
night, will be "Palm Beach Story," but o.k. at
$35,000. Second was very
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)— which succeeds 'Avengers' at the run stout $54,500.
'Here Go Again' (RKO) and 'High- Rivoli. The bandl>ox Rialto is doState (Loew*s) (3,450; 39-44-55-75way By Night* (RKO). Handsome ing well currently with "Cat People,' 99-$1.10)—'Nightmare' (U) (1st run)
$7,600 in sight.
Last week, repeat looking $10,000. Goes another round. and Dick Rogers band plus Al Bernie.
'Flying Fortress' (WB) and "Two in
Estimates for This Week
Falling to entice at around $19,000,
Taxi' (WB), good $5,000.
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; S5-65-$1.10 lean takings. Last week, 'Moon and
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-53-67)— —'Me My Gal' (M-G) (8th wk). For Sixpence* (UA) (2d run) and Ted
'Pled Piper' (20th).
Smash $9,500. the seventh lap completed last night Lewis, tremendous $33,500.
Last week, 'Major and Minor' (Par) (Tuesday),
Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-85fairish
prior
$15,000;
(3d wk), good $6,000.
week (6th) was $19,000, good. Loew's 99-$1.10)— 'Gentleman Jim' (WB) and
Frineeas (CT) (2,300; 30-40-52)— does not as yet have another picture Glen Gray orch on stegc (2d \fk).
'Jacare' (UA) and 'Hay Foot" (UA). set to succeed 'Gal,' but probable Sighting ^,000 or. bit iMttei:, good,
Sighting crack 15,000 for this dualer. something will be rounded up for but quite a distance behind first
Last week, 'Girl Trouble' (20th) and Christmas.
seven days* $52,500, smash takings.
'Manila Calling' (20th), good $4,000.
Show, however, liad benefit of a
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85
Orphenm (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)— $1.10-$1.25)— 'White Cargo' (M-G) Thanksgiving opening. Holds another
'Silver Queen' (UA).
Pointing to (2d wk).
Slid badly on holdover, (3d) week.
St.

Sweet $25,000,

Is

Week

(2,700;

^

With Chrislmas only a little mor
Commences second heat today (Wedthan two weeks off, several down
nesday) after blistering $27,000 on
town New York theatres are suffer
first week.
Last week. 'War Vs.
ing from a dip in attendance. How
Mrs. Hadley" (M-G) anything but a
ever, a few houses are withstanding b.o. blitz at $7,000.
the usual seasonal lull with attrac
Globe (Brandt) (1.250: 35-55-75-85)
tions of fine boxoffice power, Includ
-'Aircraft Missing' (UA) (6th wk>.
ing some holdovers.
Will be all right on blowoff at $7,000
A new one is 'You Were Never or in that vicinity.
Last week, (Sth)
Lovelier." which ends its first week hit
$7,500.
at the Music Hall tonight (Wednes
Hollywood (WB) (1,225
65-75day). While not breaking any rec
$1.10-$1.25)— 'Casablanca' (WB) (2d
ords, it is pulling exceptionally well
wk). Holding up strongly at $27.for this time of the year at an indi500 though considerable of a dip
cated $95,000 or near, and holds over
from first week's »37,500. regardless
Another that reached the street of
fact that the latter included a
during the past week, "Who Done It?'
Thanksgiving .opening.
is going great guns at the Criterion,
PaUce (RKO) (1,700: 28-35-44-55On the first seven day.<; through last 65-75)
'Washington Slept Here*
night (Tuesday), the latest Abbntt
(WB) and 'Wings and Woman'
and Costello comedy had snared
(RKO) (both 2d run). A brace that
hefty S27.000 and looks set for

'Forest Rangers' (Par) (2d wk). SUll
making nice money with $6,000 after
smacko $10,000 last week.

40)— 'Mark
'Eileen'

to

Tiper* Leading Monti
With Sockeroo $9,500

S3-40-B0)—

Floppo
(Par).
'Priorities Parade'
Last week, 'Sin Town' (U),
$3,000.
$6,000.
Keith's (Llbson) (1,500; 33-40-50>—

very good

of season.

First

Paramonnt

bee with $20,000.

20-30)— 'Fal
75)— 'Now, Voyager* (WB) (4th wk). eon*s Brother* (RKO) and 'Man in
Good $17,500. Last week, excellent Trunk* (20th), spUt with 'Living
Ghost' (Mono) and 'Sherifl, Sage
$20,000.
Valley* (PRC). All right $2,200. Last
United ArUsU (B&K) (1,700; 35week, 'Brooklyn Bridge* (Mono) and
65-75)—

SUte-Lake (bScK)

Gal'

Lovelier' (Col) (3d week).

33-40-50)—

'Me My Gal' (M-G). Second week
RooseTcIt (B&K) (1,500; 35-5S-6S- of moveover. Okay $4,000 after last
75)— 'Sister Eileen* (Col) (5th wk). week's nifty $6,000. Film hit Cincy's
Finished run here to fair $11,000. high for season in first week at Al
Last week excellent $18,000.

My

Capitol— "Seven Days Leave'
(RKO) (2<j| week).
Criterion—'Who Done It?' (U)
(3d week).
Globe—'We Are the Marines'
(20th) (2d week).

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Excellent
'Black
Swan"
(20th).
$14,000. Last week, 'Never Lovelier'
(Col), good $13,000.

(RKO)

(9).

(Reviewed In current Issue)
Strand— "Gentleman Jim" (WB)
(3d week).
(Reviewed In "Variety" Nov. 4)
Week of Dee. 17

motorists had filled tanks when the
fuel slash started Dec. 1.
Current standout is 'Black Swan,'
solid at the Albee. 'Gentleman Jim'
at the Palace is next best, yet under
par.
Reissue of 'General Died at
Dawn' is doing all right by the Lyric.
Estimates tor This Wefli

Capitol

Wbam

27G, 'Casablanca' Strong ZlYiQ,

(Revtewed in 'Variety' Oct. 14)
Criterlen—'Who Done It?' (U)
(2d week).

4wk).

A.&C.,

(RKO).

LWeIk39GH.O.,7oyager'17y2G,4th
Chicaeo, Dec, 8.
Two days of snow followed bj a
cold snap cut grosses sharply this
week and affected all houses. PreChristmas biz Is holding up well,
with stores open Monday nights helping cinema trade.
Weather whittled the second week
of 'Major and Minor' with Lawrence
Welk's band on the stage at the ChiState-Lake with
cago to $39,000.
•Now, Voyager" is doing $17,500 in
fourth week. Oriental hitting $19,500 with 'Boss of Big Town' and
Dick Stabile's band.
Estlinates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (UOO: 35-55-65-75)

B way, But

M

Week at Deo.
Asrtar— 'For Me and My Gal'
(8th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety* Sept. 9)
Capitol 'Seven Days Leave*

2d Wk; "Major' Plus

after surprise $14,000 initial stanza.

Midland (Loew's)

—'Me My

Gal'

(3,500; 11-35-50)

(M-G) and 'Blondie

Victory' (Col.) (2d wk).
Strong
$11,000
following
through
after
husky $15,000 opening frame.

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1135-50)— "Road to Morocco' (Par) (2d
wk). Big $12,000 after socko $18,000 first week, with further h. o.
certain.

Orpheum (RKO)

(>;«00:

11-35-50)

-'Seven Days Leave' (RKO) and
Smith MinnesoU' (Col) <2d wk).
Nice $7,000 as a sequel to good
$8,300 initial period.

(Fox-Joffee) (2.110:
—Tower
'.Moonlight
Havana'
<U)

11-35)
ancl

Youth Parade'

Okay

$8,000.

(Rep) with vaude.
Last week. 'Dr. Ren-

Secret' (20th)
Monster' I20th) with
factory, $7,500.
ult's

and 'Undying
vaude. satis-

..

Wednesdaj, December

PIGTimE GROSSES

10

Metropalitan

'Morocco' Terrif $25,000,

y

18G,

8.

affected the

IIAJOR'

houses.

Morocco' remained the
winner at the Met with a comfortable $25,000 for second week, and
for
could go another excepting
heavy film backlog- 'Me and My
to

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434: 28-39-44-66)
'White Cargo' (M-G) with vaudeville.
Okay $20,000. Last week, 'Thunder
with vaude, nifty
Birds'
(20th)
$23,000.

Columbia (Loew)
$6,000.

Moon and

Week
on

Slow

at

stage.
$24,000.

orch.,
others
for this spot, off

Last week, 'Falcon's Broth(RKO), George White's Scandals

er'

(1,373;

30-40-60)—

'Mrs.
Wiggs' (Par) and 'Apache
Trail' (M-G). Not a powerhouse as
bills go, mild $5,000.
Last week,
'Major and Minor' (Par) and 'Busses

Roar' (WB), $5,000.

Earle

(WB)

(2d wk) (WB). For
holdover of six days, big $16,500.
Last week, sock $23,000 in 8 days.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 40-50-65)—
Seven Days' Leave' (RKO). In low
gear for this house with $9,000. Last
week, 'Who Done It?' (U) (2d wk),
all right $10,000 after opening stanza
of $16,500.
Eileen'

'Sister

week, sock $25,000.
MetropoliUn (M-P) (4,367; 30-4465-65-75)
'Road to Morocco' (Par)
end 'Aldrich, Editor' (Par) (2d wk).
Very powerful draw, going to terrif
$25,000. but won't be held.
Last
week, sockeroo $30,000.

—

Get

Staunch

Gal'

(Col)
(2d wk).
Last week, great

You'

$19,000.

Paramount

(M-P)

$11,000.

W/^

'Major
'Busses Roar'

Qeve.
8.

Auto traffic dropped less than ltl%
(Par) and
the first week of gas rationing In
(WB), neat $11,900.
SUte (Loew) (3,200; 44-65-76)— Northern Ohio, but grosses In downarea skidded more than that.
Me My Gal' (M-O) and 'eoogis M..n town
Nightmare,'
coupled with Tony PasGet You' (Col) (2d wk). Hold&ig up
tor's orch and Bonnie Baker, is earnnicely, around $14,000.
Last week,
ing the most money at the Palace.
•tout $17,500.
EstlmMea for This Wee)i
TranslDx (Translux) (900; 17-28Allen (RKO) (8,000; 35-40-46-55)—
44-55)— 'Daring Young Man' (Col)
'Washington Slept Here' (WB) (2d
and 'Traitor Within' (Rep) routine wk).
Last week,
Swell $8,400.
$4,600.
Last week, 'Flying Fortress'
ordinary
(WB) and 'Police Bullet? (Mono), •Bambl' (RKO) (2d wk),
flne $6,500.
Hipp (Warners) (8,700; 39-40-45
M) 'Now, Voyager' (WB). Paced

—

lovdier' SoHd 16iG
In

2

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-50-60)—
•Black Swan' (20th), after day-anddate week at Denver and Esquire.
Good $5,000. Last week, 'Gentleman Jim' (WB), big $6,000 after dayand-date session at Denver and Es(1,040;

30-40-50after

60)— -Pride Yankees' (RKO),
Orpheum.

orch. One $23,000.
Stote^ (Loew's) (3.450; 35-40-45-55)
—'Whistling in Dixie' (M-G). Okay
$11,000. Last week, 'Me My Gal' (M-

Nice $3,500.

(M-G)
and 'Falcon's Brother' (RKO), after

Orpheum week, big $4,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750;

Mpls.;

9G

H. 0.

Minneapolis, Dec. 8.
With Russ Morgan on the stage
and 'Seven Sweethearts,' the Orpheum currently has the boxoffice
right-of-way. Holdover of 'Road to
Morocco' at the State is strong. Bob
Hope comedy probably being kept
from record the first week by below
zero weather.
Last week gave promise of setting
a new loop high, the Thanksgiving
to Sunday trade breaking local recThen
ords for a four-day period.
the temperature dropped to 10 below zero coincident with gasoline
slumped
grosses
rationing,
and
The indicated $20,000
abruptly.
gross for 'Morocco' in its first State
week, a record-shatterer, failed to
materialize
because of the bad
weather.
Estimates tor This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)

'Forest

Rangers'

gloes Hollywood'
(Col),
day-andate with Esquire.
Strong $12,500.
Last week, 'Black Swan' (20th) and

'Laugh Blues Away' (Col), day-anddate with Esquire, smash $19,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 30-40-50-60)•Never Lovelier' (Col) and 'Blackle
Goes Hollywood' (Col), also at the
Denver.
Fine $4,000.
Last week,
'Black Swan' (20th)
and 'Laugh
Blues Away' (Col), day-and-date
with Denver, stout $6,000.

Orphenm (RKOK (2.600;

My

Gal'

30-35-40-

(M-G)

and

Murder'
Survives
(RKO) (2d wk). Fine $11,000. Last
week, same combo, big $15,500.
Faranonnt (Fox) (2,200; 30-45)—
Undying Monster' (20th) and 'Dr.
Horror
Remault's Secret' (20th).
•Scattergood

combo
000.

Simpping, So Biz Dips;

Mild mOOO. 'Lovelier' N.G.

'Gal'

Morgan orch, others, on stage. Well
liked stage show and pleasing picgood

ture,

(Par)

30-M)—

(1,100:

'Somewhere Find You' (M-G). First
neighborhood showing. Big $4,000.
Last week, 'Bambi' (RKO). good $3.000 in six days, also
hood showing.

first

neighbor-

World (Par-Steffes) (350; 30-40-5055)— 'Desperate Journey' (WB) (2d
wk).
Has clicked solidly in this
town. Good $2,500 after nice $3,200
on

first

session of moveover.

9G

In Bnff. HO.;
Buffalo, Dec.

Me

and

My

Gal',

getting surprisingly stout $0,Last week, 'Manila Calling'

(20th) and 'Smith MinnesoU' (Col),
strong $9,500.

'Washington Slept Here' also is
going great.
Estimates For This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,300; 30-40-50)—
'Navy Comes Through' (RKO) (2d
wk) and 'Scattergood Survives Murder' (RKO) (Ist wk). Nifty $8,000
after zowie $14,000 first week.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 30-40-

50)— 'Springtime

8.

Buffalo
(Shea) (3,500; 35-55)—
'Road To Morocco' (Par) and 'Live on
Danger' (Par) (2d wk). Neat $14,000.
Last week, socko at more than
$21,500.

Great Lakes (Shea)

—'Me My
Trail'

Gal'

(M-G)

(3,000; 35-55)

(M-G) and 'Apache

(2d wk).

000 in eight days.

Sturdy $13.Last week, power-

ful $18,000.

Rockies' (20th) (2d
run).
Last week,
Steady $3,500.
'Now. Voyager* (WB) (third downtown wk), very nice $3,500.
29-39-50)—
Fay's (Indie)
(2,000;
'Yank In Libya' (PRC) and Marcus Show on stage. Sock $8,000 expected. Last week, 'Secret Enemies'
(UA) and vaude, swell $7,500.
MaJesUc (Fay) (2,000; 30-40-50)
—'Washington Slept Here' (WB)

35-55)— 'Married a Witch' (UA) and 'Wildcat'
Bright $9,000.
(Par).
Last week.
'Iceland' <20th) and 'Manila Calling'
(20th) (2d wk), ditto.

Hand' (WB). Swell
'Springtime
week,
'Last

'Once Upon Honeymoon' (RKO) and
'Men of Sky' (RKO) (2d wk). Oke
$8..S0O.
I^ast week, hangup $15,000.

and

'Hidden

$16,000.
Rockle.s'

(20th).

sturdy

$14,000.

—

(Tristates) (3,000; 20-40-

Previous experience with Carroll
shows, plus fact that other two
majors downtown are holding over,
leads to expectation of a big $15,000
or better. Last week, 'Thunder Birds'
(20th) and stage show, 'Salute from
Hawaii' and Ray Kinney's band, fine
$15,600.

Omaha

(Tristates) (2,000; 11-30-35to Morocco' (Par) holds

50)— 'Road

new

with

over

second

feature

Girl' (Par). Opening looks
like nice $8,000. Last week, 'Morocco'
(Par) and 'Berlin Correspondent'
(Par) smash $12,700, exceeding origi-

Sweater

nal estimates.

Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 1130-35-50)— 'Once Upon a Honeymoon' (RKO), second week, with
new second feature, 'Scattergood
Good
(RKO).
Survives Murder'
Last week, 'Once Upon
$5,000.

Honeymoon' (RKO) and 'Blackie
Goes Hollywood' (Col), nifty $8,200.

Town

(1,400; 11-20-30)
(1st

(Goldberg)

—'Valley of Hunted Men' (Rep)

Saturday and Sunday stage shows,
good 11,400.

Hipp (Shea)

(2,100;

Lafayette (Hayman) (3..300: 35-90)
It?'
(U) and 'Great
Impersonation' (U) (2d wk). Strong
Last week, sma.ih $18,000 or

at the Fulton

and 'Now,Voyager'

at

the Warner. 0th rwise, things are
pretty disappointing, 'For Me and
My Gal' at the Penn and 'You Were
Never Lovelier' at Harris, both -being

way

off the beam.
Estimates tor This WeekFulton (Shea) (1,700; 30-40-56)—
'Black Swan' (20th) (2d wk). Holding up very nicely after smashing
house record in first week. Looks
like better than $10,000, great under
present
conditions.
Last
week,
'Swan' around $16,200, topping previous mark held by 'Green Valley*

(20th).

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)—
'Never Lovelier' (Col). They're not
going for this Aslaire-Hayworth
musical despite solid campaign. Will
be lucky to hit $6,500, new low for
house. Last week, 'Who Done It?'
(U) three days in second week, under $3,500 following nice $12,000 first
stanza.

(Loew's-UA) (3,300:30-40-65)
—Penn
'Me, My Gal' (M-G). No accounting for ordinary biz of this one.
Will hardly be more thnn $15,000,
about the lowest a '.<;peciar has ever
done here. Last week, "Now, Voyager' (WB), neat $18,000.

Bits (WB) (800; 30-40-55)— Major
and Minor' (Par) (3d .wk). Cam«
here via Penn-Warner-Ritz route.
Doing bang-up $3,500 here after
going way above expectations at
Last week.
other two spots, too.
'Gentleman Jim' (WB), on its third
week downtown, only $2,000.

Senator (Harris) (1.750; 30-40-55)
—'Who Done It?' (U) (3d wk).
Shifted here after 10 days at Harris
Last
at $3,000 or near.

and mild

Man Get

week, 'Boogie

and

You'

'Sin 'Town' (U), in the

(U)

dumps

at

$2,300.

Stanley

(WB)

30-44-55-66)

(3.800;

tmits in a couple of years here and
helping but not as much as
Took advantage of the
advertising splash to

it's

IN

BALTO

2D

lug nlm. Should do $17,000, okay,
ist
week,
'Seven
Sweethearts'
O), plus Cab Calloway orch, thin
$16,500.

fialtimora, Dec. 8.
feme slight dr^p h«ra wis week,
with holdovers and heavy holiday
shopping possibly the answer. Of
newcomers, 'Sprififltime in the Rockies' is faring well ft the New. 'Bambi'
though ^ed to good vaude layout at

combo Hipp and

sold

strongly.

Century

(Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1728-35-44-55)— 'Me My Gal' (M-G) (Sd
wk). Holding up nicely at $12,000
after smash opening round at $18,800,
better than expected.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240

—

17-28-38-44-55-86 )
'Bambi' (RKO)
plus vaude headed by Dave ApoUon.
Good flesh contribution but strong
selling not helping.
Might reach
rather disappointing $15,000.
Last
week, 'Never Lovelier' (Col) and
vaude (2d wk), okay $13,200.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17-

28-35-44-55)— Forest Rangers' (Par)
(2d wk). Holding up solidly at $12,000 after ringing the bell with, resounding first trip to better than
figured at $15,400.

Maytair (Hicks)
25-50)—
(980;
'Manila Calling' (20th).
Attracting
some trade at estimated $5,000. Last
week, 'Give Out Sisters' (U), steady
$5,700.

New (Mechanic) (1,680; 17-28-40in Rockies' (20th).
Nicely spotted and good at $8,000.
Last week, "Thunder Birds' (20th),

55)— 'Springtime
fair $4,800.

SUnley (WB) (3,280; 17-28-38-4055)— 'Gentleman Jim" (WB) (2d wk).
Maintaining good pace to $13,000
after trim $16,800 on first week.
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 1728-44-55)
Omaha Trail' (M-G).
Rather mild $4,000.
Last week,
'Eyes in Night' (M-G), in moveover
from downstairs Century, house
average of $4,400.

—

'TARZ'

FOR STOLOFF
Hollywood, Dec.

8.

next Johnny Weissmueller
stanor for RKO release.
Stoloff

terday
.script

moved

jungle

Into the studio yesiMon.) to collaborate on the

with Clarcnre Vonng.

Warner (WB)

(2,000;

30-40-55)—

Now^ Voyager' (WB) (2d wk).
Moved from the Penn and holding
at excellent $8,500.
Last week,
'Major and Minor' (Par), also moveover from Penn, great $10,000.

UP

Is

not measuring up to expectations.
Rest of town u qiily moderate.
Estimates for This Week

Sol Le.<;ser assigned Ben Stoloff to
direct 'Tarzan and the Sheik,' the

;

attrac-

the plcnire.
institutional

$9,000.

20th Century (Ind) (3.000 3.';-55)—

Only

crimping biz plenty.

showing any real strength are
a couple of holdovers, 'Black Swan'
tions

Bowes' Amateurs. First of the Bowes

'RANGERS' 12G

—'Who Done
near.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Qas rationing, cold weather and
the beginning of the Xmas shopping
rush earlier than usual, all are

—'White Cargo' (M-G) and Major

Yankees' (RKO), b(a $12,800 in eight days, but hurt by subzero temperatures after terrific start

Holdovers and early Xmas shopping are holding down the total take
m the downtown area this week.
Despite this, 'Road to Morocco' at the
Buffalo is still nice In holdover session after a socko first week.
'Me
and My Gal' at the Great Lakes is
not far behind in eight days of the
second stanza, while 'I Married a

Three

Orpheum

55-60-65)
'Between Us Girls' (U)
and Earl Carroll's 'Vanities' on stage.

't>rlde of

'WASH.' TRIM $16,000 IN

the State's 'For

OMAHA

Omaha, Dec. 8.
With the only new major show in
town, the Orpheum looks forward to
a big $18,000 for 'Between Us Girls'
on stage.
'Vanities'
Carroll's
a- d Earl
Omaha has holdover 'Road to
Morocco' with new second feature,
Sweater Girl,' and expects around
$8,600, very good, while the Brandeis
will hold 'Once Upon a Honeymoon'
and try a new stunt for the house, a
new second feature, 'Scattergood
Survives a Murder.' Early response
makes it look like at least a $5,000
week, not bad for holdover.
Estimates tor This Week

week,

Last

$14,000.

'Morocco' Neat $14,000

Providence, Dec. 8.
holdovers this week with

CARROLL

GIRLS'-L

UNIT, $15,000,

'

Gal' (M-G).
Pushing
toward gratifying $10,000 on moveover from State. Last week, 'War
vs. Mrs. Hadley' (M-G). mild $9,000.

.PROV.;'GAL'12GON2D

DS

T

Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 28-30)—'Give
Modest $S,00d In
Out, Sister' (U).
?irospect. Last week, 'Flying Tigers'
Rep), very big $8,000.
Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 35-44-95)—
'Seven Sweethearts' (M-Q) and Russ

(i^

-4-

inger Pacific,' 'EUery Queen Meets
to interest them. Well sold and deemy Agent' (Col) and 'Flying
spite mixed reaction from crix and
"
--..iS. ^ijA) split
gollt with 'Eagle
'ith Music' (UA)
customers wiU do $9,000, very big.
"").
rtJ)
Last week, 'Panama Hattie' (M-(i) -Squadron' (U) TUdy In Jam' (U:
and 'Slue MontMe Skies' (Rep) with
(second week downtown, $5,000.

(Par), smash $16,000.
Strand's 'Road to Mosocco', and the
Denver (Fdx) (2,525; 30-40-50-60) RKO Albee's 'The Wavy Comes Witch' also Is bright at the Hipp.
Estimates tor This Week
—-Never Lovelier' (Col) and 'Blackle Through' getting the nod. Majestic's

BO-60)— 'Me

Xmas

Pitt Is

run), 'Here We Go Again' (RKO)
and 'Bashful fiachelor' (fttCO) split
with -Outlaws Fine Ridge' (Rep) (1st
big $3,600 In eight days.
eentury (P-S) (1,600; 30-40-50)— run), 'Big Street' (RKO) and 'Son of
by Saturday stage
'Avengers' (Par), Many Norwegians Fury' (2(mi) aided
Last week,
Nice (1,300.
here and plenty of effort expended show.

55)— 'Me My

30-40-

fO-60)— 'Forest Rangers' (Par) (2d
wk). Big $14,500, and stays for third
Last week,

IHorocco' Big

G), terrific $22,000.
Stllbnan (Loew's) (2,700; 35-40-45-

Last week, 'Yank at Eton'

sesh.

Morgan $14,000,

Uptown

PaUoe (RKO) (3,700; 40-60-70)—
'Nightmare' (U) plus Bonnie Baker
and Tony Pastor orch on stage. Average bill and dividends around
$18,500.
Last week, 'Navy Comes
Through' (RKO) with Dick SUbile

quire.

at

Sweethearts' Plus

at 40-99C scale.
30-40-90)—
Stete
(P-S)
(2,200;
only a shade under Bette Davis'
usual take, fine $15,000. Last week, 'Road to Morocco' (Par) (2d wk).
Proving an amazing boxoffice per'Wash. Slept' (WB), fine $14,00.
former here. Raves and fast-mov35-40-46-55)
Lake (Warners) (800;
'Bambi' (RKO) (3d wk). Not so ing turnstiles for this one. Looks
much steam on moveover, $1,700 best like very big $9,000 after stupendous
expected. Last week, 'Tales Manhat- $17,000, bad weather break keeping
(20th)
tan'
(d
wk), stronger at it from new high here.
$3,000.

Denver, Dec. 8.
First-runs still are packing them
In most of the time in current session.
'Forest Rangers' is grabbing
the top money in its second week
at the Denham and is staying over.
Gas rationing effect not yet fully
felt here.
Estimates for This Week

two weeks

7

—

Denver

'Rangers' $14,500 H.O.

Broadway (Fox)

sesh.

'Hidden Hand' (WB) and '(General
pied at Dawn' (Par) (reissUe) in for
Last week,
flve days, good $2,200.
pache Trail' (M-G) and 'Wildcat'
'ar) 4>Ut with 'Falcon's Brother'
iXO) and 'Meet Stewarts' (Col),

Cleveland, Dec.

Last week,

Minor'

SUI« (Loew) (3,200; 30-40-50)—
'Me My Gal' (M-G) (2d wk). Justifying holdover with snappy $12,000.
Last week, grand $19,000 for biggest
week in a long time.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-50)—
Road To Morocco' (Par) and 'Spirit
Stanford' (Col) (2d wk). Holding to
opening week pace for nifty $10,000
after taking in zowie $15,000 In first

—

33-44-

(1,300;

60)— 'Mrs. Wiggs' (Par) and 'Apache
*"
Trail'
(M-G). Okay but that'a about
at

(2d wk),

(MG)

Plus Pastor

$24,000.

all

28-44)—
Neat $8,500.

(1,800;

(Col).

'NightaarT

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 44-55-6575)— -Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Boogie

Man

(WB)

Last week, 'Flying Fortress' (WB).
$8 800
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)— 'Major and Minor' (Par) bounced from
opening day to wow $26,000. Last

and holds another. Last

$18,000,

Last week, 'Major and Minor' (Par)
and 'Live On Danger' (Par) (third
downtown wk), nice $7,000.

28-39-44-66)—

(2.216;

Gentleman Jim'

Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 44-55-65- week, Ttfe, My
7=)— 'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Get stout $17,000.
Hep To Love' (U) (2d wk). Bang-

up

'Bombshells of 1943' and Frank
Sinatra on stage. Carried to fairly
good $7,500 in three-day weekend
run. Last week, 'Foreign Agent'
(Mono) plus Ink Spots, Lucky Mlllinder orch, stout $9,500 in four

.

Metropolitan

1943 unit, nice $28,500.

Fenway (M-P)

28-44)—

Good
Sixpence' (UA).
Last week, 'Yank at Eton'

(M-G),

Boston CRKO) (3.200; 44-S5-6S-T585)— 'Thunder Birds' (20th), plus

Maclntyre

(1.234;

$5,000.

holdovers.

Estimates for This

WOW $26,000

Washington, Dec. 8.
Ginger Rogers is ringing the bell
week, with 'Major and the Minor'
Keith's put on a
at the Palace.
bang-up ad campaign to sell 'Seven
Days Leave' but it's mild. 'White
Cargo' was kidded by the critics but
it is plenty okay at the Capitol.

show money at the Loew
"Who Done It?' was close
behind at the Memorial at $18,000,

I

plus

PUyhonse (Indie) (2,200; 30-4050)— 'Glass Key' (Par) and 'Powder
Town' (RKO) (2d run). Good $5,000.

this

Gal' took
spots and

H;

H.O.'s

TOPS IN SWANK WASH.

Aim

houses rather less than other enalthough
enterprises,
tertainment
Sunday'! biz (Nov. 29) was just
non-existent. It has picked up durwith
no coming the week, however,
petition whatever except from legit

all

It'

1942

9,

80-

(3,200;

(Col)

days.

Boston, Dec.

'Road

Done

33G (2 Spots), Hub

It's holdover week in the Hub this
week with only the ParamountFenway twins coming up with a new
The
bill, and that not too strong.

Grove catastrophe

(Jndle)

95)— 'A Man's World'

'Escape' Helped to Big

$16,500 by Horseshoe'
Revae

in Indianapolis

Indianapolis, Dec.

8.

downtown deluxers is running consistently behind
recent high marks this week, with
season's first sharp cold wave probably a bigger factor than the start
of gasoline rationing in slump here.
Billy Rose's 'Diamond Horseshoe' revue with 'Can't Escape Forever' is
taking the tall coin at Circle. 'Road
to Morocco' is leading the straight
fllmers at the Indiana.
Estimates for This Wceh
Circle (KaU-Dolle) (2,600; 30-4055)— 'Can't Escape Forever' (WB)
and Billy Rose's 'Diamond Horseshot' revue unit Snappy stage show
takes credit for most of big $16,600.
Last week, 'Navy Comes Through'
(RKO) and 'Get Hep to Love' (U),
slim $7,000 at 28-33-44 scale.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.200; 28-3344)
'Road to Morocco' (Par). Comedy is doing a nifty single to tune
of trim $11,000.
Last week, 'Who
Done It?' (U) and 'Moonlight Havana' (U), sock $12,500.
Keith's (Ind) (1,200; 28-33-44-55)
Trade

at

all

five

—

—'Baby Face Morgan' (PRC) with
vaudeville and Milt Britton band
on stage. Okay $4,500 in four days.
Last week, 'Old Homestead' (Rep)

and vaucleville, $9,400 in .<:ame time.
Loew's (Loew's) (2.450; 28-33-44)
—'Me My Gal' <M-G) and 'Boogie
Man Get You* (Col). Combo still
good for nice $7,500 in second week
after a smash $12,500 in first seven
days.

Lyrlo

(Katz-Dolle)

44)— 'Who Done
light

in

It?"

Havana'

(1.850:

28-33-

(U) and 'MoonPicking up

lU).

an extra $3,500 on moveover from
Indiana. Last week, first run combo.
'Sin Town' (U.) and 'Sherlock Holmes
Voice' (U), neat $4,700 in six days.

Wednesdayi December 9. 194t

ITasiL Slept' Forte

PICTURE GROSSES

$28,1100.

Toppfir

In Frisco; 'Groove -Busse
San Francisco, I>ec. 8.
'George Washington Slept Hera,'
pnly opener In the plx-only houses,
Jive prodrawing a big $28,000.
at the Golden Gate, 'Strictly
in the Groove,' and Henry Busse'i
orch on stage. Is building to a fine

A

It

gram

$26,000.

Ealimates for This

(F-WO

Fox

50-85)

—

'Washington Slept Here' (WB) and
'Busses Roar" (wB). Terrific $28,Last week, 'Gentleman Jim'
(WB) and 'Careful, Soft Shoulders'
(20th), was disappolnthig, $28,200 for
nine days, considering pix locale ia
000.

Frisco.

Golden Gate (RKO)

75)— 'Striclly

in

(U) plus

—

—

—

United

ArUsts

—

(UA-Blumenfeld)

50-65)
'Never Lovelier'
(Col) and 'Devil With Hitler' (UA)
(2d wk).
Substantial $10,000. Last
week, stout $13,700.

WarOeld (F-WC) (2,650; 50-65)—
'Me My Gar (M-G) and 'Night New
Orlean.s' (Par) (2d wk).
Terrific
$19J)00 on secoind time around. Last
week, record biz at $27,800.

'Rangers' Rugged

Two

In

19G

Seattle Spots;

Seattle, Dec. 8.

are

still

Sam* Week
$l,680,10t

—

176 theatres)

*M Stout {21,000 In

$15,000.

awaiting

Newark; Iceland'

the

effect of gasoline rationing in these
parts. Too early to tell yet, with decurrently being attributed to
Christmas buying season for most

SUte (Skouras)

17^

In 2d, 'Witch' Fair

— 'Sister

64-85)
'Boogie

14iG

standout

this

week

(2,200;

"Dr. Renault's Secret' (U),
diocre $11,000.

(AdamB-I>ar)

—

(2,000;

Birds'

$9,000

Fme

'Gal'

Sad L'viUe;

in

Mild

8G

for H.O.

35-45-65-60-76 )
'Forest
Rangers'
(Par) and 'Aldrich, Editor' (Par)
(2d wk). Oke $12,000. Last week,
bright $17,000.
Proctor's (RKO) (3,400; 36-65-8675-85-99)—'Iceland'
(iOth)
and
'Manila Calling' (20th) (2d wk>.
Staunch $17,500 after whammo

gas rationing kept a
patrons away.
H.o's and not so
new product are not helping,
coin of the week looks headed
for the Rialto with "Thunder Bird.s'

forte

8.

and

"That

Other

Woman' dualled.
This Week

Bow

Incident'

(6,000;

upped ad-

30-40-50)— 'Ox-

(20th)

Estimates for This

Week

Carlhay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 3344-55-65-85)
'Bambi' (RKO) (6th

—

and 'Secret

hypoed

to $3,500 last week.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034 33'White Cargo' (M-G)
in Night' (M-G).
Fine
$12,000. Last week, "Me and My Gal'
(M-G), and 'Omaha Trail' (M-G),

44-55-65-85)

—

-

and 'Eyes

Estimates (or
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's) $14,700.
(1,400; 15-30-40)— 'Road to Morocco'
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 33-44-55(Pai-).
Moveover- from tb« P.ialto. 66-75-3&)--"Wash:ngton Slept' -iV!B)
looks like a clean-up, swell $4,500.
(2d wk).
Geared for mild $9,000
Last week, "Bambi'
(RKO) and after getting $14,000 last week.
'Priorities Parade' (Par), light $2,Four Star (UA-WC) (33-44-55-85500 on moveover.
(1,250;

and

"Ship Ahoy'

(M-G).

—

15-25) 85) House now a subsequent rim,
(RKO) replacing the Ritz. Last week,
Good $1, 'Bambi' (RKO) (5th wk) and "Mra.
Hadley' (M-G) (1st wk), $2,700.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-6575-85)
'Aircraft Is Missing' (UA)

Kentucky (Switow)
—"Magnificent
Ambersons'

Last week, 'Pled Piper' (20th)
and 'Pardon Sarong' (U), spilt with
'Talk Town' (Col) and 'Wings and

900.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40(RKO), oke $1,800.
60)—"Now, Voyager' (WB) and 'Get Woman'
Loew's State (Loew's) (3.300; 15
Hep to Love' (U). Fair $12,500. Last 30-40)—'Me My Gal' (M-G) and
week, 'Nightmare' (U) and Billy 'Counter Espionage' (Col) (2d wk).
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe unit on Medium $8,000.
Last week, same

Fox (F&M)

.

wk) and 'Mrs. Hadley* (2d wk).
good many Okay $3,200 expected after holiday

Louis, Dec.

stage, only tepid $13,800 at
mish scale.

15^/;

8.

Top
St.

the

Hollywood.
Louisville, Dec.

A combo' of the prelim test on gas
65-75-99)— 'Spitfire
Sees
Ghost'
(RKO) and Count Basie orch, rationing and a storm that iced the
others, on stage. Bright $17,000. Last streets for two days clipped biz at
wtek, 'Sabotage Squad' (Col) plus the deluxers early last week but
currently grosses are slowly retui'nBob Crosby orch, ditto.
Branford (WB) (2,800; 30-35-60- ing to normalcy. Fox with 'The Ox75-90)— "Gentleman Jim' (WB) and Bow Incident' and 'The Secret
"Strictly in Groove' (U). Sock $21,- Weapon' is tops.
Estimates (or This Week
000, possibly higher.
Pix playing
Loew's (Loews) (3,172; 30-40-50)—
day and date with the Stanley in
Jersey City, and will be held for 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Splift of
Should
second session. Last week, 'Wash- SUnford' (Col) (2d wk).
ington Slept Here' (WB) and "Eyes tack on another $13,000 to the sock
Underworld' (0), trim $19,500.
$23,000 garnered first stanza.
CapHoi (WB) (1,200; 20-30-36-4455)— 'Panama Hattie" (M-G) and
'Was Framed' (WB). So-so $2,800.
Last week, 'Mummy's Tomb' (U)
and 'Night Monster'* (U), terrific
$4,100, setting a house high tot year.

Thunder

Bad weather and cold temperatures over the weekend crimped
takings along the local row while

'Ox-Bow' Nice 16iG

(1,950; 25-40-

Angele:,. Dec. 8.
starting to get in
result business at
picture theatres is off around
Biz further hit by the earlier
than usual Christmas shopping rush.
Also currently there are nine holdovers in first-run theatres, further
depressing the total take.
"White Cargo' nt the Chinese. State
and Ritz, last being used for the
first time as a first-run theatre, is
doing $38,800 for top combo in city.
"Road to Morocco' is holding up
strongly in its second session with
$35,000. nice considering local conditions.
'George Washington Slept
Here' is only $24,000 on second sessions at the Downtown, Wiltern and
its licks

me-

St Louis Better After
Bliz;

Los
Gas rationing is
and as a

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$369,500
(Based oil 13 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$290,000
(Based on 13 theatres)

35-44-55-

is

carrying a hefty
b.o. punch at the Branford. Set for
a second stanza. 'The Adams, with
'Mexican Spitfire Sees a Ghost',
augmented by Count Basle orch on
the stage, is forte.
Estimates for This Week

Mfld

24G, 3-Spot H.0„ miorocco' 35G, 2d

Last
like
around $12,000. okay.
week, "Washington Slept Here' (WB)

8.

'Wash/

Houses;

in 3

$38,P

(Cbl) and
You' (Col). Looks

'Gentleman Jim,'

Adams (Adams-Par)

L A. Biz Bogs Down but 'Cargo' Oke

Eileen'

Man Get

and

Newark, Dec.

Lone

11

is forte.

Off to
'Counter Espionage* (Col).
a poor start, slim $10,000. Last week,
'Moon and Sixpence' (UA) and
'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G), rousing $17,000.
Stanley (WB) (4.500; 35-44-55-63'Gentleman Jim' (WB) and
85)
'Strictly in Groove' (U). About $17,Stays for second round.
800, good.
Last week, 'Thunder Birds' (WB)
and 'Here Go Again' (RKO), dull

rum, including

cities,

$17,800

Estimates (or This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,206; 35-44-5585-85)— 'Married a Witch' (UA) and

N. T.)

Paramonnt

'Joorney^ $10,000 H.O.
Showmen

Stanley,

Last Tear
iBased on 26

OKAY AT

Jersey City, Dec. 8.
Fre-Chrlstmas slack starting earlier than usual this year, with business among the first-runs generally

City Grosses

Total Grosi

Cmr OFF BUT

under expectations. Of current entries, only 'Gentleman Jim,' at the

(2,850: 44-S9

Groove'

Menry Busse orch, others, on stage.
Solid $26,000. Last week, 'Sin Town'
(U) and Ray McKinley's orch on
stage, slout $24,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 60'Sislor Eileen' (Col) (5th wk)
65 )
and 'Smith Minnesota" (Col) (2d
wk). Still good for $0,700 In fifth
stanza.
Last week, great $13,200.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 50-65)
(Par)
and
"Major and Minor'
'Tombstone' (Par) (3d wk). Torrid
Last week, socko $20,800.
$16,000.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 50-65)
'Gentleman Jim' (WB) and 'Careful, Soft Shoulders' (20th) (move
over).
Okay $9,500. Last week,
'Black Swan' (20th) and 'Manila
Calling' (20th) (moveover), $9,900.
(1,100;

Sdid 26G

Estimated Total arets
Hila Week
|2,188,TH
(Based on 26 cities, 187 theatre*, chie/Iy first

Week

(5,000;

Key

W

JERSEY

combo,

strong

$13,000.

Mary Anderson

(Libson) (1,000
13-30-40)— 'Gentleman Jim'
(WB)
(2d'wk). Current week's outlook is
for fair $3,200, satisfactory, after last

Weapon' (U). Looks like the best
buy in town with $18,600, fine. liSst week's good $4,000.
week. 'Who Done It?' (U) and 'FalBlalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 16
con's Brother' (RKO), swell $10,500. 30-40)—'Thunder Birds' (20th) and
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 30-40-SO)— 'That Other Woman' (20th). Not
'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Nightmare' particularly potent marquee fare
Last week, but should manage nice $9,000. Last
Neat $7,800.
(U).

—

(3d wk). Won't get past thin $2,500
following second stanza's $3,500.

Hollywood (WB)

(2,756l 33-44-5565-75-85)
'Washington Slept Here'
(WB) (2d wk). No sweet dreams at
following fair $13,000 last

—

$8,000,

week, considerably below expectations.

Orpheum (D'town) (2.200; 33-4455-65)— "Marie Roget' (U) (2d run)
and 'Busses Roar' (WB) (1st run),
with -Ada Leonard's girl orch. Fair
$13,000. Last week, 'Flying Tigers'
(Rep) (2d run), with Duncan Sisters
on stage, ditto.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55-6675-85)— 'Nightmare' (U) and 'Moonlight Havana (U). Sloughed by rationlng on opening, thin $9,300. Last
week, 'Navy Comes Through' (RKO)
and 'Big Street' (RKO) (2d wk), oke

000 Initial sesb. Tlianksglving
TRiunder Birds' (20th) and 'Navy week, 'Road to Morocco' (Par),
biz cracked one-day house recon
State (Loew's) (|,600; 80r40-65-68- Comes Through' (RKO), fine $8,900.
great $18,000, and moveover.
'You Were Never Lovelier' la 75)—'Married
St Lonis (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
a Witch' (UA) and
second week at the Liberty, 'Counter Espionage'
I>oe6n't •Undying Monster* (20th) and 'Dr. 16-30-40)— 'Sin Town' (U) and •DesOrpheum and Paramount have figure for better men(Col).
Chillers tinatlon Unknown' (U). Mild $3,500.
$14,500, nlr. Renault's Secret' (20th).
second
weeks
with
'Desperate
itrong
Last week, 'Aloon and Sixpence' go at this house end $7,000 fine. Last Laat week, 'Seven Days L^ve'
'ourney' at former and 'Springtime
Tlylng
Fortress'
(UA) and 'Seve.n
Sweethearts' week,
(WB) and (RKO)
'Falcon's
Brother' $9,000.
and
n Rockies' at the Par. 'Forest RanParamount (F&M) (3,389; 33-44-55'Hidden Hancf (WB), good $8,600.
(M-G), hangup $17,000.
(RKO), swell $8,000.
cers,' day-and-dating at the Music
86-75-86)
'Morocco'
(Par) and
Hall and Fifth Avenue, is leading the
'Street Chance' (Par) (2d wk). Feelcity with the combo grosses.
ing gas a little but still mighty at
$22,500, following last week's recordEstimates for Ttals Week
breaking $34,600.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick- Evergreen)
Paramoont Hollywood (F&M) (2,«
BOO: 40-50-65)—'Bambl' (RKO) and
'Morocco
204; 33-44-5S-e8-76-85)
vMdrich. Editor' (Par) (3d wk) (from
(Par) (2d wk). Good enough $12,«
the Fifth Avenue). Solid $4,900. Last
600
after sock $21,500 on opening
iveek, 'Thunder Birds' (20th)
(2d
stanza.
Wk), oke $4,600.
Starts
BKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,873; 33Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,340; 40-50
44-55-«e)
'Nightmare'
(U) and
)— 'Forest
# M)—
'F
Rangers'
(Par)
and
.'Moonlight Havana' (U). Due for
That (Other Woman' (20th). Playing
(]uick exit after slow $12,500.
Last
day
-da'
with Music Hall, substantial
. -date
week, 'Navy Comes Through' (RKO)
812,000.
Last week, second here of
'Big
and
Street'
(RKO)
(2d wk),
'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Aldrich, Editor'
fine $13,000.
(Par), socko for all-time second
'Rockies' is bucking the tide stoutly with huge $34,000
Admonition to shop and mail early this Christmas,
.13-44State
(Loew's-WC)
(2,204;
week record at $11,700.
in Detroit, strong second Seattle stanza, oke $35,000 for 65-76)— 'White Cargo' (M-G) and
plus gas rationing and storms, is reacting unfavorably
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 40-50-65)—
third N. Y. session and nice for third week in Philly. 'Eyes In Night" (M-G). Trim $20,.
deluxe theatres this week, numerous key cities
^lever Lovelier' (Col) (2d wk). at many
'Never Lovelier' looks big $05,000 at giant N. Y. Music 000. Last week, 'Me My Gal' (M-G)
Great $8,500. Last week, same film, reporting much earlier-than-usual Xmas shopping. An
Hall, stout In Denver and great on second Seattle sesh. and 'Omaha Trail' m-G), nifty $21,.
additional detrimental factor is the usual dip after
big $9,600.
However, merely okay in Frisco and touching a new 500.
Mnsic Box (H-E) (800; 40-50-65)— Thanksgiving holiday splurge, accompanied by a large
UA (UA-WC) (2,100; 33-44-65)—
low for house at thin takings In Pittsburgh. 'Voyager,'
•Major and Minor' (Par) (flth wk). number of holdovers.
folding on for indicated sturdy $4,with 0 great week !n Detroit Acd nifty holdover Jn 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Omaha
Cream of top grosses again goes to 'Road to Morucco'
100. Last week, $5,800.
Brooklyn, is only nice in Cleveland and fair in St. Trail' (M-G) (Moveovers). Likely
Remainder of
(Par) and 'Me and My Gal' (M-G).
stout $6,200. Last week, 'Black Swan'
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 40-50-^5) business Is fairly widely split among 'Gentleman Jim'
Louis. Film still robust at $17,500 for fourth Chicago
(20th) and 'Tish' 'M-Gl, strong $7,—Forest Rangers' (Par) and 'Other (WB), 'White Cargo' (M-G), 'Who Done It?' (U),
stanza.
700.
woman' (20th). Day-and-date with
Rockies' (20th), 'You Were Never LoveWllshire (F-WC) (2,296; 33-44-65)
'Rangers' spurted to a big $19,000 in two Seattle
Fifth Avenue, pushing for big $7,000 'Springtime in
spots, is okay in Newark, solid in Baltimore and big in —"Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Omaha
in six days (Symphony using theatre lier' (Col) and 'Now, Voyager' (WB), with "Forest
Satisfactory $6,000
Denver, all holdover dates. 'Washington Slept Here' Trail' (M-G).
on seventh playdate).
Last week, Rangers' (Par) al.so giving a good account of itself.
•Springtime in Rockies' (20th) and 'Morocco,' opening to a trim $11,000 in Indianapolis,
(WB) again is a bit spotty, with big $28,000, Frisco, coming up. Last week, 'Black Swan'
•Manila Calling' (20th), grand $9,700, is big on holdover in Minneapolis, K. C. (where it's
and nice $16,000. Prov., but thin $24,000 for three L. A. (20th) (2d wk) and "Tlsh' (M-G) (Ist
wk) (Moveovers), $5,400.
record here under present policy.
leader). Providence and BufTalo. Bob Hope's latest is
spots on second frame and mediocre $21,000, Philly.
WllUrn
(WB)
(2,756; 33-44-55-65Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; 40-50-65)— nice $136,000 in second XjOS Angeles session, terrific
'Married a Witch' (UA) currently in much same boat 75-85)— "George Washington SleptT
•Desperate Journey' (WB) and 'Comes
for Boston holdover, stout $10,000 for fourth
with slim pickings in Jersey City and fair in Newark, (WB) (2d wk). Mlldish $7,000. folUp Love' (U) (2d wk). Great $10,000. $25,000
downtown Detroit frame and great $60,000 in fourth
but bright $9,000 in Buffalo. 'Black Swan' (20th) is lowing last week's fine $12,000.
Last week, same pair, sock $ie,()00.
excellent $14,000 in Clncy and big $10,000 for Pitt
Ritz (F-WC) (1,372; 33-44-55-65.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,250; 40-SO- stanza at the giant N. Y. Paramount. 'My Gal,' doing
85)— 'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Eyee
holdover.
96)- 'Hi, Neighbor* (Rep) and 'Su-cret mildly in offish Pittsburgh and seventh N. Y. sesh,
in Night' (M-G). So-so $6,800 for this
Enemies' (WB) plus vaude. Fine $9,- paces dismal Philadelphia with a solid $21,500, is a
•OX-BOW' LOOMS STRONGLY
nabe just turned first-run. 'Last week
000.
Last week, 'Old Homestead' strong $33,000 in two Boston spots on holdover, terrific
Incident'
living
(20th)
is
'Ox-Bow
up
to
expectancy
house was subsequent run.
(Rep) and 'Smith Minnesota' (Col), $19,000 tor second San Francisco week, nice $12,000 on
displayed in pre-release Denver date by topping St.
plus vaude. ditto.
second frame in sagging Baltimore and nice to strong
Louis at nice $16,500 while 'Whistling in Dixie' (M-G)
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 40-50-65) on second stanzas in K. C, Prbv., St. Louis, Indianis faring none too well with just okay $11,000 in Cleve—'Springtime in Rockies' (20th) and apolis, Denver and Buffalo.
Hempstead's 8 in '43
'Manila Calling' (20th)
couple
of
chiller
combos
land.
A
are
showing
well.
(2d wk).
•JIM' DOING OKAT
Strong $8,700. Last week, immense
After "Mummy's Tomb' and "Night Monster,' the Uni'Jim,' while big $16,500 for six days of second Wash$15,300.
versal pair, set new marks last week in Newark and
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 30-45)— ington session, stout $21,000 in Newark and good $40,000
Monster'
and
'Dr.
'Undying
Renault's
Cincy.
Secret,'
David Hempstead's producer con'Priorities Parade' (Par) and 'Mos- In holdover session at N. Y. Strand, rates off form in
the 20th-Fox combination, is doing a fine week in St. tract at RKO was renewed for one
cow Strikes Back' (Rep), latter Cincinnati, mild on its second Philadelphia week, okay
Louis and robu.=;t S9.000 in Denver.
year with eight pictures on his proyanked for 'Magnificent Ambetsons' in Jersey City at $17,800 and $13,000, fairly good, for
correspondents:
"Thuhder Birds' gram for the next 12 months.
(RKO) after three days (2d run). second Balto sesh. 'Cargo,' too, shapes up a bit spotty
From 'Variet.v'
Fair $3,500.
Last week (40-50-65), currently, being fine $15,000 in Chicago holdover, but
Among the new features lined up
(20th). okay SI7.000 in Brooklyn and nice in Louisville.
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO), In return weak on second N. Y. week and mediocre in second
'Ca.>iablanca' (WB). strong $27,000 on N. V. holdover. are 'Look Out Below,' 'Gibson Girl,'
date, nice $4,100.
RKO). good $10,000 In N. Y. 'Iceland' 'China Sky.' "Government Girl.' 'The
'Cat People'
Philly sesh. It's satisfactory $38,000 in three theatres
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20Newaik
Company
She Keeps' .nd 'Portrait of
for
second
sesh.
'Major
staunch
S17.500
lukewarm Los Angeles and okay in Pittsburgh and
(20th).
.lO)— 'Footllght Serenade' (20th) and in
and Minor' iPari. strong $26,000 in Washington and a Lady.' Currently working under
Joan of Ozark' (Rep) (3d run). Big Washington, being helped by stage attractions in both
'Fly- Hempstead'.' supervision are 'Flight
fine S39.000 in Chicago holdfjvcr. aided by band.
of latter two spots. 'Done It' torrid at $27,000 in N.
$4,000.
La.'!t week, third run of 'Pied
FrpnHnni'
a"'' Trr>fn h^i-p to
in
Detroit
week
for
third
hefty
SIO.OOO
Tigers'
(Rep),
ing
Piper' (20tli) and 'Lady in Jam' (U), Y., hangup $18,000 in Bo.<;lon for h.o. and stronp In second Buffalo wopk.
hie $4,300.
cline
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Dig on
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—

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
Christmas Shopping

Current Biz

Earlier

Than

Usual, Cutting Into

—Storms, Holdovers Also Hurt

.

I

—

—
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UTSlEff

11

C

There

will

part played by

be great significance in the
Show Business in the War.

C

It will have carried the inspiration to
United Nations' victory via Screen, Radio,
Stage, Music and all the Liberal Arts.

C

It will liaveijee3frthe«Tpaee^M5^k^,i^^^^

Bond

sales

and War Relief

drives.

C

It will have been a most potent force in
upholding national and servicemen's morale.

C

It will

have an unmatchable record as

a force for propaganda.

C

It will

be worthwhile putting on record.
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Here s

How Metro s New Radio Series

Backs Up

'

Its

Pix for funelier Bafly

Dramatized Electrical Transcriptioiis

Harry Buxbaum, sal^s executive
for 20th-Fox, who Is on general distribution assignment, is battling a
serious heart condition at his home,
Lawrence, L. I., but is reported to

By RKO

Worcester, Dec.

(OofUihue A Coe)
Metro is experimenting on the air
with what may develop as an efleC' season.
But when the powers-thattive medium of advertising Itself, its be at the college learned
the feature
pictures and stars on a national scale, film was "White Cargo,' they turned
with spot announcements on flve- thumbs down.
minute periods so bandied and timed
Hence, Crusaders received trophy
as to bring the best results. Company
last night (Monday) on stage of
is on the Blue network Mondays
Loew's Poll Elm Street house, where
through Fridays.
While film companies from time to 'For Me and My Gal' Is holding forth.
time have bought time for spot an-

nouncements on certain pictures, this
is the first time that any of them has
•established a regular net series.
Metro is said to have been prompted
to tiy out the air regularly, in view
of the variation in engagements of
Jtictures throughout the country, due,
n part, to film becoming blocked for

lengthy

periods

through

runs, sales resistance in

extended

some

PUTS CURB ON

CHEESECAKE
Washington, Dec,

War Production Board

AFM Kayos Film
Sound Track Off

locali-

which holds up product, etc. This
has had the effect of minimizing the
importance of advance advertising in
national magazines, which must be

WPB'S ZINC NIX

ties

Air as TraOers

is

Move is in line with plans among
several major film companies to step
up appropriations for purchase of
radio time as an exploitation me-

after

^c

Newspapers were

25%

notified that

To Bally

'Sme

HOG for M-G Pic

a

reduction In the zinc quota be-

came effective Nov. 15. "This wlU
be further reduced on Feb. 15. 1S43.
At the

WPB it was stated

that metropolitan dailies are using altogether
too much valuable zinc on non-es-

dium during 1943. Metro has already
taken time over 100 outlets over the
Blue net and Universal plans to use
radio extensively beginning with
'When Johnny Comes Marching
Home.' Radio promises to become
one of the most favored exploitation media for pictures during the
coming year.

United Artists is understood figuring on an advertising budget of
$85,000

On Which We

for

Serve,'

case

In

RKO

nights deals In direct and Indirect
advertising, latterly through the novelty script furnished for Col. Stoopnagle and his wisecracks. While not
screamingly funny ^ursday night
<3), when caught, Stoopnagle's stint
rather effectively got over the deaired message,
fred Uttal plays
•f ralght for him.

Program Thursday night opened
with an announcement tiiat MetroGoldwyn-Mayer 'makes more pictures tiian anybody,' followed up by
mention of "For Me and My Gal.' This
was chosen as the film for the Thursday night plugging, none other being
mentioned'. However, Hedy Lamarr's
name was worked into the broadcast
fhat evening, but without any refer-

Los Angeles, Dee. 8,
Use of sound tracks made In film
studios to play motion pictures on
the radio has been tabooied, accord
ing to a ruling received by Musiclans Local 47 from the Interna'
tlonal Board of the American Fed'
eratlon of Musicians.
New ruling explains that since no
member of the union Is permitted to
make records or transcriptions UU'
less special permission is granted
by prexy James C. Petrillo, any
use of their work for radio purposes Is a violation of the regula'
tion which went into effect last July
Contention is that even the
31.
brief portions of musicallzed soimd
track used as advertising on the air
contravenes the union ruling.

regardless of -how eye-filling they
are on drama pages. .Metropolitan
dailies were advised to confine their
art to half-tones run in connection
with current attractions.
The reduction order also applies to
other departments of the big dailies,
with sports pages, women's pages
and society layouts cut to the bone.
Press departments in Washington

Immediately began to expand their
mat services. Small town newspapers have been serviced with mats

Harvest' at $110,000.

that this will be expanded to
time conditions.

PIC

fit

etc.

Top Navy Men Attend
Preview of 'Stand By'

On

NAMES DX

pers.

exploitation as well as the Exhibitors' Service Dept., will in future
devote his entire time to the latter.

),

radio serials ('Inner Sanctum,"
will predominate In the picture

S. sea

tradi-

At last night's preview were
Admiral and Mrs. James O. Richardson, Admiral A. J. Hepburn, Rear
Admiral and Mrs. Randall Jacobs,
Rear Admiral and T6Sia. L. E. Denfeld. Rear Admiral and Mrs.
C.
TnlD, Rear Admiral and Mrs. A. C.
Pickens, Bear Admiral and Mrs. John
H. Newton, Rear Admiral E. L.
Cochrane, Rear Admiral and Mrs.
W. H. P. Blandy, Rear Admiral W. S.
Farber, Rear Admiral Ross T. McIntyre and Captain Leland P. Lo-

S. Barret McCormick. head of advertising and publicity for RKO, and
Terry Turner, exploiUtion department head, set the plan. Lord It
Thomas agency is arranging radio

time schedules.

KAYO OF 306 OPS' SUIT
SETS N.Y. PRECEDENT
Dismissal of old suit of Local 306,

Moving Picture Machine Operators
of N. Y. against the Beacon, N. Y.,
establishes a probable precedent in
the event a similar situation comes
up but at present there are no cases
of this nature pending and unlikely
that any may develop.

Beacon action was a unique one
union claimed RKO and
Loew's arranged to turn over the
operation of the theatre to the Skouras circuit, with both RKO-Loew's
retaining a secret interest it has
been claimed that this was done,
with RKO and Loew's sharing in
losses on operation, so that the
Brandt cnaln, anxious to get the
house, could not do so.
Local 306, claiming a fraudulent
transfer at first but later withdrawvette.
ing this allegation, sought payment
Tba film's national premiere will of the same scale at the Beacon as
be held Dec. 31 day-and-date In paid
by the RKO and Loew circuits,
Washington, San Francisco, Chicago,
as well as restoration of difference
Norfolk, San Diego and Boston. Pic
in scale as between major circuits
stars
Robert Taylor and Charles
and independents since Skouras took
I,aughton, with Walter Brennan and
over operation 1 1938. This roughly
Brian Donlevy featured.
amounted to around $10 per week a
in that the

H

TO LATIN AAiER.

man

for the five operators
in the house.

Now We're 3

Again

In dismissing the action.

Court

now in the Army, as third of a trio
Ray Corrigan and Max Terin the 'Range Busters' series of
westerns at Monogram.
First film with the new combination is "Robber's Roost,' slated to
start Friday (11) with William L.
Nolle scripting a story by Arthur
Hoerl.

Dec.

Films' Adfemmes Meet
Women workers in N. Y. film exchanges, home offices, theatres, ad
agencies, publicity and other departments, have formed a luncheon club,

which meets every other Tuesday
the

Abbey

hotel.

It's strictly

at
social,

but ultimately might develop into a
AMPA type of organization.
Isabelle Austin, assistant to Homer

femme

dustry.

Coe and DeBra are huddling with Harmon, publicity-advertising
producers, prior to a tour of meetings with distributor and exhibitor

tor of the
club. It is

groups to make it all one group for Amusement
winning of the war.
1 Services.
i

Supreme

hune

with

Committee as result of conferences
between Charles Francis Coe and
Arthur DeBra. Pair discussed ways
and means of servicing .show business and the public with information
on the how and why of the war in-

employed

Denis Cohalan. on
Thursday (3) ruled that the transfer
of operation was purely for bu.siness
reasons and that all defendants had
lived up to their contract.
No appeal by 306 Is Intended.
Suit named the Beacon theatre.
Skouras Theatre Corp., RKO Service
Corp. and the Marcus Loew Booking
Agency. Action was brought during
the 306 administration of Joe Basson.
pre.sident of the union up to last

Hollywood. Dec. 8.
Dennis Moore succeeds John King,

War

the cop-

Mochrie,

tion.

WOK(^T£S

notified

Pearl Harbor Anri

Practically

REALLIFEIONEWOLF
DISTURBS MANAGER

Manager Dwyer

RKO, Bob

manager, will supply
with recordings, well in
be played to exhibs

platters.

war- thentic picture of U.

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Greatly Increased use of film
names is being made by the Office of
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs for its shortwave airings in
Latin America. Among Hollywoodites who have recently appeared on
Coordinator's programs are Linda
Darnell, Marlene Dietrich, Mlchele
Morgan and Jinx Falkenburg.
Stars do their turns on waxings,
which would in effect hypo civilian which are shipped from here to New
consumer purchases might not be York by Jack Runyon. CIA's local
radio rep, who sets up the shows. It
desirable.
Is understood that some of the disks
are inserted into DX programs
^Halifax, N. S., Dec. 8.
pimiped to L. A., while others are
•LUCET'
At the local Family, In the heart
given some added production and
Worcester, Dec. 8.
of this city, manager Pat Dwyer has
put on larger disks' for shipment to
This city hopes to Ian world pre- Latin stations, which air them lobeen warned to be on the watch for
the Lone Wolf. Dwyer has invited miere of "Lucky Jordan," In which cally on long wav-c.
the 'Lone Wolf from Columbia Pic- Helen Walker, Worcester girl, is
Mayor
tures, to the Family screen for many co-starred with Alan Ladd.
visits but, this time, it's the Lone William A. Bennett has conferred
Service
Industry's
Wolf in the flesh, and he's aiming with Arnold Van )>eer, representing
Paramount's New York office, and
at the Family safe.
The exhib picked up a note and It is believed Miss Walker and Ladd
Hollywood. Dec. 8.
the dial of a safe at the door of his may be able to come here for film's
the
is
Service
Bureau
Industry
office.
On the note was the not too opening at Capitol next month.
new name of the Public Relations
It is Miss Walker's first film.
grammatical message, "The Lone

the Family.

many

Now

Wolf Will Strike. Be Wear.' The
dial was from the sate of a nearby
BODNET BUSH TIPPED
service station which was recently
robbed.
The Family is diagonally
Rodney Bush, of Hal Horhe's adopposite the Capitol, from the safe vertising department in 20th-Fox,
of which thieves recently got a hefty has been placed in charge of exhaul, viz $5,236.
The note and the ploitatioil, post he had previously
safe dial came on the heels of a held.
sho-wing of a 'Lone Woir film at
M. D. (Doc) Howe, who headed

to

e capicor iH
metal stock pile Is running low and
men will be given from eight to 10
Dec. 23.
a cut Is imperative.
Reported that this appropriation recordings.
Such pictures as holiday art, with
has been earmarked for national
For the start it is planned to use
Hollywood
cutles
carving
the
mag
advertising, apart from use of discs mainly for thrillers
such as the
Thanksgiving turkey, or some curother media.
Tarzan series, 'Cat People' and posvaceous damsel wrapped up in
Metro, from accounts. Is budget- sibly 'Hitler's Children.' Use
of
cellophane as a gift from Santa
ing national advertising for 'Random chiller effects, such
as employed in
Claus, are deemed a waste of space,

Washington, Dec. 8.
every high ranking
officer of the U. S. Navy turned out
for some montlis, and the plan is to
extend this service to metropolitan last night (7) for a special screenPix Tienps With Mdse.
dailies. Metror for instance, has a ing of 'Stond By For Action' (M-G),
complete mat service for 'Journey at the National Archives, shown as
in Reverse Doe
for Margaret' and supplied this inthe culmination of the Navy's obstead of photos.
Warner Bros, is servance of the Pearl Harbor anniLimitation of Goods also equipped
for suph mat promoversary.
tion. The Associated Press also supTlie Navy Board of Review saw
Department store sales promotion plied a mat service in connection the feature three weeks ago and
heads are becoming hesitant about with amusements and it is expected gave it an endorsement as an au-

To
ence to her newest picture, 'White
Cargo.' currently in Its second week
at the Capitol, N. Y.
The Lamarr name figures on the
other end of a phone conversation
held with Stoopnagle, but with no
female voice, of course, being heard.
At first, when Stoopnagle answers picture
tleups,
via
advertising
the phone, he says he never heard of columns, due to uncertainty over the
Hedy. Then later, he deigns to say types of civilian goods which will be
hello to her.
available next, or quantities and
At another point, with Stoopnagle merchandising methods to be
as a managing editor trying to find
out what's happening in Hollywood, adopted.
he leams N. Y. just released 'For Me
Feelers recently put out by film
•nd My Gal,' so he decides to review companies seeking promotional tieit himself.
On going to the theatre ups on forthcoming productions
he discovers that his copy boy, lost
have,
in some cases, met with lukefor a week, has been in the house
warm response In contrast to previthat long seeing the film.
With Judy Garland. George Mur- ous reaction. Stores are adopting a
8hy and Gene Kelly, of 'For Me and "wait and see' attitude, pending
ly Gal,' given mention, the spot an- further clarification of the situation
nouncement wound up Thursday regarding civilian goods distribution.
with the direct urge: "Watch for Tor Possibility has been discussed by
Me and My Gal,' coming to your fa- sales promotion execs handling retail
vorite theatre soon.'
of
changing
outlets
advertlslw
Billing of the Metro show is 'The
formula. Instead of stressing the
Icon's. Roar.' This is the house organ
rgai
trademark and slogan of the Metri'6 selling of merchandise, sales copy
concerned
with
keeping
conmay
be
sales department
Char.
sumption of civilian goods at •
minimum. In this event, it Is pointed
out that unique promotional tleups

of

sales

field forces

advance,

in addition to plugginf Metro Itself
and stars, the distributor is able to
time comments in praise of pictures
as they get widest national exhibition and when they are about to l>e
dated or alreadv are on various engagements. It Is not imllkely other
distribs may also take to the air.
Metro's flve-minute program week-

pic-

a regular

of

U

UA Budgets $5G

8.

new

become

RKO field force parapherRKO Is planning to use radio

part

In

San Diego, Seattle, Norfolk, Bal- nalia.
timore and New London either on spots on a local and regional basis,
Dec. 18 or 17. Two-reel production,
starting with 'Cat People' around
turned out by Tom Mead and Joseph
O'Brien,
newsreel toppers, likely Dec. 21, not only for pre-selling audiences but for direct selling of
will be completed this week.
'Roar' will be backed by national exhibitors. Figured that the playing
campaign In magazines, trade pao( a recording to an exhib will enpers and co-op ads with exhibitors.
Drive for best exploitation on the hance sales prospects for much
product which pressbooks and other
short extends to next April 15.
silent exploitation do not exploit
adequately.

leg art from Hollywood, and the rationing of
for
newspapers means that this form of
Journalistic decoration Is out for the
duration.

'cheesecake'

tures will shortly

Roar,' Universal short,

be given simultaneous preems

will

8.

Harold H. Maloney, manager of
Loew's Poll, Invited members of the
Holy Cross football team to be bis
guests last week, and sit on the stage
while being presented an lnscrU>ed
loving cup for Its showing the past

Hon. Thro Frl^ 1 p. m.
WJZ-BIoe, New York

Electrical transcriptions with dra-

matized spots concerning

For U's 'Navy Roar'
Hoar Navy

Fans and Exhibs

to Pre-Sell

5-Way Dec Preem

Pracw
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Crisis

have passed the crisis. He was under
TOO HOT A FORWARD PASS an oxygen tent for a week.
•THE LION'S BOAS'
For many years metropolitan N.Y.
With CoL LemMl SU«pii»fle (F.
CtaBM Tajn) and Fr«d CttsI
Holy Cross Dees End Bon f^am Ton- district manager for 20th, Buxbaum
WilUam
mnd
B*iiiniert
Writers; 3mj
was shifted to the homeoffice by
delaye' t* Judy
-Gllckman
Tom Connors last spring.
Oireat«r: Bert
S MIos.

'

EXPLOITATION
Bnxbaom Over

direc-

Roxy, started the lunch

known
and

as

Women

Motion

of the
Picture

Justice

1.

Omaha

Street Cars' Later
Schedule Aids Theatres
Omaha, Dec.

8.

Street car company has given the
theatres a great break. For past
week all schedules have been lengthened so that patrons without ai^tos
and with a taxi stringency on can
get trams and buses home.
Last
regular runs used to be at 12:45, but
now they can see the full midnight
show and get transportation home
until 2 a.m. Break was immediately,
noticoable in all spots.-

Vednesday, December

u

Just glimpse into "Arabian Nights*

- no magic

9,

1942

carpets

Haroun-al-Raschid, Caliph of Bagdad, and Sherazade, No. 1 glamour girl
all time, in her harem tent, shortly before he rescues her from slavery

of

The slave master auctions off the pretty captives brought
from distant Bagdad to replenish the harems of the bidders

rollowing
mfik«» 0

his fight with

thrilling

ilave traderi, Haroun-al-Rasehid

getaway

at th« ancient gates of

Bagdad

The harem beauties disport themselves

in

the big oriental fur-lined bathtub

Wednesday, December

9,

1941

just blood,

It

sand and romance,

Technicolor

in

engage
Some

of the beauteous virgins of the harem on

in

mortal combat

parade

Sinbad leads the attack of Haroun-al-Raschid's men on the forces of Kamar-al-Shaman

Mario Montez a$ Sherazad*

(Just coll

me

mm mirnxx
MIGHTY PROOUCTrON

r£CNAf/COlO/^
JON HALL

-

MARIA MONTEZ - SABU
BlUy GILBERT

LEIFERIKSON

SHEMP HOWARD

ELYSEKNOX
Siory and Screen Ploy,

ACQUANETTA
Michod Hogan

Directed by John Rawlins

Haroun-al-Raschid's horsemen arrive at
the crucial moment and join in the fray

EDGAR BARRIER

THOMAS GOMEZ

•

•

TURHAN BEY

CARMEN D'ANTONIO

Additionol Oiologue, True

Produced by

Doardman

WaUer Wanger

Shera)

—

Wednesday, December
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B.O. Stance

on Noel Coward s 'Serve

(Compiled by Besa Short)

Mere 'Propaganda Value

Eclipses

pearances of Miss Bruce, Miss McDonald and Downs, .'upportine cast
has little to do. Dick Foran strolls
William Demarest
with
through,
handling role of the small town cop

Current Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES'
OWI commin.<.'>.
<if Dover of 1940.
at Arms' cftKO, 19 niins.
America shorl.
Plulo Goes to the Zoo' (HKO. 8
Walt Di.^iiey cartoon commins.K
'Dover' iPar, 11

who bluster.-i around the footage. Direction by Edward Clinc is adcqu;ite.
Wall.

pili.Ttion

•Women

Noel Coward's new

|

from

Serve" (United Artists) was rated
•an artistic propaganda success* by

with

men

Show-

there in September.

the

at

extensive projection

;

:

I

S.

preem

I

a

mins.).

IT.i

circumstances' like that.
are several 'damns,' 'hells'
in

There
and one

'bloody,'

'How

iRKO.

Fish'

to

mins.).

7

which

even

is

be
stronger in the English mind,
Y..
Few more touching sequences will
go Into the be seen in Alms, either, than the
the greatest talks by the captain (Noel Howard)

of the film will

:

'Tale of

Two

Kittles'

i

WB,

).

\

It will

house with probably
word-of-mouth campaign a pictureparticularly a foreign-made one
has ever had. That's due partially to
the lengthy scries of previews by
which UA has maintained Interest
over the long period of delay while
a duplicating negative was being
awaited in this country. It's due
more, however, to the gripping
drama of the 114-minute yam and

!

^

,l'i/;-^.P^i>™^i„'^^,3{:ff^^

their uniforms lost with their ship.
they stand in a cold, high-ceilinged

K'lnninc

;;,l,hy'

i;

;

U'-

TlumHflvOK
.^liiiN

flashy-looker

who

Miiyt'H
mill

lli.wlln
l.-imrH Se.ny
IImI •r.ill:iti>iro
Iilln

.Lillci'

\vorks

I.iife

rbin>*i'|-H

Ilnyea
Rk-hiinln
(Iinv
l.iirnii

MnrUira Joyc
^Vlil>^tl'l

I'.ill-t

an obyious tale of a

It's

HllKl^lli

SfXun
ibi'

I.liiilii

I'll!'

tickets

Huy
of

AtlilHiin

liii-iliiii

.Ilin

buy

.hI

W

Hk' illii">) ll^nry

Kbiki-

Aliir

t'l-ovlrw
Hull'.

•ilnlihy'
ll.iii

Tbi*

nobble IV.nkr

'Unusual Occupations No. t' (Par,
Includes Vultee Ven10 mins.).
geance dive bomber.

I'.iiri^.sl

K,-llowi-s
Collin,*.

Il.iv

Tiiylor

Bnrcroft

clo.sely

with a Nazi spy rinp. ("cts intimately
involved with the enemy agents, and

whitewashing disclosure that
she's an American countcr-espion.ige
operator fails to clear up the tarnish.
Unfolded at a slow pace and obvious,
picture will have to be satisfied with
program d.itings as dual support.
Constance Bennett name may profinal

Republic has

no time

lost

ing the right formula for

cowboy

Roy

star,

Roger.*;.

its

in

find-

singing

Crammed

into the 55-miniitc saddle opus. 'Rid-

in' Down
There are a few quiet words
gredients calculated to register with
lo the 90 men left out of the crew
kids and. lo some extent, adults. As
220 and then the men file past
such 'Canyon' strikes a happy meand shake the captain's hand. Each
dium, with Its horse rustlin' episodes,
man says a simple goodbye, the vide some marquee voltage for the a swank prairie nilfiy. above-average .songs and a climatic stampede
camera catching the faces from in secondary first runs.
Although story attempts to be a that'H send the juves out happy.
It's a strangely
back of Coward.
Scripter has deviated slightly from
long sequence, as film sequences go, spy mystery, there are plenty of hazy
the conventional western yarn, buildthe simple, effective way It is told.
but few In the audience will sit interludes for the customers to confresco
fuse them. Miss Bennett marries war ing his action around an al
Story Is of a destroyer from its through It with I'-y eyes.
correspondent Don Porter during a hot-spot-in-the-canyon, whose probirth in a Britlah-«ihln»iirri In tsi.. .y)^•esoWntt. Iccra. -Franch- bombirg-r.iid.-.nnd tlie pair, prietor is actually the brains behind
death by bombs off Crete. Cleverly
rippled Mediterranean, ran the spend their honeymoon in Shanghai, the gang of rustlers and whose terwoven into the life of this Inanimate gamut of the British social scale. South America, etc., while Porter is rorisms are Jeopardizing the Governthing of steel, and much more im- They go from the captain's com- on the trail of stories. Returning to ment's experiments in wild horse
portant, are the backgrounds and fortable country house to the rank New York, wife engages In strange reclamation.
George
by
handled
Comedy,
home life of the men who run it. slum of some members of the crew contacts w-ith Nazi spy leader, John
'Gabby' Hayes, is above buckeroo
Technique of telling the yarn is to and take in quite a few in between. Lltel, with Porter finally getting wise average while the Sons of the Pioproceedlnes. It's a chase from
present the destruction of the craft The humanity In these home-front to the
vocals.
there on. until the wife leads Porter neers score neatly with their
first and flash back from the faces of scenes, the little true-to-life touches,
'Who Am
to spy headq\iarters in an outlying "Sagebrush Symphony' and
the various men as they hang pre- are not the least remarkable fac- farm house foi' mclodramatics in 1' are better-than-avcrasc for such
cariously to a half-awash life raft in ets of the film.
which Litel Is shot and Miss Ben- pix. Linda Hayes. Add:.son Richards
fBuzzy) Henry, moppet, are
the Mediterranean.
Coward has dona a magnificent nett disclosed as a counter-espionage and Dee
also standouts along with Rogers.
Whatever else the film Is, it's no job in what 'ft virtually a one-man agent to end things happily.
Miss Bennett is decorative as the
recruiting trailer for the Navy. The (plus the British Navy) film. His
spy-wife and does what she can with
agony and strain of battle have multiple roles include starring, pro- the material at hand. Porter is okay
never been mpre clearly limned than duction, directing, script and special as the correspondent and radio comMnnoKiam releuBo nf .V. W. Jfockel pro
by the quick-moving camera as dive music. In which one he has ex- mentator, with .standard support pro- ilucllon.
Keatui*es Dirk Purci-ll. Jorin \\ oodvided by Litel, Edward Brophy, John bury. John Hamlltoii, Wurrcn Itymer.
bombers scream In to drop their celled It Is Impossible to say.
Eldredge. Edmund MacDonald, Jimmy Kenneth Harbin and Muntan Moreland.
Story and
DIrci'led by William Denuillne.
Conlin, and Nana Bryant. Direction adaptation.
Brown; editor. Jock
Karl
by Roy William Nelll Is passable, OKllvle: camera. Marcel J.» PIcnrd. Al New
although the slow and draggy pace York. N. Y.. half dual bill, week Dec.

pier.

of

the Canyon.' are all the in-

'

PHANTOM KILLER

Film Reviews

of the script

too accented.

Is

work by George Robinson

Continued from page t

UA release, 'Empire' has the names
of Richard Dix, Preston Foster and
and spearhead of our offensive at- Leo Carrillo for the marquee and
tack in foreign lands.
enough action to warrant betterrthanWith the Marines currently hold- average biz for this type of fare.
ing the headlines for their valiant
Dealing with the Reconstruction
stand in the Solomons, together with period following the Civil War, 'Emtheir tangles with the Japs at Wake, pire' has been given considerably
Midway, Guam, Philippines and more thought for story values than
other battleline sectors, 'Marines' is the usual gallopers, and the genera timely documentary that should ally heroic performances by Dix and
get plenty of support bookings in Foster, as cattle-breeding partners,

above

Walt.

par.

and the villainy of Carrillo, who
plays a French Creole, give the yarn

Opening

with a discourse and
display of the purposes of
he Marine Corps, picture points out
the varied units of the service and
highlights training of enlistees. Inre-ted is episode of Marines in

much

Iilctorial

The

China and Shanghai, where the men
'were instructed to deliberately sideFtep clashes with the Japs which

could have been picked

up by the
Nippons as incidents provoking war

W

basic element of the yarn, of
course, is familiar, concernmg two
staunch friends (Dix and Foster)
whose partnership becomes threatened when Foster allows his lust for
power to almost destroy the ties between them. Aided by Frances Gifford, who plays Dix's sister and Foster's wife, the pair has built a cattle
empire on the plains of Texas, but
it is only with the death of Foster's
young son under the hooves of an
onrushing herd, and the ultimate
realization that power can't replace
one's loved ones, that he does a turnabout.
It's all pretty obvious, but
tor the youngsters it's one of the
treat westerns of the season.
Carrillo. as the former partner of
Dix and Foster who has been given
the-go-by when caught double-crossing, is his usually suave self In a
part that is not far. removed from,
say. a characterization that he created some years ago in 'The Cisco
Kid.'
In short, there isn't a tooobvious distinction In 'Empire' between his French accent and the
Mex-Spanish one he used in the

(SONGS)
;

Diinhitni orrhi'i^tva. Dii-ii-leil by tCdwurd K.
So-eonplay by Stanley Roberta nnil
Mel Runfun: orlnlnal ntory by Kobens:
ramern. ('.rm-RO Roblnsxin; e<1Uor. Mourli-e
('line.

:ii.»t.
ilii

Dunham;
dene

lie

jection

r.iiil.

room,

Melville
,'<hyer:
Charles Prevln, Hiinny
supervthor.
Teil
Cain:
fonKH, non Itayo and
In studio pro2, 'i'J.
RunnlnK time,

illi-eitor.

ft t'^rs,

iiniKir

dances. Kddi'-

l>rln7:;

rrevlewrd
Dec.

39 MINN.
Rlti
f Harry
4AI Kltz

Jolly Jeslris

I

Joan nnrry
Hill

•••••

Jimmy

nitz
Carol Bruce

Udwurda

labs

Gi'ixn

Dirk Form
.McDonabl

.lohnny Downs
Wl'illam Deiiinrenl

Uunny
McKen2le
CIny Mnrlin
Sonny l.}iinhiiiii

itnd

Tllclinril Dnvles
His Orchestra

AMERICAN EMPIRE

MADAME SPY

:

Cllir

Paiton Hoce. Jr
Auuuslln
Crane
T.oulNtonn Jiiil^e

Wllln .May

Malone

Merrill

I-:d\y.iiil!i

Ouy

.Mike Itci-ne

lti"iin

I 'II

Chris Pin M:irlln
Rlrhanl W.-hli

William V^nrniini
Kiln XlrDiinl<l
Hal Tall.lf>-rro

Itlll

I

is

one of the
by Harry

ilorilon
Di-iike

.Mil-ill
Itolf
U'liistiin
Itiirrlsiin Womls

I

I

'American Empire'

It

J

Mini
Infpertor
.^l:lltln

Vnrden

Rdwnril

K.

Drophy

John EblredRo

Edmund

MiicDonnld

Nana Hrynnt
JImmv Conlln
Selmer Jackson
Nino PIpllone
Cliff

John

t'lark

Dllson

better westerns. Produced

Sherman, longtime producer, of vactus oprys for Paramount, but

now

a

Title tjss^lrts ojie :o1l. b'Bfrte the
istomcrs walk up to Ihe wicttols to

provided by Sonny
orch who hit a

Dunham and

hiH

couple

of hot
gets spotli((ht for ren-

stretches and
dition of 'Mr. Five by Five,' already
a current top tune. Songs, tCrllten
by Don Rayc and Gene de Paul, provide major entertainment factor of
the picture.
Aside from the Ritzes' antics and
.specialties, and song and dance ap-
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Again Buster Crabbe plays a dual
lime two brothers who are
outlaws, in an Indie-made western

(1.

that ranks with the best in the field
although palpably having cost less
than hiost.

Crabbe plays Billy the Kid and his
other half. Kansas Ed, both of who^
arc outside the law. By coincidence,
when Billy the Kid is preparing a
stagecoach holdup, he is mistaken as
a hero by a frontier-town mayor and
turning
Actually
made sheriff.
straight because of the confidence
placed in him by the mayor, he takes
up the cudgels in a fight to oust a
gambling casino owner who is robbing the ranchers at crooked rouletta
and grabbing their property in return for I.O.U.s.
Unusual twist finds Crabbc's brother.
Kansas Ed, as the gambling
higher-up. who remains in hiding
due to being wanted dead or alive.
With Crabbe. as Billy the Kid, made
sheriff, the other brother traps him
n a mountain cabin and changes
clothes with him. thus becoming recognized as sheriff. In the end. the
brothers fight it out to the death,
Billy the Kid coming out on top.
However, his Identity also becomes
known and he Is escorted out of
town by the sheriff with latter's
benediction.

Crabbe's pals arc again,

St. John, 'who supplies*
and Tex O'Brien.
Maxine Leslie, comely
She does not figure in any
romantic way, however, being a
gambling hall entertainer and stooge.
Miss Leslie rates a better chance

with him. Al
InuRh.s.

The

girl Is

blonde.

than given here in this case.
Char.

Kudos For Zanuck
Contlnaed from pate

1

I

.MINH.

Dick
Ji«in

Pum-U

Woodbury

line
tell

and shooting pictures. He could
a lieutenant to do the job and

have been done, but he
it would
Wiirien Hymer
Kenneth Hiifbin insists on going himself.'
John llnmlllon

Harrison

J.

K-irrell MiicDooald
.\l:tnlnn Sforelnnd

(Juyne Whitman
C.eorKo I.ewls

Krnmer
Davo UlKby

3.

L"nlyer*yil r<-lf-;ine of lloword D«nei11ct prndiii-lliin.
Sl;irn Itltz llros.
features Cnrul
Hruf-e, Dil l, l-'oran, r.i-nre Mt'Donnld. S.iniiv

Wrlitht;
muali'ul

M

Mason

Nlro.lemus
DIMrlct Attorney

outbreak. Training includes that for
'Behind the Eight Ball' is another
flyers, barrage balloon specialists,
in Universal's series of moderateparatroopers and glider pilots.
budget fllmusicals. with the Ritz
Picture then swings into factually
Bro.s. holding starring spot to generreproduced episodes of the Marines
ate some boxoffiec v.nlues for the
defending one of the Pacific islands
family houses. It's an unpretentious
at the war's outbreak, and then clioffering, with suflicienl music and
maxes with the embarkation, voyage
familiar specialties and knockabout
and battle landing of a Marine unit,
antics by the Ritz trio to rate as
with intimation that the boys arc
program supporter in regular datmoving in on the Solomons for acings.
tion and occupation.
Story is nothing more than a frasilc
Despite the tremendous amount of
framework on which to hang the
ground covered to showcase the accomedy and musical specialties. Lotivities,
training and accomplishcale Is a strawhat theatre in the
ments of the Marines, and a number
country, with Carol Bruce staging a
of spots where both action and aumusical comedy with ideas of getdience interest could be accentuated
ting it on Broadway.
Ritzes are
by more judicious editing, picture
picked up for specialty appearances,
still retains the maximum in patriKid' series.
and run into mysterious goings-on.
oti: flavor.
It's a
cinch to gain - Sherman has given the film con- many of which are .synthetically genplenty of Marine recruits.
Wolt.
siderable of a production by western erated by the fertile minds of the
.standards, end the direction by Wil- scripters.
There's minor murder
liam McGann has kept the action mystery In the plot, and inclusion of
brisk at all times.
Kahn.
enemy spies who want to use the
I'nltcil Ai'dDiR relciSP of Harry i^lioiiniin
barn for shortwave broadcasting.
0)lik Ulrknon-LrwlK J. Raolinill) pmliiiBroad comedy and burlesque mugtlon. Sims Klchiii'il Dli. Leo Carlllo. VivhIon Fouler; fe:ilurea t'n.nrtii OKToiil. (lulnii
gings are provided by the Bro.i. at
WIlllBniH.
Direcleil hy WllllAin Mci;.inii.
every turn. The kids and easy-toe<TMnMny. J. noboi t Uien. Oladys AdvMti r.
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
pfcase customers will react modFon Ci-niimnn Kuhn; camem. Hueacll Mnrt'iiivers:il release of Muriihall Orant i>rol«n; iiuKilcnl direction, Irvlnic Tnlhol: Bimo.
erately to their ridiculous antics.
diii'ilitii.
Stars t.'onstance llennell; feiituri-s
GeranI C.-ii'l>onnm sonit. Lew Pollntk: i-.ll- lliiii
J'lirlc]-.
John Lltel. Kdvviird Droiihy, Trio deliver three comedy songs in
lor.
Cnrrol I.ewlH; arutt. director, r.b'on
Kldredffe. Edmund MacDpnald.
Dl- zany style, best being 'Atlas' with
Cook. I'revlcwrU In Projection Itoom. N. V.. .1,'Iin
iii leil by Roy Wllllani Nelll.
.SiTeenplay
accompanying routines,
special
IXsr, .1, '42.
Runnlni time, SI MINH.
by T.ynii RIffRs and Clarence llpson Youne;
Dan Taylor
RIchnnI pis <<ii:.'lniil story by Tounir; camera. aeorRS
Carol Bruce neatly delivers three
Dominique Ilniiurhuid
l.eo C-irrilln
tunes, while Grace McDonald and
llnblnmin; editor. Ted Kent.
Itcvlewoil In
Poxton nryi'C
Preston Kii;«[it siii.llii pi'itjcrtlnn room.
Dec. 3. '42. Riin- Johnny Downs handle what looks
Abhy Taylor
Frances riirrm-il Mlncr Mute. e.t MINS.
like be.st tune for pop attention.
Crowiler
Robert If. 1t:,t-i-:it .b-Hii riKnnlster
Constance Dennett
FleiTP
Jack T,r. Itini tbivlil Unnnlster
Don I'orter 'Don't You Think We Ought to
f>.-illnn'Qy
Oulnn Wlllhniix I'.l.r
Musical accompaniment Is
John Mtel Dance.'
Ronly
1

^

'

of its credibility.

njirb;iiu

Ski iVirrlKon.
Lieut. Hmdy
rolico Capt

Behind the Eight Ball
Hollywood, Dec.
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Lew Lehr comedy

monk.<;.

held at the Capitol theatre, N.
later this

Canyon

the

i;
lU'pllllIK' l.llMl,.!' or .loriph K;illC PIM.IUIby K:ili.'. Sl.iin lliiv Uiik.td:
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7 mins.

Cartoon comedy.
'Monkey Doodle Dandles'
mins.).

Down

•

W.

ri'i-ilLh.
l-lll.

•liiiii

Mill.-.

Ridin'

i

Ity
Shcrnion t^cott.
Story iind
Ijlretli*d
snyiv nnd MIUoii
iHl:i|Miillun. C.tHitk'f
lliiMtrntik N. Toilil; riiinrTit,
lf;ilr<iin: ftllttir.

h:iir

lli.n.

Walt Disney cartoon comedy.

If ever men had a right to use
profanity, here it Is. Censorial obto a few 'bastards,' is mere

I

It Bs a b.o. as well' as artistic sock.

make

Helplessly In the water,
heart-scaring sight,

room previews set up by UA In New jection
York disagree, however. They see carping
U.

iCol,

Harry Lanedon comedy.

I

i

and reviewers who have seen

•Serve'

edy.
•Piano Mooner'

dropping oil one by one as fa'Screen Snapshots No. 4' (Col. 10
Axis devils machine-gun mins.). Includes Stokowski conductnatical
hem from the air while they hang ing orchestra for soldiers.

.

,

oil,

nil,

crix for London papers and by 'Variety' when the picture opened at the

Gaumont

silently prey
below. Those men, covered
breathing oil, swallowing

Which deadly loads and subs

film, *In

We

»' 'i p.
Uf>lonnlnK
I.':!-of
Smift ItuHitT
SitfuiunU NVurulil iirudUi-i^Mii.
(j'Hrion.
rnil)b)>: fftUiirCK Al St. Jnhn,
MhxIrp l,rftMe OharlPB KInff iintl Hnl IMor.

rroilu'"i7«

.1.1.1.

>.

Tliis la
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Sage Valley

Sheriff of

Klllott .Sullivan

A

murder mystei'y with a unique
plot that rates well above the average for low-budget pictures of its
kind. Will do well and should get
better time than most independentmades, whether alone or as associate feature.
A. W. Hackel's production job Is
better than adequate, and while the
photography in some spots is a bit
faulty, on the whole the story as well
as direction and performances provide quite acceptable entertainment
The yarn concerns a supposedly
wealthy public benefactor who an

N. T, Timeanuui's Salute

Drew MIddleton, in the New York
also mentioned Zanuck in
Datelined 'With the
a dispatch.
Allied Army, near DJedeida, Tunisia.' his story, after revealing that
he himself had Jtist come out of a
ditch where he had Jumped when
the
road,
Axis bombers strafed
Times,

said:

'Waiting here to go to headquarters with Col. Darryl Zanuck after
a hell of a trip In a half track

towed by a tank. Face is black with
dirt, helmet is spotted with blood
.could do with a meal, a drink
and some sleep.'

Zanuck's intrepidness in exposing
young district attorney
He's himself to danger comes as no suris guilty of murder.
as a kinJIy deaf-and-dumb prise to his friends in New York
mute but when brought to trial Is and Hollywood. He has long been

ambitious
believes

known

cleared of the charge of murder, the known as an admirer of personal
young prosecutor as a result quitting heroism and always
made somehis Job. Later, through his efforts
thing of a minor fetish of taking
and those of others, the murderer is
pinned, unusual twist being that he chances with his own personal safeHis
ty.
devotion
to
skiing and
has a twin who's actually deaf and
dumb, latter having appeared at the polo testify to that
trial and proved he could not speak
As well as picturing the bafcles
nor hear. It seems the brothers themselves, Zanuck's photogs' are
worked together, the deaf-and-dumb said to
be photographing Allied and
twin appearing at dedications while
enemy equipment so that it may be
the other is commiting a murder
for coin, thus establishing a sound studied by the Army and manufacturers under battle conditions.
alibi. They were never seen together,

however.

Comedy relief is provided by
Warren Hymer as a detective and
Mantan Morcland. colored. While
satisfactory, better laugh buildup for
Moreland,
who testifies at the

U. S. Eases

Continued from page 1
have been relief In
the hitherto muddled, unachieved. Sequence In which Hymer
favorable studio manpower situation.
is talking to his henpecking wife on
Industry
execs feel they can at any
the phone Is very funny.
rate
obtain
a hearing and a ruling
Dick Purcell, as the assistant d.a.
and Joai) Woodbury, playing a re from the War Manpower Commisporter, are paired for romance and sion before key workers are drafted
do very well.
Both should go or shifted.
further.
As the murderer, John
New regulations do not, by any

murder

trial,

could

HanAllton acquits himself creditably

Kenneth Harlan, vet actor, makes a
good police lieutenant.
Chnr,

QUITS MICH. INDIE GBOUP
Detroit, Dec.

8,

Organizer for the newly formed
MirhlKan Independent Exhibitors As
Rociation, now well mombcrcd, Lloyd
Hammond, has left the a.s.sociatlon to
resume his work on film production
He U planning to icsumc making
'Film Fumbles,' hnr,ri\ on the .search
for boncrti ip films, which he had
been tin mug out foi the pnjit four
yearn.

means, dispel the over-all manpower
problem, it is pointed out.
Since
draft age is now fixed below the 38year-old level It is considered likely
that there will necessarily be a
greater call on the

manpower

in the

lower age pools.
Impression prevails, however, there will be more
orderly methods of using manpower,
cither for the armed forces or in defense plants.
With respect to the 38-year-old
draft age limit. It Is noteworthy thai
in making a survey of studio backlol
workers in' recent weeks, the indti.s-.
try

committee

listed

years old or older.

only

men

35
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j« tha branch week to save
Universe short wbjscts oianager, Baniu Oip, to mwagc
wb comes to diey can use it
Peter Roslan, UnlvsrwJ district iDan* tfaar*. L, i: Aubr«^t, who
Omsha, succeeds weekends.'
ager, and William B. Levr and OuflotM from
1

B'way Strand and Hoflywood's Femme
Aides; Theatre-Exchange Shorts
Due

loss

to

of

manpower,

Zeb and Golden State Theatres,

Epstein, managing director of both
the Strand and Hollywood, Warner
first-runs in New York, Is training
women for managerial and other

armed

because of loss of

afliliated

men

to the

forces.

manager

in

skirts

at

Strand,

the

Marie Canavan, and a treasurer
wearing lipstick at the Hollywood,
Ann Breen, both of whom were for-

mer cashiers at their respective theatres, Epstein plans to spot women
for the following replacements:
Charles Bowers, manager of the
Hollywood, whe goes into the Army
next week; Edward Eytorff, assistant

manager of the Strand, who reported
to the N. Y. induction center yesterday (Tuesday); Harvey Burch,
manager at the Hollywood,
who went to Camp Dix. N. J„ Friday (4) and Pete Bayes, assistant to
Irving Windisch, publicity-advertising director of the Strand. Bayes
reported at Dix Thursday (3).

assistant

rt Werth'a

First

Femme

Mgr.

Fort Worth, Dec.

Hiis

first

city's

woman

8.

theatre

Mrs. Ruth Hightower,
charge of the Gateway,
nabe. Married to Dennis Hightower
for 10 years, she learned the theatre
^e served as cashier
business
and general assistant to him. Her

manager

is

in

is

^en

husband
Tower.

is

now manager

of

the

Marc Femmes

In Pitt
Pittsburgh, Dec.

8.

first femme in the department
She joined when Jack Weltner went
into khaki more than month ago.

was

veteran
Baldensperger,
Sheffield exhib, has taken on a
woman as an apprentice projection-

H.

H.

She

is

Thadia Christiansen.

secretary to Fury
Nathan, manager of NSS ofHce here,
resigned to take a position with the
PitUburgh oiTice of the WLB.
Joheph Delisi, Saltsburg exhib,
novy being assisted by Joseph De
Maria son of his partner. Delisi's
sons, Joe, Jr. and Anthony, who were
both associated with him previously,
are now in the Army.

Ann

Guzell,

More Femme*

Femme

Detroit. Dec. 8.
theatre managers evident-

working out all right First
chain here to experiment with the

ly are

?olicy. Associated Theatres, is con-

inuing with the program.
Lat^t woman to take over management is Fruma Brooks, former
cashier, who replaces Samuel Greisman, who went into the Army, at
the Center. In fact setup is completely feminine with Mrs. Ella Benformer cashier at the Iris,
nett,

named

assistant manager.

from manager of Metro
bert Levin,

to

same

who joined Marines.
is new Metro boss.

El-

retary and treasurer, respectively.
Other canvasmen are Ralph KinsMcCluskev, Noah Schechter,
Maurice White, Harry J. 'Pop' Wessel. Albert L. Welnstein, and these
Jim Phoenix shifted from Noe to past chief barkers: Colonel Arthur
take over Strantl iffenagership. Frank Frudenfeld, William Onle and Joe
Lovette checked in as Noe manager. Oulahan. Frudenfeld and Onie were
Jack Falvey took over manager selected as convention delegates.
reins at Midtown when Chester Bell
Officers will be seated at the inwas sent to Visalia to be head man at stallation dinner in Januvy.
the State theatre, Falvey previously
Moritz was first and Kdpian second
managed the Vogue.
in the club's annual gin rummy tournament, finished over the weekend.
Denver Doln's
Denver, Dec. 8.
BnlTB Shifts
Edward L. Alperson, chairman of
Buffalo, Dec. 8.
the war activities committee of the
Columbia's Buffalo branch office
motion picture industry, and Nat personnel changes include Robert
Holt western division manager RKO Bergquist succeeding David Friedtheatres, addressed a luncheon meet- man,
Ann Engler vice Amanda
ing of exchange and theatre men Ferenholtz and the addition of Rita
and outlined their participation in Bogart
United Nations week, starting Dec. 7.
John Meyers has taken over the
In the Denver area collections will Phelps, Phelps, from David Kean.
be taken in theatres.
Lincoln, Rochester, formerly under
Ross Bluck, Columbia salesman, management of Howard Lurle, now
seriously ill in Santa Fe, where he being operated by W. R. Moore.
ia in a hospital following an operaU. S. Army air base at Syracuse
tion for ruptured appendix. He later
has been added to the upstate New
Bluck
suffered a ruptured colon.
York exhibition spots.
will be moved to Denver as soon as
Basil Brady, manager of the New
his condition permits.
Ariel, home convalescing from long
Walter Jancke, Pioneer, Lamar, hospital siege.
Colo., theatre manager, to Colorado
Emerson Dickman of 20th-Fox
Springs In a theatre job for Westland

wood Rubin

Fred Curtis moved out of Strand
to El Rey, taking over from Bill
Crosby, another Marine recniit, and

C. O. Wenholz closed his 350-seat
Princess, Hotchkiss, Colo.
Harry Huffman, city manager for

day).

F. J. A.

officers to serve during 1943. From
the list proposed at a luncheon gathering in the Ten Eyck hotel those

alminc Calls Confab
Harry M. Kalmine, assistant genall connected with the eral manager of the Warner circuit
picture industry and are located at and now in full charge, with Joe
exchanges or olflces In Albany. They Bemhard on Navy duty in Washingare: C. J. Latta, upstate zone man- ton, has called a meeting of all zone
ager for Warner Bros, houses; Joseph managers of the chain for Friday
Shure, Fabian divisional booker; (II).' Bemhard, though on leave of
Harry Alexander, manager of 20th absence, may attend the sessions.
Century-Fox; C. A. Smakwitz, assistIn addition to numerous homeoffice
ant zone manager of Warner l.hea- theatre executives, zone managers
tres; J. J. Spandau, manager of Uni- who will attend the meeting are:
versal; Paul S. Krumenacker, man- James Coston. CHiicago: Nat Wolf.
ager of Vitagrapb; Herman Ripps, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman. New Haven;
manager of MGM; Max Friedman, Don Jacockf. Newark; C. J. Latta.
chief booker in the Warner theatres Albany: Ted Schlanger. Philadelphia;
zone offices; Clayton G. Eastman, Moc Silver. Piltsburgh; John J
manager of Paramount and Neil Payette. Washington; Louis J. Halper.
Hellman, independent exhibitor of Hollywood, and Howard Waugh,
chosen are

Albany and Troy. This group will
ballot for chief barker (a post now
filled by L. R. Golding, Fabian divisional manager), first and second
assistant barkers, dough guy and ser-

Memphis.
General theatre problems, policies,
war emergency, manpower, etc.,

the

will be discussed.

geant-at-anns. The members presKen Collins Doubling
ent at the luncheon named Latta and
Indianapolis, Dec. 8.
Ripps as clowns, to attend the naKen Collins, manager of Indiana,
tional convention of Variety Clubs, .if supervising
the
afliliated
house
it be held.
iKatz-DoUa), the Circle, pending
Bill Murray who had been booker
other arrangements since man.iger
for Monogram since Mitchell Panzer
Art Baker went into the army as
opened an independent poster ex- first lieutenant in the
change in Philadelphia with Charles Corps. Lieut. Baker, Special Service
home on leave

Lawlor, formerly employed as artist
by Empire Theatre Displays Co. and
Advertising Accessories, switched to
20th-Fox as assistant booker. Dan
Houlihan is chief booker. Murray
Is filling the spot vacated by Elmer
Sichel, who took a booking position
with Schine.
Murray booked (or
old Grand National in Albany and
later in Buffalo, and also had worked
for other independent exchanges. His
brother, employed on the 20th Century-Fox booking staff in Bo.<;ton for
some time, was several months ago

promoted

to salesman.
'

ler. Bill

his first week end, went to the theatre to help out.
Carl Niesse. miinager of the Vogue,
has thrown his parking lot open during day hours to residents of neighborhood beyond street car service.
They leave their cars at his lot. go
to town on trolleys, pick them up
again on way home at night.

Pvt Harry

Hayes, former United

Artists booker, home on furlough.
Herman Black.
salesman, un-

RKO

derwent an operation
covering nicely at

last week.
last report.

Re-

B. S. Gottlieb new student salesat 20th-Fox office here.

Roievelt
Business In the rural communities
throughout the state took the exBaadcl Reads N. T. Film Board
pected drop; houses that depended
Henry Randel, Paramount manager upon surrounding areas for their
of the N. Y. branch, was elected pres- business getting, a very weak play,
ident of the N. Y. Film Board of
simply not having the gas to
Trade last week, when the new slate people
for a picture.
of officers to serve in 1943 was get into town
named. Others elected are Sam Lef-

Too Soon

United Artists branch man-

kowitJi,

IB Indpiek

Too

Indianapolis, Dec. 5.
ager, first vice-president; Joseph J.
Lee, 20th-Fox, second vice-president;
Gas rationing got to 'Indianapolis
Ben Abner, Loew's-Metro, treasurer; only a jtmip ahead of the winter's
Robert J. Fannon, Republic, secre- first blizzard, so the full effect of
tary; and Leo Jacobi, Vitagraph, serrestricted driving on show business
geant-at-arms.
New officers will be installed in here Is still immeasured. The genJanuary. Present officers are: David eral Impression among theatre men
A. Levy, Big U, president: Clarence Is that rationing won't be felt at its
Eiseman, Randel, vice-presidents; Ab- worst for a week or 10 days, as the
ner, treasurer; Fannon, secretary; majority of motorists started out
Ralph Pielow, Loew's, segt.-at-arms. with full tanks. They point to 'the
fact that downtown parking lots are
Baron Vice Harris at Par
Irving Baron, in charge of the print still jammed as evidence that most
book at the Paramount exchange In automobiles continue in normal use.
New York, has been promoted as
Immediate reaction Dec. 1, when
booker for the upatate N. Y. territory rationing went into effect, was
serviced by the branch. He succeeds varied. Owner of one outlying nabe
Nat Harris, who has gone to 20th-Fox house, drawing a wide drive-in trade
as a salesman. Jump was by mutual
consent since it meant a promotion because of a large parking lot, refor Harris, and Par had no seller ported his lowest gross in five years.
But the Ballet Theatre, appearing at
spots open at the time.
English's downtown, played to standJack EUls StUI SongwrUinf
ing room only. Sonja Henie's Holly-

Jack

manager at RKO wood Ice Revue, which opened to
York, who dabbles record audiences topped by 12,000
new
has turned out

Ellis, sales

New

exchange.

a
in songwriting,
Saturday night (28) noted an imone, "That's the News From Here,'
mediate drop In attendance, though
in collaboration with Stanley Adams,
who did the melody. Broadway Mu- the management claimed it still was
good.
Coliseum, five miles from
sic will publish.

downtown, is served by one street
car line and is a transfer jump for

D.C.'s Latest Conversion

Washington,

Sam Cummins opened

Dec. 8.
the Ply-

staff,

Fla.

last

week opened

a

2.700-seater at

Hedda Hopper

Newport News. Va. He formerly
operated the Little theatre in Washington, and secured the American

-

contlnaed ttom page 3 s

Hedy LaMarr might include
a Hollywood item
which Fidler might have.
That
would give Fidler a time advantage
Adorno's Addition
that would be hard to contend with,
Hartford. Dec. B.
Astor. across the river in East as Winchell would have to keep
Hartford,
reopened by Salvatore tuned into the preceding program
rights to 'Ecstasy,' the

foreign-made

pic.

Adorno,
has been

Jr. House, long shuttered,
Adorno is
refurbished.
of a syndicate operating the
and Palace. Middletown.
Adorno will manage the
hou.se. which will be a (list run.

J.

member

Capitol

instead of concentrating on possible
incoming flashes and getting ready
for his own broadcast.

Fast

Conn.

Klleoyne Upped
Worcester, Dec.

8.

Tom Kilcoyne, assistant manager
Warner here, has taken over
as skipper of Strand in Clinton. John
Silverwatch, Strand manager, army.

of the

Few Days

For Miss Hopper,

last

week was

one of fast bookings, equally fast
cancellations and general bafflement
On Nov. 30 she accepted over the

phone through her manager an

offer

to replace Winchell for a minimum
of four weeks. The following day (1)
got a wire from James Andrews,
Lennen & Mitchell radio director, say-^
ing that a deal was set for her to start'
Sunday, Dec. 6, and that Andrews
would arrive in Hollywood Friday,
Dec. 4. On Thursday (3) Miss Hop-

.she

Mail-Order Film
Continued from page

5

zero temperature came .simultaneously with the rationing's start. Such
or-' cold invariably hurls here anyway.

per received a wire from Andrews

stating that 'due to complications,
deal for you (Hopper) to replace
actual effects ol ga.soline ra- Winchell Sunday is off. Letter foltioning probably will not be felt or lows.'
Miss Hopper was unable (or the
known fo rseveral weeks, perhaps,
it's
conceded.
Reason for this is next two days, according to reports
that the vast majority of motorists from Hollywo<>d, to get hold of anyM.'s New York office for
still running their cars filled up their one in L.
tanks to the brim the day before ra- an explanation of the situation.
What had happened was that Antioning started. However, it also is
known that many motorists have drews had actually started for Hollywood and, when he reached Chicago
put up their cars for the winter
Day.
many more than u.'iual— if not for Wednesday (2), he was handed a
message to call his N. Y. office immethe duration.
Concry Adds Ancther One
diately. He sent the message as inWatervliet. N. Y.. Dec. 8.
structed to Miss Hopper and returned
Dawntown Milwaukee Okay
Milchell Concry. of Ravcna. who
to New York.
The agency in the
Milwaukee, Dec. 8.
runs theatres in a half do7;en smallmeantime had obtained approval
town spots in upstate N. Y.. has } First in days of gasoline rationing
in this area has had various reper- from the client to substitute a threeadded the Family, Watervliet. to his
(Baukhage,
string. It is the second house In the cussions, some of which were not commentator combination
Troy area over which Conery has anticipated. Business in downtown John Gunther and Robert St. Johnassumed control In the past 18 theatres held up amazingly well, review in this i.ssue) for Winchell.
month."!- The Cameo. Wiitertord, was even going ahead o(
earlier weeks
the other.
Caart Action Threat
where the attraction warranted, so
Hollywood. Dec. 8.
managers are o( the opinion now
Chi
Changes
Martin Gang, counsel for Hedda
that when they have the picture
Jimmy Abrosc has been made they will do
the business regardless Hopper, has written both Jergens
salesmanager for Warner Bros, at
and the Lennen St Mitchell agency
Ihe CThicago exchange, while a new of transportation facilities. Downmember of the local sales staff is town transients will supply a large for an explanation of what his client
Bien Elroad, formerly at the com- part of the customers, while people holds to t>e a firm offer and he is
pany's Milwaukee exchange as a who really want to see an attraction awaiting a reply before taking legal
salesman.
Booking department at will manage to get there somehow.
action.
that the
It is understood
Chicago has taken on Florence
In ihe neighborhoods, however, claim will be not only for last SunCohen.
the story Is different although man- day's (6) unfulfilled broadcast, but
They succeed Jack Clark. Bennle agers
a]so for some compromise arrangehad
expected
the
reverse,
with
Goldblatt and John Kru(/.lcr, who
people staying away from downtown ment up to eight weeks.
have gone into the Army.
houses and patronizing the houses
Miss Hopper, who had not heard
near home. As it turned out, there from the account or agency up 1o
New East Orange Nabe
East Orange. N. J., Dec. 8.
was a big drop in the nabe trade, this afternoon (Tuesday), declares
Newest nabe here is the Ampere, which may to some extent be ac- she holds a signed contract and is
housed in a cmiverted garage, which counted for by a sudden
burst of prepared to carry out her end o( the
opened Tuesday (1), double feature old
fashioned winter weather, with agreement.

Carolinas, will return to the L&J
ganization in the near future as theatre manager and adverttsing director. Before joining Fox. Hodges was
advertising manager and manager of
the 2.000-seat Roxy here. It is expected he will take over managership of the Paramount one of the
L&J chain, when he returns to this
organization.
The Paramount recently redecorated at a great expenditure to the Lucas ft Jenkins
Theatres, will be reopened Christmas

The

&

WB

Managed by Joseph Ruben-

policy.
stein.

Warren Davis,
upped

assistant manager
to manager Proctheatre,
Vernon.
Jack Jovans, assistant manager
Capitol,
Newark, into tha army

Proctor'.s.
tor's

RKO

Dec.

Mt

18.

man

Friseo Shifts
Hugh Owan, Paramount district
San Francisco, Dec. B.
manager, Hariy Goldstein, of Par
major iihift was made In the home office, Oscar Morgan, Par short
Uneup of managers of San Francisco subjects manager, B. B. Krleslcr.

1942

th.ree-fiurths of the city.
Many showmen expect rationing
mouth theatre at 13th and H .<;treets, to intensify weekend jams and take
N.E., last week. It's in a remodeled
another cut out of weekday matinees
a grandfather, a auto salesroom. He just took the
son, Emerson Dickman, III, having auto dealer's Plymouth electric sign after Christmas shopping period i.s
over.
t>een born to Emerson Dickman, II, and revi.-sed it to fit the theatre.
former Red Sox pitcher, now staCummins al.so operates the Pix
tioned at Naval Base at Opalacka, theatre
Masonic Temple, and
in

Buffalo sales

James Ryan, owner and former
Fox, sponsoring a plan for share-thedrive planned for those with irregu- operator of the Ithaca, Ithaca, and
lar hours that prevent the organiza- the Burg, Trumansburg, now emHuffman's ployed at the Buffalo Curtiss-Wright
tion of a riders' club.
plant.
plan calk for the use of two cards,
one for each end of a regular trip,
AUaota Changes
calling attention to the car's destinaAtlanta. Dec. 8.
The
tion, and time of departure.
Roy M. Avey, for the past eight
cards should be placed in a car window for neighbors to see. Film sales- years southeastern manager for
Loew'.s. Inc.. will join the staff of
men are using trains and buses.
Eddie Loy, formerly film salesman Lucas & Jenkins Theatres on or
here and later for Republic in the at>out Jan. I.
Edward Pentecost (or six years
Butte, Mont, area, returned to Denmanager of Loew's Grand theatre
ver as RKO salesman.
here, resigned that post recently. He
has not announced his plans for the
Vs Chi Sales Pawwow
future as yet, although he indicated
Universil is holding a meeting of he will remain in the theatre busiall divisions and district managers ness in one capacity or another. His
in Chicago next Friday and Satur- successor is Boyd Fry, former Atday.
William A. Scully, U sales lanta theatre executive who started
chief, announced plans before leav- here as assistant to Carter Barron
ing Hollywood where he has been when the latter was manager of the
huddling with studio executives. C.ipitol theatre. Fry later handled
Main purpose of meeting will be to theatres in Louisville, Ky.; Nashoutline lat^ product viewed on the ville, Tenn., and comes to Atlanta
Coast
from the Metro theatre in Memphis.
Scully, William J. Heineman. asJack Hodges, for years with Lucas
sistant sales chief, and Maurice Berg- & Jenkins Theatres in this city, who
man, eastern ad-publicity manager, recently went with 20th-Fox as exleft for Chicago yesterday
(Tues- ploitation
representative for
the

McCarthy. E. T. Gomersall
AII>any, Dec. 8.
and Fred Meyers, division
Tent No. 9, Variety Club, covering managers. Tom Murray. James Jorthe local exchange territory, elected dan and Eddie McEvoy will attend
from
N.
Y.
11 canvasmen.
They will pick the

Albany Variety Elects

A

Cincinnati, Dee. 8.
Frank Wes Huss, Jr., exhib, was
chosen to continue as chief barker
of Variety Club Tent 3 by newly
elected board of trustees who held
their
initial
meeting last week.

Walter Chenoweth was transferred

RKO exchange here now has its
second woman booker, Mildred Ludin
having been appointed to berth va- Tlieatres.
E. J. Ward, recently Jewel manacated by Earl Friedman's withdrawal
for Army service. Marion Willett ger, now at Cameron.

ist.

Huss Heads CIney Variety

Allan S. Moritz and Nat Kaplan are
first and second assistant chief barkcaers for 1943, with Sol M. Greenberg
Already having one assistant pacity at Alexandria, replacing Al- and Pete Niland holding over as sec-

posts.

who

circuits,

BKO

oSlcIaU, ViiCharles Boasbertf,
ited local offices Tn the past few- days.

9,

their gas ration so
to travel around on

F. A. Bosevelt to K. C.

Charlotte, N.

C, Dec.

8.

F. ,A. Rose.velt, branch- manager of
Ro.sE Fedelral, has left Charlotte for

snow and below zero temperatures,
but Harry Perlewitz, business manager of the Independent Theatre
Protective Assn. of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, puts It this way:
'People have become so accustomed to using their cars even to
go a coupla blocks that they have
forgotten

do 10
ply

to

are

how to walk, and wont
go to a show. They' simhome during the

Ktuylng

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
'Haunted Ranch' Is release handle
on 'Ridin' Double' at Mono),'rain.
Monogram's 'Adventures of Cosmo
Jones' now titled 'Cosmo Jones in
'Crime Buster'.'
'School for Saboleur.s' -nt 20lh-K"i>x
to 'School (or Sabuiuije.'

changed

9^

^ikofe^reeeifti <

WARNERS lACK BENNY AND
WARNERS ANN SHERIDAN IN
WARNERS GEORGE WASH
INGTON SLEPT HERE
with

'PERCY KIIBRIOS
CHARLES COBURN freemon
from
Scretn 9\of bv

hfM

.

•

HAHII McDANIEI WIUIAM TRACY

Ih* Slog*

•

Woy by Mom

*S
^

DIr«et«d

Mart and Oaoro* «. Koutmaf. . Prodwctd by

eONb DWVE1 WEEK OF DEC

7-f3

by

WILUAM KEIQHLEY

Sam

Harrtt
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M. P. ASSOCIATES

Newark

Suit Vs. Louis

Kaufman

NOW

350

Badfcrt and Ed Alperson Hypo

Bill

One Kid Shoots His Companion

Fraternal Org

And

Six Others

Newark, Dec.

on This Week

Strange Coincidence

8.

Proceedings against Louis Kauf-

mon, business manager, and

six other
Local 224 of the Motion
Picture Operators Union resume here
tomorrow (Wed.) before Vice Chancellor Bigelow. Five theatre"|rnanagers testified yesterday (Mon.) In
ofTicials of

Kaufman's defense.
Suit

being brought by an in-

is

surgent

group

which seeks
his

aides

union members
have Kaufman and
and a receiver

of

to

ousted

named to supervise a new eIection^
The Kaufman faction is charged with
soliciting graft from union members
in return for better jobs, and also
entering into ellicit wage agreement
with theatre managers. Testimony
by managers of five local and suburban houses refuted claims that
they had ever been approached by

Kaufman's spokesman

no specific trade
consequence, by strange coincidence the New York theatre,
N. Y., indie twin-biUer, was very
much on the dual side last week.
It was playing a double bill of
'Phantom Kliier and "Sheriff of
Sage Valley.' Both pictures run

nor was he aware of any
graft paid by theatre owners for

policies,

concessions.

of

87 minutes.
Also, in each picture are twins, all of whom nre
criminals. Then again. Hamilton
is a cast name in both pictures.

Louis Kaufman's Alleged

Job-Payihent Collector

To Be Sentenced ISth

m

having been found guilty Tuesday
(1) before Essex County Common
Pleas Judge Van Riper here on a
charge of obtaining money by falsely
promising employment.
Verdict was returned by the jury
after 40 minutes' deliberation on testimony concerning an admitted pay-,
ment of $1,10 to Fleming by Edward
of Jersey City.
Purcelli
sought an operator's job and membership In Local 244, Motion Picture
Operators' Union. Fleming a union
member, formerly was sergeant-at-

Purcelli

-

arms of the local.
The jury had been briefly charged
by the court to base a verdict on
whether testimony showed intent to
'cheat and defraud' by Fleming.
Such intent Is absent, the court
i

stated, if the jury considered the tes-

timony proved beyond reasonable
doubt that Fleming gave the $160 to
Louis Kaufman, Local 244 btisiness
agent.

Fleming had testified h^ got $150
from Purcelli as "blood money for
Kaufman' in April, 1941. The de-

Kaufman told him last
December to tell Purcelli a job was
open and to 'get another half a hun-

dred from him.'
'Ob, my God, that will be murder,'
Fleming testified be replied. He said
lie Obtained the $50, gave it to KaufPittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Harris theatres in this territory man and then was told there was no
have set a permanent series Of scrap job. Fleming testified he then told
shows in response to Government's Kaufman: 'Oh, ray God, Louis, that's
What can I do?' He
plea for continued cooperation from murderous.
movie industry. They'll be held the said he suggested returning the $200
first
Saturday morning' of every but that Kaufman remarked such
month, and admission will be five action 'would look too fishy.' Instead, Fleming said, Kaufman told
pounds of scrap or more.
First one was held Saturday (&) him to take the $50 and go to Florida
and next will be Jan. 2. Other cir- -at Kaufman's expense.
cuits locally said to be plotting simiFeared Beatlnca
lar move as are many of the indies.
When pressed by Assistant Prosecutor Fox to state why he waited
145 lor $6 Junk Yield
until the trial to attempt to impliZanesville, O., Dec. 8..
cate Kaufman, Fleming replied: 'I
Tall electric sign weighing 800
didn't want to get beaten up like a
pounds above the marquee of the
lot of other guys.' He added he also
Imperial has been dismantled and
feared for his son's job.
added to the Government's scrap
Replying to questioning by Judge
pile.
Ed Hiehle, manager of Zanes- Van Riper,
Fleming stated he had
ville Theatre, admitted the deal was
had a 'collection' agreement with
not exactly profitable. It cost him
Kaufman. To his counsel, James
$45 to have the sign taken down.
Henry, Fleming said Purcelli
As junk, the sign brought $5, which not the first prospective union was
membe turned over to the War Chest.
ber from
J.

ARCH MASON, MAYOR
N.

S.

Exhib Finally Wins Out— And
By Large Plurality

Springhill, N. S., Dec. 8.
Archibald J. Mason, owner-man
ager of the local Capitol, a pioneer
exhibitor, has added to his extracurricular activities, by being elected
to the Springhill mayoralty. There

Ain't

Our

Jesse

St.

Dliring

of

Baeder

whom
of

he collected.

Newark and

Irvington testified
Fleming.
Baeder, who never became a union
member, said he paid $150. quoting
Fleming as saying the money 'is for
Kaufman and a couple of others."
Carle, who was signed by the union
in 1938, testified he paid $900.
Of
that, he said, $500 was dues and the
rest he considered 'water over the
dam.'
-

Kaufman

testified

Monday

<30)

Louis, Dec.

]all-4]reak

scene

8.

In

played

175
new members and greatly strengthens M. P. Associates as an organizaand
tion devoted to fraternal work
charity in the area served by the

Power

James Warren, son

'Meet John Bonniwell.' Idea Is
that the outlaw has been typed
on the screen as a clean-shaven
youth with a Power-ish glance

Camp

operator,

atre

has resulted in

N. Y. film branches.

that role for 20th-Fox
that Harry Sherman is looking
for an actor who looks like
to play the James part in

of the St. liOuis

cops

P.S.: Jesse James wore whiskers and looked like a composite
picture of Robert E. Lee, Ulysses
S. Grant and William T. Sherman, none of whom could get to
fli'st base as a romantic lead in
a picture.

Archibald DetaOs

theatres.

Although he arrived in the U. S.
from London last Oct. 14, illness prevented George Archibald, director
of the Films Division of British Information Services, from assuming

FILMS VEER TO

Brit. Pic

Propaganda

held

Amus

him
J.,

Co.

To th*

for the Coroner
of a soldier at
said that during

Heaton was found slumped in his
seat with the stunned Warren in an
adjeining one. Heaton who had been
shot beneath the heart died as he
was being carried out of the theatre

Rodgers, in charge of distribution
for Metro, who rounded up the vast
majority of the new members, has
been a member since earlier selling
days. Alperson, who cams into the
MPA at Rodgers' invitation, himself
braught in 50 managers of RKO

Setup for

who

Dlx, N.
the excitement of the flicker he drew
a snub-nosed 22-callbre revolver that
he thought was unloaded, from his
pocket and pulled the trigger idly.
He said the weapon snapped harmlessly several times and suddenly
exploded.
Because of the noise in the scene
patrons were unaware immediately
of the tragedy but soon whispers of
the shooting spread over the house
and hee Sills, relief manager of the
investigation.
an
ordered
house,

in his eye.

In addition to having a death
benefit fund for members, the
aids those of the distribution and
exhibition branch who are in need
financially, also in the procurement
of positions. Harry Buxbaum, 20thFox sales exec, is president and Jack
Hlis, RKO's N. Y. sales manager, is

in U. S. lobby.
Sills said that after the wailing of
sirens and shots in the prison break
scene he heard another shot and tola
the usher to investigate. Before the
usher could report back several men
carrried the wounded youth out of

the auditorium.
Warren told police he obtained the
charge of his new duties in N. Y. weapon Friday (4) in a trade for a
until this week. He was taken ill 22-calibre rifle and intended selling
with pneumonia coming across and the revolver to a friend for $3.50.
first said that Heaton
was forced to enter a Boston hos- Warren, who
was shot while examining the
pital for several weeks.
Then he weapon, finally admitted it was in
went to North Carolina for more his hands when it was discharged.
He dropped the weapon after the
time to recuperate.
police reArchibald announced preliminary shooting and later helped
cover it from beneath a seat.
plans for his division on taking
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Hollywood is leaning to the distaff charge with Tom Baird, who also
Frisco's Jave Edict
came over from England as his asside in Its story buys.
San Francisco, Dec. 8.
Latest is 'Prodigal Woman,' which sistant. The British War InformaFrisco's Juvenile delinquency drive
supplements
previously
acquired tion films chief revealed that Sidney has shaped up into a new curfew
'Gibson Girl,' 'Portrait of a Lady,' L. Bernstein, former films chief, had law proposal that will have no ef'Government Girl,^ 'Pretty Girl' and concluded a pact with the eight U. S. fect on theatre biz here.
major distributors, prior to leaving
'Queens of Burle'kqUe.'
Proposed ordinance^ principal aim
for England. Und^r this arrangeOther Story Boys
of which is to hold parents responMonogram bought 'Red Bayonets,' ment each will distribute one fea- sible for children's delinquency,
Russian war yarn by Harrison ture and two shorts of the British
shifts the curfew for all children
Information Services during the next
Howell.
under 18 to midnight, in place of
Ted Allen sold "The Story of 12 months. Bernstein now Is honor- present curfews of 10 p.m. for those
Norman Bethune,' biography of the ary technical advisor to the film di- under 16, and midnight for young
founder of the first blood bank, to vision of BMI.
people between 16 and 18.
20th-Fox.
First feature to be given the major
Authorities said new law would be
Harry Ruskin sold 'Remember companies under this deal is 'Coastal
invoked only when youngsters are
When' to Metro:
Command,' which covers the activiPRC-Pathe purchased 'Five Little ties of the Coastal services in search found loitering for no good purpose,
and that children going directly
Ladies at War,' by Arthur Dreituss.
of German raiders. Actual distribuhome following a picture show or
tion company likely will be decided
other entertainment would not be
by drawing lots. 'Next of Kin,' Is the bothered.
Complaint
SPG's
second feature, to be handled by this
ordinance was recommended
Until Thurs. arrangement. Initial short from the to The
the county Board of Supervisors
hearing
Monday British Information will be 'We Sail by its police committee.
Following
a
morning (7) before Milton Diamond, at Midnight,' which covers the rush-

DISTAFF SIDE
IN STORIES

Bonus

Pos^ned

who will decide whether ing of materials and tools to Britain
of the Screen Publicists under the lease-lend arrangements.
in Par are entitled to bonuses Two additional shorts also have been
by the compariy, postponement picked, 'I Was a Fireman' and 'Northwas taken until tomorrow (Thurs- em Ireland.' The former covers the
day) due to inability of Austin C. activities of British Home Defense'
Keough, Par's legal head, to appear fire fighters in combatting the Nazi
aerial
blitz.
'Ireland'
shows the
until then.
Keough was not present at the A. E. F. in camp and training in that

arbitrator,

members
Guild
pail)

Monday

session nor at the prelim-

inary meeting before

Diamond

Friday (4) when Arthur

last

Israel, Jr.,

Edwin exec

A. A. Carle
they paid

the

Drive, spearheaded by Rodgers
and given considerable impetus by
E. L. Alperson, RKO's general the-

HoMywood, Dec. 8.
Tyrone Power looked so different from Jesse James when he

v.p.

Newark, Dec. 8.
James (Shorty) Fleming is scheduled to be sentenced Dec. 15 after

fendant said

PERMANENT SERIES
SHOWS
OF SCRAP

During Jail-Break Scene at Cinema

"Through Different Eyes,' Joseph
Heaton, 15, was shot and mortally
wounded by a 14-year-old companion
Saturday (B) in the Shaw, a nabe

MPA

for graft nor

forced to retain operators against
their wishes.
Vincent A. Scheuler, cross-examined by Warren Dixon, Jr., plaintilTs'
counsel, is slated to be the first witness when trial resumes Wednesday.
Schauler's testimony yesterday (7)
Involved George Gilligan, former
v.p. of the local, who charged he was
beaten at a union meeting in September, 1939, following a disagreement with Kaufman. Dispute arose
when Kaufman urged a three-year
contract with theatre owners instead
of the ons-year pact favored by GilSchauler declared that when
ligan.
the three-year contract clause came
before the local for a vote, heated
words were exchanged between'
Kaufman and Gilligan and he informed later that somebody had
socked Gilligan. He further testified that when he saw Gilligan later
he bore no marks of a beating.
Schauler, a member of th.e local
the last 30 years, said'that so far as
he know Kaufman never intimidated
members who disagreed with his

wage contract

Though

Picture Associates
formed more than 20 years ago only
fpr salesmen working in the New
York exchanges but a few years ago
expanded to take in exhibitors, also,
has jumped its membership to 350
as result of a campaign directed by
William F. Rodgers to bring in
higher sales and theatre execs.

Motion

The

Washington, Dec. 8.
Election by secret ballot among
employees In the New York office
been
has
of
Republic Pictures
Archibald explained that two main
ordered by the National Labor Rechannels of distribution will be emdetermining
lations
for
Board,
ployed by his films division in this
whether
they
want
to be represented
country— the U. S. industry's War
by Screen Office & Professional EmActivities. Committee and. the Bernployees Guild, Local 108, for the purstein contract with the major distributors. Material handled and edi- pose of collective bargaining.
Picture company refused to rected by the Office of War Information
ognize
the union as the exclusive
film unit in N. Y. is then given the
WAC for distribution. 'Dover' and representative of the employees until
the
union was certified by NLRB.
'Night Shift' are among the most re-

country.

assistant to Barney Balaban,
and George Barry, company attorney, were present.
Due to the SPG matter. Par has
-asked for time to consider opening
of negotiations with the Screen Office
and Professional Employees
Guild which recently won an election at the homeoffice and in the
Par music companies for white-col- cent British-made subjects to
handled via such arrangement
larites.

Achibald.

Who

were four aspirants, and Mason won that Fleming neither came to him
Said
Could?
by a wide' margin over his closest about Purcelli's job nor gave him
competitor.
Purcelli's money.
Questioned by
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
The victory ends a series of poli- Henry abont a 'collection scheme,'
First picture by Albert S. Rogell
tical defeats for him.
He is already Kaufman said: 'I received no $150
under his- new contract as producerchairman of the arbitration board and Fleming was no collector.'
director at Republic will be 'Bachfor exhibitors and distributors in
elors Can't Have Babies.'
Nova Scotia; chairman of the board
Picture will be based on a story
of the Independent Exhibitors of
to Dress for This
written by Rogell in collaboration
Canada; president of the Nova Scotia
with Art Arthur.
Amateur Baseball Association; president of the Nova Scotia Fish Si
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Game Association, and is a past
Beryl Wallace leaps lightly from
president and founder of the Allied Earl Carroll's nitery on Sunset Blvd.
U's Usual
Exhibitors of Nova Scotia.
He is to the wild western acres where
Universal's board of directors dealso president and founder of the Harry Sherman Is making a set of clared the usual $2 quarterly diviIndependent Film Distributors, with cowboy pictures for United Artists dend on its first preferred stock at a
base at St. John, and supplying pic- release.
meeting held last Thursday (3). U
tures, equipment, accessories, on a
Songstress is slated to sing 'When has been paying regularly on this $8
co-op basis to indie theatre owners. Johnny Comes Marching Home' as a preferred since starting $2 payments
He was defeated for the provin- musical interlude in 'Meet John about a year ago.
cial assembly last year and previ- Bonniwell,' an early western with
Divvy is payable Jan. 1 to stockously for the mayoralty.
historical ideas.
holders on record Dec. 23.

They

NLRB ORDERS SECRET
BAIIOT AT REPUBUC

be

who was formerly

joint
managing director for United Artists
in Britain and a director of Odeon
circuit there, is widely known in motion picture circles in England and
to foreign department executives in
the U. S. through his visits to this

He left UA to do war work,
being Deputy Regional Commissioner of Forcible Defense in Britain.
country.
first

Ha^e

'Girl

Crazy'

Warms Up

Hollywood, Dec.

$2

Next Mickey

Rooney-Judy

8.

Gar-

land co-starrer, 'Girl Crazy,' goes
to bat Jan. 4, preceded by four
weeks of rehearsals, mostly on the
musical end but many in the spoken
sequences to save film.

Busby Berkely is directing the
musical numbers under production
supervision of Arthur Freed.

A

regional director's statement, introduced into evidence in the case,
indicated that the union represents a
substantial
number of the employees.

Loew's Extra $1.50 Melon
Loew's, Inc., directors cut an extra
dividend melon of $1.50 for common
stockholders last week, being payable on Dec. 31 to stockholders on
record Dec. 18.
This brings total
payments this year on Loew's common stock to $3.50 instead of the
usual $2 dividend because the directorate at the same time declared
the usual SOc quarterly payment
The extra $1.50 and regular SOc are
payable on the end-of-year date with
the same on record listing.
Loew's previously had paid $1.50
this year on the common.
Corporation is reported to be earning nearly
twice this $3.50 sum on the common
currently.
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Writers Per Chore

Gov t Wage Regulations Provide For

Pay Over $61200

to

Partner, Package,
Wage
•ued

regulatioiui

stabilization

by

United

the

States

Bureau

Revenue

ternal

is-

Inlast

for an allowance, in
addition to the basic maximum net
salary of $25,000, for expenses 'paid

week provide

incurred by an employee and
necessary for the performance of
the services for which the employer
This provision is
Is compensated.'
generally construed as permitting
artists to be paid more than $67,200 gross income to talte care of
commissions to agents, personal exploitation, traveling expenses and
other normally deductible expendior

tures.

However, only those expenses will
be permitted which would be allowed in computing regular InIn
dividual Federal income taxes.
other words, if an executive nor-

Writers on studio contract lists
are seeking abrogation of their

Cover Expenses;

company, or several companies jointly, pay an artist more than the ceiling salary,

jay

$100,000,

a 21-page single-spaced typewritten

President's executive order.
In general, the regulations are an
elaboration of the original ones. They
are broad in character and still leave
much to the interpretation placed on
them by the Internal Revenue Bureau in ruling on individual cases.
There are thousands of questions
this:

applies to freelance
When in doubt ask for a ruling.
below the ceiling limit inRegional offices, including those in
Flexible treatment New York and Hollywood, are prebrackets.
of freelan'ce artists is implied in pared to give official answers to
increases,
salary
provisions for
.questions
under the regulations.
proof
without approval, in cases
Their decisions may be relied on.
motions, individual merit, and/or While the decisions of the regional
increased productivity.
offices may be reversed or modified
in Washington lat^r, the action taken
Paokage Deals
in the Capital will not be retroactive
Percentage, radio-pifture package
appear on those who have proceeded on
partnerships
and
deals
them in good faith.
doubtful under the regulations, if
such deals have the effect of increasing net earned income above
the $25,000 maximum.

Brian Donlevy's Beef

terms

and

'salary'

artists.

mind paying
Donlevy
doesn't
taxes, but he points out that if he
has to spend eight hours daily walking to work he wouldn't have mutti
time left to earn the money on
which to pay taxes.
'I earn my living as a motion
picture actor. I worked at a lot
of other things, such as garage
mechanic, farm hand, and bank
clerk, before going for a fling at
acting.
I was 14 years in New
York City, 11 years in Broadway
shows learning my trade before
I got a Hollywood break.

not used in any restricted,
narrow or technical sense, but encompass all forms of direct or incompensation for personal
direct
bonuses,
services of an employee
gifts, loans, commissions, fees, ad.

.

any
and
compensation
other remuneration in any form or
medium whatsoever are considered
as falling within the concept of
"salary' or 'salary payment.'

ditional

'Last year

I

paid the Govern-

ment

Onns On Employer

$73,000. in round numbers,
in inconve taxes. This year I
due for more. Beginning as of
last Thursday I am working for
nothing in a picture called 'Un-

The
provides:
1002.13
burden of justifying an increase
In salary rate shall in every in-

conquered,' because I am over
the $67,200 gross income limit
with all deductions off.

stance be upon the employer, seekSecing to make such increase.
tion 1002.18 further states, in ref'
"The
ence to the $25,000 ceiling.
general rule is that no amount of
salary may be paid or authorized
to l>e paid to or accrued to the account of any employee or received
by him during the calendar year
1943... which, after reduction by
Federal income taxes on the amount
of such salary, would exceed $25,

All O. K. and to the good.
I'm plenty tickled to be in a poNow comes gas
sition to pay.
rationing. The Government has
O. K.'d 39 radio transcriptions
for me to do in connection with
a good radio series which ought
to be a help to the war effort.

am

Section

'Now, what
this:

regulations

and

'Salaries

payable to an employee from more
than one employer' may be treated
as if all such salaries were payable by a single employer. Where
en individual is employed by two
or more employers "these are required to make salary arrangements
to conform with the provisions of
the $25,000 Income ceiling law and
will be considered in violation of the
Act if such proper salary arrangements are not made.
Commnnlty Property
Community property laws, which
prevail in some states, will not affect
the operation of the salary ceiling.
If a resident of California receives
a salary of $100,000 during 1943
laws
of
that
and,
the
under
State $50,000 of that apount is
his
considered
the
property
of
wife, for purposes of this Act, his
salary is considered $100,000 not
$50,000.

LUbllity

Under the

regulation,

if

a

Aim

want

to

know

is

Does the rationing board
me to do all these things
walic to work? It's 11

still

miles going and 11 miles coming. I'm told that all I rate is an
A card. I don't claim to be so allAred important, but if you multiply me by a couple of hundred
it
adds to important money
plus gratis
services that the
Government will pass up. Because if I have to walk to work,
that alone will take eight hours
a day. If you'll riddle me this.
I'll appreciate it.'

MalUpIe Employers
the

I

expect

000.'

Under

it
t,^

new

the

8.

salary regulations

appears possible for an individual
retain more than $25,000 a year
income taxes without

after Federal

taking advantage of the additional
salary allowances permissible for expenses, charitable contributions, insurance premiums, fixed obligations
and certain Federal taxes.
General rule of the regulations is
that no amount of salary may be
paid to or authorized to be paid to
or accrued to the account of any employee or received by him during
the calendar year which, after redi'.ction by the Federal Income taxes
on the amount of such salary, com-

puted without regard to other income and without regard to deductions or credits, would exceed $25,In view of this it is figured
that the gross amount of salary that
000.

In

New York

before the

talk

a

Herald Tribune annual forum re-

James F. Byrnes, Director
of Economic Stabilization, fully explained his theory on wartime economy. Said Byrnes, in part:. 'In wartime, price controls, wage controls
and rationing controls are not Ingenius devices to punish people and
to make the grim business of war
grimmer than it need be. They are
cently,

—

BRIAN DONLEVY.

vent the employer from granting
salary payments in excess of $67,200
on account of the employee's domestic or dependency status or other deductions allowable under Federal in-

come

taxes.

But there

is

nothing in the regu-

lation to prevent the individual

has received

the

maximum

who

salary

of $67,200, or any other taxpayer for that mattei, from taking
all the deductions allowable to him
in filling out his income tax return.

payment

It has been established that on a
gross salary of $67,200, the Federal
income tax, without deductions, is
under present rates $42,200, which
leaves a net salary, before deductions, of $25,000.
The individual, in making out his
income tax on his $67,200 gross income, can take, for e^femple, the
allowable deductions for marital

.

ness are not necessarily the
wartime as in peacetime.

same

in

'Individual enterprise can and is
IN
helping to win the war, but the war
has made and destroyed businesses
without a nice regard in all cases to
the enterprise of their owners. Enterprising men, capable of earning
Charles F. Coe, vice-president of
the
highest
salaries,
have been the Motion Picture Producers & Disdrafted into the war, while fate, not tributors
of America, is due back in
judgment, has decreed lhat others New York next
week likely in time
remain at their civilian posts. When for the December meeting
of the
men of enterprise are fighting on the

COE PROBABLY BACK

TIME FOR MPPDA MEET

'Em

'Neighbor' Click Cues

Rep to More Radio Play:
Republic

is

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
preparing two more

Armand Schaefer produces
pictures,

8.

availability

Par

list

for

January

selling three blocks of five

is

placed only 12
block has been
not even the

been set. Company
will
sell
'Star
Spangled
Rhythm' singly but national release

first

&

of

which

Barn Dance program.

New cliffhanger at Republic has
wax instead of a western theme
following the public reception of the
current chapter play, 'G-Men vs. the
Black Dragon.'
a

will

not planned until Lincoln's birth-

Metro

is

star

probable

four

pictures

available
shortly to first-run accounts that
have run out of film so far available
from the company, these coming out
of the second Metro group.

RKO

is

selling three packages of

plus 'Bambi' and 'Pride
separately, last-mentioned at increased scales. Company
has screened a fourth block for
early selling.
five

of

each,

Yankees'

EVELYN THE WILD
Universal,
Columbia,
Republic
HoHywood, Dec. 8.
and Monogram sell their product on
Evelyn Ankers drew the title role a full-line basis, being outside of
Title is Tracking
Sabo- in 'The Captive Wild Woman,' which the decree. They are benefited in
iTiief.)
teur'.? and deals with .spies in Ameri- rolled today
al Universal.
a .'^alcs way this year by the fact
Edward Dmytryk ia handling the other companies are not supplying
ca's u'ar 'Plants,
William O'SuUivan
Hitler's

is

associate

producer.

diieclor chore.

lations man in
the spot vacated

Directors' ses-

Washington to fill
by Eddie Roddan,

now in the service. Jack Bryson,
who heads the MPPDA Washington

It

is

likely that

Coe

will stay in

New York

for some time this time,
with Will Hays going out to Hollywood on his customary midwinter
trek.

In the meantime, Arthur H. DeBra.
director of research for the MPPDA,
remaining on the Coast on an undisclosed mission, reportedly to coordinate public relations matters of
the studio setup and New York. DeBra also is a
representative
on the major company's Industry
is

MPPDA

Service Bureau (formerly the Public
Relations Committee).

Maisie on Swing Shift

selling only 12 pictures,

group having contained this
number. A second block of 10 or 12
is planned but sales will not begin
on these until the first of the year.
Meantime, however, the need for
product is emphasized by the fact
that Metro is preparing to make a

both

Scotty of the National

directorate.

scheduled for Dec. 0, probably
be postponed until next week.
Besides passing on the 1S43 budget,
the directors may make some decision on naming a new public re-

day.
its first

Lulu Belle
Hollywood. Dec.

WB

is

radio specials following national returns from "Hi, Neighbor,' recently

Shriekiiig

Dandy', which is now being sold.
will
Moreover, it is probable
have only two pictures on the

ease is that the Government, instead
of receiving the full $42,200 in taxes
figured without deductions, receives
a reduced amount as a result of the
individual's allowable deductions.

released.

This'll Set

A drastic cut in releases since
Sept. 1 by Warner Bros, has added
to the scarcity of film available since
then. It has made only nine pictures available since Sept. 1 and for
December will have only one feature, in addition to 'Yankee Doodle

each but so far has
on release. A fourth
set up but so far
screening dates have

taxes paid.
possible for

MPPDA

sion,
will

counts that otherwise would have to
be sold individually, taking more bureau, is scheduled to stay In
time and running up selling costs. charge of legislative matters.
Establishing of paid representatives
In addition to less product so far
of the industry public relations setup
this season and almost nothing over
in key cities likely will be- taken up
the summer from United Artists,
also at this session. Such a proposithe exhib this year has found fewer
tion has been discussed by Coe, who
pictures available from companies
has been running between the Coast
that were under the consent decree.
The most has gone on sale at 20th- and N. Y. to keep the two public
Fox exchanges since this company relations groups happy and working
in unison. Such key city reps would
started releasing 1942-43 product
Aug. 1, the others Sept. 1. Twen- also tour principal cities and set
forth factual data about the industieth, now selling four blocks of
try.
Later there may be meetings of
five each, plus 'Tales of Manhattan,'
screened a new batch of five last exhibitors and distributors with ISB
spokesmen but such plans are still in
week for early sale.
the suggestion stage because of past
VVB's 9 Since Sept. 1
experiences with such huddles.

dependents and state income
When he does this it is
him to retain more than
$25,000 net.
What happens in this

status,

Barney Balaban, Nick Schenck
and other industry beads met with
attorneys at th* Hays office to disthe implications of the proposed
ceiling limiting income from investments as well as from earnings
to $25,000 for the duraUon.
Celling on
investment Income,
which is likely to be put up to the
new Congress after Jan. 1, raises
new and wider financing problems,
especially for some who figured to
set up independent production units.
There still appears to be no barrier
in the income ceiling regulations,
which prevents freelance players, directors, writers and producers from
establishing independent production
units. This course appears unlikely,
however, in view of the possibility
of a ceiling on investment income
since large amounts of capital which

measures designed to help our war
effort and to reduce the hardships
of war, particularly on the family in
modest circumstances. .
would have to be ventured with loss
"There are some people who read- possibilities outweighing potential
ily see the need for the control of gains.
Indications from Washington semiprices and wages but do not see the
advantage to the war effort of lim- official sources is that the taxation
iting profits on salaried incomes in will be suggested as the means of
the higher brackets. Some honestly limiting Investment income rather
believe that, such limitations are in than a rigid ceiling.
Proposed investment income cellthe nature of social reform imposed
imder the guise of war needs. I dis- ing would affect industrialists such
agree.
Peace is peace, and war Is" as production-distribution-exhibition
war, and the conditions which make toppers holding large blocks of stock
for the success or failure of busi- in their own and other companies.

an employer could pay an employee desert sands, men of enterprise at

single or of th^ number of his dependents, if any.
It is likewise unaffected by the
nature or amount of his other income, taxable or exempt, or by the
extent of his deductions allowable
for tax purposes generally.
Effect of the provision is to pre-

Also

War Burden By cuss
Those en Home Front
new
(he

BharlDf

Spurs Sales

jacketing

...are

.

BYRNES EXPLAINS
Ob

.

Washington, Dec.

Under

Now

Forfends Stars' Indie Plrod Cos.

without exceeding the basic saltry home should not object to sharing
allowance of $25,000 net is $67,200. the burdens of war.'
This restriction is on the employer.
Brian Donlevy, in a letter to the
The basic allowance of salary repreYork
Daily
News,
herewith
reNew
sents an amount against which the
printed, graphically points up the
appropriate tax rates are applied
manifold problems currently straitwhether the employee is married or
Contlnoed from page i s^^sl

payment'

'salary

HOW 67G

REDUCES TO 25G

original regulations issued Oct. 27 by
Director
Stabilization
Economic
James Byrnes under authority of the

sonnel

Section 1002.2 provides: 'If the relationship of employer and employee
exists, the designation or description
of the relationship by the parties
as anything other than that of employer or employee is immaterial
...It is of no consequence that the
employee is designated as a partinner, co-adventuTer, agent or
dependent contractor. The measureof
or designation
ment, method
compensation is immaterial if the
relationship of employer and employee thus in fact exists.'
"The
provides:
1002.5
Section

HERE'S

but, on the whole,
they do not change the general intent, purposes or provisions of the

come

Deals

in Washington, however, to extend the income ceiling to physicians, attorneys, authors and
others working on a fee basis.

document
They clarify

per-

Percentage

limited by the ceiling, would
turn out more material.
Proposals have been discussed

the total

amount paid

mally incurred expenses of say $20,000 a year, any increase in such
expenses would have to be justified and oltayed by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.
Apart from this modification, the
only other relief provided lor talent which remain unanswered.
under the wage staSilizati^-. reguTreasury's best advice is still
lations

but exempts authors not engaged
by any one employer, this exemption also covering royalties.
Studios are reported Inclined
to grant emancipation from contract bonds so that writers, not

% Deals Doubtful?
in each instance (not
merely the excess salary) may be
disallowed as an expense for corporate income tax purposes. (Section 1002.28, subdivisions C and D).
Net Mooh Change
Washington, Dec. 8.
New regulations were announced
by the Internal Revenue Bureau in

hvestment Ceimg

pacts, as a result of the $25,000
income celling, in order to freelance. Income limitation applies
to regularly employed scriptera

so

much

product.

Hollywood, Dec.

Metro assigned Norman
to direct

Sothern's

8.

McLeod

'Swing Shift Maisie,' Ann
next starrer, to be pro-

duced by George Height.
Screenplay, written by Mary'McCall. Jr., and Robert Halff, will introduce a new leading man, Jim
Davis.

K-A-O'S SUBPBISE

DIWY

Directorate
of
Keith-Albee-OrCorp., theatre subsid of RKO.
surprised stockholders this week by
cutting a year-end melon for common shareholders of 25c. Common
divvy is payable Dec. 23 to stockholders on record Dec. 18. It is the
first
cash distribution' on K.A.O.

pheum

common in many years.
K.A.O. directors also declared a
on 7% preferred, covering the quarter ending next Dec.
31.
It is payable Jan. 2, 1943, In
stockholders on record Dec. 18.
$1.75 dividend

Wednesdayy December 9, 1942
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SAG's Stance
Hollywood, Dec.

FOREIGN FILM

8.

Congress Opposition to Ceiling

New

Screen Actors' Guild
rulings to protect the interests
of members in contract disputes
over salary freezings have been
recommended to the executive
board by Class
members.

UNDER GOV'T HULL

A

The

Over Doubtful Validity of

—

Not

Apply

to

Writers, Actors, Directors,
Sculptors, Painters, Because of Short-Lived Success or Sporadic Earning
Power Stress Need for

—

More

Pictures

War

in

is

pro-

the following premises: (1), protection of the interests of freelance actors on the
question of maximum salaries;
(2), protection of the rights of
actors under existing contracts
which carry salary options; (3),
protection of the rights of actors
OP new option contracts to be
negotiated in the future.
While the rulings have yet to
be drafted, it is understood that
the effect of the last two recommendations
will
be
that
where actors under salary ceilings cannot be paid options
called for in their contracts, the
player will have the right to

Option Contracts Con
tend Income Ceiling
Should

legal xlepartment

ceeding on

Perturbed

Heads

Industry

time

terminate his agreement with
the studio. No action has been
taken as yet by the directors as
a body.

TALENT SHORTAGE

PAY EXEMPTED
Washington, Dec. 8.
picture
company emMotion
who are paid exclusively for
services rendered in foreign countries are unaffected by the Internal
Revenue Bureau regulations governing the application of wage and sal-

ployees

stabilization.
The companies,
are unaffected in respect to salary payments to such employees engaged in foreign service.
Regulations state that the provisions shall not be applicable in the
case of a corporate employer organized under the laws of the United
States or any state, territory or possession, with respect to salaries paid

ary

too,

by such employers
rfendered
services
foreign countries.

substantial relief for

reach

the

income

artist's

manner they see

in

fit

A

Those

in

lower

income

in

ALSO UNDER WAGE ACT

any

via higher tax
rates.
Chief concern in the trade
lations governing the income ceil- is for the continued existence of the
ing and wage stabilization issued by industry so that it may retain its
the Commissioner of Internal Reve- domestic as well as world-wide im
portance after the war. Dissipation
Uneasiness prevailed regardnue.
of talent and other assets would
ing future production because (1) of hinder the return of the industry
the belief that the $25,000 inpome to its pre-war prominence, as in the
limitation would reduce picture en- case of the British film industry
gagements of name stars, and (2) which never recovered from the rebecause the burden, of determining strictions imposed during the last
modification of regulations,
when a freelance star exceeds his war.
salary ceiling (in case of multiple without reducing tax payments to
employers) and where salary in- the Government or contributing to
creases can be made, remains with inflation, would benefit the public as
well as the industry.
the employer.
Not generally recognized is that
Greatest concern continued over
curtailment of production means
the validity of option contracts and the
curtailment of work for all person
the retention of stellar names in
nel from top execs to theatre ushers.
pictures.
film studio production in the regu-

late

PIX PRODUCERS FOR U.S.

Industry heads and attorneys last

week found no

exclusively

Washington, Dec. 8.
Motion picture producers turning
out film under contract with the

by findings
of Internal
in respect to salaries under
Salary Stabilization regula-

Government are
of

the

Revenue
the

new

affected

tions.

Regulations provide that any determination by the Commissioner

payment

is

though affecting individuals.
Beasons for Exemptions

Exemption

of writers, actors, draor others doing creative
predicated on grounds that
as a general rule have
large incomes for a relatively very
short numt>er of years, and (2) have
sporadic incomes based upon either
sporadic dema'nd for their talents
or the inability to create except at

ceiling.

Congress never intended that a
inflexible limitation be put on
net incomes of individuals. Senator

flat,

in contra-

vention of the Salary Stabilization
Act. is conclusive upon all executive
departments and agencies of the
Federal Government for the purpose
of determining costs or expenses
under any contract made by or on
behalf of the United States.
Therefore, if the Commissioner
should determine that a motion picture studio had contravened the act
brackets
in the matter of salaries of em-

War and Navy Departments would

(1)

creases throughout the industry generally, to all employees of studios
not engaged directly in production,
to office workers, exchange forces

ing

and

IN

Hearst Attack

Under the Committee for ConstituGovernment setup, the $25,000

tional

is being vigorously
attacked in the Hearst newspapers.

income ceiling

Walter F. George
the Senate Finance
summarizing objections
the income ceiling, has been sent

An open
chairman

letter to

Latter is particularly true of writcomposers, painters and sculp-

to

members

of Congress, editors

ers,

to all

Former applies mostly to acGreat stars of stage, screen or
radio for the most part retain large
earning power for only a few years,
with short-lived popularity the income barometer.
Sharply outlined, also, is the need
for more rather than fewer pictures
at the present time.
Film production has been decreasing gradually

of all daily, weekly, trade and professional press, radio commentators
and other molders^f public opinion.

In recent
sons:
1.

ers,

seasons for various rea-

no longer

boxoffice.

2. Induction into the armed forces
of leading players, directors, writers,
technicians.
3.

4.

Epistle, printed in the N. Y. Journal-American Dec. 6, states, "This
Executive Order is a blow at the
private enterprise system .... This
Committee, a non-partisan organiza-

interested in the constituaspects of the question and
long range destructive effect
free enterprise system.*
Reiterated in the letter is Senator
George's previous statement that
this order has no effect on checking
will actually cause the
inflation,
Treasury to lose not gain tax income,
and that it will create gross inequities between those who earn
from salaries and those who receive
ncome from investment.
tion,

is

tional
in

its

upon our

Fewer number of topflight playsome in semi-retirement, others

Curtailment

positive

raw

of

negative

stock.

Difficulties

in

and

'

financing

inde-

pendent production.
5. Dearth of strong literary properties.

Rough Cot

of

W

Down

the regulations,

it

is

point-

ed out. the artist is in many cases
being asked to work for little or no
salary while the producers receive
a profit at the artist's expense.
Grave Problems for Fature
Conversely, the tax authorities can

ing to be made in private to aid in
the composition ol Um musical score.
To date the fcutag* amounts to

16,000, with much mora to be added
by special effects iootage, now
under process witk Qottlon Jennings

supervising. Victor
up the score.

Yatng

HOOFER
IhB only TAP DANCER
billed at Carnegie Hall

.

.

.

is

tuning

ever to be

$50,000 a year

for cabrioles, arabesques, toura Jetit

and

He threw away the gold
entrechaia
spo(m he was born with and climbed the
ladder of success the hard way. . . A dozen
stories of his spectacular off-stage pranks
... How he works and play8..CoIor photos.
.

,

.

The Life Story of

With producers faced with a shortto Three Hours
age of the great in normal times,
problem has now assumed vast proportions as a result of wartime exiHollywood, Dec. 8.
gencies.
To make up for the loss,
It will take three hours to run off
it is claimed, artists should be enrough assembly of footage
couraged to make not only the usual the first
picture, 'For
number of pictures but to increase for the Paramount
Whom the Bell Tolls," the screenengagements.

Under

18-KARAT

of

Committ-je,

tors.

was

question

named Government

official liad said
that the President intended to ask
the new Congress to broaden the
ceiling to income investment

News was not surpris.ng inasmuch
as the tipoff that the limitation proposal was imminent was given by
'

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt in her first
conference after returning
from Great Britain. It was while sh*
was abroad that the salary ceiling
was put into effect and when she
was asked about it she said that she
felt disturbed that income from investments was not covered by the
press

'I was assured we would tax that,
too,' she asserted to newswomen.
President's wife would not elaborate any further except to say that
when she was in Great Britain 'one
of England's wealthiest men' had
told her that after paying taxes prac-

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST OUT TODAY

theatres.

is

tors.

ceiling

been ceilinged at an all time high.
There have also been substantial in-

artists

intervals.

Income

brought up in the President's press
conference last week by newsmen
because earlier in the day an un-

bound to accept the Commissioner's rulings on salaries in figurthe costs and expenses of the
Alms being produced under contract tically no one there has more than
by the studio.
$21,000 net income.
be

matists

work

throughout history.
'This freedom has been limited
only by such taxes, on the basis of
ability to pay, as may be necessary
to impose from time to time to meet
obligations of the Government.'

salary limitation.

ployees engaged in working on films
being produced under contract for
the Army or Navy, for example, the

Picture execs contend that income would suffer relatively as much as
ceiling provisions should not be apthe important players.
plied to personnel of an artistic or
Meantime, industry execs point
creative nature. There Is no great out, labor in film production has

upheaval envisaged as a result of
the income limitation on executive
salaries since this would cause no
major dislocation within the trade,

any income

Senator Davis said he believed it
'all wrong for the executive branch
to put a ceiling on income.' This is a
subject, he said, on which Congress
alone has jurisdiction to act.
Thus it appeared this week that
the stage was being set for fireworks
on Capitol Hill when the new Congress meets pfter the first of the
year. Senator George said that his
finance committee will definitely
examine the legality of the President's executive order, which led to
the
promulgation
by Economic
Stabilization Director James Byrnes
of regulations limiting salaries to the
$67,200 gross top, which is calculated
to leave the individual a net of
$25,000 after paymen* of taxes.

Commissioner

that a salary

:

revenue bill this session. At that
time the committee refused to legis-

employees for

to

Continued from page S

ber the President himself acted by George maintained this week. A
executive order.
'rule of reason should apply,' he said
Joining Senator George in opposi- and consideration should be given to
tion to the President's proposal to circumstances in each case.
limit investment income were Sena'I think
Congress will keep th«
tor Gerry, Rhode Island Democrat, thought in mind that while a relaand Senator Davis, Pennsylvania tively few American taxpayers will
Republican, who are also members of realize an income which by any
t'
finance committee which will yardstick can be regarded as exhave to handle the ceiling problem cessive,' the Georgia Senator stated,
when it is given consideration in the 'nevertheless, there are millions of
Senate.
our people with ambition, energy
Senator Gerry said Congress had and courage, who hope to become
already given its answer on the large income earners and who hope
White House proposal when the to maintain the free American
finance committee worked on the economy which we have known

PAUL

DRAPER
by Irving Dmtman

Wcdneadajt Pecemher 9, 1942

t4

Judy Garland's joyous musical held over in 34
cdrly engagements, tops famed "Miniver'* in
many spots, ahead of hearty "Honky Tonk"

New M'G»M records in Chicago (best at U. A.
Theatre in 4 yearsi) and Philadelphia (best at
Aldine since 1938) for the Hedy Lamarr -Walter

Week, Astor, N.Y.

Pidgeon smash romance. New York Capitol
tops "Honky Tonk." Held-over 100%!

practically everywhere. 9th

Wherever you go they^re saying) "M-GrM has
done it agtdnl" Ronald Colman-Greer Carson
in a film headed for the Hall of Fame. Press
reviews* exhibitor praise prophesy another
world'famed "Miniver" hit!

FIRST LION

Watch

trade press reviews! Greatest triumph of
naval action since "Mutiny On Bounty." Robert
Taylor.Brian Donlevy. Charles Laughton.Walter

Brennan are superb!
patriotic punch that

A dramatic spectacle with
lifts

you to the

skies!

OF DEFENSE!

—

fTetlnesday, Dec^ember 9«

1942

PICTUBB8
'Good FeDow' Kellaway

Harmon Stresses
Continued from p«fe T

Rationing Hits Coast Theatres Birt

Hollywood, Dec. 8.
The Good FeUow,'
a Walter MacEwen production at
Paramount, goes to Cecil Kellaway.
Picture will be based on an old
Title role In

SSB

where the
troops in 65

tried

to

service

combat areas with

21

prints.

No

Price Too High'

Touchlne ,on the difficulties confronting Ainerican business, Harmon
said, 'We feel that no price is too
high to pay for freedom. We want to
be reassured, however, that we shall
not lose liberty while engaged in a

war

for

its

preservation.'

Schaefer outlined some of the obstacles towards fulfillment of the industry's fiift of 4,700 film programs
for the armed services. He said that
1,713 features and 2,202 shorts had
been completed and that 59D features

and

1.1.57

.shorts

were on order but

that raw stock and laboratory processing priorities for the Army and

Navy had held up

deliveries.

Following a meeting with authoriWashington at which Schaefer

coordinator's office, for to the extent that we work through Mr. Harmon, instead of going around him,
we serve the best interests of our
industry.
Every time an industry

stage piece

by Cieorge

S.

Grosses

and Herman J. Mankiewicz, with
from New York or Holly- script by Hugh Wedlock and Howanywhere else, goes to ard Snyder, formerly of radio.
Washington 'on his own' without

leader

WAC

On

Pix Arbitrations

who

died

Friday

and Joseph Seidelman.

Among

ing

ties in

Balaban, Ed Kuykendall, N. Peter arbitrating provisions of the consent
the
present,
Rathvon. Oscar Doob, Adolph Zukor,
decree. The other members of the
division
was Jack Cohn, Nick Schenck, Bob
Services
Spcci;il
Wilgranted first 300,000 feet of 16 mm. by, Walter Vincent, John J. O'Con- board, both of them prominent atstock and later 500,000 feet (as a re- nor,
torneys, are Altiert W. Putnam and
Phil
Reisman,
Robert
J.
sult of Harmon's representations). O'Donnell.
Jonas Rosenfleld. Jr., George W. Alger.
Last-mentioned
Schaefer also pointed out that suf- Frank J. Harris, Nate Yamins, Herreceivership
was active in the
ficient projection machines are not man Robbins
and Arthur Mayer.
reorganization.
available, that the Government had
Final film arbitration decision in
asked owners of old machines to turn
which Judge Veeder figured was
them in for reconditioning and shiphanded down by the Appeal Board
Press Setup
ment to combat zones.
on Thursday (3), one relating to
Si Fabian, reporting for the theclearance in Philadelphia.
atres division of the WAC, said that
The national Public Relations DiAn expert on maritime law and
16,463 theatres were now pledged to vision of
for 1943, chairmaned
show Government films, as com- by Oscar A. Doob, will include the laws of slander and libel. Judge
pared with some 12,000 at the out- Maurice Bergman, Mort BlumeA- Veeder was a member of the atbreak of war. William F. Rodgers, stock, Harry Brandt, George Brown, torney firm of Burlingham, Veeder,
Fearey.
He was also a
chairman of the Distribution Com- Edward Churchill, Walter Compton, Masten
member of the Harvard research
mittee, later countered that, although Howard Dletz, S. Charles
Einfeld,
Government shorts were getting Ernest Emerling, Alex Evelove, Rob- group on international law.
from 6,000 to 12,000 bookings, it was ert Gillham, Harry Goldberg, WilLoses Clearance Plea
not good enough. He held .that if liam Hebert, Hal Horne, Charles
Efforts of the operators of the
16,000 theatres were pledged then all Reed Jones, John Joseph, Lawrence
Ambassador, Philadelphia, to reduce
should book every one of the films. H. Lipskin, David Lipton, Howie clearance
granted dver it to the
Oscar Doob, speaking on a budget Mayer, Alec Moss, James Sauter, Benn there, one of the Warner
for public relations, niftied that pub- Silas F. Seadler, Howard Strlckling,
houses, have failed.
The Appeal
money- Terry Turner, Vincent Trotta, D^ld
'experienced
are
licists
Board of the American Arbitration
apenders.'
He then thanked Nick weshner.
Association, to which the case was
(Ichenck, who was present, for BlBarrett McCormick, chairman of taken, ruled the seven days clearowing him (Doob) to give away his
the East Coast Public Relations (Com- ance in effect for more than 10 years
and
(Schcnck's) time to the
mittee, and Perry Leiber, chairman is not unreasonable due to difference
assured Schenck that he 'would give
of the West Coast Public Relations in investment involved, seating caell my spare time to Loew's.' Doob's
Committee, are members, ex-offlclo, pacity and admission prices.
proposal for a 'Movies at War'
as are the 31 Exchange Area pubAmbassador,
independent
an
Inonth, drive embracing all Govern- licity
chairmen ' previously
an- house, wanted the clearance cut to
services,
tnent
was temporarily nounced.
one day.
pigeonholed, following discussion.

and

were

Harmon

first

week themselves

still

(4)

Scully, Monroe Creenthal
in New York at the age of 75, was
those present at the meet- chairman of the Appeal Board of
were Gus Eyssell, Fred Beetson,
the American
Arbitration
Assn.,
Claude Collins.
Spyros Skouras,
Bill
Rodger.-:.
Max Cohen, Harry set up to decide cases of appeal
Brandt, Sam
E.
Morris,
Barney brought by exhibitors under the

William

Comparisons between

of gas rationing with same period
last year reveal that theatres are
better off this year. Currently

Former Federal Judge Van VechVeeder,

— or

taken

Coast film

Late Judge Yeeder Sat

ten

l^her Than Last Year

Los Angeles, Dec. 8.
may have been hit. In all, manager*
the shortage of it
has figure it six of one and haU dozen
some of the steam out of of another, and are awaiting clos*
of this week when stocked tanks
grosses, particularly in empty
out and the new norm must
Hollywood — but compared to last really start.
year theatres arc still generally
Neighborhoods, which had hoped to
cash in on the situation, are finding
ahead.

Gas

wood, or

prior clearance with the industry
coordinator on matters involving a
war activity, we are adding to the
confusion and inviting difficulty for
the entire Industry.'
Resolution of thanks was also
adopted to the four retiring
division chairmen, Joseph Bernhard,

Still

Kaufman

RKO

WAC's

WAC

&

WAC

area has been enjoying peak biisiness,
Improvement having l>een
growing over past year to recent
high levels.
Slump was felt in Hollywood immediately, trade dropping oil noticeably on first day of rationing. However, drop was not such that losses
staggered anyone, excepting theatres with extremely light attractions. Those with strong pictures
took it gracefully though feeling
slight decrease from normal trade.
And in Hollywood it was the worst.
But even at that it was not too bad.

approximating last year's
figures, and, in some cases, exceeding those of last year.
Fox-West Coast's six deluxcrs
suffered only slight drops. None was

in reverse. Instead of improving they are worse off than
ever. Crying loudly for past six
months, they hoped for some firstrun trade with stay-at-homes. Past
week has caused them to take qivek
breath for many are as much as
50% off what had been previous
poor.
Downtown subsequenls are
off,
too, and Independent Theatre
Owners of Southern California re-

ports

that

cross-section

unofficial

check shows situation is same all
over for the indies. Like all the

ITO

re.st,

doe.sn't

know

the answer

yet.

Loew's,

{171,537 Net

Ltd.,

grosses

than last year and some
continued even better. Two Paramounts were well over last year.
Orpheum improved. Two Warner

worse

off

houses, now augmented by another,
Wiltern,
stayed within last
the
year's figures. Pantages and Hillstreet were off but mainly due to
weak marquee. Hawaii's take shaped
favorable on comparison.

Montreal. Dec.

Net

was

8.

Loew's Theatres, Ltd.

profit of

before taxes

$171,537,

the

for

year ended Aug. 31, the company reported Friday (4). This com-

fiscal

pares with $163,441 the previous year.

Taxes were

$71,851

as against $69,-

206, so net for the period, after all
charges, was $99,686 compared with
After credit of $5,561 for
$04,235.
previous year's income taxes, payment of 10% on the 7% preferred,
earned surplus account was increased
from $754,384 to $790,972. The previous year payment of 14% was made
on the preferred.

Some of drop may be due to traditional pre-Xmas slump. However, on
other hand, with downtown houses
doing well currently, it's thought
that only slight adverse affect there
Working capital was reported at
may be due to shopping crowds. If
rationing happened at any other $520,370 compared with $455,582 the
time than Xmas, downtown, too. previotu year-end,

New York
,

Theatres

Aotors

Fred Bcctson, outlining activities
tho Hollywood division of the
said that up to October 1,061
had mad* a total of 6.146 appearances on / live radio shows.

WEEK

Sitl

of

Inside Shitf-Pictores

WAG,

rrol

FLYNN
In

artists

Few people know that Col. W. Mason Wright, former coordinator bespot shows, benefits,
personal appearances, bond drives, tween the Army and the film Industry, was once a trouper in vaudeville
4iamp shows, both in America and About 25 years ago GoL Wright and Roy Gordon appeared on the stage
Overseas.
He added that the Re- In support of Marie Dressier in a sketch written by Philander Johnson
search Council of the Academy of and Alfred Hopkins, Washington newspaper reporters. The sketch was
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, called 'For Country,' and played two weeks, one at the Palace in Chicago
which was cooperating with the U. S. and another at the Palace In New York. It was a patriotic theme but
Signal Corps nine years before the the bookers decided It was too far ahead of its time to be presented to
war, has delivered 108 training films the American public. Col. Wright Is now on his way to the Far East on
accepted and approved by the War a military mission.
Department, with B2 additional subjects on the way.
After publishing monthly without interruption for eight .years. RockeBcetson said that Col. M. E. Gil- feller Center tabloid magazine annotmced
it is ceasing publication, eflettce, on the Coast last wefek. an- fective with th«
December ^ition. With the U. S. at war, It was explained
nounced that the Government would that, after a survey of various activities which Rockefeller.
Center, Inc.,
ask for between 1,500 and 2,000 one- controls or sponsors, it was found that the mag
could hardlj' be considered
reel subjects for the coming year, an essential activity in
these streamlined days.
due to the increased size of the
Pointed out in connection with decision to cease publication that there
Army. These are to be produced on were less than 10,000 tenants when the magazine was launched and only
a non-profit basis. Some 64 films had six buildings completed, that now 26,000 have
their business homes in
also been produced In cooperation the Center in 14 buildings.
with the Coordinator of Inter-Amerigan Affairs for non-theatrical refilm producer on the Coast, who was classified as 3-A, decided to visit
lease in the 26 South American rehis local board and see about his standing or possibly a reclassification,
pub! icK.
since he renders support to relatives. When he gpt to the board ha disPermanent CharHlee
covered they had him marked as dead, having gotten him confused with
Beetson cited the work of the another draftee possessing
a similar name.
Charities
Committee
Permanent
Though he may never have heard from the board, when they learned
which raised $1,084,421 in Hollywood the producer was alive, they immediately paid no attention to support of
aiTd aald th*.t 'much- -of
relatives and 'reclassified him I-A,' slnce' hls 'fbiher receives independent
t^e success in the Japanese camIncome.
paign to date was In a measure due
to the infiltration tactics and the
Last diplomatic objection to the Warners picture, 'Casablanca,' wai
Use of camouflage, particularly in
the camouflage- of the Individual sol- removed when Vichy broke off its diplomatic relations with the United
dier to which the studios contributed States. Up to that time there was international diiticulty over the charplayed by Clai^de Rains, a no-good French Government official in
^y providing space and material for acter
the North African colonial city where the play is backgrounded. Now
training groups of officers.'
He also mentioned such varied ac- that Vichy, France, has been taken over by the Nazis, the picture U In
tivities as demonstrations for the general release without fear of diplomatic complications.

• Alexia SMITH

Warner

Brof. Hit

SRO
Hoapbrar

WEEK
Fael

laarid

'HSENTLEMAN JIM"

Booart * Borgman * Henreid

In Per*on

In Warner Bros. Hit

Transcriptions,

GLEN GRAY

"CASABLANCA"

And Hie Caaa Lome Oreh,
WItll

A

Kenny Sargent • Pee Wee Hunt

B'way

Bxtml
oE,u( uvana
at 47fh St.
SISAIS

Bal B. Wallls Production

Directed

bjr

Hlcli«el Cnrtls

HOiLYWOOD THEATRE
Oentlnuoua • B'way

4UDY 6ARLANB

A

Olat St.

26th Week!

"FOR ME AND MY SAL"
uau Fittm

in

^;ARTFR

A

.

W'ywr

Army

of studio

smoke and

fog,

methods for creating,
cataloging and ap-

portionment of studio fire-fighting
apparatus, generators and dynamos
for use in case of a major disaster; furnishing the Office of Strategic Services with more than 250,OQO feel of film from studio libraries revealing important information on various theatres of war
and ajjsembly of pertinent material
by the research departments for use
of Military Intelligence.
Harmon was reelected as executive vice-chairman of the
and
reappointed
industry
coordinator.
Barney Balnban. in proposing Harmen'.-;
ivappointment, said that 'It
is
very important that all of us
build rather than tear down our

WAC

The

HELD OTBB
«

•

"YOU WERE NEVER

•

Luollle

VIoler

MATURI
*7

LOVELIER"

8ALJ.

Speotaeular Staoe Preductione

DAYS LEAVE"

CAPITOL ag«

LOEW'S

atvli Thur.. Dee.

Lait

Olina

WAVNE

BriH

Jtlla

OONLEVV

"3IIUHTHABE"

i

B V.'AY &
47lli Si

JACK BENNV • ANN SHERIDAN

"GKORGE WASHINGTON!
SLEPT HERE"
I

Hw-moBlee

Reiult

"Tht rtrttel Skallm Shew."— MiiiUe. Nrwe.

50c $1

PALACE
j

Prrioii

CROSS 4 DUNN
MINEVirCH'S

FRANCES FAYE

Paramount r

LCE

CARROLL

In

rerun

Dkk Reem 4 Orcli.
Eltral—AL aERNIE

A man asked to give within three years the average age of all motion
'26.'
picture actresses, on the CBS show, 'Thanks for the Yanks,' replied
When he learned he was wrong, the quizee said he probably had made
an estimate 'too high." Quizmaster Bob Hawks countered that the guess
woman,
'34
for
a
nice
age
Is
a
added.
Hawks
was too low by eight years.
particularly when she Is 40.'

Aaea

Jelin

ARRVMORI
In

10

"FLTING
TIOEBS"

STATE
"i::"
Tlaee W<<,

and concluding Installment of Liberty magazine's story of
Harry M. Warner, also plugs publicist S. Charles Einfeld in the Dec. 12
issue.
Author Frederick Van Ryn says that Warners (having put an end
to junkets for the duration) now spends money, not only on creating legitimate news but on making shorts that popularize the Atlantic Charter, the
deeds of American heroes, technique of flying, etc.
third

Theatrical attorney Louis Nizer's 'The Right to Fight' speech was read
It's an address
Into the Congressional Record by Andrew L. Somers.
which Nizer made last Sept. 29 at the Waldorf-Astoria, ,N. Y.. on the occasion of the Jewish Army dinner tendered to Robert Ttoy Nftthan, head of
the Planning Board of the WPB.
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RADIO

AFRA "Severely Reprimands
On

Leslie Harrig With CBS

Bacher

Gov t Show

Singer s Charge

In N. Y. as Asst. Director
Leslie T. Harris, formerly with th»
staff of WQAM, Columbia
outlet in Miami, has joined the net-

production

work's production department in
York, aa an assistant director.
He was formerly 'Variety' correspondent in Miami.

Beatty.St John Switdi D.

NBCs News

Posts in

9,

1942

C London

Staff Shutfle

New

Director Nixed 5-Min. Rest Period
Benny By Remote

Bill Bacher, director of the Treas-

ury Department's 'Over Here' program on the Blue network, was

When

given a 'severe reprimand' last week
by the American Federation ol Ra-

Is

Citing Bacher for aldio Artists.
leged violation of a singer's rights
the union's network code,
AFRA wrote a letter to the director notifying him of its 'reprimand'
and threatening 'severe action' In

under

According

to

now

wave.

The pinchhitting program on

case of repetition of such an incident.
Situation occurred during rehearsals for the Initial 'Over Here' broadcast Nov. 28.

would, of course, figure
on filler material in the event atmospheric conditions prevented
an acceptable pickup.
this side

AFRA,

the singer, a member of a choral
group, asked David Broekmah, musical conductor of the show, for a
five-minute rest interval after the rehearsal had been in progress two
Under the AFRA code, a
hours.

UcClintock Holds

MBS

break is compulsory
hour of rehearsal.
Bacher is asserted to have overbeard the singer's request to Broekman. and to have refused to permit
Till
an intermission at that point. There
was an argument and, when the
singer declared he intended taking
the matter up with AFRA, Bacher
Miller McClintock won't take up
expressed a similar intention and the reins as the first paid president
added that he would never permit of Mutual until Jan. 4. He was
the singer to work on another of his originally slated to report on the
shows. The singer then left the stu- job Dec. 15.
dio.
The postponement is due, in part,
The New York local board of to the fact that he won't complete
AFRA held a hearing on the charges the installation of a successor as
last Thursday (3), with Bacher and executive -director of the Advertisflve-minute

Off as 1st

after every

Yxti

the singer each presenting his ca§e
and offering supporting witnesses.
Bacher's witnesses included William
Murray, producer of the program for
the William Morris agency; Broekman, the musicians' union delegate
and six members of the orchestra.
The AFRA board conceded there

BOOK PUBS SIGN

Jack Benny goes abroad

American troops, as
quite probable. General
Foods, his sponsor, may arrange
to bring him into his regular
Sunday night spot on NBC for a
flve-minute routine by short-

to entertain

Jan. 4

FOR MORE AIR
Council

on

Books

Wartime,

in

trade association of the book industry to correlate its war activities, Is

CurBennett Cerf doing
'Books Are Bullets' on WQXR.
January,
Starting the flrst week in
Council starts 'Books and the War'
on WMCA. Show will be a weekly
quarter-hour with Kenneth McCormick, literary lecturer, as moderator,
and the author and publisher of a
war-angled book as guest for each
program.

expanding
rently

it

its

Blue Gets

Two

York.
Other

radio coverage.

has

Thomp-

Pencilled-in are Dorothy

Tests on Daytime

Program Tastes
& Thomas

agency has

>

WNYCs OK

to Stretch

To 10 P.E Revives Beef

tionwide basis after Edgar Kobak,
the Blue's v.p. and general manager, has returned from his current
visit to the west Coast. Kobak took
along with him a report on the test's

WCCO

in Mpls.

One

8.

WNYC, New York
station,

extend

to

municipal radio
broadcasting

its

L&Ts

director

Samuel
of

job

was

E.

Gill,

research.

ABBOn-COSTELLOSTAY
UP LATE AFTER JAN. 27

AD COUNCIL FORMS

from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., but to no
avail. Both stations are on the same
wave length and a fight between
Bacher's favor, but ruled that the dithem over air time has been going
rector had been guilty of a 'definite'
on for two years, with WNYC preThe Advertising Council has comviolation of the regulations, had deviously forced to go off the air at
prived the singer of his rights and pleted the formation of a subcom- sundown, Minneapolis time. Last
had acted against the interests of mittee comprised of advertising of- October
the
commission
denied
ficials
of
major firms active in
AFRA.
WNYC permission to broadcast 'in a
Because it was a flrst offense, radio. The new group consists of manner that mi.tht interfere with
Bacher was given only 'severe repri- Charles G. Mortimer, Jr., of Gen- WCCO.'
mand.' but AFRA officials subse- eral Foods, chairman; Robert Brown,
Following

The

Ala.

by

Abbott

RADIO SUKOMMnTEE

&

Costello

(Camel)

will

involve:

London

staff,

John

MacVane,

who

is
now attached to General
Eisenhower's headquarters in North
Africa. Peterson spent 10 years for
the Associated Press in Europe and

the Far East.

Two

Jessel-Haley Get

More Rounds on Allen

Show

towns surveyed was

of the

Birmingham,
overseered

Minneapolis, Dec.

moves

editor in New York to Sydney, as
chief reporter in the South Pacific
area.
Elmer W. Peterson, succeeds on

findings.

From

staff

Alex Dreier, returns to Chicago,
following service in Berlin, London
and the States, to resume his daily
broadcasts for Skelly Oli.
Edward Wallace, from NBC news

th«

The Lord

completed for the Blu* Network a
'They
Are Expendable';
Stefan survey on daytime program prefHeym, 'Hostages', and Harold Denerences in two test markets and the
ny, 'Behind the Lines.'
study will likely be put on a na-

son, 'Listen Hans': William L. White,

WCCO, CBS station here, is obing Council for another two weeks, jecting to tbe federal communicaand also to his desire to take a vations
system's
order
permitting
cation.

Beatty, NBC's WashingGuesters for Riggs
ton military analyst, his been assigned to network's London office,
Robert
St. John, formerly of
and
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Young & Rubicam agency Is prop- the London staff and now in New
York, will take over Beatty's post.
ping up the Tommy Rlggs (Swan
moves
are
part of a general reThe
soap) program with guest atars now
shuffle of NBC's news staff as dethat all hands on the show have
vised by William F. Brooks, director
been optioned for another quarter,
news
and
special
of
events. Richard
Roy Rogers gallops in for the ^rat
Harkness, formerly UP and Philashot Dec. 11.
delphia Inquirer, also goes to Washington for NBC, and Carey Longmire, WEAF, N. Y., is being transferred to the same town from New

Morgan

for Stage Tend'

Fred

Allen
will
climax
his
Georgle Jessel-Jack Haley guest sequence with the appearance of the
two latter comics on his Texaco pro-

gram of Dec. 20. The series of three
guest dates
represents
the
flrst
needling contest of this type in network radio, but actually
lowup of the Jessel-Haley

it's

a folrou-

.stage

tine.

take over the Thursday, 10-10:30
On last Sunday's (6) Texaco
The broadcast, Jessel took a few verbal
p.m. niche on NBC Jan. 27.
comics now occupy NBC's Thurs- jabs at his confrere in Show Time,'
day 7:30-8 p.m. arc.
Broadway vaudeville show, and
The switch is made possible by Haley is slated to pay off Jessel in
the reshuffle of National Dairy Co.'s kind when the former does his
time commitments on the same web guesting for Allen this weekend
Thursday nights, with Kraft Music (13). Allen himself, the following
Hall going to a half hour and the Sunday
(20),
will
double from
WNYCs appeal, the Sealtest-Rudy Vallee show moving steamer-upper to referee. Jessel also
forward to 9:30 p.m.
ribbed Eddie Cantor on Sunday and
quently indicated that in case of a of Bristol-Meyers; William A. Hart, present order was issued.
It congot a nice wire from the comedian
future incident of the sort the guilty of E. I. DuPont Nemours, and Wil- tains a proviso, however, that a diRamsey,
of
Procter
and rectional antenna must be used and
director might be placed on the liam
on the Coast.
AFRA 'unfair' list, as permitted un Gamble.
Jessel has been set by Sol Lesser,
WCCO, consequently, is hopeful that
The foursome will work with the its service may not be affected. Mutual Gains Four
der the union's agreements with the
United Artists producer, to do a
networks and agencies. Unofficial ad agency advisory committee on Also, It's pointed out. It likely will
couple scenes for 'Stage Door CanAffiliates This
accusations against certain other di- the Council and In cooperation with take
teen,' which he'll also author.
six months or longer to
rectors and producers have come to the Office of War Information. As get critical materials for construcAFRA's attention from time to time is the prevailing policy with other tion of the antenna.
Station WLAG, La Grange, Ga.,
and, if made the basis of official contingents on the council, the memhas joined the Mutual network. Edcharges, will be dealt with severely, bers of the advertiser group will
win MuUinax Is general manager of
act as Individuals and not as repthe union executives assert.
in
the outlet.
The singer who made the accusations resentatives of their respective
^
Cincinnati, Dec. 6.
WAAB, Worcester, Mass., formeragainst Bacher indicated he has no companies.
William H. Oldham left the Cros- ly located in Boston, starts operadesire for further work on the 'Over
Henri Renee, accordionist-leader
ley staff this week to report for ac- tion Sunday (13) from Its new site as
Here' program, but AFRA has served
Akron Mary Jean Schultz, for tive duty in the Naval Reserve as a Mutual and Yankee network af of various bands which recorded for
notice that the other members of
Standard (Victor's foreign label) bemore than a year with wJw, con- an ensign.
filiate.
the choral group are to have first
gan a series of programs on the Blue
ducting women's programs, will beHe
joined WLW-WSAI more than
Mrs. Dorothy Robinson, with a
chance at any of such future as
come director of women's activities three years ago as advertising pro- vast business and theatrical back- network yesterday afternoon (Tues.).
cignments on the series.
Originating from WJZ, N. Y. Renee
at WKBN, Youngstown, her home motion manager, and of late has
ground, has been appointed
Entire incident is the flrst of its
town.
airs regionally each Tuesday afterbeen director of food relations.
station supervisor and sales mankind to occur since the AFRA code
noon 3:45-4 p.m., and on the network
ager, to be assisted by Edward
became effective. However, there
Thursdays
at the same hour. He's
Crockett and Margaret Schoeffer in
have been other performer-director
the business department. Mrs. Rob- leading a WJZ studio orchestra.
K disputes, in some eases involving acBlue gave the musician the spot
tual flstflghts, which threatened
inson was a' leading woitia'n,' playing
to
because
it believes the type of music
It
opposite to Lou Tellegen and Mel<=*'a''8es being lodged with
AFRA.
vyn Douglas in stock com pan ies. he recorded for Victor (polkas, etc.)
has a large following oiiUide metroTwelve years ago she joined
Besides directing
'Over Here
as producer of radio plays, later en- politan centers, which will contrast
Saebor also handles the Camel
tering the business department as witb'the in;avysch«dal« of American
Caravan* series Friday nights
on
dance bands radio now carries.
local
commercial manager.
CBS, for the Esty agency, and has
for some months been directing
Two other Mutual affiliates,
recorded series for the Treasury.
Boston Symphony orchestra, which win Williams and, in the popular WSAP, Portsmouth, Va., and WCNC,
Elizabeth City, N. C, start operaDirectors' Meeting
has been off the air for five years, classification, the 'Spotlight Bands'
series six nights a week for Coca- tion next Tuesday (15) having been
returns Dec. 26 with an exclusive
by construction difficulCola. It also has the customary as- delayed
Colwell to Help Trim
Radio Directors Guild holds Its
series over the Blue network. Sched- sortment
ties.
of musical sustainers.
regular membership meeting Monule calls for concerts 8:19-9:15 p. m.,
The Boston Symph series calls for
day night (14) at its quarters in the
Saturdays, with Serge Koussevitzk,v 46 broadcasts a year, including the
to Cleveland Berkshire hotel, N. Y. Discussion of
doing most of the conducting. Deal regular concerts from Symphony
the organization's attitude toward
Bob Colwell. J. Walter Thompson is a two-way exclusive, tying the or- Hall, Boston, the 'Pops' concerts unGovernment war programs will be
Blue
Affiliation
T.p., left for the Coast
Thursday (3) chestra to broadcasts only on the der Arthur Fiedler in the early sumdiscussed, and t'ierwill
be an
Akron, Dec. 8.
to confer with the agency's
Holly- Blue, and the network to air no other mer and the outdoor programs from
election of new members.
Akron will have two radio stations
wood office on the format of the symphony group. Understood the the Charles River Esplanade. It's
Council meeting will precede the
Kraft Music Hall as a half-hour
Blue is getting the orchestra at a also hoped to air the orchestra's con- rather than three when WJW, local
proregular
and
membership
confab,
gram. The changeover from a 60- comparatively low price, but that the certs at the Berkshire Symphonic Mutual outlet, completes the transthere will also be an off-lhe-record
minute lap ukes effect at the end orchestra would get a share of any festival at Stockbridge, Mass., with fer of its studios to Cleveland under
talk by a Naval officer recently reThe Koussevitzky.
authority granted by Federal Comof this month.
sponsorship deal worked out.
„
turned
from
combat
c'uty.
Return of the Boston Symphony to munications
Commission.
Colwell's mission will keep him Blue is cerlorted to have several
WJW's
there about two weeks.
sponsors interested vin the series, the air follows its signing of a con- 5,000-watt transmitter, which has
which would be the only name sym- tract with the American Federation been in process of construction and
Quits
phony carried on a commercial net- of Musicians. Orchestra had been not yet used, will be moved to a new
Overall in
barred from the air because of its spot near State Route 94 and Walling
work basis.
Des .'.D nc'i. Dec. 8.
Jack Overall, Mutual salesman in
Addition of the Boston Symph failure to sign a contract with the road in Cuyahoga county.
Wayne Welch, .sale
promotion
N. Y., was commissioned a lieuten- gives the Blue an impressive musical union.
In
Cleveland, WJW, owned by and merchandising manager of staant in the Navy and reported for lineup. Network already carries the
William O'Neil, Jr., son of the head tions
KSO-KRNT. resigned last
•ervice Monday (7). He will not be Metropolitan
Marlon Gerlng claims staging cred- of the General Tire and Rubber Co., week to become awocLnled with the
Opera performances
replaced.
Saturday afternoons for Teftaco, the it for 'Her First Murder,' although will be an outlet for the Blue net- Meneough Advertising
ency here,
Formerly with NBC, Overall was 'Metropolitan Auditions 'of '-the Air* it was reported the play was redi- work, until recently serviced by in the capacity of account executive.
ttie flrst salesman for Mutual.
WHK-WCLK
program Sunday evenings for Sher- rected.
Welch joined KSO in 1935.

were extenuating circumstances

in

Month

WNYC

Oldham

BLUEiEES POLKAS AS
ANTIDOTE FOR SWING

Navy

—

'

-

-

WAAB

NowThat

sSignedfith AFM. Boston

WTAG

Symph Returning to Air

KraftllLH.to30Mnis.

tk<st 5 Years

WJW Moving
And

Net

'

Navy

Welch

KSO KRNT
:
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Thompson Agency

BADIO

Centralizes

Now

ACGYS. SE[ NO

Time-Buying Within Media DepL

To Better
The

J.

has reorganized Its time-buying cetup to the extent of making It an Integral part of the media department.

Time-buying at Thompson since 1929
has functioned Independently of the
spac^-buylng department and had
been part of the radio department
Under the new method of operation,
Linnea Nelson, head time-buyer will
come under the direct authority of
Arno Johnson, who has lust been
named director of media as well as
research.
Miss Nelson had previously reported to John U, Reber,
v.p. in charge of the radio depart*

Good Enough
8.

Even

Gratis Because of

2SG

—

Income Ceiling
Some
Cuffo Appearances AI'
ready

an organist.

Isn't the

lief that network commercial programa won't, after Jan. 1, suffer
anywhere near the drought In film

name

Thing for Kids

There had been a growing opinion
within the agency that the client's
interests would best be served if
the radio phase of the account were

Cleveland, Dec.

A

8.

of approved juvenile programs, drawn up by the evaluation
committee of the Radio Council of
Greater Cleveland, has been released
by organization president
Mrs. Walter V. Magee. The report
radio.
recommends no programs for chilSome agency men are of the dren presented on the five week
opinion that such centralization will
days, but lists the following Saturbe the accepted mode within the day shows: 'Let's Pretend,' 'Story
next few years.
Time.' 'Story Teller.' 'Little Blue
Playhouse,' 'Pan-American Holiday'
and 'God's Country.' Sunday listings
are: 'Family Hour.' 'Wings Over
Shirley Bootli,
Andre Kostelanetz and
Jordan.'
Uncle Henry's Dog Club.
Stn
Radio Council, although Including
several adult programs, failed to exGuest for
Smith plain why It disregarded such shows
as Quiz Kids, 'Band Wagon,' N. Y.
NBC
Orchestra,
Ed Gardner and Shirley Booth, Philharmonic,
leads on the 'Duffy's Tavern' pro- Cleveland Symphony and other culgram on the Blue network Tuesday tural broadcasts.
Council held round table meeting
nights for Bristol-ltlyers, will guest
Friday night (11) on the Kate Smith on 'Radio's Important Place in a
show on CBS for General Foods. World at War' in Higbee lounge
Friday (4). Industry representatives
However,
list

Gardner

Erwin WiO
Kate

they will not work together. Gardner will do a comedy were Ralph Vorden, WGAR; Hal
spot and Miss Booth will read a Metzger, WTAM; Eleanor Hansen,
monolog condensation of The Waltz,' WHK, and Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, trav-

talent as

now

generally anticipated. Agency officials feel that
there will be quite a number of top
Hollywoodites who will be inclined
to maintain at intervals a radio conis

tact with their fans, even if it means
working without conpensation. Several such non-salary cases, according to the agency men, have already
occurred, and they are confident
that many other establish^ screen
stars will go on allying themselves
with network commercials, particularly If the program's prestige and
listening
rating strikes them as
right.

WALTER CASSELL TAKING
PARKER'S SQUIBB SHOW

Army

On

cade of America'

He had been

a

of the 'Caval-

series.

member

of the ieglt

production
staff
of
USO-Camp
Shows, Inc., and before that was
director of dramatics at Princeton.

February,
ently
tions.

office
in
his
for the independclear channel staradio, he

organized

Sholis

Norrls Houghton joined the radio
B.B.D. & O. Monday (7) as

program coordinator

Washington, Dec. 8.
With Paul V. McNutt emerging as
head of the nation's entire manpower

Dee. IT
'Audition Preview, auditiontryout of legit scripts, with
Fritz Blockl directing; 3-4:30
Thursdays,
WJZ-Blue;
pjn.,

setup last week, the War Manpower
Commission radio department, under Laurence Hammond, director,
will probably be drastically expanded as planned for the last several
months. It will likely become the

'

largest

1941,

owned 1-A
Prior

had been
Hopkins

to

entering

special as.^istant to Harry
Department of
the
in

Commerce.
Shells

may be succeeded by

B. Miller, his assistant.

Allan

radio

'Cavalcade Buys

department of any
Numl>er of

bureau.

writers, directors and researchers
will be added to the staff.
Budget
for the enlarged setup will be allotted this week by the Office of

War Information.
War Manpower

radio department
has thus far been using two different
methods of getting Its messages
across. One Is through Its own pro!Trams, "The Show of Yesterday and
Today,'
Sunday afternoons and
'What's Your War Job?' Wednesday
nights, both on the Blue network. It
has also spotted messages and guests
on various network commercials.
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Current theme of the agency is that
First complete program packaged
local communities should work out
by a talent agency on the Coast has their own manpower problems on
been bought by Batten, Barton, Dur- the local front
stine tc Osbom for DuPont's 'CavalNew project of the Manpower
cade of America.' In the wrap-up Commission Involves recorded shows
are Hector Chevlgny's script. The by name commentators, for broadcast
Man Who Wouldn't Be President,' on local stations throughout th«

Agency Package
With

Producer

A

'War JoV,

May Do Own

Manpower Program

CHI

the latters' service, with the result
that those stars who elected to stay
off
the air will find themselves

faced with competition from a contingent of fresh personalities. As the

Show on

staff of

(Dec. 0-19)

Premieres

U FORUM MOVES SUN.

SPOT FOR WEST. REVUE

same Government agency.
He's
working on the new series with
Raymond Rubicam and Laurence

Hammond, of the WMC, and with
Chicago University has agreed to
CBS.
Its Sunday afternoon 'Round
Reason Collins dropped off the

move

Table' program back a half hour to
2 p.m. and Wcstlnghouse will debut
a musical program In NBC's Sabbath
2:30-3 p.m. Jan. 10.

program was difficulties in traveling from New York to the remota
orlelnatlon spots without Interfering
with his dally participation with

The cast of the '.7estInghouse ses- Kate Smith In her noon talk series
will comprise John Charles on CBS for General Foods. UnderThomas, Lyn Murray chorus, Mark stood he has made arrangements
Warnow orchestra and John Nesbitt with the food firm and Young 8c
Rubicam, agency on the account, to
pipe him Into the dally Smith shnw
from wherever he may be for tha
James Clark, former WWJ and originations of his forthcoming seW4SD, Detroit, announcer, has com- ries for the Manpower agency.
sion

pleted officers' candidate training at

Camp

The new show, like the Collins
spot on 'What's Your War Job?,' win
consist of Interviews with war plant
.

Robinson, Ark.

Sponsor Auditions, Buys and Puts

Due

Bureaus

B&A

agency sees it, a fill star, in order
Walter Cassell, Metropolitan Opera to maintain top popularity these
baritone, replaces Frank Parker on days, must keep herself or himself
by Miss Smith and Ted Collins. It's the Squibb program, starting Monday before a radio as well as a theatre
a Christmas annual for the program. (14). He and Parker will both par- audience.
Miss Smith and Collins will play the ticipate in the latter's finale of the
CelUnc Still Problem
leads in 'Master Map of America,' an series Friday (11), which will origiThere appears to be no general
original by Paul Woodbridge, for the nate at the Merchant Marine base at agreement
among top-earning radio
dramatic spot on the Jan. 1 broad- Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., where Parker artists as to the course to pursue
- will report fop duty Monday.
tast.
under the Government's $23,000 inThe series is directed by Harry
Before being added to the Metro- come ceiling.
According to the
Ackerman for the Young 8c Rubicam politan roster this fall, Cassell had American Federation of Radio Artists
agency.
been doing guest appearances on va(Continued on page 34)
rious commercial programs, his latest
having- beer. Sunday (6) on the Andre Kostelanetz show for Coca-Cola.
He will continue the present policy
of popular and semi-pop songs on the
Squibb series, which airs Monday,
Wednesday and Fridays, 8:30-8:45
Marjorie L. Spriggs now heads the p.m. on CBS.
Eleanor L. Larsen directs the proradio section of the Treasury DeNewpartment's War .'Savings Staff, re- gram for the Geyer, Cornell fit
writes the
placing Charles J Gllchrest, who re- ell agency, and Jack Lewis
continuity.
signed to take a lieutenancy in the
Grovex Laboratories, through the
Navy. She had been the section's
Seeds agency, has bought three 15chief of women's and children's pro- Clear Channel Service
minute periods on WOH, New York,
granu.
to plug its bromo-quinine and vitafor
Director
Miss Spriggs was formerly pubmin pills. The deal was set in virtulicity director of WBZ-WBZA, BosMusical show,
Washington, Dec. 8.
ally record time.
ton.
Victor Sholis, director of the Clear 'R'elody Lane,' was auditioned MonChannel Broadcasting Service, will day afternoon (30) of last week and
soon go into the Army. He was de- went on the air that night as a
night
'Cavalcade' Production ferred until Dec. 26 to wind up his regular Monday, Wednesday
Other stanza, 'Rumor Detecseries.
business affairs.

MARJORIESPRIGGSNEW
TREASURY RADIO HEAD

May

Edward Arnold as star and Z. Wayne
The agency execs admit that the Griffin, radio head of the Berg and country. Kate Smith, Gabriel Heatno-pay instances to date have ap- Allenberg agency, as producer. Grif- ter, Edwin C. Hill and Lowell
Thomas are among those already
plied only to stars who had already fin
produced several 'Cavalcade'
committed their services for a broad- broadcasts here when he was with making recordings urging women not
normally employed to take jobs in
cast, and found later on that their BBD&O.
war plants.
earnings for the current year would
agency will continue to wrap
exceed those for Use period of 1941'. up other shows with talent drawn
The salary ceiling which went into from its list.
second show for Dueffect last month made this stop or- Pont, Involvlnt; Alan Ladd, is now In Collins, Off
der effective as of Oct. 3. The regu- negotiation.
lation limiting net income to $25,Griffin Is proceeding on the theory
15-Min.
000 takes effect Jan. 1.
that agency productive power has
These agency Impresarios contend been hard hit by the draft and enthat regardless of the policies as- listments, and package programs parsumed by some studios toward radio, tially solve that problem, with prothe average film name will continue ducer end writer Included in the
Ted Collins has withdrawn from
to recognize the advantage of an oc- deal.
the 'What's Your War Job?' procasional air link.
gram Wednesday nights on the Blua
If not, it win be okay with the
for the War Manpower* Commission,
agencies. They will find new people
and will probably do his own weekto take the place of current stars,
ly 15-mlnute show on CBS for the

eling representative of the National and when the newcomers reach a
a Dorothy Parker sketch.
Miss
certain point in national prominence
Booth plays the lead in the original Assn. of Broadcasters.
the film studios will start bidding for
company of 'My Sister Eileen,' at the

Hitz theatre, N. Y.
Stuart Erwin will be the guest on
the Kate Smith program Dec. 18.
playing the lead in The Sound of
Your Voice,' an original fantasy by
Robert Presnell. For the Dec. 25
broadcast of the series, Charles Tazewell's 'The Small One' will be read

All Govt.

Government

The radio heads of several major
advertising agencies harbor the be-

Right

Manpower

Radio Dept.

sustaining.

NEW FACES THREAT
Perhaps Symph

The question of centralizing all
media had been under consideration
by Thompson officials for some time.

And

sional Radio Contact,

WMCs

Is

Be Tops of

Figure Film Names Will
Maintain at Least Occa
If

Buffalo, Dec.

Early this month WEBR purchased an organ, but it hasn't
been heard on the air yet.
Reason: Station has never had

ment

dovetailed with the account's other
media operations, and the latter
placed In a position where they could
profit from the wealth of merchandising angles and viewpoints gained
In the use of the newest medium,

Czar,

Service Its Clients

Walter Thompson agency

That McNutt

2T

Air All In

workers.
Meanwhile Hammond Is
subbing as remote Interviewer (or
'What's Your War Job?.' with Mllo
Boulton and Woody Herman's orchestra doing the portion originating in New York.

One Day
Wanted: a March King

Jon Duffy With Marines

Chicago.
Editor, 'Variety':

As Combat Correspondect

Even with radio as an instantaneous star maker there is no military
band or orchestra, after a year at
war, to build a 'name' comparable
to Sousa's In the last war.
How about airing the best, and
polling for the winners?
Horace Kinsey.

San Francisco, Dec. 8.
Jon Duffy, shortwave producer
and news announcer at KWID, San
Francisco, left yesterday (Monday)
to join the Marines as a combat war
correspondent. He has been broadtive,' started Sunday afternoon (6).
Cast of 'Melody Lane' includes casting to Australia and the Far East
Corning's
Plug
Jerry Wayne, Pauline Alpert and for the last five months.
Before Joining KWID, Duffy was
Louise Wilcher, with Bruce Elliott,
Corning Glass Works is going on •
or the WOR staff, directing. 'Rumor as.sistant manager and program di- 12-day campaign of transcribed anDetective' is written and spieled by rector of WNOE, Mutual outlet in nouncements to plug Its Christmas
Troman Harper, with Joe Ripley as New Orleans, and previously was tree ornaments. Starting data of tha
WSMB, New Orleans, and schedule Is Dee. 13.
announcer.
All three :>tanzas are with
B.B.D. Sc O. Is the agency.
WCPO, Cincinnati.
heard locally only.

Xmas

Nazis Frequent Warnings Vs. 'Lies

Proves U.

Wednesday, December

UBIETY

RADIO

28

S.

DX

Through

Is Getting

RCA

Washington, Dec.

Radio Corp. of America directorate
week declared an additional 20c.

last

its

common

shares.

Company has

United Press,
joins the Blue network soon as slafi
commentator. Harkness had a regu-

While
already paid 20c. this year.
not payable until Jan. 27 in 1943, it
is applicable only to stockhodlers on
record at the close of business on
next Dec. 18.
RCA also declared the usual 87';je.
on the flrst preferred and $1.25 on
the 'B' preferred, both covering the
period from Oct. 1 to Dec. 31. Both
of these divvys are payable on next
Jan. 1 to stockholders on record Dec.

National Press Club.

by David Sarnoff, president of

Dick Harkness Joins

8.

American shortwave broadcasts

CBS News

to

.Axis-occupied Europe and Asia are
getVtVg through and are being heard
by the peoples there. Robert E. Sherwood, director of overseas opernlions
of the Office of War Information,

Votes Additional

20c Diyyy on Conunon

on

Staff in D.C.

Washington, Dec. 8.
Richard L. Harkness, for .several

9,

1942

BACK TO PRISON
KIW,

Phllly,

Air

io

Intltutlen

lor tth

Xmaa Froirama

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.
will broadcast two programs
Christmas from local prisons-

KYW
this

Mutual s 910G

Tear

Gross in Oct.

eighth year that the local NBC-Red
outlet has carried these shows.

The

feature

broadcasts

5%

Off 1941

inmate

talent with a plea for funds for the

Welfare Society voiced by
Money
Judge Harry S. McDevitt.

The Mutual Network last month
$910,167 from time sales.
3% from
the tally, $957,935, which prevailed
Question most frequently asltcd
for November, 1941.
psychological
WAIR added two
Charlotte, N.
about this country's
lar early morning spot on WMAL 14.
The network, however, is ahead by
warfare is whether there can be any and has been featured on Sunday
announcers, Larry Patrick and
Election of George K. Throckmor- new
the first 11 months of the
certainty that the people abroad are night war interpretation program on
Lister. Jack Lowe left to assume 39% on
ton, chairman of the RCA Manufac- Jim
hearing the news broadcasts. Play- the web.
key station of year. The accumulative total for
turing Co. executive committee, to duties with WWDC,
that
wright propagandist points out
Coast Network, In 1942 is $8,775,305, as compared to
He's chairman of the board of the the directorate also w-as announced the Atlantic

made known Monday

(7).

years member of ihe Philadelphia
Inquirer bureau and formerly White

House

no polls of opinion can be taken in
the enemy-occupied coimtries.
"We get the answer from our enemies themselves," Sherwood stated,
'from their increasing admonitions to
their own people to stop believing
the lies that are told them by American and British and Russian and ChiOur enemies
nese propagandists.
wouldn't be denying these 'lies' if
their peoples in ever-increasing numbers had not heard or read them.

Distribution of American news in
is being made possible by the
greater access to the vast facilities of
the British Broadcasting Co., according to Sherwood. 'Several times each
day the people of Europe can hear
the voice of American rebroadcast by
the powerful battery of BBC transmitters, long wave as well as short
wave,' he stated.
Word is being gotten into occupied
coimtries by other jneans, too. Sherwood cited the 'friendly and valuable
cooperation with the Royal Air
Force.' Within a month after Pearl
Harbor, he said, the RAF was dropping millions of American leaflets
which gave the text of President
Roosevelt's first wartime report on
the state of the nation.
This means of communication also
was used simultaneously with President Roosevelt's address to the
French people, which was broadcast
from more than 50 transmitters on
both sides of the Atlantic to herald
arrival of an American Expeditionary Force in North Africa.

Europe

Power

of

Words

'Words can bolster the morale of
our friends overseas, and thus increase

their

po^vers

of

resistance,'

Sherwood

stated.
'Words can di;
rupt the morale of our enemies, and
thus decrease their powers of resis

ance.'

Most remarkable achievement

in

psychological warfare, according to
Sherwood, was that of the British in
1940-1941. Their confidence in meet
Ing the enemy, the words they hurled
into Europe, 'confounded the allconquering Nazis and sowed in their
people the flrst seeds of doubt of
their invincibility.'
"Delivery of such

great words to
the peoples who must hear them has
been the job of the various psychological warfare agencies of the United Nations,' the overseas operations'
director

asserted.

'We have been

sending the word over there by ra
dio. by press services, by pamphlets
leaflets, posters, movies and even b;
word of mouth, which travels withmysterious speed and effectiveness

and penetrates the

t-

stoutest walls of
censorship and suppression that the
Nazis, the Fascists or the fanatical
militarists of Tokyo can build about
their own and coiMiuecsd peoples,

FORD OF MEXICO

IS

STILL BROADCASTING
Mexico

Though

it

Cily, Dec.

admits in

its

8.

publicity

its business in Mexico has about
gone the way it has in the U. S.. the
Ford Motor Co. of Mexico is maintaining interest in its trademark by
a semi-weekly half-hour presenta-

that

XEQ

tion at local station
of 'The Alof Melodies.'
's rendition of songs and
music
his

bum

by warbler Guss Moreno and
erchestra.

Sales Mgr. Navy-Bound
Rochester, N. Y.. Dec. 8.
C. Wheeler, sales jnanWHEC, has enlisted in the
as a reserve lieutenant and is

LcMoine
eger of

Navy

awaiting call to duty. During his
absence his father, station v. p. Clarence Wheeler, and general manager
Gunnar Wiig will handle his chores.
Ford Cowing, former WHEC announcer now in the Army, is stationed at induction centre here.

legman

for

RCA

Prison

received

goes

to

families

of

pris-

grossed

This represents a drop of

oners.

C—

Washington.

$6,352,457 for the like period of '41.
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Too Hot for

RADIO

OK

Daily,

From Radio

to Modiste's,
All Because of a Wife

for Radio

Buffalo,

Dec.

8.

Floyd Keesee has resigned as
sports announcer of WBNY here to
open a dress shop in Providence, R.

Boston, Dec, 8.
Joe Dinneen, Boston Globe columnist, wrote a factual account of
the Are hazards existing in local niteries that could repeat the Cocoanut

He expects to l>e called for
duty, so he's getting the shop set for
his wife to take over, if and when.

Army

I.

his newspaper termed it too hot to print. So Dinneen delivered it on his daily broadcast over WORL.
Nightclub operators mentioned over the air threatened recourse
their outbursts were suddenly stilled when
courts,
but
through the
the building department inspectors closed everyone of them until alterations were made.

Grove holocaust, but

Keesee started a few years back
on WMBO, Auburn, N. Y., where his
father, Frederick L.,
ager.

is

man-

station

Arthur Perles Moyes

29

Up

Arthur Perles, formerly in charge
of CBS shortwave publicity, has
been appointed assistant publicity
director
of
the
network,
under
George Crandall, director.
Before becoming press contact for
the shortwave department, Perles
was publicity copy editor for the
network and previous to that was a
newspaper man.

Compton Would Give Free

Hand

to Couple of Scrip*

Experimental
Departure

ters for

Purposes

—

From Package Program
Policy

TIRED OF A.K. IDEAS
The Compton agency, which handles

daytime
Gamble,

several

Procter

&

around for

a

couple

for

serials

scouting

is

writers

with

fresh points of view on daytime radio dramatization

Ifs right in his lap
1

he subject of the photograph

is

He isvthe Average American.
A very ««-average person he
even— but he runs

that his responsibilities

laboration

is.

He and his wife and kids (in the service or
He works for somebody or other— maybe

the country. Increasingly

and those of

it

becomes apparent

to

him

by our national

his kids are not limited

He runs the country.^
What

is

perhaps more urgent

that

is

HE RUNS YOU.
He

He's" got the major problems of the world squarely in his lap.
that

if

realizes

he doesn't tackle and solve them he will have to take orders from who-

ever tackles and solves them

He

first.

He
day.

relies

on radio, enormously and increasingly, for the

on which he bases

his

facts

He and his family listen

judgments.

and impres-

some

from the

gets

air.

But out of

his

5 hours

a:

weighing, accepting and

rejecting of everything he hoars, he forms an opinion, and acts on
called -public opinion. Radio public opinion

is

3

His personal opinion— no matter what the
will decide

what happens

to the

USA

1

it.

This

to

is

in the factory, the military field,

In the

long run he

is

just.

He

is

air.

grateful for a

tried friends.

He's worth taking up your case with. In
28 million homes he and hie family listen
to

CBS. After

all, he's

your

boss.

is

to

recruit

measure lo.st its effectiveness in daytime radio because of the fullfilment
accorded listeners on that score by
the war, and that the times call for
a newer orientation of emotional
concepts.

CRAWFORD RENEWS ON

WMCA FOR 4TH

YR.

and the

He is"open
good time,

Ciolhes

renewed

its

schedule with WMCA. N. Y., for 52
weeks non-cancellable. Sponsor has
over nine houn a week on the station,
spread over everything but
spot announcements, and has been
a steady user of
time for

WMCA

bountiful in his generosity, scornful of fraud

—and loyal to

idea

absolute beginners who have no preconceived notions and to give them
full swing.
From such newcomers
might come a product that recognizes that the theme of all-out emotional frustration has in no small

Crawford

not to be trifled with, nor deceived— especially on the

argument", and

from one program package producing firm to another and (unction
merely as assembly-line workers on
pat program patterns, and (3) writers whom the parade passed by long

and the kings may say-

home.

He

the realization that few new writers have cracked the daytime serial
Seld in recent years.
Clients and
agencies have consequently had to
lean on the same old coterie. These
fall into three groups: (1) writers
who have carved out a reputation
and keep in the same groove year
after year; (2) writers who swing

is

million families strong.

captains

What prompted the agency to
adopt the experimental project was

The Compton

He is cagey as a fox about believing— or disbelieving— the information, argu-

ment and emotion he

offi-

stations, or given a try out with a
live cast on some regional network.

ago.

He is (/linking very hard these days.

doesn't like to sound off an opinion without plenty of facts to fortify

his instincts.

sions

impresses Compton

cials as having possibilities, it will
be recorded and tested on various

boundaries.

Yes.

in-

developed from such an inside col-

named John.

not) are 'what makes America go'.
himself,

who would be

terested in doing some experimental
work. The policy represents quite
an innovation for this agency, since
it has heretofore confined its daytime serial operation to package
programs bought on the outside.
The writers brought in would be
given a free hand as far as plotting
story and character forms, and they
would, of course, receive the editorial aid and guidance of Compton
If a script
production executives.

BS

three years.
Half of Crawford's schedule conof news, with the balance including variety, record, quiz and
sports shows, all in quarter or halfsists

hour blocks.

MacDonald New NBC

V.P.

John H. MacDonald, financial officer of NBC, was last week elected
v.p.
MacDonald came into NBC
in
1932 through Tradeways, Inc,
which was doing a research and reorganization job for the network at
the time.

After the Tradeway as.-ignment
been completed, MacDonald
NBC budget officer,
the
served as business manager of the
recording division.
He worked on
the various problems arising from
the. separation of the Red and Blue
networks.

had

became

80
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AFRA, Networks Agree on 10% Raise
In Sustaining Fees:

Monf

1

Churches Protest

WLB s OK Certain

For Religious Program

city,

Demand for gratis admission to broadcast studios generally exceeds
the seats available, but that was In reverse early last week. Around
11 p. m. a guard In the rotunda of the RCA Building In Radio
City solicited persons to sit in on the varlotu NBC programs about to
starL He supplied the names of those in the shows.
Reason for the stunt was not clear, but the general effect of the
Boston holocaust may have kept many people away from places of
assemblage. A dinner party from the Rainbow Room, which la atop
the RCA Building, thought it was a gag. A showman in the group
questioned the guard and then jokingly said he preferred going to

passed

CBS, 'where

Montreal, Dec.

Blanket Increase of 10% In

all

sus-

taining fees for actors, singers

and

announcers has been tentatively
agreed upon by the American Federation of Radio Artists and the four
major networks. Boost is subject to
approval by the War Labor Board,
but that is expected without difficulty, since It is covered in a cost-

whether the boost
non-staff

artists

will also apply to

working

at'

more

Tough Giveaways Last Week

Commercial Repbcement

8.

for the restoration to the
churches of the Sunday evening
cf
hour, 7 to 8, pn station

Demand

CBM

than scale, but hired for single or the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
per-program engagements. That will has the official backing of all
have to be settled at further negotia- Protestant denominations in this
tions.

The upward revision of the sustaining code was worked out after
several weeks of confabs. Opening
of the existing contract, which expires Nov. 1, 1943, was permitted
of-living index clause in the existing under
scale-of-living
clause.
the
contract.
Under a similar clause in the comNumber of minor complications in mercial contract, AFRA is slated to
the deal remain to be worked out. start negotiations about Jan. 15 with
One is to keep the revised rates in agencies for an upward revision of
even amounts. For instarice, where the commercial code. Sustaining inthe existing fee is $19, the 10% in- crease is effective next Tuesday (15),
crease would bring It to $20.90, in- but is conditional on the prospective
volving considerable added book- rise in the network commercial scale.
keeping for the networks. In all
such cases, some method is to be devised for setting the revised fee at
Ashley
an even amount. There are a number of other such minor wrinkles to
t>e eliminated before actual signing
With Wilson Tuttle slated for the
of the agreement.
Army Air Force, the A. Si S. Lyons

With Lyons

General raise of scales applies not agency has brought Arthur Ashley
only to performers receiving AFRA in as a vice-president in charge of
mlnimums, but also to atafl artists radio In Its New York office. Ashley
already getting more than scale. most recently has been operating his
However, surti Increases will be own production Arm.
Tuttle has applied for a berth with
based on 10% of scale, not 10% of
There the Air Force Reserve and is awaitthe artist's al>ove-scaIa fee.
now appears to be some uncertainty ing word on the results of his exaips.

IT'S

In a resolution
It was stated
at a meeting of the exec
utive committee of the Diocese of
Montreal, Thursday (3), and forwarded to the governors of the
CBC. (Time is currently filled by

Jack Benny,
partment of
7:30

to

8

to

T

7:30,

Finance

and by De-

Show from

coffee

served.'

is

NBC Continuing Tarade of Stars

Bally

p.m.).

The resolution reminds the management of the CBC that the church
services, broadcast from Montreal
for a period of over 15 years, have
filled a very pressing need and that
there have been strong protests
from many people concerning the
dropping of the evening services in
favor of commercial programs.

Renew 2 on MBS

Following Success With 125 Affiliates
Convinced of the success of the
as attested by reports received from the network's 125 afstations, NBC is arranging
for a continuation of Its 'Fall Parade
of Stars' promotion campaign. The
extension will be billed ai the 'New
Year's Parade of Stars.'
NBC will again distribute among
its stations an elaborate portfolio
of recordings made by ad agencies
for local plugging of their comics,
stunt,

filiated

Pharmco has renewed for Its
T)ouble or Nothing* quiz on the Mutual network for another 12 weeks,
commentators.
singers, bands and
effective Dec. 25.
Another Mutual renewal of the The second campaign will likewise
past week Is Conte's 'Background to make use of car cards, merchanwindow displays,
dising catalogs,
the News.'
mats, newspaper ads, press notices,
photos, continuities and spot announcements.
The reports at hand on the fall
campaign show the aggregate cir-

A FACT

of

culation

Staff of

4,552

wiudow

3.965 counter cards, -48 billboard displays, 1,760 car and bus cards, 1.737
window displays, 1,377 lobby decoranewspaper advertisetions, 2,057

ments, 52 roto spreads, 2,646 press
notices,
661
newspaper feature
spreads and 52 tablecard placements
In hotels and restaurants.
The reports also disclosed many Instances
of exceptional local cooperation. In
Richmond, Va,, the mayor teed off
the week's series of 'Parade' features with a mike talk about the
fine radio shows scheduled for the
-

coming months.

"
"'

'"

Ti

^

\'

y

i

]

\

posters.

CE/s Two

Shortwavers Divided

Between WGY and Govt
The

Schenectady, N. Y., Dec. 8.
program personnel of

entire

General

Electrlc's

powerful

short-

WGEO

and WGEA, leased
wavers,
by the Government Nov. 1, has been
placed either in other GE departments or In the Government service.
John R, Sheehan, former program
head. Is now assistant to F. P. Nelson, manager of the Bronze network
linking the nation's shortwave outlets. Sheehan supervlzes the scheduling and transmission of programs in
many language.s to Europe, Asia,
Australia and Africa.
Four other ex-stafTers are also
working in the New York offices of
the Office of War Information. Edward Beck, who was French language announcer, is currently writing

and announcing French programs:
John Goorin, Portuguese announcer,
editing news programs beamed to
Brazil: Konstanty Plater is announcing programs for Polish listeners In
AfrJcaj). war
Ihi .European aDd
areas; Claygon Going, English language announcer. Is on the OWI
news desk.
Two erstwhile GE shortwave em-

Says JOHN McDOLE:

(Sun Ray Cleaner*)
"We have opened as many
new acooonts in

as forty-five

one week ... as inany at ten
calls directly following oar
participation on yonr pro-

gram."
L'alns

Helen Wa(t» Srhnltwr,

KSO

L"-,

Says

(Tone^t Coffee)

..

advertisers

used radio, used

who had

WOR

never

in 1942!t

veteran
Vincent Tovar,
Spanish broadcaster, and Luis Gonzaga, Portuguese miker, are connected with the N. Y. office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Tovar Is news consultant and
writer of special programs for South
American dialers. Gonzaga is handployees.

ling

75

advertisers

radiOf in

used

programs

for

Brazilian

New

who had used

York or ekewhere,

WOR for the first time in

WOR

,

momentum right from the start
Coffee its greatest

with the

first

,^

week's broad-

*

'

cast."

I'slns

News, KB>'T

Says W. H. BISHOP:

audi-

WGEO-WGEA

other
former
staff people In posithe

"This may sound inrprising—but in the 13 weeks we

tions at the Schenectady plant. Ellis
Barrett, who was Sheehan's assistant,

have been on the air, our
sales on this item have in-

GE

creased over

and Gertrude Devan, Portugese announcer, are working in the
publicity department; Ed Barry
and Jarvis B. Rice, English language
announcers, moved over to WGY;
Dorothy Johnson, Sheehan's secretary, Is In the
control room,
learning operation and working on
scheduling and traffic assignments;
Florence Lovell, also formerly in
Sheehan's office, Is in the GE office service department.
The OWI has two-thirds of the
air time of all shortwavers, while
the CIAA has the remaining third.
GE retains title to the two big air
voices and its engineers continue
to operate them.

New Texas

Co-op Show

600%,"
ITfitns

Ncwi,

KSO

Nothlnf laccecdi Uli« gooccw, aad tbe
•ncceM of KSO-KRNT In mUIhc honld
b« eoniUlercd when borlna nHll* time
In

Iowa-

BASif CLiir

KSO

KRN

at 1440 Broadway,
in

New

York

A new

Austin, Texas, Dec. 8.
cooperative program

of

the mutual broadcasting system

is

KNOW

being aired over
half-hour Monday

Member

*
*

(Mrs. Clark^B Dreating)
placed

WGY

1942!

.

"The news program really
gave Tone's Pressure Pack

ence.':.

GE

TONE:

E.

J.

here for a
through Friday

iitled .'Minute .Jflen of Austin.!

A«flllt(<< wltd llM

h'roa'dcwia • contatiC Jkj jufoutcs of
music, drama and war news.
-

!

nr<|tilir

R«»i*ssnt«d

Dm

MtlMi

tad TrItuM

The K^^c Agency
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9,
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f^ibdiEfr

SI

AUSSIES PURIFY SUNDAY AIR
A

/

MEX STATIONS MUST

Jerry Sears Replacing

TONING DOWN

Don Bryan

RAOIO BLURBS

WMCA

at

FILE INVENTORIES

Mexico City, Dec. 8.
All radio stations in Mexico have
been given until Dec. 15 by the
Ministry of Communications and
Public Works, ruler of air affairs in
Replaces Don Bryan.
this country, to register the amount
and nature of their apparatus and
receive a special permit for their
Kesten Resting
This, the ministry exfunctioning.
wartime protective
plains,
is
a
Paul Kesten, CBS v.p. and gen- measure.
eral manager, has gone oft for a
Stations that fail to register by
vacation of three weeks.
the deadline will be regarded as

WCAU,

PhOly. Buys 8-Story Buflding

To House

Jerry Sears, currently house conductor at NBC, shifts to
on
Dec. 27 as musical director of the

WMCA

Its Television

After

War

station.

No Mention Permitted on

Sabbath

Laxatives,

of

Body Odor, Liquor Brands
or Patent Medicine Cures

LIMIT LENGTH,

TOO

The boss, William S. Faley, noticed
that Kesten looked work-worn and
he urged the g.m. to take a re.st .'m-

mediately.
Sydney, Dec. 8.
Australian Government has called
on the commercial stations to put a
silk hat and cutaway on their Sabbath Day programs. The new ukase
intelIs for a more cultural and
lectual atmosphere and a sharp toning down on the type and urgency of

clandestine and their apparatus and
other equipment will be subject to
confiscation hv ihe governnnent, the
ministry warns.

Philadelphia, Dec. 8.
is completely filled by standard and
The WCAU Broadcasting Company F-M broadcasting facilities.
week purchased an eight-story
The Perry Building, built in 1904,
— ihe Perry Building at was one of the city's early 'sky16th and Chestnut streets, in the scrapers.' The property is assessed at
heart of the city.
The price an- $1,029,600.
nounced was $505,000.

last

—

building

WCAU

plans

to

house

its

tele-

St. Louis— Lloyd Clay, continuity
director for KMOX, has joined FBI
in Washington. His departure makei
space is needed by
because eighth exec of this CBS outlet to
its present building, situated nearby. join the war.

vision facilities there after the war.
Until then the present tenants will
not be disturbed.
The additional

WCAU

sales copy.

Beginning with Jan. 3, these stamost of all on Sunday must cut
out all mention of laxatives, liquor
brands, the b.o. angles in soap appeal and the effect of medicinals on
the human body. The new rules for
Sunday also apply to the running
time of announcements. They are to
be limited to 150 words per quarter
hour.
Senator Ashley, who heads up
radio for the Government, has suggested that a portion of the Sabbath
be devoted by the commercial stations to lofty and uplifting programs. As it is, listeners have been
complaining about the super-lofty
air surrounding the Sunday schedules of the Government-operated
non-advertising stations and giving
preference to the much brighter
fare offered by the commercial outWith a wartime economy and
lets.
mode of life imposing enough restraints of thei. own, listeners can't
understand why the Government
should go out of its way to augment
the blue outlook of a Sunday.
tions

BBC

live
its

now

in

a now world of action. As Amorico strippod tho fabric of poacotimo living

poople to preparo for bitter war, there were those

who

symbol of more care-free days, could have no important port

OpposishPolideal Party
Claims

Wo

from

Restricts

know

not so

this is

Sale of Network Time

^

felt

that advertising, as a

in winning, that

war.

Now we

For in the months since Pearl Harbor the words of our radio and the

pages of our press have shown our real and stubborn strength. Competitive American enterMontreal.

Dec.

8.

chairof the Conservative party, the
opposition in the Federal
official

Gordon Graydon, national

man

Ottawa, last week critihe terms refusal of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to sell
network time to the National Conservation' convention committee;
'Recent point-blank refusal of the

House
cized

prise, itself

made

fighting for

its

at

what

Board of Governors and the new
general manager of the CBC to permit the National Conservation convention committee to purchase a
half-hour period of time over the
national network has all the signs of
the opening round in a major fight
for the right of democratic freedom
of speech over the air in Canada,' the
The Conservative
BUtement said.
party opens its convention at Winnipeg tomorrow (Wed) and will there
pick a leader and lay down its prin-

and political aims.
Rev. Dr. James S. Thomson, new
general manager, offered the
newly-elected choice of the convention time on a sustaining basis at a
date subsequent to the convention.

stronger

very

way

by the means which give

of

life

. . .

hurls

its

it

voice,

fans-^e^ury of a free people

own shout of defiance at our enemies

believe t that no p^wer en eorth con bring -us to our kriees save
history

may

well record tomorrow that Freeclom's battle finally

enemies before a single bomb was dropped—the indomitable
spired

by the

politically

-a spirit

was won on a

will to

new book

fusf off

Its

on advertising

in total

ment

And

officials.

WLW

war— ten

the press— presents significant observations

by important business executives, three by govern-

A

copy of "Shout of Defiance" will be mailed on request.

Radio Buyers

St. L.

St.

Louis, Dec.

8.

The Columbia Brewing Co. is currently bankrolling 'The Shady Valley Folks,' a hillbilly ensemble origand piped to 128
inating at
stations on the Mutual net.

KWK

The
Asti,

Swiss Colony Wines,
sponsoring Today In
twice-weekly historical
at KSD. Record-

Italian
Cal.,

History,'

a

is

program originating
ed music
program.

Noxema

is

included

in

the 15 mins.

bankrolling the 'Quiz
in which contestants
from St. Louis and Kansas City compete for the cash awards.
Quiz is
conducted simultaneously with John
Jacobs handling the
end and
William Shipley at KMBC. Current
ontract runs for 26 weeks.
of

Two

is

Cities'

KMOX

:

WLW

in-

radio and press»

the comments of dealers on wartime advertising, surveyed in the

coverage area.

we

And

front lost to our

ciples

CBC

This

win of a free people

untrammelled, economically independent voice of

"Shout of Defiance"— a

^

of -ilefeat.

MJUilO

•I

»*

REYIEWB
•THREE-THIRDS OF THE NEWS'
Bankare, John Gvnther, Robert
John; director, Blayno Botcher

St.

:

************************

1» Hins.

ANDREW JEBOENB

CO.
Ikarante stuck his schnoz

Jimmy

m.

WJZ-BIue, New York
(Lennen ft 4f<tchell)
Jergens rushed In the BaukageJohn Gunther-Robert St. John combination Sunday (6) as a replacement for Walter Winchell while he
If the
is on a Government mission.
account hopes to keep even a goodly

Caravan' Friday
nlgbt (4) on CBS and stirred up a
pretty full potion of laughs. Schnozzola was given a good script and
from there on his delivery counted
into

'Camel

the

FBOH

EVIL'
Agaes Hoor»
head, WaNer Abel^ Jeaa HerahoU,
ay Colllnii eondootor, Bobert
Aimbrastef t writers, Geeife Faolkner, Bernard O. SchoeBfeid; diree-

With DenaM

FoUow-op Comment

Now*
Siuidar> 9 p.

Wedne«day» December
'OBLIVBR V»

>

tor.

Crisp,

Cat Kohl.

that

of

high

listening

rating

up by Winchell, it will have to
lots of reshuffling with this pinchin the
hitter. Each of the three

KEEP AHEAD
With

mmmm
Every Friday
7:30^ P.M.

WOR

SniHlay, 6:30 p. m.

Click of
on' series,

(Seeds)

.

.

.

.

.

—

Also Thanks to

HARRY MAYER
HARRY ANGER
FOR REPEAT
ENGAGEMENTS

.

EARLE THEATRE, Wash.
and

RAPPAPORT
LARRY GOLDE
MICKEY ALDRICH
FOR REPEAT
ENGAGEMENTS
HIPPODROME THEATRE
IZZY

NBC

FEW PRESS NOTICES

A

them with

,'ella

with

ro:iiuiT<1

Ed

He

.was
W>*nn*s musical on

distinction.

iir<i;uiuay Inal season.

WOULD TBLBORAM,

—

down yonder

V\'fiy

N. T.

In

New

Orleans
born Is

—

whore the blues were
where Jerry Cooper, singing star halls
from.

The handsome

baritone,

whose

voice sioros nightly at the Broadway biHtro and whose success spread
meieoilc throughout the show world
In the past few years, was practically
i'iiIkocI
with the sound of the blues
iti

liiK

eiirt.

MI.X.MI

HERALD

Hollywood

and his last major stage engagement was aa tb*
load In Ed Wynn'* 'Boys and Olrla
logetber.' which recently closed in
.Now York after a 39-week run.
Cooper Is a handsome, six-foot
Hotel,*

Juvenile with a wealth of experience
as the starring attraction In many of
Ills country's Teadlng nigbt olubi and
ihsotrcs.
HIS engagement at the
Koynl Palms will be limited, doe to
prior
commitments In Hollywood,
where lie Is scheduled to aUrt work
on a new picture In April

was presented

as a comedydramatic fantasy and, as such things
go, was tK>th amusing and Instrucit

tive.

Tabbed 'Frankly Mr. Feebish,' the
yarn told of the capture, trial and
conviction of the little imp (those
Gremlins again) who devotes his life
to getting into radio sets and putting them on the blink. Having successfully tied a can on Feebish, the
radio repair man, Pete Parsons, delivered a lecture to the 'Jurors' on
what to do and not to do for best
results and longest service from sets.
Program was brightly written by
Neal Hopkins, had a musical score
by Tom Bennett, chorus and orchestra

His last picture role appearance of
Importance was with Dick Powell In

As a move in that dibroadcast a program
explaining the im-

(4)

caring for receivers
properly, and methods of doing so.
As a straight spiel on such a topic
would probably be a sura tunerouter,

IB Jerry
Cooper, a
lype of baritone whoao ballads are
fctchlDK as hie personality.
He
runs tlic tfiimut of the surefires but

.

.

.

.

Friday night
portance of

VAKIKTV, X. Y.
Now topllner

.

.

sets in order.
rection,

Baltimore

.

.

Documentary

source.

Deliver Us From Evil' was a play
projected In narration style: Donald

30 Mlns.
SastalBliig

Tuesday, 10 p.m.

WABC-CBS, New York
CBS last Tuesday (1) resumed

for

broadcasts Norman Corwin's
'An American in England' series,
with New York the originating point
this time, and the 30-minute event
was anything but warmed-over anfive

ecdote.
It was a scintillating amalc
I
of foreign reporting, phllosophical observation and political

understanding.

Corwin's comments

on the current

life of a community
in East Anglia, through the narrator-role of Joseph Julian and a
sprinkling of actors in native lingual
bits, were richly dressed in human
interest and barbed with disillusioned retrospection, but the script
scored its deepest affect on the listeners' sensibilities during the last

deftly directed by Lester Vail.
Joe Curtin was narrator, Chester
Stratton was properly direct as the
repair man, and Junius Matthews
gave Feebish a faintly feline sug-

Alvin
Betty

as individual acton, not In the
capacity
of
their
nltery-vaude
troupe, The Revuers,
Hobe

'TRUE STORT THEATRE OF THE

Nornun

after-the-war consciousness

of

•

and if it looks s though a new
brand of reaction might set In. then
we have just been wasting our time.'
Listeners to this program must have
recalled this statement and felt the
poignant contrast when, a couple
days later, W. P. Witherow, presi-

Hottentot, or a TVA on the Danube,
or for governmental handouts of free
Utopia,"
Odec.

HOWARD CLOTHES
Wednesday,

8:30 p.m.

(Red/Ield-JofiTistone)

Howard Clothes, which formerly
^onsored 'Bulldog Drummond' on

WOR

and a small Mutual hookup,

now

bankrolling

another

is

meller

aeries, 'True Story Iteatee of the
Air,' on a similar n«i
In this case

Broadway

Telt.

City

COIumbua B-IBW-'tTW

head why her son had perished in
a raid on the Rhine. At times the
writing was brilliant, as when one
victim said, 'We did not die quickly
in a great burning moment.
We
were slowly murdered.' On other
occasions the script was way off for
a big league effort— notably in the
weak dialog given the priest character,><^ith what he had to say made
even worse by over-acting.
The
murder of Lidice was written In the
style of cheap melodramatics; that
was rare baloney about Hangman
Heydrich and the violets.
One of the program's best features was the musical score, with no
air credit expressed for that fine

—

Robert Armbrustcr

Grove's bromo • quinine pills
'with an endless hitch-hike plug for

for

B-Complcx vitamins).
of

War

the prpgrams ara adapted from
•True Story' mag yam«, with Henry
Hull as star and m.o. On the basis
of last Wednesday night'a (2) broadcast, Howard apparently believes its
customers are mora biterested in
what thoy wear than what they
hear.

Chapter caught waa oalled 'Forever in Love With You/ a teethorltter about how • baby'a death
twlstad Its mother'* emotional life
Into knotf,
There were several
points glaringly unexplained or un-

convincingly

motivated,
and the
sappy happy ending was obvious
from far off.
In other words, a
standard True Story mag yarn not
improved via the air.
Henry Hull was acceptable as m.c,
and, not surprisingly, just a trifle
brisk as the worried hubby. Betty

Furness

did reasonably well
the unrewarding part of the

whh
emo-

tionally warped wife.
Only other
part in the script was a squaUlDg
infant.
Intro
slogan,
Truth

u

stranger than fiction,' was Intoned
through a filter, arid the organ cues
leaned toward super-meller stuff.
There's some transparently canned
studio 'applause.' Hon;ar<jl commercial

copy was commonplace.
Hobe.

The

Office

Information, the Army. Navy

are supplying material for the show.
Potentially it's a passable program.
In general structure it's much like
'Secret Weapon.' Various rumors are
cited by Joe Ripley, with Troman
Harper knocking each one on the
head, sometimes via dramatized bits.
As heard Sunday (6), the principal
drawback was Harper's over-emphatic rebuttal.

more

would have been
he had used

It

impressive

if

less
insistent manner
of
letting his overwhelming
facts tell their own story.
At the clcse Harper offers several
'true rumors' favorable to the U. S.

quieter,

speaking,

Hobe.

cause.

OVER HERE'
With Ronald Colman, Jano Froman,
Bob Barns, Virginia Bruce, Bay
Eberle,
Gene Krupa, Walter
O'Kecfe,
Fanny Brice, Hanley
Stafford, James Walllngton, John
Vandercook, Igor Oorin,
Comedy, Drama, Talk, Music
SO Mlns,
U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Saturday, 8:30

p.

m.

WJZ-BIne, New York
The Treasury Department has endowed this new series with two-fold
purpose: one is to sell war bonds and
occasionally pitch a plug for some
other Government agency, and the
second is to convey to our armed
forces abroad some idea of what the
folks are doing at home to aid the
war effort. For that globally distributed audience the network later
shortwaves a recorded version.
Last Saturday night's installment
not only had lots of production
spark and well Integrated entertainment, but it did a s'well job of pointing with pride to achievements on

the home front. To John Vandercook, staff commentator, fell the task
of translating it from the latest Government reports. After a brief notation on the anniversary of Pearl Harbor, Vandercook recalled in statistical array America's armaments production story for the past year.
The source of the program shuttled between New York and Hollywood. Ronald Colman did his customary slick job of m.c.lng and
clothed an excerpt from the book,
'I Escaped From Hong Kong,' with
a huge emotional Impact, Igor GorIn's singing of the Russian military

number, 'Meadowland,' Impressed as
the highpoint of the program's musical content. Walter O'Keefe and the
team of Fanny Brice and Hanley
Stafford contributed plenty to laugh
about.
Another bright vocal mo-

ment came from Jane Froman, and
Virginia Bruce and Bob Burns, airing from Hollywood, proved surprisingly well paired in a cross-fire rou-

Odec.

tine.

conducted and. were It not for that
orchestration, these 60 minutes would
have listened more like 600. Scho.

ROACHES

3.000
Is

what tho Iad>- adverthwd for. Hrr
wus op naS she iironiiaed to
Uw apart meat la this same conwhich she found It. JAMEN

lease

iMTo

dition In

MADISON

pmllfto

writer for radio.

Ktage and ncrrm.
Kftm Scotchmea
aeree tliat nr new GAO 8UBET h
ood Toloe tor one dolUr.. P.O. Box
Itt, Orand Central Aanez, New York.
(Watch for a veu) gag every week)

the

dent of the National Association of
Manufacturers, declared, 'I am not
fighting for a quart of milk for every

Livingston

Weap-

and other Government departments

John Frank, Adojph Greene, British people. As one character
Hammer, Judy Tuvim and in the piece remarked, 'If we can't
Comden were on the show have these changes after the war,

WOR-MBS, New York

1610

Stout's 'Secret

gestion.

AIB'
Cast: Henry Hull, Betty Fnrness
WrIUrsi Sig MiUer, Loots Vittez

N«w York

Crisp, Miss Moorehebd, Walter Abel,
Jean Hersholt and Ray Collins were
excellent in their respective roles of
narrator, mother, and murdered victims ol the Nazis. The Idea was another 'Bury the Dead' variation, with
the dead explaining to Miss Moore-

few minutes.
Through his British characters,
Corwin limned the currents of
moral, economic and political yearnbackgrounding.
ing that have become part of the

conducted by Paul LavaUe and

was

Dlreotori
3» Mlns.

TAPS AGENCY

Rex

on which he debunks Axis
Not the best example of hate-the- propaganda, has naturally inspired a
this special pro- number of variations of the same
often of the em- general idea.
Along similar lines,
barrassing ostrich-like attitude of and also like several newspaper feaIn tiires, is this 'Rumor Detective' prothe democracies prior to 1939.
pleading to 'Deliver Us From Evil,' gram Sunday nights on WOR-Mutual

.

.

For Making This Possible

IS Mlns.

GROVE PILLS

Sun,: 2 p. m.

WJZ-BIue

—

.

.

THANKS TO
ROY DURSTINE
CHARLES FUREY

Chapman

The listener could just enemy preachment,
about see his comedy leer when he gram reminded too
to the hllL

built

Ceremonies

Writer*:

WOB, New York

do

Singing Master of

19i2

Harper, Joe Ripley
Tromon Harper, Bruco

•0 Mlns.
Saitalnint

answered Jimmy Wallington's question: Take Lana Turner's sweater
away, and what has she got.?' Diirante said, 'Are you kiddin'?' and it the script more than once practically
was
a loud cackle. Schnoz also man- screamed 'Why wasn't the Nazi evil
men
aKfid
to hold up the courtroom trial stopped in those early Hitler years?
combination is a well establishea
The Why
program.
was the Italian hyena permitname with plenty of mike experi- afterpiece of the this
bit was pretty
ted to murder and conquer defenseence, and each commentator's pres- comedy premise of
efforts to proWhy wasn't Hiroless Ethiopians?
entation bears that indubitable sense forced, but Durantc's
'Irrelevant' was almost worth hito slapped on his chopsticks when
of authority, but there isn't enough nounce
or eight-minute
he first proclaimed his intention to
novelty or illusion of excitement in the otherwise six
devour the Orient?'
the program to peg It above the av- lull.
erage news-commentator inning.
Considering that the democracies
Thin Man' offered a passably ab- have tasted too often the 'too little
The pattern of "Three-Thirds of
Wednesday and too late' gall, it's probably best
the News' undoubtedly looked good sorbing murder yarn
on paper and perhaps sounded Im- night (2) on NBC, but its romantic for American consimiption that war
pressive on any auditions recording. whimsy was a trifle coy. Parker radio programs stick to the post"The three-way allocation called for Fennelly registered as a 'character' Pearl Harbor script.
That treachone commentator to reel off the spot rural sheriff, while Claudia Morgan erous attack is perhaps the best renews, another to take the hottest and Les Damon were, as always, the minder of why and what we're fightitem and explain its significance, and sleuthing couple. As usual, there ing.
German infant being bapA
a third to take an item also and give were several Inferentially sexy lines tized in the religion of the fuehrer
The prom- it. the script. The Woodbury signa- and for the war glory of the state;
it color and 'pulse beat.'
Bauk- ture via Sonovox is kinda corny. the arrest and murder of a German
ises didn't seem to come off.
age, who led oS the threesome, And the audience mikes are tuned school teacher for daring to say that
struck a tempo and delivery which loo high.
'Negroes are human;' the murder of
was in sharp contrast with the
a priest, chiefly because he preaches
speedy, staccato style of Winchell;
Easy Aces' was funny Wednesday the teachings of Christ: the story of
Gunther's treatme.;t of the Tunisia
night (2) on WJZ-Blue, as Goodman an American missionary who treated
situation was crisp and interesting,
Ace was verbally hogtied by his the gas burns of Ethiopian natives
but most of his analysis sounded
Jane. There visited by Mus.so's civilization these
somewhat dated, while St. John, sappy secretary and
fast lines in that have all been so often repeated as
ranked as one of the finest color re- were a couple of
'Mr. Keen" was a to be old hat. But again they're rescript, too.
porters in the business, earmarked
standard crime story the same night, peated here. On the other hand, the
for himself an enlightening, if not
sermon- more recently vivid Nazi exterminaquite pertinent, dissertation on the the only novelty being some
tion of the Czech village of Lidice
izing bbout juvenile delinquency.
success of the Serbian guerrillas.
was given a comparative briisholT by
'Three-Thirds of the News' creaked The problems of youth were treated this program's writers.
"Big
in
earlier
same
day
the
the
in making the corners on the debut
War propaganda should date Itself
with
two
Sister'
serial,
via
CBS,
occasion, but, with a spot as warm
from the awakening of the democteen-age
kids
talking
marriage.
Part
reason
to
as this one, there's good
racies, rather than their sleepy years.
beieve that the underlying idea can of Carlotta, the young girl, was The United States and the United
click, providing the parts are prop- nicely played. Julian Funt now gets
Nations are now on the offensive,
Estelle M.
erly adjusted and showmanly oiling air credit as writer.
Sternberger, discussing the Bev- everywhere. We are fighting Nazis.
Odec.
is applied.
Japs and the Fascist jackals and
eridge report in England, impressed
patriotically dramatic
with her comparison of it with social that's the most
script there is at the moment. CerFRANKLY MR. FEEBISH'
s.vurity In the Scandinavian counCast: Joe Curtin, Chester Stratton, tries (via WQXR) Wednesday eve- tainly a better theme than the altreatment of Jap
Junius Matthew*, JOhn Frank, ning (2).
News about Paul Mc- most-.sympathetlc
Adolph Greene, Alvln Hammer, Nutt and the draft law revision was civilians: namely, this script's telling
Judy Tuvim, Betty Oomden, Elaine slighted in most of the early-evening of the young Nip factory worker who
dies at the loom making uniforms
Kent
news programs Saturday (5) on New for the Japanese army.
Writer: Neal Hopklng
York stations.
Gracie Allen
When the war is over this type of
Director: Lester Vail
whacked across a flock of solid program would be justified, with few
30 Mlns.
laughs Wednesday night (2) as guest changes, as a reminder to the democSustaining
on the EMdie Cantor show, with Can- racies not to permit national evil to
Friday, 11:30 p.m.
tor making a strong pitch for gas rise again anywhere in the world.
WEAF-NBC, New York
rationing at the sign-off.
Kate As was repeated to Agnes MooreWith the repair of radio receivers
(Continued on page 33)
head, playing the role of an Amerinevitably due to become a serious
ican mother whose son died in an
problem, due to lack of replacement
air raid on Germany, this country's
parts and shortage of technician- 'AN AMERICAN IN ENGLAND'
boundaries are global, and that crime
service men, it's moro than ever im- With Joseph Joltan
against humanity, no matter where
portant to networks and stations to Writer and DIreotor: Noroun Cor- it occurs, must eventually reach us
help maintain audiences by keeping
win
unless quickly stamped out at the
part

9,

'BDHOB. DETECTIVE'

WHh Tromaa

15000 WAml
MY AM) WOff
In the Salt Lake Market

NBC's
Parade of Stars
keeps 'em listening to

KDYL
SAU UKI CUV

UTAH'S^
ONI.T

MBO.
Station

—
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Follow-up

i STATIONS HIT BY FALUNG REVENUE

Comment

Continued from page 32

Smith broke up Ted Collins so completely on her noon program Wednesday (2) that he had to break oft his
spiel at one point. She picked it up,
but was obviously having trouble not
to laugh. They didn't explain what

MARK PEARL
HARBOR

happened.

MAY REQUIRE AD) FROM GOVERNMENT
Storm

'One Man's Family'
.
Clips 3
continues in form Sunday nights on
NBC, but suffers because all the
Charlotte Station
characters talk and think alike week
Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 8.
week.
But the integrated
Station WBT, local CBS outlet,
r'eischmann's yeast commercial at
the close is a honey.
Marjorie was oR the air about three hours
Main is broadly comic and a wel- last Tuesday night (1) when the
come addition to the Bergen series top section of the transmitter tower
Sunday nights. ... Dr. William Agar was toppled over during a tornado
was
unspectacular,
but
quietly and electrical storm.
Fending full
a-thoritative and impressive Wednes- repairs, the station is operating with
day night (2) on "Freedom House emergency equipment.
Review,' via WEVD, but transatlantic
Jess Willard,
manager, and
atmospherics m;-. .e the recorded
engineers
worked through
talks of Herbert Ilorrison, Ambassa- staff
dor Winant aiwl Lt. Com. Herbert wind, rain and mud to make the
Agar from London too murky for necessary repairs to get the station
easy intelligibility.
'The Man back on the air after the transmitter
.

.

Hours

Payment

for U. S. Programs, Loans or Tax Relief,
Fly Says, Possible Solution for Keeping Soma
Broadcasters Solvent

From

First anniversary of the

Japanese after

attack on Pearl Harbor was given
an extensive observance on various
network and local shows over the
week-end, through arrangement by

the Office of

War

Information.

Num-

ber of special programs were broadcast and many regular commercial
shows were devoted to the subject.
In addition, there were references
to Pearl Harbor on countless other
stanzas.

33

.

.

.

WBT

.

.

.

OWI schedule- listed 22 specific Who Missed a Year,' drama by Neal tower fell.
shows treating the subject over the Hopkins on NBC Sunday afternoon
weekend. They included both com- (6), was reasonably imaginative,
PbiladelphU.
Betty Sheldon has
mercial and sustaining, comedy, dra- though not always too clear in inspecial
events, tention. But it achieved what was taken a leave of absence from the
musical,
matic,
apparently its main idea, to crowd a
quizzes and even religious programs. record of the year since Pearl WCAU news room to join her husSeveral had pickups from Pearl H rbor into a half-hour. Tom Ben- band. Pvt. Wally Sheldon, stationed
at Army
technical school, Sioux
Harbor and some also included re- nett's score was a beauty.
Falls, S. D.
Pvt. Sheldon is an exmotes from other war zones and

—

Washington. Dec.

8.

Some program must be worked
out for continued broadcasting service by radio stations which are
facing a falling off of revenue from
advertising.

Chairman James L. Fly
Communications Com-

of the Federal

mission told new.ipapermen

Monday

(7).

FCC chairman
know whether

said

this

he

could

did not
be done

by

loan, by payment for Government programs or through tax relief measures.
He said he was reluctant to see the Government 'get

ness expenses the time they devote
to war bond selling and other Government announcements.
He said
that such a step would be a break
for the stations, but that he could
not take any position for or against
a tax proposal.

He said, however, that he did not
think that the reported tax proposal
would be comprehensive enough to
take care of the major problem of
keeping stations on the air.

—

Worcester
Philip Brook, acting
chief announcer, has been made
chief announcer at WTAG. He has
any sort of stake in private broad- been with station for three years,
casting' such as would result from first as staff announcer and then ai
special events reporter. Vacant post
subsidizing stations with loans.
United Nations capitals.
na.<ihlngton Harriett Miller has WCAU announcer.
Chairman Fly was asked to com- of special events chief goes to mikeDayton
Lummis,
formerly
of ment on a report that the Internal man Bob Dixon, with Louis Chapin,
The Fred Waring program Mon- joined the staff of WJSV, as assistant
day rtght (7) on NBC for Chester- to Bob Ehrman, production chief. WCAM, Camden, N. J., has joined Revenue Bureau is drafting an Jr., recent addition to staff, named
field included the induction of 2,211 She was formerly with WINX and announcing sUff of W69PH, WCAU's amendment to the tax law by which supervisor of sound effects departF-M station.
radio stations could deduct as busi- ment.
Naval Aviation cadets in 126 cities. KSTP Minneapolis.
•Vox Pop' had pickups from Pearl
Harbor, after Bromo-Seltzer and the
Ruthraufl
& Ryan agency had
agreed with Parks Johnson that he
and Warren Hull should not fly to
Honolulu to do the broadcast because it would u.se Clipper space

—

that could otherwise accommodate
600 pounxls of Christmas mail.

Complete list of shows carrying
OWI-arranged Pearl Harbor mateMutual's

included

rial

'Radio

Us from
'Army Hour' on NBC, MuAmerican Legion program,

Chapel,' the Blue's "Deliver
Evil,' the

tual's

Campbell's soup's 'Radio Reader's
Digest' on CBS, Columbia's 'Report
to the Nation,' 'This Is

I

Our Enemy'

on Mutual,' all Sunday; 'The Lesson
of Pearl Harbor' on CBS, a memorial service by Archbishop Spellman
on CBS, a Hawaiian war bond show
on NBC, the Blue network's 'Men of
Land, Sea and Air' end 'Honor the
Dead,' a special Requiem Mass on
the same network, the Frank ParkerSquibb show on CBS, Mutual's The
Avengers,' 'Vox Pop* on CBS, duPont's 'Cavalcade of America' on
NBC, the Lux 'Radio Theatre' on
CBS, Mutual's special events 'AmerToday,' Lady Esther's 'Screen
Guild Theatre' on CBS, Fred Waring

ica

on

NBC

and ceremonies of scrapping
the battleship Oregon on CBS, all
Monday,

Three Small Towners On
CBC's French Hookup
Montreal, Dec. 8.
Extension of the French regional
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. by three stations affiliated
to the net has been effected. They
are CKRM, Houyn; CKVD, Val D'Or;
and CHAD, Amos, bringing the total
of stations up to 10 together with
one short wave station.. The exten-

network

became

sion

effective

of

as

last

week.

CBC is having 26 weeks of
operetta and dramatic plays broadcast,
starting with 'La Fille du
Tambour-Major' Dec. 7 and with
'Edith Caveir Dec. 9.
They are
for an hour every Monday and
Wednesday night and are being directed respectively by Georges Dufresne and Guy Maufette with local
talent for singing and acting parts.
Both will be sustaining.

THE HEROES DEPABT
With the Army welcoming IS-year-olds,
with kids by the thousand rushing to
enlist at once, it occurred to'

first

So Will Osborne's dance band, tiie singing Andrews Sisters, and the
audience dedicated a half hour at the
railroad station to the war's youngest

KYW

volunteers.

Dedicated? They never had a better
The audience heard, not a sad-fare-

time!

well, but a picnic, a jive session, and a
block party all In one. The kids took
over the music, the girls, the station, and

the whole salute. Wisecracks and rumbas
mixed hilariously with farewell kisses
and catchy songs. And KYW's millions
dried their tears, and laughed imtil the
tears came back, and realized the war
was in the right hands now.

America

Hughes, commercial manager, have
each purchased a quarter interest
the

present

partnership,

consists of Earl C.

enforcement

Dunn,
and

officer,

which
law

local

Charles

Rossi, oil operator.

Deal, which thas been approved
the
Federal
Communications
Commission, gave Lockhart and

by

Hughes

sense this mirror of

Westinghouse programs. They

WiniNGHOUK RADIO nATIONS he
8.

Reorganization has taken place
here of the Nueces Broadcasting Co.,
licensees of Station KEYS.
H. S.
Lockhart, present manager, and E. C.

in

in

recognize it as an essential public service,
as the essence of modern showmanship,
as a sure-fire audience guarantee.

WOWO
Christi, Texas, Dec.

men

Advertising

New KEYS Owners
Corpus

Westing-

KYW

that Philadelphia's
contingent deserved a real salute
and that Philadelphians deserved to hear
and feel the mood of the departure.

house Station

their shares in the partnership for $4,032 each, with Dunn and
Rossi each also holding a quarter
interest in the station.
KEYS operates with a power of
2S0 watts on a frequency of 1490
kilocycles full time.

•

WM

•

WBZ

•

WiZA

•

KYW

•

KDKA

'A
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Prelsman has been added

Radio Writers Guild Thanks Variety'

tinuity department. This makes the
female to join the department
which formerly consisted entirely of

fifth

In the news

men.

For Bringing Recognition to Members

tors' of radio programs was passed
unanimously last week by the Radio

Writers Guild.

The

action

was

in-

list of writers and direccommercial network programs, published recently by this
paper.
No such complete list had
ever been published, nor, as far as
known, been In existence before.

spired

by

a

tors of all

RWG

resolution expressed the
The
conviction of the membership that
name credit for authors of sponsored
as well as of sustaining scripts and
serials is essential to the best interests of the profeiision. The anonymity which has prevailed during the
formative years of the profession has
been used at times as a cloak for
careless writing and has encouraged
the growth of the pernicious 'ghosting' practice, with emphasis on quantity of output rather than on quality.
In the opinion of Radio Writers
Guild members, name credit brings
maturity to radio, and cannot fail to
bring about a desirable improvement
in the quality of material written for
broadcast purposes.'
Somewhat similar approval of the
'Vnriety' listing oi' writer and director credits

was

expre.-jsed last

week

by Geoige Zachary, president of the
Radio Directors Guild. Writer and
director credit, both on the air nnd
in publications, is a basic objective
Although not forof both Guilds.
affiliated, the two organizations have a working agreement on
the matter of credits, as well as on
general aims and policies. Intention

mally

of each group is to have representatives attend meetings of the other organizations, with the idea of furthering this cooperation.

Writers Guild meeting was held
Friday night (4), with John W. Vandercook, newly elected regional vicepresident, presiding. It was the first
meeting since he and the new council
members had been elected.
Monthly meetings are to be held
hereafter, the next being scheduled
for Jan. 8.

Stars Must Shine
ConUnned from page

'id

room Mary Ga-

hired, making the
against two men,
expected to leave
shortly for the armed services.
briel
third

has been

newswoman

one of

Resolution of 'appreciation of the
efforts of 'Variety' toward publicizing the names of writers and direc-

to the con-

whom

is

Ralph Edgar and Arthur Hannes,
WGAR announcers, have left
for the armed services, making it
numbers 12 and 13 for the studio.
Added to the staff were Reg Merridew and Ray Spencer, latter from
both

Payroll Traffic

Boston— Stanley Mann, of WEEI
sound effects department, and Ray
WCAE. PitUburgh.
Howard, announcer, in Army. Mann
has been with WEEI for two years
Salt Lake City— Douglas Johnson
and previously was with WHDH.
Howard had been with station since is the 13th man to leave KDYI
He goes to
August, and came from WLLH, for the armed forces.
the Navy.
Lowell.
Arch MacDonald, WBZ announcer
for the past six years, has been
Cincinnati,
John Maupin who
commissioned a, lieutenant (j.g.) studied radio at the University of
with Naval Reserve and has been Iowa, joined WSAI's announcing
ordered to active duty. Macdonald staff recently. Replaces Carl Andoubled at station as script writer, drews, who entered the Army.
production, and at one time handled

Inside Stuff-Radio

Radio sUtions sponsored

Volunteers,' last week from NBC resulted from the failure of Jane Crusinberry to deliver a week's special scripts of her 'Story of Mary Marlin'
program as scheduled. Appearance of 'Marlin' on the special series had
been set by the sponsor, Procter
Gamble, the Benton
Bowles agency
and the OWI for the week of Nov. 23, but Miss Crusinberry was late with
her promised scripts.
special edition of 'Against the Storm,' by Sandra
and Gerda Michael, was substituted, and 'Mary Marlin' was postponed a
week. When the second deadline approached. Miss Crusinberry submitted
the same scripts as for her regular serial. It was then too late for the
OWI to obtain a substitute a second week in a row, so the entire 'Victory
Volunteers' series was ended. The other OWI guest-serial stanza 'Victory Front,' on CBS, continues Indefinitely.

&

&

A

&

Albright, agency on the Sealtest account, held to its contention that it
had received a prior commitment from Barrymore and that it would be
unfair for the actor to broadcast the same Dickens story the day before,
Dec. 23, for another client.

specific plea,

though
the Screen Actors Guild had merely
WMCA, New York, gels a credit line on the 'Magazine of the Air' progiven a blanket endorsement of the gram whicfh the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs produces in
request.
WMCA's studios, and airs iif Latin America. Show airs in Portuguese and
is not. heard in the U. S.

Ted Goldsmith, chief associate in
John Vandercook, NBC news commentator is doing the narration on
Dick Maney's publicity office, into Columbia Picture's special reel, 'Our Second Front,' being set for Dec. 11
the Army.
release. Picture emphasizes the Invasion of North Africa.
'This Little

burn-wp

'pay-as-you-go'
at

new

a.k.

serial

Jergens and Lennen

&

—

musicat proo^am idea— The Comptou
test-tube scheme— ffedda Hopper's
Mitchell.

Unger moved her 'Hollywood News Girl' series this week from
the Blue
Ed Byron, director of 'Mr. District Attorney,' .who
has had his Army officer application for months and months, calls himself
'the Irish Dreyfus of World War Two'
Having recovered from illness
Keith Kiggins, Blue station relations v.p., is back from Florida rest-up...'
Jeanne Tedesche joined staff of WLIB as script writer
Richard J. Puff,
chief statistician in the Mutual sales promotion office, given year's leave
Stella
to

NBC

the

announcements and 160,100 programs broadcast for the Government during three months of
August
September and October, according to a report prepared by the
National
Association of Broadcasters. During the six-month period ending
with Ocsponsored for the Government 3,075,830 announcements and
348,175 programs. These figures do not include a substantial
amount of
time devoted to the war effort by commercial sponsors, nor
do they include the many sustaining programs originated by networks
and broadcast by affiliated stations.
1,534,190 spot

revised interpretation

John Tuerh managing
A. H. Woods'

agency's

Hill's

—

AFRA

Hand,'
show.

George Washington

—

apparently resulted almost entirely
Lionel Barrymore will do his Scrooge character exclusively for Sealtest
from AFRA's agitation. The radio (NBC) Thursday, Dec, 24. Lever Bros, had hoped that he would do
union had submitted an elaborate 'Christmas Carol' in his regular Wednesday night spot on CBS, but McKee

made any such

.

—

Woodbury's reason for dropping 'The Thin Man' (NBC) and replacing
it
with "Mr. and Mrs. North' was to reduce the entertainment bill and
spend more money for station facilities. It was found that if the accounts
present Wednesiday link were extended to the entire list of NBC stations,
the additional co3t for time would come to somewhat over $30,000 anUnder the revised regulations Is- nually. Rather than rescramble the budget, the client, acting on the
sued by the Government last .week, recommendation of its agency, Lennen tc Mitchell, agreed to cancel "Thin
it's figured that artists may
not only Man' and install a cheaper script show.
deduct their normal professional exJust before entraining for Miami to name 24 of his yearlings, Allen T.
penses,' such as agent fees, in computing their gross income, but may Simmons, horseman and owner of WADC, Akron, Inaugurated a special
also subtract such professional ex- luncheon service for his staff members.
More or less marooned at the
penses on appearances beyond the suburban Tallmadge studios by gas rationing, the staff members are now
$67,000 limit.
They have been so eating their lunches on the house. Simmons converted a basement room
advised by AFRA and are proceed- into a combination kitchen and lunchroom and hired a cook to set up
ing on that basis.
daily lunches for the boys and girls who keep WADC running.

brief asking just those concessions
and offering extensive evidence why
such an interpretation would be necessary to artists.
No other group

.

WHB

—

Informal poll among high-earning
of various lengths. Navy received 128,940 spots; Army, 126,710;
Marines
performers indicates that many intend to continue their normal num- 98,760; Coast Guard, 66,330; American Red Cross 66,330, Civil Service,
ber of guest-star appearances, even 65,190; doctors' and nurses' recruiting, 47,110; labor recruiting and war
though they cannot be paid for any industrial training, 45,560; civilian defense announcements of all kinds
dates beyond the $67,000 gross in- 46,650; fuel conservation, 30,740; USO, 22,660, and nutrition, 6,640.
come figure. Those expressing such
Fold of the Office of War Information's guest serial stanza, 'Victory
an intention say they will

weeks

.

How

of absence because of illness. .. .Leonard Levinson, special assignments
head of OWI radio, ^as in N. Y. last weekend, went to Washington on
Monday (7), to Detroit yesterday (Tuesday), is due in Chicago today and
proceeds to the Coast next weekend, remaining there about 10 days
Dick Allan, WLIB announcer, is studying radio communications as an Army
publicity.
Grace Hellerson appointed Blue network bookFort Worth.— H. R. Turner, of the Signal Corps reservist
Geraldine Bohne
sales sUff of WBAP-KGKO, has ing manager, succeeding Grace Gunderman, resigned.
Kansas City.— Elda Walleger is a
Charles LaCastro, recently inducted WLIB
been promoted to commercial man- named booking supervisor
new operator at KCKN.
Morton Gould, conductor
ager. He
Roy Bacusr who announcer, now stationed at Ft. Shelby, Miss
Guy Bates, new to radio, is the received a succeeds
commission in the Navy. of the Jack Pearl-Cresta Blanca show, named musical director of the Weinannouncing staff.
latest to the
traub agency
Ben Coe, director of 'Student Workshop' on WLIB, joined
ROTC. .. .David B. Howard now scripting for NBC shortwave
Rogert
Toungslown
Bill Marlowe, for- Sweet, of the Fred
Dinsmore,
anBoston.
Ed
Waring choral group, doing solo series three mornings a
nouncer for past Ave years at WORL mer music director and announcer week on WLIB
Douglas Edwards, formerly with WSB, Atlanta, joined
with
and
WKST.
WLOK,
Lima,
O.,
CBS announcer staff ... .Evelyn Dworkin joined WLIB program staff and
and head of its transcription departNewcastle,
the
staff
Pa.,
has
joined
ment, has enlisted with the Signal
Dorothy Gordon joined same station's music department. .. .Jack Iiewis,
Corps, U. S. Army, and leaves Dec. of WKBN, Youngstown.
scripter of the Frank Parker -Squibb show, authored 'My Land at War'
26 for officers' training. In addition
pro.se poem in last week's Saturday Review of Literature. .. .Jean CampSaskatoon, Sask.
Jack Cennon, bell joined NBC shortwave as news writer. Her husband, Lt. J. Shannon
to his radio duties, Dinsmore was
with
spieler
Saskatoon,
into
CFwC,
director at Joy Street Playhouse
Jackson, is a flying fortress pilot serving abroad.... L. Blau Sc Co., Brookthe
Canadian
army.
here.
lyn cleaning firm, sponsoring seven hours of recorded music weekly on
returned
Sandra Bruce has
as anWLIB.
nouncer to WCOP after three years
First legit script to be read on Fritz Blocki's 'Audition Preview" series
Akron.
Mary Jean Schultz is
in Hollywood. She is wife of Thqmas leaving WJW here to join WKBN, starting Dec. 17 on the Blue will be Harry Kleiner's 'A Wind Is Rising,'
Conrad Sawyer, producer of Bob Youngstown, in charge of women's a drama about present-day France. Cast will include Eddie Dowling,
was
previously
Hope show, and
at activities.
Claire Luce, Frank Lovejoy, Santos Ortega, John Brown, Selena Royle,
WCOP for four years.
Jean McCoy. Ethel Owen, Maurice Tarplin, Scott Douglas, Winfleld HouHarry
Dunn
Gary, Ind.— Lee Neal is new mem- ney, Boris Marshall. Stefan Schnabel and J. Malcolm
Cleveland— Alan
Keys,
former ber of WIND announcing staff, com- Ackerman, Young St Rubicam production supervisor, and Sam Fuller,
WJR announcer, has joined the ing from WPAR, Parkersburg, where director of 'Duffy's Tavern,' in Pittsburgh this week to set up the Victory
Westing19
as
a
Bond show to be broadcast over Ave local stations Dec.
WHK-WCLE staff. Also, Helga he was news editor.
American Television Society wrote NBC, CBS,
house presentation
Philco, Balaban & Katz, Don Lee and others last week, asking for the
Marx Loeb,
continuation of live television programs for the duration
CBS staff director, slated for induction yesterday (Tuesday), savel by

Treasury led all other Government agencies in announcements
package shows are
during
exempted from the regulations, but the three months period, with 475,340 spots. Office of War Information,
War Production Board. Office of Price Administration and the Departindividual artists must conform.
ment of Agriculture combined received 245,000 spots and 21,810 programs

Last

CITY

The Radio Trade Is Discussing:
the 38-vear-oId draft revision
alters the network and agettcy manpower picttire AFRA's success in
getting the liberalized interpretation from the Government on the wage
ceilinp— The 10% scale increase in the AFRA-networfc sustaining code-

.

Interpretation,

continue
the work for patriotic reasons, while
others believe that continuation of
their nornr.al professional appearances is necessary to maintain their
position before the public.
Chief question among those hit by
the S2S,000 ceiling is that in making
appearances beyond the $67,000 limit
that will be making a financial contribution to the sponsor companies
rather than to to a war cause or to
the Government.
Number of such
people have expressed the idea that
some ruling should be passed by the
Treasury to permit them to earmark
their fees to a legitimate charity or
war cause without making them liable for taxes on such amounts.

NEW YORK

IN

CBS

comeback ing
used

has deferred putting on Damon Runyon's 'The Turps' as a sustainIt recently cut a sample installment and this will now be
quest for a commercial. Bill Gernannt Is Runyon's agent.

series.

in the

new

IN

38-year-old draft ceiling.

HOLLYWOOD ...

Victor Borge moves his comicalities over to the Nelson Eddy cigaret
airer as a regular after putting in a full year on Kraft Music Hall
Robert Hendricks transferred here from New York to head up the guest
CBS has parked a Jap two-man sub in the patio
relations staff at NBC
to help drum up war bond and stamp sales for the Treasury Department.
You make a purchase and see the inside. Network recently sold bonds
and stamps to 8,000 persons who made that investment to affix their John
Henry's to a P-38 Interceptor before It was turned over to the Army
Dick Connor tendered a farewell party by southern California broadcasters
before he shoved off for Washington to head up the station relations department for Office of War Information, He also was gifted with a miliUry set and bonus for serving so well as coordinator between broadcasters
and Fourth Fighter Command. .. .Carlton KaDeU, who left here some
years ago as an announcer, is back as an actor in the male lead spot on
Marian Jordan, who plays Molly to her husThe Second Mrs. Burton'
band's Fibber, reading pieces from home town papers to troops beyond
Quarter-hour period is recorded five times weekly and put
the Pacific.
on the short wave beam.
Elgin watch Christmas Day two-hour broadcast for the stay-at-homes
and men in service will be studded with star talent. So far set are Don
Ameche. m.c; Bob Hope, Abbott and Costello, Bette Davis, Merry Macs,
Cass Daley and the Don Cossacks. Antony Stanford, who produced the
Myron Dutton pulled
Thanksgiving opus for the watchmaker, repeats
for
out as producer of the Ginny Simms program to head up production
Joy Storm moved up from prothe two Orson Welles shows on CBS
Ernest de la
ducer to head of special events and newscasts at NBC
They're
Ossa, NBC's personnel director, here on a manpower checkup
using gals now as pages at NBC, the collegiates having been called away

—

to war.

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

.

The 'Ma Perkins' show, one of radio's oldest daytime serials, started on
Occasion was celebrated
its lOlh year on NBC with the Dec. 4 broadcast.
with a dinner party on that night for the cast, author, network and agency
Charles Egleston and Virginia Payne are the
at the Racket Club here.
Janet Niles is the
only members of the original cast still on the show
first girl announcer here on a regular station staff carrying a full announcing schedule. When her husband, Fred Niles, left WAAF to enter
the armed forces, she picked up where he left off.... Jane Amar, star of
NBC's 'Road to Danger,' is carrying her left hand in a sling, the result
of an accident in her home, when a glass coffee-maker broke and severed
Joe Kelly saw his 18-year-old son off to
a tendon in her left thumb
Fort Sheridan, where he was sworn into the U. S. Army Quartermaster
Corps. .. .Adrienne Marden, of the 'Junior Miss' company, at the Harris
theatre, playing the role of Anne Beecham in 'Bachelor's Children'....
Ralph Martire. 'Carnation' program trumpeter, is father of a girl recently
born at the Mother Cabrini Hospital
Hoosier Hotshots, heard regularly
on the National Barn Dance program, appearing in person at the Oriental
theatre
Margery Mayer, NBC 'Hymns of All Churches' chorister, drawing the plaudits of the city's music critics for her singing with the Chicagu
.Lou JackobCivic Opera company, where she is now in her fifth season.
son. free-lance local prpducer, will direct the Kraft Chorus on Bing
Crosby's program for the fifth consecutive year. The group of 75 appears
WBBM's
twice yearly, at Christmas and at Easter, on the Crosby show
'The Werps' has changed its schedule from 3:45 p. m. thrice weekly to a
10 a. m. spot same days
The Chicago Sun has taken a 11 p. m.
spot nightly for an additional Air Edition to their half-hour broadcasts
over WJWC. Arch Farmer is editing the stint which is voiced by Myron
Wallace
Hundreds of pumpkin pies were the result of a pie baking
contest sponsored jointly by WLS and the Chicago Times. Pies went to
the soldiers and sailors visiting the' Chicago Service Men's Centre
AP
news service has been added to WJJD facilities
Lee Neal, formerly
with the West Virginia Network, has been added to the WIND announcing
staff
INS has been contracted for by WIND In addition to the TransRadio and AP services. .. .Newcomer to 'Lone Journey' cast is Jack Chal
beck, who plays Stahley Jones. .. .John J, Gillen, Jr., manager of WOW.
.

.

WMAQ

Omaha,

a

Chicago

visitor.
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CONCERT-OPERA
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Met's II/2G Profit

OK B O. Again Features Week of Met

The Metropolitan Opera Co.
Its second week

New Opera

Co. Loses $150,000, But

of N. Y. closed

Opera, but

Sane Performances N.S.G.

By EDDT SMITH
The Metropolitan Opera Company's
second week ot the season (Dec. 2-7)
was again featured by extraordinary
b.o. with most of the performancea
rolling up a profit at reduced prices.
Artistically, however, the performances ranged from poor to fair.
•Lakme' opened the week Wednesday (2) to a sold-out houserbut Lily
Pons was forced to cancel due to a

good job on 'Di Provenza il Mar' but
wandered from pitch on the duet
'Dite all Giovine' with Albanese.
Cesare Sodero conducted with ample
flre.

'Faust,'

Saturday evening

(5),

was

featured by the brilliant tinging of
Raoul Jobin in the title role. The
French tenor at the zenith of hia
powers is just about the best lyric
tenor at the Met His high *C' In
severe cold and Marie Wilklns, an 'Salut demeiure' has not been dup-

operatic newcomer, substituted. The licated for its power and brilliance
young soprano, having never sung since the vocal prime of Martinelli,
the role before, did a highly credit- and his phrasing, diction, excellent
able job in both acting and singing, costuming and acting ability made
Helen
considering the circumstances. Her him a complete standout.
voice is of pleasing texture, verges Jepson sang generally well as Maron falsetto in the upper registers, guerite, but had considerable difwhere the staccati work is not clear ficulty with her higher notes. NorCordon's Mephisto has imIt was obvious man
or true to pitch.
that she would crack on the high proved vocally and bis acting is ex-

Francesco Valentino was
the conclusion of the Bell Song, cellent.
Valentine, and Irra
but, since everyone expected it, she adequate as
received a splendid hand neverthe- Petina provided a sparkling Siebel.
veteran Wilfred PeUetier led a Uvely orGerard,
Jacques
less.
French tenor, made his local debut chestra and again the ballet was outwithout being any ball of flre. His standing.
Melton Clicks
voice is small, nasal and overstrained
The Magic Flute,' repeated for the
on the top tones. Ezio Pinza was
the vocal and dramatic star, with second time this season Monday (7),
featured the Met debut of James
his huge booming voice dwarfing
Melton, long a popular radio and
the rest of the cast. Irra Petina proconcert singer. Melton disclosed an
vided an excellent Mallika, and the excellent lyric tenor, used with con-

Monday

(7) with an estimated
gross of $63,500, or a net profit
of approximately
$1,500.
Six
performances were given in the
five
days,
with estimates as

Wednesday

(2),

'Don Giovanni,'
gross, $11,000; broke even,
Friday
Tristan
(4),
Und
Isolde,'

(3),

gross,

$12,000;

profit,

$1,000.

Smturday afternoon,
viata,'

gross,

Tra-

(5),

profit,

$12,900;

$1,500.

Saturday OTenlnf
gross,

$8,000;

(5),

profit,

'Faust,'

$1,000.

Monday (7), 'Magic Flute,'
gross, $7,000; loss, $3,600.

PLAN TO EASE
INDPLS.

SNAG

ONORCH
IndlanapoUs, Dec. 8.
Plans for a series of Industrial con-

certs, to be sponsored by local plants
was much improved over last summate artistry and skill.
His
The chorus was a bit ragged. phrasing and diction were exemplary and business firms for benefit of
employees, are being developed by
Wilfred Pelletier did a good job in and he was a commanding figure on

ballet

season.

pit.

Pinza In Top

Form

'Don Giovanni,' Thursday (3), featured the men, with Bruno Walter
turning in a magnificent conducting
job to keep the opera moving at a
Ezio Pinza's Don Gioterrific clip.
vanni improves yearly and the bass
dominates the stage with his superb
vocalism and swashbuckling acting,
Salvatore Baccaloni is without question the bcsl Leporello the Met has
had since the days of Chaliapin,
with his acting and singing being
on an almost unapproachable plane.
His 'Madamia il catalogo' and Pinza's

the stage. He should be a most valuable asset to the Met. Of the others
in the cast, Josephine Antoine stood
out with a sensational display of
vocal fireworks as the Queen of the
Night. In her first aria she ran the
gamut from dramatic soprano to
coloratura with flexibility and accuracy. Her diction and acting both

the Indianapolis

Symphony

orches-

tra as an answer to financial problems made acute by cancellation of

eastern tour and curtailment of
other
out-of-town
activities
by
transportation difficulties.
its

Considerable

interest

has

been

•BIACBETB'
Opera
Broadway theatre, N.

Y.,

Deo.

2, '42

Last of the season's offerings by
the New Opera Co., Verdi's 'MacBeth' was the best from a vocal and
artistic standpoint, and was presented on a higher plane than any Italian opera this year at the Met.
One of Verdi's earlier worlts, it

this year.

With the opera outfit's heads
changing their minds suddenly, the
Broadway was something of a madhouse last week. One opera was annoimced, but upon scant notice another went on. It was 'Mact>eth,'
regarded as the company's best effort

is
crammed with powerful and
melodious music. Why it has been
neglected for over 80 years by the
opera companies is a mystery.
The performance brought back
two ot last season's stars, Florence
Kirk, possessor of a full, rich so-

last season. As a result of the switch,
there was said to have been less than
$300 in the house the first night. With
rehearsals of one kind or another
daily, the extra cost of stagehands
and musicians for a week was reported to have been $5,300. Extra
ad space in the dailies was bought to
set forth excerpts of the notices, yet
it was fairly well known that the
opera would stop pronto a few days

muor

Srano, and Jess Walters, whose voice
the equal of .tiost any baritone
at tlie Met The soprano, obviously
nervous, sang well, but her acting,
while Improved, was still somewhat
stilted.
Walters took first honors in
the vocal and dramatic departments.
Roberto Silva was an excellent later.
Banquo, and the Mexican possesses
New Opera people also have 'Rosaa good bass voice. Robert Marshall,
looking very young, sang in a light, linda,' 44th Street, and it was hoped
pleasant lyric tenor. The chorus was that that show would help finance
the
operatic project, but the opera
excellent and the staging and scenery all very effective. Conducting of was budgeted so highly that profits
Fritz Stiedry was heavy-handed.
from 'Rosalinda' could hardly take
Saturday afternoon (5), in a re- care of the expensive operations at
peat performance, Regina Resnik, the Broadway.
20-year-old dramatic soprano, made
'Macbeth' had its special exciteher first appearance of the season
ments backstage, which included an
as Lady MacBeth. Her voice is rich
and brilliant, in the upper register argument between Florence Kirk, a
leading
soprano, and Hans Busch, the
especially.
She is a looker and
handles herself with the cool as- stage director. Songstress insisted on
surance of a veteran. It was a most appearing in the first act dolled up
auspicious debut in a trying part.
in a 'luscious red and purple velvet
costume,' the oroperty of Eaves costume firm. Busch said the colored
velvet affair didn't match the setting
Wins Right
nor the atmosphere of act one o(
'Macbeth.' He hid the frock. Miss
to Engage
Kirk found it and went on, with
Busch getting all steamed up. As she
Tooters of
Ciioice was going on later to take a bow, he
held her arm and she socked him in
Symphony orchestra condiictors the face. Busch then took the velvet
affair home and said he'd not give it
and managers can now import musiuntil 'Macbeth' closed.
cians from any jurisdiction of the up
I

AFM

Own

HEIFETZ, HI, CANCELS

Pnr SYMPH DATE
Pittsburgh, Dec.

symph, was hastily substituted

in the
Efforts are being made to
bring Heifetz here at a later date.
It was the second time this season
that a scheduled guest artist had
failed to put in an appearance for
Reiner.
First time was just a few

solo spot.

weeks ago, when Henri Temianka,
violinist and Rosenker's predecessor
as concertmaster, had to beg off on

account of war work.

SL

Her

.<;inging

was most

brilliant

in

Kiepura
Rhadamci.

values.

He subordinated

his

own Band

playinK skill to the music, and both
the artist and the composers were
Eddy.
the gainers thereby.

St. Louis,

Eiierne C.'onley, San Carlo Opera
tenor, has been engaged by the ChiC3U0 Opera Co. for Tales of Hoffmpii,' .-.chedulcd Friday (11).

and none Mai.son will appear in the
third and fourth acts of 'Werlher.'

8.

the

field,

III.

The local orchestra is one of the
few such organizations filling tour
engagements this season, those In
Cincinnati, Philadelphia and Minneapolis having already cancelled such
out-of-town engagements. Ten days
ago the local symph filled a cancelled
contract of the Cincinnati
orch at the University of Missouri,
Columbia, Mo.

Symph Notes

English

in

New

York.

Editor, 'Variety':

More power

j

to the

opera-in-Eng-

but why limit it to
opera? What's the matter wilh ((ivini;
the composer's notations for
symphonie.v. overtures and so on in
When the program prints
EnKli.sh?
'or the announcer says) that So-andlish

pioviclin(< the orchestra.

Thi.s next month it is hoped to
Traviata." with Jarmila NoJean Tennyson,
votna of the Met.
Robert Wcedc and ."Vlona Paulcc iirc
also scheduled to appear in a joint
concert. In February, Miss Djanel

Dec.

Louis Symphony, under
baton of Vladimir Golschmann,
back from the first ot itiJTvid.-..
west tours and, unless the Government interferes, will go through
with two more before the season
ends. The towns visited were Lafayette, Ind., for the students -at Purdue University; Chicago, Jackson
and Battle Creek, Mich., and SpringSt.

is

SERIES

give

Symph Unmindful
Of War Restrictions

Carmen

the upper registers, where th* top
in "Sempre
libera' rang the
Jennie Tourel, mezzo soprano forrafters.
All in all it was a fine por- merly of the Met opera, has been
trayal
of
the
tragic
character. engaticd as soloi.sl wiih the Bo.";ton
Charles. Kullmaii's Alfredo .is well Symphony Dec. 4 and 5 in Debussy's
sung without being vocally exciting, 'La Demoi.'ielle Blue."
Sineer will
and he looked well. Lawrence Tib- also appear with the Philadelphia
belt, in generally good voice, did a La Scala Opera Co. in Carmen.'

L.

The

ARMY CAMP HAS

OWN CONCERT

8.

Jascha Heifetz had to cancel his
two guest appearances last week-end
with Fritz Reiner's Pittsburgh Symphony on account of illness. Michael
Rosenker, concertmaster with local

Dramatically, her Hgure is against debut as a conductor, led a powerful Soprano
'42
her, and her acting ability is with- orchestra in brilliant style, with a Town Hall, N. T., Dec. S,
If there is a greater lieder singer
out inspiration.
firm hold over his singers, who carhiding
Lauritz Melchior's Tristan was a ried through the opera with no pause than Lotte Lehmann, she is
In the past decade, the
somewhere.
applause.
for
grandiose figure oramatically, and
Fort Hancock, N. J.. Dec. 8.
stood head
'Carmen,' Friday (4), had the ram- veteran Met soprano has
vocally a tower of strength as usual.
Under the direction of Corporal
and shoulders over her contempoits star,
Kiepura
Jan
as
bunctious
Julius Huehn was in some vocal
notes John Harrold, 22-year-old son of
with the tenor shoutmg nis top tones raries. Admittedly the high
difTiculties; Kerstin Thorborg sang
were 25 years ago, late Orville Harrold. considered one
to the gallery and acting all over are not what they
and acted a brilliant Brangaene, and the stage ta win the plaudits of '.he but the quality of the voice is fresh of the great American tenors, the
Alexander Kipnis's Mark was, as multitude. Coe Glade's
and youthful, the fine spun legato first U. S. Army concert series in
usual, a highlight of the performance. found the veteran mezzo in fair voice and pianissimo effects exhibit ample the history of the country has been
Erich Lemsdorf in the pit seemed too and her familiar characterization was breath control and the chest notes established here.
and resonant. The fine inintent on helping Miss Traubel, to repeated. Carlo Morelli was an ac- are rich
Concerts and operas arc given
Kir- terpretations and superb diction of
Miss
Toreador,
and
ceptable
the detriment of the orchestra, and
auditorium,
the singer also help put her in a once a month at the
outstanding.
the prompter was in brilliant voice sten's Michela was
herself. A sold-out house, with an overflow crowd of 2,000
in 'Tosca,' class by
(5).
afternoon
Saturday
and could generally be heard above
with Miss Lehmann's col- soldiers present each time. Corporal
Martinelli filled
Giovanni
Moore
and
Grace
all the principals.
from the Met, was present Harrold, himself a tenor, has built
shared honors. The soprano's Tosca leagues
receive innumer- up a glee club of 40 soldiers, who
Albane&e's 'Traviata'
was sung with immense power and to demand and to
Eddy.
have trained as singers now in sevSaturday afternoon (5), 'Traviata,' ringing top tones. The tenor was able encores.
eral languages. Guest stars particistrong with 'Recondita Armonia' and
its first performance of the season,
acting JAN SMETERLIN
pate.
with Licia Albanese assuming the 'E lucevan le Stelle." and his
was on the same vein. Alexander Pianist
Last performance was 'Carmen,
title role for the first time in the
'42
Y.,
Dec.
4,
Hall,
N.
poor.
Town
Scarpia
was
Sved's
with Lily Djanel, of the Met, in the
U. S. The .<;oprano proved one of the
Jan Smeterlin's recitals continue to title role. Corporal Harrold singing
Saturday evening i5) in 'Aida'
best Violettas of recent years at the
Stella Roman starred in the title role. improve in quality each season. In Jose. Grace Pinvini sinjing Michela,
Met, looking well and acting with a
Coe Glade messed up Amneris badly this annual recital he exhibited all Private Lanni Russel rcting as solo
simple grace that was throughly cap- with poor acting and singing, and trts customary dexterity and fine
tivating.
shouted himself hoarse as musician.'ihip with a deeper sense ot dancer and the 52nd Coasl Artillery

'C's"

its

formance of 'Macbeth.' The company
ran five weeks this year, in comparison to four last season, and the
$150,000 deficit of 1941 was equalled

shown in the idea since a successful Hob Symph
test in a special concert bought by
From
John Brownlee was again an amtis- the P. R. Mallory Company, Inc.,
instruing Papageno; Ezio Pinza a power- manufacturers of electric
ful Sarastro; Norman Cordon an ex- ments, at the Murat theatre Nov. 30.
cellent High Priest; Lillian Raymond! The affair was open to employes of
a coquettish Papagena, and Jarmila the plant and their friends and about
Novotna a stately, if vocally insig- 1,600 attended. The company is unnificant, Pamina. Bruno Walter con- derstood to have paid the orchestra
ducted with blazing intensity.
$1,500 for the performance, which
"Fin'chal dal Vino' drew the most
was mostly velvet, since it came out U. S. or Canada without permission
Fine Singing In Chi
applause of the evening.
of the musicians' regular time. The of the local board under terms of a
Chicago, Dec. 8.
Richard Crooks provided a creditorchestra has the theatre for the sea- contract signed Thursday (3) by
Chiweek
of
the
The
semi-final
able Ottavio and sang both 'Dalla
son.
James C. Petrillo, president of the
cago
Opera
Co.'s 32d season was feaand Pace' and 'II Mio Tesoro' with a
Fabien Sevitzky, who directed, ar- American Federation of Musicians,
tured by a brilliant 'Boheme' perclear full line and excellent breath formance given Wednesday (2), with ranged a pop program for the occa- and the trustees of the Boston Symcohtrol. Zinka Milanov's high tones Grace Moore and Armand Tokatyan sion, high-lfghted by the world pre- phony.
New pact brings into AFM
frequently were out of focus, but her as the stars.
miere of Aurora Borealls, a fantasy fold the only major symph in the
mezza-voce singing was exquisite.
The soprano was in her best voice, by Charles Wakefield Cadman, with country that had been non-union.
Jarmila Novotna had the style, and her acting was on an equally the composer appearing as soloist.
Hiring clause was the chief stumbeauty and acting ability, but her high plane. The tenor, about to start Plant workers, most of whom prob- bling block in the six months of nevoice can no longer cope with the his 20th Met season, also was in bril- ably never had attended a symphony gotiations carried on between PetrilMarita Farrel and Mack liant voice, with his "Che gelida ma- concert before, seemed to enjoy lo and Henry Cabot, representing
music.
Dorothy
HarrcU were just acceptable as nina' stopping the show.
themselves.
trustees of the Hub orchestra.
Kirsten provided a brilliant vocal
Zerlina and Masetto.
Cabot demanded the right of Serge
Personnel and public relations men
and dramatic Musetta. and George
Tristan und Isolde,' Friday (4), re- Czaplicki. the Marcello, was' also of other local industries have been Koussevitzky, symph conductor, to
turned to the repertoire after an ab- outstanding.
making inquiries with a view to engage an instrumentalist from any
sence since April 2, 1941, when
The week had opened with the ini- sponsoring similar concerts, both as part of the country without consultKirsten Flagstad sang her last Isolde tial performance of 'Pagliacci' and a morale builder among their own ing the Boston musicians' local. Unhere.
The Flagstad mantle was 'Cavalleria Rusticana.' Giovanni people and as a civic gesture to nelp der terms of contract, Koussevitzky
picked up by Helen Traubel, who Martinelli, in supreme voice, carried the orchestra over the war-time becomes a member of AFM, as well
turned in a brilliant singing exhibi- off honors in the first named opera. hump. Some of the smaller plants, as the f05 musicians who comprise
close
tion.
Well .trained and coached, the Miss Kirsten ran the tenor a
which don't have enough employees the orch's personnel.
second with her excellently sung
Agreement with the AFM now enAmerican soprano's superb voice cut Nedda and John Charles Thomas' to justify a concert singly, are conover the orchestra in the first act, 'Prologue' tied up the performance. sidering doubling up for the purpose. ables the symph and Koussevitzky
to return to radio and recording
but for some reason after that she In 'Cavalleria,' Dusolina Giannini
studios— in the case of the latter,
indulged in much pianissimo singing was the star, with the soprano delivwhen and if the AFM ban on recordwhich was inaudible. Her work in ering her music with an impassioned
Concert Reviews
making is lifted.
the first act was indicative of the intensity reminiscent of Claudio Muwell as
Rayner
sang
Sidney
zio.
fact that she will be able to cope
but was much too stout.
Turridu.
well with the role vocally when
Carlo Morelli was an acceptable Alshe is more certain of herself. fio, and Robert Lawrence, making his LOTTE LEHMANN
ITS
fine.

closed

Co.

second N. Y. season yesterday (Tuesday) at the Broadway with a per-

'Lakme,' gross,

$12,500; profltl $1,600.

TbuniMy

New Opera

The

New Opera Review

follows:

'E' at

the

Enlivened by Slugging Soprano

.So's

fraternity,

Thii'cl

.Symphony.

Fi/.'^t

Move-

is 'AlleKio con Brio.' o:- 'M'llto
Whaisis.' how ,s the average f^uy
know what that means?

men!,
;ila

>uppos( d to

/liiyus

Mac A tee.

_

*

ORCHESTRA GROSSES

S6

Busse, $26,000, in S.
In Chi,

Both

F.,

Solid;

StabOe,

(Esliniales for This Week)
Count Basir. Newark (Adams: 1.650: 35-40-C5-75-99)— With 'MexiMn
Spilfire Sc(>s Gho.-;;' (RKO).
Heading foi nice S17.000.

W/^

Chicago, Dec.

pheum;

elected last
five years.

17G,

Ngwark

week

for a period of
Installation of of12 will mark the

January

ficers

beginning of Petrillo's 21st year
as president of (he local.
Up until 1937 officers were
elect(»d for a two-year period.
By-laws and constitution were
changed at that time and present

33-44-55-63)— With
'Bus.scs Roar' (WB) (1st run) and
'Mystery of Marie Roget' (U) (2d
run). Band and stage show respon2.2S0;

Busse.

San

Groove' (U). Solid
000. mostly on band draw.

3.700;

(U)

S26.-

FROM
LOVE MOVING
S.F.ASPETRILLOAIDE

day.

Woody Herman. New York
niduiil:

With

.3.(164:

Eddie Love, former executive secretary of the San Francisco local of
the American Federation of Musicians, has been appointed assistant to
president James C. Petrillo. He will

Scott, others, on sta^e,
Morocco' iPar) on screen.
week today (Wedn 'S-

H.-.zi-l

Road
Begins
day):

tPaia35-35-85-99-$1.10)—

to

fitlh

throu.qh
last
niyht
(Tuesday) hit close to $60,000, very
strong, while third was $75,000. Show
remains through Christmas week for
run of 49 days, longest in 16-year
history of house,

fourth

Hal Mclntyrc. Boston

iRKO

headquarter

in

New

York.

Love lakes the place of Leo Cluesmann, who was recently elected execiUive secretary of the AFM, to replace the late Fred Birnbach.

Bos-

McFarland Twins (Totem Pole

B.

Auburndale, Mass., Dec. 2-5).
On
fourth straight weekend McFarlands
withstood general nosedive due to
Cocoanul Grove fire, playing to nice
5.000 total at $1.45 pair to gross
Jerry Wald-Tony Brown (RaymorB., Boston, Dec. 4-5). Wald
favorite here and, teamed with
local outfit, played to excellent 3.400
in two days at 85c-75c for $2,720. de-

Rockwell to Coast

Thomas G. Rockwell, president of spite dip due to Grove fire.
Herby Woods (Brooklin C. C.
General Amusement Corp., shoves off
from N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.) for a Philadelphia. Dec. 5). Drew nicely
As for a local band with 625 slompers
Buss Morgan, Minneapolis (Or- six weeks stay in California.
pheum: 2,800; 35-44-55)— With 'Seven usual, it's a combination vacation laying $1.10 on the line per head.
Sweethearts' (M-G) and vaude. Ini- and b\z jaunt.
tial visit of band.
Fair $14,000.
He has a large ranch at Duarte,
Ada Leonard, Los Angeles (Or- near Los Angeles.

Band Bookings

Charlie Barnct,
parly, Cleveland;

Dec.

26.

Can.;

27,

31,

week Circle theatre,
Gray Gordon, Dec.

Jack Teagarden, Dec. 15, private
party. Wilmington, N. C; 18. Cherokee Casino, Augusta, Ga.; 18. Aud..

Montgomery,
Ala.;
Maxwell
19,
Field. Montgomery, Ala.: 20, Dotham theatre, Dotham, Ala.
Milt Brilton, Dec. 12. two weeks.
Arizona

5-18.

N.

New Kenmore
Hill,

hotel,

Albany,

Purdue U.
Crystal BallMichigan: 27. Ar-

Dec.

Ind.;

room, Colomoa.
mory, Gary, Ind.

18.

26,

International
Sweethearts
•t
8. week, Apollo theNew York; 17, Turner's Arena,
Washington, D. C.
Louis Prima, Dec. 12. Sunnybrook
Ballroom, Poltstown, Pa,; 14. Turner's Arena. Washington. D. C: 15.
two weeks, Palomar Ballroom, \'or-

Bhylhm, Jan.
atre.

Featuring the unique four-girl string section.
Currently

Johnny

ON THE Am TUESDAYS-THURSDAYS
12:30-1:00

A.M. EWT.

theatre. Rochester, N, Y.
Fields, Dec. 13. three weeks.
hotel, Washington. D, C.

Roosevelt

(New York)

OVER THE CBS NETWORK

weeks,
York.

McGee,
Arcadia

Dec.
18.
Ballroom,

McFarland Twtns, Dec.
Loew's

State,

New

25.

four

New

(Indefinite

Engagement)

'

*

SINCERE THANKS TO XAVIER CUGAT FOR MAKING

MY AMERICAN

Jean Wald

14 in Detroit's

BOOK CADELAC HOTEL

DEBUT SUCCESSFUL

is

the

1,800 last

week.

1,800 people last

Henry

King-

week.
(Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel: 1.100; $1.23 min
last week.

).

Business continues good here with 2,000 diners

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Not hit hard as others by
gas rationing, but slowed down nonetheless to no better than 2.000 covers.
Joe Relcbman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Downtowi\ hotels fast Riling
due to gas pinch and this spot happily located for that trade. Weekend
the saving grace fur a count of around 3.000.

Boston
(Cocoantit Croi>e fire caused the closing of all Boston niyhtcliibs and
hotel dining rooms with entertainment on Tuesday (1), but hotels tceie
permitted to reopen Friday (4). Patrons were vnaware of sudden tiiishiit(eri)i0, tchich, along with city-wide gloom orer holocans't, resulted i)i
7iiere handful in attendance on Friday).
Eddy Oliver (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). Morton Downey,
chief attraction, was headed for a record-breaking engagement, judging
by opening weekend biz. But Grove disaster wrecked the opportunity,
so that for Monday (Nov. 30) and Friday-Saturday (4-5), Downey with
Oliver's band accounted for fine 600 covers, considering circumstances.
Chick Floyd (Terrace Room, Hotel Slatler; 450: $1 cover). On fourth
week, Floyd did well to play to 450 covers over Friday-Saturday, only
*

with above matter in view.

St.

Louis

Nick Stuart (Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson: 800: $l-$2 min.). Beginning of gasoline rationing and ice storm that made streets dangerous for
two days clipped biz at this downtown spot. Despite these setbacks Stuart,
now in his 11th week, drew a total of 2,500. Phil D'Rey, ventiloquist. added
to the floor show.

Minneapolis
Jimmy BIchards (Minnesota Terrace; Nicollet hotel; $1-$1.50 min.). Sylvia Froos. heading three-act floor show, a sensation here although band
is fliling the bill.
Other acts are Robertos and Lorraine Vernon. Final
week for band and acts but Miss Froos being held over. Good 330 nightly
averase attendance.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

May

ring up 3.500 on the week.
Jan Garber (Trianon B, Southgate, Cal., fourth week). When this band
way there must be something wrong. After three
record-wrecking weeks the boom was lowered on trade and down came the
count to 4.500.
Muixy Marcellino (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, ninth week). Hurt,
but not badly by ga.s rationing, checking in with aroimd 4,000. Nils Graiilund's floor show the main draw.
Hal Grayson (Casino N. Hollywood, first week). Ice show played up in
'he advertisini;, hut it'll take a stronger combo than that to beat the ga.i

starts to slip out this

squeeze.

Lucky

to get past 2.000.

(Chicago)
I.ou

Bolt

show

Playing Safe 2

Jean
band here who gave up outfit
some time ago to join Frederick
Bros., has been tran.sferred by that
organization from its Chicago headquarters to Hollywood to set up a
small cocktail unit department in

now

in

Commo-

Eddie

Weitz,

veteran

"RroE ON"

Ways

Pittsbuigh, Dec.

girl

Carlos Molina and band
the El Dorado Room of the
dore Perry hotel, Toledo.

(Minneapolis)
650; no cover or min.). Local band plus floor
Fletcher Henderson returns Dec. 23. Mild 300 average

Owens (Happy Hour;
filling in until

nightly attendance.

to Coast

Pittsburgh, Dec, 8.
Wald, former leader of all-

the Coast ofllce.

Music Corp. of America

3.000

week.

York.

*

Opening Dec.

12,1.'>0

3,000

Breese (Chez Parce: 650: $3-$3.50 min.). Combination of Sophie
Tucker and Lou Breeiie doing big business here: 4.200 people last week.
folk. Va.
Chicago Marx (Blackhawk: 300: $1.25 min.). Looks like Marx is here
Frankie Masters, Dec, 18. week.
Keith's theatre, Boston; 18. six days. for the duration. Entertained 4.100 last week.

Temple
Shep

ESSEX HOUSE

450
19.975
15,775

1.450

Gene Krupa (Palladium B, Hollywood, fourth week). Not like the old
days any more and won't get past 16,000, even with the hefty weekend.
Del
Freddy Slack (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal., sixth week). Far out
Feb. where it takes petrol to get to but punching away for the young 'uns.

Y.

Tiny

Lafayette,

Orchestra

drew around

Ariz.; 28.
Studios. Holly-

Fletcher Henderson, Dec. 18,
Rio Ballroom, Kankakee, III.;

t450
2.300
1,800

Alvino Key (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 800; $l.25-$2.50 min.). Finished 4-weck run with 4,700 people during the week. Never came up to
of preceding bands.
Nell Bondshu (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; $2.50 min.). Building
up as society favorite. With Renee DeMarco co-billed, room catered to

Phoenix.

Club,

Paramount

indef.,

wood.

And Her

local favorite,

Indianapolis.

29, two weeks.
Palomar Ballroom, Norfolk, Va.

22.323
19,575
67,650

2,023
1,800

draw

late night.s,

Nu-Elros BallO.; 28, Arena,
week, Orpheum
theatre.
Minneapolis;
Jan.
15,
week. Paradise theatre, Detroit; 22,
week. Regal theatre, Chicago; 29,
Toronto,

11675

Chicago

private

Youngstown,

room,

t'OTen

650

W»«k Oo Dat

Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House: 600; $3-$4.50 min.).
Williams and floor show headed by The Hartmanns terrific draw here, keeping the room filled most of the time; 4,200 people last week.
Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Kasscll. a

$3,625.

Playmor

rolai

Pnat

2,800

Asterisks Indicate a supporting floor show, although the band
1 2 days.

played to an estimated 1.336 dancers
here at $1.20: great.

is

ton: 3.200: 44-55-65-75-85 1— With Miry
Small. Jackie Miles, othcr.s: 'Thunder
Birds' (20lh). Not too bright a show
and biz here is generally off. anyway: $24,000.

*

1

Coven

major draw.

$1604;

Dunham Okay

4
32
0
43
0
8
9
8

Vnughn Monroe*. Commodore (500; $1-$1.S0)
Lani Mclntire* ... Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Mitchell Ayres ..Lincoln (225; $1.50-$2)
Benny Goodman*. New Yorker (400; 7Sc-$1.50)
Bob Allen
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)..
Guy Lombardo ..Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.S0)
XavierCugat*
Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)

Lunceford Big

At

Week*
riiiToa

.

Tony

Franci.>-co

G;ilc: 2.830: 44-.S5-75)— Plus

in

1942

Hotel B.O/s

at

"«n?
Hotel
,
Jan Savilt
Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
Ray Heatherlon". .Biltmore (300; $1.$1.50)

officers began their first fiveye,ir term in December of that

sible for better portion of fair $13,000.

9,

(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, i« the estimated cover
charge busine$« beinp done by name band* in varioiu Neto York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Fiffures ajter nttme of hotel give
room capacitv and cover charge. Larger amount designates ueekend and
This compilation is based on the period from Mondavhotidav price.
SaluTday.)

year.
Pastor, Cleveland (Palace:
40-60-70)— With 'Nightmare'
and Bonnie Baker, on stage.
Average $18,500. with not much help
Mill Biiltnn. |jidian:ipolis iKcith's: from picture.
Dirk Rogers, New York (State; 391.200: 28-3:!-44-55)— Plus 'Baby Foco
MorR.-in' iPnCi and nets, B.ind. with 44-.')5-73-99-$1.10)— With 'Nightmare'
no other name support nnd lilllc help (U) on screen. Business slow, with
Ritz,
from lilni. will do fair S4.500 in f.iur only about $19,000 indicated, slender.
days.
Dirk Stabile. Chicago (Oriental;
Bob Crosby. Philadelphia (Earlc: 3.200: 28-33-44-55)— Coupled with
2.768; 35-4l)-57-68-75)— With 'Slrrct 'Boss Big Town' (PRC). Nice $19,300.
iPar) on screen.
To with band virtually entire draw.
ot Chance'
Crosby s band goes most of the credit
Lawrence Welk, Chicago (Chicago:
for good $22,000 going into the till.
35-35-75)— Plus 'Major and
4.000:
Glen Gray. Now York (Strand: 2.- Minor' (Par), both second week.
(Estimates)
$39,000 for holdover session on
Fine
—
With
736: 33-35-65-75-83-99-SI.lO)
Sunny Dunham (Shubert T. New
combo.
this
strong
'Gentleman Jim' (WB) on scr;on.
Haven. Conn., Dec. 6). One-day
Currently on second week looks $40.stand of band and vaude enticed an
ihis
000 or bit over. good, although
approximate 4.500 admissions at 7Sc
represents considerable of a dip from
top: okay.
IN
However,
stanza's $02,500.
initial
Jimmy Lunceford (Ritz B., Bridgeopening week included Thanksgiving
port.
CJonn., Dec.
6).
Lunceford

Hrnry

(Golden

•Stricli.v

Bands

8.

James C. Petrillo, president,
and the entire executive slate ot
the Chicago Federation of Musicians, Local No. 10, were re-

Crosby Swings

OK 22G in Philly, Basie,

Wednesday, December

P^KtEfr
Was There Any Doubt?

an«l

8.

Pittsburgh

band leader, did two things before
he shoved o(T for the army over the
weekend. He announced his engagement to Jerry Richard.^, who has
been his vocalist for the last 12
yeai A. and then turned his outfit over
to her for the duration.
She'll continue to sing with the
orch as well as baton it. using the
old billing but adding 'directed by
Jerry Richards.'

"IT'S

SAND,

MAN"

Newest Columbia Record

COUNT BASIE
And
Par.
Dir.

Mgt.:

His Orcheatrs

MILTON EBBINS

William Morris Agency

'

Wedncsdijt Deccinb(pr

!>»

1942

ST
Musical Truants?

Relief for the Agencies
Washington, Dec. 8.
Shortage of musicians in this
area is such that Local 161 is
accepting
memberships
from

Band agencies are breathing

easier since last week's clariftcation
of the recently enacted $25,000 net earnings law. That commission
payments by bands will be contfoUed only by the amount of work
secured for the bands (within the law's limits) each agency handles
removes a serious threat to the agencies. As originally understood, an
agency couldn't receive in commissions from each leader more than
$e,70O, which is 10% of the total gross a maestro could earn, to pocket
a net of $25,000.
Under the clarification of the law, items such as transportation,
publicity, advertising, personal manager and all operating expenses
necessary to continuing in business will be allowed over and above the
$67,000 which a leader personally can earn to net 25G for himself.
These exemptions, of course, are subject to the Treasury Department's o^ay, and must conform with normal deductions; that is, they
can't be higher than the treasury normally allows for such items.
A bandleader will still have to keep accurate, weekly accounts of
income and disbursements and know week by week how much he has
earned. Theatre owners and other employers will probably demand
affidavits asserting an individual leader's personal earnings haven't
surpassed the $67,000 celling.

Lombardo,
N. Y.
Roxy

theatre.

Roxy s Name Band

New

York,
long-awaited

will

name
Anally begin its
band policy Jan. 13 or 20. It has
Guy Lombardo's orchestra for
two weeks with options to play with
the film 'China Girl' (20th-Fox)
starring Gene Tierney. Lombard© Is
currently at the Roosevelt hotel,
N.

Y.,

Warmnp

Carmen Miranda

to have been on the
Initial
toward
step

was

same

bill.

employing

opposition to the
Paramount and Strand, was taken by
the Roxy several weeks ago, when it
bought Raymond Scott's seven-piece
radio combination, which opened
Nov. 11 for three weeks and was
held a fourth, current, with 'Springtime in the Rockies' (20th). Scott's
outAt is a CBS studio band and while
it can be construed as the beginner
of the Roxy's name policy, the group
is used as an act given about 10minutes stage time. Scott has already been booked to return to the
Roxy April 1.
The Roxy is negotiating for other
bands to follow Lombardo. Its success in that respect appears assured,
since the opposition Paramount, particularly, is loaded with band options
it Is

bands,

in

having difficulty in using. Un-

usually long runs of Alms and stage
shows at that house the past couple
months have created a backlog of
bands. For this reason It released
Tommy Tucker weeks ago, after
which the Roxy went after him.

Lombardo hasn't played a theatre
Broadway since June, 1941, when

Oil

he was at the Strand. Prior to that
date he was a Paramount standby.

Mrs. Stabile Switching

Band

to

€A€ When

Hubby Goes IntoNayy
Dick Stabile's orchestra wUl switch
booking agency afAIiations next week
from Music Corp. of America to General

Amusement

Corp.,

when

Stabile

goes into the Coast Guard and Gracie
Barrie (Mrs. Stabile) takes over as
leader.
Stabile signed up for CG
service last week, missing part of a
seven-day stand at the Palace theatre, Cleveland.
Miss Barrie directed
the band in his absence.

Procedure of shifting a band from
one agency to another under such
circumstances as Stabile's is simple
and it has been done before. Stabile's contract with MCA is under his
name and, since he will no longer be
its
leader, the agreement will be
voided and Miss Barrie is free to
take the outAt wherever she desires.
Similar sitiaation occurred last year,
when George Hall handed his band
over to Dolly Dawn.
Again the
change was from MCA to GAC.
GAC assumes booking Miss Barrie
next Sunday (13). Band is currently

ELLINGTON ON

NEGRO MUSIC
Negro music has not developed
further than it has because Negroes
are not taking their own music seri-

Policy

Monroe's
1

m

Theatres

orchestra

begin

is

on the

to arrive

to

ously, according to Duke Ellington,
back in the epst playing theatres,
prior to a Carnegie Hall concert in
January.
He is devoting his time
and future musical efforts to an attempt to place Negro jazz among the
cultivated tastes of music lovers.
'The trouble,' he maintains, 'is that
in a place like Harlem,
a place
where they have a Chance to give
impetus to original Negro compositions and an idiom already established,

work on

they

turn

to

accepted'

Leaders Hold Their Mastery

It'sCaptMiUerOfficiaUy

recovered fully

in

a

military

hos-

pital.

51

BANDS FOR

COCA-COLA'S

Tin

XMAS SHOW

Pan Alley' creations. Listen to any
Harlem jukebox and you'll And the
latest Hit Parade tunes, with an occasional song that details Negro

musical expression.
That doesn't
Waim mean
that Tin Pan Alley doesn't put

May' for Metro. Before that,
however, the band will play a sefor

of theatre dates, leaving
current Commodore hotel, N.
spot Jan. 20.
ries

The gradual elimination viA en«
listment or induction of name mae*

stros, and the general shortage of
Glenn Miller graduated from Offi- b.o. bands, have not resulted in incer's Training School, Fort Meade, creased interest in lower bracket
Md., Friday (4), receiving a Cap- bands. Some months ago bookers
tain's commission. Next day he left and managers were of the opinion
for
Maxwell Field. Montgomery, that, as a certain percentage of
Ala., where he's been assigned to the upper class crews lost their leaders
Air Force. His duties will be of and were disbanded, lesser known
outAts would automatically acquire
morale and musical nature.
Miller went into the Arniy Spec- increased public recognition, thereby
making them better money earners.
ialist Corps several months ago and
Fact that the public isn't going for
was shifted over to the regular army
when the former was abolished. unknowns substantiates the contenDuring his six v eeks of study at tion that the top bands would reFort Meade he developed pneu- main frozen in their positions for
monia, was shipped home and later the duration. This opinion was based

Total of 51 bands will be used
by the Coca-Cola company on its
out good music. It does, as everydance music marathon on the Blue
one knows. Rather, it means that
network Xmas Day.
Music will
until
the time corned when the
originate in army camps all over
Y.,
colored race takes its own music
the -country in 15-minute periods
seriously, Negro music will remain
from noon until midnight under
Hal Mclntyre's orchestra replaces undeveloped and for the most part the title 'Uncle Sam's Xmas Tree.'
Monroe at the Commodore, remain- unearthed.'
No ^commercials in Coca-Cola's beSpeaking of his own composi
ing until April 1, when Monroe will
half will be used. This is strictly a
tions, Ellington said that his music
return for four weeks.
gesture on the manufacturer's part
merely scratches the surface of un
Broadcasts will be carried on 142
developed material.
Blue outlets. All the time has been
At his Carnegie Hall concert El
cleared except the 7-8:30 p.m. pelington will play all original Negro
riod on WJZ, N. Y., which may yet
compositions, some his own, includ
be opened to the series.
ing 'American Lullaby,' a work that
Since the 12-hour or more broadPaul Whiteman performed a few
cast was Arst planned, the job of
years back at a Christmas concert
coordinating and routing the bands
Also for the Arst
at the siime hall.
to various parts of the country for
time, Ellington intends to perform
pickups has been a daily chore for
a jazz symphony, compose'd of the
executives of Music Corp. of Amer
themes taken from his original and
ica and the D'Arcy agency
Before
as yet unproduced opera, 'Boola.'
the job was complete the latter part
The Arst movement will show the
of last week they were all walking
origin
of Negro music, with an
in circles.
In only a' few instances
African tomtom beat as a backdid they fail to post a band. To
Orchestra bookings for private ground; the
second will show the
cover these spots there may be two
parties and dances, once an extreme- development of early American jazz;
or three repeats by bands, aired
ly lucrative Aeld. for name outAts, is the third present day swing, and earlier.
All bands will do a threethen, a futuristic Anale, all four parts
probably the heaviest hit of all types
hour show at the camps they'll go
tied together with the beat of the
to for originations. Some of the outof bookings since the war began. original tomtom.
Ats among the 51 bought will not
During the past year bids for bands
broadcast, accounting for the disfor such events have dropped sharpcrepancy between the total and 48
It's Eyan Jones
ly.
This month, when they norquarter hours.
They'll just entermally should be at a peak, they are
tain trainees.
off 75-80% in comparison to previous
Paul Sparr's pianist and arranger,
years.
Evan Jones, Is now maestro of the
Signs Benny Carter
Bookers claim that inquiries by former Sparr orchestra at the Hotel
colleges artn't oft more than 15% St. Regis, N. Y.
Sparr has joined the Navy, He
but actual bookings have dropped
For Gloria Jean Fihn
considerably more because there was long at the hotel's Viennese
aren't enough bands to go around. Roof and Iridium Room.
Benny Carter's orch has been
It's pointed out, too, that in the masigned by Universal for the next
jority of instances the budgets that
Unfair in Chi
Gloria Jean Aim, which starts shootmost schools have made up for
ing about Jan. 15. Carter auditioned
Chicago, Dec. 8.
musical
talent
are
substantially
The Chicago Federation of Musi- at U's studios two weeks ago, problower.
cians has placed Frank Mlnneci, ably the Arst time a band had been
doing business as Frank's Theatrical brought onto a lot for such a purAgency;
Harry J.
Fitzsimmons; pose.
Masters, Chester to Play
Carter's outAt was formed only
Louis Cohen; Block & Hyman, and
Jack Ganas on the unfair list of about four months ago. It's currently at the Swing Club, Hollywood.
Jukebox Dealers' Hop booking agents.
the screen version of 'Very

celled negotiations.

name

Vaughn

tentatively, slated

from which he may double Coast March

to the theatre.

Roxy was negotiating with Lorn
bardo a couple months ago to tee oft
its then contemplated name music
policy. It also talked with Tommy
Tucker and almost signed that band,
but disagreements over billing can-

son that union orchestras cannot be engaged.

Monroe Skeds PreH'wood

signed

Name

melody makers as young as 16.
Washington is doing less cocktailing with music, and holding fewer dances, for the rea-

Tee Off

in Jan., Will

Despite Draft and Other Depletions,

its

PRIVATE PARTY

earlier this year on the curtailment
of shellac by the War Production
Board and the subsequent closing of
record rosters to new talent. Of
course, since Aug. 1 and Petrillo's

ban

Now

U

Cleveland, Dec.

8.

Frankie Masters' and Bob Chester's bands are getting a New Year's

Eve spot at the Civic Auditorium for
the second of a series of beneAt
swing-shift dances sponsored by lojukebox dealers' association.
The two bands will alternate in
the six-and-half hour dance for factory workers at $1.25 per head.
Proflts will go to the American
Women's Voluntary Services, to pay
for athletic uniforms and equipment
used by 500 sailors, soldiers and
marines stationed here.
cal

Reopening Campaign to Get Army
Clearance of Busses for Bands

Another attempt Is being made by
John Hammond to work out a plan
under which traveling bands will be
allowed the use of busses by the
OfAce of Defense Transportation.
Ass'n.,
Merchants
Phonograph
Hammond, who had been handling
composed of 70 jukebox operators in negotiations between the ODT and
Cleveland, raised about $5,000 for
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., on the subthe new Stage Door Canteen in a reject, went to Washington again yescent swing-shift dance at the city's
terday (Tuep.) in an e/Torl to reat the Oriental theatre, Chicago, fol- auditorium.
The dance for the
lowing which it has two one-nighters A.W.V.S. will Include a one-hour cover the ground he, and the USD
lost several weeks ago, when the
booked by MCA. Stabile had been stage show by paid talent.
army refused to let the ODT allot
booked to open at the Trianon Ballbusses.
That was just before the
room, Southgate, Cal., next week
(18), which has been cancelled.
Vic Valente, recently with Jan opening of the African campaign.
Hammond at the time had a plan
Savitt, is back in Buffalo playing
Les Brown has been given an ad- piano in the WBEN orchestra. He's set up and okayed by the ODT.
'International Bands operating through the southvance two-week booking at the Chi- being
In
featured
cago theatre, Chicago, starting on House Party,' thrice-w?ekly com- east and southwest were to be allowed busses upon applyin for
Dec. 25.
mercial.
,

and tran.
had an oppor-

recordings

The top outfits have more than
managed to maintain their positions
without recordings. The majority of
them have been bought for pictures,
which the band business
ries

more weight

in

feels car-

upholding and

increasing popularity than do recordings. The fact that many of the
best band names have spent a great
deal of time on the Coast lately is
another reason for the shortage of
bands in the rest of the country.
As to the lesser known orchestras,
bookers have found that no matter
how hungry a client may be for musical talent he'll think twice before
buying any outAt simply l>ecause no
one else is available. And in few
instances will he pay mora than the
band has been getting in normal
times.

Lyman Reorganizes
Orc"^estra;

BOOKINGS ARE
75% OFF

against

scriptions, no one has
tunity to record.

Opening At

Lincoh, N.
Abe Lyman

Y., Jan.

8

reorganizing his
dance band and has been signed to
follow the current Mitchell Ayres
band into the Lincoln hotel, N. Y.
Ayres closes at the Lincoln's Blue
Room Jan. 2, shifting to the Roseland
Ballroom, N. Y., the next night, after
which the room will be closed for
Ave days. Lyman is to open Jan. 8.
Lyman's booking Is for eight weeks,
and the tiaria'to follow his is already
Kenton comes in March 5
Stan,
for four weeks.

is

set.

This

Is

the latter'*

Arst N. Y, hotel date. He played th*
Boseland Ballroom on his first trip
Into N. Y.
Lyman disbanded his original orchestra several months ago because
he expected to go into the Army.
High blood pressure and a slight nervous condition kept him out. His
new band is about 50% staffed.

BOSTON BAIIROOMS
CONTINUE OPERATION
Boston, Dec.

8.

While night clubs and hotel dining
rooms with dancing and entertain-

ment were shut down by building
inspectors until inflammable decorations were removed and sufficient
exits were made available, local

ballrooms continued to operate.
However, Ray Galvin, at the Raymor and Playmor ballrooms, put a
crew of men to work immediately
to

have

rules set

his

rooms conform

down

to

the

for the niteries, al-

though he had not received orders
them. In return for devoting two
evenings and one afternoon a week
playing army training camps.
Dick Stabile's orchestra was assured
of a bus and a tour was set for him.
At the last minute the army canceled
everything and Stabile's route had to
be rebuilt.
Now that the strain of launching
the African offensive is over, it's
to

to this effect. All decorations came
down, 'crash' doors were installed

and smoking by the dancers
permitted only in certain safe areas.
Inspectors found Totem Pole, Auburndale, contained twice as many
exits as the law required.
at exits,

Maine LefisIatloD Threat

Augusta, Me., Dec. 8.
Maine's dancehalls may stand inlook more spection for Are hazards when the
kindly on plans to provide more Legislature convenes Jan. 1, if a
musical entertainment for trainees. measure to be presented by Alfred
Reason Hammond's originni plan W. Perkins, state commissioner of
was considered was because the insurance, is approved.
Having in mind the recent Boston
southeast and southwestern territories
weren't being covered by Cocoanut Grove Are, Perkins stated
name bands at all.
that the inspection division of his
Hammond is still i-o-chHiiman of department should be given authe Negro bus committee, v hich is thority to oversee construction and
decoration of rtartce places.
<;upplyinB vehicles for road 1' 'p.":.
possible the

Army may

-

ORCKISniAS

88

Wednesdaj, December

USQSlPff

N. Y. Local 802 Incumbents Win Nearly

Gean Sweep; Lose Only

I Bd. Posts

(li)

,

I

i

Navy Orch's Embarkation

out C.500 votes.
Closest ballot inK

was

for the presi-

dency, with Jack Rosenberg, the in-

cumbent, nosing out Dave

Gu.-iikoff

Artie
periors

Siiaw
sveie

and
put

his

on

a

Navy

su-

spot

last

and Irving Bloom, to the When Harris was hurriedly retrial
board.
Both are important cruited from Heath's old spot, to
the latter with Shaw, Orposts, since these boards actually replace
with Monroe.
ride herd on all union affairs and. lato a^ain jumped in

several hours later.
In the meantime It

came tlma for the stage show to go on and, in order
band was there and would play later, the
were parted showing the men seated but sans instruments'. A
to borrow instruments was made between shows by Larry
Stein, Warner district manager, who got them from surrounding towns
and from the house orchestra, which enabled Pastor to play the second
matinee show. The instrument truck arrived later and everything was
to satisfy the patrons that the

curtains

mad scramble

all right for the first evening show.
The Paramount in Hammond has been successful with a name band
policy every Sunday. Last Sunday (6) Ipa Ray Hutton and har band- was
the attraction and booked are Dick Jurgens, December 20; Chuck Foster,

December

When

27,

and Stan Kenton on January

10.

tonio Rose.' whicli doesn't hurt her
appeal any.
Gang has a knockout arrangement
on 'Praise the Lord and Pass the
Ammunition.' opening with a choir
chant idea and zipping into rhythmic
stuff on swingins; .strings.
Too bad
it couldn't be recorded: 'twould have
made Heckscher on the jukebox cir-

'This Is the

the military are not permitted by law to compete with civilian enterprise.
James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians,
had promised to cooperate with 'Army' and was against any appeal for
pay.
He settled the controversy by writing his personal check for the
National orchestra, each musician getting his customary week's pay.

Negotiations are nearly complete for Joe Glaser to take over manageof Van Alexander's orchestra, which is booked by Consolidated
Radio Artists. Contract is to be signed later this week.
Glaser has been gradually enlarging his stable of white bands the
past few months. Once known as a manager of Negro talent exclusively,
he now handles more ofay than colored.

ment

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

pleted until 9:30 a.m. on Friday (4).

belou) are grabbing most nickels this week in jukeboxes
Nomes
by operators fo 'Varied/,'
more than one band or Doealist a/ler the title indicates, in order of
Figures and names In
popularif]/, whose recordings are being played.
parenthesis indicate the number o/ weeks each song has been in the listings

af'.er-

and respective publishers.)

tive board,

for the first time since the incumbents took office eight years ago.
there will be opposition men sitting
in on all the confabs. The membership is known to be expecting minority reports from these men on all
controversial matters.
The election count was not com-

hli band showed Paramount, Hammond, Ind., Nov. 29
minus instruments, dand was making the Jump from Cincinnati to Hammond when, unbeknown to Pastor and the others, who were traveling by
private autos, the instrument tniclc broke down and did not arrive until

Tony Pastor and

Army' played Washington the seven regular musicians
Norma Rose, the thrii.sli, is a at the National theatre were given a layoff without pay. Under the Nalooker and chirps a neat ditty. Boys tional Defense Act of 1916, Local 161 of the Musicians Union could have
in service like her, call her 'San Anappealed to the War Department for reimbursement of musicians, since

by score of 3.594 to 3,038. Dick Mc- weel;. less tlian 24 liours before
Cann, v. p. came through over Bob Slia
and hi.-; band were to leave
Ray Heath,
Patlcr.son by a count of 3,667 to 2.- lor an oversea.^ base.
with the outfit, was
Willie Feinberg. secretary, had Ui)inl)oni5i.
954.
Since the
sleep-walking.
the biggest majority in whipping c;nii;lu
cuit.
Sammy Kramar by a score of 3.869 N'.uy prefers musicians who don't
Troupe goes back to the Coast
Harry Suber, treasurer, •ake itoclurnal strolls, Shaw was around New Year's, but has an offer
to 2,747.
did almost as good in downing Nick ")l)lKed to repl.ice him. In less than to come back to the Peabody in the
24 hour.-i he plucked Tas.so Harris spring.
Should go places and soon,
Vitalo by 3.876 to 2,794,
from Vauijhn Moiiroe's orchestra leader having developed a personnel
On the executive board. Emit Bal- .Tiid
had him in uniform with the setup claimed to be draft-proof.
zar. incumbent, was high man with
3.656 votes.
Max Arons, also an in- oarJ.
oriiiinally was a member
Ho.i'.h
cumbent, was top man in the scoring
01 Monroe's crew, temporarily refoi- the trial board with 3,681 ballots.
Upbeat
The two Unity men who won were p'.iice'J at the time by Joe Orlato,
ill
turn gave way to Harris.
Al Raderman. elected to the execu.1-

1942

hside Stuff-Orchestras

Band Review
ERNIE HECKSCHER'S ORCH
With Nornw Bose

Holel Peabody, Memphis
Latest sweet-styled orch to come
from the West Coast and click in the
Mississippi Valley area is that of
For the first tlma in eight years
Spitalny's
Concert
Ernie
Heckscher, Stanford grad now
N. Y. local 802 of th« American Fedmaking his first foray east of the
eration of Musicians has two repRockies. Heckscher's present combo
Phil Spilalny and his all-girl orch has been together about five months
resentatives of th« opposition silting
are readying a concert at Town Hall, and is plenty plea.sing to the ear.
in office as a result of the regular
Band is smooth, with a single brass
N. Y Dec. 22.
and a violin section of three men,
bi-annual election held Thursday
Proceeds to the Baptist Home for three saxes, bass fiddle, two pianos
The administration, known as
(3).
and drums.
Heckscher is at the
A^ed.
piano and sound.s a lot like Henry
the Blue ticket, scored a* clean
King or Nat Brandwyniie.
lost
and
berths
major
sweep of the
Mae.stro
an electric harp,
features
only one post each on the executive
something brand new in this sector,
Sleepwalking Musician
and local Ijoards to the opposition, or
to excellent effect.
iMstrumcnl provokes a lot of commercial curiosity
Unity licl<et. The election, run by
Nearly Jazzes
and is a musical .n.s.<cl as well.
the Honest B;illot Association, turned

Up Shaw

%

Edytha

Wray

has

Stoeftler orch as

joined

vocalist

at

Wally

Vogue

Terrace, Pittsburgh.

(Records

throupJiout the counfry, as reported

0/

Alice Gerber, former singer with
Rusty Williams orch. now doing a
which the Blue officials, who single at Music Bar. Pittsburgh.
recall
night,
went
on
had been up
Griff
Williams' orch has been
ord with statements about winning
a hard election fairly and squarely, signed for an indefinite run in the
and calling for an end to factional- Empire Room of the Palmer House,
ism.
(Continued on page 40)

^i.
>
White Christmas

,

1.

When

Lights

1,r.
\
(Berlm)

(8)

Go On

J

Bing Crosby

{

Charlie Spivak

)

Vaughn Monroe
Les Brown
Andrews Sisters

I

Freddie Slack

(

(CLP).

(7)

\

Five By Five (6) (Leeds)

I

Dearly Beloved

MnL;.""::

{

Daybreak

(B)

(Feist).

7.

Why

8.

Manhattan Serenade

9.

There Are Such Things

Don't

You

Love

Fall

(4)

(Harms).

{

^^^l^J-^':"."

(

Connee Boswell

{

tt„A
Had

in
10.

(

(Robbins).

(5)

(2)

nra,;^.t n.-^..^
mi
Craziest
Dream (1)

Okch
Decca
Capitol

Columbia
Decca

Merry Macs

(Chappe.l)

(3)

Victor

(Kay Kyser

Praise Lord (8) (Famous).

4.

Decca

Columbia

Tommy

(Yankee)

ivlcl:?

Decca

Okeh

Dick Jurgens
Jinvny Dorsey

Decca
Columbia

(Harry James

Victor

Dorsey

Columbia
pg^.g

(Harry James

/n\r<"-i
(BVC)

! !

CoiS

'^^^^^ ^^^j;^

OTHER FAVORITES
(These records are directly below first 10 in popularity.
of weeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

Tunes with

number

My

Devotion (IB) (Santly)

S^oe;;;-.-^

{

Feuhrer's Face (7) (Southern)

Brazil (Southern)
There'll

Never Be Another You

(Miller)

Moonlight Becomes You (Famous)

(

Me My

Street

Decca

Sammy Kaye

Victor

-'-D*""

Bing Crosby

Colurribia

Decra

Hal Mclnlyre
Garland

Gal (Mills)

Dreams

Decca
Capitol

Jimmy Dorsey

(Kay Kyser
Andrews Sisters

Here Comes Navy (Shapiro)
This Is Army (Army)
For

Bluebird

Spike Jones

Andrews Sisters
^Johnny Mercer
(

Strip Polka (17) (Morris).

Victor

Decca
Decca

i^^y Lombardo
(Guy
(Tommy Dorsey
{

(Miller)
',

(

Victor

Decca

Inkspots

(Benny Goodman. .Columbia

Serenade Blue (BVC)

.

(Jimmy Dorsey

Decca

South American Sellers
Buenos Aires, Dec. 1.
Argentine, V. S. and Brazilian nujnbers ran neck and neck on Sovth
best-selling disc lists during last half of November.
10, compiled from data obtained from dealers headquartered in Buenos Aires, represents leaders not only in this country but for
adjoining S. A. republics:

American

Following best

1.

Insensiblement (French) ....

B.

Amour— 'Amour'

Ventura
*
Eduardo Armani
Pedro Vargas
(Osvaldo l4orton
Miller
( Glenn
(

S.

4.

(Mex)

Corrldo

Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree (U. S.).

i

(Andrews
f

Lejos de Buenos Aires (Arg) Tango.

i

Jingle, Jangle, Jingle

J

[

(U. S.)..

Papa Baldasar (Arg) Mllonga.

Always

Representing
In

Leonard

E.

Trout,

GALE Miniature ATTRACTIONS,
Baltimore

and

Castelberg

Inc.

Washington

Building,

Baltimore,

Maryland

In

My

Heart (U. S.).,.

8.

Carlnhoso (Brazilian) Samba

9.

Dernlere Reverie (French)

10.

Baluque No Noro (BrazUian) Samba.

Sisters

Odeon
Victor
Victor

Odeon
Victor

Odeon

Anibal Trolio (Pichuco)
Victor

Miguel Calo

(

Eduardo Armani
Merry Macs

(

Hugo

(

Eugenio Nobile

del Carril

(Jimmy Dorsey

Odeon
....Victor

Odeon
Victor

Odeon
Odeon

Victor
(Jan Savitt
Columbia
(Eddy Duchin
( Pedro
Victor
Vargas
Odeon
^^^V Ventura
( Eduardo Armani
Victor
( Hawaiian Serenaders Victor
(

L.

Baptista

Victor

Wednesday, December

-9f
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Now

ASCAP Pubs Are Back

Tliat

On

Profit Basis,

Wage

the

experienced by

loss of proflla

ASCAP

faction

of

music

the

plexing problem in connection with
wage-freezing
Presidential
the
order.

Publishers

who have made

it

practice of distributing year-end

a

bonuses among certain of their employes now find that they can't re-

New

TOBANI HEIRS $5,000

Such

Temu

—

Low
Operations
Obviate Policing

1S0-200G

ANNUALLY

ASCAP-radio
the
of
these publishers were pracout of business for 10 months.
When it came to balancing the books
at the end of 1941, there were no
profits from which to extract bonuses, the payment of which constituted
part and parcel of compensation
agreements particularly in the case
of professional managers. With their
business back this year on a solid
basis,
such publishers had
profit
planned to reinstate bonuses a la
1940 style, but the latest regulations
issued by the War Labor Board proThe
hibits
that very procedure.
WLB holds that the distribution of
permissible providing
bonu.ses
is
this has been a regular arrangement
and that the amount of the bonus
i.ssued is no greater than it had been
for the preceding year.
Because

battle,
tically

Broadcast Music, Inc., has comjudgment granted by a lower
be vacated.
Two of the pleted preliminary plans for enterjudges on the circuit court dissented ing the general licensing field, with
opinion.
there
written
but
was no
the latter taking in hotels, cafes and
Fischer, in 1928, entered into an
The terms are being
ballrooms.
agreement with Tobani, a stafT ar.
trade
ranger, covering the renewal rights worked in discussions with the
Tobani.
By
associations of these variouA user
to works composed by
will
contract,
Tobani
be the first time that
of
this
It
the terms
groups.
percollect
weekly
sought
to
a
receive
certain
sum
was to
a
BMI has
as long as he ' lived and it was formance fee from any source other
In the case of
stipulated that in the event of hia than broadcasting.
tworewould
issues
a
surviving
wife
BMI
death, his
motion pictures
Mrs. Tobani's death fold license, to producers, covering
ceive $5,000.
preceded that of her husband and performing as well as synchronizaFischer took the position that the tion, which obviates the necessity of
thereby
been
$5,000 commitment has
the exhibitor to get his own license
abrogated. The wife died in 1934 from BMI.
and the husband, a year later.
Several months after its inception
$5,000

BMI

issued
cafes
hotels,

Probe

Not Encoura(lnt

Is

Now

New

WLB

division.

WLB

the
section of the music business was in a state of suspended animation during almost all of 1941, the
resumption of a deferred compensation arrangement would be regarded
as in violation of the Presidential
order. Publishers, however, have the
privilege, it was learned, to file an
application for exception to the rule.
Such applications run to 10 pages
and the requirements arc that they

ASCAP

be filed in triplicate.

Phase of the situation thai particularly bothers publishers is the possibility of iheir
professional men

Washington, Dec.
Much-postponed appearance

James

FROM

N.Y.

SUPREME

a

Byron Gay la-^t week lo^l in the
Y. supreme court
his
suit to
compel the Robbins Music Corp.
and Leo Feist, Inc., to accoimt to
him for all the proceeds derived
from the .sale of the mechanical
rights on 'The Vamp.'
Acting on
a motion made by Jules T. Abeles,
N.

counsel for Robbins-Feist. Justice
Carroll G. Walter held that the
action
belonged
Id
the
Federal
court and dismissed the plea for
an accounting.

.

.

.

Shapiro

Harms
Feist

Devotion
Fuehrer'* Face

Santly

Southern

BMI 1)eal With

between $150,000 and

SPANow Hinges
Technicality

vised the anti-bulk deal provision in

somewhat
The catalogs
is

rights. The desired change Is
merely a technical one.
In
SPA'i contracts with
the
ASCAP publishers, allowance Is

of over $100,000 a year.
involved are Peer International, made for the sale of bulk rights
Melodylane and the American Per- through
the Society, with the proforming Rights Society, the last the
repository for Mexican,. Cuban, Bra- hibition against bulk deals in such
cases applying only to the licensing
zilian, Argentinian and other Latinof synchronlzatioii lues. BMI last
American music.
week denied that Ite present negotia-

has announced that Jan. 12
Fraoz
Waxman, Max Steiner,
has how been definitely set as the Adolph Deutsch and Frederick Holdate for the beginning of the hear- lander drew scoring jobs on 'Edge of
ings.
Darkness,' 'The Adventures of Mark
Petrillo is due to be the first wit- Twain,' 'Action in.the North Atlantic'
ness. Herbert M. Bingham, Wash- and 'Background to Danger,' respecington attorney, has been appointed tively, at Warners.
as .special counsel for the inquiry.
Senator Clark, who is the author

AFM.

fining its eontractual relations to the
publishing and mechanical rights, as
specifically conveyed by the writer

tu the publisher.

into
session.

Rnsse

of carrying the hearings
the next Congres.slonal

Wai

Music On

Part of

New Vogue

in

Writers are voicing a similar
disappointment. They have in the
past found it much easier to place
a novelty tune with a publisher because of the disposition of recording companies to take the manuscript of a novelty directly from a
writer and record it.
tieup of
this sort would facilitate acceptance
by a publisher, since the latter
could count on the disc royalty to
cover the song's publication expenses.

A

Where

the publishers are experithe exploitation pinch esIs in the deprivation of the

jukebox outlet.
The impression
conunon among the pubs is that a
jukebox fan is a far more potential
sheet music buyer than a radio
listener.
If
a
person spend.s a
nickel to hear a song, he will be
more inclined to spend 35c for a
piano copy than a dial-twister, who
gets an eaiiul of the same song
for nothing.
Another factor about
the current situation as regards the
exploitation of new songs that the
pubs don't like is that such network plugs are pretty well restricted to listening audiences of
(Continued on page 40)

WBmE

TALK

DEAL FOR AYB
CATALOG
The Warners Bros, mu.iic publishing group and Moe Gale, as partners
In the deal, are in process o( ncRotlatlng for the purchase of the Ager,
Yellen
Bornstein catalog. The reported price is $70,000. If the propo-

&

Coast Songwriter Group Moves

To Block New ASCAP Ratiiig Plan

owners.
Involved In the discussions is :he
status held by A-Y-B over the renewal rights of Milton Agcr's numbers.
One of the more u.scd numbers In the A-Y-B catalog is 'Hiinpy

Days Are Here Again.'

Official Signal

ASCAP's
tem,

soon to be voted on by

membership.
Notice has
been served on the society's board of
and John Paine, general
manager, that any attempt to put the
proposed plan into effect will be

When the ASCAP board of directors meets at a special session tomorrow (Thursday) It will be asked
by the organization's management to
extend by 10 days the deadline on
the current balloting on two writer

legally contested.

amendments to the bylaws. The ballots were to be in by Thursday flO),
but it will be explained that the extension is Justified by circumstances,
such as the fact that the ballots must
BO to men in the armed services,
that a goodly number of members
live on (he west coast and that the
course of mall delivery isn't because
of war conditions as speedy as it

directors

,

used to be.

The

have to do with rewriter classification matindicated that
aren't particularly agitated

ballots

forms in
ters and

members

it's

ASCAP

Corps

Song By Mrs. Olmstead

Ballot Extension Sau(ht

the

society's

Filin

ticularly

sorely missed, parthe case of novelty

sition goes through, Ben Bornstein
will be the only official of the llim
that will go along with the nsw

jettcr that hejs not insisting on any
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
impossible to get a quorum of his
subcommittee for hearings before
Counsel has been retained by a such conduct, auch denial has in no
the new Congress came in.
He group of songwriters to legally block way been officially communicated by
the society to any of Its members.
thought it wise to duck the possible
sysrevised classification

over

now

is

songs.

tions with SPA were proceeding on
the basis that BMI would be agreeable to the writer's retaining the

ownership of the oop^ right and con-

from
Washington.
Subcommittee
chairman found that it would be

nece.ssity

begun to
Ameiicon

the

ing

C. Petrillo, president of the

American' Federation of Musicians,
before a Senate investigation subcommittee has again been delayed.
Senator D. Worth Clark of Idaho,
chairman of interstate commerce
subcommittee appointed to investigate the recording ban imposed by

of

Musicians'

,

records

encing

the contract as to exempt perform-

on performing fees

of

ban on
The pubs are
complaining that the advance play
of new numbers enjoyed through

pecially

On

affects

.

Daybreak

blanket licenses to
and ballrooms, but

J. M. Danziger, attorney, set forth
Obviously trying to cash in on the the following grounds for action in
sudden wave of popularity of Rus- his letter to ASCAP's hoard and
sian miuic, Artkino Productions has Paine:
the 10-year contracts
(1) When
Gay claimed that when he made placed some of the tunes from theuwere signed by these members, they
a deal for 'The Vamp' with Will flhns on the record album market,
the
Rossiter,
Chicago
publisher,
he with the Stinson Trading go. in this intended and understood that
(Gay) reserved the motion picture country rccoiding and di.Hributing classification system then in existence
A typical album in- would continue during the life of
rights.
Rossiter sold the song to the records.
Feist 21 years ago.
Gay's suit was cludes songs from 'Girl From Lenin- their contracts.
(2) That the pending ratification of
inspired by the fact that Robbins, grad,' 'One Day in Soviet Russia,'
which controls Feist, had Usued a •Red Tanks,' 'Alexander Vevsky' the by-law amendment neces.sary to
enable the new plan to be put into
synchronization license on the tune and 'Volga Volga.'
.To aid the unfamiliar, Russian effect is bcinu obtained by misrepreto 20th Century-Fox for use in the
their
English
translation.s sentation. At the local membership
fllmusical,
'Rose
of
Washington lyrics
appear on the inside front cover of meetiuB held Oct. 20, 1942, the
Square.'
membership was officially informed
Justice Waller, in a lengthy de- the nibum.
that the Attorney General of U. S.
cision, .stated that the baala of the
Bcncc Ruiiall authored 'The wa.<; Insisting on immediate adoption
iiction did not involve a breach of
Attorney
contract, biit
rather an
infringe- Gremlin Song,' being publi.<:hed by of a new plan. While the
General h'a* since then stated In a
ment of copyright
L. Wolfe Gilbert
*

Famous

$200,-

BMI

8.

leaving them for other connections
and thereby overcoming the compensation restrictions imposed by
the Government wage-freeze. Even
of the inve.stigation resolution under
though their new employers could
which the hearings are authorized,
not offer bonus inducements, there
had previously set Dec. 7 as the
is nothing in the Presidential order
.start of the investigation.
to prevent them from getting more
Postponement seemed advisable,
money than they had enjoyed from according
to Senator Clark, because
their previous jobs.
the closing days of this Congress
would find many Senators absent

TOSSES SUIT ON 'VAMP'

CLP

by 8
Leeds
Miller
Star Spangled Banner
Yankee
There Sueh Things
Dearly Beloved
Chappell
Fischer
Army Air Corps
Robbins
Manhattan Serenade

My

the

feel

phonograph records.
Berlin

LighU Qe On
Praise Lord

Penn. P<rika
Why Don't You

Music publishers have
Federation

000 a year from general licensing.
Ralph Peer, a BMI afTiliate, closed
his new deal with that organization
His new guarantee from
last week.

collect

Set for Jan. 12

spokesmen

pointed out that, even though

Dec. 9

charged no fees. As disclosed by a
BMI exec last week, the policy of the
organization with regards to the field
Broadcast Music, Inc., will signaof general licensing will be to maintain a scale that will be so reason- ture a basic agreement with the
able to such users that the need and
Songwriters Protective Assn. as soon
expense of policing can be entirely
BMI figures that it will as the latter organization has so reavoided.

Senate s Petrillo

Inquiry on this question at the
last week
York office of the
elicited information that is not encouraging for those in the industry
who are looking forward to the old

bonus

Week «nd<n0

S

sume the bonus arrangements which court
prevailed in their organizations before 1941.

Best Sheet Music Sellers

to

White Christma
Carl Fischer, Inc., will now have
to pay the $5,000 claimed by the
heirs of Theodore Tobani.
The
N. Y, circuit court of appeals last
week denied Fischer's plea that the

New Numbers

Disc Ballyhoo of

WUl DUpUce

Plan

Non-Fee Blanket License
BMI Originally luued to

FISCHER MUST PAY

publishing industry during the fight
with radio in 1941 has created a per-

Effects of Recording Ban; Miss

HOTELS BEING SET

Prevents Employes From Cashing In
The

Musie Publishers Beginning to Feel

TEiS FOR GAf [S,

Freezing

Hollywood.
Editor. 'Variety':

Some weeks ago an

item nppuiircd
nbout Fei.st rccc-ivin^ a
War Dept. nod naminK 'The Mc.s.-;i(;e
Got ThrouKh' as the official tunc of
in

"V.nriely"

the Signal Corps.

Actually "Dtc Song of the Si«ri.il
Corps,' written
by Mr.s. Daw.son
Olmstead, wife of the present Chief
Sigpal Officer, has been the olficial
.song since 19S7.
Ilf.s published by
Sam Fox Pub. Co.— Ed.l
What did occur was this: Fei.st
submitted the song to the Hintyj]
Corps in Washington, which replied
that it had no objection t» the .song
l)einR dedicated to the Corps, but
that

it

could not be

named

the

.),Ti-

cial opus.

The misunderstanding whieh folover the i.ssue. Under ASCAP's by- lowed was no fault of anyone, c.-pelaws, an amendment may be adopted cially not Harry Link's, but it would
only If It receives two-thirds of the help immeasurably if you could corquaJifled votes of the writers and rect the foregoing Hem.
Mr.s. Olmpublishers. These votes are weighted stead wrote both the words and
according to a membcrs's cla.'^.siflca- mu.sir.
Le* Mortimer.
tion standing.
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The Groaner

in the

African Veldt

Part of

CWrs New

War Song
a supptementory anecdote by the author of (he recent
turo-part slory in the Satevepost on Bing Crosby, labeled in the national mag 'The King 0/ the Crooners.')

(Following

IS

By

H.

ALLEN SMITH

Not long ago I was trying to establish the extent o^ Bing Crosby's
following throughout the world, working on the assumption that of
all entertainers The Groaner is the most widely known.
During this
investigation I called on Jack Kapp. president of the company, which
Issues the Crosby records.
I asked Kapp if he had any method of
demonstrating the global character o( Crosby's popularity. He studied
the matter a while, then got up and went prowling in his flies. Finally
he found a letter that came to him several years ago from an explorer
who had just emerged from the African wilds. This man said that he
had been roaming through Tanganyika territory for months and that
an iii\portant part of his equipment was a portable phonograph and
60 Bing Crosby recordings.
He told how his safari train would arrive at a native kraal, how he
would immediately set up the phonograph and start a Crosby recital.
It was his quickest and surest way of gaining the confldence o( the
natives.
Sometimes when the expedition camped over night in the
jungles, he wrote, his native porters would ask for a Crosby recital
and he'd play the phonograph for hours at a stretch. Thus the natives
learned the songs the only English they knew and as they trudged
forward through the wild country they would sing Crosby number
after Crosby nu'mber, trying to copy Bing's style as they swung out
with 'I Wish I Were Aladdin' or 'Go Fly a Kite.'

—

—

Vanity Off-the-Air Recording

Now

A

Big Biz for Audio-Scriptions

you have

of a speech he's

a recording

made on

the radio

and he won't sleep comfortably until he's bought the waxing and listened to it himself. That's a principle
Rabinowitz discovered a
Ezekiel
couple years ago and it's been paying
Rabinowitz
dividends ever since.
operates Audio-Scriptions, Inc., New
York, which keeps eight recording
running
simultaneously
machines
every day, waxing waves from the
ether.
First time

you call someone to tell
him you have a needling of his
speech which he may buy, Rabinowitz has
variably

found,

almost

he'll

in-

h^.ilo¥.s,nXt">ve a E^hoto play it back and doesn't

nograph
want it. Then, anytime from an
hour to a year later, he'll suddenly
'discover' that he does have a phonograph and asks that the recording
be sent him.
'Most people seem to be too modthe ofT-the air needling speexplains, 'to admit that they
want to hear the sound of their own
voice.
But the knowledge that a
est,'

cialist

recording exists ^parently preys on
hem. Firallv. ihev canlt..,!?fiar. it
any more and I set a special delivery letter or a long-distance phone
call to send the record right out.'
Charles F. Kettering, v.p. in charge
of research for General Motors, was
one of the bafhful types who's now
a regular Audio-Scriptions customer.
Rabinowitz recorded 10 of Kettering's speeches over a period of several years.
After each speech he'd
.

GM

Stiiif-Miiac

Walter Doyle, songwriter who has been inactive since 1930 due to a
heart condition, and who has been in and out of the Phlla. Naval hospital
in recent years, recently got a call from his draft board to appear for a
Music publishers last week re- physical. The Veterans' Bureau, to whom Doyle appealed, notified
the
ceived a new batch of suggestions draft board that the songwriter was rated as permanently disabled,
but
for war-efTort songs from the Ofreceived word back that 'regardless of your ideas to the contrary, thc>
The sugfice of War Information.
Selective Service System is not Interested In the findings of the Veterans'
gestions were transmitted through
Bureau.'
Music Publishers Protective
the
Doyle says It took Washington Intervention to straighten the matter
Assn.
out. "I was merely reminded of it, Doyle wrote Variety, 'by your recent
The OWI wrote that songs could notice that Bert Gordon, the Mad Russian, received a similar call from
be helpful in putting over the Gov- his draft board despite a wound stripe from the last war.'
on
campaign
current
ernment's

The
conservation.
transportation
lettereven suggested a title, 'Wrap It

Dixie hotel, N. 'v., asserts that it Is not making any attempt to keep
music publisher's contact men from its new Plantation Room, regardless
Take It Home.'
of its lack of minimum or cover. It claims that it has never barred anycommunication conone from entering, whether alone or escorted. Dixie makes this claim
cluded with: 'Some other important in answer to a story in last week's 'Variety' that songpluggers were being
themes right now are the theme of asked to steer clear ot the Plantation Room if they were unescorted.
the
war worker (including the
woman war worker); the fundaTrickle of new releases by disk companies has forced newspaper record
mental rationing theme, which is a reviewers attempting to keep up weekly departments to include hillbilly,
theme of sacrifice: the theme of con- cowboy and race platters, hitherto skipped by average critics.
servation.
This l.-ist means taking
care of what wc have, making the
things last, making things do. It

Up and

I'll

OWIs

The

i.i

a necessary theme, because we ore
putting all our materials and all our
industry into the weapons our fighting men must have to win this war.
Cheerful treatment of the theme of
doing without, of getting along with
what we have, helps keep us rolling

Tell a guy

Nde

Tips Already

Tried in Music Biz

toward

victory.'

comment on

Publisher

NBC. CBS. Blue. Mutual Plugs
Follou'inp tabulation of popular music per/ormoncc! embraces all four

CBS. Blue and Mutual—OS represented by WEAF, WJZ,
WOR. N. Y. Compilation herewith covers week beginning
through Sunday. Nov. 30-Dec. 6. from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is based
on data prouided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular source for music
publishing
iictujorfcs— WBC,

WABC

and

OWI Mondav

the

was that its writer apparently
wasn't aware of what the business
has already done on the conservation
and woman war-worker themes.
letter

industri/.

PUBLISHES

TITLE

Berlin
White Christmas— t'Holiday Inn'
Leeds
him if he'd like to buy a recording For instance, there's been 'I Can Do Mr. 5 by 5— t'Bchin(j 8 Ball*
BMI
of il.
At first Kettering would re- Without Sugar. But I Can't Do With- Star'iqht Sonata
Why bon't You Fall In Love With Me?
Harms
ply with testy letters, then he gave out 'Vou' and 'Rasie the Riveter.'
Had the Craziest Dream— t'Springtime"
I
Then he
bvC
up replying altogether.
That Soldier of Mine
recorded all 10 recordings at one
National
Praise the Lord and Pass Ammunition
time.
Famou.s
DR.
FETE
HIS
Dearly Beloved'— t'You Were Never Lovelier".
Rotkcfeller a Customer
chappell
Manhattan Serenade
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., phoned
Robbins
ANNI
Audio-Scriptions himself to order an
A Touch of Texas— 'Seven Days Leave'
Southern
Daybreak— t'Pvt. Miss Jones'
etching of one of his infrequent
Feist
radio appearances.
Rabinowitz figDr. Frank Black was given a din- Moonlight Becomes You— I'Road to Morocco'. Famous
Yankee
ures the millionaire was ashamed to ner at the 21 Club last Saturday There Are Such Things
have his secretary call because he night (5) in celebration of his 10th •I'm Getting Tired So I Can Sleep
Army
feared she'd think he wa.s vain.
Shapiro
anniversary as NBC director of mu- Rose Ann of Charing Cross
But not all of Rabinowitz's record- sic. Among the speakers were Da- Velvet Moon
Wilmark
ings are made at random on the vid SarnofT. Niles Trammell and Dr.
When the Lights Co on Again!
CLP
,
chance that the speaker will want Walter Damroseh.
There'll Never Be Another You— ^'Iceland'
Morris
In ariswer lo the various tributes. Pennsylvania Polka
t'oTjuy" a" pi^ssrhl. "7T''(Sifi-^'pi:r^ of
Shapiro
the biz is taking ofT-thc-air waxings Dr. Black spoke of the tremendous I Get Neck of Chicken— t'Seven Days' Leave'. Southern
of important shows. The participants growth of music appreciation in the The Steam Is on the Beam
Crawford
have a real professional interest in United States since the advent of Constantly— t'Road to Morocco'
Paramount
knowing how they sounded or want radio. He said that music had be- I'd Do It Again
Snntly
a
powerful
influence
in Street of Dreams
to keep a permanent file of their come
Miller
strengthening the morale of the Ten Little Soldiers
daily or weekly broadca-;;.';.
Lincoln
Mills
The 'vanity' sale.';, however, are by armed forces.
For Mc and My Gal— -^'Me and My Gal'
Feist
far the most lucrative and RabinoIf I Cared a Little Bit Less
Robbins
witz sold some 5,000 such discs last
Moonlight Mood
Warock
year. One of his angles is to watch
Every Night About This Time
Feel Disc
Army
the death notices in papers in large
"This Is the Army, Mr. Jones
— Continued from page 39
Mayfair
.Ri!j?s tJitaiiShgut the_cou_ntry. WhenYesterday's Gardenias
Rcmick
ever he sees "an obit "oil' som^h'e'
t.'C Light of the Silvery Moon
Br
the 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. stripe. To
Southern
who.'se voice he has etched, he writes
Biazil
the publishers this is an audience
Robbins
It's a 99-to-l
a nole to the family.
Hip Hip Hooray
that would be least inclined to folBVC
shot that they'll order the disc or
Serenade In Blue— fOrcheslra Wives'
low up their musical fancy with a
Cha:5pell
discs out of sentiment.
You'd Be So Nice lo Come Home To
visit to a sheet music counter.
Berlin
'Vanity' platters bring $4.50 for
Blue Skies
One publisher, who has been Can't Get Out of Mood— v'Sevcn Days Leave". .Southern
one side (3'/^ minutes). $5.50 for
''.-inmouiit
two sides and $8.50 to $10 for four consistently successful with new Rosie the Riveter
songs in recent years, made the obRemick
sides, which would be a 15-minute
Three Dreams— '.'Powers Girl'
servation last week that if his trade
(Continued on page 43)
When You're a Long. Long Way from Home.. B' way
confreres think that the recording
ABC
Boy In Khaki
A
ban, unless settled in the near fuLeeds
He's My Guy
ture, won't damage their business
Mutual
If I Ever Get Back to Hannah
seriously, they're 'just whistling in
ABC
I Met Her on Monday.
the dark.' This same pub held that
Feist
Over There— 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
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when radio Paradise Valley
which specialize in record-

the time wasn't far ofl

stations

MiiiLita
is

honored

ing would also feel the pinch. Such
stations will make the discovery

Miuiiiic, mnic.

to be detignated

that listeners had become tired of
hearing the old ones over and over
again and had turned to the net-

the publishen

work

of the beloved Ralph Rainger'i latt

outlets for

big

^=

IT
From the

FROM THERE

mllllon-doll«r 20th Cenlury-Foi

technicolor picture,

A "Provtn"

"Coney

Best Bet For Cvtry

Gobs

lilend".

Typt of Prognm

Continued from page 38
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— t'Flying

Mutual

of

Down

Love

Left My Heart at the
Please Think of Me

•I

Romance

a

La Mode

T. B.

Rio'

•Tliis Is the

Army' publishing

Chicago, immediately following the

permanently with Max Adkins" house
band at Stanley, Pittsburgh, replac-

10-wcek engagement ot Hildegarde
and Joe Reichman's orchestra, which

Army.

opens Jan.

Carmen

ing

Rummo, now

in

Baron

Elliott

Lyric

by Sam M. Lewii

band renewed at

Green's, Pittsburgh, until after

HAROLD WALD,

Prof.

Inc.

Mgr.

1639 Breadwoy

GEORGE

DALIN,

New

York

Sande Williams, orch leader at
the Raleigh Room. Hotel Warwick,
N. Y., has enlisted in the Army.
Place will be taken by Roa Perry.

Lionel Hampton returning east
shortly from long Coast sojourn;
plays Regal theatre, Chicago, Dec. 25
week, and Paradise, Detroit, Jan. 1,

Ait't Prof. Mgr.

Henry Zelgler is new pianist with
Piccolo Pete band at Nut House.
Pittsburgh, succeeding Jim Wise, who
has gone

to

work

in

defense plant.

Herbie Fields, in

Army end

the
leader of the reception center orchestra at Fort Dix for months, has
been transferred to Atlantic City.
Rice, now vocalist with
Pastor's band, after brief atint
Sam Donahue's orchestra, unbroke up, and Bob Astor.

MarcU
Tony
with
til it

Sonny Dunham loses his vocalist,
Teddy Powell band has been held
Ray Kellogg, to the Army today (9). over at the Dixie hotel, New York.
'

I

MUSTS FOR YOUR BOOKS

BURNED A MATCH MUMBLE JUMBLE
OGEECHEE RIVER LULLABY
I

t-.lll

Joe Lescak has taken piano spot

»

Freddie Slack moves inlo the
Golden' Gale, San Francisco. Dec.
as his first major theatre engagement.

first

of year. Outfit, doubling from stafT
job at station WCAE. has been at
Green's for two months.

3

MILLER MUSIC,

»

subsid.

9,

Bill

violations.

Bob Dennis, sax player in Harle
Bracht's band, playing in the Rainbow Room. Hotel Willard, Toledo, is
now in the Navy. Corwin Brandt
replaced him.

Muiic by Victor Young

J

Kellogg has been with band since
inception three years ago.

week.

STREET OF DREAMS

^

the

7.

Bustle Lodge, near Monroe. Mich.,
operated by Chuck Scgnclla and
Marty Clarke, reopened Dec. 3 after
suspension by the liquor board for

»

Marks
Tenney

Feeling
With a Pack on His Back
tFilmusical.

^
S

Harms
Paramount
Stage Door Canteen. .Army
Witmark
Remick
to

Sentimental

On the Upbeat

picture song hit, written with Leo Robin.

TAKE

newer materia!.

Atlas

American Prayer

Carioca

'

'

'

^

RVTVOC,

<'.\I.I.OU'AV

No.

SesOS

Inc, 1585 B'way, N. Y.

Col.

(A8CAP)
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Midnight Bar Curfew, Gas Rationing

By JACK HELLMAN
The

ol'

iiglies

which eliminates all nonState Board of
travel.
Equalization then crossed a haymaker that sent the punch-drunk
victim rolling In the resin with a ruling that closes all drink dispensaries
at the stroke of midnight.
Most of the spots might have survived the first blow, but not the second. Real drinking in the better spots
generally begins around midnight
r,nd runs full blast till the 2 a.m. curfew. Taverns can't get by on dinner
trade alone, and, with the late bottle revenue gone, the death knell
will sound for better than half of the
spots around town after the hpliday
cleanup. The spots are looking forward to the biggest New Year's eve
in years— the dying fling of operator
tioning,
e?sential

and customer alike.
The crushing Equalization order,
superinduced by Army officials, sizes
up the situation after Dec. 10 thusly:
hard likker to be sold only between
the hours ot 10 a.m. and midnight,
applying to both civilian and military
quafTers; to men in uniform drinks
may be served over the bar only between the hours of 5 p.m. and midnight; package sales to the military
between 5 and 8 p. m. Beer also included in the order.
Not a Spot Hut Won^t Be Hit
There's not a spot In town that
won't be hit by the double sockeroo.
Tl^ose that survive will have to get
along on meagre trade, as the spendpr.<;, who are fortunate enough to get
'B'

or 'C gas slickers for their wind-

shield, will be closely watched by
OPA spotters for evidence of non-

One

of the earliest
victims of the gas squeeze is a California institution— the drive-in eatessential travel.

ery.

They're

all

over town and have

rnWt^'si^^^^
other month an al fresco food foundry will be a curiosity.
Night spots and dancerles, already

up

to

40% under normal

trade, will

be major casualties after the big killing at year's end. Those in the valley,
on the Sunset county strip and off
the beaten paths of transportation,
Bravest act of
will be hardest hit.
these times Is the scheduled reopening of Giro's Dec. 24 by Herman

Hover and Marcel Lamazc (who

re-

to
Earl Carroll
deserted
Both
entrepreneur on their own.
experienced nitery bonlfaces, they
MoThe
should
know better.
cambo and intimate Strip spots,
wliich get their big play from 11 p.m.
to curfew time, will have Just cause
to l.ike their pldOes at the wailing
•ftali.
Supper- -tfodc is- nil. at lhe.se

—

Mounts

By

A

Casino has sold liquor to minors.

nightlife

Boston resumed

city

officials

B'WAY CAPITOL

them, remained sealed.
All dancing by patrons except In
hotels was still prohibited and will
remain so until dance floors have
been given as careful a check as

AGAIN MULLS

New York and
The

situation

RKO

musicians

The Double O.O.

their inspection ot all places ot
night
notably
entertainment,
clubs.
Decorations particularly are
getting the veto of the fire commissions.
It was J decoration,
a flimsy artificial palm accident-

scarce.

many key

true in

is

Palace theatre

a

New

to

.<:traight

Is

lining

_

about

GeU

which

Boston

Metro,

away

the Nix

Detroit, iJec~.
State Liquor Control Commission

brought
Cocoanut

Adequate emergency

has taught the authorities that'
these, of all the entertainment
places, have br> -n most negligent
in adhering to the regulations.
Many niteries have been ordered shut, penciing renovations
that conform to fire regulations.

its

New Year's Eve could go around
the clock from 7 a.m. Dec. 31 until
2 a.m. on Jan. 2.

Roadery Raided,

Nab Woman Owner,

No Charges

Pittsburgh,

Club

.SI.

the feverish effort to
the blame on those criminally
negligent, and as each witness completed his testimony, the extent of
the scandal became increasingly apparent; Pew -fffcis ^wvt-e/n .-Fged--spfar to incriminate any individuals,
although such glaring mistakes as
the employment of an unlicensed

Dec.

8.

one of Pittsburg's smart-

roadbouses,

was

early

raided

by county detectives, who arrested the owner and
four girls. Led by Charles W. Lcith.

following

General opinion was that those
three gallons weekly had the most

Dav

flood

(5)

Nils

di.saslrous

amateur electrician

The

Granlund got a new
as producer of

year

contract

(looi*

.-hov(-

Hollywood.

at

Florentine

the

Guldens.
-

.

.

per

to

claiming a

men and femme

officers,

make

it

worthwhile. He's

dropping the $3 top to $2.50 mini*
mum. It's the same show which Is
closing this week to make room tor
a new revue at the Latin Quarter

is

Up

in

mittment

Unit Shaken

the

8.

'Swingin' On Down,' of
canceled its Dec.
Fort Crook, outside
the bus carrying the
troupe over'.urncd in a severe storm.

I

|

I

j

;

No one wa.5 injured. Unit continued
as per .schedule .-if'.cr the brief layoff.

Cast of Iho all-N'e-4io show con.'^i.-ts
of Lee Norm.-n orrh, Peters Sisters
c3).

j

Cook and

Burns,

ai.cl

Brown.

.Mri!)cl

Ev.niis

Mayfair.

luul

with

Walters)

layout.
Is
also
a

!

comprise

reopenfng

his

more intimate Miami

next day (19), with
Lorraine de Wood,
and Jacqueline
Sisters

spot, the

Spear,

Mignac, plus other acts to

•

at

after

Beach
Harry

Andrews

73.

USO-Camp Shows
show
Omaha,
5

spots

Miami

Walters
Casanova,

Midwesf Mishap
Omaha, Dec.

Unit

Carroll,
3
Shades ot Blue and
Stanley Twins (from the new Casino Royale, N. Y., which she's
leaving because of a previous com-

profit.

USD Negro

expected
most of the big niteries will be allowed to resume.

(Continued on page 44)

enough

visitors to

when once the wishmen were inside,
word got around and b.o. anemia on Broadway. Mazzone's Apaches,
Bob Fuller 6, Carol King, Helene

it is

e.xpet'.cd. but the olfe/ of
the Ameri'.an Guild of Varicly A;t-

Lou Walters Is reopening his
18
Dec.
Latin
Quarter, Miami,
despite the Army takeover of the
resort, on the theory that there are

into the black

set In, according to reports.
With grind film policy house

agers, headed by Mickey Redstone
of llie Mayfair and the Latin Quarter, have agreed to pay salaries of
more than 60 girls for two weeks, at

coiiise.

2 MIAMI NITERIES

break "Vveh", "says the

the

Although many of the hundreds of
entertainers who were thrown out
of work have returned, plenty of
hardship still obtains, for the 'A'
niteries, or those which obviously
have the biggest entertainment payManroll, aie indefinitely closed.

j

week

The boxofflce doldrums were attributed to bluenose activities which
prohibited any stripping in the show.
Billing was 'Blonde Bombshell,' but
when the marquee promise of epidermis display failed to be realized

hard for a complete showdown.
Plenty Hardship

There are, how.-ver. many smaller
which hire their talent on a
weekly ba."^is without contract and
which will be unable to care for
One girl,
ll.ose thrown out of work.
a ho.'te.'-':. was reported lo have- colHar-iship is. of
Lynn.
)n
lap.sed

WALTERS REOPENING

grind film

only once, early in the run.

to install fittings

which lime

to a

management, and got

doubtless count heavily when
the returns are in. Authorities
insist that the investigation will not
fizzle out, and the press is pushing

here that year.
seven-

for presentation houses.

on

house

policy last week after two months
ot minor 'girl' shows and disappointing, buiijiess. House needed $6,000

will

least, after

Brandt

Central,

Broadway, relumed

all

Patrick's

St.

is

Shows Floperoo

'Girl'

Meanwhile, grand jury proceedi.igs
Tlx

est

To Offset Names

options,

continued in

Saturday riiorning

MCA

by

Built

houses, have the cream of the orchestra crop sewed up, plus renewal

of Nov. 28.

Gals;

Cafe Packages

which has been a stymie tor
Charlie Miller and Jack Bert^ll,
the Roxy, further complicated by the
dearth of bands because ot the draft Music Corp. of America v.p.s, are
and the new Hollywood fllmuslcal furthering a new Idea of building
It is
package shows for niteries.
call.
primed to replace the paucity ot big
cafe names.
The MCA packages
in recent history, swarmed into the
will embrace specially written songs,
Central, B'way, Back
,-ivailable night spots, and although
skits, fully cast„ even unto the band
there was noticeable restraint, the
They would
to go with the revues.
To Grind Fdms After
atmosphere hardly reflected the dibe rotated, as miniature roadshows.
mensions of the appalling catastrophe
also to make 'em adaptable
Idea

on

4

secretaries was interrupted to send
a detachment to Indianapolis to
pull the Wirtz-Sonja Henle arena
lee show that was playing there.

has been telling

instead,

top product to the Music
Hall ('Mrs. Miniver,' 'Philadelphia
Story,' 'Woman of the Year,' 'Random Harvest,' etc.), bi;t the Roxy
may force a switch at the Cap. Roxy's
new show, starting today (Wed,),
with 'Life Begins at 8:30,' baa Hal
LeRoy, Mary Healy, Rute Davis and
Mary Raye and Naldl topping. Roxy's
long-deferred name bandshow policy
tees off In January with Guy Lombardo.
The Broadway Strand and Para-

disaster that cost over 500
exits
are also among the 'musts' that
have been ordered, installed in
niteries all over the country,
along with fire-proflng and other
safety devices.
Most of the attention, of course, is being paid

has ruled all spots will have to shutter at 10 p.m. on Christmas Eve.
In the past they were allowed to
continue to 2 a.m. on Christmas and

Pitt

afire,

the

ally their first collective interest in
the national, and the parent union,
to their way ot thinking, is sidestepping their help. It's no secret,

Fox product

Grove

lives.

films.

T>ftrol».

set

ally

up

Year's vaude show with
local orchestra, but the Temple is
experiencing delay In getting both
Christmas and New Year's stage
units.
Other theatres plan to stick

were submitted to
the 4A's board Friday (4), which
promptly tabled it until it had a
chance to mull and digest the matters covered in the report.
This action sent the exec secretaries home in a huff. It was virtu-

STAGE SHOWS

Municipal authorities throughout the nation are stepping up

cities.

ommendations

on the other hand, that the 4A's
is
convinced that many ot the
AGVA locals are extravagant and
shy about fulfilling their financial
obligations.
Most ot the locals are
delinquent In their per capita dues,
Wartime boom may finally cata- while some ot them
Just refuse to
pault the Capitol, Metro's Broadway
pay.
showcase.
Into
stage
policy.
a
In particular, the local executives
Whether it's to be bands or straight are dissatisfied with the way
the
vaude Is as Indefinite as la the pro- 4A'9 stepped Into the Arthur Wlrtzposal, especially In the light ot the
AGVA dispute after the recent
nearby Roxy's endeavor to make Chicago confab ot the midwest exec
itself a worthy showcase tor 20th-

have the decorations, fire-exits and
other possible fire hazards. Yet dancing or no, Bostonians hungry for
division after the gloomiest week

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 8.
HoteLs here are holding up on
reservations tor New Year's parties
because of the difficulty in getting
bands and entertainers because of
transit problems, etc.
One prominent club already has
cancelled Its usually elaborate holiday soiree, and other night spots are
worrying about talent, with entertainers reported hard to lure from

in Detroit, as their candidate for
the job ot national exec secretary
Their report and recof AGVA.

its

HITS NEW YR;S

EVE PLANS

branch heads had come from all over
the country, huddled in N. Y. for
three days, claim they brought out
sundry plans tor or.ganizational revisions and settled on Carl Dennis,
exec secretary of the AGVA local

lifted

LACK OF TALENT

help alone.

(Continued on page 42)

8.

that

fire

the ban on 1,100 restaurants, hotels
and taverns on Saturday night. The
major night clubs, however, '35 ot

.

did the highway' .spots get it in the
neck but so did the downtown

lives,

when

leged brushofT by the international
board ot the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America.
The AGVA

.

ELIE, JB.
Boston, Dec.

Grove

last

last week when this burg was besieged by bad weather. On top ot
this, gasoline rationing program became effective during the engagement. Wound up one week stand at
the American theatre Saturday (5)
with an estimated gross of $9,000 for
eight performances. Even the posies
tossed by the crix could not offset
the combo of weather and the timidity ot autolsts.

BUDOLPH

claimed 503

Most envied of all the better sites
is Joe Faber's Biltmore Bowl, in mid
former a.s.sistant city editor of the
downtown. With all hotels fast fill- Po.<^t-Cazette and now, chief of Aling, due to the move downtown from
12
de'tectives,
County
legheny
outlying sections, and the Bowl lo- sleuths arrived at the cafe in a
car
dozen
cated within a block of a
body iind conducted the raid under
lines and bus runs, there is every
inslrutlions
by District Attorney
will
inn
reason to believe that this
Rus.scll H. Adams.
escape the withering hand. In HollyMarie Dolan, owner and operator
wood the trade will have to be split of the club, and the four girls were
up among Earl Carroll's, Palladium questioned for several hours but no
and Florentine Gardens. The others charges were placed against any of
won't matter much (if they're still them. When defectives raided the
around).
club, they found about 25 persons
in the bar and dining room, consistPIU's BIe Blocs
ing of some couples and a number
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Names of
ot men by themselves.
Niteries and theatres don't know all patrons were taken but they
for sure whether it was gas ration- were permitted to leave. Also quesing or the sub-zero wave but they tioned were a man and a woman
do know that the bottom fell out found in an upstairs room.
of everything here last weeks
In
Club 51 Is on the site of the old
some quarters, it was reminiscent of Townc Club, nitery and swank
tho.cp dark days In October, 1929.
gambling casino, which was raided
Pix houses were practically empty and shut down in 1938 when it
and along the cafe l>elt, the fioor failed to follow town's other hot
shows were virtually put on for the spots in clo.sing for a few nights

to (!o with the collapse, for not only

—

Cocoanut

the

Artists

week, virtually to the hour, after

the

Executive secretaries of locals In
American Guild of Variety
checked out of New York
weekend fuming over an al-

L

Louis, Dec. 8.
Veloz and Yolanda suflered along
with other entertainm^ enterprises

GRAND JURY BUSY

Commissioner James P. AUman and
Capt Thomas Duffy that the Rhumba

on Naming National Leader

St.

503 Deaths

to

As

4

Veloz-Yolanda 9G, SL

Modified Activity Marks Return After Cocoanut Grove
Disaster
D a n c i n g Out
Toll
Except in Hotels

Chicago, Dec. 8.
Suspensions against Rhumba Casino, Brass Rail, Capitol Cocktail
lounge and the Hollywood Show
Lounge, all in the Loop, were upheld
last week by the city license appeal
commission.
Licenses of the apots, all owned by
Milton Schwartz and Albert Greenfield, were revoked July
by Mayor
7fi
Kelly after it was reported by Police

cently

stops.

By

WK. AFTER FIRE

Uphold Chi Cafe Nixes

Los Angeles, Dec. 8.
one-two, the Sunday punch

talk about, smacked the
flush
nilei y operators ot this village
on the button— not once, but twice.
First wallop that sent them staggering back into the ropes was gas ra-

plug

AGVA Exec Sees Fume Over 'Brushof

CAFES RESUME

Lethal Blows to Niteries on Coast

41

fill.

A new layout, staged by Mme.
Komarov who put on the 'Folles
Bcrgcre.s'

shows

Clifford
C.
here, opens at

for

Fischer in Paris and
the .\'ew York Latin Quarter next
Mi.i:(l,iy
(14).
The departing show
is
breaking its jump with a Birmiii ;t\nm
engagement and a few free
/.jmiances for .the Air Corps In
Jack'onvil'p. Fla
'

TAUDKmLB
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W«dBMd«7t Peeember

Gale and N. Y. Par in

CompromBe

Ink Spots'

RKO

Moe
£pols:
Levine,
booker,

manager of the Ink
Bob Weitman and Harry
managing
director
and

AGVA

Gale,

respectively, of the N. Y.
Paramount theatre, adjusted their
differences Monday (4) over Gale's
booking the quartet Into a week
of one-nighters in
nabe houses
around N. Y. Paramount had objected tn showing the quartet in
the
houses, on the grounds
that the Par had options on their
future services
which the local

RKO

RKO

showings would injure. Accordingly, Gale and the Par execs worked
out an adjustment of the Spots' salary for their next Par appearance.
Before the settlement, however.
Gale had been ordered to cancel
the RKO bookings by James C.
Petrillo, head of the American Federation of Musicians. Petrillo entered into it because of his Form B
contract, which all theatres are now
using (Ink Spots are
members).
This contract does not carry
a clause giving any theatre protection of time and distance oix.< bookings.
Prior to Form B, Par's contracts stipulated that talent booked
by the theatre couldn't play another house within 50 miles for 60
days before and 30 days after. When
Petrillo brought forth Form B, he

AFM

One-Nighters
Gets Pay Squawk

Vs. tielen Reynolds
Chicago, Dec.

Complaint has been

filed

8.

with the

skating act bearing her name now
playing at the Erlanger theatre.

Miss Biggs charges that, as a Reynolds skater, she opened with the

AGVA-L&E STRIKE

set

AGVA

To Resmne Dance Act
Cincinnati, Dec.

8.

R. E. 'Bobby' Edwards, executive
wouldn't stand for any changes or
assured the theatre own- secretary of the American Guild of
ers that he would give them nomi- Variety Artists local here, has renal play-date protection. When the signed effective Jan. 16 to revive his
Par complained about the Ink Spots old dancing act of Bobby Edwards
bookings, Petrillo cracked down on and Co.
Edwards has been with AGVA
Gale, ordering him to pull the quarsince its inception.
tet and the Tiny Bradshaw band.
No successor has yet been named.
Gale admitted error in that the
Par's permission wasn't asked for
the RKO bookings, and the dates
were allowed to proceed when he
Ice-Capades' Neat
agreed to adjust the Ink Spots' future Par salary.

$55,000

2 Chi Holdovers

in

New
8.

IN

'Ice-Capades'

New Haven

Haven, Dec.

moved out

of

8.

town

Coca-Cola has been touring its own camp shows, one a week of onenighters, in Florida, where the jumps from the east coast to the west coast
of that state are limited.
Units are intended for institutional buildup. Dick Hlmber headed one
show; last week Frankie Masters headed another. Acts are of standard
calibre, as for instance, Lyda Sue, Stan Kavanagh and Dixie Dunbar, who
traveled with Masters.

USO NEWFOUNDLAND

American Guild of Variety Artists'
strike against Leon & Eddie's nitery
in New York continues to dawdle

along with the final solution yet to
by come from a special negotiating comAGVA a minimum of $45- per week mittee appointed by the Associated
is paid to chorus girls on the road.
Actors & Artistes of America.
There was a meeting scheduled for
last
Wednesday (2) between the
nitery ops and 4A's committee, but
Edwards Quits in Chi
this was called off at the last minute
Lawrence Tibbett, chairman of
when
As Exec Sec of
the committee, had an unexpected
standards

to

clau-ses. but

Chicago, Dec.

NO SOLUTION YET

"Priorities of 1942" show in March.
1942, at a salary of $25 per week
and that the last week of July, 1942,

she was given an iiicrea.<;e to $30
per week, less social security deductions .which gave her a net of $22.50
and $27 a week.

Stntf-Vande-Wtay

8,

Francis Renault, old-tim* femala
Jama* O. Balmer, general managw of Harrli Amui, Co. In Pittsburgh
impersonator who's been working
around here in small nlterles lately, hat gone on tour for • few weeki with th.« 'Icecapadei' aa road director
joined the Count Berni Vici unit last for the rink extravaganza in tha abienca of Norman Frescott, who has
week In Johnstown, Pa. Renault is gone to Hollywood for a month to b« at th* bedside of hii aged and ailing
of the Julian Eltinge Karyl Norman mother. Although not owned directly by Harris Interests, 'Icecapades' is
era and at one time earned aa much controlled by John H. Harris, head of theatre contpany, through his post as
as $3,500 weekly when two-a-day president of the Arena Managers Assn., which sponsors the show.
Frescott is exiRcted to rejoin 'Icecapades' around first of year, at which
vaude was in its hey-day.
His last local appearance was at time Balmer will return to his Pitt post.

American Guild of Variety Artists the Liberty Cafe, a small spot on the
office here by Lucille Biggs against Northside, for Eddie Peyton.
He's
Helene Reynolds, owner of the now 50.

According

Inside

Count Bend Vkl Unit
Pittsburgh, Dto.

On

Nitery— Gas Ration

UNIT BACK IN

Continued from page 41
to

come

in already.

least.

Vogue Terrace, town's newest theatrc-rcsta4rant and seating around
1,000, took extra space in the newspapers to tell the public that its $1
per person cover charge had been
eliminated in favor of a $1 per perMillvale
Florence Marston, Walter Greaza and son minimum. Nut house in
hastily renovating a second floor
Paul Dullzell, none of whom are was
room above the Senator theatre
people.
downtown and hoped to geT'into it
next week and Bill Green, district's
dance impresario, whose
leading
Route 51 spot, on the outskirts, has
to Versailles;
for 10 years been one of the most
Set successful operations in the county,
N. Y.
had already dropped his dinner sessions and was reported dickering for
Supporting Elsa Maxwell at the site of old Spear's department store,
Club Versailles, in the Georgie Hale in the center of the Triangle, as his
show which opens at that N. Y. future ballroom, probably after first
nitery next Thursday (17), will be of the year.
As for the smaller spots on the
Dean Murphy, Carol & Sherod, sisthey're just trying to
ter dance team, Marina, songstress highways,
from the Waldorf, and Emil Cole- hang on until New Year's Eve, after
man's orchestra. Latter has already which they openly announce that
opened there. A new line of girls they'll go out of business for the
also comes into the Nick Sc Arnold duration. Downtown clubs figure the
depression is only temporary and
spot.
Murphy first had been announced that there'll be an upswing just as
the public gets used to the
for the new Riombamba, N. Y., soon as
public
which preems tomorrow (Thurs.) on gas idea and accustomed to
That's what
again.
Lin- transportation
site of the old Polish Pavilion.
anyway. Last
Jane they earnestly hope
ton Weil is operating later.
the wind out of
Russell week really took
Froman heads the cast.
especially after recent
Markert did the AecoT. Ann Graham, their sails,
bopjn^ in trade all along the belt.
Metropolitan.
Since then the matter has been discussed only at the 4A's board meeting. Others on the 4A's committee
Henry
Jaffe,
Emily
Holt,
are
rehearsal

call

at

the

Murphy

Riombamba AU

To Have Name

years ago.

Nazarro, according to the petition,
and at that time was given the name

I

OtNttAi tXtCUTIVI OfHCt$

lOSW BUILOINO ANNEX

SMO

».,

M.V.C

•

vaude unit that had been in
Newfoundland for USO-Camp Shows
returned

New York

to

early

this

week after a 26-day trip. Cast consisted of Russ Brown, Janis Thompson, Maude Hilton Co., Gypsy Markoff.

Bob

Ripa, Iris

Wayne and Tony

Martucci orch.
Ripa went right out with the Camp
unit, 'Going to Town,' as replacement for RoUo 8i Verna Pickert,

Shows

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

he's used ever since. Judge Thomas
M. Marshall set a hearing for Feb.
8.
Nazarro's foster-father Is
Nazarro, longtime boolser of
better-known colored acts.

Norman

their unannounced visit at the
Both
lodge during Thanksgiving.
are ex-Rogersites who made the

via

grade here.
Frank Conlin

CZenero the Conmastering some
after
major operations, left for his Birmingham, Ala. home.
Harold Wilkins, ex-producer and
tortionist'),

m.c,

in

'Show Time'

who saw

years of service at

colony and managed to serve
Uncle Sam in Iceland, got an
honorable discharge from the servthis
his

ice.
Too many stomach ailments.
General reports: Richard Moore
strictly in bed, John liOuden out
semi-weekly for mild exercise, Helen
O'Reilly still manages her dress
shop, Benny Ressler adding poundage between rest periods, Paaline
Russell back on the job after a hosArthur Alvarez anpital
siege,
nouncing for local WMBZ, Earle
producing
16 - minute
Larrimore
shows for local radio, this writer
still abed fighting recent setback.
After many weeks of bed routine
here, Percy Wenrlch okay in Chi-

cago.

Bob (legit) Cosgrova back at the
Will Rogers sanatorium after a twoweek vacash in Boston and Fitchburg, Mass.
First time in years Lake Placid
Is not supporting a nita spot.
(Write to these wha are Ul).

Hewest Seimtioii|

*America'B

Socletj'i

Favorite

Now compledns
Tour Wlih

CARMEN AMAYA SET
FOR N.Y.U CONGA

Carmen Amaya
Nat
New York niteries
the

Josie Houston Replaces

HyoM f-rtOO

Saranac, N. Y., Dec. 8.
Marthea Merryfield all hopped up
over knocking off the $11 question
on 'Can You Top This' program.
Going into War Saving Stamps,
vows Marthea.
Jerry (Loew's circuit) Sager and
Colin Tracy gave the gang a thrill

folding up.

Nazarro, now 39, was adopted
when 7 by a family named Isaacson,
who then used the family name of

BOOK NG

A

AGVA

PHIL

AGENCY

U. S.

The

casualties have started
Pines, one of the
oldest dine-and-dance places in the
county, about 15 miles from heart
of Golden Triangle, announced that
it would be open in the future for
meals only and that music and entertainment were oCit "Until spring at

rooms.

Both the Chez Paree and Latin after sticking for 13 performances in
Quarter shows have been held over II days. It was longest stand here
until Jan. 6 due to terrific business. in three editions of this blade revue
Latin Quarter show is headed by and show did approximately same
Jackie Heller; Sophie Tucker tops gi-oss as a year ago or nine-performthe Chez Paree bill. Miss Tucker ance stopover.
Although turnstiles
opens at the Bowery, Detroit, fol- registered only two complete sellouts,
lowing her engagement here, with overall attendance was okay. Take
the Copacabana, New York, to fol- for the run was an estimated $55,000,
low.
better than satisfactory.
above gross was a
lo V"?^"^ !? .^^^
s.pwia'i 'Bohds-for-a-bomber' "SSiu'r- Brandwynne and Chavez orchestras
The Influence In L'vllle
day mat which crashed thru with a round out the show. Dorothy Fox
Louisville, Dec. 8.
stupendous $410,000 .worth in the staging, the girls all from Conover's
Gas rationing, and fact that war
single show.
This figure tops any- model agency. Irwin Graham wrote
workers must hit the hay earlier in
thing of its kind held here and the special songs.
order to get to work the next mornpasses similar state projects by a
ing, is having an odd Influence on
su' stantial margin.
schedules on local night clubs in the
Eric Waite, principal with the Nat Nazarro, Jr., Seeks
suburb.s.
Silver Slipper, located beshow, left cast here for army servLegalized tween Louisville and Fort Knox, Ky.,
ice;
Jackson and Lyman, comedy
has had a two o'clock closing hour
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Term Contract
pair, due to follow soon.
Couple nights ago, durfor years.
20th Century-Fox Studios
Nat
Nazarro,
Jr.,
former
musical
Show does a week in Montreal
ing intermission before the 1 o'clock
currently, then hops to Ottawa and comedy and vaude dancing star and floor show, all the patrons left, and
Paraonal Representattvai
Boston. Outfit is making fewer and present executive secretary of local not a single person was on hand to
FRANK VINCENT
chapter
the
of
American
Guild of be entertained. Proprietor told th«
longer stands this
"iason, usually
Beverly HItIa, Calif.
with a couple of days break to cover Variety Artists, petitioned common orch they might as well go home.
pleas court here last week for the
transportation difficulties.
Bulk of the biz in local spots Is
legal right to use that name instead
on weekends, which is creating some
of the name James Simpson, given
talk of several of the popular spots
him at birth and baptism by his going on a four-day basis, Thursday
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Simpthrough Sunday, and closing up first
son, in Philadelphia.
Petition also part of the week.
They figure that
asked for legal change of his wife's
the expense saved
name to Marjorie L. Nazarro. She's fioor show during on an orch and
the dull part of
the
former Marge Nelson, cafe the week
may mean the difference
singer.
They were married two between staying in
business and

REGAN

1942

9,

FYancis Renault Joins

returns
at

to

La donga,

the
suo-

.

RUSS MORGAN
and

Hifl

ORCBESfRA

LOUIS POST DISPATCH:

"BUT IT IS THB MASTER OP
CEREMONIBS LENNT OALS WHO
STOl'S HIS OWN SHOW WITH HIS
IMPRISSSIONS. HB SHOULD REALLY HIT THB VERT TOPS IN THE
THEATRICAL PROFESSION. HAD
TO BEO OFF."
COLVIN MC PHBRSON
,

around $1,250. Booked
by Music Corp. of America.

straight figure,

Miss Amaya does concert this
Josephine Houston goes into 'Show week-end at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
two-a-dayer at the Broad- and then fills In two weeks in nitehurst,
N. Y., Dec. 16, replacing ries before the Conga booking.
Lucille Norman, Metro singer, reTime,'

turning to the Coast.

Miss

Houston
retaining

radio,

will double from
her Blue network

shows.

SIBYL

BOWAN

Loew's STATE,
We

Three open at Hotel Roosevelt

Room, Pittsburgh, Monday
replacing the Four StyllsU.

Week

Fiesta
(14),

Direction:

ImprcMloalit

a Succeseful Theatre

.

ThRDha to Eddie EUiort
READ WHAT THi PRESS SAYa:
FOX THEATRB—ST. LOUIS. MO.
ST.

ceeding Georgie Price, on Jan, 4, her
first cafe booking since she came to
U. S. attention when Monte Proser
booked her into his now defunct
Beachcomber on Broadway.
She's in for four weeks at a

.

New York

Dec. 10

ROGER MDRREL

Wednesday, December 9* 1942

Woes

of

USO

VAUDEVILLE

Units

Mount

U^^B

Among

Other Handicaps

Chi Awaits

Gals at Bars
Chicago, Dec.

City council approved an ordinance
week restoring the right of

last

women to drink at bars, providing
they are accompanied by male es'
corts.
The ordinance forbidding
women to drink at bars was passed
last August, its intention being to

town and no
protect men
change and wash before
else

in

I

The amended ordinance probably
become effective by Dec. 22 un
Mayor Kelly vetoes it.

bunked in one, eight men
crowded into the other, all at $2 a

gals

One gal, a
wanted a room for

head.

name

armed

forces from
women of doubtful repute and host
es«es.
Since then so many service
men and their girls have been unable
to get seats at tables because of the
crowds that the law became more
unpopular every day.
of the

will
less

player,

When

herself and had
to shell out $6. All this for the privilege of just washing and resting,
since the troupe had to move on
after the show.

bars

the ban against

went

irHo.

effect

women

at

August

last

cocktail lounge operators complained
that the law was keeping women out
of their places entirely and that business was affected from $100 to $300 a
night. Performers suffered, too, their
acts not going over so well because
of the lack of feminine patrons, indi

HARTMANS, CAVALLERO

cations that the
audiences.

NEW WALDORF SHOW

lets
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applied

Nonna

Saunders
and
Evelyn
Branch were removed to a hospital.
sino burley house here, learned that
After
emergency
treatment
the
Amber d'Georg was a WAAC who troupe was removed to a school
had gone AWOL. Her real name, he where they spent the day.
The company failed to reach Fairlearned from several other "WAACs
who identified her at the Thanks- mont until 11 o'clock at night and
cancelled its scheduled performance
giving matinee show, is Catherine
at the local armory.
A near riot
Gregory.
resulted when ticket holders were
Col. J. A. Hoag, commandant at informed there would be no show,
the Fort Des Moines Army post, has necessitating a. call for a police riot
ordered an investigation into the squad.
Miller refunded the money to
girl's five-day disappearance but intimated that no punishment would ticket purchasers.
be meted out as 'she probably didn't
realize her responsibility.'
Year's Bookings
DeCenzie said the girl came to
Anthony Allya and Hodge, Bob
him asking for a tryout and saying
she had been stranded by another Maurice and Eve Matthews booked
show. When he discovered she had into Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, for
talent as a dancer he decided to fea- New Year's eve by Music Corp. of
ture her. 'She went over big, too,' America.
MCA also announced following
DeCenzie said, expressing regret at
bookings: DeMay, Moore and Marlosing her.
tin, Phyllis Claire, Maria Dale. and
Maurice and Cordoba, into the Mt.
HOLD THAT ASSEMBLY LINE! Royal Hotel, Montreal, starting

Prices vary on copies of the well
to the importance of the particular speech
and the variety of copies of it. Most
of the modern day stuff, however,
goes for $2 or slightly less per
surface.
William Jennings Bryan's
speech in 1901 on religion brings
$3.25 for each of its two 12-inch
sides.
Pope Pius XII giving his
Easter Papal benediction in 1939 is
rally in Berlin is $5.50 for two sides.
Hitler at a 1937
$5.50 for one side.
There's a steady demand for the
recordings of famous people by
Hollywood, legit and radio shows,
such as March of Time, which try

New

imitate actual voice.c.

President
Roo.sevelt's
larynxian
product i.s the best preserved In
Rabinowitz's library with well over
200 speeches. The.se fill almost 2,000
sides an^run 115 hours.
Churchill
is represented with 35 speeches.
Incidentally, the Presidential library
Hyde Park, where all the Roosevelt .state papers are preserved, is
negotiating for a complete set of the
President's discs.

'

Akron,

Curley

Burns,

O.,

long

a

Dec.
figure

Monday
8.

(14), indef; Talia,

The Stad-

Ben

Yost's Commandos,
also into the Mt. Royal, starting Dec.
30, indef, and Day, Dawn and Dask
into the J'ai hai Cafe, Columbus, O.,
for six weeks starting Monday (14).
Walter Liberace, booked into the
Park Lane Hotel, Buffalo, for indef
lers

in

Longest

the

!

and

engagement, opened Monday

(7).

.

PRODUCED MY

FIRST UNIT IN 1912!

Accomp

Own

running 12

San Francisco. Dec. 8.
Mayris Chaney, dancing protege of
T'-anor Roosevelt, organized her
own musical accomp for the engage-

ment

of herself and

partner, Julio

Alvarez, here at the Persian

Room

Drake hotel. InHershey Martin as director of
seven-piece orch, which features
singing of Manda Lane, and two
pianos operated by Glenn Hurlbert
and Dick Foy.
of the Sir Francis
stilled

to 15

minutes overtime

greeting.*:,

and the

descriptions of parades
from scattered locales.

THIS

like

The Republican National Convention
Playhouse, Port., Ore.,
in 1936 took 111 discs, but only 100
Quits Vaude, Just Pix in 1940. Democrats are much longSeattle, Dec.

8.

'The Playhouse (Evergreen), Portdiscontinue vaude, Len
Bert Levey offices here
It'll close stage shows Dec.
reports.
continuing. Levey
pictures
20, with
office had booked.
House gave stage shows a six-week
land, will
Mantell of

trial.

Milton Rosen and Everett Carter
Entire Persian Room show is being
supplied by Miss Chaney, since it wrote 'Full Speed With Guns Up.'
consists of the band and the Chancy to be sung in 'Don Winslow of the
Coast Guard' at Universal.
and Alvarez dance tc.im.

^^Fashions in

Dance"

ALL who made

aur siay In

'SHOW-

TIME' a
memory.

grand

DECE.MBER 10

LOEWS STATE
New York

Jttyne & Adaiit

GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORP.

New

19.36 and 161 in 1940.
Following the Duke of Windsor's
abdication, Rabinowltz sent him a
recording of the famed final speech
for free.
He ordered another copy,
however, on May 19, 1941, on aluminum. Audio-Scriptions used to put
all its recordings on aluminum beThe
fore the war stopped that.
abdication speech wa.s never much

of a seller at $3.50 for two sides,
Columbia and the other
Victor,

recording companies haveaten into the market with a
regular 75-cent disc issue.

popular
ing

to

Direct froni Hollywood

Rabinowltz from

featuring

some of the greatest

practice
law in I.stanbul. He
drifted from that Into ncw.;paper
work and helped organize the Jew-

Telegraphic Agency.

in

America

STROUD TWINS
with

i

The Most Beautiful Girls

in

the

World

•
EXCELLENT GROSSES

IN SAN DIEGO. LOS ANGELES.
SALT LAKE CITY and OMAHA.
•
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ORIENTAL, CHICAGO, THIS WEEK
THEATRE, NEWARK, NEXT WEEK
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MILES INGALLS

to

ish

acts

WEST

and McGINTY. GALI GALI,
ROLLY ROLLS. FRANCES URBAN and THE

WILLIE,

MOT

So many thanks
to

THE BEST!!

All

in

Orders come

The DiGATANOS

IS

er winded, euLi'ng into 216 waxings

strange places, one recently having
arrived from Mme. Chiang KaiShek. She made a special and Rabinowitz sent her the usual po.stcard. addressed to Chungking, informing her that he had recorded it
and she could buy it.
Alfred J. McCo.sker, chairman or
the board of Mutual and prez of
WOR, was another recent customer.
So was R. T. Howard, provost of
Coventry, who wanted a description
he had broadcast of the Nazi demolion of the English town.
Eugene Burns, night editor of the
Associated Press in Honolulu, recently wrote for the Dec. 12, 1941,
He
broadcast of March of Time.
was impersonated on the show and
wanted to hear what kind of voice
gave him.
Owners of famed racehoriies are
They want
also good customers.
platters of races in which their nags
When they have a winner
ran.
they often buy a whole flock of
copies to send all their friends. Airngs of important prize fights also
bring in a bevy of orders.
Rabinowitz is a Ukranian who used

A

artificial

respiration.

.single event recorded was
midwest tabloids and more recently
coronation of King George VI
Argenlinita, her sister. Pilar Lopez and Queen Elizabeth in 1937.
It of night clubs, and Johnny BerkIrro's. also goes in. It's the first time
and Fedei-ico Rey left the ca-st of ran for I3^h hours and fills 104 sides. heimer, m.c. in this territory, have
Heretoin this spot for Cavallero.
•Priorities of 1942' on Sunday (6).
It sells for $3.50 for each doubletaken jobs in the Goodyear aircraft
fore he's been at the Rainbow Room,
When Rey. whose real name Is faced record. .Ml of the nobles at
Freddy Wittop, was ordered back to the ceremonies bought sets at $805 plant.
where he first came to attention.
Susan Miller, doubling from 'Beat New York to receive his final army each, which provided one of AudioSpanish Scriptions major killings.
In fact,
the Band,' may also be in the new physical examination, the
show, to fill the singing spot. Xavier dancer, deprived of her dancing the coronation holds the record as
decided to Rabinowitz's best seller. There's a
Cugal's band goes on tour at that partner of three seasons,
earl carroll says:
leave also for three weeks' rest and constant demand for it from mutime, to make room for Cavallero.
rehearsals before starting on a con- seums, colleges and other educacert tour immediately after Christ
tional organizations.
I
mas. Wittop, incidentally, is also a
King George's and Queen ElizaMayris Chaney Sets
stage designer.
beth's tour of the United States and
It is doubtful that any replacement
Canada in 1939 fills 157 discs, but
will be made as the show is now consi.st of many different speeches,
Musical

new band. Carmen Caval-

a

in

Irving Miller, manager, first disthat the passengers were

covered

as an 'exotic glamour girl from Hollywood' and giving her a strip turn,
Pete DeCenzie, manager of the Ca-

daily.

known names, according

I

when

the motor was left
an effort to produce heat.

cold

intense

running

at

The Hartmans

Wedgwood Room show

Portsmouth, O., to this place.
After traveling most of the night
the troupe reached Clarksburg at
3:45 a.m., and went to sleep in the
bus outside a service station while
waiting for it to open. Because of

Des Moine.s, Dec. 8.
After featuring her for five days

He values the entire library at well over $500,000.
Seventy-five to 100 new voices are

to

members of Irving Miller's Brownskin Models, narrowly escaped death
when overcome by monoxide gas
in Clarksburg while en route from

(1908),

dreds of others.

added

Went

Found As

Burley

men — William Jennings Bryan (1901),
Woodrow Wilson (1915), Thomas

Bus

in

Fairmont, W. Va., Dec. 8.
Twenty-three colored entertainers,

an

Amelia Earhart
(1936),
Will
Rogers (six sides),
Douglas Corrigan (1938) and hun-

8.

h Cdored Troupe Overcome By
Monoxide While Sleeping

original disc out of its hands, always selling copies. Thus it has acquired almost 150,000 sides, containing nearly 175,000 items.
In addition, Rabinowltz has obtained recordings of voices of many famous

A.

chance to
driving to the camp and doing the
show. Manager of the troupe finally
phoned the commandant of the
camp who, in' turn, called the hotel
in question. Only then did the hostelry rent them two rooms. Six

IN

Keeps Originals
Audio-Scriptions never

By Mayor On

better than last season, but with no
other spot available near the camp,
there was no alternative but to take
the gouge. Some of the troupe slept
on cots in the living room; the
house was that crowded.
Now the troupe is looking ahead
to the hotel in Mobile, Ala., where
last year the manager refused to
honor its reservations. At that spot
they arrived after a long bus jaunt
to find no rooms, none available

anywhere

b

Most people, Rabinowltz
haa learned, dont give a darn :.bout
anyone else on the show but themselves and a large part of his busi-

OK

Accommodations were no

$1.

Continued from pate 46

program.

ness is excerpting particular parts
of longer shows for the person involved In that special portion.

USO-Camp Shows troupes, accustomed to poor working conditions
while on the road, are running into
additional handicaps on the new
season, as indicatei by one troupe.
This unit, which just went through
New England, paid $3 for a cot in a
boarding house; last year the tariff
was

23

vanity Recording

||

Jacked-Up Hotel Prices, Lack of Accommodations

43

|

I

|

Hotel Astor,

New

York

-'

'

AUDBVILLB
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Wediiesdaj, December 9, 1942
town room, the main entrance and caused Boston*! Cocoanut Grove
a kitchen exit, were sufficient since tragedy. H« said he would confer
the basement club is of concrete with Ralph Thomas, State Liquor
Commission chairman, on strengthconstruction.

Boston Opens Night Clubs

Authorities were busy checking
rooms all over town and several of
the imaller boozerie.s, where there's
enteriainnienl, were ordered to put

Contlniird from pace

under Henry Dunn

New

Cross
and Dunn ). who came to Boston for
just such a purpose, has been wcilijts,

(of

publicizcd, and all entertainers
ine relief need only identify
.

i-.eed-

them-

Stars and loaturc-billcd entertainworking on contracts are in a
er
dilTicult position, for all of them, it
is presumed, had conventional contracu> which stipulate that events
over which the contracting parlies
have no control nullify the contract.

such an
event. Those with contractual agreements were to be paid in any case
tKrough Monday night (7), with living expenses supplied until such time
as the club reopened.
As it regarded motion picture exccutivos and entertainers, the death

remained as announced in last
'V.-.riety'
the one addition
being that of Mrs. Charles Stern,

one correctioi

ported
^0

unchanged, which

was
is

|

I

{

re-

taken

mean that his chances are 50-50.
The condition of Barney Welansky,

ore of the owners of the Grove,

if

not the owner, (much vital information concerning ihe club's ownership

and

operation
remains
to
be
threshed out and many of its records
are completely and singularly missing), was described as precarious.
Hp has been hospitalized for three
weeks and was not on the club's
premises when the fire broke out.

Ban ReToIvlnr Doors
While virtually every inflammable
decoration and geegaw was ofl the
walls
of
Boston's
entertainment
spots and even film houses subjected
themselves to careful scrutiny of
detail, the first practical application
of the lessons learned was the ban
on revolving doors. Other measures
of an even stricter nature are expected before the week is out.
In addition to the investigations
by the Bushnell-Foley forces and the
Are department, the FBI has been
active, inasmuch as nearly 50 servicemen lost their lives In the fire.
Much Interest in the investigation
centers around the club's 'free list,'
consisting of a trunk load of Annie
Oakleys bearing the names of local

and politicians 'whose names
we won't have to spell for you.' said
one detective. Evidence of criminal
negligence is already in the hands

officials

of investigators,

claimed:
The opening of all but the larger
night
clubs
on
Saturday night
brought out large crowds. Even
public singing had been banned
along with entertainment, music, radios, dancing and jukeboxes, and the
lifting of the order was accompanied
by a swarming into those places open.
Managers reported that all displayed
a lively curiosity In the spot's general layout, many requesting to see
the exits before settling down to
celebrate.
Dancing by patrons was
out, but many spots put on their
regular dance routines.
No permits were issued for Sunday entertainment, however, and It
is not likely they will be issued for
some time. It was not generally
known that such permits were is^
sued weekly. The lifting of the ban
affected all but 35 night spots, and
all major ones are cloi^ed but the
Silver Dollar and the first noor of
the Casa Manana.
it

is

flight

no law
that can possibly control panic which
would be incurred by the slightest
blaze. These dubiou.<i adjuncts to an
evening's fun can be done away with

police because of tlieir fireproof
construction.
Theatres likewise got
a thorough going-over from the city

There

is

the same rofiulation at the Ringside.
the other establishment operated by
U.S." he wrote.

being that of the

condition

of

believed to have
inasmuch as they
and IhLs up a
gol an okay from

of

.slaiiK

cxil

father*.
]

non-existent 'Mrs. Lawrence Stone.'
The Mono salesman waj a bachelor.

Dunlap's

fireproof
spots generally

and

of these flimsy objects deftnilely con-

safeguarding New Year's Eve celebrants and
We are enforcing
the night spots.

whose husband, eastern district manager for UA, died in the fire, and

Scott

exits immediately
Couple
decorations.

emergency

been flre-lraps
hsd only one

at all night spots, tliereby

weeks

tl.

in

live up to the letter of the law as reg:«rds flrcprooflng condition.-;, the use
slitule a fire liaz.ird.

fire is

toll

Eve reservations with

the provL-o tluil nuss'i.'i arc not to
cxpoct or to brin;: paper hats, confetti, nui.su niakui:,. ur anything else
While we
adjudged inflammable.

selves.

The Cocoanut Grove

Year'.s

More Lucky Escapes
MErtin J. Mullin and Sam Pinanski.
widely known and prominent theatre
who run the M. & P. circuit, which blankets New England,
escaped the Boston fire because of
the necessity to leave Boston Saturday afternoon, Nov. 28. to atlend the
Paramount thealre convention in Hot
Springs, Ark. They and their wives
had been invited to the Buck JonesMonogram party, and- in alt proboperators,

ability

would have gone.

Alec Moss, exploitation director for
Par, who was in Boston the night of
the blaze, would have gone but for
the fact he had put in a long day and
wanted to go to bed. Likewise, Harry
Reiners, in charge of exploitation for
RKO, who says he might have gone
also if h« hadn't been called to N. Y.
over the weekend.
Another who missed the JonesMono party, though invited, was
George West, who is interested In the
Cincinnati and Kansas City franSuddenly
chises op Mono product.
called back to the Coast, where he
now headquarters, he left on the day
of the Arc for Chicago to pick up
Mrs. West there.
Douglas Netter, son of Leon Netter,
Par theatre executive, who's at Holy
Cross college, was in Boston on Nov.
28, but a check revealed he had not
gone to the Cocoanut Grove, though
some classmates had. Netter at the
time was on his way to Hot Springs.

Prov. Removes Revolving

Doors, K.O. Cellar Spots
Providence, R.

I.,

Dec.

8.

City Building Inspector Alexander
Addeo has announced that an Investigation being conducted by his department would lead to recommendations to police and other municipal
agenciA here for regulaticns to eliminate fire hazards in night clubs, dine
and dance places and similar establishments.
Addeo said he and his assistants
were making a rigid inspection of all
Providence night spots for the two-

purpose of removing fire hazards
and providing a permanent record
of floor plans of all such places.
Meanwhile, the City Bureau of Police and Fire ordered that no liquor
should be sold in any rooms below
street level, and also ordered immediate removal of revolving doors
from the entrances to three downtown Providence establishments.
Throughout the city many club
owners were stripping their establishments of artificial palm trees and
other decorations which proved to
be highly inflammable after tests by
fold

i

,

OK

Says Fire Chief
Chicago, Dec. 8.
Cocoanut
the
Coninunling on
Chi

in
"If

happen here.' Van Wagoner said
commenting on the Boston flre.
it seems desirable to ban hazard-

ous decorations during the Christmas-New Year's period, we will not
hesitate. There may be some better answer, however.'

Commissioner James D. Dotsch

as-

sured the governor of the liquor
commission's desire to cooperate.
'In agreement with State Fire Marshal Arnold C. Renner. our rules
now permit use of decorative matethat

rials

Dotsch

been

have

flreproofcd,'

said.

A checkup of Detroit's 500 night
disa.slcr in Boaton, Fire Com- spots was being conducted under ormissioner Michael J. Corrigan said ders of Mayor Jeffries and Fire Comclubs
and missioner Nate S. Shapero.
nighi
lh<-.l
Chicago's
similar places of amu.sement are inClean Bill For Coast
Papcrspected twice each week.
Los Angeles, Dec. 8.
mache decorations are taboo.
Blackout preparations, carried out
Theatres are inspccled riaily by 35
firemen as-signed to the fire preven- by the Theatre Defense Bureau,
tion bureau and are also visited have made the theatres and night
by battalion chiefs, the commis- clubs of Los Angeles safe from a
sioner said.
The bureau tests and duplication of the Boston tragedy,
passes on all so-called fireproof ma- according to Battalion Chief Henry
terial before permitting its u.se for R. Boone, of the city fire departdecorative purposes. This rule ap- ment, who has been collaborating on
plies to whether it is a piece of safety
tactics
the
with
various
.scenery, a drape or anything u.sed pha.ses of the show business in this
for decorating, such as flags, fes- area.
toons, etc.
Inflammable decorations have been
Outside of the city. Chief High removed from all places of public
McCarthy, of the county highway amusement. Of the 225 houses in
police, issued orders for the strict the Theatre Defense Bureau's covinspection of the estimated 900 clubs erage, only four have been found
and roadhouses in the Chicago area. lax in regulations, and these are
The last disastrous fire that swept being revamped to comply with the
a roadhouse outside of the Chicago rules.
was

in

March.

1935,

when

flames spreading from flimsy decorations destroyed the Rendezvous in
Morton Grove, killing seven patrons
and injuring 21 others.
Pa. Stricter, Says Offlclal

Harrisburg, Pa., Dec. 8.
State Secretary of Labor and Industry Lewis G. Hines. as a result of
Boston's disastrous night club fire,
has instructed department inspectors
to warn night club proprietors and
others concerned with public gather,
ings, against use of flammable material in holiday decoration.
Declaring he didn't think 'it would

Sees More Stringent

Law

SeatUe'i

Reaction

Seattle, Dec.

Night spots of

8.

types were hard
of the
Boston disaster. City officials started close inspection as to flre hazards
and general safety at clubs and
hit the

past

all

week by news

theatres.

The Boulder beer
closed.

Two

hall was ordered
other cellar beer spots,

Law

for

AH

Niteries

As

a result of the Boston flre,
'there will doubtless be a wave of
state and city legislation regulating

night clubs,' It was predicted by
Robert S. Moulton, technical secretary of the National Fire Protection
Association and secretary of its
committee on Safety to Life.
'It is indeed high time that these
potential death traps are brought
into line with the established fire
safety requirements that have long

applied to theatres and other places
of public assembly,' he asserted.
'The Building Exits Code of the
National Fire Protection Association, which dates bock to 1913, is
available as a guide, for legislation
which will require reasonable flre
safeguards involving a minimum of
inconvenience and expense to the
operators.
No legislation, however,
will be effective in preventing repetition of such tragedies unless it is

competently enforced without interference by political or commercial
interests.'

Contending

the

that

Cocoanut

Grove disaster in Boston was 'clearly
due to gross violation o^ several of
the fundamental principles of flre
which have been demonsafely
strated by years of experience and
which should be well known to

everybody,' Moulton added:
*A night club is essentially a
place of public assembly in the same
life hazard class with a theatre but
having greater possibilities of flre.
As a result of the Iroquois theatre
Cre in Chicago in 1903, when 602
people were burned to death, theatres in the United States are well
Automatic
regulated by flre laws.
sprinklers are required over combustible
adequate
stage scenery,
exits are required and regular inspections are made in accordance
with the law to make sure that
exits are free and unobstructed and
that all flre precautions are observed.
'No such safeguards have been applied to night clubs which are far

where there are bands and dancing
(but no floor shows), were ordered
to improve exits. They are the Allah and the Spinning Wheel.
more dangerous than

theatres. Night
Attendance at all places since the clubs commonly are located in old
Boston tragedy dropped drastically, buildings made over
for the purpose
be sensible to sit back in a catastro- taking a real Jolt also from gasoline
and practically every known rule
phe of this kind and take it for rationing.
of fire safety is violated. The Cocoagranted everything is safe.' Hines
nut Grove building was certainly
pointed out his department has a
no worse than hundreds of other
force of 75 men charged with making
night clubs located throughout the
periodic inspections of some 45,000
Patriotic Edict
United States.'
public gathering buildings.
Contlniied from pace •
Had the Boston fire been in Pennsylvania, Hines said, state law would cated the customers to double bills.
have required tliat., t)ier£ be five .qt One t.ljtTiR. to help him here is gas
six exists, plainly marked, with un- rationing
and inadequate public
Costlnaed from pofo 4
obstructed aisles leading to doors transportation. They will serve, now
equipped with panic bolts that auto- that the public is being mighty is still complimenting us on the acmatically permit opening under pres- sparing in the tise of cans, in
I have
tion be received from all.
Revolving doors, such as im- holding the trade locally until the not
sure.
lost one hour or day since Dec.
peded exit in the Boston club, must fans can be educated back to a single 7 last, and intend keeping my rec-

s

Hawaii

..

be in addition to the required outlets
under Pennsylvania law.
Expressing the opinion that such a
disaster could not happen In Pennsylvania 'unless there would be some
violation of the law such as blocking
exits,' Hines pointed out that Pennsylvania law provides for approval
by the department before public
buildings are erected and the nimiber
of exists is determined by the capacity.

Balto Clamps

Down

Baltimore, Dec. 8.
City Fire Chief Thomas H. Cotter.
A three-way probe into safety conIn other instances owners were pre- ditions of Baltimore night clubs was
paring to cut new doorways nnd broadened to include all theatres, picother exits; to straighten out confus- ture houses and restaurants.
ing corridors and to install exit
City Building Engineer Joseph A.
lights.
Clarke notified at least a dozen night
OfFicials Study Fire
Repercussions of the disastrous clubs that safely conditions would
Grove fire in Boston ulso have to be improved within 10 days
Pix for Blitz Lessons Cocoanut
were noted in numerous other com- or condemnation proceedings would
The uncut newsreel prints of the munities throughout the state.
be instituted.
Cocoanut Grove nltery holocaust in
In Newport. Mayor Herbert E.
Operators of five cabarets and one
Boston were screened for Army, Maccauley directed an inspection of restaurant were summoned
by the
Navy and civilian defense officials all dine and dance places, as well as City Board of Liquor License Comin New York last Thursday
other places of public entertainment. missioners to show cause Dec. 14 why
(3).
Showing was not for censorship
their licenses should not be suspendreasons but for an analytical study
Pitt Shuts Several for Safety
ed until safety conditions are imof what unfortunately was a fair
Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
proved.
sample of what might ensue if
As aftermath of Cocoanut Grove
Liquor board summons were issued
enemy planes came over on a bomb- disaster in Boston, Villa Madrid, one for operators of the following places:
ing raid.
of
town's
leading
niteries,
was The Oasis, operated by Max A. CoNewsreel companies had a thorough closed by police last week for sev- hen; 2 o'clock Club, operated by IrvJob on coverage of disaster since eral days until a second exit was ing Goldberg, Norman Siegel and
It
was hours before things were cut into the wall and a steel door Jes.se H. Siegel; Stardust Club, operunder control. By studying prints was erected between the kitchen and ated by Stephen Sastin; Club Orleans,
the officials responsible for civilian main dining room.
Spot, owned operated by Anna Cohen; Gayety
defense hoped to pick up a few and operated by three veteran cafe NIte Club, operated by John H.
pointers on cro^d _ handling and men locally, Etzl Covato, John La- Nickel, and Bitlner's Restaurant, oprescue work luidef^ actual, not simu- zaro and Mike Morra, Immediately erated by Henry C. Rcthschulte.
lated, conditions.
hired a crew of workmen to comNo Fllmiy Xou* DccorT
ply with city's orders and was open
No New Tear's Paper Rate
Harry Finkelstein, proprietor of again over the weekend.
Detroit, Dee. -8.
Technicality on which Villa Mathe 51 Club, N. Y.. has written Mayor
PosHibilily of a statewide Michigan
LaGuardla a suggestion for a 'safe drid got the atop order was its ban on flimsy holiday decorations In
and sane New Year's Eve.' The re- failure to obtain a $l-a-day dance night clubs, dancchalU and entercent .Boston holocaust li • primacy permit from the city. Covato told tainment spots Is under consideration
flra Inspectori that ha had always by Governor Van Wagoner at.a safereason for making this suggestion.
'At the 91 Club we are accepting believed thie two exit* at the down- guard agalniit flre hazards such as
'

to

Grove

city limits

NaflFireAss'BEiec

ening rules covering decoration of
drinking places.
'We don't want anything like that

fllm diet.
But the small operator,
basic to the switchover, has to have
'patriotism' to help him make the
change, it is argued in the Michigan
area.

we have successfully rolled them up, and blown
them all to bits.
Due to the acute labor shortage

ord perfect until

necessary for me -to put In anywhere from nine to 15 hours every
day. Personally I believe that's why
they are letting the booze run out so
completely, as there are hundreds
of women that prefer being bar
buzzards to doing any sort of Govit's

Ed

WPB

Silverman's

Powwow

Postponed

Washington, Dec. 8.
Double feature question confab
which is expected to take place this
week between the War Production
Boa^rd

and Edwin Silverman, pres-

ident of Essaness Theatres, Chicago,
has been postponed at the theatre
operator's request.
Request for a
conference with
officials to
consider the matter of eliminating
dual features originated from the
Chicago operator some time ago.

WPB

Christopher
the

J.

amusement

Dunphy, chief of

section.

It

Is

under-

stood,

offered several dates this
week for the meeting but Silverasked that the conference be
postponed.
Whether any action in
regard to double features would develop from such a meeting is ques-

man

tionable.

Matter of dual features has been
a problem of the industry for a long
time before the
was ever heard

WPB

Government agency is concerned for one thing with furthering the war effort through the conservation of critical materials.
It
is willing to meet with representatives of the industry and discuss
dual feature.^, but it has no desire
to step into the problem of the
industry and resolve it one way or
the other unless it is necessary in
the furtherance of the war effort,
If elimination
of double features
would aid the war effort,
would have to be shown and It appears that the burden of proof
would have to be oh those who Wafit
of.

ernment work.

Compelling regisfor all females, due next
week. Is for that particular purpose.
It's nothing unusual for the most
tration

ignorairi

girl

to

be making from

$35 per day to $60 and more in tips
alone, at the various bars, plus salary of $100 per month, with room
and board Included. Domestic help
that's out no such person here
any longer. Laundries, restaurants,
hotels,
all
huge bonus
offering
checks to help that will remain with
them for at least a month.
Government
Best news to date
has flnally started moving the Japs
out, gradually, but out.
Senf you a
news.oaper with Gen. D. Emmons'
report on this serious subject. The
Japs have not been so cocky since

—

—

—

this

this

movement, and all know when
war is out and over, they arc

definitely all going for a long boat
ride.

Mail, magazines and radio programs are all the entertainment we
can have here after nightfall. There
is a movement on at present to ask
Kate Smith Jf she would accept the
honor of being known as the

'mother of the fighting forces.' as
was the beloved Madame Schumann Heink in the last war. This
request came from service lads in
Australia.

Mabel Thomas.

WPB

dual

programs

outlawed.

thing appears certain, and that is
that before taking ^ny further action

WPB

would n\ak6'a complete

One thorough survey of tbe

situation.

anci
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REVIEWS
In a

Soldier-Reviewer Says Our Boys
In

Gamps

Aren't Morons; Appreciate

USO Efforts but Shows Must Be Good

parlous mood.

45

Verdl'a ceUo

playing and comedy antlca with the
Instrument are also clicks. Line girls
follow with a fan fantasy, well
staged and prettily costumed.
Darlene Walter, good looking
blonde, socks over in the next frame
with her acrobatic dancing and was
forced to do two encores.
Stxitt
then on for his regular comedy routine of handkerchief, cigaret and hat
bits, working himseU into quick dodularity.

Night Club Reviews
885 CLUB, CHI

tlon.

With Brother Syd Watkins back

on the lead sax again, this outfit Is
in fine form this winter.
Stephanie
Chicago, Dec. 2.
and Carol, new fiddle and accordtoa
Billy Vine, Chautse Shea, Lane & team, are well adapted for the room.
Small, Mark Talent's Band
(4)
Pullen.
Johnny Honnert; $1.50-$2 minimum

Show closes with a 'Dance Cavalcade' by the Starlets in which each
After a long absence Billy Vine
kind of enter- girl is introduced and imitates sucti
El Morocco, Montreal
not send dancing stars as Pat Rooney, Mari- h - returned as star of Joe Miller's
From:
it to them? Let's not kill vaudeville
lyn MUler, Ray Bolger and others. current show and is proving himself
To: Editor 'Variety'
JVfontreal, Dec. 4.
Bolger bit is the wow impression. an able comedian and emcee.
Subject: Review on USO Show, all over again at Army Camps.
He works on an even keel with
Freddie Bernard, Afarthe Errolla,
Stritt joins the girls for the finale.
'Show Time At The Roxv'
smart material and showmanship Bankhoff & Cannon, Hal Hartlet
Hal.
Happy to report that we have
As m.c. he keeps the show moving in Orch (10), Milray Girls (8), Buddy
the answer to one of the most
a V'orkmanlike manner, kids the Clayton band (4); Minimum $1.50.
pressing questions oi the past deC'
customers but is never presuming.
ade. No longer need the gents who
Fort Tilden, N. Y., Dec. 5.
In his own spot he scores with clever
Here's a show that's right in th*
still frequent the Broadway coffee
comedy talk, sketches and impres groove and
Spartanburg, S. C, Dec. 6.
Hollo and Vema Picfcert, Coleu
well above the average
shoppes whisper to each other,
sions.
Worth
AfoTcia,
tt
Joe Termini, Paul
USO-Camp Shows stock soared
in the pre-Christmas doldrums here
'What ever happened to so-and-so?'
In the comedy vein Vine does an currently.
Tlesen
Girls
reviewed
high
(9);
at
Fort
following
'Hellzapoppin' apFurther, it rates a nod for
If you want to find out what ever
impression of Charles Laughton, In showmanship
*42.
Tilden,
N.
Y.,
Dec.
pearances
5,
at
the
the
local
join
Camp
just
Croft
so-and-so
and personality saleshappened to
a scene from 'Mutiny on the Bounty' manship,
and
the
Greenville,
You'll
S.
Army
show.
C,
Air
while
catch
a
USO
all acts are deftly
and
Army
with hilarious: results, and sings balanced against
(Dec. 5).
and 'what's-hlseach other, adding
'so-and-so'
find
As far as this audience was con- Base
With big rep behind it, 'Hellz' was 'Nagasaki' as an American jitterbug, up to an ensemble that has diversity.
name' and 'that guy that played in cerned, 'Going to Town' really goes
Chinese, Greek and Harry Richman It is attracting good
crowds to the
Springfield' and all the rest of them to town. Reviewed at the 3S0-seat eagerly awaited by the soldiers. And
it didn't disappomt
Applause was would do it. If a customer comes in swank club.
still doing the same dances, singing playhouse at Fort Tilden, in Rocklatr
Vine
reviews
the show for him
The Hal Hartley Orch is not merethe same songs and telling the same away, N. Y., troupe drew a packed deafening.
Unit comprised 30 performers, with up to then in rapid-fire detail, a bit ly a support to the acts and the line,
jolces that killed them at the Bijou soldier house.
The
theatre's equip- Milton Douglas emceeing.
that
garners
much
applause.
Vine's
but
Top
acts
also
earns
hearty audience faIn Soft Collar, Ariz., 20 years ago. ment is far from elaborate, but any
include Ben Dova, comedy panto- work leaves no doubt that he's some
vor as an act in itself, teeing off with
'Show Time At The Roxy' played resultant failings were of elementary mimist; Emerald Sisters
in rough thing for whom customers have been an overture highlighted by trumpet
two days, three shows, to a packed interest to these doughboys.
house comedy; Jack Leonard, come- looking.
and sax solos that is a stand-out in
auditorium in Convention Hall, AtChautse Shea, vivaci..u5 brunet band virtuosity.
Coley Worth emcees, bringing on dian; Three Grace Notes, song trio;
lantic City, Dec. 1 and 2. Audience
RoUo and Verna Pickert for some Claire Louise Evans, acrobatic cc-.iedienne, puts across 'Chi-Chi
Freddie Bernard emcees. He has
consisted of service men and their
smart hoofing. Taps are stifled by dancer; 16 Roxyettes; Harry Hines, Castenango,' 'Daddy' as done by a a pleasant stage presence and never
guests. Normally this type audience
the wooden apron and obscured by Bill Potter and Charles De Haven. Brazilian, a French cutie and an makes a mistake of wisecracking the
Js a pushover for almost any perAmerican showgirl, and 'Pennsyl- fans when they miss out on his rapid
Glen.
the foots but the Pickerts know
former, but the small, poorly revania Polka' with selling effect, fire quips and stories. His trick of
their way around and went over
hearsed cast found them hard to
Left the floor to resounding applause. spurring a jaded crowd Into apprewith a bang regardless. They had a
please, with many walkouts spotting
Lane and Small, man and girl tap ciation is a deft bit of emcee showswell flash finish on stilts. Bob Ripa
the run of the show. The old gags
team, do three routines in rhythmic manship.
and older bits brought a pretty pink is replacing them out of town.
Fort Meade, Md., Dec. 5.
manner, one of them on a pair of
Ivan Bankhoff and Betty Cannon
Joe Termini is next with his
haze of nostalgia to the 40 and 45Comedy by Allen Boretz and John Mur- solid silk hat props. They fared put on a clown and toe dancer paryear-olds, but the younger boys, the white tie, tails, rolling shirtfront and ray; aiuk'ed by Jacob A. Welaer: presented nicely.
ody of an adagio team that is funny
greater mass of the audience, wound derby. Standard comedian, he worlcs by USO-Camp Shows, Inc.. with Teddy
Mark Talent's four-piece band and clever. Both appear to have had
with a violin, mandolin and electric Hart. Leo Chalzel, Jamea W. Lyons, Don
up a bit on the bored side.
classical
training and at times vary
(drums,,
bass, trumpet and violin
Henry Lascoe, Curtis Cooku^y.
Opener brought on the Gae Foster guitar to score all the way. Gets O'Brien.
Don Appell, Howard Wendell. Helen Qood- doubling on accordion) furnishes the the fooling with some authentic RusGirls in a tease number led by laughs with his breakaway instru- rls, Pnt Clark. Ray Rnnd, Seldon Bennett
show and dance music, and Johnny sian Ballet pirouettes. The gal is a
singing
something ments and facial maneuvers without and Horace Cooper; Jack Youhk. stage
Van,
Shirley
looker and puts her stuff across adHonnert
plays
intermission
manager;
Betty
piano
Sutton,
asst.
stage
mgr.
about, 'If You Want A Kiss Ask detracting from his musical skill.
and femme understudy.
mirably.
They go into a furious
novelties.
Loop.
For It*. The 'original' twist to the
Coley Worth and Marcia follow
whirl for a finale that registers
number was to have the gals throw with down-to-earth comedy that in
whammo audience reaction.
Touring setup of this farce about
All eludes imitations of Hitler and
taffy kisses out to the boys.
Marthe ErroUe Is a singer whose
the trials and tribulations of a shoethis after a leering introduction of Hirohito, prattfalls and gags.
They stringing Broadway producer is
powerful contralto puts her in the
Shirley Van and the Reed Twins by also got over big.
smoothly staged and adroitly played
groove from the first note. A topBenny Ross. Following the opener
notcher who knows how to dress,
The Paul Tiesen girls, six violins, to achieve maximum laughs.
Cleveland, Dec. 4.
came a set of stale gags by Ross
Caught here on a Saturday nights
Doraine & Ellis, Hollvtuood Co- she is a natural for showmanship
and a stooge who looked as though piano and harp, opened with 'I Hear a bad night in any camp attendance
and appeal. Her songs, 'picked to At
Music
in Heaven' and slowed the
Eds,
Randolph,
Hy
Vogel,
Stephahe might double as stage manager.
her voice, are oldies, 'Smoke Gets in
was just fair. Scenery has been held
In fact, following everything on the pace to a walk. Girls are clad in to a minimum of fiats and props, lit nie Carol, Sammy Watkins Orch.; Your Eyes,' 'Make Believe' and 'My
show, came a set of oldies by Ross gowns that are long, high and have by portable spots, all designed for $1.50 minimum.
Hero,' but that doesn't stop her from
and his stooge. One of the two full sleeves. Luckily Lillian Ander trouping.
Theo. De Witt, operator of Hotel getting repeated calls.
standouts were the English Bros. son, a blonde with a dresden china
Cast
is uniformly good.
The MUray Girls, a well-trained,
Teddy Hollenden's band-box bolte, apparcomplexion, came on for vocals to
& Marion Bellet, whose knockabout save
Hart, in the part he originally cre- ently tried to save some shekels
the act. She talhs like Hep
on well-wardrobed octet of precision
comedy was meat for the boys. The
ated, and Leo Chalzel get plenty out this between-the-holidayg
steppers,
win a big hand. "The Claylayout for
other standout was the short dance bum, looks like Veronica Lake and of their roles, latter as the hotel diton band fills In adequately. Biz fair.
it's
far
below
standard.
has
a
soprano
that can stand some
performed by Shirley Van in the
rector.
Lane.
Topflight performances are
That's seen in the conspicuous abmiddle production number. Lots of hints on how to use a microphone also turned in by Don Appell, as
spins and very flashy. The type of The boys liked her renditions of the shoestringer; Seldon Bennett, as sence of heavy applause, although
the performers work hard to warm
'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,' 'Kiss Me the director;
thing soldiers go for.
James W. Lyons, as the up the crowds.
Club Flamingo, Chi
The Reed Twins (mighty purty) Again' and 'White Christmas.'
nervous manager, and Ray Rand, the
Only turn with any sparkle of
harmonize. Did three tunes and got
Carl Golden, pianist, travels with youthful playwright from OsWego.
Chica0o, Dec. 2.
off to a fair hand.
Flo Reed did the show and leads the post orch Experienced readings are also con- freshness is that of the two Hollysolo on 'AH The Things You Are' >laying for the acts. Crew is headed tributed by Horace Cooper, Curtis wood Co-Eds. A pair of handsome
Billy Carr, Dick Jones, Hank, the
lookers, they whirl through aero
and sister rejoined
her
for 9y Milt Saunders, ex-saxman for Cooksey and Henry Lascoe.
The spins with considerable
Mule, Stephanie Dale, Lee Camp,
grace.
'Breathless'. Big disappointment of Eddy Duchin and D'Artega, and did femmes,
Helen Goodris and Pat
Trudlne, Carol Lord, Dorothy Ates,
Randolph,
localite,
a
is
an
old
the evening was Charley Kemper, an expert chore here. Preceding and Clark, are highly decorative and
Anita Jackson, The Averyettes (6),
standby magi who works in straight
whose comedy, to this soidler-mugg, following the performance, which handle themselves well.
Herb Honsa's Orch (4) ; no minimum.
pantomlne. Both he and femme asis generally above par.
This time, ran 65 minutes, Russ Black, ex-War
Burm.
sistant overmugg but conjurer has a
with the aid of a straight man, his ing pianist, sat in; they gave the
pair of slick, fast hands for standA fairly good show for a spot of
comedy was so hoary with age that it servicemen some crack jivetime.
ard trioks with cigs and cards. Stunts this type, booked and produced by
fell flat with this reviewer and with
Fran
with flaming candles and a soap Thomas Sacco. Spielers haven't a
a bunch of boys who generally laugh
package are cleverest sockers. Ran- chance here, as evidenced by the upat almost anything. Did a medical
Alameda, Cal., Dec. 7.
dolph
works
in
tails.
hill climb of Dick Jones, comedy
examination bit.
Something the
Comedy In three acts by Frank Cmvcn;
Doraine and Ellis, boy and girl m.c, whose efforts were wasted on
boys have seen in every Squadron
prest^nted by UflO-Cnmp Shows Unit TU at
Army Ah* Dale In AUmeda. Calif., Dec. 7. team, are also Ohio products as well the inattentive crowd.
or Post show and every pic they
4*J;
produced by Ferdinand Manlcr and as perennial visitors who concertize
Singing talent and Tex Morrisey,
have seen since they entered the
Chicago, Dec. 3.
Frank McHugh; managed by Jack Sidney. semi-classic faves. In
all their trips as 'Hank, the Mule' make the best
Army, and before that, too. Returns
Cast: Pamela Wright. Irving MIIcIikII.
Freddie Stritt, Al Verdi & Dolores.
in later spot with the soldier bit
Watson. Kather>'n Sreldon. Douglas they have used practically the same impressions.
Mary Ann Rttssell, Carroll & Diet- Howard
Rutherford. Leonard Lord, Johanna Doug- repertory of Victor Herbert warBilly Carr, singing m.c, has little
done by Joe Besser in 'Sons o'
rich, Darlene Walters, 6 Starlets; Ben las, John ihTHlon, Madora Keene.
horses. Duo's lusty harmony nearly trouble in making the customers like
Fun,' but still to no avail. Laughs
bowls Sammy Watkins' bandsmen off him. His selling of several tunes is
just scattered and soldier boys no Young, musical director; Ben New
Presentation of this old standby on their stand,
man, company manager.
but they go over with th i highlight of the show. Lee Camp,
like.
an improvised stage in a cold and the ringslders
blues singer, was called back for
Middle production by the Foster
who want volume.
bare hangar at the Alameda Army
Watkins' house orch sets a better several encores.
Stephanie Dale,
Gals and Shirley Van is 'Plantation'
Thls unit started off the USO
Air Base proved once again that 'the example by
idea, with gals dressed as Dixie Camp Shows winter season in the
personifying under- prima donna, with musical comedy
play's the thing.'
statement in its engaging dancopa- selections. Is well liked. Dorothy
belles and Shirley Van singing song Sixth Army Corps Area and Ninth
Several hundred soldiers, many of
(which should never be) followed Naval District If USO-Camp Shows them standees, appeared to enjoy the
Ates, with her songs, is weak in
by dance (which should definitely continues to put out troupers of this production. Working against handlcomparison.
be). Comes now Roy Smeck; Eoys- calibre, and. i£ the,v're as well, balComedy antics of Morrisey, ascaps,..thR.r.OIMW>?y gave a creditable Kent, who plays the free-thinking
llke electric guitar work because. anced in the playing time of minstolen:. Fred Cotton makes the ex- sisted by Joy Adrienne, keep the
performance.
as they put it, 'it reminded them of utes, there is no need for worry
The story is, of course, of the flrst college hero a boisterous laugh suc- audieAce entertained as do the acre
Alvino Key'. Banjo stuff was too about entertainment for servicemen married year of Grace, the travel- cess. Virginia GIrvin, Wally Myers, routines of Anita Jackson. Carol
dated for young soldier consump
Lord
and Trudlne, contributing strip
It has everything from pretty girls smitten bride who wants to see the
Kent, Katherine Cosgriff,
Henry
tion.
Got off to pretty good hand to class acts and hokum comedy.
world, and her fumbling husband, Sherwood, Betty Pierce and David and exotic numbers, click solidly
on 'imitation' of Bill Roblpson on
and The Averyettes prov" acceptable
Considering the generally poor who eventually strikes it rich. Their Powell are fine support
Liur.
ukele.
in their chorus routines.
conditions under which USO acts tribulations are surprisingly amusing
Benny Ross finally gets around to work, performers gave a t>ang-up even today.
Jones, who shares honors with
bringing on Maxine Stone, whose show. Selma Marlow, line producer,
Carr in keeping the show moving,
Pamela Wright is believable ns
Can't
It
lazy style of comedy went well has ^iven her Six Starlets some fast- Grace, and Irving Mitchell gets the
demands attention with his tap dancwith the boys. She registered okay movmg routines that are tied in with most out of the part of Tommy
ing and Pat Rooney impression. In
in both talk and her specialty, a principals from other acts.
a quieter spot he would do rhucb
Tucker, her husband. Johanna Dougcontrol kick number.
Show is paced fast by Freddie las, as Mrs. Barstow, is a standout,
better.
Loop.
Fort Bragg, N. C, Dec. 2.
Finale called for tap routine by Stritt, a down-to-earth comic who and, as far as the soldier lads are
f'omcily i,y George H. Kaufman and Moss
Foster Girls and the customary idea sings, dances and generally does a concerned, a knockout. Howard Wat- Ifarl.
ineienle.l by USO-Camp Shows. Inc.,
of bringing
bows.
dry
Atlantic City, Dec.
Wm. T. Steele

bor.

6.

They

like the

tainment you

Pvt.

like.

Why

GOING TO TOWN

HELLZAPOPPIN

ROOM

SERVICE

VOGUE ROOM, CLEVE.

—

I

THE FIRST YEAR

FUN PARADE

—

You

Take

With

You

on all the acts for
little of everything.
He works sans
total of the whole show was smut and opens the show with sevRoss, asking the audience, 'How eral minutes of talk and then introthey liked the show'. At that time duces the Starlets. Latter, attired in
at least one-quarter of the audience tailed strut costumes for a cakehad left and another quarter was walk, in which Stritt participates,
on its way up the aisles. The an- went over big with the sailors asswer was with those folks rather sembled here.
than the ones who very courteously
After a short routine Stritt then
stayed behind and applauded.
introduces Margie Lane from the
P.S. This review expresses the line foe a tap number. Carroll and
feelings of a soldier, among other Dietrich follow with their luminessoldiers, seeing a Show wnich is cent puppets.
Here l.s a strictly
graciously sent to him and his bud- sight act with plenty of class; the
dies through the courtesy of a great sailors couldn't get enough of it.
organization. The intent and purMary Ann Russell, good looking,
pose of these shows are above re- well dressed swing singer, is next
proach, but they miss sadly, because with several vocals, and for a .secof their inferior quality.
Soldiers ond encore does a number with a
aren't morons. They listen to the sailor that was a showstopper.
radio and see movies. Those aged
Al Verdi and Dolores are naturals
an
gags are hard to digest after seeing with their comedy.
Dolores
Bob Hope and Ring Crosby, or excellent foil and straight for Verdi's
Sight of a fat
listeriing to Jack penny'. These men moppet character.
are you and your next-door neigh- fellow in child's clothes had the boys

Sum

—

i.s

humor to the delineson lends a
ation of Mr. Livingston. Remainder
of the cast are adequate.
Unit has appeared II days in this
area and Journeys from here to SacMill.
ramento.

THE MALE ANIMAL
New Orleans, Dec. 7.
'The Male Animal." USO comedy of
worm who goes primitive to hold
Is male, drew plenty of laughs here
tonight (7) at the Army Air Baso.
Rowdy and raucou.s, it's been given
fine presentation by smooth cast under direction of Ronald T. Hammond.
Clay Flagg sparks plot as the mild
young professor beset by marital and
.scholastic troubles. Flagg carries oil
honors, with Louise Buckley showing
considerable talent as his wife.
Vicki Thomas is fine as one-half of
the juvenile romance with Stapleton

(.'cminunlty tlieaire. Fort Bragg, N. C.
Dec. ^^, '42.
Cast: IJiiiBy Alherton, Barahlee Harris,
niiarll.1 I.p.N'ulre. Charles Farsons.
Edwin
HodgeH, Johnny ,mearns. Charles Benjamin.
Jii- k .Vorwiirlh. Murjnrle Cramer. Paul
Byron. I'mrlik Kshey. MxoOregor Olbb. Elsliilh
Hrirrm»n. .Vnrm.'in Porter. Anthony
(iri-y. I.;in<e Cuniird. Joan Croydon. ElUaIll

li'-lh

UiCM".

USO-Camp

Show.";.

Inc.,

Is

appar-

ently trying to break down the theory that a good play is still good, no
matter how badly preisented or
played. They succeed in this effort.
The -You Can't Take It With You'
seen tonight <2) certainly Is a far
cry from the entertaining show that

convulsed Broadway audiences some
.seasons back.

hard enough trying to get soldiers, whose entertainment tastes run
to films, to take a legit production
even a Rood one. And when casts
like this is given 'em, it's just a
waste of lime.
Curt.
It's

Garden Terrace, Philly
(BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HOTEL)

Philadelphia. Dec. 3.
Lamb-Yocum's 'Ice Parade of 1943*
with Bette Wharton, Bobby Duffy,
Claire Simone, Adele Henny, Mary
Alice Lowery, Bobby Heam, Marvetle Mosic,
Vera Palmer, Nina
Korda, and Mary Ann McCall, Billy
Marshall orch (9); no cover; $1.50$2.50

minimum.

is something new in the line
supper club entertainment in

This
of

Philly.

And

troupe

bowed here Thanksgiving
Ben Franklin's swank spot

since the

Lamb-Yocum

night, the

has

been

turning

the

customers

away.

The skaters are hampered a bit by
the smaliness of the rink in the center of the dance floor, but they more
(Continued

oii

page 53)
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MUSIC HALL,
Specialty Turns,

Comedy

N. Y.

Bolster
Marl* Orlmatdi, Nloholag
r,
MeliaM Moion, Captain H«v«r,

Shipstad-Johnson

'43 Ice Follies

Iwm

OI««
Petrov, Bockettes, Ballet Corp*,
W, ^
CUib, Mtisic Hall Symphony directed
by imo Jtopee; 'You W«r« Nevtr
Loveliet' {Col), reviewed in 'variety* Oct. 7, '42^

FolUu of 1Q4S,' produced bv and climbs into the air with aid of a
Shipatai, Oscar Johnson, Eddie visible 'invisible' wire.
Sifitpstad.
5to0ed and directed by
Shipstad ie Johnson come through
Musical
arraneementi, for big returns with a farcical nurse
Fanchon.
George Hackett, Arthur Kay- Orig- and cop number. Shipstad handlep
inal tongs bv Stanley Cowan ond the former assignment for added
Bobby Worth; cottumes, Helen Rose; comedy, topped only by the team's
musicdl director, Ernest Kratzinger. tricky blade work. Thomas Twins,
With Roy Shipstad, Eddie Shiptad, gals in pigtails, in standard aero rou'let

Roy

Atkinson,
/ohnson,
Betty
Oi'car
Cluirles Hain, Frick It Frack, Thomas
Tuiins, Papez & Ztoack, Heinie Brock,

tines,

and Papez and Zwack, with
and aero work,

nifty ballroomology
complete the lineup.

The Music Hall's shows are fr«
quently too polite, but rarely as
poorlv paced as this one. The lah-dedah teeoll Is one thing, but having
a male singing single follow one of
the Rockettes' boffiest precision routines is another.
Or is it possible
that this is Leon Leonidofl's method
for stopping the applause for the
line girls from running into the
opening of 'You Were Never Lovelier,' the Fred Astaire-Rita Hayworth

Norah McCarthy, McKellen Bros.
Paul Gannon, singing emcee, is a
screen starrer, niat Ivan Petrov Is
(2). Bob BUihe, Galbraith Bros (2). iistenable vocalist, with other singers
Bob Widholm, Ruby and Bobby in background including Mary Bar- anti-climactic is an under-slatement.
It's also an entertainment detracMaron. Mae Ross, Phyllis Legg, Os- ton, Joseph Sullivan, Jane McGowan
horse, paced
borne Colson, Fronces Claudet, Mc- and George Burnson. Ernest Krat- tion to have a dancing
Heyer. follow an eccenCusker, Schulte & McNulty, Paul zlnger's music sets it off creditably. by Captain
Not that
tric dancer, Melissa Mason.
Gannoti, Ballet Corps, Male Chorus.
Original music, credited to Stanley
comparison, but the wellthere's
At Madison Square Garden, New Cowan and Bobby Worth, includes trained any
highschool horse would make
York. Dec.

4,

'42; $3.30 fop.

nothing magnificent or
in conception in the
1943 edition of the Shipstad and
Johnson blade extravaganza. In essence, it's a repetition of much that
has gone before, by the same token
retaining all favorable commercial
Topnotch entertainment,
aspects.
per se, the novelty appeal which primarily brought ice shows into strong
public favor is no longer apparent
though high performance values are
fully maintained.
Essentially it adds up to approximately three hours of vaudeville on
Ice. most of it good, some of it exElaborate production numcellent.
bers are in the established pattern.
A marathon variety show, it begins
to pall somewhat towards the finish
under the sheer weight of material
and talent, a great deal of which
must necessarily be similar. All the

There

is

breathtaking

terrific lift

Bon

fc

and prestige of the Johpcombo plus the smash

Shipstad

solo acro-flgure skating of Roy Shipstad is required in the second half to
maintain the extraordinary pace.
Colson and Claudet, with their neat
highland fling on skates and the very
funny Scots comedy team of Frick

and Frack-foUowlng the top names,
are virtually antl-cllmactlc. Yet the
latter remain solid comedy values,
with their panto bull-flghtlng, horse
racing, trick legwork and a corking
bottle sequence.

HlUlary Finale
'Musichallesque' is the smashing
military precision drill finale, with
some 40 girls in gleaming, gold-co
lored helmets headed by drum ma
jorette Betty Atkinson. Still clean
ing up is the superbly-routined

'Swing Waltz.' production number
with 'Indian Legend' perhaps equally
effective with its brilliant phosphorescent lighting effect

Here Norah

'Sunday-Go-to-Meeting

Jive,"

'We'll

Stick Together." 'Tumani' and 'In
Snowmans Land.' 'Jive' and 'Land'
are tuneful
melodies.
Costumes,
credited to Helen Rose, are gorgeous.
JWori.

STAR,

BROOKLYN

a

impression if not so
Miss Mason's fine comedy

far-better

close to
specialty.

She's nicely spotted with
the Glee Club's medley of rah-rah
songs, while the horse is brouRht
on as part of a hunting scene, which
segues into the Rockettes' contribution.
That's the logical finale, but
then comes Petrov. who, despite a
magnificent baritone, just can't top
those girls. Per usual, the Rockettes
walk off with the biggest applause in
the show, but not far 1>ehind them

Nights'

fair

trick stuff.
Took two bows.
Stabile sax soloes with 'All The
You Are' in alternate slow
and fast
and introduces
Gracie Barrie who sings three numbers.
*StrIp Polka,' done with the
comedy aid of the band members, is

Things

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington,

tempo

on bicycles and boys following in Jack Kaufman's house orch; 'White into 'Blue Skies,' featuring solo bits
straw hats and blazers is in pleasant Cargo' (M-G).
by various orch members.
nostalgic vein, while the 'Modem
Benny Rubin's in the next spot
Nursery Rhymes' with Peter Rabbit,
with his dialect stories. Wasn't unPlenty of zing to this show. Starts
Miss Muffet, Bo-Beep and Boy Blue,
til his number about the Austrian
off
in
high
with
a
eag
overture,
•re individually adequate.
which has Sam Jack Kaufman, reg- refugee visiting the Statue of Liberty
however, that the audience warmed
nespite this plethora of impressive ular maestro
on the organ seat with up
to him. A short dance sent him
spectacle, pleasant tunes and color it Art Brown,
console artist, waving
Remains for the specialists to pro- the stick over the band. Well pulled off to a good exit.
Hoosier
Hotshots,
instrumental
vide the high spots and basic values off because Maestro Brown is
a good
Toppers in the first half are the ad libber, with a dry sense of humor four known through their weekly
radio appearances on the National
Maxsons, McKellen Brothers, and which registers.
Bam Dance, do several tunes with
Atkinson and Hain. McKellen Bros

Ben Yost's Vi-Kings, with stand- their clarinet banjo, slide whistle
cowlMy costumes, a riot with their ard bravura
songs accenting melody, and bass combination and a few ruscomedy acrobatic business, nearly ring the bell,
tneir buUseye a pa- tic cutups. The boys harmonize vo•top the show. 'Strlo Tease' idea triotic medley
saluting the services cally on most of the numbers and
with one of the boys suddenly dash' and Introducing the Rhythm
Rockets add a washboard contraption for the
Inp. wildly across the Ice occasionally for a drum
number. Finish to sock playing of 'Yankee Doodle Dandy.'
to josh dames in the audience, applause with 'Grand Old Flag'
and Took several bows.
wows 'em. Maxsons scored easily in 'Over There.' Comes Lou Spencer,
Stabile's orch has little to do, with
a series of ice dancing bits. In the a limber-legged tapper who will go
nursery rhyme number, coming back better when he learns how to sell exception of playing the accompaniment to one Rubin recitation. Playkter as the outstanding couple in the his difficult routines.
The Three ers just sit around and watch.
•Swing Waltz.'
Whirlwinds are a flashy opening
Loop.
Betty 'Atkinson (and Hain) rates number with roller skates on a small
unusual attention in the aero slcating platform. They are master showdepartment. She's on with some men at selling their spinners and
In

extremely difficult routines, doing a twirls.
oartwheel on skates while twirling
Don Rice Is a comedian with a litamong other things, in the tle bit of everybody's
type of humor.
Impersonations
Ipclude
John L.
Lewis, Wendell Willkie and Gen.
MacArthur. Real wow of his act is
the lady answering the S a.m. whistle
and doing a quick dressing act.
routine. Bob Blake, tapper, Osborne Cookie Etowers does this, and so
volson, in Russian dance routines, does Red Skelton, but Don Rice adds
Mae Ross, in various dance numbers, a couple of new twists.
Gene Ford had a good idea but it
Snd Phyllis Legg, on stilt skates, fill
le bill nicely in respective depart- goes sour because of ineffective lightments, Also on during the first half ing. Over the loud speaker comes a
U McCusker, Schillte and McNulty Pearl Harbor reminder,
culminating
|n an aero bit working with a group with the transcribed voice of Presiif giant snowmen, and Bob Widholin
dent Roosevelt asking for a war decJ
n a brief comedy bit.
laration.
Then the scrims part for
Second half holds Heinie Brock in a patriotic ballad.
Tableaux not
another socko comedy turn. He rolls visible from the mezzanine. However,
on the floor paddling a canoe on the it adds up as a good show, with more
(ce,
clowns effectively through a production than the Capitol has ofArke.
barrel Jump which he never does. fered recently.
a baton,

second half. For the clincher she
pends backward
until
virtually
doubled up while Hain handles her
oxpertly in a series of twirls.
Galbraith Bros., In a semi-waltz

Think

I

Am?' Biz

Corb.

just fair.

RKO, BOSTON

ORIENTAL, CHI

Dec. 4.
number
Ben Yost's Vi-Kingi, Don Aice, the the stuidout For an encore she does
s a vivid splash of calor. The 'Sun- Three
Whirlwinds, Lou Spencer, •You Irritate Me' with Stabile. Left
day-Go-to-Meeting' routine with girls Rhythm Rockets, Art Brown, Sam to heavy applause. Band then swings

The 'Arabian

ers and stage hands wander back
and forth across the stage in a
familiar display of madness.
Joe and Betty Lee make a nice impression as a full-dress dance team
in a couple of snappy ballroom routines. Felicia Shore does some nifty
tricks in an aero dancing turn, her
best novelty being a full split While
t>ending over backwards, her hands
on her ankles. Jo-Ann Sayers entertains acceptably with vocals to the
band's music, including 'It's a Great
Day for the Irish" and 'What Do You

Manny King, Mile. Michelle,
'Chuck' McKenna, Joe Oakie, Leu
Boston, Dec. 4.
George Krinog, Patsy Lee is Miss Mason, whose comedy-high
Hul Mcliityre Orch avea, Mory
Roine, Shirley Lynd, Showgirls (6), kicking even goals the patrons far Small, Jackie Miles, Lamrop & Lee,
line (8), Mllce Lorraine Orch (6);
back on the balcony. That's almost Four Lyttle Sisters, Tony Dexter;
'Scrambled Legs.' (20th).
like making a whisper catrv across Thunder Birds' (20th).
the Hudson River, and it's all to the
Manny King, in his third week as credit of the eccentric dancer.
The Mclnlyre band, well known
Show's opening is a ballet-story, hereabouts but not a potent draw,
house comic, looks set for an indef
run here. As far as Brooklyn's con- 'Love's Awakening,' which has a brings a generally mild show on its
cerned, he has what it takes to make magnificent setting surrounding the first engagement at the RKO, and,
the customers laugh.
Despite the cavortings of Nicholas Daks and in view of the bearish biz all around,
It's
all very
Grimaldi.
handicap of old, poor material, King's Marie
there isn't much excitement in this
delivery is what matters and he precious, in execution and costum- spot this week. Show needs more
clicks niftily.
Teaming him with ing.
comedy, more pace and more- perAttendance good opening night.
stooge Joe Oakie, a newcomer this
sonality.
Scho.
sesh.
was a happy inspiration.
Band leads off with a jive version
Oakie's the perfect foil for King, and
of 'Hallelujah,' and introduces the
the seat-warmers can't get enough
four Lyttle Sisters whose harmony
of them.
Oakie, however, should
differs in no way from the other
stick to mugging and lay off the
sister turns, but whose looks do.
Jolson clowning.
It's strictly corn.
They step out in black velvet outfits
Chicago, Dec. 4.
Show as a whole reflects painstakDich Stabile's Orch (IS), Gracie and lend considerable visual appeal.
ing care by Red McGurn, who does
They do 'Dearly Beloved' and 'Kalathe staging. Three production num- Barrie, Hoosier Hotshots (4), Benny mazoo,' appearing later with Tony
bers, ranging from a Scheherazade Rubin, Bobby Joyce and Ginger;
Dexter, the band's 17-year old bariturn to Dutch and Scotch routines, 'Bos* of Big Town' (PRC).
tone, who solos in 'White Christmas'
are more than casual affairs. CosThis blU looked l)etter on paper and 'My Devotion,' the whole being
ttmiing is flashy.
Ponies, unfortuthe epitome of sentimentalized warnately, seldom emerge from a state than It plays, judging at least from
bling.
the
second
show
Friday.
Maybe
of leuiargy.
Lathrop and Lee tap out some
With the exception of George it's the cold snap, or maybe the
rather elegant rhythms for a solid
Krinog, the magician, the rest of the customers are just getting tired of
week-after-week swing band audience reaction, and Jackie Miles,
acts are short on talent Krinog ftatf the
whose song title routine sounds very
to beg off after a slick 10-minu(e policy.
Stabile's gang opens with a loud familiar, goes over well, too. The big
routine with cigarettes and cards. He
goes to Mary Small,
works silently, in tails, and for this nimiber followed by a rhythmic ver- hand, however,'Pennsylvania
Polka,'
who warbles
spot it's strictly class.
Patsy Lee sion of 'Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,'
and a
Raine and Mile. Michelle, 'dance' latter vocalized by Paul Warner, 'So Tired,' 'Praise the Lord' band
baritone,
who then sings 'I Came Cohan medley. Meanwhile the
specialists, are so-so. 'They're apparstyle
uniform
good
In
Warner
few
tunes
a
Talk
For
Joe.'
has
a
plays
a
To
ently the 'strippers,' without the
solos on
occasional
clicks.
voice
and
punctuated
by
stripping—as per the Moss code.
Bobby Joyce and Ginger, boy and the saxophone by Mclntyre. Biz fair
Ditto for 'ChucV McKenna, baritone
Elie.
and juve, who replaces Bernie Miller. girl jitterbug tapsters, hold the next opening show.
Latter was Inducted by Army last spot with two pleasing routines
week after nine-week stanza here. mixed in with some acrobatic and
Wafce/teld,

McCarthy, Canadian blade champ,
to have given the Dionne quints
Skid
leir first skating lessons, clicks in a
gure-skating number built around
the totem poles.
Miss Fanchon has turned in an
other able lob of staging and direc Biz
{ion, aided by Frances Claudet, who
Is credited with the adaptation of ice
The
routines for revue purposes.
'water Lily Ballet,' with girls in sil
ver sequin and metallic satin gowns,
captivating for its smoothness and
lash.
is

tht fhow, ttylnf hard to whoop
thlngi up. H* ImltBtM a Juggl*/ wUb
hU hanSi, • train wltk hit i—X, i
rujtjr opMt alngar with hla volet,
and a tango apache aoro danoa with
an imaginary glrL
nia miulcal fun la topped by the
rough-house attack on 'Poet and
Peasant' but the destruction Isn't as
great as it used to be. Hie band alao
stages a stunt on 'Our Musical Ancertors,' with the bms wearing wigs
to represent Liszt, Wagner, Brahms,
etc. The boys wind up with a socko
'Stars and Stripes Forever.'
Tito, who shines later in a burlesque of a femme concert pianist,
produces the best straight number, a
special arrangement of 'Dark Eyes'
on the accordion. Milt Bpitton works
as m.c, firing a pistol every few
minutes to guarantee that nobody
goes to sleep. Meanwhile, perform-

KEITH'S, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Dec. 5.
Milt Britton and his Mad Musical
Maniac*, Cy Landry, Tito, Joe Britton, Jo and Betty Lee, Jo-Ann Sayers, Felicia Shore; 'Baby Face Mor-

gan' (PRC).

Milt Britton and his gang provide
the background for an hour of so-so
entertainment. In addition to their
own crazy antics, which aren't as
wild as they used to l>e, they play
for the other acts and present individuals from their own outfit in various comedy specialties. At no time
is the gang serious about lu music.
Laugh reaction' to the tfme-worn
gags la only moderate. Some new
Ideas and a little more zest could

be used.

Cy Landry

is

the

work horse

STATE,

9t

1942

N. Y.

Olofc Rogers Orch. (16) with
flarr, Bllire Worth. Al Bernie,

Betty

Chaz

Chait, Paul Remo» k Toy Boys (3),
Frances Foye; 'Nightmare' (M-C).

This is a fast and entertaining
show. Chock full of talented acts
backed by an Improved Dick Rogers
band, the session runs off in approximately an hour.
Rogers' combo, formerly under
Will Osborne (who has since built
another), with Rogers as vocalist
is comprised of three trumpeto, three
trombones, five sax, four rhythm;
each of the sections is good, with the
brass,
particularly
the
trumpets,
standing out.
It plays clean and
uses good arrangements.
In this
show, however, other acts on the bill
cut the band's opportunities to a
minimum. It could do more.
Opening with "Between 18th and
19th on Chestnut Street' which the
leader wrote, latter then offers '1402
B. W.' another Rogers original, nicely
done. Rogers is a sort of comedian-leader.
Later he does a thing
called 'Gotcha.' and near the finale
his standard 'Dinah,' in different
'1492' is the best.
dialects.
Betty
Barr. vocalist, either is not appearing with the band this week because
of the wealth of acts, or wasn't used
this show.
Al Bernie, who has gained a rep
for mimicry, is here gathering another as a gag man. He m.c.'s and
fills the slots allotted to him, besides
a closing spot of his own, with consistently good belly-laugh material.
His finale bit covers a wide variety
of the vocal impressions he has used
for some time, interspersed with
gags (some, in this inning, heard before), and it all adds up to a solid
click.
He's the standout of the bill.
Billie
Worth,
tapstress,
runs
through rhythm and fast tap routines
in the opfning-act spot.
She's an
able dancer, but part of her first
routine is done sans music and it's
cold.
too,

Accompanying arrangements
(probably her own) are out-

dated. Costuming

is

drab. Audience

response was polite.
Chaz Chase, recently in 'High
Kickers.' is another extremely entertaining act.
His panto work is
comical and all of it struck home.
Highlight of the act, -which includes
comedy dancing, a routine of swallowing lighted cigarets, matches
paper, etc., is a takeoff on a hurley
stripper,

done

to 'Strip Polka.'

He

down to a Russian dancer costume, seguing the strip into a Red
hop, a timely touch.
Pfiul Remos and his Toy Boys conMidgets first do a
tinue the pace.
unison military tap, then come the
various lifts and overhead stands
with which the act has long been
identified. Finale has both miniatures
atop a high pole, one hammering a
tympani, the other twirling a lariat
peels

Frances Faye,

who has become very

slim, is still ruining pianos, but not
Tastefully
to the same extent

opens with
the singer
'Abraham,' then 'Sorrento,' both done
In her shouting style and to the
audience's taste. She follows with a

gowned,

keyboard session, accompanied by
drums. This is a medley of about
L. A.
a score of familiar themes, played
with only a trace of her usual bomPaul Gerrifts, Mar- bastic style. It's solid.
Bernie finishes up. Biz good.
tha Stewart, Sylvia Stanton, Ada
Wood.
Leonard's Orch (16); 'Busses Roar"
(WB) and 'Mystery of Marie Roget'

ORPHEUM,

Wesson

Bros.,

(U).

PALACE, CLEVE.

For having so numerically
week, Orpheum offers a

this

little

lot in

divertissement by combining two
good standard acts with Ada Leonard's showmanly good femme crew
to make a fast-moving 55 minutes.

The femme

leader's frocks are a

Cleveland, Dec.

6.

Tony Pastor Orch, Stubby Pastor,
Maria Rice, Knight Sisters, Three
Sailors,
Johnny Morris, Bonnie
Bafcer; 'Nightmare' (U).

women customers.
five different changes, each
Collaboration of Bonnie Baker and
She couples
as pretty as the last
Tony Pastor's crew resulta in just a
her fronting with some undulating
bUl,
dancing and occasional singing with fairly satistactory swing-time
due to orch's failure to gauge musia group.
cal tastes of Palace's clientele.
Martha Stewart songstress with
Pastor makes the error of slipping
band, is opening act, renders in nov- too deeply in the corn silo. His inelty style 'Mr. Flve-by-Five' and digoed version
of 'Let's Do It' at ini'Knock Me a Kiss.' She manages to tial performance was too rough for
give it an appreciable newness. Syl- this stand.
via Stanton, petite aero dancer and
Marcie Rice, his femme soloist
contortionist also with band, is an- was not
in' such hot vocal form,
other happy addition to the femme either.
Might have been handifamily. Her intricate and elaborate capped
by a tough cold; but she
twists are smoothly executed for
muggled 'White Christmas' and was
house front gasps before she exits.
only slightly better With 'When My
Gerritts and the Wessons take last Baby's Coming Home.' CHioral effects
two spots. Former is a cinch with by troupe in service medley are exhis impressions of restaurant eat- cellent enough to compensate. Good
ers, trick roller-skating, juggling and brass work also shown in easy shift
gagging, making himself a little va- from dulcet 'Embraceable You,* sold
riety show all in one.
Audience smartly by Stubby Pastor's trumpet
takes to him like fly paper, pleased to the more fervid 'Flag Waver.' Alwith his seemingly endless and va- though demonstrations of tympani
ried repertoire. The Wessons, new- virtuosity can be overdone, Johnny
comers to the field of impersonations, Morris' work on drums tickled the
satirize the political greats and others hepcats silly.
of the day, and floor 'em with their
Bonnie Baker stays in the groove
Mr. and Mrs. FDR takeoff.
Boys more accurately, hitting the crowd
could stand some new things, having right between its syncopating eyes
not altered any in a year, but are with her innocent soprano and babytalented youngsters.
talk lyrics. She hypnotizes 'em with
Band Is spotted in between acts sure-fire interpretations of 'Neck of
and gets some colorful if not too the Chicken' 'He's My Guy* and 'My
technically perfect music.
There's Resistance Is Low.' encoring with
revelation to the

She has

symphonic arrangement of 'I've
Got You Under My Skin,' and a
'My Buddy'

a

the Inevitable 'Johnny.'

choral session of
with
trick
lighting,
followed by Inez
Thompson on the drums. Leonard
gets in a solo of 'Jenny Made Her

Knight Sisters for a novelty are a
couple of adagio dancers and good at
that Three Sailors are back with
their screwball patter, knock-'emdown clowning and rope skipping,
all done with diverting gusto.

Mind Up.'
of finales.

Swing ntunber by bahd
Hurl.

Pullen.
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ADAMS, NEWARK

HOUSE REVIEWS

bond to President Roosevelt In
the new Victory "JHind drive; rubber
administrator Jeffers talking on the
Newark, Dec. 8.
tire
conservation
program;
war
Count Basie Orch (16) with Jo poster contest and winners; new
being
tested
on proving
Jones. Eorle Warren, Jamet Rush- tanks
Carpenter, Bill BaiUy, grounds In Kentucky; Willkle speech
ing, Thelma
'Mexican
Spitfire
Poke:
in Canada and activities of women in
Moke and
the war, including the WAACS and
Sees Ghosf ( HKO).
the newly-created
(Women
Sepia shows have always been Ordnance Workers).
In the sports column are two footdynamite at the Adams, and current
showcase, featuring Count Basie and ball games, Army-Navy and GeorgiaexcepUon to Georgia Tech, and an exhibition of
his torrid crew, is no
The Count, always a big billiard wizards doing trick shots.
the rule.
lave with the local jive brigade, is
Rounding out are 'Picturesque
virtually a local boy, hailing from Patzcuaro' (Metro), a James A. Fitzprove
he hasnt patrick Traveltalk, and 'Keeping Fit,'
Just
to
Bank.
Bed
forgotten the old homestead, Basie Victory short made by U.
ditty written in
is featuring a new
Show did not include any pictures
called 'Red Bank
It's
honor.
its
of the Boston Cocoanut Grove fire,
Boogie,' and it's steaming.
newsreel executives having decided
comprises seven
first

WOWS

combo
Basic's
brasses, four rhythm and five saxes,
with the Count sitting in at the pi-

ti.e

shots

ano It's a musically nep outfit, and
some crack swing virtuosos.
Basie, of course, is a keyboard feature, his smart pianology ranking
him as one of the best in the busi-

features

ness.

L

Char.

STANLEY, PITT
Pitlsbureh, Dec.

4.

Major Bowes Eighth Anniversary

A

Band's repertoire is off the beaten
including such specialties as
'Sand Man'. 'Brushes,' which features
Jo Jones' beguiling skin pounding,
'Nine Twenty-Eight 'Special,' and 'G
and R," the latter giving full play to
All and
the sax and brass soloists.
all, it makes for a sock swing sesh,
and the jive clique loved every minute of it.
is
warbler
male
featured
Band's
Earle Warren who ^ets off only one
number, 'My Devotion,' and does a
Would go over betnice job of it.
ter, though, if he disposed of those
arm gestures at the end of the song.
They don't fit in.
The'ma Carpenter, Basic's current
canary, is easy to look at and knows
how to use her pipes to full advanScores with Gershwin's 'Man
tage.
track,

were too gruesome for

release.

Revue with 5t<in Earlv, Harmonica
Bees, 4 Berry Sisters, Windy Coofc,
Annabelle Htll, George OeWtte, 4
Qiieens,
Alex Macoochie, Danny
Draysoii, June Brady, Lloyd Marks;
'White Cargo' (M-Gr.

Bowes show

First

to

play

WB

deluxer in a long time. Used to be
that the amateur revues were prac-

a twice-per-year must at this
spot and at one time did consistently
more biz than the big name bands.
Novelty wore off, however. Scarcity
of available attractions led Stanley
to book Eighth Anni revue. It's acceptable entertainment although b.o.
lure isn't what it used to be.
There's a distinctly professional
polish about at least half of the gang.
I Love,' and "Them There Eyes,' an
Danny Drayson, next to closing, is a
Gal should fade on latter crack eccentric hoofer with a nice
oldie.
number instead of encoring with sense of comedy. A moppet named
'Good-for-Nothing Joe,' a stock comWindy Cook who can't be more than
pany version of 'Jim' which misses 13 is
a juve edition of Rufe Davis
the mark by a wide margin.
Customers getting a bang out of with his vocal sound effects, and the
show cold at
James Rushing, a short, fat boy, youngster stopped the
whose opening number, 'Five By the getaway. Mob wouldn't let him
Five,'

is

very apropos.

Follows up

with two numbers germane only to
Harlem. Exited to a nice hand.

tically

off.

Impersonators are Stan Early, m.c,
latter encasing her

and June Brady,

Bill Bailey, billed as 'Tapology,' on takeoffs on Hepburn, Garbo, Baby
next with some plain and fancy Spooks, Mae West and Martha Raye
She sells them solidly.
hoofing, including the inevitable im- in song.
personation of Bill Robinson doing a Early's a commonplace emcee but
Intersperses his his mimicry is first-rate, with his
soft-shoe number.
mike impression of Cary Grant tops. Also
considerable
with
dancing
does a corking Major Bowes.
chatter but overdoes it.
The Four Berry Sisters, harmony
Moke and Poke, n6 strangers to
this house, are pitching the same quartet, are okay. Attractive blondes,
Turn still consists of a mini- they actually look like sisters and
line.
of dancing, at which they're have the voices to sell themselves.
clicko. chatter, most of it n.s.g., plus Their 'Praise the Lord' in almost
Boys really boogie-woogie time is in somewhat
the usual prattfalls.
tear down the house when Moke poor taste but a smart arranger
dons his femme outfit, and they go could do wonders with the gals.
Into their Savoy Ballroom jitterbug Annabelle Hill's 'Old Man River'
routine. Biz good at supper show.
and 'White Cliffs of Dover' rate big.
Jona.
Others are the norm for a Bowes
the

mum

show —

novelty musician (George
DeWitt), who gel: tunes out of a
weird-looking assortment of props;
dancing by the Queens, four gals
(NEWSREELS)
whose hoofing is pretty ordinary,
and an accordion player, Ale?c
The battle between a U. S. carrier Macoochie, who winds up effectively
and Jap bombers, photographed by with a miniature instrument he plays
Navy cameramen, is one 6I"The most by merely tossing around. Biz just
.actionful and dramatic episodes on fair.
Cohen,
the war to be filmed. 'Though no
killed or woundeJ men are identifled
by the camera, the fierce fighting in
K. C.
a gale proves exciting. A serious fire
raging astern is finally extinguished
Kansas City. Deo. 4.
after the Japs have been driven off.

EMBASSY.

N. Y.

TOWER,

The Pelleliers (2), Johnny Romero, Charles & Helen Stone, Col.
Wilbur & Juanita, Dorothy Ruthertwo Jap bombers are photoed burn- ford. Tower Orch with Don Tiff,
ing in an oil-sprayed sea. Carrier Is Mike Carle & Marilyn Ballinger;
and
(U)
not named nor is the location of the 'Moonlight in Havana'
battle except that it's the southern 'Youth on Parade' (Rep.)
Pacific.
Sequence carries the Par
House has one of its strongest
label.
stage shows in weeks with plenty of
blaze, started when a bomb
strikes the middle of the carrier, is
also put out, while during the fight

Another

Numerous other clips attendant boxoffice appeal.
upon war are on the show, one that's
Show opens as house orch plays
better than average. One of the
a medley of 'Eyes of Texas' and
more actionful contributions is made 'Heart
of Texas.' and then segues
•

by News of Day (Metro), covering a into 'Touch of Texas,' with Marilyn
bombing of Hong Kong and including Ballinger,
featured regularly, steppictures taken by a Chinese cameraout for two snappy choruses.
man named Wong. It was Wong who ping
Johnny Romero, juggler, doubles
smuggled pictures out of China some
as m.c. and first brings on Charles
while back, including the memorable
& Helen Stone, who have a fastone showing a little baby alone moving tap routine. Their best numamidst the ruins of a town, plainber is a long tap done to 'Poet and
tively crying. This shot has often
Peasant' overture, an unusual choice
been used.
for hoofers. They do all right' by it.
News of Day also offers a clip on
On in the deuce spot, Johnny Rothe bombing of Kiska by U. S. mero does some clever juggling of
planes.
Misty weather makes, it balls. He finishes with a combo of
difficult to clearly film the damage juggling and tapping, doing both
wrought, though one can see hits with neat timing.
that are made on Jap enforcements.
The 'Tower Discovery' this week
Capture of Casi-blanca and Algiers, Is Dorothy Rutherford, soprano, who
smashed enemy ships, German and sings 'A Heart That's Free.* She
Italian prisoners taken and person- possesses a naturally sweet voice but
alities figuring in the F ench-AUied still needs poise.
Next to closing goes to Col. Wilarmistice are highlighted in a Pathe
sequence that is well pieced together. bur, sharp-shooter, and his partner,
Pathe also films the capture by the billed simply as juanita. He uses
British Eighth Army of Matruh, both a rifle and an automatic, breakwhere also prisoners were grabbed. ing target chips and cutting strings.
On the scuttling of the French Finish comes when he shoots away
fleet at Toulon all Universal could the shoulder clasps from a formal
worn by his partner, and the quick
<]o was dig up pictures of it when
the Nazis first occupied France, with strip effect earns a good hand.
The Pelletiers. hand - balancers,
a commentary accompanying.
Bill also includes report of Secretary of the Navy 'Cnox on compara-

tive

Jap and American

since

losses in

men

Pearl Harbor; decoration of
Tokyo bomber-fliers at Chungking;
return to U. S. of men wounded in
the North African campaign; sale of

show with neatly-executed
turn of stunts. Their closing bit involves the balancing of a small dog
on a cane handle. The pooch has
been expertly trained, and the finish

close the

tops off the
opening.

at

bill

nicely.

Heavy

biz

*^<"''-

EARLE, PHILLY

New

Philadelphia, Dec.

'Street

of

Chance'

(Par).

An

satisfying show is
at the Earle this

whipped together
week.
Despite
vious

at Glenn Schmidt'K intimate casinonitery, which is acro.ss the Ohio

SonKs

having

shows

on

This
a

new

is

a

five

pre-

day caught.

the

seemed to love it.
They tee off in the best Dixieland manner with 'Summertime',

new J^ne Pickens, hence catching, plenty
now standard femme evening gown.
lone surviving member of Chick Mauthe's

act for a

.songstress,

played

Bob Crosby's boys appeared plenty
on the beam and the customers

the former Pickens Sisters trio and
now emerging as a glamorous personality who should click in the
cafes.

That the pattern may be discernible to the initiate is negligible, compared to her stature today as an

following with 'King Porter'. Other
effective songbird who can play the
band numbers include 'Yancy Spe- class clubs and do well. She evidences
cial', 'Jazz Me Blues', and a neat
painstaking application to improving
novelty arrangement of 'Strip Polka'
her ease, composure, personality :.nd
with three bandsmen stepping off versatility,
having always possessed
the podium to impersonate a trio
a well-trained voice which, under
of burley dolls peeling.
tho
new auspices, now assumes
Crosby's sole solo is 'Moonlight
added values.
Becomes You' which he sings in
She has patently primed herself
the now-accepted Crosby manner.
for the big cafe league, veering more
Judy Manners is enthusiastically
to the intime style of customer relareceived
with
her
rendition
of
tions, and Is mixing up her straight
'Great Day', followed by imitations
vocals with lighter interludes and
of the same song as done by Bonnie
pianologing.
Latter is also a new
Baker, Beatrice Kay and Judy Garland.
Billy
Rayes.
top-fiight
juggler,
knows how to dress up his act
so that the customers are sold. Best
bit of business is his imitation of
Sally 9and and Greta Garbo as he
tosses
pins.

around

the

gaudy-colored

Ray and Trent, acrobats, and
Evelyn Farney, tap-dancer, are also
excellent in their spots.
Finale has the entire band and
Crosby's vocalists, playing and singing songs of the armed services. It's
a sock windup. Standing three deep
in the lobby when caught Saturday
supper show.
Shal.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.
Minneapolis, Dec.

5.

Russ Morpan Orch (17), with Vera
Lane and Jana, Skating Hamiltons
(2), Gillette & Richards, Lennie Gale;
'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G).
This

is

the first trip here for Russ

Morgan and his boys and they're
making the sort of impression which
assure
them a welcome
whenever they return. It's a strictly

should

novelty outfit that dispenses extremely ILstenable sweet swing and
goes in for glee club comedy and
groupings.
solo
As
he's a breezy emcee

for
Morgan,
and conductor.
Three boys from the band do the

vocal

for

the

opener,

'Does

Your

Heart Beat For Me?', the outfit's
theme song and a Morgan original.
Another
Morgan
composition,
'Please Think of Me,' with instrumental soloing and glee club war.

Comedy touches emElolse,' a standout
featured by the vocalizing of Walter
Link from the band. Vera Lane,
the band's feminine singer, is a
personable blonde who does a good
selling
job on 'Nightingale' and
'White Christmas.' 'Johnson Rag'
finds the band getting hot.
It's
another ace contribution.
bling, follows.
bellish 'Sweet

Gillette and Richards steer clear of
the conventional in their ballroom
terp turn.
Noteworthy is an interpretation of 'Lambeth Walk' as

Londoners mit;ht be dancing it today, an amusing interlude during
which an ex-stripper embarra.sses
her partner by frequent reversion
to lype.
Lennie Gale's impressions of radio
and film stars clicks, those of Fred
Allen and the Four Ink Spots especially meritorious.
His material,
for the most part, holds to a high
level.
The crayon sketching stunt
makes a good band finisher. OpenRees.
ing show biz light.

HIPP, BALTO.

from downtown Cincinnati,
She's a dark-eyed brunet and, at this
(etching in a blue
Backed ably by
seven-piece combo,
she clicked on every number, each
a special arrangement of ballads or
River

20 .MIns.
Pierre Hotel, N. Y.

all-round

Acts

5.

Bob Croaby orch with Judy ManBilly Rayes, Ray and Trent, JANE PICKENS

ners,

Evelyn Farney;

47

touch.

'Make Believe' and 'Sleepy Lagoon'
open, seguing into a colored revival
meeting takeoff, 'Joshua at the Gates
of Jericho,' which is a nice way of
bringing up Miss Pickens' Georgia
background. Thence 'Gypsy Makes
His Violin Cry,' giving full sway to
her high-C's, evidencing -'eft control and holding he room. Incidentally, this is an ideal spot for her
full-range soprano.
•What Do You -"hink I Am?' is at
the piano: thence a mention of her
USO work to introduce 'I Said No,"
which is a. mistake for two reasons;
one, its close identity with another
cafe songstress, hence it assumes
needlessly odious comparisons which
should be avoided when personality
gals compete in the same league;
and (two), because it's now dated.
'Tea for Two,' with some trick
piano-lighting, gives way to 'Jingle
Jangle,' with an audience participa-

comedy tune.
Opened with

'You,' followed with
'Dearly Beloved' and 'Lorelei.' Then
a medley of pop hits from
1936
through this year. Encored with a

comedy arrangement

of

Tavern

in

the Town.'

Miss Brooks was the low voice of
the Three Little Words combo with
Phil Spltalny several seasons ago.
Of late she also has done a Saturday
afternoon series' tagged "Phantasy in
Melody,' for the Blue network. Koll.

MARIANNE LORRAINE
Songs
11 MiDB.
Village Vaneuard, N. Y.
Undoubtedly one ol the strangest
performers to have hit the U. S.
nitery circuit in years i.s Marianne
Lorraine. She came to this country
about two years ago from France,
where she had gained a considerable
reputation as the exponent of an art
almost entirely foreign to America.
She was a sort of singing-monologist,
doing all specially written numbers
in which she switched back and forth
betwen song and recitation. They

were done to a piano accompaniment,
and the delivery was greatly dependent upon body motions.
She attracted the attention, when

she first arrived in the U. S., of such
poets as Archibald MacLeish and
Carl Sandburg, both of whom wrota
special song-stories in English for
her.
All her previous numbers, of
Thus
course, had been in French.
equipped, she gave a concert in Town
Hall, N. Y. This was set up for her
by the William Morris agency, which
thought it might have .something in
tion, playing to but one ringsider. the gal and was trying to determine
This might be improved if working what.
That was the total of her pubic
with three or four males or even the
entire
room.
'White
Christmas' appearances in this country until she
turned up at the Village Vanguard,
finales.
Miss Pickens evidences two things, the tiny cellar bistro in GreenwicJ}
Recognizone is her progressiveness and a Village, N. Y., last week.
ing that MacLeish and Sandburg nre
will to make headway in a sophistinot fit accomplices of jive and gi^,'
cated field where, heretofore, she
she has endeavored to lighten ner
was restricted. 'The second is that- a output with other numbers, some of
zingy personality can put life into
them distinctly on the blue side.
the Hotel Pierre's Cotillion Room,
(entirely
in
They include one
long a jinx spot. Answer is that biz French) of a Paris cab driver who
has hypoed since Miss Pickens' ad- drove soldiers to the Marne; another
vent. This is the more amazing in (in English) of a French prostle
view of Lena Home's strong supper who feels she is being outdone by
trade at the nearby Savoy-Plaza and, Laval the way he's prostituting himof course, Hildegarde's sock click at self to Hitler; and 'My Man' (in
the Hotel Plaza's Persian Room, all French).
three hostelries being in the same
Miss Lorraine remains a whatsis,
zone.
Abel.
however, entirely imponderable to
He'll
the average Scotch-drinker.
think of her only as a mass of brilJOAN BROOKS
liantly-dyed red hair, mounted pecuSongs
liarly on top of her head; the hoars16 MIns.
est voice since, the Smith Bros, disGlen Rcndeivous, Newport, Ky.
covered you could do something
Joan Brooks looks like a natural about it, and a perpetual source of
for cafe.s.
Her appearance, person- amazement as long as she's in front
ality and delivery are refreshingly of the mike. It appears that until La
different, and in vocal rarige she can Belle Patrie once again sounds to 'La
be tabbed a femme Bing (frosby.
Marseillaise,' and Mi.ss Lorraine is
Currently under the Blue net- free to return, or until she discovers
work's banner, filling a Wednesday a different combination for using her
mid-day 15-minutc sustaining period, talent, her profess'on.-l future is in a
she is doing a three-week interlude dimout.
slot for his own major contribution
and with mandolin in hand backed

up by a trio of guitar-playing Filipinos, socks out renditions of 'Beguine.' 'Kalamazoo' and a South Sea
and Russian mixture to big response.
He clowns with his a.ssistants for
plenty of laughs and brings the Kct
to a rousing finish with a patriotic
tableau. Miss McCabe's rendition of
the 'Star-Spangled Banner' earns an
added cheer.
Biz just fair.
Burm.

sax and the vocals. The six numbers
are tailor-made with The Ration
Blues' and a specialty featuring the
drummer the best of the lot. On for
20 minutes and never a dull moment.
Dewey 'Pigmeat' Markham handles
the comedy this week and for a
With
change It's belly-laugh stuff.
Isadora Price and Jimmy Baskette
playing straight 'Pigmeat' does two
skits.
First is about getting his lA
card and interpolates a tune, 'Please

Be Careful

If

You Can't

Good.'

Followup comes later and has him
back on his first furlough.. Audience,
always a pushover for lusty humor,
Prentice,
Cabe, 4
howled loud and often.
Felice Jula Home Orch (16),- 'Bambi'
Beverly White, formerly with the
Louis Jordan Orch (5). Al Sears
(RKO).
Orch (11), Bet;erly White, Dewey Claude Hopkins orch, handles the
'Pigmeat' Markham, Jimmy Baskette, vocal end of the bill. She's doubling
Nicely planned stage layout is built Isadora Price, Reei;et Sisters {3),Six from the Elks Rendezvous, local nitery, and sticks to the ballads so as
around personality of Dave Apollon Willyx; 'Atlantic Convoy' (Col).
not to affect her draw at the bistro.
and is given a Russian twist via costuming of house orch, brought on
A buxom gal with a sultry voice,
With none of the top Negro name she does nicely with 'White Christstage for supporting stint as well as
orchs
usually
play
this house
that
a specially arranged medley of naGuy' and a semi-Jive
management has mas,' 'He's My Map
available,
the
tive tunes which ends in a swing
River'
version of 'Old
Apollon brought in two musical combos and
version of 'Dark Eyes.'
The Reeves Sisters do a so-so hoofa good stage show.
handles the stick for this spot and
ing chore. One of the girls works in
The Al Sears crew has been to- a tux
contributes a .spot of ivory thumping
her stand out.
which
makes
makgether since Labor Day and is
which is sold solidly.
Only ofay act on the bill, and a
at this spot.
The Jansleys open the doings with ing its stage preem past
Six Willys, three
with the good one, is the
Sears, .saxman in the
their .standard risley nicely spotted
and three girls In formal garb,
Andy Kirk band, has had his combo men
for laughs and sold to the hilt with
turn with Indian
Renaissance who do a juggling
every trick. George Prentice in the working dances at the
stage all six are in acThanks to a clubs. At onethey
deuce spot utilized a portable prop ballroom in Harlem.
do
the same with
tion.
Later
nucleus of six expert sidemen they
to sell his modernized version of a
finish they u.se a
expected hoops. For a flash
Punch and Judy show. It's nicely manage to overcome the Play
couple of oversize scaling ladders
the
paced for laughs and made to order nervousness of a debut.
that reauire expert balancing.
tunes,
expertly
and
do
four
show
for potential juve trade attracted by
A well-paced 80-minute show that
none of them pops, in typical rock warranted the boom biz.
Fron.
the Disney film.
Sara Ann McCabe, songstress, fol- and ride style. Sears is a standout
especially in 'Travelin'
lows. Nice appearing femme has the with his sax,
OCD Group Names Kemp
pipes and knows how to use them, Light.'
The Louis Jordan combo oozes
Charlotte. N. C, Dec. 8.
but change of pace and better shadIt's
and showmanship.
D. Kemp, Jr., manager of
T.
ing in selection of numbers would personality
parts for over Southern Attractions, has been apbe a help. Opens with lilting 'You been away from these
Know and I Know,' followed by a a year and in that time has done pointed chairman of the social activiGershwin medley which rings in all .some Dcccas that had the Local juke- ties comittee of the Recreation Dimugg.s
Everyone
primed.
fans
box
with
encores
standards and
the
of Civilian Deand clowns without affecting the vision of the Office
White Christmas.'
the fen.se here.
Apollon lakes hold of the closing musical output. Jordan handles
Baltimore, Dec.

Dave Apollon

(4), Sara
Jan.<!leys, Ceorpc

4.

Ann Mc-

APOLLO,

N. Y.

y

Wednesday, December

411

Blentena
Skeeta Tolbert
Botol LealBftoa
Uaxt Bergera Ora
Diana Davla
(llAwallaa Bm)
Socassee Oro
Alkali Ike
Latin Quarter
Kahala
Lovely Lana
Al RoblnaoB
Tallma
Jerry Smith
Georgia Francis
Momikal
Tonl & MIml Worth ToDdelayo A Lopes Walter Donabua
I^nl Mclntyra Ore Seven KredyAons
Peek & Peck
Irvlo Corey
Kca Lako
Corlnne & T Valdez D Wilson & Frnchy Katherlne Heyl
r..ellanl laea
Jerry & Turk
ColumbUB Ore
Bddia Haywood Ore
VervaOlaa
Harold & I^lQ
Hotel LIncolo
R Dyer-BenDott
ClarlHsa
Emil Coleman Oro
Marianne Lorralna
(Blue Room)
Hlbord. Bird & LaR Paocblto Oro
Laura Duncan
MItclioll Ayros Ore
Mickey King
K A Blaine Barry
II
Don Fry
Warren Covington
Nanry Newton
Gloria Gilbert
WItoI
Hotel UcAlplB
Dorothy JefTers
Cyril RoAney
Numerals to connectloD witb bllb below Indleal* openlnf day ol
Bob Lee
(Marine Grill)
Ray Rno
Lois Dannernmn
Adcle nivle
Cnrnirlltc
Carolyn Marsb
nindys Tell
•how, whether foU or split week.
Chas Bowman Ore
6 Ver-slffhs
Johnny Messner Oro Ben Tost Vikings
Sal^ndaa
La Vie Parlol^nar
Ylllaffo Barp
Hotel New Toriier
Ulng Toy
(Terraec Boom)
Tommy Haydes
Josh White
Lucy Coatcllo
Pane £ Concltlta
Victory 2
June Hammond
John GrlfAn
Bonny Goodman Ore Rasha & HIrko
Doyle & iioed
Sully & Thontaa
G Ray Terrell
nob Ru8s«ll
The Jolllellers
6 Abdullah Ula
John SebaMtliin
Ronny Roberta
I.TNnROOK
atlahtic citt
F*»'» (ID
Irvino Orton
Audrey Miller
Lrnbrook (ll-li)
Ink Spots
Springer
Lou
Donolly tt Drtty
Bobby & P Johnson George Bnnyaa
Nan Deroar
Alpine Tnvera
LIhby Hnlniitn
Grace May
Harriet Walker
Jim Wong Troupe
Monty Walker
Serenaders
Gabrlolle
BIsHelle St Farley
Ernest & R Colenin Al Cooper Ore
Eva. Beaiy, Margie Bill Jennings
NEW YOHK CITV
WASIIINOTON
Leon A Kddle'B
12 (o nin
Apus & Esirelltn
Hotel riirh Ceotrai
Chas Newton Oro
Bubetlr's
rupltal (II)
I.VNN
(Comaoot OroTO)
PROTlnENTK
Eddie Davis
The HerzoKS
Gmb*a Cafe
Dave HofTman Ore
Cmiiiol (10)
MrtropnIllaB
Cousin Mn
I-ou rarker
Sibyl Bownn
Bill RuHKCll
BeBHon'M
Bill Ockenlander
Funzallre I'nit
(11-13)
Pauline iirynnt
«
Dnro .V i'ltrda
DIgatanoH
Pnra Ann McCabo
Kajfan
Kay
Music liar
Herman's
NKWABK
Charlie Burnet Ore
JanIno Duval
Cross & Dunn
Di^il O'lVIl
jRt-k Curler
niiylhm Hockels
Ailarna (ID
l..eon Klelds
Bob Klelds
Al Milter
T.aTifiiM A I'nfrinnos
MInevlich Rnsi-als
Clintriiu Renaall
Inn Hne Hutlon Or The Marveleltes
Gonzales Trln
riinz Chas*'
<*ontlos DroM
Arturo Ai'iiiros Ore
Orchard
Peach
Put* Ryan
8ld Roue 4
KtMt.'n & Arntilehl
Rdn.i Joyre
Nll» * N:iilynne
I'ITT.<*BIR<:II
Holnncnurt Ore
JncUaon
'luy
3 KuiRhtfl St Day
Willie
Klbbee
KKAniNd
Joan
n
Reicr
He
Kulonnnn
finword
Hiinny
Hlanlry (II)
Sitiiyne A ArmslrnR
Duke JoliDHun
rspiini iio-r.>)
(". Olsfn
.1.
Cllqunt Club
Jolmny l.oni; & Co
Mon Pareo
(lliiyal riilm)
I'ASSAUArt siatili'y
I'oniH
Raninnu
Sanimv Wnl:4h
rentriil (10)
DrewH
lu-ii o'lieil
Peon-AUaatlc Hotel
El Morocco
Adeinldti MnfTet
Iloiiih.'<heilK of I!I43
KcyiiitidB
Joil Drttiley Co
.liii-k
Danny Hart
(l*alm Boom)
Roberta Runwm
PATEK.XON
Snnilrit RosatI
Bud Sweeney
AOO Cafe
Ai Frnneis Ore
Yvonne Mouvler
Miijrsdr (10-13)
The Wallahlea
BtMinelt (irf^en

Variety Bills
WEEK OF DECEMBER

I

I

.1

I

:i

ioe GiB
Dolly Sterlint
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli

Lorraine Wesifall
Claudia Coram

a

CLEVELAND
AJplae

Tlllase
TIebor'a Seala

Ln Conca Clob
Chtck Albergo Oro
LfaKhaya Bkybar

Ruyoite Troupe
Bruce Normao
Willie Matthias Ore
Eldorado Clnb
Jobnny Kallhua Or
Botel CnHer
Charles Wick Oro
Hotel OleTOtaod
Jimmy Joy Ore
Hotel Penwny Hall
E'kloe Butterwortb
Hotel HollandeD
Dornlne ft Ellis

Harlem Hi-landors
Anasteen Halnea
Poison Gardner
Pearl da Lueea

Woods A Bray
Myron Ryan

Randolph
Hollywood Co-Eds

Paramooot
riTY

Maysy * "Brach

(9)

Colstons

Punimount

BJ

\ViM>dy Hcniian
Hnz<>l Scotl

l.ynn Bros

Vn| Irvine

Dtl

Pnlfa

Trosky & Clilinp
J Mann
s Fiehls

(9-lt)

Oljrniiiln

THICAtiO
Chlcaico (11)

Dick Jergens

WATKRBrRY

M Waeky Wayne

Ch;is Alllinrr
Harris. Clare
(in-i7)

J

Scanil.ilH

U'OONSOCKET

threat

& S

Hotel

n4>rre

KtHim)

tCulllllnii

Plymoolli (7-9)
Pun/afire Vnlt

Sianluy Mollin Ore
Hotel PlMia

Room)

(Pcr>t|ini

HlldeRardo

Bob

rtiant Ore

Motel HucHiFvelt

Cuy Loniburdo Oro
WnlliT I'orncr Orrh

Cabaret

BOSTON

Hob Itromlex

&

rilz

Piiiii

NEW YOEK

Ted I^n-is Ore
.Tune Kdu'ards

Rayes
Kvelyn Fiirney
Billy

W':ii(tlcl

Audrey Zyin
Geraltllne DuDols

ri.EVKI.AND

l.lndsey LbV & B
B Kave K- T.oul8e
I>AYTON

Patore (II)
Sammy Knyc Ore
Ray EnRllah

C'olonhil (II)
Hilly Rose Uevue
(*)

Jackie Miles
Lathrop & Lee

'Sterner

2

(4)

Tony Pastor Ore
Bonnie Baker
Knight Sis
Snllora

9

COUJMBt'B

Dan

Bert Walton Co
The Batlntorea

& Carol
Sammy Wntkins

Stoplinnle

«

Hotel Statler

I

Kuthryn Harvey

I

Kvflyn

Le Brun

SU

Dean Murphy
Gaudamlth Broa
L« Brun

rnn^DELPHiA

Barl« (11)
Jerry Wald Ore
Betty Jane Bmilh

Juok Ollfnrd

DETBOIT
llook-Cadlllac Hotel

(Booh Casino)
Leonard Keller

Dawn

Dully

Anthony. Ailyn
Eleanor Knight

&

RayeR

Billy

Don Sylvio Ore
nin's <;a7
Ethel Gilbert

B

Perry Bruskla

Berry Bros

Ulailita

La Belle Alexia
Jascha Davldoff
George Saltan
NnOia & Rasha
Oypsy Chorus
r>mUrl Mntvlcnko
Kris Kny Ore
C Coflolbnn's Ore

BRIDGKPORT
Lyric (7-9)
1943

llallaioren

KI.IZARKTH
IJberty

Crtn Colleano
OlHen & Shirley

Georges & Mann

Norman
Rosy (8)
Hal L«Roy
Mary Healy

in

(1

Ruftt Dnvia

Kealon

HARTFORD

Bob Hannon

BROOKLYN
(IS)

Ellzabetb'0 Dogs
Young & Cairo
fill)

Mayfalr (13)
Ellzabeth'H Dogs
Toung & Cairo
(3 to All)

(11)

Bnlznr Ble
9 Byrnes SIb

Co

A ArmHeld

to All)

(1

RldK«wood

(H-10)

Flehlti

Irene Vennillinn

Raye & Naldl
Roma SIb

R<:it^

Duke
Pot.

Jig

(11-18)

Elllnfpton Ore
& Skillet

Pan

Saw Jackson

Baby l..nwrence
Frank Sinatra

HOLLYT«'OOD
El Capltao (It)

Ken Murray
Gene Austin

Marie Wilson
HofTman &. Rebner
Fred Sanborn
Jack Mulhall
Roy Davis
H'wnod Eldrblooms
BImpson Humanclte Helen Charleston
(3 to All)

ATLANTIC CITY
8C«el

(IStli

Pl«r
only)

Chas Althorr
Sammy White
e

Abdullah OIh

BALTIMOHE

HlftiMdroinr (11)

Sandy Lnng Co

W.iii*-

M

il-

\

1-18

I'iniu-ll

Vini-o rurnin
Lillian KiiXKcraia
Diane l*'ontane
Iluzvl McNulty
nnya IMkoii

fill)

Empire

Leon

Joyce DufTIn
Doris Sherretl

JuMr Rooney
Vivian MarNhall
Lorraine PnKe
Jimmy O'Breln

Village

Benny Fields
Johnny Morgan
Ciias Sl K Cerncy
Joey Dean

& E

Broderick
Dlnorah Ore

c;

Ore.

Carroll

BaruDa-Mndrld
Norn Morales Ore

Km m

Great T.^Hter

Frances Wayne
Roy Stevens Ore
Lennle Kent Ore

Irv,

Currlu

FALL RIVFB

Luellle

Zorlta

Dorothy Tanner

Uud Sweeney

Oaut

fc

Jorry Mlanrhard
Joe PriMrn

Gordon Andrews O
Frankle Froebu Ore
CInb 61
Jnvkle Croen
Ginger Uritton
Palsy Ann
Patricia

Ryan

Pearl Williams
Arrhle Towns

CiDb l-S-3
Roger Stearns
CopiiJ*iib:inn

RoHlUi RIos
Rnyiio I>n Sol

8

Waves
Mathews
Ryan

Luellle

INDIANAPOLIA
Clrcl«

Anrl! *;w<»c(

N'nrma Siirpherd
Eddie South Ore
Hotel Aator
(Astor Roof)
Jan Savltt Ore
Lorraine Benson
Cocktail

I^nge

Dick Kuhn
Hotel Bel mom
riaaa
(Glaaa
Shlrl

Hat)

Thomas

Jack Marshall
Sc Barry

Ca^italn

Hotel BUtmora
Heasley Twins
Hazel Franklin
Ray Heatherton Ore
Hotel Commodoro
(CentutT Boom)

Ted Stroeter Ore
Frank Mnrtl Ore
Johnny Coy
Jack Dempaey's
Mugsy Spanler
Terry Sands

Tommy

(II)

Tucker Ore

Ames A Arnn
Lew HofTman
WInck & Mar

W

Handy

C.

Pnnsy the Horse
Willie

CaltB

Solar

Fnrm

Sammy Cohen

Billy Wells
Four Fays
Herman Hyde Co
Luclenne & Asbour
Eddie Eddy

Mnngean GIb

Tdin O'N'enI

Perllla

Sc.

(li-ie)

Arthur LePlcur Co
TIeleo

Honan

JAMAICA

Dolores Del Carmen
Hotel tat. Revbi
(Irldlam Boom)
Ethei Smith Ens
Paull Sparr Oro
(Malaonettei
Bob Terry Ore

Freddy HUler Ore

Wedirwoed Boom
Frakson
St Antonio

Rosarto

Lena Roway
Mlacha Borr Ore
Xavier Cugat Oro

laOOBKe Rest.
Michael Zarin Ore
Hotel Warwirb
(RalelRh Room)
VIekl George

Gulll-Gulll
Dorothy Killer

Quinto Tores
Llnd
Duclde Kerekgartu
Carola
TlK'a

Haimonel les
The Clymas
Cai»elia

Hal Saunders Ore

Four V's
I^e Sisters
Marylin Duke
ZIggy Talent
R & E Reyes
Peter Rotunda Ore

Peffffy

Mann
EdUoa

Hotel

Blue Barron Ore
Hotel Eaiea Hoase
(Gailiw on .Park)
Don Brown
Rosalie Grant
Kerwln Somervllle
Judith Arleo
Dolores Oro.

Patricia

St

The Gibsons
DkU Warren Ore
Seataarani

Iceland

Danny White
Urady St Uarion
Nadypne
Nils
Pent! Si Opvoo

Harvey Stune
Lee Fox
Johnny King
Benny llcsh Ore
Brass RnU
Del Parker
Skcetcr Palmer

Harris
Dot Dunloa
Paul SlH
Hotel l^nox
<:aliy

Roy Swartx
Earl

'.'SHttlUIVU

Jno LaPorle Ore
GIneer Lnyne
Place BIrffnnte

Paul Zara Ore

Peggy Hangarter
(Grill)

Herman Ore
Petty
Hotel Bradford
(CIrens Boom)

Pete

Frank

Qoeen Mary
Noel Toy
Joan Collier

Jack Davis

Art K asset Oro
Gloria Hart

Susan Carol
Jeane

St

Adams &

Pbllllpa
Dell

T & F

Kianicr

M lllcr
Fallen

f.inila

Har\ey
.Irine
Waring
Tfd Ed<lv Ore
AnKoio Ore
.loan

Don

Maurice & Maryea
H. Smith Ols

Jack Aliyn

Ned Harvey Ore
Rainbow Grill

(Taven Boom)
Edith Lorand Ore

.^l»''iii

Mnnyu

I.M

4ltiim>

l

Kelly'*

Gienda Hop*

Holmes

>Ielen

Rence
Eleanor Rus»ell
Mildred Perlee

Rhode
Romero
Mona Chavez
Mnruaret Gray
I<orna

Roflita St

Faith Arlcn
Joe Cnpello Oro
Kelly's Stable

Leonard Ware
Madeline White
Welncr

I

Ed
Dorothy Manners
Theima Carpenter
Geo Woods Oro
1^ Coagm
GooFKle Price
Estellia

Carter

& Kathle

Arena
Carmen DeRivero
Jerri Vance
Clairo

St

Carlos

&

Carlta

Machlto Ore
Jark Harris Ore

La Martlnlqoc
Bob Evans
Larry Huard
Jerry U'I.>i:ary
Mlini

Kellnrmnn

Ray McUroffor
Martlnlqu«>pns

The Albins
Elllse

Uetty
Hotel

Blackstone
(Ballneae

Bm>

PattI Cluvton

Rainbow Konni
Leo Relsnian Oro
llosltn Segovia
Walton & O'Uourke
Eleanor French
Daclta

Rlobamba
Jane Kroman
Chandra Kaly Dcrs

(Muyfalr Boom)

Bondshu Urc
Renee De Marco

Neil

Brevoort Hotel
(Cryatnl Boom)
Lisa
St
Billings
Brown l>erbj

Tony
Bob

Matu
Hari
Carlii<^
Johnny Pineapple O Callahan Sis
Jack Sprait
Hoyal Cii'tlno
tit

Adotables
I. ou BrecHc Ore
Clab AInham

Peggy KejirH
Jane Kean
Cabot Sl tresden

Florence While
Rita Ray
Cat Herbert

I

Stanley Twins
Alan Drake
Jane Southard
tin ban niea
Maxine SuMlvnn
Eddie MayehofT
Ruth Uerman

Jane Joi'dan
Cassandra
Del

Delia Ithvtitni linys
Bill Baird

Monk
Herman Chiiiluon

Julius

3

Clnb Three «4«
Three 666 Trln
Count Leroy
Bunny Rrlggs
Three Shades Ton
Sugar Cape
i Cracker Jacks
MarcellUB Wilson

Jimmy Marr
Abbott

Jack Fisher Oro
Tamara Dorlva
Golden Pair
Frankle Brooka
Jimmy Marr
\

M

Esies

Allan Cos
Davo llnell Ore
Eddie Roth Ore
Coloslmos
Ralph Cnok

Charlotte Van
TullQh Sl .Mia
4

f>riy«

LaVernen

Irene

llnrkley

VaHlllerr Slnsern

Ratliakellnr
l.'Miiij

A Ganc

Mickey's
Ktnc * Klynn
Ernie Rich, m.a
BfMrart
BilUe Richmond

Jan Latin
l.H

ri:iir^o

Mickeyettci

Brown

Hlsncho &

Klli.ttt

BunfleIdH

Don Pablo Oro
BoyaJe
John Buckmohter

Tails Wermuth
I.eRoy Mariuiieltes

Caryl

GouM

Winnie Hoveler Gls

Jimmy Dale
Oro
Saks
Johnny Morrison
Goo.

DufTy

Sammy

Morris

Michael & Melba
Madelon Baker
Jackie Hllilard
Delbrldge Oro
Dottle Dawn
Vemea
Jimmy Rooney

Ray Klndall
Ray Lacey
Don Carlos Ore
Wonder Bar

Joa-Anna Holmes

Joanne Rand

George Banders
King Kolax Ore

Charlea Costello Ore
4 Vocalions

aiM Clab

LOS ANGELES

Magley Girls
Hark Fisher Ore
WU Clob

Billy

Billy Vine

Mae

Hand Boi
Richard T.iomas
Qrey

\Vllllaina
Chlcli D«nt

Chausto Shea
Lane St Small
Mark Talent Oro
Johnny Honnert
Gar rick Stagetwr
June Pries
Ascot Roys

Oeo TIbblaa Ore
June 'Kit' Caraon

B«T af Mtialc
Ann Triola
Bill

HolTman

Jan Clayton
rhilllp Lorner
Eclwaril Rebner
Dick WInalnw Ore
BlllfDon B«wl
Harria & Shore

Bm

Kat & the Fiddle
ShorpB & Fiats
Gladys Palmer
tlmemere Hotel
3

Franrla & Qrey
Jeanne Foreman
M Marrelllno Oro
Grace Hare* Lodffe
Maurice O'Brlea
Mary Lee
Dolores

Gay

Grace Hayea
MaicBle Tounir
RoBM of Horvhr

Both Reynolde
Charley Thorpe

Dob Mnrpby
LaolalaBa

Wally Vernon
Georslne Le Moyne
Joette Roblnaon
Margaret Lee
Les Hits Ore
Macamba Cat*
Com
MaiwBa
(Votlvll Lonnse)
Freddie Slack
Phil Ohman Ore
Rellly
Betty
Ella Mae Morse
Bddls LcBaron Oro
Nino Milo
Cocoaaot tiruve
Palladtam
Tho New Yorkers
Freddie
Martin
Oro
Krupa
Gene
Chet Robles
Eurl Carrnlle
SInpay Mnxire
Ivanhoe
Happy FoUon
MaKle Rnsenbloom
Kiurenre Schubert
Arrhle Itobblni
Llarnoy Richards O Jane Elllaon
llarbara Perry
Patty Moore
Vierra llawallans
WIere Bros.
Doris Do Nelt
llelon Sumner
Dorothy Uardlnur
Den Lease
L'Alglon
Dk'k Addlaon
Stan Ron
Splrus StamoB Ore
Ueryl Wallace
Joe ptumer Ore
Gwendolyn Veausell Aurora Miranda
Streete of raria
Murray St Simon
Shirley Wayn.
Art Tatum
fttnbei de Marco
Dill Price
Jenn Taylor
Coleman Clark
1^ Salle Hotel
Murray Mclilkren
Al Norman
(Pnn-Am Boom)
Manny
Strand Ore
Swaaca laa
Al Chamberlain
Michel Ortiz Oro
lose Mnnznnores O
Charlie Davis
Florealloe Oarden Eddie Heal Trio
Opnilta
Fred Scotl
Ijitin Qoarter
Trlaaan
Three Peppera
V Bragalo's Oro
The Three Dunnes
Jan Clarlier
Eddie PrippB Oro
SuKar Qelae
TrouTllle Clab
trrirts Cross
NTG's 'Army'
Ray Bourbon
Bernard Dancers
Gertrude Nleseo
Loumel Trio
.Tackle Heller
Diamond Droa
Loren/a Flennoy Or
Rulh Dayo
Joe Norman Oro
PHTLATELPHIA
Palmer Hooae
(Empire Boom)
(Alpine Maaleal
Ho4«l>
Grirr Williams Ore
Bar)
Walter Ulller Orch
Tho Hartmana
Pot Travers
Carlyn Truax
B«D Fnaklln
Men About Town
Walter l..onff
Bobliy Hearne
Roac VenutI
Paul ReKnn
Paul Gordon
Curtla & Clare
Joe Relchman Oro

(Glasa House Rm)
Don Fielding Oro
Nova Patterson
Helslnva

Rosalan ftreteima Vloyd Christie
Leo Royce
Darla BIrse
Del RIos
Val Brnio Oro
I^la ZallpHkayo
Abboit GiB
Don Lang Ore
Sonya Karavaelff
Bhcrmiio Hotel
Drake Hotel
Michel Michon
(Celtle Cafe)
Nlcholaa Malthey
(Camellln House)
Vladimir KayalofT
Gene Kerwln Ore
Dttwn Roland
Naslla Polla)40vs
JarOB SIb
I.ee Simms
Marusla Sava
llomuy Bnitey
(Panther
Boom)
Cornelia Cedolbnn (>
Bdffewater Beach
Aivino Roy
Splvy's R4>ot
Hotel
King Sis
(.Marine Rm)
Spivy
3 MokobelioveB
Hlldegardn llninOHy Henry King Ore
Ruth Pryor
Lischeron &. Adams Alfred Floyd
Noblo & King
Juno Howard
Htorb aob
6oe Clnb
Marteils Si .Mlgnon
Oraen Rellly
Paul Mall
Bill Hroit
Charles Bnum Orr
Mardelle
Dorben Gte
Knuslo Curltclo fJrr
Jon St Ingbord
RUePa
MIko Markei Ore
Jann Crosby
Octette Ore
Juanlta
The Place
Eleanor lyultor^
Jackson & Nodra
Pnl R(n(i
Kvf\yu fit ork

'Swing'

Prince Albert
Taylorettes 8

Danny Tbomaa

Downbeat

Jobnny DufTy Ore

Buaila Ore

Asho

Bob Hopkins
Don Pedro Oro

& Lola

Zoska

Cooper

Woody &

Durls Ruby
Earl LIndHcy Ols
Sid .launders Ore

Kay HottH Ore
JTry I.e.Htrr

Key
Helenita Rivera
Senor Leon Ore
D'

BInckhan'h
Cbleo Marx Oro
Skip Nelson

Charlie

Jallo'B

Itculian

JuanlKi

Vallett

Joresco

Shirley Weber
Sally Palmer

Plrettes 6

Bismarck Hotel
(Walont Boom)

Qaeens Terrace
Phil Foster

Howe

Ethel

Frank Gagcn Ore
Dibert Ore
Bernard

Leola Tavlor

&

Emillo Carerea Ore
Clab San Diego
TalA Clifton
Alfreda St I<eonoro

CHICAGO

Allen Sis
Carol ChapiHil
Jackie Wallace Ore

Pharmetlea Ore
leondon Chop Hooae
3 Music Hall Boys

Sammy

Prinrc Spencer
VIoln Jerrersnn
Claudia Oliver
Congo Ore

I<ou

The C^TO

Hl-Bat

Bill Farreli

Vincent de Costa
Ari Tubertlnl
Ernest Fronz Ore

Serhrlsi
Wally Johi

I.es

.Mar OH

Runny Hallow

& Fay Simpson

Doris

Haymurket
I.ovey Stacev
St ^largie

Warner

Dniothy Snow
Mel Snyder

Helen Dovo

Club Mur-Jo

Btealwn'a

Carl

Jean Ford

^ Ciaudelte

I.ydia

Oscar Bigart Oro
Savoy
Subby Lewis Oro

Harold

Tanya
Virginia Hayes

Drew

Irene Young
Lucy Reed
DUk Kowler
Dave Wllliourne Or

Hobby Stevcnsiin Or Joe Itaiil^et Ore
Olde tVayne Clob
Clob Congo
ConKooito?«
Jimmy Clark Oro
Larry Steele
Pnltn Beach
Una Mae Carlisle
Ix)ronzn Robonsoo
Que Howard
Hrown Twins
Phil De JorKh

Nan Vlnecni
Helen Douglas
Klalne Morrison

Freddie Burns rn

Se

t:hl.o

.lolone

Ada Lublna

1.00 Sisters

Don

Ge«irgo Ponj*
1'oiiij

(t-'lfe A Hrom Bm)
Jimmy Melinle Ore

CAL

Boaudrle

Kim

Bob Hardy Ore
t^inrla Carroll

I

Ann Graham
Three Uyans
Nat llninilwynno O MarKie Kelly
Chavez Ore
r.upH & Sheiiard
Merry MaiilH
Kngrrs Corner
P'cheil & Itlanlin Oi
Korn ivobhlora
Teil
Snitch
Juan .Mukuia Ore
t'liea Pare*
Harry i.of'onri ori
Barbiiry Cnasl BoyH Sophie Tucker
Kay Allen
Jeanne Claire

Kiki
I''rjiiM-ir»

Lllon

Pierre D'Angeio
Olga Sarf Juan
Fernando Alvarez
Slreni«

UorltE

St.

1.^8

R-

Ore
Hickory Hoosr
Millon Pngc

Anita Rosal
Joe Pafumy Ore

Samba

Hotel

Ford Harrison Ore

ranl;ln
I'eidlo

Joe E. r^wls
Berry Bros.
Connie RusseP

Januica (10-13)
June North Co

Joe MorrJB

Itir:*- :inliin

lliinu."

BEVERLY HILLS.

Onrnr Lopez

MItzl Green
Park & Clifford
JlnKtlmer!)
HosR Maclean
Don RIee
Maldee & Rsy
Milt Herth 3
Glenn Miller 5%lngerf< Kandy A Koko
Vaughn Monroe Ore
Royal (ID
Renfrew * 'Dslsy'
DIuinoiul Uorwalio*
Hotel Dlile
Count Banle Ore
Glamourlovelles
Teddy Powell Ore
Chuck it Chuckles
Cnrltnn Kelnev'n Or Harriet Hoctor
Billy Bailey
Stat« (10-12)

i'nnvn
\UiUiH

Russ Smith Ore
Sande Williams Ore Vera SanofT
Hnrrknne
Irmgard & Alan
Frank Paris
Rainbow Inn
Chauneey Grey Ore Robin Adair
Chick Darrow
Cbiquito Ore
Rlgolettu Broa.
Nan Houston
Famous Door
Bob Kennedy
'Judin' Wong

Inn
.

Iclopfs

ill

Valero
Snrlta Herrera
Teresita Osia
Juan Jose Saro
Inca Indian Trio
Juanlto Sanabria Or
El Morocco

Terraco Moys
Cluh IR

Ann

(10-13)

Balabannwtt

Jackie Vincent

<'hji

&

Greeawlcli

Chtttenu Mtideroe
Uaryon Dale

TliomiiA

Bob Winiama

Oruttl's
Brlckiop
Giirl.inil Wilson
Kddie Steele
4

2

*

Rome

Hu«h«

t'nnino

Bea Foley
Frances O'Connell
Morle Daley
Dorothy Hack
Maricne Francis
Paula Valera
Kl Cblco
Dorlttt

L & L Young Oro

Ton-erH. (10-13)

3

Aiiinions

Pvte Jonniu)n
Connie Berry
Jericho Quintet

(4)

The

Cieorg#» JenBcl

Xarlna

Baby Hhies
Albi.'1-i

Swifts

Sully

Arleno

•

Si»rlrty

(VllhiRe)

Rniypiies

CAMDKN

PiMc

Winio

Noveteer:*

Kitecn Hunter
Hotel Essei
Buddy Smith's Oro
Jack Manning Ore
Bill
Cronin
Dorothy Donnla^

Edily Oilier Ore
Guy Prlnripalo
Morton Downey
lloiel Kintler
ropier Square Hnlel
(Trrrnce Kiiom)
(.Masic Roi)
Chick Floyd Ore'
.\drian Kolhnl (3)
KdiDi Caldwell
.lohnny Cole
tC^fe Hoage)
OnnaUl Von Wart
Saivy Cavlrrhin Ore
IcIlmanH
Hotel Vendonie

Toy Wilson
Baby Hine>
Sadie

Hotel Taft
Vincent l^pez Oro
Hotel IValdortAatorla

Bobby Heath
Pat O'Sbea

Kraft

<'iifi*

Unrle (11)
Roxyettes
The Wllleye
Sheila Bnrrett

Murle GrlmaldV
Viclnry
Droadbnrnt Thenire OhexziH

Jnrk Haley

Jimmy Dwyer'a

Teddy Wilson Ore

WASHINGTON

Kntherino Harris

Ella Logan
The De Marcos

Roy Foi Ore
Prussln Ore

aid

Linda Hall

Mnore Trio

Dill

nomb}<hell.'* of

<3 to

B & K

Baoka

Billy

Revuers

(4)

CITY

Cliil)

nni:l<-.s

Bowery

Victory Ols

Lew Conrad Ore
Great Daniel
Emma Francis
Norlna Robinson
Nellie DurklD

Leonardo Ore
Cafe Society

Marie HolHs

NKW YORK

Onyi

liar)
l^eon

Pedro Do
Bonlta Montex

(Vienna Boom)

Bemle Graner
Gay 80*8 Quartetta

MellfMa MnHon
lleyer Co
Ivan Felrov

Viinn

Haz4-1 Wc'ONler

NEW YOBK

m**

Rosa

Charlie

Maalc Hull (iB)
Paul Hankon

Adrian O'Brien
Copley IMnu
(Ovul Room)

Hub Downey
•"'redili*

0'I.eary

Alice

Harry Donolly

Stanley (11-10)
Jerry Wald Ore
3 SiooKea
Roaallnd Gordon

CApL

(MiialcQl llnr)

Williant Ru^fell
Allele Arilen

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

Helen Stuart

Bowev Annl Unit

3

Maxino Br & Bobby

(.Motor

Club Tliree Trees
Allen

'Dink' Patterson
Snowball
11

Joe Morrison
Marjorio Galnawrlb
Radio Rogues

(Vendome Room)

Norma Liicero
Pat Ogden

(.MIdlonn)
riTTSBlROH
Zero Mostel
Slanlry (II)
Qeo Whlt«» Scandala Hazel Scott

<4>

Bob CroMby Ore
Hay & Trent

.Timmy Rae

Mnnn Ore
Nnmbrr One 1*Hr

nilly

Heathen
tk Deebe

Boyd

Itarlielle

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Anne Ellis
Lynn & MarKinne

PeKffy

VTICA

Sle

Dean Murphy
Oandamlth Bros

Bllnslrult'e

Peter BodRe Oro

I.eo

Voni^la
Maliory

Mlir

Olfl

Townsmen Ore

Alf>ya GlfTord

Evelyn Farney

(4>

Olcn Gray Ore

Hi Klne
Ulnnchard

Mii-kuy

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

Dnw

Don Tannen
Bobby Parks Ore
Strand (11)
Olen Oray Ore

Noble
Jprii

Barbiira
Oblnuitn

Tiilty-Ho TMTrm
(n'hite Horse Pike)

SIM Clob
Al Schenck
Virginia Rae

Don Walab Ore

Barry Wlnton Ore

Paul Jcrrriea

Commodorea

BOSTOH

llrrtolotirs

Cafe Life
Diane Courtney
Smith & Boyd

CITT

Virginia Alayo

Pedro Lopez
June Melva

Pike)

Nft villi

Joe Kcjcr
lUth Hide Club
Slevu Murray

He:ily

HIII

Roberto Ore

Ray Kinney Ore
Arren & Broderick

KEW TORK

V:iteH

Men

flablea Inn

(HUck llorH
Brown

Sylvia

I

JAMAICA

.

AfiUHrlum KrMt.
Ainn Kane (^nSnnt MeiKliMciiim

'

Aldrn (4-7)
Terry Sla Ore

'Salute to Hawaii'

(IS-17)

,
<

Ted Weems Ore
Oiford Boys
Carr Bros
Patricia KInR

Victor & Ruth
Tyler Thorn &

TMace

Itnlel SliiTiitnn
(S itlrr Knoin)

CITY

IJal

Kayiie Sis

C Snowb.-iU

{*)

Hal Mclntyre Ore
Mary Small

Hnrno
Baron Ore

l.rn-i

Carroll
(8-10)

S»lly Ranil

Ray & Trent

Hotel Tivoy rinn
H'utr l^nniee)

Bills

Aloha .Mnlds

i

Boston (III
Bob Crosby Ore

Ore

•

June rickens
"

I.esler

nORCK.STKR

The Hnuirhfnns

Bill (llnsM

Bub Allen Ore
RndrlKuoz Oro

(lt-9)

(eo White

Mnward

Aiontr Ciirlo
I'rnnsylvnntn
Sonny Kendlf Ore
(Cnff Rouge)
Quinton On-

llntrl

M

PIIII.ADKI.rHIA
New Piirk (11-11)
Cllrmnn (II-I4)
The Drakes
Shupsn Hutnanetles Cappy Burra Boys

Cus Van

P Trovers St
Chna. Swler

Moil Pnree I'reilles

lorry Grooti

Miinny

rnlnnlnl (11-1(1)

A IJ .Marcus Rev
Hob Howard
DeMay Moore £

.\!:irlo

Rodi
(H-IA)

Wftve-t

S

Kay & Karol

HenninR

r;it

.Iiic-

MIAMI

ArroinanlaoM

ITICA

Till' ;i;ii"-lilona
I.:il^os:i Si:<

Mary

KKW YOHK

Monaco's Cafe
Harlnells
Virginia Morgaa

Dorothy Dale
Franc Reynolda
Veraalillans Ore

Carmen de Aragon

I
\

1942

9«

Tar Beat
Geo Scnerban Ore

Blllle

Benny the Bam'.
Warren Thomas

Alma

Anita Chandler

Clab Ball
Alan Gale
Barbara Lee

Claire

^my

Marshall Ore
Cadlllao Tarera
l.ambettea (I)

Harry Dobbs Ore
Henrique St A
Earl Denny Ore
Dee Relly
Stuart & Lee
Joe Cainpo
Helen DonlKon
Jtny Sl8
Luis Fernnnd^c Ore
Cadillac (C)
Blnchaaa Hooae
Carmni's Masleal
Bar
3 Chocolates
Balllovellea

Dons Rlilott
Bobby Merrill
Sonny Williams
Raa Parker
Simtford Garden
Carroll'.
(Hellene Slrnlfnnl Suxan Carol
Vo^alalres

Beck

Romayne
l-*ioinn7.n

Wharton
Nina Korda
Shnone
Bob DulTy
Mary Ann McCall

Uette

I

(Continued on page 54)
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WAVE OF
A BAD EXAMPLE
'Wine,

It's

atre

Women

and Song'

is

not a martyr.

It's

Generations ago a play called 'My Girl Friday' played the Republic, N. Y., where it was rated a bust, and because of its 'risque'
nature the cops pinched the actors. A girl appeared on stage in a
bathing suit and the charge was 'indecent exposure.' Magistrate
promptly tossed the case out of court. Some time after that there
were flareups of censorship involviiig such plays as 'The God of Ven-

how cupidity by one or a few, in the theelsewhere, can jeopardize the livelihood of
of general censorship of

an example of
as well as

many. In this instance, by the threat
one of liberalism's strongholds.

Thus, while the closing of 'Wine' is no more significant, in
itself, than the closing of a pornographic book, its effects are
dangerous because it heartens the pressure groups and frightens the weak. The closing of 'Wine' has already nearly resulted
in the closing of 'Native Son* in a sudden, mistaken anxiety by
Lee Shubert.

La Guardia Action Indicates
Other Shows Face Cleanup—Todd Given Warning
on 'Star and Garter'

geance,'

The

Man' and

Captive,' 'Pleasure

Testimony which resulted

in

the 'Wine,

'Sex.'

Women and

Song' convic-

tion last week described 'stripping, bumping and grinding,' which were
virtually banned a year ago when the licenses of N. Y. houses playing
burlesque were refused. In hurley circles It was well known that certain strippers had exceeded the limit and showmen were warned

by the

authorities.

After the arrest 'Friday' drew big business for about five weeks,
then faded fast, for it was rated a poor show. 'Wine' was ready to fold
the very week that complaints were filed, attendance afterwards perking up towards capacity with the publicity.

SHUBERTS CITED
By JACK PULASKI

Broadway is guessing whether
Shubert was made to realize his 'mistake' by strong protests
another wave of censorship will
a!;ainst the forced closing of the sociological 'Native Son.' This
come following the conviction of I.
same Shubert, however, failed to heed the warnings that 'Wine' H. Herk, who pi;esented 'Wine, Wolowest
tastes.
the
pandering
burlesque,
to
dirty
was strictly
men and Song' at the Ambassador.

Shubert Rescinds 'Native Son Fold

not identified with the actual production, he could have Two of his employees were also
guilty of contributing to an indecent
taken proper action as 'Wine's' landlord.
performance. Mayor La Guardia en-

Even

Now

Then and

an example.

if

waiting until a General Sessions Court jury closed the
show, Shubert made a goat of the entire legitimate theatre. He
made matters still worse by his sudden, if short-lived, capitulation to a pressure group that demanded the closing of 'Native
Son.' The only possible complaint against the Richard Wright
drama is that it poses a serious problem that must be solved if
democracy is not to be a mockery.

By

Shubert wouldn't fold a palpably dirty show until

it

tered the situation immediately upon hearing the result of the case,
ordering License Commissioner Paul
Moss to suspend the theatre's per-

The Mayor, who was active with
Moss last year in the campaign
against burlesque, which resulted in

Liagre to Produce
Play by Stanley Young

Basing Plan on Upped Living Costs

role.

merely an employee

without authority in matters of
morality and taste. Equity will
present its findings to the Dis-

'Firefly' in

Union

Meet

living costs have risen over 17%
since the agreement was signed.

Because of the jump in hotel rents
and meals, especially in war in-,
dustry centers. Equity was considering a plan for extra compensaUon in
such stands, but more recently the
idea of raising the minimum appears
Present
to have l>een substituted.
plan appears actuated by actors who
have returned to New York after
playing densely populated cities during the fall.
When Equity raised the minimum
from $40 to $50 weeldy three seasons
ago, there was some feeling that

USO Would

Increase

Performances For

man Shapiro, stage manager of
recent 'Wine, Women and
Song,' comes up for sentence
17.

Show

was

under

American

Guild

of Variety Artists jurisdiction, but Equity is taking the
lead in the stage manager ques-

|

ing notice for 'Native Son' t>e posted
Saturday (5) at the Majestic, N. Y.,
also controlled by the Shuberts, but
Monday (7) did a switch and rescinded the order. Attraction, playing a repeat date on Broadway at
pop prices, lost money last week,

and so did the house. While J. J.
Leventhal and the Brandt brothers,
who operate 'Son,' guarantee the
theatre, the gross fell under the

Boston Dne To

on Nitery Fire

wishes to close.
Closing order caused a furore on>
An emergency meeting

Broadway.
'The Firefly' revived for the road
by the Shuberts did not open on
Monday of last week in Boston, because of reported transportation delay. Another reason for :etting back

was held

at the office of the League
of New York Theatres, with managers, Equity, Dramatists Guild reps

and others present Other organizations also voiced their protests.

the start until last Wednesday (2)
At the meeting Herman Shumlin,
evening is said to have been the Howard Lindsay, Russel Crouse and
theory of the management that be- Elmer Rice offered to shoulder the
cause of the show's title, attendance losses of 'Son' in order to keep it
would be crimped, in face of the going, thus countering the moves of
Hub's disastrous Cocoanut Grove fire. outsicie pressure groups intent on
William Brandt, acting
sible action.
J. J. Shubert asked Equity for the censorship.
(Continued on page 52)
privilege of deducting three-eighths
licenses being denied several houses pay because of the three missed per^
formances. Equity ruled that such
in the theatre zone, mentioned ,the
Shul>erts, who operate the Ambas- deduction could be made on the 26-Year-Old Hedgerow
sador. La Guardia is quoted as say- salaries of those players getting
more than $100 weekly, but that full
ing the Shuberts 'have a pretty good
Player Giren Years
reputation' ... but ... "we gave pay must be given the others and
tion, as

most stage managers are

2

them warning before we moved
that's the law and we're going

in;

to

(Continued on page 55)

MORE

AID FOR

STOCK BY
PIC COS.

;

cense

legit
shows under Equity
in
jurisdiction. Matter is also being
presented by Equity to its parent union, the dissociated Actors
Si Artistes of America, for pos-

USO-Camp Shows proposes upping the number of legit performances weekly in Army camps and
naval stations, idea being to play
tv^ice nightly, or 12 times weekly,
the usual schedule for vaude units.
Legit shows are presented six times
one performance nightly
weekly,
salaries of rank and Alers would be
according to Lawrence Phillowered by the manaeer; to equalize and,
lips, of the USO outfit, there srro- bethe payroll. Whether the increased
tween 600,000 and 800,000 men in
pay is a vital factor in the decrease
training who are unable to see the
in production 'during the past two
Interest in stocks backed by major
performances on the present schedseasons is not certain.
Right now
film companies has been increasule.
Equilyites are wondering if actors
with the development and
Equity has been asked to okay ing lately,
gening $75 or more will be asked
talent a general objecthe twice-nightly trick, but does not polishing of
to take less should the $50 minimum
seem inclined to agree with the tive in view of the diminishing stube upped.
dio manpower. 20th-Fox appears to
idea, stagehands being reported to
Another angle being discussed
have taken the same stand. Legit be in the forefront of the idea.
concerns young players, virtually
Block of that firm having
actors are given regular standard Bertram
newcomers. Felt by some that the contracts calling for eight perform- considered stock as a valuable adpresent minimum is sufficient for
Stipulated that if junct, as he did when with Metro.
ances wiekly.
that contingent, and if a raise is arIf 20th goes ahead with its stock
asked to appear additional times,
ranged it is possible that pay classi- they aie to be paid one-eighth extra plan. Paramount will give such acfications within Equity will reappear.
tivities consideration and it is likely
for each such performance.
Formerly there was a minimum of
Equity feels that- the additional that Metro will do likewise. Equity
$25 for junior members.
More ex- pay should be given for extra USO has approached the majors to enperienced memt>ers protested, argu- performances. Most of its members courage the formation of stocks in
ing that there was tendency of pro- in USO casts are getting the mini- .stands remote from key cities though
ducers to prefer juniors.
Equity mum of $50, or slightly more, and the latter would not be necessarily
thereupon passed a rule restricting playing the camps is more difficult excluded.
20th is increasing its interests in
managers from using more than 10% than ordinary road-showing. Stated
of juniors in casts. Then the pay of that Equity and the other union.s legit projects, having bought SOV^ of
the younger players was raised to have contributed to the USO fund, 'The Russian People,' being readied
It iilso has
$40, and not long afterwards the along with the citizenry. Contended by the Tlieatre Guild.
minimum was boosted to $50.
that the amount involved, if one- half of 'Something For The Boys,'
Understood that if the managers eighth fexlra is paid. iK not too much being produced by Michael Todd,
while Gilbert Miller has the film
are asked for an increase it would to expect, especially when USO
weeks firm's backing for 'Flare Path' and
12-performance
apply to senior.";, which may start .say.';
that
'Highland Fling.'
agitation among the juniors.
would"T3nly occur occasionally.
I

Publicity

the

Concerned over the 'Winp, Women
and Song' conviction and cancellaAmbassador theatre lithat his firm operates, Lee
Shubert insisted that a week's clos-

tion of the

stop limit, and Shul>ert demanded
that the show exit, although it was
planned to keep it going for the
Christmas holidays. 'Son' management, however, conceded to Shubert's

Report Shnberts Delayed

Attorney and the judge, for
their consideration when Her-

Dec.

this

A comedy, titled 'Ask My Friend,
Sandy,' It concerns a young soldier,
a book publisher and his wife.
Roland Young is slated for the lead

trict

Increasing niinimum salary for
Agents-Mgrs.
legit again is being mulled by Equity
although the actors have a basic
In Arbitration
agreement with the managers which
First arbitration session between
extends until Sept. 1, 1943 and stipthe agents-managers union and the
ulates there shall be no changes in
producers with Prof. Paul Brissenden
Understood, however,
the rules.
presiding, in their dispute over inthere is provision in the pact wherecreasing salaries, is slated for Friby Equity could seek an increase day (11) at the Commodore hotel,
before that date from the League of
N. Y., at 10 a.m.
New York Theatres, which had made
Understood that the first meeting
Clause
the pact for the managers.
will be more or less of a get-together,
provides that if the cost of living with one or more subsequent huddles
increased 15%, application for an likely.
Claimed that
increase is in order.

produce on Broadway later

season.

Question of a stage manager's
responsibility for the material in
a show is being studied by the
Actors Equity legal staff. If investigation indicates the stage
is

Stanley Young, editor of the book
publishing firm of Harcourt-Brace,
has placed a play with Alfred deLiagre, Jr., which the latter intends
to

Stage Mgr.'s Spot

manager

Equity Considers Boost in Minimums,

De

mit.

was

folded for him and his Ambassador theatre's license was reorder
voked. Yet, without official action, he didn't hesitate to
the eviction of 'Native Son.' Why?

After Qosing Notice Causes Furore

the chorus.

'The WiUow and I' was another
Boston starter last week, although
reported from Philadelphia to have
been withdrawn following a bad

For Draft Evasion
Philadelphia, Dec. 8.
26-year-old
deBausset,
actor, was senin Federal Penitentiary yesterday (Mon.) for draft
evasion.
Judge William H. KirkPatrick in Federal Court told the
husky member of Jasper Deeter's
troupe that his claim of being a conscientious objector was 'unsound.'
In your case,' said the judge,
'there is a total lack of the religious

Michael

press and puny business. 'Willow' Hedgerow Theatre
opened there to an exuberant press tenced to two years

but despite the Philly reversal, business was quite light. However the
drama, erroneousb described as a

comedy, was promptly booked on
Broadway and bows in at the WindThursday (10).

sor

WER

SOLDIERS' FOR
B'WAY APPEARS COLD

Plan proposed last week to bring
'Winter Soldiers,' a war drama at
the Studio theatre, Greenwich Village, N. Y., to Broadway appears'to
be cold. Idea to run the play and
turn the profits over to the American Theatre Wing evidently turned
sour when met with a number of
snags. It is a multi-.scened play but
the settings are flimsy and the understanding with the scenic arti.sts
union is that if 'Soldiers' comes uptown a new production would have
In that event, too. the
to be built.

I can do but send you to prison.'
Three other members of Hedge-

ing

row have been sent to 'conshie*
DeBausset was born in
camps.
Russia.

JED PROUTY ADDED TO
TODD'S 'SOMETHING'

Prouty has been pacted by
Mike Todd for his forthcoming
'Something for the Boys,' musical
by Herbert and Dorothy Fields,
songs by Cole Porter, slated for the
actors would get at least minimum Alvin, N. Y., Jan. 7 and which starts
salaries and other union conditions an out-of-town break-in at the Shubert. rioston, Dec. 17.
would be required.
Ca.^:t includes Ethel Merman. Allen
'Soldiers' is an experimental show
put on by the New School of Social Jenkins, Paula Laurence, William
Research.
A big cast is required. Lynn, Bill Johnson, Jack Cole, Betty
Play was accorded the $1,500 Sidney Bruce. Betty Garrett, Frances MerHoward Memorial reward, but th.nt cer, Jack Hartley, William Callahan,
money was quickly absorbed in ex- Stuart Langlcy and Anita Alvarez.
Staging is by Hassard Short. 20thpenses.
'Soldiers' got a fair press.

Jed

Fox owns 50%

of the show.

^
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Whether 'Doughgirls' will be a
dough show depends on what the
ace of stage logistics. George S.
Kaufman, makes of Joseph Fields'
farce between tonight's break-in and
the Broadway preem. Name pull of
director, Max Gordon aegis and feveral leads recruited from Hollywood
give entry a strong start, which it
will need to overcome the weak
script.

venture

In his lone authoring
with
collaborator
Fields,
of Gordon's

Jerome

Chodorov
hits, 'My

still-running
Si.ster Eileen' and 'Junior
Miss' (former also staged by Kauf-

been

considerably less
than successful juggling an assoi'tment of plots and a stageful of people.
The Kaufman help is already
apparent. ut there is still plenty of
tightening to do.
It's a racy play, one of the broadWhich
est Gordon has undertaken.
suggests another angle— Broadway's
current sensitivity about the decency

man),

Iwci ni-lii anil hIx aceiieji hy
preiivnietJ liy I lie Aiiierlcfin
hIukciI liy Miiiy Hiinicr;
Dornoy: niieiieil far lliiilleil
iiiiiumli lie.. 11. 4'Ji;
enKOKemrnt (Der.
$1.0o
nl I'rovlncclou-ii IMailmii-e. N. Y.
ion.
IliUlu
VuiiHlin
.Mamie Hnrdcn
leaniie Tufl.-.
Indiii llomlllon
'I'oiii
I'leeiniin IliimnioiiU
Ilorden

has

I

Billed as 'the comic spirit
on a lark in wartime Washington,'
'Doughgirls' is that to the extreme.
With but one exception the national
capital is presented as a place where
everyljody pays attention to everything but the war, ofTicialdom puts
sex No. 1 on the list, and nobody
gets anything done.
Although somewhat inept, the
'Doughgirls' tag refers to a trio of
beauts of varied virtue who converge with the men they pass off
as their husbands on a suite of a
fold-out Washington hotel. Virginia
sharpest of the threesome,
'ield,
pairs with a married chemist who
is trying to peddle a synthetic rubber formula. Arleen Whelan, a dumb
ceiling.

:

Allien

it

happens

like

bad

MASHENKA

—

touch
Coral Sea hero and a luncheon bid
to the While House with the Roose-

which

dictates a nuptial ceremony lor the aco and his gill.
The traffic, nioie than the play can
easily bear. incUirles such additional
characters as a Rusiian girl tnipci
who loves fresh air and the U. S.
lend-lease policy; a lady 'judpc' organizing a War Wives' Relief Corps

vclls.

which she want.-; Hie three pseudowives to join: a rubber administrator

who w a.<

in

I

llii«-,>

pi'HiiMi.|,'

II

iii'lH

3.

AllnituriKiv
IIIllai-

liy

ineht'nU'il

liy

li\

lli'i'.

magnate:

a

Eileen.'

is

to the Coast.

Show, which has around 60 people on the stage, is approximating $20 000
weekly, big money a* $3.30 top. Audience appeal is general, but a goodly
percentage of patrons are refugees and the 'arty' crowd. Ticket sale extends well into January.

li

:i

I'.'.

.

v.

considerable

humorous.

suggest

away, he realizes how much beauty
she has brought into his life.
The lo.ss of Aflnogenov, who died
in a Nazi raid on Moscow, was. it Is
plain to be seen now, a serious one

Helena lllory

for the theatre.

dramatic
ization:

for

gentle

vehicle for. say.
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agement was well aware that the
theatre (Ethel Barrymore) is committed for 'Three Sisters' on Dec. 21
but took a chance on the theory that
if
'R.U.R.' got acro.ss, it would be
permitted to remain. With bookings
liehtened up there is small chance of

troupe,

th;it

result.

Play was al.so known as 'Rossum's
Universal Robots.' robot, of coiir.se.
-"''^*gffpif.»t^,fi)»^f<f9^'«.^^^
4-^^
is
an island, and the time is 'the
i-.iliiic.'

'RHINE' SKIDS, $5,500,

when

robol.s.

male and

fe-

male, are manufactured. They're being u.sed to do all the world's labor.
the robots revolt and mankind
is wiped off the earth.
Robots sue

Then
I

PinSBURGH RETURN

not

supposed

to

have

.sensibilities

is not made quite clear, for
slated they do 'remember' snd.
fail at their duties, are
to be sent back to 'the
stamping mill.' which calls for great
pain.
R.U.R.' is interpreted in terms of
Ihe present as comparable to the
.euiiiit-nting of peoples in this alloui war. Average audience may accept that or regard it as too fan-

but that

Pittsburgh. Dec. 8.
>>
T>u.a
J
lAalch on »u
the
le Rhine'
Rhme
flopped a
all
girls' the
famed 'Eileen' set was over the Ni.\on in its return engageprarlically nctioiiless.
The first ict ment last week, getting less lhan
$5,500
to
hit
a new low for the .seaof the Fields comedy is the stickout:
after that the olay stretches to the son. Everything was against it. befinal slepuD
There are ni.iny ^ock ginning of gas rationing, zero wave
laughs and gags, remarkably few of and also tbsence of Lucile Wat.-on
which alli'fic to arlual people and fiom the cast on account of illness.
Miserable biz nevertheless was -till
doings ill Washington.
The Coast conlinsent comes throu;ih something of a mystery since Lillian
superbly and S;bould prove a oleasure Hellman drama on its first visil here
Miss Field, a just about seven months ago got a
to Broadwaj/Srers.
stunning blonde, is exceMent as the great S18.000 and had to turn em
hep gal. Miss Whelan ci cks as the away near the end of the week. Top
naive redhead, and Miss Nolan .sup- was a^ain S2.75.
plies balance In the sensible part.
Ni.xon currently has third return
Arlene Francis dncs a bang-up job in a iiiw. 'Arsenic and Old t,ace.'
In the hoked snincr role, and Ethel but with (iriginal Broadway east this
Wilson and Muriel Hiitchi.son con- time, then gets 'Spring Again' f nd
nect as the relief corns organizer goes dark Xmas week. Boston Comic
and McCoy wife from Wisconsin.
Opera Company coming in fof- week
William J. Kelly's brigadier gen- of Gilbert and Sullivan repertory
eral, one of the funniest parts in Dec. 28.
Had originally planned to
the play, tops the male lineup. King open Xmns night for eight days but
Calder, Reed Brown, Jr., and Vin- decided to forego holiday weekend.
,

.

November amounted

to $14,400,

former disbursals, but the angels are

all

small

very well

flock of backers of 'Strip For Action,' which Howard Lindsay and
Russel Crouse are also presenting, with Oscar Serlin, have received iniLatter is
tial checks, which represent 10 per cent of their investments.
not profit but is on account of production. 'Strip' has been earning an
operating pi'oflt at the National, N. Y., and in addition to the coin distributed there is a $10,000 reserve fund. Show cost around $60,000 to produce, backers including most of those who have pieces of 'Arsenic,' plus

The

some

others.

Further complication attended the closing of "Three Men on a Horse'
after it folded on the subway circuit recently. Salary guarantee money of
$2,000 was deposited with Equity by Alex Yokel, and when the actors
were paid off there was approximately $600 remaining with a similar
restraining
amount also on deposit in connection with the show.

the present world conflict!

Guild revived the play once before, and so there was a controversy
over the rights to the present revival,
a couple of new showmen putting it
on. "They provided an adequate production and cast, so it was a question
of the play standing on its own. Man-

.ind

which idiomatized the translation in
rehearsal. The production was suitable and the direction especially
notable fur an amateur affair

IN

'Arsenic and Old Lace' divvy for
in comparison to
satisfied regardless.

When produced by the Theatre
A
Guild 20 years ago 'R.U.R.' was regarded as a dramatic curiosity, order for that coin was placed by attorney Milton R. Weinberger on behalf
emanating from the late Czech au- of the backer, but Yokel sought to. recapture the residue from Equity,
thor. Karel Capek, who had a flair
to pay off obligations of the show, such as author's royalties, trucking and
for writing strange tales. It is Ftill
unemployment insurance, the whole amounting to around $900.
something of a novelty but impresUnderstood that Lawrence Gelb, the backer who has pieces of other
sion is that present-day audiences
won't go for it, even though there shows, dropped $11,000 on 'Horse,' also that Weinberger put $1,000 into
are references to some phases of the revival.

members

and

I.ewiri

('luiKul

She played the

Harvard-Radcliffe

the

Gordon Oliyer
iludiun

.MiiriuH

an amateur production.
She was.
moreover, excellently supported by
other

Mcndy

t:i.;iu

Sulla

role with extraordinary sensitivity
for an amateur and her personality
projected through the alarums of

of

'

vcrnion
KnKlli'li
l,y
I'aul
I.ee Slraiilr-ri:: HeUhiKU.
wip.

liy

Harry Domln

'find.'

her.self.

ihiee n< (h. iire»«enUMl at llie
l,v
N. Y.. Der. .1,
I j.
Pnylil
I.. Daniid niaiiN: wrilien by

ducer.
Children's Theatre of Miss Price has been an in-and-out proposition
until this season, when it was organized on a permanent basis to compete
with annual series of Clare -Tree Major's New York company, which is
sponsored in the Smoky City by May Beegle, concert impresario. Before
that Miss Price annually directed two or three children's shows during
holiday weeks for a local department store.

nn,l

C.npek.
Selyer: stiiKed
r.ni iH Aronflon:

(Radcliffe. '46). who
the lead here, is practically

'find'

man

Kaiel

Anne Putnam
played

In

llai lyiniire.
Siliii'i

humor

Monty Woolley

poise
Kahii.

R.U.R.

His feeling for the
for acute character-

line,
his flair

and

lovliness
promi.se.

some

her

but

schooling,

warm blonde

Simple enough, the situation develops
when Mashenka, all but
turned out by her stepmother, intrudes on her grandfather's scholastic privacy.
A grumpy, irascible old
fellow living entirely in the past, he
at first resents, then ignores ncr.
When her crush on her musicassumes pathetic
teacher's
fiance
proportions: when her friends ridicule her and when at last her stepmother comes crashing in to take her

Kaufman has orobably never had
a busier assignment monitoring the

doors and tolcplione. all of which
are over-used. Comoarcd to 'Dough-

drawing excellent grosses

at the 44th Street, N. y
but
because of the high operating cost, profits are comparatively mild
There
are 40 men In the pit, lowest pay for any of the musicians being
$90 so
that the orchestra payroll is $4,000 or more. Understood a move
to cut
down the number of musicians was clipped by the union because that organization's emergency fund is tied in with the presentation of the
show
So costly an orchestra is virtually unknown in legit, but although
'Rosalinda' is an operetta form of 'Die Fledermaus,* the score calls
for
many instruments. Pit bunch had been conducted by Erich Wolfgang
Korngold, replaced by Wolfgang Martin last week. Former was paid
$100
nightly. He is under contract to Warners and is probably slated to
return

1,11-

'

a place to
sian Di iesI: a-:.-orted hotel help: and
a half-d07.en spilors. whose bit is
nothing at all lilje the South American naval cont.ibulion to 'Sister

StdF-Li^

I..

iaundry
a sIk-'iijci- desperate for
sleep: an FBI man: a RusTiivhierly

'Rosalinda'

1942

Although her name was used in all billing and advance publicity, Lucile
Watson wasn't in the cast of "Watch On the Rhine' when It played a return
engagement at the Nixon. Pittsburgh, last week. Miss Watson had been
out of the show for nearly six weeks bedded in Oklahoma City with a
iii\fi'Hil\'
ihi*
lliiiniiilliI'lilh
aii>l
pre.sentation.s at Piovincctown have bad knee, but no mention of this was made in attraction's copy because
l!i<l.'liJl>- I'lillii;' Mli-r. illiri'liMl
I'll
Sit, hi. s-'ls 1,\ Itallaii'l 'riliiinliKini: HI Ifi.r.llf
management felt confident she would be back before the Herman Shumlin
produced the initial di.scomfort.
11.1,1. Cainliiiiliir.
.Mai-K..
anil A.
The analogy, of course, must not hit reached Pittsburgh. Miss Watson's understudy, Zamah Cunningham,
M"i.>a
.Maili-lllii' Wall.iT
be weighed with too great distinc- who has been lilaying the part ever since 'Watch' left Oklahoma City
Jli.ii.-ii..,y
Menily Weisv.il
Oct!
tion for the author. This drama of
.MaHlii'iika
.\iino Viiliiam
16. had it here but Miss Watson was due to resume some time this week.'
Tiiiii .iisU>
]lltiliai>l .laini-K
greed and frustration lacks many of
Edward Ryan, Jr., eldest of the three Mueller cliildren in Lillian Hellllran
\"i" liir
Chal-li-K
the fundamentals that comprise good
iiMal
<yni (!oi.s!!v
play, left cast here Saturday night (5) to go into the army, and was
man
craftemanship.
has
failed
to
imIt
Sn»»nfer
.Villa
lam.Marilyn Wlii>.iii;iii
bue its characters with first-rate replaced by his understudy, Jimmy Dobson.
lilaiia Itoi k Mini
action and dialog. However, by exr,-illlili:e
VI,
perimental standards it's a betterBuford Armitage, stage manager of touring 'Claudia,' returned to N. Y.
C'l'tiudi- WliiiJ
than-average effort by a young play- last week and was inducted by the Army. Being
45, he was just within
wright who's been improving right
the draft age, but passing the physical examination with ease was surMashenka' (accent first syllabic) along.
prising.
Last spring Armitage had an operation. He (Kilisted during the
is a bright prospect for bigger things.
Hilda Vaughn, whose face is probThe play has no connection what- ably more familiar to picture aud- first World War, but was turned down because of a heart condition. Docever with the film of the same name iences than her name, has Ihe lead, tors then said he wouldn't live two years.
except that it's also a Russian-made, that of a mother who wrecks her
Eddie O'Keefe. 'Claudia's' company manager, also returned after plantproduct and a good one: nor is it a own home and the life of her ing the show In Chicago (Selwi'n). He reported ill and will rest at hom.e
war-play. Its main appeal in point daughter by her greed and will to
for about a month. It was a hectic initial Coast trip for O'Keefe, mostly
of fact, is the- warm universality of
dominate.
She gives an at-times because of transportation mishaps, due to the war. John Pollock is now
its age-old Heidi theme, for it deals
commendable
performance.
but
wholly with the efforts of a lonely, overacts frequently, a fault due back with the show.
sensitive 15-year-old girl to be acmore to direction lhan anything
cepted by her elderly grandfather else.
The only other dominating
Children's Theatre, Pittsburgh, which has announced a series of seven
The obvious portrayal is that of Constance kiddie plays for this season, is the brainchild and also is under the direcand. so. by society.
symbolism of present v.s. past is. of Dowling as the daughter.
Miss tion of Grace Price (Mrs. Jerome Katz). wife of a Pittsburgh departcour.se. worked in. but subtly, while
Dowling is an ingenue who requires ment store biggie and the niece of Al Woods, the old-time Broadway prothe topical references are generally
Boston, Dec.

Ill:

Aiiii'

an ingenue

third act brings in a serious
the return of the flyer as a

Doii'liiiK
A'ldru
Ia,-niiellne
Hnrc
Illiliaid

Pri.i-

Well, at least the most disconcerting item about the current tenant
Playhouse
at
the
Provincelown
would not be the play itself. The
American Actors Co. is presenting
from Dec. 5 through Dec. 14 a
drsma by Horton Foole. titled 'Only
the Heart', and for once in a long
while the old Gnccinvich Village
showshop is distiiS)!uished more for
the
its uncomfortab'e seating than
Invariably the
production
itself.

—

The

r„iiHiai>re

Borden

.lulln
.Siiiiney

—

but some of

I.,eslle

.",

and nippy satire are always in evistrucredhead, is attached to an Army col- dence. 'The play, however, is
turally unsound as it stands for
onel but adds her bit to the war
Indeed, the
American audiences.
effort by acting as social secretary
curtain of the second act comes down
to her 'husband's' superior, an exWall St. brigadier general. Doris on a wholly resolved situation, and
audience might well be forgiven
Nolan, straightest of the girls, fran- an
for going home unaware that it isn't
tically awaits her divorce decree before makinc it legal with a pilot off all over.
'Mashenka' is of such per.sua.-ive
to the Pacific.
warmth
and humanity, however
Field
Miss
their
men
All lose
when the guy's real wife arrives. not forgetting the current interest in
Miss Whelan when the general things Russian that if the play were
muscles in on the colonel. Miss No- expertly adapted, it would very posIan when the decree doesn't come sibly follow 'Life With Father' and
in time for the wedding. By the fin- 'Junior Miss' as a successful family
It is. In any case, a fine
ish the original duos are reteamed. comedy.
musical comedy.

.'n

l'''oote;

Company:

Mfltlnff.

Eleiii.

WIIumm

Kllirl

.\tlPne

i

Sy|yl;i
('li;i|il:iii)

Dnimo

Hurlun
Actors

chief.

Hattie Carnegie supplied the garb
for the title roles, all costuming being under Bianca Stroock's supervision. Frederick Fox's single mounting is sufficient for the comedy's
needs.
Because of un-Haysian content it
is doubtful whether anything except
the name of 'Doughgirls' is convertible to the screen.
Biz fine on single night here, best
of anv booking at house this season.

WilliiiMi .1. Kelly
S. Iliiywt.rili

.

l:hil.i.'

"liLili-v,.!'

(

Siiiinc.

rubber

Viiuon

l»iili,ii

Jii.lue lliiiK'ii.i
N:li:ili:i

ONLY THE HEART

ton Hayworth— also ex-Hollywood—
are competent as the 'husbands,' and
Edward H. Robins is right as the
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.supposed

although a proeram note
oi'oles President Roosevelt: 'It is the
yoiiiiR. tree men and women of the
Un.ted Nations, and not the woundup robots of (he slave slates, who
w.ll mold the shape of the new
tastic,

wfii'iri.*
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However, it is a rather leaden performance, and while the play has its
moments, there is little dramatic

|

Philadelphia engagement. Girl did not appear for the evening performance but sent a note to the effect that she was ill and could not continue
the tour.
Doubtful that Chorus Equity will okay the claim because of the illness
contention. Miss Reed was paid for the week at the matinee, which is
the general custom, and because she missed one performance the management is entitled to one-eighth of $45, her pay.
Seattle gets comparatively few road shows, which may be one reason
its censor board was finicky about the engagement of 'Claudia.' which
played the Metropolitan there some weeks ago. Censors then wanted
a number of deletions, and several words were dropped, but a certain
objectionable kTs-smg scene remained in the performaFitgr'''" '''"'''"
Last week the boai-d called in the theatre management when the matter
of license renewal came up and, according to the local press, the board
was more successful in censoring news of the huddle than il was in c.i'.ting out parts of Claudia.' Liccn.se was renewed.

why

Dre.ss rehearsal of 'Doughgirls' was played Friday (4) but without Lily
Cahill. She was trying on hats at a modiste's, fell on the stairs and injured her ankle so badly that she could not go on. Muriel Hutchison replaced her. Latter wa.s originally cast for the part but withdrew to lake
a belter one on "Cry Havoc' in rehearsal.
Mi.ss Hutchison went to Bridgeport for the first tryout show Saturday
(5) and to Washington early this" week but Natalie Schaefer was due in

the

part,

starting

last

night.

Managers have been asked to consider securing accommodations for
Negro players on the road. Problem does not particularly concern allcolored outfits, but those attractions in which there are partially mixed
casts.
Finding living quarters for them appears to be getting increasingly
difficult.

Association of Theatrical Agents and Managers has been contacted and
advance men have been requested to make advance reservations for col-

ored players

when

they're acting similarly for others.

Although 'Cry Havoc' has not yet been produced in N. Y., it was offered recently as a prospect for the 'command performance' in connection with the President's Birthday Ball celebration in Washington next
January. President Roosevelt announced that the celebration of his 61st
«
fbee.
birthday should provide the usual events which sustain the Infantile
(IViilidroion Salurduy
(5»
alter
This fixes the date of the. 'command perform/o?ir per/ormnnces; printed /or the Paralysis Foundation.
ance' as Sunday night, Jan. 24.
record).

power. Cas' has several femme chararters but it Is mostly a male play.
The performances are satisfactory,
.

|

Shuberts have made a claim against Carol Reed, a chorine In The
Merry Widow,' on tour, asking for two Weeks' salary because she left
the show without. due notice on the final day <Nov. 28) of its recent

Snow Freezes

O& Ui

tna

TriorM

Modest |4,200
In 4 Shows at In^ils.

B way Spotty; 'Skin

Indianapolis, Dec. 8.
"Hm firat Murd«r,' with Zasu PitU,
took a modeit $4,200 in four perform|BOM hera at Engllsh't (1,1(00) Dec,

Capacity $23,^

^

Has PriorityJ9G;'aaiidia' $8,000

StiH

I^B

?irateSQck23aU(Hfto$im

at $S.75 top in iplta ot cold

wuthw,
Chicago. D«o. 8.
Operottas Fair
First heavy mow of th« WBaon,
with temperatuTt down near zero,
$8,400 In Lonely PhiUy
hit boxofllces last weak for three
nilladalphla. Dm. 8.
days end raised havoo with patronThert was only on* laglt attraoStart of MS rationing in this
age.
section was another factor In depopu^ tlon In the olty last week du* to tiic
earller-than-expected closings ot "The
lating the Loop at night
Willow
and
I'
and 'Hellzapoppln' the
to
continued
'Priorities of 1B42'
lead in receipts, with Torgy and previous Saturday. Last week's lone
offering was tha Boston Light Opera
fiess' and 'Good Night Ladles' next
Co. offering Gilbert and Sullivan
In line.
repertory at the Locust St. theatre.
Estimates for Last Week
'Good Night, Ladies,' Blackstone First week's gross was nothing sen(84th week) (1,200; $2.76). Dropped sational, but gross of just under $8,400 was claimed profitable, and ento $U,SOO which stIU nets big money.
•Junior Mta,' Harris (11th week) couraging factor was that blE imSkldd«d considerably proved au week, with Saturday night
(1,000; $2.75.)
a complete sellout
weakest house
to $8,500.
'Maid in Ozarks,' Great Northern was the Wednesday matinee, with
(lltb week) (1,300; $2.20.) StlU roll- "The Mikado' as the offering.
Decision wlu be made lata this
ing along to nice receipts. Management has announced two perform- afternoon Cfvesday, the 8th) as to
ances for New Year's Eve. Lowest continuance for a third week.
nut In town, so last week's $5,500

G-S

profitable.

'Porgy and

(1,400; 3.30). Patronage droping oil but advance sale kept last

'3

Sisters

29G

reek around $16,000.
Prioritieii'
(1,300; 2.76).

Erlanger
StiU

tiie

(6th

Selwyn

In D. C. Despite

$2.20)

No. 2 company played here last season. This one has original New York
«ast with Dorothy McGuire and Don^
aid Cook/ Opened to $8,000.

Ms Hub;

Fore

'ApgeF Drops
$4J0to$6200

CINCINNATI
Cincinnati, Dec. 8.
Cincy'a theatre, newspaper and
radio clan, plus city officials, ten-

manager

Berlin's all-soldier show,

This

Is

the Army,' has an advance sellout for

week's engagement, which opened

(7) night, in the 2,500-seat
theatre.
Scaled capacity is
$49,000.
Standees and extra chairs
will probably raise the gross to
$51,000.

Taft

UWRENCE
IN

25G

STRONG DET.

Canada

Dropped

$2.75).

but advance sale

is

$12,000

about
to
very good

and

will finish out the month.
'Sun Field,' Colonial (2d week)
(1,634; $2.75). Cast replacements and

Toronto,

Dec.

8.

Swanson-Lederer 5G

With a week open between the
two weeks' holdover at the Royal
In Poor Balto
Alexandra of Frank McCoy's speBaltimore, Dec. 8.
cial company of 'Arsenic and Old
Three Curtains," with Gloria
Lace,'
and its going into the
Detroit, for an indefinite Swanson and Francis Lederer star
Lafayette,
$2.75). Martha Scott drew well here
commencing
last night (Mon- ring, opened at Ford's last week and
run
considering the town's lethargy and
producer tested out the On- failed to measure up. Given a lukemixed notices, $6,000 estimated. day), theatre
market by following \ arm reception by local crix, who
tario
Script and cast still in the works.
up the Toronto engagement with a held the three skits by G. B. Shaw,
series of split engagements that, at Barrie and Piner? were dated, lay$2 top, grossed $12,100 and proved out garnered an estimated $5,000, or

Week

tightening reported to have
this a contender, but biz was
off. $5,500 reported.
'Willow and I,' Shubert (1.590
script

made

'Widow'

NG 6G,

Buff.

Buffalo. Dec.

B.

With an adverse press not helping
matters any, 'The Merry Widow' took
a nosedive at the Erlanger last week.

J

With a

$2.20 top. the revival tallied
$6,000, poor for this

over

lightly

that the Ontario hinterlands are
starved for stage productions and
are willing to pay off if such attractions are forthcoming.

With Walter Hampden and Cissie
Loftus heading the Frank
production of 'Arsenic,' the

Alexandra here
For

OLD

LITHOGRAPHS
FROM MELODRAMAS AND
'MUSICAL SHOWS OF

THE GAY

90'B

Large ouortment of 28 s 42 and
14x21 Poatera luitable for Bare.
Rathikeller, Play Rooma, etc
Price 2Sc each

-

Min. Order 4

ENQUIRER JOB PRINTING CO.
412

E. elk ST.

.

CINCINNATI, O.

LOUIS M. GOODMAN. M. Cp
Podiatrist-Chiropodist
Kormcriy at ib« America Hold
ltemoTe4l to the

HOTEL PLYMOUTH
148 \V. 4eth Rt., N. T.

C'UlumbDH n-esM
930,A.M. Ja 6:30 P.H.

OtSct Hourt:
i-

Ana by

Airpolntmeflt

(1,525)

$27,000 for the
the week of Nov.

gros.sed

less.

In this week to a smasho advance
sale is 'Three Sisters,' with Katharine Cornell heading a name-heavy
cast.

McCoy
Royal

at $2.50 top

Tapa' 5G, Cincy

two weeks.
30,

McC&y

barnstormed adjacent cities to Toronto in a whirlwind tour that
grossed over $12,000. Immediately
after the Lafayette engagement in
returns to the
Detroit,* 'Arsenic'
Royal Alexandra, Toronto, for another fortnight's engagement.

'Papa

Is

Cincinnati, Dec. 6.
with Jessie Royce

All,'

Landis. grossed approximately $5,000,
below expectations, on four performances in the first half of last week at
the 1,300-seat Cox theatre. Top was
$2.75.

In the last half, and at the same
scale, the house grossed approximately $7,500 on three night shows
and a matinee of 'Arsenic and Old
Lace' with Boris Karloff. Pull was
rated very good, in view of two days'
1,525-seater scaled at $2.50 top. The opposition from the Russian Ballet,
fact that, as outcome of the Serlin- with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
in the 3.500-seat Music Hall
into
the
went
'Father'
Shubert tiff,
Eaton Auditorium here last season, at $3.30 top. The Ballet held over
hurt business in Toronto this time Sunday i6) for a matinee, making
on word-of-mouth inasmuch as con- four performances in all. and grossed
disappointer.
cert hall, with its shallow stage approximately $10,000. a
•Merry Widow,' with Muriel Anahd flat floor, proved unsuitable for
engagement
a stage presentation. That initial gelus,' opens a week's
reception definitely Ifurt the gros.s Dec. 14 in the Cox. Top is $2.79.
'Father.'
of
on second visit
Sunday matinee, and, with chairs
Karloff—'Arsenic'— $9,200
put into the orchestra pit for one
performance, turned in a practically
Milwaukee, Dec. 8.
Although here for a week only la.'t capacity gross on the engafiement esspring. 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' with timated at $9,200, at $2.75 top.
Current is a revival of "The Merry
Boris Karloff. returned to the Davidson theatre for three nights and a Widow^' with Muriel Angelu.s.

Hindered by blizzards at the start
the engagement but steadily
of
building on, 'Life With Father', with

Percy Waram and Margalo Gillmore, grossed a strong $13,500 at
the Royal Alexandra last week, with

,

M

tltla;

(10).

'Uncle Harry.' Hudson (28th week)
(D-1.042; $3.30).
While not up with
leaders, it's making very good run
and earning profit right along; dipped
last week; $9,400 estimated.

'Withont

Love,'

St.

James

(4th

week) (C- 1,520;

money with

D

(Drama), along

R

(Revue),

(Musical). O (Operetta).
'Angel Street,' Golden (52d week)
(D-789: $3.30). Starting the second
year, first anniversary having been
celebrated late last week, was off.
but at $9,000 did alright.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(98th week) (CD-893; $3.30). Went
downward also, with takings approximating $9,000, okay at that level;
due to- stick until film version arrives early in February.
'Beat the Band,' 46th St. (7th
week) (M-I,347; $4.40). Tentative
closing notice posted and decision
one way or another due this midweek; around $14,500, not good for
musical at high scale.

'BHthe Spirit,' Booth (56th week)
(CD-712; $3.30). Slipped along with
the field, with the gross rated around
)0,5OO, but that is quite satisfactory

for

$3.30). Up In the big
capacity registered right
count
of more than

a

$24,000.

'Yankee Point,' Longacre (2d week)
(CD-1.016: $3.30). Picked up slightly,'
but still in doubtful class; takings for
second week estimated around $4,500.

Added
'Claudia,' Forrest (return engage(original date 56 weeks) (27th
(C-1,195; $1.65).
Not much

ment)
week)

better than even break, with takings
around $5,000. or slightly more, last

week.
'Native Son.'
(Majestic
(return
date) (6lh week) (D-1,715; Dropped
under $6,000; publicity over closing
notice which was rescinded after
censorship protests should perk at-

tendance.

Revivals
'Counsellor-at-Law,'

week)

(D-1,047;

$3.30).

Royale
(2d
Very good

follow-up press comment should help
here; with pace around $13,500 is
quite satisfactory.
'R. U. B.,' Barrymore

for one-setter at this period.
•By Jopiter,' Shubert (27th week)
(M-1,325; $4.40). Held up much better than most shows last week and
attenclance generally close to capacity; takings quoted at $27,000.
'Oreat Big Doorstep,' Morosco (2d

Opened Thursday

$3.30).

taken

(D-1,104;
(3)

and

Saturday; doubtful press
coin after opening; four
performances.

and

off

little

Vaude-Revues
'Show Time,' Broadhurst (12th
week) (1,142; $2.75). Holding to very
good money for vaude outfit, wlUi
most of the coin drawn last haU;
dipped, but aroimd $19,000, which is

week) (C-939; $3.30). Some doubt
about chances for this new one; first
full week estimated around $8,000,
disappointing.
'Janle,' Miller (13th week) (C-940
Parties have been helping
$3.30).
here; patronage not regularly seen in
the theatre being drawn; has done
well enough to date; rated over

plenty.

'Wine, Women and Song,' Ambassador (1,200; $1.65). Was suddenly
withdrawn last Friday <4) after playIng 10 weeks; ordered off when management was convicted of sponsoring
indecent performance; had been doing well at around $14,000.
-

$11,000.

'Jnnlor Miss,' Lyceum (57th week)
(CD-1,062; $3.30). Dipped to around
$9,000 after jumping sharply on holiday week; still excellent property
and should be around for most of
season.
'Let's Fwe It,' Imperial (54th week)
(M-1,326: $4.40). Has been doing exceptionally well; slipped last week
as expected; still very good money
at $25,000 or more.
<Llfellne,'

opens Thursday

rick;

four times. Saturday business tapered for first time since early fall.
Estimates for Last Week

Keys: C (Comedy),
CD (Coviedy-DTama)

same

Blackwell,
Raymond Curtis and
David Merrick; written by John Pat-

week were quick
being withdrawn

arrivals last
'Lifeline"

of

opens tonight (9).
'The Willow and I,' Windsor (D873; $3.30).
Presented by Donald

some being aided by advance

folds,

M.R.' Are Out

Heywood Broun's book

violent declines. The leaders, especially those high-grossing hits among
the straight shows, held to big busi-

from the Belasco after eight performances and revival of 'R.IJ.R.' being yanked from the Barrymore after

Detroit, Dec. 8.
Doughgirls' is currently showing at
•Rialto here continues on the strong
$2 top. Popular-price scale appeal side but there still ara problems to
Boston, Dec. 8.
was shown when the play rang up keeping all three ot Detroit's legitiThe legit houses are expected to $5,000
In advance sales before the mate houses going.
recover somewhat this week from the
Latest to go dark Is the Wilson,
Monday curtain.
violent reaction to the Cocoanut
Russian Embassy is deeply inter- where Henry Duffy's musical comGrove disaster, which pared their
edy, 'Life of the Party,' closed Sungrosses as much as 40% last week ested in the Theater Guild's The
Russian
People,' opening here Dec. day night ifter nine good weeks at
The Willow and T at the Shubert
popular prices, tucking in $10,000 in
LitvlnoS,
wife
of
the
14.
Mme.
Ivy
and The Sun Field' at the Colonial
were not replaced this week, so only Soviet Ambassador, will again be the final stanza. Show was to go to
Chicago, and head for New York
three hpuses are open, but future guest critic for the Washington Post
prospects remain bright. Among the on this play. She reviewed Three later, but Inability to find a Loop
and gave Chekhov what house brought the fold. Possibility
titles expected before Christmas are Sisters'
Embassy is exists of resumption in February.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' 'Something amounted to a slug.
Gertrude Lawrence in 'Lady in
for the Boys,' "The Wife Takes a more interested in projecting dramThis is the Dark' garnered an approximate
atically Russia of today.
Child' and 'Spring Again.'
what Konstantin Simonov's play $25,000 in its first eight performEstimates for Last Week
does, and it has the official blessing ances at the Cass and goes two more
'Angel Street,' Plymouth (1,400; of Stalin.
weeks at $3.30 top.
$2.76). Hard hit by the disaster, its
The Lafayette played out a second
gloomy subject keeping the estimated
stronf week with $13,000 for John
take to' $6,200, a drop of $4,300. One
Barton in 'Tobacco Road' to bring
more frame.
Starved
Roral
the two-week tally to $27,000. It was
'Firefly,'
Majestic (1.667; $2.20).
followed Sunday by Walter HampShubert revival got middling notices
den and Cissie iJoftus in 'Arsenic and
For Legit; 1-Niters Of
but brisk for Ave performances at
Old Lace,' set for a run at the $1.65
estimated $8,000.
top policy for the house.
'Jnnlor Miss,' Wilbur (6th week)
'Arsenic' Sock
(1,227;
$9,000,

Broadway slipped last week, which
is
usual for the period following
Thanksgiving, but there were few

Two

ADVANCE SRO.

its

Washington, Dec. 8.
Katharine Cornell's Three Sisters'
met with mixed notices from critics, but that didn't affect the boxoffice last week, for the Chekhov
revival sold out lefore the company
arrived.
Gross vas a few dollars
short of $29,000, and $266 more than
Miss Cornell achieved when she set
the $3 top record nere with 'Doctor's Dilemma.'
Max Gordon's production of The

lifeline',

sales.

Monday

Mixed Reviews

May Close;

ness,

for the Shuberts,
extended greetings.

town's leader
(1,000;

'ARMY' IN 496

resident

week)

did $19,000.
'Clandla,'

gla performance at $8.30 top In MargU
tans series at English's Dec. 1.

dered a party honoring Irving Berlin
In the Netherlands Plaza hotel Sunday (6) night. Mavor James Garfield Stewart and Nelson Trowbridge,

Be^,' Studebaker (6th

week)

goa rat&nlng, competition
or Sonja Henle Ice i£ow and pan'
nlng from orltics.
Th« Ballet
Bal
nieatr* played to
standing
« room only and $3,600 in sin-

RATIONING UPSETS LA.
B.O.'BLACKOirrS'llG
Los Angeles, Dec. 0.
Gas rationing has finally slowed up
Ken Murray's 'Blackouts of 1942' at
El Capitan. In 24th week show got

Belasco (D-1,000; $3.30)

Business after premiere was
that manager decided to withdraw
Britisher after one week.
'LUe With Father,' Empire (159th

so light

$11,000.

It's

stUl

making

profit

week) (CD-1,062; $3.30). Comeback
of run leader recently is surprising;

at

those figures but suffering along with
rest of the town.
'Hey Rookie,' Army entry at the
has turned profit consistently since
opening; topped $13,000 which was a Belasco, was also affected in eighth
week, attracting mild $6,500.
decrease.
'Cry Havoc' at Music Box in Holly'My Sister Eileen,' RiU (102nd
to
Dropped
wood
pretty badly hurt though still
$1.65.
week) (CD-945;
$6,000 last, week; cast now on cut profiting slightly at $4,000 in second
salary; due to move to large Broad- week. Light nut saves the show and
way next week and should improve. unless rationing damages further,
will
stick
around.
Show hasn't
•Rosalinda,' 44th St. (6th week)
(0-l,325; $3.30). Very good attend- caught on as expected following it*
ance continues with the gross around sparkling little theatre run.
Biltmore, downtown, opens Xmas
$20,000; costly to operate but profitnight with road show of 'Chocolate
able.
>

'Skin of Our Teeth,' Plymouth (3d
week) (CD-1,075; $3.85). SUndees
right along, although play arouses
controversy as to it£ merit; $23,500.
'Sons o' Fan,' Winter Garden (53d
week) (R-1,519; $4.40). Off last week
after spurting during holiday week;
rated around $25,000 last week.
'Star and Garter,' Music Box (24th
week) (R-991; $4.':'0). Matinees somewhat affected, revue dipping for first
time but gross still very big at

Soldier.'

quoted $23,000.
'Stars on Ice,' Center (21st week)
Getting ready for
(R-3,000; $1.65).
Christmas-period clean-up, with extra performances scheduled in Radio
City spot; dropped to $24,000; still
plenty good.
'Strip for Action,' National (10th

week)
ail

Mafc -IiOD

Has been
$3.85).
offish recently but turning
Sunday perprofit;

(C-1,162;

somewhat

OLATtOS

e/o Variety, Hollywood

operating

formances may help but again around
$16,000 last week.

The Damask Check,' Plymouth
Several
(7th week) (C-895; $3.30).
capacity parties last week at full
price credited with jumping gross
to

around claimed

$14,000.

The Eve
week)

of St. Mark,' Cort (9th
One of
(D-l,0e4;
$3.30).

standouts of season's product holding up to big money, with gross rate
over $17,000.
'The Pirate,' Beck (2d week) (C1,214: $3.85).

First f jll week regiscapacity,
and that
will be exceeded

tered

$23,000,

mark
when

subscriptions

THROW A POSEY TO

probably

are

over

VICE PRES. WALLACE
who pat that office into the

next

week.

The San

Field,'

Biltnnore

CC-891:

Presented by Howard Lang;
written by Milton Lazaru.";; bafed '-n

$3.30).

i

,

posterity class.
Wm. Morrla

Direction:

Wcdaeadby, December 9» 1948

L

i t

ra

e

minlmums ranging from

other

931

terial relating to

ThU

ciates.

Morehouse authored 'Gentlemen of
the Press,' '45 Minutes Past Eight,"
'American Reveille' and other books

.

filmed

by

Lamar

20lh Century-Fox,
Trolti is currently in

and

New

York huddling with Reynolds.

Latter did the prolog for the Aim, akin
did for Walter
to
the one he
Wanger's 'Eagle
Squadron,'
and

Your America'

Literary Classics, Inc. is publishing
group of three books entitled "This
Your America,' composed entirely
of feature articles and editorials that
Is

have appeared

in

American news-

papers during the past few years.
Selections being made by Gordon

Simmons and

R. L. Meyer, assisted
a panel of Columbia University
graduates.
Authors of articles kudocd for the
books will be paid at the rate of Sc
a word, besides a prestige credit for
the newspaper. Thousands of articles

|

by

fold in 1922.

1943.

in

.of newspapers have
been reviewed and some drama editors have already had their stuff
accepted. Books will be issued Jan. 1,

Andy

Kelley of Washington Star

had two Sunday leads, one on 'This
Is
the Army' and the other on
George S. Kaufman, so selected.

editor of The Boston Globe
54 years a member of that
paper's editorial staff, died Dec. 2
in Arlington, Mass.
James A, Toomey, 66, former editorial writer for the N. Y. American
and more recently professor of law

(Continued on page 55)

Current Road Shows
(Dec. 9-19)

•Angel Street' (2d Co.)— Plymouth,
Boston (9-12): Court Square. Springfield, Mass. (14-15): Bushnell Auditorium. Hartford (16): Metropolitan,
Providence (17).
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (1st

Lafayette, Detroit (9-19).

Blackouts

still

selling.

Author

Smith

cago

William F. Carey, former president
of the Madison Square Garden, now
Sanitation Commissioner, for the
Satevepost. Carey, says Smith, 'Is
the toughest millionaire in the world.
He once threw James Oliver Curwood out of a Canadian construction
camp—Curwood being, to him, just
another mugg trying to snag an interview. A few years later he chased
a New York guy out of his office
when the fellow came to do a pro-

Corn

are keeping the doctors off
Scully told his well-wishers.

relief,'

N.T. Telegraph Employees Vote Guild

New York Morning

Telegraph em-

Sincott Co. to write a blog of George

ployees have voted 85 to 15 for a
Newspaper Guild shop, with all except those having power to employ
participating in the recent balloting.
Negotiations for an initial contract
between the Triangle Publications,
sheet's management, and the Morning Telegraph-Racing Form Unit of
the Newspaper Guild of New York,
is now pending.
Contract proposals include a Guild
shop, eight-hour day, five-day week,
overtime pay, no pay cuts, graduated

Cohan.
[,
Book, scheduled for publication
next autumn, is tentatively titled
'George M. Cohan: SO Years in the
Ajnericah Theatre,'
Morehouse is
planning to go to Chicago, Boston,
Providence and other cities for ma-

increases, holidays, severance pay
benefits, vacations with
pay, sick leave with pay, war service
clause and other conditions prevailing in contracts on New York dailies.
Demands set forth minimum wage
of $90 a week for handicappers, with

file-

Morehouse's Cohan' Blog
Ward Morehouse, N. Y. Sun columnist, has been signed by J. B. Lip-

and death

Green'

Is

Havoc'

•Cry

—

Metropolitan.
Mayfair, Portland,

— Music

Box.

Holly-

among

son.
'Flare Path'— Gilbert Miller
'You'll See Stars'— David Cramer.

Guild.

•Something
Todd.
•Eve of St.

People'

.

Mark'

(road)— Play-

wrights.

AUGUSTUS KEOGH,

J.

HIT BY AUTO, DIES

Augustus Keogh. veteran legit
actor and director, died Nov. 30 In Schnebbe's 7tli
Walnut Ridge. Ark., of injuries suffered when struck by an auto as
As Treasurers Prez
he walked along a roadway.
He
had been touring with the USOThe S3rd annual meeting of the
Camp Shows unit of "The Male AnClub will be held SatTreasurers
imal' until he left the show two days
before his death.
Stapleton Kent, urday night (12) at the Edison hostage manager of the unit, Is playing tel. New York, Officers for one year
members of the board
new
and
six
Keogh's part pending the arrival of
to serve for two years will be voted
a replacement.

Term

Keogh, born In Dublin, Ireland, on.
Except for the directors, there is
began his stage career in England
Allen
ticket.
J.
opposition
at 17. In 1916 he returned to Dublin no
as general manager and stage di- Schnebbe will be president for the
consecutive term, although
seventh
rector of the Abbey 'Theatre and
step
desire
to
indicated
a
he
had
held the post for three years.
He
came to the U. S. in 1929 and made aside. Other officers: Irving L. Enhis American debut with Augustin gel, v.p.; Lep Solomon, treasurer;
Duncan in •Juno and the Paycock.' Thurber Wilkins, financial secretary,
He also appeared with William Gil- and Hugh J. McGauley, recording
lette, E. H. Sothern and Margaret secretary.
There are 12 candidates for the
Anglin.
At - various times, in addition to board. They are: Louis A. Berge,
his acting, Kepgh was director of Arthur Feine, Jerome B. Fly nn, Walthe Boston Repertory Theatre, the ter C. Heyer, Richard Hopkins. MurBrooklyn Institute of Arts and Sci- ray Lang, Patrick F. Liddy, Harry J.
ences, and in 1936 he became the Martin. Walter G. O'Connor. Edgar
director of the Irish Repertory Play- S. Perry. Peter Specter and Howard
ers of New York.
Remains were Stehle.
brought back for burial In NewYork.
A.

Keogh, a brother, sur-

(tryout)

'Firefly'

(9-19).

Flare

— Majestic,
—

Native Son

Bos-

Continued from page 49

Shubert,
(tryout)
(17-19) (premiere).

Path'

—

Locust,
Sullivan
Gilbert
and
Philadelphia (9-12).
Blackstone,
Good Night Ladles'

—

Chicago (9-19).
Her First Murder' (tryout)— Bijou,
Knoxville, Tenn. (9); Erlanger, Atlanta (10-11); Temple. Birmingham
Municipal Auditorium, New
(12);
Orleans (14-15); Municipal Auditorium, Chreveport (16); Robinson, Au-

Springfield,

Mass.,

Has Booking Trouble

(14-19).

New Haven

other and It is possible that others
may. bow out of the legi^ field.
Equity has no specific deadline for
the payment of agency fees, which
have been opposed by most of the
casters. Last year the coin was tendered in bulk by means of a check
from the association. Equity declining to accept and insisting that each
agent pay individually.

J.

National.
(tryout )
Washington (9-12); Ford's, Baltimore

ton

the 30 authorized to operate
holdinr: back until their
association's meetlr.g tomorrow (10)
in New York. Several listed agents
are inactive for one reason or an-

by Equity,

— Theatre
For The Boys'—Michael

Russian

'The

vives.

—

of $211 which Equity
legit easting agents

•Cry

Cyril

(9-12).

•Donghglrls'

Annual fee
requires from
was due Dec.

'I

for the 'Son' managers, thereupon
stated they would bear the red.
Shubert was asked to explain the
notice, and was quoted saying, 'I
wanted to avoid trouble.' On Monday, after he admitted acting too
hastily, he stated that he had been
'misqSoTbd.' but, upon being faced
by Sam Zolotow, theatrical reporter
of the N. Y. Times, which quoted the
manager. Shubert altered hU 'misquoted' statement to Indicate he was

Springfield, Mass., Dec. 8.
It's either a legit feast or famine
here. Forced to postpone The Firefly' for the third time, the Playgoers
of Springfield had to move fast this
week to promote two shows next
week. Slated at the Court Square
the 'Angel
theatre Dec. 14-15
Street' company headed by Ernest
Cossart, Lynn Philips &nd Byron
McGrath that has been playing at the
Plymouth theatre, Boston.
Right on the heels of 'Angel' the
Playgoers will offer "Three Curtains,'

U

Swanson and Francis
Lederer. The latter is produced and
staged by Harold J. Kennedy, localite
who ran a drama festival at the
Trade School Auditorium here a few
Belasco,
'Hey, Rookie' (tryout)
The League gave out a statement summers ago. 'Three Curtains' offers
Los Angeles (9-19).
to the effect that Shubert agreed to the one acters, 'The Man of Destiny'
'Junior Miss' (2d Co.)— Harris. Chi- withdraw the closing notice follow- by George Bernard Shaw; 'The Old
cago (9-19).
ing the protests of organizations and Lady Shows Her Medals' by James
Wilbur, individuals.
Sense of the meeting M. Barrie, and 'Playgoers' by Arthur
Junior Mlssi' (3d Co.)
was that if 'Son' la objectionable, it Wing Pinero.
Boston (9-19).
Local Playgoers have been hard
'Lady In the Dark'— Cass, Detroit should be so decided by due process
of law, not voluntarily or because of hit by cancellations and have been
(0-19).
pressure.
able to offer only Boston Opera Co.
Lite with Father' (2d Co.)—
•Son' as a novel was a best seller in Gilbert and Sullivan shows thus
Hanna. Cleveland (9-19).
by the colored writer, Richard
starting late
the
OEarks'—Great Wright, being dramatizetl by Paul far this season. 'Firefly'
'Maid
In
in Boston, extended its run.
Northern, Chicago (9-19).
Green, the subject deallna with the
Widow' Davidson^ Mil- Negro social problem,., .when It was
•Merry
waukee
(9-12);
Cox,
Cleveland originally produced at the St. James,
(14-19).
N. Y., by Orson Welles and John
Corrent
and
Bess'— Studebaker, Houseman last year, the play was
•Porgy
highly praised by some critics, and
Chicago (9-19).
if.vn wbfta .It retnrjtertJiQ-Rtoaiway,.
'PriorStios of 1942' (vaudc).
Londap,J)e<i,J.
to
yet the first engagement Is said
langer, Chicago (9-19).
'Aren't Men Beasts,' Garrick,
-Russian
People'
t tryout)
Na- have ended $33,000 on the wrong side
'Belle of N. T.' Coliseum.'
the

ditorium, Little

Rock

um, Memphis (18-19).

(17); Auditori-

starring Gloria

misunderstood,'

League's Statement

—

—

—

London Shows
.

—

he remarked.

Fun in Bed' books are up in the
six figures, with the original volume
now in Its 25th edition. "The royalties

— El

(vaude)

1942'

(9-19).

Seattle
(9-12);
Ore. (14-17).

Fete Scully on Coast
Frank Scully, banqueted recently
Los Angeles on the occasion of the
10th anniversary of the publication
of his long-range 'Fun in Bed' series

idea,'

of

Mur- Capitan, Hollywood (9-19).
Claudia' (1st Co.)— Selwyn. Chi-

(Simon and Schuster), has expressed
a desire to do a 'Fun in Bed for
Service Men," the whole job to be
done gratis by author, publisher,
H. Allen Smith's New One
H. Allen Smith's new book. 'Life printers,
paper
salesmen,
woodin a Putty Knife Factory,' sequel to cutters, etc.
'Low Man on a Totem Pole,' is due
Scully is a little doubtful, however
for February publication via Double- as to how far he'd get with such a
'complete annihilation of the profit
....da^L' JDaro.n, <vhich also issued 'Totem..'
Latter sold 60,000 copies to dale, and motive. I'd probably be shot for the
is

Co.)—

Nixon, Pittsburgh (9-12): Colonial,
Boston (14-19).
Arsenic and Old Lace' (3d Co.)—

...

describes 'Putty Knife {"actory' as 'a
sort of literary Mulligan stew.'
Writer is also doing a profile on

short

a

for

Call-Bulletin

Sunday
and for

Renews With Hearst

from hundreds

for
after

1

editor of the

52.

Michael E. Sanders, 84, dean of
Scranton's newspaper men, died Dec.
4 in Scranton, Pa.
Louis Antovllle, 69. one of the
founders of The Jewish Daily Forward, died Nov. 30 in New York.
Frank H. Stanyan, 80, assistant

Louella Parsons returns to the
Coast from New York tomorrow
(Thursday). While east she signed
a new three-year pact with King
Features
Syndicate:
Starling
in
January, it will mark the beginning
of her 21st year with the William
Randolph Hearst organization.
Miss Parsons and Mae Tinee, of
the Chicago Tribune, are believed to
have the longest service records of
any femme f\lm writers in the country. They both started in 1913, Miss
Parsons on the Chicago RecordHerald,
which is presently the
Hearst
Herald - Examiner.
When
Hearst took it over Arthur Brisbane
fired Miss Parsons, contending that
films were just a passing fancy and
didn't merit regular comment. Lollie
then went to the N. Y. Morning
Telegraph, returning to the Hearst

a

News

15 years, died Dec.

Dec. 4 in New York. A native of
San- F<rancisco, he was drama critic

wood
Lollie

Trolti will script it and produce it
for Fox. Reynolds is remaining in
N. Y, until after the holidays but
will probably go over again for
Collier's when the second front on
the European continent opens.
'This Is

to

(Calif.)

1 but there was no
'New Shoes'—Leonard Slllman.
Havoc'-Lee Shubert, Harry rush to put the money on the line.
Understood that eight agents sent
Kaufman,
•Wife Takes a Child'— John C. Wil- checks, the majority of casters,

Oklahoma Farmer Stockman, died
Dec. 4 in Oklahoma City.
Edgar E. Bergmann, 49, controller
of Macfadden Publications, Inc., died
for The
time.

PAYING EQUITY FEES

'Dark Eyea'—Jed Harris.
'Sweet Charily' (second showing)
—Alfred Bloomingdale, ShuberU.

long illness.
Clarence Roberts,

of fact Carse
is author of four novels, and wrote
millions of words for pulps as pop
free lancer the last ten years. Herald Tribune was fooled in review,
not knowing he was -a professional
writer.

dale: 'Wounded' second
'Stars' is to be
best, 50.000 copies.
to

trip

Kerman

more than

Bob Musel Abroad

The Ru.sse book, 'Only the Stars seaman.' About his
Are Neutral' sold best, some 60,000 mansk. As a matter

BUke,

J.

lisher of

and plays.

Bob Musel, who's been doing a
Ntw York column (Biglown Medfor
United Press, is going
ley)
abroad with sm>vrRe-assiBfmreBt'. His
column will be dropped for the
duration.
He's on the N. Y. World
Telegram.
striction on consumption of newsAssociated Press also jugged its
print but there has been a restriction Broadway column recently.
It felt,
In
Canada
source.
of production at
as UP does, that the hinterlands are
all new.spapers and magazines were
no longer interested in the trivia of
sent questionnaires Nov. 28 to supply
George Tucker, who
lighter days.
WarCanadian
the
to
inforinalion
did the AP pillar, is in Cairo now.
lime Prices and Trade Board in line
with proposals to establish quotas
Plot Vs. Axis— Via Fiction
for publications.
Ed Bradcn, pulp agent, and Leo
U. S. and Canadian authorities are
following similar lines in view of the Margulie.<i, ed 'Thrill Pubs, get pubAmerican market. licity with letters in N. Y. Herald
linked
closely
Many newsprint manufacturing ma- Tribune on how they help writers
chines in Canad-. have been out of help war effort, and plots will aid in
operation for some lime, due to man- beating the Japs and Hitler.
John Wilslach signs contract with
power changeovers in the Dominion
necessitated by wartime emergencies. American Astrology mag for yarns
In addition to labor and power con- with astral hook-ups. Mag gets exservation of chemicals has also been clusive u.se of star material from
certain writers who cannot write
a factor.
for other astrology pubs, but are
favored by good rates.
Paul G.
Reynolds' 5th Book
Quenlin Reynolds has just com- Clancy, ed. points in current no.
pleted his fifth volume on his war how predictions before Pearl Harcorrespondent experiences, 'Dieppe; bor came to within a day of it.
which Random At present time astrology is enRehearsal'
Dress
House is rushing for January publi- joying its greatest popularity.
Robert Carse's new book, "There
Like The Wounded Don't
cation.
Cry,' this is also a French theme, Go the Ships.' in Sat. Eve. Post
his second on that country, the others and now published by Wm. Mordealing with his Collier's coverage row features him as 'able bodied
seaman' and in book ad as 'able
in London, Russia and Libya.

copies

Frank

Hand'—A. H. Woodf.

LItile

51,

former SanU
Clara, Calif., newspaper publisher,
died Dec. 1 at his Santa Clara home.
Henry H. Fast, 72. editor and pub-

Cohan and has been

offered the cooperation of many of
the latter's friends and former asso-

War Production
other paper mill
Board h;>s scheduled a meeting in
Washington tomorrow (10) to study
methods for reducing use of newspr nt.
Questionnaire i- now in preparation seeking information from newsprint mills regarding the type and
quantity of pulp used by mills, preparatory to an allocation order.
To dale there has been no re-

CASTING AGENTS SLOW

readers and rewrite men.

LITERA'n OBITS
Newsprint Shortage i" 1^43
Widespread changes in {ormat and
In size of U. S. newspapers and
magazines are likely during 1943 as a
result of the move now under way
to cut production of newsprint and

Showi

for copy boys to $70 for editors, copy

i

in Rehearsal

i

tional.

Washington

(pre-

(14-19)

miere)
•Something tor the Boys' (tryout)
(14-19)
—Shubert, Boston
(pre.

miere).
'Spring

Again'— Erlanger, Buffalo
(14-19).
(9-12); Nixon, Pittsburgh
Prince'— Curran,
San
'Student
Francisco (9-19).
•This Is The Army'—Taft AudiMunicitorium, Cincinnati (9-12);
pal Auditorium, St. Louis (14-19).
•Three Curtains' (tryout)— Walnut,
Philadelphia (9-12); Court Square,
Springfield,
Mass,
Erlanger,
(16);
Buffalo (17-19).
Sisters'
•Three
(tryout)— Ford's
Baltimore (9-12); Forrest, Philadelphia (14-19).

Tobacco

Road'— American,

St,

ledger.

of

Leventhal has presented the play
in the N. Y. neighborhoods, also on
tour to some profit, and it is expected
that, because of the present pilbllcity,
attendance will jimip.
Takings in
the big Majestic were high at $10,000,
but business last week dropped under $6,000, loss, said to have been
over $1,200.
Mayor LaGuardia has agreed to
confer with theatre people this
afternoon (9) at City Hall to consider a plan to prevent the 'wrong
kind of censorship.' National Association for the Advancement of Colored People has sent word to the

'Best Bib

Mayor

•Man
•Men

protesting the closing notice
Mayor replying:
get blamed for everything. It so
happens I don't know anything about
the closing of 'Native Son' and don't
know the reason for It.'
Although on the taboo list of a religious organization, thare was no
hint that License Commisisoner Paul
Moss intended any aotlon against the

on

'Son,'

'I

Louis (14-19),
•Watch on the Rhine' Colonial,
Akron, O, (9); Michigan, Lansing,
Mich. (11); Keith's, Grand Rapids
(12); Paramount, Toledo (14); Palace, ^Fllnt, Mich. (15); State, KalaMichigan,
mazoo
Jackson,
(16);
Mich. (17).
drama.

—

A

Tucker,' Palladium.

'Blithe Spirit,' Duchess.
'Claudia,'

St

Martin's.

'Dancing Tears,' Adelphia.

Haymarket.
•Ou Barry Waa a Lady,' Majesty's.

'Doctor's Dilemma,'

•Flare Path,' Apollo.
•Fine and Dandy,' SavlUa,
'Full Swing,' Palace,
'Get Load of This,' Wales.
'Home and Beauty,' Playhouse.
'Importance Be Earnest,' Phoenix.

Faee It,' Hippodrome.
•LlUc Time,' Stoll's.
•Let's

'Little Foxes,' Piccadilly.

Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy.
in Shadow,' Vaudeville.
•Milled Relations,' Ambassador.

•Morning Star,' Globe.
'Murder Without Crime/ Comedy
'Old Town Hall,' Winter Garden.
'Quiet Week-End,' Wyndham'a.

'WUd

Rose,' Prince.

'Walts Without End,' Cambridge.
'Watch en tbe Rhine,' Aldwych.
'Veniis Comes Tpwn,' Wbiteball.

a

—

'
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CHAttIbr

Room, hat been appointed manager
of the Park Central Hotel's Coffee
Shop, which has been renamed
Dave'i Royal Room.

Baenos Aires

Hollywood

private.

Lt. Russell LaBelle, son of WB's
By Ray Josephs
personnel director, home from overseas for a short visit.
Elliott McManus, who was a corHe's with
Alberto Belo signed by.Pampa for Air Force Ferry Command.
poral in the State Guard, has been
Maurice Spitalny's 'Music As You
Don George, USO head in Hono- forced to withdraw due to necessity *43 season.
Warners opened n<w branch in Like It' commercial has faded from
of covering exhibitor accounts at
lulu, In N. Y. on a visit.
interior
city
of Tucun\an.
WJAS. His 'Tap Time' on KDKA
night. He's a salesman in the 20thLeon Schlesinger, producer of car- Fox N. Y.
Biggest turnout' on recotd at Dia for same sponsor continues.
exchange.
/
toons for Warners, is in town,
del Cine (Day of the Cirip) bating.
Lige Brien, manager of WB's
Joseph I. Breen, head of the Hays
Ike Weber home lU again and orPablo C^vallo l)0ught Cin? Guemes K-:nyon, copped $100 War Bond
office production code, has three
dered to rest for six months.
at auction for 381,000 pesps (over from M-G for his exploitation job
sons in the service, one now fighting
on The Vanishing Virginian.'
Jack Cole also slated for the on Guadalcanal.. A second son is with $9,000).
Indu.stry shocked by suddei? death
Capt. Joe Valentine, former U
'Ziegfeld floUies,' Milton Berle show. the U. S. Marines and the third Is an
of young daughter of exhib Joaquin cameraman, and Lt. David Miller.
Danny Ahearn in second medical Army instructor in Kentucky.
Lauteret.
ex-Metro
director,
here
making
corps, 4th platoon, Camp Pickett,
Harris
Ashburn and Virginia
Form commission to aid CfSa de shots for ordnance department film.
Va.

Monty WooUey now making Sara-

Guy Kibbee

toga Springs his home.

John

Emery

replaced

Vincent

Price in 'Angel Street," Golden theatre.

Morris lushevilz of Local 306, Motion Picture Operators, nursing sci-

Browning

Ashburns)
who
danced for more than a year at the
Rainbow Grill were married in
Coral Gables, Fla., last week. He is

now

iThe

training there for

army

avia-

tion.

Descanso Gente de
rest

home

in Sierras

"Teatro,

fCtors'

de Cord^a.

Miguel Montardit, wealUiy. '.Spanish cmema owner, just arriv6^.and
expected to buy into local exhibition

San Francisco
By Sherman

field.

San Miguel started worb on
Jack Robbins' boy. Buddy, in the
Bunriy Waters back to Hollywood music dept. with 'This Is the Army," 'Eclipse del Sol' starring LlEei-tad
for Paramount picture work in 'Lady escorted the late Grace Vaughn, Lamarque and megged by Luis* Sasone of the Cocoanut Grove, Boston, lavsky.
In the Dark."
Ready release of Dante Quint^rno's
readying Are victims while 'Army' plnyed the
While Wallace Downey
He and other soldier-actors 'Upa en Apuros' ('Upa on the SPot'),
for the Navy, Joe Sully of MCA is Hub.
missed the Sat. nlte tragedy by ex- first color cartoon ever ma(^ in
handling his acts.
Latin America.
Colony and traordinary luck, since the Grove

Miller

atica.

i.-i

Gene Cavallero, of the
the Monte Carlo, wants a name
hypo the latter nitei-y.

to

MCA

v.p. taking
Billy Goodheart,
his first vacation b^ Axing up his
farm holdings in lUmois.

was

their hangout,
Robert, vet captain at Versailles,

by

upped

Nick

and

Arnold

to

maitre d'hotel, since Alfred shifted
to
LaMartinlque.
Maitres,
when
they're established, really rate as
assets, .such as Charlie Journal, John
Steinberg,
Chrlsto
(now selling

Pepe Arias finished season at
Odeon.
Did 252 performances of
'Ovideo' but not as well with 'Un

Jr.,

.

St

by

a taxi.

Michael Myerberg oft to Florida,
leaving general manager Ben Stein in
charge of The Skin of Our Teeth'

(Plymouth ).
Hal Home,

publicity-advertising

for 20th-Fox, returned to
work Friday (4) after being bedded
with a cold.
George Jessel pounding on his
autobiog, which publisher Bennett
Cerf (Random House) wants rushed

director

week teed off its 16th consecutive
season with "The Old Lady Shows
Her Medals.'
Joe Goldfab has relighted his 285seater Gem, Upper Alton, 111,, as a
week-end house. He also operated
the Uptown, a 640-seater. in tlie same
town.

By Les Bees
Betty Miller addition to 20th-Fox
ofTice staff.

Alexander WooUcott

in

Parsons, vacationing in
N. Y., back to the Coast this week.
Her husband. Doc Martin, Is on ac-

Louella

St.

Paul

tor lecture.

Stewart

managing the Palace, Johnson
ni., for his

&

Night Club Reviews
;

.

.

'

WWSWs

birthday.
Jeanette MacDonald back from
eastern tour.

Gary Cooper back from

way

hi.

:iu

Broad-

vacation,

June Havoc, film actress, divorced
Donald S. Gibbs.
Barry Fitzgerald, screen player, in
the hospital with Au.
Elissa Landl back in pictures (or
the first time in four years.

Gordon Richards, British actor,
became an American citizen.
Matty Fox and Ralph Austrian in
town on official WPB busine.s.s.
Florence Sherman divorced Hany
Sherman, United Artists producer.
Norman Moray in town for conferences on short suljjcru at Warners.

Leon Errol ordered
take a rest
cure to recover from bond selling

of

Warner

Bros,

Mann, German author, joined San

as a

George P.

Webster, who began
career as thespian at old Baldwin
theatre here 62 years ago, celebrates
Both birthday Jan. 19.
Virginia Mikulak, KGO continuity
clerk, learned via news dispatches
that her husband, Capt.
Michael
Mikulak, IS
is
with AEF in North
Africa as one of chief miliJai v coDS^
*•
-

In

operation.

Endre Bohcm upped to .^tory editorship of the short subject depart-

ment at Metro.
Walter Woolf King retired as an
actor to become an a.ssociate in the
Jaffe agency.

Sam

Harold Hopper returned to Washington after Hollywood huddles for
Production Board.
Mlmi Chandler, daughter of Senator Chandler of Kentucky, making

War

from Philly

,

,

.

Picture Relief Fund's sale of Christmas cards, reports the entire stock of

on
Lex Carlin

Jean Wallace (Mrs. Franchot Tone)
underwent successful appendicitis

Aim debut at Paramount.
Dr. Corydon M. Wassell resumed
^ ^
.
ParanwUBt afWf~» -tettttt*
^^S^
•'^tour""Ch-Wh-8ir of Navy Relief.
Osa Massen, in charge of Motion

,

-

tours.

acting

is

30,000 sold out.

Freeman Gosden, Amos
(and
treasurer at National theatre while
Eddie Kellar undergoes a Mt. Alto Andy ), was appointed guardian of his
two
children
their
protect
to
checkup.
interests.
Tom Blaney of Warner Bros, con- property
Julius Stem, veteran of the film
tact department worked up to Saturindustry, recently married in New
day.
Donned Navy blue Monday York
to Edith Steiner, honeymoonmorning.
ing in Hollywood.
District Commissioner John Russell
Young called in Washington

showmen Monday (7) to map preliminaries for Washington celebration of President's birthday, Jan. 31.

Minneapolis

Three-nighter I'or Art Jarrett at
Cluster, who has been Palm Ballroom.
City,
Fletcher ' Henderson returning to
father Robert, who heads Happy Hour Dec. 23.
a circuit of Aim houses in southern
'Watch on Rhine' due at Lyceum
Illinois, now sporting khaki.
here after first of year.
tive duty in Australia.
Malison of Independent Poster,
Sol
F.
L.
Loew,
head
the
Star
of
TheaWilliam Mallard, former RKO v.p.
and general counsel, has joined the tre Co.. which operates the Star, Leb- father of seven-pound boy.
Bill Sears, Jr., son of Orpheum
law Arm of Phillips, Nizer, Benja- anon, Mo., and several houses in Kansas, has moved his headquarters from manager, now in armed forces.
min
Krim, film attorneys.
University of Minnesota Playhouse
Gaston Laui-yssen. Belgian officer Sterling, Kans., to Lebanon, Mo.
In the last war,, taking leave from
Benj. Temborius, owner of the offering 'Alice in Wonderland.'
L. A. Hummel, former Par salesSt. Regis hotel as managing director Grand, Breese, 111., escaped injury
for captaincy in Marine Corps.
when auto ran off the road near Leb- man here, now a major in Army.
Ethel Shutta into Turly's nitery
Hawaiian songsmiths Charles King anon, 111. Mrs. Temborius. who was
and Alec Henderson (writer of riding with her husband, suffered her second engagement at this spot.
Harry Hirsch, burlesque impre'Cockeyed Mayor') in town from cuts and bruises.
sario, in Chicago to attend circuit
hulaland. Now in Govt, service.
meeting.
Although the Metro script Ls not
Art Anderson, Warner Brothers'
yet ready, Harry James and his orbranch manager, in Cliicago for
chestra are heading west to go on
sales meeting.
salary, per contract, at the studio.
Horowitz and Milstcin in town for
Fefe Ferry, all set to don khaki,
Contlnned from page 45
concert and Minneapolis Symphony
won't be called after all. The 38year order saved him. He's out of than overcome this by their dexter- orchestra appearances.
The Monte Carlo: plans play produc- ity on the blades.
Eddie Rut>en named chairman of
tion.
iii
committtec
charge of 'United
Standout in the show is Bette
Lena Horne. sepia songstress at Wharton,
Nations' theatres collections for this
a blonde eyeful. The gal
the Savoy-Plaza, is a cafe anomaly
has plenty of grace and despite the territory.
In that her dinner business is relaDave Cantor. RKO cxploiteer, arsmall
brings
salvos
from
the
space,
tively quiet, but Slipper trnde is
crowded diniiig room with her ranging jubilee celebration drive to
terrif.
honor L. E. Goldhammer, company's
Jack Diamond, Copacabana's pub- lightning spins and graceful glides. district mi.nager here.
She also is pleasing jn a novelty jitlicist, landed nifty six-page layout on
St.
Paul
high
.school
all-star
the Copa beauts in the curi^nt Life, terbug routine on ice.
sridders received gold footballs on
Bobby Duffy and his partner. St. Paul Paramount stage through
one of biggest nitery breaks from a
Claire Simone, likewise arc plenty courtesy' of Mickey
pic mag.
Rooney, star of
Bernard Sobol. who went from cel- clicko with their ballroom routines 'Yank at Eton." current Aim.
Miss Simone, a tiny
luloid to Celanese Corp. of America, on the blades.
back to special exploitation on UA's dark-haired gal, registers neatly in
•In Which We Serve," still retaining a solo 'doll dance.'
his Celanese post.
The 'Lambcttes' (Marvettc Mosic.
Prime Minister Mackenzie King of Vera Palmer, Mary Alice Lowery
By Hal Cobcn
Canada and President Carlos Arroyo and Adele Henny) present a series of
^el Rio of Ecuador were guests of. precision numl>ers attired In eye-flll'Bambi' iMoked here.
Opens at
G. S. Eyssell at the Music Hall dur- ing costumes. Miss Henny teams up
ing tlie past week.
with Miss Wharton in a Ixiton-twirl- the Penn Dec. 17.
Tommy Delbridge, as.sistant manChi publicist Jack Hess" Xmas ing-number that's colorful and plenty
ager at the Pcnu, reclassified 1-A.
card, with a War Stamp, one of the difficult.
Baritone
Raymond
Buechner
is a
practical.
He
mailed
best and most
Only weak spot in the show is the
'em early in order to .stimulate simi- attempt at comedy essayed by Bobby new addition to the artists' staff at
KDKA.
lar ideas in others.
Heam. He's a talented skater but
Midnight benefit at Stanley netted
William Dozicr, in charge of Par's his try
at being funny falls short. nearly
$3,000 for
Variety Club's
story and writer department on the
The show could use a good comedy Canteen.
Coast, arrived in town Monday (7)
routine to round it out. Billy MarBert Saunders, old-time hurley
to see plays, confer with Par execushall acts as m.c.
comedian, convalescing in hospital
tives, publishers and writers.
started
Marshall'^
band,
which
A.spinwall.
at
here
to
see
his
Jimmy Durante
Esther Heller, of Yacht Club staff
nephew, Bobby Romano, off into the here under the handicap of having
Army. While east he guested on four key men drafted, is rounding and si.ster of owner, hospitalized by
auto injuries.
the Camel show (6) and returns to into shape nicely.
Edward Hunt, Tech drama grad.
the Coast the end of the week.
The band accompanies the show
Adnan Milton Blackstone also handily with Marshall and Betty gave up teaching. berth at Penn to
doubling into defense work with his Ann McCall doing a nice job on the take role in 'Lifeline.'
Bob McKenna, until recently m.c.
brother. Ex-MCA publicist Jack L«ar vocals.
Latter was formerly with
1500 aub. has joined
also doing defense production in.
Woody Herman and Charley Barnett. of
factory partnership with a brother.
She's lost none of her ability to sell announcing .=taff at WCAE.
Bill Beal backing Sigmund RomNew film editor for Liberty mag a song. Her voice, if anything, has
berg orche.'itra's two concerts at
Is Harriet Gould, who departs the
improved.
week-end.
Earle Ferris office for the post. SisNina Korda is a holdover. She's Syria Mosque Christmas
ter of Joe Gould, former publicity
Freddy Castle, band leader, takbecome quite a fave with the Ben
head of United Artists' eastern office. Franklin's patrons. The tall, brun- ing a cour.se in aerial ordnance at a
Major Irving Somach, Medical ette looker, knows how to deliver a naval training station in Newport,
Corps, commuUng between his new tune.
R. I.
Baltimore station and Broadway.
Tung Pin Soo, magi at Wilham
Rhea Louise (Mrs. Billy Marshall) Penn, and his a.sslstant celebrated
Medico is one of Oscar Serlln's
theatrical backers and w.k. in show fills in the lulls on tht bandstand on their first wedding anniversary last
harp, vibraidione and celeste.
biznr
Dave
Kleckner.
years
Room was- filled to capacity (900)
Ann Barrett, local singer who reShal.
owner and operator 'tit Xiavt'e Bhle when reviewed.
placed Betty Hutton In 'Panama
for Feb. publication.

Margo Kennedy,

exchange, resigned to join hustuind
in Arizona.
He's in the air corps.
Michael Mann, son of Thomas

-

new manager of the
Wayne, Waynesville, Mo.
The Little Theatre of St. Louis last

east on a stnKC tour.
21st

Deanna Durbin celebrated her

;

execs.

Mrs. Dorothy Rankin has taken
over Woman's Magazine of the Air
under name of Jane Lee, at KPO.

^
Mecha Ortiz signed by Ltnnlton Francisco Symphony orchestra
Carlos Hugo Chrls- violinist this season.
for two in '43.
Golpe de Viento.*

tensen to meg one. Georges Bigaud
given surprise
signed for mmimum of three. T
party at the Algonqum, Friday (4)
San Miguel opened new stage,
night on eve of entering service.
Trommer's beer), Ambrose at the
Being
Satevepost next week spotlights Waldorf, Maraschino and a few largest in South America.
used
for 'Los Hijos Artifldales,'
Paul Draper as '18-Karat Hoofer,' others.
megged by Antonio Momplet.
personality story by Irving Drutman.
Borcosque finished/ 'Un
Carlos
Cora LaRedd, former Cotton Club
Nuevo Amanecer' CA New Diwn')
singer and later femme bandleader,
Will hi rewith Silvia Legrand.
now reported driving a taxi in HarLouis
leased this year at Monumeot^^
lem.
Studio Rio de la Plata shooting
Monte Pi'oser recovering from his
By Sam X. Horst
Story by Enrique
'Pal otro Uido.'
siege of intestinal trouble at Mt.
and
directed by
Rodriguez
Johnson
Sinai; expected out in three-four
Chilean actress Ana
Phil D'Rey, ventriloquist, .headlin- Jose Borh:
weeks.
Sam Levene arrives east the end ing floor show at Club Continental, Gonzalez in lead.
Side started work on 'Los Homof this week after completing a role Hotel Jefferson.
for Warners in 'Action in the North
Charley Goldman, operator of the bres las Prefieren Viudas' ('Men preAtlantic.'
Lyric and Senate here, taking the fer Widows"), directed by Gregorio
Martinez Sierra and starring CataRoger Fen-i, editor of the Dynamo, baths at Hot Springs.
Will be included in
lina Barcena.
20th-Fox sales organ, Is back at the
Frank Benenle, formerly of Iron- program of San Miguel.
office with a limp after being struck
wood, Mich.,

Vincent Sardi,

Edgar Kubak. executive v.p. of
Blue Network, here conferring with

KGO

53

reported secretly married to

Hallie,'

army

Joe Heldt of N. Y. Theatre Guild,
Connie Bennett and Robert Preston
Stalin's
at Soviet Embassy.
appeared on the War Bond Rally
envoy, Litvinoff. is helping out on
Show at Bayfront Park.
first
performance of Konstantin
Ben Grauer. NBC announcer, in
play,
Simonov's
Russian town
"The
for Winchell-Jergen's broadcast
People.'
and right back to New York.
Loew's division manager Carter
Harry Richman back from the
Barron told by the Navy Depart- Mounds club in Cleveland and apment to rename 'Cargo of Innocents' pearing on the Navy Radio Show.
<M-G>, pic with service background.
Walter Winchell, now on active
His suggestion of 'Stand By For Ac- duty as Lieut. Comdr. in the Navy,
tion' was accepted.
temporarily stationed at the duPont
Warnerites from Hollywood here Building.
last
week included Jack Warner,
Condos Bros, into Kitty Davis' AirCharlie Einfeld, Whitney Bolton, liner from Oljrmpia theatre for eight
Mort Blumenstock and Jake Wilk. days before opening at the State,
Latter looked over 'Three Sisters' as New York.
Bctte Davis possibility.
Milton Berle and his wife, the
former Joyce Matthews, spending a
few days on the beach with Mrs.
guest

By

Berle's family.
Will Osborne orch opening at the
Frolics Danceiand.
Popular dance
hall for service men goes into name

SI Shalt!

Powers Gouraud back at his old
on WCAU after illness.
Bucks County Playhouse shut up
shop for the season at the BellevueStratford Saturday night (5).
stint

Sam Bushman, erstwhile nitery
flack, has been upped to technical
.sergeant at Air Corps base in Oklahoma City.
Dick Olanoff, formerly of the
Record staff, has joined WIP as as.sl.stant
to Joe McCaulley, pilot of
the 'Dawn Patrol.'
Penny Davis. Club Bali rhumba
instructres.s,
is
now teaching the
Latin-brand of terps to service men
at the JWB-USO canteen.
Jerry Stone, former head of publicity at WDAS, graduated as second lieut. from Officers School at
Fort Monmouth last week.
Radio row turned out en ma.ssc at
Kuijicr's Arcadia to farewell Murray Arnold. WIP program director,

who

left for

the

Army

Sat. (5).

The Entertainment Managers Asgave its outgoing prex-y.
Jimmy Loughran. a farewell dinner
at Palumbo's last night (Tue.s.
Althca Hoffman, executive assistant to Theron Bamberger, head of
Bucks County Playhouse, lectured on
'summer theatres" at Haverford College last week.
.sociatlon

).

il

ASCAP Melon
C'ohtlnned frem page

economy wave
that
the
ditatcs
started within the organization In
early 1941 will t>e carried to the
point where (he Society will be able

band

with Clyde Lucas

policy,

to

follow.

Eddie Cantor has furnished a Red
Crass room for Mrs. Catherine Argo,
Home Secretary of the Red Cross,
through the efforts of Yeoman Billy
Reed, former m.c. now at Naval Air
Station.

Mrs. Normaii Krasna. former Ruth
Frazee of the Frazee Sisters, left for
the Coast with a stopover in Chicago
to adopt a baby.
Norman Krasna
here producing a picture for the
Army on the Officer- Candidate

School

in

Miami Beach.

Chicago
a

Aaron J. Jones, Sr.. .seriously ill in
Miami hotel.
Tom Gorman, RKO theatres dismanager,

trict

ill.

Fuel oil supply of local theatres
has been cut to 67%.
Sammy Rauch, t^rlent booker for
the Roxy, N. Y., in town looking for
act.s.

in

Samuel StoU, ex-Metro salesman
Kansas City, added to Paramount

.sales staff

here.

Alfred G. Rackett, James C. Petrillo's assistant, is another on the
sick list. Has been home six weeks.

Sammy Clark, ex-Warner exploitation man here, now publicity head
of Jack Benny's Aim company, a
Chi

visitor.

Jimmy
Katz

Savage, of the Balaban &
department, in the
hospital with an

publicity

Illinois

Masonic

eye infection.

WLS Barn Dance stars presented
a program at war bond rally at the
on appreciably less than Times theatre. Admission by puron the collected dollar, which chase of $25 security.
Blue Network toasted Mrs. Irene
is current ratio.
Shafer, selected as the typical Navy,
When the ASCAP board meets to- mother, at a Tavern Club luncheon
morrow iThursday) it will be asked for press and network execs.
Opening night :eats for 'This Is
to give its approval, a formality, to
the distribution of $1,200,000 for the the Army' at the Civic Opera House
This Is but are all sold at $11 each. Show opens
final quarter of 1942.
jwo-week -engagement Jan. 4.
$38,000 under the all-time record
Amusement
and Recreation Dividivvy for any one quarter. As Is
sion of the Chicago Commission on
customary, the checks for the cur- National Defense trying to arrange
rent quarter will go out to writers an amusement Industry luncheon
give
and publishers in ample time to
lionoring IrvlnK Berlin when his
them spending money for Christmas. show plays here.
to operate
20','r

.

Wednesday, December 9. 1942
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Frances Kaye, singer-pianist, diad in

New

OBITUARIES
WILLIAM UO

I

leader,
<.i
William Rose, 3'.
died
pianist and radio ei.uri:.i
Dee. 4 in Burlington Vi 1 • vp. He
was stricken with a coi ebi u' <iemorrhage day before as he was about
to go on duty at WACX, Burlington.
Rose formerly -worked at Station
and
WJSV, Washington:
WABY, Albany; WDDM, St. Albans, Vt.; WMFF, Plattsburg, and at
stations in New York and Rochester.
He played with Herb Gordon's
orch at the Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany, and at the Wardman Park hoHe was also with
tel. Washington.
Randolph Seram's orch In 1931.
Survived by widow, mother and
.

i

Dublin, Ireland, and later a director
of the Irish Repertorv t>New York, died
'

P
s

.Vrk.,

.

slHincd in

.

F,!:ilu'r

.

.

i:ijui

.

l.i-jjiiin-.atfc

.;.

JOHN

R.

I

ii-.-.

N.
dor

NEFF

Y

i

Only Vesuvius,' was
summer at the Hunter-

his plays, 'Not

Hills (N. J.) Playhouse.
Surviving are a son and mother.

don

brother.

Isi-

vojel last Thursday

(3)
heard v.mu nts on a motion for a
tempo>.3v injunction to restrain Police Co .im;.;: ioner Lewis J. Valentine frf.M interfering with Screeno
W;ii.s(..

N. Y.

Court reserved de-

Sere 10 C ,rp., of Chicago, on Friday (4 SI biiiitted affidavits by theatre r .«i,crs who, it is alleged, are
'

threai

and

MICHAEL KEARNEY

Screeno Test Suit

.

s,,:.;ome court Justice

revived The
recently
Time, the Place and the GirJ," died games
Another of cision,
Dec. 1 in New York.
Mbrrissey,

last

On

Decision Reserved

de-

John R. Neff, 48, newspaper man
and playwright who with Will

given

8.

{

N.

details

pai..'^"-ni.

WOKO

York. Dec.

Mother uf Martin O. Smith, Toledo, O., clrojit owner and president
of the ITO 01 Ohio, died Nov. 19.

tus

f

with loss of their licenses
n of Screeno appara-

.-i

c

i

'

11

ARTHUR HARRIS
Michael J. Kearney, pioneer MeArthur Harris. 58, of the Four dina, N. Y., motion picture exhibitor,
Dancing Harris Brothers, vaude act died at his home in Medina Dec. 4.
for 17 years, died Nov. 29 inTfoungsHr.
He opened the Scenic theatre
town, O., after a five-months' ill- nearly 40 years ago and operated in S.With his it for some 20 years, selling out to Diat'..
ness, of heart trouble.
brothers Frank, George, and Victor, Sidney Allen, operator of the Allen hou. ill
he toured as a song and dance team theatre. Allen closed the Scenic a ove-before World War I. The act was few years later.
Wt
I.
broken up

game was

halted.

idder to Lloyd Krause,
dy. N. Y., Nov. 26. As

1<

V

Victor enlisted in
brothers, continued

to dance for a time.
- -.v:
S;irvivir.i.' .ro
'

VVi:.

:•

at

.-.

Palace. ^

tlif

\'V,v

>•.•:.

'

Br.il

r.

iM.injsiiiv.'.-..

i

MARSHALL W. GISELMAN
Marshall W. Giselman,

59,

concert

sburgh, and
e Watts, the
iM ^ccret.if.v or Agriculture.
*>r

I'

Aliiia

ot Youngstuwn,
North
lives in

JC.

A native of Frisco and son of
Baron Von Giselman, he once taught
at the London Academy of Music.

CHARLES

A. ZIEBJ\RTH
Charles Alvin Ziebarth, 61, secretary of the Bell & Howell Company,
Chicago, died Nov. 28 of a heart ailment at Wilmette, Illinois.
He was a pioneer in the motion
picture equipment field, having been
superintendent of the American
Film Company when It was organized in Chicago 35 years ago.
He
joined the Bell & Howell Co. in 1918
and was works manager as well as

Survived by his widow
and two sons. Burial in Evanston,

secretary.
111.

OLLIE NORTHLANE
Ollie Northlane
(Riano), retired
actress of musical comedy and vaudeville, died Nov. 24, In New York.
During the last war she entertained
the soldiers overseas and then remained in Europe to appear at the
Folies Bergeres, Paris. Until her retirement, 10 years ago, she ap-

peared in vaude with her husband
as Riano & Northlane.
Surviving are a husband, daughter, sister and two granddaughters.

HUGH HOFFMAN
Hugh Hoffman. 65, one of the early
film writers on the Coast, died Dec.
5 in Hollywood.
He was a film reviewer in the East
before going to the Coast, where for
years he was story advisor to Carl

for the past 10 years.

lingering

Paul Sparks,
at

33,

casting director
five years,

Columbia studio for

MARGO MERRIAM

illness.

Margot Case Hale, 57, former
O., to Los
1913, Chotiner gave up Broadway actress known as Margo
manufacturing business Merriam, died in Berkeley, Calif.,

in

cigar

and went

into

show

business, pioneering in the construction of film
theatres in Southern California. He
hac:

for

been inactive, through
several

years.

MAX RVDNICK
Max

illness,

K'obsoii

ti<

Sgt.

David

Lefcon, in r'itisuutgii, iNov. 28. He's
the son of Lou Lefton, PRC franchise
holder in Pittsburgh and was connected with the exchange before his
induction.
Dorothy Dolorese I,eonard, Saskatoon,
Harold
Reld
Sask.,
to
Francis, Reglna, Sask., at Saskatoon,
Nov. 28. He's announcer with CJRM,
Regina.
Jeanette Boppre to Frank J. Riley,
in Detroit,

Dec.

3.

She retired after
F. Hale, a theatrical

marrying John
man, in 1915.

CoUcae In*
Sammy Weston

Floronu
Betty Burna

Npv.

PtnrcltoB Cat*

Moch

Elolae

23.

D« Ooranc Caf*

and

Jr.,

Mrs. Douglas Fairdaughter, Dec. 1, in New

Father is the screen star,
now in the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Benn Hall, son, Dec.
1 in N. Y.
He's ad-pub director for
Duell, Sloan & Pearce, book publishers; she's Helen Morgan, mag writer

and author.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin

Violet Chrlatlan
Joe llelnsley
Billy McKea

Gems

LewlH & Van
EdJIe Blum
Eailie Lnnf;
tirey
Kaye
.MuTKle WIntera
l^edro Blanco Oro

Erobaeajr

Doloifa KInR

Hourbon & Italna
EtnbnsHyephH

CennantowB Bar

Sam
4

Price

Blues

Hopklns'Bathakeller
Bernordettea
Pat Bernard

Johnny Cahlll
Rush Lnllcnu
Ruth linncy
I.a

Vodia

Tony Dennett Oro
Hotel rhltadelpbUB

Don Massey
Betty JohnsoD
Jon Artliura
LoxlDiton Caalaa
Duke McIIale

Littman,

cated Ladies.
F. W. SHAVER
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Godt, son, Nov.
F. W. Shaver, 65, former owner 18, in Des Moines, Iowa. Father is
and operator of several film houses newscaster at WHO, Des Moines.
in central and western Illinois, died
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Aisner, son,
at the home of his son, BisscU Sha- in Hollywood, Dec. 2. Mother is the

Rudnick. 46, ex-burlty producer and former operator of the
Ellinge theatre for many years, died ver in Henry, 111.
former French actress. Raphelia
Dec. 4, in Nc-^- York.
Death followed a heart attack. Hi& Aisner. Father Is a film technical
He began his theatrical career as home was in Kewanee, 111.
adviser.
the owner of film houses in BrookMr. and Mr. Al Ruhfel. daughter,
GUT
lyn and later produced "Folies BerDec. 1, in Toledo. Father is proHoward Guy, Mansfield. O.. musi- duction man at WSPD. Toledo.
gere' at Coney Island. At the time
of his death he had been operating cian, who died in the Boston CocuaMr. and Mrs. Herman Laccy, son,
hotels in Bridgeport. Conn., and nut Grove fire, was buried in Tiffin, Nov. 28. Toledo.
Father is bass
Norfolk, Va. Surviving are a widow, O., Dec. 4.
pla/er in Harley Bracht's orch,
son, four brothers and two sisters.
His parents survive.
Toledo.
Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Welch,
JUDGE VAN VECHTEN VEEDER GERARD GUSTAVE LAURETNS daughter, Nov. 27, in Des Moines,,
Former Federal Judge Van VechGerard Gustave Laureyns, 76, Iowa.
Father is promotion and
ten Veeder, who died in New York, former associate of Houdini and merchandising manager of stations
Dec. 4, was chairman of the Appeal Thurston and a life member of the KSO-KRNT, Des Moines.
Board of the American Arbitration Society of American Magicians, died
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Swartz, son,
Assn. which decided case on appeal in East Orange,
in Pittsburgh, Nov. 24. Father is a
J., Dec. 2.
brought by exhibitors under the conPitt nitery owner.
ent decree. He was 75.
JESSE F. BURKETT
Mr. and Mrs. Al Pearce, daughter.
Deceased leaves a widow, son,
Jesse F. Burkett, 55, former mo- In Pittsburgh, Dec. 2. Father is on
daughter and brother.
tion picture operator, died in Betts- staff of WWSW, Pitt.
(Details in Film Section.)
ville, O., Nov. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Minsky, son,
His wife and daughter survive.
In Pittsburgh, Nov. 25.
Father Is
THOMAS MILLER
exchange in Pitt.
with
Thomas Miller. 70, veteran draCHARLES LLOTD
Mr. and Mrs. John Dembeck, son,
rnatic actor, died Dec. 6 In Los AnCharles Lloyd, 62, program direc- in Detroit, Nov. 18. Father is booker
geles.
tor of KLX, Oakland, Cal., for the for Cooperative Theatres of Michl
He was identified with the old last 15k years, died of a heart attack gan.
Morosco Stock Company on the recently, Survived by widow.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dozer, daugh
Coast for many years and also apFather
tcr, in Pittsburgh, Dec. 4.
peared on the stage with Ethel
Louis P. ScottI, 29, musician, son is on WCAE staff and Pittsburgh
Barrymore and others. For years he ot William Scotti, orchestra leader, Playhouse actor.
Mr. and Mrs
John Rothwell,
operated a dramatic school in Bos- died in Hempstead, L. I., Dec. 6.
daughter, in Santa
Monica, Cel.,
ton and more recently appeared In
Frank Clayton Walker, 71, pioneer Dec. 4. Father is on Metro's pubThe Drunkard' in Los Angeles.
studio electrician, died Dec. 8 in licity staff.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete SaglembenI,
Hollywood after a long illness.
J. AUGUSTUS KEOGH
daughter in N. Y., Dec. 7. Father is
J. Augustus Keogh, actor and proMItil
Silverman, 27, aister of booker in Warners' N. Y. exchange.
ducer with the Abbey Theatre in

WB

.

Patsy Fayo

Sammy

ValaB Grin
Waltera

Dotbory Maaon Bd

Frank Natala
MIk* Bandretta
TlUa HadrU

Margo Price
Mason

Star

Mohameda
Snow Kdmonda

3

Bqolml Coop

Btzl Covato

Ethel

&

Oro
Jackaon

Mark Lane

2

Appletona
LyonetteH

Trrloa
Joey Reynolda
Freddy Rose
Eddie Mcyero

Johnny Gnlloa
Victory l/oaaga
Victory 1

Kinlih

Joan Coray
Al FlHher
Sid Golden

Marie l.aTlll
Eddie Black
Pussy DeCnrmo
Grace Hewson
Gertie Taylor Oro

Bhaa«-BI-La
Ollvera DeLuca

Cnpelands
Roberta, King

&

M

Myra Jeanne

Wayne

Frances

SAN FBANCISCO
BliincQ Escalante
V
Eiluortln

PHlnc0 llot«l

(Rom Room)

Al Wnllace Oro

Del Courtney Oro
Sliella Penrt
Bt. FmnrlH Hotel
(Moral Room)

George

Olor^n

Flamingo
The Vaicabonds
Qeo Deatty
Mary Ollbcrt
White
Mannlnir

0^c

te.

Mark Hopkins Hotel FUmlnRo Amorettee
(Peucock Court)
Don Kcr ra ra O rc

K Dunham

Dncra
Horbio Holmes Ore
Sir Francln Drake
Hotel
(Terslan

I.ldo

Room)

HorKhey Martin Ore
Bol Tabarin
Cnria

&

Fornantlo

Rlrhellea

Casla*

H'wood Sweater Ola
Henlto Moreno

YoU Krlston

Hcrmanoa Wtlltams

Peplta De Cordoba

Tito Qulzor

H Hughes Dncrs
MadUy Madscn Oro
Mario & Maria
Copacalnna
Joanuin Qarny
Col Geo Reed
Amnrllla
Alice Lucey
Mickey Fomllant O Carlos Valndez
Son Bay Oardeni Enrique & Rnquel
Earle & Francea
Sugar Lamonl
Kitty Hemling Oro
Ruth Brewer

Hurtndo Bros Oic
Huth Craven
nilly Lyons
Cieraldlne Koss

Manta

The Ounseits
369 Club
Bsqulro Oirls

Axing the Axis

& Danny

Beatrice

Club

nenee & C Ayera
The Three D'h
Henry & Qlrard
Ivan Fehnova Gls
Roland Drayer's Or

Chanoy & Alvarez

Flo Neckcreon

Piiul Sydell
Den Yost Co-Eda
Whaleiis
Joan Brandon
Hie Clrnrdoa
Don Wharton Orch
Olamour Qls
SophLiilcalcs (3)
Eddie De Luca Ore
Silver Lake Ibd
Caney Rhumba Oro

Kmar

Dick Ross
Prof Jovel

Dorothy Brady
Jean Martin
Jack Hull
KInga ot Rhythm
MIko Ray Oro

(U Walton Boot)
Roso Qallo
Hcnny Youncnian
Senor Wencoa
Lorcne Rhoda
Bubbles Shelby
Ruth clnyioD

Jimmy Gambia Or*

Rudy Paul Oro

Blllle Valalr

Boman anil*
Lola Maltle
Mario & Marina
Harry Brooke
Ralph MIchaela
Marty Devlne urcb
Sam'a Cat*

Sclulla'a

Ore

Sky-Tna

Tommy Meehan

Doc

Buddy Leater

Acea

Loulae Hamilton
Badd'i Cafa

Bcadetvava
Cookie Wllllema
Wendell Maaon

Wnyiie

Sherlln

Pat

8

Ray

Jo* Jorenelll

Blla Cariloa
Joa Stern Ore

(3)

Ul I'lDioa
Stanley Evana

Agnca Willis
Tonn Tnvera
Lan Parker Ora

S

Continued from page 3 s

country, for instance, which wai
host to between 20 and 25 Axis propMarty Bohn
Lenny Robs
Jerri Mnrcolla
"ir aganda pix last year, theatres playing
Georglana Lea
Lee Bohn
the product are subject to a heavy
Helen Jerrlco
Box Baxter
Ruth Martin
e9tb Bt. BathakellM fine and immediate padlocking.
Billy Bock
A major factor, however, in keepl.orralne King
Ted Oliver Oro
Jack Ryan
ing out Axis pix particularly since
Lamoii & Daker
Little BathakelUv
the Allied capture of North Africa
Marlla
Hllde SlmmonH
Betty Campbell
and Dakar— is the blockade. The
Carney St Kress
Harry Adar Oro
Edith Dolnney
Nazis and the Fascists just don't
Btran Clab
Josin Miller
Belle Daker
have any physical means for getting
Brown KIh
Eddie Doland
Ann Howard
in more than an intermittent supply
Vincent Itlzzo Oro
Victor Ilugo'a Oro
Harold Cromer
of UFA newsrcels and sporadic feaLoD'a Chancellor Bat Alice Purcell
tures. It is believed that virtually
Brown Twina
Cats & Fiddle
TonI & Earl
Trana Atlantic L'c* all that do arrive in Latin America
come into Argentina via Spanish and
Minstrel Tarera
Sally LaMar

Woody

Moslier
Sandra LIndell

—

HIchard Bocb
ieih Century Clnb

Ed McC.oldrlck
Foy

Sally

Joe IrtiiilKan
Anita Tlioma
Sissy GInnle Loftns

Bar

Rhythm

Alurray'a

Hnr
Fny Wrny
Dotty King
.Mary Love
Shirley Ames

Ruth Stevens
4

Men

Rhythm

ot

Mike Pcdacln
3 Tones
Venice

Orlll

Don Howard
Ernie McGee
Nora Wllllama
Mary Seville
Don Nicholas Oro
Webcr'a Hot Bra*

Camden

Dan Murray

dene Marshal
Dotty King's Ore
Nell IHechnn'a
New Yorkers

Marlowe
Have Gls

Sidneys (4)
Dorese Drew
Jules Fliicco'a Ore
Raths'r Kldoradlan»

Brown Twins

Frank ,Murthn
neo Marchetil Ore
Old Falls TaTem
Jack llutrhlnaon
I'epify Mnrthi
Rllly HayK Oro
Kutli lluiicy

Joe Houith

Marlon Long
George Dexter
Gerard ncnm

VnchI Clnb
nita Zane
Jewell Ella

rilorla

Anne

Mann

Zola tlrey

n^f:f;le

Pnstinefl (3)
riuy Davis

Van

Tiilley

Harry
\'lctor

Holly
Nelson Oro

Nat Rudln

PITTSBUBGH
Alpine l.odge

Wnlly

Sliierrier

Kil.vllie
C'lleMne\-

V.ia

K

Wray
,V;

Ore

Werlli

K

ii

I'lalre
lluilfon
Iturlantl'a Dnns

SlyllHh Steppers

Arlington Lodge
Pall Allwea Ore
>[clen Foster

Bnlconndea
Earl EcUler Ore

Edille Krushlnakl

Hotel Fort

I'll!

Ken Bollev Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Harry Walton
Hotel Henry
Dorothy Matthewa
(III4U

J»A||B)

Esquires

(Gay eO'a)
Dorothy Nesbitt
Hotel

Avrana

7lli

the
blockade, the most effective method
of eliminating Axis films is the cooperative plan worked out by the
U. S. distributors and the State De>
partment. Board of Economic Warfare
and Coordinator of Inter-

American Affairs ofTice. Together
they have been able to make it clear
any exhib tempted to show an
Axis picture that forevermore he
can expect no U. S. product tor his
house.
Inasmuch as there aren't
enough Axis films to keep a theatre
playing them exclusively (those that
do,

Carol Joyce

Ceo Danuct Oro

New yorkera
.Cath Bcrney Gls

Frank rulumbo'a
Don Rennldo 111
Meat WaveH (3)

Portuguese freighters.
Aside from local laws and

to

Jack Raymond

tVilsnn'a

rialr

Serenadera
J.

son, in Pittsburgh, Dec. 2. Mother Is
the former Henrietta Rosenberg, of
WCAE's singing trio, the Sophisti-

HOWARD

'

Root & La Monta
Jack McCarthy
Xaebt Clab
B Ulddleman Ora
Marlon Colby
Fernando ft Fair
Batty Annia Ol*

RaT Dunn
Jo«y Klein
Tiny Qorman
Jerry Tafreaa
Ofcbard la
Benny Bnrton Ore

OaHa

ITblte

Charlie

Viola Klalsa

Kenny ShafTer (3)
Bon lion Buddies

BIRTHS
Lieut,

banks,
York.

Dolly Bruca

(la

Qrace Rvana
Lynn Crawford
Sunny Rae

Moravian

PAUL SPARKS

Moving from Dayton.
the

J_.v

are in films.

died Dec. 4 in Monrovia, Cal., following long siege of lung trouble.
Surviving Is his widow. Donna
Albert H. Chotiner, 60, retired film
theatre chain operator, died Dec 4 May Roberts, screen actress.
at his home in Beverly Hills follow-

Angeles

'

Min ot

Bride ls_secreLaemmle at Universal.
tary to assistant general manager of
WJR, Detroit Groom Is In the Coast
HAROLD CHAMBERLAIN
Guard.
Harold Chamberlain, 48, former
Peggy Ann Kent Wilson to Lieut.
vaudevillian, died Dec. 2 at Muske- E. D. Moxley, in Las Vegas, Nov.,
gon, Michigan, after year's illness. Dec. 4.
Bride is the daughter of
Played under the name of Cham- the late Sidney R. Kent. It's her
berlain and Earle.
fifth try. She divorced Don Wilson,
Widow, Vivian Earle, survives.
radio announcer, day befora
Ruth Belmore to Claude Golden,
ALFRED F. ZANETTI
Dec. 12, in New York. Bride is
Alfred F. Zanetti, 55, leading tenor daughter of Daisy Belmore, legit and
of the Springfield Opera Co., died film actress.
He is former card
Dec. 3 in Springfield, Mass.
manipulator in vaude.
A native of Italy, where he studied
Nadia Perova to Reginald Garvoice, he sang leads in Springfield diner, Dec. 6, In Beverly Hills, Both

ALBERT CHOTINER

ing a

)'.

;;it

li'i
,11

Youngstown; Frank
and Victor, who
Carolina.

.

m

•1

•

i

(ici;,-'

programs

Schenectady,
.ia LaBelle to Lt. Gordon
L. \\^- .Washington, Nov. 26.
1 -Army nurse, is the daughBri.lo,
tev
Ired LaBelle, personnel di^

•

;v

f'''

.•),>.

broadcasts

she

.man,

md women's

'

(I)

Don AncallQO Oro

j

Ceort

MIta

Remlnston Qli

Alan Bion*
Qalnes Org
Tvonettes

]9ei-nk-e

•

when
the Army. The

B Conttnned from page 4t
Rank Lawaon

(i)

lOiick Rhuniba Oro
PeKBy Kraft
Geo CllfTord

MARRIAGES

Next Week

Bills
ACM

Frank Andrlnl

as pointed

out above, are

Tiot

dependent upon their b.o.s), it means
economic suicide to an exhib who
uses a verboten film.
L'. S. Boycotl
American companies, long before
the war started, were called in by
the Coordinator's ofTice and agreed
among themselves on the policy of
not serving houses showing Axis
product. Since the war, these theatres are automatically put on the
U. S. blacklist by the State Department and BEW. so that it is illegal
for American firms to do business
with them. In addition, all companies put clauses in their contracts
this year allowing them to immediately abrogate the pact if the house
plays the nixed pix. As a matter «f
fact, last year many suspect Nazi
houses didn't get Hollywood Alms

despite contracts, American distribs
being willing to face whatever lawsuits the Axis-minded exhibs might
bring.
Bloe Ridge Ina
With the U. S. and all Latin
[<ou Lucky Ore
American nations continuing to
Hob Rohe
Cornell Cooper
John Tatum
maintain diplomatic relations with
Boogle-WoogI* Club
Hotel Seheoley
Spain, films from that country have
Billy HInda Oro
Cozy Harris
Joy LInd
been a source of headaches. Spain's
Maxle Simon
Hotel tVm Peaa
Dancing Buddy
dictator, Francisco Franco, Is, of
(Chatterbox)
Boog Sherman
course, a Fascist and many films
Arthur Ravel Oro
Jooy Brown
June Robblns
Gladya Mason
made in that country have a definite
ftalente & Leonarda
Harry Comorado
Hitlerian leaning. In fact, it appears
Tung Pin Soo
Club Petite
(Continental Bar)
very probable that Dr. Goebbels may
Jack Peck Oro
Billy Catlzone
.Molly Paplle
well have one of his trusted lieutenLonoi Gordon
Kildin Shaffner
Deno Belli
ants working on them. Most of Latin
Ralph Springer
John Fritz
America has a more-than-sentiColonial
Meriy-ao-Roiud
mental tie to Spain, so the pictures
Jimmy Spltalny Or Howdy Baum Ore
l,ester Oman
Cork and Bottle
are welcome and provide a neat
Hollman Sle
Nelson Maples
Al Ferguson
method for the Nazis to slip over
Muale Bar
Eddie reyloB'i
their propaganda in the guise of
Billy Tatoa (4)
Eddie Peyton
someone else's films. American disCharlotte Morris
Marlon Muller
Lurlllo Moloney
tribs, therefore, take the attitude
SI Clnb
Dale Harkneao
that product from Spain Is as equally
Max TsrahlH
Jim Maloney
Pat McCaiiley
Alice Gerber
out-of-bounds as that from Germary
Linda Colta
New Hlllcteet
Bally Rica
Marty Bcbramm Ore Italy or J[apan.
illll

Baron

tireen'a

ISIUott

Mary Kreig
Babo niiodej

Bill

BIckel

Oro

Argontlnlana
Wayne Klass

Jessie Whealey
Ida lola

Hotel Booacvelt
Marjorle Hyama
Jerry Bleccker
'

.

—
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Miscast

Uncle Sam's Roll

Capra s Trelude to War'

Call

Washington, L.v
What's wrong with f,

Contlnaed from pafc 4

•
'

ture?

chain numbered 784, while the home
has given up 142 and the exchanges 127. Number from the Bur-

vears manager of tht Circle and prewith Paramount-Publix, reported for duty at Camp Breckenridge, Ky., Dee. 1 as a first lieutenant in the special service corps. He
expects to be stationed at Camp
Perry, O., to mange post theatres.
George ShuU, Indianapjolis Star

bank studio

'

with Associated Press in New
"ork, on overseas assignment with

Frank

Army

Sees

Beneath is the
'Make sure he grows

line,

j

free man.'

sound

What's wrong? The

technician.

Signal Corps.

William
Wright,
screen
actor.
OWI.
Daniel Penrod, tepublic salesman. Army.
Freddie Bartholomew, screen acArmy, Fort Benning, Ga.
Tom McKean. fonnerly with Vita- tor. Army Air Force,
Fred J. Feldkamp, Hollywood edi;iruph here and son of Claude McKean, Vitagraph branch manager, tor of Fawcett's Spot mag, into U. S.
promoted to first lieutenant at Camp Marines.
Herbert
Gelbspan, with Hal
Adair, Ore.
Roach studios in N. Y. prior to l}is

.y'
j.

a girl, one Linda Peter.son.-,

is

I

.

to

Anny

induction into the

Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
Rjbert Finkel, an assistant dircc'.or at Republic at time of hLs
induction several iqonths ago, appointed to officer's candidate school

.

'

ON

February, has been commissioned a 2d.

OTS

1

ST. LOUIS

'

I

last

j

RODEO

lieut.

Curtis Mick, studio unit manager.

I

'

Army.
Irving Lippman,

still

photographer.

Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Finkel

'

i

'

John Kane,

assistant

RKO

Army.
Guinn
Army.
8.

whom Sunbrock
Williams,

screen

W^stmor*,

Pcrc

manager and Army.

studio

makeup.

know

R

legit theatre

manager,

studio

Bill

film

Thompson, Aim

Corps.
Langton,
Francis

chief.

rxams, but

DicKo for training.

Salkow,

cutter.

Army

Scheutz,
division

studio

manager
in

story

NBC

Hollywood,

rein

Navy.
Gale Gordon, radio actor. Coast
Guard.
Page Oilman of 'One Man's Fam-

Army.
George Groves, sound

ily,'

Pitt's

Newest

Pittsburgh, Dec. 8.
with
sax player
Maurice Spltalny orch. Army.
Eddie Weitz, bandleader. Army.
Miles McKelvev, operator at Etna,
Ellis

Gusky,

Ainiy.

James Weyraucn, son of Anthony
Weyrauch, of WP. exchange. Navy.
Gabe Rubin, owner of Art Cinema,
Army and transferred from Atlantic
City to Lowrie Field, Colo.

Tom

Ray, of 20th-Fox exchange,

Army.
Elmer Guy Oglietti, Jr., son of
Leechburg exhib, promoted to first
lieutenant in Air Corps at Barksdale
Field, La.

Max Silverman, manager pf WB's
Squirrel Hill theatre. Army. He's a
btother-in-law of Joe Hiller, agent
A. V. Wasson, of Playhouse board,
commissioned a captain In Army's
Chemical Warfare serrice.
Into Polish

Army

DetroU, Dec. 8.
'.
Stephan Maciurzynski, of Station WJBK here, into the Polish
Army as a lieutenant. He came to
this country originally in a goodwill
exchange of students before Poland
^vas blitzed and for several years
has worked on foreign language
broadcasts at the station. He joined
the Polish unit in Windsor, Ont.

Army

-sly

show both Army

-••ill
'

valuable

film.

about his 'Star and Garter,' at the
Music Box, which has stripper Gyp
Film
sy Rose Lee as a leading player. La
Guardia has said that Moss told
Contlnaed
from pace 4
c
Todd 'that his show is dirty. That
means he'll have to u.se some soap newsreels here, pictures taken on
or dismfectant if he wants to stay the Kokoda Imttlefront in New
It is without question the
in business. And I'm not fooling. He Guinea.
mo.st realistic footage yet lensed to
asked for it and now he knows it.'
'Garter' Is a $4.40-top revue, but show the hardships of jungle warThe constant tropical rains,
before it opened the show was re- fare.
burlesque.
When supplies being brought up laboriferred
to
as
'Wine' was first proposed. Equity ously by natives on foot, wounded
exhibited interest because it threat- being carried back on litters for
it's all there.
ened to compete with 'Garter,*which days at a time
is recognized
as legit, by playing
BriUsh Excellent

Oavaicade

!

a single ri":

we have

i

•

Army.

Bob
cording
j

are spending money
on pictures and that an

military
l- 1,

j

director,

Sif;nal

Navy

booker, taking
if he does not make the
grade, will join the Army.
J.imes O'Brien, manager the Chief,
Ciiloiado Springs, Aimy.
Kichard Dekker, recently manager
Viclory here. Navy and gone to San
llalc, ii.ssistant

,

|

Sidney
Marines.

Metro exchange losing two to the
Claude Newell, checkinj;
Frank
supervisor, air c- det.

•

.

'

tech-

Army.

Army.

ain-.od forces.

on

I

Literati

anima-

cartoon

PetschnikofT,

nical adviser,

isn't

the

u,.^

Todd Warned
Michael Todd has queried Mass

Continued from page S2

Army.
Sergei

name

'f^f

Georgetown University, died Dec.
2 in Washington
Andrew M. Lawrence, 77, retired twice daily at $1.65 top for evenings.
Totally diflcrent, but excellent
editor and publisher, died Nov. 28 in It was decided that AGVA had juris- overseas propaganda is the British
San Francisco. After leaving the diction over 'Wine,' yet the stage- Ministry of Information's 'Listen to
San Francisco Examiner as man- hands and musicians unions ruled it Britain.' With- no dialog, it presents
aging editor, he subsequently pub- a legiter because it was booked into the various sounds of wartime Britlished for William R. Hearst the a legit house.
ain, from the rustle of grain In the
Chicago American. Chicago Examiner
before wind to a dime-and-dance hoofery
Klein
and
Weinberger
and San Francisco Journal.
walking out are quoted classifying to a lunchtime concert in the BritUh
Count Baeal de Roossy de Sales, other shows on Broadway which Museum. It stands out as a piece
46, w.k. French crrrespondent in the could be subject to complaint. Wcin
of true artistry from every standUnited States and autho of the re- bcrger is counsel for the Managerial p>oint.
cent best seller, 'The Making of To- League of N. Y. Theatres, from
John Grierson's National Film
which Todd promptly resigned with Board of Canada made two of the best
rr.orrow,' died Dec. 3 in New York.
caustic comments. He objected to documentaries and one
He was anti-Vichy.
of the worst
M. E. Sanders, 84. dean of work- the mention of his show, along with Former are 'Inside Fighting China'
others,
by the counsel for the and 'Our Russian Ally' (t>oth reing newspapermen in Pennsylvania
members, Todd said, leased through United Artists in this
at his retirement a year ago, died League whose

Army.

Leo Taub,

8.

his

"

.

support was

at

William B. Thomas, screen actor.

Denver's Newest
Denver, Dec.

There
Lt.-Col.

I

-

t

rodeo.'

Merle Chamberlain, studio projec-

tionl.«t,

his training peripd.

of

i

Ing the
Lca;;u.

I

Hambleton on Active Duty
Edward Hambleton, producer of Army Air Force.
Jiminez,
The First Crocus" on Broadway, is tor.Angel
Army.
reported 'somewhere in the Pacific'
T.

I

Army Motion

week.

:

with Packs or v ;m
any of the acts that appeared at ire
tract

Bob Perkins, exchange manager.

I

to

made

j

la.
sur
mer, nixed efforts Sunbrock irr. e
to get in on the local show.
The Fire Chief scotched Hui:brock's
claims
by
assertini;.
'I
wouldn't know Larry Sunbrock if 1
saw him. I didn't kniw what a^i v
ments he had with Packs, but I 'lu

Navy.

nician.

Commissioned into the Navy last
Jimp, Lieut. Hambleton staged a revue at the Quonset,
I., base during

Inst

prints

i

proni'.itrd

similar sixindigs in the East

actor.

treasurer of
All>ee here, into
Ed Thompson, theatre operator.
the Navy, yeoman, second class.
Army Signal Corps.
William Morton, publicity director
Erin La Bissoniere, screen acof the RKO-Albee for the past four
tress,
MACS.
years, is now chief petty officer in
Danny Cahn, film editor, Army
ihe Coast Guard, Mrs. Morton has
Air Force.
taken over the Albee publicity post.
Irwin Nathan, film editor, Army
Air Force.
Ozzle Boss In
Edmond O'Brien, screen actor,
Seattle, Dec. 8.
army.
Ozzle Ross, most recently emcee at
Lucille
Bash,
film
Inspector,
Capital, Portland, and before that
W.WES.
at Oasis roadhouse, north of here.
Herman Robinson, studio techArmy, at Fort Lewis.

as a lieutenant, j. g., with the Naval
Air Combat Intelligence.

114

I

I

Provideiioe Pair In Navy
Providence, Dec.

Service

were

:

,

of the

artillery.

was handed

Picture

|

Army.

A graduate
St. Louis, Dec. ;
Leonard Murphy, casting director.
Carnegie Tech drama sc^ol,
Larry Sunbrock last week i1le<^ a
Coast Guard.
son of Bill Finkel,
is the
-Hi' in
I,. <h>
- i.'\«t
Armin Schaffer, cartoon animator, .ui.
the local r>i.....»
Circuit n^.,^
Court^Kai.^^t
Before
Soiithside exhibitor here.
Army.
Thomas N. Packs, wrestling and
Ifoing with Rep, he was a writer,
Gene Moore, cameraman. Army
boxing promoter here, , and Fi>'e
teaming with John Vlahos on sev- Signal
Corps.
eral Mesquiteer scripts at MonoA. C. Lyles, studio press agent, Chief Joseph W. Morgan, asking fr
gram.
an accounting of funds in conncrrO'"
Army Air Force.
Harold (Buddy) Broudy, son of
with the recent Thrill Show s/id
Cecil Love, cameraman, Navy.
Dave Broudy, Stanley theatre muAl Frederickson, studio technician. Rodeo' which netted the firemen's
sician and for a long time conductor
pension fund approximately SCO. 0^0.
Navy.
of the- house orchestra there, pro^
Sunbrock, who failed to ol
John Tribby, sound engineer,
moted from lieutenant to captain at 1 .avy.
hand in the promotion uni j
Fort Monroe, Va.
He's with coast
Broderick Crawford, screen actor. tion of ('<» show because r'aclat

tribution

-

SUNBROCK SUB

R

Bob Flnkel

Continued from pace 49

carry it out.' Then he indicated that Frank Capra's llr.st |)iet.irc tor the
other shows on Broadway mijjhl Army, 'Prelude to War.' and the
receive attention of city ofTiei.ils. service has 42 days in which to make
iind that he was working on a p'nn certain lli.nt every man in training
to avoid obscenity and Tilth In \hc sees the film. r:-int.s in 16 mm. form
legitimate theatre'
Kvcrc sent to all units overseas.
Show circles are asking why Hcrk.
'PreUidt to War' has a commentary
the company manager and sta(.c recited by Walter Huston, though
he
manager, were singled out by Mo.<;s. never appears. It covers the terriwho made the complaint, and why tory of the OWI feature. "The World
the house management was made at War." but Col.
Capra used marchexempt from .lie squawk. Lee Shu- ing feet as a .symphony. Have Ihe
bert is reputed to have had a onc- reelajte other Capra touches, which
third interest in 'Wine,' along with make
it
dramatic and powerful.
Herk and Max Liebman. Latter Covers the reasons why America is
wasn't mentioned either in the com- in Rlobal war, and actually is IC. Iccplaint. It s sUted that Shubert guar- ,urcs prepared
by college profesiors
anteed the actors' salaries with the ^rncd into a moving scenario. SolAmerican Guild of Variety Artists, ^iers went to sleep <m the lecture.s.
but he withdrew that guarantee hence they were made visual.
shortly after 'Wine' became involved
Army considers Lt.-Col. Capra did
the courts. J. J. Shubert ob- a magnificent job in a one-hour featjected 'Wine,' a burlesque-type per- ure that soldiers will see on duty
formance, after he read the panning hours.
What Congress will think
notices.
about it is another question. One of
When the case was first called the committees on Capitol Hill is
Klein & Weinberger, the Shubert [jeiving into the amount of money
lawyers, acted for the defendants spent by the Army on motion picbut withdrew. At the same time the n„.es. and Capra's appropriation is
Shuberts sought to get into the among the things that will be
nding rent for the scanned.
clea,
Congress has complaints
s Ifeft holdmade by independent producers that

:

little

job of motion picture dis-

Faslc.-it

Censorship

S

•

i

It

'

chance!'

6.

Brill, assistant film director.

Pratt,

in the Service

•

'

Coast Guard.

tor

'

'

'theatre

is 442.

Coast Becralts
Hollywood, Dec.

Henry

Icalm-e writer, formerly photo edi-

Make Sure Every Man

114 Prints Will

Treasury Dept. post4"
displayed
In
motionVJ-"
lobbies this mon*^•.
furtherance of the War !'
sales show a
child with
legend, 'Give us little g ;v.

'office

'\iously

engineer.

Air Force.

Ben Gutlerman,
ducer. Army.

assistant film pro-

i

in a Scranton (Pa.) hospital Dec 4
as the result of injuries suffered in
a fall at his home a month ago. Sanders was retired on pension after 38
years with Scranton Times.

Charles S. Zack, 51, news editor
of the Springfield Dally News until
he retired last year, died in Springfield, Mass., Dec. 4.

Kyne Meade,

studio cameraman.
Signal Corps.
Earle McClintock, sound engineer,
Air Force.
Francis Scheid, sound engineer.
Army Air Force.

Army

Canadian Resorts Hit
By Ban on Ski Trains

I

I

CHATTER

Army

I

Reported that one prominent N.
column may be sacrificed.

;

Y. daily

I

Kay Campbell named
tor of

American

fashion ediHome,, one of the

I

I

Crowell mags.
Spot.
Fawcett monthly picture
magazine, becomes Photo Story with

the January issue.
Los Angeles Times is dropping its
Ottawa, Dec. 8.
local Sunday magazine as result of
Although most of the Laurentian
shortage of zinc for engraving.
mountain resorts have decided to reJack Malloy. managing editor of
main open this season, government
the Chicago Herald-American, in
ban on ski trains is expected to
Los Angeles for Hearst conferences.
spike business seriously. Laurentian
William Dwight. managing editor
resorts have prospered Jn recent
of the Holyokc (Mass.) Transcriptyears with special trains, planes
Telcgram. is on leave from the
and buses heading from all eastern
paper to act as a.ssistant to the adCanadian cities, and even from Bosmini.slrator of War Shipping.
ton and New York.
William R. Hearst paused in Los
Curb in bus trips beyond SO miles
Angeles for a session with his genalso hurting.
eral editorial council before moving to Mexico City fjr his winter
Circus Aerialist Hurt
siesta.
Harry Crocker preceded the
entourage to the Mexican capital to
Chicago, Dec. 8.
Viola Rooks, 35, circus aerialist, make arrangements for welcome and
was severely injured Sunday (29) housing.
Jim Kilgallen's guest column,
when part of her rigging broke durpitch-hitting
.,
Winchell,
in,; a matinee performance at an in^ for Walter
door circus in the Hammond Civic was one of" the best" to date, apart
Centre, Hammond, Ind. She fell 25 from N. Y. Mirror editor Jack Lait's.
Latter has done several, but is infeet.

Over 1,5M WBI'tes in Service
Warner employees enlisting or InMore than 2.S0iD spectators wit- viting guestcrs to fill in while
ducted into the service went over nessed the accident. Miss Rooks is is on USN duties. Jim interviewed
f-p I'.iOO ipack during the past week, 'suflerinc skull, arm and leg fractures daughter Dorothy Kilgallcn on how
Those from the company's theatre and internal injuries.
to do a B'way col.

WW

»

should be protected. When asked to country) and the latter 'Quebec
explain how come he represented
Path of Conquest.' The Chinese and
Russian pictures effectively portray
Ihe role of these two great nations
m the present anti-Axis struggle.
.Q^^^bec' endeavor.s to take on viUIr.css
by showing how the Nazis
Complaint by Moss quickly fol- covet
Canada, but quickly turns into
lowed remarks by Archbishop Spt^Il- a dull
travelog and a buttering of
man, who told an assemblage of the
French-Canadian population.
cops that certain shows were ob'The Diary of a Polish Airman' and
jectionable, those mentioned being
'The Fighting French Navy,' both
'Wine.' 'Garter,' 'Strip For Action,'
made by the British Ministry of In'By Jupiter' and 'Native Son.' Manformation, are technically crude but
agements of the shows named do not
interesting. The first is the story of
believe their attractions are subPolish airmen in the RAF as reject to censorship.
constructed from the diary of a
Show Closed Pronto
Polish pilot killed in action. 'FightImmediately after the conviction
ing French Navy,' somewhat dated
Judge Owen W. Bohan demanded
by events al Toulon, shows how
that the shpw close immediately. It
French sailors escape in small boats
did after last Thursday's (3) matito join the Fighting French units of
for continuing
as „
nee, _„
.„..,
a condition ._.
„

Hcrk; Weinberger said he had the
right to be retained by outside clients, but it was apparent that his
firm came into the case on behalf
of the Shuberts.

'

,

'^^vy.
bail for Herk, Samuel Funt, the '"*f
promised from the program
company manager, and Herman
»V]f'
""ost interesting film of
They are '°
Shapiro, stage manager.
completed in time,
subject to imprisonment of from 'j2|f
one to three years, or $500 fine, or i""'''^ ^^'^s 'Vltava,' a film interpreta» ^yuphonic poem by Friedboth. Sentence will be handed down
"""^^ Smetana, played by the CzechoDec. 17.
Equity has for years advocated "^'"^a'^'a Philharmonic in Prague beIt Is a history of
placing shows that are questioned '"'e the war.
on grounds of morality up to a Czechoslovakia told by means of a
panel named by the American Ar- symphony, with the visual film fitted
bitration Society. La Guardia talked '°
over xvith Bert Lytcll, Equity
it
head, and said that such a plan
formulated
probably
be
would
|

,

'

j

I

1

'

;

|

:

shortly.
Dcfen.se attorney has said no decision had been made as to whether
to appeal the 'Wine' conviction and
'explained that will probably depend

Goodman Doubliog

—

Benny Goodman

New Yorker
j

I

I

un the sentences. Along Broadway
there

may
terms

Hcrk

is

be

a

feeling that while fines
out, possible jail
suspended, illnos of

meted

'

,

may be
bciii"

one factor.

,

Goodman

doesn't leave the

hotel, N. Y., until .Ian.

2, being replaced
«>n the 4th.

by Sonny Dunham

will double from the
Paramount theatre, N. Y., where he
opens Dec. 30 to the hotel, for the
four d.nyc incliiding Sew Year's eve.

W»dnii«d*7t December 9, 1942
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Despite Pre-Xmas, U. S. Niteries
Terrifically;

$20,000 gross.

Only paradox is the slow advance
booking pace for New Year's e\ft,
which, however, is Invariably a last
minute proposition.
Across the country certain key
cities are balls of fire. Chicago is
one. Washington Is under-nltelif^.
having only the hotels and the
Troika whereas it could stand some
new spots, and probably all would
do well.
Florida Is finished, al(Continued on page 47)

Home Larders Empty,
To

Wefl-Laden Eateries

Femmes

Like

It

Hollywood, Dec..

15.

back on

their 'Star

Hlfe re

The

the Truth

draft and

war

connection with tha
talk In
'Wine, Women and Song' indecency convictions.

American
foreign

soldiers at off shore

turn a shortwave dial to hear their
favorite

music

Jive

going to

is

visit

—a

Boost Show Biz

swing band

them

personally.

Plana are virtually complete for the

$22i0 Convert

shipping of an American music crew
overseas, with Coca-Cola bankrolling

Latm America

In

tha project.

For Opening Of
Giro's,

Mex

City

The soft drink outfit has already
received an okay from the War Department to proceed with the idea
and the band is currently being or-

By BAT JOSEPHS

ganized.
'Tour will cover at least 16 weeks.

Mexico City, Dec. IB.
Giro's opened to big biz here last
week (9) at the Hotel Reforma,
frontline local hostelry, with a function that was tops for the social season.
Socialites by the score and
folk high in government, political
and diplomatic circles attended In
such numbers that the spot, with a
normal capacity for 200, was taxed far
beyond its capacity. A. C. Blumenthal and his 27 Mexican associates

have, made Cirp's. an intimate spQt
with a mural stressing feminine
nudity by Diego Rivera. Despite the
publicity, ex-King Carol of Romania
is not officially listed among the 27.
Opening couvsrt charge was- «•
breath-taker, $100 (Mex)—$22.50—

But the crowd disproved rumors that it couldn't be
tops for here.

says

that

the
(Continued on page 47)

JOLSON'S

NOW A

start coming at around
and continue until near midIn the Hollywood and Vine

floor

'^NNY BOr
Pittsburgh, Dec.

RECORDING SEEN

Experienced diplomatic observers,
lack such public pulse checks

tion

of Broadcasters at Statler hotel here

Arthur,

Boston, Dec.

19.

Tha Army is to take transcripequipment into battlefields,
Since the Yanqui blitz in North
Capt. Jack Harris, of the Radio and
Army Morale Division, revealed to Africa and subsequent developments,
representatives of 35 New England sympathy for Tio Samuel has risen
sharply,
applause for F.D.R., Prime
stations attending the First District

Wednesday and Thursday

last

(9-

10).

to

many

aid in

is

military purposes, and
the possibility that war cor-

respondents may be permitted to
use the service.
The recordings,
subject to the approval of Army
authorities, will be play«d back over
radio
stations,
explained
Capt.
Harris.

37 Answer

h

Serlin

"Variety' to

Ad

Quit

Coast for B'way Show
Oscar Serlin has thus far received
37 letters as a result of his ad in
the Nov. 25 issue of 'Variety,' in
which he put in a bid for Hollywood
talent who may be thinking of making Broadway appearances because
of the $25,000 salary ceiling. Serlin
specifically had in mind the casting of 'The Family,' slated for re,

(Continued on page 43)

themes in which the history-in-themaking, time element figures too
prominently.
War themes. In general, must now
stand careful scrutiny before production. While low-priced war material for low-budgeters being quickly turned out for a ready market
may still be purchased, the major
companies remain wary of long

range themes upon which new fictitious narrative must be superimposed.
A considerable

number

of

war

remain in th«
open market without buyers, so far.
stories, therefore, still

Homeoffices are viewing with considerable alarm the piling up of war
stories, feeling being that the boxoffice appeal of such yarns may
(Continued on page 45)

'neutrals.'

who

as the Gallup poll and forthright editorial opinion, have long used response to newsreels as the most effi!Ctive diagnosis of Latin reactions.

15.

Billy Vallie. young singer and m.c.
who turned up around here in small
Friday
Mike
(11)
night,
Lyman's,
Brown Derby, Melody niteries through the tri-state area
Lane eateries had the ropes up at several weeks ago. was revealed few
11:30 p.m., with booths and Ubles days ago as former Davey Lee, child
still crowded at midnight.
star who was 'Sonny Boy' to Al
Major reason for the heavy play Jolson and later starred himself for
is current shorUge of foodstuffs
in a picture based on the baby
in
the Los Angeles area. Government character.
officials claim that district has used
Reporters learned Vallie's identity
up December meat allotment, and when he came down from nearby
the public cannot get beef, pork or
McKeesport, where he's currently
lamb In the markets except in drib- appearing at Onyx Club, to a weekly
bles. Hesult is people are Bocking
to luncheon of I>ittsburgh Lions Club.
restaurants, which keep open as long Boy's mother said he's been doing
aa supplies are in the larders.
cafe work for last six years.

WB

,

there

NITERY SINGER

'

i

The transcriptions are expected

Blumenthal

night.
sectpr

I

ON-SPOT BATTLE

Montevideo, Deo. IB.
United Nation's successes in North
on the Russian front and in
the Solomons, have been quickly
barometered in show biz throughout
Latin America. Concurrently, Berlin takeover of occupied France has
also had a strong effect on French
stage and screen exhibition in all
the Latin Republics, with special emphasis in Argentina, Uruguay and
Chile, the last remaining hemisphere
Africa,

(Continued on page 21)

propaganda
analysts
engaged in
British and U. S. Government activities, with the result that a number of Important film properties
based on this theme may not turn
out to be as profitable as anticipated.
Informed quarters point to the
change from the 'we can take it'
philosophy to 'offensive' thinking as
a healthy sign.
Production departments at several
studios have also noted the tendency,
with result that majors are aloof to

Allied Victories

and

won't even have to

bases

,

Dramatization of the 'blood, sweat
tears' motif in pictures has bedated, according to expert

OK

DEPT.

May Veer

come
industry's

easier to get customers.'

WAR

CENTS

on the Offensive Ntiw

inroads
have resulted in a
sign being posted in an Eighth
avenue eatery, N. Y. It reads:
It's
'Don't abuse the help.

and Garter*

They said that they heard the
show, which has been drawing
big femme patronage, had been
cleaned up following censorship

25

and

EventuInclude Top Yank
Stars and Orchestras in
tha Flesh

tickets.

Diners
B:30,

It

Pix Themes

Circuit' Will

ally

N. Y., last
time and demanded the money

Despite gasoline rationing in the

getting sucfr a brisk play that they
are scratching to keep supplies in
the kitchen.

Ain't

'AEF
to the

the

done.

Loi Angeles area, local deluxe restaurants and eateries are getting a
hefty play. Situation has developed
where the restaurant operators are

FRONTS

Music Box,
Thursday at matinee

of

To

Rough

Two young women went
boxoffica

New War

TOPLIiy

Eve Biz Looms Socko

Despite pre-Xmas, nltery trade
continues to boom nationally. The
defense workers are the answer,
money Is freer, and they're the nouveau riche of World War II. In
ManhatUn it's particularly noticeable
as the zoot-sult and open-collar
trade has a fast and free buck to
epend in theatres and cafes' And,
Invariably, it's the niteries which
get the preference.
They also roll up in taxis to the
hit showa early Saturday mornings,
and at first the boxoSice men used
to caution them that 'the cheapest
ceats we have for Saturday night are
fl.63.' Invariably the defense worker's pride was hurt, stating, 'We
want four of the best seats,' as they
peeled oft $4.40 and $5.B0 a copy.
The novelty of seeing the openshirted ones In the front-rows, sometimes overly appreciative of corny
gags more often not knowing when
to laugh or applaud, baa now worn
oft, bolh from the perspective of the
players and managers alike.
So far as the cafes are concerned,
anything with girls gets 'em. The
Latin Quarter, on Broadway, is an
example, that spot doing better than

Coasters Flock

Boom

PRICE

which had started to fall
off when the headlines were clouded,
has now shot up to shattering pro-

Berlin's "Xmas' Piits

AO

Other

On
Heavy
of

the

Xmas Tunes

Bum Thk Year

sales of various recordings
Berlin's smash
'Whits

Irving

year the usual holiday rush for recordings of other Xmas tunes. This
applies to Bing Crosby's discing of
'Xmas' particularly, which is the
biggest seller and which has cut
into annual sales
of
his
'Silent
Night' and 'Adeste Fidelia.' Various
other artists'
versions of 'Jingle
Bells,' 'Santa dlaus Is Coming,' etc.,
F.D.R/S
are also lower in sales, it is claimed.
'Xmas' is the biggest hit the muVIA
sic industry has had in years, so
far as sheet music is concerned,
Washington, Dec. 15.
and If the recording business was
Spencer Tracy was invited and normal its record sales would have
accepted an offer from the Office of soared among the all-time highs. As
''..'ar
Information to read President 'it is, Crosby's version will be hii
Roosevelt's message to troops over- all-time best seller.
Ditto Cliarlle
seas on Christmas morning. The yule Spivak's Columbia platter.
message will first be delivered to
Music men are certain the melody
soldiers in England and Ireland, with will
become an annual holiday
a possibility he may be flown to standard.
North Africa.
The Metro star is a veteran of
TYPED
the last war and some thought his
presence in Washington was in quest
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
of a commission. Tracy denied this,
Betty Grable's next starrer for
called it personal business, and' when 20th-Fox Is 'Pin Up Girl.'
Johns Hopkins doctors, after a checkTitle refers to practice of serviceup decided he was in good health, men pinning up pix of favies'cUpped
accepted the OWI assignment.
from magazines and newst^ikei'ii
portions.

even

Important

to

note

that

American coun(Continued on page 45)

In those Latin

XMAS MESSAGE
SPENCER TRACY

Irving Berlin s This Is the

Army

»«

George Jessel Laments

And Uncle Sam s War Show Each

of

The Missing

Gross Million; Latter Folds Dec. 20
Washington, Dec.

15.

for the

Army Emcryency

(12).

After nnal .>:IiowinR, the 2.000 officers and men in the cast, who represent every branch of tiic service, will
assifincd to field units.

be

The

it

to

command

of Col.

Army War Show

is

W.

opened

contract, his first as-

its

EXTRAS TAKE PROTEST

TO CAL'S NEW GOV.

Louis, Dec.

the film extra problem and a
general shakeup of Central Casting
Corp. are being made by Hollywood's atmosphere players on the
eve of a change of administration in
Extras contend that livthe state.
of

ing costs have advanced far beyond
any wage increases they have re-

ceived in the past.

$1,000,000 B.O. in St. L.
15.

It is reported unlikely that Governor-elect Earl Warren will pay
any attention to the demands until

show, he takes office shortly after the New
Irving Berlin's
This Is The Army,' is an $84,000 Year. Whether he will take any
depends on evidence
cellout for its one-week stand in action then
Municipal
produced by the extra leaders.
the opera house of the
November was another banner
Auditorium opening last night (Monday). Army auditors with the show month for extras, with earnings toPlacements reached
assert that the take for the road tour taling $304,345.
that began in Washington and has 26,000 and average daily wage $11.76.
Included Baltimore, Pittsburgh, BosNew Payoff System
ton, Cleveland and Cincinnati and
All major companies are setting up
the local stand has noM> passed the a 24-bour payoff system for 5,000 exThis figure does tras, which goes to the
$1,000,000 mark.
State Welfare
Dot Include the New York date.
Commissioner tor approval. CurrentWhen the ticket sale began almost ly extras draw pay after each' day's
one week before opening, double work, but new Federal 5% withholdlines extended for two solid blocks ing tax makes such arrangement
from the wicket.
illegal.
The admish scale for opening
Commissioner will be asked to
night was $1.65 to $11, with the scale waive State law requiring daily payfrom $1.10 to $3.85 prevailing for oft to daytime workers.
the balance of the performances.
all-soldier

$48;21S In CIncy
Cincinnati, Dec. 15.

With Muriel Angelus in 'Merry
Widow' in the 1,300-seat Cox this
week at $2.75 top, Cincy Is resuming its normal diet of stage shows,
following last week's all-time local
record of a capacity $48,215, after
tax deductions of $5,357, by 'This Is
the Army' at the 2,500-seat Taft
theatre.

The usual Xmas-week lull next
then four weeks of shows

week,

Dec.

Lawrence

in

when

28

"Lady

in

cost

money

to defeat

stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
but! them on a regular basis.

Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Requests for a State Investigation

tour on

Berlin's 'Army' Passes

starting

It wtti

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

T. Bals, the

June 12 in Baltimore. Since then it
has given 95 performances, with an
average attendance of 36,124 persons
for each performance.
At Chicago's Soldiers Field 912.462
persons saw the show in 11 days, an
average of 82,951 a day.

St.

director

to help now.
Buy war savings bonds or

Organized as a task force imdcr
the

a

signment a western.
Levin is a st.igc director formerly
associated with Brock Pemberton.
He also directed at a strawhat in
Gloucester, Mass.

cast

eager to get
Into action and thai it wants to put
on its next show in Tokyo or Berlin.

has declared that

Hollywood, Dec. 15.Columbia has signed Henry Levin

Relief, will

Gertrude
the Dark'

tenants the Taft for six night per-

formances and two matinees at

$2.75

top.

Take on Irving Berlin's all-soldier
'Army' could have been a couple
thousand dollars higher with the
sale of standing room and use of

T^hten Curfew

15.

Income tax liens amounting to
$160,000 have been filed against a
number of picture people. Among
those Treastiry claims short-changed

Government are: Mischa Auer,
William
Cagney, $8,023:
Patsy Kelly, $4,374; and Harry Ed-

the

$11,500:

'Look at Oie record,' they said. 'Every time there is a war people don't
want drama, they don't want things to think about. There's enough tragedy
on the front pages of every' newspaper. Abandon—that's the order of the
day. Gals, fast songs and comedy scenes.' All right, this is what has
happened. Of all the musicals only 'Star and Garter' is doing real business and the big boxoffice successes are 'Eve of St. Mark,' a vivid bloodwarming story of Bataan, and Thornton Wilder's 'Skin of Your Teeth,'
which makes you do nothing but think or you won't know what it's all
about The next hit I'm sure will be Three Sisters,' from the Russian
by Chekov. Oh, they want gals and hoke, do they?
Then we have another theatrical freak In the show I am in, a vaudeville
melange with 10 people and no sketches. In four of the acts there isn't
a word of dialog or song, I talk for about an hour. Incidentally, about
the same things I talked about last year in the same theatre. After we
opened and the newspaper notices were good this was the opinion of the
gang around Sardi's: 'Sure that show will do business. The Bronx and
Broadway like J'essel. It's a New York show.' Oh, is it? We have played
[Title
to less New Yorkers than apy other show I have ever played in.
'

is

'Showtime.'— Ed.]

Law on Enemy

Aliens in Fihns

ment, prohibits

all

enemy

alien film

workers from wandering more than
five miles from their homes without
special permission. Even with spe-

FDR's Birthday BaD, Per Usual

cial

Bat Theatre

Coflectioiis for U.

ington, $6,357.
On the other side of the ledger, Federal agents, the studio explained
Madeleine Carroll is suing the gov- that there was no attempt at evaernment for overcharge, claiming sion but that the rule had not been
$400 exemption on each of 51 French sufficiently clarified.
There is no
war orphans she supports.
longer any doubt

extra chairs, which were passed up.
first night's performance, Dec.

1, had 682 front orchestra and loge
seats selling for $11 each, giving an
$11,000 start.
Top for other night

$3.30.

'Army* 25«0 In Detroit
Detroit, Dec. 19.

Heading for the biggest gross It
will hit for any comparable period
on the road, Irving Berlin's "This
Is The Army,' was a sellout here in

oning the fetes, but President Roosecourt
The answer, filed by attorneys J. G. velt made it plain that he considers
Farrar and Charles A. Rond, denies it a health conserving instrument
and ordered the Foundation camt.iat the actor has contributed to
the support of the children in any paigns as in the past
Washington's celebration will deway since 1933 and alleges that their
pend
as usual upon Hollywood's condivorce decree in New York in 1930
forbade his re-marrying without tribution. Planned to have the main
event
in the new Statler hotel on
permission of the Nrw York court
16th
street,
program will be designed
She charges therefore that Macthis year to make it easier for visitLane's present marriage is illegal.
ing
stars.
Custody of the children is likewise sought by Mrs. Stewart. Her
Main banquet and midnight shows
bill asked permission for process to at Capitol, Earle and Howard theserve on MacLane as a non-resident atres will be staged on Friday, Jan.
of Memphis. His original action had 29.
Hotel baUs are scheduled for
been filed here because the children Jan. 30.
Fort Myer horse show
arc being maintained here in a pri- will be held earlier with Roy Rogers
vate home by the court as its wards of Republic Pictures already booked.
and Mrs. Stewart is a resident of 'March of Dimes' will be conducted
Memphis.
as in the past

the

first three days the wickets were
The soldier show, booked
the huge Masonic auditorium
here for 18 performances over the
holidays, is seen certain to pick up
over $250,000 for the period in Detroit, exclusive of the two $11 performances on the opening, Dec. 21,
•nd for the New Year's Eve show.
First day's ticket sale for 'Army'
was $80,000, and the boxoffice squad
had to put in a call to local post for
SO M.P.'s to help control the crowd.

Into

The so-called 'Command Performance' at the National theatre will be
held on Sunday night Jan. 24.
R. Kelley of the Ball Com-

Patsy Roth MiUer,
LjL

b Aato Crash
Chicago, Dec.

15.

Patsy Ruth Miller, former moving picture star, was injured Sunday night (13) when an automobile
in which she was riding crashed into
a viaduct. She suffered slight Injuries but the three other persons in
the automobile were injured seriously.

Pic Setup

Npw chores call for the handling
of ^CA's motion picture division.

Andrew

John Lee Mahin,

Hobby,

Harry Friedman Joins
Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Harry Friedman, former attorney
with tl.e William Morris agency and
more recently a partner in the Nat
Goldstone ofTlce, has joined the executive
staff
of
Music Corp. of
America.

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
'Bud Abbott and Lou Costello are two boys

the est.n,atio„ of millions of dotino

One of these was Lt. John Lee
Mahin, 40, her husband and former
Hollywood writer, a member of the
S. Army Air Forces.
They were
their way to the Dearborn Station from where Lt. Mahin was to
depart for active duly and Miss
Miller was to return to her home

who can do no u;rono—in U.
on
/an^.'-Bosley

Now on National Release in
Universal Pictures
„
.
,,
under
Personal Management of:
.

15.

of the

opened.

MCA's Coast

Washington, Dec.

Barton MacLanes' Fight
For Their 2 Children

N.

President's Birthday BaU Celebration for 1943 will not have theatre
collections tills year, because, the
Memphis, Dec. 15.
January conBarton MacLane, film actor, will United Nations drive in
for exceptions to the curfew law in
Paralysis
flicts with the Infantile
individual cases, the WCC told them not win^back custody of their two
feel two
all that the Army makes no excep'
minor children from his former wife event. Picture executives
tions.
One studio was told that without a struggle. Twice continued, drives within • fortnight would
'shipbuilding is more important to the case finally reached the point of overtax pix goers. Last year's thethe war effort than picture making. preUmlnaiy action last week when atre collection netted almost $2,000,There are no enemy aliens on the Mrs. Barton Macl,ane Stewart filed 000.
night shift.'
Washington celebration, and that
an answer and cross-bill here in
When seven aliens bound for loca- Probate Court to his petition seeking in New York will be st<iged as
tions were yanked off a train by to get the children who are wards usual. Some discussion about aband-

The

shows was

Yorkers

Tourists OnlyT
And here we get to another strange theatrical phenomenon. Vfe are
playing to hardly any New Yorkers at all and I venture to say that the
same thing is happening in all the theatres. New Yorkers are not going
I say this
to the theatre. Nearly all of the business is from out of town.
with authority for not only have I talked to theatre brokers but I am in a
position to feel the pulse of my own audience because I am not married
to any manuscript, so that X can say anything that I like and I can tell
immediately, by pulling a local gag, just about how many New Yorkers
there are in our theatre. For example, there is a radio program which
bangs out a transcription from a large local station which goes something
Hollywood, Dec. 15
like this. 'I am talking about slip covers.' If you are in New York you
Enemy aliens are exactly that and must hear this. They must do It 25 times a day. At the matinees when
refer to this line the audience laughs a bit. Some of the women have
nothing more in the opinion of the I
beard it At night there Isn't a snicker, so the people must be from out
Wartime Civil Command, regardless of town.
of efforts by certain studios to wanWhy isn't the New Yorker going to the theatre? His Isn't the gasoline
gle special dispensations for actors problem. I cannot answer.
But I do think New York is becoming cornier every d*y, while the
on location work. Net result of the
Provldencen, Utlcas and Des Moines are paying attention to Saroyan. In
wangling is a more drastic liratta' short, while the folks from out of town are humming Xilve My Regards
tlon of the 8 p.m. curfew.
to Broadway,' the New Yorker la saying 1 dood It'
New rule, continuing the time ele

permission the limit Is 15 miles,
and they must be checked in at
home by an FBI operative at 8 p.m.
The only reason for special permission will be necessary location work
INCOME TAX LIENS
for actors,
technicians or others
connected with a traveling imit
Bat Madeleine Carroll Conntier Sues; within the 15-mile area.
Supports 51 War Orphans
In answer to numerous requests

Hollywood, Dec.

New

Never bcfort has the show business been as unprediciable as this year.
For example, before the season itarted it was the opinion of almost all
the actors, managers and agents that this would be a season for musicals.

Levin's Sagebrusher

Army War Show, which appeared
before 3.500.000 people in 16 major
cities and earned more than $1,000,000

be di.«banded at the clo.se of its Atlanta performance on Dec. 20, the
War Department announced Saturday

T
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MISCELLANY

Crowther-N.

"Who Done

y!^^!

It?"

»»•
/«
Camel
^Cigarettes,

EDWARD SHERMAN

NBC

in

Encino, Cal.

mittee goes to New York next week
to select the Broadway play.
Hollywood Victory Committee and
Jimmy Cagney of the Screen Actors
Guild are cooperating with the
Washington committee in the round-

up

of stars.

1

ESTABROOKUPPEDTO
PROD. STATUS AT M-G
Hollywood, Dec. IS.
Howard Estabrook, Metro screen
playwright, was upped to producer
status and will be assigned most of
the stories originally intended for
Jack Chertok, who has left the lot.
First production chore will be The
Mojave Kid,' a war yarn by Borden
Chase.
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BasO Dean Secures U. S. Pledges

From

British Actors to FiH

Faced with a dearth of performers
the British Isles, Basil Dean,
president of the British Entertainments National Services Assn., has
made a request to British talent in
the States to hop bacic to England
as soon as possible to do shows for
ENSA. Latter group is the British
equivalent of the USO-Camp Shows,
Inc., and is financed to the tune of
15,0(10,000 pounds sterling, (about $8,000,000) annually.

Freak Shortage

in

At an interview in New York last
Friday (11), Dean told of the serious

ENSA

at a

time when it is necessary to expand
ENSA,
Its entertainment activities.
said, has 310 units giving 3.7S0

Hollywood, Dec. 16.
Hollywood Is short of freaks,
according to Metro scouts who
prowled the town for sideshow
characters needed for 'Private
Miss Jones.'
Most of the old circus oddities,
they reported, were working in
airplane plants and other munitions factories, while fat ladies ure wearing whiskers to
make up for the shortage of male
Santa Clauses in the department
stores.

shipyards, war factories, etc.
In order to expand its program to
coal
entertainment
for
provide
farm workers and fire
miners,
wardens, Dean explained, the ENSA
performers.
1.500
another
needs
Partial solution to its problem, he
said, lies in the return of British

mi

BOTH

BliINC

He-Man, Fighting Words

NO PRICE

LIMITS?

Metro is entering the play market
on Broadway via strong bidding for
desirable

properties,

in

a

move

in

rights to a

grabbing

number

off

PEEVE TO

SA

PIXMART

in this country to England
and he is asking
tham to return as soon as their U.S.
The Berlin radio last week took
commitments permit.
time out from Its general run of
RAF instructors in Canada are also propaganda to blast at Hollywood

important

his mission has al-

ready produced results, with Gertrude Lawrence and Gracie Fields,
both promising to return to England,
Srobably in the summer, and Colin
leith-Johnson going back within the
next few weeks to become a field
exec for ENSA. He was a captain

has 'completely

prestige In
also disclosed that

lost

its

Europe.' It was
the Nazis are making nothing now
but propaganda and technical educa-

The broadcast was made in Spanand beamed at both the United

into

the

literary

ters

by

Mer-

into the
'

Members

Pix and Radio
Wa.shington, Dee.

15.

and
commentators
meantime gave the subject further
newscasters

IN NOV.

impetus via references noted over
networks and independent

major

outlets.

for

camp

Errol Flynn in

theatres went

big

in

to the boxoffice
tabulation of Army Motion Picture
Service.
The six service champions in order
named were 'Gentleman Jim" (WB),
'Forest Rangers' (Par), 'Springtime
in the Rockies,' (20th). Abbott &

Costello's 'Who Done It?' (U), 'Seven
Days Leave' (RKO), 'You Were
Never Lovelier' (Col).
Late in November 'Road to
Morocco' with Bob Hope and Bing
at the military the-

States

Wears

Shoes—

office

Hays

the

'Serve'

permitted words such

finally

'damn,' 'damned,' 'bloody,' 'hell*
'God' to be retained. Edward C.
Raftery, president of United Artists,
in a cable to Two Cities Films, British producers of the film, noted that
'United Artists has resisted all cuts
required by the authorities (in the
U. S.) as far as possible.' The only
elimination in 'Serve' are 'bastard'
and the insulting references to the
Italians. It is understood that Lowell
Mellett suggested that the dialog
as

way and and

November according

Comes

scissoring

In

19.

'Gentleman Jim' was top grosser

The War Production Board, work- Crosby arrived

As He

the Motion Picture
Distributors Associa-

delicate handling to avert rousing
unofficial censorship groups.
Radio

and Latin America. It ap- ing through the Office of War In- atres and business to data is sensaThis comedy will fight it
parently was designed primarily for formation, is putting show business tional.
Latin audiences, however, to curb in the spotlight this (Wed.) after- out for the December championship
noon when Rubber Director Wil- with 'The Black Swan,' in which
(Continued on page 47)
liam Jeffers and the foremost rubber Tyrone Power is starring.
and tire manufacturers will be
shown how motion pictures and radio help propogatc the Government's
Cantinflas Hurt in Fight
Hillhilly Fihn Fan
salvage jobs.
Through the Campaigns & Media
Helps Capture
division of WPB. highlights from the
Formal,
newsreels. March of Time, Eddie
KiDer
in
Mexico
City
(Continued on page 2n
Cantor. Fibber McCee Sc Molly, Bob
and Forgets 'Em
Hope and kindred type radio programs, will be re-recorded for beneMexico City, Dec. 8.
Baltimore, Dec. 15.
'Canliiiflas' (Mario Moreno), Mex- fit of the tycoons.
lady'
to London,
Topper of all stories going the
ico's aCe comedian, played a realrounds here about Influx of rustics
dramatic role recently when he
With Lawrence Starred, life
from the backwoods attracted by war
captured near his home a man who
Conunittee
work and subsequent big dough,
had stabbed to death another in a
Under Hylton Auspices street fight.
broke this week at the Mayfair. HillPrima, hut Neglects
billy customer, unaccusto{ned to newThe comic had just gotten out of
fangled store shoes, took them off to
'Lady in The Dark" is a possibility his car at his front door when he
saw two men scuffling in the semiProvide Ballroom enjoy the film in comfort, and soon
for London next summer, and if the
fell asleep.
Waking up with a start,
street.
One of the combatants
plan goes through Gertrude Law- dark.
he left, forgetting to put the cloddropped, and the other, flashing a
rence, starred in New York and on
Louis Piima's orchestra found it- hoppers on again. After .walking for
knife, started to run.
'Cantinflas'
tour with the play, will be similarly
self la.st week (Friday) in the un- about
a block he remembered the
.grappled with him. and the din of
presented in her home country.
u.'iual pasition of having been hired
shoes and came back for them, but
combat brought a cop who disarmed
'Lady,' currently at the Cass. Detroit,
for a dance at the University of instead of going into the 980-seat
the killer. Moreno suffered bad cuts
is due back on Broadway sometime
Maryland, but without a place to Mayfair. registered' his beef at the
on aims and hands.
after the Chicago engagement at the
play.
It .seems that a committee of nextdoor
3,280-seat Stanley. SearchThe assailant was identified as
Civic Opera House.
students bought
Prima's services ing for the missing shoes, the charJose Socorro Bajonero, 37, a jobless
Basil Dean, the English showman
from Mu.sic Corp. of America for acter kept looking around and marbricklayer, and his victim was Luis
visiting N. Y., has proposed the Lon$850 for the night, but neglected to veling at the expansion of the walls
Ramirez Ochoa, 32, a baker.
don showing, which, it is understood
be sure of a dance floor. After all and general breadth- of view. House
arrangements had been made, the manager, taking a wild stab, sugwould be under the direction of
Jack Hylton.
committee discovered the audito- gested the next door emporiun^.^nd
Ashton Stevens Proves
rium on the ."ichool grounds was be- located the missing shoes there withTrailer for Comics ing used for something else that out further ado.
evening.
Payoff line, however, came with
Marion Colby to Coast
Since Prima had cancelled one sudden downpour which greeted thr
Chicago, Dec. 15.
date and refused three days in the exit of the <!earching parly." The
leller
from
Hank
A
Ladd
to
AshFor Possible
Deal ton Stevens, dean of American crit- Cleveland territory to play at the hillbilly cracked, 'Think I'll carry
school, he hit the ceiling. The $850 'em until the rain stops!'
ics, which Stevens ran in his column
he wa.s to be paid, plus being forced
PitUburgh. Dec. 16.
in
the Chicago
Herald-Examiner, to lay off that night (no dates can
Singer Marion Colby cut her origi- following the opening of 'Priorities
be filled on such short notice), plus
nal two-week engagement here at of 1942' in Chi has resulted in a
Native Stars
having to pay hi.s men for the eve- Rooney,
Yacht Club in half at call from Coast rib-fest which has all but dominated ning,
meant the difference between
office of Frederick
Brothers, her the Stevens daily column.
Ladd a losing and profitable 10-day tour,
Fayes in Mexico
agents, to hurry west for possible gagged on Stevens' approval of Lou
which he fini-shed over the weekfilm deal at one or two major stu- Holz, Willie Howard, Bert Wheeler
end.
dios. She closed here Thursday night and Gene Sheldon.
Mexico City, Dec. 8.
(10) and left immediately for HollyCheckup of cinemas reveals thai
The quartet came back with a
COMING OVER?
wood, Marion Francis replacing her column. This was followed by anMexico has three No. 1 playc;' faat the local nitery.
Noel Coward, author, director-pro- vorites.
other rib-column by Paul Hartman.
Colby gal was in 'Meet the People" Finally Bon Bcrnie. who attended ducer and star of 'In Which We
One is Mickey Rooney, who draws
on Broadway, taking over spot origi- the 'Priorities' opening with Stevens, Serve.' which United Artists is dis- more boxoffice in this counliy than
nally held by Virginia O'Brien, d»ad- came through with a column burn- tributing, may visit the U. S. shortly any other U. S. pic player. The
pan warbler, now under contract to ing up at the cracko the four took before or just after the picture opens other two are Mexicans, Fernando
Metro,
Soler and Sara Garcia.
at the Capitol, N. Y., Dec. 23.
at him.

in the British Army in the last war
and, after a refresher course, will
be recommissioned and stationed in
th« Middle East area.
in addition, Dean said, ENSA anticipates that performers at home
now pledging at least six weeks a
year to the association will enlarge
these
pledges,
while
plans
are
worked out to keep the femme per-

of

&

tion will likely weigh all considerations shortly in order to arrive at a
satisfactory formula.

Belief prevailed, however, that
current development would require

TOPS CAMPS

Soldiers In the

By

sure groups. At the same time execs
of major companies took cognizance
of the fact that salty language has
come into more frequent use because
of war-themed material which calls
for authentic expression.

Producers

Washington, Dec.

War Contributions

stirred fears in industry quarthat the profanity issue might
off another anti-film crusade
religious-social and other pres-'

touch

ERROL FLYNN

properties

WPB Spotlighting

office last

week

to

tional films.
ish

goes

Marine and Pat

Navy.

by the Hays

the Marines')

provide the box(Continued on page 46)

an alternative

for limited tours,

Dean revealed

Norman
cljant

To offset the potential loss of marquee names via the draft and the
income ceiling restrictions, all majors plan to concentrate heavily on
big budget product next year and
as

Controversy over fighting words
ordered eliminated from two films
('In Which We Serve' and 'We are

Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Abbott & Costello are chucking show business for the duration of the war, but not the
Chuckers are NorA. 8c C.
man Abbott, nephew and standin for Bud, and Pat Costello,
brother and stand-in for Lou.

of legit produc-

artists

in need of entertainment, the ENSA films. Dr. Goebels' boys, with their
proxy said, and he would like to usual modesty, declared: 'The Euro^end some British and U. S. talent pean film is culturally very superior
to the American one.' They went on
there.
to explain that Hollywood's product
Prodoced Besults

Stand-ins Out

backing of legit production by the
major companies.

seek

(UA) and March of Time s Pic,

screen

Also involved in the current
for plays is increased

Coward s

in

'Marines/ May Revise Prod. Formulas

to

meet the action shown recently by
20th-Fox

competition

NAZIS TIP OFF

'Serve'

Star Depletion and Potential
Raw Film Cuts Dictate
Urgency for Strongest
Play Vehicles

tions.

Dean

shows a week to service men in England and overseas, in addition to performing for workers in steel mills,

iiETBO.

Need

For Talent on U. K. Morale Shows

situation that confronts

BTO SHOWS

HOT FOR

(Continued on page 46)

COL ZANUCK
BACK FROM AFRICA

LIEUT.

Washington, Dec. 16.
Lt. Col. Darryl F. Zanuik, who
has been on duty with the U. S.
Signal Corps in North Africa, arrived here today (Tuesday) for a
conference with War Department officials.

Zanuck came here from LaAirfield, N. Y., where he

Col.

Guardia

arrived this morning.
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ACTIVITIES

INDUa TONY MARTIN

Theatre Wing's Merdiant Marine

Gnb

N.Y. Due to Open Jaa 4

in

Tony Martin

Hollywood, D«o. IS.
is scheduled tor in'

Army

duction into the

American Theatre Wing's Merchant Marine Club, 109 west 43rd
street, N.Y., will officially

the

For Soldiers' ComftMis

who was discharged from
Navy after the court mar^ •|»t

an officer accused of accepting \ I
from Martin, prior to his
J
signment, has asked his Draft Boi*
for immediate acUve service.

Na^

Chicago, Dec. IS.
Many noUbles will attend the
The 400 film houses In Chicago and
opening.
Wing's newest activity is marked suburbs are conducting a drive for
with the same generosity by donors candy, cigarets and razor blades for
that attended the success of the n.en in the armed forces encamped
nearby Stage Door Canteen. There nearby. In addition, girls employed
will be five rooms, some for games along film row collect a goodly numand other recreations, entertain- ber of cakes and cookies each week
ment being along the lines of the which are deUvered to the Chicago
Around 2,000 seamen of Servici Men's Center.
Canteen.
The theatres are running special
the merchant marine can be actrailers on their screens appealing to
comodated nightly.
Wing's committee for the Club is their patrons for contributions and
headed by John Golden and Mrs. have installed' boxes for collections
Margaret Pemberton, co-chairmen. in their lobbies.
Constance Collier, who originated
localized
the idea, is among the active workfor ration books that allow civilians
ers.

Wing

acting

is

In

collaboration

with the Civilian Defense HecreaNational
the
Committee,
tional
United Seamen's Service, of which
Madeleine Carroll is a leader, and
the Victory Guild, a Jewish group.
Latter organization has been active in raising funds for the Wing,
with Jack Shapiro contribuitng materials and equipment such as stoves
Other
and iceboxes to the club.
leading participants and contributors
are Harry and Helen Brandt, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett and Mrs.
Albert Lasker, while John Root is
decorating the Club. Their efforts
and donations have been such that
the cost to the Wing is very little.
Wing to Name Secretary
Wing, which celebrated its first
year last Saturday (12), will appoint
a fuUtime paid secretary to take
over routine duties. Explained that
the organization is now on a national
scale, with too much work for Antoinette Perry and other volunteer
workers who are giving their entire
time to the Wing. New secretary
will be paid not more than $100
weekly and will perform such duties
as designated by the board of directors or officers of the Wing.
Board has named an executive

commanding

are too

who

Violin,

sociation. This force represents 23%
of the industry's roster here, as 18,000 of 35,000 employees are males.
Survey shows actors In military or
naval service number nearly 900;

executives and producers, 40, while
104 are members of the Screen Directors Guild, and 58 from the Screen
Writers Guild. In addition to this
group there are cameramen and
technicians.
It was also disclosed that the picture industry, in addition to Its war

Uncle

Actor has been in England several years, acting in films, radio and
legit with his wife, Bebe Daniels.

New

dough for

Cross' lack of
nishings.

A letter to Cantor
check by return mail.

fur-

brought

a

Frisco Canteen

FredericI

and interested

parties.
Local citizens, such as Louis Lurie.
Frisco capitalist and partner of Sol
Lesser, producer of 'Stage Door Canteen,' and City Controller Harold J.
Boyd, a friend of many theatrical

Lurie, who
has also been connected with the legitimate theatre here, is understood
to have pledged every cooperation.
Ina Claire, representative for the

people, are being tapped.

green) on Dec. 7, when a plaque
was dedicated to Ron Kelley, former manager, who was killed in ac-

A

naval

chaplain

conducted

the

dedication, with sailors and executives of the theatre chain present.

The plaque has been placed

in

American Theatre Wing, is still figured as the person to add prestige to
the project, and assure cooperation
of the American Theatre .Wing.
Barney Gould, a former p.a. for
Billy Rose and a member of the Canteen committee that has been more
or less slumbering, has been working
for a long time on idea of a Canteen
here, and expects to bring the various elements together under the new

Theatrical unions are not represented on present committee, and
dissident boys consider their support
New Tork Contingent
highly important for a successful
Sidney Salkow, Columttia Picts Canteen.
director, first lieutenant U. S. MaMiss Claire, who recently returned
rine Corps, reports at Quantico, Va., from the east, reported
that Brock
Jan. 1.
Pemberton, Antoinette Perry and
Joe Koser, Irvmgton, N. J., come- Armina Marshall Langner will be out
dian, into the Army.
here shortly as reps of American
Del Casino, bandleader. Navy as Theatre Wing to talk over Canteen

theatre foyer.

situation.

men.

to six

2,000

ARMY SHORTS IN

1943 FILM BIZ GOAL

b

War Bond

Stars

Drive, highlighted b^
Over America,' 270 players

made

2,773 appearances.
total of 474 players have taken
part in 222 live radio broadcasts ang

507 more have participated in 111
radio transcriptions. Including war-

time charities, the total of indivldua)
appearances tvas 6,828, with a total
mileage well above 1,000,000.

NAMES TO ENTERTAIN
SERVICEMEN IN K.C
Kansas City, Deo. IB.
double-header Christmas partjr
for all men in the armed forces now
will
be sponsored
training here
jointly by the Kansas City Can-

A

City Star and
teen. The Kansas
various service organizations Christmas Day, in the Municipal Auditorium, with a stage show in the
afternoon and a dance at night
The cast for the two-hour stage
show will include such headliners
as Gilda Gray, Charles King, Walter Dare Wahl, Cecil Lewln, Harrr

Meehan, Pansy the Horse, The Oreai
Yacopis and others from the BUljr
Rose 'Diamond Horseshoe* revue
which will be playing at the Tower
Several
theatre here that week.
others from the Folly theatre and
various Kansas City night clubs will
appear.
Music for the four-houv
dance at night will be played by
Henry Busse's orchestra.

N. Y. to L. A.
Whitney Bolton.
Jack Cohn.

Ted

Cott.
Charlie Einfeld.

Yasha Frank.
Wolfe Gilbert.

L.

Andre Kostelanetz.
Jack Lait.
Harry Link.
L. B. Mayer.

Ned Marin.
Bill Perlberg.

Milwaukee, Dec. 15.
Fred Miller and Donald Patoka, of veteran exhib, army air corps.
the WTMJ-W55M staff, have enlisted
Howard Graudine, NSS, army
in the army air forces, the former as
corps.
'Variety' correspondent. Naval Re- a bombardier, the latter as a member
Charles Cassoulis, manager of
serve. Naves was a member of The of the 'Flying Tornado' squadron just
Manos
in Hollldaysburg, army.
Asheville (N. C.) Citizen-Times staff recruited by the Naval Air corps.
1928'-1934, and since has been a SparFrom Out ut the West
tanburg Herald-Journal staffer.
Pitt's Boll Call
E. R. Medd, manager, Carolina,
Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 15.
Spindale, Naval Reserve.
Lewis Davis, studio technician.
Milton Broud. former Columbia
booker and son of Dave Broudy, Navy.
Gebman Vice Sallivan
Stanley York, film cutter. Army.
Stanley theatre musician, made an
Post of Ed Sullivan, head of the acting sergeant at Fort McClellan,
Cecil
Vinnicoff,
film
exhibitor,
photographic department of Para- Ala. He was inducted only couple Marines.
mount at Its homeoffice, who had of months ago.
James Simmons, studio press agent.
been inducted into the army, has
Bernard Alderman, son of Pete Army.
been filled by Frank Gebman, for 10 Alderman,
Harry
Brandon,
screen
actor.
theatre
supply
man,
years with the Acme Photo Service. navy.
Marines.
Gebman took over the reins Monday
David Street, screen actor. Army.
Nathan Rosen, U booker, army.
(14).
Max Friedman, studio technician.
Irving Berney, assistant manager
Sullivan, with Par 16 years, reof Pastime in Lewistown, Pa., and Army.
ported to Camp Upton, L. I., yesHerb Westrate, still photographer
son of Dee Berney, who owns house,
terday (Tuesday). He expects to be
Army Air Corps.
army.
assigned to the Signal Corps.
Jack
Greenhalgh,
cameraman.
James Rizza, Par shipper, army.
Army Air Force.
Irving Stein, 20th shipper, army
Add: Crawford and 'Big Boy'
Ed Hogan, screen writer, Navy.
air corps.
-

up

and

setup.

the

boxing instructor.

annual report,

first

Report shows that the committee
has presented 392 USO shows ai
Army, Navy, Air Force and Coast
Guard camps along the Pacific Coast

A

Read, ex-m.c, now the yeoman en- setup that would give a voice to reptertainment assistant at the local resentatives of the theatrical unions,
naval air station, heard about the as well as to other key show people,

Red

Ita

Bureaa

ber

Drive For

San Francisco. Dec. 15.
Convinced there was little likelihood of making any progre.<:s under
the present leadership of the campaign for a Stage Door Canteen here,
Cantor's Gift
one group of show people- is now
seeking formation of a committee
When the new Miami Red Cross that would bring new elements into
building opens next week it wlU the drive.
have an 'Eddie Cantor' room. Billy
Support is being lined up for a new

tion off Honolulu, early last spring.

four sisters and two brothers.
On
and Steve Benorio to Uncle Sam the same day that word arrived of
his death, there also came notice of
during his Orpheum theatre engagethe passing of his chum, Francis S.
ment. During the last two days here
Ansanitis, of this city, who was inhe filled in with three local musiducted the same day.
cians, but in Burlington, la., this
•week he'll take on three more fldGlen Naves Enlists
iflers for permanent assignment. This
Spartanburg, S. C, Dec. IS.
will bring the Morgan violin section
Glen W. Naves, Spartanburg area

—

and they're

Sams Roll CaH

lost three of his brass sec-

Tommy

their booz

'

jor.

Morgan Wants Yon

Moody,

want

disclosed in

published by the Industry Service

Ireland, and 14 have planed to ftt*
flung bases in Alaska, the Aleutian
Islands, Newfoundland, the Panama
Canal Zone and various outposts in
the Caribbean Sea. In the Septem-

FactioirBacb

be overrun with those fine specialHollywood, Dec. 15.
pints
ists who know how to make 2Z
Hollywood to date Is represented
out of one good quart of whiskey
by 4.000 artists and workers in the
and before long we'll be involved In
U. S. armed forces, according to fig- one of the durndest bootlegging
ures revealed by the Producers' As- messes since the good old days.
A Soldier pom Broadway.

BUI pBCbsIski Killed.
Minneapolis, Dec. 15.
Northampton, Mass., Dec. 15.
William W. Puchalski, assistant
Russ Morgan believes he has found
olution to the problem created by manager of the Plaza here before
less of men to the armed forces. It's his induction on March 4, 1941, was
the employment of more fiddle play- killed In the South Pacific, accorders.
These fiddle players, he says, ing to work received by his parre in greater supply because they're ents.
When last heard from he was In
usually older men outside the draft
New Caledonia. Also surviving are
Morgan

—Joe

will

soldiers in this vicinity

Plaqoe for Bon Kellcy
It's BUlor Ben Lyon Now
Seattle, Dec. 15.
Ben Lyon was sworn into the
Impressive ceremony was held at
American Air Force In London
(Hamrlck-EverYesterday. His rank is that of ma- the Blue Mouse

And Yonr Hair Is Tnmin'

tion

many

going to get it—even if it's good old
rotgut a la 1928. I'm willing to bet
that within two weeks the state will

Pkture Colony

Arthur Ricbman, Kermit Bloomgarden and Oliver M. Sayler.

Sihrer,

this is a real oldfashioned bootlegging spree as there

From

Hollywood, Dec. IS.
In the first year of Its exlstenc*
the Hollywood Victory Committee
has provided 1,141 stars of toreen,
stage and radio to help build up
America's wartime morale, the biggest free talent pool ever organized
anywhere. Work of the committee la

in the desert areas of California.
New Mexico and Arizona at the raquest of the War Department
addition, the USO Camp Tour Shows
said district was policed by uni' performed in 273 large camps from
formed
policewomen
and coast to coast, often appeartaig lavmen,
plaindothesmen until 3 a.m.. Patrol eral times the same day to entertain
the entire personnel In relays.
men then take over.
Overseas, nine players have put on
shows for soldiers in EnglE id and

happening out of

Services

and entertainment activities, has
contributed in the past year $1,829,of seven which will make 424 to various charity drives.
interim decisions, at least four of
>---(
the committee being in accord, to
malte rulings effective. The executive crew: Vera Allen, Mrs. Martin
Beck, James E. Sauter, Solly Pernick,

Yon Tote a

week and soldiers
must get their coupons through their
AU 1 can see
officers.

a pint of booze a

iOOO In Armed

committee

If

Broadway Dimputs Foster
More Hoodlumisin, Charge

Nightly dlniout in Time* 8q. baa
Foireased rowdyism, wMh reporU of
Women and ohildren being molested,
according to action ordered by Police
Commissioner Lewis A. Valentine.
First word of annoyances came in
a complaint filed by a businessman
who charged his wife and daughter
6ootle{{iii( Again?
were molested on 42d St., after attending a performance at the Metropolitan opera house.
Fort Bragg, N. C, Deo. 10.
Complaint charged lack of proper
Editor, 'Variety':
Valentine turned
police protection.
The latest brainstorm down here Is it over to Chief Inspector Louis F.
the new rationing of whiskey on a Costuma for 'Immediate attention
Valentine
It calls and appropriate action.'
state-wide scale.

4.

Operation

1,141 Players in 1st Yr.'s

The

Deo. 30.

singer,

400 Chi Theatres Drive

open Jan.

Ifwood's Victory Committee Spotted

INT0THEARMYOEC.30

Mitchell Rawson.
Lou Bobbins.
Gilbert Seldes.
Marian Shockley.
Mrs. Harry Sosnik.

Howard

Strickling.

Joe Schenck.
Rocco Vocco.
Hal Wallls.
George Zachary.
Bernice Zaconlck.

,

Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Film industry's contribution to the
building of the war machine will be

upped

Army

to

1,500,

and probably

2,000,

training shorts for the next 12

months, under an agreement between
the producers and Col. M. E. Gillette,

commanding

officer

of

the

Signal

Corps Photographic Center.
Special committee appointed

to

expedite the patriotic output consists
«f E. J. Mannix, B. B. Kahane, M. J.
Slegel and Cliff Work.

Lew Ayres In Texas VM. Unit
San Antonio, Dec. 15.
Motion picture star Lew Ayres is
BOW stationed in the 36th Evacuation

AUanUc City, Dec. 15.
Among new arrivals at this resorl's Army Air Forces basic air

John Barner, manager

of

Grand

Huntingdon, Pa., army.
Ben Rosenberg, son of M. A. RosHospital, at Fort Sam Houston.
training center are Pvt. Broderick
enberg, indie exhib and president of
.* fter completing
the surgical tech
Crawford, 36, and Pvt. Guinn ('Big
National
Allied, army glider service.
nicians course at Camp Berkeley in Boy') Williams, 44, who
has often
Anthony Delisi, of Liberty theatre
Abilene (Texas), Ayres reported essayed the role of hard-boiled
in Saltsburg, army.

here.

i^ergeant in

war

pictures.

in

Tom

Anas,

son

of

N.

G.

Anas,

David

Elarly,

studio

press

agent.

Army

Air Force.
Jim Fonda, radio producer, Army.
Robert E. Lee, radio writer. Army.

George Thomas,
agent.

Don

Army,

Jr.,

studio press

*

Kerr, stu^o technician, Navy.
(COTltinued on page 44)

L. A. to N. Y.
Phil Berg.

John Brahm.
Matty Fox.
Flossie Freedman,
Leon Fromkess.

Edward A. Golden.
Hyams.

Leila

Arthur Kober.
Arthur S. Lyons.
Lieut Lee Mortimer.
Harold Mlrlsh.
Florabel Mulr.
Irving Repper.
Charles R. Rogers.

Major Alex
Bill

P.

de Seversky.

Stern.

Arthur Schwartz,
Sol Schwartz.
Walter Slezak.

David

E.

Weshner.

Oliver Wallace.

-
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Ufait

PIGTUIIES

and See' 25G Attitude

BEPOfiT NIELLETI Producers Seeklluling Permitting

The current whodunit on the $25,000 ceiling and what it does to
contract renewals is being brushed off almost universally with what
has now become a cliche: 'Oh, we can always rely on our stars to
in, so don't let's worry about it too much."
The mental reservation, and later audibly uttered in couise of such
palaver, is that the Byrnes edict 'may be kayoed completely in JanAnd whether that's wishful thinking,
uary by the new Congress.'
the general attitude is one of let's-wait-another-few-weeks,

OFFERING

Revision of Talent Pacts So Stars

HELP

pitch

D.C. Solons Plan 'Rider to

For Repeal of 25G

Aid Move

Would Work

Coordinator of Gov't Films
Understood As Suggesting
That Sufficient Raw Stock
Be Diverted From OWI
and Victory Shorts Production to Make Up for
Proposed WPB 25% Slash

No

It appears likely that tax exports of the Joint Legislative
Staff will guide major tax poliThis group is
cies during 1943.

convenes after the first of the year.
During the past few days House
finance leaders have been laying

now preparing statistics and
other material for use by members of the House Ways and
Means and the Senate Finance

their plans for rescinding the salary
limitation put into effect by the
Last
Presidents executive order.
week finance leaders ol the Senate
were outspoken in their denunciation of the proposal to limit investment income and at the same time
spoke of repealing the present salary
limitation.
Plan of repc;il

proposed

committee.';.
As a result of the
litical situation,

to attach a

'rider'

to next year's

tax bill or some other comparably
important piece of legislation.
Strategy of attaching a repeal
order to an important piece of leg-

shortly issue a three-page clari0/ the 21-page clariflcalioii
fication of the wage and salary
regxilations issued last week.

islation

would be designed

to

de-

to

avert

a

newsreel

raw

is

reported moving

threatened reduction
production

by

in

diverting

Move

In East,

May

H.M. Warner

Finally Dispose

WB

Of

Newsreel Palaver

—

per
fore

Harry M. Warner has arrived

New York and

a final decision

in

with

regard to a newsreel from the company may be made at this time. Unless Warner succeeds in concluding

last

Walter

C.

Ament's report be-

which Treasury

ula,

Inroads on

Labor;

Show

Many Over 38

While no general transfer of

power

have

out the usual number of pictures or
more annually, or earn considerably
less than the $67,200 maximum allowed. Instead of being paid $S.0OO

i^-vi

in

man

the International Alliance

Theatrical Stage Employees appears an immediate prospect, the
that the vast majority of its
38 years old and
thus might be conscripted for war
industry or agricultural woi'k is giving the lA some concern.

weeks instead of eight

30

to

earn $40,000.
Under such a revision of contracts,
for which producers are seeking a
formula acceptable to the authorities,
stars on the studio contract
lists

would have

to

work

a full year

to earn a salary which may now be
paid for a single picture. Freelance

players, however,

would be able

to

of

negotiate terms on single or multiple
picture deals.

fact

Apparently aware of the move by
the producers to solve the rapidly
approaching contract crisis via re-

members are over

Anxiety

is

heightened by doubt In

visions. Screen Actors Guild officers
have already held meetings to counteract any attempt to put the $67,200

War Activities Committee lA quarters on the one hand, as to ceiling on a weekly
Monday (7) — should not be cur- whether union members in show SAG heads plan to
the

The Coordinator of Govtailed.
ernment Films has apparently found
newsreels are of paramount
that
propaganda
the
importance
on
front, taking precedence even over

officials

so far indicated is out of their province, stars would be obliged to turn

work

WMC

ahead

tivities.

salary basis of approximately $1,300.
Via establishment of such a form-

star would receive onfy
$1,300 weekly (if on the studio contract lists) and would thus have to

lATSE Anxious Over

1.

is

of Government film acMcllctt's
action
also
is
viewed as a spur, if any were
needed, for increased cooperation
from the film industry.
Mellett. from accounts, believes
now
that
newsreels,
which are
virtually
attuned
to
the
lOO'^c
prosecution of the war effort as

or

Washing-

Officials in

Industry toppers last week discussed revision of studio talent contracts with U. S. Treasury Department officials in Washington with a
view to obtaining a ruling whereby
the $67,200 salary limit could be
broken down on a weekly pro rata

wrth
''T1j)1SC7fl'5r?"*fJ*^fJ*l
weeks, a
are expected shortly.

tion),

considered unprecedented
inasmuch as an official of Mellett's
prominence is. according to all reports,
placing
results
achieved
through private enterprise, on a par

|

Board

compared

War

Information and Victory
sliort5 in sufficient quantity to make
up for the newly proposed 25%
War Production Board cut affecting
newsreels, slated to become effec-

regulations coverrevision in

downward

ton recently.
New regulations, providing for
the 25% reduction in raw stock
for the first quarter in 1943 (as

film stock allucutiuns fron\ Of-

fice of

tive Jan.

changed po-

appears likely

possibly taking precedence over
Treasury tax experts.

ANOTHER 'CLARIFICATION*
Reported that the U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue may

it

recommendations of
that
the
Congres.-sional lax experts will
followed
more carefully,
be

in the last

few days by House finance leaders
is

tion

Lowell Mellett

official

the

film stock allocations, effective Jan. 1. have yet been received by film dislribs. The 11
majors affected, however, are
figuring schedules based on the
verbal rulings handed down in
consultation with War Produc-

Cues From D. C.

Washington, Dec. 15.
being set on Capitol Hill
for repeal of the $25,000 net salary
coiling by the new Congress that

Year for $61200 Top

raw

Ceiling in Jan.

is

Full

Nothing Official—Yet
ing

REELS 'ESSENTIAL'
Stage

5

business can be exempted as essential and, on the other, how replacements can be satisfactorily made in
the event that it becomes necessary
on any scale of appreciable propor-

from studios seeking

pro rata basis.
call out stars
to enforce pro

'

rata salary terms.
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury John L. Sullivan has already
stated that his department could not

RKO-Pathe, the thought official OWI releases.
tions.
attempt to adjudicate or offer an
Controversy over classification of
Richard F. Walsh, president of the opinion on the velidity of
Warner reel will be dropped
existing
'March of Time' with 20th-Fox fig- lA, and Louis Krouse, executive sec(Continued on page 23)
due largely to raw slock, technician
uring it as a newsreel and the War retary, were in Washington on Friand other problems. Harold S. Bare- Production Board taking the stand day (11) trying to find out what
secretary of WB, that it is a regular subject for might happen. According to Walsh,
assistant
ford,
stated at the annual stockholders which 20lh should use film allocated they talked off the record with varlmeeting in Wilmington Monday (14) for feature production, would thus oijs figures in Washington but failed
that the company had decided it was be solved also if the Mellett sug- to come back with any concrete inis
adopted,
appears formation. The lA head stated he
as
impractical to get out a newsreel for gestion
entirety.
and Krouse did not see Paul V. Mclikely.
itself.
'This Is the Army' will be the
Proposal to attach a rider came
Nutt, head of the War Manpower
260,e««,«M Feet of Film
According to inside, RKO wants
highest percentage picture In the"
from Representative Disney. Okla- about $5,000,000 for the Pathe newsNew.sreels have until now been Commission.
history of
Warner Bros., under
homa Democrat, who is a member of reel. Originally Warners offered $2,- exempt from the WPB allocation
Surplus in N. T.
plans, with the company figuring
the powerful House Ways and Means
Though
admitting
it is difficult to
regulations,
but
slated
to
beare
000.000.
on a policy for it similar to that
Commillee. At the same time it was
Although some other Warnerites come subject to the aame cuts as tell what may happen and what
of 'Gone With the Wind.'
reported that the House Appropria'Gone'
(Continued
23)
on
page
(Continued
on
page
23)
newsreel
toward
a
have been chilly
got as much as 75% and was
tions Committee was also weighing
since the beginning, Harry Warner
played at advanced admissions on a
the advisability of tacking a repeal
is said to be difficult to discourage
twice-daily basis when first made
rider on the h\n Treasury-Post Ofltice
that
feels
he
on the matter since
available.
(Continued on page 23)
newsreels now are too routine and
WB expects to start filming of
that WB, if it had one, could do
'Army' Feb. 1, immediately after
much institutional good for the inthe show fini.shes its Los Angeles
war
efthe
well
aid
as
dustry as
3 Boston Nitery Fire
engagement.
However, later on
now
than
measure
fort in a larger
when people from the legit cast
'Essential' have
done.
Victims Improve Fast,
completed their work in the
Joseph H. Hazen. v.p. and attorney
film version, the show will go out
MonY.
returned
to
N.
for Warners,
on additional dates.
S. R. Dunlap Still
He 'went
14) with Warner.
day
The Army is sard to be intergarded as es.scnlial. and that inWashington, Dec. 15.
west to report to studio heads on
Within the next few days the War dustry representatives were asked to ested in kecpiny it going as long as
Harry H. Thomas, in control of the his orientation cour.se at Kt. Leaven- Manpower Commission will formally revise the list to an absolute mini- pos.sible.
the
did
in
same
he
Kan.,
as
Monogram sales franchises for the worth,
Warners has not .set up a budget
mum.
publicly
producand
recognize
the
weeks
ago.
New York and Philadelphia areas, east two
crease the chance of a Presidential
If the repeal were proposed in
a separate bill it is probable that the
President would veto the measure.
Where the rider is attached to a bill
the President would have to veto the
whole measure, since he cannot disapprove of any part of a bill. He has
to accept or veto the bill in its
veto.

a deal with

of a

WBTOSELL/ARMY'AT
RECORD RENTAL

War Manpower

Conunission to

Pix Gassifications

NSG

who was amohg

his burns.

NATIONAL THEATRES'
MANPOWER PROBLEMS
Attention was again fixed on man-

tion of entertainment films as essential to the war effort.
At the
same time.
will certify to the

WMC

Selective Service System 11 occupational types of personnel engaged in
the production of entertainment features as 'critical occupations.'
will
The 11 classes which

WMC

animator cameraman,
cutter, equipment maintenance tcclicertify

are:

meeting of
National Theatres execs in New nician, film
editor, illuminating techYork la.-il week. In from the Coast iiicinn. pioce.'-s and effect technician.
to confab with Spyros Skouras were
procliiclioM set technician, production
Charles Skouras. Charles Buckley
supervisor, sound engineer, technical
Joe Schenck was
and Toin Page.
writer, production set architect.
also in a huddle with Spyros and
This list of 'critical occupations' in
permanently heal, requiring Dunlap Charles Skoiu-as, prior to 20th-Fox Ihc entertainment picture field of
to follow a careful diet for the rest board of directors meeting scheduled
the motion
picture industry was
of his life. He is now able to take for Dec. 17.
With some 350 men from the Fox prepared by the Manpower Commismoderate food nourishment.
West Coast circuit already in the sion's committee on essential sl(The condition of Herman ^ifkin, armed force.', employment of women livities. headed by Dr. Collis Stock-

Scott R. Dunlap. producer of westerns for Mono, who's in the Boston
City hospital, will remain there indefinitely, under the care of specialiBts obtained for him by Mono.
He
is coming along rapidly but his lungs
were so Ijadly seared they may never

Mono

OK

As

1

those injured in the

Cocoanut Grove nightclub fire in
Boston Nov. 28, is scheduled to check
out of the Kcnniofa hospital. Boston,
today (Wednesday). He will return
to N. y. but probably will take two
weeks or longer to recuperate from

Wtm

power problems

at

the

controlling the New Engas theatre managers on a more exfranchise,
is
markedly Im- tensive scale appears likely. Women
proved and ho most likely will be have so far been employed mainly

weeks

consideration
and dijcussion with representatives
of the motion picture industry.
It
on his feet before Dunlap is. Like- in subordinate spots in theatre
op- IS understood that the li.vl of ocwise Moe Gr.issMreen, Boston branch eration as ushers, assistant
man- cupational titles submitted by the inmanager for 20th -Fox, suffering from agers, treasurers, etc., but increas- dustry to
originally was a
both burns and lung iaiiw'';; ;>! ing manpower drain pA'tends as- lengthy one and covered about 73
rallying nicely.
signments to more important spots. occupations which the industry rev.|).

ing,

after

land

—

WMC

of

First Official Arlion

Certification

of the

list

of

11

oc-

cupations will be the first official action taken by a Government agency
to establish the essentiality of cnter-

lainment features
Some time ago.

to

the

WMC

war

effort;

certified to

Selective Service Sy.-tem as 'critical
occupations' eight job titles of per.••onnol
"ejisiigcd full-time and exclusively
jji
the
production
of
technical
and vocational training,
film.- for the Army. Navy and war
production induiti jc-.' Those titles

were animator, cameraman,

cutter,
film editor, project supervisor, technical consultant, technical writer and
•iound engineer.

Later ii certified as 'critical' ceroccupations in the newsreel

tain

These were cameraman, cutand ,<;oimd engineer
Hero is how WMC reached its de-

to cover the production of 'This Is
but in view of the fact
lalonl is donated, the figure i- expected to bo comparatively low. Hal
Walli.s.
who will produce, and

Army'

Michael Cmtiz. director, will go off
salary at
while the film is being made.
Irving Berlin, of course,
donated his share .so that Army

WB

Emergency

Relief Fund gets
gravy. Unions have refu.sed
nate their time.

Warners

all

to

the
do-

practically
sure of
Rogers for the 'Eileen' role,
angling to get Clark Gable,
is

Ginger
and is
who would have to secure leave
from the army in order to accept.

ie

s Talk Today

field.

Strong turnout of show biz execs
is
expected for Wendell Willkie'*
cision in respect to essentiality of appearnnces as speaker at the Conentertainment film production and ference of Christians and Jews tothe classifying of critical occupa- day (Wed.) at the Astor hotel, New/
tions in that field. It determines first York.
/
if
the industry is essential to the
J. Robert Rubin. Metro, is h>>''
(Continiied on page 21)
ling invitations for lndustrx/-jiV--^

ler,

film editor
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PICTURES

hside Stutf-Picbires

StndM Contracts

FiDgerpointiiig at Wefl-Heated

Hollywood, Dec. IB.
Gunther Fritsch inked shorts director contract at Metro,

Tba poulblllty that it will be necessary to 'curtail motion picture theatres' and to make a further cut in railroad travel, in order to get fuel
oil Into homcfl, was mentioned by William Boyd, Jr., of the American
Seward signed by 20th-Fox. Petroleum Industry Committee, in an interview with Earl Godwin on
David Bruce shifted from Warners 'Watch the World Go By' over the Blue web Dec. 11. Boyd did not seem
to Universal under a new player con- to think the outlook for sufficient oil and gasoline in the east
Dacking the Slqffs
was too
tract.
bright, even when the pipe line from Texas to Illinois Is completed (a
Mike Simmons inked pact to script month's delay of the scheduled opening this week was announced)
and
Hollywood, Dec. IS.
short subjects at Metro.
a second 'parallel' line was installed.
He repeated that every possible
Exhibs here, trying to buy sluff
James Stangier handed screen building and home should 'convert to coal.'
product to get over the pre-holiday wrlUng ticket by 20th-Fox.

Theatres, Cafes Bothers

Owners

Billie

Detroit, Dec. 15.
Theatre owners her* are beginning to get concerned over the odd
turns that public 'lour grapes' can
take on the matter of oil rationing.

What crept into these 'Voice of the
People' lament columns of the news* slump, are getting the brushoff at
papers in these parts was the beef exchanges. Filmrowers are holding
that theatre, night club and bar ra- back on reissues and oldies.
tions of fuel oil could be cut out so
They figure operators are stalling
the general public could have more for time to get better deaU later on
for their homes.
fresh product.
While the gas rationing programfor tire conservation has been accepted readily enough, there has
been plenty of squawking in the Suspected Inceiidiary
midwest about fuel oil rationing.
Gk)be
The entertainment spots don't like
the turn it Is taking in singling them
out as the whipping boys.
Theatre, Holyoke, Mass.
Plenty of theatres and clut>s have

Bbze Damages

Jennifer Holt's player ticket reat Universal.
John Hubbard inked new two-picture pact with Republic.
Basil Dickey signed to write serials at Republic.
Mary McLeod drew player contract at Metro.
Belita, Ice skater, signed five-year
player ticket at Monogram.
Shirley Patterson's playfer option
lifted

by Columbia.

Skooras

been pared down now, and one never
Holyoke, Mass., Dec,

knows what direction the future
slashes will take— the report Is that

Charlie Chaplin told a N. Y. Times man he was marked for assasination
by a Japanese military clique in Tokyo in 19S2, In explaining his hurried
departure from the Jap capital at that time. Chaplin asserted he owes
his life to the fact that the night he was scheduled to be slain he attended
a wrestling match with a son of Premier Tsuyoskl Inukai.
The object of killing him, Chaplin said, was to further foment war
between Japan and the United States. The night the Black Dragon Society of Tokyo invaded the Premier's home and murdered him, Chaplin
attended the wrestling match with the Premier's son. This was In May
1032. Chaplin further asserts when his name was found on a murder list
prepared by the terrorlsta he fled Japan.

newed

WonM

Walter Wanger authored an article 'Hollywood and the Intellectuals,
in the Dec. 9 issue of The Saturday Review of Literature, in which he
In this he
cited the great value of motion pictures during wartime.
pointed up the vast value of Instructive and propaganda Alms.

Restrain

19.

Two-alarm fire, believed to be of
Finn With Simihr
damaged the
origin,
oil allotments are to be cut incendiary
further— if officialdom takes Globe early Sunday (13) and spread
Alleys, secUnfair' Competish
They to the Suffolk Bowling
note of the public clamor.
ond floor occupant of the Globe Asdon't like such public cracks as, sociates Bldg., 16-26 Suffolk street,
•Why do we have to go to the the- intimates place the total damage at
Skouras Theatre Corp., on Friday
atres to keep warm.... Even If we $30,000 Jwith a replacement cost of (10) filed suit for an injunction to
keep warm with liquor In the about $49,000.
restrain use of the nam#. jgd /jji;,
saloons, what are ou; children going
Chief John H. Rohan said origin damages against Scouras Holding
was in a rear alleyway. Two boys Qorp. and John Scouras in N. Y.
to do.'
were seen running away from the superme court.
building a short time before.
Skouras Corp. in its complaint
The theatre's entire stage section alleges that the defendants, because
Exhibs' Co-operatioi
was burned out and the sound equipment damaged beyond repair. Tna of the similarity In names, Is unfirst 20 rows of seats were burned fairly competing with them. Skouras
In CoBseniag
and the remainder scorched. Thea- claims that it has 68 theatres In the
tre officials made a test of the pro- metropolitan area and that the deSoof by U's Scnllj jection machinery and It was found fendants plan to open theatres in the

Name

Passing of Helen Westley makes the third great character actress to
die in recent weeks. May Robson and Edna May Oliver were the other
two distinguished thesplans of stage, screen and radio.

fuel
still

From

FOm

k

to

be

in

workable condition.

19.

same

sector.

many
ball

Wnrtzd

Week

Fred

version. 'Claudia' came to 20th via
the David O. Selznlck deal.
Sol Wurtzel is another 20th-Fox
production executive returning this

weekend,

and

Joe

Schenck

was

slated to return last night (Tues.)
in company with L. B. Mayer and
How.nrd Strickling but is staying on
a spell.
.SliU anolhcr 111m exec to the Coast
this weekend is Jack Cohn, Colum>
bii Pic's v.p., who departs Friday
(18).

Cincinnati,

Dec.

IS.

An
fire

echo of the Boston night club
disaster sounded here Saturday

(12)
tors

when

fire

department inspec-

charged exhibs operating five

nabes

In the downtown section with
violations of the city building coco
governing exit light.s and bolts on
doors.

Theatres involved are Ihe Empire.
Elm, State, Queen Ann and the Vic
tor..
Penalties range
fror $5
tc
$500.

George Jes'sel
Joe Laurie, Jr.
Gypsy Rose Lee

Groncho Marx
Ward Morehouse
Nugent

J. C.

Louis Sobol
H. Allen Smith

Jerome Weidman
B'klyn 'Monopoly' Snit

Da Pron's Hotfoot

A suit was filed in N. Y. .supreme
Hollywood. Dec. 15.
court yesterday (Tuesday) by the
One of the busiest men in HollyS95 Amus. Corp., owner of the Gloria wood is Louis Da Pron,
dance ditheatre. Brooklyn, for an injunction rector at Universal,
who is creating
and
damages
against
Randforce hoofing routines for three pictures
Amus. Corp., Louis Frisch, Sam and playing a comic role in 'Solid
Binzler.
William
Yost,
20th-Fox, Senders,' all at the same time.
Warners. Paramount, RKO and UniHis dance routine chores includo
versal. Defendants are charged with 'Senders,' 'Isle of Romance'
and 'He'.-:
jOTioly in the Brooklyn area.
My Guy.'

All executives of 20th-Fox

line.

and
orchestra
Cugat's
other entertainment In charge of
Jack Partington, of the Roxy theatre, will be part of program. Simliar parties are being arranged in 22
Xavier

Will be

amomg

the editorial
features of

*Show Business
at War'
theme

of the

37ih Anniversary Number
of

branch

I

home

Movietone News and N. Y.
exchange will be hosted by company
at a Christmas party In the main
ballroom at the Astor hotel next
Spyros
Thursday afternoon (24).
Skouras, Tom Connors and other top
executives will be on the receiving
.

The theatre was operated for
The defendants filed their certifiyears by the late Dennis M. cate of incorporation in May, 1942.
Reardon, former minor league baseplayer and umpire. It is now
conducted by the trustees of ttie
WURTZEL'S FORECAST
Mrs.
Associates.
Theatre
Globe
Josephine Reardon, his widow, and Vet Prodncer's Emphasis On
Stories
Scully, general sales manager of
Mrs. Marlon Wotten. This was the
And Femme Casts
Universal, told those at the district second major theatre Are here for
and divisional sales managers' meet- the year, the other being the twoEnvisioning a swing over to
ing here last Friday (11) and Sat- alarm Are at the Victory last January.
greater dependance on strong screen
urday.
stories, as well as the use of new
S«iilly stated that the reduction in
talent and more girls as a means
positive film was a matter of vital
$7t,M« Theatre Fire
of overcoming the loss of male stars,
concern to exhibitors as well as proKilgore, Texas, Dec 19.
ducers and distributors, and that
The Texas theatre burned down Sol M. Wurtzel, veteran executive
Universal would use ita sales force here Friday (11) causing an un- producer with 20th-Fox, in N. Y. for
to educate exhiba.
home-office huddles, expressed opofficially estimated loss of $7B,000.
'With the entire industry extendThe blaze was discovered a tew min- timism over the ability of the Ining itself in every way to cooperate
dustry to handle the man-power
utes prior to the matinee opening.
with the many emergencies arising
problem resulting from the war. He
No
one was injured, although sevfrom the war effort,' he said, 'nothhas been in town for about two
eral of the firemen battling the blace
ing becomes more important than
weeks and plans returning to Hollynarrowly
escaped falling walls.
the exhibitor's complete understandwood over the weekend. Wurtzel
ing of the entire film conservation
pointed to the manner in which the
ProJ. Baolk Fire
project.
We believe that our sales
U. S. Aim business had overcome
organization can clarify for exhibitJohnstown, O., Dec. 15.
other diflicuU problems in the past
ors many of the problems Involved
Fire in the projection room of the as forecasting ability to handle the
and it is for this reason that we Dorsey theatre here last Wednesday manpower situation.
will make a concerted effort through (t) destroyed all of the Aim.
The
The inventory setup at the studios
our entire sales organization to give operator, Raymond Scovell, escaped now permits a sufficient backlog of
the best information available on with singed hair just before the pictures to carry over for nearly a
the subject to our accounts.
Steel fire doors con- year, which will allow most com1 am film exploded.
convinced that extended playing fined tite blaze to the projection panies about 12 months to adapt
time will greatly obviate some of room and the large audience was themselves to the new situation, he
the normal Inconvenience that might evacuated safely.
said. By that time, most producers
•rise under the present limitations.'
Smoke and poisonous gas fumes hope to have developed new talent,
hampered the fire department, which adopted stories requiring less emestimated several hundred dollars phasis on younger male players or
loss.
changed over to more stress on the
Perlberg,
Back
story,
according to Wurtzel.
He
cited *Cry Havoc' and 'Dough Girls'
Theatre Couldn't Open
To Coast This
as Illustrating how stories with large
Fort Wayne, Ind., Dec. 19.
Opening of a new picture house femme casts can fill the gap.
East to 0.0. 'Eve of St, Mark, on in the rolling mill district was preBroadway and sefr Dorothy Mc- vented last week by joint action of
Gulre, the original 'Claudia' in the fire and building depts.
The
Americana Top Humori$U
Chicago, which he wUl film for 20th- building in which the theatre was
ineludlna
Fox, William Perlberg returns to to be located was not properly
the Coast tomorrow (Thursday). Me equipped with exits, and state reguAllen
stops oft one day in Chi to talk lations concerning fire walls and
with Miss McGuire, who will re- other safeguards had not been met.
Milton Berle
create her stage original in the film
Chicago, Dec.

Exhibitors should be educated to
understand the responsibility they
must share in the conservation and
proper handling of film, William A.

Fox's N.Y. Office Party
office,

McNUnATWMC
The

wartime
was placed
workers
in the Detroit zone last week and
shortly Is to be applied nationally by
Into effect for

Shorty Fleming Pnt

660,000

Paul V. McNutt, head of the

Budd,

Yr. Probation;

Kaufman

covering

some

War

Manpower Commission in Washington, was devised during the first
World War by Ralph W. Budd, executive of Warner Bros.

offices.

On 3

pattern

freezing of Jobs, which

Trial

sonnel

On

now

in charge of the per-

department

of

WB,

was

superintendent of the U. S. Employment Service for the Waterbury,

Conn., district when Word War 1
Newark, Dec. 15.
was being waged. He is now workJames (Shorty) Fleming was sen- ing on procedures that
can be aptenced by Judge Van Riper to serve
plied to the picture industry when
six months in the Essex County
penitentiary, but sentence was sus- and if necessary. This remains a
pended. Fleming was put on proba- secret so far.
tion for three years. He is to make
When he was with the U. S. Emrestitution as provided by the pro- ployment
Service, Budd originated
bation office. He was charged with what became known as the Waterbeing a job payoff man for Louis bury plan which was credited with
Kaufman, business agent of the Mo- reducing labor turnover by 200%
tion Picture Operators' Union, Local
in 1918.

244.

Budd submitted details of the sysis slated to end
tem he invented to McNutt last July
week, Vice-Chancellor Blgelow and was told that his plan was being
has Indicated. Suit, now pending for studied and very likely would be put
more than a year, is being brought into effect as a current war measure.
by an insurgent group of union memThe formula originated by Budd
bers which seeks to oust Kaufman more than 25 years ago embraced a
and six of his aides and have a re- series of reports, records and the
ceiver appointed to supervise a new like to be used by the U. S. EmployKaufman and his cabinet ment Service, as well as by employelection.
are charged with violating a 1936 ers and employees. Data for recordChancery Court degree prohibiting ing included daily reports on newlystrong-arm management tactics.
employed, those going out, card indexing of workers and their emTrial of the latter

this

New By-Laws

WB
A

Protect

Officials Vs. Suits

amend the by-laws
indemnifying any
company against liability under suits which name them
as Individuals, was passed at the
of

resolution to

Warner

official of

annual

Bros.,

the

meeting held
Wilmington, Del,

stockholders'

Monday

(14)

in

This action follows at a somewhat
late date on the heels of the George
E. Browne-Willie Bloff convictions
and stockholder actions that were
brought seeking to make officials of

Warners personally responsible for

ployment record; authorization certificates and cards for employers and
workers to permit rehiring through
the plant's
certification

employment
cards,

office only;
credentials on

leaving employ, etc.

The Budd plan proved highly
fective in the first World War
of something better.

Before coming to Warners, Budd
was active in' detective agency
He was for several years
of Wyckoff, N. J., a job that
did not Interfere with his Warner
also

work.

mayor

money handed out. Similar suits were brought against other
film companies.

duties.

At the annual meeting in Wilmington, five directors whose terms
expire Dec. 31, were reelected. They
are Stanlelgh P. Friedman, v-p. and
attorney; Joseph H. Hazen, v-p. and
member of the legal staff; Samuel

Theatres Lose N.Y. Test

extortion

Carlisle, assistant treasurer; Morris
Wolf, Philadelphia attorney representing Warners there; and Charles
S. Guggenheimer, banker.

Terms

board members
have another year to go and include
Harry M., Jack L. and Major Albert
Warner,
Joe
Bemhard. Waddill
Catchings and Robert W. Perkins.
of

other

Election of officers of

WB

for the

coming year will be held late today
(Wed.), under plans, by thfe board of
directors.

No

changes are expected.

efin

holding workers to one job, averting
continual traveling around in search

To Stop Bingo, Screeno
Supreme Court Justice John F.
Carew last Thursday (10) denied the
motion

of

attorney

Jack

London,

representing 27 theatre operators, to

Mayor

LaGuardia
and Police Commissioner Lewis
Valentine from stopping bingo and
screeno games in New York therestrain

Florello

atres.

Judge Carew ruled 'Games must
be stopped some day and this is as
good' a day as any.' London indi-

.

PICTURES
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Tax Consultant

in

Now Whaf D We CaU

lATSE Mess

Hollywood, Dec,

It

Further Cut in Gas Allowances

IS.

Tomvn

Convicted by N.Y. Federal Jury
After deliberating an hour, a N. Y.
federal district court Jury late yesterday (15) convicted Martin A.
Hirsch, 47, tax consultant, ot Brook-

who was placed on trial
on charges of perjuring himself to
frustrate an inquiry Into funds of
Alliance of TheInternational
the
Hirsch
SUge Employees.
atrical
lyi, N. Y.,

faces a

maximum

sentence of five

years in prison, pluj a fine of $2,000.
On motion of Boris Kostelanetz, assistant U. S. attorney, Judge Alfred
C. Coxe, who presided at the trial,
granted a motion to defer sentence
until

Dec.

28.

'Hirsch can be of great assistance
in the film industry racketeer Investigation,' Kostenanetz explained

Seton MiDer, Prodncer

two-day
the
trial showed that Hirsch, a former
U. S. Ti-easury Department agent,
had been convicted and jailed for
four months back in 1920 for a $10
extortion involving an Income taxpayer. It was further disclosed that
he had posted bail ot $100,000 for
Arthui* 'Tootsie' Herl>ert, chicken
market racketeer.

Job.
Miller's

Hirsch was described by Kostel-

He said the false statement attributed to Hirsch concerned his disposition of the $15,000 that was returned
to him after $10,000 had been deducted by the Government to cover
a fine imposed on Dean,
Latter
pleaded guilty to extoMion charges.
Case Is outgrowth of Federal
grand jury's LATSE investigation and
subsequent conviction of George E.

Browne and

Willie Bioff for extorting large amounts of money from
the film Industry. Dean was a third

defendant in case.

writing chore
City/ produced

last

'Heart of the
Lester Cowan.

wai
by

U WINS CAIN'S

About Extra Exchanges

firing

Take a humoroMU journey
with

Al Jolson

BLUMENFELD-McNERNEY

SUIT

theme

Situation

of

remains under

STUDIO UNIONS

PLEDGE NO

dis-

15.
From the Warner side, it appears
plagiarism that the sale of Aim in the San Franquestion of the best
suit against Universal when the Fed- cisco area is a
possible terms as well as outlet; same
U^utt, .ruled that the sjudloja,

Comes' was not

lost his

lifted

from his book,

'Serenade.' The judge overruled the
studio's contentions that Cain's book
is not amenable to copyright because
it
is immoral and sacrilegious.

Another ruling by Judge Leon

R

Yankwich

stated the scenarist is
responsible for the story ot a picture
up to the time of two years after the
film's last release. Contended by defense attorneys it is now more than
two years since the script was written, which exempted the scenarist
under the statute of limitations.

Etfttiuisir'
Warners, who formerly had sold all
of F-WC, turned over its product to
the Blumenfeld chain three years
ago when it was having a product
fuss with the F-WC people. Blumenfeld string was then smaller than it
At present, with recent^
Is now.
takeover ot the T. & D. theatre in"
Oakland, it has 23 houses.

V

Two

Selb

to

F-WC

Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Pantages-HUlstreet combo is so
loaded with future bookings that
Universal, whose pictures the houses
have waived 'Arabian
received,

Nights' and 'Pittsburgh.'
deal was immediately closed
Meeting of the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors Assn. di- with Fox-West Coast, filling threeday date at Chinese, State and Rltz.
rectorate, originally scheduled for

STRIKES

9,

Charles F. Coe, MPPDA
vice-president, arrived In N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday) for the session.
Besides passing on the MPPDA
budget for 1943, selection of an inNegotiations between the Screen dustry public
relations spokesman to
Oftice
tc
Professional Employees fill the spot vacated by Eddie RodGuild
and Paramount, covering dan, now in the service, and the
white-coUarites in the Par home- matter of several public relations
office and music subsidiaries, will
representatives in the field may come
begin tomorrow (Thursday) In New up for consideration.
York.
This follows a preliminary
session for a few minutes, held last
week, at which union and Par representatives met each other.
While demands of SOPEG have
not been made public, it Is expected

Studio Unions through the medium
of endorsing a no-strike policy of
the AFL. The lATSE wlU arbitrate
disputes and the Conference will use
Government agencies In settling
controversies with studios.
Both organizations control nearly
20,000 studio workers. The few indie
organizations not represented have
no-strike clauses In their contracts
with producers.

37th

SPOEG Electa New SUte
First general election since its organization, a year ago, found the following officers elected to lead the
Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild for the coming year.
President, Sidney Young of 20thFox; v.p., Anne Mathews, of Columbia: secretary-treasurer, Wesley Wycoff, 20th -Fox; recording secretary,

'Birthday' 1st

'Coyer' Credits

Cob

Hollywood, Dec.

IS.

John Garfield, recently suspended
by Warners, goes back on the paywith
O'Hara
The Fallen
Sparrow' at RKO.
Robert Fellowes produces, Wallace
directs, starting early in January.
roll

a

as

loanout

Maureen

to
in

co-star

ti

n are 'Cnney

Frisco,

Hello.'

Island'

and

"Hello,

is

re-

of

Dec

A

1.

proposal

that the

is

said to have been

OPA allow gas sales to

sales-

men

of all kinds that would roll a
car 7,000 miles on the year or an
allowance of 65% of the amount
used last year, whichever is smaller.
This would help aomewhat, should
it go through. There are over 700,000 traveling aalesmen in the United

in essential selling for the war ef>
man peddling merchandise
fort
required in the war effort or for defense manufacture is one thing while
a salesman handling film or an ex-

man is another.
May Mean Larger Blocks

ploitation

Problem may

result in the selling

ot larger blocks than five, as being
pursued by some distributors, so that
it will not be necessary to cover accounts as often. However, even in

mvering
cially,

given territories superfithe car problem is a grevious

Pointed out that in such large territories as those sold out of exchanges In Boston, Atlanta, Minneap-

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

olis,
Dallas and Salt Lake City,
salesmen will not be able to scratch
the surface by automobile with the
Dec. 1 rationing blanketing the entire
country. This also goes for exploitation men, many of whom cover several exchange zones.

Trains and buses, now being used
some extent along the eastern seaboard and elsewhere, will have to be
relied upon in much greater measure, but due to the 'heavy transportation load now being carried,
many difficulties crop up in that dito

To Be Published Late In December

rection, also.

Additionally,

Special Exploitation Advantages

day,' slated to roll late in January
at 20th-Fox.
Studio now has five
tinters on lU future slate in addition to two in work.

In produc-

it

A

For Lubitsch at 20tli

and 'Bird of Paradise.'

past
r«r(hcr Cut*
While on the one hand

ported in Industry quarters that the
Office of Price Administration may
relax on gasoline for salesmen, on
the other hand Saul Herzog, attorney for the Eastern States Gasoline
Dealers Conference, predicts an
even further reduction from the allowance under 'A' and 'B' cards as

Ak present, under the 'A' and "B'
IS.
For the first time in a long period cards, entitling aalearoen to seven
Harry Cohn is assigning personal gallons weekly, the peddler can
producer credit to himself in the travel only around 105 miles a
forthcoming Columbia picture, 'Cover week, based upon getting IS miles
to the gallon. Many in the past have
Girl."
Rita Hayworth starrer is being traveled more than that in one day.
hustled through the writing mill for
Question of any further allow>
early production, with Paul Gangelin ance in gas for sellers brings up the
and Marion Parsonnet scripting matter of whether the recipient is
Erwin Gelsey's story.
a salesman who's considered dealing

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Besides "Birthday,"
the
future
colored films are 'Tin Fish," 'Greenwich Village.- Sweet Rosle O'Grady"

them to eight gallons a
week. Together with the new cut
'A' cards from four to
three gallops weekly and indications
that *€' cards are out for all sellers
in the future. It appears that exentitling

under the

Hollywood, Dec.

Fanned Out

of

Tmter

Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Ernst Lubitsch will produce his
first Technicolor picture in 'Birth-

may be

one.

Bill Phiel, organizer, will sit in for

The two organizers, David Golden
and Ellen Davidson, were reelected.

Garfield

THEME OF THE

SOPEG.

Grace Walsh, of RKO; sergeant-atarms, Luke Stager, Fox.

so acute with traveling

ducing the size of territories.
While salesmen are reported to
have been chiseling as much as they
could up to now, in order to keep
their cars rolling, even in covering
smaller territories such as around
New York, it has recently become almost impossible to get renewals of
'C cards. This has left the Aim
peddlery with only 'A' and "B' cards,

IS.

was adopted by the Conference of

"Show Business
At War"

obtained from other majors.
Arthur Israel, Jr., executive assistant to Barney Balaban, president
of the company, and Paul Baibourn,
head of the statistical department
who handles certain exec matters
also
for Balaban,
will
represent
Par in the negotiations.
Dave
Golden, president of SOPEG, and

is

that reported distribs

States.

(Thursday ).

that a minimum 10% increase, retroactive to last spring, will be made,
plus provisions for severance pay, as

extension

forced to open extra exchanges, re-

strikes In

all

tomorrow

will be held

and

in the

Hollywood, Dec.
Resolution banning

the film industry for the duration

A

Dec.

reduction in the

by salesmen now cut by 50% and

more

of the

37th Annivertary Number

Hollywood, Dec.

James R. Cain

22

of the gas restrictions to the entire

of alarm in distribution quarters.

*Show Business
at War*

Joe Blumenteld and D. J. McNerney, operators of the Blumenfeld circuit in the San Francisco area which
is in hot competition with Fox-West
C^st, were in New York during the
past week seeking to set up a film
deal with Warners to cover Oakland,
where the circuit now has three

feld Is concerned
cussion.

last

NEGOTIATING

25%

to holders of the 'A' cards,

mNov.

effective

country recently are creating plenty

In

theatres.

Haysitet Meet Thurs.

SOPEGANDPAR

A problem ever since gas rationing
began in 16 eastern states earlier
allowance

hit entertainment treks to
U. 8. •ervicamen't overseas bases

on

WORKING OUT WB DEAL

It appears that while Blumenfeld
closed for the first group of five Warner pictures this season, the company sold the second batch, under a
better deal, to the F-WC chain. The
third group of five from Warners is
in negotiation and so far as Blumen-

PLAGIARISM

during

Circella, better known as Nick Dean,
former agent ot the lATSE.

May

this year, the

Hollywood, Dee. IB.
Paramount signed Seton I, MlUar,
former tcrlpter, to a producer-writer
contract and gave him hU choice of
six stories for bU first production

to the court.

Testimony

Youra,' the Deannii Durbla •tarrer at Universal, washed up
Its ^oducUon schedule after five
monttu ot shooting.
Now the studio is hunting a new
There
title fu' releasing purposes.
la a legal technicality In the clearance ot 'Forever Yours.'

Reservations and

Copy May Be

Sent to

Any

Variety OfFice

NEW YORK
154

W.

46«h

SL

1708 No. Vine St

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph SL

LONDON
B

SL Martin's PL

the larger,

less-

Hie average salesman In the past
has been burning up a car a year,
with result the wear and tear on the
gas buggies, notably tires, already
has a lot of them in questionable
operating shape.
.

HOLLYWOOD

In

populated exchange zones, railroad
and bus service is not as extensive
as In other parts of the country, even
if seats can be obtained.
Not only
that, but there are many smaller
towns not penetrated by railroads,
and dubious bus or other service
must be depended upon. This will
inevitably mean delays, with salesmen In many cases forced to lay over
in varlotis towns rather than be nble
to go on to the next as they would
in their cars when able to light out
for another town at will.
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Hockies -Jurgens Hefty

M,

Rons on Broadway

First

CSubject to Oiange;

Week

Leader in Offish Chi; 'Nkihtmare

Cold Newspaper

Strike

Dent B'way

af Dec. 17

Astor— 'For Me and
(M-G) (9th week).

My

But lovelier

Gal'

(Revieuied in 'Variety' Sept. 9)
Capitol 'Journey for Margaret'

2d, 82G, life

Begins

—

Oke

Fme 19G

13G, 'Agent -Vanities

(M-G).

Chicago, Dec. IS.
Man Weather, gasoline restricand increased Christmas shopreceipts all over
walloping
are
ping
the loop. Weekend husiness, lornierly terrific, has tapered off in the past
two weeks. Dick Jurgens band, a
favorite here, at the Chicago, is
keeping 'Springtime In Rockies' up
In the money with $40,000. big for

The War Correspondents'

Old

by

in 'Variety'

Nov.

Sudden cold snap in New York
Sunday (13), with a snowstorm leaving icy streets in its wake, held down
the take that day In Broadway theatres. Business Monday (14) was also
'way off, due, in part, to continued
cold, but more importantly, in the
opinion of managers, to the delivery
man's strike that took all daily newspapers off the stands excepting PM.

4)

Are the Marines'
9)

Hollywood—'Casablanca' (WB)
(Reviewed

— 'Random

Harvest'

(Revieuied in 'Variety' Nov. 2S)
Paramount 'Road to Morocco'
(Par) (6th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 7i
Blslto— 'Cat People' (RKO (3d

—

'Shouj Business
at

in "Variety* Dec. 2)

Mnsic Hall
(M-G).

Will be an added feature in

War'

'Theatres immediately bought whatever stray time was available on the
air to plug shows, while the Par, reg-

ularly on the radio for

i

theme

of the

Week

of

(1.200: 35-55-65-75)

Harlem and other

(Reviewed* in 'Variety' Nov. 18
Uvoll 'Palm Beach Story*
(Par) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Nov. 4i

—

Roxy—'Life Begins at 8:30°
(20th) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Dec. 9)
Strand— 'Flying Fortress' (WB)
and
is
followed
by
Majestic's
(18).
ChlosfO (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-73)— 'Gentleman Jim."
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Juty 13i
'Springtime in Rockies' (20th) and
Estimates for This Week
Week of Dec. 24
Dkk Jurgens band. Big $40,000. Last
Albee (RKO) (2,300: 30-40-50)—
week, 'Major and Minor' (Par) and 'Seven Days Leave' (RKO) and 'Fal
Astor 'For Me and My Gal'
Lawrence Welk's orchestra (2d wk), con's Brother'
(RKO).
Looking
(M-G) (10th week).
great- $39,000.
snappy with $10,000. Last week.
Capitol— 'In Which We Serve'
Oarriek (BtK) (900; 35-55-66-75)
n n.<nfipMWii^'iiiwi a t iti
^SfflraraS^Os^TsfE^^
and-Seatie^r&ocI Survives-Mttr' -'''*'"(fteWeuieif"in''''V'iirlety' Oct. 7)
rTcTTEdflEPlPar). AJna $5,500 Last jgr' .(RKO) list wk) nifty $7,000.
Globe—'Jacare* (U) (26).
week, 'Forest Rangers' (Par) and
^
_ (Fay-Loew) (1.400;
.Z..\n
Carlton
30-40
Hollywood— 'Casablanca' (WB)
(Col),
sad
Espionage'
'Counter
50)— 'Washington Slept Here' (WB)
(5th week).
$3 000
and 'Hidden Hand' (WB) (2d run).
brlcDtal (Iroquois) (3,200: 28-33Music Hall 'Random Harvest'
44-55)—'Underground Agent* (Col) Hurt by storm but still good at
(M-G) (2d week).
$3,500. Last week. 'Springtime Rockand Earl Carroll's 'Vanities of 1943' ies' (20th) (2d run)', ditto.
Paramount 'Road to Morocco*
$19.trim
Headed
for
unit on stage.
(Par) (7th week).
Fay's (Indie) (2.000; 29-39-50)—
OOO or near. Last week, 'Boss Big
Roxy—'The Black Swan* (20th)
Town* (PRC) and Dick Stabile's 'Half Way to Shanghai' (U) and
(23);
vaude.
Nice $7,000.
Last week
orch, good $18,100.
(Revieuied In 'Variety' Oct. 21)
Palace (RKO) (2,54X1; 33-44-68-75) "Yank in Libya' (PRC) and Marcus
Strand 'Yankee Doodle Dan—'Nightmare' (U) and 'K Comes Uo unit on stage. Big $8,000.
dy' (WB) (25).
Majestic (Fay) (2.000: 30-40-50)—
Love' (U). Okay $13,000. Last week.
(Revieuied in 'Variety' June 3)
Jim'
(WB).
In
the
'Here We Go* (RKO) and 'Falcon's 'Gentleman
groove for nifty $16,000. Last week,
Brother* (RKO), fair $11,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-5S-63- •Washington Slept Here' (WB) and
75)—'Gentleman Jim* (WB) (2d wk). 'Hidden Hand' (WB). same.
'Iceland'
$8,500
Fine $16,000. Last week, excellent
MetropoUUn (Indie) (3.200; 30-55)
Despite Monti's Cold
$18,000.
'So's Your Aunt Emma' (Mono)
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700: 35-55- and Charlie Barnet orch on stage.
Montreal. Dec. 13.
65-75)—'Now, Voyager' (WB) (5th only fair $6,000, in three days. Last
..
Pre-Xmas shopping is making a
wk). Nice $14,000. Last week, gooo week. 'Man's World"
(Col) plus
$17,300.
'Bombshells' unit. Frank Sinatra on dent here. Ice Show Saturday and
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 35- stage, good $7,500 for same run.
Sunday also held down business.
45-65-76)— 'White Cargo' (M-G) (3d
(Indie) (2.200; 30-40-50)
Estimates for This Week
Playhouse
wk). Good $13,000. Last week good
—'Road to Morocco' (Par) and
30-45-62)—
Palace (CT)
(2.700:
$15,000.
Trouble'

—

,

|

—
—

—

Warm

—

—

.

'Spirit Stanford' (Col) (third down
(1,200; 33-44-55town wk). Sky-high $12,000. Last
Forever'- (WB)i
week. 'Glass Key' (Par) and 'Powder
end 'Secret Enemies* (WB). Oke
Town' (RKO) (2d run), good $5,000.
$7,000. Last week, 'Sin Town' (U)
Stale (Loew) (3,200; 30-40-50)—
and 'Eyes of Underworld' (U). stout
White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Boogie

Woods (Essaness)
75)—•Can*t Escape

I

I

$7,200.

Man Get You'

(Col).

Last week. 'Me

My

Hefty $17,000.
Gal*

(M-G)

(2d

wk). good $12,000.

That Woman'-Aim Corio
Rugged $11,000

in

K.C:

Strand (Indie) (2.000: 30-40-50)—
'Mrs. Wiggs' (Par) and 'Agents Meet
Queen' (Col). Fair $5,000. Last week,
'Road

to

Stanford'

mite

Cargo'

13€

fk

Kansas City, Dec. 15.
Mileage rationing has not yet
dented biz here but the big snow did.
Midland, with 'While Cargo.' is leading the field.
Tower, with 'That
Other Woman* and both Ann Corio

Morocco' iPar) and 'Spirit
(Col) (2d wk). knockout

SIO.OOO.

BEHE DAVIS
15G,

and

per.-ion.
Cecelia
Parker in
cinches the second spot.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire,
Uptown and Fairway

(Fox-Midwest)

2.043

(820.

and

700:

11-35-50)— "Thunder Birds'
(20th).
Lusty $9,500.
Last week. 'Springtime Rockies' (20th) (2d wk). pleasant $8,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3.500: 11-35-50)
—'White Chrgo* ^KPGT aha '"Coiirifei^"
Espionage' (Col). Bis $13,000. Last
week, 'Me My Gar (M-G) and
'Blondie

snappy

Victory'

(Col)

(2d

vk)

$10,000.

Newman (Paramount) (1.900: 113S-50)—'Road to Morocco* (Par) (3d
wk). Strong $8,500 to follow hefty
$12,000 second round.

Orphenm (RKO)

-

(1,600;

ll-35-,')0)

—'Washington Slept Here' (WB)
and 'Spy Ship' (WB). Fine $10,000.
Last week, 'Seven Days Leave'
(RKO) and 'Smith Minnesota' (Col)
(2d wk), nice $7,000.

Tower

(Fox-Joffee)

(2,110:

11-35-

80)—-Thmt Other Woman' (20th) with
Ann Corio and Cecelia Parker on
tag*. Excellent $11,000. Last week.
'Moonlight Havana' (U) and "Youth
Parade* (Rep) with vaude, satisfac-

Good $8,500. Last
'Iceland' (20th).
week, 'Forest • Rangers' (Par) (2d
wk), fair $5,500.

time,

Brooklyn,

New York

(M-C) comes in for one week
tomorrow
(Thursday),
with
'In
Which We Serve' (UA) as the
garet*

Christmas attraction to follow.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.062; 35-4455-75)— 'Who Done It?' (U) (3d wk).
Feeling
the
slump,
the
second
semester through last night (Tuesday) having dropped to $15,000, but
still good; first week's take soared
to a sock $27,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-75-

'

8:30' is the best,

week

a lot.

Last

its first

lent.

but that's not saying
Playing the Roxy, it finished
seven days last night (Tuesday) at $48,000, rather sturdy,^ and
goes another Week.

(3d) being in sight of $22,000.
(2d) was $28,500, excel-

week

Holds over the holidays.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-33-44-55'Jibu

iia

Riv»li.-«tarte*-Tjnt'^wiff6kiy and will
end that way at under $20,000 on the
first stanza.
Holds, however. In still

ever'

'Seven Days Leave,'
which will be only about $13,000 at
the Capitol and thus gets only one
week, with 'Journey for Margaret'
replacing tomorrow (Thursday).
Strongest among holdies are 'Road
to Morocco,' today (Wednesday) beginning its sixth Paramount round,

ton

poorer shape

is

and 'Yoxi Were Never Lovelier,'
which winds up its second tonight
(Wednesday) at the Music Hall and
will not go further.
'Morocco.' with the Woody Herman band on the stage, topped $46,000 on the fifth week concluded last
night (Tuesday), very good, while
'Lovelier' looks like suitable $82,000
on the blowoff stanza. Hall brings in
'Random Harvest' tomorrow morning
(Thursday).
'Gentleman Jim,' now in its third
week at the Strand, with Glen Gray
nn the rostrum, goes an additional
day and on the eight will get $35,000
or close, okay. 'Flying Fortress' will

be a one-weeker starting Friday (18).
At the run Hollywood, 'Casablanca'
is holding up satisfactorily, appearing
about $22,000 this stanza, its third.
It remains through the holidays.
The second-run State is proceeding at a mild pace with 'Flying

Can't Escape For-

(WB), both 2d run, dualed.
points to tolerable $9,000
for this pair.
Last week 'Washing-

The going

Slept Here'

(WB) and 'Wings

and Woman' (RKO), both 2d run,
$8,500, fairish.

Paramount (Par)~
99-$1.10)—'Road to

(3,664; 35-55-85-

Morocco'

(Par)

on stage, Woody Herman, Hazel
Scott, others (6th wk).
Still going
the fifth heat, ended last
night (Tuesday), having gone to
over $46,000; prior (4th) week was
$60,000, immense.
Whole show remains through Christmas weeic, with
'Star Spangled Rhythm' (Par) and
Benny (joodman slated to open
and,

strong,

Wednesday

(30).

Radio City
fellers)

Music

(5,945;

Hall (Rocke44-55-85-99-$1.65)—

'You Were Never Lovelier' (Col)
and stageshow (2d-flnal wk).
On
the holdover will get about $82,000,
good, after hitting a strong $92,000
on the first seven days. 'Random
Harvest' (M-G). bought a long time
ago, opens

tomorrow (Thursday

;.

Bialto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
'Cat People' (RKO) (2d wk). Profitable enough at $7,000 this week (2d)
to be held a third; the first was $10,-

very nice.

000,
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 30-45-62)—
RIvoU (UA-Par) (2,092; 35-55-75'7 Day Leave'
(RKO) and 'Falcon
85-99)— 'Palm Beach Story' (Par).
Takes Over' (RKO). Aiming for Tigers' and a vaude bill headed by
good $8,000. Last week. 'Here Go Cross and Dunn. Indications point Highly disappointing at less than
thin, but holds over.
The
$20,000,
Again' (RKO) and 'Highway By to no more than about $19,000.
final
nine days beyond a first week
Night" (RKO). $7,800.
Globe is doing well with 'We Arc for 'Avangers' (Par) dipped to only
Loew's (CT) (2.800: 35-53-67)— the Marines' at $11,000 and will hold
$13,000, poor.
'Pied Piper' (20th) (2d wk). Point- it over, bringing in 'Jacare' on SatBoxy (20th) (5.886; 40-55-65-75-85ing good $6,000 after socko $10,000 urday (26). backed by a big cam99)—'Life Begins at 8:30' (20th) and
last week.
paign.
This will be the first date
stageshow (2d-flnal wk). Tees off on
for the Jules Levey production in
Princess (CT) (2.300: 30-40-52)
stanza today (Wednesday); first
However, it ha.s ol- last
'Street Chance' (Par) and 'Aldrich. this country.
week pretty good at $48,000. The
Editor'
(Par).
Nice S4.500.
Last rcady opened in two Canadian keys, concluding (4th) week for 'Springweek, 'Jacare' (UA) arn 'Hay Foot' Vancouver and Montreal.
time in Rockies' (20th) was $35,800,
Estimates for This Week
(UA), fine $5,000.
mild but o.k. 'Black Swan' (20th) is
Orpheum (Ind) (1.100: 30-40-60)
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 55-65-$1.10)
due for Xmas week.
and My Gal' (M-G) (9th wk).
'Silver Queen' (UA) (2d wk). Good
SUte (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-55-75enough $2,500 after fine $3,800 last On the eight stanza, up last night 99-$1.10)— 'Flying Tigers' (Rep) (2d
week.
(Tuesday), slipped to $12,000 but
vaudeville layout headed
St.
Denis (France-Film) (2.500: will probably stick through Christ- run) and and Dunn. In the minor
by Cross
30-40) 'Marius' and 'Fanny.'
Sad mas. Prior (7th) round was $15,000, league with only around $19.000
$3,500 curently but will be held over. fair.
Last week, 'Nightmare' (U)
seen.
Last week, 'Mark Richard. Espion'
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85(1st run) and Dick Rogers band,
and 'Enfant de Troupe,' fair $4,000.
$1.10-$1.25)
'Seven
Days Leave' plus Al Bernie, same.

—

—

BUFFALO

come

in

nearljy

ads

(RKO). No dice, only about $13,000
and out after one week. In ahead,
'White Cargo' (M-G) on its second
lap, $16,000, lean. 'Journey for Mar-

tractions, the

Thunder

:

Story 20G, Lean

While PM lists current at- 85)—
'We Are the Marines' (20th).
paper does not accept
Doing nicely at a probable $11,000
advertising.
Last week, sixth for
Holdovers are in the majority, this and holds.
'Our Aircraft Missing' (UA) was
plus the fact new entries of the week
oke. 'Jacare' (UA) is set for
$7,100,
are not socko, having the effect of
keeping the total down ^rply. Ad- Saturday (26).
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 65-75ditionally, Christmas shopping is tak$1.10-$1.25)— 'Casablanca' (WB) (3d
ing its customary toll.
Of the new Alms, 'Life Begins at wk). Continues at a good gait, this
s|ieets.

(M-G).

'Cairo'

Fair $4,000. Last week,
(20th) and 'Girl
Birds'
(20th) (2d wk). ditto.

planted

quiclcly

week).

37lh Annivenary Number

bill.

Estimates for This

—'We

(4th week).

(Fnnird rolllrrs B*part«)

this time of year.
Earl Carroll's "Vanities of 1943'
will help the Oriental do $19,000
with 'Underground Agent' sharing

(B&K)
—Apollo
'Tlsh' (M-G) and

(Reviewed

Olobe

(Reviewed in 'Variety* Dec.

Quentin Reynolds

Talm Beach

(U)

It?'

(3d week).

(20th) (2d week).

tions

the

486;

(Revieuied in 'Variety' Oct. 28)

Criterion— 'Who Done

OUR UNSUNG HEROES—

—Me

—

—

Buffalo, Dec.

'Now, Voyager*

is

16.

the best coin-

getter currently, at the Great Lakes,

although 'White Cargo* ii getting
about the same money at the larger
Buffalo.
Hipp, playing 'Road to
.M-orocco*. iot. th* lhiul.Xra.me dcwiv.tou n. is still showing much stamina.
Estimates for This Week
35-55)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
•White Cargo'
(M-G) and 'That
Other Woman* (20th). Stout $15,Last week, 'Road to Morocco'
000.
(Par) and 'Live On Danger* (Par)
(2d wk), great takings at $14,000 for
holdover.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000: 35-55)
—'Now, Voyager* (WB) and 'Hidden
Hand' (WB). Bright $15,000. Last
week. 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and
Apache Trail' (M-G) (2d wk),
strong $14,000 or near.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100; 35-55)— 'Road
(Par) and 'Live On
to Morocco'
downtown
(Par)
(third
Danger'
week).
Still great In Buffalo at
nearly $9,000. tiast week, 'Married
a Witch' (UA) and 'Wildcat' (Par),

Hdiday Boyii^ Plus New Crowding

RdesBoirM But 7oyager' $23,000
Boston, Dec.

15.

Pre-holiday slump has arrived in
the Hub, along with the strict enforcement of the ban on standing
room or lobby holdouts. This, combined with the dimout and the general reaction to the Grove disaster,
has held down the business at all
downtown houses. 'Now, Voyager' is
taking top money at the Met. 'Cairo'
and 'Tish,' at the two Loew spots, got
whipped by the critics, and is only

not much help, mild $11,000 in six
days.
Last week,, with 'Get Hep to
Love' (U), nice $17,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 30-44-

55-65-75)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB) and
'Secret Enemies' (UA). Bette Davis
strong here, pulling good $23,000.
Last week, 'RoAd Morocco' (Par) and
is

'Aldrich, Editor* (Par), fine $22,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-55-6575)— 'Cairo* (M-G) and 'Tish' (M-G).
Not too hot at $17,500. Last week,

'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Boogie Man
Get You' (C:ol) (2d wk), great $19,000.
Week
Paramount (M-P) (1300; 33-44-60)
'Road Morocco' (Par) and 'Aldricn,
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 44-55-65-7585)— 'Sin Town' (U) plus Bob Crosby Editor' (Par). Moveover from two
tory f7,B00.
orch, others, on stage. A popular bill weeks at Met, but lusty at $13,500 or
carrying this spot to $26,000, good but more. Last week, 'Mrs. Wiggs' (Par)
fine at neai-ly $9,500.
not strong.
Last week, 'Thunder and 'Apache Trail' (M-(^, dismal
Lafayette iHayman) (3.300: 35-50) Birds* (20th). with Hal Maclnlyre $10,000.
Storm Socks Pro?. Biz
and orch, thin $23,800.
'Counter Espionage'
(Col)
Slate
(M-G) (3,200; 44-65-75)—
'Daring Young Man' (Col).
Sad
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 30-40-60)— 'Cairo' (M-G) and 'Tish' (M-G).
Last week. 'Who Done It?' Road Morocco* (Par) and 'Aldrich. Modest $14,500. Last week, 'Me My
Bit fledy Hefty $17,000 $6,500.
(U) and 'Great Impersonation' (U) Editor' (Par). Continued from Met Gal' (M-G) and 'Boogie Man Get
(2cl wk). strong $9,000 on holdover.
run, sound $5,700. Last week. 'Mr>. You' (Col) (2d wk), oke $14,000.
Providence. Dec. 15.
Translux (Translux) (900; 17-28-4420th Century (Ind.) (3.000; 35-55) Wiggs' (Par) and 'Apache Trail' (MWhat started out as a nifty week- —'Can't Escape Forever' (WB) and G), $4,500.
55)
'Destination Unknown' (U) and
end was knocked Into a cocked hat 'Flyin? Fortres.-!" (WB).
MemorUI (RKO) (2.900: 44-35-63- 'Secrets Underground' (Rep). AverOke at
with season's biggest snowfall, and uround S8.500.
Last week. 'Once 75)— 'Who Done If." (U) i3d wk" and age $3,000. Last week, 'Daring Young
grosses suffered all around. Loew's Upon Honeymoon' (RKO) and 'Men 'Scattergood
Survive.<;
Murder' Man" (Col) and Traitor Within'
State's 'White Cargo" looms biggest of Skv' (RKO) (2d wk), brisk $8,000.
(RKO). New second feature on bill (Rep), $4,600.
barely okay.
Eitimates far This

—

—

—

Strand (WB) (2.756: 35-55-75-0599-$1.10)— 'Gentleman Jim' (WB)and
Glen Gray (3d-flnal wk). Goes eight
days and on that period will be $35.000 or close, satisfactory; last week
(2d) struck $40,000, sturdy. 'Flying
Fortress' (WB) and Jerry Wald open
Friday (18) for one week, with
'Yankee Doodle Dandy* (WB) following.

CONCERTINA WILL BE

GLORIFe BY H'WOOD
Hollywood, Dec. 15.
was known in the old days as
a come-to-me-go-from-me and now
it is going to be glorified by Columbia under the title, 'Concertina.'
Story, written by John Huston.,and
turned over to Waldo Salt and'Frederick Kohner for treatment, deals
with four generations of concertina
It

players.

Graham From WB
To Direct 'Good

to

Par

Fellow*

Hollywood, Dec.
Jo

Graham

sP:jfted

from

his

IS.

home

lot at Warners to the Paramount
studio to direct the Walter MacEwen
production. 'The Good Fellow.'
It was a double shift, with Ralph
Murphy, originally assigned as pilot
of 'Fellow.' reassigned to handle •
remake of 'Merton of the Movies.'

/

'YANKEE DOODLE DANDY' / CASABLANCA' / GEO. WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE'^/

'GENTLEMAN

JIM' / 'FLYING

FORTRESS' / 'NOW, VOYAGERV YOU

CANT ESCAPE

FOREVER'/ DESPERATE JOURNEY'/ ACROSS THE PACIHC'/tl^'AIR FORCEV

M

Tiis Slogan:

^GIVE

BONDS FOR

XMAS.*^

Jack

L*

Warnor#

Exicutht Prtdutar

"

nCXORB eROSSBS

Wedneadftj* Oecemlier 16. 1941

h

Hlorocco' Socko $30,000, Leader

Done

It'

Pacemaker

Despite Biz Decline

Frbco; Takon'-Slack Stout $25,000
IS.

New entries at the first runs are
traveling at a fast clip. Holdovers
generally still are drawing big coin.
'Road to Morocco,* at the Fox, Is the
pace-setter, and is tollowed by Talcon's Brother,' plus Freddie Slack
band and Jane Withers on the stage
at the Golden Gate.
Estimates for This Week
Fpx (F-WC) (5,000; 50-65)—"Road
to Morocco* (Par) and 'Wildcast'
(Par). Hitting a terrific $30,000. Last
week, 'Washington Slept Here' (WB)
and 'Biis.<!es Roar' (WB), disappoint-

Key

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

Tbia Week
(Based on 20

,..$2,295,SM
cities,

tres, chiefly first run<,

N. y.)

182 thea(ncluding

cities,

Freddie Slack orch and Jane Withers
Slack and Withers are
on stage.
boosting this to a fine $25,000. Last
week, 'Strictly In Groove* (U) plus
Henry Busse orch, others on stage,

000.

184 theatres)

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 40-5065) 'Forest
Rangers'
(Par)
and
Tliat Other Woman' (20th) (2d wk).

—

BALTO

(2,440; 50-

(Blumenfeld)
65)— Who Done It?' (U) and 'Great
Okay $14,500.
Impersonation' (U).
Last week, 'Sister Eileen' (Col) (5lh
wk) and 'Smith Minnesoto" (Col) (2d

$8.8()0.

Last week,

$11,500.

Liberty (J-vH)

big $24,000.

Orpheum

Headed for nice
same pair, swell

mOROCCO' BIG
19G IN

(1.650:

40-50-65)—

'Never Lovelier' (Col) (3d wk). Oke
$4,000 in four days.
Last week, big

Baltimore, Dec. 15.
There's a slight seasonal dip here
but the strong product lineup is oft-

release

(WB) (moveover). Oke

-

sector.

Estimates for This Week
Centnry (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 17-2835-44-55)—'White
Cargo*
(M-G).
Solid $17,000.
Last week. 'Me My
Gal' (M-G) (2d wk), nice $12,400.
(1,100; 50-65)—'Never Lovelier' (Col)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2240;
and 'Devil With HiUer' (RKO) (3d 17-28-38-44-55-66 )—'Falcon's Brother'
wk). Solid $8,700. Last week, great (Col) plus vaude. Flesh helping to

Last week, 'Gentleman Jim'

$9,000.

(WB) and 'Careful, Soft Shoulders'
(20th), $11,500, new house record under moveover policy.
United Artiste (UA-Blumenfeld)

$10,800.

Warfield (F-WC) (2,650)— 'Me My
Gal' (M-G) and 'Night New Orleans'
(Par) (3d wk). Strong $17,000 for
third stanza. Last week, $21,300, terrific.

'Flying Tigers' Suitable

$16,500

in

'Cargo'
Combo

of

Oke Newarlq

Wham

at

\m

Newark, Dec. 15.
Hedy Lamarr and 'White

Cargo' has the SRO sign out at the
State, but remainder of the town is
only so-so, most of the fir^t-runs suffering from pre-Christmas doldrums.
'Flying Tigers,' at the Paramount, is
the only other new entry getting by.
Estimates for This Week

bolster this to fairish $15,000.

I.ast

week. 'Bambi' (RKO) and vaude,
mild $13,900.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.406; 1728-35-44-55)— 'Nightmare* (U). Sold
strongly for all right $10,000. Last
week, •Forest Rangers' (Par) (2d
wk), okay $12,200.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980: 25-50)—
Nicely
•Priorities Parade'
(Par).
spotted for good $6,000. Last week,
•Manila Calling*

New

(20th.), fair $4,300.

(Mechanic)

17-28-4055)— 'Springtime in Rockies' (20th)
(2d wk). Holding strongly at $5,000
after ringing the bell soundly at $8,400 in first week.
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 17-28-38-4055) 'Road to Morocco' (Par). Bang(1.680;

—

up

$19,000.

(WB)

Jim'

Last week. 'Gentleman
(2d wk), fine $12,700.

ValeDeU (Loew*s-UA) (1,450; 1728-44-55)—•Me
My Gal' (M-G)
(moveover). Very solid at far above
average $7,000 after two resounding
previous weeks In downstairs Cen65-75-99)— 'Scattergood Rides High' tury. Last week, 'Omaha Trail* (M(RKO) and Ina Ray Hutton orch, G), mild $3,900.
Guy Kibbce on stage. Mild $14,700.
I,ast
week, 'Spitfire Sees Ghost'
(RKO) and Count Basie orch on
stage, staunch $17,300.
Branford (WB) (2,800; 30-35-60-7500)— 'Gentleman Jim' (WB) and
'Strictly in Groove' (U) (2d wk).
Pretty good $15,000, after smash

Adams (Adams-Par)

r »¥
Orphenm (H-E) (2.6Q0; 40-50-65)
—'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Great

(1,950; 25-40-

mm wow
D.C. 2D

—

Xmas

is

boxofTices

'Major and okay
$2,900 last week.
second session at the
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034; 33Is shaping up as the best all- 44-55-65-85)— 'Life
at 8:30" (20th) and
round bet while 'White C^rgo,* also 'We Are Marines' (20th). Gas ^
pinch

Minor'
Palace

in

its

.

$9,200.

Paloraar (Sterling) (1.250; 40-5065)— 'Behind Eight Ball" (U) and 'X
Marks Spot' (Rep) plus vaude. Fair
$8,000.
Last week, 'Hi, Neighbor'

(Rep) and 'Secret Enemies'

(WB)

and stage show, oke $8,700.
Poramonnt (H-E) (3,039: 40-50-65)
—'Here Go Again' (RKO) and
•Wings and Woman' (RKO). Dayand-date with Music Hall, good $8.Last week. 'Springtime Rock-

300.

(20th)
and 'Manila Calling'
(20th) (2d wk), superb $8,800.
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800: 40-50'Desperate Journey' (WB) (3d

ies'

—

Moved from Orpheum. PassLast week (30-45).
$4,500.
run of 'Priorities Parade'
(Par) and 'Moscow Strikes' (Rep),
later changed to 'Magnificent Amberwk).
able

second

running' about even in
the larger Capitol.
'Seven Days
Leave' is also strong at the small
Keith house.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434: 28-39-4406)-— 'White Cargo' (M-G) with
vaudeville. Good $18,000 holdover
after developing an amazing strength
vaudeville,

is

(RKO),

(Rep) (3d run), nice

Mild

$17,500. Last

week.

-Ice-

land' (20th) and 'Manila Calling'
(20th) (2d wk), so-so $15,000.
SUIe (Loew's) (2,600; 30-40-55-65-

sign

oui, all

Last

500.

week,

week,

wham

'Married

(UA) and 'Counter Espionage'
$14,500,

HEDY NICE $17,000
J.

$18,-

Witch'
(Col),

meagre.

Business hit the skids in many localities this week,
gas rationing, usual Xmas shopping and storms being
singled out for blame, with all three factors probably

burgh, Los Angeles and Seattle hurt even the better
films.

C; 'RANGERS'

IN

DrnO

Jersey City, Dec. 15.
'White Cargo,' at Loew's, is garnering the top coin this week with 'Forest Rangers,' at the Stanley, also

fectively.

Estimates (or This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205; 35-44-5565-85)—'White Cargo'*- (M-G) and
•Laugh Blues Away' (Col). Trim $17.000.
Last week, 'Married Witch'
(UA) and 'Counter Espionage* (Col),
only $10,400.
Stanley (WB) (*,t>00; 3S-44-55-6585)—'Forest Rangers' (Par) and
•Nightmare' (U).
Away to a fast
start, and should finish at good $17,000.
Last week. 'Gentleman Jim'

(WB) and 'Strictly in Groove* (U),
nice $17,000.
State (Skouras) (2,200; 35-44-56-65Eileen* (Col) and 'Boogie
Man Get You* (Col) (2d wk). Fain
$9,000 on holdover sesh af tet' Brlili%
$12,000 opening week.

85)— -Sister

Both prove that neither storm, gas dole nor

pre-Christmas lull can keep a good picture down.
•Morocco* has been going like a house-afire for several weeks, and continues unabated. Bob Hope's comedy Is socko $30,000 and tops in San Francisco, and
bang-up $19,000 in Baltimore. It's still strong at the
N. Y. Par with $46,000 for the fifth week and great
$32,500 for third session in two Las Angeles theatres.
Film Is doing surprisingly big $12,000 for third stanza
In downtown Providence, lusty on Boston moveover,
strong in third sessions In Buffalo and K. C, while
big for fifth downtown sesh In Detroit

'CARGO' PICKS DP SPEED

strong.

A

uneven In the previous week, 'Cargo'

great
$20,500 to lead St. Louis, nice In Indianapolis, hefty
$17,000 In Providence, big $13,000 in K. C. wham
$18,500 In Newark, nice In Jersey City, solid in Baltimore, very good In Cincinnati, fine $12,000 In Louisville, stout $15,000 in Buffalo and good in second Washington stanza and third Chicago week.
•Who Done It?' (U) also continues to solve the biz
slump, with only Boston, where off. reporting mild
Abbott-Costello comedy
total for the third frame.
appears oke In Frisco, paces Seattle with comparatively terrific biz and rates good for N. Y. holdover.
'Gentleman Jim* (WB) also manages to thrive. It's
rated' nifty in Providence, nice for second Newark
session, fine $16,000 in Chi second stanza and satisfactory $35.1)00 for third week at N. Y. Strand. •Now.
Voyager' (WB), also stacking up strongly, is nice
bit

$8,000. Last

Paramennt (F&M)

000.

$4,000.

Biz—'Morocco,'

'Road to Morocco* (Par) and 'White Cargo* (M-G)
75)— 'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Laugh
Your Blues Away' (Col). Had the are bucking the downward trend probably most ef-

SRO

Night*

(1,800: 33-44-55-

(3.389; 33-44-55-

65-75-85)—'Road to Morocco' (Par)
and 'Street of Cliance' (Par) (3d
wk). Proving If it's good, they still
come. Strong $20,'00, only a bit off
from last week's sock $23,500.

ParamoDnt

Hollywood (F&M)

(2,204; 33-44-55-65-75-85)— 'Morocco'
(Par) (3d wk). Not faring as well
downtown house but bettering the
second week's total with hefty $12.-

as

(RKO) (3,400; 35-55-6575-85-99)—'Navy Comes Through' responsible for the more drastic declines. Sharp down(RKO) and Ibat Other Woman' beat In such keys as Philadelphia. New York, Pitts(20th).

Downtown (WB)

In last half, slow $3.-

'Cargo' Best Currently

(2,000; 35Tigers' (Rep)

Proctor's

in

(M-G), fared better but not exciting
at $11,500.

Roar' (WB) (1st un), disappointing
burgh' (U) goes in December 15.
$13,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,800; 28-44)
Pontages (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55-65-'Sister Eileen* (Col) (2d wk). Nice 75-85)— 'Never Lovelier' (Col) and
000.
$6,500 after swell $8,500 first session. 'Blackle
Goes Hollywood' (Col).
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;
Palace
(Loew) (2.243; 28-55)— Opened well and should snag trim
20-30)— 'Gay Sisters'
(WB) and •Major and Minor* (Par) (2d wk). $12,500. Last week. 'Nightmare' (U)
•Affairs Martha' (M-G)
(3d run).
second and 'Moonlight in Havana' (U),
(}ood $3,500. Last week, 'Footlight Will get grand $18,000 on
meagre $8,000.
Serenade' (20th) and 'Joan (3zarKs* seven days. First was walloping $22,sons*

Paramount (Adams-Par)

45-55-80-75)—'Flying
and 'Youth Parade' (Rep). Pacing
trim $16,500.
Last week, 'Forest
Rangers' (Par) and 'Aldrich, Editor'
(Par) (2d,wk), okay $11,700.

(M-G) and 'Eyes

Cargo'

65-75-85)— 'Washington Slept Here*
(WB) (3d wk). Not resting well at
week, lightweight $9,000.
Hawaii (G&S) (1.100; 33-44-55-6575-85)— 'Mummy's Tomb' (U) and
'Night Monster' (U). Good mid-week
opening indicates horror combo will
at $26,000 In first session
do $8,000. terrific for this spot. Last
CoInmbU (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)— week,
'Aircraft Missing' (UA) (3d
'Me My GaV (M-G). Nifty $6,500. wk), hit by rationing), $2,200.
Last week. 'Moon and Sixpence'
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-»4-.55.
(UA), oke $5,000.
65-75-85)— 'Washington Slept' (WB)
wk).
Virtual
nightmare at
Earle (WB) (2,216: 28-39-44-66)— (3d
'Never Lovelier" (Col) with vaude- $5,500. gas rationing hurting. Follows last week's poor second stanza
ville.
Yuletide slump means oply
of $7,500.
fair $18,000. Last week .''Gentleman
Orpheum (D'town) (2.200; 33-44Jim' (WB) (2d wk), so-so $14,500.
55-65)— 'Invisible Agent' (U) and
Keith's (RKO) (1,830: 40-50-65)— 'Smith Minnesota' (Col) (2d runs),
'Seven Days Leave' (RKO). Started with house-produced circus. Will be
Last w :k. 'Marie
slow but finished fast for good $11,- okay $13,000.
Roget* (U) (2d run) and 'Basses
000. Held over for five days. 'Pitts-

Gas Rationing, Bad Weather, Pre-Xmas Buying Blamed For
Offish Theatre

terrific for this Hollywood spot. 'You
Lovelier' is trim ^7.500
at the Hillstreet and Pantages. 'Life
Begins at 8:30' Is modest $26,500 at

the Chinese, State and Ritz.
Estimates for ThU Week
Corthay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 3344-55-65-85)
Washington. Dec. 15.
'Bambi* (RKO) (7th
putting the bite on the wk) and 'Mrs. Hadley* (M-G) (3d
wk). Still nice at $2,600, following
currently.

NATIONAL BOXOFFIC E SURVEY

Last week, 'Panama Hattie' (M-G)
and 'Was Framed' (WB), sad $2,200.

than the second week's

better

Were Never

18G,

$22,000 in initial stanza.

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-30-35-4465)— -Yank Eton' (M-G) and 'Orchestra Wives' (20th).
Dull $2,700.

ing

total.

Big surprise is being turned in by
the Hawaii with the chiller combo of
'Mummy's Tomb' and 'Night Monster.*
l^ls twin setup is posting $8,000,

iiitoiiiiiiiii

Impersonation' (U). Big campaign
helping to grab $15,000, terrific in
view of current handicaps.
Last
week, 'Desperate Journey' (WB)
and 'Comes Love' (U) (2d wk), big

65)

Same Week

$251,900
(Based on 13 theatres)

from

I

-

$339,00*

(Based on 13 theatres)

(800; 40-50-65)—
'Springtime
Rockie.s'
(20th)
and
'Manila Calling' (20th) (4th wk).

—

•Busses Roar*

TUs Week
Total Gross
Last Tear

Music Box (H-E)

Hot

Los Angeles, Dec. 15.
Trade currently is holding up
well though off somewhat
from recent bullish weeks. Still is
ahead of last year for this pre-holiday stanza. •Road to Morocco,' playing third week at the two Paramount
houses. Is cracking through for great
$32,500, the Hollywood Par figure befairly

$8,000.

Paramount, big
Last week. 'Major-Minor'
$5,000.
(Par) (6th wk). fine $4,000.
wk ), $8,900, hefty.
Music Hall (H-E) (2.200: 40-50-65)
Paramount (F-WC) 2.470; 50-85)— setting any seriou.<; inroads. Leading
'Road
the
parade
is
to
Morocco,'
at
"Here We Go Again' (RKO) and
'Major and Minor' (Par) and Tombthe Stanley, with 'White Cargo,' at •Wings and Woman' (RKO). Daystone' (Par) (4th wk). Maintaining
Loew's Century, nearly as bullish. and-date with Paramount. Fairish
great pace into fourth sesh at $11,000.
Rest of list is ^ot at all bad con- $5,300. Last week, 'Forest Rangers'
Last week, sock $14,700.

4^ — i-I—»~v-fitBpfc-li<"'^—

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross

'Aldrich,

Good

$1,522,500

ing $21,400.

Golden r.at« (RKO) (2,850; 44-5575)— "Falcon's Brother* (RKO) plus

In 3 Houses; 'Morocco' Big 32'/^G, 3d

(800;

Same Week

Last Tear
(Based on 27

A.

Mild 26I/2G

at 8:30'

15.

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
40-50-65)— 'Bambi' (RKO) and
Editor' (Par)
(4th wk).
$3,800.
Last week, great $5,-

,

Total Gross

Spots But life

Dec.
The effect of gasoline rationing
plus the usual pre-Christmas week
slump is knocking down grosses all
over town. About the sole exception is 'Who Done It?' at the Orpheum. which is going for a terrific total considering conditions.
It
is far ahead of the next best grosser.
Estimates (or This Week
Seattle,

San Francisco, Dec.

L

lovelier Lively $27,500 in 2

Huge 15G,

In Seattle,

II

is

$23,000 In Boston, strong second Det. week, pert fifth
Chi session and fine In Denver and Buffalo.

MANT NEWCOHEBS FABE BADLT
Outside of 'We Are the Marines* (20th). doing well in
dual setups In L. A. and nice $11,000 In N. Y.. new
found the going extremely tough. 'Pittsburgh*
(U), preeming In Pittsburgh, Is receiving no great welcome at mild $8,500, whole steel city being off. 'Whistling in Dixie* (M-G) also encountering trouble In
'Life Begins at
Cincy. where biz generally is off.
8:30' (20th) is finding lukewarm response, being fairly
good In N. Y. at $48,000 and mild $28,500 (highly disappointing even for this season) In three L. A. soots.
'Seven Days Leave* (RKO), while no dice at $13,000
In N. Y..
snappy in Prov., good in Washln(<ton and
okay $13,500. Denver. 'Palm Beach Story* (Par) rates
thin $20,000 In Its N. Y. opening stanza.
•You Were Never Lovelier* (Col), getting out to
more key cities, is faring comparatively well. Though
only fair in Wash, and so-so In Omaha, the AstalreHayworth film is lively In two L. A. theatres, good
$82,000 for .second stanza at the N. Y. Music Hall and
•solid for third Frisco frame.
'Me and My Gal' (M-G)
looks strong $17,000 for third FrLsco week and okav
for second PhlUy se.sh. 'Casablanca' (WB) Is traveline along well at $22,000 for third N. Y. stanza.
From the keys: 'Springtime In Rockies' (20th) will
get bii! S40.000 in Chicago with band and strong at
'Bambi' (RKO) Is
$22,000 for .second Detroit session.
doing brisk $15,000 in Detroit. 'Sin Town' (U). paired
'Navy Comes
with band, good $26,000 In Boston.
Through' (RKO). Is smash $20,000, backed by strong
entries,

I.I!

stage unit. Thunder Birds' (20th). feeline the Phlllv
slump, rates poor $13,500 In the Quaker City. 'Black
Swan' (20th). while nifty in Indianapolis. Is mild In
Louisville and Just good $12,500 In St. Louis. 'Cairo'
(M-G). a weak sister In nearly all spots, also a dull
tl2.000 In Detroit. 'Nightmare' (U), Is satisfactory In
Baltimore, nice $13,000 in Chicago and fine In Denver.
'Washington Slept Here' (WB). way off In third L. A.
session, looks mild $17,800 on Its PhlUy holdover. Bqt
the Jack Benny opus Is fine In
C. and oke in Frisco.

K

500.
Second session was good at
$12,000.
Hillstreet (RKO) (2.873: 33-

BKO

—

44-55-65)
'Never Lovelier' (Col)
and 'Blackle Goes Hollywood' (Col).
Chalking nice $15,000. Last week,
'Nightmare' (IT) and 'Moonlight in
Havana' (U), tepid $12,000.
State (Loew-WC) (2.204; 33-44-6575-85)— 'Life at 8:30' (20th) and 'We

Are Marines'
at $12,700.

(20th).

Some animation

Last week, 'White Cargo'

(M-G) and 'Eyes in Night' (M-G),
pay load at $22,400.

UA (UA-WC)

(2,100:

33-44-65)—

White Cargo" (M-G) and 'Eyes in
(M-G). Okav $7,000. Last
'Mc My Gal' (M-G) and
'Omaha Trail' (M-G), also movernght'

week,

ov::rs, fair $6,200.

Wllshire (F-WC)

(2.2f6; 33-44-(S)

—'Cargo' (M-G) and 'Eyes in Night*
(M-G). Fair $5,200. Last week. 'Me

My

Gal'

(M-G)

.

nd 'Omaha

Trail*

(M-G). somewhat better
Wlllern

(WB)

at $6,000.
(2,756: 33-44-.55-65-

75-85)— 'Washington Slept' (WB) (3d
wk). Just dozing
week, more sound
BIti

at $4,500.
Last
at $6,000.
(1.372; 33-44-55-658:30" (20th) and 'We

(F-WC)

85)— 'Life

at

Are Marines'

(20th).

Geared

to

okay

Last week. 'Cargo' (M-G)
'Eyes in Night' (M-G). daydating with
State a d
Chinese,
bright $6,900.
$5,800.

and

Hot Sands for Anne
Hollywood. Dec. IS.
Anne Baxter shifts from 20thto Paramount on loanout for
the top femme role opposite Fran*
chot Tone in 'Five Graves to Cairo,'

Fox

an Egyptian war yam.
Script Is being whittled Into shape
by the vet writing team of Charlet
Brack^it and Bllly^ Wllf4>r ,whe arc
also functioning respecUvdy>ta' associate producer and director.

Vedae|id>y« December 16, 1942
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CHINESE EPIGRAM:

WHEN

EATING

SPROUTS REMEMBER
THE

MAN WHO

PLANTED THEM!
"Healthy box-offices
enjoy a steady diet
of Vitamin M-G'M!"

HEADLINES OF
LEADERSHIP!
^

"REUNION

IN FRANCE"

NEW M-G-M SCOOPl

Perfect timing for a breath-taking drama of the underground movement in France!
Showmanship brings you France in revolt! (Joan Crawford^ John Wayne, Philip Dom).

^

"STAND BY FOR ACTION"

TERRIFIC SEND-OFF!

marquee brilliance. Will
heavy grosses and hold-overs." Showmer\*s Trade Review
says: "For entire family. A natural. Stand by for box-office action." Hollywood Reporter
says: "Box-office depth bomb. Has everything for top grosses." Film Daily says: "Stirring,
Variety says; "Robert Taylor, Charles Laughton, Brian Donlevy,

smack theatre

box-offices for

patriotic, solid box-office entertainment."

^

"KEEPER OF THE FLAME" PREVIEW SENSATION!
Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn return to your box-office with an even greater hit
than "Woman of the Year." That was the consensus of opinion of this week's preview
audience that sat enthralled and tense at this best-seller on the screen

"RANDOM

HARVEST" STARTS MUSIC HALL CAREER!

—

Preceded by the biggest promotion campaign within industry memory Ronald Colman
Greer Garson in "Random Harvest" captures show world attention a! famed Radio City
Music Hall. (The unique magazine campaign is the talk of the industry!)

GIVE BONDS

FOR A
RED, WHITE
AND BLUE
XMASl

"FOR ME AND MY GAL"

•

"WHITE CARGO"

SRO

HitSI

Continuing

their record-breaking pace in big cities, small towns, they're hold-over delights
because they're what the public wants

Metro - GOLDMI N E - Mayer

)

Wednesdsyt December 16, 194f

PIGTUBE GROSSES

PhiDy Biz Takes Dhre bnt

'Gal'

'Major' Torrid $16,200,
Port.; 'Rangers' $13,000

OK

Portland, Ore., Dec.

$16^ on 2d;
Philadelphia, Deo.

The bottom appear/ to have
dropped out of theatre biz this sesh,
heavy inroads being caused by Xmas
spending.

»

.

,

also
product
Lightweight
blamed. None oi the new films

after

first

stanza's

nifty

$28,000.

Is

Met (Loew's) (3.618; 30-60-65)—
'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Apache
(M-G.
Nice $20,000.
Last
week, 'War vs. Mrs. Hadley' (M-G)

is

and 'Eyes

,

dble to buclc the downward trend.
Estlnutes for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 36-46-57-6875)_'White Cargo' (M-G) (3d wk).

Sloughing off to sour $7,B00, after
'Belair $11,000 for second round.
tween Us Girls' (U) opens tomor-

row (Wed).

Cargo,' at the

Trail'

We

Live'^(PRC), weak $1,500.
Paramonnt (Fabian) (4,126; 30-50-

diwy

Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)
—'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G) plus

Toyager'-'Busses'

Fox (WB)

(2,425;

today.

Orphenm

600 plus
showing.
Jill

(WB)

"

snawgW
Karlten

'

Last week, 'Gentleman
fared better in Its sec-

?Fitti-$**a80i---(WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)

Rockies' (20th) (2d
Last
$5,000.
Satisfactory

Denver, Dec. IB.
'Now, -Voyager,' topping twin bills
at Denver and Esauire, is in lead for

run).

Leave' coupled with 'Wings and the
Woman' at the Orpheum is oke but
not strong enough to hold.
Estimates for This Week
AUddlD (Fox) (1.400; 40-50-60)—
'Never Lovelier' (Col), after daydate week at Denver and Esquire.
Last week, 'Black
Good $5,000.
Swan' (20th), also after day-date
week at Denver, Esquire, about same-.
Broadway (Fox) (1.040; 30-35-40-

(4.692;

46-57-75)

Denh«m, while 'Seven Days

—'Washington Slept Here' (WB) (2d
N.s.h. $17,800 for this trip.
wk).
Last week, equally mild at $21,500.
SUnley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-68Sad 50-60)— 'Me and My Gal' (M-G) and
75)— 'Married Witch' (UA).
Last week, 'Springtime 'Scattergood Survives a Murder'
$12,500.
Rockies' (20th), fine $10,000 for third (RKO), after two Orpheum weeks.
week. 'Never Lovelier* (Col) preems Fair $3,500. Last week, 'Pride Yantomorrow (Wed).
kees' (RKO), after two Orpheum
SUiil«n

—'Eyes
$6,500.

(WB),
week.

(WB)

(1,457; 35-46-57-68)

So-so
(M-G).
Night'
in
Last week, Tlylng Fortress'
for second
fairish 46,000

TIND YQU' TOPPER IN
OMAHA, WHAM $11,000

Last week, 'Now, Voyager*
"-"
^WBrWtfrHrJnSJt husky ia.sw:

ers' continues strong in third session

at the

Maitbaum (WB)

Evergreen

$5,000.

-

^'Springtime

week, swings and Woman' (RKO),
sad $2,000 for first run.
Keith's (WB) (2^0; 35-46-57-68)
—'Now, Voyager' (WB) (2d run) (2d
Neat $7,000 following solid
wk).
$8,000 last week.

-

Made
(20th) and 'Wildcat' (Par).
hearty $8,800 after pulling mammoth
$17,200 first week.
United Artiste (Parker) (1,000: 4090-66)—'Sin Town* (U) and 'Behind
Eight BaU' (U). Probably only thin

13^

—Thunder

Birds' (20th). Poor $13,$2,000 for Sunday Earle

(Hamrick

40-50-65)—'Forest Rangers'
(Par) and 'Falcon's Brother" (RKO).
(1,800;

Strong $13,000. Last week, 'Gentleman Jim' (WB) and 'Hidden Hand'
(WB) (2d wk), big $8,600.
PararaooDt (H-E) (3.000; 40-50-65)
—'Major and Minor' (Par) and 'That
Other Woman' (20th). Terrific $16,200. Last week, 'Springtime Rockies'

Fme

leave'-'Woman,'

35-46-57-68-75)

prov-

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,40-50-65)— 'Mummy's Tomb' (U)

$19,500, 2 Denver Spots;

PaUld $17,000.
Jerry Wald's band.
Last week, 'Street of Chance' (Par)
with Bob Crosby orch, good $21,000.

Howis

and 'Night Monster' (U). Horror
combo hefty draw, nice $12,000 in 11
days.
'Now, Voyager' (WB) opens

Sunday show

for

consider-

500;

66)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB) and 'Dar(2d ing Young Man' (Col) (3d wk).
run). Very good $4,800. Last week, Profitable $12,000. Last week, healthy
'Glass Key' (Par), mediocre $3,000 $18,000.
Strand (WB) (2,950; 30-50-65)—
lor second u i.
Boyd (WB) (2,569; 35-46-57-68-75) 'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and 'Street of
—•Me My Gal' (M-G) (2d wk). Chance' (Par) (3d wk). Good $5,000.
Holding up with okay $16,500 after Last week, strong $13,000.
smashing $21,000 for initlaler plus
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-67-

at Earle.

is

'Major' total.
starrer

great $12,500. Last week, 'Me My
Gal' (M-G) and 'Great Impersonations' (U) (2d wk), strong $8,000.

Last week, 'Under Brooklyn

68)— 'Major and Minor' (Par)

extra $4,200

Hedy Lamarr

Broadway (Parker) (1,900; 40-5065)—'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Get
Hep to Love' (U). Going across for

Majestio (Sirltsky) (1,850; 25-50)—
'Living Ghost' (Mono) and 'Sheriff
of Sage Valley' (PRC).
Tolerable
Bridge' (Mono) and 'Tomorrow

behind

ever,

ing strong in view of conditions.
Estimates for This Week

of Underworld' (U), dull

$15,000.

$3,000.

Broadway,

ably

weeks,

ditto.

Denham (Cockrill) (1.750;
60)—'Forest Rangers' (Par)

30-40-50(3d wk)

'Street of Chance" (Par). Fine
$10,500. Last week. 'Forest Rangers'
(Par), still strong in second week at
$14,500.

and

tlenver (Fox)

(2.525;

30-40-50-60)
'Busses

—'Now, "Voyager' (WB) and

'Navy'-'Scandals

Unit Hot $20,000

(Tristates)

(3,000;

'Dr.

Oke

Broadway" (Par).

—

V

$1,200.

'Cargo'-Trafl'

20G

Indpls.; 'Cargo' $10,300

$8,500,

considering pictures alone.
Last
week, 'Between Us Girls' (U) and
Earl Carroll 'Vanities' on 'Stage,
strong $15,200 at 20-40-55-60-65.
Town (Goldberg) (1,400; 11-20-30)
'Pierre Plains' (M-G) and 'King
Stallions' (Mono) split with 'Roving
Tumbleweeds' (Rep), 'Mr.
(UA)
and 'Song of Islands' (20th) plus
stage show Saturday and Sunday.
Good $1,500. Last week, 'Valley
Hunted Men' (Rep), 'Here Go
Again" (RKO) and 'Bashful Bachelor' (RKO) split with 'Outlaws Pine
Ridge' (Rep). 'Big Street" (RKO)
and "Son of Fury' (20th), a nice

Okay

Dnal, Brooklyn

Indianapolis. Dec.

15.

Pre-Christmas slump is o/i here,
with business picture spotty at downtown deluxers. 'Black Swan.' at the
Indiana, and 'White Cargo, at Loew's,
are running ahead among the straight
Aimers. Gas rationing probably has
less to do with slump than shopping
and bad weather.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.600: 30-4055)— 'Street of Chance' (Par), with

Tommy

Tucker orch. Solid band out-

with good acts headed for $12,000.
Last week. 'Esbut disappointing.
cape Forever' (WB) and Billy Rose's
'Diamond Horseshoe" unit, slipped
badly to $12,800.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.200; 28-3344)— "Black Swan" (20th). Single
feature policy on strong attractions
Is paying here, with nifty $11,000.
Last week, 'Road to Morocco' (Par),
fit

smash
Brooklyn, Dec.

$12,400.
Kelth'ji (Ind)

15.

Strongest

of the attractions in
downtown sector this week is 'White
Cargo' paired with 'Apache Trail' at

Loews

Metropolitan.

Several hold-

overs, noUbly 'Now, Voyager' and
Daring Young Man' at Fabian Paramount, will emerge with satisfactory
results.

Week
(RKO) (3.274; 30-50-65)—
Navy Comes Through' (RKO) and
Estimates for This

Albee

Strictly

in

Groove' (U). SatisfacLast week, 'Thunder

tory $17,000.

Birds' (20th)

and 'Devil With

Hitler"

(UA), okay $17,000.
,^Fox (Fabian) (4.023; 30-50-65)—
Sister Eileen' (Col) and 'Counter
Espionage^ (Col) (2d wk).
Strong

28-33-44-55)—
'Danger In Pacific' (U) with vaudeSo-so $4,200 in four days. Last
week, 'Baby Face Morgan' (PRC)
with Milt Britton band, meagre $3,800

same

same time.

'Sister Eileen'

'Rockies'

TaU $11,000,

Topper

in Mild Mpls.;

Tank Eton' So-So7^G
Approach

Minneapolis, Dec. 15.
Christmas,
of
cold

weather and possibly gasoline rationing are getting in their licks and
the ¥ffltefticiTsh't so "HeaithyT' Cufrent attractions, too, don't size up as
strongly as In previous weeks, the
best being 'Springtime in the Rockies'
The lone holdovQr,
at the State.
'Road to Morocco,' which has been
goaling *em. Is in Its third week and
still

rolling.

(20th)

(4th

'We Are Marines' (RKO)

wk) and
Freshener

.

on the bill can hold this up to a fair
$6,000.
Last week, with 'Madam
Spy' (U), oke $7,300.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
50-65)—'Road to Morocco'
(2,800;
(Par) and 'Wings and Woman' (RKO)
(3d wk). Newest house in the firstrun setup still on okay side with
$8,000 sighted after good $10,000 last
week. Moved here after two great
weeks at Michigan.

Fox (Fox-Michigan)

"

(5,t.

fl5)

m'

----sprtiiiiTfiTrTn-'X6ekit!s'
.s~
wk) and 'Get Hep to Love (U).
Registering fine $22,000 after $34,000
last week when coupled with 'Stand

By Networks'

(Col).

Madison (United Detroit) (1,800;
50-65)— 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Army
Surgeon' (RKO). Nicely spotted In
the loop to catch the small fry with
the holiday junkets downtown; brisk
$15,000.
Last week, 'Navy Comes
Through' (RKO) and 'Henry, Dizzy*
(Par) (2d wk), fair $8,000 after hefty

'WHISniNG' OFF-KEY

ing.

SUte (P-S) (2,200: 30-40-50)—
$8,500 IN CINCINNA11
'Springtime in Rockies' (20th). Cast
lineup spells boxoflice but mixed
Cincinnati, Dec. 15.
opinion on picture. Trim $11,000 lool^
Yule shopping, snow and gas raabout all. Last week, "Road to Motioning are giving the theatres a bad
rocco' (Par) (2d wk), big $9,000.
Uptown (Par) (1.100: 30-40)— 'Now. beating currently. Of the three new
films.,
'White
Cargo,'
at the Palace, Is
Voyager' (WB). First neighborhood
showing.
Fine $4,200. Last week, the b.o. topper. 'Whistling In Dixie,'
'Somewhere Find You' (M-G), ditto at the Albee, is next best, but off key.
Estimates tor This Week
at $3,800.
World (Par-Steffes) (350: 30-40-50Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
55)— 'Flying Fortress" (WB). Not .so 'Whistling in Dixie' (M-G). Off key
well spotted at this carriage-trade at $8,500. Last week, 'Black Swan'
house. Nice $2,000. Last week, 'Des- (20th), lofty $17,500.
perate Journey' (WB) (3d wk), oke
33-40-50)—
Capitol
$2,200 after fine $3,200

Senator (Harris) (1,750: 30-40-.55)
—'Undying
Monster' (20th) and 'Dr.
Renault's Secret' (20th). Should do
better than $2,500, okay. Last wcsk.
It?" (U), which moved
here after 10 days at Harris, all right

In L'yiUe; 'Cargo'

$3,000.

Stenley (WB) (3,800: 30-44-55-66)
—'Navy
Comes Through' (RKO) and

George White's 'Scandals'

unit. Unit
tied to this picture spells smart $20,000. Last week, 'White Cargo" (M-G)

and Major Bowes Amateurs sot
house best biz in long time. $21,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 30-40-55)—
'Me My Gal' (M-G) (2d wk). Moved
to this spot from the Penn and here
it's doing much better comparatively.
Looks like $7,500 anyway, very satisfactory. Last week. 'Now, Voyager'
(WB), also moveover from Penn,
strong $8,000.

12iG

St. Louis. Dec. IS.
'White Cargo' is big at Loew's and
be the best grosser with socko

will

and

a h.o.

12G

Louisville. Dec. 15.

Takings are far from terrlAc this
week, but everything considered they
are still maintaining a profitable
pace. Cold wave and snow hurt. So
far gas rationing hasn't had much efBiggest
fect on theatre business.
is 'White Car-go" at Loew"s

grosser
State.

(2,000;

(RKO)

20-30)—

(1.000;

'Boogie Man Get You' (Col) and 'Pirates Prairie' (RKO), split with 'Manila Calling' (20th) and 'Little Joe,
Wrangler' (U). No complaint at $2,100.
Santt last week on 'Falcon's
Brother' (RKO) 'and 'Man in Trunk'
(20th), divided with 'Living Ghost'

(Mono) and 'Sage Valley' (PRC).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
'Gentleman Jim' (WB).
Switched
from Palace for second round. On
the beam at $4,500. Last week, 'Priorities Parade' (Par), thin $3,500.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
'Mrs. Wiggs' (Par).
Sorry $3,000.

Estimates tor This Week
Last week, 'Washington Slept Here'
Brown (Fourth Avenue - Loew"s) (WB) (2d run), snug $4,5007
15-30-40)
"Thunder Birds'
(1,400:
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)—
(20th)
and 'That Other Woman' 'Washington Slept Here' (WB). Sec-

—

Picking up an extra $2,000 ond transfer for third session on
(20th).
on moveover from Rialto, just fair. front line. Oke $3,500. Last week,
Last week, 'Road to Morocco" (Par),
General Died at Dawn' (Par) (re-

'Cargo' Hot $20,500 In

St.Lonis; 'Swan'

(RKO)

'Me My Gal' (M-G). Third week of
moveover. Fair $3,500 following la4
week's okay $4,000.
Family

'Swan' Mildish $9,000

'Who Done

total

and $10,000

preceding sessions.

route, $2,400.

(1.200:

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 28-33-44)—
•White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Counter
Espionage' (Col). Combo is setting
a $10,300 pace, not bad. Last week.
'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Boogie Man
Get You' (Col) (2d wk), gratifying
$7,800 on holdover.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,850: 28-33-44)
—'Road to Morocco' (Par). Ticketed
for a swell $4,000 as single on moveover after bang-up opening week at
Indiana. Last week. 'Who Done It?'
(U)>and 'Moonlight in Havana' (U).
mild $3,000 on moveover.

—

in Sagging Pitt

ville.

in

Last week, 'Now Voyager' (WB) and
Detroit, Dec. 15.
Hep To Love' (U), neat $14,200.
Christmas shopping and gas raFox (F&M) (5.000; 30-40-50)—
tioning to slight extent are denting
'Glass Key' (Par) and 'Priorities On
Parade' (Par). So-so $13,000, below loop grosses here but not like in reaverage. Last week, 'Ox-Bow In- cent years. Only tfit'ee new bills in
cident" (20th) and 'Secret Weapon' the first-runs this week, with
the
(U), mediocre $11,400.
Missouri (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50) likelihood that the Fox, with second
and week of 'Springtime in the Rockies'
Incident'
(20th)
'Ox -Bow
and
a
freshener,
'Get
Hep
to
Love,'
'Now, Voyager' (WB). Only fair $6,continue to top the town.
000. Last week, 'Who Done It?' (U) will
and 'Nightmare' (U). Slumped badly Palms-State with 'Wings for the
Eagle* and 'Lady Gangster', is brisk,
to lame $5,300.
with 'Bambi' and 'Army Surgeon' at
St. Lonis (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
'Tales Manhattan" (20th) and 'Berlin the Madison also off to a good start.
Correspondent' (20th). Sad $4,500. Second week of 'Now, Voyager' and
Last week, 'Undying Monster' (20th) 'Dr. Broadway' will be up among the
and 'Dr. Renault's Secret' (20th), leaders.
Estimates for This Week
mild $5,200.
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 50-65)—
"Get

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
Man Will Get You' (Col) and
'Omaha Trail' (M-G). Headed for $15,000 in first stanza.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
good $2,000 in five days. Last week,
•Hidden Hand' (WB) and 'General 50-65)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB) and
Died at Dawn' (Par) (reissue), oke 'Dr. Broadway' (Par) (2d wk). Still
on the strong side at $17,000 after
$1,800 in five days,
Pittsburgh. Dec. 15.
Century (P-S) (1,600; 30-40-50)— great $24,000 in first session.
Biz is really getting it from all 'Road to Morocco" (Par) (3d wk).
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,<
sides here these days.
On top of Moved here after two very big weeks 000; 50-65)— 'Wings
for Eagle' (WB)
everything else .a frigid wave over at State.
Headed for good $6,000 and 'Lady Gangster' (WB). Fine
the weekend knocked the bottom after, immense $17,000 and $9,000 first $18,000. Last week, 'Flying
'Hgers*
out of everything. Holding up best and second weeks.
Last week, (Rep) and 'Big Street' (RKO) (2d
of all is the Stanley, where (jeorge 'Avengers" (Par), nice $8,000.
wk), healthy $10,000.
White's 'Scandals' unit with 'Navy
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 28-30)— 'Tish"
United ArUsts (United Detroit)
Comes Through* is strong. Others (M-G). • Well-enough liked picture
50-65)—
(2,000;
'Seven
Sweethearts'
are way off, as they were in the but only mild $2,500.
Last week,
(M-G) and 'Cairo' (M-G). DuU $12,preceding week.
•Give Out, Sisters' (U), $2,800.
Last week, 'War Vs. Mrs. HadOrpheum (P-S) (2,800; 30-40-50)— 000.
Estimates for This Week
ley' (M-G) and Tarzan's Adventure*
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)— 'Yank at Eton" (M-G). Rooney pic- (M-G), sound $15,000.
ture
not
so
well
received.
Fairly
Title is helping
'Pittsburgh* (U).
some in this burg but everybody's good $7,500 likely. Last week, 'Seven
wondering why that tag. However, Sweethearts' (M-G) and Russ MorDietrich-Wayne-Scott combo in an- gan orch, others on stage (35-44-55),
other 'Spoilers' setting is managing fairly healthy $14,000 was disappoint-

also via

80-35-50)— 'Yank at Eton* (M-G) and

Det; Hfings 18G, 'Rockies 22G, 2d

'Boogie

Roar' (WB), day and date with EsLast week,
Big $15,000.
'Never Lovllier' (Col) and 'Blackie
Goes Hollywood' (Col), day-date
Omaha, Dec. 15.
Omaha with 'Somewhere I'll Find with Esquire, fine $12,500.
Esqaire (Fox) (742; 30-40-50-60)—
You' Is doing standout business this
week. Bad weather hit the town •Now, Voyager' (WB) and 'Busses
over the weekend but business is Roar' (WB), day-date with Denver. to drum up some trade. Looks like
Last week. 'Never $8,500, fair. Last week. 'Never Lovecontinuing strong.
Sturdy $4,500.
Lovelier' (Col) and 'Blackie Goes lier' (Col), big disappointment at less
Estimates for This Week
$6,500, new low here.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 11-30-35- Hollywood' (Col), day and date with than
Fulton (Shea) (1,700: 30-40-55)—
60)— 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G) Denver, fine $4,000.
(2.600: 30-40-50Orpheum
(RKO)
'Black Swan' (20th) (3d wk). For
and 'Secret Enemies' (WB). Strong 60)— 'Seven Days Leave" (RKO) and current
h.o., so-so $6,500. Last week,
$11,000.
Last week, 'Road to MorOke
(RKO).
Woman"
$10,000, giving picture better than
•Wings
and
feanew
occo" (Par) (2d wk) with
and My Gal' $32,000 on the run, okay.
nice $13,500. Last week. 'Me
ture
'Sweater Girl'
(Par),
Pcnn (Loew's-UA) (3.300: 30-40-55)
(M-G) and 'Scattergood Survives a
$7,500.
wk). fine $11,000. —'Forest Rangers' (Par). Mild $13.Brandels (Mort Singer) (1,500; 11- Murder' (RKO) (2d
Paramount (Fox) (2.200: 30-45)— 000. Last week. 'Me My Gal' (M-G),
80-35-50)— 'Never
(Col)
Lovelier'
in the
at $15,000, very weak for
and 'Daring Young Man' (Col). So- 'Nightmare' (U) and 'Strictly week, a mystery
Fine $8,000. Last
a special that's been getting dough
co $6,300.
Last week, 'Once Upon Groove' (U).
(20th) and 'Dr. everywhere.
Monster"
'Undying
Honeymoon' (RKO) (2d wk) with
Bllz (WB) (800: 30-40-55)— 'Now.
Secret" (20th), torrid $9,000.
Renault's
Sew second feature 'Scattergood
Voyager* (WB) (3d wk). Weak $2.urvives Murder' (RKO), fair $5,200 after playing Penn and Warner.
SOO.
Last week. 'Major and Minor" (Par),
Orpheum
11- 'Swan' Solid $11,000 In
quire.-

'Bambi'-'Surgeon Brisk $15,000 In

15.

Pre-Christmas lull now being felt
in some spots but business Is better
than usual for this season. 'Major
and Minor' is in line for a whopping
week at the Paramount while 'White

Meagre $13J)
}ie,000

IB.

IS

lusty $4,500 on moveover.

issue), ditto.

Kentucky (Switow) (1.2S0: 15-25)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—.
•Yank at Eton" (M-G) and "Across 'White Cargo' (M-G). Very good
$11.(WB). Medium $1,700. Last 500.
Last week, 'Gentleman Jim'
week, 'The Magnificent Ambersons' (WB), no knockout
with $9,000.
(RKO) and 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G), good
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 33-40-50)—
$1,900.
Transferred
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15-30- 'Black Swan' (20th).
40)— 'White Cargo" (M-G) and' Laugh from Albee for second week. ExcelBlues Away' (Col). They're going lent $5,500. Last week, 'Never Lovefor this one in great style. Fine $12,- lier' (Col) (2d run), sluggish $3,000.
000. Last week, 'Me My Gal' (M-G)
and 'Counter Espionage' (Col) (2d
wk), medium $8,000.
000.
Last week, 'Thunder birds'
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; (20th) and TTiat Other Woman'
Pacific"

Estimates tor This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3.172; 30-40-50)—
'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'About
Face' (UA). Will grab the banner
take of week with socko $20,500. 15-30-40)
'Flying Fortress' (WB).
Last week, 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and Medium $4,000. Last week, 'Gentle'Spirit Of Stanford' (Col) (2d wk), man Jim' (WB) (2d wk), fair $3,200.
nice $14,600.
RIallo (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40- 30-40)
'Black Swan' (20th) and
50)—'Black Swan' (20th) and 'Des- 'Yanks Are Coming' (20th). Looks
tination Unknown' (U). good $12,500. headed for second money, fairish $9,-

—

—

(20th),

medium

$8,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue)

(1,400; 15-

30-40)— 'Mrs. Wiggs' (Par) and 'Aidrich, Editor' (Par).
good $3,800. Last

Aiming

at pretty

week, 'Sin Town*

(U) and 'Destination Unknown' (U),
$3,500.

Wc^ei^y* DcecMber

hdie Exhibs Not

Loadiiig

koodoo' Got 'Ed

Up On

Memphis, Dec.

Lesser Film For Fear of Shortage
appeared Inevitable that
Warnerites to Coast
independent exhibitors
hit on product availnumCharles Einfeld left New York
ability this year because of the
ber of holdovers and long extended Friday (in for the Coast, accompaeastern
runs In key spots, paradoxically the nied by Mitchell Rawson,
Whitney
figure publicity
and
director,
Indie distributor, who might
has Bolton, liaifon publicity representato benefit from such situation,
tive between studio and homeoflice.
not done so.
Where last fall Independent dis- Einfeld will return east In January
numerous product tor the premiere of 'Air Force' at
tribs obtained
for sometime
(this also was true of certain the Hollywood, slated

While

it

numerous

would be hard

deals

major

distributors

not

selling

m

between Jan.

8

and

15.

because exhibitors
Hal B. Wallis. who left N. Y. for
be certain of sufficient Cincinnati on Thursday (10) to confer with Irving Berlin on filming of
This Is the Army,' arrived on the
Coast over the weekend and will imbefore be- mediately .>:tart preparation on proitors from buying blocks
ing screened and no cut-and-dried duction of "Army."
decree
stipulation on buying under
terms this season, the yen of exhiljs
product Is
to book up loads of indie

NotlssentiaL'ExliiihlKstnbUm^
IS.

Ben Rogers, student issisUnt manager at the Warner, was sllghUy Injured Saturday night when more
than 4,000 people tried to jam their
way into the Warner for a special
midnight 'Voodoo Show,' supplementing the regular late feature.^
Pressure from a crowd that extended all the way across Main street
broke the glass in the boxofflce window, a piece of it landing In Rogers'
eye. An usher also suffered a broken
finger.

Dimoat Juice Saying

Compared

Nil

to Theatre

blocks-of-five)

wanted

to

to maintain steady operathis seations, there is no such urge
exhibson. With nothing to prevent

product

Anyway, Sol Lesser

lacking.

With many indie exhibitors tbis
year it is not a matter of deals for
pictures but when .such screen product will be available for them
This has
in their theaUes.
suited from the huge increase

how

to
re-,

Of Free Press Space

in

ing in costs of juice, according to
variable estimates.
Operators, as well as engineers,
point out that the saving may run
from minor amounts to several bun-

^To^enio

m

nm

MARINES' OPENING

48-HOUR RADIO

BAUY

showed a Russian-made film linger, of 20th-Fox and March of
and a weak indie picture the first Time, resjjectively, and Jack Pegler, Pic P.A.'s in Service
half of the week and two re-issues of Lord & Thomas, lined up some
Retain Guild
the last half. It is the first time the 108 spot announcements on local
circuit)

theatre ever played a foreign-made

N. Y. radio stations,

all

break within 48 hours.
Many of
Another house in that neighbor- the spot spiels were made by Westhood thus far has shown only two brook Van Voorhis, known as the
major company boxoffice hits from 'March of Time' voice.
the 1942-43 lineup this season. ETseThe radio time that preceded
where In Greater New York re-is- opening of 'Marines' at the Globe
sues are cropping out as even major theatre included special interviews
theatres with well-known radio figures plus
circuit
affiliated
distrib
struggle to make up programs.
Jack Glenn, director of the film.
The slow clearance for subsequent Special break for the picture on the
Tuns is producing the expected M. of T. network .ihow was spotted
thing, a concerted demand by these Thursday (10) night.
exhibs for lower Sim rentals. Such
exhibitors contend that the value of
product has been considerably diminMetro's Slick
Ads
ished if they have to wait two, thre<>
or four weeks longer to play the
picture after it has finished flrst-rur
Metros inaugurated an unusually
accounts.
smart slant in its advertising treatment of 'Random Harvest' in 13 na-

Nag

Firemen Rule Out Lobby
Tinsel As Too Hazardous

Rights

Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Film press agents who have en
tcred

military service will retain
lbeir..fuU..£ightt as members ot tti*
Screen Publicists Guild, under a
referendum now in the mails. Bal'
lot reads:

ber of the Screen Publicist Guild In
good standing at the start of such
service.

There

shall

be an honorary

suspension of dues and assessments
during war service. Notices of general membership meetings shall be
sent to all members in war service.'

2-for-l't in

tional magazines.

126,000,000.

Since the exhibition and film disbranches of the picture
business are not likely to find manpower relief in the category of 'essential' industries, under which the

War Manpower Commission

is likely
to place some phases of production,
major circuits and dlstribs are preparing to meet increased drafting of

manpower during the coming months
by more general employment of
women.
All reports from circuit operators
indicate that the problem of providing adequate manpower for theatres
has reached an acute stage and that
it has now become necessary to plant

for

Femmes

ant barkers for 1943.

Eastman,

who was an

Clayton G.

assistant bark-

Joseph
becomes dough guy.
Shure, Fabian division booker, hat
been chosen secretary. These officers, together with managers Harry
Alexander of 20lh-Fox. Artie Newman of Republic' Paul S. Krumenacker of Vitagraph. C. A. Smakwitz,
assistant zone manager of Warner
Bros. Theatre^ and Max Friedman,
zone olBce
head booker In the
here, comprise the board of directors.

er,

WB

Par Fetes SnIIIvao
Paramount associates gave luncheon Friday (11) to Ed Sullivan, head

take over jobs as quickly as possible.
"The film industry manpower committee, meantime, has drawn up a
list of studio workers considered essential to the preser\'ation of the industry. Among those included in the

to the homeofflce Monday (14) after
attending a two-day convention in
Toronto at which plans were laid for
special Canadian selling drive to
start Dec. 20, as in the state*. Above
the border, a first prize of $1,000 was

were technicians, such as
cameramen, film cutters, sotmd engineers, grins, electricians, and anima-

(Continued on page 19)

survey

tors.'

-

-

Indteationsr test .w«ak«>...r.

Roch.

days and Fridays.

Sttpv

ported in Variety, were that these
classes of studio workers would be
declared essential and that the industry may also be given a broad 'essenThis latter, howtial' classification.
ever, would not provide for blanket

Give the Switch to UA's

OK Bally on Coward Pic

deferments in exhibition, distribution
or any other branch of the indu.stry
where women or other untrained
Elimination ordered by the Hays
personnel not eligible for defense office of a few cuss words in tha
plant or military service could be
new Noel Coward fUm, In Which
employed as replacements.
We Serve, lias become a real international incident. It has not only led
'Chappte> ChaplB Dot
to a controversy between the HaysSt Louis, Dec. IS.
The sale of the Saunders. Harvard, ites and United Artists, the U. S. dism., to the B.K. & K. Theatre Co.. tributors, on one aide, and the Britsaw the passing of E. B. 'Chappie' ish producers on the other, but has
Chapin who was connected with the drawn attention during the past week
house in some capacity for 3S years. from the shortwave broadcasters ot
In 1907 he began as a prop boy and both Italy and Spain. And comment
successively was usher, projectionist, aired
by the latter was picked up
buyer, booker and finally manager.
from a Stockholm dispatch.
His successor is Louis Simonini. BJC
Rome, as might be expected, got
ft B. also owns and operates a house
at Hinsdale, HI.
the details somewhat confused and
Mike Chiaventone has .succeeded exaggerated the Importance of tha
Paul Russell as manager of the Val- incident Speaking in Italian
to the
ley, Spring Valley. 111.
Russell Is
people of the Italian Empire and in
doing his bit in a defense plant.
Pasquale Magnini, manager of the English to North America, Radio
Town, Prophetstown, III., sporting a Roma last Wednesday (9) declared:
suit of khaki, succeeded for the diu'aThe New York State Censorship
tion by James Merchesi.
Bureau refused to pass a British
Anderson Circuit, headquartered liropaganda film Illustrative of the
In Morris. 111., relighted the Barge In
British fleet ruling that it was unacSeneca, III.
'T. Hedges, formerly manager of the ceptable from a moral point of view.'
The DXer at Malaga, Spain, used
Illinois.
Metropolis, 111., succeeded
.Pat Meadows as manager of the a Stefani (Italian news agency) disRoxy, Mounds, 111.
patch datellned from Stockholm
It
Woodrow Poffer. former manager said that U. S. censors had rejected
to the Roxy, Ramsey, 111., now with
a film on the British fleet because
radio dept. of Squadron No. 438
the dialog Included bad language.
School of the U.S.A. at Lake Charles,
.

111.

M. (Thamness, owner of the Nox,
Carrie Mills, III., opened a new house
with the same tag at Karnak, 111.
The Art. Winona, 111., shuttered for
the duration.

The Empress, Decatur,

111.,

100

SPG ASKING PAY TILTS

FOR ADDED SERVICES

facelifting.

D. M. Dillenbeck the
Rialto,

Bushnell,

new manager--

Because added duties have been

a

Plrtle assigned to numerous members of the
house.
He formerly was associated Screen Publicists Guild, largely as
with the State, Sterling, 111., and re
result of men going Into the service,
cently received a citation for out.standing theatre management during the union is preparing to make official demands up<» the heads of pubthe third quarter of 1942.
McGovem
Arvin giving their licity-advertising departments in
Ritz. Oden, HI., facelifting job.
York for increases in pay in accordance with es^tra work performed.
111.,

&

Mec .CAM. MM.Usisn

New

.

sentations
publicity-advertising
Salt Lake. City. Dec. IS
to
Roxy (Fox), Brigham City, tem- chiefs, claiming more pay should be
porarily without manager since man- given in view of added work, so far
to be- no raises have been passed out.
As a result, the grievance committee of SPG, of which Lawrence LipJoe Anstead's Leave
skin of Colimibja is chairman, has
Worcester, Dec. 15.
Gertrude Tracy, for several months called a meeting for tomorrow night
assistant manager of Loew's Poll (Thursday) to discuss action.
here, last week replaced Joe Aastead,
Regardless of its contract covering
for many years manager of the Loew
advertising, publicity and artist workPoll Elm St house. Anstead granted
ers in the homeofflce, under which
leave of absence due to illness. Mary
10%
increases were granted when
Foley of Worcester promoted to aswritten, the SPG feels that the telesistant manager to Harold Maloney
Poll manager, vice Miss Tracy.
scoping of jobs or added duties for
other reasons, makes boosts In pay
LatU Heads Albany Vartety
justiflable.
Also, under the wage
Albany, Dec. IS
stabilization act employers would
C. J.'Latta; New. York Stete zone
manager for Warner Bros. Theatres, not have to go to' the War Labor
Board or the Treasury Dept. to obis the new Chief Barker of the Al
tain
approval for Increases.
bany Variety Club. Latta, who came
Hearings on arbitration of the SPG
here from the post of assistant zone
manager in Pittsburgh when Moc dispute with Paramount in connecSilver, the first Chief Barker under tion
with
incrcMsed-cost-of-living
the reorganized setup, was upped to bonuses to all
employees except its
zone head in that city, takes the place (SPG)
members and execs earning
of L. R. Golding. Golding, divisional
manager of the Fabian circuit, ad- over $200 weekly, have been put off
vanced from first a.'isistant to chief until Friday (18), due to Illness of
Hyman Glickstein, attorney for SPG.
when Silver went to Pittsburgh.
Herman L. Ripps, Metro branch A prior postponement had been made
manager, and Neil Hellman, local at the request of Austin C. Keough,
independent exhibitor, are the asslst- v.p. and legal head of Par.

'War service will not Interrupt ager Sterling Nelson resigned
the active membership of any mem- come mortician.

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 15.
Instead of the un.Rochester theatre men are reportvcrsally-accepted i^lyie ot layout, the
ed stirred up over 2-for-l tickets disBecause of the extreme care in displays actually simulate a page of tributed in neighborhood
.stores by
afeguarding night clubs, theatres the magazine in which the copy ap- Howard Carroll. Strand. The tickets,
and other places of amusement, as pears with the text written by top- which may be had for the asking,
an aftermath of the Boston Cocoa- flight writers ol those mags, such as are good cither afternoon or t-vcnut Grove disaster, the elaborate Faith Baldwin in Ladies Home Jour- nings Wednesdays and Thursdays for
animal' lobby, arranged by United nal. Clarence Biiddington Kelland in two persons on payment of
a single
Artists for the opening of 'Jacare' Satevepost. Octavus Roy Cohen in admission price.
Rate in the afterRex Stout in the
at the Globe, N. Y., was ruled out. Collier's and
noon is 15c.. making actual cost of
N. Y. firemen deemed the stuffed American.
7 '4c.
admi.ssion
whereas regular
Staff arti.>ils of each mag did the price for children
animal array In the theatre lobby
throughout the
art. The magazines felccted have an city is
too hazardous.
11c.
Display was lined up at a cost ot e.stimuted combined readership of
The Strand has 'Big Bingo' Tues$2,000,

More

'd

tribution

of

aligned to

picture.

Mwe

it

the retention of the
tions or tightening them, as in New
York, still does not effect much sav-

AndChhaGot

Go

in Advertising women in executive posts. Apart of the photographic department, who
from the drain on manpower for mil- yesterday (Tuesday) was Inducted by
itary service, film execs also antici- the Army.
was believed among pate additional loss of manpower
George Smith, western division
theatre operators that dimout regu- when the WMC campaign to switch sales manager for Paramount, has
workers from non-e.ssential to essen- returned to his desk after a lengthy
lations would be relaxed, especially
tour of his territory on flUn deals.
tial industries goes into high.
when
during the winter months
Various Government officials have
WBItes Back from Toronto
there is less danger of air raids, already issued several warnings to
employers to arrange tor women to
Warner sales executives returned
original regula-

Loss

Although

Washington. Dec. 15.
number of holdovers in flrst-run sit_
S^^^^
..wiinnV anrf'sfrfUl'UrMO.-spojg^I^ .QiJijie^of Economic
'^^iZ^:^'^W.Z"^^\a^ir»hAi
ht Sti^ ^
sucT here will noT
the length of extended runs
than offset
iTmoTe
<
into Hollywoods controversy conhouses,
the loss of the advertising value
by
chimpanAttitude of the distributor, espe- cerning Chita, the Tarzan
Thus, while
of signs or marquees.
subcially those with major circuit
a theatre might save on electricity
ensids or affiliations, is that he is
Story from Hollywood is that Sol and bulbs, it may be losing twice as
time
titled to get as much playing
Lesser, who is making a film starring much in business due to the dimas he can out of the flrst-run key Chita and Johnny Weismuller, re- outs.
houses. When It is reaUzed that he fused a salary increase for the talAccording to a film engineering
obtains the bulk of his total film ented Chita and the question arose source, the reduction in the use of
rental from such accounts, it can whether Chita is animal or actor.
electric power may be averaging
hardly be considered good business Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, owners of around 8% for theatres.
for him to rush a picture out of flrst- Chita, pointed out that their contract
Among other things, the amount
theatres simply to appease the stipulated that a raise in pay for
subsequent-nm house. Stronger Chita was to go into effect Monday. of power varies in accordance with
the number ut daylight hours when
product in some instances, coupled
Actors' salaries are frozen. Lesser
with stronger boxoffice, resulting maintained, but M-G-M countered marquees or signs may be in operaamount
from Increased attendance and freer with the claim that Chita is an tion; also in line with the
Someused for cooling systems.
flow of money, has hiked the num- animal and not an actor.
Lesser
earlier in
ber of holdovers and extended runs announced that he was getting in times they are required
—and the distributor feels, of course, touch with Economic Stabilization the summer than in in other years,
making comparisons dimcult
this is no fault of his.
Director James F. Byrne to get a
many
Also, since
the dimout.
Tbe Time Element
ruling .straight from' Washington.
theatres arc burning more juice on
In recent months the situation has
At Byrne's White House office it marquees, outer signs and in lobbecome so bad that numerous indios
matter is brought bies than prior to the dimout.
have felt fortunate if they had any was said that If the
right
There is little fear concerning an
worthwhile pictures to exhib. With to them it would be tossed
Ducker, Increase in electricity rates, though
n couple of weeks playing time added back to HoUywood. Hugh
salary stabilization office pointed out
that where
private
10 first-run accounts before they hit chief of the
Holly- utilities are supplying the power,
second runs, and additional time pil- for the area that embraces
about the cost is generally higher.
In
ing up all along the line, the subse- .wood, is supposed to know all
quent-run account figuring on get- actors and animals and their salaries New York City, one-cent and a
regula
fraction is the lowest price at which
ling a feature within a month now and also about the salary
juice can be obtained, cost ranges
tliscovers it is nearly two months tions that affect them.
up to 7c, with result a cutdown in
before it reaches him. Ultimately,
the amount of power Increases the
the A-1 boxoffice attractions will
cost per kilowatt hour.
In other
start getting out to the subsequent
GIVE
words, a theatre, now tising less
Indies but even then these exhibitors
juice than before the dimout, may
ere convinced the pictures will be
be paying a cent or more per kilobadly milked.
watt, thus jazzing up the figures
Probably the prize example of
what this situation is doing to indeConfronted with having to rush when it comes to making a reliable
pendent operations, even in larger
ad-publicity-exploita- comparison.
complete
a
ihealres, cropped out in Brooklyn reIn the summer, more power Is
tion campaign before the public,
cently. A deluxe indie cinema, rathMarch of Time and 20th-Fox under- used aside from cooling systems,
er well known for the quality of
because signs and marquees can be
took an intensive spot radio bally
screen fare and its A-1 operation
kept on much longer than in Detor the Dec. 12 New York opening
(one house in a circuit which plays of 'We Are the Marine.',,' second fea- cember when days are shortest
split RKO product for one half and
ture made by M. of T. Result was
split Loew on the other section of the
that Hul Home and Albert Sind-

bout
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since
taken by the
TENNESSEE JOHNSON the
British Commandos
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pic,

Hollywood, Dec.
Metin rrliMKC

15.
pi.xlMi-

Wnllor Rubfn

of J.

I'VnlureH Viin Hoflln. Monol Harrymore, Itulh HuKhoy. Dlrfcleil by Wlllliiin
lliiM.'rH4Hi
Stiri'npluy by John
Dloierli".
an<l W'cllfi Ittul. ItiiKeil on orlclnnl )iy Miitloii.

inn

:in,l

Alvin

i:imer:i.

.Meyer.i.

Wiir^'n
Ho^NJn: apcrlul i-rrectf.
.SenriiMil*; filltur. noliorl J. Kern. Sh'iAii
ri.
T>ti-.
lU.
In BtU'llci innjfillon m:m.
Runnhii; lliiic. 100 .MI.NS.
]liir<>ltl

AnilK-vi-

Viin

.iMhiif-iiii

.MrB.

lU'llin

H:ir iyin<tro

I#lonol

Th.Kl.N u.s Sii-vt'n»
Eliza MiCiirillc

Hulh Huiwey
Maijorle Main

rirtwr

R«l» Toomey
Edward Brombern

McDanlel
J.

('(ihe

Orent Wllhrra

Mordecal MllllKHn

Alec

Andraws

Oalit

Charles Dlnicle
Jim Watem
(ongre««m«n Harnrave. .Carl Ronton Ili-ld

.<;<inttor

.

Lloeoln'a

Emluary

RuaiioM

Can

.<;herlir

Major CnwkH
Chler Jiuilce

HIrka

Noab Deeo'. l^rRobert Warwick
Montasu Love

Chaw

I.loyd Ciirrl»nn

Mr. SecreUry
Senator Muyler
Lanabury
Martha
KIrby
Jerterson Davla

William

Fnmum

Charlea Trowbrldire
Lynne Carver
Hu»»ell Slrapaon
Morrla Ankrum

^T'ennessee Johnson' combines facts
and fancy in presenting the cinematic
biography of Andrew Johnson, who
succeeded Abraham Lincoln to the
It's a ponderous and
presidency.
overfooteged affair, despite careful
production, and rates as dubious box

It

deals with

only in a
episode that finds Ihem carrying out a task operation in Norway.
And it is an episode that vividly reveals why the Commandos will be
among history's great warriors.
This is really a story of the Norwegian people, a people linked by
principles to the democracies biil
ground under the heels of fifth calumny and Nazi idealOKies. It is a
talc of fiction laid against a canvas

long in an unimpressive telling.
Decidedly episodic script unfolds
the life story of Johnson in not too
He arrives in a
colorful fashion.
Tennessee town as fugitive from apprenticeship; sticks around to learn

reading and writing from Ruth Hussey; leads non-landowners on campaign for voting privileges, and winds
up as Senator in Washington. In the
secession movement, he remains loyal
to the country, and is nominated

end elected vice-president

1864.

in

Lincoln is his guiding spirit, but on
the President's death, he gets jammed
with Congress In endeavor to carry
out Lincoln's policies with regard to
the conquered South. Picture then
goes into len^hy footage on his im-

peachment

trial and final victory.
Heflin displays an impressive oerformance as Johnson, with Barryfnore the Irrascible and gruff politico
bent on getting Johnson out of office.
Miss Hussey does well as the wife
who steers and' controls her hustemper
band's stubbornness and
throughout his political career. Good
provided by Marjorie
Is
f)port
in,
Regis Toomey, J. Edward
smberg. Grant Withers, Alec Craig,
arles Dingle and Montagu Love.

5t are brief bits in the kaleidoscopic and episodic proceedings.
Script by John Balderstcm and
-Wells Root Is studiously contrived,
but too slowly developed for entertainment purposes. Director William
Dieterle uosuccessfuUy concentrates
characterizations to add to the
tfti
madequacies of the piece for genWatt.
eral audiences.

The Commandos

Strike at

Dawn
Columbia release of Lester Cownn nro'
Auction. Stara Paul Muni: features Anna
tee, Lillian Glah. Sir Cedric Hanlwlcke.
Robert Coote. Riv Colllna.
Directed by
John Farrow
Screenplay. Irwin Shaw,
from atory by C. S. Forester: camera. William C. Mellor: editor, Anne Bauchans:
music. I^uls QruenberK: music director,
M. W. Stoloff. Previewed In N. T. Dec.
'42.
Running time, 100 MIN8.
Eric Toreaen
Juillth

Mrs.

Paul Muni
Anna Lee
Lillian Olsh
Sir Cedric Hanlwlcke
Robert Coote

Bowen

BerKesen

Ailmlral

Rowcn

Robert Rowen
BcrKcsen
Hllma Arnesen

Ray

Collins

Rosemarv PecnTtm

Miniature Reviews

of truth.
It is when "The Commandos' attempts to assume a 'popular' appeal,

slithers into the comIt injects romance at an

as such, that

it

monplace.
inopportune moment. There is no
gainsaying that acquiescence to para vital part of modern-day existences, but when a
father, fearful for her safety, takes
time out to see his young daughter

ental

moods

is

Commando

expedition, that's stretching credulity a bit

while leading a

too much. But then, again, if Muni
hadn't done that, the film would not
have ended on its present note. It
was a scenario task operation tliat
failed to do credit to the reputation
However,
of the famed fighters.
those are comparatively minor reflections.

Much

Commandos'

of "The

setting

peaceful folk, like Eric Toresen,
for instance, who had never raised
his hand but once in his life, at 17.
and then only to strike another boy
whom he had found kissing his qlrl.

But the Nazi scorpion changed ull
that The Nazis set up a local government that soon turns the peaceful
vlllageTB to an underground n.nvements
Muni portrays the Nordic fisherman who leadis the movement and
the Commando expedition.
His Is a forthright performance, occasionally underplayed, but
always ringing true. Anna Lee is his
romantic counterpart, a part that
doesn't afford her much of an opportunity. Her few scenes, however,
are acted well, though it's a role
that's out of place. Commandos iind
romance don't strike a favorable

ultimately

note.

There are a host of lesser players,
excellently,
all of whom perform
even to the most insignificant charSir Cedric Hardwicke,
acter part.
Lillian Gish (her comeback in films),
Robert Coote and Ray Collins contribute notable characterizations.
The writing credits are distinctive,

Irwin

Shaw having

scenario
Forester.

adapted

the

from an original by C. S.
John Farrow Lieutenant-

—

Commander John Farrow of the
Royal Canadian Navy —has handled
the direction. He maneuvered the
Commando raid at a thrilling pace,
and that portion

Is

the film's out-

Kahn.

stander.

produced biographic
drama developed in low gear,

Commandos

The
Dawn'

(Col).
for Paul

looms

Keeper
Needs

all

9.

Metro release of Victor Bavllle (Leon QorproducUon.
Stara Spencer Tracy.
Katharine HBpburn.
Directed bv Geo rite
Cnkor. Screenplay by Donald Onden .Stewart, based on novel by L A. R. Wylle: ramera, wllllain Daniels: special efTects. NVarren Newcombe; editor. Jnmcs E. Ncwcom.

RunnInK time, 100
Steven O'Malley

MIN8.

Freddie RldKCs
Orion Peabody

Jane Hardlnx
Jeb RIckards
Mr. Arbuthnot
Jnson RIckards
PlKKOt

Spencer Tracy
Katharine Hepburn
Richard Whorf
Mantaret Wycherly
Forreat Tucker
Frank Craven
Horace MoNally
Percy Kllhrlde
Audrey Christie
Darryl

Hkkmnn

Donald .Meek
How.ir<1 <ln sllva
WIllliiA Newell

'Keeper of the Flame' will need
of the

marquee

brilliance

and

starrer.

Quiet Fleuc, Harder' (20th).
Whodunit thriller likely to be
strong entry on dual setups.
(Rep).
Ice-Capades Bevoc'
Lively

okay

ice musical
grosses.

geared

for

Impersonation' (U).
Okay spy meller for bookings
in supporting dual spots.

'Dawn on the Great Divide'
(Mono). Last of the Buck Jones
westerns and one of the best.
City of Silent Men' (PRC).
Good meller about ex-cons who
make good. Slated for the better
duals.

Lb

Gncrra

(Arg-

Gaaoha'

Possibly best Argentine-made, an historical epic.

made).

Hickman,

Darryl

Richard

Whorf,

Audrey

Christie,

Howard da

Silva,

Forrest Tucker, Frank Craven and
Latter has one
standout scene that Is expertly han-

Margaret Wycherly.
dled.

Direction by Xleorge.Culwt.r.ccentuates characterizations ait the sacriScript
fice of movement and pace.
by Donald Ogden Stewart is heavy
on the dialog side. Production is
elaborate in sets and mounting, with
photography by William Daniels add-

much

ing

Walt.

to values.

Quiet Please, Murder
Ralph Dietrich proUeonee Sanders. Gall
John Liirkln. Screenstory by Lawrence G.
Bloi-4Hiian: camera. Joseph UacDonald: e<*ltor. LoulN T.oeftler.
Tradeithown In X. Y..
Dec. lo.
nunnlnic time. 70 MINS.
FIOK
Geoi-Re Sanders
2liih-Fox

release

of

Feuiurcs

duciloii.

Piilrlt-k.
Directed by
iiIhv liy l^i'kln from

-I'.-,

Myra llljindy
McUyinc

Gall Patrick
lllchard Dennlnv

Kiiy

I.ynne Rulii>rls
SIdnev nlacknio-r

Miirlin

L'lonvor

Kurt Kntch
Maixarel lliayton
Charles Tannen
Byron FouUer
Arthur Smce

I'iihsen

Miss

Ctv.il

llollls

Mr.

Walpulo

Vance
Benson
Wehley

Wolcolt
Chick Collins

Qeorire

Bud McCalllster

stork Hoy
Gannett

Bud Ocart
Harold K. Goodwin
James Farley
Jack Cheatham
Minerva ITrvcal

Stover
Detective

Policeman
Muuf'ewlfe

all

pull-

power of the Spencer TracyKatharine Hepburn starring duo to

Hcrt Roach
Paul Purcnsl
Theo<lore von f?ltz

ent limited budget.
Typical sleuth-crook yarn

Is given
an entirely different twist as it follows the carefully plotted schemes

of the well-dressed crook, Sanders.
He is a student of rare editions and

manuscripts but generally is forced
to kill a library guard in order to
gain

possession of these priceless
His racket Is to make perfect
copies of the original and then sell
them for fees the original might

ing

works.

command.

Novel by I. A. R. Wylie might
read better than its' transference to
film form.
It's a inplodrama <vlib

,

Gunner Koratad
Johan Oarmo

blllsabatb Fraaar

Richard

Derr

Ervllle Alderson

Mrs. Olav
Pnaior
Karl Amesen
Bchoolteorhcr

Barham Everest
Rod Cameron
Louis Jean Heydt
Geonre MacCrea'ly
Arthur Marsetson

Qerman Colonel
Solvent Toreaen
Wr«. Koralail

Ann

Carter

Elsa Janraen
Ferdinand Munler
John Arthur Stockton

Mr. Knrstad
Alfred Kornslad

volved fashion, revolving around the
death of a national hero of World
War I. Hero Is killed at picture opening when his car catapults over
washed out bridge on his estate.
Tracy, just back from

war

corre-

sponding assignment overseas,
watches the funeral services and insomething
tuitively

figures

there's
strange about the hero's accident.
Gaining access to the estate, reporter

Out of the welter of headlines has
emerged the first major American becomes confused with the various
discrepencies,

film exploiting the deeds of those
heroes of World War 11, the Briti-sh
Commandos. "The Commandos Strike
at Dawn,' as produced by Lester
Cowan, with Paul Muni starred, is
an unbeatable boxoflice combination

of fine talents.

This production has been endowed
'With all the facilities required to
emerge as an exciting tale of the
bloodless Nazi subjugation of a
peaceful people the people of Norway ancl the spirit that prompts a
group of Nordics to break the grip
of Hitlerian despotism. It Is a film
that Is frequently slow, sometimes
belabored,
and occasionally unbelievable In its sentimental dra-

—

—

withal, one that Is a
must-see because of its impending
and frequently realized sense of ex-

matics, but,

but falls in love with
widow. Miss Hepburn. After reeling
oflf extended footage,
yarn exposes
the deceased hero as major factor
and leader in setting up a Fascist
organization to take over. Miss Hep-

bum dies conveniently at the finish,
with Tracy writing his expose for
syndication.

Audiences might well question the
picturicatlon of the final destrjction of a widely-heialded national
hero, especially at this time.
Although character is synthetic, that's
what "Keeper of the Flame' does,

even though unconsciously.

Tracy delivers a top performance
as the war correspondent, being major factor in keeping the picture

Plot pits

him

against Sidney Black-

mer, German art collector, who is
shipping the works back to Berlin,
anti an aspiring private sleuth, Richard Denning. His accomplice, Gail
Patrick, wl io 'ifFetWITj JIM f W. W ' OFJ,
falls in love with the detective, but
never quite manages to elude the
skillful manipulating of Sanders.
With much of action laid in a
library, director John Larkin has
managed to develop a maximum of
suspense as first the artful crook,
then the Nazi gang or the sleuth
gains the upper hand.
Rather involved moves are cleverly projected
so that one thrill after another is In-

Aunt Nellie
Duke Baldwin

Denny
Wiley Stone

Hill

Shirley

Pletre

Watkin

J'"""
Sain Bernard
George Ilyron

Homer

«'

Snako Byes
Master of Ceremonies

Republic's second venture into Ice
extravaganzas looks like a sturdy
It's short on story values
grosser.
but strong on music and in spectacular production numbers.
Ellen Drew and Richard Denning
do not impress as big marquee lure
yet when combined with Jerry Colonna and Barbara Jo Allen (Vera
Vague) they add up to substantial
exploiUtlon .possibilities. ImporUnt,
also, is the 'Ice-Capades' title which
ties in with the John H. Harris arena
show of the same name. Production
will cash In perhaps more heavily
In the hinterland, wherever blade
spectacles are known or have been
heard of, and their following is by
no means inconsiderable judging

from the terrrfte-gri/sses t>^inn garnered by the live skating musicals.
In all. it's a lively musical entry,
retaining much of the speed and rest
of the rink shows, neatly megaphoned
with a minimum of waste footage.
It is lacking only in vocal soloists,

though chorus numbers are okay
with such tune.s as -Tequila,' 'Song of
the Islands' and 'Guy with the Polka

Dot

Tie.'

a military production
the 'Ice-Capades* enIn a V-for-Victory formation
rousing thriller with musical
accompaniment such as 'Anchors
AweiRh.' 'Caissons Go Rolling Along'
and the Marine hymn packing a terOther standout producrific wallop.
tion routines are the hula number,

The finale,
number with
semble
is

a

which features Vera Hruba. Czech
figure-skating champ, the Ice Carnival staged against an outdoor New
England farm setting, the bustle
number and the nitery revue which
leads into the finale.
Joe Jackson, Jr., is In for a brief
but socko bit from his standard routine,

Jackson

rookie

Dworshak
dance.

&

uniforms,
dittos

Virtually

Lynam, comics

In

and Lois
with her rhythm
click,

all

the specialists

from the Ice-Capades score handily,
these including Megan Taylor, Phil
Taylor, Dench & Stewart, Donna At-

jected into the story.
Sanders, tailor-made for such roles
because of hi.<; Falcon portrayals,
contributes a bright performance.
Miss Patrick is better than usual as
his accomplice, while Richard Denning shows promise as the relentless
McByrne, private detective. Black-

mer makes a sufficiently menacing
German 'busine.ss-man,' who is aided
in his operations

in order to help the gal In the clash
with his former boss.
Jerry Colonna and Barbara Jo
Allen are in for a few laugh sequences, the former as a screwball
millionaire backer of the Ice show
who turns out to be a phoney waiting to win a $50,000 radio jackpot.
At one time he's buying the Empire
State Building 'because It's a good
place to spit down from.' Miss Allen
also provides giggles with her standard feather-brain interpolations.
Mori.

The Great Impersonation

.

by two Nazi

killers.

Best of these is Kurt Katch, cast as
a mute. Lynne Roberts has a lesser
role as library assistant. Large supporting cast Is headed by Byron
Foulger as the excitable librarian.

Weor.

TITLE CHANGES

from falling apart during its extendHollywood, Dec. 15.
ed and sometimes contusing unfold"The Crime Smasher' is release
ing. Miss Hepburn is Hepburn, with title on 'Cosmo Jones' at Monogram.
The story's 'titl«\vvauld'> suggest., a .usual mtanevisms and studied de'Isle of Romance' at Universal hedifferent course tbail that 'Actually livery of lines. Best in support are came 'Rhythm of the Islands.'

—

citement.

M

Richard Denning
Jerry Colonna
Barbara Jo Allen
Harold Huhcr
Marilyn Har«

j,(f

British

.

Handed

parentage.

phoney plans and assurances from
for

Britishers

shipped

to

off

German
Germamr

use,
he's
to deliver

the secret documents. In the meantime, the Nazi agents in England are
rounded up, but Bellamy meets the
He escapes
.<;ame fate in Germany.
to get back to England, after sending Rudolph Hess on his famed plane
trip to Scotland for rendevous with
the supposed British Fascists. There's
minor note of romance, with Bellamy
reuniting with his wUe, Evelyn Ankers, while being pursued by the
dead Germiin's girl friend and spy
ring operator, Kaaren Verne.
Despite the obvious texture of the
yarn, picture has been provided with
sufficient pace in both script and direction to carry It through satisfactorily for the program houses.
Bellamy capably handles his assignment in the dual role at the start
and the double identity later, with

adequate support provided by Evelyn Ankers, Aubrey Mather, Edward
Norrls,

Henry Danlell and Kaaren
Walt.

Verne.

Dawn on the Great Divide
Monogram

release of Scott R.

Features Buck Jones,

duction.

Dunlap pro-

Uona

J3ar-

Raymond Hatton, Rotiert Lowery. Diby Howard Bretherton.
Original
MTeenplay by Joss Bowers: suggeBte<l by
iho James Oliver Curwood story. 'Wheels
of Fate': camera. Harry Newman; wlltur,
Carl Plerson. At New York. N. T., duaL
DoM 0. '42. Running time, 68 MINS.
rle.

rected

Buck Jones
Rex Bell

Ilurk Roberts
.luck

Sandy

Csrson
Hopkins

Raymond Hatton
Mona Bsrrle

Rnnd

.^adle

Robert I-owerv
Harry Woods
Christine Maclntyre
Bstty Blytlie

Terry
Jim Corkle

Mary
Klmlra Corkle
-ludge

Corkle

Rol>ert Fr.iy.vr

Tristram

Itanil

C'lffln

Tony Corkle

Jnn V/lley
Dennis Moore

l.niler

Roy Bancroft

.Martha

Silver

Silver

'Dawn on the Great Divide' is the
picture Buck Jones made for

last

Monogram

Cocoanut
the
Grove fire In Boston snuffed his life.
And It's a fitting curtain for this
before

modern William S. Hart since this is
one of his best films. While slow in
spots, especially when the boy-meetsgirl, as are most low-budget westerns, it's an 'all-around good job.
Even the story is a welcome relief
from the usual plot of a cattle rustler,
crooked sheriff and thieving banker.
In this one Jones is a scout guiding
a wagon-train to Oregon. The prairie schooners are loaded with supplies for the railroad, there are a
few settlers stringing along for protection, and Jones' problem is to get

the supplies through without losing
the settlers.
Thanks to his side-kicks. Rex Bell
and Raymond Hatton, the rampaging
redskins prove to be renegade whitemen; the trading camp politician and
a conniving jurist are put In the
clink; and Mona Barrie is running
the town and pining for Buck Jones.
The location sequences are better

whodunit thriller has
been made of this unusual detective wood and others.
Ellen Drew fills the bill nicely as than average outdoor stuff. The wayarn with George Sanders, as the
farm girl who in- gon train's progress across the plains
super-crook, picking up about where the New England
and runs is effectively used to build suspense
he left off in 'Moon and Sixpence.' herits a bankrupt ice show
that culminates In the expected atdifficulties with an unscrupulous
Yam gets out of hand towards the Into
who has tied uo tack on the train. The performances
end—otherwise it would not fall back opposition producer
not are capable right through, with Rex
Handicap of all the arena bookings. She Is
into 'B' classification.
handled too well by the camera, Bell stacking up as a good bet for
this screwball title and lack of b.o.
as
register
not
solo western leads. Miss Barrie does
names will hold it in this groove, however, and does
appearances. well as a gambler's frau and the
where the film will prove a strong attractively as In past
romantic lead, veteran Betty Blythe scores with a
entry mainly on twin bills. Looks a Richard Denning,
Fran.
delivers ade- bit as a blue-nosed gossip.
well
andphotographs
sure moneymaker because of apparquately as the bad boy turned good

carry it through the regular runs for
varying degrees of profitable biz.
Holdovers in the key spots are dubious.

Mauri Oraahln: cament. John Alton: editor.
Thomua Rlchords: musical dliector. Walter
Scharf: skating seguencra suwed by Harn'
1.0SSM: sonfts. Charles King. Walter flcharf.
Sol M«yer & Drown: arraniera. Ken Darby.
Previewed In New„York,
Marlln Sklles.
M1N9.
Dec. IS. '42. Running time.
Ellen Drew
Ann
Theophllus

audience In suspense until he's
checked by Scotland Yard and proves
his

Republic release of Robert North producUon. Stars Kllon Drew, Richard DennInK:
features Jerry Colonna, Bnrbai-rt Jo Allen
(Vero VuBue). llaiold llulier and Icc-Caimiles Comiainy Includnx Vora llruba. .McKan Taylor. UiIh DK"r»hak. Donna Atwond. 'Red' McCarlhy. I'hll Taylor. Joe
Jackson. Jr.. Jackson A Lyman. Robin Li>o.
llenih & SU-warl. llie ItcnollM. Idle Wiille.
Dliccteil liv llernard VnrDabs Snvaae.
hnus. Hcrecnplay. Ilrailfniil Rones and OcrIrude Purcell: orlKlnal. Hubert T. Shannon.

Rubbles

The Great

First-rate

don)

Christine Forrest
Cllve Kerndon
Mrs. Forrest
Geoffrey MIOford
Dr. FleldInK

Muni

Strike At
boxoflice

and Katharine Hep-

nebe.ocu
Lui-as

Hollywood, Dec.

Big

of the Flame' (M-G).
the b.o. heft of Spen-

cer Tracy
burn.

Hushard

Keeper of the Flame

(M-G)

Johnson'

'Teunesisee

Carefully

I

Anhn Koraind

(MUSICAL)

final

Is in a little Norwegian flshing viloffice.
Despite provocative performances lage, and early 1939 finds its indusby Van Heflin and Lionel Barrymore, trious people apparently unconand a long parade of character studies cerned about world events. They are

of the times, picture is too draggy to
catch audience attention. Historians,
also, who are familiar with the presidential career of Johnson, will not
be satisfied with the switch in facts
necessary in the film biography to
get It past audiences in the South,
when It's all over, basic Idea seems
to be that nnity must prevail in the
entire United States, free speech is
paramount, and the Bill of Rights is
an important document to the freedom of Americans. But it takes too

ICE-CAPADES REVUE

Universal release of Paul Malvern prod loScreenDlrecteil by John Rawlins.
W. Scolt Darling, from novel
Oppcnlielm: r.miera. Gctrue
1'hll11t>fl
Robinson: editor. RusRell SchoeOKarlh. Previewed In studio proler-linti room. Dec. 10.
Running time. 70 MINN.
•il.

tion.

CITY OF SILENT

V. Y.. Dec.
Gil

Frank
Judge
Llptlne
Police Chief

Captain
(^tordon

Manners

Domtncy

Baron von Itagenslcln
Sir Ronald
Itnrdlnct
llnroness Stephanie

}

Ralph Dellainy
Kvclyn Ankers

(

Seaman
Dr. Schmidt
I,ady I,eslle

.\nhrey

Matlier
Kilward NorrlH

Kaaren Verne
Henry DnnlcU
l.udwlg Slosnel
.Mary Forbes

Rex Evans

Sir Ti-lstram

ManKan
Hofmann
Yordly
Stengel
Nazi Soldier

Charles (.'ol'^inan
Robert O. D.ivls
Charles Irwin
'

Fred Vngedlng
Victor

Zimmerman

Universal modernizes

and refurbishes E. Phillips Oppenhelm's tale
in this new film version by switching it into an English-Nazi spy drama
from the original. Rating as a standard entry in the programmer class,
it will suffice as supporting fare in
the duals.
Story opens with a German and
Englishman meeting in the African
jungles to discover they are exact
doubles. One emerges to return to
England at the outbreak of the war,
taking an important confldentiargovernment post with the British, while
personating as a member at B.German spy ring. Balancing' the two
Identities,

Ralph Bellamy has the"

'42.

Mayor Hendricks
Jeb Parker
Frank Muller

E.

Murlol

0.

D.-ivIs

Helen Hendricks
Mullcr
Jerry Hendricks

.Inno

play by

Sir E<lwaril

Releaaing

I'roduceiv

Corp.

MEN
rcleaso

of

Dixon R. Hsrwin production.
Features
Frank Albertson. June Lnng. Jan Wiley.
Directed by William Nigh. Screenplay by
.loseph Hoffman from original by Robert
E. Kent and Joseph Hoffman. Omera, Gilbert Warrenton; sound. Corson Jowett: editor, Carl Plerson.
Reviewed at New York.

Running time. 64 MINS,
Frank Alberlsop
June Long
Jnn Wiley
Richard Clarke
William Gould

Rmmett Lynn
Dick Curtis
Rarton Hepburn
Frank Ja£au«t
lllchard

Uaiiey

Jack Iloxley
William Kellogg
Charles Jordon
Pat Gleason

This one is a sleeper; a good job
that came through despite the usual
birthpains Inherent to minor-B films
and should break into some of the
better dual bills. And, had its budget
afforded something beyond the usual,

and by now familiar, interiors, 'City
of Silent Men' might rate top playing time.
Chief assets that give the film Its
luster are the story and scripting and
slick performances by Frank Albertson, Jan Wiley and Emmett Lynn.

The story tackles one of the worst,
and most overlooked, problems confronting our social structure, namely,
getting a break for ex-convicts attempting to go straight. Film details
the experiences of a duo of ex-cons,
battered from town to town, who
finally come under the wing of a
small-town mayor. He puts them to
work running a cannery that had
been closed for lack of manpower.
Other repentants in need of a break
are brought in to help run. the plant.

The conflict and suspense come
from the local newspaper publisher
who whips the townspeople into a
frenzy of leai. Actuajly.ntvie of the
ex-cons faavc stepjied out of line
(Continued on page 23)
.
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Cross & Dunn, Borrah Mineuifch's
Hnrmoiiica RascaXs (10), The DiCfifn DOS, Condos Bros., The Herzogs;
'Flying Tioers'

(Rep).

originally was booked
siN-acter but with only Ave

Show here
as

a
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when

and

.

original,

and

there's

ROXY,

no

clowning.
The choice of tunes is the clue to
the band's show style. It does jazz
mostly, leading oiT with
classics,
King Porter' and following up with
'Jazz Me Blues,' 'One o'Clock Jump'
and 'Big Noise From Winnetlta,' latter featuring Bob Haggart and Cody
Sandifer.
The Bobcats take their
turn with 'Strip Polka,' and the
whole registers plenty with the Audi-

Hal Le Roy, Mary Healy, Rufe
Davis, Ross Sisters (3),
Naldi, Bob Hannon,

&

Girls,

Paul Ash

JVf arv Raye
Gae Foster

and House Orch;

•Life Begins at Eight-Thirty' (20th),
revtetued in 'Variety,' Dec. 9, '42.

it

it

suffices.

still

A

special number about going through a physical
exam for the Army also clicks.
Apparently no one ever tires of
Borrah Minevitch's Rascals, the
in the Night,' a pip.

playing
ragamuffin
harmonica
troupe, although Minevitch himself
hasn't appeared with them for years.
Also,

act

has

new

a

short-legged

comic for laughs and he does as well
as his predecessor.

The

Rascals,

who were

in the pic-

'Always in My Heart' (WB),
released earlier this year, play the
film's theme song for exceptional results.
Fat boy member of the gang
does the vocal. Possessing a sweet
voice, he scores solidly.
The lad,
tinging 'Pagliacci,' while others are
doing tricks to distract attention, got
a heavy hand.
Appearing fourth on the bill, in
fuUstage, ttie DlGatanos lend enchantment to the show with their
ballroom routines. The fast pirouetting finish by Adam DlGatai)o, with
his beaut blonde partner draped
around his neck, makes for a sock
finish.
Their dance to the tune of
'Beguine' stands out
For dancing of another cut there
ere the Condos Bros. They registered stoutly Thursday night with
hardshoe taps, especially the novelty
ture.

EARLE, PHILLY

from the younger

set, is selling

him-

self to theatre patrons.

Save for the

fact that Wald's presentations are almost entirely in the
jive metier, the show the boys put
on is plenty clicko. They should,
however, also include a few schmaltzy
tunes.
With Wald's clarinet leading, the
band tees off with 'Lady Be Good,'
followed by Trains in the NighC

this catching was the fact that her
style and personality are minimized
in this huge house.

Rufe Davis, a hillbiUy-type comic,
does virtually the same song and
goofy sound-effects stuff he's been
offering for the last few years. It's
Mary Raye and Naldi
still good.
present three terp routines, display-

mg

markedly

effective lifts

and

trick

turns. Snapped shoulder strap dur"Nameless' and a swingy version of
ing second number had Miss Raye
'White Christmas,' which shouldn't
sUghUy rattled, but the pair didn't
be; this tune is too pretty to be
let it mar their concluding turn.
swung.
Johnny Bond lays aside his horn Ross Sisters, trim-looking contor
familiar and into handle the vocals and nicely on tionist trio, do their
variably effective flexible-limb stuff.
'Brother BiU' and 'Five by Five.'
Wald's attractive singer, Anita Bob Hannon Is an acceptable singtf
closing.
and personable m.c., while the Gae
In the opening spot are the Her- Boyer, gets herself some heavy palmdisplays
its customFoster
ensemble
cogs, five girl trapezists, one of pounding when she giyes out with
versatility and decorativeness.
whom, an audience plant, performs 'Hip, Hip Hooray,* 'Wonder When ary
House was nearly full at Wedneson the swinging bar in street clothes My Baby's Coming Home* and 'Slad
day night (9) show caught Ho be.
for a batch of laughs. She carries About Him Blues.*
Jack Gilford is making a return
her antics a little too far, however,
causing
some repetition.
Turn, appearance and he's plenty enterclocked at seven minutes, could be taining. The comic's routine includes
his
now-familiar
impressions of
cut a little for speed.
Chicago, Dec. 12.
gangster pix, the 'Dr. Kildare series,'
Biz good.
Char.
murder mysteries, etc. Also amusDick Jurgen's Orch (15) toith
ing Is his takeoff on Budy Vallee, Harry Cool, Buddy Moreno, Mayty
Stan Laurel and an operatic bari- t Brach, The CoUtona (2), 'Spring
tone singing "Empty Saddles.'
time in The Rockies' (20th).
The Lime Ttio with their trick aero
routine in which one of their numThey're packin' 'em in this week
Wathington, Dec. 10.
ber twists himself into almost unbe- and whatever business is done can
Lev) Parker, Sara Ann MeCabe, lievable
shapes is also entertaining. be traced directly to the popularity
Nils and Nadvnne, Chaz Chate, the
Betty Jane Smith, also familiar of Dick Jurgens and his Orch. Long
Rhythm Rockets, Sam Jacfc Kauf- here,
gives a good- account of herself a local favorite, the theatre manman's House Orch, Art Brown, Lynn in her ballet tap
stint.
agement is finding it necessary to
Allison; 'White Cargo' (M-G).
Usual Saturday night capacity add^ extra shows in order to achouse when caught
Shal.
commodate Jurgens* following.
Band opens with novelty, "RagWith "White Cargo' bouncing for a
time Cowboy Joe,' done with corned
ensatlonal $26,000 and Loew's deantics by Harry Cool, Buddy Mociding to hold It over. Gene Ford's
.reno and Carl Brandt. This is folnew stage show,«Iready booked, followed
by the band's playing of "At
lows schedule. Art Brown and MaeBaltimore, Dec. 12.
Don Rice, Three Flames, Al Gor- Last* with piano interlude by Lou
stro Kaufman repeat their gag overture by swapping places, with the don and Racketeers, Mitzi Green, Quadling.
Maysy and Brach's teamwork on
baton wielder showing he could play Marion Hutton and Modemaires
various-sized unicycles is a high(5), Felice lula and House Orch
the organ.
light. Brach's spinning of 11 hoops,
Lew Parker is fresh from a camp (13); 'Falcon's Brother' (Col).
in
all
different directions while
tour with 'HeUzapoppin.' With Washington banning stooges in audience
Very solid flesh layout smartly as perched atop a high unicycle, is
outstanding.
as restraint on imruly zoot suit and sembled and routined for sock. Don
Moreno sings three numbers and
sweater girl rowdies, Parker works Rice emcees and contributes a strong
had
to
beg
off. Band's fine version
with one stooge on the stage. When spot of his own to give comedy to
caught at opening show he bowed the versatile setup. Opening by the of 'Bolero' is followed by Cool sing
off to a good hand.
Three Flames, two men and a femme, ing "White Christmas,' Temptation*
Sara Ann McCabe gets away from attired a la Flash Gordon, who work and "Why Don't You Fall In Love
the conventional songbird routine, on futuristic prop with speedy roller With Me?' to exceUent results. Foldoing numbers from the musical skating. Fast spins and throws are lowed by a socko presentation of
Fuehrer's Face' with Jurgens,
comedy library including a Gershwin highlighted with black light treat- 'Der
Brandt, Moreno, Cool and Harolcl
medley. Encores with 'White Christ- ment of radium-colored costumes
Winder.
'I's
thick schmaltz that

—

—

CHICAGO. CHI

CAPITOL. WASH.

HIPP, BALTO.

on introductories to songs.
Chaz (Thase is still chewing up his
props and does his burlesque strip
tease and squat dance. Earned four
bows. Dance team of Nils and Nadynne features twirls and spinners
and mingles terp with strength feats.

A

little

novelty

would pep
ets

it

up.

repeat their

in

their

routine

The Rhythm Rockdrum number, and

the trailers fold after a repeat on

•American Prayer," patriotic tableau.
Kely.

RKO, BOSTON
Boston, Dec.

lift

at

the very blowoff.

11.

Trent; 'Sin Toton' (U).

A

KEITH'S, INDPLS.

band and a tidy set of
lift this band show into
the sock deportment Earlier in the
season it would have made commensurate dough kudos, and although biz was good at the first aires close. Quartet
Glenn
show and over the week-end, the Miller s former femmebacking
vocalist helps
sky isn't the limit here any more build numbers to resounding results.
with standees and lobby holdouts Do 'Kalamazoo,' 'Serenade in Blue,'
solid
specialties

<

prohibited.
Crosby's music is recognized here
abouts as the top in commercial
product The inst^ttmentalists are
-

follow with their
funny ballroom routines. Audience

found act hilarious.
Al Gordon and his trained pooches
Finale is medley of Christmas
are in the deuce and a panic. Dogs songs,
some of them sung by memare smartly cued and closing revolvbers of the band and backed by
ing turntable is a payoff. Set matappropriate winter and church winters just right for Mitzi Green who dow drops.
Loop.
wallops out a resounding and surefire stint.
Utilizing special material
to point vocals which ring in impressions of film stars and stage figures, starlet has an assurance and
JndiaTiapolis. Dec. 12.
easy way of working which takes
Diefc It Dot Remy, Chris Cross,
hold of the stubholders and keeps
them yelling for more. Encore bit Briants (2), Gene Emerald, Newo
Ames, Margaret Farber's Wonderwhich closes with reprise of 'The ettes
(6) 'Danger in the Pacific' (U)
Lady Is a Tramp," from 'Babes in
Arms,' earns a beg-off.
Several okay acts are spotted in
Rice takes hold next and is an improved performer. Material is fresh the current vaude, but the pace is
and his timing is perfect. Comedy too leisurely and the tone too quiet
Its liveliest moments are sparked by
bits of a stew, a dame getting up in
the a.m., and an impression of Will- Dick and Dot Remy, aero comedy
dancing team. Dot is fat and Jolly
kic, tie matters up solidly.
Closing
pose in which he appears as a strik- and surprisingly fast on her feet.
ing replica of Gen. MacArthur is a Her crocodile crawl is a wham. Dick
flagwaver but smart showmanship does some spectacular roller skating on his hands, with flipovers for
and in good taste.
Marion Hutton and the Modern- a climax. Act got best reception of
;

Bob Crosby Orch (14), E«elyn
Farney, Billy Baye, Judy Manners,

Ray &

Gave matters here a decided

'

rittitiUliildattMllllilBiltM

'White Christmas.' "Juke Box Saturday Night' and as an encore. "Strip
Tease Polka.' Act is right in the
groove.

makes a fair initial Impression
as a xylophonist She plays 'White
Christmas' and 'Stars and Strips
Ensemble of
Forever' acceptably.
six Wonderettes are spotted three
times with a tropical dance, a 'ballet of the spheres', in which they
and a
hoops,
figures
with
make
'quick change' routine in which they
skip from tuxes to wooden soldier
in,

Roxy theatre has increased the
budget for its current stageshow,
with satisfactory result, extra coin
apparently going into salaries, with
the physical production about as beLineup of Hal Le Roy, Mary
fore.
Healy, Rufe Davis and Mary Raye
and Naldi, with the Ross Sisters, Bob
Hannon and Paul Ash's house orch
l>rovide an entertaining stage boost
for the 'Life Begins at 8:30' picture.
House is about to launch its name
band policy early in January, with
Guy Lombardo as lead-off.
Although none of the individual
acts is a smash name, all are effecSeveral, including
tive for vaude.
Le Roy, Miss Healy and the Ross
Sisters, were in the recent legit
musical, 'Count Me In,' and that fact
Elie.
plugged in their introductions
is
Also, one of Le Roy's tap numbers is
announced as from the show, as It
one of Miss Healy's songs.
Le Roy's three tap routines are
unmistakably clickish, his speedy
Philadelphia, Dec. 15.
lanky hoofing combining skill and inJerry Wald Orch (15) with Anita herent showmanship. Notable thai
Boyer, Johnny Bond, Betty Jane the Gae Foster Girls could be seen
Smith, Lime Trio, Jack Gil/ord; crowding the wings opening night tp
Seven Sweetheartil' (M-G).
watch him work. Miss Healy, a decidedly pretty girl, has a clear, lyric
Jerry Wald introduces his hot voice, knowledge of how to iffesent
clarinet for the first time on the
a song, and necessary assurance. Her
Earle stage and the young maestro, arrangements are original and not
whose jive-time is gaining the kudoes too elaborate. Only drawback at

opened Thursday (10),
While running but ence.
one hour, it still plays smoothly,
Judy Manners, the band's vocalist,
has variety and packs good enter- sings 'This Is Worth Fighting For,'
tainment.
'A Great Day for the Irish' and
Sybil Bowan, here before, was other tunes, taking oft Helen O'Ccnbooked but forced to cancel due to nell, Bonnie Baker, Beatrice Kay
She's a sock
a cold. Al Rosen, manager of State, and Judy Garland.
explained he thought he had enough entertainer as well as a solid vocalof a show, thus making no last- ist, and gets a terrific reaction, havminute replacement. He's right.
ing to beg ofT. Evelyn Farney leads
Vet singing team of Cross and off the specialty routines, doing a
Dunn, who retain the technique of limber taperoo; Billy Raye follows
the old vaude days, headlining. They with his deft juggling and patter
did 18 minutes Thursday night, when and Ray and Trent, whose comedy
caught and have enough song-selling risley is big with the audience, finstamina to go the route. They do ish off.
Crosby himself sings but
five numbers, with 'Our Tailor Done one tune, wandering on and oil the
Told Us,' set to the melody of 'Blues stage in his unconcerned manner.
turns

The
for the dullness of ahow.
Briants, however, manage to get
chuckles with their familiar tramp
Gene Emerald, who also
Pittsburgh, Dec. 11.
routine.
imisilent
his
overlong
in
emcees, is
George White's 'Scandals* with 3
tation of Bert Williams' poker-play- State Bros., Linda Ware, Nan Rae &
ing routine, and his panto pest try- JVfrs. Watenall, Nelson Sis. (2), Faye
ing to find seat in a theatre. Neva Carroll, Carol Adams, Walter RusAmes, local performer booked to fill sell,
Line
'Navy
(14);
Comes

STANLEY, PITT

N. Y.

outfits.

not

Biz

when

good

so

caught.
Corb.

ADAMS, NEWARK
Newark, Dee. 11.
Ray Hutton Orch (15) tuith
Shayne & Armstrong,
Sue Ryan, Guy Kibbee; 'Scattergood
Rides High' (RKO).
Jna

Sttiart Foster,

Since spotted here last year, Ina

Ray Hutton has organized a new
outfit adheres to the
traditio.i of color, vervd and

Present

band.

Hutton

melody.
Leader,
band's best bet and

is
as
always,
pretty much a

is

show on her own.

With her long
blonde hair, trim figure ooured into
a decollete evening itown and sultry
voice, she,s an e7e-catcher show-

woman throughout
Leader has eased off on her singg (she warbles only one number)
ana changes costume but once—to a
civilian air corps uniform that's
apropos and smart.

Through' (RKO).

Condensed 'Scandals' is not actually a condensation of any of
George White's Broadway revues,
but a unit put together expressly for
the de luxe film-theatre circuit at
last minute when producer abandoned the idea of sending out a tab
version of "Panama Hattie.' It's satisfactory
entertainment, following
the usual White formula.
Not much production, just a couple
of backdrops, and costuming is nothing to write home about, but White
comes up with plenty of eye-appeaj
in his good-looking chorus and flock
of standard acts, giving the whole
thing a slick vaude polish. Comedy
backl>ones are the Slate Brothers,
three guys who have consistently
been big faves here and continue to
keep their lo^ following with this
chore. They're in and out to keep
the laughs coming steadily.
Other
Kiggle props are Nan Rae and Mrs.
Waterfall, and their corn-fed gags
were over big at the getaway show.
Scandals* has a fine aero act in
the Nelson Sisters, two attractive
trapezists.
Gals have a repertory
right out of the big top's big time
and tie things up in a knot. Costumed just right, too, to bring out
which Nelsons have
of
the s.a.,
plenty. Linda Ware is another click.
A screen moppet only a few years
'

-

ago,

developed into an okay

she's

looker with a neat voice, her three
Band is staffed with four rhythm, numbers are on the beam. Good
six brass and five saxes, combo audience bit is "I Said No," in which
making for plenty of ear-titillating she brings up a service man from
the pews ana ogles him. Could be
melodies.
in questionable taste but not the
< Orch gets under way with 'Foimd
a New Baby' and then Miss Hutton easy way she handles it.
on to click strongly with her chantFay Carroll (Mrs. Henry Slate) is
ing of 'Knock Me a Kiss,' with the on for a few minutes in her cusboys coming in on the punch line. tomary stint with the Slates and
Band takes over again with "Bugle scores solidly on her own, warbling
Blues,* featuring Phil SiUman*s skin
'White Christmas' while other prinpounding, then spotlight shifts to cipals are Carol Adams, cute tapster
Roger Ellick's crack trumpeting of whose footwork, however, isn't too
'And the Angels Sing.* Orch fades much out of the ordinary, and
numbers
medley
of
patriotic
on a
Walter Russell, baritone who lends
representing every branch of the swell pipes to couple of production
armed forces. Makes for a knock- numbers. He's also a handyman in
out finish.
the skits.
First of regular acts brings on
Outside of the Slates' well-known
Shayne and Armstrong with legology
and stories set to dance tempo. It's bits, only actual bonafide revue
It's
• smart turn, well executed, and sketch in the unit Is 'Stand-in'.
still
a howL At show caught. White
rated a big smdofl.

Sue Ryan on next with her

slick

himself, in disguise, played a bit in

parodies that all but wowed the skit
Cohen.
audience.
Gal packs a lot of inBiz exceUent
dividuality. Her routines are up to
the minute, crisp, and delivered with
a punch. Audience wouldn't let her
N.
Y.
get off until she encored with her
only pop, "Praise the Lord."
FaU Waller Orch (14), toith Myra
Guy Kibbee, in the closing spot,
reels off a weak monologue with lit- Johnson: Baltimore Hotoards (2),- Kit
except its Kats (4), Deep Rioer Boys (5), Vitle
it
to recommend
brevity. Little excuse for a turn as vian Harris, George Williams, George
Wiltshire; 'Undying Monster" (Indie).
inept as this one.
Stuart Foster baritones 'My Devotion' and 'White Christmas.* Vocalist
Fats Waller is the mainspring in
is easy to listen to and has plenty of
this show, remainder of the acts
poise.
stack up as fair with the single exJona.
Biz dull.
Waller's
ception of the Kit Kats.

APOLLO,

CIRCLE, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Dec. 12.

consummate showmanship, which
gets more of a chance to work in
houses such as this (white houses
wouldn't allow some of his shenanigans), has these audiences rocking

Tucker Orch (14), tuith with glee throughout
Amy ArrmU, Donald Broum, Kerwin Leading a fair band of five sax,
Somerville, Voices Three, Ames & three trumpets, two trombones and
Amo, Lou Hoffman, Wtnek It May; three rhythm beside his own piano
and organ. Waller mugs, gags and
•Street of Chanel (Par).

Tommy

hU way

plays

to a solid audience re-

Tommy Tucker is back with his action. He never gets better than
band and three choice acts in a show ordinary accompaniment from, the
that features a number of saucy band backing him. but since he's the
show the operations of the outfit go
lyrics in a bid for the older crowd
'The music is lively and pleasing, but by unnoticed.
the most memorable momente inWaller opens at his keyboard, then
volve such nifties as 'The Man Who goes into a parody of 'Shortnin*
Com es to Our House.* 'Strip Polkal ftcfiAii' that evokes howls. Later h e
an? 'a ipiaVin'Sed WiIU 'IiKb Britches tackles a set of tunes on the electrrc
On' as sold by the vocalists.' Band organ. Myra Johnson, vocalist does
has a couple of attractive production her stuff up front 'Got No Time,*
numbers, the opener behind a scrim the
Rocking
dated
'Someone's
on which a cuckoo clock strikes Dreamboat' and "St. tiouis Blues?
Tommy Tucker Time' and the other She sells them rather than singing
a 'White Christmas' holiday backdrop with special lighting effects.
First straight band number is a
sock version of 'Kalamazoo.' After
a neat solo on the slip horn by Herb
Collins, the boys give 'Jingle, Jangle,'
with a comedy twist, trumpeter
reaching for high C and finally mak
ing it. Don Brown, baritone, sells
'Neck of the Chicken' and "My Devotion.'
Kerwin Somerville's "Strip
Polka' and "The Man Who Comes to

them.
Baltimore Howards make a weak
opening impression but get better as
they go through a series of acroThey're obbatic lifts and tricks.
viously not working as professionals
too long.
Four Kit Kats are a
smartly dressed quartet of tapsters,

Our House*

house, but

click.
The band
with "Idaho,* featur-

also

then swings out
ing trombone, tenor sax and drums.
Then it's Amy Arnell's turn, with a
solid version of 'Praise the Lord'
for a starter and 'Papa's in Bed'
for an encore. The 'White Christmas'
special winds up the band features.
Lou Hoffman's trick juggling
scores.
He gets laughs with h^
slow motion routine. The comedy
business also gets a lively boost
show.
from Ames and Arno with their
Chris Cross puts some neat twists knockabout antics and glib line of
on his ventriloquist routine with the chatter. They keep their stuff movhelp of three clever dummies. One ing fast Winek and May are spot
is used for an
impression of the lighted in three snappy aero tap
Four Ink Spots singing 'If I Didn't dances.
Care' on a black stage with radium
It all adds up to good entertaineffects. Cross's voice work is good,
ment but biz was 'slow at opening.
n.
^ -t-..

two

girls

and two boys.

They

trip

through unison heel and toe stuff to
open, then splitting up into various
Work is good for this type

pairs.

hasn't enough variety

It

and flash for white

situations.

Deep River Boys, four
pianist,

recording

are

have gained a

bit

singers and
artists

who

of a reputaton.

Their work here lsn*t very outstanding.
Opening with "Shadrach,* they
then do an unappealing arrangement
of "When Lighte Go On,' with a
spoken bridge similar to the Inkspots.
Next Is the dated 'String of
Pearls.' then 'Kalamazoo,* which is
best. They finish to a mild reaction
with 'Silvery Moon' in Which Waller
<

joins

for

laughs.

Harris, George Williams
and George Wiltshire ^re. house
comedian and straights. They put

Vivian

over a skit to the crowd's satisfacMon.
.
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midriff. Her talk is very informal
and apparently ad libbed tor the
most part.
Stuart and Albertson
come on for some clowning with
Miami, Dec 0.
her, working up to a burlesque-type
Korol,
Yvonne
Gus Von, Kay and
routine which clicks nicely.
Lynn
Brothers
/ruing,
AdaiT. Vol
Texas Jim Lewis and his Lone
Orch.
(2), Harry Reser House
Star cowboys close the show, playing

Gus Van is topping a show this
week that fails to click. Some of the
individual acU get over but the bill
Van m.c.'s
as a whole falls flat.
throughout and does his best to coax

Kay and Karol, man and woman
juggling team, open bill. High spot
of act is working with service men
in the audience and getthig a sailor
or soldier on the stage to hold a
cigar between teeth while man and
woman throw Indian dubs past his
face in attempt to knock cigar out.
This bit registers big.
In the deuce spot is Yvonne Adair,
who has sung at most of the local
niteries and Is presently doubling
from the Clover Club. Tries to be
too cute in selling songs and waves
Encored
her hands madly about.
with a swing arrangement of William Tell overture that could be left
Girl is a looker but needs
out.
plenty of -experience.
Val Irving on next, standing at
mike with a line of chatter and storOpens act singing few bars
ies.
of 'Vesti la giubba' from 'Pagliacci'
and breaking it up with a comedy
Line of chatter and stories regbit.
Closing number is a
isters well.
double-talk Russian song that gets
him olT to big applause. Could have
taken encore but wisely refrained.
Begged off with«a speech.
Lynn Brothers, neat appearing
hoofers dressed in white evening
coats, show style and originality and
use plenty of ballet combined with
their tcp. Took three bows and were
well received.
Van in closing spot sings the character songs that have been associated
with him for so long. At show caught
he did five tunes and finished with
a medley of George M. Cohan hits
that scored heavily. He displays the
same old time showmanship. Harry

Reser orch

in pit.

House filled at performance caught,
but business just fair generally.
Bil.

EARLE, WASH.
Vfashington, Dec. 11.
5hetUi Barrett, the Six Willys,
Roxyettes, Joe Lomhardi's House
Orch., Joan Ritter; 'You
Lovelier' (Col).

Were Never

Harry Anger builds his show this
week around a night date in New
York with visits to Madison Square
Garden. Radio City and El Morocco.
Drops on stage help in the musical
illusion. Joan Ritter, perched at the
organ loft, sings while the acts unfold.

Barrett,

working 18 min-

utes, is the champ of the bill. Satirical impersonator is in good form.

Opens with burlesque
singer,

follows with

of

Bronx torch

camp

tour as

Greta Garbo might make it, with a
foUow-up on Tallulah Bankhead.
Then mimics types confronted on
war bond selling tours. Encores
with 'Blind Date,' in which a lonely
heart waits for telephone to ring.
When it does she primps, and then
opens the door to discover a shortie.
The Six Willys do their club juggling and other feats, with the Roxyettes contributing a gay circus number and El Morocco routine in filmy
skirts. Joe Lombardl's overture runs
to moonlight and romance medley,
with Joan Ritter assisting in the
vocals. Fine production makes this
60-minute stage diversion a definite
Kely.
clicker.

TOWER,
Ann

while

performing
on
grotesque
playing musical saucers on a
marble top table and simulating two

fiddles,

restaurant eaters with musical notes
to each hand movement.
Jinglejangle stuff is a dilly for the kiddies.
the usual combo of squeeze-box, Finale
has them draped in bells and
violin, guitars and base. Their numelectric bulbs for flash musical finbers include such favorites as 'Wreck ish
with movement of all limbs beatof the Old 97," 'Little Red Hen' and
ing out tune.
others. Standout of their turn is
Trapeze work is taken by Rich

Helen Hester

Diller, who knows how
Sisters, one doing thrilling aerial
Finale comes when Lewis
one-arm
wheels out a you-name-it of his own work while the other works
endurance somersault swings. Last
construction, with bells, horns, siren,
bit carries less hypo for audience.
washboard and various other gadgets However, whole sells circus idea.
which he manipulates as the groups Picturesque Dutton
horse act closes
go to town on some hillbilly boogie.
show.
There's little real sock or
Capacity biz at first night show,
bang in the prancing of two white
with standees.
Earl.
nags hitched to white wagon with
white-dressed occupants who, one by
one, indulge in back stands, pyraN. Y.
mids, balancing, etc.
But there is
color and grace and big-top taint
(NEWSBEELS)
That's what was sought. That's what
is gotten, and that's what's paying off.
The 'day that will live long in Infamy,' Dec. 7, 1941, is given its first
extensive newsreel reportage this
week, along with the okay by the

Talent Dearth

May

USO Shows
MERRY GO ROUND
(WHITE CIRCUIT; UNIT

K.

C

Kansas City, Dec. 11.
Corio, Cecelia Parker, Texas

Jim Lewis & Lone 5tar Cowboys

(6),

Dicfc flalduiin, Frances Wills, Stuart

EMBASSY,

Exchanges

Government

for newspapers throughout the country to issue last week
the true stories of what happened
at Pearl Harbor. But, somehow, the
burning of the American battleships,

Contlnned from page

14

Explain

19

New

General Mediocrity
returns. The Hepcats (Arthur Rus*
sell, guitar; Roy Testamark, piano;
Billy Pollard, bass) and Daisy Mae,
singer-dancer, are the first hit with

71)

to yodel.

applause.

Sheila

rigging, etc., but retain the necessary
air with their makeup and dress,

Dorothy Simms. Marcia Harris, instrumental and vocal rendition of
Hector and His Pals, Arthur and a swing number, a boogie-woogie
Morton Havel, Sylvia and Clemence, and 'Uptown,' all interspersed with
Al Wolf.
comedy and dancing.
Flournoy Miller and Johnny Lee,
With almost 75 units already out in blackface, had them howling with
in
preparation,
USO-Camp several hits, and they're followed by
or
Shows, Inc., is apparently facing a a 'Bandana Days' production numgreater
manpower problem than ber, sung first by the Chanticleers
Even the Palace quartet; a Cakewalk routine by Al
Paul McNutt.
beach is so empty, agents are trying Moore and Dene Larry, and then
to book each other.
With the re- some precision work by the chorus
sult that CSI has just about reached and tapping by Ralph Brown.
Brown's work is reminiscent of
the bottom of the barrel of potential
That's the only possible explanation for 'Merry Go Round.'
On the other hand, it's one of
acts.

those

paradoxes

Shows

is

to

which

getting accustomed.

Camp
It's

a

Bill Ro,binson, yet he does not imitate the old master.
He has a great
routine executed with finesse, and
left to heavy applause.
Miss Andrews sings 'I'm At Mercy
of Love' and 'Where or When' in her
usually excellent manner to resound-

which no showmen
Yet, caught ing
applause; then come Miller >md
the Marine Bar- Lee in
a very funny line of pader
along with other damage, is perhaps
racks of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, that deals with
Lee's (as a policein the Dominion, presided
Warners
no more startling to the audience
it provided a real evening's enterman) trouble filling out a question(11-12) sesthan the rumor-filled reports that at the Friday-Saturday
tainment for the leathernecks. They naire.
have sifted back to the states from sions.
laughed,
they
applauded,
they
The Chanticleers (Daniel Lackey,
Those from the h.o. were Ben whistled
time to time on what actually hapfor
more.
Had
it
been
William Hurd. Ralph Graves and
Roy Haines, Arthur Bob Hope. Bing
pened at Pearl Harbor. In short, it Kalmenson.
Crosby and Dorothy John Bunn) harmonize with 'Dry
Moray, short
seems as if Mr. and Mrs. America Sachson and Norman H. chairmaning X'amour they could hardly have Bones,' 'Count to Ten' and 'Miranda,'
sales head, who also is
had long since suspected the worst.
gotten a better reception.
which runs into a chorus number.
the sales drive.
Easily the topper for both ability The boys know their stuff and
Fox-Movietone has the major clips
their
and palm-pounding received was harmonies are sweet and clear.
on the Jap attack that plunged
Seattle Promotion
Dorothy Simms, an attractive warbAmerica into its second World War,
Moore and Miss Larry are a graceSeattle, Dec. 13.
ler
with
a .'you all' drawl thick
and special encomiums are heaped
Harper, for the past eight enough to halt an armor-piercing ful pair in the nexi .<;Dot. doing a
Helen
on cameraman Al Brick, who was
classy soft-.ihoe lap wilh ballroom
with Hamrick-Evergreen chain
on the spot at the time and scored yearscashier, has been advanced from shell. Her selling of 'Mr. Five by lifts that sent them off to much apas a
Five' on her first encore was as good plause.
considerable eye-filling shots of the
Chuck and Chuckles, with
the boxoffice at Orpheum to assist- as any that's been heard in these
American
battle
wagons
being
mgr.
She succeeds John W. parts in a long time. In addition, their eccentric dancing, xylophone
bombed to the bottom or into various ant
bit and comedy antics, almost stopped
Fletcher, ex-mayor of Unalaska, who she has class and looks, was nicely
states of damage. Now that the damshow and took several bows.
was there when Dutch Harbor was couturiered and generally showed the
Finale is a production number built
age has been officially made known, bombed and was evacuated with
profession'alism born of experience.
around 'I'm Just Wild About Harry*
the government has, by contrast, also
other civilians when the army came
Only really standard turn, how- with the entire company.
Loop.
shown how, after a year, the damage in. Fletcher is now in defense work.
ever, is Hector and His Pals, dog act.
was not as irreparable as first rehas
been
regular
fixture
It
a
at
the
ported.
Pictorial shots reveal how
Iowa's Bond Drive
top vaude houses, but suffered prithe various ships and destroyers
Des Moines. Dec. 15.
marily, when caught from the lack
have since been 'fixed up and sent to
Nearly 1,000 picture theatres In
(White circuit; unit 84)
All acts performed on
join the rest of the fleet in the fight Iowa. Nebraska and western Illinois of a stage.
the floor, at the same level as the
against the Nipponese.
were engaged in an intensive oneHector has a flock of
Miami, Dec. 9.
There's very little else that can week war bond -selling campaign audience.
Howard Kubifc, Garfield Swift,
compare favorably with the week's through Dec. 13, headed by A. H. more-or-less smart pooches that are
usually
for
laughs,
good
but
workAgnes Davis, Byrd Elliot, Rom RoItop newsreel event. A short released
Blank of Tri-Statcs Theatres, chairby the British Ministry of Informa- man for the three-slate area of the ing as the curtain-raiser in this cur- tand. Nicholas Beriozoff (6).
tainless auditorium, got over less
tion has its quota of interest, being
war activities committee of the mo- well than might be expected.
This USO unit is designed to be of
titled 'Diary of a Polish Airman.* It
tion picture industry.
femme hoofer, the concert variety, and when caught
Marcia Harris,
deals with a Pole from the time of
achieved only minor results with her here was only lightly received.
the Nazi invasion of his country to
Kansas City, Dec. 15.
plain and toe-tapping.
She's an Frankie Masters and his Coca-Cola
the time he's been forced to flee,
W. H. Ledbetter is new manager of okay looker, well-costumed and Spotlight Band Show, with Dixie
first to
France, then to England,
Kan., owned with technical proficiency, but her Dunbar, Stan Kavanagh and Lyda
where he's joined Polish compatriots the Osage, Kansas City.
Biechele. Ledbetter suc- numbers are too sophisticated for Sue, got so big a response when they
carrying on via the Polish govern- by H. R.
ceeds Don Martin, who resigned to the type of audience she's facing.
appeared here last week that tliu
ment in exile.
Sylvia and
job
at the Sunflower Ordnance
Clemence, femtnes, unit was in a tough spot following.
take
a
H. V. Kaltenborn and Tex McCrary
provide
a
flash
finale
with a
Works near here.
Howard Kublk, pianist, m.c.s and
contribute their usually interesting
It's corny and. ivories
Dickinson, Inc.. has purchased the comedy-acro turn.
well enough. Garfield Swift
short subjects especially for the EmW. amateurish stuff, yet, in all fairness, baritones 'Old Man River' and 'Road
bassy.
Kaltenborn. to whom is Kaw, Merriam, Kan., from A.
it must be recorded that the men
to Mandalay,' encoring with the Tocredited 30 out of 32 major predic- Hyle, who also operates the Kaw,
Richard Brod- of the Marines found the pair en- reador song from 'Carman.'
Aptions In world events, is answering Junction City, Kan.
grossing.
which
plause strong.
questions submitted to him from the head is manager of the house,
M.c.ing the unit are Arthur and
Question box in the lobby of the is being redecorated.
Rosa Rolland and Nicholas BeriozMorton Havel, who handle that
theatre, while McCrary's contribuoff, ballet dancer, billed from the
chore well enough.
They've
been
Pitt
Fox
Heads
Theatres
H.
W.
tion is his last for the duration, since
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, follow
long standard in vaude.
Pittsburgh, Dec. 15.
he recently entered the Army Air
Al Wolf, piano accompanist, does with a gypsy dance that's mild. Byrd
W. H. Fox, an accountant, has been
Forces
Latter's subject this week
Elliot, female violinist, offers a. group
a neat job for the unit, which is one
epitomizes the foresight of Bernard named general manager of the four of the medium priced
of three selections, outstanding be(white) shows
Baruch and Generall Billy Mitchell. theatres in Carnegie owned by Dr. of CSI's Red. White and Blue cir- ing 'Intermezzo.' She received the
C. E. Herman veteran tri-state exhib.
Kahn.
most enthusiastic applause.
cuits.
understood
Budget is
to run
Fox succeeds Mrs. Anthony Vincent,
Agnes Davis struggles through
below
$750.
whose late husband. Tony Vincent,
'Kiss Me Again' and two other stock
operated the Carnegie houses for Dr.
tunes, while the audience struggled
L. A.
Herman for several years. Mrs. Vinwith tier. Polite applause. Nicholas
cent took over his post for a few
Beriozoff Is next with a character
months.
(RED CIRCUIT; UNIT 54)
Los Anpeles, Dec. 10.
ballet dance that, aside from a few
Marty Seed, son of Harry Seed. WB
pirouettes, is uninteresting, and Rosa
Marie and Her Pals, The Dells,
district sales chief, has been promotRolland, with a slow interpretative
Fort Sheridan, ill., Dec. 9.
Will Aubrey, The Duttons, Rich Sised from manager of Regal theatre in
Flournoy Miller, Chuck & Chuc- bell dance, registered mildly. Swift
ters. Al Lyons Hotise Orch.
(10);
Wilkinsburg to the managership of kles, Hepcats A Daisy Mae, Johnny returns to sing 'Beguine' and far^
'Invisible Agent' (U) and 'Smith of
Warners' nabe .house, the Squirrel Lee. Cora Greene, Chanticleers (4), much better than his first appearMinnesota' (Col).
Hill.
He replaces Max Silverman, Al Moore. Dene Larry. Ralph Broivn, ance.
who departed last week for the army. Avis Andrews, Max Boyd, Chorus of
For a finale the entire company
With the hook out for shopping
Par and Col offices here have fol- 12: Cubic Blake, musical director; participates In George Gershwins
during lowed RKO in adding femmes to Adolph Meyer, manager.
hausfraus
and
offspring
Porgy.' Good Idea for a finish.
Mrs.
booking
departments.
their
These concert units may be a good
Xmas lull, Orpheum this week tries
Dorothy Goldstein Melnick, a memSome
of the best colored talent in change of pace from the usual revueturning theatre into big top, offering ber of Par staff for years, has suc- the business has been assembled for
vaudeville type of shows troupintf
From looks ceeded Ernest Stern, who quit to go this tabloid version of one of the the USO circuit, but unless the oest
ballyed 'circus' show.
Only a available concert artists are used,
of things, and considering cost, house into defense work, and Peg McArdle stage hits of 21 years ago.
by Eugene R small portion of the regular show's they will fall flat with mediocre taU
.
will come out better than it has in fills ,Col berth vacated
w a-i&^ ai n >
ij.
8!!.'.ej iJiv mg .iiitj'r i. u.ia
fat^M > WiataMWi. d ftF
''''Mil
Ed <Hip) Siegal, former theatre purpose of tying together a succes- much rather see a high knee than
attendance and response due ,„
Bil.
manager here and later U exploiteer, sion of excellent specialties, which hear a high C.
novelty— not so much from quality,
exchange checker for same com- proved to be one hit after another at
and despite being further sloughed then
and
also for Columbia, has left this stand.
pany
with two second run films.
Show has the advantages of havshow biz to go to work in a war facHouse band is pitted and rigged in tory. He's learning welding at the ing Eubie Blake, who, with Noble
(BED CIRCUIT; UNIT SI)
Sissle, wrote the songs of the origtent show regalia, giving out with Dravo plant.
traditional oompa oompa scoring.
Leo Wayne has returned to the inal show, as musical director, and
Seattle, Dec. 13.
Emcee Will Aubrey takes off a ring- Monogram exchange as salesman and Flournoy Miller, who wrote the
It doesn't have to be a stirrinc
master in manner and delivery, booker, succeeding Joe Hanna. who book, playing his original role of the
when not doing his own minstrelsy resigned. Hanna went to Mono re- mayor. Johnny Lee, opposite Miller drama or a great story. The boys in
blue are just hungry for the sight
in most of the show's comedy scenes,
singing to guitar accompaniment for
cently after being with 20th-Fox for
delight to watch.
He has a of gals and legs and laughs. Those
is a
pacing stagewaits in front of curtain. nearly quarter of a century.
whiney delivery which is the signal yearnings were hilariously demonMarie and Her Pals, assortment of
Navari Brothers Rudy, Sam and for heavy laughter every time
he strated last Friday (11), when a componies and dogs, open show. Pooches
Julius— Verona exhibs, last week
pany of USO-Camp Shows, Inc.. preand diminutive gee-gees are a purchased Bryn Mawr, oldest ball- open.; his mouth.
For thi.s streamlined version Blake sented the breezy bedroom comedy,
natural for the kids. Most of work
in Pittsburgh. They will modroom
has dogs jumping on backs of circl- ernize it extensively and reopen the has written two new numbers. "Sec- 'Room Service.' at Sand Point Naval
Air Station.
turntables
ond-Class
Daddy'
and
'Miranda.'
the
against
ing nags, running
Flamingo, featuring latter being a very catchy tune.
spot as the
Only femmes In the cast are the
attendants
of
Number
hurdles.
and
roller-skating and dancing.
Three tunes from the original show. s.a. Theo Coleman and Mary Alice
standing about makes it go off well
Harry Rupp has returned to work 'Love Will Find a Way.' 'Bandana Moore.
Their every appearance
Thai's followed by a
as 'circus.'
exchange after an illne.ss and Days' and 'I'm Just Wild About brought cheers from the Navy audicomic butting-kicking routine be- at U
The Harry.' are used in the show, which ence.
of nearly two years.
tween a donkey and a stooge, and ab.sence
veteran inspector had been a U em- is nicely mounted with neat travelNor were the comedians unaptopped with a performing camel,
rare
type
when
a
1918.
since
ployee
ers and clean and attractive cos- preciated.
It was a quick-to-laugh
property of the Dutton troupe. The
of poisoning developed in one of his tume.';. Addison Carey, stage mana- audience, the kind that Inspires acDells, boy and girl eccentric dancers,
paralyzed his fingers.
ger, keeps the show moving at a fast tors to work harder.
take the deuce spot, eliminating the hands and
Abe Rothenstein, owner of the clip. Unit carries nine musicians
Because taps sound early for sersawdust atmosphere entirely but
is doubling
and a stage crew of four.
vicemen, the show began at 7:30 p.m.
coming along at good time for con- West Aliquippa theatre,
Following the opening number by and rang down before 10. It was
Conclude in Gay 90's clothes in brass as an exhib and defense
trast.
worker. By day he's a checker, now the chorus and the entire company, then, as the house lights came on,
to reclaim the theme. While offering
that the sailors let go.
The cheers
at the Ambridge plant of the Ameri- Avi.>; Andrews and Max Boyd take
little of unusual, they fill.
Williams and Charles, vet clowns, can Bridge Co. and at night he runs the spotlight for an effective dueling made the lowliest actor a star for
of 'Love Will Find a Way' to good
Trepp.
a few moments, anyway.
work in three stage and minus tent his film house.
voted to the exchange showing the
best results over a 20-week period.
Wolfe Cohen, district manager for

five-act

revue

at

could help but wince.

Monday

(14)

at

MUSIC MASTERS

ORPHEUM,

SHUFFLE ALONG

,

.

.

'

i

'

TTff.

'lifflfSSlflfOSfT
MlTe CaV(e ffulani

•That Other

Plenty

of

Woman'

(20th).

names are up

in

the

at Tower this week, headed
by Ann Corio and Cecelia Parker,
sister of Andy Hardy In M-G family

lights

and both featuring 60-minute
vaude bill. Top is raised 50c for the
week, and show is worth more.
pix,

Tower Orch. begins proceedings
with special medley of George M.
Cohan hits arranged by Don Tiff,
pianist.

Dick Baldwin, film player, Is a
pleasing m. c. Late in the bill he
does two songs and also works with
Miss Parker.
First on is Frances Wills, pretty
aero.
Nice costuming adds to the
general effect.
Deuce spot goes to
Stuart and Albertson, comedy duo,
who begin with a southern medley
and then go into some neat hoofing.
Baldwin comes on next for a
bit of talk about Hollywood
sings
picture-making,
then
'Cecelia.' a buildup of Miss Parker.
Latter received plenty of palm-patter on her first entrance and also
after her aab and song with Baldwin.
Next-to-closing is reserved for
Miss Corio. who at show caught wore
a brilliant orange gown with bare

breezy

and

ROOM SERVICE

—

—

'
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The war has brought many changes to this
industry, and one of the most far-reaching
is that relating to the use of our prindpcd
commodity film itself.

—

Film has suddenly become

— a very prec-

ious material.

None of us can now have all the film we
want, or for that matter, all the film that our
needs require. As we know, our government
uses a lot of film for its own purposes, and
cannot spare all the ingredients that are
needed for film manufacture.
That is why film, in its various forms, constia most important contribution

tutes today,
to the

war

effort.

That is also why motion picture trailers have

been

curtailed in quantity.

'^CeTcnow, iioweverl tiiat yoffioriSlaif ouroW
Exhibitor friends who have gone along with
us through the years, will not misunderstand us when we ask that you make every
effort to protect and prolong the life of every
trailer that passes through your hands. We

also

beg

to

remind you that the manufac-

ture and distribution of trailer prints is being

accomplished today under a very

tight

operations schedule, and we earnestly ask
your kind cooperation in helping us maintain our schedule.

Please see that your playdates are sent
along to us in ample time. It is likewise of the
greatest importance to us, that you provide
for the return of all trailer prints to their ex-

changes, immediately after the completion
of the last performance wherein they are
used. And if as is liable to happen you
are asked to relay a trailer to another Exhibitor, please make sure that it is sent
promptly. Our endeavor to maintain a
schedule of a full showing of trailers to all
accounts, can only be effective with the
cooperation of our friends in complying with
the above-mentioned suggestions.

—

—

At National Screen, we like to feel that we
too, are doing our humble bit toward winning the war.

Won't you help us do it—WITH FILM?

nmonn Cfite^ service
STANDARD ACCESSORIES

*

TRAILERS

SPECIALTY ACCESSORlEb

'

PICTURES
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Show

business at war all over
the globe will get authoritative
year-end reviews from

Central States Indies Resent
Distribs

David Rose Sees Product Shortage

Australia
South Africa

Genl Distrustfubess

21

In England or Radical Departure

London
South America
MinneaROlia, Dec.

Central

States

15.

Tracks
com- Studio
MinneSlow
North and South
Conference,

prising representatives of the

of

sota, Iowa and
Dakota Independent exhibitors' orHollywood, Dec. IS.
ganizations meeting here this week,
Gas rationing is causing a general
was to lay down the law to dis- revision of the old transportation
tributors and demand they cease system used by Sim studios where
treating Independent exhibitors like motor trucks once were one-way
Now they hav« to
•swindlers and crooks' arid conduct conveyances.
the film business on the same basis work going and coming.

as other lines of Industry, according
to Fred Strom, executive secretary.
'The vast bulk of Independent exhibitors are honorable and honest
business men and should be treated
accordingly, instead of being regarded as liars and dupes, declares

Strom.
particularly gripes the territory's independents now in this
connection, says Strom, is the distributor practice of setting original
film prices excessively high because
of an apparent distrust of independents and then making adjustments
later after checking th« boxoflice or
statements.
Central States Conference will
take a firm stand and demand more
asserts
selling
terms,
equitable

What

a truck shoves off a lot now
to borrow or return needed props,
it must have a round-trip load to
maka the gas and rubber work
both ways. Production* on a good
many seta are held up while waiting
for the exchange of transportation.
Current shortage at one major
studio, fairly indicative of the general rationing, is 20% under par for
December, with a 30% ^ut expected
in January and 9% additional in
February.

Variety Clubs

To Hold Small
Confab

in Chi

Pittsburgh, Dec. 10.

John H. Harris, national president
Variety Clubs of America, announced here last week that showmen's organization would hold a

13^ Pop.

small

Increase Keynote

To Improved B.O.
San Francisco, Dec.

19.

Nitery and theatre operators here

began

to

booming

where their
was coming from, wh;n

understand

biz

a wartime census showed an increase
of 13%, or 83,464, in Frisco's population, over the flgurc set in the 1940

Government census.
The wartime census was made by
the Air Raid Warden Service of the
civilian defense organization in rn
effort to convince Federal officials

greater

Frisco should receive
allotments of foodstuffs.

that

a real understanding of why
the niteries and theatres are jammed,

For

the thousands of service men ever
present at this port of embarkation
should be added to the population
figure.

Principal reason for the great jump
In the city's population is the influx
of workers for shipyard jobs.

Exploiting Jive
Continued from page

with Coca-Cola

1

living

expenses,

etc.,

of

network, picked up via shortwave.
Ebcport of an

American band

direct

to the soldiers Is the latest and most
ambitious effort to entertain U. S.
soldiers in the style they are accus-

tomed to
American
abroad
via

at home.
More and more
personalities
are going
for just that purpose, mostly

USO-Camp Shows,

Inc.,

with an

•ven more elaborate entertainment
program for the A. E. F. due after
Jan, 1. By that time the Red Cross
should also be organized to present
shows, as planned. There will likewise be a steady stream of top radio
names, led by Jack Benny (see radio
section this week), making the visits
to the bases behind fighting fronts.

Mex

Theatre Fire

Mexico City. Dec. 8.
Fire resulting from a short cirdamage of $15,000 (Mex.)
(about $3,700) to the green salon of
the Palace of Fine Arts (National
Theatre). Salon will be closed for

cuit caused

about a month while under repairs.

Taxes Shut Vera Cruz Theatre
Mexico City. Dec. 8.
High taxes were cited by the
management as the reason for the
closing of the Cine Colon,
cinema in Vera Cruz.

Expressing deep concern over the
now prevalent in
Great Britain and foreseeing an immediate product shortage In London, David Rose, Paramount's man«
Hollywood. Dec. 19.
aging director for Britain, who arMetro handed a director contract
rived over the weekend from Britain,
to Michael Audley, co-director of
forecast
that
British
exhibitors
the legit play, 'Cry Havoc,' now bewould be forced into extended playing filmed at the Culver City studio.
ing time or go largely to a singleAllan Kenward, who wrote the feature policy abortly. Hose said
play, 1* under contract as a shorts that the dearth of pictures from the
U.S. would be felt even before next
director on the same lot.
February unless Jritish exhibitors
altered their present dual policy or
shifted from the time-worn practice
of only allowing one-week

AmOey's 1la?oc' Lands

War*
of ths

Him M-G

of

Man

Bites Dog; Exldb

Charfes

Pb

SalesmeB

Threatened Him in
Some

NW

Minneapolis, Dec. 15.
of the selling in this terri-

LINK ARRIVAL

tory

is getting to the highest pressure atagc, with perhaps the con-

national

convention

Chi-

in

cago some time next month or in
Feb.ruary, depending on when the
club tent in that city gets organized, since group there will be the
official host.
On account of war
and transportation difficulties, Harris said confab would be nothing
pretentious, as in the past, but would
be conOned to the chief barkers, offlcially-selected delegates and a feuscattered members.

Meeting

isn't

expected

to

draw

more than

150 Variety Club representatives at the most, if that many.
Big national convention had been
.scheduled for Hollywood last May.
but was called off on account of
conditions.
Chicago get-together is
replacing it.

OFBRITEXECS

ence reaching the film industry here.
At least, an Independent exhlbtor in
a small North Dakota town has complained
that
he was seriously
threatened by a film salesman with
'a punch in the face' if he didn't ink
a contract.

TOnCEASE

Instead of making the deal, the exhibitor ran out of his theatre to get
a policeman. In the meanwhile, the

Arrival in the U.S. over the weekend of Sam W. 'Smith, president
salesman hurriedly left the town in of Great Britain's Klnematograph
bis auto.
Renters Society (distributors) and
Tht cxhib has sworn out a warchairman of British Lion Film Corp.,
rant for the arrest of the salesman.
along with David Rose, Paramount's
managing director in Britain, and
Joseph Friedman, Columbia's British
chief, is linked with the effort of
American distributors to obtain ex-

War Manpower
Cootlnaed frdgi page I

war

effort.

Then

it

tended

playing

time

in

Britain.

KRS

naturally would be interested
in any such move while foreign executives in N. Y. long have felt that

studies the jobs

within the industry. It separates the
essential ones from others by applying three questions as a test. First,
is a training period of at least six
months necessary before an untrained worker can attain reasonable
efficiency in the job? Second, is the
job essential to the industry? Third,
If a
is the worker irreplaceable?
'yes' is given to all three questions
the job is rated as essential.

such extended playdates offer the
best solution of the threatened product shortage in the British Isles.
Smith is reported as now being in
Toronto but likely wljl return to
N. Y. soon to huddle on the British
product situation.
Present indica-

tions are that a unified campaign of
American distributors will be set
up in an effort to avert the threatened
picture shortage in Britain.
WMC to Selective Service indicates
Because
theatres in Britain curthat the 11 occupations included met
rently are playing product almost as
and passed that test.

The

list

about to be certifled by

Guide

to Draft

soon as in the U.S. (instead of six
to eight months behind, as in pre-

Boards

critical
occupations
Listing
of
vious seasons), the setup of British
essential industries is inexhibitors is expected to produce a
tended to serve as a guide to local shortage
of
strong
screen
fare
draft boards in the consideration of
shortly unless the situated Is remCarman Heads Baito
when
Deferments,
deferments.
edied.
Baltimore. Dec. 15.
granted, are for a six-month period.
Friedman is here for homeoffice
Local Variety Club Tent No. 19
Listings fit into the 'manning table'
confabs with Joseph A. JfcConviUe
elected officers this week with Lauscheme which is part of a plan by
and other top executives. Jack Serilz Carman named Chief Barker,
and Selective Service
which
and Wm. K. Saxton and Rodney Col- intend to meet the withdrawal of gal, company's assistant foreign manager, also returned over the weekend
lier, assistants.
draftce.s from industries through the
New board consists of Izzy Rappa- planned training of replacements in from a trip to Venezuela and Panama.
He opened Columbia's new
port. Frank H. Durkee, Nick Weems,
a manner which will keep disruption
Nat Rosen, Sam'Soltz, Morris Olet- of production at an absolute mini- branch in Caraca.s.
sky. Leon Back and Barry Goldman
mum. Manning tables are forms,
plus the past Chief Barkers. J. Louis
which, when filled out by the emRome, C. W. Hicks and Bcmie Sea- ployer, provide a realistic inventory
of the personnel and job classificaInformations in each enterprise.
2
Detroit Variety Elects
tion is to be furnished to the GovDetroit, Dec. 15.
ernment and this will provide the
FoIIowino the report that the DeLauding the North American mobasis' for the orderly withdrawal of
shows
presented
125
troit Tent had
tion picture as 'the most powerful
the workers.
for members of the armed forces and
and efTective cultural medium in the
shut-ins during the past year, new
directors were elocteel at the annual!
world today,' two South' American'
meeting of the Variety Club ofi
nev.-spapcr editors. Dr. Angel BohlBasil
Michigan.
and Dr. Alberto Lasplaces.
Members of the crew are Earl J.
gas
Continued from page 1
Hudson, president of United Detroit
praised the great possibilities of
Theatres: Lew Wisper. of Wisper it formers in their own profession in- these pictures as a social factor at
Wetsman Theatres: J. Oliver Brooks, stead of pvitting them into war a luncheon given in their honor by
Cirhead booker for the Butterfleld
This is possible, he said, the picture industry last Friday
plants.
cuit: John R. McPherson. manager of
•since for the first time in history (11) at the Harvard club.
National Screen Service: Charles
Earlier in the week the two edBritish government has recogPerry, manager of Adams: Bernard the
nized performers as servants of the itors had received the Maria Moors
L. Kilbride and Wade Allen, circuit
Larry Becker, manager .state.' Thus, while the young men Cabot prizes at Columbia University
owners;
American Seating Co.: David Vew- of show biz are In the armed forces, for the service performed by their
man. public relations counsel of the young women would be allowed to publications in the field of interAmerican relations. Bohigas is manCoops of Mich, and Samuel Seplo- stick to their makeup kits.
aging editor of La Nacion, of Buenos
win, manager of Republic Pictures.
According to Dean, films, variety
Aires. Brazil, while Lasplaces is forshows and serious music are. in that
eign editor of El pia, of Montevideo,
Twin City Directorate
order, the prime favorites of .soldiers,
Uruguay.
Minneapolis. Dec. 15.
sailors, factory workers and people
Carl E. Milliken, acting foreign
The Twin City Variety Club at it.s in air raid shelters.
nvanager and head of the MPPDA's
annual election cho.se as directors
eastern production code work, preJohn J. Friedl. Bill Elson, Eddie
Dean's Canada Visit
sided al the luncheon which was
Ben
McCormick.
Frank
Ruben.
Ottawa. Dec. 15.
,
attended by foreign sales chiefs and
Friedm.in. M. A. Levy. LeRoy J.
here,
laid assistants of major as well as inDean,
while
Ba.-il
Miller. Max Toiodor. Gilbert NaMeile Potter and Bcnnic gioiindwdik of entertainment for dependent film companies; Besides
lhan.-;oti.
Also .servins on the board men and wumc.n of the forces in the the major company foreign managers
Beruer.
Lunched with Rl. Hoj;. ind representatives, Robert Socas,
A. Dominion.
will be past head barker.^
Ben Blolcky and Mai'.land .Malcolm MacDonald. Brili.--li High N. Y. correspondent of La Nacion
Sleffc.s.
who will name the new Co.Timis.- o:ici and Navy -MiML-ter and foreign manager of Producers
Fro.scli.
Releasing Corp., Morris Goodman,
.\ngU6 Mscdonald.
chief barker.
Dean hoped George Formby would Republic forei^ sales chief, and
The choice is reported to lie between Friodl and Elyon. The l.ittcr bring Bri'.ish troupe to Canada for H. A. Mestanza, of Monogram, attended.
troop shows.
served once before as barker.

within

WMC

first

run
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Dean

—
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distribution policy

Director Deal

FILM INDUSTRY FETES

paying transporta-

the
musicians. Every so often the outfit will be cut into Coca-Cola's nightly series of name bands on the Blue
tion,

at

theme

37th Anniveraary Number

tagiousnca* of the wartime belliger-

of

Frisco's

*Shouj Business

When

Btrom.
'Independent exhibitor* here are
fed up on being overcharged,' says
Strom. "They're determined not to
overpay to start with and then have
a fight on their hands to obtain an
adjustment. As it is now, they must
beg for adjustments
plead and
throughout the year and it hurts
their pride and is the wrong way
to do business.'

From Usual Exhib Procedures

as part of the editorial content*

Crawl,

Down Prodnction

maximums

for the best pictures.
Rose's trip to the U.S.— his 15th
c-ossing since he was made Par
chief in Britain—will include a visit
to the Coast. He plans to leave for

Hollywood next Friday.

The film conservation program in
tlie U.S. and the loss of male stars
to the armed forces are producing an
a'ute film shortage as far as Britain
is concerned, according to Rose.
He
explained that three major circuits,
comprising about 400 theatres in the

I<m don

area,

have

to

have six new

pictures weekly.
Bulk of them
must be supplied by American companies because British production is
so badly curtailed.
Each of these
chain*, GauiMmt-British, Odeon and
Associated British Picture Corp,
takca two new features weekly and
there i* a flght each week for the
three top Alms.
Pirst, this six-picture combo plays

North London, and then South London the foUo-7ing week. Besides
these big circuits, tbere are a number of independent exhibitors demanding product llicn there are
10 to la large theatres in the West
End where U.S. distributors showcase their latest product, usually
playing extended runs.
Rose warned about the forthcoming
product shortage even last
March. Rose feels that extended runs
might partially solve the problem
though, ultimately, the large firstrun houses might have to abandon
twin bills. Both practices are overdone in Britain, he is convinced. Ha
cited that even 'Reap the Wild

Wind' (Par) was used on doublefeature combos by the better class
theatres.

'HeUday

Iiut'

aa Exaapla

Outstanding example of British
exhibitors' failure to cash in on Imxoffice potentialities of A-1 features,
according to Rose, was the experience with 'Holiday Inn' (Par) in
Glasgow.
Although the picture
broke all records at the Paramount
theatre there, it was held to the
usual week.
Rose explained that
such a narrow policy extends all

down the line, seldom being deviated from no matter how well the
picture stands up.
Just how serious the production
problem, and how few feature* are
possible in Britain, whether made by
British or American companies, was
illustrated by Rose's experifatce witb
FsrAmnunl's. planned. isuoto

He had hoped

to get

plctur'ss.

under way on

The Did Lady Shows Her Medals'
the first of the year. While he had a
leading lady and Johnny Mills, who
appears in 'In Which We Serve.' set
for the film, casting troubles will delay the start of the production until
April.
'Admirable Crichton,'
which Par ,vill do in color, will not
get under way until next June.
Rose said that all British studios now
are booked until well into 1944.
Britain is also encountering trouble
with technical help.
The government is tightening up on technicians,
who formerly were granted leaves
from the service to work in certain

filme.

Rose explained that 'Coastal Command' is being distributed in Britain
but the distributor for the U.S. will
not be decided until this week.
It
is a British Information Service feature.
Less than 10% of Britain's
theatres now are closed because of
war losses or other reasons, he said.
Escapist and musical pictures are
in great favor now in the British

Rose stated. Horror pictures,
whether made in the U.S. or elsewhere, arc banned by the British
Board of Film Censorship, he stated.
Is'es,

WHO

CALLED THIS

A BANDLEADER?
.

.

the high spot of the fihn

is

interpreter of Latin-American

Xavier Cugat, the noted
Rhythms. Mr. Cugat

lends himself and incidentally steals the picture.

AMERICAN WEEKLY, John
*S

.

.

A

portly

bow

to Xavier Cugat.

NEW YORK

.

.

U. Sturdevant.

.

.

POST, Archer Winsten.

**. . . Xavier Cugat^s orchestra makes music with plenty
of class."
YORK TIMES, Bosley Crowther.

NEW

*'Cugat takes care of an acting assignment ably as
well as presenting his
pleasure.

.

.

stylized

music for listening

DAILY VARIETY.

.

Cugat isn't merely a bandleader in this picture, having also been assigned quite a comedy role. He acquits
himself surprisingly well and Hollywood should find
frequent use for hini. He has one especially funny
line, after a verbal tussle with Menjou, he says, ^I wish
I

was back

at the

Waldorf."

'^Xavier Cugat does

VARIETY,

more than

his share

Scho.

by imper-

sonating, with surprising ease, a troubled bandleader

named Xavier Cugat."

NEWSWEEK.

'^Cugie, as he is dubbed in the film, shows himself to
be a very talented fellow. He handles a fair-sized comedy part, he plays the Jerome Kern score as befits its
lovely merit, he cartoons; he is great. And such flair
has Cugie for timing and delivery of gags, as well as
complete naturalness before the lens, that the studio
has signed him for a strong comedy lead in another
flicker to come." BILLBOARD, Joseph R. Carlton.

XAVIER CUGAT
IN

^

"YOU WERE
NEVER LOVELIER"
STARRING

FRED ASTAIRE

m RITA HAYWORTH

-

-
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Film Reviews
Contlaatd

tnm

MEN

CITY OF SILENT

even though th^y are being clipped
and ostracued. Tlie pot OnaUy boils
over into mob action and aa attempted lynchins belore the situation is
resolved wllli the cannery working
on a war contract and everyone
happy*
Frank Albertson as a hot-headed
cynic, who has been through the inill
and trusts no one., staclcs as another
Spencer Tracy off his chore with the
lead. Emmett lynn poilrs a wealth
of dry. common-sense humor and
'

reasoning into his role as Albertson's
side-kick and retraining influence.
Jan Wiley, as the waitress. who gives
the ex-cons a helping hand, does a
fine job with a tough part She ^as
to throw herself at Albertson without getting maudlin when she can't
have him and manages to make the
role bcliev-.ble by deft underplaying.
Fran.

fag*

U

Gal Now

Hollywood, Dec.

Seek Ceiling Ruling

19.

Cuittauei ftoB page S
Sugen Freake became sole proaids the gauchos. Elvira Qul- ducer ot The Girl from Leningrad,' contracts, many of which would be that a salary greater than $67,200
roga also deserves praise.
with Gregor Rabinovitsch pulling out broken under limitations imposed by could be paid to Individual performFilm could have taken a little aa co-produoer but retaining a
ers. As far as can be ascertained
limitations.
the
salary
more careful polishing, and 'ifa flnapclal interest In the film.
worth noting that the opening-night
Meantime, execs including Nick there has been no chapge in the
Negotiations are going on for
audience was kept waitii^ until mid-'
Sehenck, J. Robert Rubin, Barney salary limit fixed by the Office of
ni^t because the print bad not yet United Artists release and shooting Balaban, Austin Keough, Louis B. Economic Stabilization. In addition
come back from the laboratory. space at General Service studios. Mayer and others were again in to the $67,200 salary, however, exSound is occasionally spotty, but Akim Tamiroff has been signed lor huddles during the past week trying penses for advertising, publicity,
music by Lucio Demare is adequate. • lead rale but no director has been
traveling, etc., ai« permitted. Thua
to effect a formula which would perFilm is not only important locally hired to date.
mit retention of the validity of op- a film player, bandleader or an Execbecause of its tiieme and execution,
utive in any industry might be paid
tion contracts.
but because it marks a new departor $100,000 a year in order
$80,000
StiU under discussion was the Inlue for local production, which will
undoubtedly be of strong influence
come ceiling limit insofar as it ap- to cover disbursements. Such disbursements, under the Treasury regand cause Jt to switch from ttie curplies to freelancers, since fewer enulations,
must be of a nature allowed
rent wide-spread practice of concengagements by leading stars are
tration on romantic comedies and
believed likely, as result of this in income tax deductions.
;

who

CIVDJANFILM

melodramas,

without

local

back-

mBECUTTOO

groimd.

Film was made with the cooperation of the Argentine Army, which
supplied riders and other assistance.
.

Representations made on behalf of
the film industry to U. S. Treasury
and Office of Economic Stabilization
officials in Washington last week

Ray.

Washington, Dec. 15.
War Production Board is issuing
an order to raw film stock manufacturers to cut the production of
Walt Disney's production of all film for civilian use. Understood
'Saludos, Amigos' (RKO), was given that 35
film is to be cut 24%,
its first official
showings in this amateur film 50% and professional
country during the past week, for film 24%. Film for military purthe press and diplomatic representa- poses will not be curtailed.
tives south of the border, and the
This order is distinct from the raw
general impression was unanimous- stock allocation order, cutting use of
Ihat here was one of Disney's finest stock for film production approxiclicks in cartoon filming.
mately 25% below 1041 figures,
Running only 4.'5-minutes, ex- which is expected this week.
The order to raw stock manuhibitors
will
have to determine
where the pic will fit in view of the facturers such as Dupont, Eastman,
Agfa, etc. was scheduled to be rebrevity.
It's a worthy production,
and the good will established by the leased late tonight (Tues.) according
film in Latin America, about whose to informed circles here.
customs the film treats authentically,
seems likely to enhance this attitude
in the U. S. for the Americas below

LA GUERRA GAUCHA OK
(The Gawsha War*)

mm

(ARGENTINE-MAOE)
Buenos Aires, Dec.

5.

Arltstns Are<*<)ttnnH Aiiocla^oa production
by l>iBlribul{lora PatuutiprU-aim

Mulno. Krnndoro r'nioiic
BebnRliiin ChiolH. Ajnolta Bonre find Rlcnrdo
Calni'lip. Olr«:l«<l by Lucoa Dcniare. J'hotOKi"'il*>y. nob Hobcrta: baaed on po*in by
Leo|u*IUn T.uconM: adapted by UIIrau IVtIt
d« Murat and Monwre MancI: iouhIc. LucIo
Il'vlowad at Ibe AnibaaKndnr.
DfiiNinv
Buenos Alifa. Runnloit time. #0 NI.Nk.
btiirrliiK Kiirlniio

La
tion

Guerra Gaucha,* first producfrom the new Artistes Argen-

tinos Asodados,
ArgentiDe-made

is

probably the best
an
It's

to date.
historical epic, faithful to fact, intelligenlly handled and solid enter-

tainment. It's already shown itself
to be top grosser in B. A., and because its historical basis deals with
the ousting of the Spanish 'conquistadores.' at the same time packing
a pro-democratic angle, it should be
strong elsewhere in Tiatln America,
since war for liberation was similar

The only difference from the
Latin American version (reviewed in
last week's 'Variety' from Buenos
Aires) is in the narration. The four
episodes, about which the pic deals,
in many South American republics. are in native tongues. Spanish in the
Film also has good possibilities for Bolivian-Peruvian, Chilean and ArU. S. arty houses.
gentinian sequences, and Portuguese
Unusual for local-mades, plenty in the Brazalian one. For the Yanof native color that will be recog que market, of course, it's all Engnizable, and the gaucfao horsemanlish commentation.
ship and battle scenes, some of them
very reminiscent of ttie early U. S.
westerns, will give it added punch.
Film is based on the book of Leoppldo Lugones, adapted by Ulises
Petit de Murat and Homero Manzi.
Continued from pace S
They've intelligently penetrated the
spirit of the original and devised features beginning Jan. 1. Estimates
episodes into a script with a full are that the five reels use arotmd
sense of the value of their medium. 250,000,000 feet ot stock annually,
Dialog is particularly strong, having this including positive, negative and
been taken' bodily from the onginnl, export supplies. With the 25% cut
and solid pro-democratic effect from
quotation from Argentine hero. Gen- becoming effective the supply would
eral Belgrano, give the pic a propa- be reduced by some 62,500,000 feet
ganda value not to be overlooked, annually.
To meet this situation, newsreel
particularly since few Argentine
mades have ever handled themes as heads were debating whether to cut
strongly as this. Picture is by far the number of issues from two to
Demare's best.
one weekly or to reduce the number
Story deals with the struggle of of clip$ per issue. If cutting to one
the gauchos, both from the pampas issue weekly, producers estimated
end the mountains, against the Span- they would be obliged to increase
ish armies who fought In provincial
prints by approxiAlta Peru and in Salts from 1840 the number of
to 1880. Characters are authentic and mately 50% in order to service all
Thus, where 300 prints
extremely well done, lliere's tiie old accounts.
made per newsreel issue
sacristan who risks his life hourly were
to give signals to the gaucho camp. on a
semi-weekly l>asis it was
Captain ICranda. the bom guerilla. figured that 450 prints would be
Is ezcellentlv played, by Francisco needed if the reels went out but
Petrone.
Highlight of the story once weekly. Mellett, it Is undercomes when a young Peruvian -bom
avoid either
lieutenant who is flirting with the stood, was anxious to
Spanish army, goes over to the Ar- cut.
Tom Connors and W. C. Michel,
gentine side. The plot In itself is
not as lmpertar>t as me battle scenes, ot 20th-Fox, in Washington last
the gaucho raids and the depicting week to consult with WPB officials
of the spirited horsemanship and regarding the classification of the
bravery of the legion of the fighters, March of Time reel which they conwho are ready to go off and strike tend should be designated as a
JdLttic.Stianiab.j^.'QW at the toss of r.cwsred.
since it is a member of
a sombrero.
the newsreel group.
Mellett's rePhotography by Bob Roberts, only
action to the proposed newsreel cut
U. S. head cameraman here, is tops,
as are special effects created by was under.ctond brought up during
Roberts and Ralph Papier. Scenes the course of their D. C. trek.
of the llnal raid, resulting in the
Newsreelers' Hnddle
death of Miranda after blowing up
Proposal of Mellett to allow a perthe enemy powder stores, are good,
but a finale with the old gaucho centage of raw film stock, now assigned
his
Government division and
playing the national anthem on his
one-stringed violin during the last for Victory shorts, to go to the five
moments of the final battle may American newsreels, was discussed
seem a bit corny for foreign con- in detail at a meeting of newsreel
sumption, althqn^ strong here.
editors in N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday ).
Special mention due Carlos Cam- Confab was
at
still
in
session
pagnale in the role of a youngster 'Variety's' press time, but prelim
discussion indicated the Mellett move
might enable newsreels to continue
operations on present basis with an
absolute minimum of cutting down,
if any cuts at all are required.
Understood that suggestions for
-

Newsreels

COMING

"THE FIGHTING
ft

STARRINO
Lola Lane & Lawrence Gray
with

Chick Ctiandler

-

Irene

Ware

Geor^ Meeker and
..

.^baw and Lee

joint editorial and
the five reels, to

makeup

staff for

release veteran
newsreel manpower for Government
service, also were discussed. Mewsreels previously had been approached
for expert members of their stafi to
supervise material of the U.S. Army
Signal Corps. If any such suggestion li adopted, however, it would

not change camera

staffs

or number

of prints sent to accoimts, attitude of
Government experts being that more

wor'tfgvengd

ed out that stars enjoy only a limited number of big money years at
not uniformly

is

needed.

CeBUnaed from page

such as New York City
coiuiderable unemployment

cities,

where

WMC

exists, the
that surplus and
operators,
take

still

workers,

stagehands,

to

Some rumors were

Also, Walsh points out^that many
lA members, notably operators, work
six bom's daily and less and thus
In other
could double up on jobs.
words, they could work a four, five
or six-hour shift in a theatre and
also a shift in a defense plant,

if

New
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<Compiled By Besa Short)
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Horses, Horses, Horses' (WB, 9
Circus femmes in horseback

travelogue

Canada's farm lands.
Oiands of Women'
Prof. Josef

LOEWS

mins.).

•The

'

TIOEBH"
Aaiia
WAYNE
LEE

'Par,

1U<>

'Keep
mins.).

Ib

Tn Person

CRais
..

(M-G, IIM:
Our Gang comedy.
(Par,
Eleventh Hoar'
8
Biches'

Superman cartoon.
IMallce In Slamberlanr (Col,

MRMLL

turn

Ranald study of

BIIIEVI TCH'a
CIt*

PALACE
i

fat oraaiEN

21
Freighters'
(UA,
'Fighting
mins.). Saga vf England's merchant
7
Cat'
(20th.
Traokcaslcia'a
mins.). Terrytoon cartoon comedy,

•

B

WA

1

F«ruB

KI8BEE

PARKER

EXTSA!
NIMAC *
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Cartoon comedy.
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Ouy
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la

John

mins.).

mins.).

WbiU Tkan Om IT
rni MacBUBBAT

STATE
"C- PanMla OOBDAB*
Urt Tlwi W(<.
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KANGKBtr

of

American women hands.
'Unexpected

PtwdMCtiena

Spaetaeular

'Henry Browne. Farmer' (Indie. 11
mins.).
U. S. Agriculture Bureau
production about negro farmers.
"Glimpses of Ontario' (M-G, 9
Fitzpatrick

MUSIC HALL

Sft~

mins.).
stunts.

rains.).

Stat 6*.

J«IY GARUUn

Carrent Short Rdeases
(PSIKTS*IN EXCHANGES)

mins.).

A

• B'way

Centinuaiia

"FOR NE AMI MY GAL"

train a projectionist. Walsh doubts
that women can fill he bill efficiently. They were tried in England,
he added, but were found unsatisfactory.
As managers, women are okay In
Walsh's opinion, however. Tve had
dealings with a couple,' he declared,

'and got

Bogart * Bergman * Henreid

JERRY
Turk

WEEK

4TH

HIT

t'.io

Sta n-ln t;

10

RICHARD <3REENE

work on two jobs.
some defense

WMC

it

BBn.<>.'

Drama From

also, that

plants are actually working men on
some diifts that run only four hours.
In the film studios. lA members work
only six hours a day.
Walsh indicated inferentially that
make inroads on
should the
lA manpower that it would come
along like everyone else in trying to
win the war. but stated he doesn't
feel an experienced union technician
or operator, for instance, should be
placed into a job in a factory assorting screws which could be done by

anyone.
Noting that

handled by Martin Wagner

of the William Morris Agency.

York Theatres

"FLYING FORTRESS"

only a four-day week. That leaves
plenty of time to catch some sleep if
to

week

afloat last

Va.,

it

became necessary to do that Additionally, most lA members are on
In N. Y., where
five-day weeks.
there are 2,200 operators, they work
a man was
Walsh noted,

W.

Allowable Deductions

lab

off their jobs.

etc.,

Plan 'Ceiling Rideri

and directors are

prolific.

'

can draw on

m^y not have

Congressional leaders
have stated that they would call for
an abrogation of the ceiling regula-

-

problems may have to be faced under the WMC, Walsh believes that in
various

opposi-

Some

tum.

Continued from pace S ^^Ji
appropriations bill which will reach
the House early next year. If the
Are C«nlraetc Valid?
rider remains in the hill after it is
Chiet concern of major producers
passed by Congress and -sent to the
remains over the validity of conWhite House the "President will have
tracts.
Industry attorneys have so
his choice of accepthig the whole
fac been reluctant to commit themmeasure or vetoing it.
selves to a definite stand on whether
Meanwhile, Representative Jencontracts can be maintained in the
kins, Ohio Republican and member
face of the $67,200 salary ceiling. It
of the ways and means committee,
is pointed out
that when an emexpressed the belief also that tho
ployer cannot fulfill a contract callcommittee would take up the quesing for payment of a specific salary,
tion of wiping out the order at the
then such a contract, becomes unr
next session.
sound, especially when non-fulfillment is pre-empted by a CJ^vemBTHtHETTE ZnSS TOTTS
ment regulation. Attorneys for the
Smiley .Bnmette, cowboy film acmost part are inclined to doubt that
options can be exercised or that par- tor under oontmct to Republic, baa
ties to such contracts can be held, just completed a 10-week tour of
unless some ruling to that effect is one-nighters.
Tour -has ended In Huntingdon,
promulgated.

best, that writers

lATSE Anxious

the equator.

Congressional

tion to the principle of the $25,000
income ceiling is gathering momen-

were reportedly brushed off. It was
held in some quarters that relief tion by inserting an amendment to
should be provided under the $25,000 that effect in the tax bill or other
income ceiling for creative and ar- legislation coming up during the
next session beginning in January.
tistic personnel with a view to getting more instead of fewer pictures
out of such personnel. It was point-

Disney's 'Saludos, Amigos*
in English Dialog Too

roIi'uitiMl

Meantime,

restriction.

I
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'Sm SAM' MAY GO

Gas Rationing and War Jobs

Women May

For

In July-Sept.

ONMBS^BARBASOL

Explain Drop

Day Time

Listening

Barbasol may spot 'Singin' Bam'
on a Mutual hookup for a schedule
of two quarter-hours a week. This
would be supplementary to the news
trick which John B. Kennedy recently started for the account on

Bonds Deducbliie for Tax Purposes
Fishbarn Quits

'Sam' was associated exclusively
with Barbasol for years before taking up on disc with Coca Cola.

Go?. Neely Settles Libel

resume of listening for the JulySeptember quarter which showed
the nighttime level moving upward
and the daytime quotient going the

W.

Suit Vs.

Va. Station

NBC

For &ant Agcy.

CBS.

The Co-operative Analysis of
Broadcasting last week released a

b Chi

Chicago, Dee.

Alan M. Fishburn, member

15.

of the

director sUA in Chicago, has
resigned, clTective Jan. 1, to join
the Grant agency, as assistant to
Lloyd CBucky.') Harris, radio di-

NBC

Fairmont, W. Va., Dec. 15.
other way. In seeking to rationalize
Libel action of GoV. M. M. Neely,
the latter Index, the C. A. B. sumrector.
of Neely bill fame, against Station
'Help
the
of gasoline rationing
directing
Currently
which was" named for him
and Increased employment, presum- (having a
Mate' serial for Cudahy Packing,
before his Initials) has
ably for women.
through the Grant agency, Fishburn
been settled out of court. Terms
has directed various programs origThe quarterly review disclosed were not disclosed.
inating in Chicago.
that average ratings 'were off 7%,
The suit grew out of statements
and that of the three months the made by opposing politicians in the
Boston, Dec. 15.
largest volume of nighttime listening recent campaign.
occurred during July. That same
A sponsor appeared on the scene
month accounted for the largest proas a result of an outspoken talk by
portionate decrease in daytime audiJoe Dinneen, Boston Globe columnences. The Interest in news broadist, broadcast over WORL, in which
casts also hopped above the level
he labelled many local niteries as
which prevailed for the like quarter
following the Cocoanut
ilretraps,
of 1941,
Grove disaster. Steaming nightclub
operators threatened law suits, while
Following is the C. A. B.'s comDinneen's listeners applauded his reparative index of listening:
marks, then a representative of the
NIGHT
Royal Crown Cola Co. brought forth
1941
1942
Menth

mary speaks

HRE REPORTER

WMMN

W

GETS SPONSOR

Some

Stations

Nets Can Take

Falling

FCC

July

19.9

18.7
18.7

..lft.7

22.3

23.0

1941

1942

JiUy

14.1

12.6

August
September

14.4

13.0

14.2

12.9

August
September

i

To

Worrying OWI

Ct

DAT
Month

Washington, Dec.

15.

The question of whether the FedCommunications Commission
eral
holds the authority to regulate relations

..

transaction.

Hole,

acting executive director of
CBS will probably curtelevision activities drasHole will report Tuesday
(22) as a lieutenant (]g) at the
9uonset Point (R. I.) Naval Base.
He will probably not be replaced.

television,
Its

tically.

Last of the executives to leave
CBS television. Hole leaves a skele-

problem and

NBC

False Citizenship Claim

and

offi-

Welcome Mat

we came from Canada
was about two years old, I
went to the Federal authorities and
told them the story.
At the same
ering

that

when

I

date, I applied for naturalization papers and am now waiting for them
to come through,' Linkletter stated.
Maximum penalty for conviction
on the charge preferred against
Linkletter is five years in Federal
penitentiary, $5,000 fine, or both.

WJW,

move would

15.

WJW

become the Blue
One spokesman said
to

offer

Mutual

gen-

more

Shirt Outfit

Drops

af-

ISpot Deals Jan. 1

additional 'com-

which is healthy and good.''
Meanwhile, WHK-WCLE, which
The Sanforizing Division of Cluett,
formerly used the Blue here, but
Peabody & Co., is withdrawing from
which left that chain to use Mu- its alignments with
spot radio at the
tual exclusively except for Blue
end of this year. The move will
commercial programs, will lose ap- affect seven markets
and schedules
proximately 27 programs, includof quarter-hour programs.
ing 'Lone Ranger,' 'Jack Armstrong,'
Young & Rubicam is the agency.
'Don Winslow," 'Inner Sanctum,'
•Gang Busters,' 'Breakfast Club.'

petition,

Several

other changes are being
Cleveland's
stations.
seeking a change on iu
wave length to permit better reception In this area, and WCLE i.s
attempting to operate beyond 6 p.m.
a-sked

WGAR

by

Texas as Program Subject
San Antonio, Dec.

15.

The many-sided
contribution

man power,
activity

KXOK,

St.

L, FuU-Time

is

is

to

story of Texas'
the war effort in

production and civilian
the subject of a new se-

ries of programs aired over WOAI
and the Texas Quality Network each
Sunday afternoon for a quarter- policy.
hour.
The series, titled 'Texas at
War,' started Sunday (13), .sponNew Castle, Pa.— Ray Edwards,
sored by Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., formerly of WKBN,
Youngstown.
originating through
KPRC, Hous- has become program director of

ton.

network

affiliates

WBHP,

last

Huntsville, Ala., and

Former

is

WLAY,

a 100-watter, the latter

250.. .watt5._..Bflth

.

are full time

Radio

will get

WKST

here.

Gruenberg

and

Richard

respective director and announcer of 'Against the Storm,' have
formed a new program production

Arm, Gruenberg. Stark

&

Co.,

and

Gruenberg will also probably take
over direction of 'Right to Happiness,'
Procter St Gamble s«-ial,
is bringDec.

28.

'Shotv Business
at

War'

tiieme of the

37lh Anniversary
of

Number

are also deductible from gross revenue under section 23 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code if reasonable
in amount, according to the Commissioner.

Wamow

Orch, Murray

Choir to Replace Info
Please' for Lucky Strike
Mark Warnow's orchestra and the
Lynn Murray choir draw the assignment for the new Lucky SU'ike
which will replace 'InProformation Please' on NBC.
each Friday
will originate
night from Carnegie Hall, N. Y., be;inning Feb. 12, probably the flrst
time that a pop-style radio show
has been scheduled to emanate from
'Info' drops off after broadthere.
cast of Feb. 5.
Basis of Warnow's programming
will be a 'Hit Parade' of songs dating
back 20 years or more. He will use
an orchestra of SO musicians.

gram

ROBERT BENCHLEY AS
STAR OFNEW PROGRAM
Robert Benchley

new comedy

Up As Red Cross Exec
Chicago, Dec,

in

such activities may also properly be
considered as expenses for institutional or goodwill advertising, which

script

White for audition

Colt

Storm Whaley
Eve Merriain
Ralph Edwards

may

effective

Edward Aleshire Joins

Lester Gottlieb

Ted

stations

receive mail orders for t>onds and
see that they are transmitted to an
issuing agent, or sell bonds as issuing agents, either by mail or overthe-counter, using their own employees for this purpose.
Expenses Incurred in carrying on

of Charm.'

varied treatment by
Maurice Dreicer
Alan Lipecoll

of

broadcast,

Axel
Stark,

which the Compton agency
ing to N. Y. from Chicago,

Phillips Carlin
St. Louis, Dec. 15.
the Blue outlet here and
owned and operated by the StarTimes, p.m. rag, has started a
round-the-clock sked.
Jerry Burns, gabber, conducts a
'News of Our Neighbors' program
once weekly, in which news items
from small town rags of interest to
lho.se who recently have moved to
St. Louis are aired.
In return for
the air credit, the oul-of-lown sheets
are using stories of the new station

KXOK,

FORM PRODUCTION FIRM

are already offering a list of eight
shows
for
possible
sponsorship.
Gruenberg has directed several programs besides 'Storm' in the last
couple, of seasons, and Stark is curacquired
two rently also announcing 'Life Can Be
week. They're Beautiful' and Phil Spitalny's 'Hour

Muscle Shoals, Ala.

the

AXEL GRUENBERG, STARK

MBS Adds 2 More

dowif 'co-operative' business.

filiate here.

Federal

AGREE ON AD CODE

not enforcing its earlier cials of the Co-operative League of
edict that the television companies
the United States, after two days of
would have to operate on a 14-hour
conferences, today (Tuesday) agreed
weekly schedule.
on a set of themes and principles to
be used in radio copy advertising
co-operative ventures.
Cleve. Broadcasters Put
The meeting and subsequent agreement was the outgrowth of the protest that the League had lodged with
Out
For
the Federal Communications Commission after NBC and CBS managed
Bhie's Affdiate and operated stations had turned

Thus, in promoting the sale
war bonds, newspapers are conto l>e engaged in carrying
on one of the functions for which
they are organized and the expenses
interest.

sidered

bond information, radio

situation.

to interuntil after it had

is

^Af'iiM^M^^dis-

thnt, in addition to

m? LEAGUE

NAB,

Test of whether expenditures are
deductible from gross income la
whether they are ordinary and necessary expenditures directly connected with or pertaining to the taxpayer's trade or business. The Bureau has ruled that expenses incurred by newspapers' in directing
public attention to the vital necessity
of the success marketing of war
bonds are deductible as ordinary and
necessary expenses.
Badio Like Press
Ruling was based on the recognition that It is the business of newspapers, among other things, to dis-

is

had no right

FCC

casters.

chief, disclosed that his

claiming U. S. citizenship. Assistant this could be done by loan, by payU. S. Attorney Louis Mercado said ment for Government programs or
ordered the anti-network regulations that Linkletter, born in Canada, ap- through tax relief measures. He did
into effect The S.C. agreed with the plied for naturalization papers on say he was reluctant to see the Govnetworks and ordered the Issue back Sept. 29 of this year and that two ernment 'get any sort of stake in
months later, on Nov. 27, he claimed private broadcasting' such as would
for trial.
to be a citizen in applying for a pass result. from subsidizing stations with
to
KSFO and the short-waver, loans.
KWID. According to Mercado, LinkOWI's interest in the problem
letter also voted in the Nov. 5, 1940,
arises from the fact radio is a meelection.
dium for disseminating information
In a formal statement, the radio
about the war effort and that many
m.c. said he never knew until the
(Continued on page 31)
fall of 1942 that he was an adopted
Washington, Dec. 15.
child and that he had been born in
Code committee of the National Canada. 'Immediately upon discovit

crew of four men. Company
will probably air only four hours of
films a week, as
has been doing since ^uly.
Because of the
shortage of manpower and technical
equipment, particularly tubes, the Association of Broadcasters
ton

from Akron

.

Chairman James L. Fly, of the
Communications CommLssion, recently proposed that some
Governmental program must be
worked out to continue broadcasting
San Francisco, Dec. 15.
power.
Art Linkletter, freelance radio an- service by radio stations which are
When NBC-CBS counsel were previously before the Supreme Court it nouncer, was indicted by a Federal facing serious losses.
FCC chairman is not sure whether
was to dispute the same lower court's grand jury here on charge of falsely
finding that

Cleveland, Dec.

.

Washington, Dec. IS.
By broadcasting Informatioi^ as to
the necessity of buying war bonds,
radio stations are carrying on one of
the functions for which they an
organized and the expenses incurred
in connection with that are deduo*
tlble as ordinaty and necessary business expenses for Federal income
tax piuposes. That is the substance
of a ruling handed down by the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
to Russell H. Place, counsel for the
National
Association
of
Broad-

incurred are identified as being diconcerned about the rectly connected with the business
Radio
operating a newspaper.
its of
stations
are in much the same light.
own checking, it has asked the AdIn addition to broadcasting war
vertising
Council to survey the

OWI

organization

argument before the U. S. supreme Linkletter, Coast Gabber,
court. The latter tribunal yesterday
(Monday) granted permission to
Under Indictment For
and CBS to bring up for appeal

With the resignation of Leonard fere with the

Broadcasters in Cleveland
erally favored the removal of

.

deputy

another

a recent ruling of a three-judge Federal court in New York that the FCC
is
invested with such regulatory

INTO NAVY

FCC

_

Dinneen started for the soft-drink
„ m,ifm "MBfW*
concern Monday (14) and will l>e
Washington, Dec. 16,
heard Ave times weekly at 6 p.m.,
of
War Information is
Office
gabbing news of local interest and
making a study of the drop in adpatterned after his column, 'Spilling
vertising revenue which threatens to
the Beans.'
put some of the smaller broadcastDavid Malkicl agency handled the
Gardner Cowles,
ers off the air.

NBC

EXEC GOING

tail

a contract.

between networks and their

affiliated station is slated for

LAST CBS TELE

Revenue

Regulations

U. S. Sup.

Wa^

Station Eiqienses in nnjKiiig

H.

is

starred

in

a

show by Roger
week by an

this

undisclosed client of the C. L, Miller
agency. It's a 30-minute series, with
an orchestra background.'
Ira Ashley directed it as a freelance assignment.

15.

Edward Aleshire, manager of the
W. Kastor Sc Sons Advertising

Co., is taking an immediate leave of
absence to join the Americtin Red

Cross.
Following a brief training
period at national headquarters in
Washington, he will leave for an
overseas assignment as chief of the
Red Cross radio section at one of the
foreign operation points.

N. Y. Herald-Trib's Radio
Ed Moves to Town Hall
Betty Colglough, radio editor of
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, resigned
this

week

to

become

assistant' to

Mrs. Marion Carter, director of the

radio forum division of Town Hall,
N. Y.
Her successor has not yet
been selected, but the paper will
Benjamin J. Green, who has -been
continue to confine its radio coverassistant manager of the agency's
age to daily program listings, plus
radio department for the past four
a short column of 'highlights' in the
years,
will
take over Aleshire's

former

Sunday

duties.

edition.

As assistant to Mrs. Carter, Miss
Colglough will be active in the
Baiiance,. recently of KOA, preparation
of the 'Town Meeting
Denver, isn't in the Army after all. of the Air' program
on the Blue
Instead, he's announcing for KSL, network
and the new local series on
Salt Lake City.
WMCA,
Bill

,

N. Y.

RADIO
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Nets to Air Ist Public Hearing

Of Army 'Command' Show Xmas Eve
The Army

will l«t the

American

on

'Command

public listen

In

its

Performance' program for the first
time Christmas Eve (24) through a
broadcast that will be carried by all
four national networks between 11
12 p.m.

and
its

EWT. The

series,

now

In

44th week, had heretofore been
for
troops
exclusively

provided

abroad by way of shortwave from a
transcription. As the Christmas Eve
event is being fed over the networks,
it will be recorded and rebroadcast
on Christmas Day by the customary
shortwave. The domestic feed was
suggested by the Office of War Information as an appropriate gesture
of linking soldier

and

civilian morale,

iMhriiBSh*i8h»ffTi'>'it'Mi''*"^ftiftl

N.Y.

Comic to Tour

STATIONS

Donahue-Coe Quickie

Jan.

Bert Prager, director of radio,

and Dick Dunkel, radio time
buyer tor Donahue It Coe
pulled a fast one on
(14) morning, even beboss Ed Churchill came
into the office, and tied up every
available radio spot on the
metropolitan New York stations
10 that the Loew theatres. Radio
City Music Hall, etc., would
have radio announcements on the
air periodically. This is In lieu
of the ads, due to the newspaper

agency,

Monday
fore

deliverers' strike.

The

commitments

ran

only

D-C agency

$4,900 a day.
The
has the spots sewed

up for three

Theatres, Stores, Et AI.,
Rush Their Sales Talks
Outlets and
to Radio

—

1;

AEF Camps,

Hollywood, Dec. 15.
Blue network has its cap set
for comics and will develop its
own, if necessary, by putting
them through a school. That's

News Schedules

INCREASED AUDIENCES

how Ed Kobak,

executive v.p. of
the chain, feels about it and he's

going to do something about it
Biggest reservoir of latent
talent is in the army, Kobak allows, and a line will be had on
them so that when it's over
they'll be called in for the necessary polish job.

The N. Y. newspaper deliverers'
strike, which broke Sunday evening
(13), resulted in a deluge of business
for the New York stations. Deprived
of their regular newsprint advertising channels, theatre operators,
stores,
employment
department
.

Starting

Sponsors Problems Unsolved

School for Comics

Newspapers Augment

Top Radio

1st

Jack Benny, it is now indicated,
will be the first of the name radio
comedians to make a tour of the
American service camps in Great
Britain with the start of the New

Benny has advised

Year.

service

special

the

of

the chief

division

of

the Army, Col. Marvin Young, that
he will be free to make the transatlantic trip after Christmas and the
only snag to the crossing is trans-

Benny was told that fawould be available to him at
but there was doubt
whether space could be obtained for
portation.
cilities

time,

the

I

It has arranged to have
the network show shortwaved In
the direction of London, where a
recording will be made for rebfoad-

special.

casting on Christmas Day to BBC
domestic listeners and to the armed
services in the Middle East,
The talent lined up for the pro-

GRACIE

FIELDS

EXPANDINGTO
15MINS.

RETURN

under

TO AIR AGAIN

oonsideration

Is

10:19-10:3p

p.m.

Earl B. Salmon has joined the New
York tales staff of Joseph Hershey
McGillvra, Inc. he was formerly
with the
Program Service Department.

LIKEY

sales staffs of most of the local stations all day Monday (14), seeking
out time availabilities and placing
orders for announcements or spon-

established

LEVER DEAL FOR

sustaining

sorship

of

stanzas.

Absence of newspapers also

caused the various stations to aug-

comprises Bob Hope, Bing
Crosby, Edgar Bergen, Red Skelton,
Kay Kyser, Dinah Shore, Dorothy
l.amour, Ethel Waters and Ginny
Simms. Al Newman, musical director for 20th-century Fox, will baton
the accompaniment and orchestral
interludes, with the American FedPall Mall sigarets has decided to
eration of Musicians and the various change the time formula of the
talent guilds cooperating on the re- Grade Fields series, which currently
cruiting of the participants.
is on a flve-minute five-times-a week
basis on the Blue Network.
The
account wants to expand the program to IB minutes nightly.
Miss Fields' present time is 9:5910 pjn. and the substitute on the
Blue period that the sponsor has

gram

DAVIS'

Benny Likely to Be

WALKOUT Hypos

2S

WOR

their news schedules, which
situation undoubtedly accounted for
a tremendous audience increase.'

'INFO' STILL

ment

What made

the strike particularly

UNCERTAIN

tough for the department stores was
the fact that It came in the middle
of the Christmas shopping season.

Plan that the Army has in mind
the Britain-touring comics involves a weekly broadcast over the
domestic and shortwave channels of
the British Broadcasting Co., in adfor

making the rounds of
the camps. The BBC has solved the
question of scripts for these visiting comics by arranging to import,
on its own payroll, Hal Block, who
has at some time or another written
material for most of them. Lieut.
Howard Nussb^um, who is stationed
dition to their

in

Discussions between the B.B.D.&O.
The lion's share of the demand for agency, acting for Lever Bros., and
immediate time went to WOR. Dan Golenpaul over the future
over
Macy's department store took
alignment of the 'Information Please'
the sponsorship of the 'Shoppers'
Program,' with Pegeen Fitzgerald, program with Vimms vitamins had
bought 12 announcements on the up until late yesterday (Tuesday)
station's matinee phonograph record failed to make any material progress.
half-hour and arranged for late eve- Quite a number of quirks have to be
ning spot announcements. The Sat- Ironed out. Lucky Strikes winds up
urday Evening Post, which had half- its connection with 'Info' on Feb. 8,
pages scheduled for two of the local and since the cig account has yet to
a.m. papers, turned the entire ap- act on its option, any sale to Lever
propriation ($900) over to WOR. The would be premature.
Paramount theatre, Broadway bigIf the Lever deal jells, the program
seater, put In an order for all an- will be spotted on CBS, Wednesday,
nouncement spots that WOR could 9:30-10 p.m., now occupied by 'Mayor
clear.
of Our Town' (Lionel Barrymore).
WMCA obtained a large order from 'Town' will then move to NBC, Thure(Continued on page 28)
day, 7:30-8 p.m.

England at General Eisenhower'!

would

headquarters,
ducing.

do

the

pro-

As

for. what the comics' regular
sponsors will do for flll-in programs
while the performers are abroad, the
solutions under consideration are
quite mixed. One plan suggested is
that the comics who are at home rotate as guests in the absentee's regular
commercial niche, but some
sponsors have indicated that they
would rather have a substitute show,
which they themselves would build
and hold the franchise on for {he
four or five weeks that their man is
abroad.
The Young & Rubicam
agency, which handles the Benny
stanza for General Foods, figures on
arriving at a solution of the substitute situation by the end of thii

week.

Elmer Davis, chief of the Office

War
to

Information,

may

still

of

arrange

make

regular weekly appearances
before the microphone to tell the
people about the war and the war
effort. It has long been widely suggested that the OWI chief, a former
radio news commenator, take to the
airwaves at regular Intervals to inform the people about the progress
of the war.
Several weeks ago he announced
that he had abandoned the Idea because of the pressure of work. Now,
however, Nicholas Roosevelt, former
diplomat and N. Y. Herald Tribune
writer, is going to handle the contacts of OWI with the Army and the
Navy.
Davis thinks that when
Roosevelt takes over that part of the
job he will have time enough to go
back before the microphone.

OLD GOLD MAY

"Show Business
At War"

GO BAND FOR
2D HALF-HR.

THEME OF THE

37th

Old
through

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

program

idea.

He is not worried about his broadcasts being regarded as 'official' versions.
In fact, he feels that such a
broadcast would be official so far as
OWI was concerned, but it wouldn't
be official in any other sense. He
would, of course, have the advantage
of a certain amount of Information
that could not be made public, but

which might affect his interpretation of the news.
Davis feels that while this might
give him a certain advantage over
other commentators, he never had
the idea of putting any spot news
in such a broadcast. Nothing would
be used in It that had not been previously released to everybody else.
If he went on the air, he said, the
scripts would be made available Immediately after the broadcast to
everybody for whatever use they
cared to

make

of them.

J.

Colwell

To Be Published Late In December
USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Special Exploitation Advantages
Reservations and

Copy May Be

Sent to

Any

NEW YORK
W.

48th

St

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph

St.

around,

Thompson

Waxes Three

Hollywood, Dec. IS.
Bob Colwell returns to N. Y. over
the weekend with recordings of
three programs he auditioned for
submission to Old Gold, one of
which will supplement its current
Nelson Eddy musical entry.
Among the programs under consideration are a variety show 'with
an idea,' a musical piece built around
Gene Krupa, and a comedy show
featuring Johnny Mercer, Arthur Q.
Bryan and Freddie Slack's orchestra with Ella Mae Morse. Colwell
passes the week here to wrap up the
Old Gold auditions.

Auto Parts Manufacturer
Buys Station Chainbreaks

Variety Office

1S4

scouting

Walter

Among the bands whose
managers have been approached are
Sammy Kaye and Alvino hey.
The clg account's present network
package is Nelson Eddy and Nadine
Connor (CBS).

terpretation.

He is not sure, if he returns to the
air, whether he would do regular
once-a-week broadcasts, or go before
the microphone occasionally only.
He Is inclined toward the weekly

if

the

gram.

of

Kind of program Davis has In mind
would be largely background and in-

Gold

agency, for a second half-hour pro-

8 St. Moitin'B

PL

R. M. Hollinghead Corp., manufacturer of auto prodticts, is buying batches of station chainbreaks.
James G. Lamb Co., of Philadelphia, is the agency.

.
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Vf.

Sqaawk Points Up Anew

Net s Cut-Rate

Forep

of

PhlDyACA Local

Station Not Liable for Slander-If

QniU; Differed With

Careful About Speaker and Scr^t

'Appeasement' Policies

Coverage

-4f

Philadelphia, Dec. 15.

Because the N. Y. Herald-Tribune
Lee, Danoay
beefed, CBS no longer gives the
name of Walter Kerr, its Moscow
Special Gov't Series
correspondent, In sending out teletypes of his broadcasts. All such
Manfred Lee and Fred Dannay,
network handouts of Kerr's broadco-authors of 'Ellery Queen,' may
casts credit them merely as by 'CBS
do a special series for the GovernMoscow Correspondent.'
ment on the subject of security of
Incident arose when the N. Y. Post
war information. They conferred
and other dailies printed summaries
over the weekend with George
or highlights of the Kerr newscasts,
Zachary, radio production head of
crediting him by name. The HT,
the Office of War Information, and
which pays Kerr's salary and footed a decision on the matter will be
the expense of sending him to made in a few days.
Zachary formerly directed the
Russia, objected to other papers
cashing in on his work. Of course 'Ellery Queen' program and, in addiKerr still uses his name over (he air. tion to his Government duties, still
Occurrence revived again the en- directs the Andre Kostelanetz show
tire matter of the networks paying Sunday afternoons on CBS for Cocacomparatively small sum for Cola.
a
foreign coverage by the correspondents for press services and papers.
In all such cases the publishers have hire the same men for radio coverpaid large amounts for travel, office age. The N. Y. Times is notable for
upkeep and living costs, while the the fact that its men do not take
networks, for a small additional sum, such regular outside assignments.

May Do

TM

T. Darlington, master conengineer at WFIL, today (Tuesday) resigned as Vice-president of

Edgar

trol

sociation,

broadcast district No.

WMCA,

Resumes

Application of

American Communications As-

the

Detroit'

Axe to Axis

1,

over disagreement with the policies
Repeating
of the ACA leadership. In resigning,
Darlington said that he could not year on
remain in office in the face of the production,'

Detroit, Dec. 15.
its

How

'appeasement attitudes of local col-

broadcasts

are

WJR

we

of

last

doing on war
its win-

resumed

T.O.B. Detroit* Satursecretary day (12) over the Columbia network.

leagues.'

ter series of

had been
Darlington
treasurer of the local, which takes The program,' aimed at
in all stations east of the Mississippi Axis a headache directly
River, until three months ago, when
the biggest arsenals of
he stepped into the vice-presidency
goes out via 96 stations
following the resignation of L. E.

giving the

from one of
democracy,
of the Co-

network and Is short-waved
Musso and Tojo.
First program used an augmented
Although Darlington would not orchestra of 22 pieces, with Edgar A.
'appeasement' Guest, Detroit Free Press poet, acton
his
elaborate
charges, it is known that he felt that ing as narrator. Prominent national
the union had been too pro-manage- figures and industrialists will be used
ment in dealings with the stations. each week to tell the story directly
Pending new elections, the union will from the big war plants here of the
be headed by Carroll C. Roder, of mighty production which now is outmatching thai of the Axis.
KYW, present secretary-treasurer.

The latter had resigned
when he became chief engineer at
WFIL.

Littlejohn.

limibla

to Hitler,

.

N.

Y., last weeic

won an

important point In • slander suit
growing out of a political broadcast
Isador Wasservogel, in the

Justice

N. Y. supreme court, declared that a
station could not be held liable for
the extemporaneous defamatory remarks of a speaker, so long as the

management has exercised
'due care in the selection of the
lessee of Its facilities and In the inspection of the script.' This finding
was included in an order dismissing the efforts of the plaintiff. Dr.
Emanuel M. Josepbsoo, to have the
thrown
defenses offered by

station's

WMCA

out of court.
The event that led to the suit occurred during the N. Y. mayoralty

campaign of

Mayor

1941.

Fiorello

LaGuardia, in a speech at MadiGarden, which
.k-as
son Square
per rate card,
broadcast by
assailed Dr. Josephson's reputation
Dr. Josephson,
as an officeholder.
who was campaigning at the time
(or the Democratic candidacy for
mayor, had at one time been a
salaried member of the N. Y. Board

WMCA

of Health.

mse,-?Ouri.n ^nd
Vai
Justice

.defenses,'
rvogel, 'plead

aitli

wrote

qualified privileges
315 of the Federal
This section
Act.

under section
Communications

prohibits discrimination among qualified candidates for public office in the use
of the facilities of a radio station
and denies a right of censorship to
Tlie person who
the radio station.

uttered the defamatory matter was
such a candidate. Since this statute
creates certain obligations and Uqnitations, it is proper that the owner
of the radio station be given corresponding
qualified
privileges
against
statements
liabilities
for

For Cfeilitaus, 1942,

Th«
Merriment

The MiMB's best

FMa MUTUAL to

which

we
all

tead to

More Angles

m

Suit

Against Sale of

Mud

WOW

Omaha, Dec.

To

ue

this

networh In the

Question

past,

ABd aU

of

fon who,

we

telecast.

of

the

of

sale

IS.

station

WOW fiared up again over the weekJohn

end.

Mvlnal!"

has no power to control.'

it

Depositions Uncover

who tend

The practice piontoblY

is

fMl

Gillin, station

manager,

testifying for deposition, said
C. Myers, N. Y. financier,

Guy

that

who

private power companies to Consumers Public Power
District, has more money Invested in
WOW, Inc., the new proposed owner
or lessee, than any other Individual.
Also, Henry Doorly, publisher of the
Omaha World-Herdd, said that D.
Emmett Bradshaw's statement that
negotiate.*; sale of

Will

OBd

Ab oyob

IB lf43

stroBfer

web

are

we

I

he had

year turned down an ofto a group which

this

WOW

fer to sell
controls the

World-Herald, was a
misstatement, as the World-Herald
had not at any time recently made
any offer or authorized any offer to

buy WOW.
The World-Herald did

WOW

offer to

buy

three or four years ago, it was
added, and Bradshaw said the asking
$1,000,000.
The WorldHerald, it was stated, has not been
interested since. Bradshaw Is presi-

price

was

dent of the Woodmen of the' World
Life Insurance society, which owns
And oesratep.WQW,
When he made the statement be
was testifying by deposition In a suit
brought by a Woodmen member. Dr.
Homer Johnson, of Lincoln, Neb,
.

who seeks to stop the society from
selling the station to a group headed
by John Gillin.
Dr. Johnson, In his suit, says that
the proposed rental is too low, that
new

the

corporation

Is

'dominated

and controlled by men' who want the
Nebraska Power Co. sold to Consumers, and that the station would be
used for 'propaganda' favoring the
sale.

thlo Is

Stanley Qoini

Now

MRS' Aussie Reporter
Stanley

J.

Quinn, formerly Au-

stralian radio representative of the
Thompson agency, has resigned to b^ome Mutual correspondent and newscaster in AuJ. Walteir

stralia.

who
war

'

He

succeeds Frank Cuhel,

is to be transferred to another
tone.

B«l«f^g«]iw<ff'A3#^jrMia in IMO.

Quinn ''*ag,'Vi^JV6im^n agency's
New York olniK*^;.,-

27
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OWI s Plan to

Co-Ordinate All Gov t

Charity Plugs Going on Natl

And

WTAG On

Raymer Gets

Rebound From Petry
Worcester, has turned its
representation over

WTAG,

sales

niitional

Raymer office. The stanow NBC, becomes a CBS basic

to the Paul
t;on,

Basis Jan. 4 After PhiUy Testing
Philadelphia. Dec. \h.
The Philadelphia area has been
used as a proving ground for the
Office of War Information's plan to
co-ordinate the airing of all Government announcements. The plan is

skedded

to

go on a nationwide basis

gtarting Jan.

4.

Under this system,
been quietly tried on
stations since the
all

first

which

has
Philly's nine
of the month,

war agency announcements

<ire

standardized and cleared through the
OWI. thus eliminating overlappin.?
and insuring that the message is put
across in competent fashion.

Executives of Philly stations are
enthusiastic about the new system,
which is under the direction of Dr.
Leon Levy, radio consultant for the
Philadelphia region's OWI and prexy
of WCAU.
The use of these announcements, either in the form of
e.t.s supplied by the OWI or scripts
read by station gabbers, is entirely
voluntary and outlets are free to
either use or reject any announcetirely at their convenience.

Dr. Levy said the experiment has
proved successful here and would

probably be tried in other Pennsylv<inia outlets starting next week.
Regional setups are being organized
in other sections of the country by
the OWI so that ;.ll will be in readiness for the nationwide OWI-radio
tieup after the

This

is

how

first of

the

new

Present plan

tions.

tional
total,

All Government announcements
are handled through either the naOWI office. If the
announcement has a national interest, recordings are sent to the station
from Washington. Most of them are

tran.scrip-

limit na-

to

is

announcements to lb'"c of the
with a limit of 16 per day for
and 12 for network or

1943.

1.

WTAG

Edward Petry resigned tlie
representation due to the circumstance that John Shepard. 3d, has

moved

his

WAAB

from Boston

to

Petry has agentcd naWorcester.
tional spot for all Shepard properties
for the past eight years.

indie stations

affiliated sl.ilions.

The .nnnouncements will include
Government information, including
announcements from the armed ser-

ARBITERS GET

vices: the OPA. the War Manpower
ConiTnission. the Office of Defense
war
and
similar
Transportation
agencies: civilian defense committees,

AFRA.M

scrap drives, food conservation and
In addition, all charity
the like.

campaigns must clear their messages
through OWI.
This precludes the demands of individual charitable organizations for
free time, once the bane of a program directors' existance.

WIBG,

PhiUy, Into

New

Bldg., but Still Part

Time

WIBG moves tomorrow

(Wed.)

studios in suburban Glenside to its new headquarters in the
heart of town.
The station last
year was granted an increase in
power from 1,000 to 10,000 watts,
but because of priority difficulties

from

its

has been held up in
of a

new

its

completion

transmitter.

completed, WIBG wiU
continue broadcasting at 1,000 watts,
part time.
Under its new power
the station will be on fulltime. Officials of the station expect the new
transmitter and other equipment
Until

the year.
plan works:

tional or regional

form of onc-minule

in the

April

it's

finished shortly aftet the first of the
year.

DISPUTE

m

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

.

The Radio Trade Is Discussino: Lvnch that NBC's press chief is
tossing for Columbia's new head p.a— Lever Bros.' uittltni;ness to
acquire 7ti/ornintioii, Flense' as soon as George Washington Hill
iLiicky Strike) tets go— Advertisers' quandary on pinc/ifltttinp programs while their name comics ore in Great Britain Flood of $pot
biz oil N. y. sra(ioii& Tcsti/tiiie /ro7ii Jictcspaper strike.

—

Jimmy Durante

do

repeat date on the Camel 'Caravan' (CBS)
Friday (18)
Turns has picked up the option on Horace Heidt (NBC)
for another 13 weeks
Mort Busselt, of Morse International agency, is
up for induction in the Army in January.
will

a

John Gibbs to Chicago last week for agency confabs on his 'Lone Jourshow for Procter & Gamble
Helen Coule an added starter in the
jcast of Fritz Blocki's 'Audition Preview' premiere tomorrow night (Thursday) on WJZ-Blue
Shift of time of the rebroadcast forced Leslie Woods
to drop a lead part on the "Kitty Foyle' serial, due to a conflict with
'Bright Horizon,' on which she plays the lead. She's also a regular on the
'Joyce Jordan' series .... 'The town's radio actresses, figuring on Solomon's
1,000 wives, were licking their chops in anticipation of plenty of femme
parts, now that 'Light of the World' has reached that part of the Bible
story.
But authoresses Kay and Adele Seymour, adaptors of the serial,
blitzed all hopes by keeping the wives out of the script.
However, Solojney'

mon is written as a potent glamour boy.
The Charioteers renewed for another semester on the Crosby-Kraft
show
Jack Hoins, of the CBS press department, who, as 'Pop, the Air
Dispute between the American Raid Warden,' has been writing the 'CBS Mail Bag' letter to ex-networkers
Federation of Radio Artists and the in the service, now also writing the 'Radio Roll Call' of Columbia shows,
Chicago office of Blackett-Sample- which is sent out weekly to service publications in the Army and Navy
Hummert is to be settled by an arbi- camps and bases. .. .Scripter Ann Barley, now with the War Department,
tration hearing Friday (18) in New in New York last weekend. .. .Gordon Auchinclo.'is has learned to steer
York. American Arbitration Assn. his car with his knees, so he can tie his necktie while he drives from his
panel consists of Herman A. Gray, Wilton (Conn.) home to the train in the mornings
Gerda Michael, coprofessor of law at New York Uni authoress of 'Against the Storm,' knocked over by a cold last week
and a third to be appointed. Gray cause of a digestive 'ailment
On his Truth or Consequences' show Satis AFRA's selection, "Tompkins is the
urday night (12) Ralph Edwards had a woman contestant give a 30B-S-H appointee and the third will second spiel for War Bond purchases. Before the show was over a total
be the 'impartial' arbiter chosen by of $407,000 in sales had been made by stations on his chain. Woman was
the AAA.
given a trip to Fort Logan, Colo., to see her soldier son, a new outfit, and
Issue at stake involves recordings a phone call anywhere she chose.
of two B-S-H serials, 'Light of the
World' and 'Lone Journey.' Former
IIS
.
.
.
is produced in New York by TransDick Mack, who produces the Sealtest program, wanted to find out if
american and is heard on NBC for
General Mills. 'Journey' is produced 20th-Fox was really in earnest about banning guest appearances by its
in Chicago by John Gibbs and is stars on NBC and the Blue network due to the recent Jimmie Fidlerheard on a slip NBC network for Gene Tierney cigar smoking incident. He went ahead and booked Regi-

HOLLYWOOD

Procter & Gamble. In neither case
is the production office involved in
the dispute.
Recordings of the serials are made
from dress rehearsals, which are not
specifically covered in the AFRAcommercial code. The union claims
such device is a prior recording, for
which the code specifices that a set
fee must be paid. B-S-H argues that
it is the .tame as an off-the-linc recording, for which no extra fee is
required in the present circumstances. About SG.OOO is involved in
the case.

Mopup

Strike

nald Gardiner for a guest spot, then turned his scripters loose on a routine
for the actor.
It wasn't long before Mack found out what he wanted to
know. P. S. Gardiner won't be on Sealtest program Thursday (17)....
Bob Hope treking coastward after being east for weeks.... The guessing is
going on around Columbia Square as to the identity of the captain who
dre.'ssed down an old pal of his at the station (a private) for greeting him
with 'Hi. pal.' Officer told off his old buddy about the respect his title
commanded and if it happened again he would be reported to his outfit
... Lud Gluskin, who was in line for a Navy commission, accepted the
music assignment on the two Orson Welles programs on CBS. He figures
that with the 38-year limit on military service (he's in his early 40's)
He
there's little chance of being called into active service right away.
lakes over the baton on the Welles shows from Bernard Hermann, who
returns east for a staff job with CBS
Edgar Kobak hiked back cast
after checking up on the Coast with Don Oilman, Blue network headman
here. .. .Shirley Dinsdale's ventriloquism was crowded off Eddie Cantor's
program by too many other elements and too little time to develop the
Bill Henry renewed as
spot.
She'll be used occasionally as a guester
commentator on NBC by Denlyne. .Jack Richardson heading NBC's recording division, now that Bob Scheutz is in -training for his Navy commission at Phoenix, Ariz*. .Eugene Le Pique now at the NBC console.
.

Continued from page 3S

.

.

LoewSs theatre chain for announcements and al.so did much spotting
In adfor Broadway legit shows.

itronc:

fA'

CHICAGO

.

.

.

WLS will again sponsor the Christmas Neighbors Club, an annual holiday charity project aimed to furnish equipment to jhildren's hospitals,
This will be the eighth consecutive
took batch of one- orphanages and other in.-;inn;ons.
minute blurbs from the RKO and year. .. .Herbie Mintz, who has been conducting a memory chatter and
Loew film chains and the Shubert piano program over WBBM, is being sponsored until Jan. 1 by the Emmco
legit
group, all
of
which were Insurance Co.. of South Bend, on Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays at
Early Maxwell, WMC, Memphis, sports commentator,
studded among the station's regular 10:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Maxwell,
songstress, were Chicago visitors last week
record pla.vin^ .schedule.
press department, will wed Bert Wessels, of thealso sold five-minute participations Margie Peschel.
Reinhold Schmidt, basso profundo on the Carnaon Zeke Manners' hillbilly show to Coast Guard, Dec. 19
the Radio City Music Hall. WABC, tion program, will sing the role of Peter in 'Hansel and Gretel' presented
The National Barn
CBS key. and WJZ, the Blue Net- by the Chicago City Opera convpany on Dec. 19
work's local originator, also took Dance program on Dec. 26 will not be open for the public, but just for
"The
some of the business offered by the WLS sUff members and their families as a Christmas party
Deacon,' Howard Hoffman's program of home-spun philosophy, has been
theatre operators.
for 13 weeks through Roche, Williams It Cynnyngham
With radio suddenly becoming the renewed on
Pete TafTlinger has replaced Al Rice with the Maple City Four. Rice
only source of news for between
The Carnation Dec. 21 broadcast will mark the eighth
7.500,000 and 8,000,000 persons, the is in, the Army
N. Y. stations acted quickly to meet annual children's Christmas party.
dition,

accommodated employment

i;

WNEW

agencies.

CWT

WNEW

WMC
WGN

WGN

All over Soadieni Calilbtiiia people litteo to
1 1 p.m.

Vot the tales tuccett of the

matkabk among
to

whom
It's

Bob Andencn't

newt. But more impomnt, all over Soutbem Califoraia

re dealers who pfofit next moraing firom

KNX 1

his

taUtmambip,

One

p.m. news has been rt>
the walk-in-and-pay-cath types of busineis,
1

program is available on a participating basis.
a way for you to tell your stoty to Southern Califoraia's
this

.vide -awake buyers through an tttaUitbtd, ptoved, Columbiaproduced news program for

practically

pin-money

prices.

Available spots are limited.

Get

full details quickly

the nearest Radio Sales

from

office.

KNX

RESUITS lIKE THIS:
If A mn't ththhr hu ami ths

KNX

II p.m. oewB coatiaaouslr for S2 weelu. 1i A tsuJ)
nuitr hu lucd ii caatinuoiulr
foe it wtcks, t

motion piciiue

tbeaiei 30weclu.

# A nutatim

ami (Ot

for

ula

otden

pciR. 4r

ftold Btep-ios

newed time

of bii

ipttUlty step

tad ctoddoas,
tfter

iiocks listed.

duUr

A

WOR

the need.
added several news
periods through the day and night.
11:15-11:30 p.m., was
local in content.
The
five minutes was devoted to
spot news and the remaining 10 minutes to quoting from the commentator columns that failed to get to their
readers that day.
expanded
its hourly
N. Y. Times broadcast
of

these.

exclusively
first

WMCA

560 Kt

from three to five minutes; WNEW
extended its hourly program of
Daily News bulletins from five minutes

to

15

minutes,

while

WINS

worked out

a special group of newscasts in cooperation with the Mirror

and the Journal. WQXR allocated
several extra news periods to the
World-Telegram. WOR also had its
'Uncle Don," in his regular 6-6:30
p.m. period read the comic strips

from the

dailies.

re-

time while

*A

nuitr

Bailey with Pearton

ur

Chicago, Dec.

lold used ctrs. renewed

iliree times.

W. K.
territory

COIUMBIA'I STATION rOH AIL lOUTHEtN CALIfOtNIA
Owned and opetated by the Columbia Broadcasting System • Reptcsented by
Radio Sales with offices in New 'York, Chicago, St. Louis, Charlotte, San Francisco

'Bill'

IS.

Bailey, former Chicago
for Spot Sales,

manager

Inc.,

has joined the local office' of

John

E.

Pearson Co., where he will

be associated

in the representation
of midwe.stern stations.
Prior to joining Spot Sales, Inc., he

was

in the station

management

field,

having started with KOIL, Omaha.

nOLLMBIA
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RADIO

29

AD
How Wars

EX-MAYOR OF KEOKUK
NOW A RADIO GABBER

Differ

Bayuk Cigar has renewed

Something

New

in

Radio

its

Cal Tinney series, three quarter-

F

Pro- KSO-KRNT.
He was five

Weaning Away

Not

Writers,

ducers,

hours weekly, on Mutual, after

Des Moines, Dec. 15.
John H. Irwin, former speaker of
the Iowa House of Representatives,
has been added to the news stafT of

Etc., the

From Other Agencies, DeLoss of Manpower
to Army, Navy and Other
Government Services

Iowa

mayor

of

Attitude

of

Fairness

that the

lipping

of the
6c.

and

I

of

similar boost in World War
caused quite a decline in the

a

Future plans are unsettled,

week.

considering a proposition
to join the radio department of an
ad agency.
with the
Before going over to

but he

MCA

Something viilually unheard of
radio press agentry

will

in

take place

when John McKay, publicity
director of NBC, will give a luncheon for George Crandall. recentlyappointed press head of CBS. Time
and place of the feed i.';n't set, but
McKay will is.sue the invites in a
day or two.
soon

cigar's turnover.

former

Keokuk.

Dell Peters Leaves

NBC's Press Head, John McKay, Giving Luncheon
for CBS' New Department Chief

hadn't aflected sales in the least.

A
member

times a

legislature

spite

Voluntary

flnding

brand's price from a nickel to

is

Earl Mullin, of the Blue; Dick Pack,
of Mutual; Lester Gottlieb, WOR:
Leon Goldstein, WMCA, and Jack

WNEW.

Banner,

McKay and
friends

for

Crandall

some

Peterson Kurtzer

from

resorting

to

armed

forces

large

have

refrained

raids

on

plenishing the loss of

the

with

agencies

departments

radio

or

other

manpower to
Government

fiRST Aid

R)R iVAPJ/Me adv^ert/sers

These
agencies
agencies.
have
adopted the attitude, entirely voluntary, that since everybody has the
same problems it would be unfair
for any one of them to wean away
producers, writers, etc., with offers
of larger salaries or better posts.

What such agencies propose
Is to

develop and promote

own

their

in

men

organizations,

to

do

withrather

than bring in newcomers and shoot
them over the heads of staffmen and
executives who have been on the
job for years.
One agency official
remarked last week that through this
very device of giving the breaks to
present personnel his organization
may unearth noteworthy talent. The
business, as he put it, has 'become
cluttered up with too many stop-

COVER THE FATTEST MARKET
Even though your budget's shoii, you can still make
ends meet to cover (he fstcesc market in (he U. S.
Use WJZ's (hrifty coverage of Greatcf New 'Voik.
(WJZ tecendy pulled nearly 10,000 ic<iues(s from
four low-cost announcemen(s on "The Woinin of

Tomorrow".)

watch holders anyway, and

it is quite
possible that the digging down into
the ranks may turn out to be a

healthy thing.'
lioss

of

manpower may make

it

mandatory for some agencies

to regeneral structure of
departments, such as
eliminating aupervisory producers
end Investing a greater degree of
authority and responsibility In the
individual directors.

organize the
radio

their

^ mP mVt NAMES AUVt
Keep youi utd* name slivt tot the diuuion
by the VIZ "fetpiiadon" method. You'n tbf
one who'll be (ickJed. Because you'll keep ibaf
name alive and kicking In the mlndi of Otcttet

New

Indie Stations

Complain

'york'i millions

M huitt

t»rt

over

Wja.*

OWI

Favors Webs
FM6SRS ON PULSE
Some

N. Y. Indie station operators
considerably perturbed
over
what they claim to be the OWI
radio department's neglect of local

sre

radio problems.

Complaints to the
OWI regional director have been
forwarded to Washington.
Statioa men claim they have a
deflnite Job to do In emphasizing
the local angles of the OWI's mes«ages, yet they ere continually Ignored. One example of such oversight is the recent awarding of an
'E' banner to a Queens mailman who
was producing a war sub-contract

home in his spare time. The War
Production Board wanted the presentation ballyed and asked OWI to
clear radio time. First thing the
Indie stations knew about the stunt
was a call they got from the WPB
on the day of the award. Seems
OWI had contacted the networks
and ignored the local outlets.
Additionally, claim the local sta.^tion execs, they have several times
submitted program ideas which were
nixed and some time later appeared
on network outlets.
at

Joe Morln, of piano team of Bea
and Joe Morin on station KTSA,
San Antonio, was inducted by the
Army. Morin made the 14th member of. the KTSA stall to be called
into

asMce.

•

•

is

returning to

MCA
The powwow will be strictly in- the Chicago office of Spot Sales, Inc,
Dell Peters, of the Music Corp. of latter's purchase of Columbia Artists formal, with McKay inviting only following his honorable discharge
America radio department, has re- Service, Peters was in radio 11 years the local network and •station men from the Army because of minor eye
he knows per.sonally. They include trouble.
signed and leaves the agency in about as announcer, production man, etc.

HIDDEN TALENT
Advertii^ing

have been

year.*;.

Keep youi Angtrt on
in

(he pulse of what really counts

warnnte advcrdsing.

for 1942.

And

VJZ advenising it

(here's a (cason.

up 37%
when

For example,

and a compcti(or recendy eerrfed the same
announcement 22 ahd 31 times respccdvely, WJZ

VJZ

pulled

20%

bcHer

I*

^ KEEP MESSA6E WARM
You'll find your advettiiing metiage getdng

hot wi(h the help of WJZ's ixirs covetagc
),33<,2)3 radio homef In the Greater New
.

York Market- 6}8,2)3 more than In
eompe(iior.

It's

.

<lo«e«i

the lowest cost coverage of

the world's grei(csi market!

WJZ
N*w

90,000

WAns

77 ON YOUR

and
BLUR NITWORK.

York's First Itotien

K*y lloHen

of

Hm

DUL
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so

'HELLO, AMERICANS'

JOHN

Cast: Orson Welles, Afnes Morcbead.
Bea Benadaret, Hans Conrled,

10 Mins.

Field, Eustace Wyatt, Le«
Clears, Ted Bcid, John Battle,
Byron Kane, Leu Merrill, Gerald

NormBB

Mohr. Joe Crandy, Joe Kearns,
Bex O'Malley, Baymond Lawrence,
Sir Laacelat, Lad Olaskln oreb.
Norman R4M(en, Orson
Writers:
Welles
Director: Orson Welles
30 Mins.
Sustaininf!;
Sunday, 8 p.m.

News Comment

Mon, Wed,

broadcaster with an uncanny instinct
for showmanship, Orson Welles Is
airing 'Hello, Americans,' a Sunday
night series attempting to bolster the
Good Neighbor policy by telling people of the Americas about each other.
Although the program is mainly for
North Americans and about Latin
Americans, the announcement that
it's also recorded for rebroadcast by
shortwave and via domestic stations
in South America isn't really necesIt's a show that should help
sary.
cement hemisphere relations if only
because of its universal appeal.
While the format of the program
Is fluid from week to week, the current broadcasts are presenting what
Welles calls the ABC's of the CarThat pattern gives him
ibbean.
ample scope for hopping around the
island.s between the American continents, offering a kind of sound-illustrated lecture on history, geography, economics, politics and mere
human interest. Welles tells much
of it on his own. with successlva
i»iiS!bgf^i.MI9'\*i&R.

FrI., 6

B.

Wasey)
Kennedy, who's been on

various networks and stations for
various sponsors and as a sustainer,
is now airing his vigorous feature
news and comment for Barbasol via

CBS

hookup.
(14),

As caught Monday

his

spiel

was mostly

familiar fact expressed in vivid wordwas also written with a
It
age.

shrewd ear

.

.

::

'<«>««<«><««<

p.m.

(Eruiin,

John

»«>*««*<
FoDow-up Comment

WABC-CBS, New York

evening

Partly on the strength of his last
trip through Latin Amereven more simply as a
ica, but

summer's

>4

BAKBASOL

a

WABC-CBS, New Tork

KENNEDY

B.

for popular consumption,

stressing a kind of chest-pounding
boastfulness about us big. tough
United Nations guys, and a dripping
scorn of Axis bullies.
Except for a closing jibe at Roman
The
Poe's
paraphrasing
eagles,
Raven,' the broadcast was otherwise
chiefly notable for a mid-way commercial introduced by Kennedy with
a yam about how a Marine in a

Guadalcanal ti-ench told his buddy
that they wouldn't be so rightly
called Leathernecks if they used
Barbasol for shaving. If not intended as satire of radio commercials,
that might be regarded as opportunKobe.
izing the war.

Marcan plugged

'Variety,'

at

the

expense of another radio trade paper
which panned the zany WOR comic
for his madcap, ribbing commercials
.Jerry Lawrence's Wax Museum on
WOR, which started as a post-mid.

.

night plaller .session, is a bright 15now...
evenings
interlude
min.
Mae.vtro Joe Rines getting to be quite
a comic, the way he handles lines on
that Blue afternoon show Ave times
Hi, Lo, Jack Sc
a week at 3 p. m.
Dame, with some nifty Pete King
arrangements, the vocal clickos.

Frank Tours, English maestro,
made a pleasing debut Thursday
night (9) as the leader of the Meredith Willson orch on the Maxwell
House coffee show. The British accent was beguiling, and Tours provided a change of pace in the conventional formula. Willson. now in
the armed forces, played a Casper
Milquetoast and Frank Morgan satellite.
Tours, on the other hand, assumes a slightly imperious attitude
towards Morgan's whopping

lies.

•To the President* was an effective
propaganda effort Sunday noon (13)
on WJZ-Blue from the Coast. Based
on an idea by Paul Franklin, it pre•IT'S A SWELL NIGHT FOB A sented Conrad Veidt giving a runMUBDER"
ning 'translation' of a Goebbels
Paul Phillips, Joe Groger, speech about certain Americans who
Cast:
Rhoda Fixell, Bob Meredith, have won the thanks of the Nazis by
Thomas Nellow, Ginny Tate
helping the New Order. Against this
Writer-Director: JeB Brooks
familiar but telling device there was
IS Mins.
a series of dramatized bits illustratSustaining
ini; the action^ the Nazi propaganda

Friday. 10:45 p.m.
and
"VsygJ. ffj-,
and dramglKtfir

chestra and sonr.
scenes by a versatile cast.
Conceived by Welles and the Office
of the Coordinator of Inter-Ameritan
Affairs, and presented by the latter
agency in association with CBS,
•Hello, Americans' is excellent entertainment and fair education. Welles
gives it an effortless theatrical flare,
of course, but the writing and production are admirable throughout
It's hardly a prospect for a lengthy
series and not a bet for sponsorship.
But it succeeds brilliantly as prop-

Best thing about 'It's a Swell Night
It's an
for a Murder' is the title.
attempted thriller that generates
only mild tension. As heard Friday
night (11). the yarn was a lurid
psychological twister about a threearmed man who hated women because his mother, a sideshow freak,
gave birth to him. He swore to kill
all women freaks and had bumped

transparently

every one was

stupid or false,
all too realistic.

but

—

Ann Shepherd turned in a flittering job Sunday (13) on the recorded
Treasury 'Star Parade' series, as
heard on WLIB, New York. She portrayed the Soviet girl sniper, Lt. Ludmilla Pavlachenko, who recently visited the U. S., in dramatization of her
letter to America. Part was a honey,
with unusual dramatic scope and a
potent finish. Miss Shepherd was excellent throughout, revealing plenty
of vitality for the strong scenes and
proper intensity for the emotional
passages. Bill Bachers' direction was

moment Ha did rather
point
Corps and sent to Camp tepidlyat the IS minutes, thou^ obwith
Crowder, Mo. Newcomers to the viously limited some by inadequate
Lt Bargesa MeredUh had a big spot
staff are James Lawrence production facilities and poor acting. Sunday (13) on the 'Army Hour' via
WEAF-NBC, handling the on-theand Gordon Kester.
Hob«.
Signal

WHAM

Your Proadway and HoUywood Reporter

spot description of anti-tank battle
practice at Camp Hood, by remote
pickup. Although apparently somewhat out of practice at the mike, and
not too used to fast ad-lib spieling,
he made the account of 'infiltration'
exercises, a mock village mop-up and
a mobile artillery attack on a dummy
tank force immediately believable
for the listener.

Leopeld Stokowski gave his custonQpry sheen of sensuous excitement

NBC Symphony's performance
Sunday afternoon (13) of the new
to the

(Remember You Heard

MY

STARTING

6th

It

Here)

SPONSORED YEAR

ON THE AIR
Mutual
Friday, 7:30-8 p.m.
Edelbrew Beer

WMCA

Shostakovltch Seventh, particularly
through his conducting of the lush
string section and his handling of the
composition's titanic climax.
TIrat Nighier,' now heard on Mutual out of Chicago, but still airing
for Campana, continues to offer a
tawdry yarn wrapped up in a hokey

WOR

America's Leading Ind. Station
Sunday 6 p.m.

but
atmospherically
commercial
package.
Sunday's chapter, tagged
'The Arrow Points to Murder,' was
so typical of the quickie romanticwhodunit kind of program that it
was virtually a satire. Presenting the

program as a

theatrical performance
in three 'acts' provides two mid-intermissions for commercial plugs.

Crawford Clothes
Thanks

to following stare

on

my

wbo bave appeared

programs

Al Jolson

Vera Zorina
Maureen O'SalMvan
Phil Harris
Milton Berle

Eddie Davis
(Leon and Eddie's)
Harry Riclunan
Ole Olsen
George Jessel
Joan Merrill
Ethel Merman
Martha; Raye

Alan Dinehart
Mitzi Green
Lucille Ball

Desi Arnaz
Jerry Cooper
Artie Shaw

Wyaae

Mamy

Benay Venuta
Ed SulUvan
Dorothy KllKallen

Dan Walker
Slmenc Siraone
Belle Baker
GeoTfe Raft
Frances Faye
Jerry Colona
Hazel Scott

Harry James
Arleen Whelan
Joe E. Lewis

Misha Auer

Ray Bolger

And

Ginger Harmon
Arthur Treacher
Ted Lewis
Gertrude Nlesen
Robert Ripley

Benny Fields
to the

hundreds of other stars

CHARLES FURET and ROT GORDON
DURSHNE AGENCY—and to WILBUR
JERRY LAYTON for the Crawford account And

Also thanks to
of

the

STARK

ROY
and

S.

N.Y. Daily News and to NICK
f??'
of the Daily Mirror for all the nice things they've
said a bout
e.

KENNY

m

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYBODY

ABMT SHOW

'SKYLINE PATROL*

WHh Jimmy Sbleidi, Behoater 4k 2B Mlu.
Wayne, Allen MeFee. Baymende Tbnra,, 7:35 p.m.
Maranda, Euu Titua; Capt. Geoff- KABC-TSN, San

Antonio

The San Antonio Aviation Cadet
Center, Uncle Sam's largest training
post for pilots, bombardiers and navigators. Is airing a series of broadcasts over station KABC from the
CMS. CBF-CBC, Montreal
hotel to the 16 stations of the
Canada's first official Army Show Gunter
Program
preemed Sunday (13) and scored Texas State Network.
Only important drawback is achieves its aim to keep the graduhigh.
dearth of femme talent, and it a few ates of the school informed of their
alma
mater,
as well as to attract remore like Corporal Maranda of the
center.
cruits
to
the
cadet
C.W.A.C.'s can be added, the flhow
Show was smartly paced and well
will be well on its way to a very
produced at this hearing, with the
substantial success.
At present, solo and chorus sing- exception of several corny gags interan orch that expertly spersed by the m.c. Pvt. Harold
ing and
Rhoden otherwise did a
handles marches, sweet and jive Rhoden.
music make up 60<r<. of the show. nice job and showed a fairly nice
Russ Titus is an able m.c. who at- voice and delivery. Colonel Michael
showcases his samples, F. Davis, who is commanding officer,
tractively
briefly
spoke
on the purpose of the
streamtiming this broadcast at a
lined pace for the 30 minutes. Titus broadcasts.
The cadet orchestra sounded like
did his share of singing, too, in a
pleasant baritone that blended nicely big-time and is under baton of Sgt.
Dude Skiles, an orch leader in civilin a clever quartet.
Jimmy Shields got star billing, air- ian life. Band was heard in good
ing a sweet, high tenor in 'This Is arrangements of 'All of Me' and
Worth Fighting For,' and supported 'Liza.' Orchestra also introduced two
original
tunes written by Pvt. Bill
by the chorus of Allen McFee,
Johnny y/ayne and Raymonde Mar- Bunt, which may have some possibilities.
First was 'I'm Going Around
anda.
Privates Schuster and Wayne lined in a Circle,' and second, 'Pedestrian's
out
fast - paced
sketch
along Panic'
a
Cadet Glee Club of 60 voices
'dumbt>eir lines contained plenty of
laughs.
It
introduced
Corporal turned in a neat performance with
Maranda as a French girl whom the two patriotic songs, and Cadet Ray
recruit is trying to date. She handles Bates sang 'Star Dust" nicely. Vocalist
the evening was Cadet Danny
of
the part admirably, both in the English and French vernacular passages. Mills, who was okay with 'White
Andy.
Here is a talent that should be widely Cliffs.'
exploited in the future.
Schuster and Wayne back again
JOB?'
with a "Fuehrer's Face' skit. Another 'WHAT'S YOUR
Laurence
Hammond, Mllo
click,
followed by a pretentious Cast:
BoaltOD, Woody Herman ereh
"Father and Son' Dieppe sketch that
was monotonous and slumped the Writer-Dlrecter: Alton Alexander
rey Waddiaften, Cendacter.
SO Mins.
Sunday. 9 pjn.
Sustaining

WAB

"Land

Liberty'

of

song,

«mir

written

and composed by members of the WJZ-Blae, New York
The War Manpower Commission
and sung by the whole company, snapped the program to a and the Blue network cooperate in
.^imush finish.
Snow will be heard a the presentation of this series, which
few more SuLday."; from Montreal aims to persuade listeners to take up
work and to inform them of
war
and then will tcur camps and training centres.
It is being broadcast employment conditions in their comacross Canada and will be short- munities. Although the combination
of a swing band and a documentarywaved overseas.
Lane.
exhortatory presentation seem incast

Julie, the half-man-balf-woman
and another dame called the crabwoman, when a flatfoot named Finn
nabbed him.
Atmosphere and psychologicalcharacter stories need mora thin 15
Bocbester, N. Y.
Homer Mlias, minutes for development Whether
Brooks could do evident, as was David Broekman's
WHAM education program director author-director
end announcer, was Inducted In the better with a haU-hour U beside the music.
off

Hob«.

aganda-showmanship.

'THE

'MAJOR

congruous, the show has a

V

number

of effective moments and should
Wllh John Alvin; music by OIlic carry a valuable message for those
Faersch
who hear it However, 'What's Your

War

Writer: Charles Gussman
Director: Ernest Rlcca

competition
from such stanzas as Fred Waring,
NBC's world news roundup, 'Amos
and Andy,' Harry James orchestra
and Fulton Lewis.

Drama
S« MlBs.
SnstalBlng

As heard

Sunday:

WWJ,

Job?'

4:34 pja.
Detroit

program

tough

has

Wednesday

last

opened

and

(9).

closed

the

with

in on the monotony of woody Herman's admittedly potent
afternoon programs, this band, their complete offerings for
high adventure gets more than a the program including 'Five By Five,'
semblance of reality out of the pro- 'Why Don't You Fall in Love With
test that 'it is not based on actual Me?' 'Miss Victory' (composed and
fact."
There are few youngsters in played for the occasion), and a capMilo Boulton, regular
these parts, if not adults, who don't sule finale.
feel that it is an actual account of m.c. for 'We, the People,' told from
the underground movement at work New York of Mrs. Vera Muller, the
lifebelt
inspector
whose lifebelt
in GeiTOany.
It's
patriotic action
saved
her
sailor
son in the Pacific.
stuff with
a nic.
semblance of
Then Mrs. MuUer was remoted from
reality.
While using the same key figure, Akron to urge all mothers of service
^ajor V,' an American at work in men to 'say your prayers at a war
job, where they'll do the most good.'
the European underground,
each
"Then Laurence Hammond.
episode is a complete story of counter-espionage at work. Last episode radio director and supervisor of the
found the key figure and his Ger- show, was picked up from Washingman s]rmpathizer kicking over a ton, where he interviewed Barbara
Ann
Clark, just chosen as 'Miss Vicmeeting Hitler had called to bolster
tory' in a Hearst promotion stunt.
the small fry Axis powers.
The
Nazis bumped off a key Rumanian Miss Clark and Ann Marsters, Chiattache who might'upset their plans cago American writer, told of Miss
and the hero and his European help- Clark's perfection of an Improved
technique for machine gun manufacers turned it to their ends.
Hammond and Miss Clark
Episode got plenty fun and action ture.
out of dubbing American films of were okay on the mike, but Miss
the battles of Midway and the Solo- Marsters was out of her element.
Ted
Collins originally did the remons into the Jap pictures of Pearl
mote
interview
stint, but could not
Harbor, which were to be shown the
visiHng small fry Axis delegates, continue, so Hammond is flUing in
for the present.

Breaking

Sunday

WMC

and

his

hit

a

friend

top when Major
Felix got rigged

V

up

and
in

Gestapo uniforms and called on the
Japanese representatives to 'censor'
their films.
Stories utilize suspense to a fine
degree and the deftness of writing,

There is a local cut-in on each
station carrying the show for a closing spiel about employment conditions in that area.
Hobe.

'BBOOKLYN COLLEGE BOUND-

•We, the People* was a listenable
TABLE'
show Sunday night (13) on CBS for music and playing on program
reflected
the spirit with WUh Dr. Lonis H. HaUory, Dr. Fred
Gulf.
Highlights were Harry Von caueht
Maroney, Dr. Sally E. Knti, Dr.
Zell's interview from the Coast with which the staffers go into this type
A. H. Haslew, Dr. Paul B. Orr
of
fictionized
morale
building
the American avia tor w ho survived
with
-.-fc»3_bw»^
mMlnf^
(liis partner dieai'STortiious
'trfp

—

I'n"

a rubber boat without food or water
after their plane was downed In the

Josephine Houston preemed
the 'Drummer Boy' song she had
composed. Mme. Litvinoff. wife of
the Soviet ambassador, had a strong
British accent (she's English-born) in
introducing a scene from the Theatre
Guild s forthcoming play, 'Russian
People.'
And Madeleine CarroU
made a persuasive appearance in behalf of her United Seamen's Service,
Pacific.

Snatelnlng

Seven minutes
length

for

Sunday, 3:1S fja.

just about the right
blend of soothing
running into another
Is

this

one
without announcement,

oldies,

WLIB, New York

As heard iast Sunday afternoon
(13), the subject of the confab among

and with the Brooklyn College savants was
Dave Bacal's Novachord adding 'How Ciin We Keep Physically
and
flavor.
Stanza is an example of Mentally Fit in Wartime?' Particbright programming.
ipating were Dr. Louis H. Mallory,
as moderator, and four members of
the college faculty.
BUI Caram. N. Y. Journal-AmeriProbably it was of some educacan sports columnist, has improved
tional value to any dialers hardy
revealing a stronger and more at- a trifle
as between -rounds commen- enough to concentrate on
it and
tractive personality as herself
than tator for the Madison Square Gar- naturally it must have
been interwhen she appears as an actress den fight broadcasts
on
Mutual,
for
esting
to fellow-faculty members at
Broadcast was an unusually strons Gillette.
But he still sounds like a Brooklyn College. But except for
one for the series.
nice guy who'd be more at home be- the flnel few
moments of ad-lib pahind a typewriter. His principal laver,' the majority of the program,
Peter Lorre and Ann Rutherford
difficulty isn't his occasional word'

pve

consisting of straightaway papers
stumbling. Although that's really ba'd given a typically pedagogical readwhen it happens on a commercial, ing, was acceptable only because it
the most experienced and smoothest could be easily ignored.
Hobe.
boys do it at times. More revealing
of his failure to orient himself to the
air Is the way he tries to complete a
whole sentence of his ad-lib stuff in
I Mentioned Shickelgrnber
a single breath, sometimes running
lual titer gtttlne Mi:lck.
IM It lia* hli
out of wind and having to pause for
lupptntd to CMC up. JAMES MADISON,
a quick gasp.
Don Dunphy's hanpnlim writtr far nil: mtmp wd itaK.
dling of the Maurlello-Nova bout
Whtt iwu ktvM't tut MI ««lltr ytt (K my
was satisfactory until the explosive
new SAO aHEET! WtH. I im wprlHi.
Mary Ann Mercer's spot Friday finish, when the action
became mudP.O. Bm 134, Orud CMlral Aim>. Nm Vtrk.
nights following 'Plantation Party' dled to the listener
for a few sec(Watch for a new gag every week)
on NBC continues to

reasonable conviction to the
leads in 'Crime and Punishment' on
the Phihp Morris "Playhouse" last
Friday night (11). However, the
vehicle seemed stilted, possibly because of the Columbia picture yam
Itself as much as the adaptation.
Director
Charles
Martin's
selfpresentation as impressario of the
show remains a curious remnant of
passe hokum.

be

cllcky.

.

onds.

—

.
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About Spot Biz

TO BOOST POST-WAR ANZAC TRADE
Radio Exec Says Time

ADAMS AGAIN

BILL

National spot, the buyers point out, is now going through its biggest
year in history and it would be amiss for the industry to gauge the
wartime outlook by the 1942 graph. The agency men describe spot as
a supplementary force used by a national advertiser for direct selling, and they predict that, as goods become scarcer, the tendency in
that quarter will be to retain networks for primarily institutional purposes and taper off spot participation.
Also, as the changes in the civilian economy become more marked,
the spot end of radio will find itself resolving from a seller's market
into a buyer's market.

No

HEADS N.Y.AFRA LOCAL

Radio

Artists.

at the

same time were Walter PresBen Grauer,

Professor ob the

News

v.p.;

Alex

McKee,

For Sendiiig a 'Novke'

Rochester, N. Y.. Dec.

Before His Senate Group

recording secretary,

15,

All but Roberts were inGeorge Heller Is local
a non-elective

treasurer.

Professor Dexter Perkins, head of
the University of Rochester history

v.p.;

v.p.;
Ken
Anne Seymour,
and Ned Wever,

fourth

Roberts, fifth v.p.;

cumbents.

ezecutive^secretary,

department and city historian.' will
begi n a series of news broadcasts
Washington,. Dec. IS.
over
Dec. 20 at 5:15 p.m. The
Federal Communications Commis- program will be sustaining.
sion received a tongue-lashing from
He will be the second locaJ news
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, chair- commentator, the other being David
man of the senate interstate com- Kessler, who has a morning spot on
merce committee, for sending as its WHAM. All other news handled lorepresentative before the commlt-

markets.
Paddison's

office.

WHAM

Okay

Its

that broadcasts were popular with
Sydney, Dec. 15.
Disagreeing with W. Cleary, diair- U. S. forces here as well as with
others, particularly programs such as
man of the Non-Commercial Aus- Jack Benny,
(General Foods), Bob
tralian Broadcasting Commission, on Hope, (Pepsodent), etc.
shortwave broadcasting of advertised
Contention of Paddison is that the
products, Comwallis Paddison, vice- time is ripe for 'Australia to pave the
president of the Australian Federa- way for postwar markets. He said
that
America was
doing
this
ti<« of Commercial Stations, has
throughout the Pacific area and elseurged the government to establish where. He cited that sponsors could
an Aussie commercial DX setup as a easily be found by commercials, promedium to increase the post-war vided the government granted DX

Other officers elected

Betty Garde, third

second

Is Ripe for Future Planning
Trouble Finding Sponsors Once Government

Gave

Bill Adams was re-elected last
week as president of the New York
local of the American Federation of

ton, first vice-president;

WlKder Scores FCC

DX AS MEANS

SEES COMMERCIAL

of major agencies think that station reps are
getting unnecessarily Jittery over the relative quiet which has prevailed in the national spot field for the past several weeks.
The
agency meA agree that spot business is slated for a slump the early
part of 1943, but they are of the opinion that It won't be anything as
precipitous as some reps are beginning to anticipate.

The time-buying heads

permits.

proposal

V

Paddison felt sure that Australian
programs would be welcomed in ttie

direct

in

is

AFRA's national administration, disagreement wiUi that of Cleary,
headed by president Lawrence Tib- who stated that although America
bett, is continuing in office another had a commercial broadcasting sysyear,
the
election
having been tMn, products were not advertised
dropped when plans for the national via shortwave. Paddison also pointed
convention were called off because out .tbat commercial DX had been
n* w<>r"tie travel restrictions.
adopted by American troops, and

cally is 'oil the wire.'

U. S. and

It

was time

showed

that

it

'has

expansion.

'Mil

no readded

came when the
Denunciation
committee opened bearings Wednesday i9) on a bill which would au-

Navy Department

the

thorize

to

suspend for the duration of the war
certain provisions of the Federal
Communications Act of 1934. As its
spokesman, FCC sent before the
committee Jeremiah Courtney.
Commander F. D. Willenbucher,
representing the

Navy communica-

tions division, told the committee
that relatively few events have occurred thus far which would make
the proposed legislation necessary.
Senator Wallace White, of Maine,
father of the 1934 communications
act, remarked at the hearing that
Federal agencies had no right to
come to Congress and ask it for
power to waive duly enacted laws.

Falling

Revenue

Contlnned from page 24

broadcast OWI
Government messages.

stations

and other

Fly Looks for Plan

Chairman Fly

Monday

ference
ful

told his press con(14) that he is hope-

COMrBBHINSIVB BABI* tUBYBT BVBB MABB*

some sound plan can be w'orked

out

to aid the small broadcasting
stations which have been hard hit
financially because of decreased advertising.

'We are beginning

to

wonder,' he

There are 412

stated, 'if we can't stir up some advertising for those stations. It seems
to me to be the most wholesome way
to handle it; much better than to

have the Government move

and
give some artiflcial stimulation and
throw some additional burden on the

do they

in

The

stations.'

Chairman Fly said the FCC was
making studies and holding confer.SrsfX%Jixttxi\ni the..'Jluatian oL.the
small stations that may have trouble
in staying on the air.
The problem is particularly serious, he said,
in a number of smaller towns and
cities served by local stations dependent on the business of the particular

In

cities,

most at

listened to

NBC

was

115.

There are

103

stations in

neor/y 4 fo

Yf

Or

put another way,

radio families in those 412

most to

NBC

stations,

52%

to

85

of the

cities listen

as compared to

24%

for the second network.

On* Ml of avary ISO radio fomlltot

put

still

another way,

NBC

stations (as the

liitcning hobili

•f

night-time listening over the stations of

he

ell

single-

other networks

in

earnings.

Or, to put
.

Spector Gets True Story

more thon
listen to

it

for

WM ut whol thilr

wtr* end what iHh
Th« raiutti

(avorltai.

MTwyt, whMt

will

glv*

avary county

M*

and

a**ry radio tiafton In Ik* (ownlry.
will

b« pubiithcd

thoftly.

ever, the network

Our toon— Tha

most.

lltlanlng In the 413
ciHei.

Kudner had been using minute announcements on around 90 stations,
and' Speotor -will retain approximately the same list, but make it
^^flv^minute transcriptions based on

Mmm

Information

every type of market.

even more simply, NBC is today,
most people

were thdr

tiont

in

towns that have virtually uo

The Raymond Spector agency has
taken over the True Story mag account from Arthur Kudner, Inc.

lh« Unltad S«alM

In

Or

towns,
also,

just

stations

compared
o had of

night,

survey showed) hove a substantial lead
single-station

pointed out.

said,

survey of rodio listening habits ever under-

324 of those 412

were

vice.

of

of the notion's

mosf of night t

for the second network. That's

About 175 stations operated in the
in 1941. the chairman said, pointing out that a great majority of
those were in one-station towns,
where the town is wholly depend.mt
upon that station for local service
and in some cases for primai:y ser-

he

lorflest

50%

them. Vthat $tation$

taken— NBCs 1942 Notionwide Survey— has
answen

red

station

f/sfen fo

In

turned up with the

community.

Number

the United Stales with a population

cities in

of 25,000 or more. Nearly

radio families Uve

Watch

for

l».

must

He

daimed that the DX buildup now
was the sanest way to insure postwar

Senator Wheeler heatedly denounced the FCC. declaring that its
actions

that respon-

sible folks realized Australia
find otitlets for merchandise.

•go.

He
spect* for his committee.
that he resented the 'slight.'

91

tlory of nlghl ita>*

33XK)0-and ovar

Wednesda^t December

INTERNATIONAL RADIO

S2

'Our Canada' Series
Montreal, Dec. 15.
'Our Canada." pretentious physical

Mexico
Rddio

City. Dec. 15

XEXJ

sialioii

FCC DELAYS PROBE INTO

(5.000 watts)

whicli has fuiiclioned for two years
in Tiixlla Guliencz, capital of the
Koutheni state of Chiapas, turned
cnnimeicial icccntly. XEXJ heretofore was conducted by the Cliiapas

BUFF.

spiritual delineation of the Dominion, past, present and future, designed to give a 'report to the nation' in a series of vivid kaleidoscope pictures, is being carried by
Broadcasting Corp,
the Canadian
over a coast to coast network every

Of Pro-Democratic Station Operator

and

UNTIL JAN. 19

NEWS PROGRAM
GOESCOMMERSHINBA

Buffalo,

station.

15.

sons for Ihe Iwo deferments.

XEXJ

has joii-cd the national

web

XEW

anci

headed by

local

XPQ

Azcarraca syndicate.

ot the

— But

stations

The invosliKation is expected to
with the Sunday
primarily
deal
stranglehold of the local Church
Tabernacle on six hours of WKBW's
Sunday time, but probe also is expected to touch on corporation's
and
dual ownership of

Canada

In

Rei-ina. Sask.. Dec. 15.

move

In a

Dec.

CBC

Canned Speeches

Leases Station
Montreal. Dec.

week the

urgent reand U. S.

leasing of the radio
station at Prince Rupert, B. C.

radio broadcasting programs in the

radio facilities possible, particiITarly
for the benefit of the armed forces.'

The

move

followed

qui-s's

from

Canadian

last

CBC

ofTicials said it was likely a
wave transmitter would be inVancouver to deliver pro-

stalled at
to

network

White

at

LR4 Radio Splendid and
LR5

chain at 12:30 and over

Ottawa, Dec. 15.
to get around
rules of the Canadian Broadcasting
Politicians'

efforts

So long as he concratic in tone.
fined himself to the European front,
there was. apparently no objection
by Argentina, which maintains its

Argenof strict neutrality.
Government, in fact, permitted
some Buenos Aires dailies to carry
policy

Program

consists of a 10-minute
survey of the news with concentraUnusual
tion on British war effort.
for local broadcasts is fact that adv«t'tiBing^.46-kcpt -to-start' «u«l--flnl

tine

ads describing the Colonel's program, resulting in a jump in the
w-^l- s t B iw f fr c ") aat^ st the
without
splugs
spot
in between each Rio de la tluta.
ing in Ottawa early last week (7-8).
was
originally
paid
Switch of tone to a more critical
System of staggered airing of record- flash. Service
ed speeches, tried by Block Popu- for by local British Ministry of In- attitude toward Argentine Government brought quick frowns of diswhere they will be rebroadcast. Sta laire. new Quebec-originating party, formation Office.
tion will operate from 12 to 16 hours was banned when board ruled tl'.at
Majority of local news broadcasts approval from B. A., particularly
daily.
'no programs or speeches will be per- are based on U. S. material, with cracks which referred to Axis espionfollowing
Boston
activities
mitted which, by means of mechani- UP and AP services holding a dom- age
speech of U. S. Under Secretary of
cal reproduction, evade what a cor- inant position.

area.

grams

and

Blue

noon; over

RADES

Radio Excelsior at 5:15.

15.

Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. announced

this week indefinitely suspended transmitting license of Alberto P. Brouard, operator of Station LV3 Radio Cordoba of the City
Believed suspension is
of Cordoba,
rr suit
policy
of
of
Brouard's

thorities

Uruguayan outlet LW7 Radio Carmelo. Argentine Government admitted officially that Cordoba suspension was due to use of terms
disrespectful and injurious to the
handling
house
trical
appliance
Government, but didn't site them.
American and British products, has
Carmelo has for .^ome tinie been
inked the broadcast rights for an carrying nightly broadcasts by a
mysterious Colonel X, who's deindefinite period.
scribed as an European military exService in Spanish will be heard
pert. Colonel has commented freely
henceforth from LRI Radio Mundo on war news, distinctly pro-demoand

northern Brit-

in

ish Columbia and Alaska, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will take
over radio station CFPR, Prince
Rupert. B. C. and operate it in conjunclion with its national network.

short

Spike Politicians

WKBW.

WGR

improve radio enter-

lo

tainment for Iraops

CBC Governors

Montevideo, Dec. 8.
Argentine Government's Postal au-

BRIT.

Sunday night.
J. Frank Willis is supervisor for
'Our Canada' and Mayor Moore is
Buenos Aires, Dec. 8.
producer. Scriptcr is Gerald Nixon
Informativo Britanico,'
'Servicio
Communications
Federal
The
with Lome Greene as narrator. Spe(•overnmenl as an educational and Commission
until
postponed
has
local news roundup based on matercial music has been composed by
olTicial propaganda mouthpiece unthe
BufJan. 19 the inveslipation of
from British OfTicial Wireless
ial
der the management of Artemio falo Broadcasting Cor|). scheduled to John Wcinzweig. It's sustaining.
and English sources, this week went
Lope/. Martinez who is continuing start Doc. B. The case was first set
witii tlic commercialization of the
commercial. SIAM, Argentine elecfor Nov. 20. The FCC gave no rea-

B. C.

1942

Argentine Govt Suspends License

XEXJ, State Government Station In
Mexico, Assumes Commercial Status

16,

the Prince Rupert station

CornjOn air>nB si>eeches wer" :piked

State

poration ruling prohibits.'

Governors backed Dr.

Fulton Lewis, jr.

l i

J. S.

Thomp-

son, CBC g.m., in refusing Conservastations to
tive party time on

CBC

plug its convention, but ofTered Conservatives time to allow their new
leader to speak on the network yes-

Lawrence Thor

at

CFCF,

Succeeding Chris

Ellis

Montreal, Dec.

15.

Sumner

Welles.

General comment here is that
while Brouard may lose his Argentine outlet (which did not carry
Colonel) number of listeners to the
Uruguyan transmitter should jump.
Argentine listeners can easily tune

on practically all Urguayan stations on
the early morning news cast is Law- long wave. Power of several has reBoard has leased the new station rence Thor over Canadian Marconi cently been upped in order to fully
Broadcast is spon- blanket pampa territory.
at Prince Rupert, B. C, and is push- station CFCF.
ing arrangements to provide greater .sored by National Breweries Ltd.
facilities for sending programs to (Black Horse Ale) six mornings a
men of the forces, particularly those week.
Pensions for
Staff
CFCF reports extensions on curin Alaska. Board also approved penMontreal, Dec. 15,
sion plan for CBC employees, based rent programs as follows:
War
Board of (governors of the Caon contributory basis, to provide an- Finance Committee sponsored 'They
nuities for workers at the age of 65. Tell
Me' 2:30-2:45 p.m., Monday nadian Broadcasting Corp. have apSome details are still hanging fire, through Friday to middle of Febru- proved in principle the setting up
but most of the employees have ary. This is a 'Talks to Housewives' of a pension fund for members of the
agreed to the plan as it stands.
program* with Clair Wallace taking CBC staff.
It's on a contributory basis, with
CBC has also asked extension of the a.ssignment. War Time Prices
plan to get news from the Canadian and Trades Board sponsored 'Sol- the corporation and the staff making
CP has dier's Wife,' extended indefinitely, equal contributions to provide rePress for aired bulletins.
provided news since CBC began air- five days weekly, 12:30 to 12:45 p.m. tiring annuities at the age of 65.
ing it. Two years ago CBC opened
CFCF also has contracted Nox-

terday (Monday! following his elec-

Succeeding

Christopher

Ellis

tion.

ANOTHEII BOMBSHELL!

CBC

—

own news-gathering department,
It
now
but retained CP service.
wants expanded CP coverage.
its

zema Chemical for three spots daily,
Oscar Aleman, swing guitarist, long
Mondays through Fridays, for SO with Josephine Baker in Paris, now
on Belgrano LR3 for Federal soap.

spots.

D'Arcy Branch Making

Heavy Use of Mex Radio
Mexico City, Dec.
Radio

being

is

Mexico

by

used

D"Arcy

15.

extensively

agency

via
the
organization
Publicidad
of
D'Arcy, S. A., which has a building
in

campaigning Fulton
Lewis, jr. Lewis jumped in and rescued America's
farmers when he found out they were sinking in the
red tape of gasoline and tire allotments. Lewis reported this story on his November 30th Mutual broadcast and as a result of this and his follow up
farmers from now on will be given all the gas, tires
and equipment they need.
Hats

off

again

to scrapping,

.

.

.

Fulton Lewis, jr., was also the FIRST to expose the
muddled rubber situation
FIRST to predict com.

.

.

ing of the Price Control Program ... A "Lewis"
appeal brought in 441/2 tons of keys for the Scrap

program. Fulton Lewis, jr., starts things and sees
them through to a finish!

of

own, here.

its

Mexican company

is headed by E. A. Hallett, Jr., of
D'Arcy's home office in St. Louis:
E.
Sanchez, who served the firm
in
Chicago and New York, and
Carlos Riveroll del Prado, formerly
with CBS in the U. S., and until recently production manager of local

station

XEQ

Azcarrraga

(50.000) watts), oh
.syndicate.

XEW

XEQ

and

(150,000

comprise

concert,
XEW, featuring
Ortiz Tirado, No. 1
and bone surgeton. singer,
"Melody Parade,' 30 minutes, once
weekly, at XEQ. featuring guest
film slar.s doing dramatic sketches,
and 'Musical Types,' six half-hours
weekly, three on
and three
on XEW, a recorded series.

once

weekly over

Alfonso

Dr.

tenor

nmERicn

s ouTSfniiDinG

nEUiscnsrER

nuniiRBiE

vour

Hop

on

Lewis,

this

jr.,

ts

in

"Human

Bombahell"!

citvi
Fulton

available for sponsorship over

YOUR STATION ... at YOUR OWN ONE
TIME QUARTER HOUR RATE PER WEEK.
If

yoH want

%orite

Wm.

viore information, wire, phone or

B. Dolph,

WOL, Washington,

XEQ

D'Arcy is also plugging Monterey
Beer
with
half-hour
weekly
a
quiz on XEQ, featuring comic. Panseco, and Ravista's orch.

f^ROM
ir/i

;/u'

WOL

WASHINGTON,

Power Boost

Lethbridge, Alta., Dec.
^.

.

Street cor and
but cardt

Neon

Signt

3. Diiplay

Cordt

Newspaper Adi
TanScab Covert

Downtown Win-

scores Suzy our Steno.

dow

"WSAI's close relations

with

the

Ditployi

Houte -organ

"Meet the Spoo-

men

tor" Broadcott

who handle your
product, a unique
8 Point Merchandising Service,
staff

and

a larger
fine

facilities...are

technical

unsurpassed

by any other

Cincinnati

WSAI

station...and they're the

three points that counf

making your Cincinnati campaign a complete success.

IT

SELIS FASTER

put

its

proven

in

program to work
you.'

for

We get resultsi"

IF IT'S

D. C.
Can, Station's

1,

1

7.

the

Mexican D'Arcy has some of the
biggest accounts in this land, including Coca-Cola and Monterrey
Beer. Coca-Cola is the largest single-product radio advertiser in Mexico.
D'Arcy is conducting for it an
intensified campaign over
iLs
sister
station
waits), here.
These plugs
the half-'hour
Coca-Cola

WSAI'S SAl{$ AIDS

0,

N^UTUAL BROADCASTING sYJiUu

Power

of

15.

CJOC. Lethbridge. upped

from

100 to 1,000 watts.
Station is owned and operated by
H, R, Carson, Ltd, Manager is Nor-

man A

nnflAKill

UlSfl

CINCINNATI'S OWN STATION
NIC k IIUI t4ITW0RKI • 1,000 Wetii Oey mn*

Nl|lit-* iMittinltd
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Gas Rationing Restricts Pitt Tooters,

Wimbish Vs. Teagarden

New

Complicated by Lawyer's

CnttHig Off Lucrative Suburban Jobs
Pittsburgh,

Dec.

19.

No out-of-town jobs at all for the
holiday season are being accepted by
Local 60 of musicians union on account of the gas problem. Suburban
dates have long been a source of
heavy revenue for the music fraternity during Christmas and New
Year's, but any calls beyond the
limits of Allegheny County are now
being turned down flat. In addition,
flocli of local orchs booked months
ago for big party dates all over the
district are cancelling right and left
because of their inability to get extra
rations.

Although Local 60 has made an
effort to land B cards at least under
a blanket arrangement for its members, union so far has met with little
success. Individual applications have
been received with no consistency
from the ration boards, some having
granted B's, while others flatly nix
such requests. Men on steady jobs
in many cases have- been forced to
take up temporary residence in
rooms near their places of employment Inasmuch as the late hours the

Trayeling Bands Retnni
Minneapolis, Dec. 15.
After a brief interruption due to
cancellation of Jack LeMaire, Happy
Hour here resumes its traveling
band policy Dec. 23, when Fletcher

Henderson comes in for a three-

week return engagement.

Spot job situation is practically
impossible, too, especially for drummers, buU-flddlers and others with
large instruments, since they can't
use the busses or trolleys because of
recent overcrowding. As a result,
spots where occasional dance music
is used, generally on weekends, are
getting flat refusals now on calls to
the union. Although Local 60 has
more than 250 members in the armed
service, there are plenty of men left
and officers see an unemployment
situation as a result of the transportation problem about which they can
do nothing unless boards grow a

Gov't Gets Right

To Carry AJJW.

Chicago, Dec. 15.
-Judfee-Jofnrl Barnes, of (he U. S.
who dismissed
the
Government's anti-trust suit
against James C. Petrillo and his
American Federation of Musicians
two months ago, granted the Government an appeal last week and the
case will be routed directly to the
U. S. Supreme Court and probably
be heard sometime next spring.
The petition of appeal, filed by
Thurman Arnold, chief of the antitrust division of the Department of
Justice, and J. Albert Woll, U. S.
District
Attorney,
claimed
that

lenient.

Flock of members

fewer visiting
to
of

who work

and also due
the fact that out of 1,400 mentbers
Milwaukee musicians' Local 8, 350

are generally short of

men

and rely upon the local union to
supply flil-ins.
In some cases this
has not been possible, particularly
in brasses, as there simply are no
men to be had.

UP GOVT.'S

T AWARD

37th

of

Glen Island Badly

drawing approximately

$3,-

500 for the Job.

Still

Nay

At 7Sc a head the dancery is drawing fairly good business during the
week, with two unknown bands as
lures, and on weekends it has been
virtually capacity. As expected, and
similar to thto other pubUc ballrooms
along Broadway, a good-sized slice
of the business is represented by
service men, with and without escort. They can quaff beer only (and
ice cream sodas) at a bar or at one
of the half-dozen tables.

the

Shut Jan. 6

.

Tony Zimmers Ali?e

Spot has not been doing too
well lately, mid-week business havTony Zimmers, widely known ing fallen off sharply. Weekend
biz has been okay, however.
tenor sax player who was reported
Of the three suburban name band
killed in action in the Solomon
stands in the New York area, only
Islands several months ago, is alive
Frank Dalley's Meadowbrook, Cedar
and well. He is a musician in a Grove,
N. J., has stood up under
U.S. Infantry band in Panama. The
gasoline
and rubber restrictions.
soldier cited in the dispatch from
However, the Log Cabin at Armonk,
Solomons, and with whom like Glen Island,
the
does business only
Zimmers was confused, was
on weekends, with midweek trade
Anthony Zimmers. The musician's virtually nil.
first

name

is

mer.

Antone.

Joe

Marsala

is

at

Log

Spot has another floor upstairs
which it uses only on weekends,
but it was dark on this particular
It hasn't been
evening last week.
done over, but remains the same as
Wood.
in Danceteria days.

HnbSymph

Cabin;

When the false reports of his Charlie Spivak is at Meadowbrook,
were circulated, Zimmers' giving way tomorrow night (Thurs.)
family, living in Pottsville, Pa., made to Cab Calloway.
frantic efforts to check them, since

Jan. 13 In N. Y.

An

initial get-to-

>n cpatpily.

a? part of his assets.

Signs Victor

Deal but Won't Record
Untfl PetriDo Lifts

Rai

death

they had received no such word
Band biz understood the
report to be accurate, since it was
first
published in the American
Federation of Musicians journal.
officially.

Joey Beynolda has added Dave
DuBarry, pianist, and replaced Eddie
Meyers on trumpet with Gene Evans,
former Bob Astor horn-tooter, in his
band at Trelon Cafe, Pittsburgh.

Everett Hoafland and band are
Arthur Bavel orch, booked into
current at the Reforma Hotel, Mexico City, where they will be for the William Penn hotel, Pittsburgh, for
two weeks, renewed for four more.
next several months.

Boston Symphony, which recently
joined the American Federation of
Musicians after years of resisting
that organization, has been signed
by Victor Records to a contract that
doesn't become effective until after
the present ban against recording
At the same time Victor's
is lifted.
president, F<'ank Walker, signed the
Boston Pops Orchestra, under Arthur Fiedler.

by
conducted
Symph,
Boston
Serge Koussevitzky, has recorded
for Victor in the past. Its first discs
were released about 25 years ago^
when the outfit was conducted by
Dr. Karl Muck. Koussevitzky's first
discs for Victor as leader of the
group were made in 1929.

m

OWN
HUB HOTEL
SAT.WGHTPROMOTER
Boston, Dec. 19.
Jack Teagarden's band proved •

Managing
Chauncey Depew Steele's

successful guinea pig for

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

Copley Plaza experiment of using
the usually vacant main ballroom
Saturday night for general dancing.

Bard drew 725 at $1 cover.
As a result, Steele plans to make

of

this a regular event in addition to
the Oval Room, currently featuring

Morton Downey and Eddy Oliver's
orchestra, while John Kirby's band
AD did
is in the Colonial Room.

To Be Published Late In December

capacity biz last Saturday night (12).
Instead of conducting dances In
usual ballroom fashion, Steele haa
tables and chairs in the ballroom for
the hoofers, with resultant added
business in food and liquor.

Stabile in

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Using His Assets

gether was conducted last Thursday (10), but since Chester is on the
road with his band little could be
a oomplished.
Leader filed a petition in bankruptcy last summer
for approximately $60,000.
One of the items reviewed at the
meeting last week, and which Chester will be asked to answer, is why
he ,1s using his two cars on the current tour. They are supposed to be

brought the shutters, appears

be heading for a successful run.
is one of those war'born ven>
tures begun with a minimum of cash
outlay.
It doesn't take an experienced interior decorator to realize
that comparatively little coin was
spent to ready the spot for its de-

Chester B'krupt, But

Another meeting of Bob Chester's
creditors has been scheduled for

oa

Bands under Willie Farmer and
Augustus Maya, latin stylist, service
approximately 50 - by - 70 - foot
dance floor, which is cheaply railed
bankruptcies. It
all the way around. Farmer's combl*
—'
passed;
'nation, which numbers four sax, two
Wimbish took an Army physical in
trombone,
piano,
trumpets,
one
N. Y. Wednesday '(9) and was turned
bass, drums, and accordion, is a
down. He is now in Florida for an
fair group that needs more weeks
operation, after which he wants to
Maya's
eight-piece
outfit
playing.
of
Bobby Sherwood's orch closes at
join the Air Force.
Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle, is okay. Charlene Francis and the
who
N. Y., Jan. 6, after which the spot young son of Tommy Morton,
Farmer.
sing
with
runs
the
place,
Is likely to close, at least until sum-

on Weekdays,

Hit

of all band
has since been sur-

was the highest

&

Affair will be held at the Worcester
Auditorium tomorrow night (Thurs.)
Transportation for Spitalny and his
bevy of girls almost stymied the date.

Y.

but

.

37th Anniveraary Number

under his wing, the leader filed a
petition in bankruptcy to the tune
of approximately $26,000, which, at

Knowles Loom Works,
Worcter, Mass., to entertain employees while the Army and Navy
decorates the company with an 'E'
award for Its war production efforts.

is

in

Army. Upon being advised of the
decision against him, Teagarden explained things to the AFM, which
now has his answer under advisement.

N.

to

Director

Phil Spitalny and his all-girl orchestra have been bought by the

Band

Jack Bertell

of the

Ballroom,

This

*Show Business
at War*
theme

Rlalto

the site of the defunct Danceteria,
which served dancing and chow for
the one admission until a starved
b.o.

Jr.

THEME OF THE

SPITALNY GIRLS DRESS

Crompton

John Hammpnd,
May Johnson

"Show Business
At War"

now in the nation's armed forces.
What few visiting bands do come

now

New
Records, Cocktail Units
and Cafe Attractions
Will get Mpert analyaia from

orchs.,

are

here

Where Peacetime Danceteria Brodied

Musicians' trial board. Wimbish last
June filed a complaint with the
union claiming he holds a contract
with Teagarden calling for $100
weekly and a percentage of the.net
earnings of the Teagarden orchestra.
He wants an accounting of the band's
earnings and his split, which, he
claims, he never received.

that time,

District Court here,

a Wartinie Clkk

Rialto, N.

Jack Teagarden and his former
manager, Paul Wimbish are battling
before the American Federation of

About three years ago, just after
Wimbish took the Teagarden band

Case to Sup. CL

Judge Barnes had erred in holding
with the defendant's contention that
the case was essentially a labor disin depute.
Also
claimed that Judge
orchesfense plants by day and in
Barnes erred in his holding that the
their
tras at night are also having
Petrillo ban on electrical transcripgas troubles, since rationers are
tions in broadcasts was merely a
claiming
tightening up on them, too,
part of union effort to maintain a
they're not using their extra gas
^closed shop in the industry. Arnold
strictly for war purposes.
argued that labor disputes were
specifically excluded by various acts
Ditto In MUwankee.
of Congress.
Milwaukee, Dec. 15.
'This case,' the petition said, 'raises
Stephen Swedish orch. which has issues of great importance since it
been in demand throughout Wiscon- Involves a program of action by the
sin for several years, played a Sun- union, which if permitted to conday night date in Kenosha, then an- tinue, ultimately will deprive the
nounced that all further out of town public of the means of recreation
appearances were ofF for the, dura- hitherto available at small cost and
tion due to the transportation situ- will deprive the nation In wartime of
ation. Band now flnds Itself able to important radio communications.'
keep booked solid right here in the
city, due to the fact that there are

more

little

Fde Defense

Following
Henderson,
Freddie
AFM last week granted Wimbish's
Fisher's 'Schnickelfritz' outfit comes demand for
an accounting, but the
back Jan. 20 for six weeks. Lanny decision has been complicated by the
Mclntyre is spotted to foUow, and fact that Teagarden never filed a dethen Tiny Hill.
fense in the action with the AFM.
According to the leader, he gave the
case to an attorney on the Coast and
before the latter could prepare the
papers, he was inducted by the

musicians generally work make use
of public conveyances out of the
..Qiiestion.

Faflore to

Uniform

Dick Stabile entered the Coast
at Manhattan Beach, N. Y.,
Saturday (12). He has been given
a Chief Petty Officer (Bandmaster)
rating.
Band, now miilstrped by
Gracie Barrie (Mrs. Stabile), is be«
ing booked now by General Amusement Corp., and personally managed
by Billy Burton, handler of Jimmy

Guard

Special Exploitation Advantages
Reservations and

Copy May Be

Sent to

Any

Etorsey.

According to Miss Barrie the idea
her assuming leadership of th«

Variety Office

of

outflt

NEW YORK
154

W.

48th

St

HOUYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph St

LONDON
8

St Martin's PL

after Stabile's enlistment

waa

founded on a recent 'Variety' itory
citing t^e lijcf f^|ng,
"
ieminioe IttiiifSy^
"
'

the business.

'
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Bands

Bobbins Signs 3 More

Xmas Shopping

Boffs

Band 8.0^;

three
Jack Robbins has tied up
more swing exponents to exclusive
contracts. They are Maurice

Wald,17G in Philiy.Hutton. $14,700,

writer
Dorothy
Rocco, George Weltllng and

Donegan.

New1[,Tiicker,12G,Inilpk,AnHurt
This Week)

Emma'

day weekend date, with little help
from film.
Bob Crosby. Boston (RKO BosWith '.Sin
ton: 3.200; 44-55-65-75-85)—

Town' (U) and vaude.

Good

but not strong .or such

Whole

cit.v

way

Glen Grav,
796:

a

$26,000

combo.

off currently.

New York

(Strand:

2.-

35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)-With Can-

(3dtleman Jim' (WB) on screen
Goes eight days beyond
flnal wk).
second week, on that period looking

the sec$35,000 or close, okay, while

ond stanza was $40,000, good.
Woody Herman, New York (Para-

ling

Band Bookings

(Estimates for
Charlie Barnel, Providence (Metro30-55)— Plus 'So's Aunt
(Mono). Fair $6,000 for three

politan; 3.200;

Allen,

Dec.

25-26,

Raymor Ballroom. Boston;
berl

Iheatie.

weeks.

New

Roscland

Haven;

27.
29,

Ballroom.

Bobby Byrne. Dec.

Shusix

19.

Glen Gray, Dec.

24,

week. Keith's

Dec.

Hotel. Cleveland: 30. New
Trier High School. Winnetka. 111.; 31,
four weeks. Sherman Hotel, Chicago.
JImmIe Lunceford, Jan. 1, week,
Apollo theatre. New York; 8. week,
Royal theatre. Baltimore; 15, week,
Howard theatre. Washington; 22,
week. Fays theatre. Philadelphia;
29, week, Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh.
lerton

San Francisco
Slack,
Freddie
(Golden Gate: 2.850: 44-55-75)—With

Slack and Miss Withers.
Tommy Tucker, Indianapolis (Cir
tie; 2,600; 30-40-55)— With 'Street of
Bright
Chance' (Par) and vaude.
band show, with good stage support,
seems headed for only fair $12,000:
biz spotty all over.

Coven
Weekf.
riareS
9
33
10

Hotel

Astor

(1,000; 75c-$l)

Ray Heatherton*..BUtinore (300; $1-$1,50)
Vaughn Monroe* Commodore (500; $1-$1.50)
Lani McIntlreV.. Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Lincoln (225; 79c-$l )
Mitchell Ayres
Benny Goodman*. New Yorker (400; 75c-$l)
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$l.S0)
Bob Allen

Cab Calloway

Guy Lombards

In

Canada

(550;

1,779
1,500

1

529

975

2,029
1,500
1,279
2,500

22,000
17,275
13,429
6,675

9
4

$1-$1.50)

14,070
22,829
11,350
69,190

500

9
10

..Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)

XavierCugal*.... Waldorf

Strong $3,500

44

.

Vetal

'Coven

Past

Week On Data
2,400

* Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although (he
ninjor draw.

band

is

the

Chicago
GriCr Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600: $3-$4.50 min.). Despite
cold and sloppy weather Williams and floor show headed by The Hartmanns attracted 4,100 people last week.

Art Kassel (Walnut Room. Bismarck hotel; 200; $1.50-$2.50 mln.). One
(Estimates)
(Arena. London, of the most popular places in town. Around 2,100 last week.
Calloway
12 •.
Dec.
Stan Kenton (Panther Room. Shernun hotel; 800; $1.25-$2.50 min.).
proved smart draw here, playing to Opened last week to 4,500 people: good for band new to Chicago.
2,819 admissions at $1.25.
Nell Bondshu (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.90 min.). Last
McFarland Twins (Totem Pole week of Renee DeMarco brought in 1.800 people. The Revuers opened
Mass. Dec. 9-12). Friday (11).
B., Auburndale.

Cab

Ont.,

On

Calloway

Can..

fifth

straight

week-end McFar-

lands almost recovered stride interrupted by Cocoaniit Grove fire:
6.200 dancers in four days at $1.45
pair for $5,115 was good.

Henry King (Marine Room, Edgewatcr Beach hotel;
Bad weather cut patronage on King's closing week to

1,100; $1.25 min.).
1,900 people.

Los Angeles

Johnny McGee-DIrk Rogers (RayNote: Midnight ctir/eio oil serriiij; dviiil.-s u'ciit info effect Thursday (10).
mor-Playmor B.. Bo.ston. Dec. 11Freddy Martin (Ambassador: 900: $1-$1..50). Pre Christmas parties helpMcGee and Rogers both fa- ing but not enough to overcome gas rationing. Should check in with
12).
and combined they around 2.500 covers, not bad a'lall.
vorites here
drew 1.800 Frld.ny and 2.000 SaturJoe Relchman (Biltmorc: 1.200: 50c-$l). Everything favors his spot, inday at 85c -750 for okay $3,040.
cluding the all-important public transportation, and trade won't sag too
Hal Mclntyre (Brookline C. C. much. Call it 3.200 and credit bulge to the weekends.
This is a
Philadelphia, Dec. 12).
tough spot currently what with
transportation stoppages, but Mclntyre registered fine crowd of 980
at

$1.10.

Taking night off
Boston. Dec. 12).
from Roosevelt hotel, N. Y. Lom
bardo played here for local railroad
employees' dance, receipts going to
Service Fund.
Seamen's
United
Madeline Carroll and others spoke.
Attendance was about 10.000 at
piling up $12,500. solid.

Boston
Eddy Oliver (Oval Room. Copley Plaza: 300; $1 cover). With Morton
receiving top billing, biz took a definite upswing this week. Pall
Downey is credited with
of the Cocoanut Grove Are lifted somewhat.
2.020 covers for six days, with Saturday overflow seated in adjoining

Downey

Guy Lombardo (Boston Gardens.

Sheraton Room.

John Klrby (Colonial Room. Copley Plaza). Kirby played to 1,200 customers during the week, with 186 Friday and 240 Saturday paying $1
cover.

Jack Teagarden in main ballroom as an experiment (see separate stsory)

$1.25.

satisfied

managing director Chaunc^ Depew Steele by drawing 725 at

head on Saturday night and the idea will continue.
Chick Floyd (Terrace Room. Hotel Staller; 450;. $1 cover). Floyd played
to 850, more like old times as trade continued on the upbeat over FridaySaturday, only late nights. Dinner sessions good all we§k.

$1 a

hside Stuff-Orchestras

(Earle;

J,768: 35-46-57-68-75)— Neither Wald's
band nor the film attraction. 'Seven
Sweethearts' (M-G), seems to have

with
'here,
pulling
garnering poor $17,000 in face

kmas

s

New

Boston: 31-Jan. 2. Paratheatre.
mounl theatre, Springfield, 111.

week

•Falcon's Brother' (RKO) and Jane
Withers on stage. Fine draw of $25
000 at this house, principally due to

of

Chico Marx

Saturday.)

Band
Jan Savitt
.

Lakeside

Park, baylon. O.: 20. Aragon Ballroom. Cleveland: 22. Wm. Penn
Hotel. U. of PitUburgh. Pittsburgh;
24.' week. Central theatre. Passaic,
N. J.: 30-Jan. 2, Plymputh theatre,
Worcester. Mass.
Chuck Foster, Dec. 18, week. Oriental theatre, Chicago; 25-27, Casa
Loma Ballroom, St. Louis: 31. four
weeks. Peabody Hotel, Memphis.

In Chicago.

combo

in

York.

fairly well divided.

much

drummer

2,

31, week.
Woody Herman,
.\dams theitre, Newark.
Louis Jordan, Dec. 25, indefinite.
mounted to smash $60,000. Whole Stage Bar, Chicago.
Stan Kenton, Jan. 1. week. Rivershow remains through Chri.^tmas
week, with run of seven weeks, rec- side theatre. Milwaukee; 8. Illinois
Slate Normal; 9, Palais Royale, South
ord at Paramount, ending Dec. 29.
Bend. Ind.
Ina Eay Hulton, Newark (Adams:
Dirk Rogers. Dec. 20. Shubert the1950- 25-40-65-75-99)— With 'Scatteratre. New Haven. Conn.; 25. Empire
good Rides High' (RKO) and stage
Kibbee Ballroom. AUentown. Pa.; 27, Ritz
bill headed by Guy Kibbee.
28,
Bridgeport.
Conn.;
and band the major draw, but doo.^n t Ballroom.
Armory. Frederick. Md.; 31-Jan. 3.
figure to crack quiet $14,700.
Providence,
theatre.
Metropolitan
*
Dick Jurgens. Chicago (Chicaqo;
R. I.
4 000- 35-55-75)— Plus 'Springtime in
Jerry Wald, Dec. 25. Sports Arena,
Rockies' (20th). Expected $40,003 is
Rochester; 26. Memorial Aud., Bufgood (or pre-Xmas season, with dr.iw falo; 27, Trianon B., Toledo: 28, AlJurgens popular

Jerry Wald, Philadelphia

the

band.

28-J«n.

concluded last night (Tuesday) having topped $46,000: prior (4th) round

'

is

(Presented htrtvaith, at a toeefcly tabulotton, U the estimated coeer
chara* Imslnen beino done by name bandi in varUnu New York hotel*.
Dinner buelnei* (7-10 p.m.) not foted. Figuret after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designate* tueekend and
Thi* compilotion i* based on the period from Mondayholiday pric*.

.

Bob

mount; 3.664; 35-55-85-99-$1.10)-W;lh
Hazel Scott, others, in person, 'Ro.nd
Mainto Morocco' (Par) on screen.
tains strong pull, with the fifth

Miss Donegan and Rocco are cur-

Cockrently playing piano at Elmer's
Silhouette Club
tail Lounge and the
and Wettin Chicago, respectively,

Hotel B.O/s

at

power

shopping.

Minneapolis
George Wald (Minnesota Terrace: Nicollet hotel; 500; $1-$1.50 min.).
Dixie hotel. N. Y., yesterday (Tues.) relieved Teddy Powell's orchestra
of the obligation to play its luncheon sessions, giving as the reason that First time here for this band and impression is favorable. However, Sylpatrons complained about the blasting of the band during each mid-day via Froos, held over tor two more weeks, is the magnet attracting fine
Melba new floor show act.
broadcast (all bands have to blow out for best broadcast results). How- nightly average attendance of 600. Consolo
ever, band bookers assert that's only part of the reason for eliminating
the luncheon sessions. It seems that the hotel is casting about for a band
to replace Powell when he leaves in a couple weeks and leaders apBilly Marshall (Garden Terrace; Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500; $1.50proached wouldn't even listen to otTers because of the back-breaking
$2.50 min.). Ice show continues to draw them in in record-breaking proschedule Powell was on.
When Powell moved in -several weeks ago his schedule called for portions with 1,862 dinner patrons; 1,556 suppers.
luncheon from 12:30 to 2 p.m.; dinner. 7 to 9 p.m.. and supper. 11 p.m. to
Walter Miller (Stratford Gardens; Bellevu«-Stralford Iiolel; 225; no
New setup has him on duty 7 to 9:30 p.m.; 10 to midnight, and cover or min.). Biz dipped slightly at this swank spot with 1,248 recorded
2 a.m.
12:30 to 2:30 a.m.
Frank Victor's trio, which is used nightly in the Dixie for dinners and suppers.
Bar. will play for luncheon henceforth.

&

Philadelphia

Chicago Musicians' Local

Befnnding

S% Commersh

Broadcast Tax to Bands
Chicago Local 10 of the American
Federation of Musicians has cancelled the rule that exacted a 3%

St.

A.; a means of avoiding the inconvenience of losing male singers to the
Army. Sonny Dunham is replacing Ray Kellogg with Mickie Roy. Coast
from traveling bands which songstress, who has never worked with a band before.
Kellogg has been
commercial broadcasts inducted
originated
and Miss Roy will handle all his ballad assignments, while
from within its jurisdiction. Regu- Dorothy Claire, now with the band, does all rhythm tunes. It's probably
lation was withdrawn by order of the only name band using
two girl singers in such a way.
James C. Pelrillo. head of the AF.\1
Miss Roy joins Dunham tomorrow (17) at the Central theatre. Passaic,
(and also president of the Chicago N. J., Dunham goes
into the New Yorker hotel. N. Y.. Jan. 4. replacing
local), since the national body i:i
Benny Goodman. Before coming east Miss Roy was a cigaret girl at the
already collecting a 15% tax on Palladium Ballroom.
HoUywoojl. She returns there with Dunham May 7.
sponsored broadcasts. There is no
explanation given for the cancelling
Bennv Goodman has hired Hank D'Amico to play alto sax and clarinet
of Chicago'.s take.
Since rescinding the 5% cut last in his band, a move that is strange to music men In the light of D'Amico's
week. Local 10 has been refunding own reputation as among the best on clarinet. Goodman is recogniiied
to various bands the amounts each as the top on that instrument.
Goodman intends using D'Amico as a sax player, but will give him solo
had paid since the rule went into
Leader also is figuring on playing clarinet duets with
effect Sept. 15. 1940. While it may spots on clarinet.
sound like the local is disbursing D'Amico. who joins the band actively within a week or so, Goodman
large amounts of cash, few bands has also hired Miff Mole, widely known trombonist.
have done more than two or three
commercials from Chicago since the
N. Y. local 802 of the American Federatiop.^f'Musicians emphatically
effective.
Thus in- denies that it received an advance copy of a story concerning its recent
rule became
dividual refunds are small.
election from another trade paper three weeks

tax

Pitt Mnsicians' Elections

ago.
It had been mentioned that persons interested in the balloting were surprised at being
handed reprints of the article the same day the paper was issued.
Local 802 officials claim they saw the story the morning of the paper's
diitribution in N. Y. t which is now a day earlier) got permission to reprint it and did all before the following morning.

Louis

Nick Stuart (Club Continental; Hotel Jefferson; 800; $l-$2 mln.), Stuart,
in 13th week, has cooked up novel idea to sell war bonds and stamps.
During dances he gags that boys may kiss partners it purchasing a 25c
war stamp. Stunt hag caught on and Stuart has peddled $22,000 worth ot
stamps and bonds. Bad weather hampered biz last week but 3,000 customers checked Into the room.

now

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
..

Gene Krupa (Palladium
men and what few civilians

(Los Amflielcsv

Getting servicefifth week).
around in midweek. Weekends, however,
Will cut it at around 15,500 admlshes.
Horace Heldt (Case Manana B. Culver City, first week). Opened last
Thursday night (10) and he'll struggle to catch 3.500 leg-shakers. Freddie
Slack finished oft with okay 3,500. Gas rationing hurting this spot.
Jan Garber (Trianon B, Soutgate, fifth week). Holding strong despite
gas and bar curfew. Should hang up quite amazing 5,500.
Massy MarceUIno (Florentine Gardens N. Hollywood, 10th week). This
So
clientele light on the drinks and heavy on food and entertainment.
liquor curfew won't hinder reaching 4.000 customers, thanks to Nils GranB, Hollywood,
still

still big.

lund's girl show.

Hay Grayson (Casino, N, Hollywood, second week).
attraction but both won't pull better than 2,000 tabs.

Ice

show

the

main

(Chicago)

Pittsburgh. Dec. 15.
Lon Breese (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Combination of Breese and
Entire slate of officials, with one
Sophie Tucker is popular. Catered to 4.100 last week.
La.'it week's officiate ban against further conscription of men over 38
exception, ,was re-elected by Local
Chlco Marx (Blackhawk; 500; $1.25 min ). Smash draw. Patronage still
stymied the probable induction of two of the top Negro bandleaders.
60 of musicians union in annual votaround the 4,000 mark.
Count Basic and Duke Ellington,. according to people close to the situaing. Only change puts Jimmy Comotion, were both expecting to take physicals next month, but the former
raaa on Ihe executive board: he b-jat
(JWinneapoIis)
is just past 38 and Ellington is about 42.
out Emil Bielo for sixth place.
Bob Owcna (Happy Hour; 650; no cover or min.). This local band passBasle was slated for a physical around Jan. 5 and Ellington about Jan.
Otherwise. Clair Meeder, who wa.>
ing muster with all-girl floor show until Fletcher Henderson arrives
IS.
unopposed, remains as president and
Dec. 23. Fair nightly average attendance of 400,
Ed Ebberts. vice-president, and Nick
.loe Galkin, manager of. the Tommy Tucker orchestra, is over 38 and
Haggarty, secretary. Ed Wilhern ,ip
thus at least temporarily exempt from army service by the President's
Jimmy Borelll, pianist with Al
pointed assistant secretary.
Art Paulson orchestra will sub for
Other members of the board, in ?d Older to stop drafting men of and over that age. Galkin had had a 1-A Marsico orch, waiting for closed Benny Goodman's band at the New
dition to Comorada. all re-named, are clas.sincation for several weeks and had been winding up his affairs in. Nixon Cafe to reopen, subbing for Yorker,
N. Y., when Goodman
Hal Davis, GeOf ge Wllklns. Gene Ur preparation for induction. Galkin tried joining the Navy two weeks ago, jailing Frank Germia'in Etzi Covato doubles Into the- Paramount. Ihealre
'
but was turned down because of color blindness.
ban and FrantPanella.
band at Villa Madrid, Pittsburgh.
for four days, beginning Decl SO;
I

Dcccmbw

WcdaeBd«y»

16,
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Harry Fox OrdiHrs AuAt of

Mask

AMP

Slieet
(Week of Nov.

More Acrimonions

Fall In

Harry Fox. agent and tnute« for Josefoyits* Jongnickel
publUberi on mechanical rights, has
Composing Deal for 13
notified Associated Music Publishers,
Terl Josefovlts, piano soloist at
Inc., that he has retained a firm of the
Broadway Paramount theatre
auditors to go over the recording for the past six years, and just
firm's books and records to deter- about fully recovered, following a
mine whether it has made full roy- long siege, has signed exclusively
alty accounting of records made sep- to turn out piano-orchestra compoarately for the AMP'S radio library sitions for Ross Jungnlckel. He will
and for Muzak (wired radio service). do 13 a year, the first of which Is
Fox's move is tied up with the con- titled Theme Romantlque.'
troversy that has cropped up beJungnlckel, standard In the busitween himself and the AMP over ness, was recently taken over by
the 1943 price ior library recordings Cherio and Rytwoc music pub inwhich Fox submitted several weeks terests.
Acting on the instructions of
ago.
With Don Baker, N. Y. Par orhis clients. Fox has reverted to the ganist, and HiUUrd Goldsmith, Joold price of $1B per master, or $5 sefovlts has also written two pops
more than recorded library manu- for Jungnlckel.
facturers have been paying during
1942.

move

Fox's

to

examine the

other

strictly

instrumental

AMP

AMP

NAB

time had pointed out that, .since few
library

subscribers

ASCAP

licenses

it

had resumed
would be equit-

ASCAP

able on the part of
publishers to reduce the library recording
royalty to $10 per master. Fox now
claims that Finney had agreed to
the adoption of the $10 price merely as an Interim arrangement and
to go back to the $15 fee when practically all of the AMP'S station subscribers had obtained ASCAP licenses.

BVC

Dream

Daybreak

Feist

Am

Gettin Tired

For

Me

and

My

Army

Cal

Mills

Appeals

Ct.» in

Catalog;

Spifieant 1^^^

Rules Copyrighted

Be Published

W(m^ Needn't

to Get 1-E Protection

Reversing the finding of a lower
court, the N. Y. circuit court of ai^
peals last week ruled that a copy*
Decca Record Board of Directors righted work doesn't have to be pub>

Decca's Stock Diyidends
WUl Equal Last Year's

lished to come within the protection of Section IE of the copyright
act^ end that the law does confer
upon the copyright owner of an unpublished musical number the ex-

week declared a regular quarterly dividend of 15c per share and a
year-end dlwy of 25c per share on
the company's capital stock on record Dec. 12. Brings total payoff on
capital stock for the year 1942 to

last

clusive right to its reproduction.
The case involved in this decision,

a share, which equals the which the music trades regard as
amount paid on the same stock In highly significant, is Jack Shilkret

Dividends are payable Dec. 23. versus Musicraft Records.
The victor
Dividend
declaration
indicates
on the appeal was

1941.

Ben Bornstem

The

Shilkret.

that, despite the shellac curtailn^ents

tribunal vote was two to one. with
the current year, which undethe dissent making the case appealniably has cut record production far
able to the U. S. Supreme Court.
below ^ what it might have been,
Musicraft had argued that a copyDecca's total sales equal last year's.
Yellen
Borntc
Catalog of Ager,
right owner who had registered his
work under Section II of the copystein was acquired by the Advance
right act would not sue for infringeMusic Corp., which Is owned Jointly
of

Moves Over

to

Advance

by the Warner Bros, music group
and Moe Gale. As part of the deal,
Ben Bomstein becomes general manager of Advance.
Deal may hit in excess of $100,000

E.C. Mills ft:ews

ment should

his work be recorded
without bis permission, because another section (IE) restricted the exclusive right of mechanical reproduction to compositions 'published
and c(q>yrighted' after the copyright

Morale Chiefs

Want Servicemen

law became

partner Ben Bornstein's five-year
management contract la taken Into
if

Problem

Tele

ss

$1.15

WB4^e Bay In A-Y-B

for

M

AMP

Craziest

Pubfishers Claim

Muzak, but to confine the accounting for publishers to the radio discs.
Finney,
The debate between C.
prez, and Fox over the $15 fee
reached a point of personal acrimony last week, when the
took its grievances to its library
subscribers during a district 'meeting of the National Association of
Broadcasters at the Biltmore hotel,
N. Y. Fox was pictured by
spokesmen as the latest music ogre
wlt^ whom the broadcasting industry must contend.
Fox later accused Finney of attempting to use
the
to go back on an understanding that Flimey had entered
Into with Fox at the end of 1941.
Finney, according to Fox, at the

Harma

Love

Moonlight Becomes You. Famous
Army Air Corps
Fischer
Never Be Another You.. Morris

AMP

books Is based on what he claims
to have been the AMP'S failure to
make an accounting of tunes recorded ^for Muzak. According to
Fox It has been the AMF's practice
to stencil a composition two ways,
one with vocals for radio and an-

21)

White Christmas
Berlin
Lights Go On Again
CLP
Praise Lord
Famous
There Are Such Things. .Yankee
Five by Five
Leeds
Star Spangled Banner.... Miller
Dearly Beloved
Chappell

Books; Controversy dn Recording
Royalties Gets

SeDers

I

Off the Cuff

Milton Ager, on his
part, recovers much valuable song
material which. In turn, he has
siibsld firms,
placed with other
consideration.

effective (July

1609).

1,

The

circuit court's opinion saw this
emphasis on the terms, 'and published,' as

a discrimination against
unpublished works as strictly a 'literal reading* and something which
was certainly not intended by the
also Feist, etc.
In a circular letter to' Its members
framers of the act. The reason why
Another commercial advantage to last week, the Music Publishers Prothe words, 'and published,' were' apAger is a series of new contracts on tective Association, reported that the
parently inserted, said the court was
his oldies, calling for today's 3c and
(Continued on page 36)
60% mechanicals royalties against morale divisions of the Army and
Fur- Navy have become insistent that the
the yesteryear 2c and 33%.
thermore, the
organization can music Industry refrain from furnishexploit revivals of such tunes as
ing free material to servicemen. The

WB

E. C. Mills, general

manager of the

Songwriters Protective Association,
has caused some annoyance among
music publishers by hli advising
writers

to

reserve their television

when signaturing contracts
new material. By bringing up

rights

for

this issue, these publishers complain.
Mills threatens to disrupt the placid
understanding among ASCAP writer
and publisher members that the
question of television rights ownership is to remain dormant imtU the
right itself shows signs of acquiring
a commercial value. The publishers
now suspect that Mills plans to have
the SPA claim tele rights as a preliminary to the SPA becoming the
licensing agent for such rights.

WB

NAMEFINKELSTEINAS
ASCAP STAFF COUNSa

Won't You Come Back,' 'Ain't
She Sweet?,' 'Happy Days Are Here circular letter, which was signatured
by Harry Fox, declared that the
Again,' etc.
morale chiefs of the services had expressed themselves as determined to
Herman Finkelateln was named to
do everything to prevent the men in
the newly created post of ASCAP
IN
the ranks from acquiring chiseling
staff counsel at a meeting of the So*
habits. The morale heads had also
ciety's board of directors last week.
SILVER
2 YRS. advised the APPA that appropriation The
firm of Schwartz & Frohllch,
of funds have been made so that the
from whose staff Ilnkelstein cOmes,
musical units in the Army and Navy will
continue as ASCAP's general
Nick and Charles Kenny have
can be supplied with all the mu.<>ic counsel.
shifted over to Abner Silver's
^Though
'Sally

KENNYS

TO

SWITCH

FOR

Lin-

coln Music Corp. as exclusive song-

still

they need.

Music publishers have l>een dedirectors have agreed smiths for the next two years. The
luging some of the camps with free
would be prudent to let the Kenny Bros, are just winding up a arrangements of their new numbers,
television right remain homeless as Warner Bros. deal.
figuring that the breaks will be
Nick Kenny, radio editor of the theirs whenever any of these camp
far as administration is concerned
until the publishers and the writers N. Y. Mirror, also does a syndicated
bands go on the air.
can, at the proper time determine, column for Hearst and is an estabThe AMP last week also went or have determined for them lished ASCAP song\vriter. Brother
over the head of Fox to his pub- through the process of adjudication, Charles Kenny, also an aide on -the
lisher principals In an effort to inwhether television constitutes a Mirror, writes the tunes, but Silver SONGPLUGGER SUES
duce them to give the recording
small (or performing) right or a will collaborate with both on the
company a six-month extension of dramatic (or production) right. If 1943-44 deal.

ASCAP's

that

It

CHERIO FOR STOCKS

their present license

(on the basis it should be determined that tele
While at Warners, an Indie subof $10 per annum), or to accept a
is a small right, then its licensing sidiary publishing unit had been set
bulk deal similar to the one which
will fall within the sphere of ASCAP up to merchandize the Kenny songs.
was signatured by the Warner Bros,
Should the allocation be in favor of
music group some months ago. The
dramatic category, then terms
AMP failed to get any extensions, the
provided for in the all-other-rights
Officers Reelected
but there were several publishers
M.P.P
who agreed to the bulk arrangement. clause of the old writer's contract
will prevail. As for new works, the
AMP's plea for the extension concovering tele rights will be
The entire 1942 roster of officers
tained the suggestion that It would terms
matter
of negotiation were reelected for another term at
obviously
a
serve as a sort of respite until a
publisher.
a meeting of the directorate of the
settlement had been reached* with between writer and
Music Publishers Protective AssociaIt is still quite possible that Congregard to the American Federation
They are Lester
ress itself will recognize the need tion last week.
of Musicians' ban on recording.
and Justice for setting up a separate Santly, president; Jack Mills, v.p.;
compartment within the copyright Jack Bregman, secretary, and Dick
••uU Grnenbcrf'a score for the law for .television and adropt a speci- Murray, ti'easurer.

A

picture, "Commandos fic amendment, as happened In 1909
Strike at Dawn.' wlU be published with regard to the right for mechanias The Commando Suite.'
cal reproduction.
Columbia

Robert E.

supreme

Mann

court

filed suit in

Tuesday

in

his

30's,

Finkelstein is considered an authority on copyright law. He has handled
ASCAP matters through S. & F. for
the 'past eight years.

There have been Indications from

ASCAP

directors ever since the settlement of the ASCAP-radio fight in
1941 that the assignment of
house counsel was to be accorded

late

Finkelstein. He figured actively in
the negotiations of the consent decree with the U. S. Department in
early 1941.

N. Y.

(15)

for

Robbins Dickers For

breach of contract and for $25,000
damages against Cherio Music Pub-

Circle (Scott) Catalog

Maurie Merle, afto
known as Maurie Hartmann, and
Robbins Music Co. Is negotiating
Jean Heppner, also known as Deanna for the purchase of the Circle Music
Co. catalog, owned by Raymond Scott
Bartlett.
(Harry Wamow) and his brother,
Complaint alleges that he was
Mark Warnow. Majority of the tunes
hired by the defendants as contactman to publicize, exploit and plug in the Circle folder are original melodies penned by Scott himself.
the defendants' songs for which he
lishers,

Inc.,

15%

Julian T. Abeles, Robbins' attorney.
said to be going over the legal deot the Scott musical properties.

The board at the same meeting
elected the Noble Music Co., Willie

was

and 13% of the corporation stock on

Is

Horowitz's firm, to membership.

or before January, 1942.

tails

to

receive

of the profits

NOONLIGHT HOOD
lyn*'

%^ mi
Lyric

Mutic ky Ptter

HaroU AJamson

Dt Rom
ns:

GET AROUND MUCH ANYHORE
Music by DuIm Ulingttt

ky Boh Ruuall

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

799 Seventh Avenu«,

New

York, N. Y.

Murray Baker, Pnf. Mgr.
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ASCAP

Votes Id Ahlert-Lesfie Plan

By Wide

Margin; Takes Effect in

'44

Green-Knight Catalog

NBCCBS,Bliie;MDtiial Pings

for $10,000

May SeU

Following tabulation of popular muHc performances embraces all four
8c Knight may disnetworks—NBC, CBS, Blue and Jlfutual—<u represented by WEAF, WJZ,
its catalog at the end of
The publishing firm WABC and WOR, N. Y. Compilation herewith cover* week beginning
month.
through Sunday, D«c 7-lS, from B p, m. to 1 a. m., and is bo^ed
Monday
has given an option to buy to Lew
on data provided by Accurate Reporting SertHce, regular source for music
Sarnoff, who is at present connected
publishing industry.
in no way with the trade. The purTITLE
PCBLISHEB
chase price is $10,000 and the opTOTAL
tion's expiration date Is Dec. 31. At- There Are Such Things
Yankee
37
torney Bernie Miller handled the White Christmas— t'Holiday Inn'
Berlin
34
deal for GB&K.
Rose Ann of Charing Cross
Shapiro
32
The catalog includes 'Flat Foot Why Don't You Fall InLova With Me?
Harms
24
is
It
Floogie with the Floy Floy.'
I Had the Craziest Dream—t'Springtlme'
BVC
23
reported that the prospective buyer Mr. 5 by 5— f Behind 8 BaU'
Leeds
23
proposed to have associated with Please Think of Me
Wltmark
23
Michael
him Newt Ollphant and
Praise the Lord and Pass Ammunition
Famous
22
Field, who co-authored 'The Same When the Lights Go on Again
CLP
22
Old Story' (HMD.
*I'm Getting Tired So I Can Sleep
Army

Green Bros.

pose of
this

The ASCAP writers

Threatens

classification

is now free to adopt the
plan for allocating royalties, as

New

Plan

commiltee

new

proposed by Fred E. Ahlert and Edgar Leslie, and make the latter system operative Jan. 1, 1944. The Ahl-

amendment, serving as an enabling device for the new plan, has
been adopted by an overwhelming
vote of the ASCAP membership. The
ert

were counted Monday (14).
and they showed the writers' numerical vole to be two to one in favor.
publishers' numerical vote was
The
three to one the same way.
amendment of Pinky Herman, who
ballots

John Redmond, member of the
special writers committee which
Ahlert-Leslie
t h e
considered
plan, declared yesterday (Tuesday) he has served notice on the

ASCAP

classification
writers'
that, unless the latter
ratings of
first reclassifies the
members, he will
protesting

committee

The

against
pressure
legal
bring
the adoption of the new plan.
Redmond held that it would

favored the establishment of a per-

be unfair to most of the writers
in the lower ranks if the new
system becomes effective before

'seniority of works fund' or
annual guarantee of a certain portion

manent
of

writers'

the

divvy,

was

voted

unsatisfactory
currently
the
rating situation was cleaned up
as a preliminary step.

down.

The Ahlert-Leslie plan requires the
classiAcation committee to meet but
once a year, while Herman sought to
make the classification of writer

ROBBINS SETTING UP

NEW RECORDING CORP.

members mandatory once each quarter.

It

of these two devices
writer-publisher members

was one

Albany, Dec. 15.
Lion Record Corp. has been charThe vote was counted on the basis tered to conduct a business in muboth of numerical returns and sical compositions of all kinds in
weight vote; that is, the number of New York. Capital stock is 100
voting units determined by each shares, no par value.
Attorney Julian T. Abelcs, of N. Y.,
member's rating in the Society.
Among the writers the numerical filed the papers.
count was 473 for and 261 against,
Jack Bobbins' Idea
while the weighted vote made it 36,The setting up of this corporation
136 for and 8,968 against. Of the pubmateriallishers ballots, 96 favored the Ahlert is another step toward the
amendment and 31 were against it. ization of an idea that Jack Robbins,
In terms of weighted vote, the pub- of the Robbins Music Corp., has harHe has felt
lishers' count was 2,643 for and 129 bored for a long fime.
against.
Of the potential weighted that, like the Warner Bros, group,
which has Herman Starr reprevote, the results were 76% to 10%.
sented on the board of the Decca
Herman's amendment found the
Record Co., the Metro-Robbins comwriters numerically two to one
bination ought to have a recording
against It, and the publishers disposed
connection of its own.
similarly by four and a half to one.
Robbins visualizes recording sUbIn terms of percentage of potential sids
as a common thing amon} maweighted votes, this amendment
jor publishers after the war, and he
rated 69% opposed and 8% in favor.
wants to be ready.
The ASCAP board of directors, at
a meeting Thursday (10) voted down the deadline remained as originally
a proposal that the balloting deadline set; namely, midnight of that date
for the amendment be extended and (10).
that the
voted.

,

Moonlight Mood
Velvet Moon

Music Notes

—

Johnny Green, composer and band
Metro to work on

leader, moved into
musicals.

Why Don'tYou Do Right
(GET ME SOME MONEY, TOO!)
By Joe McCoy

BENNY GOODMAN'S

David Snell doing the score for
'Mr. Justice Goes Hunting' at Metro.

George
for

'I

Stoll

Dood

It'

preparing the score
at Metro.

Paul Webster
turned in three songs for Ginny
Simms In 'Oh, Doctor' at Universal.

and

Harry Revel

Dimltrl Tiomkin moved into Universal to score 'Shadow of a Doubt.'

Harry Akst and Sammy Cahn
defied 'Play It on the G-String' for
Hunt Stromberg's 'G-String Mur-

Street of Dreams
There'll Never Be

lumbia.

Harry James, Kay Kyser, Jimmy
Dorsey and Tommy Dorsey are
facing the cameras at Metro. Their

It'

and

'Girl Crazy.'

GLEN

—^Nebon

Cogane

GRAY—TONY MARTIN

GLENN MILLER—BOB CHESTER
CHARLIE SPIVAK (Backed

with While Christmas)

John Salb, WJSV, Wash., pianist
and organist, and Shannon Bolin,
singer, have collaborated on 'We're
in the Navy Waves,' which was
played for the first time and dedi'

WAVES

recently.

Snell started work on the
'Right About
Face' at

score for
Metro.

Continued from Base

jority opinion

(HONEY, I'M

IN

LOVE WITH YOU)

—

By Curt Maasey Arhie Gibson
Recorded by Lonise Massey and Westerners on Okeh

Mayfair Music Corp^ 1619 BVay,
Hollywood
Chuck Rinker
1537 NoHh Vine

New York

Chicago
Vic Duncan
St.

54 West Randolph Sl

of

tiic

ma-

which necessitates that

result

•'This Is the

to reproduce his work. The section
also includes a provision making it

compulsory for the copyright owner
to license any and all recording companies once the number has been released for mechanical reproduction.

5

Army' publishing

subsid.

10 Best SeDers on Com-Machines
(Records below are grabbing most nickels this week in ^Iceboxes
throughout the country, as reported by operators to 'Variety,' Names
of more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of
Figures and names <n
popularity, whose recordings are being played.
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings

and respective publishers.)
1.

White Christmas

2.

When

Lights

By Five

(9)

Go On

3.

Five

Dearly Beloved

(4)

5.

Why. Don't You

Fall

6.

Praise Lord (9) (Famous)

7.

There Are Such Things

8.

Manhattan Serenade

(Leeds)

Had

9.

Craziest

Daybreak

10.

(6)

Dream

S^r^.V..\cS

{ ^r"e1l7ir

^II^ ^^./.V;. ^

]

{^.Turg^^r.". .•.•.•.V.S
{

J^|?rJ^AYcsV.V.V.V.^°S^

{
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Tommy

(3) (Yan'Kee)

(2)

Decca
Columbia

Charlie Splvak

ZLXw'Ji"""".:.:: ..•''o^h'

(Chappell)

Love (Harms)

(6)

Bing Crosby

I

{

(CLP,

4.

(7)

)

(Berlin).

(8)

(Robbins)

(BVC)

Victor

Dorsey

Jf"""^ Martin
J*!?,*'
(Tony

(Feist)

(

^"''JCl^i'
Decca

{

Jimmy Dorsey ..... Decca

I

Harry James.

.....

.Coluntbia

OTHER FAVORITES
(These records are directly below first 10 in popularity.
of weeks in porenfhesis are fading, others gaining.)

Tunes with

number

My

Devotion (16) (Santly)
'

makes Brazil
(Southern)
Moonlight Becomes You (Famous).. y.
There'll Never Be Another You (Miller).".
Here Comes Navy (Shapiro)
This Is Army (Army)

repugnant to the main body of
Section IE
But whatever the explanation of the insertion of the word
'published.' we must construe the
word as out to defeat the legislative
purpose, even though we have to give
it a meaning more limited than Is
ordinarily accorded it..., We hold
that a work copyrighted under section 11 has been 'published' within
the meaning of section IE.'
Under section IE the copyright
owner is granted the exclusive right
it

B'way

Harms

Be Wrong

circuit court,

'that it was not the purpose of the
('and published') proviso to effect a
discrimination
between published
and unpublished copyright musical
compositions. To give it a*meaning

Feist

Ambassador
Mutual

Me

Hannah

to

5
5
B
5
S
S
5

Mills

.

reads the

6

Chappell

suits.
"

Army

Atlas

Taking a Chance on ;Love
We're All In It
tFilniusical.

Lincoln

7
7
7
e
6
6
6

ABC

{

to protect those phonograph record
who still had large
stocks of unlicensed music when the
new copyright law was passed in
1909.
"The wording gave them a
chance to dispose of such records
without subjecting themselves to in-

'We are convincec'

The Honey Song

K

Ever Get Back

Can't

It

7

Remick

In Khaki'.

Getting the Best of

If I

9

9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7

Berlin

Everything I've Got
I Lost My Sugar in Salt Lake City
It's

9
g

Chappell

manufacturers

fringement

THE BIG MID-WESTERN HIT

n
\i
10

BMI

SonaU

Starlight

Appeals Ct.

Recorded by

May fair

Get Neck of Chicken— t'Seven Days' Leave'. .Southern
Remick
Three Dreams— t 'Powers Girl'
Paramount
Rosie the Riveter
Warock
Every Night About This Time
Mills
For Me and My Gal— t'Me and My Gal'
Robbins
Hip Hip Hooray
National
That Soldier of Mine
Can't Get Out of Mood— t'Seven Days Leave'. .Southern
Mills
Light a Candle In the Chapel
Santly
Move It Over
Crawford
The Steam Is on the Beam
Leeds
3121 Miles Away
Dorsey Bros
Weep No More My Lady
Yankee Doodle Boy— f Yankee DoodU Dandy'. Vogel
Marks
At the Crossroads
Remick
By the Light of the Silvery Moon
Feist
Over There— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy'

Marines ere looking for a complete band for their new base at
Pendleton on the Pacific Coast. Any
leader who can enlist his musicians
in a body is assured a commission.

OUR NEW BALLAD
By Dick Robert80ii<—Sammy Mysels

Miller

You— t'Iceland'. ... Morris

Another

Yesterday's Gardenias

A Boy

Scott Bradley used 48-piece orchestra to score the Metro cartoon.
Suffering Cats.'

Yesterday's Gardenias

IS
IS
IS
IS
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13

.

You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
Blue Skies
James McHngh and Herb Magid- Out of This World— t'Powers Girl'
son clefTed the new 'Song of the Paradise Valley
Coast Artillery,' to be sung in Ten Little Soldiers
'Officers Candidate School' at Co- •This Is the Army, Mr. Jones

Dave

Columbia Record

—

ders.'

cated to the

Is Sensationall

—

I

pictures, respectively, are 'Best Foot
Forward,' 'Right About Face,' I

We Have Acquired the Song
The Whole Music World Is Raving About

,

—
—

Dood

A TRIO OF HITS

IB
18
17
16

Robbins

Wltmark

Southern
A Touch of Texas t'Seven Days Leave'
Southern
Lew PoIUck and Charles Newman Dearly Beloved t'You Were Never Lovelier' ,. Chappell
Santly
the Republic I'd Do It Again
for
writing songs
Manhattan Serenade
Robbins
fllmusical, 'Tahiti Honey.'
Daybreak t'Pvt. Miss Jones'
Feist
Max Stclner completed original Moonlight Becomes You t'Road to Morocco*. Famous
Paramount
music for score of 'The Adventures Constantly t'Road to Morocco'
Feist
If I Cared a Little Bit Less
of Mark Twain" at Warners.
Shapiro
Pennsylvania Polka
Brazil

For

Me

Touch

and

of

My

Gal (Mills)

Vaughn Monroe

Victor

Jimmy Dorsey
Sammy Kaye
Sammy Kaye

Victor

Andrews

Sisters

Hal Mclntyre
Garland

Decca
Victor

(Guy Lombardo

Decca
Decca

Freddy Martin

Victor

MUSTS FOR YOUR BOOKS

BURNED A MATCH MUMBLE JUMBLE
«nd
(from

to end)

|
|

06EEGHEE RIVER LULLABY
CAB
CALLOWAY

_^

Decca
Victor

i"'*^

I

Texas (Southern)

3

I

I

BYTVOC

,

No.

SSMt

Ino, 168S B'way, N. Y.

Col,

(A8^f>)

—

TAOinmLB

Vtiattdmj, Deceinbcr 16. 1942
Star, B'klyn, Closed

Top NiterKs Seen Closed in Boston

New

Years; Biz Brisk

In Less(»r Spots but With Restraint
By BUDOLPH ELIE,

Boston, Dec.
Boston's night life

Allentuck

Jr.
15.

was fabulous

QuiU

USO

Max Allentuck has resigned from
USO-Camp Shows, where he had

been concentrating on procuring talNov. 28.
ent for cuflo spot bookings.
With hindsight to work with, It
Allentuck checked out to rest
now seems inevitable that the break- from the effects of a recent illness.
neck pace of the Hub couldn't have
gone on forever and that something
would snap. That such a ghastly
climax as the Cocoanut Grove disuntil

would take place could not
have been dreamed of, of course, but
It did take place, an? now Boston's
night life can be told 'only in the
aster

past tense.

Although the city has recovered
to a certain extent from the holocaust which claimed nearly 500 lives
on that Saturday in November, and

Owner Shuts Cafe
Though
Grants

Fire Dept.

Him Okay

has to a certain extent
resumed after dark, the old hysteria
has been replaced with sobriety and
Pittsburgh, Dec, 15.
the old ^headlong search for diverNixon Cafe, which closed down
sion with discretion.
voluntarily to install a couple of exStill closed, and likely to remain tra exits following Cocoanut Grove
closed until the turn of the year are disaster in Boston, will more than
Mayfair, likely lose out completely on the
the major night clubs
Latin Quarter, Rio Casino and so on. big holiday trade as a result of selfThe Beachcomber may reopen to- imposed regulation by Tony Connight (Tuesday), but it isn't definite. forti, who operates the spot.
Although downstairs room was given
Lesser Spots Open
The lesser spots are open, though, a clean bill of health by authorities,
and business is brisk enough, but Conforti acted on his own in. shutterHe expected to be ready by
there's something of restraint in the ing.
atmosphere, and mad spending has Christmas but on account of prioriceased. In any case, although the lies, etc., has been having a tough
Silver Dollar, Blinnstrub's, Ort's, time getting materials and may reStage Door, Music Box, Village Barn, main dark until middle of January.

although

life

—

Vienna Room and half a hundred
have been inspected, apand opened (with alterations), it wasn't until last Saturday

others

proved

night they got rolling, for that was
the first night there were signs of

any resurgence whatever. Yet no
one is deluded that this means business will resume its pre-Grove proportions until the New Year, if then.
The hotels have recovered, per-

(Continued on page 38)

Roadery Owner, Wife,
Son Die

in

Arkansas

Cottage of Suffocation
Memphis, Dec. 15.
The owner of an Arkansas roadhouse, his wife and small son were

a tremendous loss since it
cancellation of annual New
Year's Eve shindig and Nixon has
long been the most consistently
profitably nitery operation in town.
Meantime, Villa Madrid has reopened after five-day shutdown to
put in a new exit and also to install
a steel door between kitchen and
dining room. City officials in past
10 days have inspected more than
300 rooms and number of violations
were reported. So far, however,
there have been no closings, with
spots making necsssary additions and
flre-proofiing
immediately.
Nixon
was the only case where the shuttering was voluntary.
Even a couple of big hotels were
found wanting but their safety deflections have already been taken
care of, and it's believed if any more
spots are affected, they will be small
ones and not of major importance.

suffocated last week at the tourist
cottage attached to their night spot,
a tragedy of sleeping in an overheat-

from West Memphis, Ark.; his wife,
47, and their eight-year-old

son, Bill.

The three apparently had retired
In a
tightly-sealed room without
ventilation and had left a gas heater
burning.
The room became overheated while they were sleeping and
it
was indicated that Arnold had
awakened in a dazed condition and
effort to effect an escape but was unable to do so. The
bodies laid undiscovered in the room
from Monday night until Friday
brought the return of their daughter
to get aid to

break into the room.

The dispute between Arthur Wirlz
and the American Guild of Variety
Artists,

Will give you an insight of how
cafe tcciety ia reacting to Hitlafi

Musso and Tojo

'Show Business
at War*
theme of the
of

37th Anniversary Number

Henie leery Nabs

$1M

Puppeteer on Skates
Pittsburgh, Dec.

novelty

Latest

show

idea

for

15.

an

ice

Lester Oman,
a standard
turn in niteries and vaude, was approached here last week while
working at Merry-Go-Round by repis

whose

a

puppet

'little

resentatives

act.

people'

of

is

Arena

Managers

Assn. about possibility of his going into 1944 edition of 'Icecapades,'
which is owned and operated by
AMA. What rep didn't know was
that Oman used to be a champ amateur skater. He was asked to work
up something for the marionets on
skates
and deal had practically
reached the contract stage when
Oman's engagement at local cafe
ended.
in

'Icecapades' has consistently grre
for novelties, first introd'icing

members

37th

Indpls.;

Icecapades 70G
Indianapolis, Dec. 15.
Sonja Henie's 1943 Hollywood Ice
Revue grossed almost $135,000 in 11
night performances here Nov. 26Dec. 6. The take is reported to have
topped last year's mark by $22,000.
Total attendance was estimated at
100,000.

More than 20,000 soldiers from all
and near Indianapolis were
entertained during the run as guests
of the show.
units in

executive

American Guild

secretary

of

the

of Variety Artists.

Dennis, executive secretary of th«

AGVA

in

local

had been

Detroit,

nominated for the post

at a conventhree weeks ago
national representatives and local executive secretaries.
On his return to Detroit Dennis was
tabbed for pronto induction by his
draft board. He then withdrew his
name from consideration in a letter
to Walter Greaza,
administrator appointed by the Four A's,
copies of which went to all the

tion in
of the

New York

AGVA

AGVA

locals.

The letter was received lite last
week which gave the AGVA field
time to contact each other and
decide on Sheivy.
Consequently,
when the 4A'3 convened Monday a
majority of the AGVA locals and national reps were on record, via
telegrams and letters, in favor of
Sheivy.
Four A's board has adjourned for a week to enable reps of
union affiliates to consider the
Sheivy nomination. They are due
to ballot on the proposal next Monday.
staff

AGVA

Sheivy is currently the
national representative in San Francisco and before that had held a
similar post in the Florida area. It's
understood that at the New York
convention of
local {executives
Sheivy was a close second to Dennis in the balloting for a successor
to Greaza, who's on loan from and
overdue to return to Equity.

Saturday mat, enabled 'Ice-Capades
of 1943' at the 9,600-seater Forum to
gross strong total estimated at $70,000 last week. Fans were standing
three deep Saturday and Sunday and
there were standees every other
night. Price was scaled at $2.50 top,

tax inclusive.
Stars of the show included Vera

Sopllie

Tucker Extended

To 10 Weeks at Chi Chez,
Setting

New Mark for Spot

Joe Jackson, Jr., on ice in his tramp Hniba, Lois Dworshak, Donna and
Sophie Tucker is playing to boill
bike turn, then Serge Flash, jug- Bobby Specht, Joe Jackson, Jr.,
gler, and this season another jug- Dench & Stewart and Markus & biz at the Chez Paree, Chicago, and
instead of winding up on Dec. Zli
gler, but a femme, Trixie.
Thomas.
the singer stays on until Jan. 8,
setting a new high run for the Loop

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

Policy in past years has been for
Chez Paree .to bring in new show
Christmas eve, but biz has been so
with many of the customers
coming back time and again, that
the extended engagement was set.
After a two-year absence frop
Chi, Miss Tucker opened at the Chez
Paree on Oct. 30, so that she will
have completed 10 weeks at the
spot.
Last previous mark for the
nitery was seven weeks.

terrific,

She'll be followed there Jan. 8 by
Joe E. Lewis, after he winds up his
stay at the Copacabana, N. Y. Lewis
has been a fixture at the N. Y. nitery

since Oct.

1.

STRIPPER, FAY'5 MGR.

FINED IN PHILLY COURT

To Be Published Late In December

Philadelphia, Dec. 15.
Sid Stanley, manager of Fay's, and

Catherine Lamphier, stripper billed
as 'Cleotoria,' were fined in Quarter
Sessions Court here last week as
result of raid on the West Philly
vaudfilmer during Holy Week last
spring.

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Special Exploitation Advantages

Judge L. Stauffer Oliver assessed
Stanley $50 and $25 in costs. Miss
Lamphier was fined $25. Two other
performers, Jean Carroll and Carol
Lord, also strippers, were found not
guilty

they

when
were

detectives testified that
by bras and

covered

G

Reservations and

AGVA

originally an
the troupe was

Nick Lucas opens at the Hi Hal
Club, St. Louis, Dec. 18. Set for two
weeks.

and connomination

(14)

file

of Matt Sheivy for the post of national

AGVA

'Ice-Capades' 7«G in Montreal
Montreal, Dec. 15.
Sellout each night of the five It
played here, and good house for the

jewel-studded
siring.
Miss Lamphier, the cops said, added suggestive
motions to he. act.
Stanley told court he has since

of

dispute because
organized on the
Coast and many of the cast, including Miss Henie, held SAG cards.

in-

of

America
unions. Thomson entered what was
Artistes

America met Monday
sidered a rank and

AGVA

of either of the Associated

and

hit

duction, the International board of
the Associated Actors and Artistes of

in

over a contract for Wirtz's

and Sonja Henie's 'Hollywood Ice
Revue of 1943,' is still up in the air
due to the lack of any negotiating
date between Wirtz and Kenneth
Thomson.
Wirtz had promised two weeks ago
to negotiate with Thomson, exec secretary of the Screen Actors Guild,
if more than half of his cast were
Actors

Billingsley
(Famed Stork Club Boniface)

comment when
declined
asked why he had rejected the bid
for a new permit, considering that
'dirt' and nudity were out.

With Carl Dennis notified that
him slated for

draft board has

Sherman

Moss

She had

WIRTZAGVA SNARL
STILL UP IN THE AIR

in

by

THEME OF THE

had made an

Memphis.

By Army; 4 A$ Board Mults Choice
'Wartime BehaviorUm
Night Cluh»>

"Show Business
At War"

Gladys,

in

Of AGVA, Denms Facing Induction

nitery.

ed room.
Victims of the unusual accident
were William Ruston Arnold, 57,
owner of the Jungle Inn, 12 miles

from school

Shows

star, Brooklyn, N. Y., oldtime burley house, which tried the comeback
trial the past three months via a
vaude-revue policy, was shuttered
after final show Thursday (10) following refusal of License Commissioner Paul Moss to renew permit
for the house.
Tfew show was
skedded for Friday (11) but house
failed to open.
Star's girl show was second to fold
in a week, the Central, N. Y., failing
to put in a bid for a permit renewal
and switching to grind film run because of poor biz.
Although Raymond ' Bros., operators of the Star, banned stripping
and leaned overboard to avoid any
semblance of nudity, Moss nixed the
application for renewal upon expiration of a temporary three-month
license on which house had been
operating.
Since reopening biz had only been
fair, the customers out front heckling their displeasure at the lack of
stripping.
When Moss notified the operators
there was no dice on the periViit renewal and that the house would have
to shutter, the Charles F. Noyes
realty firm, owners of Star property,
reportedly intervened and sought to
keep house open, but Moss' decision
stood.

Thai's

means

m

Stripping

New Chief

Propose Matt Shehy As

By Moss Despite No

Until After

*T

Copy May Be

Sent to

Any

Variety Office

NEW YORK
154

W.

46lh

SL

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

Sl

CHICAGO
54

W. Romdolph

LONDON
St.

8 St. Martin's PL

e.iminated peelers. Houoe policy now
is
colored
acts,
featuring
sepianame bands. Fay's was raided along
with the Tror, an Izzy Hirst burley
house, and Carroll's, a midtown
nitery, last spring when churches
complained.

—

—
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SA
good music Hit ityl* te
neither hot nor sweet but • nappy
medium.
„ ^
At show caught his vocalist, P«tlte
and brunet Gloria Hart, sang 'What
CoBtlBMd from paf • IT
Do You Think I Am?'. 'Alexander's
Mellllo issued warnings to 11 hotel
Ragtime Band' and Kassel's 'Bundle haps, better than any other tingle
while of Blue', all to good effect
Cub group, but only two of them have bars and resorts that they must imterping,
with the palron
Chavez's Latin rylhms. with the Higgins and Harvey Crawford, of
much to offer in the way of excite- prove exits Bifd other conditions or
the tenor vospots.
tation for

Top Niteries Closed

Nighi Club Reviews

j

riobaMba,

n. y.

leader also handling

Russell Patterson presentation o/ cals, are also conducive to south-ofJane Fronian, Romo Vincent, Chan- the equator terps.
The Saturday show had been condra-Kaly Dancers, Patterson's Magazine Cover Girls (8) uiith Ann Gra- siderably speeded since a flrst night
ham, Peggy Holmes and Joliniiw that, according to reports, needed
Cord. Nat Brandwynne Orch (11). considerable pacing. Dorothy Fox
dances
has staged the dances, and its a good
Chavez's Latin Band (8):
staged by Dorothw Fox, musical score job, loo. while Irvin Graham's origibv Irvin Graham: mintjniini, $2.50 nal score satisfies the show's needs.
The Rio, following its Thursday
tceefc fliphts and Sundays, $3.50 Satopening, had a rather inauspicious
urday.

The New York scene has a boff
nitery. It's the Rlobamba, on
East 57th Street, and ever since the
teeofi last Thursday (10) the spot
Purported
to have cost bonlface Linton Weil
over $45,000 to open, the Rlobamba
marks the first venture into the;
nilery field for Weil. It's one that'll
force the other spots in Gotham's east
side sector, particularly the Copabanca, to toe the mark, for the layout bears inevitable physical comparison to the Copa customer values.
has been packing 'em

In.

big.

Raymond Pike, Jr., Juggler, clicks
with Indian clubs, balls and hat
the place was manipulating.
Loop.
closed by the authorities for a minor
infraction of a Are regulation. It
N. Y.
all stemmed from a correction resystem,
HOTEL)
refrigeration
(LINCOLN
quired on the
but it was all ironed out after the
been
Mitchell Ayres Orch (15) with
cabaret license had
spot's
„ -j
e-.
o„„
JWorshall, Dicfc Dyer; niitiilifted for only Friday. Saturday saw Judy
muni; 75c minimum tceefc nights; $1
the place operating as usual
Knlin.
Sattirdai/s.
second

new

the band, click in solo vocal
The Harriet Smith Dancers contribute two routines, opening the
show with a 'Water Lily Ballet'
featuring Gloria Lee. In their closing number they're joined by Maurice and Maryea, ballroom team, atThe latter
costumed.
tractively
score with three numbers. Applause

night,

when

BLUE ROOM,

ment, the rest sticking pretty close face closing.
to their loungea and cafes, Saturday
night the Copley Plaza was the liveMany Violations in Mo.
liest place in town, having started a
St. Louis, Dec. 19.
new series of attractions in its main
The campaign to prevent a repeballroom. So It had Eddie Oliver's
tition
of
the recent Cocoanut Grove,
orchestra with Morton Downey in
Boston,
disaster
in Missouri niteries
the Oval Room, drawing a crowd
which overflowed into the Sheraton hit Springfield, Mo., the largest city
Room; it had John Klrby's orchestra in the southern part of the state
last
week
when
operators of nite
downstairs In the Colonial Room,
and it had Jack Teagarden's orches- spots in that city and Greene County
were visited by sheriffs.
tra in the main ballroom. Between

.

,

the three.

It

all

drew

pretty

close

to

but normaL

Mitchell Ayres, like most everyN. Y. one
having his
else,
has been
troubles keeping personnel up to reLeo Rcisman, Walton & O'RoiirJce, quired number of men, but withal
for a chance to
DoFrench.
Eleanor
he's
leading a neat little combination. practically fighting
Jane
Deerinff.
At the S2.50 minimum week nights
spend money. One place alo)ne (the
cita's Rhumba Band; $3 Tniniinum, While it can't be labelled excepand Sundays, with $3.50 Saturdays,
to be
tional, this group of four sax, four Latin Quarter) was reported
$1.50 and $2 coiti^en.
the Rio Is a fine buy by nitery standtrumpets, two trombones and four running ahead of the previous year
ards, particularly In view of the
If circumstances dictate this be rhythm does a good job.
by more than $3,000 a week in the
name show. It's a small talent layOne of its faults will probably be take, and this held true in lesser
valedictory of the Rainbow
out, with Jane Froman and Romo the
out in corrected as soon as the men realize amounts, of course, for all the
Vincent as the toppers, and two ace Room's career, it's going,
is
that they're off the merry-go-round
bands in Nat Brandwynne's for the fine style. It's to be hoped this
others.
not to be the case, and that the they've been on for three or more
straight dancing and Chavez's for
Servicemen Swell Biz
service unions and the Rockefellers months, i.e., a road trip and all that
the Latin rhythms. Both musical
had more than Its
dras-

RAINBOW ROOM,

^

outfits

are long since

standard

in

the smart nite spots, and each remains a bie draw.
Russell Patterson Is billed as the
presenter of the show, and it was
he who designed the spot and the
costumes.
In the Latin-American
Idiom, It's a plushy setting dominated by pink, white and blue with
white overhanging palms accentuating the Latin motif. It's class all the

(The name Rlobamba,

way.

inci

dentally, is derived from a town of
that name In Ecuador, where Pat
terion oncp visited.)
Well Is the nominal owner, though
known to have some more or less

Uent

money

with

him.

Irving

Alexander is at the door as general
manager, and for this flrst show the
William
Morris
offic^,
'via
its
Georgle Wood, helped stage it in
order to best show Miss Froman
and Vincent, Both Morris agency
ecoimts.

get together before anything as
tic as folding the Rainbow Room
and Grill becomes necessary. The
matter is still In a state of negotiation, and both sides are manifesting
conciliatory moves to keep the project open.
Apart from the labor-capital relations, managing director John Roy
has assembled a suave, yet not too
costly divertissement for the holiday season. He had to impress ballerina Jane Deerin^ into service
again since Rosita Segovia, Latin
terpster, couldn't clear the immigration barriers via Havana, as was
planned. Miss Deering is a returner,
as are Walton 8i O'Rourke with their
unusual puppet revue, and Eleanor

French,

slick

made marked

chanteuse, who has
progress since last seen

entails currently.
They play too
loud, particularly for dinner. Once
they get used to the room that undoubtedly will be corrected. Other
fault is contribvitory to the. above.
Ayres and his partners (this' is a
four- way co-op crew) have an idea

about four trumpets and two trombones against four sax. Maybe it'll
work out eventually, but the immediate reaction here Is that there's
too

much

brass,

at least too

many

trumpets.

From

musical

a

standpoint

the

band plays with good tone and spirit
and its rhythms are fine for dancing.
Ayres helps things occasionally by

LYNCH'S, PHILLY

Tm

,

—

life
grass-shaker could get away headliners Henny
Youngman and
Identified.
with.
The 'love birds' finale Is a Senor Wences.
Youngman, when
Vincent Is still a fine young good reprise.
caught, was battling a heavy cold
comedian with his lyrical switches
Leo Roi'in^an's orchestra Is hitting
on pops, all in character getup. He on all cylinders, now. The band has but despite this handicap had the
customers in the palm of his hand
has a fine tenor, in the operatic smoothed all its edges and it would
with his comic routines, trick fiddle
reaches, and he uses his gargantuan be too bad, indeed, if clrcumstiPnces
stint -and 'Sxpcrt -showr.ianship in
proportions to advantage in his curbed its career here, -where the
the topnotch show.
comedy attempts. For the first RR customers really .seem to like this m.c.lng
Wences again proves he's tops as
couple of shows he had been doub- orchestra, as it does Dacita's rhumba
a ventriloquist.
Making his initial
ling from 'Beat the Band', missing combn. Anyway, the Room won't do
appearance here (he's been at the
the dinner dates here, but is now a foldo Jan. 1. as was an earlier
ftill th-ne at th« Rio-sliti;* the-Georgt threst. -thls-show— b*<iig-^<«i«d»'
^6r?*touP*ay
«ay conversai
conversa^^
Abbott mtislcal folded Saturday until Jan. 19.
with
'Pedro'
(a
head
In a wooden
Thi.>!
week should tell the tech box)
nlThc. •
is sure-fire. Tn addition Wences
The show's only other act is the nical story on the labor situation as showsChandra-Kaly Dancers, three girls regards an impaiise that may be when thct he takes no back seat
it comes to difficult feats of
solved,
or
otherwise.
Incidentally
and the male feature in native cosjuggling.
tuming, and they're big clicks with almost no other nitery, save the
Also new here are the Whalens,
their South American dances, the suave and iustiflably well establl.'^hcd
Maurice and Betty. They're a couple
topotr, of course, being their smash Rainbow Room, could witness how
of goodrlooking youngsters who persamba. The more or less diminutive touching Is the potential closing to form
a difficult
tatures of the dancers, however, Its many well-wishers. There aren't making it appear acrobatic routine,
as simple. The gal
make it particularly dlfTlcuIt for a handful of spots In America where member is particularly
easy to look
those other than rlngsiders to see its clientele would care one way or at The
Whalens perform their stint
another it something ever happened
the

^ W*

turn advantageously, a factor
to its career, but the Rockefellers'
In evidence, too, because of the physically low-down Rainbow Room Is certainly one of
nature of their native dances. An them. Dally, customers have urged
management and labor alike to do
elevated platform, would of course,
something about solving their squab'
correct that.
and not jeopardize the continuThe line, billed as Patterson's bles
ance of the RR and RG. This pub
Magazine Cover Girls, may be short lie protest is having
Its good effect,
on the hoot, but they don't require or so it's hoped.
.Abel,
any great ability In^that department.
The eight femmes, all Professional
nr\r\%K oi ii
»i,
models, plus their singing-dancing
T
leader. Ann Graham, are beauts
(BISMARCK HOTEL)
whose billing is entirely warranted;
they satisfy their main decorative
Chicago, Dec. 11
purposes. They're In two routines,
Art Kassel's Orch (14), Gloria
with the second, Hiobamba', click- Hart, Horrtet Smith Doncers (5),
ing particularly, Peggy Holinei and Mourice It Maryea, Roymond Pifce,
Johnny Cord dovetallinto the latter Jr.; $1.50-$2.50 Thlnimtim.
in a bit.
Brandwynne's outAt playa a sock
Art Kaasel't been booked to appear
bow^
usual, tfaa Molst^nuiMtr^. #(<c<>?t«fn,Biimbflr ot month* here
belngime of fhe,J>cit<!if
builiWHL •idv^i*.To/ flie'i^ IS yWrfc' 'In
tor
bowv^'ccompanlmevt, .^i^ppf ^.t^V-mw he't IraBt up-a 'hAM repu'
that's notably

,

u

J
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J
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WALINU

KUUM, CHI

has

city

share of servicemen swarming into
the city on weekends from Forts
Devens and Edwards as well as
from the many outposts In the vicinity, and these, with the varying
niunbers of British sailors In port
most of the time, had swelled the
night spots beyond all semblance of
normality.
Until the disaster, gas rationing
and other Inconveniences had not
appreciably cut patronage. Weekends were terrific in any case, and
the new Monday schedule ol the

department stores, now
inserting highly
aceptabla viblin downtown
open from 1 to 9 p.m., brought in
solos.
Judy Marshall, vocalist who was additional patronage en that usually
added to the band the night caught, quiet night Coming coinddentally
ia a find.
She has never worked with with the disaster, however, was a
band before and once sha gets strict army order for a seaboard
straightened out with this outfit dimout. The order had teeth in it
should prove valuable, Dick Dyer and Bostonlana obeyed with the rehandles l>allads in nice voice, which
that the week of Dec. 1 found
would probably Improve U he sult
city as gloomy literally as it
learned to open his mouth and sing. the
was figuratively. This week brings
Wood.

around the class boites.
In sequence. Miss Deering opens
with a waltz routine to 'Falling in
Love.' returning later for • sUck
Miss
Spanish
routine.
castenet
Miss Froman whams, as usual. A French, with a fetching new hair-do
fine singer with an arresting brun- and an engaging mike style, songnet beauty, she can also hold an alogs a well put-together routine of
audience do matter how tough it standards that run the gamut from
might be. And this audience when Berlin to Kern and Johnny Mercer
to George Gershwin.
'This Is the
caught Saturday past midnight
Saturday midnight audiences are Army. Mr. Jones' and 'White Christ'
Old Fash(HOTEL WALTON)
traditionally known, of course, as mas' are Berliniana;
the most unruly was completely ioned' is Kern; 'Strip Polka,' done
Philadelphia, Dec. 0.
wrapped up by the soprano during In a nice way, of course, consider'
Henny Younprnan, Senor Wences,
her more than half hour on the ing the Rockefeller auspices, is via
iloflT.
She relegated practically Mercer: and Gershwin's 'Embrace- Maurice & Betty Whalen, Gerardot,
Ruth Clayton, Glamour Girls (16),
everything else on the bill with her able You' is reprised, as is 'S'Won'
derful.'
Miss
French
ready
for
the
Is
Eddie DeLuca Orch (6). Coney
great sense of showmanship and
Rhumba Band (6) Rose Callo, Bubtinging ability. It was an audience big league in real manner now.
Walter & O'Rourke do things with bles Shelby. Lorene Rhoda, Kmar;
that even found Romo Vincent, al'
wayt a clever comedy delineator of their marionets which apparently no cover or minimum; dinners, $2
no performer could get away with up.
•ongs, losing his grip at times.
Miss Froman did about a dozen in this room or any other cafe. For
Spurred by the boom in Biz that
numbers at this catching, and, after Instance, being inanimates, the 'Chant
of the Weed' number, annotuced as has hit PhlUy niteries in general, and
several encores, still had to beg off.
marihuana smoker's dream, sees a the Walton Roof in particular. Jack
•White Christmas', her last of several a
sinister siren conjured up by the Lynch is beginning to unbuckle the
encores. Is particularly notable in
reefer-addict's
imagination.
The
bankroll,
slowly getting back to the
the way she does It while she's
operatic stew dame is likewise
name policy which he abandoned a
also doing other tunes that have bebroad hokum number; likewise
year ago.
come standard with her, plus a cute oute Hawaiian dancer, with an that
aS'
Studding the bill are two acts,
pmphrase on 'Beeulne', the number sortment of naughty bumps no realeither of which could be termed
with which she's probably best

—

The

—

with It gubernatorial suggestions for
a considerable cut in pleasure driving with t)ie admonition that if it
doesn't diminish sufficiently, pleasure driving will be absolutely out on
Sundays and around the week, if
necessary. The effect of all this on
the entertainment world In the Hub

caimot be minimized,
business

la

were reported.

violations

K. C, St John's, Tragedy

not recall, though, the
hectic days prior to Nov. 28. At that
nightspots,
all
in
time, business
theatres and film houses was nothing short of fabulous. The crowds
roamed from one spot to another,
jamming them to the doors, and
did

It

Many

and the atmosphere was

2,000 covers,

and though

likely to get a little bet-

ter than it la right now. It is strongly
It ever comes near
to be doubted

U

the peak It achieved before Nov
28, or until the lights go on again

New N.Y. Riobamba
Closed for 1 Night
Inhibited by the recent Boston
nitery catastrophe at the Cocoanut
Grove, the shape of things to come
in all night life was evidenced when
the new Riobamba, N. Y., was forced
to shutter one day after it premiered
The Fire Dept.
last Thursday (10).

wanted certain technical violations
corrected and many customers were
turned away Friday until the situaSpot reopened
tion was fixed up.
Saturday.

St

John's, Nfld., Dec. 15.
Of the 100 persons known to have
perished in the Knights of Columbus
flre here, 78 have been identified.
Military censors will not release
names of victims until all are

known.

Rescuers are

in the ice-covered

digging

Most of those who died are said
to
have been American and Canadian service men. It was reported
unofficially that five American soldiers bad been Identified. Witnesses
say many of the service men gave
their lives in an attempt to save
girl
companions.
Latest checkup
shows 104 in hospitals and emergency dressing stations. Cause of
the flre has not yet been established.

Haiards in IS MVkee Spots
Milwaukee, Dec. 15.
Fire hazards were found in 12 out
of 64 dancing spots lir'the suburbs
surrounding Milwaukee as the result of an Intensive investigation
made as a followup to the recent
Cocoanut Grove disaster in Boston.

Paper
exists,

decorations,
obstructed
doors opening inward, open

wiring, rubbish, shaky railings, unprotected heating pipes, illegal gasoline storage, blocked doors, loos«>
plaster and no light bulbs In fixtures
over exits were conditions ordered

remedied if the niteries wished
remain in business.

to

Close Chi Nitery
^
Chicago, Dec. 15.
Tightening up on flre nUes here,
following the Boston disaster, has
resulted in only one night club being
closed, although there are many
places, especially among the smaller
spots, which need to be looked into
for flre hazards. While the large
loop places are adequately protected
and regularly Inspected, there are
hundreds of outlying clubs that need
attention by the City's fire department, which is moving very slowly.
First night club here to feel the
effects of increased fire vigilance la
the 5100 Club, which was ordered
closed
last
week xbAO. certain

changes were made to comply with
present flre department regulations.
Sprlngfleld Probe
Springfield, Mass., Dec. IS.
Fifty-eight Springfield dine and
dance places are operating without
a state license. It was disclosed here
last week as local and state Investigators pressed their probe Into local
niteries to see If all regulations were

being heeded.

Not a

WIBW^WWMWL mm ^J,H^.>» '9W»,
public
Guido's Sapphire Room, etc.) is on
East 57th street, and cost some $40.OOO to reopen, including the Russell
Patterson-designed revue, with Jane
Froman and Romo Vincent toplined.
Miss Froman Is in for four weeks
only; Vincent Just closed in 'Beat
the Band.'
Cafe talent bookers and buyers
agree that a new edict against cafe

still

wreckage for more

bodies.

under

ainela

ry had

1(

W.
safety,

a

i4rt»*t't"4.'Aj

which

Massachusetts

Is

law

necessary
for

all

places selling liquor.

Held For Arson
Pomeroy, O., Dec. 19.
Harless,
hat been
10,
placed In jail at Pomeroy, O., under
$2,500 bond, on charges of having

Eugene

set flre to the Shenang Springs night
crowding is inevitable; that mass- club, near here. Which was comcapacity places will no longer get pletely
destroyed.
attractive chanteuse, away with 'dancing on a dime,' and
a holdover who continually keeps that
a
stricter adherence to flrechanging her material. When catignt
Des Holnes Heat On
in neat-Iooklng scantles.

Ruth Clayton,

is

she was excellent with a couple of proofing inflammables,

comic tunes, 'White Christmas' and

Love with
The Gerardos, also

'Falling In

tinue to develop into what may well
be an ace ballroom duo one of these
days.

Lynch's line of lookers is attired in
lavish costumes In their three production numbers in wlilch Miss Clayton provides the vocals. The finale
is a patriotic number, with the entire cast winding up the proceedings
with the national anthem.
The band, under leadership of
Eddie DeLuca, deftly accompanies
the show, Caney's rhumba unit takes
care of the interim music.
spot (600 capacity) was virtually filled when reviewed. Shal.

The

etc. is

a

must from now

more

exits,

on.

With local

Love.'
holdovers, con-

Oct's

New

Detroit, Dec. 15.

As a result of the Boston flre, the
State Liquor Control Commission
lasfweek slapped on new rigid regulations for
sees, with

called

upon

Michigan's 18,000 licenlocal and State
for enforcement.

Des Moines, Dec. IS.
officials warned that

they had better tighten up liquor

Hesirlctions

police

ToongstowB Closes 19 Clubs
Youngstown, C, Dec. 19.
Fire Chief Michael J. Melillo has
ordered 15 night clubs and private
clubs closed because of fire hazards.

and gambling law enforcement in
town or run the chance of having
millUry officials declare Des Moines
out of bounds, the heat has been on
everywhere the past few days, Includring all the honky-tonks and
swanky swigs.
Raids of every
description are rampant.

In addition, the city building deis investigating the adeall exits for taverns, clubs,
dancehalls and other places where
70 or more persons are gathered st
one time.

partment
quacy of
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VAUDEVILLE

AGVA ID niiDy Winning Wage

Fight

Despite Snags of Booker Combines
Philadelphia, Dec.

Buck-Bubbles Out Of
'Scandals' Tab for Film

19.

The local American Guild of Va
liety Artists la quietly winning its
fight for higher wages for its members.

Pittsburgh, Dec.

16.

Buck and Bubbles, although

originally billed, weren't in tab version
of George White's 'Scandals' when
it reached Stanley theatre last Friday (II), team having been called
back to the Coast for retakes on

Although the Entertainment Man
agers Assn. and the Cabaret Bookers
Assn. turned down AGVA's 10%
'cost of living' increase in its scale,
the individual bookers are paying
the new prices, according to Dick
Mayo, AGVA's executive secretary

'Cabin in the Sky' (M-G). Dancing
comics were paged by studio for
quick trip west right in the middle
of the day during a performance of
ten White revue in its previous stand,
percenter organizations voted to re- Waterbury, Conn.

Harlequin, N. Y., Adds
Cocktail-Supper Show
Reva Reyes, Mexican songstress,
returning from Rio de Janeiro's
Casino Atlantico, launches the Harlequin Room on 60th street today
(Wednesday) for cocktails and supper. New boite, just above the Copacabana, being operated by Leo,
maitre d'hotel of French Casino days
and later operator of Leonello's.
Supporting Senorita Reyes will be
Bernie Dolen Sc Jan August, and
Phil Ellis.

CHAHERBOX,

here.

Mayo had threatened to open
own booking office when the two

price scale. He received
contributions from locals' in other
cities and had built a war chest
for the battle royal.
But no battle ensued. Ttie more
important booking offices said they
ject the

new

They'll

rejoin

'Scandals' possibly
weeks, as soon as

within next two
they finish up at Metro. Meantime,
White doesn't plan to replace Buck
and Bubbles with another act Inasmuch as show is laying off week bewould abide by AGVA's new prices, fore Christmas and when it reopens
despite the vote of their two organ- Xmas day they expect to be back in
izations. Some of the smaller book- the cast.
ers tried to beat the new prices and
found themselves without acts. Entertainers Just refused to work at
the old scale and went to bookers
who were paying the higher prices.
It was as simple as that
As a symbol that all is serene at
least for the present Mayo attended
Still
a dinner last night (Monday) at
Paliimbo's tendered to the outgoing
and incoming prexies of the
Jimmy Loughran and Florence Bern-

Pitt

Roadhouses

—

—

on the Move

EMA—

Due

ard, respectively.

From Nhery

to Gas Ration

to Concert

Pittsburgh, Dec. 15.

Moving Day into town for the outSan Francisco, Dec. 15.
.spots
of-the-way
continues here,
and Pedro, Afro-Cuban

Orelia

week with gas rationing cutting into biz
at Nino Brambiila's swank La Fiesta more and more along the highways.
night club, resume their concert Don Metz. who operates Sky Vue
dancers

now

in

their

fourth

San

bookings in February,
across from the County Airport, has
Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver, Porttaken a lease on the Club Casino,
land, Los Angeles and San Diego,
followed by a two weeks at the Te- Oakland, and Mercur brothers, who
operated Nut House in Millvale for
atro Bellas Artes in Mexico City.
They will be guest stars at a gala years, have bought old Wolfendale
performance of the Frisco Opera hotel on Northside and will begin
Ballet, under the direction of Wil- immediately to convert it into a
liam Christensen.
Orelia Sc Pedro screwball emporium. In Metz' case,
carry their own bongo drummer, he plans to continue at the Sky Vue
Jose Garcia, from Havana's Casino for awhile, until after New Year's
Eve, at least, but Mercurs closed
<le la Playa Orchestra.
their Millvale spot couple of weeks
Margel GInck, once featured as ago.
Bill Green's Casino, about 10 miles
femme vocalist with John Philip
Sousa's band, is technical advisor from downtown, has begun to cut
Green eliminated his
at 20th-Fox on the Aiming of the down already.
Soiisa biography, 'Stars and Stripes dinner sessions last week, and with
biz falling off at least 50%, he's said
Forever.'
plotting
to be
a weekend operation
only if he isn't succes.sful in getting
Pines has
a big downtown room.
already dropped music and entertainment, serving meals only, and
several more expect to fold momenpla^'ing

,

PHIL

tarily.

REGAN
Term

Contract
20th Century-Fox Studios
Perfonal

Representative!

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly Hillt, Calif.

(••a flie (jr cotnprrllrnNlvv rolIr4'llnn
of romrdy niHtcrlal. rien«e ulale <le-

and

prior.

Variety,

New

tnllt

York, Box No. 175

DEAR HARRY,

Pin„ BLAJ

his

Pittsburgh, Dec.

15.

BILL, JESSE, LARRY,

ARTHUR, SAM

"THE FIRST LADY of the BLUE" (Network)

For

War

the
the

fir.st

Toronto, Dec.
time since

15.

Debut at GLENN
Newport, Ky.

'A

FEMME BING CROSBY"

says

Variety

and the Ciuciiiiiati Press RAVED!
MILES INGALLS • HOTEL ASTOR • NEW YORK

the
of

committee,

apActora

Associated

America

to

meet

action.

nal four-week run.

Following the Blackhawk engagement Toy and Wing will continue

Marx

orchestra for a theatre tour, with four weeks of bookings so far set. They open at the
Oriental theatre. Chicago, for one
week, starting Jan. 29, following that
with one-week engagements at the
Riverside, Milwaukee; Omaha,
Omaha, and the Orpheum, Min-

The pact

retains

the

'A'

classifi-

cation, the original point of contention between
and the nitery,

AGVA

with the compromise, according to
a member of the committee, being
based on existing 'A' classifications.
Apparently this refers to the two
types of 'A' pacts now in operation

for evenings.

World

The negotiating committee
is
meeting the nitery management sans
the services of chairman Lawrence

Robertson said differences between
swank nitery management and

the
the

two American Federation of
Labor affiliates, Local 16, Waiters, Tibbett, who is singing in PhiladelHowever, he has approved
Waitresses & Bartenders union, and phia.
Local 69, Cooks' union, have vir- the offer.
tually been ironed out.
The ques-

1
annual carnival of the tion of shuttering or .staying open,
Toronto Skating Club will not be he added, has more or less resolved
next spring. Presence of itself around the practicability of
under present wartime
in operating
the armed services or engaged in canditions.
war work, plus difficulty in securing
costume materials and properties

Fine of 3 Stooges .
Undergoes Operation

many men and women members

are reasons for the cancellation of
a show which, with its 400 performers, grossed annually ST.S.OOO - $100,000 for five nights of performances
at the Maple Leafe Gardens, 12,500seater here.
Established in 1907. ice carnival

to

shows. One
Reburn, now
landers,

who

headline

current

ice-

member was Stewart
with the 48th Highwas Sonja Henie's first

partner on this side of the Atlantic

and

in

tilms.

Saranac Lake
Sarnnac. N. Y.. Dec. 15.
Hazel Coleman. ex-NVA and Wi!!
Rogersite. former dancer, has left
for Burbank. Cat., to accept a position as nurse.

Plans are being made to permit
discharged patients to enter defense
work. Local Red Cross is sponsoring
the plan, with many of the patients
already signed up.
(Loew Circuit) Conley
Walter
flashing an A-1 health report.
Jordie McLean, who appeared for
the Shuberts and in other legit productions on Broadway, is making
headway here, although still confined

Ann Comerford and Patricia Naomi
Edwards among the outstanding
comebacks here.
Joe (lATSE) McCarthy, graduate
of the colony, greets the gang with
Xmas cheer and states he's on the

RENDEVOVS,

by

the management of Leon &
dancers currently at the Blackhawk.
Chicago, with Chico Marx's orches- Eddie's nitery, in New York, has
tra, and scheduled to open at the submitted a compromise contract to
This
Mayfair, Boston, Dec. 23, for two the 4A's international board.
weeks, have canceled the latter date was approved and was the basis
because the Blackhawk management of last night's (Tues.) meeting with
picked up their option and added five the nitery operators, against whom
and a half more weeks to their origi- AGVA is conducting an 'unfair'

staged

to bed'.

A "SMASH"

negotiating

Artistes

with

Rockefeller Center, Inc.

TORONTO ICE CARNIVAL
DROPPED FOR DURATION

me

Paul Laval and Dick Charles have
penned 'My Joe, My Joe' which
Leeds Music will publish.

The
pointed

and

Decided by FrL

.i^y ntirtlftiilwltBiriattilii-.
reasuiia.

chestra are

Chicago Nitery Date

Dispute

Future to Be

fessional

Fort Worth, Dec. 15.
For the first time in many years
the Blackstone hotel will not open
Venetian Ballroom for holiday
its
dancing.
Shortage of labor and the uncer-

On

Toy and Wing, Oriental ballroom

AGVA

Rainbow Room s

Club have consistently turned pro-

WORTH SPOT STAYS CLOSED

Toy and Wing Extended

in

One fireman was killed and ISO
overcome by smoke in a fire at the
William Penn Hotel, town's biggest
inn, early this (Tuesday) morning.
in the N. Y. nitery field.
The new
Smoke was first noted in The Chatcontracts,
current with LaConga,
terbox, grillroom nitery of the Penn,
Latin Quarter, La Martinique and
by June Bobbins, the singer. She neapolis.
told Bandleader Arthur Ravel and
The Mayfair engagement will be the Rainbow Room, call for minihe got the nearly 100 guests at the picked up at a later date, the William mums of $75 for principals and $45
supper-dance session to file out Morris agency having come to an for chorines. The holdover 'A' pacts,
quietly.
agreement with the Mayfair manage- in force at the Hurricane and
Havana-Madrid niteries have a $60Flames started in a sub-basement ment.
beneath the Chatterbox and smoke
$40 minimum. Thus Leon & Eddie's,
was so heavy firefighters could only
which refused the $75-$45 demand,
stand it for a couple of minutes at a
might conceivably accept the $60lime. Most of the damage was con$40 offer. L-E's was paying $50-$30
fined to storage rooms where loss
when the dispute started and is now
reached around $75,000, according to
paying $50-$35.
Manager Tom Troy. Dead fireman
It is understood that the comprowas Michael Burke. Only employee
mise offer calls for the $e0-$40 miniinjured was Paul McCarthy, a stewmums to be effective only to June,
ard.
1943, after which they would jump
Normal routine of hotel wasn't into $75-$45.
Also that the nitery
terrupted although the smoke-filled
would be permitted 21 shows a week
corridors forced many guests into
to be played as desired, instead of
the lobby where emergency sleeping
being limited to three shows a night
quarters, as well as a hospital for
with a 21 -show maximum. Thus the
injured firemen, were set up.
Decision on continued operation of spot, which does four shows a night
Chatterbox cannot be used for
the Rainbow Room and Rainbow and 26 a week, would have to pay
some time, so supper-dancing will be
Grill, N. y., will be reached either pro-rata for five extra shows.
held for time being in the Terrace
The musicians union. Local 802,
Thursday or Friday of this week, it
Room on the lobby fioor.
was stated yesterday (15) by Hugh has the nitery classed as a 'B' spot
R. Robertson, executive manager of for afternoon shows and an 'A' spot

At the same time, biz in the down- was at first a one-night affair for
town spots has picked up a bit with club members bi t steadily progressed
the second week of gas rationing until it is now claimed to be one
belt In Golden Triangle of the forerunners of the elaborate
looks for a steady improvement just ice-shows now on the road. Several
as soon as the nite-lifers get used to members of the Toronto Skating

FT.

T Contract Offered

To Leon-Eddie s

with the

and cafe

the idea.

Compromise

99

job backstage daily.

Walter A. Brown, ex-burlesque
straight man and now floor manager
of the Hotel Essex, Boston, here with
holiday greetings.
Back on the comeback trail from
are
Rufus
hospital
general
the

Weathers and Dorothy Newcomb.
Harry 'Slipfoot' Clifton is flashing
discharge papers.
Write to those who are

ill.

Fine

Julie

Stooges

(Curly) of the Three
on Monday

was operated

(14) in Fraxton Hospital, Utica. N.Y,
for an infection of the neck. His condition is reported as food. Act had

Eddie Green Bankrupt

completed three days at the Stanley
Eddie Green, Harlem vaudevillian, theatre there with a doctor and nurse
attending Curly.
filed a voluntary petition in bankFurther dates of this week and
ruptcy in U.S. Di.strict Court Tues- part of next have been cancelled.
day (IS). He listed liabilities as After Utica the trio was to have
$5,119; assets $473.

Comedian
contract,
radio.

the U.

is

employed,

by Young

&

played the Columbia theatre, Erie,
Pa.
Bob Astor's band was to have
without played that house with them, and
I

Rubicam on

payable Dec.

out.

JulcH
15,

of $445.74.

Green's petition stated he earned
$9,731

is al.so

His debts include taxes due
S.,

in

1941.

Styne

and

Kim

Gannon

cleffed 'Don't Worry,' 'I'll Do It For
You' and 'Left, Right,' to be sung in
'Salute For Three' at Paramount.

1
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Variety Bills
WEEK OF DECEMBER
Nnmerals

wKb

connection

Id

below Indicate epeninc day
week.

bills

'show, wbetber

18
ol

fall or opllt

MoBto Carlo
Hotot ruuuylvanU
Sonny Kondls Or*
<Car« Bonf}
Qulnton Oro
Bob Allen Oro
Narlta
J Rodrlffuos Ore
Joo Fejer
Hotol Plerr*
l»tfa Bols CIvk
<CoUUSoo Boob)
Stove .Murray
Jane Plckeni
Barbara Lee
Stanley Melba Oro
Chlquits Vi'nlBla
Uotol Plus
MlcKev Mallory
(PoTNlait Bnuin)
Monn Ore
Kliir
Hlldegarde
KuDibrr One Har
Bob Qrant Ore
WilliUMi ^Ul«^Oll
Uotel Boom veil
Guy Lombardo Oro Adfle Ai'ifH
Walter Pernor Orch Bob Jtt>» t4f\Uotel Bavoy riatu KiViliM' \ onn
Hajiij W^lisiiT
(Cafe lAOive)

Homo

r.enn

PATEIISON

BEAItlNt;
OapHol (11-18)
Coeds

MajMllr

(11-:MI)
Siimir* show
(«I-S!1)

llill

MeUn

ftenee

A

JeMi"

\\'Hlier

KBW YORK
BtlU*

Capitol

Carmnn

(IH-)!:)
HiilKl ft .Mllndy
.Miinnei'H
.Inn Murr;i>'

Iloikon
Ohvteif
HI. I-o. JacU ft r>
Jackie UII«K
Kathtrlna Ilarrla

J

T.O0

rnrsBCBCH
BtMl«T (1«>
Brvwn Ore

J:iiile!*

Donahue

li.iil

Kay'x

rROVIBENCK

inw TOBK
BWIWIIt

anl Soett
PM HUD lm

<U)

Lola

Frank Qaby
Cjmda Qlann
The Rooneys

(

Sam

Meniielaohn

L>uii

lleaty

BlU

lleKolotirc

Katbryn Harvey

Daw

Kvelyn

BOSTON

Palace

V

r
Xtabntantea
BUar Clark

&

Or<'

Jaekh'n

Al Qualer

FlltOraia

Lillian

alio Roauea

(Ift-K)

<ll)

OLBVELAKB
Palaee (18)
Art Jarrett Orch
Stooges

(1«)

Ray Kinney Ore
Arren & Brotl'^rlck
Aloha Malda
Bob Bromley

A

(11)

OrooBwMi

SoMf

^Iirord

Oleiip

(IW
Gray Ore

Pete Jolinaon

Connie Berry
Jericho Quintet
L & L Touns Oro

Jerry "Wald Oi'C
Detty Jane Smith
Ijimo Trio
Jack Gilford

Catltfo Roimo
Mlaitka
Ijt Belle Alexia

riTTRBI'R<:H
Stanlej' («)
Brown Ore

Jaacha Davldoff
CieorKe Saltan

T^fs

The

La BroD
Daao Hurphy
AatMamlth Broii
81a

Craaaoniniis
* Bcfi'e

S'ndia & Sasha
CypHv Chorus
Dmitri Mat\ ienko
Krld Kay Ore
C. Coflrtlbnn's Oro

Rochelle

(111

PHILAOELPHIA
Karle (It)
Paator Orr
fony
4Nana & Chnriv
otra, Bite A Stan

C While's Scandalh!
B'AiWrNCiTON
Earle

(IB)

Oruttl'e
BrlrUtop
Cnrland WllaoD

Roxyettefi
Tlie Wllleys

Sheila Barrett

Ed'lie Ste<>le
i f'ltanticleerB

Chiilrnu 3lodenio

Morjon Onle
Dorolhv THnner
Terrace Hova

Indepeodeiit
Whiek & Moo

(11)

Al

\

Armalr'g

BcaadliDrat Tlwatr*

IjiKluer

A Manners

C'lve Dixon

Jerry Blanchard

Brown

Hill

Jii'

I'm

Stale

Olga Ban

Marie Wlleon
Unffman A Hrbnei
Fred Sanborn
Jark Uulhall

BI«*I Pier
(10th only)

Joyce Dufrin
Doria Sherrell
Julia Rflonev

Milt

f Hoist A Milady

Jim Wong Troupe

Park A Cllffonl
Maldee A Ray
Knndy A Knko

Hlppa4tome (18)
Mclntyre Ore
tal
Illy Bayea

Glamnurlnvellen
Carlton KelHey u

Jan Murray

BALTIMOBE

Renfrew

Miller Slng n
State (11-18)
Ballero
Bleph'tH

Barmoor'a

Loveblrda

t

BBIDOEPOBT

{I Ellington Or<-

Igsaw Jackeoii
llan

Patera'n

A Jm-ks

CAMDEN

Towen

Fieldn

n

(11-tO)

Bannr Davlv Rev

Allen

Mitzl

Green

I.lttle

niliy
I'orry

Tougli

• White'a Scnnilnls
(21-13)
Tommy Tucker Ore

'

i

-

Kriillk

Ciriyinn

BonUs
P.rudkin

11,11

ilnliUv lleolh
I'm r)'Sl)**o
i'.-T

(11)

BAM Sinatra
Cy Reeves

Durkin

r'ruasin Orr
.llumir Ikn-yei

l.in.lii

PAHHAK'
Centnil

Ronny nunhaid

Ashoin

Roy Pox Ore

Dlgltiinofi

State (18-10)

K-

Mayo

SI'I

(IH)
Ciir

KtBRUBURCil

Irv.

Ore.

Carroll

Havana-Madrid
Noro Moralea Ore
Roalta RIos
Rayllo De Sol
Oacar LoiH'z
rapllto & LiloD
Peplto Ore

Hickory Booa*
Milton Pago
Ancli Sweet

Norma

isheiiherd

Kddle South Ore
Hotel Aator
(Aator Roof)

Jan Savitt Ore
Lorraine Uenaon
Cocktail I^UBse
Dick Kulwi
Hotel Belmoot

l

i.lei

|.'taii.-ei.

<»•

O

(Colaalal Beoaa)

<-.>l)ior

Oanlr.* Rqoarr Ratal
(.UnaTr Bnl)
Adrian itoUlnl (3)

All.

S

*

.fohnny

iii-

Donald Van Wart

i>

Carol

c

U

Ja>'kie

Or.

n

Su/iin

fiiriil

Patricia

Bontamrant

Iceland

(nriU)
Paul Zara Ore

Crawford Heaae
Sandlturd Ore
* Haaada Olak
Dudley Ore

Hnrxrv Or*

\eil

Baluhon

r.

Fax
Dun

flrlll

\>rft HnnnfT
Irntifonl S: Alan

lil-Uat

Nun

Hotel Boatonlan
MIohaela Ore

H.

Danny White
Brady & Barton
Nils & Nadypne
Penn & Devon

W.inc

Nona Reedy
-

Ruby

Boon)

(Clrrna

Bala bow Bomb
t#o Relamen Ore
Valion A- O'Rnurke
Rleannr Krenrh
Jane I»eiM-inp
Dacltn

HlobnMba

Jark Davla
Kiieen Hunter
Batal

Bm

.

Ruddy Smltb'* Or«
Jack Uannfnv Ore

Ann

Clrali.-irn

N*a

If

I

ra n

\\

I

Klkl

rliRvei Ore

Les Kramer
Frances Ulller
Linda Faron
Jean Harvey
Jane Waring

Korn Kobblera
Juan Mn UuIh Ore

O

Coraer

Rofferft

Cronin
Dorothy Dannie
Harrle

'

Smltb Ola

Doi.Hliv

Murii

M.lrleiio CriiiK-l*
Valerft

Ore

Anffelo

Don Jullo'a
Keuban A Alicia
Juanito Lopez
Manya Del Rey
Helenlta Rivera
Senor Leon t^rc
JInim; Keliy'a

Glenda Hope
Helen Holmee
Renee
Eleanor Ruattell
.Mildred Perlee

Lorna Rhode

A Romero

Rosita

Mona Chavez
Margaret Gray

Faith Arlen
Joe Capello Ore
KeUy'e

Stable

Leonard Ware •
White
Ed Weiner
Dorothy Manners

Caatain & Burry
Anita Ro^ai
Joe Pafuniy Ore

Georgie Price

Hal Saunders Ore
Hotel Blllmore
Heaaley 'L'tvlne
Hazel Franklin
Ray Ueathcrton Ore
Uotel Commodore
(Century Boom)

Four Ve
Lee Siatere

.Madeline

La Coaca
Claire

Vance

Carlos

A CarlU

Maehlto Ore
Jack Harris Ore

La Uai«lBl«ac

Bub Evans

Larry Huard

Maryiin Duke
ZlgRy Talent
H A E Rcyee

Jerry O'Leary
MIral Ketlerniao

Peter Rotunda Ore
VauKliu Monroe Ore
Hotel Dixie
Teddy Powell Ore
Pofry ,Mann
Hotel Ed loco
B. lie Barron _prc

Martinlqueana
MaxI Bergera Ore
SocaSHea Ore
IjiIIb ()nart«
Georgia Franela

"

(Hawallsa
Kahala
Tallma
Momlkal

Bm)

VaiUex

(Kae Room)
Ayrea Ore
OrUI)

Oladya Tell
Meb-aiter

A Turk

Harold & Lola
i^inrlaoa

Hiberd. Bird

A IaR

.Mickey King
Nancy Newton

Dorothy Jeffera

Ray Rae

Ore

Hotel New Corker
(Terrace Boom)

Ben Tost VIklnga
La Tie PartatoMr
Joab White
Rasha A Ulrke

0 Ray

Terrell

John Sebaatlan
Irvine Orton
Lou Sprtnger
LIbby Holman
Gabrlolle

_^Laon * EiMr\
Rddle Darta
Couain Ida
Pauline Bryant
Jo nine Duval

Benny Goodman Ore
Bob Flelda
Bob Russell
Gonzalea Trio
Ronny Roberto
Edna Joyce '
Audrey Miller
Joan A R Rexer
Georce Baiiyae
Grace May
Blaaelle & Farley
Hotel Park Ceotrni
(Coeonnat Grove)
Bill

Ruaaeli

Daro A Cnrtln

Dell O
T.azarn

DcU
Cast'l.-inoa

Arturo Arturoa Ore
Hoianeourt Ore
Buniiv floword
(Roynl Palm)
O'Doll

Jack Reynolds
Sandra
Rosotl

Bennett Green
Jerry Green

Bunny Howard

.Men

Paree

^ammv Walsh
Adelaide Moffet
Roberta Ramon
Rkmon A Caritn
Jane Keen
Mon Pnree
Bill

laiiili'
rnii-aiit'lc

fllarlii-

Jolltin>

O

Kvyal Canine
Har-r

Kii>

Jerix

I

in

ii

(Baltaeee

'i'w III-

"J'he

Raban Hire
.Ma.M'hiutr

Riilh lli.riiian

Boys

Delta HIiMliii
Hill

ml

[la

Hfi'iiiati

t.*li.>iison

3

kretvbmu

Buaaino
Darla

Bir.He

l.nia
Za ii|i}tkii> o
Seiiyn Kara>-oel(r
Mieliel Miriton

N

.Miuiliei- Ore
\'lu<(iiinr KayalofT

.Midlia

Sii\'a

I'/diiiinff

Slilvy's
•Splvv

Rant

lliidei:.ird.~

Italllday

A King

.\uble

Stork Club

Grace

Prelllea

Olass Ore

Bnnrn Uerbj
Three Ryana
Margie Kolly
Karreli

Xletii

Julius .Moiik

Rellly

Charles Baum Ore
Pauato Curbelo Orr

Mike Markel Ore

Merry Mnida
P'chell A Blanka Or
Ted Smltb
Cltei Parea
Sojihio Tucker
Dave narry
Mata A Harl
Callahan Sis
.\rtorables

Lou Breeae Ore
Clab Alabam
Florence White
Rita Ray
Cal Herbert
.lane

Tullah

Skeetn Tolberl

Lee Royce

rhangi Clah
T.ovei.v

I.nne

Jfrry .ctiuiih
Tondeia>'o
^
„„,,„.
„ Lopez
A

O

II .(jfori

A-

r rn.l)

Cnliimbua Ore
t;*olemaii

Ore

Panelilto Ore
Itean Muriiliv
MHrliiii
r'f.i'ilil

Carole A (thernd
UMbei't Itu.iM'.ll
t'onoxer Cover Ols

vniage Bara
Lucy Coalello
John Grinin
Blentons
Diane Davis
Alkali lite
Al Robinson
Village Tanganrd

Walter Donahue
Irwin Corey
Katharine Hoyt

Fddle Heywooil Orr

R Dyer-Bennett

Marianne Lorialne
I.aurn Duncan
Don Frv

Wlrel
I.ae

Juni- Itamtiuind
AiU.le Rivle

Chns Bowman Or'
.Sfilandja
Mint; 'Vvv

Ton,n>v

Don Lang Oro
Drake Hotel
(CameMla BaMO)
Val Ernie Ore

Edgewnler Beack
(Marine Rm)
Ruaa Morgan Ore
T.lacheron

blaa .Maxwell

Boh

FIO)-d Christie

Hotel

Veranllles

Kmll

t

Tavern

ICtty

Pagan

Jack Carter

Day

('lab ImiHirlul
Natii> (:riif>

Cllquot Clab

Ramona

(Olaaa Hooae Ra)
Don Fielding Oro
Neva Patterson

Robles
leaahoa
Florence Sehnbert
Barney RIcharda

Ruth Daye
Palmer Hooae
rEmatre Boom)
Orltr Wllllama Oro
The Hartmans
Jeanne Guest
Bob Kirk
GIs

Sherman Hotel
(CalUo Cafe)

Gene Kerwin Oro
Jaros Sla
(Puthar Baaan)
Stan Kenton Ore
foliage Inn Modela
3 Makebellevea
Alfred Floyd
888 deb
Panl UaU
Mardelia
Jon A Inghord
Jane Croaby
Juanlta

Florenza
808 Gla
Dolly Sterling

Oro

I/orralne 'Weattoll

Claudia CoralU

V

Stephanie

ft

Carol

Sammy Watklae

Woods A Bray
Myron Ryan
Troupe
Bruce Norman
WUIIa Uatthlaa Ora
Eldoaado Clab
Johnny Kallhua Or
Hotel Garter
Charles Wlcb Ora
Hotel Olerelaad
Jimmy Joy Oro

Hotel Btatler
Barry WInton Oro
La COB(a Clab
Chick Albergo Ore
Undiar'e Bhybai
Harlem Hl-landers
Anoatean Halnea
Poison Gardner
Pearl da l^uoca
Uooaca'* Oala

Hartnell*
Virginia Morgan
Hatel sanwaj BaO Dorothy Dale
E'klne Buttenrartb Franc Reynolds
Hotel HollanAeB
Yeroatlllana Ore
Dnraine & Bills
8700 anb

Hollywood Co-Bda

Carmen de Aragon

Al Schenck

Virginia Baa
Don Walab Orr

l>uval

(.Matar Bar)
Four Senatora

Hollywood
Victory Gle
Earl A .loa.

A

Clare

Iliii-ker

J.

Lea

Jot Relohman Oro

Caaa Uanaan
Horace Heldt Ore
Coreanat Uraee
Freddie Martin Ore

Hlnpay Mailea
Maxie Koeonbloom
Archie Rohbina

Perry

Norman

M.tnny Strand Oro
Michel Ortiz Ore

Oardea

Fred Scott
Three Pepfiera
The Three Duunos

Ohmnn Ore

Gene Krupa

Jane ElUaon
Barbara

WIere Broa.
Dorothy Gardiner
Dick Addiaon
Beryl Wallace
Aurora .Miranda

Oro

HIte

Marumbo Cutm
Phil

Eddie LeDaron Ora
PalladloB

Earl Oarralla
Happy Fclton

FloreatlDe

A

D.

Wnlly Vernon
Georgine Le Moyne
Robinson
Joette
Margar\»t Lee

Dolorea Gi-ay
Patty Moore
Doria Ue .Nelt

Pen

t.^Haey

Sinn ROMS
Joe Plumer Ore
Rtreeta of Pnrta
Art Tntum
Jean Taylor

Murray McKkren
Hwnnee Inn
Charlie Davie
Eddie Beal Trio

THaaon
Jan Garber

PEILASELFHIA
(.\l|»lne

Sum

Hnr)
Brownieb

Benny the nom'a

Reale Keenan
Club Bull
Alait Clio

Lorune Rhnda
BubbicK Shelby

Ruth Cla>'lon
WlmieiiH

Balllovelles
Elarl Denny
Stuiirt X; Lee

Ore

Luis Fernandez Ore

OIngliam Hoaoe
Chncolnlea

VocalairCH

Sonny Wiiiiaina
SUatfnrd

Hotel)

Woller Miller Orch
Hen KraakllB
Bobii>

Ileariie

Nlnn Knrdu
'laire Simone

Bub Dully
Mary Ann MeCall
Cadillac

Oro

Taeen

I.amlH>(lea (4)

Dobbs Ore

Harr>

flenri'iue

A

/

C:<:'ar(loa

(llaniuur

Gla

Eddie De Luca Oro
Cuncy Rhuroba Oro
I^tar
HapUna'Bathakaller
Bernard ettes
Uei'nord

Johnny Cahlli
Ruaa LaTteiiu
Ruth Huney
l.:i

Vodia

Tony

liennelt

Oro

Betel PhUadelphlaa

Don Maaaey

Bette Wharton

Billy Marahall

the

Pot

Ceinlon

StrnlfortI
(Bellrvtie

Price

4 Ulues
(H tl'aiton R4Mt)
Roao Gallo
Henriy Viiilnginnn

Canto

Alliiii

3

Oermantowo Bar

.MuNlral

Caiiipo
l!ay Sis
Cndlliae (6)

Carmen's

Detty Johnaon
Jon Arthura
l.exlagton Caalao

Duke McHale
Marty Bohn
Murcclia
Lee Dohn
Box Uaxler
Ruth Martin

Jerri

Little

Done Elliott
Bobby tlerrlll
Rae Parker

Brnw.n Hia
Franela White
Victor Rugo'e Ore

CamATe

Alan Stone
Oalnea Ore
Tvonettea

A Durand

Moch

Coeda

Learh
Harvey stone
Ijee Fox

*w'*

Bbythm

Bar
Dolly King

gis

Shirley Ames
Itay

Madeline Slicridaii
Rita Roberia

Fay

Ruth Warren

nelly King

Thunderbolts

Nell

Joyetlee
Viola Klalsa

De Gargne Cafe
Violet Cbrlailan
Joe Helnsley
Billy Ut^vee

Oema

(8)

Dl Pinto*
Ptanley Evana

CllfTord

Pal

Bherlln

(2)

Rilele
Paliiinbo'a

T'raob

Kddle While
Hilly
^

Jliirnaen

Heal Wnveo
Crev

/.Ola
I'

Doloies King
Bmbnanveplia

Don

Itevaliln

<{>

Poiveltnn Cnfe
Bartiarn .)nnea

Madalyn While
Geo

Knappa

Serenadera
•P Mnrchelll Ore
Old Falki Ttarern

Monlez A

On

Kliiimbn
Evelyn Iiawa

8larlow

Reggie Duvan

lOildie Blum
Warner A \'iileri'>

Kricri

lleiglinna

Frank Muriha
(lair Hayo

Jack Hulchluaon

Span A Baby
Lynn lleynolda
Betly Cnynor
red 10 Dlaneo

Bai

Tlbiiaiiilhir

Cala A Fiddle
Toni A Earl
BBoraelna Bar

Bon Bon A BuddU*
Kenny Shatter 13
fatray'a

Collas* iBo

Sammy Weaton
Elolso

Itaipli
Lewis
Carney A Kreaa
Joaii' Miller

Honey Breen
Conway A Parka

Clair

BjrthtikrtWr

Slmmona

Hllde

Mualcal

Cmba**j

Beek-Cadlllaa Hatel
Bowery
(Book Cailaa)
Al Bernle
Paddy Clin

Dolorea Ore
Tito Coral
Home-/. «. Bealrlee
Aite

CurllH

St

Rtiyette

LaHilaluno

BUtmore Bowl

i'u««

Romayoe

Eleanor Lutton

Tlebor'a Seala

Beth Reynoida

Bob Murphy

Travers
O Pat
Med About Town

Rex Owen
Dornnrd Danrera

Tar Beat
Oee Scherban Ore
Edmund Berkey

Gla

Eltel'a

Octette Ore

Alptae

O

Jackie Holler

Sol Lake
Tripoli «

King

Wlnslon Ore

Knight Slaters

(Pas- Am Boom)

Beck

lionee nf Morphp
Slalera

Triola

Harris A Shore
Paul Regan

Al

Stamoa Ore
Owendolyn Veaoaall
Murray A Simon
laobel de Marco
La Bane Hatal

Blllle

Gertrude NIesen
Diamond Bros
Franela A Grey
Jeanne Foreman
M Mareellino Ore

MuHle

of

Coleman Clark

Helen Sumner
L'Alclaa

Al Chamberlain
Joae Manannerea
Opallta
Latin Qnarter
V. Bragale'a Ore
Eddie Prlpps Ore

Sugar Oelse
NTO's 'Army*

Dent

Shirley Wayne
Bill Price

VIerra Hnwallane

DETBdIT

Chateoe RenaaH
Sid RoHo 4
3 Kui(;ht» &

Raa-

I^ula Jorditn Ore
Oladya Palmer
Oiaamere Hotel

Vaallleft Slngere

AlXASnC CITT
.Alpine

Sei-enuders

Kva. Beaty. Margie
Babel te'e
Dave Hoffman Ore
BeneoD'a

A Adama

June Howard
Dirk Gordon
Dorben

Hitnrlolph

FTavdee

June Haniiiiond

aab

Billy Vine
Chaoate Shea
Burton Twine
Hark Talent Ore
Johnny Honnert
Oafriah 8ta«rhw
Jtme Priee
Aecot Boys

Abbott

Eddie Both Ore
Coloalawa
Ralph Cook
A Mia
4 LaVernea

Plaee
Barkley
Pat RInc
Evelyn Brock
Tlie

Irene

Ann

Dick

Del Rioa

Jordan

Casaaniirn
Del I-Jstea
Allan Coe
Dave Unell Ore

Drew

Allen

Bill Boffman
Jan Clayton

Splroa

ini7atal Boom)
Tony & Lisa
Hob Billings

Mn.Tine Stillixan
^
l'Mil».

llevuora

Breveort Hotel

Jane SnulliaiJ

Vetnee

Harry Bardrii
.Sally Palmer
Pal Wohoter
Don Carloa Ore

Kdward Rebner

Chet

Hm)

Delbrldve Ore
Parent

Dm tie

Jimmy Roonev

'Dink' Patleraon
Snowball

Bar

DnSleld Sla

Noll

Jackie Hilliard

Monn Bnxler

Geo Tibbies Ore
Thoinaa

Magley Girls

Randy Brown

Cooper
Rlaekatoae

Brown

'Swing'

Prince Albert
Taylnrettee •

Rlclinrtl

Danny Thomaa

A Wing

Elliso

(Hayfalr Baaaa)
Bundabu Ore

i-.-iIon

Iiiat.i^

II

Toy

M

LOS AH0ELE8

Kalhikellar
Louie A Gang
0100 CIdb

lUuokliawb
Ore

CDIco .Marx
Skip Nelson

Caryl rsnuld
Winnie Hovrler Ola

Gen Dutfv Ore
Maba
Jnhnny Hnrrlaon
Huinmy Mnrria
Michael A Melba
Madelon Baker

Tan

Sugar Cane
4 Cracker Jarke
Maroellua Wlleon

Clilik

Helelnaa
'
(VodTtI
Betty Rellly
Val Owen

Johnny DufTy Ore
Paul Clavton

IV. IIS
K**Hii

Sliiiiii.x

A

(.Mi.

l.i-Kt-r

J»eKV'>

Jane
Ca ImiI

nileworlh f

(^armeiite

Ore

(aea
Halel Uiicoln

Johnny

A MImi Worth

Toiil

Jerry

Lanl Mclntyre

Mitchell

Ray McGregor

^

t,"^~
Don
Brown

Roaalle Grant
KerviD Somerrllle
Judith Arlcn
Dolorea Ore
Hatal Lezlactea

('laM liuya

Morusla

A Katble
& Arena

Carmen DeRlvero
Jerri

Kli'lliiriiK
fl.i.rt-

tleiiiini'

Noalia Poliakova

Esteliia

Carter

Hariilii
IJlirl>:i|->'

Thelina Carpenter
Geo Woods Ore

Pluia
Hat)

CAL

CALIFORNIA BANK SLDG.

LeAoy Marlonettea

Jimmy Dale

Hand Mui
Richard Thomas
Billy Orey
Mae WilUaine

5

Tir-Toc
irawkln:< Ore

Ooambeat

Talla ITermuth

Bub Hopklna
Don Pedro Ore
Clab Three ««8
Throe r.6ll Trio
Count Leroy
Bnnn> Drigga

Jimmy Morr

88S

A B. Powers
Tlanllelda
r>on Pahio Ore
Roirale
.?ohn Buckmaeier

Young
WaiMler Bar
Lury Reed
.Teanne Rand
r)lfk Fowler
Charles Cnatello Or*
Dave Wilhourne Or 4 \*nrallnnn

The Cave

(THvem Roam)

Doe Miguel
Larry Ralnr
R.

Shirley Wobrr
Sally Palmer

Thri'o Shnil-e

Howard

Gii»

Enilllo Caeerca Ore
<<iab Saa INewo

Tnin Clifton
Alfreda A Leonnro

Irene

Delia Abbott

Jack Flaher Ore
Tamara Dorlva
Qolden Pair
Prankle Brooke

Hark Plaher Oro

Rdlth l.orand Orr

BEVEBLV HILLS.
Ted Eddy Ore

A Fay SImpaon

CHICAOO
Rlamarrk Hotel
(Walnut Room)
Art Knaocl Oro
Gloria Hart

Congo Ore
Clab Har-Jo

George Bandera
Ring Knlax Ore
CJab Three Tniea

Zoaka

PIretten

II

Orr

T.ef''Ourl

C^rl

Banket Ore
Olde Wayne riab
Jimmy r'lork Ore
Palm Beaeb

.foe

Jna-Anna Holmee

Steabaa**
(Vlaona Room)
Lew Conrad Oro
Harold A T^la

K.

nay Pike

Kranki)" LlCtle
Hari'\

Willlania
I^tty Sal

Mirkeyut tea

Mama

Lnu Aahe

Dave

Snily

Dcre

y n ne

Sabby T..^wla Ore
8*veB fleaa
Karl Btiode Oro
DIanne Deemaa
Lecury A 1^ Tina
Uni Doyle

Bill

1*'i*i>i)iun

Clin ml rn Kni v
Roinii \'int'»-nt

(Vaadame Roam)
Oerar BUsart Ore

Jimmy Uarr

Ho«al

Earl UndKi'y GIs

Jane

Oro

Pettv

Fi-anlf

HiiuxdMi

Duritt

Itermnn

Pete

RaJubow Im
Chli-U Darrow

Helen Donda*
Blain* Morrlaon
Saaa,*

Hayea
Peccy Hanaarter

AH>r

Jai*l;

Boiuin Oro

HarmonettAS
The Cb'mas

flellmana
Virginia

Jeane & PUIIMpa
'Adani^ A Doll

Jolene
Nan Vlneent

Starr
CIniree

Lit

Spencer

Lydlti A Joreaco
Bunny Hallow

UcHal* Ore

Jlntiny

Richmond

Tllllle

Ann

Carlisle

Lorenzo Robonaon

A Dram Ba)

Dnya

Howe

Mernnrd
Mlrkey'a
W'ynn Twiiiii
Brnir Rich, m.c
I.ovey Stacev

Viola Jefferaon
Claudia Oliver

Hotel Teadamc

llnoae

Miialc Hall

Ethel

Frank Ciagen Ore

Sammy DLhen Ore

Drown Twina

Chick Floyd Ore
Rdlth Caldweir
(Oafe Bauaa)
Saivy Cavlerhlo Orr

Cole

Tanya

PhM FuMrr

SUI Saunders Ore

&

John Kirby Ore

Fiviir/ Orr
f)ureii
^Inrv
Not^i T.*>

KrneMi

Una Mae
Prliioe

Gloria Carroll
Guy Prinelpato
Balel atatler
(Terraoe Banm)

(FH*

.T<>:iii

Thea

(tiluaa

Oell

C'

Marie |>ol"v
I'aiiln

Morton Downey

OuUl-Qulll
Dorothy Killer
Quinto Torea

Shirl Tlioinat)
.lack .Mor.shall

(If arise

Norlne Roblnnne
.Vellie

NBWABK

AOama
Mull

OAK

Warren Covlnaton
Hotel NcAlBln

Ifyde Co

Lurienne
Virginia

Io nil

'.Hi

Fltzgeralil

Welia

Faya

Perliio

Fnnllnoa

letty Rootae
lijjjnr Brltton

Ilorsi

Kllly
i-'our

Peilto Lopez
Jtnie Melva
C.ie.n Daniel
Einnia Franclfi

T,ynhrnnh (IH-II)'
Trncey. Kno!c c.
rhil Font or

Lrric (14-18)

Handy

C.

Kddie Kdilv

King

LTNRROOK

Abdullah OlrlK

Boctor

Herman

Jaaaakn (11-M)
& Jamen

T.eon

P.ne
aine Boyd

3

Willie Solar
Calls Fnrm

JeSBC

ft

Ilerlh

Pa nay the

d

Stan Sherr

Ward

(«0-t8)

W

JAMAICA

lenn

Maro

jilT

Sirens

Harriet

'DalM\*

ft

Chaa & K Cerney
Joey Dean
Broderick
DiDorah Ore

"laiaaad ararshoe Kea Lake
Leilani

Vivian Marahall
I^rralne Page
Jimmy O'Brien

gaU Hannera

&

Samba

Ted Hiriieter Ore
Prank .Marti Ore
Joliiiiiy
Coy
Jack Dempaey't
Mucsy Spanler
Terry Sanda
Itacthncm
Roes klacLean

H'lvood BldrblooiUK
Helen Chnrleaton

fill

ATIiAMTIC CITT

Brus.

Fernando Alvarez

Auntlii

Roy Do vie

(19)

uava Wallace

LewlM

Ken Murray
Geue

Harriot Walker

Towne

B«*rr.v

Marine

DaTa Wallace
(I) to au

an

\

Club l-ti-S
Roger Stearii:!
Jue K

Bonnie Baker

BBOOKLTN
(M)

It

\\iliia)na

Arch:''

(18-28)

Max A Cant

lob Hannon

rri-in

r-.iri

Olenn Cray Ore
3 Sallom

Harriet Walker

Kayfhlr

Hiiicon
Palsy Ann

Sweeney

MABTFOBB

Shirley

Norman
Boxy (18)
LeRoy

lary Healy
DaTla

llara

Ci'fOii

L:i.>

f:iiiir<-r

Biijs

Jed Dooley
Buil

I'rlsco

If^f

Cordon Andrews O
t-'ranUlo Kioeba Ore
VInh At

PAIX BIVKB
Cnppy Barra

McNulty

lloue)

Wayne

Kinptre (M-li)
Bealrlee Kay
The Mnrveleilep

Lucille

7t) «•

Pinnc I'ontane

June North Co

(18)

Oaorgs Jesaal
Jack Haley
Blla Logan
The Da Uarcoa
Sarry Broa
ob Wllllama
Con Colleano

Cnnan

in(e

I<iilian Pii'/Kcrald

Liberty (I1-8U)
.Mllliu

Kinncll

Ciii'iie

Dnps

RUZAHKTH

Oautler'a Brleklay'n
Albert GirTord

A

Gordon'^

SuAonoy

llud

Farrnli

Bill

\*lncent di* Costa
Art TulM»iiini

Mrtiliit'

Capella

Alice

SiMiiitHi

,Tprrv

Plckert

Dot Dunlea
Paul Sla
Hotel Leaoi
Bob Hardy Ore

Chop

liandon
3

Jean Ford

Chloo
Helen Dove
Bobby Stevenson Or
Olub Oango
Congoottes
Larry Steele

BOSTOH
Heathen

&

Dili)

Ha>murbel
John Oallua
Lole MoDonnId
Dorothy Snow
Mel Snyder
Mine. Lavlna
Wally Johl
rbnriiiottea Ore

tleorge Pona
Pons A Cliiudeite

Rhythm Clouda

mil Jennlnre

(Haalcal B«r»
O'Loary
Adrian O'Brien
Copkv Plaaa
(Oval Booa)
Rddy Oliver Oro

(<ubinH
UiPrtrie Ore

t.nvne
PInrr Kh'sinfe

PAflAMOUNT •UILDIN8

W'liite

FiatiMe Hy^re

Tbalma Kaye
Pava Majlln

|al

18

< liib

Ann

CITV

Sadie Bank!)
Freddie pprnard

Ginser

Bob Kennedy

The Olbsons
Dick Warron Ore

Tallf-Ho Tavvra
(White Hnnw Pike)
Roy Franklin

Boyd

Ruax Smith Ore

Und

(PalB) Room)
Al Franela Ore

The R.iya
Maxlne Br A Bnbb>
raaa Maaaaa

Rniiiiiiinliin

johnoy King
Srab'a Oata
Banny Reah Ore
BUI Oekanlaadar
Braaa Ban
aiinMa'8 Moalc Bar Oal Parker
Al UUIer
Skeeler Palmer
Paacb Orebard
Roy Swariz
Wlllla Jaokaon
Bar) Beaudrle
Duke Johnson
CaianoTa
Art Stanley
Peaa-Atlaatic Batal Anne Nagel

(Black llorae PIka)
Sylvia

K A V

ri!tir<

Ohaa Kawton Oro

Brown
Nan Dcmar
Monty WalUer

OabiM

Bllertmb'a
Peter Bodae Ore

WilhOii

Olrl

NEW YORK

Cafe Society
(VUli«e)

Baby Hines
Albert AnimoDi

Jao?

TiOimfe Boat.
Michael ZaHn Ore
Hotel Warwlrli
(BAlelch Boon)

688 Cata

Mary Lotery

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

Teddy WilsoD Or«

Strand (18)
Jarry Wald Ore
Batty Jane Smith

Lenn Roway
Mlacha Borr Ore
Xavler CURut Ore

Smith

Beaala
Aatelle

BOOKING THE NATIOITS LEADING INDEPENI^NT
VAUDEVILLE THEATBES

MoKtrl
Hazel Scntt
n £ E Kraft
Bill Moore Trio

(II)

Vlllare

Benny Fields
Johnny MorRon

y.fro

Warier
CITY

VI'e<Uwood Room
Fro Kaon
Rosnrin £ Antonio

Dudde Eerokcarto

Kraoccs Wayne
Roy Stevens Ore
Lennle Kent Ore

<.\llrttoiTn)

mond Homenhoo R

MBW TOBK

Ore
Uniilort-

Oarola

Inoa Indian Trio
Juaolto Sanabrla Or

Willie

Adn

Balllr

H:

('•Ce

Dia-

Rosp'a

Billy

19 Cbico
Dorlta & Valero
Sarlta Herrera

Terealta Osta
JoAO Jose 8aro

Leonardo Ore

Carroll

Ore

lintel Tufl

VInrcni

Robin Adair
flande Wllllama Orr

CITY

Boyd
Don Tanoen
Dobby Parks Ore
SnilUi

(

Fltz

(II)

Far Soglleli
fltarver it)

Uay M*«

fi^thej Gilbert
Harry Donelly
Charlie Rosa
Bernle Ornuer
Gay aO'A Quartette
t'afe Life
Diane C'uurtney

DATTOK

Colaalal

Bob Terry Ore
Freddy Miller Oro

Rlffoletto Broa
Prank Paris

Zorlla

Oro

Ivlo

;>>

Bill'*

Broderick

Aloha Malde

t

Bob Bromley
« Carroll

FItz

Bobby Whaling Co
Mir Band

anuny Kaye

&

Arren

Rayaa
Farney

Biils

Don

Roberto Ore

Ray Kinney Ore

Croaby Orch
Trent

* 1

plsen

nil

Cat Offden
Helen tituurt

resKV Anne EUls
Lynn ft Murianu
Norma Lncero

iif-it)

Ellington

Patera'li

The

ihame A

(1 4- 1 8)

Ariitfleld

ft

to

(2-)

Ethel Smltb Kna
Poull Sparr Ore

Brow n
Dukea

Toy
Bohv

.Tfte

Mack *

Bonnia Cannaa
Joe Moaa

(kays €'lob
Daniels

(jllly

Potf

Room)

AotwU

Barnei Ore

Kaaton

BrfflM

ilntol Bt.

(Irlillnm

Hittrl

Sammy White
Furell. R ft M Sis
WOBC ESTER
Charlie

TtiwnMntcn Ore
Hotel St. Muritc
PtH'd Harrison Ore
DoloreH Del Carmen

I'li

El Morocco
Chauncey Grey Ore
Chlnulto Oro
Andre Budo
C*harlef> Inwald
l-'ankotie Door

.Muyu GlflorJ

OOLt'MBrf)

BMton

Mastefa Orch

Miaale Hall

(I8-«1)

Alien

ft

r)iii>ley

Dobutonea

NEW TOBK
AquarlQiu HttU
Alnn Kane Ore

MBW YOBK

iiiiwiMii

WOOKNOCKET

Nov Park

viitoft

n.'ii

Noiile a:- Kins
JorrI lllanchnrd

Vloki Ooorvo

RKO

I

noli

Martin
Je<l

Cabaret

Evrlyn
ft
Doyle

I

MIchaal

•a«rlcka
flbtrttr tni
•It CaatJo

f'ji

I«e>-

l.oia

ft

Moure

^-

MJAMI
Burna

cncAco

lb

Seiill

Miilirl

Miller Binii

Olywtftt (1«-1»>

Aeremanlaca

CWoMO

Poll's (18-11)
Lunceroril Oi'O

PiraMatb

A

A Moore
Bob Howard
l^e

Ban TosCa Vikinsa

Harraan Ore

Weodr

Ore

Lunceforil
.Mabel Heolt
Miller Broii

J

CITV
(1«)

(18-88)

.Xlf^roK'lll'n

Paramoiiiit

nil

til

W.»TKBHIKY
J

(18)

rnl» tVnller Ore
Cnri * Harriet
Jiiyner ft Foster
.M>-ru Johnaoti
neei> UliiT Kiiys

Ruleanna

(I)

Tlitniia*

ft

Balabanow
PHII.AItKI.rHIA

(18)

Rhythm

Slnavr Harmon
fmr Xlbbee
L«w Parker
OIro Rlmac Ore

Lm

Sully

WASBINT.TON

CITV

(1T>

I

Juds'nn i*olf
(irundmii P*-rKins
The Drak.'k

Paul BaroD Ore
Hotel Blienilon
(Hatiro R<Mim>

El Morooo*

Lou Gold
>rr

Ore

.Tune

A'an

Cv While
Charlie Rnv
Joe Jorenel'
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Increasing

Number

of

LEGITIMATE

Hops Eases

Open Holyoke Theatre 22d

Dearth of Musicals Unprecedented

modeled Holyoke theatre is due to
open Tuesday (22) with Sylvia Sidney in 'Pygmalion.'
Al and Belle
Dow had announced and advertised
opening on 15th with 'My Sister
Eileen.' After running ads for nearly
a week, they were withdrawn and a
cryptic

cal?,

to

leaving houses mostly devoted
type of show available for

great

contribution

Emphasized
playsa reversal of former

that
sea-

there is
when scoring musicals are first
the
autumn, with
in
arrive
straight-play clicks following.
Currently three theatres of large

legit's

service-

to

men's entertainment and welfare,
will be the topic of discussion by

thiit

sirniiiht

substitute

said

renovations would take

The Stage Door Canteen,

Bert Lytell
in

B way

that

more

Following Convictions on Hlfine

Shubert Remark Key to'Son Episode

extra
time.

will op«n
until Sunday

on Tuesday and
inclusive, with
Saturday and Sunday
Evening tops will be
$1.65 and matinees 83c. House seals
about 1,200.
Dows expect to follow with 'Tobacco Road," with John

Here's one of the recent laugh
stories going the rounds.

matinees.

Advance man Joe Flynn is recarrying a camp stool
making the jumps, and when
the trains are crowded, as frequently true since the war'»
start, he sets it up in the aisle
and plants himself.
Stool cost $2.39 and he claims

ported
in

Barton.

an editorial feature for

'Show Business
at War'

capacity are tenanted by comedies,
•Without Love' being at the St.
James, "Native Son," Majestic, and
'My Sister Eileen,' which has moved
A fourth musiinto the Broadway.
cal house may be used similarly, it
being planned to switch 'Junior Miss'
into the 46lh Street next week, that
spot being vacated by 'Beat the

Band' Saturday (12).
Slowness of musicals to be produced has been a break for the holdover tune-and-dance shows though
the stayers slipped in the pre-Christ-

mas slump

week.

last

but it's not really classified
musical comedy and revue.
Time Ripe for Musicals
is

more than

LOST BY

Shows' Radio Ad Plans

DnringN.Y. Newspaper
Strike Falls Through
Plans for Broadway shows to advertise on the air over four stations

over a five-day period, it being figured the newspaper strike situation

months.
musicals were presented
during the fall, 'Count Me In' and
'Beat the Band' having already been
withdrawn, both' total losses. 'Rosalinda* (44th Street) is the third, an
operetta-type show being the sole
survivor, aided by a specialized draw.
It is virtually a revival, adapted from
grand opera (originally 'Die Fleder-

Three

would be cleared

up by the end

week.
Word was sent the
press agents of the various attrac-

of the

tions,

asking

for

telegraphic

firmation but not one response

con-

in

Saturday (12) has represented particularly heavy losses.
'Beat The Band" at the 46th Street
was
budgeted
for
$80,000
and
dropped at least that much. 'Comlast

parable

is

the

amount

of

cost of $150 per show.
Why the
plan did not materialize was not
Year's eve tickets have been clear, as it was not a matter of
on sale for some weeks. One musi- cost, since daily newspaper insertions
cost a minimum of $600 weekly per
cal ('Garter') has a top of $8.80, the
While the legits delayed,
highest.
There are five others show.
charging $6.60, while a quintet of picture houses snapped up some of
straight shows is priced at $5.50; six the time arranged for.

New

May Wind Up

in

among

15 backers. 'The Sun Field',
fold at the Biltmore is estito have cost around $40,000,

loss

of Equity's counsel, try-

ing to get

ger
is

them

to agree.

Weinber-

declared he would sue;

entitled

World Premiere

$1,600

to

the

money

to

pay

Del Bondio, Haring

a

show management was in accord with shutting down, the outcry
that brought about an emergency
meeting of showmen, actors and
authors might not have happeneti.
Shubert.
It was wrong timing by
Any expectation that 'Son' biz
would be exceptional after the hue
and cry has proved wrong. Business
has improved, takings approximating
$7,000 last week, but it is doubtful
either the show or the hou.se
if
at the
It was declared
profited.
meeting that a serious situation was
Colored organizations are
faced.
strong supporters of the 'message'
in 'Son,' and the possibility of riots
was indicated if the show was taken
ofT at the time intended.
'Strip For Action' is announped to
close Jan. 3 but there, too, it is a
matter of business, not the fact that
it was mentioned as a possibility for
censor's knife.

the

'Firefly'

Show manage-

Loses Identity

In Rewrite; Title In

off

backer intent on getting back any
part remaining of his investment.
Manager contends his contract definitely provides that debts be paid

from any balance.
in

'Three Men' revival ended $11,000
the red.

Placed in Charge Of

Change

to Toll Steam'

Revival of "The Firefly,' current in
Boston, is slated to be changed to
•Full Steam Ahead,' title announced
for Philadelphia, where the operetta
is

due next week.

How much

re-

mains of the original show is unceras Otto Harbach has complained that that changes in his orig-

37th

H. Del Bondio and Forrest Murin

inal book of 'Firefly' had been rewritten without his consent. Reported, too, that Rudolph Friml'B
original score is out.
In Philly the book is credited to

Rowland Leigh, Jean Schwartz and
Irving Actman. Leigh and Schwartz

'CockUiU— Five to Seven,'
which flopped in Detroit and Chicago some weeks ago. J. J. Shubert
the show, through Propresenting
is
ducing Associates, one of the Shuauthored

bert corporations.

THEME OF THE

Enterprises

managers

Why

obligations of the showing, with the

Rochester, Dec. 15.
'Blue Slipper.' first play by Alfred
Noyes. 'the English poet, will be
given its world premiere here by the
Rochester Community Players.
No date chosen yet but will be
presented early in 1943, with Robert
Stevens directing.

"Show Business
At War 5^

CJanie' due to move to the Bilt'New Faces' (formerly
'New Shoes'), Ritz.

J.

and Song.'

'Wine,'

tain,

more), and

ing have been appointed
charge of p.yigh*

Women

what
show, which
is
really was, should have involved legit is the most annoying
angle of the situation.
The incident that sparked the explosion following the 'Wine' episode
is revealed now as being/ connected
with the posted, then rescinded,'
closing of 'Native Son,' at the MajesClaimed that Lee Shubert was
tic.
needled by a reporter into making
an inadvertent remark that the notice of closing was given to 'avoid
trouble' after the Shuberts had lost
the license on the Ambassador because of 'Wine,' the tenant there.
Had Shubert said that 'Son' was losing money, which it was, and that
burlesque

(Continued on page 44)

more

moderately to $4.40, while the balance will not boost the reguar prices.
There are no premieres this week.
Coming next week: 'Three Sisters,'
Barrymore; 'Flare Path.' Miller

Wiman

on 'Wine,

involved.

Equity gave warning that if forced
into court proceedings it will dethe oflTer of a major picture firm to duct legal expenses from the show's
participate in the production.
funds on hand. Yokel claims he is
Rochester's

Threat of censorship on Broadway
appears to have declined after the
flare-up following the convictions

the

Court

Over Deposit at Equity

money

being reported to have been
sustained wholly by Howard Lang,
Idea was to broadcast in the fore- Coastite making his Broadway denoon, a bit after noon and at 5:30 but. Understood that. Lang declined
p.m.
The announcements would
have totalled 50 minutes between
Tuesday and Saturday (15-19) at a

Yokel, '3 Men' Backer

dropped with 'Count Me In', also a
musical, which withdrew from the
Dispute over money remaining on
running recently. Th^re were six deposit with Equity and other
or more investors in the latter and unions, to guarantee the pay of peomore than that number had pieces of ple in the 'Three Men On a Horse'
'Band'.
revival which failed, remains unThe duo of closings over the settled and may be thrown into
weekend were exceptionally costly court. Alex Yokel, the show's profor straight plays.
'Yankee Point', ducer, and Milton R. Weinberger,
which quit at the Longacre, ended attorney
representing
Lawrence
$42,000 on the wrong side of the Gelb, the backer, again attempted
ledger, that red including heavy op
to settle their differences, with Paul
erating
losses,
which were split N. Turner,

was a fast
mated

received by James F. Reilly, League's executive secretary.

maus').

of the latter type raised the top

that

—

new

that but a flock of others has been
preparation for the past two
in

profit to

going from Detroit to Chicago
he managed to get a seat but a
sweet, old lady couldn't find one.
so he offered her the stool for
the trip for which he charged
her $2 rental.

Closing of three shows on Broad

were made Monday (14), but it did
not go through.
League of New
York Theatres proposed a deal for
combined spot announcements
17

ripe for

have nearly made a
Flynn explains

date.

LEGIT FLOPS

3
way

with

musicals but none of major proportions will arrive until 'Something
for the Boys," slated for the Alvin
'New Faces,' an
after New Year's.
intimate revue, will bow in before

to

of the

of

Three

straight-play leaders, 'Without Love,"
'The Pirate' and 'Skin of Our Teeth,'
all helped by name leads, got better
grosses than some run musicals, exceptions being 'By Jupiter,' though
slipped, and 'Star and Garter.'
It
'Stars On Ice' stood up fairly well

Time

theme

37th ^Anniversary Number

By JACK PULASKI

Laugh Story

Week

run

Wednesday,

sons,
to

Censorship Threat Declines

Holyoke, Mass., Dec. 15.
After several false starts, the re-

Theatre 'Shortage' on Broadway;

Possibility of a house shortage on
Broadway has further eased up, the
flop percentage having cropped up as
An unprecedented factor
forecast.
is the continued dearth of new musi-

41

Sylvia Sidney-'Pygmalion'

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

MAY NOT ASK
FOR MINIMUM RAISE

EQUITY

.

of

in war work. Latter has gone to London to handle entertainment for the

Red

Cross.
Duo intends to continue
production for the office and is ac-

cepting scripts for consideration.
Oscar Serlin Associates was formed

by that manager to also
tivities of that office in

continue acthe event he

went into the Army. His service duty
was deferred, since he's over 38 years
of age.

To Be Published Late In December

that.

The Woes Increase
Milwaukee, Dec.

same

.situation,

groups,

too,

while

have become

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

15.

Legit theatre managers who in off
seasons have depended upon local
rentals to keep out of the red are
finding now that even this field has
been affected by the war.
Male choruses have been so depleted by the departure of members
for the armed forces
that they have
called btt all concerts
for the duration.
Instrumental groups are in the

Special Exploitation Advantages
Reservations and

Copy May Be

Sent to

Any

inattive,

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th St.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
I70B No. Vine SL

54

W. Randolph SL

LONDON
8

It is now felt that if the latter
figure is upped, it may similarly
affect players who are now getting
$75 to $100. Managers hadn't much
to say about the boost several years
ago after the increase went in, although they protested violently before then, but when the rule became
operative, they appeared to keep
within the planned budgets. There
is

Variety Office

women's

W'th their members
so largely employed in war industries
that they
"3ve no time for recreational and
"Itural activities.

Equity would like to see its members get additional pay because of
increased living costs but may not
insist on raising the $50 weekly
conceded within
It's
minimum.
Equity that when the minimum was
raised from $40 to $50, it worked out
satisfactorily for part of the membership, mostly the younger element.
It's virtually admitted, however, that
the regular $60 and $75 pcbple could
not get more than $50 because of

SL Martin's PL

an Equity committee mulling an

alternate plan, rather than tilting
.salaries generally.
At this lime the
principal aim is to get a concession
from managers for these shows
which play the road, especially war
centers, where costs for lodging and
meals are excessive.

Wednesday, December

Warning on Standees
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Dr. Oliver

and while the performance picks up
in the second and third innings, the
pall of the start is never overcome.
On the romance end the play isn l

much

so

Right

either.
fielder

Tiny

weds

Tyler

Judith, a college-bred girl, but soon
aftci waids the guy who is Ihe home
run king of the league, suddenly
loses his batting eye. Thus there is
recfilled a similar instance of j'.ist

such

a

occurrence during

real-life

the past season, when a prominent
outfielder was having trouble at Ihe
domestic, as well as baseball plate.
Krnni-lB Complon
Dr Trubec
Story of 'Field' has Judith walking out on him just when the conSerious drama entering the list tending teams are to battle in the
during these arduous times must be deciding game for the pennant. There
exceptional to capture popularity, are men on the bases, with two out
but first-night impression was that in the last half of the ninth and
hit would tie the
'The Willow and V approached the Tyler's at bat.
goal yet failed to score.
score and a homei- would win the
Tyler strikes out.
Perhaps the main thing that's the <:hampionship.
matter with the play is its morbidity. Details of that inning come to the
InterestinK and imaginative, psycho- audience supposedly by radio, it belogically but essentially a trouole ing a recording by Bill Stern, sports
story, it is. therefore, cerliimly not announcer for NBC.
Last act is spotted in Florida, where
Still it seems to have the
escapist.
Klrklaml Tojil

Duk*

shows on Broadway have
been advised to keep within th«

Chances of plays produced In Greenwich Village, N. Y., once a Broadway source, to b« moved uptown have been further diminished because
of reputed recent union rulings which would make regular presentations
EQuity actors are permitted to appear downtown
'prohibitive' in cost,
for less than the established minimum, or without pay at all. Nor have
stagehands demanded regular crews for the Utile showshops, although
placing a man here or there.
Recently, however, it is reported that the stagehands' union decided that
in the event of Village tryoiRs moving uptown, managers would have to
pay the crews then employed from the date of the original opening. The
retroactive idea of pay for work not done Is Interpreted to be a move to
hold down the number of little theatre productions in N. Y. It might
not prevent managers from taking over one-setters but the others are

limit of standees allowed by the
It is believed th«
regulations.
warning is the result of the Bos-

ton night club

fire.

were

Theatres

warned

also

against using extra chairs, sometimes in evidence when all regulnr seats are sold. Pointed out
that such chairs might clog exits.

Orfnory I'«-k

l

A''^' Knk-lnnilcr
.Myers
IViiillnr

TuOil

;>lib«l

Suit Vs.

Rose Franken

On XIandia' Commish
Up

Week

Next

in N. Y.

A

is training the following
Tyler is playing around with
another jane when Judith arrives at
timing
she cares for
Mara Sutro at 25 tells her maidsn the hotel and decideswalked
in the
Why she
aunt that one day love will walk the guy.
That happens first place is slurred over. Of course
in through the door.
when young Dr. Robin Todd comes the wife wins out.
cast, with
the
20
in
There
are
to take over the practice oi the aged
Judith.
playing
Morgan
Claudia
famthe
attended
physician who has
She's handicapped by the story.
It is love at first sight but no
ily.
giving a good
sooner does Mara's sister Bessie see Joel Ashley is Tyler,
lead
Todd than she is desirous of him, account of himself in the first time
some
Time of the play is from 1900 assignment, after spending Sundstrom
too.
on the Coast. Florence
to nearly the present.
for ball' playwho
goes
is the dame
Within a year Mara is to exchange
ers and loses the slugger, part beV0W8 with Robin under the willow ing unsympathetic. Tom TuUy stands
tree planted in the family garden
out as the team's caustic manager;
the day she was born. Bessie is dis- Katherine Meskill is okay as the
traught, intent on suicide. The siseabby wife of a player who 'had nie
ters struggle for the gun which goes
bad day'; Jay Brassfleld is rather
off.
The shock snaps Mara's mind. aamusing as a gabby pitcher with a
Neurosis is the play's main theme. cracker dialect; Frank Otto is oka?
Father is inclined to be a dipso- as a reoorter; Betty Kean, as another
maniac and later is a roUingchair ball t%ii>vpr's wifp. alrieht.
/bee.
case. Shortly after the tragedy BesfWithdraum Saturday after five
sie and Robin are married. He dies performances; printed for the recleaving a son, grown to maturity in ord.)
the second act. Mara, now an old

makings.

had the

The new, young producers the team

right idea, except that the
of presentation was wrong,

spring.

woman, is a wraith, coming Into the
living room and peering out the window at the willow tree. Suddenly
the mists In her mind disappear
throiu^ the shock of heavy thunder
and thereafter she attempts to piece
'out the* actual happenings that led
to her derangement. She finally does
recall.

Bessie at this time

Is

an aging,

unhappy woman, too. Near the close
Mara learns of Robin's passing from
his son.
Her eyes shine with the
realization that Robin was really 'the
man I love.' The youth, an artist,
sketches the glory of the woman's
face, the model he has been seeking
for a mural, as the curtain drops.

WINTER SOLDIERS
Drnniii In two arln (U aceneit) bv Onn
.Tamop; nre.«enleil by Krwln Plwutor nt
the Riuillo Theatre of the New School of
Brtclnl Renenrrh. N. T.. openlnir Nov. 3*>.
42: BtaC'l bv Shep;)r<l Traube: Mttlnff. II.
,\.
Conilrll: $1.10 top.
Cflel: now* Mfitlhew. Txithnr Hew.nlt. Tlerliort BTchnr. nonnld Alexander. J(*n Allmnn. H.nnns Kiilmnr. Theo Ooelz. Alfreil
T,. LIniler. Vnunhn neorite. Michael Ca-lci-.
Pmil .loneo. Sierllnir Mace. Pnul Miirx. %hix

Rolf Bnver. Pnul Wngner. Dolly
Hnn/>. Aleianiler Day. Theo ttoetr.. MIrlnin
r.oMIn- Dunlel Rchatt. Oein Konln. HorlK
..
17,.
T „-«ni!.
.Tnrk Lloyd. Frederick Tiippen. Joe Bernard. Guy Sorel. Ilor'.s
Pnra KtrenKOll. A. Horton Hen'•••inrlcs
A. TUatln. Pnula B.iap:rmlih. R. Ben Arl. Oeorne Andre. Olllwri
I.clKh. Mnxon Adanii. John Stephona. Grin
.TnnnlnaK. David Aleinnder. N'Ick Perry.
I.<'Bvllt.

>

•

1

There are very good performances
by Martha Scott, who enacts the
tragic Mara, and Barbara O'Neil, Rcl'crl f1, T.ince.
the envious Bessie.
Miss Scott is
A combination of one of Broadcomely as a, young woman and later
Is cleverly made up as the graying
way's enterprising young directors
one whose life has been wasted.
and a promising new playwright has
Miss Scott, of course, will be reapparently gained considerable incalled from her smash stage hit in
'Our Town,' then had considerable terest during the past couple of
success in Hollywood. Miss O'Neil Is weeks. The result has been capacalso back from the Coast. Her Bes- ity, or near-capacity, audiences at
sie Is not a sympathetic part but the New School of Social Research
she makes it stand up. The acting down in Greenwich Village for 'Wiphonors are about even between them. ter Soldiers.' which Dan James wrote
Gregory Peck, who attracted at- and Shepard Tratibe staged for the
tention earlier this season in

Morning

Star.'

which

The

again
proves to be a fine actor, playing
Robin in the first act and the son.
failed,

Kirkland Todd, thereafter. Edward
Fawley, as the dissolute father; Cora
Witherspoon, as a spinster aunt, and
Francis Compton, as a compassionate
physician, are best

among

the others.
Ibec.'

0'
'ii' Uii
« prexrnteil at the
Blltmore. .V. T.,
it.
Ml', by Hownr.l
Lnnit; wrillen by .million Lnzarun fmm ibi<
novel of same nnme by Heywood Broun;
•tnged by Edwnrd Clarke Llllev: aettln«a.
Krneit Olover: 13.30 top.
:

Lefty Hendricks
Bill Doric
C.nrI

Randolph

Jack

Knnelly

Whacky

Caaeett

Mra. Doyle

Rocco

Wt^. Rocco
OeorKe Wallace
TTarren Toat
•Tiny' Tyler
K.nryl

Dumoni

Judith Wlntbrop
Bell Captain
Hugh Coler

UMdred Denxon
BcsBle

Wollreaa

Snmuel Dlckerman
Rookie

Radio Voice

Jny Brnaaneld
Robert I.ynn
Karl .Maiden

Krnnk iltio
Sherman

kind, plus the benefit of some excellent and imaginative staging ef-

Katherine Meaklll
Donald Randolph

Tom Tully
Joel Aahley
Florence Runditrom
Claudia
ReitiB Joyce
Rldinrd Gordon

by Traube

— who wjU
—

be re-

called for his excellent directorial
Job on 'Angel- Street' there seems
little chance that the new drama can
r acupy
.>
propoct'on?!. I" ''xofTice
Main
value on Broadway at the
.u
'

.

Stem
It's

scale.
At $1.10-top aowntowii
fine drama that fully achieves

experimental

purposes

with

a
cast of lesser professionals, a number
of whom were of the European stage,
pre-Hitler.
its

The author has considerably more

Pri-il

Detly K<!an
Letvia Charlea

for play wrighting. being a
recent winner of the Sidney Howard
Memorial Award of $1,500, given an-

than a

flair

nually by the Playwrights

Bill

to

ceived by James

Stern

Plays about baseball seem to be
hexed. Enough writers have stepped
to the plate but struck out, "The
Sun Field' being the latest instance

And so Howard Lang has, in diamond parlance, 'booted one' In his
managerial Broadway debut. CoastIte entered production with 'Good
Night Ladies which he co-produced
with Al Rosen. That play has been
cleaning up for months in Chicago.
'Ladies' has laughs, and that's what
Tield' has too little of. with the result that although It has a big league
production it appears to be left on
First act Is somnolent.
first base.

Back

in 'Jupiter'

Moore, legit-film actress-singer, missed three performConstance

doubtlessly out.
New rule practically eliminates the chances of 'Winter Soldiers' from
moving uptown, although last week that drama was again mentioned as
Play calls for a large cast and
having attracted managerial interest.
numerous scenes, latter factor Indicating a heavy stage crew. If the deckhands were given retroactive pay that item would be comparable to the
cost of new settings, which would al.so be required to conform to union
regulations.
"Soldiers" is current at the Studio thteatre of the New
School of Social Research.

November, 1940. against Rose Franken for a 10% commission of the

Although 'Her First Murder,' which brings ZaSu Pitts back to the legit
was recently reported favorably received in St. Louis, where the
whole of the rewritten script went on, cast has been under pressure
because of one thing or another. Playing one nlghters has been accompanied by transportation delays and vexing living accommodations. Two
new players were summoned as replacements from N. Y., while there were
several changes from one part to another, with the result that rehearsals
neys for the estate. Plaintiff cloims have been the rule daily.
that Miss Morrison was instrumenUnder the Equity rules new plays can be rehearsed, right along in trytal in bringing the play to the atouts so long as the players are not kept on the job more than eight hours
tention of John Golden, its pro- daily. That means that as night performances usually ring down around
earnings,

'Claudia'

is

expected

to

stage,

come to trial next week in N. Y.
supreme court.
Suit was filed in New York supreme court during the sumincf of
1941 by Schwartz & Frolich. attor-

ducer.

broker's
the
play
death, therefor she was no; instru-

written

mental

after

having

in

produce;'.

it

Com-

mission sought on 'ClauHIn' al.-o includes the play's sale to films. David
0. Selznick bought pix eights for
$137,000.

TACE IT'
ON KAYE REPLACEMENT

BIZ CUES

business

If

ment

star for

tinue

but

1

1

Sidney Fleishcr. representing Miss
Franken, claims the script wos

a

replace-

Danny Ksye

will con-

holds

Face
comedian

'Let's

the

Sam Goldwyn
filmuslcal
by
starts April 1.

up.

It'

on Broadway

must report to
regardless for his first

March

1.

Shooting

Sylvia Fine (Mrs. Kaye) and Max
in early January for
sit in on the story

Liebman leave
Hollywood to

scripting with Don Hartman. Yarn
is a war adaptation of The Ner\N>us
Wreck,' which Goldwyn filmed once
before,
with
Eddie
Cantor,
as

'Whoopee.'

,

PAT UDDY HEADS
TREASURERS TICKET

o'clock,

company can be

called for rehearsal at three in the afternoon.

Eddie Diamond appears to have been fortunate. He was stage nvanager
of 'Wine, Women and Song.' the burlesque show that was forced off because of obscenity at the Ambassador, N. Y. Herman Shapiro, who was
convicted along with I. H. Herk and Samuel Funt, replaced Diamond
shoi'lly before I'ompliiiiit was filed against 'Wine.'
Understood that Shapiro, who Is an attorney and an actor, stepped in
at the request of Max Liebman. said to have had an Interest In 'Wine,'

though he was not made a defendant. Diamond was formerly stage manager for Maurice Evans.
He withdrew from 'Wine' to take a similar
assignment with Katharine Cornell's revival of 'The Three Sisters,' due
into the Barrymore next week.

Continued effect of gas rationing on theatre biz in Pittsburgh was
clearly demonstrated last week when Boris Karloff company of 'Arsenic
and Old Lace' played to only $705 opening night, lowest gross for a single
performance the Karloff troupe has played to In Its nearly two years on
the boards. Biz picked up a little later in the week but didn't come close
to matching expectations.
Curious coincidence was that return engagement of 'Arsenic' 'in Pittsburgh was just a year to the day that touring

headed by Eric Von Stroheim, opened In Smoky City. That was Just
the day after Pe^rl Harbor, and although bir everywhere was shot as a
result. 'Arsenic' In Pitt then played to almost twice the biz the original

cast,

company got

last

week.

'Something For the Boys.' due to start a tryout date In Boston Thursday
shapes up as the most costly musical of the season so tar, production
outlay being estimated at $125,000. Of that amount Michael Todd has invested $62,500, with 20th-Fox putting In an equal sum, for which It gets
25% of the show. Deal Is not 50-50 as reported.
'Boys' is a book show, libretto being by Herbert and Dorothy Fields,
score by Cole Porter, and it was originally known as 'Jenny Get Your
Gun.' With Hassard Short staging, it will be long on the electrical end.
Show Is dated for the Alvln, N. Y., Jan. 7.
(17).

War Department

sat down cold on officers and civilians who tried to
Camp Meade, Md., performance of Katharine Cornell's "Three
on Sunday (13) afternoon.
Telephones were busy and pressure was applied by outsiders eager to

see the

Aotoinat's Radio

Show

Sisters' for ISc

see the

Chekhov

play.

At Camp Meade it was announced that the perand that was the way it would be.

formance was

strictly for soldiers,

Many

in

officers

War Department were among

the

those

who

got the

thumbs down.
an all-woman house orchestra at the Windsor,
N. Y.. which opened last Thursday (10) with 'The Willow and I.' Sam
Schwartz, who manages the house, recently acquired under lease by

For

first

time there

is

Harry Oshrin, engaged the femmes as a novelty.
Quartet is spotted in an upper box and used only at the start and
during intermissions, which is usual in houses with straight plays. GirU
are members of the musicians' union.

Max Gordon was apprehensive about The Doughgirls' when his comedy
hit Washington.
'Will you get me $10,000 on the week?', he inquired of
Manager Edmund Plohn of the National theatre. 'I'll pay you off now
and Isaac Cements, who on $13,000.' replied Plohn. Gordon didn't accept the offer. Comedy did
conduce an advertising agency in $16,000. Smart business was traced to ihe $2 top and nrotterate-pricett'
Philadelphia, and have as one of upstairs, which brought out of the low bracket government workers.
Into Legit Musical

Alicp

their principal accounts the

Horn

&

Hardardt Children's Hour Sunday
morning (WEAF), are launching a
juvenile

comedy

musical

•Best Foot Forward' type.

the
production
Yours.'

Is

of
the
Title of

'Automatically

Chester Hale will
Company with
songs Blanche

budding writers. The money reis reported to have
been expended on this production,
and its presentation, for art's sake,
Fay Bnkrr is thus fully warranted. But the disOeomln Burke
Dorothy Euion parity between art and boxofTice
Herliert UulTy
values has long since been noted.
Richard MldKley
Kahn.

Momn

Suit of the estate of Adrienne
Morrison, play broker who died in

Pat Llddy ran ahead of the ticket
for new board
members of the
Treasurers Club at the annual meeting In New York Saturday
(12).
Other winning directors; Walter
O'Connor,
Murray Lang,
Julius
Specter, Harold Stehle and RichStudio Theatre.
Several of the uptown producers ard Hopkins.
have expressed varying interest in
Officers
named
were
elected
'Soldiers.' a drama of the under- unanimously as nominated, with Alground movement against the Nazis len Schnebbe again the president.
in the conquered countries of Europe.
While 'Soldiers' has a better-thanaverage production for a play of this

fects

THE SUN FIELD

Jim

1942

hade Sfutf-Legh

Although there has been no
general police order, managers
of hit

IljdHie

16.

LEGITIMATE

42

direct and stage,
Merrill and Leo
Edwards, and book by Weldon Mellick, who authored the Bobby Breen

Ole Olsen's 4-40 cafe on 40th street near Fifth avenue. N. Y.. Is virtually
the home of the Ziegfeld Club. Place was formerly shut on Sundays but
now the former 'Follies' girls hold forth there on that afternoon and
evening (S to 11 p.m.) with entertainment to all comers.
Dinner may be had and the bar is available to the thirsty, with Olsen
giving the club

50%

of the takings.

Recorded news announcement heard during the air raid scene in the last
'Yankee Point, withdrawn Saturday (12). at the Longacre theatre,
N. Y.. was spoken by Fredric March, co-star of 'Skin of Our Teeth,' at the
pictures.
During the 12 years the Clem- Plymouth, N. Y. March is a long-time friend of John Cromwell, stager and
one of the leads in 'Yankee Point,' and made the recording as a personal
entses have produced the H. Sc H.
radio feature.
Mrs. Clements has gesture 'for luck.' Fact that the spiel was by March was publicized.
auditioned more than 100,000 chil
dren. Among those who made their
debut under her tutelage are Ezra
Stone
('Henry
Aldrlch');
Pinkie
Mitchell of This Is the Army' Con
nee Russell, of the Copacabana Revue, Carol Bruce and the Moylan

ances of 'By Jupiter,' at the Shubert, N. Y., over the weekend, due sisters.
to a cold.
She was replaced by her
'Automatically Yours' will feature
understudy, Kay Kimber.
Kay Hughes, Marilyn Gustin, Rhoda
Ralph Dumke returned to the part Gibson, Jean Roy and Micheline
of
Hercules this week after a Barrett. Age range of the cast is
month's rest. He also does a six- from 16 to 20, including a chorus of
mornings-a-week comedy-record ra- Chester Hale girls. Entire produc
dio series. 'Studio X,' on WEAF, tion Is being financed by the Clem'New York.
entses.

act of

Katharine Cornell's "The Three Sisters' will have an 8 p.m. curtain
when it opens Dec. 21 at the Barrymore, N. Y, Producers figured that the
play would not be over until 11;25 if started at regular show time, and a.m.
paper critics would have to ease out early to make their deadline. Curtain
time will be 8:20 during riin of the play.
•

Joseph Calleia, back on Broadway from the Coast, Is angling for a
stage engagement, although preferring a directional job. Calleia hopped
to Hollywood on the strength of his performance on Broadway In 'Small
Miracle.'
His most recent studio stint was in 'For
the Bell Tolls.'

Whom

Brooks Atkinson, critic on leave from The N. Y. Times drama department, landed his first page one story in that daily Friday (11) since turnwar correspondent. Yam came from the China headquarters of Brig.
General Claire L. Chemault, commandant of U. S. Air Task Force.
ing

—
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Down

Slump; Torgy'

Chi in

'ARSENIC POOR |12>000

to 12G,

IN

$15M

rriorities

XIaudia

NG 6G

IS.

difficulties,
cold
Transportation
weather and the usual pre-Chrlatmae
slump, combined with a drop of outof-town visitors due to ms rationing, put a crimp In boxofffce receipts
last week.
of 1942' - is stiU the
'Priorities
leader, with 'Porgy and Bess* and
'Good Night, Ladies,' running even
for second honors.
Estimate* far Laat Week
'Good Night, Ladles,' Blackstone

week)

(35th

(1,200; $2.75).

Did

$12,-

000, okay.

$6,500 in Buffalo
Buffalo, Dec. 15.

Guthrie McCllntlc production of
'Spring Again,' with Grace George
and C. Aubrey Smith, did only a fair
$6,500 in four days at Erlanger last
week, despite assistance of subscripscaled at $2.75 top.

sponsible.
It

g.

Announcing

$2.78).

Ita

30%; Gas

to $7,900.

week)

(12th

$5,000, still

(1,300; $2.20).

Held

H wood Hardest

'Porgy and Bess,' Studebaker (6th

Beginning to
Will stick around until
feel drop.
Jan. 2; $12,000 last week.
(0th week)
•Prierltles,' Erlanger

week)

(1,400;

$3.30).

Will lay oft Dec. 21
through 24 to give players rest, with
two shows New Year's Eve and extra
matinees during holidays. Did $16,Argcntinita
out of cast.
000 with
'ClaaMa,' Selwyn (2d week) (1,000; $2.20). Not doing so well. Mana week off enchopped
agement has
$2.75).

(1.300:

gagement and tours after this week.
Low of all houses with $6,000.

Los Angeles, Dec.

The play

15.

not the thing; it's gaa,
Paraphrasing of the Bard's immortal
line Is true, anyway, of Los Angeles'
plays, which, since advent of fuel
rationing, have been socked some

30%.

It

be-

on previous occasion played under
subscription auspices.
House has 'Spring Again' current,
a Theatre Guild-American Theatre
Society offering, and goes dark next
week for flrst time this season, reopening Dec. 28 with Boston Comic
Opera. Co. in Gilbert and Sullivan
repertory.

Jolts

to

plenty of profit.

week

Only

'Claudia,' flrst of three
shows in succession to come back,
got a presentable week,
'Arsenic'
had same scale as before, $2.75, but

last

Will probably end run Jan.

Down

'Mali In Oaarka,' Great Northern

Rhine,' having died the

fore.

Janior Mlsa,' Harris (12th week)
(1,000;

weeks.

Second return hit In a row to take
on the chin at the Nixon, 'Watch

On

Coast LegK Off

can't

CURTAINS FOR

be the plays, 'cause

having been

least,

commer-

'CURTAINS' IN

tried, tested and
boxofflce muster until Uie
book boogie bowed in.
Hollywood, with 'Cry Havoc' at
Music Box and 'Blackouts of 1942' at
El Capltan, is hardest hit. Combination of pre-Xmas slump and rationing Is leaving definite scars on
'Havoc* which, until that time, had
Philadelphia, Dec. IS.
been building nicely since graduatThe Boston Light Opera Co., preing to big time from Beechwood Litsenting Gilbert ii Sullivan repertory
tle Theatre.
'Blackouts' has advanat the Locust street theatre, Jumped
tage in long-standing reputation, plus

—

passed
'A'

PHILLY.SG

hYov-KDow-Wbat,16G
Id

Wash, at %1 Top

better location, but

is

its second week to reach
and it was decided at midweek to hold the much-praised outfit
for a third. Last weeks figure was
considered very good for a $2 top.
City's other legit offering last week,
'Three Curtains,^ at the Walnut, did
not fare any too well. Just grazed
$5,000 in single week's stay.
Crlx
liked one of the three plays (Barrie's
'Old Lady Shows Her Medals'), but
couldn't warm to the Shaw or Pinero
one-acters.
Acting of Francis Lederer and Gloria Swanson created a
difference of opinion.
Philly gets the biggest array of holiday show bookings this year that it

a notch in

also suffering,

$9,300,

Washington, Dec. 15.
Gordon's production of 'The

particularly on matinees.
Both are
saved by weekend bell. Around $10,stout 500 for 'Blackouts' last week. 'Havoc'

Max

Doughgirls' grossed $16,000.
business ^or the National theatre's $2
top.
Comedy was well received by
the critics and sold out from Wednesday on. Comedy is believed locally
to have an excellent chance to make
the Broadway grade after George S.
Kaufman completes the polishing.
Lively interest in the Theatre
Guild's production of The Russian
People,* In which 20th-Fox has a $17,Film company does not
500 slice.
acquire screen rights for this investment, since Metro and Paramount
are interested in the Konstantin

Skmonov

script.

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' with the
company,
Boris
Karloff

did $4,000.
'Hey, Rookie,'
lasco downtown

Army show at Betook a sloughing
during flrst week of couponing for
only $9,000 on the week. However,
as with downtown film theatres, it
came back this week after initial
drop, though not fully recovering,
and looks to enjoy continued less
hurt than Hollywood.
Advance sale at Biltmore for 'ChocSoldier,' opening Xmas day.
further f^ubstantiates impression that
is better off, management
reporting strong interest in revival
that will reopen house.
olate

has

downtown

comes

in

New

'JUNIOR MISS' PICKS
UP,

York.

lADY IN DARK' SUNNY
AT 25^ IN DETROIT
Detroit, Dec. IS.
Despite the onset of heavy Christ-

mas buying

here,

Detroit's

rlalto

stays brisk.

Gertrude Lawrence in the second
Dark' bettered
week's figure
with an approximate $25,500 tucked
in for the second week. Musical goes
a third week before ZaSu Pitts comes
in with 'Her First Murder' on Dec. 25
to keep the Cass bright on the holidays. 'Lady* figure for the Cass now
r OTW"\.ie $50.uOO marK"Idf "fWo
weeks.
Lafayette did profitable trade with
an estimated $10,000 for Walter
Hampden and Cissie Loftus in
•Arsenic and Old Lace,' which goes

week

of "Lady In the
slightly the big flrst

top at the house. Run will
continue for the holidays but the
flfiure wasnt up to the weekly gross
of 'Tobacco Road,' which preceded
at a $1.65

it

for

two weeks.

Wilson also will relight here on
Christmas night with Edward Everett Horton again dusting off 'Springtime for Henry,' which had a long
run here last summer.

15.

Return of 'Arsenic and Old Lace,'
with Boris Karloff company, at the
Colonial, is bolstering trade somewhat here this week, but biz is not
any too powerful although it's a little better on a pro rata basis than
the film houses. Surprise was 'Firefly,'
which hit $10,000 on second
frame and is staying for another.

'Angel Street' dwindled after Cocoanut Grove fire and closed Saturday
(12), while 'Junior Miss' recovered
at the Wilbur and stays one more,
'Something for the
closing 19th.
Boys' debuts at the Shubert Friday

week.
"Three Curtains,' Walnut (one week
only) (1.700: $2). Tnis novelty, consisting of three one-act plays, didn't

Estimates for Last Week
'Angel Street,' Plymouth (1,400;

Never

i-ecovered after

.fin)shlaf,Ji«r.jit.^''.200
Majestic 11.667:
'Firefly,'

in

'Dark Eyes'-^ed

Rehearsal
Harri.';.

Thla

Little Hand'— A. H. Woods.
'Sweet Charily'— Alfred Blooming-

dale.

€anip-tegitei^Kept

$2.20).

Gained all week, finishing with ssti»
matcd $10,000. One more to go.
'Janlar Miss,' Wilbur (7th week)
Picked up where it
(1.227; $2.75).
advancing to estimated
off,
left

Within 8-Perfonnance

Schedule By Equity
Looks definite that
Shows, Inc., will keep

Defer Don Clarke Til

mw'

ance

Spot's Filkd

After

a

complicated

'Cry Havoc'— Lee Shubert, Harry
Kaufman.
•New Faces of 1943' ('New Shoes'
—Leonard Sillman).
army service.
His induction was deferred, how'Wife Takes a Chlld'—John C. Wilson.
ever, until the end of the troupes

ii^Cll"'

*F"^'

(foad)— Play;

limit.

attractions will lay off a
portion of next week, holiday falling

on Friday.
Another brace

of incomers last
One, 'The Sun Field,' was

week.

performEquity's council having
the

rejected

as Equity.

USO
^

|

|

says that the legit shows in

the camps average six performances
weekly, that only at some camps or
naval stations would two showings
nightly be asked, and that its budget would not permit paying for ad-

performances. Vaude shows
twice
play
regularly
and
units
the camps but those
nightly
in
shows are 'streamlined,' averaging
about one hour and 15 minutes, or
ditional

curiont week in Cincinnati to enable J. M. Grossman, company manager, to get a new man up in the
[

-..-..1

I..;--

-

'

Mark' $17^00

'St.

profit right along including last

when

takings

eased

week

estimated

to

$8,500.

'Withoot

Love,'

James

St.

(5th

week)

(C-1.S20; $3.30). Quoted close
to $25,000, top money, or nearly that,
for entire list; sale extends to midFebruary; continuance thereafter in

doubt.

yanked pronto while the other. The
'Tankee Point,' Longacre. WithWillow and I,' drew mixed notices drawn Satturday night after playing
and Is continuing. No new attrac' to mild business for slightly over
tiona for the current week.

three weeks.

Added
EsUiwUes for Last Week
•Claudia,' Forrest (return engageC fComed«J, D (Drama), ment)
date 56 weeks) (28th
R (Revue;, week) (original
(C-1,105; $1.65). Expected to
O (Operetta;.

Kei/s:

CD

M

(Comedv-Drama)

,

(Musical),

'ABfCl Street.' Golden (S3d week)
Not as much vari
ance and claimed to have been not
(D-789; $3.30).

much under

$9,000.

go along through holiday period for
ime^pectedly lengthy repeat; around
'Native
Son,'
MajesUc (return
date) (7th week) (D-1,715; $1.65).

'Araenle and Old Laee,' Fulton
<90th week) (CD-893; $3.30). Was
socked, with takings reaching about
the lowest level since engagement's

Uproar over closing notice- which
was taken down brought publicity
but not boxoffice rush; $7,000, may-

approximately.
'Beat the Band,' 46th St. Closed
last Satturday (12) after playing eight
weeks; never climbed over around
30% of capacity and lately dipped to

week)

$14,000.
'Blithe Spirit,'

Booth (StOi week)

(CD-712; $3.30). One of the holdovers
has been doing well right
went oft with field last week
but not much under $9,000.
•By Japitar,' Shubert (2«th week)
(M-1,32S: $4.40). Slipped for flrst
time since early summer; gross approximated $28,000, about best among
the musicals,
'Great Big Doorstep,' Morosco (3d
week) (C-939: $3.30). Doubtfully
received and business reflects that;
rated around $7,000, which may be
even break.

^t

along;

'fenle.' Miner (14th wedc) (C-940;
$3.30). Has been easing off, and when

be even break.
Revival
Royale
(3d
Faring very
with business around
$13,000; quite profitable and should
'Connscllor-st-Law,'

(D-1,047; $3.30).

well so

far,

improve

after holidays.

Vande-Bevae
'Shaw Time,' Broadhurst
week) (1,142; $2.75). Went

(13th
to

off

approximately $17,000; said not much
profit at that level but sounds very

good for vaude.
Oreenwich VllUge
'Winter SoMlers.' Studio theatre.
'Only the Heart,' Provincetown
Playhouse.

'SISTERS' 26G

dipped imder $8,500 (stop
house promptly served notice,
wanting tenancy for 'Flare Path,' due
next week; comedy moves to Biltmore next week.
'JnUor Mlas.' Lyceum (SSth week)
takings

limit)

'Doughgirls' takes

(CD-1,062; $9.30).

New Year s week

over during

with

'Miss' slated to move to big 46th
Street after Sunday (10); around $9,000; will lay off four days before

Christmas.
'Let's

Face

It,'

Impaial

(55th

week) (M-L3a6; $4.40). Went off another couple of Gs, with takings
around $23,000; still okay and should
come back with arrival of holidays.
'Lite

With

Father,'

Empire

(160th

week) (CD-l,0e2; $3.30). While faring better than other long stayers,
run leader dipped appreciably last
week; quoted close to $11,400, plenty.
Ellcea.'
'My
Sister
Broadway
(103d week) (CD-LSIO; $1.10). Got
around $6,000 at Ritz, from where It
moved Sunday (13), with scale cut

again; new spot more than double
the capacity.
'Rosalinda,' 44th St. (7th week)
(0-l,37S; $3.30). Has been operating
at profit since opening but slipped
last week to around $17,000; should
do better after next week.
Skin of Our Teeth,' Plymouth (4th
week) (CD-1,075; $3.85). Audiences
controversial over play but business
continues to great figures; nearly
$23,000.

IN

BALTIMORE

Baltimore, Dec. IS.
'Three Sisters,' with Katharine
Cornell heading a star-laden cast,
week drew some negative notices
from the local crix aimed at the
talky script, but wound up with a
last

resounding $16,000, nevertheless.

At

a top of $3.39 for the 1,900-seat Ford's,
upper floors sold out in advance and
orchestra built steadily to capacity

on closing night.
Current is Max Gordon's production of 'The Doughgirls,' by Joseph
Fields and staged by George S. Kaufman. Advance reports of its racy
contents attracting a healthy pre-

opening ticket

sale.

'ROAD/6DAYSJ7,400
IN 4TH L'VILLE DATE
Louisville; Dec. 15.

Tobacco Road,' with John Barton
starring in the Jeeter Lester role, one
of the few legit attractions to visit
this town during the current season,
wound up a six-day engagement at
the National, 2,400-seater, which has
been operating under a vaudfilm policy for the past month, to a good
Gave a midnight show Sat$7:400.
urday (12) to good biz, with prices

'Sons o' Fu.' Winter Garden (54th
week) (R-l,5ie;$4.40). Again dipped
but that was expected in pre-houday
going; estimated aroun<t $22,500 last
week; should soar after next week.
ranged
Star and Garter,' Music Box (25th moves

down from
to St. Louis,

$1.50.

Company

opening Monday

week) (R-Oei; $4.40). MaUnees off (14).
slightly but not enough to dent pace
This was the fourth engagement
.of-zevue,. wlui:^.ge&«EJilly_iurvi%. -iotimrwi th-riffsinnBriiTtiiwsfr^piBr
night business of standee propor- and gave the town's defense workers
tions; approached $24,000 again.
a chance to gander a stage play for
'Stars on Ice,' Center (Zld week)
the first time.
(R-3,C0O; $1.63). Got as much as any
of the regular musicals on Broadway;
strong Saturday accounted for gross
'Strip f«r Aellea,' NaUonal
Has
(C-1,162; $3.85).

legit at-

proposal to
permit performances 12 times weekIt is okay with
ly, or twice nightly.
Equity if more than eight performances are given, providing the actors
are paid one-eighth for eaeh additional performance, as is the general
Understood that stagehands
rule.
and other unions concerned with
camp legiters take the same stance
definitely

ex-

jurisdiction
of telegrams,
over the actor's status was transferred to the Milwaukee draft board
and Friday (11) he wa.s O.K. d foi-

See Stars'— David Cramer

Bally;

Some

ers.

USO-Camp week)
its

tractions within the eight

Milwaukee, Dec. 15.
Donald Clarke. 28. cenor lead in
Merry Widow.' was rccla."isified from 1-B to 1-A by the San
Diego (Calif.) draft board on Nov.
biit owing to the show's freIS,
quent jumps notiflcalion of the
change failed to catch up with him
until this past week at the Davidson
theatre.

7G Despite

Pre-Christmas decline on Broad
way was more marked last week,
and so the list sagged, as expected
with the exception of the new lead-

Xom'

near $25,000.

$10,500.

change

'You'll

Scant $5,000.

fare well.

Grove

ft.<-e,

'The

Shows

Following

a decade.

cust (2d week) (1,600; $2). Company
giving Gilbert St, Sullivan repertory
hit S9.300 and was held for a third

(18).

$2.75).

in

(one week only) at the Locust, and
'Doughgirls' (also one week only), at
the Walnut; Dec. 25, 'FuU Speed
Ahead' (musical) at the Forrest and
running through New Year's week,
and on Dec. 28, 'Junior Miss.' at the
Locust (for a run) and 'Dark Eyes.' a
Jed Harris tryout at the Walnut for
two weeks. Latter will be followed
on Jan. 11 by a return of 'Arsenic
and Old Lace.' All shows except
'Sisters' are charging $2.50 top; Miss
Cornell's is $3.50. 'Sweet Charity' is
the only one actually debutting here.
Estimates for Last Week
Boston Light Opera Company, Lo-

\m IN BOSTON
Boston. Dec.

seen

Katharine Cornell's single week engagement in "The Three Sisters,'
which opened at the Forrest last
night, lineup of legit bookings Is as
follows:
Dec. 21, 'Sweet Charity'

original

in after 'People' has completed
fortnight's engagement.
Some talk,
but no booking yet, of a tryout week
for 'Ziegfeld Follies* before it opens

Others Close; 'Son' Only

List, 25G,

start; $7,600

is

they are good, or, at
cial,

love Top

Off; Jupiter/

Broadway company headed by

Boris Karloff, didn't do so well last
week at the Nixon, getting only
around $12,000, a big disappointment
and lowest figure that attraction has
hit yet. It was a return eifgagement
for show, although the Eric Von
Stroheim company played it here a
year ago, and the Karloff troupe had
been expected to top previous gross
for
'Arsenic'
Didn't even come
close, however, the show getting $35,000 in two weeks last season. The
gas rationing was held mainly re-

'Spring Again' Fair

Uon list.
House was

Broadway

Pittsburgh, Dec. 15.
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' with original

Chicago, Dec.

PinSBURGH RETURN
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(Uth
been

slipping lately, and last .week's approximate $13,500 was low mark to
date: announced to close Jan. 3.

'The
(8th

Damask

week)

Cheek,'

(C-895; $3.30).

Plymouth

Went

off

sharply last week without party support, takings approximating $7,500;
should rise with holidays.
The Eve of St. Mark,' Cort (10th

Among
$3.30).
(D-1.064:
strongest straight plays and has not
been affected by the slump; gross
quoted at $17,200, capacity.
week)

week)
(3d
"The Pirate,' Beck
Riding for a run;
(C-1,214: $3.85).
nearly $23,000 and will go higher;
much as most musicals.
'The Sun Field,' Biltmore. Opened
last Wednesday '9); weak press; sent
to storehouse Saturday after five performances; 'Janie' moves over from
as

Miller.

The Willow and I.' Windsor (1st
week) (D-873: $3.30). Opened late
la.?t week: notices were mixed, some

20G, Seattle
Seattle, Dec. 15.

Second
at

the

legit

show

Metropolitan,

of the season
scaled from

found Ethel Barrymore in
'Corn Is Green' doing fine $2»,000
here last week. On opening night
$2.88,

25 seats

were sold

In

the

pit.

'Corn'

played eight nights and two matinees In the 1,500-seater.
Company arrived seven hours late
due to train delay, hitting Seattle at
1:40 p.m.
With matinee due to start
at 2:30, show went on regardless.

•Wid^'

T'/jG,

M'w'kee

Milwaukee, Dec. 15.
Blackouts are still enough of a
novelty in Milwaukee to keep people

home, and the third one this town
has experienced, even though of
brief duration, is blamed in part
(zero weather and Christmas shopping season are other factors) for
at

enthusiastic; indicated pace $6,000;
parties should help this week; may

the fact that business was not more
profitable for 'The Merjy Widow,'
here with Muriel' Angelus for the

push

week ending Saturday

it.

_^Uncl^jrrjj^judso^29tl^eelO

Gross estimated «t

(12).
WJiflfl

In

th^

LEGITIMATE
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Wednesday, Dceoinber 16, 1942
monov's play is Globa. played by
Luther Adier, a gay Lothario in his

Town

Play Out of

Seek Change

leisure moments who lakes his happiness where he tir.ds it. but responds unflinchinglv lo Ihe call of

in

Penal Code

duty.
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slnyc bo.x. Ihe play ran .'Jinoolhthere are obvious flaw.^ wliich
be corretled when Ihe pruning

been applied.

windy

a

acters.
slarl.

fir.vl

T.O'n

Mil

.:i.uM

act

\\s main defect is
InkmK three scenes

the prenu.>;o

lo sl;ilc

:iiid

tHK Ihe char-

Once over this Iclharpic
The I^iissiaii People' winds up

and

fiives

The

pla.v

enemv both

Ihe

becomes

barrels.

and

vital

alive,

uilh e.xcilemcnl. sufTicientlv
with vi\id action to stir

(illctl

char,:;e(l

nne's

palriolie

Simonov
c\i:.l«

An.

11, i.-.,iM.

If..

.

..

i.

M..i.l.>

nn

l:u.' .'l-h

'

Simonov has peopled

spirit.

story

his

lells

throLiuh

a uroup of characters in a Russian
villan-^ occupied by the enemy, pre-

sumably r.ear Stalingrad and close
enoush to a surrounded Soviet guerilla garrison on the other side of
His romantic fabric inthe river.
volves Valya. an attractive army
chaufTeur. and a reconnaisance o(Ticer.

when a Nazi .-py
the Stalin camp.
Simonov excu.":es it by expediency.
Eventually this enemy is discovered,
and the Nazi proves to be a whimpering and yellow weakling who
If

is

realism suffers

inriltruled

into

with

his play

characters.

incidental

interesting

There is the veteran of three wars.
Kray and beyond military age. who
becomes the guerilla chief of staff: a

fir.-.!
performance, with Ihe
AmUnssiidors parly occupy-
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Quisling in the person of Ihe villaijc
and for him the playwri.nht.
unlike .S'iCinbeck in 'Moon Is Down,'
has nothini,' but searing coiUempt.
Such Nazis as come upon the scene
are craven and savaucly cruel, and
The whole
not particularly bright.
is a composite picture of a segment
of Stalin's small people, of their
doctor,

It is likely the next session of the N. Y. state legislature will see
an
effort to a.gain amend the penal code in reference to alleged indecent
performances. Idea is lo exclude employees, other than actors who
arc exempt from pro.seculion, from being held responsible. It is generally believed that if a show is at fault the blame should rest upon
the producer, owner or operator of the theatre and author.
Move to amend may not emanate from managers, who naturally veer
away from any form of stage control, but the Association of Theatrical Agcnls and Managers is considering seeking such legislation.
Company manager of 'Wine, Women and Song" was included in the
complaint, but the press agent was not tapped for a court appearance.
If and when other complaints are made, others not culpable
might be wrongfully included.

hopes and aspirations. Ihoir failures
and despairs, with the general pattheir one thought being lhal everyIhing is subordinate to the fighting
armies ;nid the men and women who
back them up behind Ihe lines. It
porlrays the Russians 'saven" by a
Continued from paRc 41
kind of philosophy which informs it
lliat over the horizon is victory.
inoiit was careful to state that it was sticking its neck out on any scheme
Adler comes on late but gels Ihe
not in any way influenced by re- to tell malingers how to put on
richest .Tiid most fri'ilful lines of the
play.
And he transfers llicni lo ac- ports lhal a religious body (Catholic shows. The thought of Equity leadLeon Ames, as Theatre Movement) regarded 'Strip' ing a ri\ovement to censor its own
tion in vr.lid terms.

Broadway Censorship

Ihe Soviet commander, is less military than he is understanding, and
makes the role solidly sympathetic.
Vr.lya. the chaufTeur. offers Elizabeth Fraser moments that arc "ich
in emotional opportunity. 'It is -in
exacting characterization and her
performance is tip-top. If she looks
too well nourished and full of Ihe

actors is abhon'cnt.
The Mayor is
said to have made a mistake in not
including managers and authors at
his session.
injected
Not that the ac(ors won't particihimself into the situation, when the pate if there is a move to judge the
'Wine' case was decided, huddled morality of plays, but it will not
with -Equity leaders last Thursday start any such plan. Neither do the
after having been quoted as managers want to step out and in(10)
saying he wanted the legitimate augurate the establishment of a play
City Hall was jury. That idea was tried out durtheatre cleaned up.
coy about what went on, and It is ing the censorship wave in the late
known that Equity doesn't intend '20s, when jury panels were drawn,
but the idea petered out.
as objectionable. Attraction is in the
last half of its third month, having
started to strong business.

Mayor La Guardia
Mayor La Guardia, who

bloom of life for one who undergoes the great hardships, this can be
corrected by less voluminous costuming. Victor Varconi as the old
soldier is a character that strikes
the core, and he serves it with dispulls no punches in its' propaganda scaffold is threatening delivers a blis- tinction.
Mendelssohn
Eleanora
preachment that Stalin's soldiers tering castigation of the Nazis ond makes the mother the most alTecting
hale the enemy with a blinding pas- their mothers in what one must ac- character of the play in a nicely
sion for its sadistic cruelty and im- cept as the epitome of courage and shaded performance.
Current
provoked invasion of the mother- full expression of the national spirit.
carefully
are
All the bit parts
land. The Theatre Guild has given The most colorful character of Si- limned,
(Dec. 16-26)
and some of the play's best
acting develops here. Joseph Shatluck. Ann Minot, Herbert Berghof,
'Angel Street' (2d Co.)— Bushnell
Margaret Waller, Eduard Franz. Rudolph Anders, Harold Dyrenforth Auditorium, Hartford (16); Metroand Robert Simon serve most accept- politan, Providence (17).
ably.
'Arsenic and Old Lace" (1st Co.)—
The settings of Boris Aronson are Colonial, Boston (16-26).
whines as

Whal

Konslantin

Simonov

has
wi'iiten and ClilTord Odets adapted
in The RiLssian People' is good red
melodrama and rousing theatre. It

he's

led

The blinding hate

off to be shot.
of the populace

and their capacity for sabotage arc
expressed through the mother of the
garri.<;on's commander.
She poisons
one Nazi tormentor, and when the

Road Shows

JOSEPHINE

HOUSTON

Throughout

fine aids to illusion.

tlie

play background music comes through
the loud speakers, chiefly songs of
the Red Army and favorites of the
Soviet people.
Harold Clurman's direction, once
over the flrst-act hurdle, is fast and
Kely
charged with spirit.

1^^^

TIE

-

man-

Army.

ager,

SIKIilllli

Jean Selby, studio cartoon painter,

WAVES.
Alex Petry,

NBC

music

air

right,

corps.

Rex

Koury,

NBC

organist,

air

corps.

Alan Cormack, CBS Pacific trafAc manager, naval aviation.
H. G. 'Jock' Fearnhead, NBC auditoV, Royal air force.
Jane Fowler, still photographer,

WAACS.
Aaron Rosenberg, assistant direcand former all-American grid

tor

GoflF,

screen writer, army.

Merrill While, sound
army signal corps,

Larry
army.
Cecil

Paul Moss
License Commissioner Paul Moss
appears to have picked his spots by
excluding the hou.se management,
'Dark Eyes' (tryout)— Ford's, Bal- explaining that in case of a conviction the theatre license should be
timore (24-26) (premiere).
Ford's Bal- subject to suspension; this he thinks
'Doughglrls' (tryout)
timore (16-19); Walnut, Philadelphia is ample punishment for the latter.
Indicated further that Moss was
(21-26).
Path'
(tryout)— Shubert, pressured into making the complaint
Flare
against the ofl'cnding 'Wine.' Casual
New Haven (17-19) (premiere).
inquiry of the Shubert office or the
'Full Speed Ahead' ('Firefly') (try-

Cry Havoc'— Music

wood

Briston,

technician,

—

rest,

navy.

Bob Tasker, screen
Bud Gerdes-Testa,

writer,

army.

press

agent,

army.

theatre would
the show

that

Philadelphia <25-26).

have informed him
was slated to close

—

Equity's position

(18-19); Cass, Detroit (21-26)

Rookie'

— Belasco,

Los

An- phasized during
ing

geles.

'Junior

Miss'

Bo.'iton

troit

Miss'

(3d

Co.)— Wilbur,

(16-19).

The

..In

Friday

Dark'— Cass,

De-

(16-19).

its

(11).

Co.)— Harris, secretary Paul

(2d

Chicago (16-26).
'Junior

salesman,

film

Love, «ludio technician,

(16-19); For-

out)— Majestic. Boston

Blackstone, the very week he popped off. After
'Good Night Ladies'
the publicity, business a', the AmChicago (16-26).
'Her First Murder' (tryout)— Mu- bassador picked up to a much greatnicipal Auditorium, Shreveport, La. er extent than at the Majestic for
Robinson Auditorium, Little Son,' subsequent to the outcry in(|6);
Rock (17); Auditorium. Memphis spired by the closing notice.

'Lady
D.

Holly-

Box,

(16-26).

'Hey,

star, navj'.

Ivan

—

(16-17).

Continued from patr 4

Robert Miller, studio office

Blackouts ot 1942' (vaude)— EI
Capitan, Hollywood (16-26).
'Chocolate Soldier' Biltmore, Los
Angeles (24-26),
'Claudia' (1st Co.)— Selwyn, Chicago (16-26).
•Corn Is Green'— Mayfair, Portland

U.S. Roll Call
I

Co.)—

'Arsenic and Old Lace' (3d
Lafayette, Detroit (16-26).

Sentence Tomorrow

The trio convicted on the 'Wine'
rap are slated to be sentenced toIt is believed
that the court will hear a defense
plea that the company and stage
managers were not actually responsible for the 'indecent' performance,
and if the actors have been made
exempt from the charges, the defendants, too, should be similarl.v
classified.
The amendment to the
Wales Act of Ihe penal code, which
bars the arrest ot actors and stagehands under just such an emergency,
has been credited to Equity. As now
constituted those responsible in cases
of indecent performances are the
producers and house owners.

morrow (Thursday).

was clearly emquarterly meetexecutive
who with

when

Dullzell,

president Bert Lytell and others ot
the association talked it over with
the mayor, said: 'We hope to avoid
any form of official censorship from
the city or police, or from the re

Life
With Father' (2d Co.)— form (religious) organizations.'
Hanna. Cleveland (16-26).
Maid
In
The
Ozarks' Great
Northern, Chicago (16-26).

—

Widow'— Cox,
Cincinnati
"
Sidney Saikow, Columbia dire'cfSr",' ~,'Mt"y
•^--^y-.^:
(16-19).
sworn in as 1st Lieut., U. S. Marine
'Porgy
and
Bess'— Studebaker.
Corps.
Reports at Quantico, Va..
Chicago (16-26).

Jan.

1.

'Priorities

Fred Feldkamp,

fan

mag

editor,

Marines.

Featured

.

.

Opening

.

in

the

•STARS FROM
THE BLUE'— On
The Blue Net-

'SHOWTIME'

work,

at the

dancer,

WAACS.
Army

Sergei PetschnikolT. unit manager,

Army.

Broad-

EWT and again
Sundays,

hurst

Theatre,

New

York

.

EWT.

Dec. 16

.

Lake City, Dec.
Price,
manager of

Salt
Che.cter

.

Wednesday,

P.M.,

16.

the

GALE,

Inc.

48 West 48th Street

New York

(vaude)— Er(ti-yout)— Na-

for the Boys' (tryout)
Bo.ston (18-26).

—Shubert,
Sprinr Ajain'— Nixon, Pittsburgh
(16-19).

Student
Prince'- Curran,
San
Francisco (10-19).
'Sweet Charily' devised) (tryout)
—Locust. Philadelphia (21-26).
'This la The- Arm>'— Municipal
Auditorium.
St.
Louis
(16-19);
Shrine Auditorium. Detroit (21-28).
This Little Hand (tryout)— Playhouse, Wilmington (25-28) (prem-

Hrt. 1.00

CLaxton

o/o Variety, Hollywood

Boston (29-26).

Maestro
originally

'Three Sisters' (tryout)— Forrest,
Philadelphia (16-19).

Commission Due
'Tobacco
Road'— American,
Harry Salter, who was Louis (18-19).
commissioned by the Spe'Watch on th« Rhine'— StaU,

Sailer's
MQiiajeeni«>at

1942'

People'

Chicago (16-26).
Washington (16-26).

Victory, coast guard, replaced by
Frank Pratt, former Fox manager
Montana and Idaho.
Allen Karf, manager of Uptown, iere).
'Thret Curtains' (tryout)—Court
K. C, Fox-Midwest nabe house,
army; succeeded by Frank Hitter, Sciuare, Springfield, Mass. (16); Erwho managed theatre several years langer, Buffalo (17-19); Majestic,
for

ago.

PrrM»niil

tional.

Somethinc

Chet Price In

on

7:15-7:30

screen

of

'Russlan
langer,

Anderson,

Maurice H. Conn, indie producer.
Air Force.

ick nnusical

Tuesdays,
7:00-7:30 P.M..

Myrtle

cialists
Corps, has completed his
military training and moved to Lexington, Va„ where he will receive

a commiaslon In the regular army.

amazoo,

Mich.
(16);
Jackson, Mich. (17).

'mu

St.

KalMichigan,

Takes • OhUd' (tryout)—
Wilbur, Boston (25-t6) (premiere^

THROW A POSEY TO
EDDIE PLOHN
The

Tlicatrrs' Amhnswiilor
la WHslalnslou

Oiraotion:/

WfCVe

•

.

Wednesday; December 16, 1942

CHATTER

theatre biE has been off this week,
mdicates anew that the war workers
go for the niteries preferably.

New CMbah, on Central Park
Bill Morris, Jr., to D.C. thU we«k.
South, with Pran]?lln Hughes decor,
B«n Stein 'elected' mayor of 4Sth opens next Wed
(23). Max Cassvan,
who headed class spots in Europe, Is
George Wellbaiun back on the job generalissimo of the new supper

street

after illness.

club.

Marian Spitzer in from Coast with
her sister Tonl.
Peter Arno is said to have a new
legit. production idea.

Before HUdegarde tackled her
bond show at Saks Bth Ave. Monday
(14) she had $300,000 In bond pledges,
although her given goal was only a

Final

Jay Kaufman company manag- quarter-of-a-mllUon.

S.

ing 'Claudia' (Forrest).
v.p., sufferCharlie Miller.
ing from appendicitis attack.
George Jessel plans producing

Away Old Man.'
DegUn of Madison
Capt. Ted
Square Garden to Fort Slocum.
Sid Silvers, in Army uniform, entertained at Stage Door Canteen.
Gene Fowler's book on John Barrymore won't be finished tmtU March.
Sam Bramson, Wm. Morris agent,
just missed the draft by that 38-year
Saroyan's 'Get

rule.

tally

$530,000.

MCA

Charles

Feldman.

K.

Hollywood

now handling 'smaller war
at WPB, under Matty Fox,

agent,
plants'

ex-Universal

Another

v.p.,

filmit*.

in

Washington

Monroe Greenthal,

also with Fox.
Betty Jane
Greer,
18-year-old
Washington, D. C, radio and dramatic actress, after being tested by
D. O. Selznick and Paramount, has
gone to the Coast with her mother
is

on an Indie film deal.
Frances Rockefeller King, former,
ly in charge of the Keith-Albee club,

Durante playing repeat booking department, proposes estabguest snot on Camel hour Friday lishing a national lottery to help
finance the war. She estimated that
(18).
nearly $4,000,000,000 could be raised
Bill Torpey and Murray Queen are
annually in this way.
stage managers of 'Something for the
Bernice Parks may be added to
Boys.'
Palm Beach starting to boom. 'Ziegfeld Follies,' which will co-star
Berle, Ilonay Massey and ArMany homes reopened ahead of Milton
thur Treacher, with Sue Ryan and
schedule.
Jack Cole featured (latter meantime
Jack Toohey switched from the staging Mike Todd's dances in 'Some
Oscar Serlin press department to Dick thing for the Boys') Dean Murphy
Maney's outfit.
another addition.
Jean Dalrymple joined Dorothy
Cecelia Ager's mother confined to
Ross' flackery as pards on several Cedars of Lebanon, Hollywood, the

Jimmy

new

accounts.

PM

Pa.,

in CincinnatL
Jean Wallace, actress wife «f
Franchot Tone, recovering from an
appendectomy.
Reel Fellows' Club, comprising
Myrna Loy and John Hertz, Jr.,
of Wheaton theatre, Wheaton, 111., film salesmen, expanding and will
back in town for the first time sine*
has assumed management of Miller move into larger quarters.
their marriage.
theatre. Woodstock, 111., succeeding
Mrs. J. L. Jensen, White Bear,
Ann Harding turned down an ollar
Billy Thomas, inducted.
Minn., indie exhibitor, out of hospital from Broadway, and will remain in
and on road to recovery after major Hollywood indefinitely.
111., film clearance case at
arbitration board, called for
hearing December 22.
.lames Collins, formerly asst mgr.

Chicago,
local

W

37 Answer

Al Jolson visited his family in
Washington over the weekend. He
denies he's going into legit producP.a.

Harry Sobol back from ex-

Serlin

CoDtlnned from past

I

hearsal next month. A similar ad ap
peared in 'Daily Variety.'

tended Coast stay, returning soon
where he has established Hollywood
Serlin said 11 of the replies were
branch.
from Coast actors, writers and
Betty (Mrs. Harry) Sosnik to the agents who offered to Invest from
Coast to join her maestro-busband,
$500 to )B,000 in the production. All
west with the Oracle Fields radio
latter inquiries were declined. Stated
show.
Robert Burton and Angela Jacobs by the Serlin office that 21 answers
are replacements in 'Coun^eiror-at- were from players who desire to
Law' (Royale), latter having been in switch from the studios to the stage.
original cast.
One response came from an actor
Attorney Harold Gumm, who man- rated Independently
wealthy who
ages Lena Home, no longer dittoes
would like to play one of the feafor Ethel Waters, whom he previoustured
characters
In
the
play.
ly represented.

Oscar Doob's desk is now a two- Although his Hollywood salary Is esin-one job; one side for WAC duties timated at $3,000 weekly when on
and the other for his regular Loew the lot, he offered to appear In 'The
theatres chores.
Family' for $100, or even less, if the
George Murphy may co-star with budget necessitated it. However, the
Marjene Dietrich in Cheryl Craw- player in question is not suited for
ford's forthcoming musical, according
the role, Serlin thinks.

Voltune, magician, into Curly's
night club, where Ethel Shutta re-

mains second week.

op.

columnist has taken a room at

Vera Barton, singer, left Madison the hosp to be beside her. SongBy SI Shalt*
Park hospital, Brooklyn, after long writer-hubby, Milton Ager, joins her
pneumonia siege.
there shortly, picking up Ben Bernie
WIP is on the market for an asPeggy Fears out of Royal Casino, in Chi who shifts his Wrigley broad sistant news editor.
new boite. Ditto Adelaide Moffett casts to Hollywood.
Helene Standish has been added to
out of Mon Paree.
Arthur L. Pratchett, Paramount's the show at the Club Bali.
Some upstart niteries are being manckeing director in the Iiatin
Belle Baker has been held over at
pencilled in as post-Jan. 1 casualties Americas (excepting Argentina, Bra- the Swan Club until after the first of
zil
and
Uruguay),
and Robert the year.
unless biz perks markedly.
George Clifford is readying a new
Eddie McPartland and Paddy Hop- Graham, company's manager in Mex
ico, arrived in New York this week production for the holiday season at
kins, of the Music Box theatre, also
for homeoffice confabs with John
the Embassy.
in sourvenir theatre book biz.
Hicks, Jr., foreign sales chief.
Sweet Charity.' new George Ab'
Songsmith Arthur Schwartz due in
bott comedy, preems at the Locust
town this week with wife (Kay.Carnext Monday (21).
rington) and baby for a holiday.
Arsenic and Old Lace,' starring

tion.

Boris Karloff. returns here Jan. 11

Ted and Art Miller went frcm
Curly's nitery into Alvin theatre as
added

attraction

with

Hirsch-Katz

burly roadshow.

George Wald orch into Nicoljet
hotel's Minnesota Terrace, with Sylvia Froos held over for additional
fortnight
Melba.

along

with

Console

two-week stay

Contlnoed from page
tries officially at

war with

1

the Axis

or already on official outs, sentiment
latino psycholis with the winner.

at

WCAU

Sherman Bllllngsley due in Hollywood after the first of the year to
advise Columbia on night club technique in 'Cover

n

m

,

'

•

'

Girl.'

New

Elissa Landl going back to
for a stage revival of 'Tha
finishes her cur-

York

Women' when she

rent film role in 'Corregldor.'

George- Temple, Jr., Marina
veteran of the Pearl Harbor attack,
in town on a furlough to visit sister
Shirley and his mom and pop.
Joe E. Brown checked out of tha
hospital after treatment for leg InSgt.

juries sustained when be was klclrad
by a horse on location for' Republle.

Countess Yvonne Heyndrick, wifa
Ambassador to ROMta,
film debut by playing

of Belgium's

making her
herself

in

"Mission

Moscow* at

to

Warners.
Clare Boothe Luce checked in at
20th-Fox as technical adviser on an
untitled CHilnese story before moving
to Washington to start her new Joo
as Congresswoman from Connecticut

The Frenchmen
complete grab of the
Berlin's
John H. Harris out of Mercy hospiVichy Government han been accompronounced okay.

ssJ

i

Fellow behind the Santa Claus
whiskers at Beverly Hills USO headquarters Christmas Eve will be Jim-

my McHugh.

Miami

tal,

WB

,

vention.

border.

Allied Victories

Regis Joyce, local actor. In small panied In Argentina with an atpart in 'The Sun Field' on Broadway. tempt to use Frenchmen for swastika
Thelma Cutter back to work In the purposes. This is especially true of
Claimed by tha Serlin office it is
Helen Forrest rejoined Harry
office after six months of sick show biz fields.
Many Latins have
James' band in Hollywood Monday the first time for a Broadway show(14) after staying behind in N.Y. to man to 'Invade' Hollywood for talent. leave.
always considered France as their
George Atkinson in town beating spiritual
have her nose bobbed.
home and Ooebbels' propadrums for Boston Comic Opera comCarmen Miranda due In from the
gandists
have
sought
to employ arpany.
Coast for a personal at the Roxy, to
Nancy Murray has just been added tists now here for their own ends.
appear in conjunction with 'Black
Pix
Particular stress has been placed
to the staff of receptionists at station
Swan' Christmas week.
trying
to
that
France unon
show
KDKA.
Sam Salvia may tie In with CbfCoBtinacd from pase.1
Lt. Bob Fiske had a close call In der
the Nazis is still 'La Belle
ford C. Fischer's new nitery idea in
the Hotel Edison, in charge of the reach the saturation point long be- auto accident at his base in Rapid France,' and that now it's Uncle
City. S. D.
trying
steal what
cuisine, long Salvin's forte.
who's
to
Sammy
fore many of them have been placed
Cy Hungerford, Post-Gazette car- rightfully belongs to the fleur de lis.
Ned Marin, associated with Charlie
Feldman agency on the Coast, back into actual work.- New York head- toonist, in hospital as result of an
Public sympathy has been entirely
west with his bride, 'China' .Harris. quarters also have been advised of auto crack -up.
sooner
does
other
way
and
no
the
George Jaffe. the burley imSam H. Harris' former widow.
the expetience in Great Britain on
proclaim hls^ stand with
^thur Hammerstein. hibernating such warfare productions once the presario, home from a month's visit an ariist
Vichy than he is slapped down by
Palm Beach, may put on a gala full impact of long casualty lists be- to Hot Springs.
Milligan,
bombardier
Malcolm
customers,
in
the
cash
as
the
case
Lt
USO show this winter, —
after "
all, al
gan
pouring in. neacuon
Reaction there
mere wim
with and ex-Playhouse star, now some- of Louis Jouvet, famed French actor,
8"" pourmg
tViniiak .« A_1V
the public was that nobody wanted where in India.
now in Buenos Aires, who has been
-~-ft^s£^t«f 'S2??^^^^^
Sarn'HrSHiTOii," from WitJranr'Jtfor'' boy"colfelI-By maff/tltvSfJ!^
Froman's husband. Latter slated to to see ansrthlhg' cohnecfed 'wiQi"1Tie
entertain servicemen as soon as she military struggle. While thu was a ris office, in to catch Buddy Lester Fascist leanings.
winds up at Riobamba, just opened temporary status, it meant that no at the Yacht Club.
French singer Jean Sablon, now
Gain Sisters, just signed by Jan
nitery.
war picture measured up to expectatouring South America, has never
Tom Kane, prexy of Century Play tions no matter how well made or Savitt, are three Pittsburgh girls and hesitated
to express his disapproval
Lou Bolton's proteges.
Co. slipped on ttie ice, result was carefully sold.
of
the Vichy regime and, la fact. Is
KDKA
traffic
manG. Dare Fleck,
broken hand. Continuing his i-eguIVpical of the large backlog of ager, elected to H. V. Kaltenborn's rated by many as an American belar office schedule,
though, with
wartime stories being stacked up is 20-Years-in-Radio club.
hand in a cast.
cause of long residence in New
Steve Rodnenok, Oakmont theatre York even though retaining French
Frolics, In Miami, former class that of one major company which
nitery, now a booming dancehall, and recently found It had 22 martial owner, underwent op ;t Allegheny citizenship.
said to be netting $1,500 to $2,000 yarns earmarked for future produc- General hosp. last week.
Parisian jazz orch of Ray Venwon't be original Broadway
It
weekly, strictly from the service tion. Even If eight were turned out
company of 'Life With Father' Nixon tura is also anti- Vichy although less
mens patronage.
this season, this would leave 144eso publicly since many of the boys
Lew Parker, comedian, who ap- maining stories which might not hit gets next month after all.
have
relatives still In the old counDancer Dixie Wong going to Camp
peared out of town In 'Hellzapoppin,'
playing Ole Olson's role, opens at the most accounts imtil two years from Gruber, Okla.. for holidayi to visit try. Attempts have been made to
hT husband, Charlie Cody.
force these and other artists into
jnate tomorrow (Thursday), head- now.
Herbert Evers, featured in 'Janie,' public assistance for the icUout
lining the show.
Despite any reaction because of
Cafe Life, Oscar Schlmerman ven- casualty lists, it Is felt In film circles a nephew of Jim Levine, Par ex- cause but In these and other cases
ture, on site of old Kit Kat, a foldo. that the public is bound to become ploitation man in this district.
it's been quickly apparent that anyWith closing of Nut House in MIU- one
Cost some $21,000, but the J)oniface fed up on too much wartime fare.
going over to the other side
says he's readying a new show for
vale, Tiny Miller has become drumAlso the fact that the battlefronta beater for Al Mercur's Music Bar.
loses the following which might
reopening shortly.
constantly changing makes many
are
Florence Parry, Playhouse p.a., make*hlm of value to the Axis propThe same Christmas bonus as paid
war
yams
ticklish
thing
to
such
a
agandists.
last vear will be given employees in
back from Idaho and a visit with her
Suitable battle locale or brother, army pilot Lt. Dave Parry.
Teatro Frances del Rio de la Plata,
the lower brackets by Loew's; 1. e., handle.
two weeks' salary not to exceed $50, theme may be entirely changed by
Dorothy Soprano wed to Pvt. leading French legit group In S. A.,
If under $40 a week.
the time any such picture Is readied George Rodnok in Pittsburgh, Dec. of which George Etienne Boronski
2.
He's son of Steven Rodnesnok, Is administrator. Is strongly
Hotel Astor's p.a. Hy Gardner for distribution.
antipulled a nifty bv printing a Ub ediOakmont (Pa.).
Vichy, with many members active
Reported that many top officials
tion of news flashes for his hotel
June Robbins wants MCA to get
In
Fighting
French
movement.
guests, in lieu of the dailies, tied up are considering a wide swing to de- he:- a booking in Rio, where she was
by news deliverers' strike.
tective and mystery stories as well as a <:ensation with Eddy Duchln sum- Boronskl was long assooiated wjth
Clifford Fischer In the latter's PaZoot-sult and defense factory work- additional escapist films and com- mer before last.
jCTs patronizing the niteries, while edies.
Chief Petty Officer Paul ,'1 Moss, risian nitery enterprises.
.•1.1.1...
...
....
,
It
ti :
I

John Hurley, 'Daily Variety' reporter, enlisted in the Marines and
takes his boot training at San Diego.
Ben Kalmenson shoved off for Toronto, Ont, at the head of a delegation to Warners' Canadian sales con-

Baron Long bought the controlling
and shares at an auction of the
Agua Caliente outfit, just across the Mexican

the Walnut.
for a
Anne O'Brien, columnist on the ogy, unlike that of norteamericanos,
Philadelphia Observer, has joined the doesn't favor the underdog. Uncle
Thomas J. LaBrum publicity agency. Sam's good neighbors, much as they
Jeff Keen, former columnist and
managing editor of the Daily News, sing about hemisphere harmony,
is latest addition to the staff of the
want to b« sure that their coin Is
Philly* Record.
Nopasteboard.
Tom Moorhead of the WFIL pub on the winning
Is it more true than in Arlicity staff is doubling as editorial where
for
gentina and Chile, which are still
magazine
new
assistant on the
fence-sitting.
the Coast Guard Reserve.
sports com
Taylor Grant,
Recent events have also considermentator. has taken a leave of ab- ably upped radio listening to U. S.
His news spot will be filled shortwave and re-transmitted prosence.
temporarily by Robin Flynn.
from the Rio
Stations
grams.
Grande to Patagonia report local
checkups particularly strong in this
regard, with subsequent falling off
of dialers to Rome, Berlin and Toklo.
By Hal Cohen

to present plans.

New War

4S

former scieen writer from Farrell,
transferred from Norfolk to
Hollywood
Portsmouth (Va.) navy hospital.
Lester Cutler, indie producer from
James C. Petrillo in town for union
Bette Davis laid up with larys*
Pittsburgh,
whose latest picture.
conferences.
gitis.
N. S. Barger, operator Rialto the- PRC's "Yanks Are Coming.' has just
Joan Crawford back at work aftar
gone into general release, left here
atre, to New Yotk in search of talent.
Arthur Willi, RKO casting direc- last week for Hollywood to get liis flu attack.
Betty Hammer joined the RKO
next film, 'Sweethearts of U.S.A.,'
tor, in town to give The Three Makepublicity staff.
before
the
cameras
right
after
first
of
Believes the once over.
Anne
Meyers joined Univeraal
year.
Butler
took
his
family
with
Paul Draper and Larry Adler did
publicity staff.
a show last week for soldiers bil- him and plans to make his permanent
Arthur DuPuis joined Central
leted at the former Stevens hotel, home on the Coast
Casting as a director.
now an army unit
Ann Sheridan to Mexico City t*
Capt Michael Cullen, formerly
divorce George Brent.
with the Loew circuit and now in
Lieut Clark Gable paused In Hel>
U. S. Army Special Services here,
lywood on Army business.
around the loop catching shows.
By Les Bees
Charles Einfeld returned from Naw
20th Century-Fox Employees' Club
York and Washington huddles.
holds annual Christmas party at MorCarl Reese, Republic branch manArturo de Cordova returned from
rison hotel Dec. 18. Club will send ager, ill.
Mexico City to act for Paramoimt
$5 each to 11 members now in armed
Carl Lorch orch into Hotel St.
Eddie Buzzell vacationing at Arforces.
Paul's Club Casino.
rowhead Springs for the next week.
Corp. Robert Phillips, former agent
Jean Weil shifted from Paramount
Helen Gilbert, screen actress, dl«
and newspaperman and son of Phil to Columbia office staff.
vorced by Seymour Chotiner, attorPhillips, local booker and producer,
Bob Chester orch Inked for five- ney.
in from Camp Lee, Va., making the day stand at Prom Ballroom.
Rene Clair returned to Paramount
rounds.
Ballet Theatre booked with Minne- after prowling Broadway
for two
Winter season of shows at the Chi- apolis Symphony orch Jan. 8-10.
weeks.
cago Service Men's Center will start
Ed. Linner, Stillwater, Minn., indie
Vincent Price in town to reaumt
next week marking resumption of exhibitor, reelected to city council picture
work after a stretch on
entertainment there, absent since last for third time.
Broadway.
August.
Charlie Barnett spotted for OrpheHal B. Wallls returned from horn*
Harold J. Clark named as arbi- um New Year's week, and Four Ink office huddles after
a short stopovar
trator in Sheridan theatre, North Spots later in month.

Chicago

Robert Preston into Officer's Candidate School.

Gus Van, appearing at Olympla,
doing a guest shot on N^vy Radio
Show.

Jimmy

Hitz,

manager

Lord
Commla-

of

Tarleton, in Navy as Chief
sary Steward.

Jack Marshall set to open at Kitty.
Davis Airliner on New Year's tv9,
with Joe Rio held over till then.
Norman Krasna, Hollywood diractor, now a first lieutenant in tha
Army, preparing to shoot a plctura
on the Officer's Candidate ScnooL
Mother Kelly opened with Joa*
Martinez, Margaret Haas, Ann Sherwood and Peggy English to a capacity crowd. Booked by Sid White.
A condensed version of 'Desert
Song' was given at Flamingo Park
by the Army Air Force. Laurcnca
•ac'iiVisiti, - wfeinal- producer -ofthft
show In New York, supervised production, with Pvt. Josh Logan directing and Pvt Allan Campball,
husband ef Dorothy Parker, doing th*
rewrite job. Played three days.
.

-

SLLoois
By Sam X. Hant
St. Louis Variety Club to adopt a
war activities policy for the duranon.
McKays, ballroomologists, current
at the Club ContlnenUl, Hotel Jefferson.
Elolse Wells Polk, 9, was (uest
pianUt with the St. Louis cympB at
the.

second student concert

W. H. Sherman, owner of the LaMar theatre. Arthur, 111., raised $2S,000 at a War Bond rally. Total for
house now $87,000.
Pat Meadowns, manager of W. H.
Elchkom's
111.,

Roxy

Mounds,

theatre,

has resigned to ah] his father la

management of the Strand theaDawson Springs, Ky.
More than 0,000 persons. Including

the

tre in

1.000 sollors, attended navy memorial
concert of St Louis svmph orch in
convention hall of the Municipal
Auditorium. It was the second of
foUr cuffo concerts. Vladimir Oolgeh-

rnqpn, waved baton..
' ,,M—a—M.«w.^
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OBITUARIES
HELEN WESTLEY
Helen WeMloy.

C.I,

veteran charac-

ter actro>s i>f slasu and films, died
at her home in MIddlebush. N. J..

She had recently returned

Two RCAF men

an invalid for

five years.

Fighting

FENNELL

H.

II

Roma Jean

Words

Contlniwd from page I

11

12.

Washburn,

Bryant

Franklin

M,

74.

operator
and
restaurant
retired
father of Bryant Washburn ot the
silent films, died at the home of
another son. Herbert Washburn, in

Montreal for

CLYDE WE.STBROOK

ductions.

New

in

Some of the plays in which
Clyde Weslbrook. former mayor of
was featured were 'He Who Gets Cleveland. Miss., owner of theatre
Adding Machine.' interests there and elsewhere in
'The
Slapped;
'Caesar and Cleopatra." "The Guards- Miss, and a horse fancier, died
'Green
Vienna.'
men,' 'Reunion in
Thursday 10) in Lewisburg, Tenn.
Grow the Lilacs,' 'Helena's Husband.'
West brook had been active in ex'Sea Gull' and 'Lover's Luck.'
hibitor circles in the Memphis exShe also appeared in the following change area. He served three terms
films^ 'Death Takes a Holiday. 'Zaza.'
as mayor of Cleveland, being elected
"Million
"Sonny."
Ru.ssoll.'
'Lillian
the last time without opposition. He
Dollar Baby." 'My Favorite Spy.' resigned in October because of ill
'Hou.se of Rothschild." 'Rebecca ot
health. A daughter survives.
Sunnybronk Farm" and "Keep Smil-

York. Dec.

9.

.'-he

Continued from page 40
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Moving to Hollywood 28 years ago
he Joined the old Edison Company
ana subsequently played leads and
character

more than 100
them made by pro-

roles

features,

some

duction

outfits

in

of

long

since

defunct.

Among the later films in which he
appeared were 'The Great Ziegfeld.'
'Diamond Jim,' 'Ring Around the
Moon,' 'Shall We Dance' and 'Shadow

Mexican film players until 1936 when
he became a radio play produceractor, died at his home in Mexico

City. Dec.

4.

after a lingering illness.

He was

a pop player in the few
Mexico made in the '20s and
acted in the first talkers Mexico produced. Burial was in Mexico City.
Busquets"
son.
Narciso,
13,
has
started his pic career as an extra.

silents

RKO

WADSWORTH

in

1936.

Mother, widow, daughter and

^is-

Lewis Wadsworth Harris, 77, veteran
stage actor who. in recent years, had

minor roles at Coast studios,
in Los Angeles.
HENRY MILLER
He was a native of Calais. Me.,
Henry G. Miller. 36. Pittsburgh and had been on the stage for SO
musician, died in the Passavant hos- years.
For several years he played
pital in that city last week after a male leads for Mme. Modjeska on
been

in

died recently

long

illness.

At

the time of his
a pianist and arranger

death, he was
for Bernie Armstrong's staff orch
at KDKA, having joined Armstrong
after ifiore than two years with the
Piccolo Pete dance band. Over the
last 15

with

years he had been associated
several
different
Pittsburgh

outfits.

He

leaves three brothers and five
Burial was Saturday after(12). with the pallbearers all
staffmen.

sisters.

noon

KDKA

WALTER WOODS
Walter Woods, 61, pioneer film
writer and producer, died Dec. 7 in
Glendale. Cal., following a long illness.
In early Hollywood days

around 1920, Woods wrote screenplays for Wally Reid, J. Warren Kerrigan and other stars ot that period
and was head of scenario and writing
departments for Paramount.
Later he became a producer at that
studio, retiring around 1924.
Due to ill health, in recent years,
he spent most of his time on his

ranch near Palm Springs.

EDWARD

H.

KELLER

Edward H.

Keller, 50. for the past
six years treasurer of the National,

Washington, died there Dec. 13 after
a brief Illness. Starting at 12 as a
water boy in the Park, Philadelphia,
Keller went to Ford's. Baltimore, as
assistant treasurer and returned to
Philadelphia to become treasurer of
the Garrick. Later he was treasurer
at the Broad and Walnut St. theatres.
He was a member of the Treasurers'

Club

of America.

widow and

Survived by

Lucien Roy, 38, died recently In
air crash near a western Canadian

I>lxle

McC;!'*l.ro

Kitty

llenillns

Ore

DANO

in grand opera in Italy and then
toured throughout the United States
with various opera companies. His

widow and two

sisters survive.

l..4HlKe

E(l\ilie Wi;iy
4 Kr.'inUs

Hospital,

Bromc,

N.

Y.,

A veteran in show biz, he
was last employed as valet to Eddie
Garr and Wilbur Evans in last summer's operetta revivals at Carnegie
Hall, N. Y.

DONALD CAMPBELL
Donald Campbell.

69,

veteran dis-

tributor ot U. S. films abroad, died
in

London Dec.

6.

He

started in the film biz In 1914
in a selling capacity with Warners.

Surviving are widow, daughter, son
and sister.

LESTER CLARK
Lester Clark. 35, former Fox West
Coast theatre manager, died Dec. 10
in Pasadena, Cal., following a fall
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John Tiiliiin
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Holel Win Prnn
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Toy

Arthur n:ivi
June Rohliln-.
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Mark
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Appleinns
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C!:il1nfi
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Fernnndo & Fnlr
Belly Annie (Ma

Buddy

r.ppier

Ciioee

Tufty
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IBflQuIre Qlrla

Crafts.

Mr. and Mrsr David Barrist, son
Father is
Philadelphia, Dec. 5.

Woo Shows

insurance inherent in stellar

names.

The cut

in

ment

vate or public showing in
unless there were assurances that
would be uncensored.

it

Publicity anent "Serve" was steamrollered into international proportions wheh Brendan Bracken. British
Minister of Information, speaking in
the House of Commons, charged that
American film censors were too
maiden-auntlike to appreciate the
adjectives in the picture. Bracken
stated, however, that he was not
giving any orders to the American
press, censors or public.
In rejecting the demand from Two
Cities to cancel showings of 'Serve'
in the U. S., Raftery called attention

the UA contract dated Aug. 7,
1942, giving UA absolute rights to
reedit wholly, make cuts or eliminations, change the title of the film or
dub in any artists voices deemed
necessary. Two Cities had protested
that it would not cash the cheque
which
had posted as a guarantee
against U. S. distribution unless the
picture remained uncensored.
stated 'Serve' would preem at the
Capitol, New York,
Dec. 23, as
scheduled.
to

UA

UA

of title registration, but this

reported none too efTective.

raw

film stock further

the need for realignmajor production schedules
view to turning out solid big-

ot

with a
budgcters, since celluloid is considered too valuable to divert to lowbudget product.

20th-Fox jumped in early in seapaying $300,000 for 'Moon Is
Down," and has signed to buy
of St. Mark' for a similar
amount.
Most major companies
have been wary of war themea^
unless for immediate production,
since a sudden turn in world events
America might well deflate the $300i«00 coin

Controversy over 'Serve* was further highlighted by a protest to UA
from the British producers asking
that the film be withheld from pri-

—

FlomliiKO

WNEW

accentuates

Ceo Bently
Some of the* adverse criticism of
Mary Gilbert
U. S. censorship methods expressed
While & Mannlnff
Shellii I'eari
l-'InniinKo Amorettoa by
Bracken
would have been
61. FninjU llolel
Don I'errara Ore
averted, it was pointed out on this
(Mnrul Koom)
Mdo Clob
OPOi'Ke Olsen Ore
side, if British producers followed
nenee & C Ayora
.Murk Hoitklnfi Hotel
Three D'a
the same procedure as U. S. pro(Peacock Court)
Henry A Qtrard
K Dunham Dncrs
ducers submitting scripts for preIvan Fehnova (ils
Herble Holmes Ore
Rulnn<l Druyer'd Or censoring by PCA officials. AmeriSir l-'ninclH Drnke
Klebelleu Canine
can film heads have been trying
Hotel
K'vvood Sweater Ola
(PerftlHn Koom)
to -persuade
British producers to
Benito
Moreno
Chaney & Alvarez
follow this procedure for the past
HerMhpv Miirdn Ore Voll Krlston
Peplta l>e Cordoba
Dul Tuhnrin
four years, this being originally
Huria<lo
Brna
Ore
Carla & Pernnndo
suggested because British film comIfernmnns Willlnme Hiuh Craven
Dllly I.yonn
Tllo Oulz:.r
panies wanted to get more prodCferaldlne Uoaa
H Hnches Dnrre
uct on U. S. screens. Companies in
Maddy Mndfon Ore The Uuiitfclts
NlaiMy Mnile'H
Copncnbann
Britain have no producers associaS<hnw & irf-e
Jo.i'tiiln Gniny
tion and consequently follow a hitSid Tomai k
Am:ii MIn
Tommy Mack
Cnrli>ii \'nlnde7.
or-miss policy in submitting their
Eni-i<iue
Rnqiirl
M. Wetllnffion
productions. British film companies
Itlnnrn F.vcalnnitPal Paee
Kdunrdo
Dnrliip
are now getting around to a system
Al Wftllfire Ore

Peden, son. in
Father is WIRE

Mr. and Mrs. Harry TakifT. .son,
New York. He's aide to
Jack Cohn, v.p. ot Columbia Piclures. Wife is the former Vivienne

of

Pulaee llolel
(KuMe Koiim)
Del ('uurlney Ore

The Vagabonds

7.

Dec. 12 in

Time execs squawked

UA's

Simon

Mu\ii'

Tom

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Grief, daughter,
Dec. 11. in New York, their first.
He's with NBC press.
and Mrs. Gene Rube&sa,
Mr.
daughter, Dec. 5, in New York City.
announcer.
Father is a

Continued t^om page 1
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I'air

Joey Klein

Ilnnlii

UanclHK Ituiidy
Book bhennnn

Mr. and Mrs.

Pix

I

Cozy

tonio.

Indianapolis, Dec.

office

Cntl7one
(lOrdoD

.>

iiiix

film actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mitchell, son,
Father is
in San Antonio, Dec. 4.
program director of KTSA, San An-

wartime.

based on conditions prevailing In
1934, should be reviewed in the light
current wartime circumstances.
loudest over
Bnleonnilm
4 tJUOi-llH
the trimming of "bastard." contention
V.\xv\ Kckler Ore
A l-VrKUfOn
being that Col. W. T. Clement, who
Itlil Oreen't
MunIo Dar
Barun Kllloii Oro
appears in the film and uses the deliilly
(4)
Marie Klrl:
KiHK tiroH
leted word in a reehactment ot MaBuIm> Klioclea
Dale llnrkncsa
Bill Blekel
rine action In the Philippines, fought
Alire CierlMT
nine HliUr Iod
New Hlllcrrnt
on Bataan and was merely using tyLou I.uiky Ore
Marly Schnnnm Ore
pical fighting words.
Coriioll Cooper
Nile Court
llougle-U'ooffle Club Ray l>unn
Stcamup
l.i

is

PhiUy indie exhlb.

Knr)

ArllnRtun I.wlire
AIlwcs Ore
Helen ri.Btci*
Pall

SAN FRANCISCO

Frank William Swiek, 57, stooge
the late Ted Healy, died at

for

Veterans'
Dec. 10.

&

(;nleii(e
TuiiL' Till
II

V«n KiiU

Jettsif

FRANK WILLIAM SWICK

Ann Tilly
N:i( lludcr
VivUir NelHOii

Father

Mrs. Byron Morgan,
daughter, Dec. 4, In New Brighton,
Pa. Mother formerly was on staff of
WJW, Akron, O.

in

give a certificate which bars
children from the picture. Recently, the board banned all
horror films, feeling that they
were not the type of production
to be seen by the British public

('iiriioy
Kll.i

Ztmc

Hllii

and screen.
Mr. and

be allowed to witness its
showing. Thus this board may
will

TtDlM-rlii

SiyllNh SioiM>erR

Frank Andrlnl

FRED W. KERNER

»^'I,i*nfV

(<'iinllncnlnl

Arften(lnl:in!'
^^'ll^ne K inss

Fred
W.
Kerner,
pianist,
61,
teacher, and conductor in the Albany area for years, was found dead
in his home Osc. 11.
Several hours
before a performance by the AlbaDel Opera Co. of "The Mocking
Bird' was to be given.
The show,
scheduled to be conducted by Kerner, went on without him.

l*iko

l''liiri-o

.r^w ell

Whitmore.

Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Waldner,
daughter. Dec. 10, in New York.
Father is a radio singer.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Clarke, son. Dec.
8.
Mother is Peggy Taylor, adagio
dancer, head of 'Kitchen Pirates.'

established

Yiirhl <'liib
lliiny lli.lly

PITTSBURGH

ni Chib-

N. E. (NED)
N. E. (Ned) Dano, 63. operatic and
vaude singer for 30 years, died in St.
Charles, 111., Dec. 9.
After graduating from the Milan
Conservatory of Music, he appeared

Jules
.(liiimv

Reed

Allco l.Ui-CN
Ml(l:e> l''oi)illnnt O
Bun Itiiy (iiinlena
Kriiio

\':i 'it'.-^i

K:i\ in<Hi.l

& Mnria

0«-o

BdOle Pcylon
Marion Muller

tour in classical repertoire.

brother. Harry B. Keller.

LUCIEN ROY
an

Col

Wally Su.errier Oic

JACK DOYLE

Jack Doyle, 66, Broadway's official
odds-maker, a reputation gained by
ROBERT G. TAYLOR
Robert G. Taylor, 56, manager of his 'hobby" of quoting odds on imthe St. Louis exchange for Mono- portant sporting events, died of a
gram, died of heart disease at his heart attack in Jacksonville, Fla.,
home in University City, a suburb Dec. 9.
of St. Louis.
A sister. Mary Ursula Doyle, 69,
Taylor went to St. Louis 30 years music teacher, singer and organist,
ago as a booker for pictures and died of the same ailment the followworked there also for
and ing day in Jersey City without
Universal. He formed his own book- knowing of her brother"s death.
ing agency, Chesterfield Pictures
Corp., about 10 years ago, but sold
HARRIS
the firm to become manai;er for
Wadsworth Harris, also known as

Monogram

Ii

Inn

I.Hkp

Sllvrr
M.'irio

M.iiHil

Alpine

of a Doubt.'

ter survive.

I><Mi Wli:ii'i<ni Oi".
Siiplii.oticMic:! <:!)

g.nia

Mr. and Mrs.^ Patric Knowle.<;,
daughter, in Hollywood, Dec. 0.
Mother was Enid Percival ot stage

so that British
producers can avail themselves
of the voluntary censoring at the
source (prior to actual production), the same as all U. S. companies, the British have a censorship board which has theright to ban a picture outright if
the
for
unsuitable
deemed
present-day public there.
"This British Board of Film
certificates
issues
Censorship
also classifying pictures according to types of audience that
is

A

<

lioMi'ii

Code

Although the production code

LrtMiir
Kiclinnl limit
*,*Ollt Onliir)- Clob

'i>li,.i

SkI

British

rurvell

Alii'L-

rtnv Otc
SchiiiirB
'orio

.Tom n

A

Ore

S.'illv

Itnyilim

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Schwartz,
daughter, Dec. 3, in N. Y. Father is
manager of the Windsor theatre, N.
Y.; mother was professionally Vir-

announcer.

Tniim Aditntlc L'gr

Wiirr
f t.»*linrnf.

ri

protesting the cuts, Roy E. Larsen,
president of Time, Inc., ot which
M. O. T. is. a subsid. said. 'We believe
a great many people, and especially
the soldiers themselves, feel that to
destroy the natural speech used
under stress of battle conditions' is
an unnecessary action resulting in
an unrealistic portrayal ot American
fighting men.'

Cntnier

Ihii.ilil

hiM- Sinitli
L:inily

IOIf;iiiii
I''r;iii

l,ee

Kitilu* hiiliiiiil
\'liiccnt
lti//o

for WJR. and a former newspaper Mill if I. iTill
Richard Tucker, 58, once a familowner and editor. He started in ra- K.I. Ill' i:i:i(U
iar figure on the Broadway stage and
:ii ino
dio in 1922 with founding of WCX, rus.-;.
>r:irc
U- wson
a film actor since 1914, died Dec. 3
also serving at various times with Genu? 'layifi Ore
in Hollywood after a lingering ill!lbllllK-ltl-l.u
WXYZ and WGHP.
Oln r»r.i l3oI.iiri(
ness.
In his early legit days ho
i"'itM'l:intrs
played in his native city. New York,
>:iiii-frK
I'upi
JOAQUIN BUSQUETS
with Nat Goodwin, John Drew, Mrs.
'hr^lil•^^
KJoaquin Busquels, 67, dean of .li>:iii li':inilt>ii
Fiske, Henry E. Dixie and other

stars of the prc-picture era.

Elliott to Jimmy Coy,
City, Dec. 4. Groom Is

news announcer.

ofTice,
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(lie
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Larsen, like some other producers,
feels that the purity code regulations
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CORNELIUS D.
the
Cornelius D. Tomy, 64. pioneer raBroadway stage in 1939, taking the
announcer, died in Detroit Dec.
role of Grandma in 'Primrose Path' dio
14.
He was widely known for child
at the Biltmore.
Surviving are a daughter and programs, having read funny papers
for 21 years over WRI as 'Uncle
brother.
Ned.'
Tomy also was publicity director
returned

Westley

Miss

Next Week

Bills

1

ing."

New York

same company.

friendly' aliens in the U. 8.

died in the

which insisted on
Roy was .stationed at
from the Coast because ot illness.
deleting the words 'damn,' 'hell,' and
Miss Westley was on the board of .-.cvei\ years before being transferred
'bastard' from 'We Are the Marines'
managers of the Theatre Guild in to Vancouver, B. C. 11 years ago.
four
widow
and
SurvivGlendale. St. Louis County.
before the Production Code Au1919, and before that organized the Surviving are his
Washington Square Players, N. Y.. children in Vancouver and his ing also is his widow.
thority seal was given or film shown.
Monalso appearing in their production ot niDllicr and two brolhcr."; in
Is slated to hear the appeal filed by
Mother of Sidney Skolsky. Holly- March of Time producer Louis de
'Another Interior' In 1915. She ap- treal. Burial wa.- in Vancouver.
home
prodied
at
her
wood columnist,
peared in many Theatre Guild
Rochemonl tomorrow (Thurs.), In
Dec.

In

hbbI WNEW

Melvin H. Pennell." 35, manager of
Jane Dealy to Woodrow Wirsig,
the Cleve theatre, Columbus, O., un- concerning the Italos b« out in view
Dec. 11, in New Vork. Bride Is a
last July, died at his home In of U. 0. Attornay General Biddle's
til
writer in the CBS newsroom; groom
Widow and
Columbus. Dec. 6.
recent ruling classifying them as Is a shortwave newswriter with the
daughter survive.

RCAF base. He wa.>! a newsreel
man for Associated Screen News
and was on an a.'^signmeiU at the
time.
crash.

chair.

MELVIN

MARRIAGES

He had been

from a wheel

Is still

son,

"Eve

tieup.

Questioned

company

also,

quarters,

in
is

some major

advisability ot

buying wholesale quantities of mediocre properties. By the same token
there appears to be no limit to- the
amount some producers are willing
to pay for a click show.
Both Paramount and Metro as well as 20thFox were prepared to meet the
$300,000 figure for 'Eve of St. Mark'
though Par and 20th were aloof
to the 1944 release clause.

Mayer-Sctaenek Hnddles
Louis B. Mayer, meantime has
been in New York conferring with
Nick Schenck on material for the
Metro product lineup next season..
Mayer has been looking over some ot
the Broadway legit productions with
a view to purchase of the screen
rights.

Among those Metro is most interested in are 'The Pirate,' Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fontanne starrer;
Willow and I,' which Metro partially financed, and 'Without Love,'
the' Katharine Hepburn-Philip Barry
play at the St. James theatre.
A
decision on 'The Pirate' is expected
week.
Mayer, accompanied by Strickling.
planned to return to the Coast yes-

this

terday

(Tues.).

20th has been most prominent
buyer of literary properties this
season so far, some of these, however, including the David O. Selznick deal, having been passed up
by other majors. Studio owns half
of 'Something for the Boys,' is backing 'Flare Path' and 'A Highland
Fling.' and has Invested approxi-

mately $17,000 for a 50% interest in
'The Russian People,' forthcoming
Theatre Guild production scheduled
to open Dec. 29.
Joe Schenck also has a deal pending to finance the new Jed Harris
legit production, 'Tor'the Purple.'

—

-
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Literati

Caught Napping

Marshall Field's
Technical Books' Big Sale

N. T. Dallies' BIf Strike Loss

Book-hungry war workers and enThe newspaper deliverers' strike,
which tied up distribution of all New gineers have put technical books in
York daUies excepting PM, the the best-selling brackets throughout
Wear
the
country, but particularly In secWomen's
and
Eagle
Brooklyn
Daily, necessitates a 100% rebate on tors where large defense plants are
During the first day located. Book store operators smart
all advertising.
editions
token
enough
to cater to the overall crowd
only
strike
of the
were run ofl^-but every edition was and develop or enlarge technical secset and ready to go, including com- tions are cleaning up, as are handful
the
of
technical
of
publishers and writers.
regardless
plating,
plete
knowledge that only a miracle could Femme influence is also apparent in
turn the presses in time for Sunday sales, due to the influx of women Instores,
etc.,
defensi
to
work.
Dept
night distribution.
don't even
gencies.

get billed in such

emer-

According to all trade indications,
be the best year for books
general in years, but the technical
oiclure is particularly rosy. Indicative of the importance of the howto-do-it book is the fact that the
Chicago Sun, N. Y. Times and N. Y.
Herald-Tribune are starting special
departments devoted to reviews of
technical -books. Sun Is also calling
its Jan. 3 book section Technical
this will

The two N. Y. tabs. News and
Mirror, by agreement, didn't circulate outside of their own buildings,
and in short order their limited runs
were exhausted. The Mirror only
ran off 1,000 papers.
Because of that the end of Tommy
Manville's sixth marital misadventure was a secret to all but a hand-

in

Books Issue.' Waldemar Kaempffert,
Newspaper & Mail Deliverers science editor of the Times will reUnion called the strike against the view technical books regularly on
member papers of the N. Y. City on that paper, while James Stokley,
Publishers Association Sunday (13) of General Electric's research labor-

ful.

.

condiscussions
protracted
cerning a renewal of a contract,
which expired last June, had foundThe newspapers affected are
ered.
the News, Mirror, Times, HeraldTribune, Post, Sun, Journal-Ameriafter

'

can and World-Telegram.
Union originally asked for a 15%
wage tilt, one week's vacation with
pay, wage Increases to be retroactive to July 1, and freezing of all
jobs for the duration with no dismissals because of gas, tire or other
rationing.
Following a deadlock
about four months ago, the courts
appointed an arbiter, over the
objections,
who awarded
what amounted to 7% tilt In wages,
vacations and retroactive pay, but
gave the publisher* a free hand in
revamping their organizational set-

union's

atory, will

review for the Herald-

Tribune.
Military books, which can be considered as part of the technical
group, are also big sellers to enlisted

men and

officers.

Such

titles

as "The Officer's Guide' and 'Practice
for the Army Tests, 1942' are representative of the military titles

which move.
PiAlishers active in the technical
include: McGraw-Hill, Wiley,
Military
Service Publishing Co.,
Cornell, Bruce, Audel, Ronald, Van
Nostrand, Reinhold, American Techfield

buying

into the

Second

is

field.

RKO

NEA

starting Jan. 10.

'Vultures of Hollywood' is a forthcoming 'expose' piece on the Holly-

wood fan mag

writers, with suitable
excerpts, slated for American Mer-

The News and 42 former Observer
James F. staffers. The Spartanburg (S. C.)
manager and Herald-Journal has supplied 20 men.

recently manager of the Parkside
here, takes over the post of C^rl W,
Buermele a:s manager of the Cooperative
Theatres of
Michigan.
Buermele resigned from the Co-ops
two months ago to establish a new
buying organization, General Theatre Service.

Larry Le Seuer's Book
Larry Le Seuer, CBS correspondent, just back from a year in Russia
has signed with Alfred A. Knopf, for
a book on the Stalingrad front.
Volume, as yet untitled, will be completed around April 1. Author now
working on his obseirvations which
will cover many phases of life in
Russia
from first counterattacks
around Moscow in the autumn of
1941 to the defense of Stalingrad.
Le Seuer entered, the Soviet via
convoy and criss-crossed the country

many

times.

Pampero In Becelversblp

all enlisted.

Jack

ical

exam.
Liberty's

New Makenp

ing" house of Editorial Argentina
S.RX. for unpaid biU of $13,300. Suit,
heard before Judge Cermesonl, was
filed by Dr. Jose Maria Rosa, head

of Editorial Argentina, who claimed
that he bad not been paid for printing and paper and that efforts to
collect dtiring past six months bad
been unsuccessful. Also charged
that the Nazi weekly, Crisol, owed

It's

Daily

Mirror

this

an annua] trip for Lait about
time.
Due back in early

January.

Ed

Sullivan took
a
justifiable
crack, in his. .syndicated N. Y. NewsChi Trib col., as follows: 'Add Bad
Tastes: Phil Cook's snide reference
to Tony Martin's expulsion, one radio performer chuckling at a radio
star's grief.'

CNiteries Boom
ConUnned from

e

1

I

its

celebration.
I do not mind telling you that this
is a very disturbing viewpoint not
only to the writer but the entire
musical profession because New
Year's Eve has always been the most
important night in the entire year to
musicians everywhere.
I take issue with this stand and
place myself 100% on the other side
.

of the fence.

My

observations, and

they cover many parts of the country, do not lead to ai^y such conclusions. I have seen no evidence whatsoever that our soldiers do or would
disapprove of New Year's Eve celebrations. From what information I
can gather and from personal inquiries, it strikes me very conclusively that they would like to see
their folks at

home have

as

much

fun as they can, consistent with the
war effort, as long as conditions and
the general situation allow them to.

Our

soldiers

at

the

and

front

in

war sectors even write much
more cheerful letters than conditions
warrant to their relatives and

other

friends at home to keep their morale
bolstered up. Why in heavens name
would they want New Year's Eve
other like celebrations discon-

tinued?
I have three sons in the service
two in the Air Corps and one in the
I have Interrogated on
the above and to say that they were
astonished at the viewpoint of the
management of this hotel is to put it
mildly ta say the least.

Navy—whom

If there is any real concrete evidence supporting this point of view
I would like very much to see same.
Until I do I say it's the bunk, and

—not

that there are other reasons
disclosed— for' the hotel's action.

Meyer

Davis.

better than the clubs.

Judge

designated

Chi Bcservatlons Lag
Chicago, iTec.

Nazis Tip Off
IS.

Continued from

Adolfo

3

Rawsi

to go into the matter and, if
unable to effect immediate collection, authorized him to retain 10%
of the gross take until debt plus
interest and costs had been satis-

Up

On

'Eve'

Curfew

Gypola In Amerk
Detroit, Dec. 15.
Gypsy Rose Lee may do a monthly
Protest that the shuttering of the
Boosted from 58 pages to 74, biggest piece for American Mercury on a
night clubs and cafes here on New
change is introduction of a book con- roving commentator assignment.
'involve
the spendYear's
Eve
will
Editor Eugene Lyons has invited
densation, original with Reader's
ing of several million dollars by paDigest. First week's tab book is 'The her to start pronto.
trons and cut off employees and enCommandos' by Elliot Arnold.
tertainers from $500,000 worth of
Ellison introduced the condensed
LITEBATI

makes

They're at the Front,' the basis for
this story being the reason given by
a large New York hotel for dropping
their plans for their New Year's Eve

^sssS and

though many homes- have already reopened in Palm, Beach ahead of
schedule this year. Hence, PB may
enjoy- a surprise boom. New Orleans
figures to do well. St Louis is excellent; Philly slow. Frisco and L. A.
okay, although SF is inhibited by
constant curfew orders due to its
geographic location.
However, one thing does seem ctf
tain; more than ever the hotels will
get the business, at the expense of
the cafes. Whether due to the Cocoanut Grove, Boston, catastrophe, or
what, the hLtels are pacing much

This week's issue of Liberty (16)

under

York.

pace
;
So far bookings for New Year's
Eve reservations at hotels and night the ever-growing Influence of U- S.clubs here are behind what they made films there. Axis pictures, as
were last year at this time. Chez was detailed In last week's 'Variety'
Paree, which usually has an 80% have been practically eliminated
placement of reservations at ttfis from the western hemisphere and
fled.
time, has 40%, while hotels, which the Hitler radio was no doubt atAction is considered unusual in
are about 50% booked up by the tempting to puff them against the
that Argentine Congressional Comsecond
week in December have half day when Latin houses may once
mittee disclosed some time ago that
again play them.
of that
the daily, which has a claimed cirAccompanying -the buildup of their
however,
It is general opinion,
culation of 100,000, was mainly paid
for by the well-heeled German Em- that this New Year's eve business own films, the 'Hell' boys had some
pictures.
bassy. Sheet has long followed the wUl be the biggest here in years snide cracks about U. S.
'leave
practice of giving copies away prac- unless some bad news from the war Germany, they declared, will
to the Jews of Hollywood the task of
tically for nothing to newsboys who, fronts is received 'by that time.
and
propaganda
creating commercial
because they keep most of the take,
Addressed
of inventing >film heroes.'
have ballyed its sales above that of
Detroit Eases
to Latin America, that was an enregular-priced dailies.
$3,820.

new editor, Jerome Ellison,
bow in new makeup.

its

OBITS

book idea in the Digest when he was
John O. Simmons^ 50, former head
an associated ed. there. Sidney L. of the department of journalism at
Hydeman is new art director, for- Syracuse U., and widely known
WINS, meanwhile, has been airing merly with Red Book, Harper's Ba- among N. Y. newspapermen, died in
headline summaries, crediting the zaar and Cosmopolitan.
Fort Bayard, New Mexico, last week,
papers from which they originate,
while en route to Arizona for his
and using all dailies except the Times
health. Before taking Ills post at the
N. T. Times' Femme Emphasis
and Daily News, which are restricted
Assistant managing editor Bruce university he held editorial jobs with
to their affiliated stations by the Rae of the N. Y. Times (when pub- several dailies.
deals with those outlets.
lisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger was
Vincent Nevln, editor of The
Bie^est beneficiary of the strike in London. Rae ran the paper en- Virginia City News, died Dec. 6 In
has been PM, which jumped from tirely) has been sparkplugging that Virginia City, Va.
150,000 to better than 600.000 circula- daily's buildup of its women's page.
Samsel E. ShanahJn, 69, editor of
tion on newsstands. The Daily Work- Kathleen McLaughlin is woman's The Easton Star-Democrat, died Dec.
er, (Tommunlst Party dally, moved editor. The N. Y. Times Hall (ex- 7 in Easton, Pa. He was editor and
onto newsstands all over the city Little theatre om West 44th street) publisher of the paper ever since its
Tuesday and jumped Its circulation is thus tied in promotlonally with inception in 1896.
threefold
Arthor Dennis La Bines, 58, a
to
better |han
100,000 this new Idea. Women programs are
copies. The Worker Is handling its being held at the hall as part of the member of the editorial staff of The.
oWn distribution via a deal with the latter scheme.
New York Times for the last eight
striking
union heretofore MetroIshbel Ross, crack N. Y. Herald- years, and a newspaper editor In
politan News had distributed the Tribune reporter, now retired, al- various parts of the country during
sheet
though still doing some book writ- the'last 35, died in Rockville CenThe Bronx Home News and the ing, apart from her domestic duties, tre. L. I., Dec. 11.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle are sticking is Mrs. Rje.
Charles H. Spencer, 72, editor and
to their own bailiwicks. Former conpublisher of the Newark (O.) Advocentrates on home deliveries and,
Mieb. Baying Combines
cate, was killed Dec. B in a traffic
with only a 3% newsstand circulaaccident
For the last four years
Detroit, Dec. 15.
tion, has not upped its sales.
The
Following considerable negotia- the paper has been operated by his
Eagle is sticking to its regular edi- tions, managers of two Michigan sons, Frank W. and John, under
tion schedule' and is interested only buying
combines have been ap- their fathers' supervision.
In covering regular readers.
W. A. S. Douglas, formerly travelHas pointed with offices set up here.
made no attempt to push the sheet
Lou Greenlcy, for the past 10 ing editor for the Chicago Sun, has
outside Brooklyn and consequently years a United Artists salesman here, been taken off Ihc road by the latter
has upped its circulation compara- became manager and buyer for the to do a daily column called 'On the
tively little. Supposed to have gone new Michigan Independent Exhibi- Sun Beam.'
from 95,000 to about 110,000 per day. tors Association. His appointment is
Denise Lrhlond-Zola, 58. daughter
'

Y.

editor,
has
left
for
Hollywood
to spend the holidays and cover the
Rose Bowl game for King Features.

earnings,'

won

.

—

N.

Lait,

.

Argentine court has just appointed
Bnssky t« 'Cablese'
to be published by a receiver to watch business opermonth will have a ations of leading Nazi newspaper in
South
America, £1 Pampero, as retranslating job behind it
appears. The book is The sult of a lawsuit brought by print-

next

New
EdtCor, 'Variety':

CHATTEB
On Page 1 of your cunenl i:>sue
Leon Schlesinger's cartoon charthere is a story 'U. S. Soldiers Disacter. Bugs Bunny, will be syndicated as a Sunday comic strip by approve of Hilarity at Home While

the report that

Sharkey, former

Meyer Dayjs Disagrees

children's books and also authored
a biography of her father. She was
married to Maurice I>blond, author

cury in an early issue.
C. R. (Tip) Roseberry, amusement
and columnist of Gannett's
/.Ibany Knickerbocker News since
the formal entry of the new organi
1936, sworn in as a lieutenant, senior
zation, which was formed among grade,
in the Naval Reserve.
out-State exhibitors but now is in
Charlotte (N. C.) newspapers have
eluding metropolitan independents, 78 men
in the armed forces, 36 from

New book
Knopf

Sevastopol,'
of
by Boris
60-day cooling oSj>erlod, Siege
as provided In the union rontract, Voitekhov, a Russky newspaperman
followed and, after the Federal Con- who was in the city when it was
ciliation Service was unable to break besieged by the Nazis.
Voitekhov gave the book to RaU>h
the deadlock, the union called the
Parker, N. Y. "nmes correspondent
strike.
PM, which got a terrific circula- in Moscow, to translate from Russtion break via the strike, came up ian into English. Parker, however,
with a dally digest of pop comic translated it into 'cablese' instead,
strips appearing in newspapers not to save wire tolls in getting the book
Knopf couldn't read
circulating. The digest covers Terry to New York.
and the Pirates (News), Dick Tracy cablese, so the book was handed
(News),
Joe
Palooka
(Mirror), back to the Times cable desk for reMickey Finn (Mirror), and Super- translation into English.
This is the first time since the war
man (Post).
All the dailies were running off broke out, incidentally, that the
regular editions, in limited amounts, cables were used to transmit a book
of course, with full news and busi- from Europe to America.
ness staffs on the job. Not only a
question of holding news service
Wolfe Kanfnun In Civvies
franchises, but also a means of beWolfe Kaufman, film critic and
iiifi
prepared for a sudden settle- head of the Chicago Sun dramatic
ment.
department, has not been inducted
Bronx Home. News also enjoyed a by the U. S. Army after all.
marked spurt because of the strike.
Kaufman failed to pass the phys-

WMCA
WQXR

its

In

critic

El

A

Dailies affected by the strike are
trying to prombte radio time.
The Times and Dally News have
the radio edge on their competitors,
via longstanding tieups with
and WNEW, respecUvely.
WorldTelegram moved in at
on
Monday with the purchase of flveminute newscasts every hour and a
15-minute slot at 3:15 pjn. to read
the Raymond Clapper and Mrs.
Roosevelt columns. The other dailies
are reported amenable to radio tieups, but unable to make deals since
the choice local outlets are tied up.

muffed

nical Society, Prentice-Hall, etc.

double
up because of rationing problems.
The union disaffirmed this deci- when it
sion.

PM

biggest
opportunity
to
date.
With other dailies hogtied by the
newspaper truckdrivers' strike,
and PM's newsstand circulation
jumping over the half-million
mark, the daily has been distinguished by its particularly dull
editorial content.
First day of the strike (Monday ) the sheet devoted five pages
to a survey of Christmas shopping.
Yesterday
(Tues.)
the
sheet's lead yarn was a twopage analysis on the high cost
of living.

Emlle Zola, died

Paris of a
heart attack Dec. 14. Under the pen
name of Denise Aubert, she wrote

of

IJquor

couraging crack to U. S. film-makers,
who are cooperating with the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs in
speeding their best product south. It
.showed that the Axis is getting
irked, so the films must be having
good effect In Latin America.

a liberalization of the
Commission's cur-

$22.50

Control

few on the spots. Instead of the
10 p.m. shut-down ordered, the commission gave the go-sign to a 4 a.m.
rece'nt
than
in
celebration less
years but gladly accepted.

—

Cottvert

Contlnaed fiem page

show and entertainment
for-

Is slanted
quality but not quantity, George
Blumentbal'a chief aide.
Is

Ck>gl

celeb guests Included Walt
Representatives of the Hotel and Opener
sojourning here;
briefly
Restaurant Employees union, AGVA. Disney,
Rivera.' Strict
numerous locals, the Metropolitan Dolores del Rio and
dress
for everybody. Some
formal
Cabaret Owners Association and
all fell In line.
but
grumbled
at
that,
others joined in the mass protest to
which Is to be
show,
Inauguration
the commission as it was considering
continued, included Everett Hoaga further restriction to make the
Ernesto
the
States;
band
from
land's
New Year's Eve close 8 p.m.
Riestra's orchestra, featured on the'
local XEW and In Coca-Cola's shows
Friace Terrif

San Francisco, Dec. 19.
Advance nitery reservations and
inquiries for New Year's eve indicate that this city's gaiety will be (.t
a higher pitch than it was last year.
However, a big 'if enters into the

at

that station; Agustin

Lara,

ace

Mexican romantic song writer, who
plays his' own accompaniments on
the piano and sings, and his band,
plus Tona la Negra, dusky veteran
songstress of Cuban and tropical
ditties.

picture, and that's whether the authorities will relax the recently es-

tablished midnight curfew on liquor
sales and the new 1 a.m. closing
hour edict for night spots. Most of
those making Inquiries want to know
whether they can usher in '43 into
the wee hours of the morning.

Last New Year's eve this war
zone was under a pall because uf
blackouts and the feeling that the
Japs were planning to strike at
Frisco at any minute.

Ft.

Worth Expo Off

.

'

Fort Worth, Texas, Dec. 15.
Because of war conditions the 1943
Sot]tbwestem Exposition and Fat
Stock Show will not be held next
March, as was scheduled.
It will be the first time in 47 years
that the exposition, which included
a rodeo and nitery' show, -will not be
held.

^SSiBff
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romance

in

soft smooth

skin,

so a lovely complexion's important

to

an/

girl

My DAILY COMPLEXION CAR!!
A LUX SOAP ACTIVE-UTHiSR
PACIAL« IT^ A WONDERFUL
BEAUT/ Al D
IS

I

\

r LUX SOAP LATHER

IS

SO RICH AND CREAMVl
LEAV/ES SKIN FEELINO

SMOOTHER,

LOOKI NO-

FLOWER- FRESHj

Try Hollywood's

Beauty Faciols
for

30 days
'

Smooth creamy Lux
Soap lather well

Toilet

into your skin. Rinse with

warm

water, then splash
with cold. Pat dry with a soft
towel.

ACTIVE lather removes

stale cosmetics, every trace
of dust and dirt— leaves skin
feeling exquisitely

smooth, soft
You'll love this beauty care!

9 out of 10
Screen Stars
use it.
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AWddWarUShowK^
By JOE SCHOENFELD
'

,

I

'

;

;

1

.

;
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ot the girls that the entire entertalna bow for being

ment world can take
their springboard.

Remember the names:
Kay Francis

England by Kay Francis,
in
Martha Raye, Carole Landis and
Mitzi Mayfair has been the singing of the 'Star Spangled Banner' and then 'God Save the
King.* When appearing for the
distaff side of the Royal Family
at a special performance, the
girls surprised
the Queen- by
their knowledge of the lyrics to
the British anthem.
Later, when she received the
performers, the Queen pledged
herself to learn the words to the
American anthem in return.

That's the 'Feminine Theatrical
Task Force." but it's not the order of
their billine. Shuffle them any way

you want and you must come up

with a heroine of sorts.
The roles they play in the commercial theatre are at startling variKay Francis is the glamorous
Martha Raye the hoyden:
Carole Landis the sweater girl; Mitzi
Mzyfair the dainty dancer. Before
In view of the
It's paradoxical,
they embarked on this tour, two of fast turnover of musicians, but a
the girls, Misses Raye and Mayfair, number of bands below the top rungs
(Continued on page 25)
in popularity are now showing up
with the best. combinations any have
With conscription
ever, presented.
constantly "wrecking various brass,
Plugging
Crosby,
reed, rhythm sections, sometimes. before the teams can be welded into
Skyrocketed
units, the reason for the improvement,, in most instances, is the cleanSing'tt
ing out of men who had held thoir
positions only because they had been
with a particular band so long they
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Although credited with skyrocket were fixtures.
ing Irving Berlin's 'White Christ—
When these men are forced out of
popularity
immense
its
to
(Continued on page 47)
,mas'
through film and recording. Bing
it
sing
to
won't
be
allowed
Crosby
(24).
Thursday
airshow
on his Kraft
Midnight Corf
Sensing there would be a rush of
the tunc, Martin Gosch, producer of

BYDRAH

ance.
lady;

Honywood Adheres

%nas/ Now

CanH

Xmas

he

j

I

'

ew On

;

the Abbott & Costello program for
Camel, cleared the song a month
ago and immediately put in his bid
with NBC, which shut off the ballad
from any other show airing within
two hours on either side of the
Camel entry.

3 Soldiers Get the 'Army
Spirit/ Set It to Music
Trio of privates at Camp Upto*.
Long

Island, are authors of a marching tune recently published by Leeds

I

I

I

Music. They are Alan Wilson, who
did the lyrics, and Nicholas Conte
and Buddy Kossc, who cleffed the
music.

I

I

Tune Is 'You First Get the Spirit
in the Army.' It was originally written for use solely at Upton and sung
as 'You First Get Ihe Spirit at Camp
Upton.'

PounnjiiinNiteries

Re?ives Hip-Totin
Hollywood. Dec. 22.
Pocket flasks, standard equipment
with dinner jackets in the prohibition days (remember?), are mnking
a snappy comeback, what with a
midnight curfew clampinc down on

The better
tht serving 91 drinks.
stores are rei.iortinK a run on the
slim containers and it's quite the
thing to get one for Christmas. As
in the dry days b.r. (before Roo.sevelt) it will be considered smart to
dole out a drink after the witching
hour.
All th:it niteries ask is to
keep it off the table.
Night spoii were told last wcc k by
Eonrd of Equalization that the
lining up of drinks or unc.iikin; of
bottle-: just before midniyht arc out.
Siv'.e

to

OWI

Sign of the Time*
of

RuiiijUes

Renewed Pre i^»u r e

Should Hollywood Attempt to Weaken Self-

—

Regulation OWi's Script
'Approval' Another Headache to the Industry

Those
dime-a-danca
oraep
joints under tha old Columbtu
avenue a'l in New York used to
feature: 'Dancing, 99c for man,
ladies free.'

'Ladies

now gives it a
7Sc, men In or

uniform

free.'

One

spot

swltohr

out of

SPARRING ALL SIDES

25

CENTS

Script

Hollywood, Dec.

STARS INSISTING

sive agencies active for a clean screen
will become aggressive in Congress
for Federal censorship.
Legion of Decency representatives
were active on Capitol Hill last
week, and they found receptive ears
in members of tha House Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Com-

merce,

who

still

favor the Neely

bill

and are ready
Governor Neely,

to reintroduce it.
of West Virginia,
in his attempt to regain his
senate toga but the foes of the' motion picture Industry are alert.
failed

Congress was busy packing
(Continued on page IS)

up

^

290

PICTURES

ON THE WAR
War Information, In adOffice
vising iWer and better war picthat Hollywood
tures.' points out
has a total of 290 features on wartime angles either completed or in
work
or preparation.
some stage of
Figures show 40 features based on
military themes released between
Sept. 1 and Dec. 1, and half of them
were about enemy spies, saboteurs
and other hackneyed subjects.

OWI advised the industry against
drafting unnecessary war angles into
pictures where they don't belong.

ON

REGULATION

Ibng cut, producers are continuing
to comply by turning over scripts
to Nelson Poynter, Mellett's rep in
Hollywood. Spokesman for the office said today (Tues.) that studio's
have entered no objections to Mellett's ultimatum which some construe as on opening wedge to Fedcensorship
they are made.

pictures

before

the Producers AjfSbclation into a
mild furore at a meeting late last
week, contained the following paragraph which some studio heads say
the benefit racket has now deteriorated into an out-and-out black- won't be taken lying down. It reads:
'For benefit of both your studio
jack, the Broadway (tars are banding together to put an end to it onca and Office of War Information it
and for all. It's reached the stage would be advisable to establish a
where even the Park avenue bunch, routing procedure whereby our
which formerly paid fancy fees for Hollywood office would receive
coming-out
and
kindred
social copies of studio treatments or synhoopla, now call their dances 'vic- opses o( all stories which you contory parties', give a few bucks to template producing and of finished
USO or some such organization, and script^.'
then put the slug on stars, In the
name of patriotism.

Jim

Sauter, executive secretary of

United Theatrical War Activities
Committee, and Abe Lastfogel, president of USO-Camp Shows, Inc.,
now that he's back from London,
are due to Mfr" toe«tja^r on this
pronto, at~ tti^ insistence of such
stars as Gsorde Jessel, Danny Kaye,
Clifton WeWi^ Ray Bolger, et al.
It's reachiTd the stage where these
(Continued on page SO)

r

>
;

Trop^Park

Opeoing

Propose Periodic
Fire DriOs

b

N. Y.

Theatres for Sliife^
Periodic

fire

drills In

theatres

is

among new measures proposed last
week in New York city council ^9
.

a means of tightening safety regulations in places of amusement in
this sector.
Another measture intro-

Ginng Mianu Big Hypo;

duced calls for auxiliary.' lighting
and loud speakers in theatres.
Neither of the proposals has yet
been acted upon, nowever, and await
further discussion in committee.

•vV

Officials o( the N. Y. City Police,
Fire
and
Building
departments,
meantime, arc considering several
other regulations designed to further
(Continued on page 27)

Miami, Dec 22.
other spots al-

niteries and.

ready? doing
larly' over

boom

business, particu-

weekends, when crowds

are .jifeing turned away, .ppenins of
Troi^cal Pork -jr^erday (21) and
the scheduled pr6am of Lou Walter's
Lal^n Quarter toritght
(Tuesday),
Three-way deal for Moss Hart to arel giving Miami the necessary
join Warners as author-produccr- hyttos
i;punteract the anticipated
dlrector, which has been under dis- drop in tratic. due to gas rationing
cussion, is near the Inking stage. and other wartlrn^ restrictions.
Hart may do an American war
While the inflitic of vnnter resitheme similar in scope to Noel Cow- dents is not neal-ly as great as in
ard's 'In Which We Serve.'
previous years, there isn't a nltery
Conditions under which Hart is in town losing money. Not even the
are similar to 12 o'clock ciu-few is hurting trade
likely to join
those for George S. Kaufman, with any. for the majority 6f paying cuswhom Hart has collabed, at Colum- tomers are service men and they
(Continued on page 92)
bia.

WB

of

.Some producers insisted no scripts
would be submitted except thgse
having to do with war or home f^^
morale.
Control of *|raining and
propaganda pictures J^T^believed being contested by Elmer Davis with
the Army and Navy.
Letter sent
Hollywood studioscand which threw

As

Wi^i

MOSS HART'S AMERICAN
WAR PIC FOR WARNERS

'BENEFIT'

22.

Although considerably disturbed
by the ^Lowell Mellett order for submission to the OWI Hollywood offica
of ti^e^tments, scripts and pictures in

eral

Washington, Dec. 22

Hollywood persists in heckling
the Hays office production code and
attempts to weaken the moral fibre
of self-regulation, then some 100 pasIf

j

Whos«

PRICE

1942

23,

Censorshp Edict Albeit Burned Up
Washington Hears

Finale of all performances on
their tour of U. S. Army camps

GRADE B BANDS

Carole Landla.
MItzl Mayfalr.

;

m

Regal Gesture

Sunday, Dec. 27, Somewhere in
England, will end one of the great
chapters in the saga ot American
show business in the war effort On
that date, before an audience of
United States' and United Kingdom
troops, four girls will be winding up
the longest consecutive tour yet
played by volunteer talent at offshore ba5es.
In cold type that doesn't read so
romantic. Yet, behind It is an exciting story of courage and perseverance, sympathy and patriotism that
so completely redounds to the credit

Martha Raye

,

ALL BIGHTS RESERVED

YORK. WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER

Theatrical Task Force'

STAGE

MUSIC

'

Theatres Tacking Cards

On Trolleys,

Buses Again

Theatres are going back to the old
system of advertising in tfbiley
cars and buses, as a result ot the
increasing travel on public conveyances brought about by gas rationing.

In addition, the amusement placet
are buying advertising space on
signboards, once leased by national

motor
cars to

companies, which
advertise.

have

-

no

Wednesday, December 23. 1012

MlfCELLAMY

THE ACROBATS CHRISTMAS

Benny Thinks Nothing s So Important

Or, a Tight Episode

Today As

Make a

to

Soldier

Laugh

By FRED ALLIC.\
CHAPTER

Tiikc

it

from Jack Benny,

ncthing quite so important today as

make

a soldier laugh.
With that object in view. Benny,
now in the east for a series of camp
shows "while awaiting wortl from
Washington on his possible trip
abroad, has mapped an intensive
gihcdule for the remainder of the
reason in which he will reach out
into the remote areas 'where the
to

riod of hysteria. In fact

I

written.
Br-r-r,

was

it

cold,

cold, but

They need

the relief from
the ever-recurring hysteria.
That's
why we find ilhe soldiers so enlhuKiastic.
A3 a matter of fact, all audiences are great. They'll laugh at
thinfis th«t wouldn't rate a chuckle
in ordinary times.
But the main
thing i.s keep them laughing.'
The radio-pic comic deplored the
fact that so many camps in the
country are going without good entertainment.
Instead
of
reaching
out into the more remote areas,
where only an occasional USO show
of so-so merit is seen, Benny pointed
out, the top names 'and they are
the ones who count' must keep going to the same places time and
again.
This, in part, he attributed
to the fact that many radio stars.
Instead of letting someone else take
over the scheduled air programs,
won't risk venturing too far from
th- studios.
'There's another factor, too," said

—

—
—

'Continued on page 8)

End
Slam

—

of

eve,

Chnplcr

CHAPTER
it

was not the

critic's

2
review, but marked the

action

He had

CHAPTER
'Hello. Honey." said

8

Mortimer.

regular basis.

La Belle Mortimer's lips curled with scorn.
'You're al'Don't mention honey to me.' .said she,
ways trying to put the bee on me.'
'How's our little baby tonight?'
long
since we
'Not so good,' sighed La Belle, 'it's so
worked the child misses the exercises she gels when
you drag her out for a bow.'
growled
Mortimer.
'Damn those agents,'
CHAPTER *
'Daddy, dear old Daddy.' sang Phoenix Kneecap.

'Army Heads For

Mortimer's only child.
'Almonds.' said Mortimer. 'La Belle take the kid up
to Feist's and have it learn a new number.'
It's
'Hush. Mortimer, let the baby have its sport.
Xmas eve and Santa Claus is on the Delmar lime; let

It will cost money to defeat
Germany, Japan and Itc^y.
Our government calls on you

now.

to help

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day
but!

if

you can.

them on a

But

the babe have

CHAPTER

Modern Record
Detroit,

Dec. 22,

Irving Berlin's This Is the
will total,

in Detroit this

its

delphia

where,

at

the

S,000-seat

proximately $203,000. Here, at the
Masonic Temple Auditorium, 6.000
capacity, the two weeka should hit
$250,000, a modern record In legit

show

earnings.

—

'The babe is right, Mortimer." grunted La Belle.
'She ain't got no stockings and neither ain't I.'
'Shut up.' barked Mortimer, 'Xmas don't mean anything. Think of .the poor flremen; they don't hang up

do they?'
"What's more. I ain't got no socks

their hose,

Baker Undergoes Op

During his vist east, the Schnozzle
planed to Jacksonville. Fla.. where
he entertained naval servicemen.

Phil Baker underwent an appendectomy Monday (21) in West Side
hospital, N. Y., and will be off EverZanuck to Coast
It or Leave It' air quiz
show for the next few Sunday nights
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck heads for
on CBS. No substitute had been set the Coast tonight
(Wed.)
from
March Out of 'Skin'
yesterday afternoon (Tuesday).
Washington to be with his family
William Morris agency is arrang- for the holidays.
Due to Eye Injury ing for a substitute to take over for His North African war films,
Baker on the radio show next Sun- which he brought back with him
day (27), Jack Benny being among last week by clipper, are reported
Fredric March has been out of The
relief of infantile paralysis sufferers.

Drive winds up Jan.

29,

the Presi-

dent's birthday.

jharp 'Take

those mentioned,
Skin of Our Teeth,' Plymouth. N. 'Y.,
Bak(.r's condition was said
because of an accident during the
satisfactory.
performance last Thursday
(17),
There is a scu/fle bit between March
and Montgomery Cllft in the last act,
and the latter's fingernail mjured
one of the star's eyeballs. Iiijury is

to

'most interesting' in Washington, but
be their release or treatment has not
been decided upon.

ao painful that the doctor is using
novacaine to relieve the patient.

March

March is co-starred
Tallulah Bankhead
and Florence Eldridge (Mrs. March).
Disaflection of March was an optheir families.
in
Teeth' with

Phoenix.

'Why

not?', this
1

yom

like

Belle.

hot dogs, papa, and

besidei

laugh, darling,' interrupted Mortimer.
10

CHAPTER

"It's the pMoiio. dear; I'll answer it,' said La Belle,
jujTiping up.
'Hello' (Aside), 'it's Giinmy Comniish,
our agent. Mortimer. He wants to speak to you.'
'Hello.' echoed the tran.smilter.
'I want you to play

a club tonight."
Mortimer paled: there was no time for Ihoiighl; the
situation demanded action.
Would he take down the tights and go to work?
Disappoint the baby, destroy her faith in Santa
Claus: he couldn't do that. His shoulders .squared and
his steady voice rang into the receiver.
'Nothing doing, Gimmy; it's Christmas Eve. I can"t

play a club when hearts are trumps.'
"Thank God.' breathed La Belle,
'Ditto.'

'Click.'

whispered Phoenix.
went the receiver.
(Repriiiled

either.'

From

'Voricly' of

Jiiii,

3.

1925)

At Random
By George
Weio Yor/; 01)Scri!«iion: Why
business became so absorbed
beggared by comparison?
is

Jessel

that people in the picture or radio
in their professions, that everyhing else
An automobile worker doesn't stand at
attention when Ford or Chry.sler .-ne mentioned, a tailor do;rsn't turn pale
at the mention of Hart, SchalTner & Marx, but tell anybody in the radio
business that you know a man who has a contact with Bitten. Button,
Whistle, they fall prostrate on the floor.
.Humit
Or tell anybody in
Hollywood, you know ,n fellow whose sister was married to the barber
who once shaved L. B, and he fanils from emotion. Roosevelt. Churchill.
MacArthur, Chiang Kai-Shek, Timoshenko and Eisenhower arc of small
importance to most people in Uie picture or radio business.
'The News CommenUitors: The dilTerence between optimism and pessimism between these fellows gs ajiiazing. You listen to Gabriel Heatter
and immediately start planning to reserve seats at the Winter Garden in
Berlin to see a show, starring Molly Picon.
Then you tune into Drew
Pearson, and look under the bed to see if there are any Japs there. Then
you hear Cal Tinney who, no matter what has happened in Tunisia, Stalingrad or the Solomon Islands, .seems to have only one thing on his mind,
and that is to m.ake you say. "Doesn"t he imitate Will Rogers well?'
The ujireless; The- radio which has been .such a wonderful thing to bring
the world closer together, and has been such a great boon to civilization
(although without it. Hitler and Mussolini could never have hornswoggled
their people) has brought forth very few definite talents..
The wireless
has to go a long way before it can definitely refute the statement of Dos
Passos who called it 'The Triumph of Illiteracy,' and Jimmy Canon, who
called it 'the rape of the elements.'
is

it

&

—

if

Lasky's 2-in-l Visit;
Wedding an^ Pix Site

they want

to— to be published by Random House.

Col. Harold Hoffman's

j

I

Pre-Xmas Ribfest

22.

Jesse Lasky visited here on a twotold purpose, first to attend the
wedding of his daughter, Betty, to
Lieut.
M. L.
('Buddy')
Barasch,
Brooks Field student ofticer and

in

N.Y.

By JOE LAURIE, JR.
Annual Xmas parly to honor

former

SEASON'S QREETINQS
Abbott and Costello

I

I

Dixon 'stripeuse from 'Sons o' Fun').
Bruce Evans, Donat Gautier. Don
Tomkins; from 'Babes in Toyland,'
Jack Cherry, Fred Howard; director of music, Arnold Johnson.
All guests wore Southern Cunnel
hats and goatees to rib Hoffman,
just promoted
from
to
Lt.
Col.
Major.
Xmas gifts were piled
around a tree, mostly socks, ties.
ii;mis.
,^'ld
underwear, .ico-;, iv.

Harold Hoffman, former Gov. of
N. J. and now Lt. Col. U. S. Army,
held
Monday (21) at WaldorfHouse count about
75, all paper, all friends from Circus
Saints & Sinners (he's prez.) and
Lambs. Host was Tony Gaccione. considerable cash.
Hoffman repaper magnate.
Representing the s|x>nded in six words, more imposprofession were Tex O'Rourke <m. sible becau.se of cold in pipes. Colc), Pat Harrington. Fred Hilde- lection for benefit of Senator E<l
brand.
Harry Hershfield. Lillian Ford netted 63 cents.
Astoria, N. Y.

pilot,

observer, the product of this flying

from La

don't

'Becau.te

'Wait lor

ley's description of loneliness, 'As alone as the last cloud of an expiring
storm.'
Literary Flash; In preparation a book called 'So Help Me" the tale of my
checkered career on and ofT the stage with no punches pulled, the people
to be mentioned are not by coincidence. They live and they can sue me

performance.

^hool.

down

—

portunity for Blair Davies, underctudy.
His speaking voice is quite
similar to March's, and Davies Is
credited with giving an excellent

Los Angeles commercial
which was held here last
Wednesday.
Other purpose was to look over
Brooks Field as a possible location
for a motion picture about the aerial

'Sit

Tip to some understandttig yonng niithor; Write the biography ol almost
any established legit producer and you will find romance in the hard, cold
business of the theatre and you will find that these supposedly shrewd
theatrical tycoons have loaned more -rnoney to actors that has never beeij
repaid than any other firm in the history of the game. They arc usually
about as tough as my infant daughter Jerrilyn who, by the way, looks
just like her mother thank the Lord!
Off the ti)peiuriter ribbon: To my mind the best of the torch song lines
was from the pen of Will D. Cobb in 1910. His song began, 'I Am Further
From You Than Any, I Who Was Nearer Than All.' And the boy Shel-

is .nojt.expette.d .tpj'eJu.CP.^P

the cast until Saturday (26). but the
show is laying ofl Thursday (24) and

Friday (Christmas) because the players requested time ofl to devote to

San Antonio, Dec.

.said.

on my good knee. You babe, sit on the other: my pants
are baggy anyway. Put your feet up on ilic mantlepiece.
I'll tell you a fininy story.'
'I don't want to put my feet near the (Ire. papa," said

Durante Deal Pends For
Permanent Camel Airer

program regularly.

tee.

CHAPTER

'We must make merry, marmna.' he

Ding-a-ling.
5

'Pauper.' shrieked Phoenix.
'Papa child.' corrected La Belle.
'You're both right.' sighed Mortimer.
'Ain't there no Santa ClausV' wailed PliDoiii.';.
'Yes. my child.' said the father.
'Boo-hoo.' bawled the offspring, 'how can he leave
me anything when when 1 ain't got no stockings to
hang up?'
'Boo-hoo.'
6

CHAPTER

Army'

week,

biggest fortnight gross since Phila-

7

'Boo-hoo,' cried the child.
"Boo-hoo,' ci hocd La Belle. 'Xmas eve and no stockNot a cent in the house.'
Mortimer Kneecap's heart was touched. He buried
his face in his hands.
He was thinking hard.
The clock strikes seven.
Let us leave them flat.
CHAPTER 8
It is eight and three-quarters (not the si/.e of Mortimer's hat, but the hour).
The night air is as quiet as a contortionist's finish.
The form of Mortimer Kneecap straightens slowly,
while his eyes light up proclaiming the dawn of a new
thought.
'Riggins and Groimdcloth,' he cried. "My' baby will
have a Xmas. We ain"t got no stockings to hang up,
but I still got my tights.'
"Police on earth to men of good still.*,' shouted
La Belle and Phoenix.
9
No .sooner said than done. Mortimer has his ll&M
open, and the tights dangled before the fireplace.
ing.':.

its sport.'

•

$250,000, Det.,

Jimmy Durante trained for' 'the
Previous high for another show
was the $125,000 in two weeks at Coast Saturday i'19) but is expected
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
.-For the fifth consecutive year Ed- the smaller Boston Opera House. back in N. Y. about mid-January.
On
Friday (18) he was .cuest star on
Otherwise,
in
the normal capacity
ilic Cantor will act as chairman, of
the Marchyibf Dimes of the Air, legits, the attraction has been around the Camel Caravan radio show for
the second time, and a deal is pend(Continued on page 13)
through aiv-' appointment by the
ing
whereby he will join the Came]
President's Birthday Ball ComniitAs chairman of the drive. Cantor
has raised between seven and eight
million dollars since 1937 for the

what could one

1.

at the entrance of Mortimer Kneecap.
just reliuncd from the agent's.
Despite his bedraggled appearance his wife knew
him. for he was a recognized act.
door'.s

Mastbaum, the two weeks diS ap-

CANTOR AGAIN HEADS
DIMES' MARCH ON AIR

Xmas

Br-r-r.

don't re-

—

moment.

was

jl

expect?

entertainment has been nil.'
Benny, in describing the elation
that comes to a comedian after a
socko performanee before the lads
in uniform, observes: 'Us not so
touch being funny in a wartime pe-

member ever deriving so much satisfaction from making people laugh.
There's one important p.sychological
factor that has to be borne in mind
that people today, not
at all limes
knowing what's in store for them
tomorrow, want to laugh for the

CHAPTER

I

and Ihc wind whi.stlcd through
the cracks of the door of the apartment temporarily
occupied by -I he Flying Kneecaps.
The wind had no trouble in getting an opening in
that house, for old age was its agent and the creaking
door had many a crack that no author had ever
Br-r-r.,

lliere is

Wedneflday»

MISGEUAMT

December 28, 1942

—

TO CENSOR

INVITATIONS

mm

The shghtest
business must again watch its step.
lapse of decorum or deportment and the hatchet men and
women with the bluenoses start sharpening their axes.

L A. IS% Off Due to Gas Rationing

SAYS

Show

Just gi\c them a parlay of one 'Wine, Women and Song'
conviction an abortive theatrical attempt whicli any rightminded showman is ashamed of and a little publicity about
strong words in present-day, wartime films (Noel Coward's
Serve' and March of Time's 'Here Come the
'In Which
Marines') and that becomes a casus belli for the road company
Conistocks and Sumners. Not forgetting the radio comedians'
recent tendencies to get flip.

—

We

Gives

N. Y. Publicity Club

Some

Lowdown on

Washington

Review the Industry*!
Contributions to

*Show Business
At War*

Hill

Among Other

By MORI KRUSHF.N
L.

Shirer

explained

license.

There are exceptions to every premise, however, and
are made- they arc invariably good: to wit, 'What

Price Glory?'

But that brings us to something else again. That is the liberalism of the last two remaining frontiers of a liberal art exPornography, utpression the stage and the printed word.
But so is a \yantered, shadowed or printed, is unpardonable.
ton hamstringing of such highly intelligent and specialized
media as a play or a book. A relatively pure, mass-attended
cinema is understandable: and. of course, that goes too for the
radio, which knows not on whose ears may fall this or that

—

WB

B way

trouble-makers.

b™tessaw
LONDON

On

Backing

Paramount and Warners produc-

the Thornton Wilder
play which has steamed up more
audience and critical controversy
than any drama in years, was doused
In publicity last week to the keen
satisfaction of the management and
the show's press agent. It had been
faintly surmised that maybe William
N.

Saroyan

Ho lywood,

Y.,

Dec.

22.

though, in this case, the coin factor
(Continued on page 13)

Orson Welles, once a youthful
prodigy, will be welcomed ap-

when he checks in
20th-Fox for his co-starring
Fontaine in
hole with Joan
'Jane Eyre.'
He draws the deluxe dressing
room bungalow built for Shirpropriately
at

had inspired Wilder into
writing the screwball Teeth," then
ley Temple.
along came two scholarly fellows
who say Wilder copped the play
from the late, erratic James Joyce's
Shying
Helen
'Finnegan's Wake.'
They allege that Teeth' contains
Clear of Radio
Important plot elements, characters,
devices of presentation, as well os
major themes of 'Wake,' and many of
Helen Hayes is concentrating on
the speeches are directly and frankuntitled play based on the
ly Imitated with but the flimsiest her still
Beecher Stowe,
Harriet
of
veneer to lend an American touch life
to the original features.'
The curi- which, so far, has only Rhys Wilous angle to the incident- Is that very liams as the male lead. She will do
tew people except Henry Morton no radio commercial series this year,
Robinson, editor of Reader's Digest, save for an occasional guest shot, as
and Joseph Campbell of Sarah Law- with the Reader's Digest show this
rence College^ who made the accu- past Sunda.v, finding that both a
sations in thi- Saturday Re view of play and radio series tax her enerLitfirature, ever claimed to under- gies loo much.
stand the Joyce book.
Miss Hayes plans an extended
[The presumption is, too. thai road tour in the Stowe play before
(Continued on page 54)
coming to Broadway next March.

Hayes

Work

which

]

is

slated

duction start,

an Office of

is

for February protrying to work out
Information con-

adjust that.

Kober, erstwhile Broadway p.a.
turned playwright, comments on the
unique Hollywood change of attitude
The
as regards the $25,000 celling.
general reaction \6 that 'the edict is
un-Americaiv; 1^ stifles ambition: and
I

don't

mind giving up

to the

casting.

MCA

execs gave Jurow a farewell
luncheon yesterday tTues.).

2 WRITERS
Murray Burnett and Joan Alison,
who wrote 'Everybody Comes to
Ricks.' which was made into a Warner Bros. 'C;isablanca.' have been

PA£ PACTS

PKCtcd by
team.

Paramount

as

a

wrilinii

report to the Coast on
contract Jan. 4.

They

new

evi-

holdovers. Poor pictures also

take more beating in Hollywood than
they do downtown.
But for all the inroads, current
business is every bit as good as last
(Continued on page 12)

TOLLIES' SHOWGIRLS

AT{100-$250AWEEK
'Ziegfeld Follies,' now In rehearsal,
will be long on lookers in the showgirl contingent.
Around 15 Powers
models have been engaged, girls to
receive much over the scale for chorines.
Understood that one model is

down to 25G or $67,200
Kober reports a feeling
«nd that
•

-arpen

Ir,

gross?"

Mark Reiilmorcd
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Bills

Chatter
.
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Capitol lobby. Inside is 'Der
The picture ties
Fuehrer's Face.'
up with the kid.
It took the house manager three
weeks to find the youngster. Three
Sunday afternoons in a row the
urchin has been annoying balcony
tenants with imitations of Donald
Duck. Ushers were spotted around
Finally they got him.
to grab him.
But there was no calling of the
lav.-.
Instead,
they've
put
him
out front.
He is getting paid for
crying his gabble to passers-by. The
house raves about his talent as a

mimic.

Trarto

P-OUNDEU Br

stockholders
net income is

held

just can'^•hap
of the law mu>'

RKO

cated.

its

MAKES

legil

is

Gov-

ernment, but, why work for benefit

Jurow, Music Corp. of
uOOD
LOCAL PEST
America legit and talent booker, on
Jan. 1 becomes New York talent Donald Duck Mfmlc Stops Botherln;
He will
scout for Warner Bros.
Fans, Now Ballys Out Front
report directly from the East to
Jack L. Warner and Steve Trilling
Trenton, Dec. 22.
at the studio. Jurow will not be
A kid started working today in the

Van

Hollywood

in

War

nection.
He wants only to devote
six months of his time to Hollywood.
The studio has called him back already on a nine-month deal, but his
agent, Nat Goldstone, is trying to

Martin

replaced at MCA where Edith
Clevc continues as head of

Dislocation

denced in second week's dropping
nearly 50% from figures of first
weeks, while downtown houses take
nearer normal decline of from 20 to

under contract at $250 weekly, with
varying amounts for others, none, reportedly, less than $100. The showgirl lineup is similar to that of the
late Flo Ziegfeld, who 'glorified' 'em
and paid similar salaries.
Arthur Kober, back east from a
'Follies' is being readied by l,(;e
20th-Fox writing stint for 'Quota Shubert and Harry Kaufman,
Girl,' forthcoming Sonja Henie item, way theatre
has not yet been Indi-

of the company or
exclusively, if my

MCA'SJUROW SCOUTING
WARNER TALENT EAST

shoppers become time-choppers and
newly-created first runs are properly
gauged.

KOBER WOULD LKE
TO DOUBLE INTO OWI

production despite 20th-Fox tc-

Metro, like 20th,
has been showing keen interest in
legit properties but approach has
been cautious and limited to important properties which run no risk of
tivity in this field.

marked improvement since Charles
W. Koerner took over, has also been
limited to book and magazine buys

Orson's Playroom

By JACK PVLASKI
The Skin of Our Teeth,' Plymouth,

—Food

and service are expected
be bad, but the tonier places,
usually operated by ex-Italians and
(presumbably naturalized
French
(Continued on page SO)
1

departments continue aloof to
wholesale purchases of plays for
picture purposes and flnancing of

Would Read Like a Press Stunt

—

*

suled.

tion

Honest. This

otr
life

particularly in Hollywood.
all beleive it is only the
momentary story and no final picture is being seen before the first
of the year when schools reopen.
Xmas is again 365 days away, psychological reactions are adjusted,

30% on

USO-Camp

Shows, and Mark Hanna, agent now
in OWI service, both returned last
week' on the Pan-American Clipper
from London. Both spent about the
same coincidental period of time in
the British capital although on sepFindings of two
arate missions.
Broadwayites in London are cap-,

Not

themes which might become
as parlor conversation in this day and age— are not sufficient topical
dated prior to release. Metro money
reasons for a general censorship drive on show business.
is in 'Willow and I.' while the same
studio is also interested in buying
The Pirate.' as are Warners, Paramount and 20th.
Paramount and Warners are leanIf
ing more towards book and magazine
story buys and are inclined to gamble with writers rather than plunge
too heavily In buying or backing
plays for the time being.
RKO studio, which has shown

Maney Wasn't So

Lastfogel, prez of

to

legit

Sound American judgment, however, should not permit itself
to become blinded or biased just because professional bluenosers start pecking away. One dirty burlcsk show or a few
cuss-words— which, after' all, have l)ecome virtually accepted

25%

about

weekends mean

grosses,

here'showtwo

However, it's a far cry from Minsky to Laurence Stallings.
and for that matter, Noel Coward, rurthcrmore, as regards
Coward's 'In Which We Serve." when it's apparent that the
vivid war message loses nothing by the scissoring of the few
naughty words, why woo needless trouble from professional

them

finds

anticipated,

or death. So far," they have meant
life to theatres that have anything
to sell. If theatres have it they come
—though confined to weekends and
if they do not It makes for sickening

Hewever,

Abe

Going Heavy

form of utterance.

As

of

For the present there appeared to
be too much contusion among ihe
apparently
United
Nations— with
conflicting opinions regarding I'afTaire
(Continued on page 13)

Par and

22.

Angeles—

normal.

37th Anniversary Number

the

cars go, so goes Los

Check

Features

of the

to

members of the Publicity Club of
New York last Thursday (17) why

United Nations have not been
waging a good propaganda war and
linked our early military failures
and propaganda -wise stupidity to a
failure to understand Germany nnd
ish public may endorse him privately.
what it was up to. Shirer said that
before U. N. propaganda aimed at
Sound show business doesn't need uii-sapolioed language or Germany and Italy can become elTecmisbehaviorism on screen or rostrum for boxofficc or any other tive, a clear understanding of those
countries must first be reached and
impact. Invariably it's a coiiicssion of weakness in the basic a specific Government policy form'
merits, b. o. and otherwise, which compel such strong theatrical ulated.

when they

Los Angeles, Dec.

As

or better— Hollywood's first-run film
theatre grosses.
It lakes autos to
get around Hollywood, and just how
few are taking them is by now
strongly—and
sadly— indicated in
takings at the t>oulevard boxoffices.

Film Biz Notables

NEED MORE UNITY

William

Officials

and Other

How We

Have Been Remiss in Underestimating Germany

As

Even More Than Cinemas

Author and

Diary'

CBS Commentator

if

Holds Up; Niteries

Calif.

Affected
'Berlin

—

a story from Washington in this issue indicates, Capitol
is already agog that a bluenose offensive will be essayed
there are any attempts to weaken the self-regulatory producQuite rightly, as is
of the motion picture industry.
code
tion
also reported in these columns, the right-thinking executives
of the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America,
Inc.. decided that a wartime realism or not, there was no excuse
for hells, damns, bastards or indictments of the Italiims even
though author Coward may feel that way publicly and the Brit-

But No.
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»

'
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ACTIVITIES

USO-Camp Shows Prexy s Report
Week to War DepL WiD Create

This

Pattern

More SAG Withdrawals
Than New Members

Tve of SL Mark,' Condensed But Sexy,
Click SoUier Production at

Hollywood, Dec. 22,
Screen
the
Withdrawals from
outnumbering new
members, with most of the puUouts

Upton

Actors' Guild are

Of Yank Talent for Troops Abroad

Harry Houdini
The Grealeat of Them

going into the service or taking jobs
in defense plants.

During the past month there were
98 withdrawals against 63 new mem-

Abe Lastfogel. William Morris
agency executive, who is doubling

But Plenty Commercial
Louis Schwartz

a waiter in
a cramped Sixth avenue, N. Y.,
delicatessen known as the 'Little
21
Club.'
When not rushing
chopped liver and hot pastrami

USO-Camp

Shows, Inc., returned
ilG) fronn a survey of
last week
servicemen's entertainment require-

ments at offshore bases, principally
in England and North Ireland. His
report, which was submitted to War

in

show

biz.

setup in England
and
North Ireland will be appointed. Last-

fogel

is

already mulling several posthe post; there will be

sibilities for

a salary atta.ched to the job, but it
will be minor in comparison to the
high type of executive sought and
thus virtually a voluntary assignment.
Several Units Eaeh Season

According to Lastfogel, the show
setup for England and Ireland will
be amply provided for by four or
Ave units each winter and summer
season.
Another helpful factor, he
said, will be the incorporation into
the foreign USO-CSI of the Amer-'
ican Overseas Artists, a voluntary
Y^nk group in England that has
be^ providing musical accompani-

ment and supplementary talent to
American volunteer per-

visiting

formers.

Special

Sill

Ib

At War*

Combat Photogs

them* of the

37th Anniveruuy Number

To Film War Pix
Washington, Dec.

Navy

organizing

is

tographic

special

combat units which

of

22.

phowill

be assigned to theatres of war op-

and
combat op-

XMAS GREETINGS FROM
ABROAD VIA SOUNDPIX

eration to take motion pictures

photos

still

of

actual

erations.

Ten

are at present com.pleting a special course of training of this work. They will take
charge of units consisting of three
enlisted men, two motion picture
officers

Camp Upton, N.Y., Dec. 17.
The Eve of St Mark', Maxwell
Anderson's drama that has been almost unanimously labeled by

Wlckware

*Shou} Business

night

SHOW ON

USO-CSI

classifications.

aa Addfd F»lurc

Navy s

he said,
'I've sold $6,000 in war bonds already this week and that's withFriday

Last

campments.
Thus far, the offshore bases, exout a radio station.'
cepting in England and North Ireland, have been serviced by a few
units composed of paid talent and
some volunteers. U. S. Army camps JOLSON'S A. C. QUICKIE
England, however, have been
in
visited to date only by volunteers,
Q.T.
SOLDIER
such as Al Jolson, Merle Oberon,
Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins, Patricia Morison, et a)., and currently
Atlantic City, Dec. 22.
Theatrical
Task
Force
the
Femme
by
Al Jolson put on a crack personal
composed of Kay Francis. Martha
appearance here in an unobtrusive
Raye, Carole Landis and Mitzi Mayfair.
Lastfogel took this contingent one-night stand Thursday (17) and
over with him, but preceded them slipped quietly out of town without
back to the U. S. [Further details one line of advance publicity. The
of the girls' tour are on page 1 star, accompanied by his manager
and accompanist, put on a hangup
of this issue.]

ever, it is known that a special representative to administer the future

all

is

he peddles war bonds to his
steady customers, most of thfm

Dept. officials this week, will be the
basis of a permanent USO show .setup for those Army and Navy en-

Virtually all of Lastfogel's observations on an exciting 20,000-mile
trip are confidential, inasmuch as
they pertain almost entirely to military and naval installations.
How-

covering

bers,

Francis

for the duration in the presidency of

Air

by

Washington, Dec. 22.
American troops overseas are send
ing holiday greetings to the folks at

home by means of sound motion picWar Dept. has announced.

tures, the

critics

'the first important play of the war',
was presented here in a specially
adapted form last night (Wednesday) by an all-soldier east. Single
exception was the one gal in the
show. She was borrowed for the
occasion from her typewriter in
nearby Patchogue.
'St. Mark' was originally written

by Anderson for presentation by
amateur and aeml-pro groups affiliated with the National Theatre
Conference, so its appearance on the
sparse boards of Upton was appropriate enough. Adaptation employed for the all-soldier audience,
is as much a matter of Private Alan'
Wilson's dlrecjtlon as It is the cutting
Wilson and his crew in the Special
Service office at Upton performed
on the drama. The physical adaptation of the script was more a matter
of cunning showmanship than > dramatic art. The boys merely sliced
Anderson's 12 scenes down -to four
and played the four just as the
author wrote them although hardly
as the late Lem Ward directed them
at the Cort, N. Y.

—

Films released for Christmas showthe Army said Saturday (19),
Sex It Up
Exigencies of a soldier audience
cameramen and one still photog- with current newsreels would carry
show for patients at the Army Air rapher.
greetings from Army groups in Aus- apparently led the Army thesps to
Forces station hospital here, accordIceland,
New Caledonia. play 'St. Mark' with considerably
Duty
of
these
combat
pho- tralia,
ing to enthusiastic reports which
tographic units will be to supple- Alaska, India and other spots in the more sex than Anderson probably
later leaked out
ment present Navy and civilian world. The overseas forces will be intended. Which makes for surprise
photographic coverage of combat seen and heard singing familiar in the scenes Wilson and the cast
Jolson Into 'Canteen'
elected to do and the ones they
operations.
After the films they Christmas carols.
decided to discard. The love InAl Jolson has signed to emcee make have been studied by Interbetween Quizz, principal
terest
'Stage Door Canteen,' Sol Lesser's ested bureaus of the Navy, all macharacter in the original, and Janet,
film production. He will also deliver terial compatible with security will
Studio
Crew
East
Next
the gal he left behind him. Is ena new song, 'American Boy,' by Al be released to the public through
tirely missing. Only femme in the
the Navy's public relations office.
Dubin and Jimmy Monaco.
Montk to Shoot 'Canteen' cast is the native girl in a scene
Jolson did the A. C. hospital stint
In a military organization, phofor Doris Winton,
in a cave in the Philippines. Instead
former singei', tographs showing actual fighting are
of being a minor character, she
who's doing social
importance
only
to
work there. second in
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Among the hospitalized recruits is reconnaissance pictures. Both stills
becomes, by virtue of a scanty
Sol Lesser is using New York as
Gulnn (Big Boy) Williams, suffer- and m6tion pictures are used by a location spot for his forthcoming sarong and a bit of direction, a
highly Important figure in a play
ing from flu. Williams checked in staff officers to study offensive and
picture, 'Stage Door Canteen,' and
presented for a khakl-clad all-male
v^ith
Broderlck Crawford at this defensive fighting tactics.
will sheve off Jan. 12 with a cast and
That audience, incidentPictures are also used by vabase.
crew of 50 to shoot scenes at the audience.
Peplta no
Jolson flies to Boiling Field, Va., rious technical bureaus in assessing Movietone studio for about five ally, obviously appreciated
end, although preserving a decorum
a week from Thursday.
Between the performance of and damage to weeks.
in keeping with the drama of the
and enemy equipment.
his Tuesday night broadcasts the our own
Feature is currently in work on
star has been taking q.t flyers to Pictures also aid in training Naval the Pathe lot in Culver City with play.
personnel and, of course, the public
Scenes used In the adaptation are
camps "toT similar shows.
Frank Borzage directing. Eastern
the barracks of a U.S. camp in June,
gets much of its information of the
trek will be made to film legit and
He also performed at several war from pictures.
1941,
a port of embarkation in
night club names who will play
squadron headquarters during his
Officer in charge of the new comSeptember, 1941, a cave on an
themselves.
short stay.
bat photographic section will be
island in the Pacific in April, 1942,
Lieut.
Carleton
Mitchell,
and the same cave the next day. As
Jr.,
U.S.N.R.
a matter of fact, it was pretty good
UNIT
USO'S
choosing, as the first scene is an In14G in N. Y.
'

This program, of course, pertains
Riy Rally
only to England, North Ireland and
CHESTER MORBIS JOINS DinT
other offshore bases In the east, but
A total of $14,000 in war bonds
not to Africa, the Middle, Near and
Chester Morris joins the 'Showwas
sold
at
rally
a
held
during the time at the Roxy' unit of USOFar East, or the Pacific, all areas
now containing U. S. servicemen. past week at the Rivoll, N. Y., with Camp Shows for a tour of military
Ben
Grauer,
NBC
announcer,
actThese are problems for the future,
posts in the Carolines.
ing
as
m.c.
in
cooperation
with
a
Lastfogel states, admitting at the
Will stay with the show from Jan.
same time that they are problems detachment of soldiers and 40 5 to 21.
AWVS girls.
that must be met.
Harpo Marx joins the 'Looping the
The four or five units for EngThose buying a $1,000 bond were Loop' unit of USO-Camp Shows in
land and Ireland will be composed given a season pass to the theatre, Camp Grant, 111., on Jan. 4 for a
of paid talent, but they will have whUe purchases of smaller tMnds three-week tour ending in Camp Edto be augmented by vounteer stars were given single passes.
wards, Mass., on Jan. 20.
fiom all the show business fields.
Lastfogel says the program of volunteers must not lag; in fact, it will
have to be increased considerably if
the entertainment needs of the servicemen offshore are to be met.

Uncle

Sams Roll Cafl

ing,

BERMUDA

Jack Powell's 55 Lbs. Comprise His

Drum

USO-Camp Shows

Latest

troduction to the characters, as well
(Continued on page 53)

Chiefly

unit for

Draper, Adler, Tamara

on Thursday (17). Cast
Terry Lawlor, Russ
Brown, Jack Powell, Gypsy Markoff

Bermuda

left

consists

of

and Iris Wayne. Troupe traveled by
Pan-American Clipper which posed
a problem for Jack Powell, blackface
drummer, who is limited to 55
pounds of personal luggage, as are
all Clipper passengers. He had to
carry his drum instead of a change
of wardrobe.

He left his pet chair behind, which
uses in lieu of a drum, and is
taking a chance on finding a suitable
chair in each camp.

Set for

OSO Camp Tonr

American soldiers and sailors are
due to get a rare package of class.
Paul Draper, Larry Adler and
Tamara will be a volunteer unit
under USA-Camp
soon
starting
Shows auspices for a tour of armynavy camps and bases.

Plenty of Gifts Steamed

he,

K.C. Putting on Big

Show

foE

Xmas
Service Men

Dea Moines' Latest
Dcs Moine.s, Dec.

dresses
22.

Uncle

where those serving with

Sam may

be reached.

RKO

•

Bandleader Bernie Cummins will
stage show, which will
feature the principals of the Billy
Rose 'Diamond Horseshoe' revue
playing at the Tower this week,
headliners from the Folly, Cummins
and Henry Busse's bands and a line
of 24 girls from the Gillespie-Sullivan school of dancing.
Music for the three-hour dance
•will be played by Busse and a floor
show during an intermission will
feature entertainers from the same
group, with Busse as emcee.
Attendance at the stage show and
the dance will be limited strictly
to service men, with the except'on
of dates who will escort^ny of the
several hundred hostesses selected
as partners for the boys In unifo-m.

^

<

emcee the

'

Fliok

Usher Cited for Bravery
St. Louis', Dec. 22.

Arthur Henry Probert, 21, seaman
1st cl., a former Alton, 111., flicker
house usher is one of seven members
of a Merchant Marine gun crew
cited by the navy for heroism following a battle with enemy airplanes, one of which was downed.

BKO
RKO,

the

First
first

With Monthly
company to get out

monthly publication for former
employees now in the service, has
mailed a Christmas edition of 20
a

pages to

its men in service.
Mag is
called 'Salute,' and includes
chatter
concerning the h.o. and exchanges,
photographs and a list of the ad-

Up

by Chi Patriotic Org
Chicago, Dec.

22.

Over 20,000 gifts for service men
were received in the first week of

The

Theatrt- Corp. bidding publication is edited by Jack Level,
good-bye-to three n-,.i.i*-c-? its nvenv- of.-the- publicity- department, who
TCan'sas Clly, Dec. 2?.'
bers: Marvin Graybirrt:. rr.iinager of saw action in World War I.
'No Lonesome Service Man In
the Paramount,
De; Moines; Syl
now has 585 men In the
Kansas City This Christmas!" is the
Vogel, chief auditor, ai- i Tony Ar- armed services, while four former
slogan expressing the aim of the
romavich, manager nf ^hc Roose- RKOites are in the WACS. Highcommittee planning the double- velt,
Des Moines. Other 'ocal men est ratings among the men include
header Christmas party which the in the
industry due to icve for the two majors and a captain.
Kansas City Canteen, K.C. SUr and service
this month IncUiri
Theodore
other
organizations
jointly
will Grinspan, manner of Pni-rott Film
Stuart Kaplan Killed In Africa
sponsor Friday (25) in the mammoth Co., and
Dave? Gold, chi.-f booker
Cincinnati, Dec. 22.
Municipal Auditorium here, with a at Fox branch
office.
Stuart Kaplan, 16. son of Nat KapNo
successors
two-hour stage show in the after- yet named to any
one of jobs va- lan, manager of the Producers exnoon and a dance at night.
cated.
change here, has been reported

Tri-State

John Balaban to Fete
Army-Navy Lunch

1,000 at

Chicago, Dec.

John Balaban
mately
at the

1,000

will

guests

22.

host approxia luncheon

at

the

Amusement

&

Recreation Divi-

sion of the Chicago

Commission on

National Defense drive for cigarets,
candy, razor blades and other articles for service men in nearby cantonments.
More than 300 theatre
managers are cooperating by having barrels in their lobbies for collections, and radio stations are contributing spot announcements calline their listeners' attention to the

Sheripan hotel on Thursday
Those invited include the
present group of students attending
the Navy's Radar School, atop l e
State-Lake building, a staff of Great
Lakes Naval officers and Army of- drive.
John Malloy, managing editor of
ficials.
killed in action during AEF's North
the Chicago Herald-American, Is
Radar is the Navy's radio de- running a standing
Africa
landing.
Youth, an only
box in all edichild,
left
Ohio State University tector system and first came into tions urging readers to contribute to
prominence here last January when
last summer to enlist.
the barrels.
Balaban & Katz, as a contribution
toward the war effort, donated
Casnalty From Memphis
L. A. to N. Y.
equipment applicable to its teaching
Memphis, Dec. 22.
Richard Godfrey Mansfield, 23. for the establishment of a Navy
Bill Burton.
former employee of the Maico Materiel School.
Bob Colwell.
theatre here, hr.s been wounded In
Jimmy Dorsey.
The firm turned over hundreds of
action in the Pacific.
thousands of dollars worth of equipJoe Glaser.
Mansfield is a soundsman In the ment, floor space in the State-Lake
Frances Hyland.
Navy.
building, and donated the services
.lohn Hertz, Jr.
of their television staff, headed by
Lieut. Stanley Kramer.
Metro's WAVES
Lieut. Bill Eddy, USN retired, as a
Edissa Landl.
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
nucleus for the Radar school when
Pvt. C^rl Laemmle, Jr.
Four femme studio cartoonists their television activities were staleMyrna Loy.
marched out of Metro in a body to mated because of the war. Students
<lona Massey.
enlist in the WAVES at Cedar Rap- are regular Navy enlisted
men who
Hans Peter.
(Continued on page 22)
cram a year's course i" four month.*
George Sherman.
.

(24).
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PICTURBS

'Request' for 0.0. of Afl Film

SETyP

Scenarios Climaxes Long-Standing

Tug o' War Between Hivood and U.S.
silent tug-of-war

tion for Films,

submit screen

ence of

channels for future pictures. He reWhile reaction from studio heads tains his 25% interest in UA for the
was not immediately forthcoming, it present.
producers have been
is known that
Korda's production plans remain
standing off the Mellett request for unsettled for the time being, pendcensorship over all films for the past ing possibility he may go into a
few months.
British government post.

set

up

board

a
to

10-man Labor Management
handle draft deferments in

vital occupations.

Under preliminary plans one labor
board

British.

member

to

is

be appointed by

REPEAL 25G

RKO FILM END
COMING OUT
OF THE RED

Works

Body

Shoi^en Meet

Head West

Death occurred just after Bennett and publicists from the metropolitan
had flashed the afternoon's opening New 'York area wa."; held at Loew's
reel.
When llie screen went blank Ziegfcld, N. Y., yesterday (Tues.) to
an assistant went to the booth to
find
the projectionist
The outline plans for the United Nations

The Robert
Hollywood
Bowl game
tiie widow

dead.

bo(^y couldn't be removed until a fund-raising campaign in U. S. thedeputy coroner arrived.
atres Jan. 14-20.
Fleming Carpenter, owner of the
Among speakers at the confab
Times, ran to the Capitol across the
called by Sam Rinzler. exhibitor
street, for help. Chauncey Thomas,
co-chairman of the New York area,
projectionist there, responded to his
William F. Rodgers, Leonard
were
call.
Harry
Brandt,
Fred
The coroner didn't appear for two Goldenson,
Fabian.
hours.
Meanwhile, Thomas, kept Schwartz and Si
the show running, the audience not
Coinciding A-ith the 'United Naaware of death in the booth.
tions Week' drive to be staged in
Bennett was a brother-in-law of some 16,000 theatres, the U. S. Post
M. A. Rosenberg, local exhib. and Office Department is issuing a new
president of National Allied. Before, 2c 'United Nation.^-' stamp which
eomg with ihe Times he had been goes on sale for the first time Jan. 14.
projectionist at Rosenberg's Rialto,

leaves

his father

a

and

widow,

Kane,

Kanes head

time

for

the

Mrs.

Jan. 1.
of Sid

for

Rose

Kane and

Kent are

sisters.

charge of 20th-Fox film
in England, was there
at a stretch, only re-

months

returned.
He will probably
become active in Coast studio production.
cently

Hathaway

Wing

s

Tree

Hollywood, Dec.

RKO

that lot.

Production starts Jan. 14, with
Maurice Geraghty
as producer.

Henry Hathaway draws
lor

22.

Warner

|

Bros. Story Editor

Literary and Whimsical
a Special Feature Article

Waxes
|

in
|

KfHtlirc

.\ililc(l

111

Business
At War'

'5/iotv

!

theme
.'tTlh

of the

.tnniversnry

,

of
|

the pictuio will be
Ross' wife. Jean Arthur, anil
in

starts Dec. 30.

HEP

COLD NO

j

ISiinifr-r

gasoline

of

is

it

added

feared

may

become even more severe and extend throughout the entire country,
has grounded film salesmen, forcing

exchanges

in

on

rely

to

the hardest-hit zones

mail

telephone

or

to

negotiate contracts.

Not only have the film peddlers
become stymied but exhibitors who
have been in the habit of coming
into exchange centers once a week
or oftener are likewise tied up at
home. They have less of an excuse
to

ask for extra gas than the sell-

ers but latter, under the new restrictions, are also unable to get
supplemental rationing coupons.
Film
salesmen
were formerly

able to get 'C cards but

lucky

have

to

While the

'A'

latter

and

now
'B'

are

cards.

two enabled them

to get eight gallons

a week, the

fig-

ure was cut earlier this month to
three gallons for tlie 'A' and now
has been chopped to three also
under the 'B' coupons. " A similar
25% reduction for 'C cards, still
obtainable outside of the 17 eastern
seaboard states, has been decreed.
It

is

believed

in

some

quarters,

in view of the emergency, that more
can be handled by mail with applications on sales made out and sent
to the
exhibitor account for latter's

signature or revision, as well
calls, it
appears that a

phone

large part of the selling-buying load

have
While

to be borne this way.
exhib.s,
whose cars are
beached, may not want to use trains
and busses to come into their nearest exchange points as often as they

will

cold
weather
in
Unseasonably
many parts of the country, accompanied by snow in some sections,
combined with the tailend of the

Christmas shopping period and gas
restrictions to 1 urt the boxoffice genHowever, in the south and
erally.

various other spots where extreme
cold and snow did not get in severe
licks, the week before Xmas is stacking up better than usual. The south
is
particularly aided by a large

number

and

rationing in 17 east-

ern states, which

as

TOGEN'LB.O.

of soldier camps.

have in the past, it will probably
be necessary for them to meet the
salesmen half way and continue to
do so.

So far there has been no interference in deliveries of film by
truck, which have the unrestricted
'T'
cards, but should there be a
curtailment in their rationing, railway express and parcel post wilt
have to be relied upon more importantly than now, particularly in
the east where most shipments are

The sub-zero weather, extending
throughout the northern and western states, brought intense suffering made by car.
to many localities due to lack of
fuel oil, while in 17 eastern commonwealths the sale of gas was sus- Seidefanan Perfecting
pended for several days due to a
shortage, this in turn affecting theU. S. Pix Distribntiott
atres, notably in rural areas.
In New York city the temperature
For Troops Overseas
on Sunday (20) dipped to three
below zero, coldest in eight years.
Due to the heating problem, many
Jo.seph Seidclman, Universal v.p.
theatres wero caught without sufand
foreign
sales chief, is perfecting
ficient fuel to keep interiors propdistribution
erly warmed against
the sudden
his
selup
currently
freezing onslaught.
One house in whereby steady flow of American
N. Y.. Elton, an indie theatre at 8th
screen product will go to U. S.
ave. and 20th Ftreet. shut down on
troops
overseas.
special
consultAs
Sunday (20). while numerous others
did not open until an hour or two ant to Sccictary o^f War Stimson,
after regular schedules.
Seidclman i.s reported about to desAccording to operators, nabes in
four
film
ignate
executives
or
the Greater N. Y. area were hard
former picture people, now in the
hit over the weekend, while in the
downtown sector Saturday's bu.si- service, to handle details of the dis(Continucd on page 54)

Minneapolis. Dec. 22.
theatre casualty hereabouts
of ga.soline ra'.ioning is the
B' hou.'-c at
of the Royal.
Hopkins, local subuib. Enalcr Bros.,
owners, also doclaic they'll shutter
their 'A' de luxe theatre, the Hopin

wake

closing

kins,

bccau.e of porr

Hopkins was

erer'.cd

bu>ines.'.

a

The

year ago at

a cost of $150,000.

The Englcrs have

|

Productions.

Frank
John Wayne. Filming

minimum.

F.rst

i

the dirce-

chore on Free For AM.' RKO rcproduced by Frank Rosi

lease Id bo

Starring

product, in most cases, but pictures
in this category will be held down
to around $150,000 in cost.
Appropriation tor in-betweeners,
which formerly ran from $250,000
to $350,000 will either be cut to the
lower figure or budget will be
boosted to $500,000, or more, if the
p"operty seems strong enough to
warrant the additional cost.
Revamped cost sheet perspective
is predicated on the new appraisal
Producof raw stock availability.
tion departments are now weighing
appropriations careall raw film
Under the 25% cut below
fully.
consumption figures, studio
1941
heads are figuring on keeping footage, and therefore costs, on low-

I

22.

'ir.?t job undeiEdward Dmviryk s
driecloi- contract at
will
°e The Falcon
Comes Back.' a conof the detective series on

iiniialro.i

A

Jim Geller

j

for All'

Hollywood. Dec,

revision, with elimipictures, is
nation of borderline
planned by several of the major stuTentative plans do
dios next year.
no call for the elimination of 'B'

Sharp budget

'No Gas' Folds Theatre

|

new

in

production
for 10

iji

T.

two children,

five sisters.

Off on the

Shortage

restrictions in

PRE-XMAS AND

CEILING

film
in
Delay
expected
soon.
worker ratings thus far has been
with the emphasis on saboteur and
Washington. Dec. 22.
caused by a study, still under way,
espionage formulas in too many picMove of the new Congress to re- of proposals declaring various studio
tures. Also viewed unfavorably is
occupations.
peal the $25,000 net salary ceiling jobs essential
the frequent practices of sandwichAmong these are said to be actors,
ing a war title between a couple of will face strong opposition from the
(Continued on page IZ)
trite situations in the quickie mejlers Congress of Industrial Organizations.
which have been flooding the market. CIO organization, which exerted
execs
Government
information
have been trying to get writers and strong pressure on President Rooseproducers to adopt a broader for- velt to put the limitation on salaries,
mula In war pictures. Preference is is now laying its plans to fight any
attempt by Congress to rescind the
for yarns pointed at the fallacious,
dangerous forces responsible for the President's executive order.
current
catastrophe
than
rather
Strategy of CIO will be to declare
themes highlighting merely individ- that if Congress removes the ceiling
ual menaces.
will consider that as indicating
it
that the emergency is over and that
therefore the unions cannot any
longer be held to their voluntary
Projectionist Dies on Job,
pledge not to strike for the duration.
CIO's powerful United Automobile
RKO Radio Pictures, film subsid of
Opposish Operator
Workers Union will take the lead in RKO. Inc.. is beginning to' show a
the fight to stop any Congressional profit on operations for the first time
With
at His Feet action on the salary ceiling.
Understood that
in several years.
production-distribution subsid
the
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.
has been out of the red since
After Nalhan Bennett, 36, projecOctober.
Set
to
tionist at ihe Times theatre. BradStudio, long the weak link In the
dock, had fallen dead in the booth
setup, came under Charles
United Nations Drive RKO
last week while the late afternoon
Koerner s direction last spring.
show was on, an opposition house
operator took over and continued the
Meeting attended by over 1,000
showing for two hours with the body
Kanes
exchange men
operators,
theatre
at his feel.

He

NO IN-BETWEENERS
Borderline A's Either Cut to Cheap
B's or upped to Big Pix

the Cbnference of Studio Unions, the
LATSE, and Screen Actors' Guild.
The several crafts and various independent Guilds are said to be in
agreement on the plan.
According to the present setup, all
applications for deferment would budgeters at a
clear through this board before submission to the War Manpower ComThese applications would
mission.
then be relayed to Selective Service
Boards.
An official order stipulating ratings for film business employees is

CIO TO OPPOSE

Limitations
Producers claim they are already
operating under inconceivable handicaps as a result of current wartime
story requirements and set limitations. OWI. on the other hand, has
dissatisfaction
expressed
openly

WMC

Hollywood, Dec. 22
In
anticipation
picture
of
the
business being classified as essential
the
war
effort
to
by the War Manpower Commission, heads of the
industry are starting machinery to

Before leaving for the Coast last
Friday (IB) Korda issued a categorical denial of reports that he
was seeking control of Gaumont-

wartime production.

Unions,

CLEAR THROUGH

filming.

plicate

Pl^n Labor-

Studio

lATSE, SAG and Other
Crafts and Unions to Decide on Applications

treat-

Not generally known that studios,
which had been submitting scripts
on pictures dealing with the war,
have alto been parrying pressure for
some tim&4o allow the OWI to gander all other material. Though Mellett points out that the OWI has only
advisory powers, producers have all
along felt that if they are obliged to
take into account the manifold problems which would arise in weighing
the morale and informative values of
every picture it would further com-

Classifica-

—

Korda has been granted a release
ments and scenarios of all product, from United Artists which leaves
war-themed or otherwise, prior to him free to use other distribution
to

Anticipat-

Management Organization
Reps From the Confer-

going on for several months between
Picture May Work tor British Govt.—Clarithe sludios and the Motion
fies His Pic Plans
Bureau o( the Office of War Information over the censorship of all
sought by the
Sir Alexander
Korda left New,
f\lm9, which hacl been
the open York for Hollywood over the week-'
latter, Hnally came into
It was announced that end,, planning
to return early in
last week.
Lowell Mellett had decided to ask January, later leaving for England.

producers

Who Foresee Dllore Exhib Negotiations
Henceforth Via Mails and Phones

Industry Heads,
ing 'Essential'

KORDA TO COAST

which has been

Gas Shortage Grounds Pix Salesmen

DLFERINTS

FOR

S

a c.implaint

with

Arbitration.
aw.nliiig
hearing,
invohmg the Hopkins. Naming the
distributors and the Paracircuit here, they alleecd unfair clearance against the 'Hopkins
and in favor of Par houses in Minneapolis.

major
mount

tribution.
Understood that Major
Arthur Loew, now on leave of absence from Loew's, where he is
foreign siles chief, has been men-

tioned
others.

as

a
It's

possibility

part

ot

along with
Brigadier

General Osborn's special
and supplies morale work.

services

Most pressing problem at the
present time is finding sufficient 16mm. equipment at the various
fronl.s. a big shortage being reported
thus far. Biggest effort in the next
few months will be to round up additional
16-mm. talking projector

equipment and set up all details
which will make possible the speedy
delivery of latest U. S. pictures to
the men at the many fronts. All the
latest
productions are reduced to
Ifl-min. tor .shipment overseas in this
alignment.

—
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PICTUBES
Pi'oducers

Irv Brecher'fl

Growing Juvenile Delinquency Plus

and Actors

Still

Knocking

Very Funny Satire

Public Fear of Late^Hours on Dinuned

an

Streets
Widespread
and criminal

May

juvenile

Seriously Dent Pix

delinquency

by these as
well as elders are creating alarm In

B O.

theatre operating circles lest considerable suffering will come to boxofiices in dimout areas such as New
York City where the regulations

have been tightened.
Result, in the opinion of managers,
to
Is that people who are beginning
hear of attacks or robberies will stay
increasoff the .darkened sireels in
Poin;cd out that it
ing numbers.
takes time to scare folks but that

fear catches up
them, especially the women.

ultimately

with

SecBUB

Fenturc

.tdtlnl

In

Hollywood, Dec.

*Show Business
At War*

MIKE CARR'S TECHNIQUE

activities

niemselves Out on That 2SG Headache

Can Happen Here'

'It

theme

of the

Rochester, N.Y., Dec. 22.
One theatre manager here. Mike
Carr, World, has a system for maintaining order that works in this
particular spot, admittedly a difficult

neighborhood.

He warns

a

other things, so many peo- for Carr always takes tickets himhave been struck by cars on self and he has a photdgraphic
dimmed-out streets that this, in it- memory.
Surprising angle is that roughthem cautious about
making
is
self,
At the same necks will beg to be allowed to
being out at night.
kinds of
all
time, the tendency mcreases to keep come back, making
seems to hurt
the kids at home where they will promises. The ban
Claimed now that many their pride. But, unless he is sure
be safe.
is
women are afraid to go downtown of a change of heart, Carr reyouth so barred
to theatres or to their nearest neigh- adamant One
most of
borhood house because of how dark turned after four years,
which he had been out of town,
many streets have become.
and the
The dimout at first was not so bail but Carr remembered him
stood.
In New York and other cities, but ban still
Noisy youths are becoming serious
now it has noticeably reduced crowds
here.
theatres
in
parproblems
and
sunset
after
street
on the
Managers all over the city, but
midnight when most

Drop

Admish

Jr.

As a Curb To

Among

Plenty of particularly in some of the neighmen as well as women have been borhoods, report youngsters making
war plants put a
slugged and robbed of late, with good money in the
police few beers under their belts and immore
for
crying
complaints
nuisances of themprotection. Extra police as a result mediately make

Juve Vandalism
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Fox-West Coast is dropping its
junior admission scale because of
vandalism.
Circtiit originated the
idea of a cut to 25c for matinees and
35c nights to attract young trade.

RKO

In that region.

One of the Broadway managers
points out that the dimout is less
Inclined to affect the downtown zone
since there are always crowds on the

•

street.

The manager

of

a

large

N.

Y.

Pic Execs Raises

In one case recently
woman was grabbed by two men
end her fur coat taken off her back.

AU-Star

a traffic light.

a

duty

in

the theatre.

RESUMES OWN TAG

Army Camps Fond

arts

during

Barney Balaban and Spyros

22.

Sam and Paramount

are

on
the
working together
most
unique premiere ever given a Hollypicture.

'Star

Spangled

Rhythm,' which will exhibit all the
stars on the Paramount rosier in
one film, has been accepted by the

Department of War as a Christmas
present from the film industry to
Hollywood. Dec. 22,
Producers Releasing Corp., which the armed forces overseas.
Prints of the picture were turned
suddenly called itself PRC-Pathe, is

OK MAIL ORDER PAYOFF
AS MEANS TO SAVE GAS
Hollywood, Dec.

22.

Latest offshoot of gas rationing is
a request by agents that studios be

permitted to mail them checks covering salaries of their clients.

Screen Actors' Guild has approved
the idea, with this statement: 'It has
dropping the new title just as sud over to Brig. Gen. Frederick H .sometimes been a practice in the
denly after legal advice about cor- Osborn, director of the Special past for actors to authorize studios
Service Division of the Army, for
prioile titles.
to release checks to agents with the
PRC is conf.olled by Pathe Lab presentation in Washington, London, understanding agents would deduct
oratory but. does not hook in with Iceland, Alaska, Hawaii, Chungking
their 10% fees and deposit checks
Pathe Films, which is turning out Africa, India. Australia and other for the actors. Because of gas ra
ncwsrcels and .shorts for RKO re far-flung camps, before the open
tioning
this

the cnlan.slement is ing at the New York Paramount
Until
theatre Dec. 30.
straightened out. PRC-Pathe will re
World-wide di.stribution of the
vert to its original title. Producers
picture was arranged by Francis S.
Releasing Corp.
Harmon, executive vice-president of
the War Activities Committee of the
film
industry;
Joseph
Rep. Signs Exhib
Friedman,
chairman of the London branch of
Slant Pix B.O.-ward the committee, and Capt. Hampton
W. Howard, in charge of the Overseas Motion Picture Service of the
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Army.
lease.

agents want to

J.

Scigel. chief of

Howard Shcehan

dio, signed

executive

Republic stu

staff

r.s

selection of .4ory
boxoffice angle.

to his

consultant in the
material from a

For years Shechan has been a the
8tre operator, recently running the
Vogue on Hollywood blvd.

Weavers Keep Weaving
Hollywood. Dec.

,

22.

holding the Weaver
Bros, ii Elviry for another picture
following completion of their cur
rent starrer. 'Mountain Rhythm.'
New dim to be produced by Arm
and Schrcfcr. is the last under cur
rent deal.

Republic

is

Bronston's Jack London
Story and B.R. All Set
Samuel

J.

Bronston

completed

financing arrangements last week,
with aid of United Artists, for the
"Life

of

Jack

London'

which

plans

to

start

.<:hooting

in

Guaranty Trust

Hi«

March

is bankrolling.
Picture is to be based on two
books written by Charmaine Lon.
don,
the
author's
.>^econd
wife.
Bronston plans modernizing
the
London biog by superimposing current war developments to Pearl

Harbor.

amend

arrangement so that instead of pick
ing up clients' checks studios mail
it

to

them.'

Studio Contracts

To

M.

vented company from paying option
raises called for in the contracts.
Any attempt by producers to pro
rata the $67,200 ceiling on a weekly
basis is bound to result in a fight

with SAG.

Guild contract provides
no-strike agreement but it is based
on idea that both sides carry out
When the emtheir obligations.
ployer breaks his contract, an employee no longer Is bound by its
terms. In case ot necessity, actors
would simply stay away from the
studios

met,

until

their

were

contracts

without need of any

official

strike.

Meanwhile, the treasury has refused to adjudicate or to offer ofopinion on validity of conficial
which might be involved in

tracts

salary celling.

Hollywood, Dec. 22

Ruth Hussey drew new contract

this rationing my mind wanders back to the summer of 1925.
They played the game of
things weren't so hot for the actors.
gyping the Automat.* Those days the Automat had large glasses with
pieces of lemon In 'em; they were supposed to be taken to the 'pay faucet*
and filled with iced tea. Actors would squeeze the lemon, add sugar and
They called the lemonade The Tin Roof. ..
fill the glass with Ice water.
It was on the house.
It was just a couple of years before that (1923) that Bert Savoy went
When Jimmy
'Upstairs'. .He was struck by lightning at Long Beach.
Russell (Russell Bros.) died, Johnny Russell took Bert Savoy and taught
him the tricks of the craft. Russell then retired and Savoy joined Jay
Brennan. They did an act on the lines of the Russell Bros., but put a
great deal more class in it. Brennan was one of the best 'straights' in
show business and Savoy had a terrific sense of humor. Johnny Russell
died in 1925 at 69. His .<:on James, who was an unilerlaker in Elmhurst,
wrote that Irish classic, 'Where the River Shannon Flows.' Many a night,
me and Aggie and McAvoy Sc Brooks spent in the back room of his 'stiff
parlor' and harmonized the old favorites.
Since then we've played to
colder audiences' than in Jimmy Russell's back room.
Here's an interesting item in my notebook. Way back in 1875 Challenge
Cups were called 'Challenge Vases.' Beer was spelled b-i-e-r and the
Olympic theatre had one of the first of the city's cooling systems
mammoth fans were used.
In 1925, Olsen and Johnson used to broadcast 'wisecracks' from their
dressing room to the lobby in all the theatres of the Interstate Circuit
Wouldn't be a bad idea for them to do the same thing now, if they can
get the gags and time off from counting coin and friends.
192S Forecast for 19437
That was a great year, 1925, for firsts. There was a picture called 'Black
Cyclone' playing at the Capitol on Broadway that was jamming (hem in.
It was one of the greatest illusions in pictures.
Magnified from toy copies
of wild horses made in Germany, horses made love, ran and fought. Rex,
the star horse, was also made from a toy.
Horses were rescued from
quicksands in a 20-foot pond on Hal Roach's lot Of course the picture
people use the idea now with aeroplanes, submarines, boats, etc. Maybe
with the ceiling on salaries, Ihcy will go back making pictures with toys.
In 1925, vaudeville acts started making their routes via trailers and
cars.
That same year acts let out war whoops like Indians when bowing.
It was supposed to work up enthusiasm of the audience, like fo'otball
yells at a game.
It didn't help.
In a short time acts went back to no
yells and no audiences.
In, 1927 actors played vaudeville with their eyes on radio and their
hearts in Hollywood. The dance trend in that year was slow rhythmns,
smooth and lazy, giving melody fox-trots full play. Elinor Glynn was
doing a really swell act at Loew's State, N. Y., and did plenty of boxoffice.
P. T. Barnum's estate was settled.
He died in 1891 and Mrs. Barnum died in 1927. The estate was over $1,250,000, which proved there
must have been more than one sucker born a minute.
Famed 'Ugliest Womaa*
Do you rememl>er way back in 1910, when Nellie Revell, then working
for Willie Hammerstein, made Polaire famous as the uglie.st woman in
the world... with the smallest waist? She told Hammerstein she'd have
Lillian Russell and Polaire photographed together as 'the handsomest .-nd
the ugliest,* but Morris Gest got the story into the papers first.
Nellie
pimched Gest and then quit her job with Hammerstein. Nellie can still
punch swell on the radio.
In 1756, to -avoid the penalties of the Act of Parliament against unlicensed comedians (they were licensed those days), show owners advertised like this: "The Cephalic Snuff Warehouse, Cibber & Co., snuff merchants, sell at their warehouse, at Richmond Hill, most excellent Cephalic
Snuff, which taken in moderate quantities (in the evening particularly)
will not fail to raise the spirits, clear the brain, throw off ill humors,
dissipate the spleen, enliven the imagination, exhilirate the mind, give
joy to the heart, and greatly mvigorate and improve the understanding.
Mr. Cibber has also opened at the aforesaid warehouse (later called theatre) on the Hill, an histrionic academy for the instruction of young persons of genius In the art of acting; and purposes for the better improvement of such pupils, and frequently with his assistance, to give public
rehearsals, without hire, gain or reward.'
So you see, kids, they beat the strawhat School of Acting by just 186

when

Skouras.

Uncle

wood

PRC DROPS PATHE,

mythm'

Hollywood. Dec.

drafted new rules to protect
interests of players in contract situation.
Legal staff of Guild drafted
three rulings designed to further
protect the interests of freelance
actors on the question of maximum
salaries. One is to protect rights of
actors under existing contracts with

tried to insert in
contracts to hold an actor to his
starting salary If wage celling pre-

all

Dear Joe:
With all

24G

Among heavier contribs were
Rubin, L. B. Mayer, WUl Hays, Nick
Schenck, Joe Schenck, Jules Brulatour, Ir\'ing Berlin, David O. Selznick,

in

has already forced proeliminate
emergency

Coolacres, Calif., Dec. 22.

By

Willkie told of important role to

Showing for Par's

controlling the juve
delinquents has reached the point
where the Paramount, N. Y., now
men on active
Pinkerton
has two

For

be played by cultural
and after war.

Camp

to

between clause which they

attracted

it

platter in recognition of his efforts
on behalf of world unity.

jump into a
be
holdups seems
car when it is stopped somewhere by
to

ducers

and 'to protect the
on new option conbe negotiated in fu-

encourage matinee
circuits and indies

Willlde Testimonial

patrons.

the inside since a favorite stunt ot

Difficulty

to

Other

Result was biz

Many of them refuse to leave until
a policeman is called. Cops, on their
Top execs of all major companies
part, are not anxious to "make arattended a testimonial liuicheon to
rests. It is said, as it means conWendell L. Willkie, 20th-Fox board
siderable trouble appearing against
chairman, at the Astor, N. Y.,
the culprits, though managers say a
Wednesday (16). Purpose was to raise
few jail terms might help the situafunds to carry on work of National
tion.
Conference of Christians and Jews
Ushers and managers use a lot of
in army camps here and abroad.
A
bluff in trying to cope with the
J.
total of $24,000 was subscribed.
disturbers, but even that doesn't
Robert Rubin, Metro, presided and
work too well, one manager getting presented Willkie with a silver
a black eye from a patron he was

house says that when he drives home trying to shush.
late at night now, going through
streets that look like no-man's land,
he keeps both car doors locked from World-Wide
to

was

Idea

business.
followed.

SAG

proved costly because of vandalism
and property destructions.

'smart' comhave been put on in some areas In selves in theatres by
ments, loud talk and annoying other
New York.

Harlem Hard Hit
According to operators, Harlem
theatres are hard hit by the dimout
wave of crime which has
the
due to
developed in that section of the
and Loew's, as
Both
town.
independents, operate
various
well as

clinch

salary options,
rights oi actors
tracts that may
ture.'

ficials

ple

ticularly nearer
nabes finish their shows.

two-way

Screen Actors Guild and producers,
with the U. S, Treasury Department
keeping its hands ofT.
Representatives of the picture
business have been contacting Uncle
Sam's financial agents in Washington recently with the idea of breaking down the ceiling to pro rata salary of $1,300 a week which would approximate the ceiling. Answer to the
industry was in effect: Settle your
own financial problems, we have
plenty of our own.
Apparently cognizant of. actions of
producers. Screen Actors. Guild of-

of

disturber just once. If the patron
cuts loose again, out he goes with
the added admonition that he's permanently barred from that theatre.
And they find it's no idle threat

a

into

37th Anniversary Number

Cure far Theatre
Roughnecks

Sore

22.

How to work out the $67;200
yearly gross and $25,000 yearly net
in the film business resolved itself

at

Metro.
Phil Silvers' actor option picked
up by 20th-Fox.
Islin Auster inked producer pact
at 20th-Fox.
Wally Brown drew a new player
contract at RKO.
Harold Miles inked pact as art director for Hugh Herman cartoons.
William Morgan's director option
picked up by Republic.
Lewis Wilson, stage actor, signed

by Columbia.

Jack English drew an option lift
as serial director at Republic.
Celia Travers, strawhat player,

.

—

years.

Here's one George M. Cohan told me long ago. A fellow called to see
him claiming he was Mclntyre's nephew (Mclntyre and Heath). Cohan
went out to see him, talked to him for a while and sensed it was a

phoney trying to make a 'touch.* After gabbing awhile, Cohan, ready to
go back to his dressing room, said, 'Mclntyre was certainly a swell fellow!'
George Bassman renewed as com- 'The phoney, expecting a handout sed, 'Is that
all you have to say?'
scorer
and conductor at 'Well,' sed George,' 'Heath was a vice guy, too!*

signed by Metro,
ptjser,

Metro.
Jess

Best to the gang, sez
Barker,

legit

player,

signed

Your

pal,

by Columbia.
;

Lefty.

VedncBdayt December 83, 1942

Raw Fdm Credit of 12.00I1000

Pathe's

Feet Due to
Raw

PICTUBBa

M.OI Red's Shift to 20th

stock situation affecting news-

By

for Leslie In Tightly-Controlled Circuit
Keys Continued Engage22.
to
ments Are Decreasing Due Rep. Reissuing 8 Autrys
role in 'Daddies,' origto Need for Greater Outlet
While Sgt. Is ill Service
stage by Jeanne Eagels

play the star
inated on the
David Belasco production.

background

by

Gertrude

PAR HAS

12,000

MOVE UP

while the cowboy star is in the prived of celluloid.
Under current
Army. Subjects were selected from
regulations, it is pointed out by top
the most popular Autry has made
since first galloping on the screen industry execs, a producer changing

seven years ago.
Beginning Jan.

Moveover houses are decreasing go out
in number, especially in key situations where film is becoming badly
blocked due to gradual extension of
runs since t'ne war began, plus lack
of enough theatres to provide suffi-

at

15,

a

tii

-

<ts

Ave

Government operation has been approved for the time being.

CHARGE flXTRirCKERS
REMISS ON DELIVERIES

are at a disadvantage in setting

raw stock

Com-

against film truckers, declaring laxity in delivery and disrupting theatre schedules for two

^^Shotv Business

placing spoti

At War"

Stale body has power to take
away truckers' franchise for failure
to

agreements.

Raw Film Freeze Extended
Pending

New WPB

22.

of

freeze order on film
stocks in the hands of manufacturers
to Dee. 31.

The

its

new

fllrr

allocation

Range.'

order

which will put into effect a reduction of 12 >4 to 30 percent of the film

To Be Published Soon

available to producers and distributors in 1941, is expected to be issued
any day. Under the present order
the producers and distributors are
receiving 10 to 24 percent of the

had available in 1941.
The extension order was the
second one issued since the original
order, L-178, was issued.
The preextension expired Saturday
(19)"^

Technicolor Spreads

Work Week to 40 Honrs

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

film they

'

Hollywood. Dec.
Technicolor

Special Exploitation Advantages

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Cary Grant and Rosalind Buswere awarded golden apples by
Hollywood Women's Press Club as
the most co-operative
film actor and

Reservations and

Copy May Be Wired

to

Any

sell

actress of 1942.

Crabapples voted to George Sanders and Jean
Arthur as 'most un-

made

the

first

22.

move

in the motion picture industry to
extend the work week by increas-

Kudos and ScalHons

co-operative".

Hollywood. Dec. 22.
With 17 features in the backlog and
nine more in various stages of production, Columbia is winding up the
heaviest year in its history.
In addition to those in cold storage, now in work are 'Destroyer-,'
'Boy From Stalingrad.' 'Broadway
Daddies,' 'Frontier Fury.' and a .still
untitled George Stevens production.
5'.iB!8bed-.bi»tore the lenses huL stilL.
in the cutting rooms are 'Murder In
Times Square.' 'Revilie With Beverly,'
'Riding West." 'After Midnight
With Boston Blackie' and 'Suicide

-

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

37th

Pending issuance of a new order
making effective the proposed further cut in allocation of film to motion picture producers and distributors the War Production Board has
extended

outside.

YEAR; 26 PIX READY

THEME OF THE

Ration

Washington, Dec.

is

COL CLOSING BIGGEST

|

losses.

up

-

concerned will be clarified before long, with some adjustment likely so that producers switching distribs will not be left on the

mission

to live

up

releases.

HYPOS AMUS.

San Francisco, Dec. 22.
Local distributor.s have filed com-

is

releasing outlet.s is deprived of nor>
film allotments.
Independent
producers arc thus, in one way, inadvertently frozen to distribs while
those iiot tied up with any major

mal

STOCKS

reels would agree not to exceed 750
feet in length, instead of 850 or BOO
feet. No plan for joint Industry or

months. Commission

will

6-week interval?

GOODWARNEWS

DATE

tions.

ters at various points to determine If
truckers are re.'iponsible for time

developed

Controversy has arisen regarding
the classification to be given to independent producers under the raw
cient outlet for the product of all
stock allocation methods.
distributors.
Contention is that independents should not
Operators who devised the sobe deprived of bargaining powers in
called moveover policy, causing a
cry of protest among subsequent runs,
making releasing deals with any of
Selling three blocks of five each, are now making first-runs out of such
the II major distribs recognized by
a total of 15 pictures. Paramount houses in order to play pictures that
the War Production Board fir raw
becoming backed up and, in
film allocation purposes.
Independlast week hit a new record of get- are
some
cases, suffer from laclc of
ents are now largely dependent uprn
ting 1,975 contracts, according to
timeliness, inability to get dates over
the distribs for stock.
Improved news from various war
Neil F. Agnew, v.p. over distribu- holidays and advance advertising
Precedent set in the War Production.
This places the total number which has lost its sting.
fronts stimulated the stock market tion Board's refusal to allow March
Least Felt io N. T.
of contracts on current season's
last week with a whole string of of Time to transfer its raw stock alThe problem on blocked films is motion picture stocks'
location from Pathe to 20th-Foj(,
(1942-43) film at over 12,000, while
pushing up to
least felt In a city like New York
when distribution was transferred to
for the same period last year the
where most distributors have their new highs of year as others hit new the latter, has focused additional atnumber of deals were 6,233.
own showcases but in various large levels for recent weeks. Thursday tention on the problem.
Par's fourth -block of film, also keys where a single circuit has was the banner day, film shares
Some formula is under considerafive pictures, will not be offered for virtual control of runs and policy, boasting gains of SOc to $1.50, in- tion, from accounts, whereby indeinterest
in
stock shares pendent producers would be able to
sale until after the first of the year. it has become a fight for bookers creased
RKO's first three groups this sea- trying to get time. The situation bringing two 1,000,000-share days In obtain celluloid tor production in
son,
numbering 15, hqve been is keenest in such cities as Detroit, succession. New talk of inflation re- cases where a distrib cannot make
bought under circuit deals by Wil- Philadelphia, Buffalo, Chicago and sulted from the shakeup in the stock available without penalizing
by-Kincey, covering the Carolinas, Pittsburgh, where defense industry OPA. this also helping the bullish one of the producers already on the
eastern Tennessee, and Alabama; has made it po^ible for the better trend.
lot.
A number of distribs, however,
Advances by film company stocks argue against giving independent
the Lucas St Jenkins string in films to play exceptionally long enGeorgia; Malco, operating in west- gagements.
Even lesser film goes extended all down the line from producers a specific classification for
ern Tennessee and Arkansas; and much farther in such zones and Columbia Pictures to Warner Bros. raw stock allocation, claiming that
the Par circuit in the Miami zone.
elsewhere than formerly. Thus, not Former neared its 1942 peak at where a producer cannot effect a
Nat Levy, eastern division sales only are majors backed up on dates $11.25 with indications that the im- release the quality of the product
head for RKO, and Dave Prince, in scores of situations but so are proved first quarter (of fiscal year) must be considered such that it does
southeastern district manager for the secondary distributors.
net profit would push the shares to not warrant stock allocation.
the company, closed the deals with
Condition resultant upon war and new levels for the year. ConsoliIndications are that the status of
the southern circuits.
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)
the independent producer insofar as

Pathe, on the other hand, has some
12,000,000 feet of stock available as
a result of the March of Time switch
to 20th-Fox. M. O. T. failed to receive an okay from the War Production Board to transfer its raw stock
allocation from RKO to 20th when
changed distribs. As a result,
it
Pathe has the 12,000,000-foot allotment which could be used to maintain the reel's usual lepgth.
had
meantime,
Twentieth-Fox,
been trying to have March of Time
classifications as a newsreel for raw
This
appurposes.
stock allocation
plication was denied and the later
WPB ruling placing newsreels under
as
limitations
stock
the same raw
features makes it necessary for 20th
to divert footage for M. O. T. from
allocaMovietone
and
its feature

plaints v/tih the State Railroad

has

I

Beef

.

CONTRACTS TO

strong opposition

against that phase of the War Production Board film allocation system

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Pictures
MoveRepublic is reissuing eight Sgt. whereby producers switchirtj from
over Policy Long an Exhib Gene Autry pictures next year
one studio to another can be de-

SUB-RUNS

feet.

the

—

New

for

John Lk Hobble's legit script will
be modernized for the screen with

war
a
Purcell.

current level.
Pathe has opposed a general 12%
cut in newsreel length because this
reel is generally shorter than the
others, usually running from 700 to
725 feet as compared with 850 to 900

plans

Them on Raw Fdm Quotas

Penalize

WB

as a

to maintain bookings on the

proposed

Studio

Hollywood, Dec.

Warners assigned Joan Leslie

the
350, is also believed likely since
owl stock offered would not be suf-

Under

1

To Another Argue WPB ShouIdNot

INTO 1ST-RUNS

'Daddies' Dusted Off

Indlreels remains obscure though
caUons last week were that only 100
be cut from
feet instead at 150 would
approxiof
edition
each semi-weekly
mately 850 feet. The smaUer cut is
regarded likely as a result of Lowell
Melletfs offer to provide 50 feet per
all
issue (500 feet per week for
reels) from Office of War Information stock to the reels.
number
of
the
A reduction in
prints per issue, currently around

ficient

Producers Switching From

THEM

7

Variefy Office

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th

St

1708 No. Vine

St

54

W. Rcmdolph St

pay per week, without overMajority of the workers favored the extra four hours, rather
than insist on a continuation of the
36-hour week, which would have
made more permit men necessary.tional
time.

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

ing from 36 to 40 hours. Members
of
Film Techniciatvs
Local
683
okayed the deal when it became
apparent that the union would have
to issue a great
many additional
work permits if it did not agree to
the extra hours.
Technicians, now on a five-day
basis, will receive four hours addi-

8

SL Martin's PL
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FILM REVIEWS
ARABIAN NIGHTS

and orchestra. And vocal numbers
by Dennis Day provide no more than

Miniatnre Reviews

(COLOR)
Hollywood. Dec.
rn;v.

19.
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mantic departments
Exploitation

''..I'll 111:

U'.Miv.inui

to

pic-

a.s.siire

coin

in

..

.,,

Although
wicket.s.
the
tinge of fanta.sy in the
Walter Wanger wisely

at

there'*

,

cxhibs will
garnering extra

minded

day

field

a

tale, producer
away
steer.s

the magic of
times to concentrate atten-

fabled

from

tion on lusty action and romance
similar to the late Douglas FairWith
formula.
successful
banks'
color photography accentuating Inscript, and direction keep
terest,
things moving at consistently fast
clip, with dialog crisp throughout.
deftly
Rawlins
John
Director
handles comedy interludes by Billy

Gilbert

and Shemp Howard with
keeping both comics from
overboard into broad bur-

restraint,

going
lesque.

presentation of conflict of two brothers,
Jon Hall and Leif Erikson, for the
caliphate, with Maria Montez, dancing girl, who aspires to high marriage. Girl is member of a carnival
troupe and when Hall U supposedly

Story

a

is

straightforward

twist

I,\e\i

Murders'
Scotland

to

for

S

Dc.

V-..

Joe,

Crimenes'

Crime

gentine).
standard.

(Ar-

up

film; not

to

each spotlighted for best showmanTotal of 12 numbers,
ship style.
mostly familiar as .standards, are
presented in song, orchestral and
choral arrangemenl.s. all backed up
by excellent musical arrangements
and presentations by Spilalny and
Jones, Miss
his girl aggregation.
the Spitalny
Frazee, Miss Jean,
orchestra and the maestro's famed
choral group are on display for individual and collective attention.

Miss
Miss
Jean and
click solidly with two comedy
song-and-dance numbers that
immediately project the threesome

O'Connor,

Ryan
trio

to attention for future starring piiSpitalny is briefly
tures by studio.

just so
the audience
is. and from then on
background to focus attention on the musical and vocal achis
girls
in addicomplishments of
tion to grouping orchestra on varied
level platforms for maximum camera effects on musical numbers.
'Various specialists of Spitalny group
are provided with opportunities for
closeups of their musical accomplishments on specific instruments,

introduced,

knows who he
he's in the

roloiiKO nf .\l;i\f;ilr
KiMitiirea l''i;iiik

iiiliH'llon.

I'v

(.lii>a

Hmk.

Miituel Kolinsky.
Nnimllnn.
rmil.
urlllen i-nmnientory. *rh»im:in

U:inM;ild«gn.
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•<'.'.

1H.

Produced

KunnliiK

in Brazil,

Previewed

lliiio.

M

at
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excepting for

Frank
introducing
Biick, this typical 'bring-'cm-backstacks
up
thriller
jungle
alive"
.strongly 'i the Buck string of wild
studio

defense work.
Hlstoria de

.\iiiiiM
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Blackout

New

•Little

U:i,\ nii.iiil

ture profitable reception at box of-

have a

junket

Yard nails-ils-man yarn okay

'Arabian
aciionful emcitainnicnt in tune with
present audience rcciiiirenicnts. Produc-iion inoiinlinK. in Technicolor,
neatly blendetl wilh fast paced
is
developmenls in dramatic and roNiphl.^"

Buck

Frank
of

exploitalioner.

duals.
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'Jacare'

iMlliirl
11.11 li.-r

IMk-iir

!

Girl'

animal
is

scenes

.screen epics.

In fact, this one

markedly better than recent Buck

'Jacare' is an exploitation
pictures.
picture, with added profit for the exhibitor depending only on his ingenuity in selling.
'Jacare' has several trim sales

THE POWERS GIRL

When Johnny Comes
Marching Home
(WITH MUSIC)
TTnlvprnnl

prwlucllon. StHrs Alliin .lonen. .Imie Frnzee.
Oloiln .If«n. Donalil O'Connor. l>«KKy Ryan.
Four ,SUp Br<j«.. Pllll Spimlny 'Hour of
Chniin' all-Klrl nrcli.
Dli-Klril bv (.'hiirlrii
T.timont.
OlitilnHl pcreonplBy. Oncnr Drmr
noy,
Dorothy llenn»rtl
i-nmciit.
Gcorve
JtiiblnBon: niuslcnl inr**-tor. Chnrlen Prcvin:
<Innce lUi-enm. T/iuIk Dn Pron.
Pi-evleweU
Drr. IH.
nuniilnn tlmr. '3 .^IN8.
.lohnny Kovuca
Alinn Jonee
Marilyn
Glorin Jcun
Fi-nnhl«
Dunalil O'Connor
:

.Tone Fr.ixee

Tommy

PeuKy Hynn
lllrhnril

llrliltrrK

.\hirla

TrulieP"

Ma

FInnaRan

Four

filep

hiB

Jlour

uml
Chnrni

MiiiihriH
lit

with Evelyn

anil

Diivlta

clyOe Fillmore

llnnillton Wpllnitm
Diann W'ellmr.n

lirr

rlill

.shellon

Olln Hnwiln
Kmiiia Dunn
Spllnlny imd
Orrhoalra

All-Clirl

Mode

Violin.

Well conceived and excel\ent'ly
executed fllmusical that carries all
Ingredients necessary for wide audi'
ence entertainment.
It marks the initial film appear
ance of Phil Spitalny and his radio
'Hour of Charm' all-girl orchestra.
Picture al^o includes .singing talents
of Allan Jane.s. Jane Frazee. Gloria
Jean and comedic aniics of Don.i1d

O'Connor and Pegey Ryan

mum

Hollywood, Dec.

17.
K. Hos-

t'niteil ArllAtn tPlpa.se ot Chiii-lva
crfi

privluctlon.

Feat'jreii

<i*tortie

.^lurphy,

Anne

Hollywood. Dec. 19.
r^lfnne at BrrniirO W. Burton

Joyce
Dusly

(WITH SONGS)

to

maxi-

advantage. Picture is a sleeper
that has a chance to surprise at the
turnstiles. Story is a timely frame
work on which to introduce Spital
ny's fcmme musical aggregation in
logical fa!:hion. and ha.s more substance than is utuiilly Ihc case with
filmusical ynrns. Jones is a war hero

back home on Icnve. Fed up on re
ceptions he slips back to his former
theatrical boarding house for rest,
finds Spilalny now headinE Ihc cirl
orche.slra and vounK O'Connor whip
ping up an act wilh Gloria Jean ;ind
Peggy Ryan, also bund vocal. si .lane

.Shirley. Carolp Liiiidl.t. UfnniB Day.
Powera American BenulifM. Aliin Mowbrav.
nonny Ooodnuin oivh. DiifK-tPd hv Norman
Mt-L«oi1.
Si-reenplay. E. KUvvIn Moran.
Harry 8eRall. riuin ntuiy by Wlllliini A.
Pierce. Malvin ^\'alil: sonsa. Jule Styne.

'/,.

Kim

denizens of the jungle. In the introduction. Buck is seen dictating a letter and telephoning regarding James

highlights of the junket.
Production is filled with usual
hair-breath escapes for the hunters,
with all of encounters with dangerous beasts appearing on the up and
The atUck of the 28-foot long
up.

Anaconda

in

which Dannaldson seems

be crushed

to death, is
Recital builds suspense as
to what the 'Jacare* really is, with
climax sharply pointed up as a whole
river-bank filled with them are reStruggle to capture these
vealed.
reptiles, which look like a cross between a python and giant crocodiles,
without killing them, is unsuccessful
when Dannaliison is spilled into the
water and has to slash one in order
Per
to escape with his own skin.
usual there are the odd-looking monkeys and other queer sort of jungle
creatures.
Charles E. Ford, former Univer.sal
newsreel editor, is credited on the
Ford since has
film with directing.
died on the Coast after returning
from the trip. Production is a credit

about

to

standout.

M

Kay Evnna

Carole

Dcnnia Day

Uunilia

Dcnnia Day

Renny Qoodmnn
PoweiH

Benny nnoilmtin
AI:in Mowhray

.John Robert
CJooKle

lean

Nancy
Vnndy VandeKrIft

AmPa

Mary Treen
Iluphael

.Storm

Mrs. Henilrlcka
Mr. Henilrlcka

Helen Mm-Kellar
HiiiTy Shjinnnn

Edna Lambert

Roaeanna .Murray

Powera
Jayne Hazard

Aiiieiii-an

BenulleB

Klnlae Hart

Lillian Kfficera

r'alrli-ln

Mare

Linda .SterllnK
Evelyn Frey

Miuli.irH

Slali-r

Rosemary

Despite exploitable

I'oU-m.Tn

and poscombined with inclusion of
Benny Goodman and orchestra, 'The
Powers Girl' fails to live up to those
title

sibilities,

potentialities

on the boxoffice

side.
lustre, dis-

Picture lacks zest and
plays an obvious bumpy tale, and is
far overfootaged, with plenty of
extraneous and
unimportant sequences.
Script fails to take advantage of
basic entertainment elements present, and generally misplaces the top
numbers with unnece.ssary footage.
Best illustration is the production
number introducing the Powers'
Model beauts, who strut on briefly
for individual introductions.
This
supposed highlight is immediately
over.shadowed by a swing to dance
ensemble of boys and girls, with

Dennis Day on the sideline sini;ing
is subdued inter-

a number.
Result
est in the models.

Picture gets away to slow start,
opening at rural state fair just to
e.stablish George Murpjiy as a candid cameraman and Anne Shirley as
local
schoolmarm.
Yarn
(hen
swilehes to the city to pick up Carole
Landis. who wants 1o be a Powpr.i
all okay when he's <liscloscd as (lie Kirl. wilh
Murphy assisting while
hero in (he finale musical production tallinR in love wilh Shirley. Story
number.
continually bounces in all dirccti'j'is.
Pictin-e is sludded with musical and is sophomoric in texture (hrou.uh•nterlainmenl for general audiences. out. Even appearances of Goodman
Frazee, who provides excellent romantic intrt'pst. Civic ofVirials trace
Jones, but his new friends figure he's
a dcpcrlcr and altempt to orolerl
him iinlil they can convince the soldier to return to the army, but M's

fine.

(RKO,

mins.).

8

OMf

(WB,

Daddy'
Cartoon comedy.
'What Kind e( a Job Can I
Find In Navy No. V (Navy, 3
8V&

mins.).

Recruiting subject.
'Kind of Job In Navy No, S'
(Navy. 3 mins.). Third in navy

recruiting series.

'Boogic

Woofle Sioux'

(U,

7

Color cartoon comedy.
'Wings for the Fledgllnfa' (('Ol
10 mins.). Victory short on avia-

mins.).

tion cadet training.
'Pretty Dolly' (RKO, 18 mins.).

Leon Errol comedy.
'Unusual Occupations' (Par, 11
No. 2 in new series, including circus talent scout.
mins.).

'Enric Madrlguera' (RKO), 9
mins.). Band short.
'Jasper and the Choo Choo'
Puppet-tune
(Par. 7'/i mins.).
novelty.

(Taie of Crimes')

(ARGENTINE-MADE)
Buenos Aires, Dec. 10.
Lumlton proOuctlon and releane; feainiei
NurclM Ibanoz Menta, /.ully .Morenn. Nmy
Montae, Osvaldo Allrandii. Severn FernaiiUaz, AlfrOflo Jordan. Min-la K. HuM.-lila'.v/.o,
BernHrdo Perrone. Anieiin Bernabe. .Me. ha
story. Hdii|iiii:iun

Cobo and Elvira Remet.
and direction by Manuel
Alfredo Trnverwi.
Duenoa
mental,

M

Kniiiei-o.
fanicr-t.
Uevieivcil nt ihi. .MonuAirra.
Hiinnlnic
lime,

MINS.

This Is one of the first cops-and'robbers to come from local studio
this season and some of the angles
are slanted to catch recent headlines
on local scandals. However, it isn't
quite up to the grade that director
Manuel Romero has established in
the past, and it's evident that having
done the writing and adapting himself, he's bitten off a little more than
he could chew.
Story deals with confessions of a
banker who fell for a chorus girl and
started on the merry-go-round for
He kills his housekeeper, the
her.
niece of his fiancee, whose fortune he

tor wilh a sly sense of

Al

lier.

IJec.

1«.

.\'ew
'<J.

Neal AValliue
Hull Hiewaler

York theatre. .V. Y.. dual.
KunnlnK tline. tl ,MINS.
Johnny Mark Brown
'I'ex

Ili'i'WKler

guel Rojinsky, latter apparently a
veteran hunter of Brazil, speak In
the film, both loom as natural-born
silent screen actors. Criso commentary is from Uie pen of Thomas Lennon. Original music of Miklos Rosza
accentuates the action throughout.

Wear.

Iiiinea Craven
'I'nllarerro

QeorRe Shermnn prodiii-tlon.
Fealurea John Abbott. .\Kiry .Mi-Leoil and
Lloyd CorrlKan.
Directed by
Sherninn; arreenplay by Curt f^iodniak: editor,
charlea Ci'afI: camera. Jack Mnrin;
musical director, Morton Scnlt. Previewed
Repitblle relenae of

Benny Thinks

Mnl

Travia

lllenn

Jeft (.'orev

Strange

Continue^ from page 2

The Jiiiimv Wakely Trio

Universal's hard-riding', fast-shootin', bare-knuckled saga of the suppression of outlawry in the gold mining country is a better-than-average
western which should do plenty okay
It wastes no footage
in the duals.
as it gets down to the business of
unravelling dirtv work at the smelter and is paced by slick performance
of Johnny Mack Brown, Tex Ritter
and Fuzzy Knight.
Ritter. discredited and facing ouster as sheriff because of failure to
stamp out banditry, stakes his future
in belief that stranger Brown, nabbed
in ore robbery-murder frameup, is
How they team up to
innocent.
track down real culprits makes for
actionful saddle drama. Wild, flstic
fray in climax carries terrific wallop.
Comedy sequences by Knight, as
deputy sheriff and inventor of cowhide cactus protector and other contraptions, are liberally interspersed
and provide many of film's top moments. Harmonizing by the Jimmy
Wakely Trio also on the credit side,
along with Jennifer Holt's performRose
ance.

PRIDE OF THE
Mnnofrram relenaa of

ARMY

Oeome W. Weeka

Ion.
Featiiri-a Billy Lee. .\ddi8on
Uli'haiila. Rr hillev I'aite. Kay Linaker and
nireitod by S. Roy
Ace. 'Wonde r Dug.'

produrl

Luby.
editor.
Inline.

Dec.

Slory and adapliition. Jolin Vla'loK:
Holiert
Itoy t'iaire:
pholoicraphy.
At .\ e\v York theiilre. N. T.. dual.

10.

Billy
Ii'reeman.

London Blackout Murders

Dialog is somewhat over-burdened,
but better than average. Photopraphy
Ray.
o.k.

lennlfer Holt
Fiorina McKlnney

Cliapin

I.lii\'il

Hitter

KuKzy Knlclit

siiilih

-loe

Hamiikonil

While neither Dannaldson or Mi-

(3annon: rnineta. Smntey. Curlez: nil-

Oeorxe Arthur. Previeweil In I,. A..
in. '42.
Running lliuF.
MI^'^(.
.Terry HeiiOrli^ks
Georce Murphy
Ellen Rvana
Anne Shirley
tor,
De<-.

•Q Men'
Sportscope.
'Dln(

Dannaldson. who is to take his place ..Itlle
on a Brazilian hunt. From this, he Janet
continues talking and recites the Marv

'

Walt.

(Compiled bv Besa Short)

had embezzled, and is plotting the
murder of a niece and of his sweetie
when an old employee with a grudge
humor, gives against him discovers the crimes and
hands him over to the cops. Ala smooth performance.
and
mediocre
yarn
the plot Is artificial in many
the
is
though
While
One is that Frank Buck appears and preposterous it has nn element of in- ways, it's been fairly well told, with
talks— he does the whole running terest. There is nothing standout in slow tempo aiding the development
Another might plug the story, direction or photography.
narration.
of suspense.
struggle between a husky game
Narciso Ibanez Menla. the 'Lon
hunter and man-eating Anaconda
Chaney of Latin films,' is outstand*
snake.
ing and beats his previous interpret
Little Joe, Wrangler
Latest Buck jungler is outstanding
tation of a similar role in 'Una Luz
(SONGS)
it
unwhich
way
in
smooth
for the
en la Ventana' CA Light in the
t'lilvei.sitl relriife or Oliver Drake oriMliicSevere Fernandez gets
folds an intelligent story, minus dull
Window').
't'cx
Aside from the introductory tlon. Fi'iilurea .lohnny .Mack llrown.
spots.
plenty of laughs as the old employee,
Rlller. h'uzicv Knlichl and Jimmy Wakely
trimmings, the picture Is a series of 'rilo. Directed by l.ewla D. Dolllna. Story. and Nury Montse and Zully Moreno
adventures and struggles to capture .Sherman l.n\ve; pholOKiapby. William Sick- are good.
angles aside from the outright bally
with animals or stuffed wild beasts.

by his brother he's taken in with Evelyn and her violin given
by the band and nursed back to special prominence. Camera angles
Sabu becomes his pal while and special lighting accentuate the
girl falls in love. Tale then swings band staging.
Spontaneous comedy
into fast action with intrigue, chases, is provided by young O'Connor,
battles and final rein.<!tatement of Miss Jean
and Miss Ryan trio.
Miss Montez Displays excellent timing in delivery
Hall as the caliph.
catches audience attention as the of lines and routines. The Four Step
alluring and eyeful dancing girl. Brothers, colored dance team of ti.p
Performance will lift her several ability, are also called on for turn
notches in popularity, with indica- that clicks in good style.
tions Universal has a glamour girl
Particularly fine script by Oscar
on its list for future assignments. Brodney and Dorothy Bennett proHall delivers a satisfactory and vides logic for proceedings to unheroic performance in lead, with ravel at consistent pace while proSabu also neatly spotted. Gilbert viding for most convenient insertion
and Howard deliver solid comedy of the musical numbers and specialperformances that lighten dramatics. ties en route. Director Charles La- to his skill and maintaining maxiSupport is high grade, with Edgar ment deftly handles assignment, with mum interest. Buck employs his faBarrier, Richard Lane, Turhan Bey, cameraman George Robinson turn- miliar clipped phrases in narrating
the whole picture, and is okay in his
John Qualen, Thomas Gomez and ing in excellent photography.
Camera
brief initial appearance.
•Wee Willie' Davis most prominent.
Walt.
work, not credited, is remarkably
Color photography \a excellent.
killed

health.

Historia de Crimenes

Carrent Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES)

mins.).

JACARE

(Songs)
(UA). Exploitable beauty parade

.1"

I'.i

1

Ililiy

I

P':!:"

al.

Powers

'The

S.il.ll

.

.\'«Mi|i

Spitalny, et

ILill

.Miiiili'^

;i

•

Jone.s, Phil

filmusical wilh Allan

passing lifts to the proceedings. Director Norman McLeod found the
task of lifting the material impossible assignment, while Murphy, Day,
Miss Shirley and Miss I^ndis are
under wraps throughout. The eight
•Powers American Beauties' are lost
Walt.
in the .shuffle.

.Tn.!

RiinnInK lime.

'4:

.

..

n

JudKe
Tlliia

(•olonel

Sloner
Pal

,

U

Benny, 'and that

is

the

failure

of

top names to realize
tremendous Import of getting
the soldiers and making
to
them laugh. Of course, a lot of them
cannot do it for various reasons. But

some

of the

the

out

there are others

Benny

who

can.'

Wants Overseas OK
said he was anxious

to go
our AEFs as soon
as possible and hoped that transportation snags could be straightened
out by Washington so that he could
be on his way soon after Christmas.
When and if he goes, he'll make the
trip alone, with the remainder of his
railio troupe carrying on from various U.S. army camps and navy and
marine bases with a guest star
pinch-hitting.
For instance, Fred
Allen would take over one of the
Sunday night spots, Eddie Cantor an-

abroad

to entertain

other, etc.

Original
plans
of
shortwaving
Benny for five minutes to (his country for a tieup with the remainder
of his troupe have been discarded,
the comedian said, due to the inability to

determine just where

sent and

what

he'll

be

facilities will tie avail-

able.

.UINI^.

Benny has also nixed the idea of
sending over recordings for broad-

Hilly

cast here.

I.ee

Addlaon Rlcharda
Kav Linaker
Uradlny Pane
Herlierl Rnwilnaon
Rryant Waabhurn
John Berkea
Ace

"

you can't have fresh material,
no good,' he added, pointing out
his best scripts were turned out 24
hours before going on the air.
Benny said hell be assigned to a
'If

it's

What might have rated as a top show unit abroad, with BBC hiring
educational short on the subject of the scripter.
Lieut. Howard Nussputting military dogs through the baum,' stationed in England at Gen*
paces in teaching them to track down eral
fisenhower's
headquarters,
and disarm the enemy, and to act as
LoBler Malthewa guards in defense plants, has been would produce.
Anita Bolater
He'll probably be gone about four
Loula Horell embellished into a full-length feature by Monogram with somewhat or five weeks, and when he returns
Billy Revan
.Supt. .\eil
Lumaden Hare doubtful results. 'Pride of the Army* to this country will resume, his tour
e^W.ri-ll.
Kfffllcrri: WorlOi k
essentially 1s iritended lit gloifity the oif the camps.
'Hollywood's out for
(ieiii'fce
rnrl Harbord
iiiiAi.'ib'e
Krith Illtchcnck canine .soldier and his contribution the rest of the season,' Benny said.
Doctor
Tom Stevcnaon to the war effort. As such it unreels "There's nothing to take me back
some footage that's not only refresh- for a while and the important job
Republic gives a new twist to the ingly new but offers thrills, too. This
ahead lies in the camps and navy
old theme that Scotland Yard al- unusual angle of film is nullified,
ways, nails its man, and gives it a however, by the yarn woven around bases.'
Last Sunday
the
(20)
Benny
timely title in 'London Blackout it, and what emerges is a more or
Murders.' The result is a short, low- less standard entry in the program- troupe broadcast from Fort Devens,
budget picture which will give bal- mer class which will get by on the Worcester, Mass., with Abe Lyman
ance to a dual offering, though film duals.
and his orch filling the music spot
has no name pull.
11115 time the
Film, ihcidentally, was Inspired by Monday night (21) they did a show
murderer is really a hero who goes the recruiting and training of an
around during blackouts killing peo- eventual force of 50.000 dogs by at the Navy sub base in Portsmouth,
ple whom he has been tipped r.re Dogs for Defense, Inc.. and the N. H., and last night at Camp Edenemies of Great Britain, though it's Quartermaster General of the U. S. wards, near Bedford, Mass.
never actually determined that they Army.
The
Dec.
will
27
broadcast
are
'enemies
of
England.'
His
Story is built around moppet Billy originate from the Vanderbilt theweapon is a hypo neetile concealed Lee. who gives his pet Alsatian shep- atre, N. Y., before a soldier house,
in a .smoking pipe.
herd to the Dogs for Defense organ- with future shows still undecided
Final shots show the murderer
ization, to act as a guard against and hinging on word from Washinghero on trial in the basement of a saboteurs. The canine is assigned to ton
regarding Benny's jaunt abroad.
London court being bombed at the the same defen.se plant where the
Benny said thai while in New
time.
He is sentenced to death boy's hard-drinking, shell-shocked
for the murder of his wife after father is working tn a new job as York he was 'looking around' for a
World War I. a crime that had in- night watchman. Latter, regenerated good play that he could make into a
advertently been discovered.
For through pride in responsible martime picture later. If he can find it, he
the most part it's the story of a job, sacrifices his life in joining with said, he'd produce it himself and star
psychopathic with a murder complex. the dog to frustrate an attempt to in it. 'It'll probably be pretty loiit;h
John Abbott, playing a former sur- blow up the plant.
finding such a play, however,' he
geon who had murdered his wife.
Billy Lee delivers good perform- added.
Rives Ihe picture most of its interest. ance, while Addi.son Richards, as the
'What about the $25,000 salary cellMary McLcod, as the girl who lo.st shell-.shocked marine of World War
both parents in a bombing raitd and 1. and Kay Linaker and Bradley ing?' Benny was asked.
'Oh, about that,' ho replied.
'You
is billeted above the murderer's shop,
Page, latter two supplying the connets all she can from a weak role. veniently-arranged love interest, are better see Mary when she gels Dock
Lloyd C^rrigan, as the S. Y. Inspec- adequate.
from her shopping lour.'
Rose
In

N.

T.

Dec.

18.

'42.

Runnlnc time,

sa .MINH.

Jack
-Mao

Rnn-llnftfl

TiUe:
Inapeetor Harrla
.MadlBon
.Mra. PrInKle
Peter Doniten
Air Raid Warden

1

John Abbott

.\lury

Mcleod

Lloyd forrlnan
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PIGTURB GROSSES

fEff
Rons on Broadway

First

Chi Off; Hockies'-Vaiide 34G, 2d.

(Subject to Change)

Week

To Lead Town, 'Underground' Plus

(Reviewed 1» 'Variety' Sept.

We

Capitol— 'In Which

Show

Stage

18G. 'Navy' Dualed 15G

'Random' Smash 112G

in N. Y. Despite

of Dec. 24

Astor— 'For Me and My
(M-G) (10th week).

Pre-Xmas, Cold; 'Journey Bad lOG,

Gal'
9i

Serve'

(U).

(Reviewed tn .'Variety'
Criterion— •Who Done

'Hyinglortress'-Wald Slow

Oct. 7i
It?'

(U)

Uim

(4th week).

and 'Lad^ Gangster* (WB) (2d wk).
Chicago, Dec. 22.
Not holding up as well in extension,
houses are down due to com- with only $9,500 following first

AU

cold
bination of Chrlsti las shopping,
and diasUc cut in out-of-

weather

town visitors. Matinee business is
night
holding up fairly weU. but
business is way off.
Chicago theatre is holding 'Springweek
time In Rocliies' for second
with a change In stage show.
Estimates for This Week
Apall* (B&K) (UOO: 35-55-65-75)

weak'."! fine $17,000.

United

(United Detroit)
(2.000; 50-65)— 'Yank at Eton' (M-G)

and

'Pacific

(M-G). dull

and

baitd

first

big M0,000.

week

of 'Rockies' hit

(B&K)

olntok

—

35-55-65-

(900;

"Major and Minor' (Par) and
•Henry Aldrlch, Editor' (Par) (2nd
week). Fair $4,800. Last week mild

75)

$5 500
Oriental (Iroquois) (3.200; 28-33Underground'
'Secrets of
4i-9S)
(Hep) and Chuck Foster's orch and
EUa Fitzgerald on stage. Fair $18.Last week $10,500 with 'Un000.

(Co!)

derground Agent'

on

and

Earl

stage.

and

'Cairo'

StoHt $13,000, ProY.;

IMargaret' Si»-so

IIG

(B&K)

Providence, Dec. 22.

Christmas 'week
not

as

much

is off slightly

as

in

former

but
gas-

abundant days. RKO Albee's holdover of 'Seven Days Leave' is bright,
while Majestic's 'You Can't Escape
Forever'

new

leads

the

among the

list

entries.

Estimates For This

(WB)

(6th

Albec (RKO) (2,300; 30-40-50)—
'Seven Days Leave' (RKO) and 'Falcons Brother' (RKO) (2d wk).
Snappy $7,000. Last week grand

F»T*s (Indie) (2,000; 39-50)-^'Gen(WB) (2d run) and
s.tage. Stepping along all

tleman Jim'

vaude on
for

so-so

Last week,
Shanghai' (U) and
$6,500.

Last week
week).
trim $14,000.
United ArtlsU (B&K) (1,700; 35-45rj-75)— 'White Cargo* (M-G) (4th
week). In last week. Pleasant $11,Last we^, good $13,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 33-44-

right
•Half

6&-75)— 'Hidden Hand' (WB) and
'Death Doctor' (Mono). Okay $6,700.
Last week 'You Can't Escape Forever' (WB) and 'Secret Enemies'

week. 'Gentleman Jim' (WB),

(WB)

(Mono) andi Jimmie Lunceford orch.
Three-day week end run brought in
fair $5,000. Last week, 'Aunt Emma,'
(Mono) plus Charlie Barnet, fair

m.

nice $6,300.

DETROIT^KAY;

Way

to

vaude, nice $7,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2.000; 30-40-50)—
'Can't Escape Forever* (WB) and

No
'Flying Fortress* (WB).
plaints here at nitty $13,000.

comLast

wow

$16,000.

Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200; 30-40'Neath Brooklyn Bridge*
50)

—

$3,000 in three days.
ruyhouse (Indie) (2,200; 30-40-50)

— Mrs.

(Par) and 'Agents
Meet Queen' (Col) (2d run). Switch-

'PALM BEACH'

GOOD20G
Detroit. Dec. 22.

.

,

Final Christmas shopping week Is
dipping into grosses here, but there
no complaining, with the boxIs

oHices clicking up what once were
big grosses before the war boosted
tnem to the recent Inflated levels.

-,The Michigan, with 'Palm Beach
and ^Street of Chance.' is
^^^^ level, with 'Between
ys Girls' and 'Sin Town' at the Fox
developing a sound figure. Also on
the strong aide Is the fresh bill of
Yank at Eton' and 'Pacific Rendezvous at the United Artists. Rest of
tne loop is holding up nicely with
Story

»t""S7

holdovers.

Estimates for Tills Week
(Balaban) (1.700; 50-65)—

-

.e***""?
•£pHBgtnne

in- RtiirBier- UOlhT
'Sin Town* (U).
Combo

wk) and

Drought over from Fox, trim $7,500.
Last week, 'Sister Eileen' (20th) Mth
Wk) and 'We Are Marines' (20th)
fair $6,000.

yo?!5H?*y-C"Pitol (United Detroit)
(2,800j 60.65)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB)
n?!? J?; ?"*'*''ay' <Par) (3d wk).
"'"-Switched in after two solid weeks
**es good $8,500.
Last
week. ''ili'^""
'Road to Morocco* (Par) and

-V'nw

Okay

<RKO)

"j5Si

(3d wk),

$8,000.

^«

(Fox-Michigan)

»iB^«

(5,000; 50-65)

(U) and 'Sin
^^h No complaining, with
s'ehted. Last week, 'Rockies'
'M wk) and 'Get Hep to

nvifr^*'??,';

G'rls*

registered fine $22,000 after

»J4.000

in first week with 'SUnd By,
Networks* (Col) as coupling.
nn^tf'^J (United Detroit) (1.800;

g°;i»2-.Ban)bi'

(RKO) and 'Army

^'^^Q^

<2d wk).
Nicely
Juvenile trade on
hoIirttSc**v'^*f]'
add sound $10,000
In fl, P'
'^JJfst

fD«?*!S".

week's $15,000.

Kn fll\ fff, (United Detroit) (4.000:
^ach Story* (Par)
BnH
$20 000 (^i>°'.^*«"'"' <P"). Good
Last week. 'Now.
VovJl«J"'!«?i*.^-

-cT^^

(pIt^VL^^,^.^

^^<^«d
week*,
fl^ ^Jii
weeks fine
$24,000.

Broadway'

to "rsl

RoS;?*"JS,/"''*'ed Detroit) (3.uw.
000' 50-eS)-'WIng8
for Eagle' (WB)

(26).

current issue)

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Dec.

—

2)

Hnsic Hall 'Random Harvest*
(2d week).

(M-G)

(Reviewed

In 'Variety'

—'Road

to

Nov.

25)

Morocco*
71

Blalto 'Quiet, Please, Murder'
(20th) (21).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Dec. 16)
RIvoll—'Arabian Nights' (U).
(Reviewed in currunt i.<!sue)
Roxy—"The Black Swan" (20th)

—

(WB)

Wiggs'

over from Strand for second week
not proving so hot. Mediocre $5,000.
Last week. 'Road to Morocco* (Par)
and 'Spirit SUnford' (Col) (third
downtown wk). great $9,000.
State (Loew's) (3,200; 30-40-50)—
'Journey for Margaret' (M-G) and
Doing aveSilver Queen' (UA).
rage biz at expected $11,000. Last
week. 'White Cargo* (M-G) and
'Boogie Man Get You* (Col), nifty

(25).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' June
Astor

(M-G)

Sudden cold snap which hit town,
sending the thermometer on Sunday
(20) to the lowest it's been in eight
years, with Monday (21) also very
frigid, proved highly unwelcome in
New York. Coming during Christmas
shopping, it's doing plenty of damage. Coupled with these factors, lack
of fuel oil and gasoline for the
operation of cars was no help.
The theatres had a good Saturday
(19) but most of them were off
rather sharply on Sunday-Monday,
while also not peppy yesterday
(Tuesday).
Numerous new shows
are being moved in for Christmas
which falls propitiously on Friday
(25).

A
first

(Reviewed In 'Varleti^' Oct. 21)
Strand 'Yankee Doodle Dandy"

—Week
'For

of Jan.

Me

31

1

and

Mv

Gal'

(11th week).

Capitol- 'In Which
(UA) (2d week).

We

—
Criterion 'Whistling

Serve'

few

will be on holdover for the
of the year-end holidays, among

them 'Random Harvest' which the
Music Hall opened last Thursday
(17). In spite of the drawbaclcs, on
the first week 'Harvest* will hit
$112,000 or over, exceptionally big
for the week before Xmas or any
time for that matter. Along with it
the Hall has its customary annual
Christmas show In addition to a
reguUr presentation unit..
Paramount is another house that
will not have a new bill for Xmas

in Dixie'

(30).

(RetHewed

in 'Variety' Oct. 28)

week.

Strand (Indies (2.000 30-40-50)—
'Street of Chance' (Par) and 'Traitor
Within' (Par). Swell $8,000. Last
i#eek. 'Mrs. Wiggs' (Par) and 'Agents
Meet Queen' (Col), fair $5,000.
;

seven weeks: the sixth concluded last
night (Tuesday) held up exceptionally well to hit $41,000 while the
prior (Sth) semester was slightly
over $47,000. A tremendous profit
will be realized on the 49-day engagement. House brings in 'Star
Spangled Rhythm' (Par) and Benny
Goodrnan next Wednesday (30).
Badio City Mnsic Hall (Rockefellers) (6,945; 44-55-85-99-$1.65)— 'Random Harvest* (M-G) and stage show,
plus annual Xmas spectacle. Upsets
all pre-Yuletide dope by reaching
for a smash $112,000 on the first
week ending tonight (Wednesday).
Holds through both Christmas and
New Year's. Last week, second for
'You Were Never Lovelier' (Col.),
$76,000, fair.

RUIto

(Mayer)

(594;

28-44-55)—

'Quiet
Please,
Murder'
(20th).
Opened here Monday (21) and
started out well enough to suggest
good $9,000 on the week.
'Cat
People' (U) which got stroni; $10,000
on its first week, went an additional

nine days to grab another $9,000.

(UA-Par)

Bivoll

35-55-75-

(2,092;

Still

—
—

—

BIRDS' IIG IN

SAGGING BUFF

.

Second-run State, weekly-change
35-55)—
Bnffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
house, currently has 'Forest Rangers'
'Thunder Birds' (20th) and 'Undyintf on the screen, with Guy Kibbee, Lew
Monster' (20th). So-so at around Parker and the Ciro Rimac orchesLast week. 'White Cargo' tra in person. The going Is very
(M-G) and 'That Other Woman' sluggish, with no mofe than about

$11,000.

(20th), fine $16,000.

Great Lakes (Shea)

Mto,

Estimates For ThU Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 55-65-$1.10)

8G,

IHorocco'

Fme $14,000. H.O.

—

nicely at approximately $9,000 after
hangup $15,500 on the initial session.

Hipp (Shea)
Cargo*
(M-G)

Mad

IViggs

$16,000 seen.
(3.000: 35-55)

—'Now, Voyager' (WB) and 'Hidden
Hand'' (WB) (2d wk). Holding up

"Me and My Gal' (M-G) (10th
wk.). Starts lOith round today (Wednesday); the ninth dropped to $10,35-55)— 'White 000, mild but over the holidays there
and "That Other should be a pickup. The eighth stanWoman' (20th) (2d wk). Scant $5.- za was $12,000.
000 for second stanza downtown,
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85coming here from the Buffalo. Last $1.10-$1. 25)— 'Journey For Margaret'
week, 'Road to Morocco' (Par) and (M-G). Very poor, looking $10,000
'Swan' Sturdy $11,000
'Live on Danger' (Par) (3d wk), sat- tops. Last week 'Seven Days Leave'
isfactory $7,000 for third session (RKO), $13,000, likewise floppo. 'In
Which We Serve' (UA), opening toIn Spotty Kansas City downtown.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3.200; 36-50) night on a special premiere for the
—'Mummy's Tomb' (U) and 'Night benefit of Overseas Press Club, beKansas City, Dec. 22.
Monster* (U). Neat $9,500 in eight gins its regular run tomorrow mornwintry
Christmas shopping and
days. Last week, 'Counter Espionage' ing (Thursday).
weather are more responsible than (Col) and 'Daring Young Man' (Col),
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44-5575— 'WhQ.D£>ltflIC.'U) sUr.ta./oucthmileace rationing for the spotty oke $6.500^ ....
_
_
grbsses" ai the delliirtfr?' Here thiS"
20th Centory (Ind.) (3,000: 35-55) final week today (Wednesday) after
Day-and-date Esquire, Up- —'General Died Dawn' 'Par) and three good money-making weeks alweek.
town and Fairway are in the lead 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) (re-issues). ready played, third being $10,000,
Tower, with Unexciting $7,000 in eight days. Last second $15,000.
with 'Black Swan."
'Halfway to Shanghai' and Polack week, 'Can't Escape Forever' (WB)
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-75-85)
circus on stage, is Ijetter than aver- and 'Flying Fortress' (WB), bullish —'We Are The Marines' (20th) (2dage.
'Road to Morocco* is holding $9,000 or better.
flnal wk.). Sliding to lean take of
at Newstanza
fourth
up nicely in
$6,500 on holdover but first was good
man, while 'Washington Slept Here*
'Jacare' UA) comes in
at $10,000.
i< okay in its second frame at OrSaturday (26).
phcum. Midland is oft with 'Cairo' J. C. Reels; Dull 15G
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 65-75and 'Silver Queen.'
$1.10-$1.25)—
(WB) (4th
For 'Fortress' Dual wk.). Looks 'Casablanca'
Eatimalea lor This Week
about $18,500, entirely
Jersey City. Dec. 22.
Uptown and Fairway
Esqolre,
satisfactory for the week before
Seasonal letdown plu.s inclement Christmas.
(Fox -Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
Prior (3d) stanza hit
Big
11-35-50)— 'Black Swan' (20th).
weather has biz on the run. with $22,000, strong.
Remains through
Last week. 'Thunder Birds' none of the first-runs showing any New Year's.
$11,000.
b.o. strength. 'Navy Comes Through."
(20th ), pleasant $8,500.
PaUce (RKO) (1,700 28-35-44-55Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 11-35-50) at the small-seating State, is the only 65-75)— 'Now, Voyager' (WB) (2d
-•Cairo" (M-G) and "Silver Queen' pic on the Square with a 50-50 dhance run) and 'Great Gildersleeve' (RKO)
(UA). Mild $8,000. Last week, 'White to break better than even.
(Isl run), dualed. This twin bill will
Estimates for This Week
Cargo' (M-G) and 'Counter Espiget about $9,000, fair enough, same
Loew's (Loew's) (3.205: .35-44-55- as done last week by 'Navy Comes
onage' (Col), acceptable $11,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 11- 65-85)— 'White Cargo' (M-G) and Through' (RKO) and 'You Can't Es(4th
•Laugh Blues Away" (Col) (2d wk). cape Forever' (WB), both 2d run.
35-50)— •Road to Morocco' (Par)
wk). Nice $8^500. adding up to a Dipping to a new low for the year
Paramonnt (Par ) (3,664; 35-55-85and will be lucky to hit $7,000. Last 99-$1.10)— 'Road to Morocco' (Par)
grand total of $35,000 for run.
Orpheam (RKO) (1.600; 11-35-50) week, snappy $15,000.
and Woody Herman, plus Hazel
SUnlev (WB) (4,500: 35-44-35-65- Scott, other acts (7th-flnal wk.). Sets
—•Washington Slept Here' (WB) and
'WB) and up a record length of run
•Spy Ship' (WB) (2d wk). Tidy $6,- 85)— 'Flying Fortres.-;'
by going
•Varsity Show' (WB) (reis.sue). Skid500 after good $9,000 initial session.
Tower (Fox-Joflfee) (2.110; 11-35- ding to dull $15,000. Last week. 'For501— •HaKway to Shanghai' (U) with est Ranger.s' (Par) and 'Nightmare'
towards
average $11,000, but may go
Polack circus on stage. Healthy $8,- (U). okay $16,000.
SUU (Skouras) (2.200: 35-44-.').i-C5- hifilier. Last week, 'Sister Eileen'
500. Liisl week. 'That Other Woman'
iCol) and 'Boogie Man Get You"
(20th) with Ann Corio and Cecelia 85)— 'Navy Come.': Through' <RKO)
Paik<;r on stage, satisfactory $9,000. and 'Other Woman' (RKO). Leaning (Col) (2d wk), pretty good $9,000.
$17,000.

>

85-99)— 'Palm Beach Story' (Par)
(2d-anal wk). Under $13,000 sighted,
weak, while the initial seven days
playing 'Road to Morocco' tallied
less than $20,01)0, ako very
the
Globe— 'Jacare' (U) (2d wk).
and the Woody Herman band,
disappointing. 'Arabian Nights' (U)
house had no complaints altout pre- opens tomorrow
Hollywood— 'Casablanca" (WB)
morning (ThursXmas shopping, cold, etc., in view day).
(Oth week).
the
it got $41,000 on
the
of
fact
Mnslo Hall 'Random Harvest'
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 40-55-65-75-85sixth stanza ended last night (Tues99)—Black Swan* (20th) and new
(M-G) (3d week).
day). The seventh week, first tiine
stageshow
open
here
today
Paramount
Spangled
'Star
any show will have played the Par
(Wednesday) after two mildly disRhythm* (Par) (30).
that long, takes it over Christmas..
appointing weeks with 'Life Begins
(Reviewed In current i.uue)
Capitol brought in a one-weeker
at 8:30* (20th), second being $37,000,
Boxy-The Black Swan' (20th)
'Journey
For
last Thursday
(17),
the first $46,200.
However, fair
Margaret.* It Is doing vet; badly
(2d week).
and probably will not top $10,000. profit.
Strand— 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
Stete (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-55-75'In Which we Serve' will be given
(WB) (2d week).
09-$1.10) 'Forest
Rangers'
(Par)
a special preem tonight (Wednesday) for the benefit of the Overseas (2d run) and, on stage, Guy Kibbee,
Press Club, with house scaled from Lew Parker and Ciro Rimac orchestra. Very little action here cur$1.65 to $11.
rently
with
only
about
lean,
$16,000.
'Flying Fortress,' at the Strand, is
Last
week 'Flying
another that was brought in for being seen.
Tigers* (Rep) (2d run) and vaude
just one week to fill the gap before
Xmas. With Jerry Wald on the stage, bill headed by Cross & Dunn, $19,the outlook is for about $31,000, 000, mild.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-76-85rather mild. New layout opening
Fortress'
(WB)
Friday (25) is "Yankee Doodle Dan- 99-$1.10)— 'Flying
dy* at pop scales and the Jimmy and Jerry Wald orch. May get $31,OOO, rather slow, and will be disDorsey band.
placed Friday (25) with 'Yankee
'Casablanca,'
which
remains
the
at
Buffalo, Dec. 22.
run Hollywood for the holidays, is Doodle Dandy* (WB), which had a
Shopping for Christmas is socking currently in its fourth week there prior advanced-price roadshow run
picture theatre business currently, and holding up okay at an Indicated at the Hollywood. Jimmy Dorsey
but not as severely as usually ex- $18,500 or thereabouts.
band comes in with 'Dandy 'Gentlepected for pre-Xmas week. "Thunder
Boxy today (Wednesday) brings in man Jim' (WB) and Glen Gray on
Birds' is the leader with only a so- 'Black Swan.' An opening tomorrow third week, plus an ailditional day's
so total at the Buffalo. 'Now. Voya- morning (Thursday) will be 'Arabian run, $22,000, weak.
ger* is holding up remarkably well Nights,' which displaces 'Palm Beach
on its second session at the Great Story* after two slender weeks of
Lakes after hangup first week.
playing time at the Rivoli, second
being less than $13,000.
Estimates for This Week

(M-G)

Week

$10,000.

(2,700; 35-55-65-

Voyager'
Nice $13,800.

l>i

(23).

).

Salt-Lake

(Reviewed

Hollywood— 'Casablanca' (WB)

—

—

75)—'Now,

Globe— 'Jacare' tU)

4)

(Sth week).

Paramount

PaUee (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75)
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 30-40—'Navy Comes Through' (RKO) and .501 — 'White Cargo' (M-G) and
'Other Woman' (RKO). Good $15,- 'Boogie Man Get You' (Col) (2d
000. Laat week 'Nightmare' (U) and
run
Fair $3,000. Last week, 'Wash'It Comes Up Love' (U) fair $11,000.
ington Slept Here' (WB) and 'HidBoeieven (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65- den Hand' (WB) (2d run), nice $3,(WB) (3rd 500.
76) 'Gentleman Jim'
Last week
Nifty $12,000.
tveek).
•tout $16,000.

Nov.

in 'Variety'

(Par) (7th week).
(Reviewed in 'V.nrlety' Sept.

—

Carroll's Vanities

(M-G)
$12,000.

'Escape'-'Fortress'

(2d week).

^'cliSi2!''(B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)•SpringUme in Rockies' (20th) (2nd
week) and Christmas presentation
show on stage. Headed for good
l>ast week Dick Jurgens
(34,000

Rendezvous' (M-G). Big
Last week, 'Seven

^14.000 sighted.

Sweethearts'

(M-G) and 'Cairo' (M-G)
Poor $3,600. Last week

_'Tlflh'

Artists

(Reviewed

(2,100;

;

here

Exhibs

Baltimore, Dec. 22.
are marking t;-ne

prior to the Xmas opening cf major
product. Of new entries, 'Mrs. Wig^js
of the Cabbage Patch' is mild at
Keith's. Exceptional trade attracted
by 'The Road to Morocco,' in its
second week at the Stanley, has a
third stanza already underlined for
CThristmas week instead of the usual
strong entry aimed at holiday trade.
Estimates for Thb Week

Century "(Loew's-U A)

(3.000;'

17-"

28-35-44-55 )— 'White Cargo" (M-G)
Holding up nicely at
(2d wk).
$12,000 after solid opening sesh to
$16,700.

Hippodrome

(Rappaport)

(2,240;

17-28-38-44-55-66)— 'Seven Miles Alcatraz' (RKO) plus Hal Mclntyre
orch, others, on stage. Drawing soma
response at $14,000. Last week, 'Falcon's Brother' (RKO) and vaude,
sluggish $14,300.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406: 1728-35-44-55)
'Mrs. Wiggs'
(Par),

—

Rather uneventful

$8,000. Last weik.
'Nightmare' (U) was sold strongly
but mild at $8,800.
May fair (Hicks) (980: 25-50 1— 'Sin
Town' (U). Drawing a masculine response but thin $4,500. Last week,
'Priorities Parade' (Par). $5,200.

New (Mechanic) (1.680; 17-28-40Rockies' (20th) i3d
all right to $4,000 after
totaling -strong $13,600 for previous
brace.
SUnley (WB) (3.280: 17-28-38-4055)— 'Road to Morocco' iPar) rad

55)— •Springtime
wk). Holding

wk).

Maintaining extra-strong pace
going above previ-

at $14,000 after

ously estimated

first

round

to sma.sh

$22,200.

Valencia
28-44-55

)

(M-G).

My

Gal'

—

(Loew'.vUA)

Sad

'N o

r

h

t

S3.500.
in

(M-G)

we

(1.4.i0:
s t

17-

Rangers'

Last week. 'Me
movcover from

downstairs Century, okay $5,700.

PICTURE GROSSES

10

•Who Done

Slow

Resist Biz Blitz in
Philadelphia. Dec. 22.
Frigid weather over the week-end.
plus the usual pre-Chrisima.s lull, is
blitzing biz along the Film Rialto this
ce.sh.

Only Abbott-Costello's laugh-gct'Who Done It,' seems able to

ter.

slump,

the

withstand

Never Lovelier' is likewi.se
keeping its head above water. But
rest

pretty

it's

bad

(CT)
Never Lovelier'

the

at

35-53-67)—
Strong $9.Lust week,

(2.800;

500 for tops in town.
repeat of 'Pied Piper'

(20th),

fair

$5,500.

(CT)

Princess

30-40-52)—

(2,300;

American Empire' (UA) and 'Flying
Sighting snappy 5.Mu.sic' (Col).
000.
Last week. 'Street Cnnnce'

bo.

and

(Par)

good

'Aldrich,

(Par),

Editor'

$4,500.

Estimales For This Werh
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 30-40-60)—
Aldlne (WB) tl.303: 35-46-57-68Mr. Chips' (M-G) and
75)— -Between Us Girls' lU). Putrid Goodbye,
Listen. Darling' (M-G) (reis,sucs).
Last week 'White Cargo' Fair $3,000. La.st week. 'Silver Queen'
$7,500.
(M-G) .10-53 $8,000 for third week.
(2d wk). weak $2,200.
(UA)
Arcadia (Sablosky) i600: 35-46-57St. Denis (France-Film) (2.500: 3068)— 'Maior and Minor' iPar) i2d 40)— 'Cesar' and 'Cognas."!!.'
Mild
run)
2d wk). Satisfactory $3,000. $3,500.
La.st
week, 'Murius' and
Last week netted bright $4,800.
Fanny,' good $4,600.
1

Boyd iWB)

(2.589: 35-46-57-08-75)

—'Me and My
Sloughing
La.-^t

off

Ol-G)

Gal'

wk

iJd

mcdiocie

to

There

Estimates for This Wecli
Loew's (Loew) (3.172; 30-40-50)—
"White Cargo' (MG) and 'About
Should add another
Face' (UA).
XI 1,000 to $18,500. good, copped dur-

Sweethearts' <M-G), teamed with
Jerry Wald's band, scraped bottom
with .sour $15,000.
Fox cWB) (2.425; 35-46-57-68-75)—
'Who Done It?' (U). Leading the
pack with good $18,500 plus $2,500
for special showing at Earle Sunday
Last week
'Thunderbirds'
(201h)

mediocre $14,500.
Karlton tWB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
Gentleman Jim' (WB) (2d run).
week
Unspectacular $4,500.
Last

—

'Springtime Rockies' (20th) slightly
higher $5,000 for second run.
Keith's (2.220; 35-46-57-68)— 'Married Witch' tUA) (2d run). Sad $4,000. Last week 'Now. Voyager' (WB)
good $5,500 for second week of sec-

ond run.
(4.692;

46-57-7S)

—'Washington Slept Here' (WB) (3d
wk). N. s. h. $13,000. Last week's
35-46-57-68Never Lovelier'
(Col). Good $17,500 in view of condition.':.
Last week "Married Witch'

—

(UA) punk
Stanton

— Navy

(2,916:

$12,500.
(1.457:

(WB)
Comes

35-46-57-68)

(RKO)

Throush'

Thriller netting .solid $9,000. Last
week 'Eyes in the Night' (M-G) gar

nered

fairish $6,900.

'DONE

IT'

PORT.,

Parade' (Par).
'Priorities .-n
Sa!.';cd iit windup and garnered $10.OOO.'fair.
Missouri iF&M) '3.570: 30-40-,')0)
'Rep) iind
'Ice-Capadrs Revue'
'Now, Voyager' iWB). Neat $7,000.

OMAHA

Last week. 'Ox-Bow Incident' (20lh)
and 'Now. "Vo.v.-.ger" 'WB). Wound
Omaha. Dec. 22.
up with a nice $6,000.
Only new major downtown bill is
St. Louis (F&M) '4.000: 30-40)—
the Orpheum's 'Life Begins at 8:30' 'Springtime in Rockies' '20th) and
and 'Manila Calling.' It is merely "Major and Minor' 'Par). No better
hurting.
The
Last
passable. pre-Xmas dip
than $4,000, below average.
Omaha has 'Somewhere I'll Find week. 'Talcs of Manhattan' (20lh)

You' and 'I Live on Danger' for a and 'Berlin Correspondent'
strong second week.
$3,300, below average.
Estimates for This WeeIc

LEADS IN

SMASH $15,000

town.

Abbott and Co.stello's 'Who
is an easy winner at the
'Major and Minor' is
strong in its second stanza at the
It?'

(Trislates) (3.000; 11-3035-50)— 'Life Begins at 8:30' (20th)
and 'Manila Calling' (20th). Oke

Last

(M-G) and

week. 'Yank

at

Broadway'

'Dr.

RANGERSTOOD

Eton'
(Par),

fair $8,500.

Omaha

(Tristates)

(2.000;

$10,000, MPLS.

11-30-

35-50)— 'Somewhere Find You' (M(2d wk) plus new second feature.
(Par). Nice $9.'I Live on Danger'
000.
Last week. 'Find You' (M-G)
and 'Secret Enemies' (WB), very big

G)

So far the gasoline rationing hasn't
hurt theatre biz here. Expectations
are drop will come at the first of the
year, when tanks won't be so full.
Estimates for This Weeic

Minner.polif. Dec. 22.
influence, gas ra-

Pre-Chri.stmas

tioning and near blizzards were too
Braodels (Mort Singer) (1.500; 11- much of a burden for the theatres
'Never Lovelier' (Col) and biz is reflecting the condition
30-35-50)
and 'Daring Young- Man' (Col) (2d here this week. Currently there are
wk). Medium $4,000. First week, holdovers in two spots.
Estimates for This Weeli
satisfactory but not extra big at $6,Atter (Par-Singer) '900; 17-28)—
300.
Town (Goldberg) (1.400; 11-20-30) 'Daring Young M?.n' (Col) and
in
Men of Texas' (U). 'Gentleman 'Blackie Goes Hollywood' (Col),Last
for six days and fair $1,500.
after Dark' (UA) and 'Powder Town'
(Col)
(RKO), split four ways with 'Kid week. "Boogie ."Wan Get You'
Hart' and Omaha Trail' (M-G) .split with
'Roxie
(PRC),
Outlawed'
$11,000.

—

—

V

weeds' (Rep), 'Mr.
'Song Islands' (20th) plus Saturday.
Sunday stage shows, fine $1,500.

legit rest of week.
(Hanirk-k-Evergreen)
40-50-65)
Forc.n Rangers'

(1.800;

—

"tFai) and 'Falcon's Broiiicr' (RKO)
<2d wk). Going over for great $10,000. after torrid $13,300 last week.
Paramount (H E) (3.000: 40-50-65)
—Major and Minor' (Par) (2d wk.)
and 'Scattergood Survives Murder'
(RKO) (Isl wk). Strong $12,500.
Fir.st

week

of 'Major' record-break-

ing S1C.200.

Inlted Artists (Parker)
50-65)— Pittsburgh' (Ui

<

1.000; 40and 'Hi.

Nei>;libor' (Rep). Okay S7.,')00. Last
week. 'Sin Town' (U) and 'Behind
Eight Ball' (U). fair $,i.000.

''Lovelier' Mont'l

run.
1.000: 28-30)— 'AlEditor' 'Par).
Light $1,600.
Last week. Tish' 'M-G). $2,600.

Gopher 'P-S)

$7,500

.scale

combo

are a

Never Lovelier'
at Locw's.

is

that

(Ind) (1.200: 28-33-44-55)
Gambler" (U) with
"Mississippi
Revue
A. B. Marcus unit on stage.
s main draw lor $4,000 in four days,
meagre $3,700 done by
topping
'Danger in Pacific" (U) plus vaude-

week.
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 30-45-62)—
'Seven Days heave' (RKO) and
•Falcon Takes Over" (RKO) (2d wk).

'Par). Should reach

—

ville last

week.

Colli :-nap
I

Ihc

usual

Dultint!

I

—

Loew's (Loew) (2.450; 28-33-44)
(M-G) and "Silver Queen'

in

Estimates for This

Adams (Adsms-Par)

,

22.

dents

downlo-A-n

Best

(Katz-Dolle)

Richard Van
Hes.son
continues
president of the Sound Technicians
Local 695.
following the
withdrawal of Earl Grain, his only
opponent in the referendum election.
Harold V. Sinilh remains as busine.ss
representative,
having been
given a contract extending past the
duration of the war.

22.

Ihc worst week burg has had
year.
coin-gc'.lcrs
in
sight
are
Bird.s"
at ProcKjr's .ind
"Flying Forti"css.' t!ic Branford entry.

Thunder

Hollywood. Dec.

way to slow $16,500. Last week.
Navy Comes Through' (RKO) ;:nd
Woman' (20th), ditto.

Seattle

Bucks Xmas

Boston. Dec. 22.

Christmas week and cold wave are
making inroads at all Aim spots. The

ABC

gas card freeze also is keeping
the grosses down on what would
'I
generally be fairly potent bills.
Married a Witch' ana 'Seven Sweethearts' are showing their heels to
the town at the two Loew spots for
'Seven Days
staimch $29,800.
a
Leave' and 'That Other Woman' also
is strong at the Memorial.
Estimates for This Week

1

Week

'Par)
$5,300.

Sock $24,000, 2 Spots
Seattle, Dec. 22.
Business is naturally dipping a bit
this week, but 'Road to Morocco" was
not affected. Bob Hope .starrer is

getting a sma.sh total of $24,000. playing day-and-date at the Music Hall
and Paramount. The terrific $10,000
being registered at the Hall is a new
house record.
Ga.s rationing is hurting some, according to prelim estimates but a
little early to gauge accurately. "Who
Done It?''is holding up stoutly in its
second session downtown at the
moveover Roosevelt. 'Now, Voyager'
also stacks up nicely at the Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
40-50-65)— 'Bambi' (RKO) (5lh

(1.950; 25-40-

90)— 'Flying

Fortress'

(WB) and

'Be-

hind 8 Ball' lU). Heading for slow
$14,800. Last week. "Gentleman Jim'

'WB) and

'Strictly

in

Groove* (U)

'2d wk). tidv $14.'200.

Capitol

(WB)

'1.200:

20-30-35-44-

'Now, Voyager' 'WB) and 'Get
to Love' (U).
Lucky to grab
$2,000, dismal.
Last week, 'Yank at
.">.">)—

Hep

Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 44-55-6575)— 'Seven Days Leave' (RKO) and
'That Other Woman' (20th). Passably
good $22,000 for 9 days, considering
•joneral level. Last week, 'Who Done
Ii?' (U)
(3d wk) and 'Scattergood

(RKO)

Survives Murder'

oke

wk),

(1st

$11,000.

Metropolitan 'M-P) (4,367; 30-44.54-65-75)— Now, Vo.yager' (WB) .-md
•Secret Enemies'
(UA) (2d wk).

Wasted away on second frame to
mild $16,500. Last week, fine $22,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 44-55-65-

75)— 'Married Witch' (UA) and
"Seven Sweethearts'
(M-G).
The
strongest bill in town, respectable
$17,000.
Last week. 'Cairo' (M-G)
and 'Tish' (M-G). same.
Paramount (M-P) (1.300; 33-44-60)
(UA) and 'Girl
away to

—'Silver Queen'
Trouble' (20th).

wk) and 'Springtime

Wasting
$10,300.
Last week. "Road
Morocco' (Par) and "Aldrich. Editor'

Avenue (H-E) (2,349: 40-5065)— 'White Caigo' (M-G) and Seven

'Married Witch' (UA) and 'Seven
Days Leave' (M-G). Below average
here at $12,800. but good under circumstances. Last week. "Cairo' (M-

Rockies' (20th)
latter joining 'Bambi' on moveover
from Music Box. Swell $3,500. Last
week. 'Bambi' (RKO) (4th wk) and
'Aldrich, Editor' (Par) $3,600, okay.
Fifth

Fine $12,500.
Sweethearts" (M-G).
Last week, second of Forest Rangers'
(Par) and "Other Woman" '20tli).
solid $8,900.

40-50-65)—
'Aircraft Missing' 'UA) and "Lucky
Legs' (Col). Big $7,000. Last week,
four days of 'Never Lovelier' (Col)
in third week, okay $5,000.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 40-50-65)—
"Forest Rangers' (Par) and "Other
Liberty

Woman'

(J-vH)

(1.650;

Hot

(20th).

from

Fifth

Oke $3,600. Last week,
Rockies'
(20th)
and
'Sorinetimc
'Manila Calling' (20th), big $4,700.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 40-50-65)
—'Road to Morocco' (Par) and

meagre

(Par). $12,800.
State (Loew)

of

'Street

Chance'

(Par),

day-and-

with •Paramount.' Tremendou.s
new house record. Last
week. 'Here Go Again' (RKO) and
•Wings and Woman" (RKO), only fair
date

$10,000,

Dead Body' (20th). Big $10,500. Last
week. "Who Done It?' (U) and "Great

Impersonation' (U). Held four days
of second week, making 11-day run.
great $19,600.
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350: 40-5065)
'Holmes in Washington' lU)
plus 'Gene and Walton' revue. Going
for good $8,500. Last week. 'Behind
8-Bair (U) and 'X Marks Spot'

—

(Rep) plus vaude. fair $8,100.
(H-E) (3.039; 40-50-65)
Morocco'
(Par)
and
(Par). Day-anddate with Music Hall.
Very big
$14,000. Last week. 'Here Go .\gaiR'(RKO) and 'Wings and Woman'
(RKO). fairly good $8,000.

Paramount
— 'Road
to

'Street of Chance'

(Sterling)

65)— Who Done
Hot

It?'

40-50(2d run).

(800:

(U)

release from Orohcum.
conditions considered.

Big
Last

S5.500,

'Desperate

Jomney"

(WB).

$3,800 for four day.s.
Winter Garden (Sterling) <800: 20-

30)— Tales Manhattan'
'Soft

Okay

(WB)

(20tli)

and

Shoulders'
(20th)
(3d run).
$3,000. Last week. 'Gay Sisters'
and 'Martha' (M-G) (3d run).

$3,600.

WASH. BIZ DIPS BUT
'MARINES' BIG $7,000
Washington. Dec.

22.

Time full-length feature, is the only
downtnwn attraction to keep oacc

44-05-75)—

(.'1.200;

G) and 'Tish' (M-G). $14,000.
Translux (Tr.mslux) (900; 17-2844-55)— "This Is the Enemy' (Art)<ino)
and 'Captnin Fui"y' (UA).
Titles are running take up to $6,500,
vfi'y

Last

big.

({round'

"Destination
"Secrets Under-

v.'cek.

Unknown' (U) and

(Rep). $5,000.

'Morocco' Dualed In

Avenue.

'We Are the Marines.' March of

Town"
05-75-99)— Powder
(RKO)
and slagc show headed by Bob Allen
orch and Mitzi Green. Shiw won
cri>: rave? and word-of-mouth was
good, but house is slumping to weak
S14.000.
Last
week. "Scattergood
Rides High' 'RKO) plus Ina Ray
Hiillon crew, ditto.
Branford (WB) (2.800; 30-35-60-75-

Way off average here at
week, 'Road Morocco'
and 'Aldrich, Editor' (Par),

ble' (20th).
$4,000.
Last

Shopping; 'Morocco'

this
all

as

(2.000;

'That Other

Roosevelt

over the "ivcekcnd. plus
seasonal slowdown, are

terrific

age" (Col), lively $11,200.

Field to Himself

first

boxofliccs.
Couple of pix are just
about uettins by. but. in the main,
most first-run.- are struggling to
keep above the low-water mark.
Fact also that products aren't any too
stron(i is another factor in making

(UA). Tempo here has slowed to
crawl.
Last week, "Wh)le
Cargo' (M-G) a)id "Counter Espion-

The

(Adams-Par)

$16,5O0 in opening stanza.
Proctor's (RKO) (3.400; 35-55-6575-85)— "Thunder Birds' (20th) and
On
'7 Miles from Alcatraz' (RKO).

week.

'Caii"o'

'

(2d

Brrr, So's B.O.;

Newark. Dec.

$7,200

(1,850; 28-33(20th). NiccS3.000
on moveover after big first week at
Indiana.
Last
week.
'Road
to
Morocco' (Par), smash $5,000 on

Fortress'
'WB)
$1,500 r-fler $2,500

.-«er Birds' $16,500

Keith's

;duI1

pacing the lowji

fair $7,000.
30-40-50)—
'2.300;

Newark

(3.200; 28(20th) and
33-44)— Thunder
•Thai OlhtT—W.MT»;ir' (20th ),.— Uice
Last week. 'Black S>van'
$8,500.
(20th). hu.sky $10,400.

'You Were

EstiroaUs for This Wttk
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)— 'Icclaiid' (20th) (2d wk).
Good enough
$5,000 in sight after crack $9,000 last

'P-S)
Ranijer.';"

wk). Liyht
week.

at $10,500.

Montreal. Dec. 22.
Sub-zero temperatures and Christ-

reduced takes currently.

'M-G).

Slate
'Forest

55)— 'Flying

Bird.s"

similar moveover.

mas week

at Eton'

$10,000. Last week. 'Springtime
Rockies" (20th). very big $12,400,
above original estimate.
Uptown Par '1.100: 30-40)— 'Iceland'
(201h).
First
neighborhood
showing'.
Oke $2,800. Last week,
'Now. Voyager' (WB). fir.st in neighborhood, good $3,500.
World (Par-Steffes) '.?50: 30-40-50-

(Katz-Dolle)

Indiana

Paramoont

Orpheum 'P-S) '2.800: 30-40-50) $5,100.
Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; 40-50-G5)—
Go Again' 'RKO). Poor 'Now.
Voyager' (WB) and 'Over
$3,500 indicatd.
Last week, 'Yank

44)— "Black Swan'

With Rousing $9,500

(

good

low on 30-40-55

(20th). dull $2,700.

—'Here

Best in Slow Indpls.

Lyric

Ace

$2,-

drich.

Indianapolis. Dec. 22.
Trade here is no better and no
worse than expectecl in the week beLove' (U). Terrific $15,000. Last
Another weekend
fore Christmas.
week. 'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Hep cold wave hurt biz. 'Thunder Birds'
to Love' (U). high S12.500.
at Indiana looks good for top money.
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1„S00:
Estimates for This WeeIc
40-50-65)— 'White Cargo' (M-G) and
Circle (Katz-Oolle) (2.600; 28-33'Hep to Love' (U).
Moved from 44)—
'Glass Key' (Par) and 'Aldrich,
Broadway for lecond week, nice $8.Fair $7,500 in .sight.
Editor' (Par).
000.
Last week. "Muminv's Tomb'
lU) and 'Night Monster'' (U) heJd Last week. 'Street of Chance' (Par)
season
four extra days, getting nice $12,000 and Tommy Tucker orch.

House

and

(Col)

(RKO), good

downtown

Up

Orpheum

Netw^orks'

Prairies'

nine days.

800 in

Broadway (Parker) (1.900; 40-5065)— 'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Comes

in 11 days.

By

'Stand

'Pirates

Century (P-S) (1.600: 30-40-50)—
and "Love Rides On* (PRC). 'Bowery
'Springtime
Rockies'
'20th)
(2d
Midnight' (Mono), 'Criminal Investiwk). Moved here from State, and
gator' (Mono) and 'Arizona Roundheading for fine $5,000. all considup' (Mono) plus Sat. stage show.
ered.
Last week. 'Road to MorocGood $1,400. Last week, 'Pierre co' (Par) (3d wk). splendid $4,900
Plains' (M-G) and 'King Stallions'
on top of nearly $27,000 initial fort(Mono) split with 'Roving Tumble- night, making smash $32,000 for
(UA) and

'Glass Key' Fair

(M-G) and 'Orchestra Wives'

Eton"

35-45-55-60-75)— 'Flying Tigers' (Rep)
and 'Youth Parade" (Rep) t2d wk).
Pacing to alright $12,000 after potent

(800;

Broadway.

Parainount.

(20th).

Orpheum

$8,500.

Spots In

7 Days Leave Oby 22G

—

(20th) and 'Stolen Paradise' (Mono)
also 'Border Roundup' (PRC) and
'Sweetheart Fleet' (Col), (one day)

Portland. Ore., Dec. 22.
Theatres are still riding high this
wee|(.
Perennial favorites in thi:

Done

$8,500 IN DULL

M, Two

Slow Hub;

Last

age.

and

—

Nice

lirst stanza.
SUte (Loew's) (2,600; 30-40-5S-C6Boston (RKO) (3,200; 44-55-65-75Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 30-40- 75)— 'White
and 85)— 'Cat People' (20th) plus Frankie
(M-G)
Cargo'
50)— "Black Swan' (20;h) and 'Des- Laugh
Your Blues Away' (Col) :2d Masters orch. others, on stage. A thin
tination Unknown' (U) (2d wk). No
Slumped badly second time draw even figuring six-day run at
wk).
better Ihan average $8,500 for second around and doesn't figure for better only
$18,000. .Last week, 'Sin Town'
vvfok: $12,500. good, tor lir.st session. than sad $9,000.
Last week, same (U) with Bob'Crosby orch, others, on
Fox (K&M) '5.000; 30-40-50)— combo, wham $18,500.
stage, nice ''$22,000.
Fi.icst Riinters' 'Pur) Hnd Henry
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 30-40-60)—
Aldrich. Kditor" (Par). $12,000, aver'Silver Queen' (UA) and 'Girl Trouweek. Gla.ss Key' (Par)

ing the

'UFE BEGINS' OKE AT

Earle iWB) t2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)
Here We Go Again' (RKO) with
Tony Pastor orch plus variety show.
Ho-hum $18,000. Last week 'Seven

Mantbaum (WB)

Fox, with

el.se.

"The Forest Rangci-.s' and 'Heniy
Aldrich, Editor.' will lead the town
with a $12,000 lake. At Loew's downtown, 'While Cargo' is the 16th h.o.
since Jan. 1.

600 for .second sesh.

take mild $17,500.
Stanley (WB)
75) "You
Were

everything

of

lect

W

new screen

a scarcity of

fodder as well as customers, and
grosses are away down currently as
natives ai"c indulging in a wild
Christmas shopping spree to the neg-

).

$9,000.
$14,-

week musical nailed good

is

12G

at

Louis, Dec. 22.

St.

Philly

(Col).

L

Leads SL

Fair $5,000 following hefty $8,500 last

week.
Loew'i

"You

while

Were

for the

'Rangers'-'AIdrich'

21G, 'Lovelier 17i/2a

It?',
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B'klyn,
Despite

Smash $24,000

Brooklyn. Dec. 22.
pre-Christmas shopping

downtown

(jeluxers are managing to
get .some biz, especially Fabian Para-

mount displaying 'Road to Morocco'
and Henry Aldrich. Editor.' Runner,
up is RKO Albee with 'Once Upon
Honeymoon' and 'Time to Kill.'
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3.274; 30-50-65)—
'Once Upon Honeymoon,' (RKO) and
"Time to Kill' (20th). Heading for
attractive $18,000. Last week, 'Navy
Comes Through' (RKO) and 'Strictly
in Groove' (U). okay $17,000.
Fox (Fabian) (4.023; 30-50-65)—
'Sister Eileen' (GoDi and 'Counter
Espionage' (Col) (3d wk). Holding

up fairly well and looks for $12,000
at b.o. Last week, strong $16,000.

Met (Loew's) (3,618: 30-50-65)—
'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Apache
Trail' (M-G) (2d wk). Fair at $12,000. Last week, nifty $20,000.
Majestic 'Siritsky) 1.850; 25-50)—
'In Rear of Enemy' (Arkino) and
'Cily of Silent Men" (PRC). Placid
Last work, 'Living Ghost'
S2.000
'Mono) and 'ShorifT of Sage Valley'
;PFK:> .Tlscy S3.00n.
1

Paramount (Fabian) (4,126: 30-50Road to Morocco' (Par) and

6.1)—

'Henry

Editor'

Aldrich.

Zooming toward hefty

(Par).

$24,000.

week. 'Now. Voyager' (WB)
'Daring Young Man' (Col) (3d

La-t

and

wk

),

pleasant $12,000.

(WB)

30-50-65)—
'Flying Fortress' (WB) and 'You
Can't Escape Forever' (WB). Fine
SI 1.000 in view. Last week, 'Flying
Tigers' (Rep) and 'Street of Chance'
(Par) (3d wk). satisfactory $5,000.
Strand

(2.950:

day slump with rousing $7,000. Last
week. 'Me My Gal' (M-G), dandy
$6,000.

Service picture

Earle (WB) (2.216; 28-39-44-66)—
'Never Lovelier' (Col)
wk).
(2d
Looks like nifty $15,000 after wallop-

had a smash opening and soldiers
on fufTOiifeh poured in over the weekend. It is at the Columbia, and about
20% above average.
Other houses were smothered ex-

Kelth'.s (RKO) (1,830; 40-.50-65)—
'Pittsburgh' (U).
In for nine days
and' so-so $9,500. Last week. 'Seven
Days Leave.' held over for five days

with Santa Claus.

cepting

'Springtime
in
Rockies."
is doing okay at the Palace,
considering conditions.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 28-39-44-66)
—'Journey for Margaret' (M-G) -vith
vaudeville. Fair $16,000. Last week.
'White Cargo' (M-G) (2d wk). eased

which

ing $21,000 last

week.

for okay $6,000.
MetropollUn (WB) (1,800; 28-44)
—'Gentleman Jim* (WB). Looks lihe
fair $5,000 after two \yeeks at Earle.
Last week. 'Sister Eileen' (Col) (2d
wk). nice $5,200.
28-55)—
Palace
(Loew)
(2.242;

'Springtime

Rockies'

(20th).

Nifty

•iff (o good $18,000.
$18,000, and holds.
Last week, 'MaColumbia (Loew) (1.234; 28-44)— jor Minor' (Par) (2d wk). Smart
'We Are Marines' (20th). Beat hoM- $16,000 after opener of $23,000.

Weducsday, Peccoiber 23, 1942

Frisco StiU

W

PIGTUBE OB088E8

OK; 7oyager;

Renault's Secret' (20th) got satisfac
tory $2,500.

Ifirds'

$23,000 Each, IWorocco' Fine 18G,

2d

SUnley (WB) (3.800; 44-55-66)—
'Flying Fortress"
(WB) and Les
Brown's orch. Taking it on the ,chin
along with the others. It will do sad
$12,500 or near, poorest here in more
than a year.
Last week. 'Navy

Slump Bops

LA Kz But

$31,700 in 3 Spots, 'Morocco'

11

OK

W/fi,

Comes Through' (RKO) plus George
White 'Scandals' unit, okay $19,000
San Francisco, Dec.

Warner (WB)

22.

Key

Pip-Xiniis gro.sses here are steady,
entries
Ij'z 'o''
liiii-'

Eallmated Total Gross
This Week
tl.7S£.400
(Based oii 25 cities, 178 (liea-

'Thunder Birds' at
Paramount and 'Now, Voyager,'

and holdovers.

Ihe
are clockridiPK Ihe Warfleld screen,
ine S23.000 apiece.

Fox <F-WC)

(5,000;

including
N. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$1,350,400
(Based on 25 cities. 168 tlien(rc.s')

60-65)— 'Road
(Par)

week,

'Wash. Slepf Lively

$7,000

$2)).50U. terrific.

(RKO)

Golden Gate

$27,900,

(2,440; SO-

United Artists (UA-BIumenield)
(1.100; 50-65)— 'Never Lovelier' (Col)
dnd 'Devil With Hitler' (RKO) (4th
stretch Is bringing this

wk).

Long

down

to $5,300, still good.

$8,400.

Last we:k,

bit!.

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 50-65)—
'Now, Voyager* (WB) and 'Secret
Enemies' (WB). A big bit at $23,000.
Last week, 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and
^Ight New Orleani' (Par) (3d wk),
concluded. one of most profitable runs
f film ever had in Frisco with $13,800 for last nine days.

'Fortress' lliin 28G, Tripled

Broadway Grosses

DuU

L'vUle

Dec.

22.

Pittsburgh. Dec. 22.

rock bottom with a capital R
this week. Usual pre-Xinas factors
plus
gas
bad
moratorium
and
weather are held responsible. The
lows are legion this week. Penn
stuck In 'Bambi' but it's doing little.
The red will be heavy at the Stanley
It's

where Les Brown's band

is

teamed

with 'Flying Fortress."
Estlmatos For This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700: 30-40-50)—
'Give Out. Sisters' (U) and 'Holmes
bill
Secret Weapon' (U).
Fill-in
moved here when 'Black Swan'
(20th) didn't hold up enough to rate
fourth week.
Blah ^2,200.
Last
week, 'Swan' finished 10-day stretch,

winding up three and a half week
run, to meagre $4,700.
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 30-40-55)—
'Night to Romember* (Col). Crix

Maybe

tore into this one.

$3,500 for

Otherwise
product on th'e main stem is under
par as compared with previous
weeks. Horror combo of 'Mummy's
Tomb' and 'Night Monster' at the
Strand is gathering real coin. General pace is up to expectations for
this pre-Xmas week.
Estimates tor This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
(1.400; 15-30-40)— Black Swan' (20th)
and "Vanks Are Ck)min8" (PRC).
Medium $2,200. Last week. Thunder
Birds' (20th) and 'That Other Woman' (20th). $2,000 on moveover from

and

h.

o.

is

likely.

Rialto, fair.

Kentncky (Switow) (1,^50; 15-25)
—Tales Manhattan' (20th) and 'BerSo-so
lin
Correspondent'
(20th).
Last week, 'Yank at Eton'
$1,800.

(M-G) and 'Across

medium

Pacific'

$1,700.'

Locw's SUte (Loew's)
30-40)

(WB),

—

'Journey

for

(3,300;

15-

Margaret'

Tigers' High $17,000
In

Two Denver

Spots;

'Cargo' Sweet $15,000
Denver. Dec. 22.
'White Cargo.' topping new dual
bill at Oi'pheum. is leading city this
week. Could have held over if had
.'itarled on a pre-Xmas week..
'Flying Tigers' and 'Youth on Parade.' first indie double bill ever to
play the Denver, is doing strong
and likewi.ie is Tine at the
Esquire, where it's playing day-date.
Estimates for This Week

noi

busines.>i

AUddIn (Fox) (1.400: 30-40-50-60)
—'Now. Voyager' (WB). after daydate week at Denver and Elsquirc.
Fine

Last

$7,000.

week.' 'Never

Lovelier' (Col), after day-date

week

<M-G) and 'Silver Queen' (UA), at Denver and Esquire, good $5,000.
Looks like medium $7,500. Last week
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-40-50'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'I<augh 60)— 'Seven Days Leave* (RKO) and
Blues Away* (Col) started out at 'Wings and Woman' (RKO), after
fast clip, but slowed (lown. alright week at Oroheum.
Fair $3,0()0. Last
$11,000.
week, 'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'ScatBlary Anderson (Libson) (1.000: tergood Survives
Murder' (RKO),
15-30-40) —'Washington Slept Here'
fair $3,500.
(WB). Excellent $7,000 and holdDenham (Cockrill) (1.750:30-40-50over is in prospect.
Last week. 60)— 'Glass
Key' (Par) and 'Wreck'Flying Fortress* (WB), oke $4,000.
ing Crew' (Par). Fine $9,000. Last
15Bialto (Fourth Avenue)

toltemember'

Okay $9,000, Cincy
Cincinnati, Dec. 22.

Major houses are marking time till
Xmas. Heavy snowfall for third sucweekend slowed blE In first

oessiv*

half, dropping general take several
degrees under last week.
'Night to Remember' at the Palace

and 'When Johnny Comes Marching
Home' at the Albea are even for
front money currently. Keith's has a
?io-dicer in 'Street of Chance,' and
he Lyric is down under with
twinned 'Eyes of Underworld' and
'Give

Out

Sisters.'

Estimates tor This Week
Albee (RKO) (8,300; 33-40-50)—
'Johnny Marching' (U). Six days. In
Last week, 'Whistling in
pixie' (M-G), perked In last half to

step, $8,000.

tlO,000, fairly good.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000;
,

83-40-50)—

'White Cargo' (M-G). Moveover from
Palace for second week. Fair $4,000.
Last week, 'Me My Gal' (M-G),
fourth week on main line, so-so
$3,000.

Family

(RKO)

20-30)—
Scattergood Survives Murder'
(RKO) and 'A Man'« World* (Col)
split with -This Was ParU' (WB) and
Old
Homestead'
(Rep).
Steady
$2,200.
Ditto last week on 'Boogie
Man Get You' (Col) and 'Pirates
prairie'
Calling'

—

new low at this spot,
in as many months.

Grand

(RKO) divided with
(20th)

(RKO)

and

'Manila

'Little

Joe,

33-40-50)—
Whistling in Dixie' (M-G). Switched
J'lpTi Albee for second stanza. Slow
$3,500. Last week, 'Gentleman Jim'
(WB) (2d run), fairly good $4,500.
(1,430;

KelUi-g (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
Street of Chance'
(Par).
Cold
W,700.
Same last week on 'Mrs.
Wiggs' (Par).
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)—

—

Eyes of Underworld* (U) and 'Give
put. Sisters' (U), dual. Fair $3,000.
'Washington Slept Here'
on troM stem, bad
io c?i'
$2,500.

.M^"J'"=*

^

'RKO)

(2,600;

33-40-50)

—

Hemember' (Col). All right
Last week, 'White Cargo*
(M-G). swell $13,000.

•ft'sl*

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 83-40-50)—
alack Swan' (20th). Second week of
moveover.
Mild $3,500 after last
"'"^^
*5,500.
Pic fetched
tii^^nl
»'
'.500 in initial week at Albee.
Walker-Fogarly's Westerns

Johnnie Walker, long in pictures
out not so active
of late, and John
Fosarty. radio tenor, have
a tenta've deal on with
Monogram to go
'nto a series
of westerns for that

company.

B()th are scheduled
lie Coast after
J

date Fogarty

to leave for
Christmas, following
is to play at Fay's

Provirioppp.yr,,,^

„.ppV

is

way

"Road

Morocco'

to

is

doing com-

paratively well in its fourth week
at the two Paramount theatres with
420.500 and remains until Christmas
night. Others slipped far off normal
pace but still slightly ahead here
compared with this time last year.
Eslimates for This Week
Carthay qi^ele (F-WC) (1.516: 3344-55-65-85 )
'Bambi' <RKO) (8th
wk) and 'We Are Marines' (20th)
<lst wk).
Dull $2,000. Last week,
'Bambi' (RKO) (7th wk) and 'Mrs.
Hadley' (M-G) (3d wk). okay $2,600
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.034; 3344-55-85-85)— 'Married Witch' (UA)

—

and

'Silver

Queen" (UA).

Not very

attractive at $9,000. Last week. 'Life
Begins' (20th) and 'Marines' (20th),
$7,700.

Downtown (WB)
(.5-75-85)- 'Flying

33-44-55Fortress' (WB).
1

1.800:

Doing nice

$12,000. considering conLast week.
"Washington
Slept Here' (WB) (3d wk). not too

ditions.

bad

at $8,000.

Hawaii (G&S) (1.100: 33-44-55-6575-85)
'Mummy's Tomb" (U) and
'Night Monster' (U) (2d wk). Couple of very live numbers-fat $6,000,
initialer
of
following sensational

—

House owling on weekend.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756: 33-44-55"Flying Fortress' iWB).

$8,200.

65-75-85)

—

Last week. 'Washington
(3d wk). snoozed

Fair $0,000.
Slept Here'

(WB)

to $5,000.

Orphcnm (D'town)

33-44-

(2.200:

World'
55.fl5)_'Man's
'Other Woman' (20th)

—

:

—

Wage

—

mi

—

NATIONAL BOXOFFIC E SURVEY

wood' (Col),

flne $16,000

SUto (Loew-WC)

Usual Week-Before-Chrislmas Slump Not Helped By Storms,

(1.000}

Wrangler* (U).

holidays but the night trade

ofT. the gas rationing having something to do with dwindling grosses.
also are failing to hold up
to recent hlRh levels.

Weekends

(Col)
and
week. 'Forest Rangers' (Par) (3d wk)
second new 30-40)
'Navy Comes Through'
(first runs)
'Street of Chance' (Par), great
Last week, (RKO) and Traitor Within' (RKO). and
with Major Bowes revue on stage.
$10,500
'Pittsburgh' (U), and even break at Mild $8,000. liast week, 'Black Swan*
Denver
(Fox) (2.525: 30-40-50-60) Bowes pull responsible for fairly
(20th)
and 'Yanks Are Coming' —'Flying
Last week. 'Invisible
Tigers' (Rep) and 'Youth good $13,000
$7,500.
(20th), flne $11,000, and moveover.
on Parade' (Rep), day and date with Agent* (U) and "Smith of Minnesota*
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 30-40Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
(Col), with animal act circus on
Esquire.
Big $n.OOO.
Last week.
55)
'Bambl' (RKO). Rave after 15-30-40)— 'Mummy's Tomb* (U) and "Now. Voyager' (WB) and 'Busses stage. $13,000 and profitable.
'Night Monster' (U).
Fine
horror
(Pan)
(2.812: 33-44-5S-e5
FanUges
rave but Disney cartoon will have to
combo climbing to swell $6,000. Last Roar' (WB) day and date with Es- 75t85)—
'Never Lovelier' (Col) (2d
b« satisfied with praise. Won't do week. 'Mrs. Wiggs' (Par) and 'Aid- quire, big $15,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 30-40-50-60)— wk) and 'Counter Espionage' (Col)
I,ast rich. Editor* (Par), average $3,500.
$10,000, grim disappointment.
Thin $7,500. Last week,
(1st wk).
'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and 'Youth on
week, 'Forest Rangers' (Par), mild
Parade' (Rep), day and date with 'Lovelier' (Col) (1st wk) and 'BlackDenver.
Good $4,000. Last week. ie Goes Hollywood' (Col), good
$18,000.
Artist
Scale Set
'Now, Voyager' (WB) and 'Busses $14,000.
'Me
Bltz (WB) (800 30-40-55)
Roar' (WB), day and date with DenParamount (F&M) (3.389; 33-44My Gal' (M-Q) (8d wk). Came here
Morocco'
ver, fine $4,500.
to
'Road
55-65-75-85)
Hollywood,
Dec.
22.
Will
Orphcnm (RKO) (2,600; 30-40-60- (Par) and 'Street of Chance' (Par)
via Penn-Warner-Hitz route.
New wage agreement with major 60)—'White Cargo' (M-G) and 'Seven (4th
wk). Plenty of wallop left at
wind up har* under sad $2,000. Last studios was approved
at a general Miles Alcatraz' (RKO). Strong $15,- $14,000, following solid $18,000 third
week, 'Now, Voyager' (WB). also by meeting of the Illustrators unit of .000. Last week, 'Seven Days Leave*
week.
way of Penn and Warner. $2,600.
(F&M)
(hKO) and 'wings and Woman'
Hollywood'
the Screen Set Designers Guild
Paramount
Senator (Harris) (1,700; 30-40-55) sent to Washington (or official (RKO), flne $13,200.
(2,204; 33-44-55-65-75-85)— 'Morocco*
Paramenat (Pox) (2^00; 30-49)— (Par) (4th wk). Not hoping Jor
—'Laugh Bluas Away' (Col) and sanction by War Production Board.
'Holmes Secret Weapon* (U) and more than $6,500 due to gas and preScale
for
calls
$2.90
an
hour
or
a
(Col).
Thin
'Underground Agent'
'Behind Eight ^U' (U), Nice $8,000. Xmas, following fair $10,500 on third
$1,500. Lajt weeH. horror stuff in weekly call rate of $135, retroactive Ust week,
'Nightmare' (U) find week
'Undying Monster' (2dth) and 'Dr. to July 1.
Strictly In Groove' (U), ditto.
33BKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,873:(Col)
Lovelier
'Never
44-55-65)
(2d wk) and 'Counter Espionage
(Col) (Ist wk). Slipping to $9,M0j
not 80 good. Last week, 'LoveUer'
(Col) (1st wk) and 'Blackle Hollya

(3,400;

low

'Night

Los Angeles. Dec. 22.
Pre-Chrislmas slump
playing no
favorites, with all houses hard hit
Matinees are showing some improvement because schools are out for tho
i.s

Estimated Total Gross
$232,000
This Week
(Bused on 13 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$286,000
(Based on 13 theatres')

the only outstanding picture in town,

Brown

12^G/Bainbi'N.G.10G

hangup.

Orpheam (Blumenteld )

Wk;

'CJeorge
Mary Anderson with
Washington Slept Here' looks like

Bottom;

Tortress'-Les

week. 'Falcon's Brother* (RKO) plus
Freddie Slack orch, Jane Withers, on

BS)—'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Great
Impersonation' (U) (2d wk). Holding up to a flne $13,000 on second sesh.
Last week. $19,300, socko.
Paramoont (F-WC) (2,470; 50-83)
—'Thunder Birds* (20th) and 'Girl
Trouble' (20th). Building up to solid
Last week, 'Major Minor'
$23,000.
(Par) and Tombstone' (Par) (4th
wk). healthy $11,200.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,479; 50-65)
—'Me My Gal' (M-G) and 'Night
New Orleans' (Par) (moveover).
Stout $10,000. Last week, 'Washington Slept Here' (WB) and 'Busses
Roar' (WB). meagre $7,700 for second week of Market St. run.

in

Louisville.

(2.850; 44-55-

75)— Army Surgeon' (RKO) and Pitt Biz Hits
Ada Leonard orch, others, on sUge.
Headed for an okay $20,000. Last
slaRc.

4th

(Par) (2d wk)
Rangers'
here from Penn. Meagre
Last week, 'Mc My Gal'
(M-G) got only six and a hair days,
with resulting $6,000, not so bad.

'Forest
Shifted

fres, chiefly first run*,

TbU Week

to Morocco" (Par) and 'Wildcat'
(2d wk ). Hefty $18,000. Last

Grosses

30-40-55)—

$3,000.

wiih

Estimates for

City

(2.000;

Gas Rationing—Few Newcomers Show Strength
the usual week-before-Christmas out in the film
theatres. 6nly thai this year. Hre cxlribltors have gas
rationing (Including temporary shutdown on some
cards in eastern seaboard states, plus severe cold and
snowstorms as additional b.o. blights in various keys.
Out on the Coast, where the weather continued fairly
good, only' the pra-Xmas slump could be blamed:'
Net result is that, tew new .nltractions are ventured
out this week while many recent prize winners merely
It's

are marking time until Christmas week itself. Many
of those trying to buck conditions found the public
apathetic.
Of the newcomerf. 'We Are the Marines'
(20th), 'Palm Beach Story' iPar) and 'Random Harvest' (M-G) shape up as best po.'ssibilities. Last named
Greer Garson-Ronald Colman starrer stands fair to
measure up to 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) judging from the
smash $112,000 being registered at the N. Y. Music
Hall on its preem. This is very smashy even on a
normal week. 'Palm Beach.* while continuing poorly
on N. Y. holdover, U doing well at $20,000 in Detroit.
'Marines* Is rated comparatively the best new entry
March of Time
in Wahington but only so-so in N. Y.
opus is classed as material aid on twin setups where
playing, such as in dull Los Angeles.

NEWCOMERS HARD HIT

Other new entrants are being cuffed around badly.
'Journey for Margaret' (M-G), is only fair in Washington, medium in Louisville, average in Providence and
'Thunder Birds' (20lh) while a solid
sad in N. Y.
$23,000 in San Francisco and nice in Indianapolis, rates
mild in Newark and so-so in Buffalo. 'Pittsburgh' (U)
also has not got going thus far. being medium in Wash,
and just okay in Portland. 'Life Begins at 8:30* (20th)
also has disappointed to date, being below par in L. A.,
and only fair $37,000 on its second N. Y. session. It's
listed as oke Ir. Omaha. 'Flying Fortress" (WB). too is

slow in Newark and N.
TO hut In Lor A.igeley.

Y., dull In
..
.

--

Jersey City and not

Of the strong veterans. 'Road to Morocco* (Par),
'Who Done It?' (U). 'Now, Voyager* (WB) and 'White
Cargo* (M-G) look best in bucking the trend. 'Married
a Witch' (UA) and 'Flying Tigers' (Rep), latter now
"OQt In many Big circuits, are .snowing sf<SUfly alsbV'biit
in fewer spots.
'Morocco* is collecting sock $24,000
in two Seattle hou.ses. big in Baltimore holdover, fine
$41,000 for sixth session in N. Y. Paramount, hefty in
Frisco and robust $20,500 for fourth L. A. stanza in
two theatres.
Abbott -Co.stello's comedy is gaining
leadership
with
looks
$15,000.
big
on
Seattle moreover and good $10,000 for third N. Y. sesh.
'Voyager' is nice $23,000 in Frisco, big in Seattle and
fine in second Buffalo week.
'Cargo' looks a strong

Portland

$15,000 in Denver and $12,500 in Seattle, but thin in
Jersey City and mild in Newark (both second weeks).
'Witch' paces for a trim $29,800 in two Boston spots
and holds up okay in three L. A. theatres. 'Tigers' is
high $17,000 for two Denver houses and okay $12,000
for Newark holdover.

HORROR COMBOS REGISTER

(2i04; M-44-56.

(UA)

aniJ

Witch'
'Silver Queen' (UA). Fairly nice at
Last week, "Life Begins at
$16,500.
8:30* (20th) and 'We Are Marines'
$13,400.
slow
(20th),

65-75-85)— 'Married

(UA-WC) (2.100; 33-44-M-65)
—'White Cargo' (M-G) (2d wk) and
'Life Begins* (20th) (1st wk) (moveLast wecjc
So-so $4,700.
overs).
In
.'.rRrgo*. (MrGJ (Lst wk) a.nd 'Eyes

VA

Night' (M-G). hit pay airt. J7.5U0.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296: 33-44-5585)— 'Cargo* (M-G) <2d wk) and
(moveovers).
Begins' (20th)
Pacing to mild $4,200. Last week,
"Carfelf tM-G) ttvt-wkV-aftd-'aj es inNight' (M-G). $5,300.
WlUern (WB) (2.756: 33-44-55-6o75-85)—'Flying Fortress' (WB). SlipLast week.
ping to fair $7,000.
'Washington Slept Here' (WB) (3d
wk). bright enough $4,000.
BUt (F-WC) (1.372: 33-44-54-6585)— 'Married Witch' (UA) and 'SilNice $6,200. all
ver Queen* (UA).
Last week. 'Life Beconsidered.
'Life

gins' (20th) and 'We Are Marines'
(20th). failed to flourish at $5,800.

WLB OKs
The 10%

Wo Ops Tilt

raise

recently

Ranted

working in New York
'Night Monster' continues doing well, with strong biz screening rooms (home office and
In Louisville, neat $8,000 in Buffalo and lively in sec- exchange) has been approved by the
ond L. A. stanza. 'Quiet Please, Murder' (20th) may War Labor Board retroactive to last

The Universal horror combo

of

'Mummy's Tomb' and

projectionists

get a strong $9,000. too. in its preem in N. Y.
Sept. 1. Local 306, Moving Pictura
From 'Variety' correspondents: 'Casablanca* (WB), Machine Operators of N. Y., obtained
still okay at SU^'iOO. fourth N. Y. sesh.
'Glass Key' the 10% hike only after It had taken
(Par), fine $9,000. Denver.
'Between Us Girls' (U), a strike vote and was prepared to
"Seven Days Leave' (RKO), stage a walkout.
nice $18,000 in Detroit.
snappy in Providence and good $22,000, Boston. 'AmerProjectionists,
members of 306,
ican Empire' (UA), flne in Montreal. 'Bambi* (RKO), working in the screening rooms,
sound $10,000 for second Detroit sesh. 'One of Our have agreed to put at least -28% of
•. ,
....
Aircraft Is Missinr!' <ITAV bi<« in Rpnftlp 'Yovi Worn ,w:„ ......
.

.|
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T

Denver Zone Salesmen Having Their

for lining uP
the Treasury
of their employees to take one-tenth
of their salary in War Bonds.

WB

zone

has

here

school to train

Gas Rationing Bbffs Biz

a

Installed

men and women

for

Contlnned from paie I

assistant managerships.

Travel Troubles; Exchange Briefs

former RCA
service engineer here, is on leave

John A. (Jack)

Piatt,

the U.S.S. Rutledge,
went down off Africa last month.
Piatt found safety on a raft.
Sylvia Kaplan has replaced Ida
Friedman at the Rep exchange...
Patricia Jancsar is Charlie UnderPliohill's new secretary at the RCA
tophonc office. She replaces Paula
Pay.son, who quit to gel married...

after his ship,

Train
Ini;

anfl

bii>:

fi)rre<l

nioii

lias ils

on

Denver. Dec. 22.
iiiivcl for film .^alcsllioni

drawbacks

by ens rationin the

elected treasurer and assistant tivasurpr. respectively.
Now officers include H;irold WirlhJack Schwartz
Par). Isl v.p
Rep). 2d v p.: Saul Goldman (Va
riety Pictures >. secretary and Stansccreley Johnson iPar) assistant
al the
nstalled
be
will
All
lary.

Denver wein

lerrilorv. Often it is necessary to go
hiindred.s of miles out of thoir way '.o
and
set from one place to another,
then maybe they will gel put oft the
train or bus if soldiers or sailors
*ho\v up with tickets. Or if a film

to KCt from one town
shows
to the next. sav. and someone
farther
lip with a ticket to a point
elong the line, the latter get.s ire
In the Denver area it is no
scat.
trick at all for a .salesman to use up
3.500 miles on one sales trip.
Frank Barnes, recent owner of the

I

I

next meeting on

went

in'.o

Jmii.

17.

Loew's Tolcilo I.incup

salesman wajits

Capitol. Sprin.ulield. Colo.,

:

When Loew's

Toledo. Dec. 22.
Valentine reopens

shortly following seven-month shut-

Ted Teschner,
brought from New Haven to manage

down

for

repairs.

Esquire, will be transferred to the
Esquire was leased by
Valentine.
when the Valentine was

Loew's

He had prethe army last week.
viously sold his theatre to Geo.
Nescher of Valley Falls. Kans.
E K. Baione, Jr., has closed nis
Hugo, at Hugo, Colo., and gone to

Springs, where he will
the Tompkins theatre, a
Cooper-Paramount house. He succeed.* John Cowcn, who joins the
army.
With population driftmg away
communities,
smaller
the
from
Charles Diller has been forced to
close two more of his portable spots.
They are the Nugget at Telluride,
Colo., and the Uravan, Uravan, Colo.
He had recently closed the Vida at
The latter
Cripple Creek, Colo.
closing was brought about by the
government ofder closing gold mines.
Ro.ss Bluck, Columbia salesman,
who underwent an appendectomy at
Taos, N. M., was moved to the Presbyterian hospital. Denver. Columbia
brought G. S. Pinnell from the Salt

Colorado

manage

darkened, and will continue to be
Harry
operated by that company.
Klotz, assistant at Valentine for ten
years, succeeds Teschner.
Judith Lubit has been named as-

year, at same time theatres apparently coasting on the momentum of
the all-time highs that have steadily
increased during past year. Drop-ofI

Recent nowlywed is Mrs. J. Francis
Finncrty, daughter of Dr. Charles E.
Herman. Carnegie exhib...M. Ser-

venti's theatre. Chicora, Pa., now operating part lime only...WB nianagers tossed farewell party for armybound Max Silverman, of Squirrel
Hill theatre... John DcWall. RKO
homeoffice rep, has moved to Philadelphia after four months at the local exchange.

Brooks Heads M.P. Bookers in N.T.
Bernard Brooks, booker Fabian

sistant at Esquire, first femme asAbe Ludccar. Clevesistant here.
land, to assist Teschner at Valen-

reelected president of the
Picture Bookers Club of
N.Y. for 1943. Others reelected are
Harold Klein, v.p., who books Julius
Joelson circuit; Harry Marolis, treasurer, of Metro exchange, and Louis
also
secretary,
financial
Solkoff,
circuit,

Motion

Everett Callow, ad mgr. of S-W
named head of public relations committee of the local WAAC.
Victory theatre in South Philly has
been sold by Pastime Realty Co.
to Columbia Theatres Co. for $70,000.

owned

is

by

B. Ellis and

and

her

side paint job.

son

has elected
dent; Peter Quiter. U, business agent;
Alverne A. Lostetter. U; John Mayer,
MtG, and Elizabeth Cunningham,
Rep, trustees, and the following to
the executive board: Belle Simon,
WB; Margaret McArdle. Col: Loretta
Guehl, 20th; Nettie Engcl. Col: Laura
George, U; Joe Davidson. 20th: Orlando J. Boyle, Col, and Grace

Thomas.

No, Calif. Holds Up.
San Francisco, Dec. 22.
small town theatres in
northern California has in some instances held steady and in others
increased since gas rationing started.
Favorable circumstances are due to
fact that any patronage lost by reason of farmers not being able to go
to town as often as in the past has
been offset by the increased business
brought by town residents who are
now unable to travel to the big city

the service

(o

Mpla

Minneapolis. Dec.

22.

Proflo has taken over
Cecil, Pa., theatre, which had been
operated under lea.se for number of

Kenny Adams, recently booker years by Primo Calleffe.
Ralph Craig is now managing the
vith the U. S. Army pictures diviHollidaysburg,
theatre
in
sion and, prior to that, RKO head Manos
booker, has returned to Minneapolis succeeding Charles Cassoulis, who Is
from St. Louis to take over the post in the army. Craig was formerly
He with the Harris circuit.
of Universal office manager.
Norman Huhn. of the Grandview,
succeeds Lou Berman, assigned to a
has been named manager of the
alck' post.
Heights theatre here by the Inve.stment Finance Co. That firm recently
Theatre's Party to Patrons
took over the house from Charles
San Francisco, Dec. 22.
Philbrook.
Embassy will throw its annual and
Joseph L. Fechek, veteran projecunique Xmas party for its patrons tionist and theatre manager, and for
Christmas Day, with manager Lee last several years a member of the
I)ibble as host, in the absence of his .itaff. of Mfinlo theatre in Charleroi,
partner. Dan 'Mc:De&n, who IS iii' the has been named manager of that
Navy. For four successive years the house, succeeding Robert Long, retheatre has fed cake, cookies and
punch to the patrons on Christmas
Day, much to the delight of everyone concerned.
Strand, on Market Street, is being

remodeled under its new management, Golden State Theatres.
Fox-West Coast held a meeting at
Palace hotel of

all

district

mana-

gers,
managers and
department
heads for the distribution of Xmas
bonus checks. Harry C. Cox, treasurer of the parent National Theatres, was present to explain newlydevised pension plan, preparatory
to its inauguration here.

Levy Heads Chi Group
Chicago, Dec.

signed.

Putney theatre in Putney. W. Va.,
operated by O. Herald, has been
caken over by Charley Moore, of
Charleston. W. Va., and W. Bobbitt
has shuttered his house in Elverlon,
W. Va.
Joe Dietrick has joined shipping
staff at Par. taking over spot vacated
by James Rizza's call to colors.
Helen Schu has been named president of newly-formed 20th-Fox Employees' Club.
Other officers are:
Molly Tognetii, vice-president; Marjorie Botsford. secretary; Joe Ornstein, treasurer: and C. C. Kellenbcrg, Loretta Guehl and Jack Ellstrom, directors.

22.

Ted Levy. Warner Bros, booker,
was selected as president of the
newly-organized Film Exchange Employees Union, F-45, AFL, at the organization's flr.st election held at the
llackstone hotel last week.
Some
100 members voted.
Others elected were Carl Carlson
(2ath), v.p.; Dorothy Albritlon (WB),
secretary; Chris Chinn (20th), treasurer, and George Benson
(WB),
business agent.
At the annual election of the Reelfellows Club of Chicago, held at the
Blackstone hotel last Sunday (13),
Frank Flaherty, of Columbia Pictures, was elected president to suc-

ceed A. M' Van Dyke. Bob Funk
uJ) and Ted Meyers (U) were re-

Amateur 'Gay Nineties Revue,'
staged recently at Carnegie Music
Hall by Mr.s.. M. A. Silver, wife of

WB zone manager, and members of
her Ladies' Theatrical Club, netted
enough to buy completely equipped
station wagon for local branch of
Red Cross and $1,000 in addition,
which was also turned over to the
Red

head, is public relations chairof the War Activities Commitof the Industry in the Buffalo
New 'York area.

licity

man
tee

and Western

Draft Board
Continued from page

S

20th.

Owner Leo

Kenny Adams Back

Dec.

22.

Biz

of

and South Jersey—
and even New York because of the
strict curfew laws here (local boites
must close at 2 a.m. week nights;
midnight Saturdays, ani are shut
spots in North

—

tight Sundays).

But what with three
week,

per

gals of petrol

bald-headed

them days are gone

tires,

eto.,

forever.

Because Philly's bright

light sector is handy to public transportations from all parts of the city and

suburbs,

people are thronging the

If they don't want
mid-city spots.
for amusement.
t--^
Metro exchange. Beverly Marmour
For that reason, most small town to travel into town, there are numneighborhood cases within
of Snapper circuit, elected secretary, exhibs in this territory now look on erous
while trustees are Archie Berish of gas rationing as a boon to their walking distances or at most a short
Warner N. Y. branch and Joseph In business. They also feel they de- drive from their homes. Many of
ber, booking with Brandt circuit.
Marjorle Main's Bond Hypo
serve a few 'breaks' because of all these are located in the heart of
Board of directors include Alex the patronage they lost by the shift- districts populated by flush war
Indianapolis. Dec. 22.
Arnswalder of Metro; Max Freed ing of rural families to industrial workers.
Marjorie Main, here visiting her
Century; Lou Fischler, associated
mother, Mrs. Jennie Tomlinson. apcenters for the purpose of working
What is true of niteries, is doubly
Seuder,
of
with Max A. Cohen; Ed
peared as headliner at midnight bond
true of the deluxe fllmers and legitand Etta Siegal in war industries.
show at Loew's recently to help Bill Prudential chain,
ters which are reporting the best
Friseo Unaffected
with Monogram. Phil HoroElder sell capacity $46,350 in bonds booker
sergeant-at
new
Conversely, many
Universal,
witz,
in years.
of
seasons
layout,
San Francisco's compact
at $18.75 per.
easy spots in the nearby Jersey and upwithin
transportation
Ken Collins, moving his office from arms for 1943.
with
Club has voted to send holiday reach of all, has held gas rationing's state roadhouses are almost out of
the Indiana to Circle, is having latter redecorated, with a complete in- gifts to all former members now in effect on show biz to a minimum. business by loss of Philly patronage.

expected to reopen by ChristChanges include addition of
400 seats, elimination of boxes, and
remodelling.
tine,

circuit,

Hexter

Philadelphia,

mas.

treasurer.

Theatres

holiday

Iz

Gas rationing, which has been in
When January rolls around and effect here since last summer, hasn't
the rainy season sets in to further affected Philly show business to any
complicate, thealie men look for
degree. If anything, it has apparadmore trouble. That's when the
ently helped.
mittedly poor Los Angeles transporThere was a time when Philadeltation system will be tested for Its
phians would hop into their automoworth to theatres.
biles and hie them.selves to the hot

WB

Mrs. Rose
Hobert.

Happy Az

Philly

has them back to normal and not a

Kenneth L. Dottercr, formerly
territory to fill in for Bluck.
Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox district booker at 20th. now on sales staff.
Shirts In Buffalo
manager, spent two days from his New booker is Don Cox, formerly
Buffalo, Dec. 22.
6an Francisco' headquarters confer- with RKO. Hazel Patrick named
William MacKenna, brother of
ring with C. V. Hake, local manager. assistant booker. Buck Gottlieb, stumanager of the
George
MacKenna,
rehas
20th-Fox,
at
salesman
dent
turned to N. Y. office to be re- Lafayette, Buffalo, is in charge of
Strand, Niagara Falls.
Setting 'Dimes' in Phllly
assigned.
Leonard Raymond, former assistPhiladelphia, Dec. 22.
Sally Bahn, new Par booker, third
ant at the 20th Century, is managing
Variety Club is co-sponsoring an- femme booker on the row.
nual March of Dimes campaign in
Otto Ebert. RKO office manager, the Varsity, succee(ling Kenneth
honor of President Roosevelt's birth- pinchhitting for Herman Black, sales- Murphy, who goes to the Jeff, both
day. Isaac D. Levy, v.p. of WCAU, man now recuperating from a major houses of the Basil chain.
and Postmaster Joseph F. Gallagher operation.
John Scime is replacing Vincent
are co-chairmen of drive.
Staley, now in the army, as ad artist
New officers of Variety Club. Tent
WB Dps Erdcky
Shea's Buffalo.
13, were inducted Friday night (18)
Pittsburgh. Dec. 22.
Harry -Berman, former manager
at dinner in honor of outgoing Chief
has upped Kalmen Erdeky PRC Buffalo, becomes salesman for
Barker Edgar Moss.
from Oakland theatre to manager of Columbia at Kansas City.
Bud Bache elected president of Centre, succeeding Al Katz, who has
Basil Brady, manager New Ariel,
Local B-7. Film Exchange Employees gone into the army.
is on the job after five weeks' hosUnion. Others chosen include Peggy
Film Exchange Employees Local pitalization.
Brickley, v.p., and Marie Hause,
Charles B. Taylor, Shea-Par pubGeorge Ball, 20th, presi-

Abraham M. and Martin

expected

bonan'za.

loss yet.

Lake

Columbia

the

for

waiting

Cross.

Jack While, manager of the Novelty theatre, has resigned to take a
similar post at the Avalon, Los Angeles, recently taken over by his
brother-in-law. Sidney Pink, former
Pittsburgh exhib.
Raymond Richman has leased the Novelty. He's
the son of the veteran theatre man,

Jacob Richman,
RKO exchange has been awarded

and designers, although nothing official has yet been
decided on these classifications. Occupations already declared essential
directors, writers

are film editors, cutters, cameramen,
laboratory
technicians,
animators,
soundman
and
other
technical
workers.

Favorable Aspects

More optimistic outlook regarding
manpower situation as it affects

the
the

production
and
exhibition
branches of the industry is rapidly
gaining ground in the trade regardless of current and potential losses
•via the d»-aft and war indtwiry needs:
Production execs maintain that piclures are more important than personalities,
though latter are admittedly valuable.
Theatre operators are convinced
that Government agencies, such as
the War Manpower Commission and
the War Production Board want
theatres to continue to function if
only to provide a lift for defense
workers.
Contention in trade circles is that
manpower changes will give new
people a chance not only in the talent department but in the technical
and operating branches of the business.

Thinning of union help is considered likely to open up hitherto
closed ranks to newcomers, especially in the technical fields. Theatre
operators in the metropolitan New
York area claim, that in some ca.ses
treasurers
hav^
been
replacing
stagehands.
Replacement of studio technicians,
however, is now receiving most attention due to the departure of several thousand for armed service,

Fact (hat city is contained within a
No Beefs in R. I.
small area also makes the four
gallon gasoline allotment stretch furProvidence, Dec. 23.
ther than It docs in most metropoliis
any one particular
If there
tan centers.
group that has absolutely no oomFirst run picture houses, for explaint against gas rationing, it is the
be
expected
to
ample, which were
local theatre group. Since gas raamuseall
among the hardest hit of
tioning went into effect here several
ment enterprises, have to date months ago, the main-stemmera and
noticed no falling off of biz under
neighborhood houses, too, have been
gas rationing.
reaping a harvest.

Hurt but Det.
Pix Biz Holding Up

Niteries

Detroit, Dec. 22.
Gas rationing combined with the
recent Boston fire has been brutal
on the night clubs here, but the pix
houses haven't reflected any curdriving.
Detroit's
surface
tailed

—

—

transportation, never geared to mass
traffic
in
this automotive center,
hasn't collapsed as predicted under
the new load and now is shuffling
record loads of 2,000,000 passengers
daily around the city.
There are plenty of 'C books In
these parts, considering the fact that
the Government has been considerate of the hundreds of thousands of
war workers and the fact that many
travel as high as 50 miles daily to
work in the far-flung arsenals, and
plants also have worked out shareIhe-ride programs well. This keeps
tanks from gelling too dry here.
The niteries are frankly puzzled
on what rationing will do and the
Boston Are has complicated the picture.
Biz went off right after the
fire and hasn't come back.
Rationing came on later, but it was hard
to tell how much of a factor it has
been In the decline.
Downtown
spots, which are fed by the same
lransportation_..Bervlces which ..are
fllling the loop pix houses, are off
just as much as the big nabe spots
which inclines some to think that
it isn't as much rationing as the Are,
Plenty of big .ipots, excepting the
Bowery and the Club Hoyale in sub
urban locations, are well-located
where rationing shouldn't hurt them

WMC,

re-

markedly since early

fall.

Situation thought to be purely loand due largely to fact that
amount of coin finding ita
way into defense industry payrolls
cal

terrific
is

sendiog workers with

full

pockets

in search of top line entertainment
in their leisure hours.
Such workers were allowed C cards calling for
practically unlimited gas rations,
but what the new gas bans will
mean remains to be seen.

Indpls.

NSH

Indianapolis, Dec. S2.
plenty
squawking
There's
of
about gas rationing here and busi-

figuring seems
Cocoanut Grove

to be that as the
fire is forgotten the
come back, perhaps during
the coming holidays.

Mpls. Off

biz will

Minneapolis, Dec. 22.
Business has slumped sharply In
the vast majority of the territory's
Nitery Biz Worse
situations since ga-soline rationing
started, exhibitors and others In
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22
Pinch of gas rationing began to touch
with
the
say.
situation
ease up a bit here last week after Whether the rationing is mainly refirst two weeks of the curb.
Biz had sponsible for the drop, however, is
by no means returned to what had difficult to determine, according to
lately become to be regarded as nor
the trade, because the winter's first
mal, but theatres noticed a little up- severe cold, always an adverse boxswing again and so did the niteries. office factor, hit the territory siOnly the downtown spots, however, multaneously with the motoring rePlaces beyond the Golden Triangle striction.
were still In the dumps and general
It's also pointed out that the close

And

there were any doubts, the
ported slated to meet Nick Schenck past week-end developments' on the
in N. Y. this week for discussions on gat situation clinched it. Flock of
essential classifications.
them have already folded without
Is

Buffalo's Swltcheroo
Buffalo, Dec. 22.
Gas rationing is affecting show bii
locally contrary to the manner anticipated.
Expectations were that
downtown de luxers would suffer
with nabes getting overflow biz due
to the restrictions.
Just the opposite seems to have happened.
Main
line pic showcases are soaring, the
neighborhoods having
fallen
off

ness is generally down from the
Kigh levels of a few weeks ago, but
most showmen freely admit that it's
As one club owner pointed out. The still better than it was this time last
cabs still are running and the nitery year and that seasonal conditions
crowds are great cab riders.' It may probably have more to do with the
be whistling in the dark, but their slump than driving restrictions.

opinion, even among owners themselves, is that they won't be able to
William Hopkins, West Coast re- survive beyond the first of the year,

gional director of the

R. I. theatres have had one of
the largest years they have ever
had. Even houses which ordinarily
close down for the summer, found
only profitable to remain
it not
open, but found they were doing
better biz than they had ever done
in the best pre-war autumn and
winter seasons.

if

approach of Christmas undoubtedly
la

playing some part in the recesalthough, in this connection,

sion,

exhibitors say that previously the
pre-Chrlstmas drop never started .so
early, being confined to the week
before the Yule-tide holiday.
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WPB's 12-FoDit

Han

EXPLOITATION
Kosty-Disney Tieup For
Good Neighbor Ballyhoo

AM in Zbic

to

Conservation on Ads; Cues to Fix
Washington, Dec. 22
Motion picture theatrei, which are
advertising,
large users of display
together with other advertisers, can
cooperate in the zinc conservation
recomthe
following
Drogram by
mendations adopted by the War Pro-

WPB

recommended
auction Board.
production men and
to copywriters,
business a
other.-: in the advertising
program which will help
conserve much needed zinc for mu12-poii)t

and other essential militery

nitions
items.

program

Zinc-savinK

stresses

conservation meassuch as eliminating
WPB
designed ail borders and making
paper mats from mat services or
nc»spapcr.s. Plan, it said, represents
consen.'jus of newspaper ad execu-

Mat Servic*

Metro's

Filling a newspaper need resulting from the wartime shortage of copper and zinc, Metro
and Loew's have instituted a
new mat service for picture editors throughout the country.

of

Developed by Ernest Emerling
the Loew home office pub-

department, the service,
comprising three, four and flvecolumn scene and publicity mats,
will supplement regular photo
licity

mailings.

common-.'sen.-ic
said,
ures.

department and specialty store
and radio stations.
How t* Save Zinc
Twelve-point program for conengravings is:
serving zine
made.
1. Border cuts must not be
Use standard type borders and their
combination. Desipn border cuts only
when they can be used frequently.
used.
2. Screened type must not be
Don't use double printing on Ben
Day or wash background.
prepare hand lotterirg.
3. aon t
Use availnblo type. Don's use blown-

BILL DANZIGER AID

TO HORNE AT 20TH

tives,
.id

man;i".ci s

up type when

it is possible to select
in
available
faces
type
necessary yi^.cs.
4. Do not tie one piece of art onto
another in a manner that creates
waste area.'!. Don't 'tie in extended
type text with illustration, so as to
Increase zinc area.
5. Make all cut.', so far as possible,
that thoy may be adapted to future
use. Usr cuts over again as often as

suitable

In a realignment of the 20th-Fox
home ofrice publicity-advertising dewhich now operates as
three divisions, Hal Horne has appointed Bill Danziger as his assistant, effective Jan. 4.

partment,

At the same time, Mac

E.

sisting capacity to

South American

his

acting in an asHorne, mostly on

business matters, will be placed in
vompl'ete charge of biz administration and budget control of Home's
department. The three sub-divisions
of the department (advertising, publicity and exploitation) will all come
under Youngstein's jurisdiction,

will originate from a sound stage of
the Disney studio.
In order to make the Coast trip for
the Dec. 27 show, Mrs. Zachary (actress Marian Shockley) is being writ,
ten out of the 'Ellery Queen' program, on which she plays the femme
It will be the first time she's
lead.
missed a broadcast in the three years
the series has been on the air.

M-G BULLISH

ON SURVEYS

appeared in a previous ad,
please specify where. and when the
cuts last appeared so that they can
be picked up for re-use. If publish-

follow

not

through on the project

war conditions. Previously,
Danziger was for five years with
Metro working out campaigns on
ers or printers are to .'store your cuts,
that company's pictures. He came to
be sure to indicate the ones which Metro from
the theatre advertising

will be used repeatedly so -that they

will be saved.
7. Use mats from mat services or
newspapers.
8. Newspaper mats will be saved

for 60 days, if advertisers indicate
that such practice will avoid remaking cuts previously used.
9. Standardize
size and style of
signatures and trademarks for continuous reuse.

due

to

department of RKO.

Propaganda

—

Continued from page

identification.
11. In
preparing art work, use
standard reductions
'same size,'
third off," 'half off'
to save time
and zinc in engraving plant.
12. r.elurn
all
unusable zinc to
your ciifiravor. newspaper or printer.
(WPB rules that anyone holding
'ob.solctc plates' after Sept. 30 will
not be entitled to new plates diu-ing
the calendar quart •.)
Ill
gencial. con.sidcr every layout
from viewpoint of eliminating nil
tiiinoccssary use of engravings.

—
—

underground has no leader-

Italian

ship or plans.
ation of the

was

He

held that continu-

same propaganda

line

^

pointless.

Shirer contended that before U.N.
|)i'opaganda resources can be cflfectively niar.<halled there should be

some
and

clarification

international

nomic problems.

of the
social

Was

it

German,

and ecoplanned to

BACKING OF MPPDA

We
Failure

Extensive exploitation campaign
which has been lined up by United
Artists for 'Stage Door Canteen,' via
song titled 'Marching Thru Berlin,' which Ethel Merman will sing
in the Sol Les,ser production, includes press, radio and. recordings.
Campaign opens Jan. 10 in American Weekly with front cover and
other space, preceded by teaser
ads in the Weekly and 1,500-line
copy in all Hearst Sunday papers
Jan. 3, with other space following
daily. Full page ads go into other
than Hearst papers also. Song and
will
be
plugged
via
picture
placards, radio pages listing 'bands,
Six Victor bands will spot the
etc.
number on their radio shows, these
be n g Vaughn Monroe, Sammy
Kaye, Tommy Dor.sey, Shep Fields,

at-Cordii.g

F.niphasizinK

everybody's

that
the
business and

war

Is

victory

MPPDA

Which we

Serve," United Artists
release which opens this week at the
Capitol, N.Y.
In his note lauding
the film, DcBra names it as a 'must
see"
picture for everyone.
Letter
will g(i to thousands
of church, club
women, civic organizations, etc.,
which the
contacts, >"
Describing the film, DeBra writes:
Made by Noel Coward in wartime

MPPDA

E'lRland.

breathes the very life
and spirit of a gallant
people as
only a motion picture
conceived and
produced in the travail of war can
do. After sechig
It twice, I recommend it as a 'must see' picture for
everyone.'
it

DeBia

also points to a poster
which the MPPDA
designed, which
an inkling of contents of
*^>'ve. and at
the same Ume help-

K've.'i

'"fi

rationalize the

scrviny

urgency of con-

and salvaging rubber.

.

to

Strirci.

when

strength was overestimated and Germany's underestimated. He charged

'

men now point to excellent results achieved through raExploitation

dio

in

various
the

argue that

NOV. AMUSEMENT TAXES

DIPPED TO $11,310,821
Washington, Dec.
Federal

collections

$11,310,821 against
$14,694,996 in October.

the

is

openings
in

and
daily

(likely to continue as a result of
curtailed newsprint supply) is forcing film companies to turn to the
air for relief.

several

In

22.

hinterland

situations

a fiop in
collected
a high of

only

November

key

reduction

newspaper space for picture material

amuse- publishers who have cut picture
copy to a minimum since the outbreak of war are reported reopening columns to the trade in order
to circumvent loss of revenue to

from

ment admission levies took
November. U. S. Treasury

first

month

in

radio.

Publicists complain that, though
th. past half year period that the
admission levy yielded less than a theatre advertising revenue in sm.allprevious month. November collec- er cities and towns is tantamount
tions brought the total admission to 4)ayroir money for newspapers
taxes collected this year so far to in many cases, show business copy
has been the first to be axed.
$130,439,356.
Collections from other entertainN. Y. Presk 'Strik«-B«*me4' Air 'ment taxes were as follows: radioRecent newspaper delivery strike
phonograph, $440,793, up $36,703 in the New York area, when theatre
from October; records, $138,480. grosses continued booming despite
down $66,854 from the previous the alxscnce of regular advertising,
month, musical instruments, $85,464, also provided ammunition for e\down $40,402; slot machines, $479,- ploitcers despite that the temporary
437, up $105,262; bowling alleys, $52,- stoppage could not be considered as
a
barometer of daily advertising
994, down $31,250.
Though a number of theTotal entertainment tax take for, values.
November—$12,507,989, down $3,398,- atres bought radio time during the
strike period (March of Time re-,
716 from October.
portcdly spent $5,000 to plug 'We
Are the Marines' at the Globe theatre, N. Y. ) normal newspaper advertising budgets for the holiday

Army's Record

.season continued.

'Jacare' Set in 5 Spots
'Jac.nie.

2,C00.

Metro has compiled a compart
of outstanding performances by Metro players, its productions and other 'data of the current
his recent flu, goes to the Coast for
year, in a booklet entitled, 'Headlines
the
Hollywood engagement next
of 1942— A Summary of the Year."
month.
The roundup covers marriages, divorces, players In the armed forces,
'Army' Snarl In L'bl
suggestions as to best performances,
Chicago, Dec. 22.
outstanding pictures and selected
'This Is the Army' price changes
have confused the public and caused shorts.
Miniature exploitation booklet also
no little bitterness among those who
lists
in
bold type the new faces
sent in checks for the Jan. 4 opening
'you'll see in 1943,' same being a
night seats.
A. L. Berman, the theatrical attor
civilian president of This Is

ney and
the

Army,

oxploitation-lype of

pic-

ture shot by Frank Buck in South
America, w ith Buck appearing in the
film as well as doing the narration,
will go into five key spots over the
Christmas-New Year's holidays, ac-

cording to Jules Levey, who is distributing it through United Artists.
In addition to. the Globe, N. Y.,
opening Saturday (26), 'Jacare' is set
warfare
eventually
plane
which
and
for Boston. Detroit, Providence and
developed. Yet scarcely a score of Los Angeles for the holidays. It has
read
Germany
ever
outside
people
of
already opened in two Canadian
or paid any attention to Germany's spots, Montreal and Vancouver,
warlike political and military plans.
Buck will make personal.-; with the
He also cited instances of Nazi picture in some spots, none of which
^
used
efTectively
propaganda
so
May inas yet has been decided.
against the French, and now being clude an appearance during the en'ype
the
English
troops—
tried out on
gagement at the Globe. N. Y.
propradio
dirty
postcard
and
of
aganda which suggests that while
DUGGA5
Englishmen are in the front lines PAT
Pat Duggan (Matson & Duggan
their wives and sweethearts are havnow Samuel
is
ing affairs with American soldiers. literary agency)
The same line was u.se'd against the Goldwyn's new story editor. Duties
French in relation to the British will Include tho.se of production astroops, in France. Shirer stated that sistant.
Duggan follows Collier Young,
the Germans are using as a broadcaster of this type of material 'some- now a yeoman, into the .story post.
one they claim is the son of the Hon. He's slated to leave New York for
the Coast in January.
L. S. Amery, high British ofTiciaL
titled 'Art of War,' published in 1B28,
were tipofTs on Nazi plans for tank

WITH GOLDWYH

Inc.,

summary

now recovered from

Main fioor seats were first an- group of Metro newcomers on which
nounced at $4.40, then raised to $11 the company likely will lean to supand finally placed at $22, with boxes plant players called to the colors. It
scaled at $500 each. Practically all
seats are being taken by socialites.

is

significant

that

of

those

named

about 80*^ are femmes.
Eleven Metro personalities and
three directors are listed as being in

Greer Garson
the armed services.
gets the biggest break for outstanding performances, lieing listed twice
urrdcT ^suB)i.:s-t ions for best- perfortm'-

B'way Backing
Continued from pa(e 3

Maclor

Fi-vnch

eyciyoiic'.s concern, Arthur DeBra.l
that the Allies strengthened Gerdiieclor of research tor the Motion'
many while weakening France, as a
picture
Producers St Distributors result of that faulty diagnosis.
Assn.,
has sent out one of the
Shirer also noted that General
strongest endorsements ever given LudendorfT's 'Total War,' published
a picture on
stationery on in 1923, and another German l>ook
'In

Martin. _aaii..,Hil

Erred From the Start
to understand the Nazis

and their aims began after Vcrsaillo.

for their quarters.
They call it 'Hal's Kitchen.'

use of radio time for picture exploitation by major companies is
field
publicists
with a
lever to pry open daily newspaper
columns for additional space.

providing

GREER GARSON TOPS
METRO'S YEARBOOK

i^l

mVE' GETSTOTSEE'

Tendency towards more extensive

'Hal's Kitchen'
Boys working in the art department at 20th-Fox under Hal
Home, over at 10th avenue and
S6th street, have devised a name

WB

di.iarm or destroy Germany'.' Shirer
if would
be a -dilTicult task
to destroy 60,000,000 Germans though
i
he admitted that the Nazis had done
on other .Fi-.eddy
a pretty gjiod job of
peoples.
tyre.

claimed

So Stringent

S Conttnaed from pace Z 5
Radio exploitation for pictures is
campaigns, in $40,000 to $50,000 a week, at $4,40 likely to affect national
rather than
others been instrumental in retltling top, some with $11 premieres.
local advertising 'budgets due to the
films.
uncertainty of release schedules.
Films
Hitherto a New York outfit, the
In L. A. Jan. ZS, Then
Bureau is now operating Jp 25 cities
Philharmonic Auditorium in downaroimd the country. Data is compiled town Los Angeles winds up the
in each city and then routed to New 'Army' tour before it goes before the
York, where Dr. Handel does the Warner cameras. Soldier show plays
compilations and analyses.
IN
the Aud Jan. 26, to an $11 preem
for two weeks. Auditorium seats

Thru Berlin'
Song Bally for 'Canteen'

Shirer singled out the 'silly' talk
10. Develop efTicicnt filing system
over the air a.sking Italians to revolt
of often-used cuts: paste pictures of
as an example of aimless propacut on outside of envelope for easy
ganda.
He pointed out that the

Loss, Not

In revised advertising

'Marchinir
1

Darlan and the Ru.sso-British governments at cross purposes over the
Yugoslavian situation.

Use of Radio

'

The

Picture
Research
Motion
Rodney Bush was recently placed Bureau, indie survey outfit concenin
charge of exploitation, while trating on flbn matters, has been
Charles Schlaifer will continue to working full time for Metro's adverhead advertising and Richard Con- tising and publicity department on
surveys covering public reaction to
don the publicity unit,
Danziger will specialize in assist- sneak previews, advertising campossible.
,
ing Horne in the creation of cam- paigns and media film titles and
6. Don't order the same engraving paigns
for 20th-Fox product.
He trademarks. Headed by Dr. Leo
more than once. Newspapers ex- spent most of the past year in South Handel, the M. P. Research Bureau
change cuts. So. when ordering a re- America where he planned setting has completed 14 different surveys
peat ad or layout, utilizing illustra- up a nim importing st.-vice but did that have in some instances resulted
tions that

Ad

Sensing

trip

Besides Kostelanetz, those making
the trip will include Yasha Frank,
producer; George Zachary, director;
'Ted Cott, m.c: Lou Robbins. arranger;
Gilbert Seldes, continuity writer:
Bernice Zazonick, of the D'Arcy
agency, and Mrs. Zachary. Disney,
currently in Mexico City, will go to
Hollywood for the broadcast, which
will use members of the nim cast and

to

Advertising for Exploitation; Dailies,

last year.

Young-

who has been

slein,

made during

More

Pix Veering

The Andre Kostelanetz show tor
Coca-Cola goes to the Coast for a
single broadcast Dec. 27 to premiere
the music from the new Walt Disney
picture, 'Saludos Amigos.' Trip was
arranged through the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, which is plugging 'Saludos' because of its Latin-American subjectmatter. Film was produced by Disney from cartoon and live footage

IS

has figured to a large extent. Columbia, on the other hand, has gone Into
legit to a moderate degree, via 'Life(Gilbert Miller) 'Counterattack'
and reportedly has money in 'Daina.sk Cheek.'
Col is also backing Al
line'

ance by an

actress,' for

her work in

'Mrs. Miniver' and 'Random Harves'..'
Margaret O'Brien is nominated as
havinc contributed best supporting
performance by a child, in 'Journey
for Margaret.'

Woods' new play.

Hollywood producers, meantime,
arc concerned about the small number of Broadway legits having oicture values this year. The dearth of
material is, in .some quarters, ascribed
to the lack of opportunities for new
writers becau.se of the high cost of
legit experiments and large percentage

Par

casualties.

of

More Coward Film Kudos
Setting up a periodic 'Service to
Freedom' award last week. Freedom
House Monday (21 ) selected Noel

dropped Coward as the

first

recipient of the

award for his production of 'In Whi':h
plenty with 'Beat the Band' this SeaHollywood has been taking bud- We Serve' which preems tonight
ding geniuses with even an ounce of (Wed.) at the Capitol, New York.
Lowell Thomas, president of the
talent off the Broadway bi-eadlines
and shipping them to Hollywood be- Overseas Press Club, sponsoring the
cause the odds are too tough in New film preem, accepted the award on
York. These sources claim that the behalf of Coward.
."on.

development of new writers
important

to

film

the c.--tablishment
panies.

admitted

is

production
of

stock

more
than

com-

that the screen
rights to click plays are worth the
high prices paid but that if more
writers are developed, whether for
It

is

DAN GOULD HOHOBED
Fort Worth, Dec.

22.

The Junior Chamber of Commerce
monthly habit of
naming the 'man of the month' and
honoring him at a luncheon because

of this city has a

legit or in Hollywood, it would pro- of outstanding things he has done.
vide greater source material and, at
This month the honor went to Dan
the .same lime, have the effect of Gould Jr.. manager of the Bowie
shading the top prices currently be- theatre for the programs he has
ing asked for legit properties.
been producing for the' chamber.

|

i

They don't have to travel far
a Warner attraction.

to see

Actually 13,000 theatres
play them— the smartest

showmen

.

in

On To

the business!

yictory!

iiMiTcn,
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PICTURES
Busy Mr. Baerwitz

Selznicks 'Oscar' Pitch For BriiKh

Metro

'In

We

Whkli

Hollywood, Dec.
against

Pi'otG.<;t

early

22.

Macgowan's Six

ol

clo.siiii;

three-way credit as producer, director and writer on the Our Gang
musical, 'Calling All Kids,* which
goes into production this week.
Not content with his three jobs,

Serve Picture (UA)

for tbe Oscar derby was
with the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences by David
O. Selznick, acting as owner-member
of United Artists, which is handling
the American release of the British-

Baerwitz wrote lyrics (or 'Our FaStars' and 'A Salute to the
and Marines,' to be
sung in the short.

Stirring

made picture, 'In Which We
Academy announced on Dec.

IVIarines' Either,

Hollywood. Dec.

Army, Navy

22.

In addition to 'Jane Eyre,' now
practically ready (or lensing, Kenneth Macgowan has Ave stories in
various stages of preparation on his

March

7

LOCATION HOPS

th;i:

UA

WAR CASUALTY

Academy

award

con-

Selznick
advocated
changing the amended rules to their

m

form. If the original rule
now unfair, he added, the Acadis 'pleading guilty to grave injustices in former years.'
Selznick further stated that if the
Academy does not choose to reiii•tate former rules, then in fairness
any change should be deferred for
one year so that producers and
artists would not be penalized by the
lateness of the change.
original

Is

emy,

6 MAJORS POOLING TO

BUY WESTERN COSTUME
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Six major studios are formin.q a
pool to purchase the Western Costu le Co. to keep Intact the large
stock of period and other costumes
owned by the company.
Joseph
Schnitzer, head of Western, recently
suffered a heart attack, and is retiring

from

To Shut Down Mondays

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

For

1941
1942

(By Quarters for Fiscal Year Ended
Jnnc 27, 194$)
Third
Fourth
First
Second
Quarter Quarter Quarter

Quarter
$261,705

$470,044

$669,709

$204,200

(By Quarters (or Fiscal Tear Ending
June, 1943)
Third
Quarter Quarter
In

Second

First

Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

Indies' Sonndies, First

Since Music Union Tabu

The second New York film man
within a month to experience the
death of a daughter is Al Rosen,
manager of Loew's State on Broadway, whose 16-year-old girl. Avis,
passed away Thursday noon il7) as
result of a mysterious brain ailment.
John E. McDermott ,in charge of
the accoimting department at Paramount, lost his daughter, known
professionally as Grace Vaughn. 20.
In the Boston Cocoanut Grove fire
Nov. 28.
Mi.ss Rosen's Illness started with
a cold, then followed a fever of 106
and a fatal coma. Brain and other
specialists
were called in, with
scrum obtained from the Police Department as a last resort. It was
thought a fall In the gymnasium
may have been responsible but doctors dispelled this theory since she
had apparently not hurt herself in
.

Two

indie, production outfits

com-

pleted a batch of soundies this week
for the film jukeboxes.
These are
the first soundies made since the

American Federation of Muscians
ban on recordings, transcriptions
and sound tracks.
John Graham did a group of six.
using sound tracks of the Louis
Jordan and Victor Young Orchs
that were shipped on from Chicago.
Since
Young has been on the
Coast for some time, and Jordan
left Chicago before the AFM recording ban, the producer had no qualms
about using the sound tracks, i.e..
they preceded the tabu. The Jordon
combo were screened sans their instruments for four of these shorts
while the Harvest Moon Lindy
Hoppers and a couple of other acts
were u.sed to animate the Victor

Young music.
Meanwhile

LOL

Productions,

Inc..

group of 10 soundies. using
choral groups and nonunion musical instruments. Two of
Miss Rosen, who would have been the shorts were calypso, two used
17 this coming February, was at- the Borrah Minnevitch Harmonica
tending a girls school in N. Y. A Rascals, others used The Heatwaves,
few weeks ago she had been offered a vocal group, the Marian Lawrence
• model's spot on the Coast by Dancers, Serge DeCarlo, a baUet
N.T.G. (Nils T. Granlund) but she dancer, and group doing a number
of polkas.
All the accompaniment
had no interest in the offer.
Funeral services were held Sun- was provided by non-union instruday (20) at Riverside Memorial mentations.
the

did a

vocalists,

fall.

Chapel,

Surviving are her
father, mother and grandmother.
N.

Y.

Twiee

'

HenMcd

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
John Garradine and Dean Jaggcr

^erc signed by Monogram

to

play

theatres

for

mount, and Mrs. Roy.ster, arc
Springs
Cold
ho.-^pitnl
al
Springs. N. Y.. as

December

session last

Thursday <17), but the directorate
took no action pending actual inspecDirectors were
tion of 'Marines.'
supposed to look at the picture over
the weekend and convene in adjourned

Monday
was not held

but

i21),

session

for lack of

swear words and cxpre.ssions

these

Parain

&

last

were

the

allowed

to

go

through

in

'Marines,'
succeeding
productions
would strive for harsher cursing.
Once the bars are let down, 'the sky
might become the limit' he claimed.

Cold

an' accitheir car

re.nilt of

dent Monday c21) when
skidded and struck a tree near that
^
town.

The

MPPDA

directorate will rule

on 'Marines' ns soon as the different
directors have seen the picture. Unless a .special exception is made on
the film, the PCA code would have
internal injuries as result of the
to be modified or tempered in order
crash.
Hi.s wife su.slaincd a fracto allow the picture to go through
tured ankle and cuts about the face.
intact with
the banned wordage.
The Roysters were en route to
There has been some' talk of allowmanpower and critical material,
N. Y. from Poughkecpsie when the
ing certain leeway in PCA handling
the re.solution adopted by a meet- accident
occurred.
Operator
ol
of future pictures where ballefront
ing of most of the leading indies, Netco was coming down to attend a
scenes appear to call for vivid cursWar Activities Committee meeting. ing,
pointed out.
but thus far there has been
The meeting was sponsored by
little inkling that the code will he
independent
theatre
owners
of
modified in any way. The special
eastern Pennsylvania and the comtreatment for wartime stories might
Film
mittee of 38 at the Broadwood hoi)e considered, but the theory that
Continued from page T
tel.
More than 80 operators repthere should be no lessening of the
resenting upwards of 200 theatres atpockets has created guards on screen morals appears to
tended.
The resolution, presented money-jammed
have the usual backing among ina reverse position on playoff .since
by David Barrist, pa.ssed without a
dustry leaders.
film clears faster in N. V. now than
dissenting vote.
At one of the forthcoming adit does in various other parts of the
Harriet had advocated that the
he op- journed meetings of the MPPDA
country.
It was generally
exhibs petition the Government to
po.sile before.
However,
in N. Y. il- directorate, the budget for 1943 is
ask the nation's theatres to shutscheduled to come up for approval.
.self pictures are frequently, held up
down on Mondays, but the confor some time in spite of the many It also is likely that several angles
sensus of the meeting was for theaexistence. or" the public relations campaign may
theatres
in
tre-owners to agree to such a move first-run
come up for final approval.
without the need for Government N. Y. does not have any moveover
houses,
where a picture shifts from
action.
a fir.st-run to another theatre without any lap.se of time between.
While in the past, subsequent-run
operators have squawked long and
loudly against moveover engageContinued from pare T
ments on the ground that they were
.second-runs under another name,
dated Film Industries
(Republic)
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
distributors have never done
preferred also advanced fractionally the
Universal signed Allan Jones for
anything about it. Now. with move-'
to near the year's peak of $9.
over houses starting to disappear a fourth filmusical in addition to
Loew's.
always
bellwether
of
from the .scene, the second-run thea- the three-picture deal recently finamusement group, soared several
New pact calls for a cotre is nearer to the pictures he has ished.
points during the week to approach
bought except where the initial run starrer with Kitty Carlisle in 'Cross
its previous high of $40.75.
ParaYour Fingers,' slated to start early
mount common hovered around the extends the engagement further next month with Howard Benedict
than it otherwise would have done.
year's best price of $17.50 with subAs it is, subsequent runs have been producing.
i^tantial gains on the two big tradJones has just completed 'When
complaining houses up front are
ing sessions.
Par preferred scored
holding film so long it's worn out by Johnny Comes Home,' lo be rclca.sed
sensational advances to near the
New Year's. This is the Phil Spithe time they get It.
1942 peak of $123.75. RKO common
talny film.
The two other films
made a new high at $3.87^4 with
under his three-picture pact were
Par's Shift In Mpls.
much better than the usual frac'Rhythm of the Islands' and 'Moontional gains.
Minneapolis, Dec. 22.
light In Havana.'
Both 20th-Fox common and prePolicy change by Paramount cir-

While Roystcr suffered no visible
damage, he is under observation to
determine whether there were any

]

Moveover

I

|Daiighter,16,of AIRosen
Dies of Pozzliiig Ailment

Gmserration

New York

state

—

$312,00

.

public.

Resolve

directors

week.
Loiils de Rochemont, producer of M. of T., and legal staff of
Time, appeared before the directors

'hell' and 'damn' were permitted to
go through in this production. His
contention was that such swear
words were not essential. But the
main thesis he presented was that if

eration of the Nelco circuit of up-

Philly Indies

$1,295,958
560.869
574,292
740.241
Gen'l
1.008,834
1,815.267
1,568.816
Philadelphia, Dec. 22.
1.317.771
Philly
ind-.es
yesterday
rec183.393
2,047 ommended that all theatres in the
512.185 U. S. clo.se on Monday of each week
552.744for the duration.
The action would
1,611,659
conserve
fuel,
e.ssential
services,

bi:siness,

Industry figured it would be loser
If the vast stocks assembled over a
period of years were sold piecemeal
at auction.
Comi^anies pooling for
the purchase are Warners, 20th-Fox.
RKO, Columbia, Universal and Re-

1930-42

Assn.

Distributors

"Charles Freoe. MPPD.\ vice-presgiving
ident
and
coun.sel,
the
PCA side of the story, backed up
the eliminations, pointing out the
precedent which would be established if such words as 'baslard.s.'

.

•

Motion Picture Producers

to the

is typical marine language
employed at the battlefront and essential to the faithful reproduction
of factual material in the film.

ROYSTERS' ACCIDENT

COLUMBIA PICTURES EARNINGS

Inc.,

have the ordered
PCA left in 'We

deleted

13

1930
1931
1932

Time and Time.

fight to

Are the Marines,' feature production
being released by 20th-Fox, directly

this session

£

^' ^

I

of

its

quorum.
M. of T. had given previous notice
that it was going to appeal the deletions ordered by the PCA. Contention of T!m« spokesmen before the
directors was that the swear-words

ir-P-^-'A-Iand and Fred Wil'(
ikm»,:iiiS^W<iie!ity t iAm'J''>.
\yiA»\ik\
the ilrsi groups. A illm company can't hire cox t<. feature statu.s.
year (roih $311,000
weeks ending on Sept 27. 1941, special trains any more,
Studio location managers admit
provision (or Federal income and
excess profits taxes pared the net they arc frustrated on mass hauling
profit.
Company wrote ort $677,000 for the (lLir;',tion. From now on, the
for both income and excess profits distant backgrounds will be handled Netro Circuit Exec and Wife Skid
taxes or more than six times greater hy the process and special effects
In Their Car
than the $109.Q00 in the first 13 dt'partmcni.s in the studios.
weeks of 1941 fiscal year.
H.nrry Roysler, in ch.irge of op-

fiscal

eligible for
sideration.

A^eal Pends

at the regular

SHORTS
METRO UPS
MORE
ADDS

COLUMBU'S 13-WEEK
NET UP 50€ TO 312G

M.O.T.S

id

eliminations of the

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
All of Hunt Stromberg's productions (or United Artists release until
the end o( 1945 wUl be flhned at
General Service Studios, under a
new contract with Benedict Bogeaus,

production schedule at 20th-Fox.
Pictures are 'Mr. Bullfinch Takes
president of the rental lot.
producers renting space
pictures up for nomination must open a Walk," 'Happy Land,' 'Stars and
Other
for a week's public run in Los An- Stripes Forever,' The Story of Dr.
at the OS studio are Edward Small,
Bethune' and an untitled yarn by
geles prior to Dec. 31.
Charles R. Rogers, Alexander Korda
Levino on a war
Sel7jiick jjointed out that United Albert Shelby
and Arnold Preasburger.
Artists might have been able to And theme, still a secret
a deluxe house to show picture if
Hollywood, Dec. 32.
lufTicienl warning of the switch in
SIX
UnLong location treks by rail are out,
closing lime had been given.
derstood he suggested the Englishexcept in (eatures directly concerned
SIX
made film should have a chance to
PILOTS,
with war morale in cooperation with
compete with Hollywood product, if
the Government, according to proonly as friendly gesture to Great
Hollywood. Dec. 22.
Britain.
sent
crews
all over
ducers
who
once
Columbia Pictures net profit (or
Metro has signed six new shorts
Ill a wire to the Academy presithe company's the country to film sequences in directors in recent weeks. They are
dent, David O. Selznick chargeil the the first 13 weeks o(
Unilegitimate local backgrounds.
Walter Hart, Bert Glazer. Gunther
awards' body,. placed certain pro- fiscal year ending last Sept. 26 was
ducers and artists at a disadvantage $312,000, which is $50,000 Increase versal's 'We've Never Been Licked' Fritsch. Cy Endfleld, Harold Daniels
by moving up the deadline for elig- over the $262,000 . shown (or cor- (Walter Wanger) is a morale story, and Michael Audley.
Ibles. Selznick stated his objections responding period last year.
New pilots were appointed to All
based on the training of Army o(were based on the late date at which
profit
o( flcers at College Station, Tex., but vacancies caused by the uppage of
operating
Although
change in rules was made, giving Columbia rose to $989,000 (or this the cast and crew on the return trip Jules Das'in, Allen Kenward, George
Serve.'

But
carried

vorite

CMli-ics
filed

No Cuss Words Allowed

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Sam Baerwitz a

handed

PALS

m PEEn.

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Kay Aldrlch and Allan Lane are
the
lic's

new

clifThanger tops in

forthcoming

chapter

Repubplay,

double villainy as co-stars in the
chiller picture, 'No Escape.'
Filming starts Jan. 4 with King
Bros, producing and Harold Young

'Daredevils of the West'
Serial Is a combination of hoss
riding adventures with a wartime
background,
galloping
early
in

directing.

January.

JONES TAGGED BY U

Good War News

FOR FOUR MUSICALS

^

ferred were strong, the latter coming
to its year's top.
Universal
preferred, on the big board, equalled
its 1942 peak at $161.
common
raced ahead $2 into new high ground
at $35 per share while the certificates of Universal common advanced
more than $1 to $9.12Vi.
Warner Bros, common also was a
strong performer, pushing up in
heavy dealings (which made it one
of the most active stocks on the
N. Y. Stock Exchange) to best price
of year at $8.37 '4.
Warner's preferred also was stout being close to
its best 1942 level of $80.75.
Technicolor also stiffened to within the
best level of year while Monogram,
ordinarily inactive, was pushed up
to $1, highest quotation of 1942.
closest

U

Involving two loop theatres
here will permit more pictures to
'break'
weekly and probably be
available sooner for neighborhood
cuit

and suburban

situations.

Total number of loop first-run
houses, with the Centui^'s inclusion,
will be six, the others being the
State,

Orpheum, World, Gopher and
them In a Paramount

Aster, all of
circuit pool.

The Effect on Effects

The Cen-

now

used mainly for extended
runs of pictures, which play the
State first, will house only firstruns henceforth. The Lyric will be
the extended run theatre in its place.
Latter house has been operated under subsequent run policy. No provision is made for bringing pictures
back downtown for a second rim.
tury,

Hollywood. Dec.

Committee to draft rules
ern

special

effects

for

this

22.

to govyear's

Academy Award was announced by
Walter

Wanger, president of the
of Motion Picture Arts &

Academy

Sciences.'

Chairman

of the new group is
Farciot Edouart.
Other members
are Lionel Banks, McClurc Capp's.
John Cosgrove, John Fulton. Arnold
Gillespie, Byron Haskin, Russell Kimball. Harry Leonard; Louis Mcscnkop.
Fred Sersen, Hal Shaw, James
Stewart, Vernon Walker and S. J.

Tur ininf*

*

WedncBday. December 23, 1942
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"

.

Wednesday, December 23, 1942

PICTURES

IR

Much

Stuff Fpres in

"

week, but those
interviewed expressed strong support
for the New York stage cleanup

and going home

MeDett Vs. Hollywood
4i

Washington, Dec. 22.
given over

the publicity

De!<pite

the weekend to Lowell Mellett's re-

quest to Hollywood studios to submit
scripts to the Office o(

formation,

it's

the point that

producers hot.

War

In-

understood that's not
principally has the

What

has them irked

said to be an entirely unpublished

Is

request that the film industry handle
dealing with Washington,
through the Bureau of Motion Pictures of the OWI, which Mellett
heads.
Not only the producers themselves,
but the entire Hays office exec personnel is understood to be extremely riled at Mellett's effort to funnel
the entire industry-to-Government
all

its

It's
relationship through his office.
at the same time by
who have
observers,

recognized

Washington

seen the disputed letter, that it was
written with the best of intentions
and couched in he friendliest terms.
However, if the OWI exec was
serious about channeling all of the
motion picture industry's contacts
with Washington over his desk, the
opinion here is that he was acting
Too many people reprenaively.
senting Hollywood in one way or
another have too many tentacles
extended into too many corners to
ever expect that Mellett could get
them to bring all their requests to
him.

To many

of these people, the placing of their knowledge of inside
Washington into the service of the
picture industry is their principal
means of support. So, obviously,
Mellett let himself into a hornet's
nest by asking that a practice of long

The

film Industry, of course, isn't

cedure whereby our Hollywood

would receive copies

fice

of-

of studio

treatment or synopsis of ALL stories
which you contemplate producing.
We should like also to set up a
routine procedure and arrangement
whereby our Hollywood office may
view all pictures in the long cut.
While this Is rather late in the operation to introduce any new mat.

ters, it would make it possible for
us to recommend the deletion of any
of the material which may be harmful to the war effort.

'Questions involving relations and
policies with foreign governments
should be cleared through the Hollywood office. The OWI is in contact with every friendly neutral

government and

is in a position to
give authoritative advice regarding
both our own attitude and that of
foreign governments
Questions
Involving L>atin America should be
cleared through the office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Af.

.

.

fairs.

Mellett points out that his office
has no authority regarding censorship of foreign exports but that it
has representatives as advisors to
the Board of Review in the Office
of Censorship.

EXTRAS

ZSOG

OVER LAST YR.

—

off in. the end.

Indnatry's

Hollywood, Dec.

Own

B«ps

ordinates' the news reels. In addition, of course, J. Robert Rubin,
Metro v.p, Harry W. Warner and

22.

Film fextras will earn about $250,more this year than they did
in IMl, according to placement fig000

ures released by Central Casting
Corp. Earnings for last year were
covering 266,125 jobs. In
months of 1B42 the wages

$3,118,411,
the first 11

were

$3,030,112,

with around $300,-

000 estimated for December.

Increases in wages is due largely
other industry toppers are frequent to the practical elimination of the
visitors. Not to be forgotten, either, $6.50
calls.
During the current
is the fact that WendeU WUlkie is year, few of the regular atmosphere
chairman of the 20th-Fox board and players have accepted tickets for
has some friends of his own in the less than $10.50 per Sa'y. So many
capital Hays office, too, has ade- casual players have gone into war
quate Washington representation.
production in the neighboring facMellett's suggestion that he'd take tories that film producers can't find
care of all D. C. affairs for the in- enough extras without paying the
dustry was not without a basis of $10.50 rate. Shortage is expected to
need.
So many film people have become even more serious when the'
been pouring into Washington with Manpower Commission starts shiftso many angles that they have cre- ing workers into essential industry
'ated considerable confusion which Jobs.
Heaviest month of 1942 was July,
kicks back at Hollywood. Industry
itself recognized that fact a couple with 32,757 extra jobs passed out
weeks ago when the War Activities by Central Casting. Banner month
Committite a^ked that all filmiles of 1941 was April, with a record of
check with it before journeying to 33,438.
the shores of the Potomac.

Although the suggestion
they
handle their Washington matters
through Mellett is said to be the
principal

irc-rouser

the letter,
producers let it be known here that
they don't like the script- o.o.ing
either.
That they should feel so
violently about it as they are said
to, however, comes as a surprise to
industry observers in the capital.
They point out that Mellett merits
more faith than that, as he has repeatedly proved himself a friend of
Hollywood, a conservative influenQ^
in opposition to the 'take-em-over'
school.
His gesture last week in
slashing his own office's demand for
raw stock to allow more to go to
the newsreels is a sign of leaning
in

STUDIOS TO COMPETE

FOR SIGNAL CORPS PIX
Holljrwood, Dec.

as complete freedom
possible for private industry, it
said.

On

As Censorship Wei^e

Film Scripts

that are

war

deemed detrimental to the
The OWI has taken pains

effort.

to emphasize that its powers are
merely advisory and that its request
should not be interpreted as constituting blanket censorship.
Nevertheless it seems to us that- the. OWI
has no business making such a re-

quest.'

Hollywood Knows better
j

I

'To our way of thinking' the Post
editorial continued 'the ^idustry as

Baltimore clergymen. 'The
9„ experienced
„^H*nrpH appraiser
«nnr<.U»r of th^
an
the pub.
the view that there was nothing in Mel- lie is a better judge
about protecting
vigilant
of what helps
morals of the men in uniform, and lett's request that should get Holly- and what harms the war effort than
we must be equally on the qui vive wood producers stirred up and that the OWI.
Moreover as Mr. Mellett
to see that these smart purveyors the letter to the studios was a 'rouhas pointed out, the industry has been
do not corrupt the home front with tine communication' from the OWI cooperating with the OWI
right
motion picture chief. It has mainan immoral scr.een.'
along. Presumably, therefore, it would
Some saw in the Office of War tained that the letter merely pro- continue to do so without the irritatInformation suggestion that it okay vided for continuing practices which ing pressure implicit in the OWI's
all scenarios and screen treatments the studios themselves had volun- new request
a repercussion from the Maryland tarily initiated and that it contained
'Blanket censorship may not be the
Columbia sermon of little of a new nature.
District of
issue here but an unnecessary official
Catholic pul-

Sunday

when,

(13)

However,

all

two

leading

Capital

renewed their allegiance to the newspapers, Washington Post and
Legion of Decency, and promised to Evening Star, speaking editorially,
have taken the view that the OWI
abide by its rating on pictures
request gives the motion picture inIt's 'VolnnUry,' S«ys Mellett
dustry something to think about. If
Lowell Mellett, director of the monot worry about.
To the Post it
tion picture division. Office of War

pits

seemed that OWI had 'no business
Information, at once declared he had
making such a request.' The Star
not enunciated a new OWI policy.
He declared that the directive to held that 'voluntary compliance is
producers was merely a reiteration too apt to be the opening wedge
for a system in which compulsory
of earlier 'voluntary' suggestions,
and reaffirmed that he was without compliance is understooi:.'
Elmer Davis, director of the OWI,
the power of compulsion
stood by his motion picture bureau
There were hurried long-distance chief
on the issue and took the view
calls to Washington from the pro
that there was not any Government
duction centre after Nelson Poynter
compulsion behind the request to
of OWI had delivered hU letter. 'Is
studio heads.
this a feeler for more power put out
Elmer Ihtvia' Slateraent
as a trial balloon?' was the tenor of
OWI Director Davis gave the folthe queries. 'If it la, we propose to
This is putting one foot in lowing statement to 'Variety' on
fight it.
the door, and if accepted meekly, Sunday (20):
'I am
will be the first step towards a more
fully informed as to what
rigid federal censorship.'
Mr. Mellett is doing and is meanUp to date every policy fixed by ing to do, which is not what excited
people
in
Hollywood and elsewhere
rigidly
Lowell Mellett has been
followed. At his suggestion Noel Cow- seem to think he means to do. Mr.

We

Mellett's statement
yesterday rehad a sentence deleted that might garding the purpose of his proposal
have been regSrded as offensive to seems to me to be perfectly clear.'
The statement Davis referred to
Italian-Americans. Metro-Goldwynwas
one
given
by Mellett explaining
Mayer went to considerable expense
to revise 'Tennessee Johnson,' and the request made in his letter to the
In this statement, Mellett
soften up the character of Thad studios.
Stevens lest it offend colored pa- commented on Hollywood reports
that
producers
trons of the movies. Stevens is an
were 'confused' by his
idol of the colored people, and they request that screen treatments and
are solidly New Deal. The plan to scenarios of all motion pictures be
remake 'Birth Of A Nation' was submitted to the OWI before the
pictures
are produced.
abandoned because of OWI influence,
All the major studios have been
and producer Sam Goldwyn placed
a reissue, 'The Real Glory,' on the submitting their picture ideas to the
shelf after Mellett had pointed out Government for at least six months,
he
said.
Mellett explained that the
It was offensive to Filipinos.
The reentry of Joe Breen into the arrangement was purely voluntary
production code picture gives the and that it had originated with the
There was
Hays organization a strong card. producers themselves.
no
idea
of making submission comBreen has powerful friends in Congress, among them Representative pulsory, he added.
Mellett said he had sent the letter
McGranery of Pennsylvania and
to Hollywood studios asking that
other members of the House committee, which will consider any re- they submit film scenarios to OWI
in advance of production but
pointed
strictive legislation. The disposition
out that his was 'a routine communinow is to watch
ard's picture 'In

Which

Serve'

I

encroachment is certainly involved.
And if there is one thing the country
needs it is less, not more, official interference in a business which, like
press and radio, should have a miniof superimposed restraint in
ord^r to serve the public as well as it
could and should be served.'

mum

The Star declai'ed tiie motion pic
ture industry has a responsibility to
the public 'to keep the screen free.'
PIx Has Done a Good Job

The moving picture industry has
taken advantage of its unexcelled
opportunity to use its facilities for
the war effort and in the opinion of
observers has done a good job,' the
Star asserted. 'But it is only natural
that the industry seems to view with
considerable skepticism a proposal
from Lowell Mellett chief of the
OWI's motion picture bureau, that
screen treatments and scenarios be
submitted to the OWI before they
are produced.'

The moving

pictures,

like

the

should properly regard with
move which, aside
matters involving
militaiy
secretary, stiggests Government approval as a prerequisite of production or publication,.' the editorial
continued. The question of whether
compliance with Government approval is voluntary is not particularly
important.
For voluntary
compliance Is too apt to be the opening wedge for a system in which
compulsory compliance is underpress,

suspicion every

from

stood.

'When the Government

sets

up

dustry, and to meet a real demand
—that is one thing. When the Government asks the moving picture industry to set up a system which
definitely injects governmental ap-

proval as a part of motion picture
production, it is something else enThe screen has a re^onslble
part to play in the war effort, and

tirely.

Hollywood closely.
best
cation' which merely reviewed the undoubtedly wants to do its
They don't like Hollywood buythe
existing relationships between the But it has a responsibility to
Gypsy Rose Lee's story The motion
public, and that Is to keep the
picture industry and the
screen
free.'
Government

—

before the cameras

roll.

•Actually the only new thing in
the letter,' Mellet stated, 'wac a -mes-

sage advising the producers of an
arrangement between OWI and the

armed

services by which OWI will
participate in supervising pictures

foshrtoiexicoto
fatten up welles pic

concerning the services.'
Mellett said that Davis had

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
letter which he
Norman Foster shoves off for Mexmotion picture bureau chief ico City this week under a 20th-Fox
told 'Variety' that he felt Hollywood contract to direct and supervise a
was raising 'a tempest in a teapot' Mexican-made picture, 'Santa,' with
Esther Fernandez as star.
over the matter of his letter.
Understood Foster may also work
D. C. Dallies Differ
The Capital's press, however, did on additional footage for 'It's All
not agree with either Davis or Mel- True,' which Orson Welles started
lett as to the significance of the OWI but did Bot finish for RKO. Welles
is said to be negotiating witTTRKO
request.
Neither the Post nor the
Star regarded the affair as a 'tempest for an additional $200,000 to complete the feature, on which Foster
In a' teapot.' Both attached very serious implications to the motion pic- directed bullfight scenes in Mexico
several months ago while Welles was
ture industry of the action.
working In South America.
'Why it should be advisable

viewed the

resent to

the studios.

22.

Independent producers, as well as
majors, will get an even chance to
bid on future films to be made for
U. S. Signal Corps, according to Col
M. E, GiUette, representing the War
Dept., at a meeting of indie picture
makers.
Signal Corps film requirements for
the next year. Col. GUlette explained,
will need a large portion of Holly-

MORE SOVIET WAR
Patlic

PIX

Takes 'Bom^Inf of Moscow'
V. S. Block

And Others on the
Artkino, Inc.,
viet films, last

Yank
week

distrib of So-

^

sold a four-

documentary. Hie Bombing of
Moscow.' to Pathe. Latter will re-

reel

make

into a one-reeler

and

OWI

for the

Office of

War Information

to scru-

tinize all film scenarios whether
or
was not they have anything to
do with
mentioned by Wendell Willkie who
the war is beyond us' the Post deHollywood, Dec. 22.
,_,
caught it during his recent stay in
The Honor System' is release tag
clared.
'Yet the OWI's film division
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Moscow.
Day At War' is a com- has asked
1 'You Can't Beat the Law' at Monto see not only all movie
Feminine Influence in the military pilation of clips gathered by USSR
ogram.
scripts before production but has also
setup will be pictured in 'Five Little photographers
'After Tomorrow' at PRC-Pathe
in
one day and
Ladies at War,' the next production covers the entire fighting front, requested a preview of pictures "in became 'Behind Prison Walls.'
'Careless CIndereHa' is third title
by Jack Schwartz for Producers Re- from Finnish front down to the the rough' before their release to the
public. The intention of course is to for
'Careless,'
originally 'Nothing
leasing Corp.
Black Sea.
Ventured,'
purely independent Government enat Metro.
enable
the Government to make conArthur Drlefuss, who wrote the
All films recently arrived from structive
Release tag on PRC's second
» - >.»•-»
tity.
V fj- ••'
suggestions as well as to
story, wHl<diT(Kt.Billy .ttie Kid' western is 'The Kid
Moscow.
recommend the droppfng of scenes

Last line of Mellet's letter specifically states that the film activities
of the Office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs are not to
be construed as subject to the requests contained therein.
That's
in keeping with the Presidential
order setUng up the OWI, which
left the
Rockefeller committee a
•

.

•

.

Skirting the

War

Side

a

system of review to accommodate
the moving picture industry, at the
request of the moving picture in-

ing

G-String Murder,' and this feature
will be scanned closely for off-color
material. Neither do they like Hollywood dickering for 'Strip for Action.'
These are considered foreboding signs, and producers wUl find
a Congressional red light to 'stop'
and at .once unless they want Uncle
Sam to really pass on their scripts

release
wood's facilities
and manpower. through RKO. Buy
was an outright
Contracts and scripts will be open to sale.
competitive bidding by all producas
Currently being considered are
ing companies now in business.
is
offers, by several of the majors, for
'The Siege of Leningrad' and 'A Day

toward

Press Views Mellett's Stand

I

advisable to establish a

alone in using the devious approach
in Washington. Every industry, from
steel to doughnuts, does things exactly the same way via the backdoor rather than the direct method.
And, of course, it occasionally pays

Perhaps the best known of the
*working reps of the industry here
are Tony Muto, who watches out
for the 20th-Fox interests; Carter
Baron, who takes care of details for
Loew's, and Claude Collins, who 'co-

last

and conviction. The anti-Hollywood
Washington, Dec. 22.
MeUett's Letter to Film
group contends that there is a moveThere seems to be a wide dlStudios Quite Pointed ment on foot, definite and militant, vfgence of opinion between the
to open up the stage and screen to Office of War Information and the
Lowell Mellett's letter to the stu
dios states that all contacts with licentiousness and indecencies under motion picture industry as to the
any Government agencies 'including the guise of war liberalism. 'If we effect and the significance of the
the armed forces' regarding motion permit profanity and vulgarisms on recent request made of studio heads
by Lowell Mellett. chief of the OWI
pictures should be cleared through
the screen, it is the opening wedge motion picture bureau, that they
the Bureau of Motion Pictures. He
adds, significantly, 'For the benefit to strip-tease, and all the filth and submit all proposed screen treat'
of both your studio and for the Of- exhibitionism of burlesque,' one of ments of pictures to OWI for refice of War Information it would be
the house leaders told a group of
II
^«TT has
u
.1
Officially,
OWI
Uken
country
the
routine pro-

and honored standing be abandoned
ioT anything as minor as increased
efficiency.

C

censiirThreatJj D.

Back-of-the-Wasliiiigton-Scene
|

all

—

at

The 'Leningrad'

War.'

pic

TITLE CHANGES

.
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'

Rides Again.'

Wednesday. December 2S, 1942
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first great screen story

OF TODAY'S GREAT HEROES
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T
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Cosmopolitan Magazin3 Story

i-orsster
•

Directed by

JOHN FARROVi!

COWAN PRODUCTIO

.

Wednesday, December 23, 1942
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Louis Would

Sl

hhoo

Chi Ops

Smokuig

As Safety Measure

In Theatres

making
Louis, Dec. 22.

St

Director of Public Safety Harry D.
McBride who, last week, declared
inspectors

that

of

hi-

department,

making a thorough checkup
measures

dance

in

halls,

of safety
flicker

houses, theatres and other places of

public assemblage had found six
houses that not only permitted smoking in the balcony but
posted signs to encourage snch pracflicker

tices.

Wrathful over

going to stop immediately, through
th« voluntary co-operation of theatre
owners, until the necessary legislation can be introduced in the Board
of Aldermen.'

McBride

Franklin,
St John, New
Joe
Brunswick, circuit operator, in New
York last week to set a product deal
with Paramount for the eight houses
in the Franklin-Herschorn circuit,
reports phenomenal box office gains
throughout Canada. There's an excess profits tax of 100%, however,
while corporations also pay an additional 30% tax on pre-war profits.
Fuel situation in the Dominion
foi'^d most exhibitors, like others,
well prepared with coal supplies.
U;ber latior ng has also been absorbed easily.

mm

Springfield,

Mass.,

Dec.

22.

'Western Mass. Theatres, Inc., this
a new policy of ^ao
in all its houses. President
Nathan Goldstein said it was not as
the result of the. Cocoanut Grove
holocaust He said the policy had
been adopted prior to the Boston,

week revealed
smoking'

own

their

m

deal.

although twobe in all con-

CO.

STOCK

SUIT UNDER

St. Louis,

Fanchon

Dec.

22.

Marco Enter-

ti

per cent of the stock of
Louis Amusement Co., of which
holds 42 per cent, was taken
ur.der advisement last week by Circuit Judge Robert Aa.'on after a
brief trial in which Harry C. Arthur,

tional S2
St.

THEATRE FIRE

it

now

Jr.,

Kilgore, Texas. Dec. 22.

head of

F&M

suit is directed

its

most disastrous

fire

hei>e testified.

The

b.uilding recently
$25,000.
for the

difficult to replace

-

Properties

City Closes Salt Lake Cinema
stock and the reorganization of the
Salt Lake City, Dec. 22.
Central Properties holding which inLicense of the Empire, South State
cluded the Ambassador, Missouri and
street, rescinded by city commisHe
sion on ground that conditions in the the Grand Central buildings.
theatre were extremely unsanitary asserted that the contract permitted
to purchase the other stock at
and also presented a fire and structural health hazard. Theatre, owned any time.
The contention of the defense is
by W. E. Shipley, managed by E.
that F&M's option to purchase the
Kjirgard.
House, second run.
stock had been disposed of in the
Federal court litigation in connecMaiden, Mass., Theatre Burns
tion with the Central Properties
Maiden, Mass., Dec. 22.
Damage estimated at $40,000 was Corp. and that the various acts of
caused when flames of undetermined the trustees in connection with the
origin swept through the Maplewood re irganization hacl been approved
theatre early last Saturday (19), two by the F^eral court. The defense
hours after a capacity audience had also asserted that the parties and
issues in the court proceedings were
left
not identical and that the plan of
reorganization of the Central Properties Corp., had not
ten executed
as contemplated. Witnesses for the
defense
were Dysart, Clarence M.
IN JA.N.
Turley, secretary of the Amusement

F&M

REP

BEFORE

the Junior. Chamber of Commerce
has asked the cooperation of the
Ministerial Association in providing
Sunday entertainment for soldiers
Part of this
visiting in the city.
entertainment would include the

largely due to the
of
Ministerial Association.
It
is
believed, however, that opposition to a
Free Sunday movies are provided
at the Catholic USO Center, but the
facilities are limited, leaving hundreds of soldiers to walk the streets
in search of diversion,
strictly soldier show can be over-

come.

8

STARTERS AT

PAR

YEAR AT

New

A

on

lease.

For sometime, the Regent

Gabby Hayes to co-star in a new
group of buckaroo chases.
Roy Rogers is now the top rider on
the valley

lot,

taking the place of

has been a weekender, usually
closed during the summer.
Now, Walter H. Wertime, Sr., has
incorporated
the
Cohoes Regent
Theatre Corp. He is said to be set
t" run the Regent himself when
Fabian's lease expires. Wertime, who
with his son, Walter, Jr., is a direc
tor of the new company, operates
tlie Chester, in Chestertown village.
The Wertimes are large property
owoers in Cohoes.
Sideliners believe that with three
theatres running in the city— Troy
Is nearby, and Albany is only nine
miles away— the fight for business
for product, etc., may be bitter.
These observers opine one or more
of the theatres may lake it on the
chin financially.
Cohoes was the
scene of sharp film competition at
one time, but in recent years has not
been so stormy. There are one or
two other theatres long dark in

Gene Autry for the duration. Don
Barry continues to gallop as a secondary star, and Bob Steele, of the
Three Mesquiteers, is being groomed
as a lone galloper, with the Mesquiteers continuing under their own

town.

here.

horsepower.

METRO'S AIR PIC
San Antonio, Dec. 22.
Virtually all arrangements for the
partial
filming of Metro's 'Guy
Named Joe' at Randolph, Kelly and

JAN.

Il«

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Eight features go into work at Parin January, the heaviest promonth in the

amount

(luction slate for that
history of the studio.

With

its

com-

pleted pictures and Its big winter
and early spring schedule, plus current holdover time on larger productions, the company has a release lineup extending to July.

Next month's

starting

list

consists

of 'Riding High,' 'Incendiary Blonde,'
'Let's Face It,' 'Five Graves to C^iro,'
'Hostages,' TTie Good Fellow,' 'Henry

Balaban Chainnans
Red Cross Drive April
Barney Balaban

will

1

chairman the

Red Cross fund drive

to be held in
throughout the country
week beginning April 1.
He is appointing a staff of aids including co-chairmen, treasurer, studio chairman, exchange chairman,
home office chairman and public relations chairman. N. Peter Rathvon,
prez of RKO, chairmans the M. P.
Industry Division for the Red Cross.

theatres

WB's N.Y. Warehouse

Warner Bros, has bought the
fields have been completed, seven-story building at 447-49 West
according to O. O. Dull, M-O di- 49th street which formerly was the
rector here to make arrangements. A. L. Erlanger warehouse, paying
Dull stated that Everett Riskin has $34,500 for the property. It will be
been named director of the film used by
for storage of files and
which will star Spencer Tracy and other material.
possibly Irene Dunne.
Riskin and
Ben Wirth, of the real estate dea crew of technicians were expected partment of Warners, and Miles
H.
to arrive this week to start filming. Alben,
attorney,
represented the
Only the actual air training done company in the deal, while J. P. and
here at the fields will be filmed L. A. Kisling ti
Co. were the

Brooks

WB

brokers.

of

22.

five

has

because of gasoline rattening, and
that curtailment of film produc-

now

tion looms, the exhibitors refuse to

believe

think

the salesmen's stories

It's

just

anoth^

and

case of crying

pany that

sells

an entire season's

product on his last trip into Wisconsin says he encountered smalltown
exhibitors

who even

refused to per-

mit him to open his book and show
his wares. They told him they had
enough pictures and they refused to
believe that visits of salesmen would
become increasingly infrequent and
that the companies would cut down

numbers of

their releases.

There is no stability of mind
among the smalltown exhibitors,'
this salesman reported. The war and
bad business put them in _a. chaotic,
They can't foresee any
frame.
changes in the industry.'

One of the towns in this salesman's route is cited by him as to
the effects of gasoline rationing on
the boxofflce. In this situation, the
week's grosses have declined from a
total of $175 to $50. Unfortunately,
he pointed out, the gas rationing
came coincidental with severely cold
weather, snow and the Christmas
holiday season, all of which latter
helped to aggravate

its

ill

effects.

thinks that many exhibitors are
inclined to give rationing an undue
of the blame for the

He

proportion
slump.

With salesmen here thus
able

obtain

to

'B'

cards,

far only
entitling

Aldrich Plays Cupid,' and 'Alaska them to eight gallons a week, the
Highway.' Meanwhile Cecil B. De problem of covering the territory is
Mille is slated to start 'The Story of a difficult one. inaanuch as railroad
Dr. Wassell' in February and is pre- and bus service is far from good or
paring 'Rurales,' a tale of Mexican inclusive.
A salesman, for example, could
mounties.
make Thorpe, Wis., by train in six
hours, but he could not get out of
the town until the following day and

STOCKTON, CAL, TAX

:

STANLEY CO;S NET FOR

short distance away is the Regent,
a small but comparaiively new
theatre which Fabian has conducted

groups

'spoiled'

the

IDEA (2c) KAYOED

PUSH

COHOES LOOMS

Chicago, Dec.
In

Selling

small-town independent exhibitors because It has brought freWith
camps, including >a U. S. Army quent visits of salesmen and now
chaplain, recommending the move, that these trips must be eurtailed,

was remodeled at a cost of
The theatre had not opened
day when the fire started.

an economy move.
According to Goldstein, the flreproofed carpets and upholstery Is
during war times.
SIESTAS
The Paramount, biggest house in the
chain, has always permitted smoking in its mezzanine. Notices were
BIG
flashed on the screen and posted at
Co., and Thomas L. Farrington and
the boxoflice this week of the new
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
William T. Nardin, directors of the
order which was received without
Republic is taking a production Amusement Co.
too much grousing. Story that the
move was one for economy caused vacation over the holidays, with
three pictures in various stages of
many lifted eyebrows here.
work, but no new features scheduled to start until next "year.
January will be the busiest month
BATTLE OF
$2,953,127
on the lot since last July, with seven
• Faotlons in Small VpsUte N, T. new productions lined up. They are
The Purple V,' Tahiti Honey,'
Stanley Co. of America, subsid
Bnrg Aagor a Hot Time
'Daredevils of the West," 'Carson of Warner Bros., net profit was $2,City Cyclone.' 'Shanlytown,' a Three 953.127 for the year ended last Aug.
Cohoes, N. Y., Dec. 22.
A battle royal for picture patron- Mesquiteers western and a feature 1, making the earned surplus as of
the August date $5,106,410. Corporage in the City of Cohoes, which sUU untitI^d.
ation deducted $1,809,693 in divithr Fabian circuit had to itself for
dends, paid out during the past fiscal
the past several years, impends. The
year. Stanley Co. wrote off $2,540,Bialto one-time opera house and Five Western Series
000 for Federal income and excess
Fabian's ace theatre until the chain
High for Republic profits taxes.
constructed the Cohoes, has been
Corporation's earned surplus on
overhauled, redecorated and reAug. 3U, 1941, was listed as $4,105,furbished. The Morse circuit, of
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
971, operations during past fiscal
Boston, has leased the theatre from
Republic's program of western year
increasing the earned surplus
local owners. Morse will relight it
series goes up to five, the highest
around Christmas.
Renamed the number in the history of the studio by slightly more than $1,000,000.
Empire, house is close to Cohoes, with the signing
of Bill Elliott and
Are, as

See Sunday Fix (Mebbe)
For Soldiers' Benefit

The

First
Mort^tage Bondholders' Committee, the Ambassador
Investment Corp. and the Ambassador Building Corp. The stock sought
by F&M consists of 12,431 shares of
Firemen were compelled to turn
Class A and 13,929 shares of Class B.
attention to oil wells nearby to preAs chief witness Arthur testified
vent melting valves which might
of various conferences he held with
wells.
fired
the
have
Dysart and others concerning the
purchase of the Amusement Co's.
in five years.

Short-^tedness on Buying

against Thcimas N.

The Texan, destroyed by fire at Dysart, prez of Chamber of Coma loss of $100,000 last Sunday (13), merce, and members of the Central
gave Kilgore

SmaD-Town Indie

opening of at least one downtown
•wolf.'
theatre for several hours for' the
This is the tale of woe being
patronage of soldiers only.
film salesmen workSunday pix have been voted down poured out by
ing out of local exchanges.
here on two different occasions,
One salesman for a major comefforts
the

ADVISEMENT
Suit of

Exhibs'

Harrlflburg, Pa.. Dec. 22.
officers from nearby Army

prises, Inc., to be permitted to exercise an .option to purch; se an addi-

TEXAS

an association of
owners had appointed

'Na Smoking*, in Mass.

Kstribs Deprecate

contract and circuiU

Joe Franklin Says Can.
Terms not settled
week vacations will
Fix Biz Is 'Fhenomenar tracts.

said

a committee to deal with every
owner of a picture theatre in town
In eliminating fire and safety hazards.
He also declared the association represented about 70% of the
cxhibs.
Following the Boston Cocoanut
Grove disaster local inspectors Mgan
making the rounds and have reported
that the existing safety measures,
covered by ordinances, is observed
by only about 10% of the places inspected. Some of the violations found
were over crowding; lack of exit
lights; stairways to exits blocked by
stored material, exit doors found
locked, use of inflammable material
for decorations, and the storage of
easily ignited material.'

.

own

this lack of safety

that is now covered by ordinances
McBride decUred. This practice is

flicker house

its

make

will

St.

ordinance to ban smoking in
Louis theatres will be asked by

An

Dicker

Still

Chicago, Dec. 22.
Operators union is still conferring
with picture theatre groups instead
of making a contract with all houses.
Allied group, under Jack Klrsch, is

San Francisco, Dec.
Exhibitors were successful in
the
second amusement

22.

kill-

ing

measure proposed
within

fornia

in

recent

interests,

reading,
2c tax

weeks.

the Stockton city council
an ordinance, after first
would have levied a

that

on

all

amusement

tickets.

V. Sturdivant, head man here
Fox West Coast theatres, led
the attack on the measure because
F-WC is principal exhibitor in
B.
for

Stockton. Sturdivant and other reps
of the amusement field pointed out
to the city council the proposed tax
was discriminatory and would create
an unfair hardship on one type of
business.

A graduated lax was recently
proposed in
trans-bay
Berkeley.
After, exhihs told the city council
the levy was inequitable, a substitute .-ncasure was adopted to raise
the needed funds by boosting license
fees of all types of biz.

Theatre men here trace the rush
amusement tax proposals to a
speech made at the convention,
three months ago, of the League of
California Cities, by the San Diego
city m/inager, who said the amusement tax was working well there.
of

MORE XMAS LARGESSE

tax

northern Cali-

At the request of the amusement
squashed

the result of travel by train in this
instance would mean one call in two
days and the necessity of passing up
four towns along the route.

Fox's

Family Party
Other Film

Bonus

—

In

Lien

ef

Cos.' Plans

Despairing of sufficient time in
which to obtain a Governmental

okay for the payment of a Christmas bonus this year, 20th-Fox
instead

will

stage

a

large-scale

luncheon party for its New York
employees at the Astor ballroom.

With 850
N. Y., tomorrow (24).
people being invited and 20th reported spending $20 on each, the
cost will run aproximately $17,000.
In addition to an elaboratelyplanned lunch and entertainment,
every 20th-Fox employee will be
given presents.
While previously Warner Bros.,
Universal and Loew's-Metro paid
Christmas bonuses, same as last
year. Paramount on Friday (18)
shelled out one itself.
Par made its Chrlstma.s bonus
eligible to all employees earning up
to $75, with a week's sal&ry being
given, except that for those being
paid between $50 and $75, the maximum received was $50. In addition.
Par on Friday (18) disbursed its
regular weekly 'cost-of-living' bonas,
amounting to 10% on the first $100
of salary and 5% on the second.
Par is giving a party tomorrow
(Thursday) to former Parites now
in
service.
About 50 are near

Earl Bros, to Operate New
Magnesium Corp. House enough to N. Y. to attend.
Boulder, Nev., Dec. 22.
No bonuses were paid Friday (18)
New 700-seat film house, built by at United Artists, RKO or ColumMagnesium Corp.

in its huge plant, bia.
be opened for New Year's day
In addition to its bonus a week
Bros., Arizona exhibs, who
ago, Warner Bros, distributed more
the highest bid for its opera- than 2,350 gifts,
toys, candy, etc., at
tion.
Probably only new theatre its annual Warner Club Xmas party
permitted to be built, except those held Saturday
morning (19) at the
within military sites, since WPB re- Strand, Brooklyn.
strictions.
Universal
is
giving
Christmas
Magnesium plant, largest in world, bonuses consisting of one week's
built the theatre and put the lease salary to all
employees in the serup for open bidding, with the opera- vice of the corporation for three
tor returning a percentage of the months
or longer, and whose weekly
profits to company.
salary is $40 or less.

will

by Earl

made

VedncBday, December 23, 1942
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REACHING TO THE SKIES!
At press time!

First

4 days

despite

sub-zero cold, tog M-G-M's famed
"Mrs. Miniver"!

TOITB

FLEDGE

PLEASE!
United Nations

Week!

MNDON

OFFICE
•VKKIBin'tf
» W. »UHI«'» Fl«c«, TTmf«l««r a^mm

INTERNATIONAL
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tertainment for troops In .training
camps on leave on Sundays, or within a hundred miles of these camps.
He says: *We have no wish whatContinued fropi page 4
ever lo interfere with the churches'
Sunday morning and evening servFollowing a training pe- Army. Will be Inducted In Tulsa,
ids. la.
ice.s, but we do feel that motion picS.
gals will be assigned to the Okla.
ture entertainment could suitably fill riod, the
Washington
Unit
near
Jack Carter, m.c, Army.
Photographic
the bill without interfering with the
Jack Ray, m.c, Army.
Lord's Day Act. There are several D. C
of a play from Detroit, are slicking thousand troops in Toronto every
summer
next
Bad News for Axis
that
out, "flBiiring
it
Fitt Contlngcol Grow*
Sunday who are away from their
Currently
in.
cash
really
they'll
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
friends and who, after strenuous
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.
they're in the lean stripe stage but training periods, really need a moGlenn Ford, sci-een actor. Marines.
Bob Fiske, former p.a., promoted
have
whose
tanks
Americans
a few
Carl Burrowes, film booker, Navy.
tion picture show for purposes of from second to first lieut. in air
run low are running across the relaxation.
Will Price, film director, Marines.
corps and transferred from Rapid
border lo replenish. They've got to
Clayton Post, radio actor. Army.
'The Daughters of the Empire, City, S. D., to Atherton, Neb.
spend enough time to make the whose membership includes thouGene Mako, screen actor and for>
Richard Danver Rago, stepson of
tourist permit look good, and so the sands and thousands of church memCharlie Danver, Post-Gazelle col- mer tennis champion. Navy.
Canadian club's are catching that bers from coast to coast, have passed umnist, army air corps.
King,
film
Maurice
producer,
trade.
a resolution urging the Dominion
F. A. (Dinty) Moore, Jr., son of Marines.
Wright,
William
screen
actor.
The only factor which might hurl Government to remove all obstacles
exchange manager, into naval
Army.
the anticipated Canadian gas-liquor to men and women in uniform being officers' training, Coumbia, U.
Phil Berg, talent agent. Navy.
bonan/a is the new wartime tem- allowed to see movies on Sunday.
Lew Heller, brother of Little
Robert Rothatel, theatre manager,
perance program pul out by Ottawa With winter here and outdoor sports Jackie Heller, has received his serquantity
of
Marines.
which reduced the
and entertainment nil, the need for geant's stripes at Eglin Field, Fla.
Stefanich,
Terry
studio
movies is absolutely impress
spirits for sale by 30";^ wine by 20":^ Sunday
George Sedar, of WCAE staff,
agent. Navy.
and beer by 10';^. However, the cut perative.'
army air corps.
Charlie Rhodes, fan mag photogwas based on the inflated wartime
Eddie Cassidy, cafe singer, marapher.
Signal Corps.
drinking in Canada and the slash
rines.
Bob
Wills,
film
cowboy.
only
to
Army.
probably will bring it back
Karl Eagle, son of Charlie Eagle,
Reevis Robinson, studio technician.
around normal.
Stanley manager, appointed lo offiMarines.
cers' candidate school. Fort Knox,
Jim Davis, screen actor, Coast
$9,300,
Ky,

Argentine Film hdustry Assured

Uncle Sam's Roil Call
a

Of

Raw Stock From U.

Buenos Aires. Dec. 22.
indiisliy will hnvc
(il.'ii
stock lor
of
accoidinfi lo .•^mtcinents made
here by Dr. Augu.sio RodriBiiez Larreta, Argcmin. allorney, just reAigenline

ictii'i't-iic'i''^

Jl.s

'43.

tiiined

from WashinBlon.

member

leading
Dr. Larrcla,
local law firm, was clippcrcd lo the
States on behalf of A.sociacion ProProductora Peliculas Arsenlina.s
members
whose
ducers Association),
felt their normal requests for slock
causing
a
sidetracked,
might be
shutdown of industry which employs
en estimated 10.000 persons.
Larreta, as quoted in the local
press, claims his appeal met the
ol a

i

greatest success. He told local newsmen that Argentine producerslargest film group in Latin America
approximately 40,000,000
meters of raw film obtainable only
from the States, and that shipments
had been suspended for the last two
months due to the lack of necessary
export permits.
Larreta said that upon arriving in
States he studied the situation and
found that deliveries have been
reduced 35%. Of the remaining 65%,
Hollywood producers receive only
two-thirds, rest being allotted to
military and documentary picts, add-

—require

for Prod.

WB

COLBERrSTORY' SOCK

BAPACE-SEHER

Service

Men Pave

Buenos Aires, Dec.

Way

for

fairly strong at
this week. "Palm

Sunday

Films in Canada

ing:

'Such difficulties for the U. S. producers themselves increased my task.
Toronto, Dec.

opposed to the moralistic ar-

At the close of these conferences I found in them a spirit Kuments of the Lord's Day AlliCanada, the
in
of complete i jerstanding. But the ance spokesmen
successful outcome of my mission throwing open of picture houses
dustry.

depended, above

all,

on the political

Canada to troops in training
vision of the officials of the State
Department and of the Office of the seems imminent in view of the fact
Coordinator of Inter-American Af- that the men and women of the
fairs, with whom I had an opportu- various services in camp or on leave
nity to speak.
have nowhere to go of a Sabbath
'They could have answered my evening.
plea with the sound argument that
The Lord's Day Act forbids pix
virgin film which the United States showings on Sunday, but the Daughcan spare abroad should logically
be allotted to United Nations. But
the State Department offcials, and
particularly Mr. Sumner Welles, expressed their desire that Argentina
and the Argentine people not be
excluded from an economic order"
which, for many reasons, it
should form a part.
In addition
these leaders held in esteem and
desire to stimulate our motion picture production the pro-democratic
trend of which is well known to

of

them.'

across

ters of the Empire, equivalent of the
D. A. R. in America, has just wired
a unanimously-carried resolution to

the prime minister that 'in view of
the tremendous needs in centers adjacent to military camps, some mode
of entertainment on Sunday for men
and women of the services should
be provided and that the Federal

Government be

asked

such

obstacles (the
the Lord's Day Act)
with the opening of
theatres on Sunday,
be available to men
uniform.'

to

remove

regulations
in

of

connection

motion picture
and that these
and women in

In Toronto, where the lead for
Sunday amusements is being taken,

See Vacationer

In '43 Via

OK

Yanks

Detroit,

The once pleasant— and

Dec.

is doing a sock 37,000 pesos (about
$9,300) at the Opera, while 'Mrs.
Miniver' (MG) in its fourth week at
the Rex, holds its strong pr.ce with

(About $7,300).
Other est\n\aies Jot this week,

30,000.

ver'

(MG).

30,000

the

for

Ocean

(Coll, Gatti

&

Cia.)

(2,800;

'Rehenes

Heroicos'
Fairish
(Radiolux, French made).
9,000 for second week of this preVichy Parisian, after 16,000 opener.
2.00;

1.50).

Normandie

(2.863)

'La Casa de los
(EFA, Arg. made). Fair

entertainment needs of 50,000 men
and that there is ample opportunity
to observe the lack of suitable en-

sales-

'To Be Or Not To Be' (UA). Holding up well with 8,500 on the third
week, after 9,000 previously.

Philly's Latest

.

used

civilian
tions.

only

in

the

volunteer

of labor from dispen.eable
jobs lo es.senlial occupa-

lran.;;fer

Should,

ernment

later

however,
decide

the
that

gov-

com-

pulsion
was
necessary
in
the
Nilcries .Mrung along the Canadian transfer o( labor, the above priorborder towns arc like bacon these ity listin^ would be followed. Furdays, lean and (at stripes. However, thermore, thin gradiiHi oj essential
most of the spots, which got plenty jobs will be ii.sed to a greater degree

^

Viola Toles and Peggy Kurtz, Etu>
dio secretaries,

WAACs.

Aetlan In BnHalo

Harry

Buffalo, Dec. 22.
Deitz, Shea's Buffalo stag*
as member of

Army, back

crew.

military police.

Mark Meyers, former member
Star,

Tonawanda, now

of

at Ft. Eustia,

Va.

Barney Drees, Greyhound Film
back after several weeks at
Wright Field, Dayton, O.
Angelo Abramo, Greyhound Film
and Telenews, Marine Corps.
Lab,

Crop
2

from San Anton Ga
San Antonio, Dec.

22.

Richard D. Wick, chief of servic*
at Majestic, and Leo G. Kuentz, as-

manager

sistant

Aztec,

Merchant

Marine.

KYW

Hyams Bros. Sell

The

Theatres For

5

Nat Warshaw, manager of FrankGeorge Balkin, manager of

ford's;

$2,000,000 in Eng.

Army.
Girls' Chatter Bulletin

first

Women's Club
put out by the Warner
issue of the

London, Dec. 23.
Bulletin,
Hyams Brothers have disposed ot
Club-Girls' Service Unit, and edited
their two Troxy theatres and the
by Madeline Goldberg, of Mort Blu- State in
Kllbum
to Gaumont-Britadvertising-publicity department at the home office, was
mailed last week to former WB
employees In the service. It is to be
sent once monthly. Initial issue contains gossip and chatter about various h.o. Warner departments" as
well as items about former Warner"

ites

who

are

l/>fv/'B

Aow

in uniform.

AMc

CoBUBlsaioqcd.

Disposal comprises their half
interest in debenture shares, with Galready owning the other half. Uhderstood that Gaumont-Brltish paid
about $650,000.
The- -Hyamscj also have fold outright their Metropole and Victoria
houses to the Odeon circuit for
Ish.

B

around

$1,350,000,
The brothers,
after these dispositions, will concen-

on- bUiWllfr'tlfp 'THtll' "own
circuit in addition to operating their two theatres in Croydon
commissioned... a 1st and "Ilford.
lieut. in the Army and assigned to
Gaumont-British is reopening its
a special service branch. Mayer was TivoU picture theatre early next
tendered a dinner at Hotel New year. This is the house which was

Seymour Mayer,

district

Tfate

manager vaudeville

of Loew's theatres in Brooklyn,' N.
Y.,

has

been

by Loew associates and
friends Thursday night (17). His successor not chosen as yet.

badly damaged by a Nazi blitz about
twO years ago, and has been closed

Sidney Piermont, ex-Loew booker in N. Y. office, has been commissioned a captain in the Regular
and assigned to special service work with the Seventh Service
Command. He's headquartered in

%% YANK PIX INTO

Yorker

Amy

Omaha.
Arthur Weinberg, son of Lou
Weinberg, Columbia sales exec, to
Parris Island. S.
a
al

C,

for training' as

marine.
Weinberg look his B.A.
Yale and also studied at Harvard

ever since.

BRITISH

WEST INDIES

Washington, Dec.

22.

United States furnishes 95% of all
motion pictures shown in Jamaica,
British West Indies, the Department
of Commerce has just announced.
From 375 to 400 feature films are

their employment be personable Law School.
intelligent, are for those reaAlan Williams, chief announcer,
the more liable to draft, since WMCA, Civilian Air Training Corps required annually.
they are in low 'C priority.
on Jan. 1.
While censorship rules are comSelective Service staffs slate they
Jack Gilford, comic currently al paratively lenient, the department
have been advised that 'good com- the Strand theatre, N. Y., took a said, pictures depicting gangster
mon sense' applied lo the particular physical at Grand Central Palace types are seldom approved and the
circumstances existing in each case IN. Y) induction center yesterday censors usually order the delelionwot
will be the best guide.' That's the (Tuesday).
He has two brothers "in .scenes in which white persons ore
only hope for the theatre men at service.
shown in acts of unconventional
piescnl viewing.
Bob Wills, Columbia Pix cowpoke. behavior.
of

been

pugilist.

Coast

menstock's

Priority

•

Max

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.

on second week for this local Stanley,
comedy. Last wieek, so-so 14,000.
WB
Suipacha (Lococo) (950; 3.00; 2.50).

Low

film director, Signal

Corps.

David mer

Jay Faraghan, KYW announcer, U.
S. Army Air Forces.
Irene Skillon, assistant In headquarters auditing department, Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., Women's Army Auxiliary Corps,
Clara Lausterer, member of
women's program department,

7,000

Under Govt's War Work Cbsafication

in

air corps.

Flamingo nilery. Army.

(2.50; 2,00).

Millones'

profltalile

only one tourist permit a year

WB

(Lococo) (2.00; 1.50).
'No Greater Sin' (UA). Not much WAACS.
interest in this kind of exploitation
Jim McCann, ex-kYW announcer,
pict, with resulting weak 6,500. Last has been tapped for officers trainweek. 'Bahama Passage' (Par), n.s.h. ing.
8.000 for second week after o.k.
David McCarthy, former Record
15,000 on opener.
staffer, commissioned second lieuBroadway (Lautaret Si Cavallo) tenant U. S. Coast Artillery.

—system of folks flowing back and
forth across the American-Canadian
border here looking for fiin is just
a trickle of trade these days. However, when next summer comes, if
Jffontreal,. Dec. 22.
in operation of the compulsory mlli
the new Canadian curtailment on
drinking for the duration isn't too
Revised lists of priorities, re- tary draft.
The gradings are: 'A' top priordrastic, it will probably see a good garded
as secret and confidential,
ity; B' high priority; 'C low priorbonanza for the nearby Canadian
got out of Selective Service offices ity:
towns where Americans can go to
'D' no priority.
into the hands of a newspaper rePriority of jobs in industry, agrifill up their cars and themselves.
As soon as gas rationing hit these porter last week and has been culture, fishing, lumbering, and some
given the green light for big-type civilian
services
has been
subparts, there were plenty of quick
publicity across the Dominion.
divided, with some of them ranging
wits who recalled one could go right
What it amounts to is that the between 'A' and 'D.'
across the border to Windsor, get
jobs of all working Canadians have
The fact that theatres have been
his holiday liquor cheap and, what's
more, on a tourist permit fill the been measured by the yardstick of a major source of supplying aid- in
priority, currently being applied in boosting War Loans without
any
car lank up with imperial gallons,
channelling labor into essential in- charge, and in helping morale
by
bigger thi.n the local measure. It
dustry.
exploiting of war pictures, will be
started a run but it was too good a
Grading for persons employed in of no count in protesting the more
thing to waste.
theatres, dance halls, night clubs, helpless position in which
they are
Better planners instantly saw that sports
arenas, .skating rinks and being thrust. Substitution of women
It was the answer
to short vaca- other recreational
services is 'D,' ushers for men, which is becomtions for the busy w-ar workers in the
equivalent of 'No Priority' for ing more frequent throughout the
the Dctinit .ir.scnuls. They decided men,
and 'C,' low priority for city, is not entirely a solution since
not lo l.np ihc Canadian field until
women.
these girls who must 'in the nature
next summer, for a moloriit can get
This priority yardstick so far has

Canada— good for 10 imperial gallons of gas not to mention cheaper
Scotch. It makes a handy, quick va» cation for the war workers who only
get that kind.

Beacon Guard.
John Waters,

of

Baer, screen actor and forArmy Air Corps.
Green, son of
Millard
Jackie Cooper, screen actor, Naval
Green, owner of Beacon theatre,
Reserve.
merchant marine.
Joe Allen, Jr., screen actor, Army
Air Force.
Frisc* Marches On
Gene Garrick, screen actor. Army
San Francisco, Dec. 22.
Medical Corps.
Al Scigliano, one of partners in
Bud McTaggart, film cowboy.

man, army

fourth

Last
week, still busting records.
week, 35,000 following 80,000 opener
and 47,000 repeat.

Canadian Showfolk Get

22.

all

son of

Dick Newray, formerly of Domino
Club, at Camp Roberts, Ark.
.Embassador (Lautaret Si Cavallo)
Danny Wilson left Slapsie Maxie's
'Guerra Gaucha' nilery for the Marines.
(1400; 2.50; 2.00).
(AAA, Arg. made). Still packing
them in, with an estimated 22,000
Seattle Cantlngent
for the second week after a S.R.O.
Seattle, Dec. 22.
43,000 on the opening six days.
Glen Scholene, Times' theatre
Ideal (Lococo) (970; 3.00; 2.50). 'To man. Army.
Be Or Not To Be' (UA)). Solid 9,000
of
manager
O'Connor,
Jerry
for third week. Last week, o.k. 11,000 Evergreen
Eugene, Ore.,
theatre,
on second week, after sock 25,000 on Army.
opening sesh. Also running at the
Bob Lang, former assistant-mgr. of
Suipacha.
(Hamrick-Evergreen)^
Hall
Music
Rex (Cordero, Cavallo & Lau- with the Signal Corps in Alaska.
taret) (3.350; 2.50; 2.00). 'Mrs. Mini-

R. Johnston, executive secretary
of
the
Citizens'
Committee for
Troops in Training, says that, here,
his group has been catering to the
J.

Biz in Canada

first-runners
Story' (Par)

manager
11,

at

22.

Backed by concerted public opinion, as

Beach

is

given in Argentine pesos, currenOv
about 27c U. S., follow:

had

to set forth in detail to the
high officials of the government who
are in charge of distribution, exact
figures on the situation of our inI

B.A.

Lee Satori,
theatre, army.
C. L. Dortic,

15.

Despite rising thermometer, biz

and

.sons

TABIBTY'S' lANDOM OFFICE

niTEIINATIONAL

B St. Ibrtln'i rUt9f Tntnigar (tqaara

Just Back from London
For the OWI

U.S. Blackfist on Argentine

Official

London Legit Biz Takes a Tumble;

Edward G. Robinson

BA

Exhibs-Distributors Released in

29

Wrltm

Shephard, Dreyfus

.\lHiut

Team on 'Arsenic'

EnelUh Ab She Is NOT
Spoken in England
un Addrd Frnturr

Buenos Aires, Dec. 15.
Local nim trade papers during the
compilaoast week have carried first
exhibs and distribs
theatre
tion of

Firth Shephard Clarified
London, Nov.

now included on the U. S. blacklist.
Lineup indicated that while there
are more pict industry firms on the
than in any other
list in Argentina
Latin American country, total is
comparatively small considering size
fact that Argenand
industry
of the
countina is one of the two Latin

the Saville theatre,

Local compilation was made up
here by editors of pro-democratic
trade papers to facilitate knowledge

As

alone.

a

k'equently

are

trade

loss

a

at

pilation

nothing

Although

is

of

reasons for listing, it
generally known in the industry
that majority of theatres included
are houses that have shown Axis
propaganda. Most of the distribs included are handlers of Berlin, Rome
and Tokyo footage.
U.

list

S.

practically

is

the enemy.

Below

the

is

as

list

printed

lo-

cally.

Hans

Lavalle

Blester.
Ufa
2057,
Buenos

Bonomo Film, Lavalle 1977,
Buenos Aires; Francisco Bonomo,
Aires;

Lavalle 1977, Buenos Aires; Nicolas

Di Fiore, Gorrientes 565, Buenos
Jose Giacompoli,
Cangallo
1570,
Buenos Aires; Organizacion
Cinematograflca Argentina, Rodrigues Pena 190 y Cangallo 439, Buenos
Aires; Antonio y Joaquin Pascazzi,
Laprida 888, Rosario; Julio Leporace.
Bahia Blanca; Amilcar Ranieri, Lavalle 1977, Buenos Aires; Juan Lopez Rojas, Corrientes 565, Buenos
Aires; Cia Argentina
Universans
Film Aktiengesellschalt—
Lavalle
E.

Aires;

—

,

2057, Buenos Aires; Tiberia
Lavalle 1977, Buenos Aires.

Film,

Cinemas: Cine Alvear, Esmeralda

Buenos Aires. Empresario: Eiso
Chiesa y Jose Andres Grieco; Teatro
American Palace, Cordoba
1785,
Buenos Aires; Teatro Association
320,

Patriotica Italiana,

Blandengues

225.

Bahia Blanca; Cine Belgrano, calle
San Martin y San Juan, Rosario;
Teatro Cineac, Corrientes 565, Buenos Aires; Teatro Eldorado, Eldorado,
Misiones.

Empresario: Jorge Kirch-

ner; Cine Gerrnania,
Eldorado, Miswnes. Empresario: Gerardo
Bebion;
Teatro Marconi, Rivadavia
2330 Buenos Aires; Gran Cine
Mitre, BartoJome Mitre 1332, Buenos Aires; Cine
Teatro.^Sap Martin, Eomcralda257,
'^^atro Villa Allende,
vn?""?..''^'''**'
villa Allende,
provincla de Cordoba:
Mgardo Racca, calle San Martin v
isan Juan.
Rosario.

—

Companies: Agfa Argentina
docOppenheim y Cia.-, Bern/r,^ "i'
TMileres* Jf'Soyen 653, Buenos Aires;
Ta
Fotograbados "Ei Lucero"
ralleres Fotograbados
'Ei
Lucero*
•

S;**'"^

pi!;«adio

Pictro.

LwJ

Broadcasting

L.S.2,

Aires; Siemens^

E^ertrM^i
Buann. i"-

Cia.
^"^"'"^'^

Platense

du

^e Mayo 869.
Laboratorios Biassolti.

Camn?.^'^'7'=
"-ampichuelo
555.

SchJess, Keyser
Return
f>om Mex 'Dandy' Preem

S

K,t''-P"'^''=i'y

(Wedn.

,1^

New

f^om
^v.'^^

manager, are
York today
Mexico City,

"P"'"'
several weeks
workinspecial
Mexico
Dreem of i"
preem
Yankee Doodle Dandy.'
run, opens in
Mexico City early
under government aus-

picea,

Fix

Series of regulations which in effect would have forced U.S. film
companies to submit all pictures to
sensibilities,

HINTED

22.

'Let's Face It,' Hippodrome.
'Little Foxes,' Piccadilly.

American

pre-censorship lest they offend Nazi
t>efore

shipment

on

boats of the Argentine State Merchant Marine has been lifted, it's
reported this week in New York.

As originally explained to Buenos
Aires representatives, okays would
have had to be obtained in Argentina for all shipments and, to get
these, companies would have had to
sublnit copies of scripts plus stills
for examination by Argentine of-

SUCCESSOR

Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy
Id Shadow,' Vaudeville.
'Mixed Belationa,' Ambassador.
'Murder Without Crime,' Comedy
'Old Town Hall,' Wintei Garden
'PeUiaed Forest,' Globe.
'Quiet Week-End,' Wyndham's.
'Man
'Men

'Wild Rose,' Prince.
•Waltz Without End,' Cambridge
'Watch on the Bhine,' Aldwych.
'Venus Comes to Town,' Whitehall

FULLER IN DEAL

WB FOR

WITH

19.

Legit biz has taken a tumble, not
only in the West End, but also in th«
sticks.

Reason for the falling off is entirely attributed to lack of transport
facilities, which -is especially noticeable these days. Very few shows in
the West End are making money,
with several to fold shortly.
Biggest surprise is George Black's
'No Orchids For Miss Blandish,'
which opened as smasheroo, at the
Prince of Wales, with trade predicting year's run. Show was switched
over, after four months, to the Lyric,
and barely lasted three weeks. Was
never below $10,000 in former house,
while at latter spot, it barely exceeded $6,000.

But with

the present uncerare always ready

all

new ones

tainties,

to replace the old ones.
Biggest certainty to make its appearance is the Broadway click,
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' for which
practically every London manage-

ment was bidding, with Firth Shephard acquiring

He

it.

producing

is

in conjunction

with Louis Dreyreadying a cast, with
Lilian Braithwaite already signed for leads. Show
goes into the Strand theatre early
next year.
Another American show soon to
b« staged is 'Chain Mall,' which is
being sponsored by A. Dubens, the
theatrical costumer, who has found •
backer.
it it

and
Naunton^
fus,

is

Wayne and

ficials.

With

formal

the

Laudy Lawrence
20lh-Fox

for

resignation

as foreign

expected

to

week

this

successor,

possible

his

the trade

in

of

manager
be an-

nounced momentarily, chief

interest

centers

is

expected to

be chosen from the ranks. While
Lawrence has not been in his office
20th-Fox N. Y. headquarters for

some time now, matter nt cpttling
his two-year pact and naming a new
foreign

sales

chief

apparently

are

delaying actua. announcement.
Fact that F. L. Harley, veteran in
20th-Fox foreign organization and
well-liked in Great Britain, where
he is now managing director, is due
in from London probably this week,
is linked to the new appointment.
But it's denied t 20th-Fox homeofticc that any new foreign manager
has been chosen. Harley had been
prominently mentioned originally
before Lawrence was named, but at
that time 20th-Fox British director
was suffering from an eye ailment
whicli it is believed precluded him
from taking a heavier task. That
was about a year ago.

Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox topper,
and Irving Maas, assistant foreign
manager, have left N. Y. for Washington, but it's not known definitely
if their trip is tied up with the expected early arrival in the Capital
Reported in N. Y. that
of Harley.
Is anxious to achieve an
early healing of any continuing antagonism still existing between the
company and the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn., British exhibs' as-

20th-Fox

sociation.
.

Resentment aroused during Law-

rence's

in

visit

Britain

several

months ago, which ultimately led to
an outright boycott by the CEA, is
understood to be back of the decision to change foreign managers.
At the time the way the new sales
policy, mainly on Sunday playdates,
was handled in Gt. Britain annoyed
Efforts to get rid of
R. S. Dawes, 20th-Fox Britain sales
director, while Lawrence was in
London, also was resented in N. Y.,
it

understood.

is

Lapinere. who was an adpublicily man lo Lawrence while he
was in Paris as European manager
for Metro, left 20th-Fox over the
E.

weekend. He had been installed by
Lawrence as ad-p iblicity consultant.
There were rumblings in N. Y. over

salewJ- f""'"'' Warners' foreign other
^"'^ °<="y
Keys",
foreIf'^ieign
due

On

Regulations

Although nothing was put in writing,
Argentine
State
Merchant
Marine Office let it be known that
they wanted to be sure thai if boats
carrying film were stopped by Nazi
subs and a look at the manifest
,made, the Argentine captain would
be able to prove conclusively that
his ship was carrying
offend the hellers.

shifts

last

then 20lh-Fox forconlcrnpljlcd or at-

Uie

ni.TnaHPi'

lemplcd

prioi' lo his Irip to

summer, with

the

EnRland

home

office

visibly annoyed.

Mans and Ben Miggins have been
mentioned in the past as possible
held so long
Hutchinson, who

succcssor.-i 10 the po.^l,

bv

Iht-

W. J.
summer.

laic

died last

nothing

hold

that

rules

to

would

Bow

London, Dec.

and asked 'How come?' Embarrassed by the leakage of the
facts, Argentines backed down and
longer

London

Click in

Sydney, Dec. 22.
Sir Ben Fuller has made a deal
with Warners covering a group of
10 features, topped by Tbey Died
With Their Boots On,' for Fuller's
ace theatres in Melbourne Adelaide
and Perth. Warners, unable to final
ize a deal with the Hoyts circuit,
pacted one with Fuller instead. Warners had made 10-picture deals with
Hoyts previously rather than a full

officials

announced

'Petrified Forest' Is

FILMS

10

U.S. companies brought the matter to the attention of American

no

permits for year's contract.
shipment of films from New Orleans
No Fuller arrangement has been
to B.A. would still be required,
made covering Sydney, where Fuller
these
being obtainable only
in
has no big theatre. It is believed
Buenos Aires.
Subsequently this
that Warners soon will arrange some
rule was also lifted and henceforth,
local release medium. Company has
it
is
announced, permits will be
had product piling up for some weeks
granted in the States.
because it's been waiting to spot
For some months, few U.S. ships first-run product here.
have been calling at B.A. since the
The d«al with Fuller now opens
Argentine Government's refusal to up neighborhood outlets. If the 10
break with the Axis has resulted in picture arrangement pans out, it
although

is

22.

'Petrified Forest', the Robert Sherwood play in which Leslie Howard.

Humphrey Bogart and Peggy Conklin
appeared on Broadway some years
ago, came into the Globe on Dec.
16. Indications are that it will duplicate its American success. Production was splendidly received.

'House 4>f Jeffreys', which opened
Playhouse on Dec. 15, looks
hopeless entry. It's a play
about a woman missionary wha
spent 30 years among cannibals,
thereby
acquiring
homicidal
a
mania.
New entry at St James theatre,
is
'It
Happened in September,' •
war play which opened Dee. 10.
Play's chances look slim.
'Holy
Isle.'
by James Bridle,
which opened at the Arts Theatre
Club on Dec. 11, is a clever satire,
It
but apparently uncommercial.
may make a good novelty for the
Theatre Guild and other such orat the
like a

a definite, though unannounced, pol- expected that Warners and Fuller
icy by Washington that materials will get together
on other contracts.
from the U.S. must go principally
ganizations in the States.
Latin
American 'good
those
to
neighbors' who have shown their
Pic
Result has been that
solidarity.
Mexico City, Dec. 15.
IN
most shipments to the Argentine
A new film producer here is
have to be carried on Argentine
Espectaculos Americas Unidas, under
boats, and the Casa Rosada Argentine's White House
has put in its the presidency of Jose Reynoso and
own rules governing what will and the management of A. Oliver.
The numerous Paramount foreign
Duquesa Alga (Mrs. Jofe Bohr, wife
won't carry.
of the Argentinian sta^e-screen-radio managers converging on New York
aclor), who has produced on her in the past week resulted in variPIC
REACHI
reports regarding new assignous
own. is in charge of the new comMexico City, Dec. 15.
pany^" production and artistic de- ments 'and re-shuffling of staCb. As
a matter of fact, most of the Par
Santiago Reachi, president of Posa partments.
foreign
executives are in N. Y. on
chif^f
Company has pencilled two proFilms, S. A., has been elected
of the Assn. of Producers and Dis- ductions as a starter. First goes into their way to visit their families in
tributors of Mexican Motion Pic- production early in 1943. Miss Olga U. S. for the year-end holidays.
This
true of Fred Lange,' who
is
scripted
tures.
both.
arrived from Cuba early last week.
It also applies to David Rose, managing director in Great Britain, and
Ojerholm,
head
of
Paris
ifihn
Olympic
laboratory
in
London.
Rose and Ojerholm also are in for

New Mex

—

HEADS H£k

Producer

—

PAR FOREIGN mCS
N.Y. FOR HOLIDAYS

GBOUP

$1,800,000 Rentals

From New Zealani

important

India Unfrozen

Buenos Aires; the homeofTice.

346,

Lifts

Saville

AS LAWRENCE

at

Dlstribators:

Argentina,

is

of

London or the

in

mm

identical

Argentina takes no official stand
on the list but other hemisphere
countries, such as Brazil and Mexico, which have declared war against
Axis, automatically take own steps
against their nationals trading with

Argentme

the Saville,

Ashbv, Rogers b Fournier.

with that of the British list. Americans and British are automatically
prohibited from engaging in any
kind of business with those cited and
same applies to citizens of other
United Nations. Argentines can do
biz with listed fli-ms and 'entities but
if they do and are warned they, too,
are subject to public branding as
enemies of the U. S.

that

managing

theatre.

mentioned

Is

at

senting

olTicially as to

The

Sept. 23

of

LOWE

London, Nov.

'Aren't Men Bcaats,' Garrick.
'Belle of N. Y.' Coliseum.
'Best Bib & Tucker,' Palladium.
'Blltbe Spirit.' Duchess.
'Claadla,' St Martin's.
'Dancing rears,' Adelphia.
'Doctor's Dllenmu,' Haymarkct.
'Du Barry Was a Lady,' Majesty's.
FUre Path,' Apollo.
'Fine and Dandy,' Saville.
'Full Swing,' Palace.
'Get Load of This,' Wales.
'Happened In September,' St James,
'Holy Isle,' Arts Theatre Club.
'House of Jeflrcys,' Playhouse.

of the

37th Anniversary Nnmber

'Fine and
and no proceedings of any kind have been
brought against either him in connection with this show or any of
the otlicr three which he is pre-

to

is

incorrect.

not

is

presenter

sole

Dandy'

is

extract of the official report
considerable assistance.

Shephard

show is also incorrect.
The facts are: Firth Shephard

the

on and who isn't. Comwhich merely consists of an

know who

London, Dec.

this

the

in

is

further statement on

Firth

OfTicial list is published
of the list.
from time to time in Washington and
now totals 7,949 persons and firms,
with 22 pages devoted to Argentina

many

theme

The statement which appeared
Aug. 5 that the Board of Trade had
against Firth Shephard,
alleging that he used more material
than permitted under rationing law
in his show, 'Fine and Dandy', at
proceeded

the Axis.

result,

By JOSHUA

Current London Shows

*Show Business
At War'

26.

Editor, 'Variety':

maintaining relations with

tries still

In

by U.

S.

Film Firms

huddles

with

John

W.

Hicks, Jr., foreign sales chief. The
British foreign chief will look at

product while he is on the
and probably settle vital
Coast
latest

Agreement lo unfreeze frozen U. S.
coin amounting to about $1,800,000
heretofore held in New Zealand and
India has been reached, word of
promise to unfreeze this money
being received by the Hays office
last

(16). New Zealand
around SI. 400.000 covering
major distributor revenue held

Wednesday

will remit

U. S.

in that country as result of freezings
over a period of three or four years.

applies to money frozen there up
the end of this year, with no
indication as to what the new arranccment on rental revenue will be
in the year starling Jan. 1. 1943.
Pact on this still is being negotiated.
The amount of rental revenue tied
up in India totals approximately
$400,000. While India is raled a com-

It

uniil

I

paratively big market, the amount is
small because it covers only about a
year of freezing. India originally
restricted the amount of U. S. film
imports but subsequently (about a
year ago) decided to freeze 50% of
American revenue.
No word has been received regarding what action Australia will take
on the coin-freeze. Expected that
upward.s of $7,000,000 might be unfrozen in Aussie by next February if
Australian
government
officials
agree to follow Great Britain, New
Zealand and India in remitting the
money. Au.stralia thus far has held
out against releasing this large sum
despite the attitude of cooperation
extended by the American film industry.

sales policies.

Other Paramount foreign
in

town

chett,

last

week were

Latin-American

(excepting

officials
A. L. Pratsales
chief

Argentine
and Uruguay), and Robert Graham,
manager in Mexico, who c.ame north
with him.

Mex

for

Brazil,

Writers Flourish

Mexico Cily, Dec. 22.
Mexican Authors Union, composed
of dramatists, scenarists and radio
writers, reported a flourishing condition in its annual statement $5,000

—

(Mex) on hand and no debts and a
library of 6.000 volumes. (Balance is
equivalent to about $1,200 in U. S.
money.)
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tl

for that reason the three-shows-per

day schedule later was trimmed to
two at the most so that the quartet
of femmes could duck some of the

Femme Task Force
Coatlnncd from page

—

Material

In Best

of Taste

There hud been some question, prior to the Nov. 38 performances
by Kay Francis, Martha Raye, Carole Landis and Mitai Mayfair for
the Queen of England and the two Princesses, that a couple of jokes
in Miss Francis' material might not be just right.
Iliere was quite a
military contingent at the performance, including a British Army
Following the performance,
chaplain who sat with Abe Lastfogel.
the chaplain made it a point to compliment the entertainment, especially its good taste. Iiastfogel asked him to put it in writing. The

troops. Miss Mayfair discovered that
she had failed to wear her bloomers.
This was a couple of minutes before
the show was scheduled to start The
girls grouped around and Miss Raye
slipped off her bloomers and Miss
Mayfair put them on. She preceded
Miss Raye on the program. Later,
Miss Mayfair took them off In time
for Miss Raye to wear them for her
performance. In the «ase of the
dancer, the necessity for the bloomers was only too evident

A

letter:

Dear Mr. Lastfogel:
I sheuld like to express to you and your oast my sincerest thanks for
the delightful show you gave us tonight.
I have never been at an entertainment that was so weU presented
and In the best- of tfute.
I wish you and all your oast the best of luok on your future engagements.

Vevy many thanks.

Yours very sincerely.
D. N. Henohy, Chaplain.

'

continents
and had
four
the trip, but be remembers enough upon
to give more than a mere Inkling of played nine days at various bases
a great human interest story. It's Two days of rest in London and they
something for the entire entertain- went to work.

ment world

to

remember from here

on,
'Capi.'

Kay

The lady and the hoyden; the
in
sweater girl and the hoofer
print that combination would seem
to threaten a major eruption of temperament. Yet, they had barely completed their first leg of a long journey when they spontaneously elected
they had
icay Francis 'captain;'
hardly become accustomed to the
rigors of the USO-sponsored tour
when they vowed, singly and collectively, that come what may the
purposes of their voyage abroad
would be achieved. Thus, when Miss
Francis, with a bad cold, and Miss
Mayfair, with a strained back, both
wound up in a military hospital for
a couple of days, the Misses Landis
and Raye carried on. The lady and
the hoofer weren't casualties for
long that first time, but they were
no sooner out of the hospital than
Miss Landis was put to bed for three
or four days. Later Miss Mayfair
went back Into the hospital for a
week with an internal Infection.
Yet the itinerary of the scheduled
tour has never lapsed,
First major test of Ihe girls' adapt.
ability to the uncertainties of tourmg offshore bases came at the very
first military establishment.
Scheduled to play for three days, the girls
were also asked to give up their day
of rest, when Lastfogel found that
the naval contingent at the base
would otherwise not get to see them.
If ever there would be a temperamental eruption, here was the trigger to set it off.

—

.

Uth Preem

performance somewhere
in England was the rrlday evening
of Nov, 18, in a highschool auditorium .used as a children's barracks
and messhall. The school naturally
was in a town situated close to an
encampment of Amerloan troops.
With the show seheduled for early
evening, the ohi'ldren had to wait
an extra hour before getting their
dinner. Maybe they fretted; nobody
ever got to know tiiat. But the 1,000-odd American soldiers, thirsting
for something U. 6.; lonely for a
breath of their homeland, got a
morale hypo they'll perhaps never
first

forget.

That was the beginning of a strenuous itinerary calling lor 38 playdays, six days a week, at first sometimes as many as three shows a day;
And on the
rarely less than two.
latter, the girls usually make an
appearance at some military hospital: not to perform, but to mingle
with and cheer the boys who were
incapacitated.
At some points the girls play theatres; at others they played what
are known as "Nlssen huts,' tin-

roofed barracks rangine from 40 to
80 feet long with lix24 foot platforms for stages. Their musical ac-

companiment

Is

composed

of

a

pi-

and a drummer, provided by
the American Overseas Artists, a
voluntary organization in England.
Except when Lastfogel was with
anist

at a few of their early stops,
the girls have been travelling without a civilian manager, only an officer In the Special Service.s of the

them

It was Sunday and this particular,
balmy offshore base is a pretty good U, S. Army.
spot to loll around on, winter or U.S. Dimouts Like New Tear's F.ve.
summer.
Those who have been ^^ing cars
The girls had probably
anticipated 24 hours of doing noth- in the dimmed out east and west
ing but amuse themselves—and
then coast areas can perhaps best apprecame Lastfogel with his story about ciate the courage of the girls, who've
the navy.
been travelling more than SO miles
nightly in blackouts, on country
That Old Warhorse Spirit
roads, from camp to camp. AccordTheio was no explosion—unless ing to Lastfogel, our dimouts are
O'splay of complete,
unselfish co- like a pre-war New Year's Eve disoperation can be called
an explosion, play of light in comparison to the
ihe^ started working
In London
at noon that blackouts in England.
?unday. .md by 1:30 a.m.
the foUow- itself, because of the tralTic lights,
mg nioinins. the lady and
the hoy- driving in the blackouts Isn't so bad;
'"'^ -'"^aler
girl and the hoofer, but on the country roads, where the
hJl'
*
different appearances. girls have been doing most of their
in,.! T
'^n' was not even re- travelling, it's like finding your way
m,„
L'"-'
Pi'csicd.
but which they volunteered through a barrel of tar.
'0 do in order,
to enhance a clubThat's quite a pliysical strain, and
,

•

Friday the
Their

Franols

All-Star

USO Femme Troupe Fomid

blackout traveling.

1

Another Insight of the girls' sacrl
Francis. Tem- house
dance soma soldiers had flees can be gleaned
had never met Miss
from iheir
These boys traveling wardrobe, which was also
peramentally. aU seemed at cross- themselves organized.
purposes. Few In the trade coiUd had felt pretty badly about the un
their working wardobe, Inasmuch as
package
scheduled
such
a
'opposition'
from
how
the
girU,
comprehend
none of them' was permitted more
balanced
of
so
the
girls
semblance
brought
their
opposition
than 5S poimds of baggage. All
could serve a
over and everybody was happy.
entertainment.
brought semi-formal evening wear
.
. »
It was perhaps at this dance, when and none,
But ask the thousands of Ameriexcept Miss Mayfair, had a
can soldiers who have seen and they mingled among the soldiers, change of costume. The dancer had
hordes
of
the
that
the
girls
ask
got
their
first
them;
inkling
cheered
one change.
England
In
civilians,
of
the
morale
value
of
their
per
soldiers and
An
Old
Troapera' Costom
heard
them
who
fume.
East,
This
is
also
a
tipoft
Middle
to
all
the
end the
On the road six days and nights
by lon^; and shortwave radio In a other American femme entertainers
a week, the girls come back to Lon
memorable broadcast by the British who will be going abroad to enter
don
only
you
might
on
Simdays, when they
Yes,
tain
American
Corp.
soldiers— the boys
Broadcasting
even ask the Queen of England and like the odor of perfume on women camp at the swanky Slavoy. The
the Ho princesses. They, too, saw It reminds them of their girls and management may or may not be
cognizant
it,
of
applauded
but that is the day
warmly
wives,
sisters
and mothers back
the girls and
home. They said so. Result; the the girls have been doing their launthem.
The start o( their tour was Oct. 31 Misses Francis, Raye, Mayfair and dry doing the washing themselves
right
in
their
rooms.
Their handkerbe
hazy
mem- Landis decided not to squander the
a
and that must now
ory to (he girls, so much has hap- little perfume they had brought chiefs they paste up on the mirrors
pened since. That's also partially with them, but to use it only just and windows, an old trick of vaude
ville
performers,
to
dry and be
true of Abe Lastfogel, president of before playing a show.
For military reasons, it cannot be pressed at the same time; stockings
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., who took
the girls over and preceded them stated how long In actual transit it and lingerie are hung from every
conceivable
place.
That
goes for the
York
last took the girls to get from the U. S.
back, returning to New
lady and the hoyden; the sweater
week. Lastfogel has to reach a little to England. They traveled by Clip
girl and the dancer.
to remember the early fine details; per, nearly always at night, and by
There
have
l>een
some
amusing ex
it's only natural considering his more the time they landed in England on
comprehensive 'purpose for making a Tuesday night, they had touched periences by the girls; also some that
were touching. For instance, at the
performance for the Queen of Eng
land, the two Princesses and British

Heartthreb net In the Script

To Be R^t Answer to Entertainment
Demands of Servicemen
By

with

OWI

t/ie

as a liaison, retMrned loud In their lamentations that the
thing just wouldn't stack up; that
it was one of those parlays
that
Division couldn't even pass the barrier.

week from London).

last

When the Motion Picture
of USO-Camp Shows, Inc,

decided

to send over its all-feminine unit to

Yanks and British
Eiagland, it probably
didn't realize it had just the right
entertain

servicemen

the
in

answer to the most pressing problem current in Great Britain—4iow
be.st to

service the boys in uniform.

They had been waiting a long time
came wrapped

for the answer, and it
up in four names

—Kay

Carole

Landis,

Martha

off.'

Francis,

Helen 'Smiles' Davis

One

Together with Lastfogel and Ma<
Ted Phalen, U. S. Army, attacbed to the special services divitlila correspondent
(who, incidentally,, was the only civilian
present) 'caught':the unit in its third
stand about 'X* miles from London
as the Jeep flies—and don't anyone
kid you about a jeep not takingjor

sion,

They're All Wrt!

Raye and

Mitzl Mayfair.
What a unit! Give
the doughboys more shows like this
one and, as far as the boys in uniform are concerned, all their entertainment worries are over.
That 'Les Girls' panicked 'em
(they even performed for English
factory workers) is not only a tribute to their showmanship, but testifies as well to the unerring judgment of Abe Lastfogel, the USOCamp Shows prexy, whose idea
about the whole project of teaming
up an all-femme film cast for overseas
duty ran counter to the
thoughts of the 'show wise' Americans In London.
The truth is that (he latter guys,

of the tour's heartthrobs' came
the second or third American
the girls played. Lastfogel fol
lowed them out and brought some
to SoliBers
mall that had arrived In London for
the girls. After the performance, the
Trouper Hill Farm, Richmond,
femmes mingled with the soldiers,
Ind., Dec. 19,
but Miss Mayfair stepped aside for a
few moments to read a letter. A Editor, 'Variety':
On the front page of your Dec.
soldier walked over and asked her
16 issue I read about 'Export Jive
If there was anything personal in the
Well, it just got me
letter. She answe/ed, 'No, but why to Soldiers,'

Here's one guy who, after watchthe speedy, well-coordinated

ing-

hour show, agrees that the weisenheimers were all* wet and who sides

That's a Ripky,
Abe

Shows

do y9u

Remember l>ack in 1918 a little
of five volunteers leaving the U. S,
Mayfair A. for 'Somewhere In France?' The
asked why he wanted to read her Over There Theatre League it was
There yvas Will Oressy,
letter. He answered that he hadn't called.
Blanche
Dayne,
George Austin
been receiving much mall.
This incident was later made part Moore, HoWard Collins and yours
of the girls' broadcast over BBC, truly Helene Davis, better known
with the bit credited to Miss Landis. as 'Smiles of the A.ET.' We were
The radio program, incidentally, got the first five of 40 chosen to go.
some expert help to make it one of Well, what's 'the matter with sendachievements ing some of us over, who have both
girls'
major
the
abroad. In London, Lastfogel had time and energy and a vast exrun into agent, Marie Hanna, abroad perience and knowledge of just
for the

Inc..

of

chron-

-many surprising

icles

facets of
Theatrical
"task
Force composed of Kay Francis,

Femme

the

Martha Raye, Carole Landis and
Mitzi Mayfair.

The topper is the fact that
this length of time
together virtually every minute
of the day and night the girls
are still talking in friendly
fashi^ii to one another.
even after

if

there

isn't,'

he

said, 'I'd

Miss

OWI, and Hanna was

en-

When we

in

what those

soldiers like

help

London

,

the hospital
Francis was

that first
especially

Miss
with a

time.
ill

cold. It was close to the time
for the special performance for the
of the British Royal
distaff side

heavy

and

Lastfogel

went

out

to the military hospital to sec if the
The commandgirls could leave.
Francis,
said
Miss
officer
ing
leave,
111
to
especially, was too
but, at Lastfogcl's request, agreed
to leave the matter entirely up
There was no
actresses.
to
the
hesitation on the part of Miss Fran-

or Miss Mayfair; bundled in
blankets and pillows, they drove 60
miles to London and gave the show.
Thai's the stuff the Theatrical Task
Force is composed of; feminine, but
touRh for a reason and a cause.
They will have travelled 25,000 to
30,000 miles by the time they slop

arrived,. about S p.m.,

we

After dinner Miss Francis and
other 'gals went to the enlisted men's
recreation hall.
Then, it began!
They not only signed atitographl
until groggy, but they dished with
the boys, asking them (|ueStloiis and
in
turn answering .their queries

home and

about

At

Hollywood..

..

on the nose the show bea packed houte. The
stage was
a pleasant., surprise
about 15 feet from the footlights to
and enjoy. the backwall and with an apron

They^l sure tear roofs off with
with the program's
Brewster Morgan, regu- their yells and applause when they
for the OWI, lent hear those wonderful bands, but the
an able hand, and Lastfogel also places entertainment Is needed most
A
found in London Lt. Jerome Chod- are in out-of-the-way spots.
orov and Private Marc Blitzstein. a few miles back of the lines, where
couple of capable gents with a type- you sneak in quietly, give a 15-minwriter now in active military service. ute, a half hour or an hour and a
They went to work on the script and half show— plenty of laughs and
came up with stirring sppplements to stories and. songs. For music, a twosome material written in advance in octave portable organ does not do
the U. S. by Arch Oboler and Hal badly and could be carried in a
Then, as the saying goes,
Oboler wrote a dramatic Jeep.
Block.
sketch for Miss Francis, while Block Uke the Arab, wrap your jokes in
wrote some comedy material for cellophane and quietly steal away,'
Believe me, those men really apMis.s Raye.
preciate and need to be amused if
Bronx Cheer Invades Britain
only for a few minutes at a time,
The rest of the broadcast was pro- I'm all for it and could be packed
vided by Brewster Morgan and, in no time:
Give me a portable
On
chiefly. Blilz'stein and Chodorov.
organ or piano and a pretty girl
introthe same program Miss Raye
to play it and about three other
duced 'Der Fuehrer's Face' to Eng- girls, jroung and pretty, and we
cheer
land, and her robust Bronx
could literally tear up the front
was a sensation.
lines and move them clear across
The fortitude of the femmes Germany.
Times have changed
and their desire to carry through but human nature's just the same.
the purpose for their going abroad
My husband (Singin' Sam) could
was clearly indicated when Miss get along for a while without me
Francis and Miss Mayfair were in and feels as I do that it is a great
to

wholeheartedly with the Yanks in
the camps and Installations where
the gals had previou8ly."perfonned.

gan

0:45

before

about 20

production.

cis

Too

president

noticed that dozens of "enlisted men
were milling around the grounds.
It was the kind -.of pre-show
.-xcitement that warms ypu, yet It
was simply a case of your son and
his pals waiting for the troupe to
finish dinner so that they cotdd get
band autographs.

thinkin'.

ask?'.

'Because

like to read It'
Slightly
startled.

Family

Lastfogel,

USO-Camp Shows,

AlsoUrfesE

camp

larly

England

upon learning that the four gat
(Hanna, the theatrical agint now names had been shipped, over, were

at

listed

in

MARK HANNA

.

fet

wide.

'Miss Francis M.O.'d

As ntc. Miss Francis was a standout.
She heckled the hecklers
and they loved
for

who

MltzI,

She l>owe<^ out
did some eccentric

It.

legomania that whammed 'em. After
the dancer begged off (no 'encores
permitted) on came Miss Landis,
and her puichritrude had them

A

story and a coiiple of
gasping.
songs, including 'Take It Off' ^just
a few minutes routine but sold

—

—

wallop.
On again came
Mitzi asking for volunteers to do a
jitterbug dance with her. What ensued was near bedlam. Tliese gals
had every second, every gesture
psychologically timed for audience
reaction.
What Carole started, to
get the boys ip the groove, Mitzi

with

a

took up and played on with amazing results.

The successful jitterbug candidate
was a strapping 200-pounder with
something

of a reputation as a
As a stooge, he was a nat>
ural and the gang rode him plenty.
For an exit, little Mitzi picked him
of his up and strutted off stage to ter-

clown.

need.
He can't go l>ecause
rific
hand-thumping.
contract with Barbasol.
If I've written too much forgive
Kay returned for a recitative hit
me. but this work is something that called 'He's a Wolf and it was real
was very close to my heart in the socko. A few more stories and gags,
last war and even more so In this. and then the Martha Raye Intro.
So what's cookin'. Do you know?
'Smiles' Frankel
(Helene 'Smiles*

Davis)

back on U.

S. soil; they will have
by plane, boat, car and
they will have had glimpses,

travelled
train:

between camps,

of virtually every
of England,
Scotland and
North Ireland; they will have been
by virtually every American
soldier in England during that period—and by many United Kingdom
and Allied soldiers and sailors as
well— and' no prettier Task Force is
there to be seen anywhei-e.

corner
seen

Martha gave 'em everything she
had and it's doubtful if she ever got
a greater ovation than these doughboys gave her. It was all duck soup
to La Raye, and she paid them back
in
kind.
She clowned, mugged,
sang, strutted and did everything
but bake a cake. It was whammo
from start to finish.
For a final curtain the gals lined

up while Kay read a 'letter' from
the folks at home. Then came the
national anthem and 'God Save the
Kipg.' The gals knew the lyrics to
both.

!

AMERICA SALUTES
tfie

UNITED NATIONS

A great national demonstration of solidarity!
UNITED NATIONS WEEK • JAN. 14 through 20th

YOUR PLEDGE, PLEASEl
Again our nation in
picture exhibitors.

may be

its

need depends upon the proven patriotism of 16,000 motion
sacrifice of our sons may not be in vain, so that victory

So that the

achieved in the shortest possible time,

tant job. This salute of the

American nation

for their war-stricken peoples, will

we
to

enlist
its

tell

our services

in this vitally

them what's

in

our hearts

FREE TRAILER starring JAMES CAGNEY. ANN SOTHERN, MAROARETOBRIEN.
card, one-sheet,

40x60 display, ad-mat

National Screen Accessories.

slugs.

War

1

Also free lUlt
Other banners and decorations at- cost Distribution bv
in order to obtain these showmanship materials!
1

Rush your pledge

Sponsored b>

impor-

Allies, this collection in the theatreis

Activities

Committee, 1301 Broadway,

hi, 'Y:i

O,

Wetlncstlaj,

:

December

-2^,
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

New

N. Y. Fire Drills
Continued from page

MImi cau

Newark, Dec.

committee.

22.

poned indefinitely.
v
Postponement resulted from Bigelow's decision not to hear 20 remaining defense witne.sses because they
were prepared to give the same

20th Goes Musical

testimony that 40 preceding defense
Andrew B.
witnesses had given.
Crummy, defense counsel, said he
and Waren Dixon, Jr., counsel for insurgent union members who brought
the action, expected to agree in a
week or so on a stipulation that
would shorten the hearings.
Seven of the nine members of the
executive board of Local 224, Motion
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
One-third of the current program Picture Operators' Union, were reelected Wed. (15).
Both defeated
at 20th-Fox is devoted to musie. In
candidates were supported by the
spite of the heavy calls for war insurgent
union group, which is
drama and morale building. Studio seeking the removal of Kaufman
*
bei'xg heard
is puttin

One-Third of Way,

The Independent,

14 Tuners Slated

on leave of absence for the duration for the purpose of
Bureau of Yards 6i Docks of the 15. S. Navy at Washington, Joe Bernhard, v.p. and general manager of Warner Bros., is keepSince joining the
ing in close touch with the aflait's of the company.
Navy, with headquarters in Washington, he has been spending weekends
in N.' Y.. checking into the Warner homeofTicp and conferring with WB
Bernhard, a civilian member of the Navy, may get a comexecutives.
Highest he could ralo in coming from civilian life is
mission, it is said.
lieutenant commander.
Although he

in

Lou Kaufman

Instead of being resumed as schedbefore
uled here Thursday (17)
Vice-Chancelor Bigelow. hearing of
the suit to oust Louis Kaufman as
business agent of Local 244. Motion
Picture Operators' Union, was post-

cmiiloy "no less
than two special firemen' has mean-

time been killed

is

a post in the

.

ouvt.

Jam Handy Picture Service, Inc., a Dcrlawaro corporation, has changed
Papers to' this effect have been
its name to Jam Handy Organization, Inc.

with the signing of

name

Birmingham,
by

caused

of clubs, in charge of arrangements.

Johnny Jones designated
barker

chief

Ghl

of

membership

as

first

whose

Tent,

practically

comprises

stage and allied indas-

entire film,
trics here.

Dcle.tatr^s to national confab will
include 'all chief barkers of '42. those
elected for '43, national canvassmen
elected at last year's Atlantic City
convention and two delegates from
each Tent. Sessions will be geared

war-time conditions.

to

H«dy's 'Ecstasy* Finally
Gets Okayed Into Pcnnsy
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Art

Tiny

Cinema, local
no time

film site here, lost

ing

Hedy Lamarr

the

foreign
in

book-

picture,

'Ec-

had been okayed by
Board of Censora.
Pic opens a run here Saturday (26)
and comes just when Art Cinema
needed it most since small-seater was
running short of product and had
been forced lately into double-feaonce

it

ture reis.sues.

b/

Loss covered

Ala.. Dec. 22.
wa.s
$10,000

the Five Points
amusement cen-

In

fire

theatre, southside
ter, here, Dec. 11.

insurance.

Amm. Tkx Up 8%

la.

Sonja Henie.

HRE

BIRIQNGEAH

lOG

Damage exceeding

Allen, all conlracted
on one or more picture deals.
Filmusicals line up on the Westwood lot include 'Greenwich Village,' 'Pin Up Girl,' The Girls He
Behind.'" Thanks
Left
Pal'
and
'Quota Girl.' skating picture starring

Although foreign managers out in the field have been told repeatedly
they can't refer to a previously sent cable in a letter sent to U. S., some
managers in foreign countries continue to do this with absolute blank
Reason is that censors carefully delete all such material in
results.
Recent instance came up last week when a foreign manager from
letters.
The entire
overseas sought to confirm something in a previous cable.
message was cut out, only the addressee and manager's signature re-

John H. Harris, national chief barker

stasy.'

band.s, in

man and Bob

The
especially smaller ones.
screened as part of the bill in
pictures were furnished to theatres gratis, the message carried being
The war interrupted the production of motorcar films.
'institutional.'
theatres,

Clubs of America will be held at
Blackstone hotel, here, Feb. 19-21.
Affair will coincide with 'induction'
of newly -organized Chi Tent, with

the Pennsylvania

addition to those under contract.
Recent harmony signees are Phil
Regan, Gale Robbins, Woody Her-

Jam Handy for
filed in Albany by Butzel, Levin & Winton of Detroit.
some time made industrial films for General Motors and other large corThey were released on a regular schedule and were often
porations.

Chicago, Dec. 22.
convention of Variety

National

New York

in

Newark

to Hasten
Trial of

circuit,

dent purchaser of Aim served out of N. Y. exchanges.
Additionally. Brandt operates his own trade paper.
published in N. Y. twice monthly.

filling

Move

rules providing for

inflammable materials and prohibition of overcrowding in theatres, niteries and dance halls.
Bill introduced several weeks ago
providing that every place of amuse-

ment

M

Coincides With Natl Conv. Feb.

additional fire exits, elimination of

headed by Harry Brandt who also is president of
the Independent Theatre Owners A.ssn. of New York, has t>ecome one of
ihe strongest buying combinations in the country as result of tieups which
now pla<?e a loliil of 112 theatres in the Brandt setup. Houses are located in the Greater N. Y. area and lower N. Y. state, in the latter territory extending a.s far north as Pouglikecpsic. As result of the many hookins, Brandt now enjoys stronger buying power than any other indepen-

The Brandt

new

as well as

sing.

Senator Chandler and his wife ure in Holly wood, to spend the holidays
with Miml. On Capitol Hill they say the Kentucky solon reads the drama
pages before the political news, and mostly the Hollywood columns.
Industry has acquired a -good friend where good friends are scarce.
Hollywood is courting the new conere.<u>man from the Santa Monica
He defeated Leland Ford without making a
district. Will Rogers. Jr.
Ford always had the ac'.ive support
.•speech wl|ile serving in the Army.
pf Louis B. Mayer and other bigwigs of Hollywood, but in the last election
the front offices discovered that the rank "and file of studio workers, as
well as the screen actors, were dead against the executive's choice.

Chi Tent of Variety Clubs

1

eliminate fire haz' rds. When survey
Figured in Washington that the industry made a smart move in signing
Senator A. B. (Happy) Chandler. Miml is finally completed it is underup 16-yeai-old daughter of U. S.
Chandler was signed by Buddy^de Sylva of Paramount after a screen test stood that there ^ill be stricter enShe
is
living
BuUer.
with the Butler family and has forcement of urrent fire
by director David
regulations
been assigned to a leading role in the next 'Henry Aldrich* feature. Besides being photogenic,

27

Des Moines, Iowa, Dec. 22.
Iowa tax records show the amuselax advanced 8% over last

i^ent
year.

Only Honest Books Can

Distributors of 'Ecstasy' had given
up all hope of getting the thing
through in Pennsylvania after a sixyear battle.
Understood that considerable slicing still had to be oiad*
iji
the print that other states hav«
already seen before the seal was
granted.

Determine Readjusted
Warner Bros, has definitely decided against a ncwsreel of its own. bringing a sixth into the field.
Harry M. Warner did not go any further on the matter while east for a
few days last week. He scrammed back to the Coast and will remain
In fact, while east, Warner reirtained
there over the holidays at least.
away from the h.o., but before going back west stopped in Washington,
assertedly to check into war effort matters, priorities, raw stock situation,

Rentals Says
'

Under resolutions passed at a meeting of the membership of the Screen
Office & Professional Employees Guild. N. Y.. on Friday night (18). the
union calls upon Metro to shelve 'Teniiessee John.son' becau.se of alleged
historial distortions and asks the State Department and Paramount to
cease seeking approval of the Franco Government in Spain of the Par
picturization of 'For Whom the Bell Toll.s.' Copies of the re.solutions have
been sent to the two film companies as well as the Slate Dept. in connec-

audit his records or help
his complaint,

with 'Bell Tolls'.

it

York Theatres

)

Metro will no> be a '.uckor.' but
when exhibitors actually need relief
and are entitled to it the company
always has granted it and will continue to do so. it was declared here
by S. A. Shirley, district manager.
But the exhibitor must be straightforward and permit the company to

etc.

tion

New

M-G Exec

Minneapoli^, Dec. 22.

BEG. FRIDAY, DEC. 25

JAMES CAGNEY
COHAN in
"YANKEE DOODLE DANDY"
'

Aa GEO. M.

^

In

to verify

Warner Broa Hit

"CASABLANCA"

FKKHON

JIMMY DORSEY

A Hal

B. Wallln Production
Dlrectad br Ulcbaal Cnrtlz

.\M> IIIK OKCIIKSTK.A
Keuturlni;
Halan
. •

O^Connf 11

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

St.

STEAND

Continuous

Bob Eberly
& 47th

he made clear.

PanI

lasrld

lliimiMirvr

Sogart * Bergman * Henreid

WnrrHrr Hnm. EatertalmneBt Mlrurlc

IS

WEEK

6TH

Timr ai FopnUr Frlcen

Flint

B'way

• B'way

A

Slat St.

This will be the company's policy

Marcus Bach, of University of Iowa school of religion has left for
Washiiigton on War Department assignment to prepare film script depicting religious life of soldiers and chaplains in army. A.ssisting him will be
fcripter Richard Maibaum, also of Iowa U.. who will represent Jewish
groups, and Emett Lavery, author of 'Fir.<t Legion.' who will represent
Catholic faith. Dr. Bach is author of play Hayin Solomon.'
Dr.

i:i

many

product

in

1

years
its school of pictorial journalism
for enlisted U. S. Navy men, March of Time has enlarged the scope of
its training
of motion picture people to include officers.
Idea of M. T. school is to train the recruits to become expert cameramen and motion picture technicians. School is in New York.
After operating

for the last three

a

time

exhibitors

when

sacrificed

to

the

film rentals

and percentage demands,

announced.

of

Leaders of the union

movement among

while-collarites in

Paramount

'"'P^'"*'' a printed letter for mailing to James F. Byrnes. Economic
alabilization Director, urging
wider coupon, or 'point' rationing, for foods
5f^if-

and other commodities.

!

Buck

exorbitant

ncMieeuii

IN

VV

B A'
BONDitthiKw^.l

*

BtlY

A

WAR

BOBi^

and trying to make a 'sucker' of the
company. lie said that the company
already had investigated
applications for relief where the exhibitor
had presented itcns as operating expense that nu sane business would or

pointofi

|

ClAR

NOEL COWARD'S
'In

Which
thru

lt<-lfUH4->l

could consider. The company for example, wouldn't permit a California
hTitinialc
expense,
as
he
trip

,

We

Senre'
AtIIhIh

l.'niu-il

CAPITOL sun.
f Vr"

out.

Shirley

improved
to

to

"RANDOM
HARVEST"

pointed out. The
he said, must

Spectacular Sta pa Productions

sitiiatio-is.

pay a propoi tionale inthe distributors in order
to help off.set the loss in refunds
and adjustments to the others.
M-G will not deal with groups
or associations regarding relief, but
will take up each case with the inexhibitor.
Shirley
andividnal
nounced. Some situations could not
get by even if they received free
film rental, he pointed out.
Jne of the ter) ''.ory's independent
expect

crea.sc

owners seeking relief from
"all dosvn the line' rcfu.sed to
permit an adjustment of each of his
houses individually with the offer to
permit figures to govern and to
a'low a reduction or boost as conditions warranted. Shirley said. This
exhibitor apparently doesn't care
to play the game fr.ir and square
and he'll have ti> gel along without
M-G-.M pictures, declared Shirley.

MUSIC HALL
(HRI.n OVF.H>

While some the irc.-i have siifrcrcd
in consuqiiencc of tlic war and devclopmenls incidental thereto, other
houses have greatly iiiiproved their
position,

^Garter

Sta!
M*«r.

presenting 'phoney' claims for relief

PARAMOUNT
.

I
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"TIME TO KILL"
wllh I.IXtVIt N(»I.A\

circuit

John Byram, ex-N. Y. Times staffer, now play and story expert for
Paramount in New York, is quite a dabbler in legit backing on his own.
Only in a small way," says Byram, 'and I'm chiefly guided by my friend
Howard Cullman.' *Byram i^ in on 'Skin of Our Teeth.' 'Arsenic and Old
Lace,' 'Strip for
Action' and the new 'Wife Takes a Child.'

O'HARA

pfwER

the

wolves on

altar

f 28th Week 1

are

Shirley accused .some exhibitors of

tries

Warners' forthcoming Eddie Cantor ti\m. 'Thank Your Lucky Stars,
which «
ia biographical,
uius'apnieai, 16
is a noveiiy
novelty in that it openly ribs the star bj
name, as treatised by Everett Freeman ..im
and Arthur Schwartz, who scripted
Ma*.1r U.k11l_.«
M,
14 ..n.trtr Ui. C/*hii'nrly ani*
Mark
Helllnger produced.
Tljere are some j.
Frank I^esser. now a private in the Air Corps

being

Shirley

Latin-American coun-

Gimmick.'-, dropped as a war measure by Fox-West Coast, are still being used to lure customers in the Southern California district by independent operators. For years the indies have been complaining that they
had to hand out giveaways in self-protection against the big chains. They
are still employing the business hypo although F-WC dropped it some
time ago.

independent

they're

speeding releases on its
by super-imposing Spanish and PorlUfiuese titles in Hollyw<iod. instead of having sound dubbing made in foreign languages abroad. 'Talk
OF the Town' and 'You Were Never Lovener.' treated to title supcrimposilion on the home lot, were shipped to South and Central American cities
for screening on the same day as their opening in the U.S.A.
is

at

hollering 'murrlcr' and charging that

Will) the Kcd Army in the midst of a winicr offensive and Stalingrad
cracking the Nazi siege lines, Artkino. U. S. distrib of Soviet lilr.is, is
rushing its latest import. The Defen.se of Tsaritza.' to capitalize on the
headlines. T.sarilza' is the original name of Slalinurad and picture, which
deals with a defen.-^e of the town back in 1B18. was shot on location early
this year before the Wehrmacht besieged the town and shows locales now
in the news.

Columbia

territory

this

,

"BrIlllul—A Hit:- Aa*>Mn. iMraal-Amr.

Metro

&

50c $1
Sat.

JUDY GARLAND
"FOR ME AND MY
All

AQTOn
noiwn^

Mr:M

$1.50

Nlihtt faly Stt. I* I2.se Pin Tai
llri.li> It
Aniiilr U. Wllt> liifwiil

A lirsiCAL ICETRAVAOAN/.A

GAL'*

l-lrhira

STARS ON ICE

CENTER THEATRE.

Rtcttltllrr Ctntw
CO. 5-5474
Only Ice Thputre

Aiii4'rl«>a'ii

It'tvfiy

«Mli
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RADIO

t8

By

Disposal

Tax Threat Forced

Pointers on Comedy

Non-holit

Woodmen

of

WOW;

By

$1^,000

Shepards Get Most of

Camps'

in the

m Cash

Yankee Net Sale Price

HERB SHRINER
n Added Fcstorc

a8» 1941

In

Now

Boston, Dec.

*Shou) Business

Expect Other Similar Sales

Gerard S«ltl«$ Suit

The reasons which prompted the
ol the World Insurance

Woodmen
Society

WOW,

to

dispose

of

Its

May

Call

station,

it

was

week, have
cussions in the broadcasting Held.
The four national networks may
Other non-proflt organizations whose be asked to testify on their short
sideline is the operation of a comand long line rates when the Fedmercial station may be disposed, be- eral Communication Commission recause of similar circumstances, to sumes its hearings on the American
get out of the broadcasting business Telephone & Telegraph Co. rate induring 1943. The Federal Communi- qi;Iry Jan. 20. The FCC has ordered
cations Commission last week apthe A.T. & T. to give reasons why
proved an application transferring its rates in general shouldn't be reWOW's operation to John J. Gilien, duced.
Jr., and his associates in a leasing
There doesn't seem to be any disayndicate. The lease is for 10 years
position on the part of the networks
and is irrevocable.
to enter into the probe voluntarily,
The Woodmen of the World acted but they do anticipate a call from
last

to unload the actual operation of the
elation after it learned from the Internal Revenue department that,
while the Income of fraternal organizations

(in

which

classification

it

belongs), religious foundations and
educational Institutions is not taxable, this status changes when any
one of them derives profits from a
business In which It is actively engaged. In such cases the profits derived from the business must be
tossed in the same pot with the rest
of the organization's income and the
whole thing becomes subject to taxation. These organizations had heretofore paid taxes only on commercial enterprises In which they were
actively engaged.

the

FCC.

single

operation.

Gilien,

by the Woodmen board and
authorized to work up the best disposal deal possible in which, of
course, he himself would be properly taken care of.
There are a number of stations
with goodly annual profits which are
operated directly by religious organizations, but the indications are that
they, like other non-proflt organizations, won't act on the tax problem
unless their incomes from radio are
CO large as to materially affect their
called in

of

DYER SELLS

HIS

WEMP, MILW.

Settlement

&

Chase
1 and

in

In his resume of 1042, which was
yesterday
the press
to
released
(Tuesday) president Mark Woods of
the Blue Network disclosed that the

year

operation with a profit, even
though a large share of the income
from the sale of time was regularly
plowed back* into sustaining programs. Mutual, which issued a sim-

WEMP,

of Wisconsin men,

who

to a

The Blue statement pointed out
how it had consistently sought to
build up a schedule of 'outstanding"

group

how

it

had

also concerned itself with entertaining servicemen and war workers on
the scene of operations.

WCOFs

Foreign

Ungo

henceforth

Activities

will be associated with Glen Roberts,
a Madison attorney, who, as owner
of 52% of the stock, has long been
in control of the Milwaukee station.
WEMP, an independent station and

Wisconsin outlet for the Blue network, has enjoyed a remarkable
this past week purchased
the transmitter station atop the Public Service building formerly used
by WISN prior to removal of its
transmitter to a new position south
of Milwaukee.
While WEMP is not making any
immediate changes, in accord with

up.

an

L&T DROPS RCA:

of

sustaining programs and

Co., operator of

The properties include WNAC,
Boston; WICC, Bridgeport; WEAN,
Providence; WAAB, Worcester, and

1918-20.

REASON

report, spoke of having keyed
almost entirely to the war effort through 1942.

22.

air stanzas June ate the properties for the O'Ncila
and he and his general manager,
Linus Travers, will hold posts on
Day' burley editions back the directorate that the buyers set

Sanborn

15, 1941, were copyrighted material written by Gerard for his 'Fol-

lies of the

On

Draws Probe

License Renewal
Washington, Dec.

Federal
mission
station

22.

Communications Com-

look into the foreign
broadcasting activities of
WCOP, Boston, which is
will

language

by Arde Bulova through
Massachusetts Broadcasting Corp.,
before it renews the station's license.
Station's application for renewal
has been designated for hearing by
FCC regulations, plans are now be- FCC. Testimony will concern methods of selecting and investigating
ing made for post-war expansion.
personnel; qualifications of personnel; sale of time, and supervision of
After the examination,
programs.
Fred Uttal Admits
FCC will determine whether continued operation of the station by
Slapping Wife, But
the present operator would serve the

IS

station.

MBS

Shepard Deal Until

'45

the other party

may

cHncel

it doesn't thinK' the new ownersatisfactory.
Mutual has already declared itself as gratified
with the new owner of the Shepard

if

ship

The Lord & Thomas agency has
resigned the RCA account and there
is much speculation in the advertising trade as to motive for Albert
D. Lasker's action. One reason advanced is that the L. & T. owner

properties.

Post- War Expansion Plans
Akron, O., Dec. 22.
William O'Neil, Sr., president of

had become peeved over an RCA the General Tire and Rubber Co.,
campaign falling through after the Akron, who has purchased the 21officials of certain RCA subsids had station Yankee network, covering
approved it, and another speculation New England, said that the purhas it that Lasker may be pruning chase was the first step in the comthe L. & T. list of accounts preliminary to a major change in policy.
After L. & T. had notified RCA
of its action, the Blue Network got
in touch with the agency and asked
that it go on handling its account.
The NBC account was not involved
in the resignation.

controlled

SILVER THEATRE PASSES

UP RETURN TO
Hollywood, Dec.
International

Silver,

which

M
22.

for

years has sponsored the dramatic
series. Silver Theatre, is passing up
radio this season. Unavailability of
early evening time spiked plans for
financial structure.
a return to the networks.
public interest.
Due to budget restrictions. Young
First
Employes Oct Bonus
FCC said it had investigated & Rubicam was preparing to use
She Hit
Franco Gallucci, WCOP announcer
Omaha, Dec. 22.
medium priced l3lent. Such playJohn J. Gilien, Jr., brought toand chief Italian program timeFred Uttal, radio announcer, took broker. Gallucci was president of ers are expected to be in high degether the staff of
for a party
mand if the ceiling on salaries
Friday (18) and during it announced the witness stand In N. Y. Supreme the Massachusetts Federation of Dosticks.
the transfer of the station's operat- court Monday (21) and told Justice polavero. a Fascist front organizaNull, that 'I would have
tion, it said. FCC also had investiing control and the fact that each Samuel
called
myself anything, even a gated Ubaldo Guidi, another anemploye was to receive a bonus of
green-eyed piece of cheese, to keep nouncer, who had close contact with
15%.
Carlo
Angelo Vice
He also told them that there whatever little peace there was left the Italian consulate in Boston and
between us!' He was referring to was widely known throughout New
would not be any changes in perMrs. Madeline Frick Uttal, who is England as an organizer of a Fascist
Peterson at
Agcy.
sonnel.
suing him for separation, $1,500 group. Since Pearl Harbor he has
counsel fees and $125 weekly mainbeen interned.
Carlo De Angelo has Joined the
tenance.
Italian broadcasting on the station, Marschalk & Pratt agency as radio
Uttal emphatically denied the althe direction director, succeeding Curt Peterson,
legations of cruelty made by his FCC said, was begun at
the late Luigi Fiato, who was who joined the Army Air Forces, at
wife, whom he married in 1040, but of
Boston Miami Beach. De Angelo was fordid admit that 'I did slap her, but executive secretary of the
Fascio
of
the
Fascist
League of merly with Elli.<:, Lennen & Mitchell,
not until I was provoked into doing
America.
Blackman and Ayer agencies and has
so when she struck me in the face North
been a freelance director.
with a heavy tumbler.' Following
Besides handling the Esso news
Uttal's testimony, which closed the
series for M. & P., De Angelo will
case. Justice Null reserved decision. Esty Hunting
Spot
continue
to direct the Treasury DeIn her testimony Mrs. Uttal slated
General Foods is unloading some
partment's
'Bond Wagon' series SatUttal
made about $26,000
«f its network serial obligations. that
Time for Supersuds urday nights on Mutual.
It's canceling 'Don Winslow' on the through his radio announcing posiBlue Jan. 1 and confining 'Young tions in 1941.
pr. Malone' to a single network,
The William Esty agency is scout- Mrs. Fadiman to Chronicle

wow

F-M

The Mutual Network has a contract with Shepard which runs until
1045, and it contains but one condition allowing for the agreement's
termination before that time.
In
the event of the sale of either operation,

VAGUE

itself

Milwaukee, Dec.

reached In

trict court,

SHOWS PROFIT

its first

has been

Local broadcasting
ti Rubber Co.
the suit brought by Barney Gerard,
circles are still pretty much puzzled
and
producer
burlesk
old-time
about CNeil's reason for going into
scripter, against Bud Abbott and Lou
the broadcasting business, unless it
Co.,
Broadcasting
National
Costello,
is to build up a competence Tor hia
Waltet Thompson agency and son,- William, Jr., who now
J.
operates
Standard Brands, Inc., for alleged in- WJW, Akron.
fringement. Amount involved in setJohn

ilar

INTEREST

will get in cash most
the price, reported to be
250,000 obtained from the sale of
their station holdings to William
O'Neil, president of the General Tire

Shepard, 2d, and his son,
tlement was not disclosed.
John, Sd, had been actuated in the
In suit filed in N. Y, federal dis- transfer strictly by an inheritance
Gerard charged that two tax problem. The father is in his
sketches used by A, ti C. on the 80's. John, 8d, will stay on to oper-

BLUE'S 1ST YR.

web had come through

WOW's growth and

general manager, was subsequently

of the

,

Gene Dyer, owner of WAIT, in
Woodmen's Big Bli
Chicago, has sold out his 48% interThe Woodmen of the World does est in The Milwaukee Broadcasting

an annual business of around $140,000,600 a year, whereas the station
turns in a profit of around $250,000 a year. The fraternal organization found that if it were to go on
operating the station the income
from the insurance business, the station and its office building (which
has also disposed) would be
it
treated by the tax collectors as a

Oo A. &C. Broadcasts

37th Anniversary Number

At A.T.&T. Hearings

disclosed
Interesting reper-

Omaha, may.

theme

Networks

22.

aI^c Shepards

of

At War*

Him

pany's post-war expansion plans.
He said General Tire engineers now
have developed many radio and
other devices that will be ready for
manufacture and marketing as soon
as the war is over.
O'Neil said,
"Through this network we expect to
tell the people of New England of
the scientific advancement which
has been made in recent years in
synthetic rubber and in other new
materials as yet unknown to 4he
public'
William O'Neil, Jr., son of the
rubber company executive, is the
of WJW, Akron, which recently received authority from the
FCC to transfer the local studios lo
Cleveland, where it will become the

owner

Blue Network

Cecil

outlet.

Hobnan Grinds

Out Scripts

in Safety

WOW

De

M-P

Gf. RETRENCHES

ON NET SERIALS

CBS.
The web

losing out on the 'Dr.
Malone' retrenchment is NBC. The
cancellation becomes effective Jan.
15.
'Malone' plugs Post Toasties on
both links, and the packer will have
another and new show, The Thin
Man,' sharing the task at about that

Barbasol's 'Sam'

^2 Mutual

ing around for availabilities for spot
announcements that will plug Su

On
Stations

Barbasol will use 62 Mutual stations for the nightly 'Singin' Sam*
series which starts Jan. J. Time Is
8-8:15 p.m.

The
same

program supplements the
account's
Gabriel
Heatter
broadcasts on the same network.

time.

Shorter 'Green Valley'
'Green Valley, U. S. A.,' which Hi
presented as a 30-minute
Sunday afternoon sustainer last
fpring on CBS, starts Jan. 4 as a
15-minute sustaining serial 4:15-4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday. Brown
will again direct it, but the writer
Isn't set.
Millard Lampel formerly

Brown

authored

It.

Series will be for sale.

persuds.
The schedules are to start after the
first of the year.

Beulah Straway Doubles
Between
and OPA

WLW

Cincinnati, Dec. 22.
Beulah Straway, director of
merchandising for the past five

WLW

y

Sweets for Stoopnagle
Schutter Candy Co.. of Chicago,
will start a Sunday matinee series
(1:45-2) with Col. Stoopnagle on

CBS

Jan.

10.

Roche, Williams &
the agency.

Cunnygham

Is

ars,

last

week received appoint

ment as a consultant with the Office
of Price Administration.
She will divide time between the

Drive; Cops Couriers
Kansas City, Dec. 22.
The Kansas City police maintained
a special delivery service for radio
scripts last week when Cecil Hoiman, who lives in the outskirts of
town, sat at his typewriter banging
out some 18 quarter hours for use In
a 'Beat the Seventh Column* (accidents) campaign.

Police patrol car

made

at least one trip daily to Holman's home and took away radio
WDAF, KCKN and WHB.
and to the headquarters of William

.scripts to

Kostka,

representing

Liberty

Mu-

tual Life Insurance and the InstiKostka
tute of Public Relations.

was here from New York working

with
the
Safety
Kansas
City
Council.
In all, some 24 quarter hours were
donated to the safety drivi by Kansas City broadcasters. KMBC's own
writing staff added eight scripts to
Children's
Efforts those Holman freelanced. Police,
Mrs. Clifton Fadiman will con- fire and other civic departments and
duct 'Children and the War,' a new leaders cooperated in the educational
series of talks and interviews, Mon- drive.
day afternoons, starting Jan. 4, on
CBS. It will be a 15-minute sus-

War

tainer.

Editor of the Child Study Assn.
publications, Mrs. Fadiman is the
wife of the 'Information, Please'

quizmaster.

Natural Affinity

U. S. Tobacco Co. is buying spot
Crosley organization and Washing- announcements on southern stations
ton, giving attention to the Point for its snuff product.s. The account
Rationing Plan and spreading in- wants to place them adjacent to hillformation to food wholesalers and billy shows.
retailers.
Arthur Kudner is the agency.

Indpls. Tabernacle Off

MBS; Evangelist Dead
One of Mutual's two Sunday afternoon periods of sponsored religion
^oes by the board Jan. 10. It's the
pickup from the tabernacle in Indianapolis.
Howard Kadel, evangelist, who
started and conducted these broadcasts, died several days ago and his
family has decided to drop the radio connection.
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Gosch, Harris

L&M.

Ask

Gaim

'North' Equity;

to Include
'

Them

4i

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Martin Gosch and Howard Harris
declared today (Tuesday) that they
have served notice on the Lennen b.
Mitchell agency that it will be
served with Injunction papers If the
mystery - comedy, 'Mr. and Mrs.
North,' Is debuted on NBC Dec. 30
without including them in the deal.
'North' replaces the 'Thin Man' tor
Woodbury-Jergen. Gosch and Harris
are currently the producers and
writer, respectively, of the Abbott
and Costello program (Camel).

Gosch and Harris, through their
lawyer, Richard Cantillon, claim to
hold a property right in 'North' by
virtue of the fact that last year they
prepared a radio version of 'North'

Acdiary, eventually fell through.
cording to GoscJi and Howard, they
did the radio series under an agreeAlfred

de Llagre,

ment with
producer of the stage version of
'North,' Francis and Richard Lockridge, creators of the 'North' characters, and Owen Davis,
the stage adaptation.

Washington, Dec. 22.
Great Britain's post-war social
security plan is upsetting Washington bottlers. Soon after Bob
Menefee mentioned the Beveridge Plan on his Sunshine News

L.

own

&

M. which proposes

production,

made

to

do

its

the deal di-

rect with the Lockridges end Davis.
Cantillon stated that his clients will
contest legally any attempt to put the
program on the air unless they receive some settlement of their rights.

BACHER

IS

OFF

TREASURY

SHOWS

May Provide Opening

casting

local bottlers' association.
Official said he had received a
calls from harassed bot-

asking:

what's

'Just

From Army Camps

As
by

indicated

'Variety'

by

letters

during

local broadcasters are

L&M.

to

AFRA

One v illain will be named
Crossley and the other. Hooper.

recent

received

weeks,

becoming

in-

over the latitude of language allowed some of the
network comics and dramatic shows.
The complaints, as expressed by
these station operators, range from
the tendency of comics while playing
before service camp audiences to give
creasingly

RIaint i^ainst

will have two villains
instead of the customary singleton.
folding,

PREY FOR BLUENOSES

the

dope on this new beverage plan
and how will it affect our supplies and sales!'

Hedda Taking

This Monday's (28) episode of
'Bulldog Drummond,' (Howard
Clothes), which is slated for

Entendre Freely Used in
Nighttime Scripts

dozen

Blociii Quits

m

distressed

ToJoinK&E;WiH
Steer

Kellogg's

a bluish tint to 'girl gags' to the
free use of questionable expletives

and double entendre in nighttime
Fritz Blocki, of the Benton ti
script programs. Most of the letters
have sounded a note (^f warning, urg- Bowles director staff, has resigned,
ing
th«t the networks bear down effective next week, to become asHedda Hopper will take her comon
the
culprits
before
the
bluenoses
sistant to Dwight Mills, vice-presiplaint against Jergens and the Lenstart up With their customary exag- dent and radio director of the Kennen & Mitchell agency to the Ameri- gerated alarum.
yon St Eckhardt agency. He will sucan Federation of Radio Artists.
One of the more articulate and pervise 'Superman' and 'Breakfast at
notes
on
this
theme
Whether or not the union will flght provocative
Sardi's,' on Mutual and the Blue, refrom Barron Howard, busi- spectively, for Kellogg's.
the ease for her will be up to the comes
ness manager of WRVA, Richmond.
'Superman,' now a sustatner, will
organization's 'national board, which His letter follows:
be sponsored by the food account on
meets every Thursday. The case has
'Damn! hell! guts! lousy! These a western hookillp, starting Jan. 4,
not yet been formally presented for and other odd bits of profanity and and, after 13 weeks, the deal will be
vulgarity are commonplace on the extended to the full network. 'BreakIts consideration.
air how, particularly on programs fast at Sardi's' is now locally sponMiss Hopper was considered by
with a metropolitan origin. The ex- sored, so Kellogg will take it on all
Jergens as a replacement for the
planations range from 'freedom of available stations, starting Jan.
4,
'Parker Family' series Sunday nights
the art' to 'this is war,' and a plea with the idea of ultimately assuming
on the dlue for Woodbury but the
for 'realism.*
sponsorship on the remaining stasponsor and agency subsequently
Easy AUentlon-GeUer
tions.
dropped the Idee. Hollywood colKenyon & Eckhardt's only other
umnbt oTaims breach of contract.
'As usual, those who make these
^FRA may either flght the case for explanations have an axe to grind, network show currently is 'One
her or turn It over to the American and merely make use of surrounding Man's Family.'Jon NBC for Fleischmann's yeast.
Arbitration Assn. for settlement.
(Continued on page 63)

Treasury Department shows, 'Over
Here' on the Blue network and the
recorded 'Star Parade.' He is succeeded on the 'Over Here' stanza by
Henry Heyward, who recently resigned from the Transamerican staff.
Bacher's
departure,
the
from
"Treasury shows followed a discussion he had with Bill Murray, radio
head of the William Morris agency
and coordinator of the Treasury's
radio production, last Wednesday

"Show Business
At War"

from the Treasury and the Office of
Information. The following day
Murray received Bacher's resignation.
Murray relayed news of
Bacher's action on to Washington
and on Friday (18) the OWI, coming
to
the
conclusion
that
Bacher

War

37th

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

existent

organizations,

particularly

ASC/.P, undertakes in the near future to absorb. American licensing
representation
of
the
mounting
works of modern Russian composers
who have begun to receive popular
attention in this country.
These
broadcasters anticipate that when
the time becomes ripe somebody will
organize a setup similar to Ricordl
or SESAC for the purpose of licensing the performing rights of such
Russian composers.
A couple of
broadcast licensees have already
asked John G. Paine, ASCAP general manager, what his organization
proposes to do about this contingency.
The Soviet government does not
recognize the property rights of the
individual, but only that of the state,
with the result that Russian composers have appointed their own agentrepresentatives In the United States
whose function It Is to take out the
necessary copyrights and issue licenses for the various rights granted
under our copyright law. Broadcasters find that when they want to
use the works of certain Russian
composers, particularly those whose
music impart the vigor and fighting
spirit of modem Russia, they have
to pay some pretty stiff fees.

TALK COCACOLA'

SPOT FOR

DOMY
Talks are going on between the
Blue Network and the D'Arcy
agency
about
spotting
Morton
Downey for a daily matinee quarter-

hour

(3 o'clock), starting Jan. 24, In

behalf of Coca-Cola.

This group of programs would
supplement
the
same account's
nightly dance band series on the
same network.

Benny Rabin, Mary Small

New CBS

Sustainer

Benny Rubin, Mary Small, Don
Walker's orchestra, a male vocalist
and guest names will top a new variety

series

10:30-11

p.m.

Mondays

on CBS, starting Feb. 15. Bill Robson win produce and
Margaret
Lewerth and Rubin will script it.
Theme of the show will be the
music, stage and films of the 1920s
and early '30s. It will start as a
sustainer and be given a buildup tor

To Be Published Soon

Bacher was recently given a
severe reprimand' by the American
Federation of Radio Actors for alleged violation of the union's code
P''«'=''c«s- Incident cited by
iPn
AFRA
occurred fluring an 'Over
Here' rehearsal.
^

still

And Guest Names On

of

wouldn't take instructions as to policies
and script changes, advised
Murray to accept the resignation. In
addition to network shows, Bacher
had produced 85 transcribed programs for the Treasury's war bond
campaign.

broadcasters foresee the rise

another performance group
in this country unless one of the

THEME OF THE

(16). Murray had reminded him of
policies and instructions as received

possible sale.

Madeleine CarroU

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

'Radio Reader' on

Special Exploitation Advantages

Production

Some
of

—Cuss Words and Double

by the

tlers

^

With Hisses

Bill Bacher, whosa option as director of th« 'Oamel Caravan' was
not renewed by the Esty agency, is
also out as director of the twp

NBC Opens

—

For Another Performance Group

Complaint* From Station
Operators Pertain to 'Girl
Gags' of Comics Broad-

broadcast at 7:19 over WJSV, he
was summoned to the telephone

Jr.,

who made

Music

ON DIRT, SLANG

.

Half-Listening

&

S. Lyons office prelimfor the A.
inary to its consideration by the
Electric Light Industries for network
The latter deal, with
sponsorship.
the N. W. Ayer agency as interme-

Mounting Popularity of Russe

SOUi WAilNG

in Deal

School for Employees

CBS

Madeleine Carroll will be the
'Radio Reader' when that .series returns Jan. 11 to CBS. Show will be
spotted at 5-5:15 p.m. instead of its
former morning time, replacing 'Are
a Genius?' which moves to 5:30-

You

NBC

will

form an Employee Pro-

duction Group to give free
instruction and training
in radio directing,
sound effects, scripting and
announc"ig to lu employees.
Garnet Garrison, radio instructor
at

Wayne

University,

Detroit,

conduct the Instruction, which
oegin soon after
Jan. 1.

will
Is to

Reservations

and Copy May Be Wired

to

Any

5:45 p.m.

Variety Office

NEW YOBK
IS4

W.

4eth SL

CHICAQO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St

64

W. Randolph 8t

LONDON
8 St. Martin's PL

Actual slorie.s Miss Carroll is to
read are not definitely set, but the
intention Is to continue her indefinitely.
The series will be offered
for sale.
When 'Radio Reader' wai
aired last spring Mark Van Doren
and then Margaret Webster were on
it.

I
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Ink-Poisoniog

Some Radio Execs See Threat

to Biz

In Plans for Standard Victory' Label

workers

the

in

radio

Club," composed
in broadcasting,

of

'ploneerfi'

may

not turn

Sterling

Subbing Special

Some
the

were con-

radio executives

week over

last

several

of

activities

of

Freedom House

the

larycr advertisers who have been
in Washington attcm|>ting to solicit
support (or a 'Virtory Brand' label.
Their plan is to stabilize grades and

Put the Lie to Rumors
Freedom

House will follow its
Freedom' program on
WMCA. N. Y.. with a 'rumor clinic'
show. New program will use a board
staffed by lawmen and representatives of the various governmental
combating
in
agencies interested
'Voice

of

no commercial copy on the stanzo,
but the sponsor is getting the air
credit via advance mentions on the
four serials being replaced for the
broadcast.
Air Features, producing the special program, also produces the four
serials.
'Backstage
Wife,*
'Stella
Dallas.' 'Lorenzo Jones' and 'Young
Widder Brown,' for the Blackelt-

Products has cancelled
Christmas (Friday) broadcasts

Sterling

surge for publicity.
One of the wisecracks around
the trade is that it won't be long
before the club will welcome

the
of

its

four serials in the 4-S p.m.

NBO and will substitute a
60-minute musical show,
BeU»—U5.A.' Stanza
have Frank Munn, Vivien deUa
Conrad Thibault, Evelyn
Chiesa,
MacGregor, Marian McManus and
Denis Ryan as soloists, with Victor Sample-Hummert agency,
block on

any one who came

in contact
with a crystal set 20 years ago,
or wrote a postalcard to station telling of the good reception he got the night before,

special

'Christmas

will

quality and use the one brand-label
lor Ihc duration. Thu.s they expect
the transportation problems
which .are plaguing their current
Carter's to Conceitrate
existence.
Great Britain solved il.~ di.siribu- rumors.
tion and transportation problem by
Slated to tee off early in February,
manufaczoning the marketing of
it will be a weekly quarter-hour on
Thus a biscuit Thursday evenings.
materials.
tured
Carter's Little Liver Pills is dropmaker in the north of England reping out of the supplementary marto
the region
stricts distribution
Ralph Kirbery, who was billed in kets it now patronizes and will use
rest
of
around his plant, with the
radio
as
The
Dream
Singer.'
has
the
money thus saved to increase its
the country t>eing covered by other
just passed his flying test with the schedules in the larger markets.
biscuit bakers. Competition is tacit,
Army training force at Berry Field,
The expansion will be from five
but advertising is sustained since
Nashville.
to
announcements a week.
seven
bi-and names arc kept alive by the
exchange of labels.
to solve

60-Mi]>. Songfest Fri. (25)
4 Serials

in Place of

one of those originally
good ideas which went haywire
unrestrained
because
of
an
out

siderably peituibed

Xmas Facbge

Mosical
Some

vineyard are beginning to wonder whether the Twenty-Year

On Larger Markets

Arden
They're

the

batoning
all

Sunday

New York.

orchestra.

from the account's two

night

programs.

musical

'Manhattan Merry-Co-Round' and
Album of Familiar
Music'
There will be about 40 numbers
heard on the show, including standard Christmas music of the U. S.
and other United Nations. With so
many selections to be crowded into

American

Geo. Roosen Moves Up At
WBBM; Continuity Head
Chicago, Dec.

22.

WBBM

George Roosen, formerly a
producer, became head of the stadepartment recently, succeeding Ward Caille.
Caille joined the J. Walter Thompthe single hour, most of them will son agency here as assistant to
be merely capsuled. There will be Buckingham Gunn, radio head.
tion's continuity

A domestic example might have
Del Monte, whidh cans on the Coast,
distribute some of its products with
the latMl of White Rose, which cans
in the east. And White Rose wouW
do the same with Del Monte labels.
Thus, although each would distribute
both be aidiiig in the survival of

valuable brand names.
The efficacy of this system so far
as advertising is concerned is patent,
since without advertising the media
of communication and information
would either fold or require Govern-

ment

subsidies.

Chan^

Gear

Group

Pirotests

WNYCIWinie
Washington, Dec 23.
The Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service, acting on behaU of 15 Clear

Channel stations, filed
petition
with the Federal Communications
Commission yesterday (Monday) for
rehearing and leave to intovene In
the application of the city of New
York municipal hroadcaathig system
for night-time operation of station
WNYC, which was granted by the
FCC on December 1.
Station
operates on the
same frequency as station
in
Minneapolis, a Clear Channel sta-

WNYC

WCCO

tion.

Prior to the FCC's granting of the
application for special service authorization; the N. Y. station had to
sign oer at sunset in Minneapolis.

By

its

Dec.

I

order, the

WNYC's

extended

Commission

operating hours,

with the provi.sion that.it use a directional antenna in broadcasting

and we take

it

"Ketp

advertising. Keep Vin reiuemberlng.'* That's
wartime prescription for American business.

much needed

It's a

in these

days

.

.

prescription. Because

tip

many

.wlien so

much g<Hng on to make
Has rationing or war

it

ourselves!
bem

products ara off tha market

BLUE

tlie

.

Network's

memory by

prevents loos of
.

.

cusIoiimts

and when there *h so

folks forget to buy.

prodnction

from several successful

BLUE

left

you with "notliing

to sill"? Tiien tak<- a

sponsors. Tell the public

how

to

make

y<Hir

product go farther. Tell them what you're doing for \i«-lory. "Keep Vm rememlx'ritig".
reinembfriug your name . . rememlM-riiig llir product yoiri) want to 8«-ll
.

.

.

again ia post war da^s.
Or, if you still have a product to market
tlieti
ales message. "Keep 'em remembering"' to buy, now
.

That's the

BLUK

prescription.

now, to keep roK remembering

And we

llieRc

.

lake

.

it

imporlaiil

Ifi ilie

fa<

HLl

broaflcast your

K.

!

oiirscKi-s.

u

alicmt

That's

why
K:

llic

we're here

—

during the extra time.
The CTear Channel group's petition
that the

a.^l;cd

vacate

WNYC's

its

FCC

Dec.

1

application,

reconsider and
granting

order

ice.

BLUE CLEARS

37

and either deny

i\M application or designate it for
hcaring.
Louis G. Ca'dwell i,. the attorney
fir the petitioners. Allan B. Miller,
director, signed the petition for the
Clear Channel Broadcasting Serv-

561 counties

new
added

stations
to the BLUK in

1912.

Total,

146

si

a-

that count
The

tions, not counting

.S6l

extra stations available.

of

ISm

BLUE

delivers iH iirr

than 96% coverage of

tlie

roimtie« that do tiO%
S. retail buviiijr.

SLOTFORGRAOE FIELDS
The Blue Network

ha.s cleared the
time .schedule ordered by Pall
cigarets
for
Gracie Fields.
Jan. 11 she will have the
10. 1.1- 10.30
period Monday through
Friday.

new

Mall

Starlini;

Tlie program that had been in the
w;.>
was Hall Bros." 'Here Comes
the Navy." fiUIng the Friday 10-10.30
p. m. slot.
The latter account has
a;;recd to take the 8.30-9 of the same
evening.

35 new

bonus

That's mora than any
other notwork signed in

New programs, plus aggressive audience promotion,

1942 . .even without

have built BLUE Kstenersliip far ahead of rates.

.

Ted Byron Back

in

U. S.

Ted Byron, radio writer -director,
has just returned to the U. S. after
a year in South America as adver
tising manager for Sterling Products
In Peru, Bolivia and Colombia.

He

has joined the radio stafT of
War Information.

the Office of

Listenership

sponsors

in-

cluding our special Vic«

torj Program aponsors.

RADIO
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HOURS
CAMERENEWAL
MINUS BACHER
The 'Camel Caravan' on CBS Friday nights drops 19 ''minutes from
of running time
its present hour
Jan.

8,

and the only one connected

with the show whose contract has
is the director,

not been renewed
William Bacher.
In

addition to

Herb

Shriner,

the standing cast,

Xavier

Cugat

and

Georgia Qibbs, the series will continue to use guest comics.

Humble

Oil to Air

Cotton Bowl on

TQN

San Antonio, Dec. 22.
The Humble Oil & Refining Co.

NBC RENEWS

MBS

CBS RE-SIGNS

will

1

HALF

Year's

THREE

80-

Mutual will Insert a minute of
prayer on the hour almost every
hour of New Year's Day. The praybe read by clergymen, commentators and announcers.
ers will

standard Brands last week rebe aired to Texas listeners on newed with NBC for its Edgar BerYear's Day over the facilities
gen and 'One Man's Family' pro-

of the Texas Quality Network. Game
grams, while General Foods through
will originate on WFAA, Dallas, and
will be carried by WBAP, Fort Benton Sc Bowles okayed another
Worth;
here, and KPRC, 13-week
twirl for 'Night
Editor.'

During the Cotton Bowl and EastWest football games, the prayers will
be read from the playing field between halves.

WOAI

NBC renewals involved the
Sealtest-Rudy Vallee program and
"The Fitch Bandwagon.'
Columbia got a renewal from
Campbell Soup for the 'Radio Readthe past football season, airing 10 ers' Digest,' a Transamericaii progames of the Southwest Conference. duction.

Houston. Account is handled through
the Franke - Wilkinson - Achiewetz,
Inc., Agency.
Even with gas rationing Humble
has been a heavy user of radio time

New

Prayers on the Hour

has obtained broadcast rights of the
annual Cotton Bowl game, which

New

to Air

4;

IN

t1

Clear That Schnoz

Other

Vick Chemical

spotting a speinhaler's behalf.
The schedule is three nighttime chainbreaks a week for 13
weeks, starting Jan. 4.
Morse International is the agency.
cial

campaign

in

'Lux

—

—'Caravan'

is

its

Kay Kyser

Theatre,'

and Goodwill Hour Only
Network Full-Hour Shows
Next Year Kate Smith
and Kraft Cut to 30 Minutes

to

45

MOVES

'THIN MAN*

IN

With General Foods' slicing the
Kate Smith show down to a halfhour, effective Jan. 8 or IS, network
radio will start off 1943 with but
three one-hour .show.s.
The hour
sur>rivors will be 'The Lu.t Theatres'

(CBS), Kay Ky.ser iNBC) and the
Goodwill Hour (Blue), since the

'Camel Caravan' goes to 45 minutes
Jan. 8, and the 'Kraft Music Hall'

moves
Jan.

the

into

half-hour

category

7.

The second half of Mi.<.s Smith's
present hour on CBS Friday nights
will be occupied by 'The Thin Man'
series, which has been released by
the Andrew Jergens Co. The Smith
show will continue to plug Jell-o
and Jell-o pudding, while the comedy-mystery will do service for
Sanka (Young & Rubicam) and Post
Toasties (Benton & Bowles).
'Thin Man,' bought as a package, will be produced on the outside,
but
the
program's
supervision will fall to Benton & Bowles,
since it will have far more stations
in the hookup than Young
Rubicam. It was Y.&R. that contacted
"Thin Man's' owner, Hyman Brown,
when Jergens failed to pick up the
option and called General Foods'
attention to the show's availability.
The reported price for the package
is $3,600, the same as was paid by
Jergens.
Benton
Bowles will have a fillin problem when it takes over tha
mystery. The original broadcast will
run but 29 minutes (8:30-8:55 p.m.),
while the rebroadcast at 12:30 a.m.
will have to consume a haUhour of running time. In the case of
the Smith show, the solution was
easy.
All the producer had to do
was add five minutes of band music.

&

&

EWT

Thompson Renews
All Spots;

'Teamed

Ask your Blue

sponsorship"

representative

If your product

is

to reserve you a copy of
the new Siinvy of Daytime
Listening Hahils.Oul eoonl

out for

the duration, you can
"Keep 'em remembering"
52 weeks a year at 1.3-week
cost.

Amplify

May

Some

Walter Thompson Is not only
renewing all the spot accounts now
carried on the agency's books, but
is contemplating enlarging the markets of several of them, particularly
Supertn, an asperin put out by the
Carter's
Little
Liver Pills Arm.
Superin announcements are now
cleared over but five stations.
J.

The spot business

.slated

for

re-

newal for the initial 13 weeks of '43
are Mentholatum, Block Drug (Gold
Medal Capsules), Old Goia, Lux and

Ward

Most homes
per dollar

James Jewell Joins

CBS Production

Truer than ever today.
The BLUK can carry your
message into more homes
per dollar than any other
national medium.

Bread.

A

Radio Corporation of America Servico

Staff

Chicago, .Dec. 22.
James Jewell has resigned as
vice-president in charge of radio of
the MacFarland fit Aveyard agency
to join the CBS production staff
here.
Resignation
was effective
Dec. 19.
Jewell, who joined the agency last
August, was previously radio director of the Stack-Goble agency and
formerly program and production

manager

of

WWJ.

Detroit.
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WMC May

Broaden

View of War

Its

Jane Cnismberry't Reply

Dancmg Lessm a

New York
Washington, Dec.

War Manpower Gommission
paiiiU

to

take

manpower

liberal

a

22.

is

N.O.'s 1st

pie-

Femme

Staff

Gabber Makes Debut

view of

New

situation in the radio

Orleans. Dec.

22.

Editor, 'Variety':
My attention has just been called
10 un article which appeared in the
column 'Inside Stuff-Radio' in your
i^.^ue of Dec. B, 1642, in which it
was stated I was responsible for the

The long-expecled has happened
The city's first femme stafT an- abandonment of the 'Victory Volmibeen reports' that WMC if inclined nouncer has made her debut on the leers' broadcasts over NBC; that the
airwaves over WDSU. She is Judith .ipecial series of 'The Story of M.iry
to regard as esitentlal only those
Lawton, who formerly sang with Marlin' was set for Nov. 23. and bepersor).-<
in
the broadcasting field
broadca.sting

industry.

There have

who

aie nioie or less directly concerned with the dissemination of
new.s
and information, a service

which
looked upon by Government officials as essential.
However. Federal Communications
been
Commission
officials
have
i.s

meetinK with
la
understood

WMC

and

officials

it

they have repeatedly pointed out that the entire
structure of broadcasting rests on
the foundation of commercial broadcasting, and
exist
solely

that

that

stations

cannot

for
the purpose of
broadcasting news and information
unless the Government is prepared
to sub.-iidize them for this purpose.

Important factor in the consideration of the essentiality of the radio
broadcasting industry and its per-

heie.

bands.

of
scripts

will soon

week

down

regular announcer's berth.

ALL THAT TALK

AND NOW NO
POSTERITY
Washington, Dec.

occupations in the radio
broadcasting industry.
When the
list is revised, within the next week
or so, it will be found to Include occupations listed as 'critical' which
formerly were not so regarded.

The

original list was issued by
Selective Service, after certification
by the WMC, in the middle of Octo-

ber and Included

ances

and

grams
owned

discs are

educational

recorded

radio

22.

pro-

governmentbe scrapped in

on
to

furtherance of the war

effort.

Oflfice

Price Administration announced
Saturday (19) that these discs will
be melted down to add to the supply
materials used In tha provitaV
of
duction of rubber substitutes and
synthetic rubber. By Its order, OPA
freed the sale and transfer of used
government-owned recording discs
from price control in order to aid
the War Production Board's drive
to increase the available supply of
the materials.

revise ite list of of

critical

all

critical

occu-

was

write a series of five scripts for this
broadcast, and was given the choice
of either of the two subjects, 'The
Allied Nations' or "Tlie Merchant
Marine,' but was told that the broadcasts were planned for the latter
part of November or the early part
of December, but to do no work
until I was further advised. In order
that there might be no delay, however, I did, with considerable expense to myself, develop a plot for
a story on each subject a.-:signed,

although I had received no confirmation or date of broadcast. I was
quite surprised .later to receive a
letter from Mr. (Larry) Menkin of
the OWI, dated Nov. 6, assigning rae
an entirely different subject. 'Divide
and Conquer,' with a large amount
of material, which I was required
to study, and advised that the scripts
must be available for broadcast the
week of Nov, 23. This was later
confirmed in a letter from Mr.
Hawkes dated Nov. 9.
In answer to Mr. Hawkes' suggestion that If this was not time enough,
to let him- know, I did immediately
write Mr. Hawkes that it would be
physically impossible for me to do
the subject justice in that length of
time, and followed it up with an
Inquiry as to whether a postponement could be arranged to Nov. 30,
and that I woiUd submit a suggestion within a few days for his con-

heard

about the eventual decision of the
as

to

think there is a very good prospect
that they will come off with a pretty
good understanding as to the essential character of the radio business
FCC and
have held and ultimately a recognition of all
of consultations with each the essential features of that busi-

the essential character of the radio
broadcasting industry and Its per-

onnel:
Staffs of

WMG

number
other. Chairman Fly

said,

"and

I

ness.'

from you had to continue
writing and planned on Nov. 30. Rearranged Marlin plot to do this." and
received a wire, "Will let you know
about Government show before noon
tomorrow' (Nov. 20).

subsequently talked
to
Mr.
Hawkes long distance, and he informed me that my proposed plan
met with the approval of the Oovernment for broadcast Nov. 30 and I
proceeded
accordingly
and submitted my scripts and was shocked
to receive a wire from Mr. Hawkes
on Nov. 28: '*Now completely beI

wildered.
Notified this morning by
NBC that Government show cancalled for good.'
I

had had no explanation for the

cancellation

other

than

t^iat

con-

tained In yout article.
I feel that
a grave injustice has been done to
me In that It has been made to ap-

pear that

I have failed or been unwilling to cooperate with
country in tha war effort when, as a matter of fact, I have personally in-

my

curred considerable expense and devoted a large amount of time so
that I might make a oontrlbutipn
to this plan, which I was most willing to do.
I feel I am In no way responsible
for the cancellation of the broadcast,

because at

all

times

I

&

kept

Beiiton
Bowles advised of the situation that it was necessary for me
to change my plot three times In
order to work out the problem, and
that I acted at all times under Instructions,
I
do not believe you
wish to be unfair in any statements

made in your pu,blication and that
will, without delay, investigate
the matter and print in an early
edition a statement relieving me of
the unfair accusation against me.
Jane enjstnberrt/.

you

Bowling on Network

Sammy

Cleveland,
Levlne,

Deg. it.

WHK

bowling

editor and commentator, will go
coast-ta-coast over Mutual beginning
Jan. S.

Program
Topl08\

sells for $1.

After Tiff on "Bacbtage Spotting

the

in a

pations in the communications industry, including telephone,
Government Is among the large
telegraph, radio broadcasting and news- users of recording discs on which sideration.
The recHaving heard nothing, I wired him
transcriptions are made.
reels.
ords are made of high grade resins on Nov. 18 as follows: ""Only possible
Fly OptimliUc
Chairman James L. Fly of the (polyvinyl chloride copolymer) way could do Government scripts
FCC told his press conference Mon- which can be reclaimed and used was -to use them as current 'Marlin'
plot two shots a day.
again.
Not having
day (21) that he
optimistic

War Manpower Commission

book

WaltFramerandPitt'sWWSWPart

sports

Millions of words of public utter-

riving at its final conclusions respecting the essential character of
personnel in radio broadcasting.

tion

supply

to

com- ended.
Town also
mentator in Jill Jackson (WWL), but
I was approached in Oct. by Kirby
Miss Lawton Is first girl to hold Hawkes of Benton and Bowles to

caster.

WMC

failure
time a

spielers.

has femme

is
that audiences must be
up and sustained. This cannot
be done overnight, or in a short
space of time. Without giving continuous service and withoijt attracting listeners to tune in, the audience will not be developed. Audiences, it is well kQOwn, cannot be
attracted at the will of the broad-

This important factor will be given
•very consideration by
in ar-

my

Miss
Lawton the same scripts as for my regular
handles commercials, remote con- serial, and it then being too late for
trols, news and sporti during her
OWI to obtain a substitute a second
shift at the mike.
row,
entire series was

femm«

sonnel

.

cause

substitution
on
Station's stafT had been so hard the
hit by selective service during past was made and the series postponed
few months that Joe Uhalt, president until Nov. 30; that when the second
WDSir, decided to switch to deadline approached, I submitted
of

built

WMC

Per Inquiry

T'he Metropolitan Advertising Co. of New York is offering broadcasters a per inquiry deal with a slightly different twist. The account.
Miniature Ballroom, is In the business of selling large paper diagrams which, wh^n laid out on the floor, serve as aids to self-instruction in dancing.
Tlie agency's alternate propositions to stations are: (1) a specific
sum of money will be allocated to a local station with the proviso
that it will go on playing • schedule of quarter-hour programs of recorded dance music untU It has pulled in sales, an amount equal to
four times that of the payment for time, or (2) a straight split of
33 1/3 on the proceecfc from each order. The diagrams and instruc-

Shelved Gov't Program

Essentiality of Broadcasting Personnel

tlic

la

Indicates Procrastination

will
'

be
.-.

oalled
-

'Tenpln

Pittsburgh, Dee. 22.

Texas Ad Agcys. Merge

Walt Framer, WWSW's ace special
man and novelty ahow anSan Antonio, Dec. 22.
nouncer, and that Indie station came
Claude Aniol now heads the Aniol
to a parting of the ways recently
as well as the Bernard Brooks Adafter an association of more than 10
vertising Agency in a merger of the
years. Manager Frank Smith's feeltwo local companies. Brooks voltoward Framer have been
ings
unteered as a private in the Army
strained, for several months now,
Air Force. Aniol will handle and
ever since latter took his 'Nixon
service all accounts until Brooks
Backstage' program from
to
returns.
WCAE, the Mutual outlet here, and
Both agencies handle a number boiling point was understood to have
of local radio accounts.
been reached when Framer made
events

WWSW

a

pitch

to

Warner

Bros.,

for

whom he's m.c.'d a morning program
from Enright theatre, to switch that
to WCAE, too.
show from
'Nixon Backstage' has long been a

PITCHING FOR

WWSW

THE N.Y. RUBES

locally popular show, being Interviews with legit stars at Nixon Monday nights following the opening of
every new play.
Although Smith resented Framer's taking broadcast to WCAE, he

Cincinnati, Dec. 22.
let it pass, but hit the ceiling upon
week signed Merton hearing of the other proposed switch
assistant farm program di- and promptly tied the can to his
to take over Jan. 4 star.
Whispered around, however,
as farm program director of WEAF, that Framer wasn't too upset about
New York. So far as is known here, it, since he had practically landed

NBC

last

Emmert,

rector of

WEAF

WLW,

is

the first

New York

City

station to establish such a post.

Emmert

joined

WLW

In 1936.

He

a berth at WCAE when and if. Only
last week he was the subject of a
glowing article In radio section of

was studying agriculture at the Kan- Bulletin-Index,
sas State College and was one of the weekly.
Jirst two winners of WLWs Farm
Scholarships, offered annually since
These awards provide radio
then.
training with pay for six months at

Crosley stations.

local

news - mag

PRODUaiON
MGRS.OFKFRCINNAVY

STATION,

CORN'S NEW FCC POST
San Francisco, Deo. 22.
Washington, Dec. 22.
Both the station and production
Marcus Cohn, Federal Communi- managers
of KFRCj, Don Lee-Mutual
Commission attorney, has station here, are
following the combeen made chief of the law depart- mercial
manager Into the armed
ment Inquiry and field operations di- services. William D. Pabst, station
cations

He replaces Seymour Kriegwho went 'into the Army.
The division handled by Cohn Investigates complaints received about
personnel and activities of foreign
vision.

er

language domestic stations.

Kansas

City.

—John

McKee,

manager, left Thursday (17) for
duty with the navy as a senior-grade
lieutenant.

Dan

J.

manager moved up

Donnelly, sales
to the

manager

post.

Mel Venter vacates the job of production head to become a juniorscript

editor at KMBC, has resigned to
take public relations post at North
American Aviation plant here.

grade lieutenant In the Coast Guard.
Successor to Venter will be Pat
Kelly, a writer and producer at

KFR(J

for eight years.

RADIO
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Directors GuOd Admits

Under-Calculation

5 New Members; Set
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Over-printing a studio as the meana o( combating gas rationing on
for Pedlar & Ryan at recent broadcast ol
the Coast boomeranged
Screen Guild's 'Mrs. Miniver." Figuring that there would be many
missouts due to the petrol squeeze, agency ordered 100 more tickets
printed than the KNX studio would hold, being a$ a full house was in
order due to the gala proportions of the program.
original stars of what is rated one of
In addition to airing with the
Bette Davis also appeared to make the
the best pictures of the year,
Red Book award to 'Miniver.' Ducat holders, sensing the magnitude of

KNX

When capacity was reached,
ushers
the affair, lined up early.
holding tickets. Rap was partially
shut the doors on a big- crowd
eased by rainchecks for the following week's broadcast, with some
a huff.
accepting and others leaving
studios, no matter what,
There'll be no more over-printing of

m

C3S

Radio Directors Guild admitted five
additional new members at its regular

week

membership
meeting
last
(14).
Newcomers included

Harry Ackerman. of Young & Rubicam; Leonardo Bercovici. freelance;
Walter Craig, Benton & Bowles; Guy
della Cioppa, CBS, and John Taylor.

&

Pedlar

Ryan.

Following the meeting there was
an ofT-the-recoid talk by Commander
Sidney Bunting, flag secretary of the
eastern coast. U. S. Navy, the first a
series of such appearances by Army,
Navy and Marine officers to familiYoung's 'Tour*
arize the directors with the work of
Cleveland, Dec. 22.
the armed services, with the idea of
Murray Young,
news com- improving the quality and authenmentator, is off on a tour to Wash- ticity of progranis dealing with the
ington, Boston and New York, where war.
he will interview leading war figures for transcription broadcasts.
Troy Carl Schon is new anYoung is sponsored by Wm.
He had been
Taylor & Son. In his absence, Carl nouncer at WTRY.
with WORC. Worcester, Mass.
Mark handles the mike.

KNX

has ruled.

HOWARD SHOPS
FOR TIME IN

Murray

WHK

—

7CrnES

NBC

Off-Record Naval Talk

3S

Claims Big Listener Margin

In Preliminary Results of Survey
Charles B. Brown, NBC director
of advertising and promotion, la.sl
week explained at a trade luncheon
the mechanics and preliminary renetwork's
obtained
in
the
sults
latest survey of nationwide listenThe probe this lime
ing habits.
used 2.100.000 cards, as compared
to the 1,400.000 used in '40 and approximately 255.000 usable repi:i'.<
were received. The return figured
\2%. or 1% better than it had been

bi

;

two

proposed

promotional
Cities.'

by

nighttime
city

in

analysis
individual

eakfiowns.

The four questions posed by the

NBC

I

"1.

postcard were:
What radio stations do you
listen to reguat night after dark?
Which one of these sta-

and your family
l.'.'.ly

'2.

tions

do you

listen

to

most

works.

NBC's claim

lown.s of 2.').000 popuits load on the que.'-

li.-tencd to most' was
one over the nearcompetitive network. The daytime breakdown along similar lines
will be contained
in
the cccond

Sidney Flamm, vice-president and
mmercial
manager of WPAT.
Paterson, will be working out of
Y. after the first of the year, when
the .'•talion opens sales offices.

c<

est

.V

Clothes, having dropped
Mutual network show, i.s shop-

Howard
ll.s

ping (or local

program

deals,

sim-

WNEW.

N. Y.. setup in
to its
the seven other cities in which the
chain has retail outlets. These cities
ilar

Philadelphia. Chicago,
a. e Boston,
Providence
Syracuse,
Pittsburgh,
and Worcester, Mass.
The switch to local coverage was
presaged by Howard's renewal, last
schedule for 52
week, of iU
weeks. This schedule uses 28 slots

WNEW

per week aimed at a maximum frequency of impression within the appropriation available. The schedule
ranges from early morning to late

evening shows, uses no spol announcements, has representation on
each of the outlet's most popular
shows.

Howard's 52-week renewal is interesting since
Crawford Clothes,
also a chain outAt, last week inked
52-week

a

renewal

with

WMCA,

However, these so-called nonrenewals are viewed
with skepticism by the trade, since
every time contract now contains a
war clause giving the sponsor an out
in case of an Act of God, event's
beyond the sponsor's control, rationN. Y.

cancellable

ing, etc.

YOUNG, GRUENBERG

ON P&G'S HAPPINESS'
John S, Young will be the scripter
and Axel Gruenberg the director of
'Right to Happiness' when Procter
& Gamble, through the Compton
agency,

brings

the

serial

to

New

York starting Monday (28). Rights
to the title were bought by the sponsor from Irna Phillips, its owner
and former author. Art Gladc^ had
recently been writing

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT THE PEOPLE OF

for her, but
is expected to go into the Army
and Miss Phillips did not want to
take on the writing herself.
it

he

Contrary

to

general

Compton shows, 'Right

policy

with

to Happiness'

will be produced by the agency for
the present, instead of being as-signed
to
an outside package producer.
Whether that will be a precedent
for other of the agency's programs
remains to be seen. There is .some
talk in the trade that it will, in line

with

&

a

reported realienmcnl of P.

G. policy.

With the

shift in origination point

production setup.
'Right
to
Happiness' will also change products from P. & G. laundry soap to
Ivory bar soap. It will continue at
3:45-4 p.m. on NBC and Corlis Wilbur will supervise it for Compton.
Against the Storm,' which has been
carrying the Ivory copy, goes off the
Sir with Friday's
(25) broadcast.
It
Will be replaced in
the 11:30-11:45
a m. spot on NBC
by William Ford
Manley's 'Snow
Village.'
Latter
show will plug P. & G. laundry soap
«nd will also be handled by Comp811(1

ton.

As Pearl Harbor flamed into total war, news dispatches
of the conflict were flooded with names of strange
places known only to most people in legend and story.
Almost immediately the need became apparent for
fuller understanding, greater knowledge of the countrymen our soldiers would meet in waging global war.
The significance of news happenings would be clearer,
felt, if our listeners understood the political background, the mingled face heritages, the conflicting
national aims of countries on whose soil war would

we

be fought.

we inaugurated the
series. This series has
brought to the microphone nearly a score of people
who are peculiarly fitted by reason of profession or

Accordingly, nine months ago,

World Front Guest Observer

background information
oh the nations which have become a port of the theawar. They have given revealing accounts of its
political, social and economic aspects in Europe, the
Far East, Russia, Burma, Czechoslovakia, Holland,
North Africa and many other countries.
nationality to give authentic

tre of

Front Guest Observers augment what
the most comprehensive independent station

World

Spots for Yatronol
Vick

Chemical's

latest

spot

an-

nouncement campaign is for Valrol^ol. with markets for the time being
limited to southern areas. The schedules that will be
placed will entail
15 blurbs a week for 13 weeks, .slarlIng Jan. 4.

Morse International

is

the agency.

rewrite

and present

the

listening requirements of the

news

in

radio style to

.

.

fit

the

Middle Western audience.

being added confi'nuousf/ fo fhe \h\ of distinguished men and women who have apWLW welcomes your suggested name$
peared as guesfs on the "World Front Observer" series
oi new arrivals from war fronts, who in your opinion might contribute to the interest of this seriec

New names ore

.

Vick Buying Southern

perhaps
news cov-

is

WLW

is served by all of the major
erage in radio.
American news services— AP, WIDE WORLD, INS, and
UP— plus the dispatches of Reuters, famous European
agency. No expense has been spared to assemble on
able stafF of news writers, reporters and commentators

who

at

night after dark?
'3. What radio stations do you
and your family listen to reguIr.rly during daylight hours?
"4. Which one of these stations
do you listen to during daylight
hours?'

the

•A Tale of 412
is that in these
liilion or more,
lion of ,<!tation.<
nearly four to

city

Ireal.^

,

I

1940 .'urvey.
Out of the preliminary analysi.^
of the cards has come the flr.st of
for

The

voUime.

'-

s
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As

Start

f Foflow-np

Weak

'Audition Previews' Gets Off to

Legit s Radio Tryout Spot

inception,
its
distinction in

As

•AUDITIOX PREVIEWS'

was entirely

'The Wind

audience.

Is

Rising'

Drama

Alfred

Schnabel,

Legil

to

the

producers

Hesse,

compelling entertainment; it wa.s a
stirring statement of the basic unity
of feeling between the English and

wore

ard.

Bernstein.
Theatre
Guild;
Aline
Molly Picon and Jacob Kalisch.

of

1.1

MIds.

'Sitting here in the comfort of my
'The Wind Is Rising.' by Harry Dwn homo, just five days before
Kleiner, used Thursday (17) by Fritz Christmas. .'
Block!, of the Benton and Bowles
And with that simple but poignant
agency, as the debut drama tryout introduction Capt. Eddie Rickenon "Audition, Previews is a poorly- backer told his story of remarkable
wi'ilteii melodrama of Nazi-occupied
courage and great luck. That openFrance.
OfT the first broadcast it ing sentence,
in fact, held enou?h
appears questionable whether plays human interest
to almost compensate
can be properly show-cased via radio for the fact that radio was gettin,",
because of handicaps, not the least Rickenbacker's story
a day Icte. and
of which is the time element. Even
not nearl.^as cnmolcle as the dailies
though this play was run through had carried it -that same Sunday
with brief intermissions, it consumed
morning.
an hour and 30 minutes. Some of the
But
it was the even voice of Ihe
actors did not have radio voices and
man telling a sensational story of
the play itself was too sketchy. OccaAmerican fortitude that counted
sionally there were descriptions of
heavily in the broadcast. The fact
the scenes, but the announcer was
.

'

that

entirely too confidential in tone.
Eddie Dowling was
c, doing his

he condensed

l.'ingthy

m

his talk

from

a

statement he had given the

part very well. He sought to give Washington newspapermen the day
before did not matter; he made sure
the impression that it was 'a first
include all the salient details and
night in the afternoon,' and he de- to
his plea, at the finish, for Americans
scribed. the lowering of the footlights
and parting of the draped curtain, at home to redouble their war efbut there were no settings used on forts was worth twice as much in
the studio platform. He said that the the spoken idiom than in the printed
'performance' was in stage form, one.
Rickcnbacker is an emphatically
rather than radio form, but that was
potent name, indeed, and the Govnot quite evident to the listener.
Author evidently got his idea for ernment should make more ample
'Wind.' which seeks to show how use of him for propaganda and moThere's no telling
French resist the Nazi invaders by rale purposes.
murder and sabotage, from a honor now. of course, but had there been
story of a concentration camp. As a pitch for War Bonds, immediately
after Rickenbacker got through telltold in the dailies, the Germans made
hostages dig a large grave, lined ing his story of eight men then
them up in front of the pit and killed seven lost at sea for 21 days, it
all with machine gun.s.
That 'scene' would have probably resulted in a
record sale.
comes at the end of the play.
This will always be one of the
In the early part of the play, acfactual war broadcasts. Scho.
tresses had the edge in the lines, but great
the latter half was nearly all male, a
fonstruction fault.
There was deMANIA'
tailed mention of a piano being With Ed Flynn and Cecil WMdlood
wired so that when three chords are 25 Minn.
struck in concert a bnmb would be Sustaining
exoloded, killing the Nazi command- Dally: 1«:05-10:30 a.m.
ant who ordered the instrument. WSNT, Schenectady
Thereafter the piano stunt was not
This is the first screwball-comedy
mentioned.
type of show presented hereabouts
Theme was "You don't need a gun and merits attention because it de1o kill a Nazi.' and various methods parts from the stereotyped, defies the
of homicide were suggested, such as orthodox, mocks at the sacred cows
a needle pressed home in the back of radio.
The program should be
of the ear, ground glass in food, und sponsored if there is any commerstrangulation with a silk stocking.
cial enterprise willing to risk the
There was a bit too much about kidding or kicking around of its
the resurrection miracle and the goods or services. Sponsors in this
religious detail at the finale might area have been accustomed for so
have been clioned
ibec.
long to having their lines lauded .skyhigh that an impudent, tongue-inthe-cheek attitude by the mikers
Studio Angle
might seem completely out of order.
Radio came in a poor second to However, the sponsor might find this
New Haven as a tryout spot for 'cgit p?id off.
productions when Fritz Blocki staged
The broadcasts are never the same
nis 'Audition Preview' over the Blue two
days and appear ad-libbed, on
network Thursday (17). Idea was lo the order of 'Here's Morgan.' The
replace pre-Broadway trys with a material is uneven,
and an idea of its
studio presentation of new plays with type can be gained
from introducmanagers in the studio audience for tion: 'This program is presented
the purpose of hearing a play acted against
the management's best judgand buying, if interested.
ment... turn to your paper for proFirst attempt. The Wind is Rising.'
grams on rival stations.' The pair of
a three-acter by Harry Kleiner, ran
funsters go further by telling listenone and a half hours in usual radio >>rs what thev may hear over WGY,
studio atmosphere. Lack of any ac- WTRY.
and WABY.
tion, with cast reading script into
Ed Flynn, station's program manrtike. failed to give the impression
ager, and Cecil Woodlund. continuity
a play was being acted.
It
was chief, are doing an excellent job of
ttricrty radio all the time.
Action presenting and deliv^rifig something
of curtain punch lines and scenes new in
this area.
Jaco.

—

—

MOBNING

—

WOKO

'

5000

work from Corwin.

ture

EDDIE RICKENBACKRR
Sun.. 3:30 p.m., Dec. 20
All Networks

New York

it

'Crime Doctor' was a skillfully
written and produced bit of melodramatic commercial hokum Sunc'ay
Yarn about a
night (20) on CBS.
fur-stealing ring built neatly. wi(h
obvious slant toward a "parole"
verdict by the studio 'board.' It was
Philip Morris comwell played.
mercials were virtually a marvel of
.nn

avoiding Government copy re.slric
tion.'; and yet promising miraculous
qualities for the product.

Ilka Chase was hoist by her own
reputation as a wit Friday night il8l
as guest 'expert' on 'Information
Please,' on
for Lucky Strike
Actress-author was obviously trying
too hard tor quips, several times going after questions when she plainly
didn't know the answer, but apparently thought she had a funny ad
lib.
She was better, if less noticeable, when she stopped slugging.
Oscar Levant, the other guest, was
as usual.
So were John Kieran, F.
P. Adams and Clifton Fadiman.

NBC

pressive spokesman on CBS "Tuesnight
for
English-U.S.
(15)
understanding and friendship.
His
references to America were graciously phrased, while his tributes
to the achievements and aims of the
British Empire had taste and dignity.
His statement about the 'grandsons
of slaves crossing 3,000 miles of
water to defend the cause of freedom' was characteristic of the broad-

day

cast.

Alfred Lnnt and Lynn Fontanne
added stature to 'A Child Is
Bom.' an original Miracle verseplaylet by Stephen Vincent Benet,
Monday night (21) on 'Cavalcade of
America' on NBC. Although Benet
has still not completely mastered
the radio medium, his script had a
fresh approach and built to an uplent

OWIMEETING

AGENDA SET
Washington, Dec.

22.

Elmer Davis, director of the Office of
War Information, and his
associates, Milton S. Eisenhower and

Gardner Cowles.
of

list

speakers

Jr.,

at

will

the

head the
three-day

meetlhg of reglbiitfi consultants" of
OWI's radio bureau, which will be
held at the Washington hotel here
begi.-.ning Dec. 28.
Meeting, which

Davis

NBC's
Parade of Stars

of nr.nss symbol of what America wants and believes. An instinctive way
of saying, without making a speech, what kind of world we're fighting
for.
Symbol or not, I wish you most sincerely
A WHITE CHRISTMAS.'

Engineer at WNYC, municipal station in New York, was recently called
for service in the Merchant Marine, in which he was a reservist.
In
charge of master control the day he left for active duty, he wrote the
following entry in the Remarks book: 'And so we are hearing the close
of another day, and in any language, Auf Wiedersehn, Au Revoir, or So
Long means 'I'll be seeing you at the end of the war.'
United Nations
victory is inevitable for the peoples of the world to live in peace and contentment, and at the same time I shall return to my seat at Master Con-

A

and continue where I am leaving off.'
Of the 15 employees in the WNYC engineering department when the

trol

S.

entered the war,

all

except three are

now

in the service.

In a gesture believed to be unprecedented in radio, announcers at the
National Broadcasting studios in Chicago agreed last week to aid the
It was
families of any of their group who were called to the colors.
agreed among themselves that if any staff announcer should enter the
services and his commercial assignment was taken over by any of the
others, that 40% of the broadcasting fees would be paid to the announcer's
family, or would be distributed in any way the announcer in uniform
specified.

Among the signers of the agreement were Charles Lyon, Fort Pearson,
Bob Brown, Cleve Conway, Noritian Barry, Dave Garroway, John Holtman, Don Elder, Richard Noble and Louis Roen.
Radio department staff of the N. W. Ayer agency tossed a party replete
with gag stuff for Herb Sanford, production and talent exec, Thursday
night (17) at Joe Madden's nitery in New York. Sanford, commissioned
a lieutenant, reported for training at the Quoinset naval station Monday
(21).

Among the stunts was the unveiling of a blown up photo of Sanford,
in an admiral's hat and whiskers and surrounded by a horseshoe of vegetables, and the running off of a specially-made recording
detailing Sanford's life a la "March of Time.' Invited to the event were
some of Sanford's old associates at B.B.D.&O.
decked out

lifting finale.
Miss Fontanne's mannered style of playing seemed somewhat flat in the early passages, but
reached
an
infectious
intensity
Raymond Clapper will depart from his regular news comment routine
toward the close. Lunt's performance was hurried at the start, but on his Mutual broadcasts of Christmas and New Year's eves and interhe, too, improved.
The script con- polate the voices of the President and vice-president of the United States.
tained numerous topical suggestions. One will be from a disc, while the other will be in the form of an interArdon Cornwell's score used orches- view in the flesh.
tra and choir in arrangements of
During his Christmas Eve program, Clapper will comment alpng a
sacred music.
Du Pont eliminated Prince of Peace' theme and introduce a dubbed recording of President
its commercial copy for th? occasion.
Roosevelt's explanation of the 'Four Freedoms.' New Year's Eve, Clapper
will include a five-minute interview with Vice-President Henry A. Wallace
on the subject of the coming world peace.

OWI

WAHS

Paul W. Kesten, v.p. and general manager of CBS, has used the theme
Christmas' for a little whimsical essay which he has distributed among associates and friends as his Christmas card for 1942. The
greeting reads:
'This is to wish you the 'While Christmas' which so many millions have
been hearing and humming and 'dreaming of.' The words of the song
may seem trivial: they talk of little things. But I wonder if its sudden
grip on America at war means somethmg more.
"We think and feel in symbols, most of us, far more than we know.
Darkne.<:s and light
the black hours
the White Christmas....! like
to think that the strange hold of this 'old-fashioned' new hit is a sort
of 'While

L, W. Brockhigtan. Canadian-born U.
adviser to the British Ministry of
information was an interesting, ex-

is expected to be attended by OWI's
station advisory Tjoard and all regional consultants as well as 24
regional directors and field aides, is
designed for discussion of the local
station plan and problems for 1943.

MY

Cincinnati, performed a smart public relations chore Wednesday
lie
in fulfilling a War Department request.
The station was called upon
lo 0rivately extend a greetings program, made especially for it by Ohio's
37th Division, in foreign service with the Army, that the Office of Censorsliip wouldn't permit to be broadcast.
Voices of 36 officers and men had been recorded in an hour program.
Seventy-four persons were assembled for a luncheon in the Netherland
hotel.
They were parents, sweethearts, wives and relatives of the fighting
men heard. Most of them were from Greater CIncy, yet some came from
points 50 miles distant. Katherinc Fox. director of war activities for the
Croslcy stations, presided at the affair.
Each of the 74 persons got an individual booklet, with his or her name
on the front cover. One page contained a typed copy of the nrwissage.
A pocket contained a small record on which the message had been dubbed.
I

Americans.
And in Norman Corwin's exalting climax, it offered an
eloquent expre.ssion of the dignity
and the hope for the little people of
both countries— and of all countries.
Under the circumstances, the program also offered a promise for fu-

were
Hop-

Allstaire Kyle,

WJZ-RlDC.

acquire

looked

flield

Director: Fritz Blockl
00 MIns.
SustalDlDg
Thurs., 3 p.m.

id

U. S. originaliuits.

Tuesday night lloi on
was much more than merely

CBS

Robert Milton. Walter PritchYale Dramatic Workshop;

kin.'.

Ray Largay, WinHoeney
Commenlaior: Eddie Dowllnn
Writer: Harry Kleiner

continues
its

WLW.

heard

studio

forward to the expciimenl. but
no! enthused.
Amo.ii: tho>c of the staijc who
at the broadcast were Arthur

With Claire Luce. Myron McCormlck.
Selena B«yle, John Brown, Helen
Coule, Ethel Owen, Jean McCoy,
Stephen

mi.-^sing

Inside Staff-Radio

Comment

'An American In England.' which
has been an impre.s.sive series from

and

will

discuss

OWI

1942 over the corresponding period of 1941. He further stated that billings
for the first 10 months of 1942 were up 73% over the same period in
1938, and that in the five-year period ending the last week of October,
1942, the station had 39% of the total local and national spot business of
the major Chicago stations.
Late.";! trick of some indie tran.scription operators is to make off the air
e.t.'s of name singers doing the latest pops and, without using the name
of the singer or the tune, produce transcriptions for use by small stations.
e.t.'s have the usual ribbon to allow the announcer to air a commer'And now lets listen to some popular .songs,'
cial; after which he spiels.
throws the switch and waits for the next ribbon.
Bing Crosby, Lanny Ross and Frank Parker are among those allegedly

The

bootlegged in this fashion.
"The Office of Censorship is an added entry to the list of gbV6rnmenl
agencies which have veto powers over programs originating overseas.
Until last week foreign originations had to l>e cleared through the Office
of War Information and fhe Navy and War departments. In the past the
censorship outfit has only had to be cleared on shows going overseas.

policies

philosophy, while Eisenhower
will take up overseas operations and
Cowles the domestic branch operations.

William A. McGuiness. .italion sales manager, following the third
annual meeting of the WGN, Chicago, sales department recently, announced an increase of 12% in local billing during -the first 10 months "f

The ban on transcriptions has so affected the syndicate outfits that two
of the better known firms are shifting into other endeavors until such time
as the
prohibition is repealed. One of the firms is now building live

AFM

,

makes

•«

No. 1 station
with Intermountain listeners
this the

KDYL

——

William B. Lewis, chief of OWI's dramatic programs; the other is sellin g honor roll plaques
domestic radio bureau, will give a
complete discussion of the network Harold E. Fellows, WEEI, Boston;
War orders have boosted the
and station operating plans of fhe Herbert Pettey, WHN, New York;
industrial payroll 55%.
radio bureau.
Ken R. Dyke, chief Leon Levy, '.7CAU, Philadelphia; G.
of bureau of campaign of OWI,
will Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S.
discuss the operations of his branch C: Thad Holt, WAPI, Birmingham,
Each regional consultant will make Ala.; James T. Ward, WLAC, Nasha 10-n-,inute report and every one
of ville; H. K. Carpenter, WHK, Cleve-

OWI's regional radio directors will land: Leo-Fitzpatrick, WJR. Detroit;
report on how clearance of programs Gene T. Dyer, WAIT, Chicago:
Merle
has operated.
Jones, KMOX. SI. Louis; Kenneth
Those of the station advisory board

M. Hance, KSTP, St. Paul; William
to
attend
are
Neville Gillespie.
KTUL, Tu^sa; Martin
president of the National
WFAA-WBAP, DallasBroadcasters; John Shep- Campbell,
Yankee Network: James D Fort Worth: Robert Hudson, Rocky
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati: George
B Mountain Radio Council, Denver;
Storer, Fort Industries Co
O L Lincoln Dellar. KSFO. San
Franci.sco;
Tfylor.
KGNC; Eugene Pulliam!
WIRE, Indianapolis, and John Fet- Lawrence W. McDowell, KFOX,

expected
Miller,

JOIIN

BlAIR/n

& COMl',\Xvfc

SALT

UKE

CITY

fT.\ir!

OM.V
NDC

Assn.

ard,

of

III,

WKZO, Kalamazoo.
Long Beach. Calif.; and Sheldon F.
Expected regional consultants are Sacketl,
KOOS, Marshficld, Oregon.

zer,
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U< Will Repeat

Detroit, Dec. 22.
I

lH-

Brewing companies continue
strong

to

be

Radio

buyers here of radio lime.

Next Summer; All

Institute

Latest

.

James Bixler has resumed the post of night program director of the
Blue Network. Addison' Amor will be his assistant
Grace Z. Brown,
wife of David Brown, Newell-Emmett account exec, had her satiric play!
•Meet at Brenner Pass," shortwaved to South American audiences via NBC
International last Wednesday (16). Romney Brent did the Mussolini role,
Broadcasting and Radio Artists Division
and the language was Spanish
of the N. Y. and Brooklyn Federations of Jewish Charities is giving a
dinner in honor of Norman Corwin at the Harmonie club
NBC tosses
its

NBCJorthwestem

customary Christmas party for employees' children

in

Studio

8H

to-

Axel Gruenberg succeeds Ray Kramer as
morrow morning (Thursday)
director of "Light of the World' on a freelance basis for Transamerican
press head, scripts the annual "Year-End Review' for
Dick Pack,

WOR

Mutual.

Gordon Auchinclos.<!, 'Your Hit Parade' writer-director an expectant
father.... Cocktail party for the CBS production department this afternoon
(Wednesday) in the executive offices on the 20th floor
Stephen Gross
subbing for Martha Atwell as director of Friday night's (25) edition of
Phil Cochrane, formerly with McCall's mag. joined
'Mr. Keen'

WOR

promotion department, succeeding Bill Crawford, who switched to the
station's sales force
Joe Callaway, assistant professor of speech and
dramatics at Michigan State College and prograrrv director of the institution's station, WKAR, Lansing, spending his vacation in New York and
o.o.ing program rehearsals as guest of Radio Directors Guild
Also participating in RDG production confabs last week were Bob MacDougall, of
New Jersey State Teacher's College, Trenton, and Luella Hoskins, of New
York University radio workshop.
William Ford Manley in town from his New Hampshire home for casting and production preparations of his "Snow Village' series starting
Monday (28) on NBC for Procter & Gamble
William Wernicke joined
WOR engineering stafT, succeeding Henry Harrison, resigned. .Earl Salman resigned from WOR recording department. .Tommy Thomas subbed
.,.
Sunday night (20) on "American Album' for
wih a cold
Alan Hewitt into a new running part in 'The O'Neills'
Contemporary American composers will be interviewed on a series of
WQXR programs featuring their works Sundays, starting next week (27)
John Fistere, formerly CBS sales promotion copy head, joined
as sales promotion director
Miriam Adelson has taken over WOR promotion department duties of Jack Mohler, who recently joined the service.
Alice O'Connor succeeds Miss Adelson.
.•.

.

.

,

.

WNEW

is the Pfeiffer Brewing Co.,
which has signed Ernest K. Lindley

150 Grads of '42 Courses Got Jobs

for a series of IS-minute broadcasts

on Sunday afternoon f.om Washington.

Commentator
two stations

WXYZ,

will

be carried via

WWJ

Chicago, Dec. 22.
tion.' by Wynn Wright, production
So .successful was the first NBC- manager NBC Eastern Division; 'AnSummer nouncing,' by Charles Urquhart, CenNorthwestern University
Radio Institute, launched last sum- tral Division production manager;
mer as an experiment in preparing 'General Survey,' by Judith Waller,
broadcast personnel, that it will be Public Service Director of NBC Cenrepeated next summer, according to tral Division, and 'Acting.' prepared
H. C. Kopf, vice-president of NBC with Martin Magncr, of the producand general manager of the Central tion staff.
Texts will not be published in book
Division.
At the close of last summer's form before 1944, but will be availcourse, requests were made from ra- able in planograph form for next
dio stations for over 150 more people summer's students, but not for the

locally,
and
as well as over the Michi-

gan network.

War Putting Cash Into
Cleve. Stations' Coffers

Via Industrial Programs
Dec. 22.

Cl(:veland,

than

the

."lupply

total

of

available

public.

on newly-found ingraduates. Every graduate got a job.
Cleveland's raAs a result of the course, a group
have fold four pro- of five textbook.*:, based on lectures
grams totaling over four hours time. heard at the summer institute coverCashing

in

WSB,

du.strial advertising,

dio

stations

WGAR

will

air

ing announcing, acting, production,
writing, publicity and other phases
of broadcasting, will be put into
preparation by the NBC to fill a
long-time need for adequate radio

Lempko

th'

Products Co. Army-Navy E presentation in an hour and a half program

Sunday.

The Ohio Tool Co. took

texts.

a half-hour to broadcast a Christmas

Albert F. Crews, who
of the institute last year

party.

At WHK, Bonne

Bel.,

take an hour's time to

tell

Inc.,

man

will

of the Radio

was director
and is chair-

Division of the

Atlanta, Takes

5-Yr. Lease

on Erlanger

Atlanta, Dec. 22.
Local station WSB has taken a flveyear lease on the Erlanger theatre,
legit
local
house, but will continue
its present policy with little change.
Theatre will be renovated, after
which Harrison ('Chick') Kimball,
WSB talent director, will be manager. Touring legit shows will con-

the
editor for the series. Crews is preparing the volume on 'Writing,' and
others will include one on 'Produc-

Clothes will do Dickens' 'Christmas
Carol.' with announcer Duke Lidyard portraying all 22 characters.

program, has been originating in the theatre for the last six

hillbilly

months, and will continue to do

'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill' and 'Our Gal Sunday,' both BlackettSample-Hummert serials, take the air next Monday night (28) on 'Daytime Showcase' for CBS
Dick Leonard replaced Bill SweeU as director of "Front Page Farrell' and continues handling 'Stella Dallas'
Arthur Hanna, already directing 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill,' succeeds
Leonard as 'David Harum' cue-tosser
Elizabeth Todd and Joanna DeWitt have swapped serial scripting assignments, former now writing 'David
Harum 'and the latter 'Amanda of Honeymoon Hill'.... Miss Todd continues authoring 'Young Widder Brown'
Tom Slater, WOR sports director and m.c. of various shows, to New Orleans for Cotton Bowl football broadcast preparations. .. .Philip Stahl, WQXR announcer, joined
the service
Eric Linden, ex-fllm actor, gave up running part in 'Front
Page Farreir to join the Army last week
(iomposer-conductor Lyn
Murray an expectant father
Actress Mary Mason to Detroit to spend
the holidays with her husband, Sgt. Carl Fisher, company manager of
'This Is the Army,' which is current at the Shrine Auditorium there.
Martin Block, disc jockey of 'Make-Believe Ballroom' on WNEW, N. Y.,
has resigned as announcer on both 'Pepper Young' shows on CBS and
NBC
doctor's orders. .. .Herb Shriner renewed on Camel Caravan for
13 weeks effective Jan. 8.... Don Baker, Paramount theatre organist, plays
on WOR's 'It Pays to Be Ignorant' show starting this Sunday (27).

IN

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

account execs!

timebuyers!
ONE

OF

HE GREAT SHOWS

of

RADIO

^^John Gambling's Musical Clock''

has an opening for a sponsor

.

Kay Kyser moves his Luckies broadcast into Wilshire Ebell this week
80 he can have more service men to party.
Theatre holds three times
as many as the largest of the
studios. .• .Spike Jones took over diHe's
rection of the music on the Bob Burns program from Billy Artzt.
also master of the downbeat for the City Slickers, his novelty group
Upton Close back at
for his commentary on the war beyond the

NBC

and here's what

WOR

unusual opportunity

.

offers the
.

smart timebuyer who nails down this

.

NBC

New barkers on the KFI-KECA staff are Jack Edwards, veteran
actor-writer-announcer, and Richard Douglass, up from San Diego.

Pacific

NBC

First Lieut. Walter Johnson, recent Coast radio head of Music Corp.,
pushed off for the Marine base at Qua'ntico, Va. Bart McHugh has been
over the ground and is now solidly ensconced as his successor.. .Eddie CanFred
tor this week starts his 11th year as the star of his own radio show
Selzer, Jr., now
coordinator of spot sales, taking over from Norman

NBC

Noyes, Army-bound
Music Maids doubling over from Kraft to Dick
Powell's musical
Blue network added Colman Willson and Walter
Arnold to its announcing staff to make up for the defection of Paul Masterson and William Stockey, called to the service
Bob Colwell of J.
Walter Thompson agency wound up 10 days here, recording three auditions for Old Gold and hiked back to New York to spin them for sponsorial choice
Joe Bigelow, scripter for Edgar Bergen, took the count
with a strep throat, but managed to turn out last Sunday's show.

IN

35

CHICAGO ...

Alex Dreier, back from ihree months as NBC correspondent in London,
hosted by press at cocktail party given at Merchants' and Manufacturers'
club.
Ray
Dreier has resumed his Skelly news broadcasts from here
Jones, secretary local AFRA, is slated for the armed forces
WLS has
tieup with Chicago Sun, with deal calling for exchange of time and space.
No editorial tie-in is involved
Fred Weihe, director of the 'Lone Journey' program, has joined the NBC Central Division production department.... Al R. Williamson, former press head of NBC here and lately with
the State Farm Mutual AutomoBile Insurance company of Bloomington,
111., has been granted
a leave of absence to join the Press Section of the

1.

More

families listen to "John Gambling's Musical Clock" every

weekday on

WOR

from 7:15 to 8:00 a.m. than

show on any New York

station

up

until

2. "John Gambling's Musical Clock" appeals
family. In every

WOR
5

Staff at Washington
WLS has changed its mind about
annual Christmas party. Instead of entertaining children as planned,
the entire National Barn Dance cast will appear at their former location
spot, the Eighth Street theatre, for the entertainment of the Army Air
Torce Technical Command stationed at the Stevens hotel
The Quiz
Kids, all 125 who have appeared on the program, have been invited to attend the December 20 broadcast after which a Christmas party will be
^iven for them
Kenneth D. Fry, manager NBC News and Special Events
department, is ill at his home with pneumonia. .. Dick Jurgens' orchestra
appeared before the WAACs at Fort Des Moines Dec. 21 when he brondMst on the Victory Parade of Spotlight bands from there. .. .Siilo Forsberg has succeeded Ed Cerny, bound for the Army, as assistant music

No

lor

Chi Metropolitan area
Appearance of Ashlon Stevens, veteran
dramatic critic, playing the banjo on Ben Bcrnio's program over CBS
Friday (18), caused comment.
Noiris B. Sachs has renewed hi.s
..
Service Men's Broadcast for
13 wcc'ks through the Wade Advertising
agency. Program is
aired from Chicago Service Men's Center Wednesdays
irom 9:30 to 10
p.m., and features the Hoosier Hot Shots and Tom, Dick
3nd Harry.

WGN

any other

members of the

personal. interviewers,

found that Gambling's audience consisted of

children.

8 men, 11 women,

other daytime program and only the most popular

evening programs, gets a greater exposure to

all

members of the

family.

the average morning 440,000 people stay tuned to "John

3. On

Gambling's Musical Clock".

gram

is

And

WOR

pfaone

(PE

6-8600), wire, or write today for

proof, price, or

any

otiior factR.

Our aJdreee

has discovered that this pro-

homes of

exceptionally popular in the

is

that power-full slalion

at 1440 Broadway, in

all

income groups.

tiales

supervisor at

NBC.
Arlene Coling,.WBBM typist has joined Ihe WAVES ... The Ford Pearsons (NBC announcer)
Jim Pease, NBC assistare expecting in January
ant continuity editor,
appointed chairman of Rumor Committee of OCD

to all

10 homes checked by Crossley

War Savings
Its

listen to

11:00 a.m.

New

York

WOR

.MEMBER OF THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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CONCERT— OPERA

S6

Menuhbi Revires Plan

Met Has Best Performaiice Week
Of Season; B. 0. Continues
By EDDT SMITH

To Tonr England

Oby

Siebel and Pelletier's conducting

Rolling al.)ng at on unprecedented

was

vigorou.s.

Metchlor Superb in 'Tannhausier'
'Tannhauser.' Saturday afternoon
in
th« Metropolitan Opera Co. pre- (19), was a good performance
I,auritz Melchior, in superb
sented six opera.'! with the quality spots.
and performance values the best of voice, delivered his ode to Venus in
'
power
tremendous
the first act with
the current season.
Helen Traubel's Elizaclarity.
'Nozzc Di Figaro.' Wednesday (16), and
gowned magnificently, was
beth,
initial pei-formancc oS the
in
its
sunK with a richness and purity of
year, featured Ezio Pinza's voice and
seldom heard these days.
his height tone that is
financ-al pace, which placed it in the
black for the fourth successive week.

The bass is at
acting.
vocally and histrionicoUy. 'Se vuo!
and
andrai'
Piu
'Non
ballare.'
'Aprite Un Po gli'occhi' were sung
vith immense power, delicate shading, and with the excellent legato
which has consistently characterized
Pinza's singing of late years.
Eleanor Stebcr. appearing in her
first important role, as the Countess,
sang in a clear lovely lyric soprano.
Both 'Dove Sono' and 'Porgi Amor'
could have had better low tones, but
the singer refused to force her lower
voice and her delivery and style
were more than sati.sfactory. Bidu
Sayao, as alw?ys, was a coquettish
and cute foil for Pinza, and her expressive singing of 'Deh vieni nDn

.soprano's full voice made much
of the dramatic 'Dich teurle Halle'
with the slight flatting of the concluding high 'B' due to being rushed

The

St^r' was a performance highlight.
Kirstin
"Thorborg sang generally
well as Venus, although much of the
music lay too high for her. George
Szell's conducting was fine for orchestra results, but a bit brutal on
his singers considering the pace he

Becoming Habitual

profit

for the fourth successive

week ending Monday (21). This
comes within one week of tying
an all-time Met record. The
was an estimated $4,500 on
an approximate gross of $67,000
for six performances. Estimates
profit

are:

'Marrlace of Figaro,' Wednes-

day

(16),
$1,500.

gross,

profit,

$12,500;

ernoon

(19),

gro.ss,

$12,500;

profit. $1,500.

'Tosca,' Saturday evening (19),
gross, $8,000: profit, $500.
'Lucia,' Monday
gross,
(21),

$11,000;

Jan Peerce's Ed^ardo grows bet'
ter dramatically with each performance, and the tenor's singing Is letter perfect in it's quality,* power and

even break.

Leonard
musicianship.
Warren was an excellent Ashton,
and Nicholas Moscona, as well as
conductor Frank St. Ledger, both
turned in good performances.
excellent

stopped the show with 'La vendetta'
in the first act, and excellent characterizations were provided by Irra
Petina and Alessio de Paolis. John
Brownlee was in his best voice of
the year as the Count, and Bruno
Waller kept proceedings moving at a
fast pace from the pit.
Lily Pons Scores In 'Lakme'

•Lakme."

Thursday

(17),

was

TIBBEH UNOPPOSED
FOR AGMA PRESIDENCY

a

much

better performance than the
previous. Lily Pons, recovered
from her cold, .n.sumed the title
role and sang magnificently.
The
coloratura was not only good in the
'Bell Song" but cut loose with more
effort in both the first and third
acts than she ever had previously
at the Met. J.-.cqucs Gerard made a
hotter impression
vocally as her
lover, but the tenor's acting makes

week

one wonder if he
attempting to
sing or swim.
Such extraordinary
gestures with his hands have not
been seen in years at the Met. Irra
Petina was an excellent Mallika and
Nicolas Moscona. singing his first
Nilakantha. made a favorable impre.ssioM with both hi<; actins anr*
singing. Wilfred Pelletier conducted
i.<!

well.

Faust." Friday (18), was also a
brilliant
performance, with Raoul
Jobin oijtd-)ing himself in the t tic
role.
The tenor possesses great top

of Musical
will hold an election of
officers Jan. 10 at the Victoria hotel,
Officers elected will serve
N. Y.
two years. A ballot mailed to members lists only one possible selection for president, Lawrence Tibbett,
incumbent, explained by the fact
that none wished to oppose Tibbett's

The American Guild

Artists

re-election.

Other

officers, to

Norman Cordon's Mephisto

is

be

III,

v.-

•

first

joined the h:iuse.

was an adequate

Deo.

11, 'it

Of the singers,
story is familiar.
Ezio Pinza was the star, with the
'Serenade' drawing the most applause
Strangely enough,
of the evening.
Pinza slid'from pitch with the 'Voice

contempcrary violin- des roses.'
Frederick Jag^I sang generally
The young rtist had been apists.
proaching the top for some years, well as Faust, but showed signs of
but never before has he played be- tiredness in the upper register,
f)re the N. Y. public with such which is not surprising after his
technical mastery and brilliance. The singing of Herod in 'Salome' at the
Adagio and rondo of Mozart took Met the previous evening. The 'Inon stately majesty as -iid the Bach vocation of Nature' was brilliantly
sonata in his playing. Throughout sung. Jarmila Novotna's best singcame in 'Amour L'Ardente
the concert and its countless encores, ing
the violinist played with a glowing flamme,' but the singer's natural votone, impeccable bowing and with cal limitations Interferred with her
Abtasha RoEddy.
excellent intentions.
much feeling.
bofsky was barely competent in his
front rank of

Dancers
Carnegie Hall, N. T., Deo. IS, '42
Again selli'ng out Carnegie Hall,
and dancing with a fiery Intensity,
Carmen Amaya scoredanother smash
triumph in her annual recital. Best
work of the flamenco troupe came in
works of De FaUa, Albaniz and the
'Enamorada' of Infante, which were
terriflft The latter had to be repeatAntonio Triana and Antonla
ed.
Amaya were the principals in this
dance with Carmen Amaya. Sabicas.
the guitarist, also scored with several
popular Spanish dances.
Eddv-

part.

The Westminster Choir sang with
and Dr. Rodzinslci's conEddy.
ducting was powerful.
brilliance

JOSEPH SHUSTER, NADIA BEIS-

KNBEBG

Cello and Piano becltal
Hall, N. Y., Dee. 2, '42

Town

First of two recitals devoted to the
complete cello works of Beethoven,

these two artists, virtuosos in their
right, delivered superb interpreof the Beethoven works.
Both played with brilliance through,
Eddy.
out the program.

own

tations

VBONSKY AND BABIN

GEOBGE COPELAND

Dne-Planlsts
Hall. N. Y., Dec.

Town

Town

Pianist
8, '42

Date Off

work.

available Feb. 5 and 7 and has been
spotted for that weekend.

ZINO FBANCESCATTI

VlollnUt
Carnegie Hall, N. T., Dee. 4, '42
\ very fire violinist, Zlno FrancesJosephine Antoine, as the catti in the concert took a long stride
permanent footdoU, Olympia, scored a triumph with toward securing
hold among the 'concert' greats. It is
Conley.
her aria, and Eugen
disclosed
an
excellent dubious if he has ever played as well
Hoffman,
t>efore.
Another recital of this
lyric tenor. The balance of the cast
n..ture and Francescatti will become,
was just fair and the chorus could along with Kreisler, Heifetz, Milhave been improved upon.
stein, et aU a must for concertgoers.
'Rigoletto,'
Saturday
afternoon
Eddy.
(12), again was another Miss Tuminia star vehicle, with the 'Caro TBAPP FAMILY SINGEBS
Nome' the show's standout. Her act- Christmas Carols
Town Hall, N. Y., Dec. 13, '42.
ing, singing and looks are the best
The most popular of all family
of any coloratura here since the
touring units, this refugee Atistrian
days of Galli-Curci.
Jan Kiepura family has captured a very large
sang his customary Duke, as did following in America with its exLawrence Tibbett his Rigoletto.
cellent ensemble singing work.
'Traviata' closed the season SaturThis was the first of two Sunday
day evening (12) and, outside of recitals given annually at Town Hall,
The
Helen Jepson, who had some diffi- and as usual was sold out.
culty with top tones, was well pre- singers showed their usual technical
command, but their b.o. receptivity
sented. Armand Tokatyan provided
comes mostly from the simplicity
an excellent Alfredo, vocally and and charm
of their presentation,
dramatically,
and
John Charles which takes the entire audience in
Thomas was In fine voice wilh 'Di as guests rather than as people who
Provenza il Mar.'
have paid.
Eddy.

sponsible.

.-.

'."s

Hall, N. Y., Dee. 5, '42
of a tect-nique that

METOPERA TO HONOR
MARJORIE LAWRENCE
Playing homage^to Marjorie Law-

who

is

on

way to recovery from par.nlysis.
after having been stricken two years
ago at the height of her career, the
Metropolitan Opera Co. will devDte
Sunday (27) to a Marjorie Lawrence
night, at which time the soprano
will appear and sing.
Two of her
selections will be the 'Immolation
Scene'
from
'Gotterdaemmerung'
and 'Ho yo to Ho' from 'Walkure.'
This recalls the love scenes of

Sarah

Bernhardt

who

performed

despite an artificial leg.
Assisting Miss Lawrence will be
Lily Pons and Lawrence Tibbett.
The Met is planning to u;e the so-

prano
later
ager,

"Tannhauser' as Venus
the season, and her manWilder, has already

in
in

Austin

booked a number of .symphonic and
radio
appearances for her.
Her
recent Town Hall concert showed
that vocally she is at the peak of
her career.
Other singers who will participate

Piano, violin soloists; orchestral concert
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Dee. 7, '42
One of the top young pianists, Ray
Lev played with abundant technical
resources.
Her delivery of the
Schumann concerto also held something more than mere notes, for the
playing was marked with much
warmth and personal appeal. Joseph
Fuchs played the Brahms Concerto
with a full powerful tone and with
expert control of the technical difTicultics.
The orchestra under Leon
Barzin performed well in support.

Eddy.

BOBEBT KITAIN

was so uneven

Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Dec.
Exasperating is the word for

this

Kitain possesses all the attributes of a master of the violin,
but so seldom were all his resources
set forth at the same time that much
of his playing seemed amateurish.
The Tartini and Paganini works
especially should have .shone, considering the technical prowess of the
recital.

performer, but only on occasion did
they come forth unclouded by oHpitch playing and much squeaking
j|dd]/.

'DAMNATION OF FAUSr

Opera In concert form
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Dec. 10, '42
Marjorie Lawrence night will
The first N. Y. performance in
include
Jarmila
Novotna.
Bidu decades of Berlioz's 'Damnation of
Sayao, Llcia Albanese, Charles KuU- Fausf was given by the Philharman, Ezio Pinza, Norman Cordon, monic Orchestra Thursday (10) and
John Brownlee, Lauritz Melchior. could be termed*' a success. Much of
Miss Lawrence will also sing Venus's the .work of the principal singers
music from 'Tannhauser' with Mel- was sloppy and the chorus was overpowering, but even the dull spots
chior, and all the Metropolitan's confaded beside. the magnif.cence of the
ductors will participate. Price scale major
part of the score.
will range from 85c to $3.30.
-Pounded pn thS Ffeflsf legend, the
in the

•

quality as to

its

was

at the keyboard for two different works.
Eddy.

SAMUEL DUSKIN
Violinist
Hall, N. Y.. Dec. 8, '42
The playing of Samuel Duskin was
adequate but iminspiring. Considerable scratching and faulty intonation
The
spoiled much of his efforts.

Town

Brahms and Debussy,

sonatas comprised the major works.
On Duskin's credit side was a flare
a
lush tone

for staccati
occasion.

on

pure

and

It
appeared likely that
there was insufficient rehearsal for

Eddy.

this recital.

MABI8A BEGULES
PlanUte

Town
One

Hall, N. Y., Nov. 3«. '42
of the most brilliant

young

before the public today,
Regules is at home with
modernistic works as well as those
of the 18th and" 19th century romanpianists

Marisa

Gifted with an extraordinary technique and an inate intelligence concerning her interpretations, her recital disclosed all her

ticists.

abundant

gifts

in

program which

a

ran the gamut of 200 years of pianistic comjrasitions.
£ddy.

'TBAVIATA'
Opera
Memorial

Bnsfaoell

Hall,

Hartford, Conn., Dec. 10, '42
The Connecticut Opera Assn.. experimenting in Hartford, gave 'Traviata' as

its

current

second performance of
season to a capacity

house at Bushnell Memorial Hall.
The performance was generally excellent, with Robert Weede, Met baritone, and Vivian Delia Chiesa taking vocal honors. Weede's Germont
is well known, but his singing of 'DI
Provenza' was even better than usual.
His duet, 'Dite alia Giovine.' with the
soprano was a performance highlight.

Miss Chiesa is today head and
shoulders over the majority of th«
Her VioMetropolitan's vocalists.
letta was brilliantly acted, and the
lui' and 'Sempre libera*
were sung with the florid brilliance

'A fors e

of the coloratura, while 'Addio dell
passato' showed the full rounded
richness of the dramatic soprano.

Alfredo;

9, '42

a sadly tried violin.

in

cause doubts that the same pianist

Franco Perulli was was an acceptable

Violinist

from

is

Copeland's recital was expert and
amateurish by turns. It seems incredible that an artist who can
play one selection with the poise of
a master will be slovenly sloppy in
the very next, but Copeland's work

the

BAY LEV AND JOSEPH FUCHS

her

impresarios have been put
on the unfair list by AGMA. these
being Gusiave Kotanyi, Viennese
producer of light opera, and Saul
C. Colin, producer of 'Once Over
Lightly.' the Americanized version
of the 'Barber of Seville' which
folded recently on Broadway.

second only to Pinza's and the
Heifetz. however, has notified Ed
American basso has made immense ward Spector, business manager of
Improvements in both acting and the Symphony here, that he'll be

Lucielle Browning

its

Friday (11) 'Tales of HofTman" almost came to grief, with Carlo Peroni's poor conducting largely re-

rence, dramatic soprano,

Two

now

voice since he

22.

directed ably.

ernors.'

Heifetz

T.,

In this one concert, Nathan Milcatapaulted. himself to the
stein

with H len Jepson and Coe Glade
sotmd like a small orchestra. The
both in poor voice. Armand Tokat- best playing, and this only a matter
yan took vocal honors with his of taste, came early in the program
M'Appari' and Douglas Bcattie also with the first two selections, a Bach
sonata and the Busoni 'Duettino Conturned in a good job.
On Wednesday (9), "Barber of Se- certante After Mozart.' Playing with
the precision of a machine in their
ville' was a Josephine Tuminia vetechnical mastery, but with richness
hicle, with the coloratura, who has
and warmth the two works were
been the hit of the Chicago se:>son. delivered in seldom-equalled excelagain taking both dramatic and vo- lence. The Rachmaninoff Symphonic
Carlo Horelli sang an Dances were less interesting, due to
cal honors.
excellent Figaro; Felix Knight was some dull spots, and the extreme
Virgilio L-.zzari modernism of the single selections on
a good Almavlva.
did well by Don Basilo. and Eliza- the program also prevented the perbeth Wysor repeated her fine acting formers from keeping up the fine
Eddy.
standards set earlier.
and singing as Berta. Laszlo Halasz

are five vic^presldents,
treasurer, recording secretary and
nine members of the board of Gov-

tones and is gifted with excellent
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.
muscianship. a fine stage figure,
Jascha Heifetz has been forced to
clean cut diction and a good sense of postpone
a guest appearance with
the theatre. He is studying Italian Fritz Reiner's Pittsburgh
Symphony
roles and. when he is ready, should Orchestra
for second time on advice
be a great asset for the Met.
of his physician.
Heifetz had been
Helen Jepson delivered a thor- booked for last month, but fell ill
oughly satisfactory Margurite. look- and exchanged solo spots with
ing charming, and her singing was Michael Ro.senker, concertmaster
of
characterized by less st;ain in the local symph. But Heifetz now
won't
upper register than heretofore. The be available for Jlosenker's original
'Roi de Thule' was better sung than dates, Jaa. 1 and 3, so Henri Temi•Jewel Song." but both were up to anka, who preceded Rosenker here
standard.
Leonard Warren's first has been booked in as a replaceValentine was. excellently sung, with ment. Temianka, on the other hand,
the powerful top 'G' in 'Avant dr ha J been pencilled in several weeks
ringing
quitter'
throughout
the ago but had to cancel on account of
hottte.

Chicago. Dec.

The Chicago Opera Co. closed

on

voted

Violinist

Carnecle Hall, N.

'o.sse.ssor

rarramtuW

vef)
singing

with his excellent acting.
Sacristan
Baccaloni's
Salvatore
was a standout dramatically and
Cesare Sodero conducted brilliantly.
'Lucia Di Lammermoor,' Monday
(21), was one of the best performances vocally of the season. Lily
Pons, in the title role was in splendid voice, with the 'Mad Scene"
especially going well.

'Lakme,* Thursday (17), gross,
$12,000: profit. $1,000.
gross,
'Faust,'
Friday
(18),
$11,000: even break.
'Tannhanser,'
Saturday aft-

NATHAN MILSTEIN

CABMEN AMATA AND TBOUPE

Except at B. 0.

32nd season Dec. 12, with an approximate deficit of '$28,000 for the
five-week season of 27 performances.
This is slightly greater than last
took.
year's $20,000 loss, but a far cry from
Saturday evening (19). the customary $100,000 lofs in pre"Tosca*.
displaced Grace Moore at her very vious years, before Fortune Gallo
best. It was quite possibly the best
took over the management two years
singing she has ever done at the
ago.
Met, and showed why she is conMartha' opened the week Monday

peak of her career, she Is
today with tremendous resonance
and power and with a dramatic
previously
never
she
fervor
Highlight of her perequalled.
formance was 'Vissi D'Arte'. Charles
good
generally
KuUman delivered a
Mario, with both 'Recondite Armonia' and the brutal 'Vittoria' of
and
with
fervorsung
the second act
dramatic intensity. Lawrence Tibbett felt his way carefully through
the
missed
one
while
his role and,
clarion Intensity of bygone years,
the veteran baritone more than
vocalism
declining
for
his
made up

The Metropolitan Opera Co.,
York, came through with a

Has

Tough Wmdup,

from the pit. Herbert Janssen sang
a moving Wolfram and his 'Evening

^^^sopranos smce

New

He intends to tour Latin America
next spring and summer plus the
midwest, Canada and various Army
and Navy bases.

Chi Opera

N. Y. Concert Reviews

m '43

cancellation of his proposed tour of England, is planned to make the trip
at some future date.

Yehudi Menuhin, after

Armando

Agnini's

staging

was excellent, and Fausto Cleva's
conducting in the same vein.
This association is the third In the
U. S. ttf try municipally-sponsored
opera, other cities being Trenton and
Union City, N. J.

Rozicka in

Army

Washington, Dec. 22.
Celius Dougherty
and Vincenz
Ruzicka, one of concert's best known
piano teams made their last professional appearance for the duration as a team when they played
Paul Hindemith's new sonata for
two pianos recently at the Library
of Congress here.
Ruzicka was inducted by the Army last week at
Camp Dix, N. J.
Army will not break them up
as
a team, the pair maintains.
Dougherty, who Is over the 38-ycar
age limit, is now trying to enlist
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OROTBSTRAS

Agency Moves By Bani After Losing

Woody Herman

S7

High Salary Demands By Individual

.

Telli of

'What Music Our Boys

Probkm

Origimd Leader. Poses Legal

llie

Camps

MCA

from

orchestra

to

General

Jerry Wald Dissolves

thame
Albany, N. V., Dec. 22.
Jerry Wald, Inc.. New York, has
been dissolved, according to papers
filed with the Secretary of Sute by

New York

A. Edward Masters,
torney.

stabile's
this

from

trail

week.

MCA

i

Frisco HoDse

is

Policy in 15

Orch

Weeks

San Francisco, Dec. 22.
The tremendous pulling power of
bands has prompted the Golden Gate
theatre to book an orch of one kind
or another as its stage show for the
past 14 consecutive weeks.

While a certain amount of enmity
created by switches of this type
from one agency to another, particularly in these times of acute
shortage of good bands, the feeling
between agencies doesn't grow too
Is

hot.

the

If

original

leaders

re-

mained with the groups and shifted
it
would be different, but under
surrounding the
Stabile and
Crosby moves these
bands are so much new property
that have to be built just like a
circumstances

new band. Once a
name value of the

outfit loses the

leader,

it's

rec-

ognitnon, selling price and all else
drops to the level of a completely
new organization.

22.

Hundreds of dollars in admissions
Gray Stevens has returned tempowere turned back by the management of the Brookline Country Club rarily to his spot as vocalist with
Saturday night (19) when Gray Charlie Spivak's orchestra. He left
Gordon's orchestra, skedded to play Spivak about a month ago to enlist
the spot, were held up for almost in the .\rmy Air Force and, after
three hours by transportation diffi- being accepted, he was placed In the
reserve and told he wouldn't be
called for at least five months.
Spivzk opened Thursday (17) at
the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y., replacing Bob Allen. He stays there

culties.

Trouble began when Pennsylvania
Railroad officials refused to allow
the band to take its music library
and a bass fiddle aboard the train
in New York.
Most of the band

until

train.

the

first

coming

boxoffice.
rived, but

Philly, they enlisted the aid of
"Tyson, booker for the BrookHe scouted around town for
a bass and sent it out to the country club by cab. The crowd became
restive when no music was forth-

When Charlie Barnet takes his
orch into the Regal theatre, Chicago, starting Jan 22; his will be
the first white band lo play the colored house.
Barnet, incidentally,
has been one of the few white orch
leaders to play the Apollo, N. Y.
Barnet's Chi booking was set by

*

week of Jan. B 'Fats'
Waller and Deep River Boys.
Griff Williams, currently at the
Empire Room, Palmer House, Chi-

show, which

is

Navy

award
now being done by

writer of the band's

'E'

Charlie Spivak.

Gas Emergency

when Jimmy Dorsey

parative
left.
I

A

and began besieging the
At 11 p.m. the music arby this time only a com-

handful of dancers
broadcast over

WCAU

were
was

cancelled.

37th

Road Hazards Catch Up

accommodating local muand the show went on. Arriving singly, missing
baggage finally
8ot in in time for last show of the

of

Vaughn Monroe
a

10-week

wmi'"*
wuuam

at

tour
the

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Special Exploitation Advantages

Morris

lo

start

AIR

FORCr

way.

Donahue's Reorg
Al Donahue
orchestra and

Reservations and

Copy May Be Wired

Variety
21

theatre dates,
Hipp, Baltimore,
agency set the

ARMY

Miller was transferred to Maxwell
Field less than a month ago, following a six-week training course at
Fort Meade, Md.
He's now in the
regular Army, having been shifted
from the Specialist Corps when that
branch was abolished.

fo

NEW YORK

OfRce

154

W.

46th St.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph St

LONDON
8

has
is

reorganized

booked

to

his

open at

Hollywood. Saturday i26).
D.onahue disbanded his last outfit
several months ago to hole up on his
California farm and recuperate fronf,

Giro's.

Any

steps out of the
of

INTO

Capt. Glenn Miller is bcins moved
Maxwell Field. Montgomery,
{Ala., within the next week or two
Atlantic City, where he will
to
build a dance orchestra for the Army
Air Force. As soon as the band is

from

in that

To Be Published Soon

at nine p.m.

«-ommodore hotel Jan.

:!early defined.

Musicians who travel defend their
asking price by citing heavily increased living costs. Regardless, the
musicians now find themselves in
the driver's seat via the law of supAnd they're
ply
and demand.
making the most of the situation.

completed and rehearsed, it's understood it will begin a series of sustaining broadcasts on a national network. If that materialize!:, the band
will be the first service outfit used

sicians,

My

on a better
offered by

BATON FOLLOWS MILLER

ing at the

stores 'and

Salaries, however, are the most
important problem at the moment
who were capable of commanding only $75 weekly six months
ago now nix anything Iess than 5125^
and frequently ask more.
Since
the sale price of the average band
has not su'o£:ant)ally increased in
the last six months, during which
most bands were forced from cars
onto expensive rails, the effect of
higher individual salaries is obvious.
Many musicians change jobs so
frequently i t is impo ssihie t o keep

Men

virtually always based
alary somewhere else,

Baltimore, Dec. 22.
Transportation difficulties hit Hal

Mclntyre and his orch on his opencombo Hippodrome here
Thursday (17). Jumping from Boston, outfit's trunks went astray with
no instruments or music on hand for
noontime teeoff. With a tracer on
the job, theatre threw in an avalanche of short subjects hoping for
only slight delay, but when none of
the missing
trunks showed, announcement of cause
of
delay
coupled with an offer of readmission
tickets, was made from the stage.
After a hectic hour or two, instruments were borrowed from music

opportunities, doubled tran<po:'tation
costs end the various other vital
problems now facing leaders, wiy
eventually kill off many of the medium class bands.

a leader frantically in need of replacements. There Is one story of
a group of musicians who didn't
need to shift to another band for
Sudden cancelling of most of the more money.
They simply sent
wires signed by top
different gasoline ration card, classi- themselves
fications over the past weekend gave leaders offering better money.
To
the various suburban N. Y. road- hold them the leader they worked
houses a preview of what a perma- with topped the phony offers.
nent
drastic
curtailment
might
Look U> iDternitl Revenue Bnreaa
mean.
Frank Dailey's MeadowSome leaders are wondering what
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J., was off the Internal Revenue Bureau can
at least 50% Saturday (19) evening; do for the salary problem.
AcSunday matinee was almost a com- cording to rules applying to profesplete washout, but Stmday evening sional people a musician can move
trade snapped back almost to nor- for more money, but his present
mal when it was learned that gas leader cannot offer him more lo reOnce he's gone, however,
sales would be resumed Monday main.
the leader can offer a new man
morning.
Dailey asserts that Cab Calloway's more than the old was getting, proband played to about 600 Saturday, viding the figure doesn't top what
SO Sunday afternoon, and between the highest-paid man in the par600-700 Sunday night. Bad weather, ticular section (sax. rhythm, etc.)
Salaries can be inof course, might have helped kill is drawing.
trade (icy roads, bitter cold).
At creased on merit, however.
On the other hand a representaLog Cabin, Armonk. N. Y. (Joe
Marsala orchestra) trade was also tive of the Treasury in N. Y. flatly
stated last week that, where a muoff badly, to what extent couldn't be
learned.
Same applied to Glen sician is concerned, 'No leader can
Island Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y.. pay more for any particular position than he was paying before Oct.
with Bobby Sherwood band.
3, 1942, without permission.'
That's
at .odds with the above interpretation from printed clarifications, but
then there are numerous clauses in
the regulations which haven't been

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

in Balto

:

Drastic Pireview

THEME OF THE

Chicago theabooked by Par.

llie

Widi Mclntyre

'

Dunham,
Dexter lately was with Jimmy
Dorsey as advance publicity rep and

At War"

the Regal for

into
of

until after Dunham's New Yo'.ker
Hotel, N. Y. date, which opens Jan.
After that he will handle all
eastern duties, while Grs:el remains
on the Coast. Duo has Stan Kenton
and Benny Carter in addition to

'Show Business

Harry Levine, Paramount booker in
N. Y.
Latter has also booked into

cago, moves into
tre Jan. 29, also

4,

contingent arrived

in

Jimmy
line.

BARNET 1ST OFAY ORCH,
TO PLAY REGAL, CHICAGO

^eb.

in.
Stevens rejoined Spivak
on opening night, displacing Al Noble, who may go with Abe Lyman's
reorganized band.

comes

went ahead, a few remaining behind
hopes that they would be allowed to lug the stuff on a later
in the

When

associ.-ite

theatre.

Fine grosses, topped by a $42,000
new house record for Kay Kyser's
appearance, have prevailed all along
the line for the 14 weeks of orch
engagements.

Steyens Rejoins Spivak
PhUadelphia, Dec.

gone

has

This se-

quence will be broken tomorrow
iWed.) when the vaude-fllm house
will play variety acts with RKO's
'Once Upon a Honeymoon,' but the
banoj will be back again January

Sloughs Dance

GAC

Constantly increasing .":al,Tric.« deto play in orof cll types and calib:es
has bandls?ders and booking agencies considerably
bothered.
Skyhigh prices are being qu.ited by men
for almost any kind of job. but particularly for road work.
Il's more
than possible that the combination
of abnormal salaries, fewer working

4.

in

This arrangement has been

GAC.

in the works for week.*:, with Milauthorization
ler finally giving
last Thursday (17).

the

Makes

Only 1 Break

^InsiSrai^

to

After Crosby drops

agent,

Help

chestras

Carlos Gastel.
Dexter will devote
most of his time for the present to
Sonny Dunham, remaining with him

Pennsy Refuses

his baton to begin acting for Metro,
the band will be taken over by
Eddie Miller, sax, and, after tomorrow (24), it will be booked by

publicity

band managing as an

at-

May

manded by musicians

As Band Mgr. Combo
Dave Dexter, former writer and

of

A. Edward Masters, personal manager and financial backer of Wald's
orchestra, asserts that the dissoluof Jerry Wald, Inc., portends
nothing. He strongly discounts any

Wald

Team Up

Dexter, Gastel

of tha

37lh Annivertary Number

tion

suspicion that

Bands; Pay Ceiling

'Show Business
At War'

CorporadoD of Band

straightening
his affairs in preparation for enterbend is now tied to GAC, Stabile ing service, pointing out that the
will be forced to either rebuild an- leader has parental dependencies.
In addition, he states that a locaother band for hinv:elf, or Miss Barrie will have to get a release from tion booking is being sought for the
outfit, after its forthcoming stay at
GAC.
Billy Burton, manager of Jimmy the Sherman hotel, Chicago, which
Dorsey, last week bought a personal should satisfy any ideas re a breakmanagement contract on Miss Bar- up of the band.
rie from Herman Bernie, who has
for about
activities
directed her
seven years. She and her band go
into the Blackhawk Cafe, Chicago,
Jan. ,27 for eight weeks, with op-

low

In

Stabile's

Amusement- under the baton of
Gracie Barrle (Mrs. Stabile) will
probably pose a unique problem
when the war Is over, providing It
Stabile
doesn't last seven years.
was under contract to MCA for 10
years, with seven still to go. Since
he's in the Coast Guard that pact is
not enforceable insofar as the band'
is concerned, making it simple for
Miss Barrie to move to GAC under
her name.
However, if Stabile is released
from the CG within the sevenyear period, his MCA contract will
be in effect, and he will not be able
to return to his band unless he
brings it back to MCA. Since the

GAC

Musicians Seen Crippling Medium

Like*

an .Iddrd Fratprr

Dick

of

switch

Recent

in

St Mortin'B PL

a series of operations.
After breaking up the group and
before vacationing. Donahue was a
guest leader at the Roxy theatre,
N. Y., for several weeks.
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Band

B.O. Dull;

CARTOONIST-MAESTRO
CUGAT NOW DOES BOTH

Wald L^ht 31G

In N.Y.;ADen,14G,N.G. in Newark,

Brown, $12,5t Blitzed in Pittsburgh
(Estimates)

Opening

but cold snap plus .caletdown proving major cbslacles and lineup rioesn'l figure to
hurdle weak $14,000.
Les Brown, Pittsburgh (Stanley:

drew

rave.-i.

—

With "Flyiny
30-44-55-60)
Fortress" (WB). First time for young
Duke U bandleader in a theatre hefc,
and everything's against him. the

3.800:

At $12,000.
weather, etc.
deluxcr will be hilling pretty
close to an all-time low in its recent
picture,

WB

stage history.

Woodv Herman, New York (Para35-55-85-99-$1.10)3.C64;
mount:
Wilh Ha7.cl Scott, other acts on stage,
•Road lo Morocco" (Par) on screen.
stage bill and Mopull
of
Continued
rocco' brought strong $41,000 on the
sixth week ended last night (TU'isseventh
and final stanza
The
day).
over Xniis begins today (Wedn'jsday) and marks the first time any
will hijvemnained at the Par

the

now
Club

'Forest

tion

being the

home

of the Variety

here.

21

with

the

Rank and

filers

of

New York

Local

something about correcting some of
the evils present in the dance end of
the business. Committee Is cutting
across political lines, with members
of both the Blue and Unity factions
agreeing lo serve.
Sponsors of the committee hope to
act as a quasi-official Investigating
group which would produce evi-

Morale Post;

Wants Action
a

boy>.

Eddy Duchin again tnrned
Navy offer of 'morale' work
behind and entertain the

and so

Navy Yard

told

another Brooklyn

official

that the reason

he went through Northwestern U.
naval academy schooling was expressly for combat duty.
Duchin
right .along ha? felt that the boys
ovei-seas need entertainment more
than the .soldiers, saTlors and marines still in training within the confines of the U. S.
Accordingly, by
doing his deck duty as a naval
officer. Duchin feels that when they
hit port he could bring his pianology
to overseas U. S. troops.

Duchin

is

now

in

New York

awaitin:; assignment to a
trol
Cruiser)
boat,
for
duty.

P-C 'Paoff-shore

Iiicidenially. a Ripley is the fact
that his commanding officer will be
LI. Cdr. Ambrose Chambers, long-

time friend,
his

who

wedding

Oelrichs.
that such

to

stood up for him at
the late Marjorie

a 500,000-to-one shot
a thing could happen.
wher(» civilian buddies find themselves assigned to the same craft.
It's

Last Friday night
(18)
at the
Hotel Plaza. N. Y., Lt. Duchin did
his stuff for a Ship"s Service gala.
It was a case of an officer performing for sailors. This is the patriotic
service
wherein such show biz
fainiliars as Mrs. Bob (Madeleine)
Sherwood. Mrs. Ellin (Irving) Berlin.
Mrs. Minnie Astor. Mrs. W.
(Marie)
Harriman, Mrs.
Averell

For
band have

lime

'

been

men

the

Vnughn Monroe* Commodore

telling

in

the

Cugat

to

8
34

(500; $1-$1.S0)

11

Lani McIntireV .. Lexington (300; 7Sc-$l.S0)
Mitchell Ayres ..Lincoln (225; 75c-$l)

45

Benny Goodmao*

(400; 75c-$l)

2
10

(500; TSc-$l.SO)
(400; $1-$1.50)
(550: $1-$1.50)

10
5

New Yorker

Charlie Spivak ..Pennsylvania

Guy Lombardo ..Roosevelt
Xavier Cugatv... Waldorf

Past
tVrek
2,300

riKTCd

Hotel

HnatI

Jan Savitt
A.stor (1,000; 75c-$I)
Ray Heatherton*. .Biltmore (300: $1-$1.S0)

0

600
1,750
1.575

500
2.300
1

1,825
1.150
2.450

Coven
On l>n««
16.375
23,425
23,100
70,725
1,475
24.300
19,100
14,575
0,125

give up the band and continue his
* Asterisks indicote a supporting floor show, although (he band is th*
cartooning, and various artists have major draw. ^ 3 days.
told him to give up cartooning and
continue in the band business. So
conwill
he
both,
fooled
Cugat has
tinue with the band and cartooning.Griff .Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House; COO: $3-$4.50 min.). Williams, in last weeks of engagement, continues to draw well with The Hartmanns as co-attraction; 4,000 people last week.
Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 300; $1.50-$2.S0 min.). Popu-

Chicago

One-Nit?rs Hit

By Gas-Weather;

Alvino Rey (Chermot

B.,

larity of Kassel keeps this room comfortably filled; 1.900 last week.
Stan Kenton (Panther Room, Sherman Hotel; 800: $1.25-$2.50 min ).
Catching on with younger element. Brought in fine 4.200 people last week.
Nell Bondsbn (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel: 350: $2.50 min.). The
Revuers opened (11) but played only three days. Renee DeMarco back
again sharing honors with Bondshu. Around 1.500 people last week.
Rus8 Morgan (Marine Room. Edgewater Beach hotel; 1,100: $1.25 min.).
Morgan, in for the duration, is proving draw in opening days. Around
2.000 last week.

"£os Xngelet
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Nut as hard hit as opposiand 2.500 covers fair enough.
Should wind up long stand
Joe Rclrhraan (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l).
with around 3,500 payees. Ozzie Nelson opens tomorrow crijurs.).
tion

Boston

£ddy Oliver (Oval Room. Copley Plaza: 300: $1 cover). Morton Downey
Omaha. receives major credit for 1.975 covers past week, as biz continued on high.
Downey closes tonight (23), Sheila Barrett headlining new show opening

Rey broke the season's
Dec. 19).
record here, (irawing 2,900 dancers
at $1 plus tax.

St.

Band Bookiiigs
Louis Prima, Jan.

I

stay

series.

so:no

|

8.

week. Fay's

theatre, Philadelphia; 22-24.
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

PROBE SELVES

Duchin Ducks

Lieut.

this

network.

802. American Federation of Musicians, are forming a committee to do

f.e.

off

(Presented hereiuith, as a weekly tabulation, ia the estimated cover
charge business being done by name bands in various' New York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name ol hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
This compilation is based on the period from Mondayholiday price.
Saturday.)
Coven ruUI

.

30 he will also do a
Starling
daily fcaiuie on 'The Birthday of
the Day'. President Roosevelt teeing

Key's Big $2,900

TOOTERS WILL

(Strand

With 'Flying
35-55-75-8B-99-$1.10)
Fortress'
(WB) on screen. Only
about $31,000 seen, rather mild, and
gets only the one week.

down

in

Jati.

The midnight SF>ot wilt go to Guy
Lombardo, as has become a tradi-

slow.

—

appear

will

Hotel B.O/s

at

tomorrow.
John Klrby (Colonial Room, Copley Plaza; 260; 50c-$l cover). Kirby can
Dick Rofers-Tony Brown (Ray- stay as long as he likes, according to management, he has built a followmor-Playinor B., Boston, Dec. 18-19). ing In this long dormant room playing to 1,300 during week, with 900
Rogers and local Brown outfit paired paying 50c music charge Monday through Thursday; 178 Friday and 240
in twin ballroonvs did average week- Saturday plunked down $1 each.
Mutual Network will use a minibusiness here, playing to 1.900
Chick Floyd (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Floyd mainmum of 21 dance bands New Year's end
Friday, 2,000 Saturday at 75c-85c for tained his high 850 average over Friday-Saturday, only late nights, pluj
Eve. The pickups will start In New
gross of $3,120.
excellent dinner trade.
York at 11:15 p.m. and wind up at good
Honolulu at 4:30 p.m. EWT.

Rangers' (Par) (2d run) on screen.
Picture was milked on flrst-run at
the Paramount, which, together with
other current anti-b.p. factors, ac
counts for only around $16,000, very

New York

tackled .the

BANDS ON EVE

helping this to satisfactory $14,000.
CIro BImac, New York (SUte; 3944-55-75-99-$1.10)— With Guy Kibbee

Wald,

has

MBS TO AIR

Hal Mclntyre, Baltimore (Hippo17-28-38-44-55-66)—
drome;
2,240;
With 'Seven Miles from Alcatraz'
(Col) and stage show headed by
Modernaires. Band and stage show

Jerry

it

American

Latin

Blue Room will begin by operating
only Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Full (lining room service will
not be attempted at the outset, but
there will be limited table service.
tVilpiiril hiii^teiatiwiifcilfc
dance band will provide the music.
(Estimates)
Skyway at Hotel Peabody and the
McFarland Twins (Totem Pole B,
Balinese Room at the Claridge have Auburndale. Mass.. Dec. 16-19). Mclong held a corner on the downtown Farlands have gained following here
they
dance business in these parts.
but
weekends,
five
past
couldn't buck stricter ga.s rationing
and bitter cold over past weekend;
biz dipped to 3,000 in four days. Al
$1.45 pair take amounted to $2,175.

$18,000.

stage,

lime

nights.

Providence
Lunceford,
Jlmmle
(Metropolitan; 3,200; 30-40-50)— Plus
'Neath Brooklyn Bridge' (Mono).
Fair $5,000 in three days.
Frankle Masters, Boston (RKO Boston ) (3.200; 44-55-65-75-85 )— Plus 'Cat
People' (20th) and vaudeville. Biz
remains way off, this bill trailing to

and Lew Parker on

first

caricaturist, and
color, of dancers

amusements field since closing the
old Colonnade six years ago, same

flesh appeal.

on

Memphis

Saturday night (26). Once the centre of midsouth social activities, the
Gayoso has reentered the dance field
by remodeling and streamlining its
dining room on the Front Street side,

Ada Leonard, San Francisco (Golden Gale; 2.850: 44-55-75)— With 'Army
Surgeon" (RKO). Okay $20,000 mostly

in

Memphis. Dec. 22.
Memphfe will have a third downtown hotel dance spot for the first
lime in years wheii the new Blue
Room opens at the Gayoso hotel,

sonal

Waldorf-Astoria

The

.syndication.

maestro is a facile
will do a series, in
and costumes of
which
countries,
American Weekly.

Third Dance Spot

Newark (Adams: 1.350:
1— Paired with 'Powder
Town' (RKOi and stage bill featurBand and show
Miizi Green.
iiiK

Bob Allen,
2.i-40-6n-7S-99

Xavier Cugat. who ha.s been the
subject of 'who called that caricatiuist a bandleader'.''- and vice versatype of ribbing, reverts to his art
with a .series for King Features

Bands

Coant Basics Jan.

I,

Temple

Strand

Minneapolis
B..

Baltimore; 2. Keith's Roof, Baltimore: 3, Westchester C. C. White
Plains. N. Y.; 20-21, Poll theatre,
Waterbury. Conii.; 22-24, Lyric theatre. Bridgeport. Conn.; 25-27. State
theatre, Hartford, Conn.

Tommy

Tucker, Jan. 1-3, State theHartford. Conn.: 4-6, Lyric theatre,
Bridgeport; 11-13. Plymouth
15-17,
Mass.;
theatre,
Worcester,
Temple theatre. Rochester, N. Y.: 1921. SUnley theatre, Utica, N. Y.; Feb.
atre.

Louis

Nick Stuart (Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson; 800, $l-$2 min.). Dcspila
gas rationing biz took an upturn and 3,400 customers checked in last
week. Randy Brown, juggler and monologist headlining floor show.

Georce Wald (Minnesota Terrace; Nicollet hotel; 500: $1-$1.50). This
band well liked, but Sylvia Froos, in her final week, is magnet that brought
Console & Elba continue in floor Show.
in approximately 550 nightly.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicogo)
650; $3-$3.50 min.). Not much of a letdown In
business. Breese and. Sophie Tucker keep 'cm coming: 4.000 last week.
Chloo Marx (Blackhawk; 540: $1.25 min.). Former movie comedian still
on a little, about 3.800 last week.
hot.

Lou Breese (Chez Paree:

(Los Anpeles)
5, week. Shea's, Buffalo.
Gene Krupa (Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood, fifth week). Krupa got
Henry Busse, Dec. 29-31. Palace
dence of kickbacks, underscaling,
Thursday (17), but biz still off at 14.500.
theatre. Columbus.
Jan. 1. week. a boost from furniture ball
etc.. and then let the union officials
Horace Heldt (Casa Manana, Culver City. Cai.. first week). Not like
Circle theatre,
Indianapolis; 3-14,
handle the prosecution and preold days; lucky to get past 3,000 stubs on initial stanza.
Oriental theatre, Chicago.
ventative angles.
Jan Garber (Trianon B.. Southgate. Cal., fifth week). Garber doing okay
Jack Teagarden, Jan. 22-23. WashNoble
al 5,000 and moves over to Casino Inn, Hollywood, Thursday (24).
ington & Lee, Lexington, Va.
Sissle takes over here.
Doke Ellington, Jan. 8-11. Temple
Muxsy Marcellino (Florentine Gardens,' Hollywood, tenth week). HitBand Review
Paul
theatre. Rochester. N. Y.: 12-14. Stan- ting around 4,000 with Nils Granlund's floor show major draw.
ley thcatie. Utica. N. Y.; 27-28, Poll Martini's crew takes- over show New Year's Eve.
theatre.
Waterbury, Conn.; 29-31.
RAN WILDE AND ORCH (9)
Met theatre. Providence, R. I.
(Minneapolis)
With Camilla Lane, Munson CompBobby Sherwood,' Jan. 8. week,
ton, Bob Yaucoblan
Bob Owens (Happy Hour; 650: no cover or min.). Final week of local
Adams theatre. Newark, N. J.
St- Anthony Hotel, San Antonio
band and all-girl floor show before Fletcher Henderson, first of another
Anacacho Room in the St. Anthony
Earl Hines, Jan. 15, week. Apollo round of traveling bands, moves in this week. Mild 300 nightly average.
hotel is and has been only spot in
theatre. New York; 22-28, Royal thetown with a 'name' band for many
months. In fact, spot is only place in atre. Baltimore.
Bob Chester, Jan. 6-7, Poll theatre. Ma.sters' orchestra. Originals almost
town with a "live" band, and is drawPhil Sphalny s Sellout
grabbed by the army.
ing well both of civilians and officers Waterbury. Conn.; 8-10, Met theatre. all
and enlisted men from the nearby Providence, R. I.
Jimmy Dorsey and his band will
Concert; $2,500 Profit
camps.
Hal Mclntyre, Jan. 1. week. Palace
Current is Ran Wilde and his crew theatre. Cleveland; 8-10. Palace the- make a coast-to-coast tour of Arniy
of nine, with singers Camilla Lane atre. Fort Wayne, Ind.: 15, Willard camps when they finish their current
Net profit of $2,500 was realized
and Munson Compton, and featuring hotel. Washington,
chore in 'I Dood It' at Metro.
D. C.
from the Town Hall, N. Y., concert
the violin of Bob Yaucoblan. Group
Grarie Barrlc, Jan. 27, eight weeks.
is on
the .sweet side, with extieme
given last night (22) by Phil Spitalny
Bill ScottI, former leader, audijive among its selections.
Band is Blackhawk Cafe. Chicago.
and his 'Hour of Charm' all-girl
Vaughn Monroe, Jan. 21. week. tioned a new 11-piece combination
composed of two violins, three saxes,
orchestra. It was a sellout two days
bass
fiddle,
trumpet, drums and Hipp theatre. Baltimore: 28-Feb. 3. of strings, reeds and rhythm at
ago.
MCA, N. Y., last week.
piano, with Wilde also at a baby Central theatre. Passaic, N. J.
Concert, .sponsored by the Baptist
grand throughout.
Carl Ravazza, Jan. 7. six weeks,
Most of the inusic is built around Statler hotel. Detroit.
Freddie Slack's band checks in Home for the Aged, was scaled at
the piano playing of Wilde as well as
Dec. 28 at RKO for Look Out Be- $2.20 top.
the bow plucking of Yaucoblan. who
low.'
is" a smart-looking youngster.
Vocals
are well sold by Miss Lane, nicethe Deshler-Wallick hotel, that
the Upbeat
Clarence Willard, trumpeter with of
looking and with a pleasing voice.
city.
Male vocalist is Munson Compton,
Hal Mclntyre. joins the Ina Ray
who is employed at a local defense
Hutton band next month.
plant in the daytime. Compton has a
Freddie Slack's band is booked for
Bob Mllllgan, Pittsburgh saxman,
high-pitched voice, but manages lo 11 ono-nightcis on the Coast before
Jack Carney, head of Artists Bu- has gone to the Coast to join Jan
score.
He was formerly with Carl checking in At RKO for 'Look Out reau at National Concerts
& Artists Garber's band at the Casino in
'Deacon' Moore.
Andy.
Below.'
Co.. leaves that spot Jan. 1.
He for- Hollywood.
merly managed Jan Savitt.
Larry (Barry) Lowman. et al., put
Martin Epstein, sax: Ken Francke.
Tony Pastor band booked into
on free shows for incoming naval sax; Buck Scott. Irombone: Bert NaRay Roese, singer on WBNS. Co- Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, week of
craft's sailors and merchant men; zer.
bass,
and Archie Freedman. lumbus. O.. has joined the Paul Jan. 1. following Ina Ray Hutton
not officers.
drums, are new men In Frankle Decker band in the Ionian Room crew.

On
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White Bands Requests for Buses

Arthur Murray
on

brass band tooters are still waiting (or the musicians union
with the coin for fancy uniforms so they can compete
to come across
with the flashy rigs of the non-pros (American Legion, Elks, etc.) and
parade jobs. Three months ago, the brass band
get themselves some
boys petitioned Philly Local 77 to advance the money out of its treasury
on a 'ludicrous and humiliating display with
sc they wouldn't put
The local would get the money back, by depatched-up uniforms'.
ducting from the amount received from each engagement.
Philly's

But although Local 77's executive board looked upon the petition
favorably, it must be acted upon by the entire membership.
Due to
many musicians doubling during the day at war plants, and the fact that
most of them are busy elsewhere, there hasn't been a membership meetSo meanwhile the
ing for almost six months because of lack of quorum.
veterans' bands, with the scantily clad femme drum majors, are taikng
the play away from the 77'ers on parade.

^Wartime Dance
an

i

*Shou) Business

I

open at the E^ex House Oct. 29, but since he
is a candidate for a Navy commission the hotel let him out of a threemonth agreement to play theatres, in return for which Kaye gave it two
(opened
last
Thursday, 17). Second release was handed
weeks
holiday
Tommy Tucker. He was supposed to follow Kaye Jan. 5, but has been let
Both bands have proved strong
out to fulflU a series of theatre dates.
draws for the hotel in the past

Sammy Kaye was

set to

At War'

j

theme

TOC

WPA

i

37th Anniversary

Number

William Feinberg, secretary of
Local 802, the musicians union
New York, is in Washingattempting to save the WPA

of

local for

ton

War Music Project. With the recent presidential nix on WPA, this
project is slated for the scrap heap
unless it can- be carried by another
Governmental ofi.\ce or privately

WILL QUIZ

subsidized.

Understood that the union is
anxious to keep the setup active,
not so much for the number of men
involved, which is comparatively
minute, but because the project provided the music for many war
drives and rallies. If disbanded, the
union will have to handle the ticklish problem of providing or rejecting requests for free music for these

OBERSTEIN ON

RECORDINGS

The

re count

wis requested by both the Blue and Unity groups and was

HBA

favors a recount any time an ;iec(ioii is decided by a differential uf 1% or less of the total vote.
The total vote was about 6,700 and
in several contests for both the trial and executive board the difference
was less than 67 votes.

The

it

ODT

imBroppiiig

Jerry Wald, clarinet-playing maestro now at the Strand theatre, N. Y.,
ran into one of those everything-happens-to-me shows during his first
day at the theatre last week. Picking up a clarinet to play a solo, he
found a key stuck; grabbing a second he almost blew up when he found
a sticky key on that also.
He then borrowed a clarinet from one of his sax players, finished the
solo and laid it down on a chair. Came a solo for the saxist next to that
chair and, in standing up, he knocked the clarinet to the stage, where it

came

apart.

his

his

PHILLY TOOTERS

band would

the film

it

CDTUP40G

Army.

would have

first.

band

Sunday Weekly

Hearsf

Enters

Into

New

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.

Local

by the imlon.

—

suspicion.'

The escrow system was put

where

he's

Jimmy

employers must pay musicians wages
to the union, which holds
back from 25 to 50%. This leaves a
footer with just enough to live on,
making It impossible for him to kick

directly

will be run on the first page
mag section (lasf year they
Abe Lyman, orchestra leader, filed
were on back page of comic section)
suit for $18,198 in N. Y. supreme
beginning Jan. 10. Since the tunes
court Thursday (17), charging Billy
cannot be recorded by each leader
Rose Expositions, Inc., with breach
and released coincident with the mag of contract.
A show cause order
tune.s

back—even if he wanted to. The
escrow money isn't returned to the
musician until he is through with
the
engagement,
and
therefore
would not be under obligation or
pressure from the employer.

of the

cord),

been for more than two months now.

Dorsey's stage

show

at the Strand theatre, N. Y., opening Friday

(Xmas Day) with 'Yankee Doodle Dandy," will be the shortest the house
has ever presented. With one act, Billy Rayes, in addition to the band
and its singers, the show will run 32 minutes on weekends and 38 minutes
midweek. Short stage layout is a must in order to get turnover, in view

Rebniiding Fire-Destroyed

Kirby's band,

who

(two hours, 16 minutes) of 'Dandy.'

"

Rustic Cabin

discovered the loss of his clarinet eight minutes before
Bailey planed to New York to replace the instru-

starting a broadcast.

ment.

Ru.stic

b

Wilde's Vocalist Guilty

On Minor's Charge
S. F.; Violinist

Jersey

escrow with N. Y. muwas ordered returned
Rose had appealed a union

tv'o

second

to him.

of

will return to the

12

and

13,

and a

the 12-year-old girl told the judge,

had consorted with her twice in the
hotel at which the '.lani was playiag at the time, made the guilty
plea and was released on $2,500 bail,
his proba'iion hearing January 11. Testimony of both the girls
lexonerated Elmo F. Cozza, 21, vio-

20th Signs Calloway

Cab Calloway's orchestra has been pending

name

signed

for

a

future

linist,

wbc was found

innocent by

the judge

Arrest of several members of the
ments were lest.
Woody Herman and Bob Allen
About .'•ix months ago Abe Lyman were boih recently signed by 20lh- orch. while it was playing at the
Marty Schramm, with his 4 Aces
negotiations to help finance Fox to five-year deals.
Herman is Sir Francis Drake hotel here, on
and a Queen (Arlene Day), go into began
reconstruction of the spot, but to be assigned to the films that charges involving the two ?,lrls,
the
PittsGrill,
Silver
Henrys
Hotel
the Merry-Go-Round, Pittsburgh. burgh, Jan. 11, replacing Dorothy plans fell through. Backing has ap- GleiSn Miller would have done had brought on a juvenile delinquency
investigation.
he not gone into the army.
parently been obtained elsewhere.
private life, she's Mrs. Baum.
Matthews and her Esquires.
I

Jean Boai, who quit Howdy Baum
band oi account of Illness several
months ago, has rejoined the outfit

at
In

girls,

musician was found guilty
a similar charge by Juvenile
Court Judge Thomas Foley.
Ru.ssell Shores, 20. vocalist, who,

film by 20th
band policy it employed before the Century-Fox. No definite starting
blaze.
Teddy Powell's band was at date has been a.s.signed the leader,
the spot then, and most oi his instru- nor any detai;.. as to the vehicle.
it

minor

posit held in
sicians' local

Cabin,

completion

In

Freed

San Francisco, Dec. 22.
One member cf Ran Wilde's orch
pleaded guilty here to a charge of
contributing tc the delinquency of

decision at^ainst him in the Lyman
matter, with the court finding that
the union was out of order holding
Rose's coin.

Englewood Cliffs.
N. J., roadhouse which burned to the
ground early one morning almost a
Several playing Boston musicians have recently reported to police there
year ago, is being rebuilt. Upon its
•he theft of instruments, with the latest being Buster Bailey, of John
of the great length

in

operation about a year ago and, according to union officials, has virtually cleaned up chiseling and kickbacks in Philly. Under the system,

material (AFM forbids bands to repressing the trial of suit for Lyman
each bandleader has had to
and 14 band musicians charges Rose
agree that he would arrange each signed a contract for orch to play
of the six tunes (his own and the
at Barbary Coast exhibit at N. Y.
others), and exploit them on radio
World's Fair in 1940, with stipulabroadcasts.
musicians receive two
that
Vaughn Monro e's 'Marching tion
weeks' notice of intention to close.
Through Berlin' will be the .first
Lyman charges that through "spunumber published; Sammy Kaye's rious transfer of owner.ihip' band
Babble-o'
'Babble-ee
is
second,
and
make
New commercial on WCAE, for Duquesne Brewing Co., will
was laid off with .stipulated notice,
Baron Elliott Just about one of the busiest band leaders in Pittsburgh. others are by Tommy Dorsey, Shep but that exhibit continued for Fair's
In addition to his beer-bankrolled show every Monday night for half an Fields, Hal Mclntyre, and Freddy
duration.
Dorsey, Kaye and Martin
hour, Elliott and his outfit are employed by day as the staff band at Martin.
Rose won previous court detheir
own
own
publishing
firm.
Hearst station here and by night at Bill Green's, roadhouse dancery,
cision in case when his $10,000 de-

Coca-Cola company, which is providing a jazz band to travel overseas
and entertain service men at various foreign bases, is also underwriting
the transportation of the group from point to point. It will also pick up
the men's chow tabs despite the fact they will eat at the camps they play.
Before the band was put together, and it's now virtually complete, the
FBI made minute investigations of the past history of each member.

members with the
money he)d In escrow
The money came aa

its

a pre-Christmas windfall to the footers and the bulk of it was used for
the purchase of war bonds.
Highest divvy went to one orchestra whose members received $2,600
each
50% of their pay having
been held back by the local because
the spot they worked was 'under

ABE LYMAN FILES VS.
BILLY ROSE FOR 18G

by

Series of six

American Federation of
week cut up a $40,-

distribution of

singer, is enlisting in the Army Air
Force. Some of the men are going
into war production, among them
Lou Quadling, pianist-arranger.

Hearst's American Weekly, Sunday mag section, has again made a
tieup with a group of nationally
known bandleaders, to exploit pop-

77,

Musicians, last
000 melon for

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
and the Strand theatre, N. Y.
Most of the' members of the band
are also enlisting. Buddy Moreno,

Phig

Deal With Bandleaders

the leaders involved.

Jim Crow

being forced to

17 preparatory to entering the

been

outfits

regulations on trains.

total of approximately $40,000, to go into service.
Jurgens disbands his orchestra Jan.

Had he made

Negro

the south because of the

Now 31, Jurgens organized his
in California 13 years ago, but
didn't achieve any prominence until
about six years ago during a stay
at the Drake hotel, Chicago. His outmembers making recordings and fit, now at the Aragon Ballroom
transcriptions. For weeks now there
there, is perhaps the most popular
has been constant reports of such outfit in that territory, surpassing
outlaw recording dates in N. Y., but even the Dorseys, Hermans, James
so far nothing concrete has been
and other Nationally recognized
unearthed to support these rumors.
groups. Until last summer Jurgens
was known in the east only by his
recordings. Then he came east and
clicked
in Boston, Frank Dailey's
s

ular tunes selected as future hits

Execs are scanning the field for a good name band for the President's
birthday celebration in Washington. Orchestra will probably be spotted
in the new Hotel Statler on 16th street.
Mrs. Roosevelt will cut the
annual birthday cake at this event, with the usual newsreel setup. Leader
also comes in for a White House luncheon invitation.
Event this year falls on Saturday, Jan. 30, the big day in the week for
most bands. In addition to the Statler orchestra, a colored group will
play the big event for the colored population at the Lincoln Colonnade.

is

by the

bands will be rescinded,

have been allowed to travel by road
for four or five months, but only in

forego a scheduled film for Metro,

which he and
have been paid a

feared that the

or at least curtailed.

Baton for Army
Dick Jurgens

it's

several months ago for busses

for colored

for

the

cancelled.

special dispensation granted

fast

Carrying spare musicians as protection against sudden loss of men to
the draft seems to be growing. Tommy Dorsey is currently toting two
extra trumpet players as insurance against being left short-handed. There's
a good possibility that he'll soon have to use one, as Ray Lynn, long-time
member, reports for a physical this week.
Jimmy Dorsey first started the idea of carrying extra men, but It almost backfired on him. He carried one spare trumpeter, but before any
of his four set men were called the spare was docketed for a physical.
He subsequently drew a 4-F.

was

eastern seaboard,

Jurgens, Tops

What some bandleaders have to put up with these days, in view of the
turnover in musicians, was a recent experience of a name outfit. will be questioned Tuesday (29).
What 802 will a^k Oberstein, of
Leader was forced to fire a sax player last week in Florida and to replace
course, cannot be known before he
him with a musician out of a local band.
Two nights later he was also forced to let the replacement go. During appears, but it's definite that the
questioning will follow along the
a number he noticed strange notes mingling with those of the tune the
meeting he
band was playing. Investigating, he found the new man, who had been same lines as the recent
had with the board over the release
drinking, unconcernedly playing an entirely different tune than the rest
of 'I Had the Craziest Dream' and
of the men.
'Der Feuhrer's Face.' Oberstein at
the time told the local heads that
Beneficiary of Duke Ellington's Carnegie Hall, New York, concert on the masters of these recordings were
Jan. 23 will be Russian War Relief. Prices for tickets have been ranged
made in Mexico and he simply purfrom SSc to $3.30, with boxes at whatever the traffic will bear, since the chased them for pressing and sale
project is for charity.
under his Hit label.
Ellington's music program is not definitely set, but will be made up of
Oberstein
Interviewing
is
aprepresentative music written by the leader. He expects to write a special parently the start of a contemplated
symphony for the showing. Irving Kolodin, New York Sun music critic, thorough look-see by the union into
will write program notes.
It will be Ellington's initial Carnegie Hall
many rumors of 'bootlegging' since
appearance.
Petrill6's Aug. 1 ban against AFM

with

With the general tightening of all
kinds of transportation, particularly
the shortage of gasoline along the

affairs.

Oberstcin, of Classic Records,
goes before the executive board cf
N. Y. Local 802 of the American
Federation of Musicians again this
week or next for interrogation on
recordings his firm
.',bt...t\ri(;ip., p(
has been issuing in the past couple
If the board sits toof months.
morrow (Thurs.) he will appear
it
then, but there's
a likelihood
won't because of it being Xmas Eve.
In .'uch an ;vent the manufacturer

negotiations

for busses for whit*
bands was a complete failure. Offlcials
with whom the volunteer
USO worker talked in Washington
were emphatic in their refusal to
entertain any ideas for allotting
busses for the use. of white bands
in any part of the country, and the
entire problem is now a dead issue.
This was the second time Hammond received rebuff. First time
was several months ago when a
plan to ration busses for white
bands almost went through, in fact
it
went so far that Dick Stabile's
orchestra had a tour mapped for
coverage by bus. At the last minute

|

i

reopen

to

Army and ODT

PROJECT

of the

Eli

The recount of the votes cast for the executive and trial boards during
the recent election of N Y. Local 802, American Federation of Musicians,
has only verified the original count.

By Army

John Hammond's recent attempts

FEINBERG TRIES TO SAVE

'.

Essex House hotel, N. Y., is unusual among hostelries that use name
During the past couple months, when two other major N. Y.
bands.
hotels were digging deep to find capable name outfits, this spot graciously
released two major combinations from signed contracts because both
wanted to play theatres and cash In as long as they could before the war
Interrupted their careers.

Conclusively Rejected

Styles'
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.ttlili-il

|
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New

Fox, Finney Talking

Music Notes

Deal, But

Lew

Probe of

AMFs

Books Going Ahead

ry Fox. agent and truslce on
and C. M. Finney,
Music Publishers.
U'cek entered into nef;otialions for a new contract covering
music used in recorded radio libraries.
Fox's clients are asking thai
the fee as afTecting 1W3 be restored
to $15 per master.
I

Powers Does

(ai

niochanical rights,
licad of Associated
Inc..

'

Co;:st

last

NAB

AMP

Copyr t Owners
'

super-

district

president
of ComOlTice carries the equivalent of mayor of the nearby
valley concentration
of radio
and picture actors who can afford an orange grove.
Powers .succeeds Jim Jordan
( Fibber
McGee' of radio), who
remain."! as
a
board member.
Installation ceremonies will be
held in Edward Everett Horton'.j barn Jan. 12.
(A barn on
an Encino estate is not like a

Encino

merce.

The Fox-Finney discu.'ision had
been preceded by a sharp flareui).
Finnoy had scored Fox before a
meeting of the National As-

Fox slated last week that his negotiations with Finney would not
lend to the shelving of his announced investigation of the AMP's
books and records in regard to an
accounting of numbers used in the
makhig of discs for Muzak. The
new blanket contract and the probe.
Fox said, were in no way related
and his auditors would proceed with
their task whether or not the
signs up by Dec. 31.

we.stern

who was elected
Chamber

visor,

of

district

sociation of Broadca.sters for asking
for $15. as contrasted to the 1942
fee of $10. and Fox had lashed back
at Finney for allegedly trying to
use the
to repudiate an undorslanding upon which the SIO fee had
been based. While the two were
engaged in verbal crossfire, two
publishers that formerly licensed
their library participations through
Fox made individual deals with the
AMP. The pubs were Mills Music.
Inc.. and E. H. Morris.

made il.'
ASCAP's

boy.s

Powers. .

Dick

He's
Pacific

It

Hollywood, Dec. 22.
songwriters can finally

'one of our

.say.

barn on

an

Iowa

hside Stdf'-Miisic
write

MIKon Rosen and Everett Carter
cleffed "Heads Up' for Universal.

The executive council of the music publishers contactmen's union will
its next meeting appoint a member to take Joe Santly's place on the
Santly resigned last
executive commit.tee, which consists of five men.
week. The council numbers 12 members and the smaller group was named
so that quicker action could be obtained on more pressing matters.
The committee, as it stands, is composed ef Harry Link, Georgia Joy,
Jack Johnstone and Eddie Wolpin, with Sidney Kornheiser and Jonie Taps
at

as alternates.

Name

vocalists are being solicited to sell the off-the-air acetates of their

own singing which they had made before Aug. 1, when the transcription
Mary Manner, Harry Filler and ban went into effect. Most singers have acetates made of their chores to
Frank Capano have written a tune check their renditions. The acetates also serve as a list of credits and
called 'We're the Boys of the Medical audition platters;
Corps.' Tin Pan Alley Music Pub.,
Since most of these acetates contain standard pops and were made bePhiladelphia, getting it out.
fore the recording ban, a couple of e.t, makers are planning to use
them to produce a complete line of saleable platters.

3G

Jimmir

QUARTE

THIS

to

Bill Waters, Y2c. USNR. in the
motion picture liaison office, stationed in Hollywood, has been upped
from associate to regular membership in Songwriters Protective Assn.

farm).

AA WRITE S

assigned

Pollack

songs for two untitled musicals on
Jack Bregman, of Bregman-Vocco-Conn, last week denied the report
his home lot. 20th-Fox. on complethat his partner, Rocco Vocco, has, as the main objective for his current
tion 01 his current loanout job on
visit to Hollywood, the overcoming of a sales talk that Edwin H. (Buddy)
'Tahiti Honey' .-' Republic.
Morris is said to have recently given Harry Warren, When he was last
on the Coast, Morris reputedly spoke to Warren about rejoining his old
Freddie Rich writing three songs songwriting partner, Al Dubin, whom Morris has under contract.
In commenting on the report, Bregman stated last week that Vocco had
for the Pine-Thomas musical. "The
gone out primarily to call on the studios and listen to the songs which
Duchess Flies High."
Warren and his present partner. Mack Gordon, have turned out for 20th
Century-Fox's forthcoming production. 'Hello, Frisco, Hello.' If, added
Milton Rosen and Everett Carter Bregman, Morris had any such project in view, he (Bregman) could not
wrote 'Spellbound' and 'Sort of a se« its practicability, since Warren and Gordon are under a long-term
Kinda' for 'Good Morning Judge' at contract as a team to that studio.
Universal.

Klaer,

f.,a(f

pianist

at

'Rosanne of Charing Cross' (Shapiro-Bernstein), which was among the
WHBQ, Memplii-:, the pas' five years
and a co-composer of 'Whcro Have top three songs on the 'most played' listing for the week ending Dec. 13.
We Mel Before', now a civilian rates as the first No. 1 plug song of a major publishing firm that has
worker in aviation maintenance for reached such upper rungs without having any representation whatever
on phonograph records. The firm accepted the number for a concentrated
the Army Air Force.
ride after the American Federation of Magicians had imposed Its ban on
.

Publisher and writer members of
ASCAP received their royalty
checks yesterday for the quarter
ending Dec. 31. 1942. and the average AA songwriter found that his
share was the biggest paid for any
quarter of the current year.
The
average payoff for that class of
writer this time was $3,000.
The
AA writer's average for the previous quarter, ending Sept. 30. had
been $2,400. while the split for the
quarter ending June 30 had given

Dick llimbrr gets written up in
January E.squire, not as a maestro,
but. as a magico. at which hobby he

recording.

Barry Wood journeyed to Wa.shington to present Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgcnthau, Jr., with a gold disk of 'Ev-rybody- Ev'ry Pay
Day,' new war bond song which Wood recorded at Morgenthau's request.
With
Wood at presentation were Frank Walker, v.p. of RCA Victor, and
Frank Skinner composing and arranging the score for 'Forever Yours* Jack Williams, promotion head.
is

expert.

at Universal.

Handy Bros, has, with the renewal of the copyright on 'Yellow Dog
arrangement rights
Herbert Stothart blending an orig- Blues,' reassumcd for itself the band and instrumental
which it formerly licensed to Melrose Bros, and Alfred Music Co. The
inal composition with old Russian
effective Dec. 2.
songs as the score for 'Russia' at renewal on the composition became
Metro.
ASCAP
Just three plugs, Kate Smith. Lombardo and Dale Evans, was enough
to sell 20,000 copies of Crawford's 'Just Kissed Your Picture Goodnight'
Jack Mills' will publish the score
before publication,
went out for the previous three of the musical, 'You'll See Stars,'
which opens on Broadway Tuesday
months.
The top strata of ASCAP writers (29). Herman Timberg and Leo EdWashington. Dec. 22.
collected much less during '42 than wards are the writers.
Music publishers, theatrical and they had through 1941
and 1940,
Donald Van Wart, pianist, Boston,
motion picture producers and all principally due to the fact that 250
now in uniform at Fort Devans,
others claiming an interest in a copy- new members had been added withMass.
in the past IB months.
right. In which a national of an
Follouiin0 tabulation of popular music per/ormanccs embraces alt four
«nemy or enemy-occupied country
'Mousy' Powell band held at Dia- networks—NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual—as represented by WEAK, WJZ,
also has an interest, must submit a
mond Mirror, Passaic. N. J., indeftain lengthy lists of such works, alW.''.BC and WOR, N. Y.
Compilation hcreuiilh covers week beeiniiiiig
report to the Alien Property Cusinitely.
though there have been hardly any
Monday through Sunday, Dec. 14-20, from 5 p. m. to 1 a. m., and is based
todian, it was ordered Saturday (19).
agreements entered with composers
This order supplements one issued
on data provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular source for music
or publishers in continental Europe
last month by Leo T. Crowley, Alien
publishing
Agenting
industry.
on
since the invasion of France (June,
Properly Custodian, which froze
1940).
Jack Kearny, until last week
The starting period of the
TITLE
PUBLISHEB
TOTAL
transactions in copyrights between
46
Americans and nationals of enemy information sought by the Custodian head of the National Concerts and Moonlight Becomes You— t'Road to Morocco'.. Famous
goes back eight months before the Artists Corp. (former NBC Artists White Christinas
t'Holiday Inn'
•nd enemy-occupied 6ountries.
35
Berlin
outbreak of the World War II.
Bureau), is going into personal man- I Had the Craziest Dream— t'Springtime'
27
BVC
Re ports must be filed by Jan. 15.
The performing rights organiza- agement on his own.
Rose Ann of Charing Cross
27
Shapiro
1943. by all American exploiters of
tions particularly affected by the
Before NCAC Kearny was per- Brazil
26
Southern
copyrighted works in which desig- order are
ASCAP, SESAC and As- sonal manager of Jan Savitt's Why Don't You Fall In Love With Me?
28
Harms
nated foreign nationals are known to sociated Music
Publishers, Inc.
orchestra.
That Soldier of Mine
25
National
have an interest. In addition to a
Paradise Valley
21
Atlas
description of the various interests
Moonlight Mood
20
Robbins
In the copyrighted work, financial
Please Think of Me
19
Witmark
reports must be made on all conThere Are Such Things
18
Yankee
tracts covering the co!)yright under
I'd Do It Again
17
Santly
which royaltie.i; have been paid or
Mr, S by 5— t'Behind 8 Ball'
17
are payable to foreign nationals.
Leeds
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
17
Chappell
Copies of all copyright contracts enPennsylvania Polka
(Records belou. are grabbing most ntcfccls this week
15
tered into with foreign nationals
Shapiro
in fukeboxes
f
A Touch of
13
since Jan. 1, 1939, must also be sup- throughout the country, as reported by operators to •Variety.'
Southern
Names Constantly—Texas— 'Seven Days Leave'
t'Road to Morocco'
01 more than one band or uocaliit after the title indicates, in
plied.
13
Paramount
order of
13
Feist
Th* action, taken under General Popularitv. whose recordings are being played. Figures and names in If I Cared a Little Bit Less
number o1 weeks each song has been in the listings I Wish I Wish I Wish
12
E. B. Marks
Order No. 14, will also affect music
and respective publishers.)
Ten Little Soldiers
12
Lincoln
licensing associations, radio broadDaybreak— t'Pvt. Miss Jones*
11
Feist
c.isting affiliations, manufacturer.*; of
Bing
Crosby
White
J
1.
Decca For Me and
Christmas (10) (Berlin)....
My
Gal—
Me
f
and My Gal'
U
Mills
records and electrical transcriptions,
Charlie
Spivak
)
Columbia

Must Report AD

him $2,900.
The plum ordered

Alien Interests

for distribution
by
directors for the final
1942 quarter amounted to $1,150,000.
as compared to the $1,062,000 which

NBC. CBS. Blue, Mutual Plugs

Own

Kearny

—

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Macliines

.

book publishers and all agents dealing with copyright interests. Report
blank, which is called Form APC-18.
will be sent directly by the Alien
Property Custodian to the most

2.

When

Why
Had

widely known copyriijht cxploitcr.v
Others can obtain forms from the
Custodian's offices in Washington.
York, Chicago and San Fran-

5.

New

Go On

Lights

You

Don't

Fall

Love

Dream

Craziest

Dearly Beloved

(CLP)

(9)

(6)

(BVC)

(3)

(Chappell)

(5)

Vaughn Monroe

i

Les Brown

Okeh

Velvet

f

Connce Boswell

Decca

When

i

Dick Jurgens

Okeh

Harry James
(Tony Martin
{ Alvino Rev
(

1

cisco.

Publishers' Third Big Clerical Job
Tile
music publishing industry
and the various performing rights
organizations are confronted with a
massive clerical job as the result of
an order issued last week by the
Alien Property Custodian. Leo T.
Crowley. They are required to report in detail all royalities or other
revenue accruing from the exploited
conyriBhled works of ^.uihnr. =r,H

6.

There Are Such Things

7.

Five Bv Five (8) (Leeds)

8.

Manhattan Serenade

9.

Da.vbreak

(7)

(4)

..
5
)

(Bobbins)

(7)

(Feist)

(Yankee).

...

Praise Lord

(

Freddie Slack
-J'mmy Doiscy
Harry James

{

Jimmy Dorsey

J

Harry James
^^^^ Kyser
Merry Macs

(Famous)

(10)

records are directly below first 10 in popularCtv.
""i''"^
.n ParemI.esis are fading, others gaining.)

'So"thern)

Freddy Martin
Bing Crosby
Jimmy Dorsey
Hal Mcintjrc
Mclntvre

countries since Jan. 1. 1939
Becomes You (Famous)
information is to include any agreemcils made with the same class of! Brazil (Southern)
and composers, or their This Is Army (Army
|

The
d<<ta

of

IS

most

!

publisher;:,

since

the

Sisters

I

Zc?^
The'

date.

Andrews

OTHER FAVORITES

c3pofe^fof'^nem^^rXeredi

writers
foreign

Glenn Miller
.Tommy Dorsey

I

10.

same

)

Ti,„,.„'n Never
w
t,
,
i
•"'iThcicll
Be
Another

You

A.P.C.'s
deadline for thi» For Me My Gal (Mills)
Jan. 15, 1943. The cjtalogsj
of the large publishers con- Hp'O Comes Navy (Shapiro)
1

Manhattan Serenade

f

(Harms).

Sammy Kaye

(Miller)
I

Judy Garland

(Guv Lombardo
Andrews

Sisters

H

Robbins

Victor Starlight Sonata

Moon

the Lights Go on Again
Yesterday's Gardenias
By the Light of the Silvery Moon

BMI

11

Wjtmark

11

CLP

11

Mayfalr

H

Remick
Columbia
Decca Dearly Beloved— t'You Were Never Lovelier'. .Chappell
Victor
Victor
Victor

Decca

10
10
10

Street of Dreams
Miller
•I'm Getting Tired So I Can Sleep
Army
Praise the Lord and Pass Ammunition
Famous
Can't Get Out of Mood— f Seven Days Leave'. .Southern
Sentimental Feeling
B'way

9
9
8
8

Everything I've Got
Chappell ...............
Decca Hip Hip Hooray
Robbins
Columbia I Get Neck of Chicken— t'Seven Days' Leave*. Southern
Feist
Decca Santa Claus Is Coming to Town
.Remick
Columbia Three Dreams— t'Powers Girl'
•This Is the Army, Mr. Jones
Army
Columbia Blue
Skies
Berlin
Decca It Can't Be
Capitol

.

[

Wrong
Move It Over
Tunes with One Red Rose Forever
There'll Never Be Another You— t'Iceland'
The Steam Is on the Beam
Victor
Weep No More My Lady
Decca But I Never Do
Decca
Vioinr
Victor

Victor

Decca
Decca
Decca

Daddy's Letter
Every Night About This Time
I Just Kissed Your Picture Goodnight
Out of This World— t'Powers Girl'

When They Sound
tFilmusical.

the Last All Clear

•'This Is the

Army"

Harms

7
^

7
"
7
7

6
6

Santly

6

Martin Block
Morris

6

Crawford
Dorsey Bros

6

6

6
5

Forstcr
Berlin

Warock
Crawford
Remick
Dash-Connelly
pubtisJiijic subsid.

5
5
...

5
5
5

^...luesJay,
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Best Sheet Music Sellers

Deems Taylor in ffidle

Gene Bock,

(Week

Bany Wood's Dud Traise' Stunt

Of

Go On Again

with the aid of a board of
judges, had picked
best post-

singer,

BMI

ncwspapcnncn

Ana.

on

T. Thoison. former
minister, presided at

J.

services

NIX BONUS PLEA

FOR MUSIC PUB

.

EMPLOYEES

war
the

'White Xmas'

a flappy Holiday

It

with half the
after the
out of (he
studio audience parading

unaware

year

going on.
Both Buck and Taylor had to canmake the
cel and switch plans to

Music jobt>ers give major credit
to 'White Christmas', which had al
ready gone over the 9S0,000-mark.
Saturday ni.eht appearance, which
for .the
extraordinary
state
in
well
n.s
'might
just
it.
as Buck put
which the sheetmusic business finds
have been staged in a telephone
it.^ir
just before Christmas.
Not
booth for all its significance and
only has the drop which usually
value'.
precedes Christmas failed to mnteriLord 4 Thomas, agency on Die
ali/c Ihis year, but. according to
Lucky Strike account, explained
jobbers reports, last week's .shipMonday i20) that neither itself or
ments of popular music were almost
do
to
anything
had
advertiiier
the
comparable to the turnover for the
someIt
was
presentation.
with the
biggest weeks of the year.
Wood
that
slated,
agency
thing, the
As a rule the stores take their
the
with
stilnt
a
as
worked
up
had
music off the counters just before
cooperation of music publishers .nnd
sea.son
and devote the space to
asked
had
Wood
committee.
a
Christmas items, but this season the
him
for
okay
be
would
it
whether
sheet displays remained as is. The
to pi'cscnl !he plaque before a studio
call for sheet music was too big and
Parnde"
'Hit
the
following
audience
any
taking
and the account and Ihc dealers weren't
broadcast
chances of Imperiling this revenue
agency readily granted him permisby relegating these wares to a
sion.
comer.
Orders to Irving Berlin. Inc.. for
piano copies of 'White Christmas
last week totaled 60,000 copies.
B'klyii Song 'Legger
Bing Crosby's recording of 'White
Gets 60-Day Sentence Christmas' passed the million-sale
mark last week, according to Uecca
Hecoid ofncials. If the disc has hit
Magistrate William Master.son. in that .«les figure it's the third in two
the Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, court, last years to do so.
Jimmy Dorsey's
week sentenced Bernard Nagin. of •Green
Eyes'— 'Maria Elena' and
Brooklyn, to 60 days in the work- Glenn Miller's 'Chattanooga Choohou.se after he had been convicted
Choo' are both credited with having
of peddling bootleg sdngsheets on
sold v.ell over 1,000,000 copies in
the street. The defendant had pleaded
1941.
It was Nagin's fifth arrest on the
same charge. Arthur Hoffman, investigator for the Music Publishers

the circumstance that the bonuses
issued for '41 had been considerably
average because they had
been practically at a business standstill during that year as a result of
the ASCAP-radio fight.

below

Monday

Jonio Taps leaves
a tour of the

branch

j

1

I

I

On

Dr.

gled

B s."What Do You Think I Am?" and
My First Promise and My First
Prom'

Foot Forward"

at

Robin and the lute Ralph
wrote "There's Danger in a

R-.iinger

Coney

as

the

finale

I.sland" at

number

for

20th-Fox.
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y^"""* ago,
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IT

CAN BE TOLD"

George Goodwin was
constantly forced to

livni°''
ooking

for appropriate music.
"edits luere meaningless.
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FREED LAUNCH

Hollywood. Dec.

i

Send Older
or request more informalion. on your letterhead.
e ttill send
snmple cards /rce. ACT NOW. The success of
the talk of Tin Pan Alley.
I

Inc.,

have recording ban controversy to refrain
from any act of partiality.

the fact they

never liked the idea of a restricliccn.sc and (2) the possibility that compliance at this time

would be interpreted as a conciliatory gesture toward the American
Federation of Musicians and an
antagonistic one toward radio stations and jukebox operators with

Daaxlas' Froposal

regard to the present eonlrover.sy
over the AFM's recording ban.

The turndown of Dougla.s' plan
much bitter comment with-

caused

music publishers industry
week.
The phonograph companies were accused of not acting
It was pointed out
in good faith.
that for years phonograph records
have carried a legend restricting
in

the

last

them

home

to

but.

use,

now

that

a legal procedure has been advanced
which would give this admonition
the force of a court ruling, the recorders start acting shy. Following

What Douglas had proposed

to the

recorders was that they agree to
accept from publishers a license restricting the itsc of their copyrighted
works to recordings made for home
purpose.
Once this premise had
been accepted, the copyright owner
would through the MPPA do the
rest In event a phonogi°aph record
so
restricted
were- found
being
u.sed
for
commercial
pui'poses,
counsel would petition the
court for an injunction, thereby
starting the ball rolling
for
an
eventual adjudication of the i.ssue in
the U. S. circuit court of appeals
or the U. S. supreme court. Should
the question be decided in the copyright owner's favor, the next step
would be to Issue limited licenses
for the making of recordings for

MPPA

radio stations, jukeboxes and other
stipulated channels.

DAYBREAK
Lyrie

Acl.m.o«
by Harold

IF
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I
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Variety Music. Inc., new music
ljublishing firm, has been launched
here by Irving Mills in association
with Arthur Freed of Metro, with
\ ills as president and Freed as vice
prcxy.
New company, uilh olTices on
Sunset Strip, will calaloj; tunes by
Mills and Freed, as well as top
tunesmiths in Hollywood and in
New York.

"''*"" ""^"s the idea of Tune-Dex was born.
recognized profes.sionals. band leaders, recording coinp""''?'
J^'^'o sUtions, etc., can buy this indispensable and invaluable
ara index
service that three years ago was just a dream,
Tune-I)ex issues 100 cards. 3x5, half new songs, half
sjirj,
" 0"ly ?l-25 a month, $15.00 a year for 1.200 cards).
^.Tho ''•u
•Juoscribers
say these are priceless:

is

(1)

tanPetrillo,
of

VARIETY MUSIC IN LA.

'^^San to jot down the thematic chorus record and comu*
publishers information on each card. Et'eryone who saw iheni

TUNE-DEX,

stems from

and

Todb
°r?^

'nis .service

C.

1619 Broadway, New York

;

clcffing 'Merchant
of the World' for Action in
W.nriiers.
\he North AllaiUic'

Adolph Deulsch

Seamen

m

the

The manufacturers' reluctance to be- music industiT.
The MPPA had
come a party to Dougla.s' proposal elected from the beginning of the

summer

domain.

MILLS,

radio station program distacks of song.s

wade through

Indc.r carOs

to

—

20th-Fox.

Dance'

.James

with

la.-t

"It's the right of Americans to be
free to sing lho.se songs the 'Caisson Sonp.' 'Semper Paratus' and the
'Army Air Corps Song"— without paying a copyright fee to a private individual.' he doclare<l. 'As chairman
of the wartime civic music committee. Dr. Maddy drew up a song sheet
of 2,'j American patriotic songs which
were to be publi.shed by the Federal
Office of Civilian Defense for use in
community singing. He offered the
copyright owners a penny a sheet for
use of the three copyrighted .songs,
but reported they rejected the offer.
Copyright ownership on the involved songs rest with Carl Fischer.
on "Army Air Corps Song';
Inc..
Shapiro-Bernstein Co.. on the 'Caisson Song.' and Sam Fox with 'Semper Paratus."
Dr. Maddy pointed out thnt if
Washington so willed it, the songs
might be ruled as bcinu in the pub-

Murtin

1

;

with
but

move

a

Guard

'You're Lucky," 'Alive and
Kicking.' 'I Know You by Heart,"
Men on a Dale." 'The Three

Leo
Oir.

Mrt: HILTON EBBINS
William Morris Agency

Maddy. who

Interlochcn. Mich., made his charges
concerning the official songs of three
branches of the service— the Army
Air Force, Artillery and the Coast

Hli Orchestra

fcr-

prez,

Numbers

American Federation of Musicians,
when the latter banned broadcasts
from the National MiLsic Camp at

'Three

'Best

the plan

AFM

gress.

cle(T(Sl

for

Patriotic

service songs are demanding 'exorbitant and outrageous sums' for the
right to include them in a national
song sheet. Dr. James E. Maddy,
chairman of the wartime civic music
committee, is ready to carry a fight
against the copyright owners to Con-

i28) on

I

I

COUNT BASIE
And

Hugh

to discuss
Petrillo,

Detroit. Dee. 22.

offices of Sh.i-

and

Blane

Ralph

C.

Claiming that certain music publishers holding copyrights to three

Bernstein & Co., of which he
general manager.
It's
a periodic junket, plus the
oa'rticular chore of gelling a new
song .started.

and

James

For 'Exorbitant Charges'

is

"RTOE ON"

chaii'inan

it
was denied that such
home machines. might prove embarrassing

Scores Music Publishers

piro.

Newest Columbia Record

The

1942.

ment among the employees affected.
The pubs' application was based on

Jonie Taps on Tour

had assisted

MAN"

31.

caused some dismay and disappoint-

guilty.

"irS SAND,

Dec.

authorities' reply was that
they had no discretion or jurisdiction in the matter. . The ruling has

W.1S

Protective Association,
the police on the case.

ending

to

For AD Sheet Mosic WLB

wh.ni

of

Division of
has turned

certain muissue increased
bonuses to their employees for the

publishers

sic

broadcast,

CBS playhouse

The Wage and Hours
thr War Labor Board
down the application of

Makes

,

was not .nired.
As it developed,
was stajcd
but a wooden ceremony
it

Music Publishers Pro-

of their product to

tive-ase

cept

et al.

the

of

tective Assn., for restricting the use

hearing as chairman of the board.

of
make the presentation on behalf
Wood.
show business. Lucky Strike.

The three major phonograph rec- the refusal of the phonograph comord companies (Victor, Decca and panies to cooperate with Douglas in
testing the restrictive license in the
Columbia) have rejected the plan courts, the MPPA's board debated
suggested by Walter Douglas, chair- the question
of authorizing
its

man

reserved.

Hon.

Use,

Harms

was

objections

the

Home

Restrict Discs to

Thus to Get Final Court Ruling

.

Love

in

Canada, Ltd.. covering collec-

Deci.'^ion

was generally believed that it
radio hoopl.n.
would be a bit of a
Looser in war
and in the absence of
get a leave, he
service, unable to
proxy to acthc'ASCAP
designated
behalf, with Buck 1o
it in his
It

To

Leeds

Fischer
Army Air Corps
I'm Tired So Can Sleep.. Army
Never Another You
Morris
Feist
Daybreak
Mills
Me and My Gal

and it was music during 1943. Objection was
climaxed by a suitable cxpre.<sed on only two sections of
to have been
Paramount film studio the tariff, one dealing with a license
nlague to the
private in the on 16-mm. sound film and the other
songsmilh, now a
at Santa dealing with a proposed annual fee
Army Air Force sUtioned
of SIO on coin-operated phonographs.

Plan

BVC

Dream

5

of fees for the use of copyright

t-ion

as the
'Pi^isT the Lordwar song,
Pearl Harbor

Nk MPIWs

CLP

.

Fall

Montreal, Dec. 22.

Praise the Ltfrd

of

Record Cos.

Berlin

Star Spangled Banner
Miller
Chappcll
Dearly Beloved
>Ioonlight Becomes You. Famous

Object to CPRS, 6MI Fees
On Can. Film, Jukeboxes

The
Copyright
Appeal
Board
Thursday (17) heard objections to a
and Pass rale schedule proposed, ly Canadian
fhflmunition-. The Lucky SUike Performing Rights Society, Ltd., and

^

vi)

......

There Are Such Things. .Yankee
Praise the Lord
Famous
Craziest

f°^r

Dec.

Chri-stinas

5 by

president emeritus,
Gene Buck,
Taylor, present prez o
and Dccms
what
aW'AP are still wondering
was about a week
'shootii«
f^fthc
night (18) during a
'go Saturday
of a
'presentation
Strike
Tnckv
award to Pvt Frank Loeser.

eiidiiie

White
Lights

41

CABIN IN THE

«Y

Mutic by

Lyrie

flAMv

Vamon Ouk.

by Joh" Utoueh.

m^i^f^ fy ii0

tOK MOONPr.

ftof

Mar

initio'
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Company Mgra.
With Camp Show Units

Switch 3

Detroit Plenty in the Black

Red Hot

Inside Stnff-Vande-Nitery

Inc., has made
following changes in its comArthur M. Wlrtz, who with Bonja Hsnle presents 'Stars on Ice,' Center,
pany manager assignments:
Thomas Anderson replaced Ivan Radio City, and ths 'jflollywood Ic« Revue,' mada a brief visit to N. Y.
H. Browning with 'Keep Shuffling,' last week and, before leaving, ordered- Christmas remembrances to all
unit 78 of the white circuit: A. P. members of the N. Y. skating outfit Each skater with the^ghow at least 12
AUegretti succeeded James F. Sulli- weeks, gets $50, others getting $2B, amount disbursed being around $4,000.
van with 'Merry Go-Round.' unit 71, Last year the ice show people were reclplenU of war bonds valued at $29
white circuit, and Chandler Christy CHChi
Understood that similar presents will be distributed to those in 'Hollytook over for Pat Leonard with the
American Symphony Orchestra, unit wood Ice Revue,' oij tour, with Miss Henle as the star. Rink spectacle
will again play Madison Square Garden, where it is due Jan. 18.
55, red circuit.

USO-Camp Shows,

the

On

Cafe Season, Past and Present

Its

Detroit, Dec. 22.

Business

is

off at the

moment

be-

and Ihe usual
pre-Clu istmas doldrums, bul there is

Carl Gray to 'Scandals'
As Director of Musiq

aaiiso of gas rationing

surprisingly

among

despair

little

nitery owners.

The

facts,

to

them,

are inescapable: this is a war boom
and things have been red hot
by the belter part of a year. They
city

know

busine.^s wi:i

first of the year,

come back by the

gas rationing or no.

Most of the top spots have sold
out for New Year's Eve with boosted
converts this year ranging from $8
1o $12.

Generally the boffo oiz in the past

few months resulted

in niteries slap-

ping on a door charge and hiking
up their show outlays. Even the
tinallcr places are spending upwards
of $1,000 weekly for talent while
the amazing Bowery, in suburban
Mamlramck. is laying on the line
weekly S6.000 to $7,000 for its entertainment. Frank Barbaro, owner, is
willing to pay up to $4,000 for a
name, but he"s complaining recently
that he can't get what he wants.
Detroit's top spots, in addition to
the Bowery, are Club Royale, Casanova. Saks. Palm Beach, Mickey's

and Club Three 666. They're consistently outmatching the hotels and in
an effort to hypo its biz, the swank
Book-Cadillac has reversed' its policy
and is going in for entertainment
o more elaborate scale.
.

J^nother

factor

which

is

giving

the niteries a wide field In building

up
of

their clientele iies Ih th'e"d€ai'in
vaudeville
in
the downtown
That's one of the reasons,

theatres.
too,

why

the Book-Cadillac

is

switch-

ing to more entertainment and more
of a turnover in bands. The customers, making plenty of coin, ,are
willing to spend if they get what
they want.
The fact that gas rationing Is not
too serious a factor here is pointed
up by one nitery owner's report
that his customers have come to
know each other and are doubling
up on cars. Similar share-the-ride
plans are being promoted by other

—

niteries.

Dallas CasuBlly
Dallas, Dec. 22

Pittsburgh. Dec. 22.
one-timo pianist for
tab

Gray,

Carl

Gus Van. joined George White's

here at Stanley theatre
For
last week as musical director.
more than a year now; Gray has
been working in a defense plant. He
replaces Frank Cork, who quit to
join

^gmund

Romberg's symphony
During show's

on

orchestra

engagement
were forced

tour.

here.
at

Brothers

Slale

SEASON

"oe

E.'S^lc^a^^":'?^^^

Renee de Marco had

to

come back

Blackstone in a hurry when
The Revuers dropped out of this
spot last week.
Miss Tucker has been doing
wow biz at the Chez, establishing
a record lO-week run
to the

Copa's Stronr

saved money by not opening at all.
Theatres' headaches were just as
acute although nabe trade didn't

much

as

off

fall

the

as

Indef for 'Ice Follies'

first

Sophie Tucker. Phil Harris.
By-Gosh Minstrels, Polly Jenkins and
her Plowboys. and many others.
Holiday greetings to you all.
Ben Schaffer back to bed.
Frank Carter, musician and m.c.
Flipjpens,

rap.
'

will

FOR AFM AID

time since the ice

show began playing here, there is
no definite engagement time. It will

ROW

IN L-E

run as long as business warrants,
according to Pete Tyrell, operator

Arena and an official of the
Arena Managers Assn., which sponof the

sors the show.
tc

Each on Discrimination
Rap; Had Sued for

Even department stores
and specialty shops were sharply af-

take did.

fected, for the Saturday before Xmas
Halting of gas
is their big gravy.
sales caught them right in the middle
and the groaning was terrible. All
in

all,

it

week-end

With the operators of the Leon
£ddies nitery in New York non-

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 22.
of the Southernaires singing quintet. Spencer Odim,
Lowell Peters, Homer Smith and

Four members

was probably the worst Jay Toney, were awarded $245 each
history of amusement last week when the State Supreme
Court found the Sagamore Hotel

WAAC Who

AWOL

Went

To Do Burlesqoe

Strip

Nixed By Chi Theatre
Chicago, Dec.

Kathryn Gregory, the
quit show business

who

got

22.

strip teaser
to

become

military

of

tired

a

here guilty of racial discrimination.
The incident took place Feb. 19,
1941, when the four boys, who had
rooms at the hotel, were stopped at
the dining room door by the head
waiter who said he had 'strict orders
not to serve Negroes.'
A fifth member of the group, William Edmondson, had been served
because he was 'very light colored,'
their counsel charged.

The original suit
$22,000 damages.

been

had

for

life

put on h^r act in an Iowa
theatre while on leave and was
then dishonorably discharged. May
go back to stripping but not in a

and

WLB APPROVES RAISE
FOR F-M LINE

Chicago theatre.
leading
Although
the
Rialto,
burlesque house here, would be the
logical place for her to cash in on
obtained. °N. S.
the theatre,
down and other

the publicity she
Barger, operato.

turned
theatres

of

thumbs
were ui. interested.

Over Cafe

St.

Tax

Louis. Dec. 22.

The City of St. Louis is now engaged in the nitery biz to the extent
of being the owner of the building
currently occupied by the Hi-Hat
Club in midtown by virtue of a
sheriff's tax .sale last week.
The
building,
Victoria

originally

built

for

the

and later occupied by the
William Fox ard World theatres,
along with an adjoining building
used as a hotel were purchased by

Kay Laus. Jerry Dcrene and Helen
Olson out of the .-ian for the holidays
vacash in the Big Town. All three
first trip from the bed rou-

to

tine for a whiff of

porting
for

Farley

Shows,

of

22.

a re-

the

pressing

musicians

union negotiators
plea

their

local

an attempt

for

When
appeared

the Four A's pickets
outside
the nitery

the

with a tilt in minimums and a limit
on the number of performances, the
Four A's voted the spot unfair and
the pickets marched.
Last week
the spot was offered a compromise
the alphabetical identification,

was correct but the minimums were
those of a modified 'A' scale.

the

Earle

'

theatre

here.

AGVA

Resists

Cut

San Francisco. Dec.

the girls had increased.
raise warranted bedancers' •working hours
been increased by more than
during the past six months

sibilities of

Board found the

30%

first

the combined crafts council,
consisting of all the unions active
in the nitery field, to keep hands
off the dispute on the basis that the
Four A's demands were too high.
Now. according to a member of
the negotiating committee, the musicians have approved the compromise offer and will actively support
the Four A's if the nitery continues
to hold out.
The dispute stemmed froni the
American Guild of Variety Artists'
attempt to negotiate a new contract
with the nitery.
When L&E's re
fused to accept an 'A' classification
ting

but with the increase they will be
paid $42.50.
In requesting the board to approve
an increase F&M pointed out that
the Roxyettes were not only working longer hours but that living costs
had riser) and the skill and respon-

had

in

musicians union was active in get-

Dancers were receiving $35 weekly

cause

the

to

cooperation

end the dispute with

to

a victory.

raise

Inc.. of

week

&

the

while their pay had remained un
changed.

the

property

for

the

and widening of the
It

F.

&

M.,

in

Nitery Pay
22.

Biz-reducing factors of gas rationing and midnight curfew for selling
liquor at niteries ha.s brought on
a campaign for a reduction In pay
scales for entertainers, a campaign
that Matt Shelvey, executive secretary, of American Guild of Variety
Artists local here, says he will resist to the utmost.

Shortly after Shelvey arrived to
take over leadership of the local he

it

construction

street on

vey.

which

the burg's newest nitery, opened several months
ago and has been doing a bonanza
biz.

up

to

nifty

reports.

Constance Farley of the

Twin.';.

is

doing real

war work

in

He's also an ex-underArt Harris, who recently bought Scotland.
the Clifton House here and con- study of Sir Harry Lauder.
Richard Willis, ex-membcr of this
verted it into a dine-and-dancery,
colony,
was also hooked on a liquor charge Africa. doing duty somewhere in
and jailed for two months.
Write to those who are 111.

"They should have been paying

more

a long time ago. The cost of
living has increased enough to make
the present scales necessary."

fronts.

The Club Hi-Hat.

Revuers Out of Chi
Nitery

-

Dae

to Illness

Reis,
Chicago, Dec.

Harry Leyton, blackface Scottish
comedian and ex-partner of (his
writer,

America,

Marco Stage
New York for a $7.50
in pay for the Roxy- Frisco

Fanchon

of

Broadway.

Tiny Hazel Smith, soubret of other
days,
Ditto

Associated Actors and Artistes

the
of

pact;

Washington, Dec.

per

in Lieu of

IN D. C.

War Labor Board approved
quest

ettes

City of St. Louis Takes

negotiating committee appointed by

are

in

biz locally.

W '.AC,

22G

making
John. N. B., Dec. 22.
Plan.s of Tommy Stephen, of St.
John, to open a nitery here have
been rudely upset by his jailing for
six months, plus a $900 fine or two
additional months. It was a liquor

Marco

was succe.<:sful in promoting a pay
was explained, receive increase of from $5 to $10 for nilcry
lump sum from Warners' Earle pcrformer.q. and it is this boost that
the city for $27,737 in default of a
theatre,
out of which are paid the entrepreneurs now want to canpayment of a special improvement
among other expenses, the weekly cel.
theatre assessment for that amount against salaries of the Roxyettes.
"I
won't give an inch." said Shel-

gong.

St.

&

AGVA PRESSING

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.
at the

For the

Fanchon

March.

in

'Ice Follies of 1943' opens
Arena here Friday (29).

downtown

New Show

Sophie Tucker and The DeMarcos
look set for the N. Y. Copacabana
presumably as an offset to the new
Riobamba, on East 57th street, which
is near the Copa and Is in the same

torium.

Rmn Rap

due for the road

is

y*/rV/:.iii;e contract o'fered ~)v the

replacing Sophie Tucker, who swaps
spots with him and goes to New
and Morton
York's Copacabana;
Downey at the Blackstone, opening
Jan. 18, when Tito Guizar, previously
booked, was forced out

Howell announced that he inBe;i
Nadlcr.
Cleveland
tended to check this information operator, has added much poundage.
with that on Ale in his office and
Patricia Mitchell, who saw much
of the bed routine, has been added
act in the cases of violators.
to the downtown shoppers for the

JaOed on

A new production
again produce.

i

near
•A large majority of the automo
biles parked around roadhouses in
the outlying district had 'B' or 'C
stickers which permitted them adwas handed a general report that
ditional gasoline for occupational will keep him abed during
the holidriving.' the Gazette declared.
days. He recently licked pneumonia.
'Automobiles of at least
Dr. Paul Ecker. who handed out
two
physicians who had obtained tires pills at the Rogers for two years,
from the board on pledges they leaves to take up new duties in the
vould use the vehicles only for visit- New Jersey State sanatorium. He
will be replaced by Dr. R. E. Moning patients were found at the road
tant.
formerly of Trudeau sanahouses.'

The "Roller Follies,' refilled the 'Skating Vanities,' called it a season
the southwest last week after having played roller rinks and
in
Harold Steinman headed the managerial outfit, backed by halt
arenas.
a dozen Minneapolis sportsmen who traveled with the attraction most of
One was Fergy Bloom, who operates the Minneapolis night
the time.
spot. The Happy Hour; another Is Jack Saves, who has a number of
markets there.

CHI CAFE

Saranac Lake

spots

Means

In Peoria

LOOKS LIKE BIG

Rock Ruckus
By Happy Bcnway
Memphis, Dec. 22
The Arkansas Gazette in Little
Saranac, N. Y., Dec. 22.
Rock stirred up a ruckus last week
For shut-ins like the gang at the
with a survey revealing that most Will Rogers hospital
the mailman
of the automobiles parked around is their Santa Claus 365 days
a year.
night clubs in the city's vicinity So this column, which represents
bore 'B' and 'C gas rationing the local actors colony, takes this
means to thank the following for
stickers.
The paper had one of its report, their timely gifts and greetings: Mrs.
ers and George Howell, secretary Wm. Morris, Sr.. Weaves Bros. St
Elviry, Joe Laurie. Jr.: Henry Ber.of the Pulaski
County Rationing linghoff. James (Worcester
Gazette)
Board, make a tour of the area Lee, Joseph McCarthy,
Bobby Graspotting
cars
of
pleasure-bent ham, Tommy Vicks. the Col. J. C.
play

What a Sunday

end of engagement to

Pittsburgh. Dec. 22.
There was plenty of moaning at
the bars here over the weekend. The
in the general
joined
theatres, too,
gnashing of teeth. That gas moratorium dropped the bottom out of
houses were
film
The
everything.
playing to the help, practically, and
the niteries were virtual mausoleums.
Town for last couple of years has
been a Saturday night wow, with
the ropes up continuously, but last
Saturday (19) was just like a Sunday
in Peoria,
As far as the roadhouses were
concerned there just wasn't any such
thing as business. One big spot that
Chisago, Dec. 22
850 on a
Next month will sea nite life normally checks at least
In the
around 75.
here jumping more than ever with Saturday, had
trade
itself,
Hildegarda back at the Palmer Golden Triangle area
ana manv
man nau
half normal and
Hniicp rrpnlarlnir The HarlmansV was less than

Little

at the various
Little Rock.

Pittsburgh Learns

extend their routines when Nan Rae
and Mrs. Waterfall took sick and
were out for several performances.
Scandals' went from here to Harrisburg for two days and currently
is laying off, reopening Xmas day
(25) at Palace, Cleveland.

Gasoline rationing has caused the
idiom of nitery entertainment. As
Plantation Club to open a closer-tois axiomatic,
new spots invariably
town night spot.
Joe Landwehr
siphon off business.
and Dick Wheeler, who built the
The Hartmans shift from the Chi
club into a popular dine and dance
Palmer House into the Waldorf
rendezvous on the Greenville road
with
Carmen Cavallero's band
took over the Pullman Roller Rink
Jan. 8.
and made it into a night club to
care for 1,500 persons.

drivers

The "tango area" of the historic French Quarter in New Orleans, which
principal beat of the Military
is alive with night clubs and bars. Is the
Police in recent weeks following numerous complaints from service men_
against clip Joints. The officers are not only on duty there to maintain"
order when men get a little too noisy but also to warn them which of
the spots they should steer clear of.

Scandals'

Jane Withers' P. A.s

The

Revuers.

flve-p)eople

which opened at the Maytair

22.

act,

111,

Les Reis.
act of Reis

&

Out of Army

forrftcr

of the Blackstone Hotel last Friday
(11). were forced to close Sunday
night (13) due to the illness of one
of its members, John Frank.

Jane Withers is coming east m
March for a series of vaude dates.
Bookings have been set by the William Morris agency.
Act was immediately replaced by
Film star will play houses in St. Renee DeMarco, who had closed a
Louis. Chicago, Hartford, Columbu.s, six-week run Dec. 10. The Revuers
Newark and Baltimore, with addi- returned at once to New York, where
tional dates also being arranged.
Frank entered a hospital.

member

Dunn, and

Room man and manager

of

of the
lately music

Bobby Byrne

band, has been discharged from the
Army. He spent several weeks in
Walter Reed Hospital. Washington,
under observation, diag-osis being a
brain tumor.
He is now in Mt.
S'nai hospital. N.Y.
Reis was inducted Idst summer and
was stationed at Governor's Island
(Fort Jay).
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Rockefeflers Finally

VAUDEVILUB

Decide

That Vaudaville Historian

to Fold

Joe Laurie,
In

Rainbow Room-Grill As Tion-Essential'

4S

Conn. Gov. Probes State-Owned House

Jr.

Another

of His Classic
Reprises of

'An Ancient and Honorable

Reputedly Used for Burley; Nix Strip

Art'

Rainbow Room, swank Rockefeller

RCA

Center nitery on 66th floor of

New

Building.

'non-essential.'

Manpower demands makmg

in-

it

creasingly difficult for the two night
waitspots to maintain staff of 300

kitchen help and other employees were cited by Robertson as
principal factor in decision to fold.
Rising food and labor costs also ensaid, with
tered into the picture, he
wage demands of Local 16, Waiters,
ers,

&

Bartenders

Union,

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.
After being shuttered for more
than three years, the Lincoln, in the

be open soon as a vaudfllmer featuring sepia acts and bands.
The house is operated by the Wax

which run a chain of Aimthe Negro sections of the city.

interests,

ers in

is being renovated and
expected to be open for the holiday season If attractions are lined

is

a

month

conversioa

the

NAT'L AGVA

DIREQOR

of

international board of the
Actors and Artistes of
America, at its regular Monday (21)
meeting in New York, approved the
appointment of Matt Shelvey as the

Dave Fox Named

national

N Y. AGVA Head;

director

the

of

American

Guild of Variety Artists.
Shelvey, currently AGVA's repre-

come

Unveils Revue

so-called, alluded to his gilded inn
He is reputed
as 'Carroll's folly.'
to have made a small fortune out
of the venture.

Succeeds Pepe

new budget

he cleans up

affairs and, posnot until a replacement for
the Frisco area is appointed.
Walter Greaza, the current na-

tional administ**'.

;

).'

AGVA,

will

Roxy

booking.

For

AGVA

Pact

The international board of the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America has notiAed Arthur Wirtz
that it expects him to live up to
his
agreement to negotiate with
Four A's representatives for a contract with American Guild of VaArtists

riety

Henie's

for

'Hollywood

his
Ice

and

One

ca.se is

against the

Roxy

York, and asks for a clariof the phrase 'reasonable re-

fication

hearsals,' as u.sed in the

AGVA

pact

with the theatre.
that

Is

The union stand
Roxy chorus is being

the

overworked

with rehearsals after
the regular show, and before proceeding with any claims for -overtime remuneration the 'reasonable
rehearsal' clause must be arbitrated.
Union has selected Dave Fox and
the theatre has named A. J. Balaban to represent them at the AAAj

The Four A's board took
after

from

the

receipt

of

this acletter

a

hearing.

The

other

Shubert
cast

claim

for

members

against
allegedly

is

salaries
for midnight

Spellacy called Into conference the
managements of both the State and
the Hartford theatre. Both theatre
managements were warned to desist or their licenses would be taken
away. Prior to the meeting with
the Mayor, the management of the
State announced that Miss Hart's ap-

5

Understood that Thomson,

Girls Told to Stick

exec-

To Business (Nitery)

tive secretary of the Scre«n Actors Guild, who came into the dis-

pute because

many

of

SAG's mem-

Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Common

(Continued on page 44)

Pleas

Judge

Harry

Rowand last week issued a temporary injunction restraining Marie
Dolan from operating Club 51,
swank nitery on the city's outskirts,
for any but cafe purposes.
District
attorney's office had launched padlock proceedings against the place
following a raid couple of weeks ago

when Mrs. Dolan and

five girls

were

into custody and questioned
as to the operation of the spot.
Understood, however, that building has already been leased to a
grocery concern, which will take
possession after the first of the year.
With gas rationing, Mrs. Dolan had
planned dropping the property anyway and moving downtown to a new

taken

location.
Had padlock order been
granted, her booze license would
have been null and void. As matters stand now, she's free to use it
in another spot if one can be found.
Club 51 was originally old Towne
Club, a society gambling spot shut
by police more than six years aga

of

perform-

Show had come under

Times and Transcript, protests by
various groups and news stories in
the Times and
Courant, Mayor

Woman

ances of 'Wine, Women and Song,'
show recently shuttered by legal action.

take proper action. Editorial in the
Times followed spirited protests by
both laymen and clergy.
As a result of the editorials in the

tors.

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

Lee
due

On Wednesday (16), the Hartford
Times editorially referred to the
showing of obscene performances
and called upon civil authorities to

which took exception
Four A's appointment of Walpearance had been cancelled.
ter Greaza and Paul Turner to sit
in when Wirtz confabbed with«Kenneth Thomson. Wirtz argued that
he had agreed to negotiate with
Cafe Owner,
Thomson and wodld do so but
wanted no part of other negotiaWirtz

to the

THEME OF THE

37th

of

1943.'

tion

"Show Business
At war

thea-

New

Sdnja

Revue

The American cJfld of Variety
Artists has submitted two disputes
to the American Arbitration Assn.
Hearings have not been set as yet
but are due Shortly.

tagged as the Hartford,

Wirtz Negotiate

sibly,

weeir fefurh td'fequity on a fulltime basis
by the Associated Actors and Artas soon as Shelvey arrives.
He had
istes of America to succeed Ross
been on 'loan' from the legit union.

now

theatre.

As Demands

4

his

this

house,

Thursday (17) the Transcript, organ for the Catholic Diocese here,
charged that local authorities were
Principals in the revue will be
doing
nothing about stage shows
and
Eddie Garr, Barto
Mann, Stuart
Morgan dancers, Hermanos Williams being presented here as burlesque
under a misleading name. Hartford
Bryants, Dippy
Dier.s,
Trio,
the
theatre
has been labeling its shows
the
Richey
and
holdovers.
Jean
It
always included
Beryl Wallace, Wiere Brothers and as 'Follies.'
Shirley Wayne.
Sid MuUer and several acts of vaudeville in the
Maxine Manning wrote the score and presentations.
Editorial went on to claim also
Manny Strand presides over the
that obscene
shows were being
music.
shown here as a 'refuge' from banishment in New York City. This
was in reference to the scheduled
appearance of Margie Hart, stripper,
at the State on New Years.
Miss
Hart was a focal point in the 'Wine,
Women and Song' indecency rap.
Following the protests, the State's
management cancelled Miss Hart's

in the Frisco area, will
east to take over as soon as

problems. However, difficulties over Pepe as head of the New York local
pay scales had been virtually ironed of the American Guild of Variety
Robertson said, with union ArtisLs. Fox has been delegate to
out,
heads pledging to cooperate in an the international board of the 4A's. Nitery Noise Forced
Pepe's contract as national repreeffort to pave way for continued
sentative of AGVA in N. Y. has
His Tenants to Move,
operation. Hence the wage factor
been terminated and he checks off
In itself was not signiflcent in arthe payroll Saturday (26). Naming
riving at decision on folding.
Asks 5G, Injunction
of Fox followed confabs between
Open for New Year's Eve
committees appointed by the 4A's
Robertson said both the Room and board and Pepe.
Chicago, Dec. 22.
Grill would remain open for New
Fox takes control of the New
Suit filed in Superior Court here
York local on Monday (28). He's a last week by Ephraim Klim asked
(Continued on page 44)
vaude m.c. and has been active in for $5,000 damages and injunction
AGVA affairs for some time. He against continued operation of the
was a member of the former na- Flamingo Club, neighborhood night
AGYA's Pay Disputes With tional board of AGVA and later was spot.
chairman of the committee which
Klim, who owns a rooming house
administered the affairs of the New adjoining the club, claimed in his
Lee Shabert, N. Y.
York local.
suit that many war worker tenants
over
from
Pepe
had
come
the
murecently
left his establishment beSubmitted to Arbitration
(Continued on page 44)
cause of the night club's noise.

tre.

Hartford, Dec. 22.
Investigation of the status of the

Year In

lease under which the state-owned
Foot Guard Hall is being operated
as a burlesque house has been ordered by Governor Hurley. Move
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
Earl Carroll's new extravaganza, by the state's prexy came as the
aftermath of charges hurled editori*
'Let Freedom Swing' opening Saturday (26), marks his fifth year as ally by the Hartford Times and the
When Catholic Transcript that obscene
a nitery operator-producer.
the spot was opened the w^^^ 'uns, shows were being performed at that

HVood,

sentative

both

Union,

Cook's
creating

SHELVEY

The

Jnve Fox was named

89,

NAME

Associated

N. Y., may close entirely after
According to
the band exits.
sources close to the management
the darkening of the room is
being mulled because of the
high cost of food and an increasing lack of personnel, including
waiters and kitchen help.
Situation is somewhat similar
to the Rainbow Room, N. Y.,
decision to close.

affiliates,

of ths

of

up In time.
Opening of the Lincoln follows by

Roosevelt hotel, N. Y., Grill,

which now has Guy Lombardo's
band until Jan. 13 or 20, when
opens at the Roxy theatre,
il

Local

theme

37th Anniversary Number

The Lincoln

only

and

Carroll's 5th
*

heart of PhiUy's Negro sector, will

colored show.

AFL

Id

'Show Business
At War*

I

To Open for Negro Yaude

Fay's in West Philly from a standard
vaudeAlmer to one featuring an all-

Roosevelt Fold Also?

Fnture

Tbeatre, Philly,

York, and lU com-

oanion Rainbow Grill will suspend
on Jan. 1. Despite
'for the duration"
last-minute efforts to effect reorganization and continue operation,
Hugh S. Robertson, executive mansaid that
ager of Rockefeller Center
decided defIhe board of directors
shutter the
*initely Friday (18) to
were
they
grounds
supper rooms on

Waitresses

Lbcob

n .4dil«d

AGVA

jurisdiction, since

it professed to be
vaudeville, and in lieu of a bond
the union had accepted the personal
guaranteed of L. Shubert. Shubert
has named Clifford C. Fischer, while
D. Fox will talk for the union before
the AAA.

NEW

ARMY BOMBER FLIES
MAGICO TO CAFE DATE
Detroit. Dec, 22.

There are plenty of compcn.^ations
for acts

When
playing

Special Exploitation Advantages

playing in the USD show-^.
Duval, the Magician, was
with camp shows recently

in

v°

seemed

a.<;

if

his

booking

in

the
out

^'^'no here was washed
Army obligingly lucked him

P"t the

w„

bomber and winged him
I
where

ii<

he could keep his Detroit

Reservations and

Copy May Be Wired

to

Any

Variety Office

New tabloid production of 'Meet
the People' is slated to go on the
road .<:hortly after Jan. 1, playing
vaude house and night clubs. Three
members of original cast, which
played the Mansfield theatre, N. Y..
for five months in 1940, will be back
for tour. These include Joey Faye,
currently
in
'Strip
For Action."
which bow.s out of the National
theatre, N. Y., in two weeks; Jack
Albertson and Mickey Blane.
Show has had unusual career since
il
was brought east from Coa.st two
years ago. After Mansfield engagement,

it

played a

house.s then

NEW YORK
154

W.

4Gth St.

1708 No. Vine

Si.

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
54

W. Randolph

St.

TAB

SLATED FOR TOUR

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Newfoundland he was scheduled to come
back on the Steamer
caribou but the Nazis torpedoed it.
It

'PEOPLE'

To Be Published Soon

8 St. Martin's

number

ie.-i.

PI.

was

numtyer of legit
.spotted as a unit in

vaude houses and niterproduction being handled
by Standard Amusements, with Lou
Wei.ss setting the bookings.

a

New

of
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Albany Issues Nitery Fire Curbs;

from page 41
Continued
COI

on

including

b«rs,

Other Gties Take Precautions

Fmlvrf

In

they

basically,

Albany. Dec.

22.

'Show BiuinesB
At War*

ordereu the club closed until altera-

The State Labor Department's ap- tions could be effected.
Army officcr.s. inspecting all resort
parent first followup on the Cocoacenters, also placed the
nut Grove Club fire In Boston amusement
ban on Alnimwas a request to 63 proprietors of 'out-of-bounds'
however,
officials,

.

Commissioner Frieda

trial

S. Miller,

urged 'a check on the efficient operation of (Ire extinguishers, exit
doors, panic bolts, removing any
other fastenings to exit door except
the approved type of panic bolt.'
Muss Miller staled that enforcement officials in 35 other cities. 77

City

errf.

fire

warned Alpine
several minor fire hazards.
merely

i

unidentified

spot,

r./i.c..

A

b.irroom.

his

The

and 15 townships, over which
22.
the Dcpart:ncnt also has jurisdiction,
Slate Fire Marshal Campbell Palhave l>ceii instructed to inspect all frey issued a general order Thursplaces
places of public assembly.
all
day (171 commanding that
of public gathering in .the city reSt. L. Nitery Fire
move all highly inllammable ChristSt. Louis. Dec. 22.
mas decorations and other trimin
room
re.st
in
a
week
la.^-t
Fire
mings which are considered by his
nitery
midtown
Plantation,
Club
the
office fire hazards.
proare
entertainers
Negro
where
The order, inspired by tragic fires
vided for white castomers, resulted in the east, applies to all night clubs,
in the exodus of half of the 100 especially the smaller spots in the
patrons and only $100 damage. When Vieux Carre, theatres, dancchalls.
the blaze was discovered Anth.ony hotels and department stores. It deScarpelli. the owner, instructed the mands that all exits open outward
orchestra to keep playing and then to the streets.

went among the patrons, told them
what was occuring and urged them
leave without haste. One woman
fainted and was treated at City Hos-

rest room but as the material was
chemically treated for flre-proofing
the blaze was confined to the one

room.

AlUnlic City CHations
Atlantic City. Dec. 22.

Army

Air

Force

began

officials

down on

resort night clubs,
cafes, service centers and other congregation spots last week to eliminate possibility of such" major fires
as that which caused the Cocoanut
Grove disaster in Boston.
First to feel military displeasure

cracking

was Dude Ranch, Boardwalk

nitery.
'unsafe'

for maintaining allegedly
conditions. On Thursday (17), Army
officers posted the Ranch as 'out-of-

U.

S.

Commissioner

Norman

J.

dis(Tuesday)
yesterday
missed charges of violating the Selective Service Act which had re-

Griffin

An

ists

accordion

an

over

player

at

Sam's Cafe, a West Philly nitery.
Question was whether the groan-box
manipulator was (a) an actor or (b)

join

up

had ordered the man to
he wanted to continue

if

He appealed to
the engagement.
the musicians union and reps of both
organizations went to the spot to
catch the act.

AGVA

numerous

C

PHIL

REGAN
Term

Contract

•20th Century-Fox Studios
Personal

Representatlvat

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly

Hilla, Calif.

lured during the revolt.

Dates Conflict, Fields
Foregoes H'wood Cafe
Due to confiicting dates, Beiuiy
Fields will not be able to play the
Hollywood nitery, alhad booked him In
Pointed out he is
committed to theatre dales which
cannot be broken.

Buffalo.
ice

show

Dec. 22.

rium was

pub

substantially over last
10,000-seat auditoscaled at $3.30 top.
is

The

Macomba,

Dave Fox

his agent
for four weeks.

though

Fields is now at
Village Inn. N. Y.

the

Greenwich

Continued from page
sicians union

department

it

now

dition,

only

down

the dodge merely by finding

difficult to nail

it is

on the premises. The State
the charters to clubs for
everything from 'bridge' to 'march-

liquor
issues

ing societies.'

Nitery

men

are strong for the

new

which has hurt their biz and
they are
paying licenses for. They arc trying
h&rd to cooperate with authorities
but hate to see public sentiment
grow up against the night club business because of the cheaters.
drive,

name lawyer

Rainbow Room
Coatmned from page

membership

New makes them wonder what

in

was claimed,

a

warrants.

search

'clubs' issue

cards in the good old blind pig tra-

43

I

^^J|

Year's eve

DAVE BARRY
Snuuh HumorUt"

"Solid

although they had hoped that some
means could be found to keep the
spots open.
Despite fact that the Rainbow
will gross $1,100,000 for 1M2,
representing top coin in its eight-

Room

up a year operation, the nitery wlU Just
manage to break even on the year,shows last
Robertson said, due to high operatdespite the

pre-Xmas pre-occupation.

Amount

year's gross.

Most of the

piled

terrific $102,000 in six
week at the Auditorium,
blizzard, gas stoppage and the
lie's

—

and

'buys'

for

'If the waiters don't decide to walk out on us.' However,
David Siegal, president of the waiters' union, said his men would cooperate in every way until the end,

$102,000 IN BUFFALO
Sonja Henie's

Police point out that in their r.nids
against such 'clubs' they are up
again.st the same restrictions that
existed under Prohibition the need

AGVA

SHOW WOW

HENIE ICE

legal

pense, by hiring
for a yearly fee.

fill

the Camp Shows unit until such
fire officials, caught
by the order, rushed fire time as he is called for induction.
His partner is Edith Dahl Rogers,
inspectors there who immediately
violinist, who got attention during
the Spanish Rebellion when she
asked General Franco to release her
husband, a flier who had been cap-

supervi.-^cd plocc.s.

costs $175 per
week to operate.
officers
here feel that better results could
be obtained, and probably at less ex-

baby.

flat-footed

Liquor Control Commission, which
has been extremely vigilant in seeing that such key workers don't do
too much tippling nor any gabbing
about their work. The Army, too,
had expres.'icri concern about 'gossip.'
which has been ruled out in the

injuries to skaters.

AGVA's
York,

Local

bounds.'

Wirl/.-

out just at the time when field representatives, reportedly, had about
successfully concluded negotiations
with Wirtz on points arising from
several grievances filed by members
of the troupe. These concerned salary, pay for rehearsals, and carrying
of a registered nurse to care for

AGVA

out a'" draft board questionnaire
and take his physical examination,
after which he waseslated to rejoin

Most of the spots operate almost
exclusively after the 2 a.m. closing
time for the regular places, and ha've
grown extremely popular with the
large numbers of owlshift workers
The 'clubs' esin the arsenals here.
cape the supervision imposed on the
regular niterie."; here by the Stale

Actor

AGVA

in Philadelphia to

the

to stamp out the Increasing
of 'blind pigs' operating in
the loop under State club charters.

here

Henie ice show settlement, which
happened recently in Indianapolis.
The Cincy group also rapped the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
1 America for so-claimed domination
Al Buckler, president,
of AGVA.
was in the chair at the meeting.
Motions came from Guy Gerbcr.
Philadelphia. Dec. 22.
treasurer, and Lester Lake, first v. p.
The American Federation of MusiPeeve against Thomson is that he
cians last week went to bat with did a long-dista.ice folderoo from
the American Guild of Variety Art- Hollywood, of the Indianapolis walk-

After the guy finished, Dick Mayo,
ansecretary,
executive
sulted in the arrest in Philadelphia.
nounced he wai; no actor andi
Saturday (19), of Phil Kayc, comic ordered that his
application
and nitery m.c. who had been tour- be returned.
ing with a USO-Camp Shows tabloid
The two unions have agreed to
His local draft board. Union
unit.
this arrangement:
City. N. J., had complained that he
II an act is 50% or more nonhad not notified them of his change
of address and agents of the Federal musical, he is under the
half-or-more
If
it's
Bureau of Investigation yanked him jurisdiction
'musical he is the musicians union's
out of the troupe.

Kaye remained

requested

is

in

ers find their fun. Prosecutor William E. Dowling has launched a drive

Accordion Player

AGVA

DRAFT EVASION CHGL

Origin of the fire is undetermined.
Flames burned the draperies in the

AGVA

WhoCinedTliat

Detroit, Dec. 22.

To head ofT more Prohibitionist
growth as well as to keep a better
check on spots in which war work-

number

Dissolution of the American Guild
of Variety Artists' legal department,
and impeachment of Kenneth Thomthe
of
executive secretary
son,
Screen Actors Guild, were called for
in motions approved by the execulocal here
tive board of the
in session Wednesday (IC).

a musician.

EREE PHIL KAYE ON

pital.

Local Asks

Tliomson's ousting
because of his part

New Orleans Order
New Orleans, Dec.

villages

to

of

'out-of-bounds'

decree was removed on second Insame afternoon.

Va-

Thomson Impeachment

boycotting
when the proprietor rushed orders
for alterations even before the inspecting military officers had quit

.spectioii later that

of

Cincinnati, Dec. 22.

third
officials, es-

by

AGVA

SPEAKS

VS.

member

a

affect

Artists.

Cincy

37lh Anniver$ttry ISutnber

Army

effective

caped

were

Henle,

the American Guild

union,
riety

them* of th«

•

places of public assembly to 'prolaurel
hibit paper, Christmas trees,
and infiammable decorations, and to
etc.
decorations,
other
fireproof
Industo
according
Department,
The

MIm

working In the Wirti show, does not
want the responsibility of handling
the negotiations on hii own since,

Yeslrrycar Burlesque
nn

DET. IN DRIVE

4 A*s Denarids
inn
s

Jack Pearl

43

where he had been

delegate, about Ave months ago to
take over the leadership of AGVA's
He received a one-year
Local 5.
contract.
Dropping of Pepe had long been
rumored but it was generally accepted that any such move would
wait until the Four A's selected <
new national leader for AGVA. Un
derstond that the Four A's board ap
pointed the committee as a result of
data contained in the letter Carl
Dennis, executive secretary of the
local in Detroit, sent to the
Four A's withdrawing his name
from consideration for the post of
national prexy of AGVA.
Along
with the news about being tapped
by his draft board, Dennis included
sundry comments and criticisms of
the Four A's and
and made
mention of alleged sniping within
the organization of the New York

AGVA

AGVA

ing costs. November business represented a loss, ha said, and only
New Year's eve and Xmas week biz
will make possible an even break
for December. It's likewise feared
that luxury spending on Rainbow
Room scale will be drastically curtailed next year.

Robertson said the two rooms
would have been shuttered Nov. 1,
it wouldn't have been

staffed by Walter Greaza, remaining
until a reas administrator of
placement is set, after which he returns to Actors Equity: George Heller of the American Federation of
Radio Artists; Florence Marston, of

AGVA

the Screen Actors Guild, and Ruth
Richmond of Chorus Equity.

CHICAGO
•
Opening Jan. 8
ORIENTAL, CHICAGO

except that

to the employees, considering
Xmas holiday and New Year's
eve coin they earn, including the
annual Yule bonus, which is being
fair

Personal Management

the

distributed as usual.

Leo Reisman and his orchestra booked in under contract
until Jan. 19, management will pay
off the band. Remainder of current
show, however, was Inked in with
stipulation
that
contracts
would

HARRY ROMM
Amusement Corporation

General

With

GAPPELUsPATRIGIA
WUh A SIKRHY

rHRIHT.M.\H

to

Oui

terminate Jan. 1. if decision was
reached to suspend.
Robertson said that a recent survey made of entire Rockefeller
Center has also resulted In decision
to suspend Rockefeller Center magazine on first of year. Mag, eight
years old, .ivas distributed to all

l^cDfld nnd thr Plm^flrii f«r Wlinm

tenants.

BEACHCOMBER, Miami Beach

\V«

lln«'<!

Workml

I

:

Boston, Dec. 22.

The RKO Boston theatre has
postponed Sally Rand, due to open
here this week. She will play the
booking later in the year.

IMS.

In

CHEZ PAREE^
HKI.D

OVER

5

Chicago
Tl.MBK

ROTAL PALM, Miami
HK1,1>

OVEK

0

TIMK.M

FROLIC CLUB, Miami
HKI.IJ

nKi.n

Rand Postpones
Boston Theatre Booking

Sally

local.

Some time back Pepe went before
the international board of the Four
A's to complain about hii lack of
authority and the board's action in
taking the unfair action against Leon
Ac Eddie's out of his hands.
Shortly
thereafter it was reported authoritatively that Pepe's days as secretary
of the N. Y. local were numbered.
The -negotiating committee was

HELD «VER

CHEZ PAREE

OVER

ovEn

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL, Florida
HUt.U OVKlt

CLUB, San Francisco
U&P
^TIBI.,D OVER
WEEKS
4

BROWN

HOTEL,

Louisville

CLUB ROTALE, Detroit
HURRICANE, New York
()l'KNM\a

DECRMDBR

10

Understood the management ol
the theatre yanked Miss Rand rather
than risk offending local reformers
who have been hyper-critical of
show business since the recent
Cocoanut Grove disaster.
Since
Miss Rand has long been on the
Catholic taboo list It was deemed advisable to delay her appearance.

Beverly Hills Country Club

Pled Pipers have left Tommy
Dorsey's orchestra, now in California
making a film for Metro,

ROYAL CASINO

NKWPORT,

Kontarky

"Always Workina"

WHITEY ROBERTS
Now

al

Nrw York

Wednesday, December 23, 1942

MUSIC HALL,

N. Y.

HOUSE RETIEWS

comedy boxing match in panto,
earnmg a fancy bit of palm-whackfor

ing.

Next to closing brings on La Ter'The Nativity,' produced by Leon resita, nifty brunette trapeze artist
Leonidoif, settings by Bruno Maine, who works without a' net and
does
costumes by Marco Montedoro, with effective work hanging by her heels
Music Hall Choral Ensemble, Syviph and later by one foot. Finale is the
OTch lErno Rapee, director; Frank Black Horse Troop of eight wellNowicki and Jules Silver, associate trained equines in a full-stage ring.
conductors), Selma Kaye and Guy Act closes with a bit of flag-waving.
produced by
'Hats
Off,'
Smilli;
Capacity biz opening night. Earl.
Leonidoff, i'Cttings by Maine, costumes designed by Willa Van, executed by H. Rogge, lighting effects,
Dave
Mallen
with.
Braun,
Eugene
Glee Club, Leonard Gautier's BrickPittsburgh, Dec. 18.
layers, Albert Gifford, Guy Smith
Les Brouin Band (16), Crcsso»iio?is
Shayne & Armstrong, Corps de Ballet
(Florence Rogge, director) Rockettes (6), Rochelle & Beebe, Roberta Lee,
Butch Stone, Town
(Russell Af arfcert, director); 'Ran- Hal Derwin.
dom Harvest' (M-G), reuieiued in Crierj (14); 'Flui7ig Fortress' (WB)
'Variety,' Nov. 25, 1942.

STANLEY, PITT

,

In pnst years this

WB

deluxer

has
The Music Hall invariably has a always come up with a strong film
show for the Yuletide, and this and name show week before
Christis no exception.
mas, figuring that while the other
Opening is 'The Nativity,' telling first-run spots were laying
low they
This is an
of the birth of Christ.
could pick up the gravy. Not this
annual Music Hall repeat during season, however.
Picture is 'Flying
Christmas, and there's no gainsaying Fortress'
(WB), imported from Engthat it's significance is timely as land, with only
Richard
Greene
for
And, in these times, perhaps the marquee and
ever.
the whole thing
even more so than ever.
nothing more

STATE,

In a

N. Y,

baby voice by PeeWee Louis

Brltt Wood had to beg off in the
Ciro Riniac Orch (U), with Alrira next spot with his standard harCamargo, Mtchita Virella, Marquita monica, talking and dancing act.
Guy Ktbbee, Lew Parker, Wood hasn't changed a line in years
Antaleks (5), Ginger Harmon; 'For- but always leaves them begging for

Rivera:
est

more.

Rangers' (Par).

Ciro

Rimac's
compact
LatinAmerican combo, with its emphasis
on three femmes, is carrying much
of burden of the current modest preChristmas week lineup here. Outfit
looks improved from previous
New York, appearance, due chiefly
to work, of feminine talent.
House
has given the band a colorful background, but the orchestra itself is
working smoother and faster.

Ella Fitzgerald and The Four Keys
(piano, guitar, bass and singer-) score
solidly with versions of 'Mamma

Come

'White
Home,'
'Kalamazoo' and others.

JVeuiOTk, Dee. 19

Latin-American

Samba

with

tunes,

its

versions being notably sock.

layout, paced, by Bob
and featuring Mitzi
is solid all the
the line and adds up to
65 minutes of good entertainment,
Show came in for plenty of kudoes
but, it's taking a sharp b.o. rap, in
common with most of the other
downtown houses.
Allen, formerly featured baritone
with the late Hal Kemp, has a com
paratively new band and one that

Showmanly

Maestro and comely Michita Virella Allen's
.strut

TOWER,

BALTO

Morg.

ADAMS, NEWARK

flue

HIPP,

Christmas'

45

N. Y.

Jerry Wald Orch (16) with Anita
Boyer, Johnny Bond; Betty Jan*
Smith, Frank Paris, Jack Guilford,

Lime

Trio; 'Flying Fortress'

(WB).

Strand's pre-hoViday show, in for

one week
(Jimmy Dorsey and
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' open Xmaa
Day), is abundant numerically, but
fair
from an entertainment
In combination with the
'Fortress' film it's not likely to add
up to much at the b.o. Wald Is
drawing heavy morning biz, howonly

standpoint.

Bob Allen Orch, (14) with Lynn ever.
Gardner and Randy Brooks, Little
Wald's band is a comparative
Tough Guys, Adam & Jayne Di GaRimac crew offers a fine assort- lanos, Mitzi Green; 'Powder Towtt newcomer, having made good strides
since debuting last year at the Linment of Cuban, Brazilian and other (RKO).

one

than strictly the counIt's a two-part production at the
terpart of a Hollywood B.
On the
Hall during these next few weeks, stage, it's Les
Brown, one of the
with the show as accompaniment to crack newer
bandsmen but unknown
'Random Harvest.' and it's one that's hert.
Set-up doesn't look v»;-y
varied and entertaining all the way. promising
from a b.o. angle and getRunning about 35 minutes, the sec- away was a tip-off,
with downstairs
ond part is labeled 'Hats Off,' and is less than half full and only
a scatdivided into three lesser units.
tering in the front balcony.
The Nativity,' of course, is the
Brown's
got
fine,
a
outfit.
He
most impressive part of the show,
with Selma Kaye and Guy Smith has a crack arranger, too, treatment
handling the vocals, assisted by the of some of the pops being smartly
original and showy.
Set-up is five
theatre's choral ensemble.
'Hats Off' is devoted to the more saxes, three trombones, four trumpopular type of entertainment, with pets, piano, drums, bass and guitar,
comprising with Brown himself taking a tutn on
three subdivisions
its
(a) "Top Hat,' a musical tribute to the reeds. Leader is definitely on the
George M. Cohan; (b) "The Brown retiring side and could be just a
Derby,' in which Leonard Oautier's little showier up there.
Catalogue and steady parade of
Bricklayera, dog act, is as socko as
(c)
The Service Cap,' vocals are chiefly geared for the
.ever and
number built around a set of the dance-hall trade. Brown doesn't appear to have realized his full possiNew York Stage Door Canteen.
Dave Mallen, who has long been bilities yet for the stage. Among
identified with his impersonations of the specialists, best Is Butch Stone,
once again simulating the saxman, a sort of scat-shuffling
Cohan,
Yankee Doodle Dandy Kid, and his singer who stopped the show cold
Mob refused to let
atartling facial likeness to Cohan, when caught.
Slus the letter's familiar song and him get away. He did 'Knock Me a
ance characteristics, recall all too Kiss,'^ '(3ood-Man Is Hard to Find'
vividly the great loss suffered re- and 'My Feet's Too Big,' and tore
in
Cohan's
death.
The the house apart. Stone is styled
cently
Music Hall Glee Club assists Mallen after the better sepia scatters (white
In the Cohan song and dance rou- himself, though) and gives out big.
Femme singer is Roberta Lee, an
tines.
The Brown Derby' part is among attractive package with a warm,
with the lush voice, and other warblers are
the most entertaining,
Bricklayers still one of the ace dog Hal Derwin and Town Criers, two
The routine is stiU boys and two girls. They're all good.
acts around.
Two acts with Brown, and they're
one in which the canines simulate a
building construction gang, with the both out of the top drawer. Cresclimax coming when two of the dogs sonlans, four men and pair of gals,
do a simultaneous leap from swing- are among the best of the tumbling
ing miniature scaffolds.
teeterboarders. Rochelle and Beebe,
Topper of the second production is although spotted bad, coming right'
the scene that has the Canteen for after Stone, make their 10 minutes
count with tip-top comedy dancing.
Its background.
'I Left My Heart
at the Stage Door Canteen' is the
Short feature (68 minutes) permusical key for the number, with mits Max Adkins' house orch to turn
Guy Smith and Albert Giflord tak- in an overture for a change this
Cohen.
ing part as a couple of lads in week.
khaki.
Shayne and Armstrong are
in this portion, after the Canteen
set unfolds, doing a bit of acrobatic
dancing.
The smash part of the
Canteen layout is the illusion of hot
Baltimore, Dec. 19.
dogs, rolls, etc., as created against a
Hat Mclntyre and orch (14) with
darkened stage by the Corps de Four Lyltle Sisters & Tony Dexter,
Ballet, the food, of course, sup- Marion Hutton
Modernatres (5),
<fr
posedly representing the refresh- BilHe Reyes; 'Seven MUes from Alments for the servicemen gathered catraz' (Col).
in the Canteen. Then the Rockettes,
in their usually bofTo precision stuff.
The pops gets a real workout here
Biz was strong on the opening this week and its jive from start to
night (Thursday), with much of the finish.
In addition, BlUie Reyes,
biz credit going to the Greer Garsmart talking juggler, is manna from
son-Ronald Colman starrer. Kahn.
heaven in this layout and the stub
holders are welcoming him with
open arms.
K. C.
workmanlike
Mclntyre
has
a
combo of four sax, four rhythm and
Kansai City, Dec. 18.
Polacfc Brothers
Indoor Circm, six brass, and he himself pitches in
with the Black Horae Troop, La with a tenor sax for licks and harBand's vocalist Is
Terresita, Tiny Kline, Ruby Larkin mony interludes.
& Dime Wilson, The Black Brothers a young^er, 'Tony Dexter, and he
(2). Totoer Orch with Don Tiff and moans out the tunes of the day in
Mike Carle; 'Hol/u>a« to Shanghai' regular and accepted style. 'Then
there's the Four Lyttle SLsters. who
stint
particular
their
contribute
The Tower stage takes on the ap- equally as well. Its all n'.ce and in
Pfarance of a big top this week as the accepted groove.
the house orch works down in the
Swingy arrangements of 'Old Man
pit, and the Polack
Brothers Indoor River' and 'One o'Clock Jump' high<-ircus gives out with a eO-minute light the bands' rep, and Dexter
performance which lacks only the warbles
Too
'White
Christmas,"
red lemonade and hot dogs.
Tired' and 'There Are Such Things'
Hap Lewis, announcer, brings on backed up the quartet of femme
Mona and Mary Ann, twin baby singers. (Quartet also renders 'Kalaelephants who are put through paces mazoo' and 'Dearly Beloved." Look
by two nattily-attired girls. One of
well in their costumes and sell all
xne animals walks a plank, reversing
right.
airection midway, io start things
Reyes, the juggler, utilizes fre.sh
rolling
Deuce goes to Ruby Larkijfe material and times his gags to adroit
pretty brunette who does
a balanclSr handling of balls. Encore bit with
SUrtmg with a chair and work- platters is a sock turn.
mg next with
small Uble. she
Marion Hutton and the Modernnnally ba ances a sofa on
her fore- aires are a h.o. after solid reception
^•'^ ascends and descends a on last week's show. In spite of em3!
double
ladder.
phasis on style of jive occasioned by
°"
'he Black Brothers, present accompanying layout, swingJ*
comedy
acrobaU who have a fast- stress and her male quartet punch
jnoving routine.
It's sure-fire with
out a resounding spot. New entries
J"yes.
Much of turn Is pure are 'Moonlight Becomes You' and
vlt
hoke, but the boys
do a few bits of 'Jingle Jangle' with elaborate worktvni, "?y'".«' Tiny Kline does a ing out of 'Strip Tease Polka' a
hanging by her solid sender.
tMi£
running from balBurm.
Biz fair,
conv'r.
r
cony railmg
to a point oftsUge.
".omedy angle is played up in
IWarle Kirk replacing Mary Krieg
.b"ll-flght sequence billed as
as vocalist with Boron Elliott orch
g°^,^i
"''•h pooches In skins
Krieg
bMrin„ ^°J?'
at Bill Green's, Pittsburgh.
horns and long tails
cha«^?
recently married Ensign
matadors.
After gal, who
snlni^^to join her
an unan- William Cain, Is leaving
nou^n^eL^U^?"ru«
nounced girl, ^he
Black- Bros, return husband, stationed at Miami.

STRAND,

well \ikta.

samba

while latter also

niftily

scores with a Spanish Castanet

num-

ber, and should be given more to do.
Marquita Rivera is best in a voodoo
dance.
She also steps with the
nimble-footed Charley Dimas, and is
distinctly an asset to the outfit.

Alzira

Camargo
Her two

is

the chief 'bal-

Latin-American
'I Can't Give
Love,' done in
English, is effective in her broken
Americanese.
Although singing a

ladist.

songs are best, although

You Anything But

bit loud for a mike, she

went

solid

with the small audience when caught.
Guy Kibbee's personal appearance
is a vast improvement over his turn
of a few years ago.
Act is long
on witticisms, bulk of which poke
fun at his 'ability' as a screen lover.
Neatly gagged for the most part, the
vet screen character actor romps
through to healthy returns. His prolonged tour of army camps and navy
bases has sharpened his act so that
now it fits almost any vaude podium
Ginger Harmon, jitterbug songstress, clicks with her present array
of times which include 'Zoot Suit,'
'Can't Get Out of This Dream' and
'Hip, Hip, Hooray.' 'Also does well
in
an Informal skit with I.ew
Parker, m.c. of show.
Parker keeps proceedings going
along at a trim gait, chipping in
with an ingratiating string of sly
jokes and clowning.
Outstanding

Orch

Green's mimicries,

way down

watching. Made up of five
brass, five saxes and four rhythm,
orch features a crack brass section,
headed by Randy Brooks, and is
well grooved in the swing metier.
Repertoire Is well diversified and
Allen's pleasant personality makes
for good fronting. Leader's baritone
solos are plenty ear-compelling. He's
bears

coln hotel, N. Y.
His combination
of three trumpets, three trombones,
five sax, four rhythm, like the majority of bands, has been bothered
by conscription. He has a number
Yet,
of new faces in all sections.
with the exception of a glaringly
weak rhythm quartet, the group
stacks up as a solidly good band,

using good arrangements.
Wald plays clarinet. His work on
the instrument gets better all the
time, but his stage presence is coming along much more slowly. When

caught

audience

solo
bits
frequent.

was

A

response to his
spontaneous and

particularly g<x)d idea

he uses is the voice-clarinet duba
with Anita Boyer, vocalist who
leaves the outfit to

work

singly after

this week.
Miss Boyer contributes
smartly to the effect of -the ban<l,
heard to advantage with 'Abraham' doing 'Hip Hip Hooray,' 'When
and 'Praise the Lord', and does a Lights Go On,' then 'Mad About
She's
particularly effective job with an Him Blues' with Wald.
polished performer in all departoldie, 'Remember Me',
On the (listafi side, outfit features ments, enhanced by a fine wardrobe.
Lynn Gardner, ohanteuse and swell Johnny Bond's a gravel-voiced
singer
from
the
trumpets.
He's
excomplement to the band. Chanter
has a voice to match her frame and traneous in view of the number of
He does 'Brother Bill.'
face. Warbles 'Met Him on Monday', acts.
Betty Jane Smith, tapstress, leads
and then teams with Milt Norman
She's a so-so dancer In
guitarist, In Too Much Zoot'. Nor- the acts.
man walks on stage rigged out in an two routines, although she got inultra zoot outfit that won giggles, but different help from the band this
number falls to ring the bell. Miss show. She's cute, however, a fact
that
lost on this audience.
wasn't
Gardner could do with better ma
Frank Paris, puppeteer, doubling
terial and more numbers.
Band's best bets are a couple of from nearby Hurricane nitery, has
smart production numbers that gain a better turn than it showed here.
song, 'How About You,' rings in a added efPectlveness by being played He uses a series of hip-high dolls
lot of extraneous by-play for laughs. behind a scrim lit
up with scenic manipulated with dexterity, and the
His session with his pale-faced slides.
crowd went for the act easily.
stooge. Bill Barton, Is a wow. AnDevice is used to advantage in pro First is a Latin dancer, then comes
taleks, three girls and two males, viding illustrated backgrounds for a ballet-dancing ostrich, which is
open show with balancing feats, 'Jingle Bells' and 'Praise the Lord' least effective, then a 'Madame
They're standard, and fill the bill ex- Latter number, which closes the Butterfly' doll with wings treated
cellently.
phosphorescent
paint.
Ice
show, wins strong audience reaction with
Wear.
Biz way off.
when picture of General MacArthur skater and the Inevitable skeleton
close.
Skating doll routine showed
is flashed on scrim.
Two of original Little Tough Guys, little Imagination, being confined to
billed as Murph and Sailor, had the speedy circling.
Jack Guilford, comic, who first
zoot-suiters In the aisles with their
cut-ups and
shenanigans. gained a reputation at Cafe Society,
raffish
Boston, Dec. 18.
N. Y., couple years ago, is out of the
Frankie Masters Orch (15), Debu Kids are likeable and have an amus- recent 'Count Me In.'
His work
(antes
Buddy Clark, Radio ing turn replete with gags and situ- here is good, but the material he
(5),
ations.
Rogues; 'Cat People (RKO).
Adam and Jayne Di Gatanos, ball- uses, while it clicks strongly, is not
win
terrific response as powerful as some of the things he
room
dancers,
Masters makes his first stage approjected at the cafe.
He tees off
pearance in the Hub with this show with seriesjOt whirling pirouett«s.
Mitzi, on last with some bang-up with vocal and physical apings of
and the band's style clicks solidoriginal material and mimicries of Rudy Vallee, Stan Laurel, Charles
ly. Leads off with 'Hip Hip Hooray'
Butterworth, George Jessell, all of
and forthwith introduces Billy Lowe, Garbo, Hepburn, Zasu Pitts and which .ride high, particularly the
with
who murmurs 'Beguine' and 'I'm Veronica Lake, sells her stuff
Laurel bit Next is an imitation of
Jona.
Getting Tired.' Vocal quality is okay gusto.
a sleepy subway rider, followed by
but the style Is distinctly sedative.
Audience
a host of other things.
The Debutantes do 'a couple of
KEITH'S,
liked it all.
rhythmic ensemble numbers, the
Lime Trio, standard turn, finish
secmid of which, a dance imitating a
up and they too, win stub-holders.
mdianapotls, Dec. 19.
machine, runs a little too long. 'The
Wooi
Biz fair.
Leon Miller, Harold k his Jig
act, consisting of five lookers, could
Mary Mayer, Kirk &
(3),
use more vivacity. Phyllis Myles, the Saws

RKO, BOSTON

INDPLS.

band's femme vocalist, lends some
spice to the show with a couple of
pop tunes, clicking with 'Gobs of
There follows an arrangeLove.'
ment of 'Rustle of Spring' featuring
Woody Kcssler and Buddy Clark.
Clark has a following here and
registers nicely. He sings an attractive quartet of tunes in a strong,
baritone,
steering
well-produced
clear of the usual treacle trundled
out by band vocalists. This leads up
to the Radio Rogues with their miming of Gable, Boyer, vallee, Winchell, Bernie, Muni and others. They
remain solid with the audi^ce and
add a lift to the show.
Biz not very good at the opening
Edie.
show.
'

ORIENTAL, CHI
Chicago, Dec.

18.

Clayton, Libonatti Trio,

Bob White,

Latasha and Laurence, Reid and
Dean; 'JVflssissippi Gombler' (U).

PeeWee
the

Too much music on

this bill

with

Foster's orch, a harmonicist and the
instrumentalists with Ella Fitzgerald,
Foster's
but it plays fairly well-.
quiet style is a relief from some of
the brassy bands that have appeared

here lately.
Band opens with 'Jingle Bells,' followed with 'Gobs of Love' and then
introduces Dottle Dotson, who does

good

three

numbers

Sunny

Rice, petite tapstress, does a

to

results.

routine to Spanish rhythm and then
an excellent combo ballet and tap
number to '18th Century Drawing
Room.' Drew a heavy hand.
Band resumes with 'Moonlight Becomes You' with vocal by Ray Robwho also contributes 'My
bins,
Buddy' and 'There Are Such Things.'

Left to nice applause. 'Der Fuehrer's
Face' by the band and 'Has Anybody
My Kitty' and 'Playmates' done

Seen

N. Y.

helped by flashy lighting and two
featured sepia trumpet men who
spiU hot notes all over the place.
Chaser, 'Victory Walk,' is followed
by 'Derby' Wilson, who goes through
an uninspired tap routine.
Chubby Jackson muggs far too
acro' routines with particularly nifty
band
skirt dance and some fast cartwheels much in a bass specialty, but
inby the girl, end Latasha and Law- follows it up with a fresh blues
Pigmeat and Baskette,
rence do some clever adagio work. strumental.
house comedians, then click
standard
The younger of the .Libonattis, who
appear next to closing in a xylo- in a country-cousin-clty-slicker skit.
singing
vocalist,
Rita
Bradley,
phone act, offers some lively hoofmellow, registers neatly in Tive by
ing.
The boy Is quick on his feet.
Biggest laughs are produced by Five* and This Is the Army.' Gal
Harold Boyd and the Jig Saws, three combines smooth voice with Amobtrusive mannerisms. 'Peanuts Hollads in sailor suits who do most of
land and Howard McGee, the brass
tricks in knockabout bag. Reid and
Dean entertain with a line of song, men, gamer yells in 'I Like to Riff,'
dance and gags end Bob White, with former doing the vocal rifting
m.c, digs up some old ones with the and latter trumpeting all over the
colored
register.
Other
ceiling
help of a couple of plants.
Various vocal combinations assist member of the band, the' pianist,
the production numbers.
The suffers because of a small, tinkly upin
opening features a parade of the right. The same two tooters grab
girls to the tune of Irish melodies. more hand-thumping with Trumpet
take-off
on
Tommy
There's socko entertainment in the Typhoon,'
show, but It needs pruning and Dorsey's 'Git It,' during which Holsmoothing down ia the rough spots. land and McGee try to out-cut each
(Continued on page 55)
Corb.

with spread while multi-colored lights
Foster's Orch (11)
Miller
Dotson, Ray Robbins and play on her from above.
Louis, Ella Fitzgerald and reels off a variety of steps from
Four Keys (5), Britt Wood, 'Ballin the Jack' to 'Boogie Woogie'
Sunny Rice; 'Secrets of the Under- in his popular comedy style; Kirk
and Clayton offer some smooth tapground' (Rep.).

Chuck

Doitie

APOLLO,

Charlie Bamet Band (17) with
New show put together by A. B. Rita Bradley and 'Peanuts' Holland;
Marcus revolves around Leon Mil- 'Derby' Wilson, Pigmeat, Jimmle
Baskette, 'Connie' Harris, Moke k
ler, girls In brightly colored cosnumbers Poke; 'Dr. Renault's Secret' (20fh).
and production
tumes
neatly spaced between the turns of
An old Harlem favorite, Charlie
standard variety acts.
this week and for 4S
Highlights include the Maid of Barnet is here
show's 65 minutes the band
Silver, who poses on a curtain that of the
holds forth In the best jump tradilifts her into tfie files and lets her
down again, and a patriotic finale tion. Opening night (Friday) show,
preceded
a midnight benefit,
in which masked figures represent caught
to conserve energy,
Roosevelt, Stalin and Chiang-Kai- and the acts,
mask wasn't appeared for only a single turn.
Shek
(Churchill's
sax
heads an eight
Barnet's
hot
the
opening
here)
while
ready at
brass, three rhythm and six reed
girls .stand for varioas units of the
combb that wISeiy "Slifcks" "t8' tiinii'
armed forces.
Show is strong on dancing side, that have already won a receptive
Opener,
with the most spectacular bit a but- following via recordings.
'Smiles,' is an effective medley, of
terfly routine by Marv Mayer, who
wave.s silkish wings of about 30-feet blues played from behind a scrim,

-
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USO Camp Shows
HIT THE DECK
VNIT

(BF.D OIRCUITi

57)

Fort flruBP, N. C, Dec. 18.
Inc., presenta-

USO-Cainp Shows,

produced by Richard Berger.
Adapted front the book by Herb
Fields: music by Vincent Youmoiis.
tion

Rerieired n( Comniuiiili/ theoire.
The
Fort Bragg. N. C, Dec. 18.
Willie Shore, Lee Oia-oii. Marie
Maryiynn Ross, Earl McVeigh, Al LcRoy. Jean, Jack *
Judy. Christine Forsyth, The Voiieisf Singers (7), Dnii Eckley Girls
cast:

Vttistiti,

Whal".< lefl or the original Herb
Fields' book of 'Hit the Deck" in
this U.S.O.-Camp Shows production
wouldn't fill the message half of a
picture post card, but the story
doesn't matter, as the net result is
the best entertainment pasi^ed on
down hero in the past two seasons.
'Hit the Deck' should really be
The
titled 'Hit 'Em with Shore.'

hard-working zany comic is onstage
for about 55 of the show's toUl of 80
minute.-:, clowning around with the
script or giving out with one of his
He clicks
wide variety of bits.

of

it

in

good

(RED CIRCUIT; UNIT

taste.

hefty
Peters Sisters, who go over, as usual
with their singing and dancing. Cook
and Brown, acrobatic dancers, run
with
their
the sisters a close second
^nd slapstick acrofast-stepping

Headlining

are

the

S3)

three

Jefferson Barracks, Mo., Dec.

15.

Four Macks, Three Randall SisBuddv Howe, Jean Carroll
Alice Kavan, Lane Brothers, Chester
Dolphin, 5(etie Evans, Line (16).
tets,

batics.

Mabel Mayfair is better to look ul
than to hear in her torch tunes.

Emory

<9ne of the best USO army shows
to hit this neck of the wood 'Looping the Loop,' played a two-night
engagement at the Replacement
Center here, just south of St. Louis.
It
drew SRO mobs in the Tent
Arena, the total being 12,000 tor four
perforniances.
Unit, assembled in

FLYING COLORS

'

Slenty

ne of Gae Foster Girh.
Al Green, musical director, is in
the pit with the ban(), and group
turns in a fine job for the OO-minute
layout
Foster dancers (12) open revue
with a smart number, being in
abbreviated cowgirl costumes. Gir-ls
not U.S.A.'
Lee Dixon, ex-Warner pictures' put 'Jingle, Jangle' across well and
star, handles the oU Charlie King come back for two other production
Lee, a bits, one a Spanish number with
role of Bilge Smith nicely.
orack dancer, does only one .tap some good shawl-tossing and a
dance early in the opening scene, smash (Hosing number done on roller
put it's enough to bring down the skates.
The Three Winter Sisters have a
house.
He ilso duets 'Sometimes
Tm Happy' with Marylynn Ross and nice acro-tumbling act which goes
makes with smaTl and love talk dur- over nicely. Comedy is turned in
by Lew Hearn with the aid of seving the rest of the proceedings.
Only other Vincent Youmans song eral others. He's In three blackouts
in the show is 'Hallelujah,' which is that put the boys in a receptive
handled nicely by Earl McVeigh, mood.
Vocals are handled by Barbara
who also siqgs 'Great Day' capably.
A former Ben Yost singer who's LaMarr. who has « nioe voice and
been kicking around the vaude cir- personality, selling best 'Wonder
euit for the past three years, he's When My Baby's Coming Home.'
got a strong voi.ce and blends in Mark Plant baritones some pops,
nicely with The Vanesse singers on best of which are 'White Christmas,'
in which the audience joined, and
both numbers.
Marie Austin, who can sell a song 'Johnny Doughboy.' Standard vaude
nicely, sneaks two pop tunes, 'Ma, act is
that by (he two Arnaut
He's Making Eyes At Me,' and 'Down brothers in their bird whistling.
By the Ohio,' in between her regular
Linda Moody keeps the boys on
(cenes with Shore and the rest of edge with her neat appearance and
the cast.
nice taps in second production numThe two specialty acts are nicely ber. Another good turn is that of
potted. Christine Forsythe, a long- Masters and Rollins.
Male does
limbed girl who looks like a fugitive dance impressions of celebs, best of
from a Billy Rose showgirl line, does which are those of Boris Karloff
a last bit of tap terping in the open- and Sonja Henie.
She turns in a
ing scene and scores with a short nice terp bit also. Her contortions
oomic. conga, helped by the ubiquit- are laugh-provoking and earned a
ous Shore near the finale.
Jean, well-deserved hand
(jouple also
Jack and Judy are a trio who ap- turns in some neat comedy singing,
.

.

couldn't make up their
jokes and patter.
whether they'd be acro- / M^c, is Johnny. Woods, okay. He's
comedians and settled by in several of the skits as well as
parlaymg both into a fast eight min- putting on a neat turn of his own.
utes of good entertainment. The en- A standard impersonator, he does
thusiastic
soldier - audience
made several good impressioas of notables,
ahojv-stopBsrs out.pf them, too.
best of which are those on Al Jolson.
'Weakest spots in the "show' are ftie" £id"di5"'CantOr; "AinOS- "fi' An<ty and
three dance routines. The chorines Kate Smith.
are decorative enough (and what
Military climax is final production
else matters in a show for soldierj), number, featuring the Ciae Foster
but after being together for three Girls on roller skates.
weeks you'd think that they would
A near-capacity house greeted
know the routines better—or at least show here on first day.
Andy.

parently

niiiida as to

bats

or

make

their mistakes simultaneously.
All In all. 'Hit the Deck' should do
well for the rest of its 22 weeks on
the USO Red circuit, unless the

troupe knocks itself out on heavy
show schedules and rough travel and
hotel
accommodations.
At Fort
Bragg the schedule called for 12

shows in six nights, plus four afternoon quickies at the huge Bragg
hospital area.
On top of all this,
the troupe- is billeted in Raetord,
N. C.. and has a 20-mile bus trek
•very night. Cpl. Curt Weinberg.

SWINGIN' ON

DOWN

(WHITE CIRCUIT; VNIT

73)

Des. Moines, Iowa, Dec. 10.
Peters Sisters (3), Cook <fr Brouin,
Mabel Mayfair, Emory Evans, Sandy
Bums, Lee Norman band.

Playing at the
theatre of the

new

WAAC

1,033-seat post

Reception Centre, Fort Des Moines, this colored
troupe got heavjf response to every

Amerioan Symph Orch
(RED CIRCUIT; UNIT

35)

Fort Dix, N. J.. Dec. 10.
All during its last schedule USOCamp Shows was experimenting
with concerts for the troops. For a
time it had a volunteer symp.ionic
group playing camps around Manhattan, and between the closing of
its last season and the opening of
the current route Camp Shows had
various volunteer troupes of concertists
playing
for
servicemen.
From this experimentation came
four current long-haired units, one

which is the American Symphony
Orch.
Actually the program caught was
not nearly as heavy as the name of
the unit implies.
All of the numbers were short— five vocal and
seven orchestral offerings in the 75minute program— and all obviously
designed to please the servicemen.
The response was big.
Ellen
Longone,
mezzo-soprano.
of

of several tap routines.
exhibition of plenty of shapely
first

.

stage accommodations have to con
with other inadetiuacies at
tend
places such as this, but it's to the
of this unit that they overcame these handicaps.
credit

Paced
emcee,

by Nino Milo, comedy
troupe opens with Carla

hokum

Gets 5-Year Probation

On

funny talk
with a ventriloquial bit and a song
and a comedy ballroom number by
Nixon
that
had
this
audience
wrapped up. Accordion selections
by Salerno and request dancing in
which the sailors participated sent
the company off with a bang. Hal.
fast

Narcotics Charge
Pittsburgh, Dec.

M.

HoUis

Williams,

cafe

22.

enter-

was placed on probayears last week by
Federal Judge F. P. Schoonmoker
tainer

here,

for

tion

five

for violating the Federal Narcotics
Act by raising and possessing marihuana allegedly for his own use.
Williams, according to government
narcotics agents, had IS marihuana
plants growing outside a trailer,'

where he and

his family

have been

living.
The feds also reported finding five bushes of the weed hanging
inside the trailer and 500 grains of
crushed marihuana seed in Williams'
posse.ssion.

There was no evidence that Wil-

,

Vanderveer, young and good looking
dancer, whose Russian and toe numbers
met with Instant applause
She's accompanied by Frank Salerno,
accordionist, who plays the entire
show and has his own spot later.
After a few stories Milo docs impressions, making his changes before
the audience and scoring big, Nixon
and Sans run the gamut of vaudeville

Cafe Entertainer

Pitt

27)

LOOPING THE LOOP

ull

Evans emcees and plays
straight for Sandy Burns' comedy
turn. Jive session by the Lee Norman band is the finale.
One might think the WAACs would
strongly.
The love story of Bilge have been a little less receptive after
Smith, the gob with a gal in every being guests of Bob Hope's ra.iio
Chicago before its tour began in
port, and Lulu Mai-tin, the hash- show previous night, but there was no
Cheyenne, Wyo.. will hit 70 camps
si inger who comes into the heavy
indication of anything but apprecin
before winding up the trek. Brimmoolah and wants to buy him a tion on their part which emphasizes
ming over with talented performers,
freighter, is shoved well into the how much entertainment means to
and
every act was a click here.
background and just serves as an men and women In the service.
The line of lookers (16) washandi
excuse for bringing Shore. Lee
Moorhead.
capped
a trifle in their routines by
Earl
McAustin
and
Dixon, Marie
the limited area on Uie apron here,
Veigh on for their specialties.
but their zest,, fresh and colorful
Shore goes over strong. His 'Joe
costumes easily overcame that ob
Frisco'; the business aoout being
CIRCUIT; UNIT 65)
(WHITE
Steele.
and
waiter
manager,
customer,
bouncer in a night club; his lightWalter Davidson, former maestro
Fort Sam Houston, Tex., Dec. 9.
ning impersonation burlesques; a
of the Chicago State-Lake theatre
Lew Heam, Barbara La Marr. orch, and three musicians travel
straight bit of soft-shoe dancing and
Plant,
Linda
Mark
Bros.
Amaut
(2),
plenty
his pin-ball routine, all rated
with the troupe and are augmented
of applause here. Two special songs. Moody, Johnny Woods. Masters r by footers from the various lermy
Gae Foa camp bands.
VJoin the Navy and See the Girls.' Rollins, Winter Sisters (3),
Session caught opened
which he does with Marie Austin, ter Girls (12), Al Green tt Orch with the line, costumed in blue and
and a Carmen Miranda tune written (12).
white headdresses, blue and white
by Herman Timberg, Sr., drew
blouses, red skirts and red elbowA neat package of entertainment length gloves, welcoming the sollaughs a-plenty and k^t him onIt's fast, has
stage taking extra bows when this for the soldier hoys.
diers and then going through the
ot slnging-danfing and a cute
Jevlewer caught the show. Biggest
augh Shore got was during a party
scene when he turns around and
yells 'Hey. Admiral, bring me a
table, I want to do a trick,' and a
gold-braided admiral brings out tiie
'This. I want you to know,'
table.
he tells the audience, 'Is USO Navy,

(UNIT

with this khaici audience.
The instrumental program inChica0O, Deo. 6.
cluded the 'Second Movement' of
Nitio Milo, f'ronle Salerno, Corlo
Schubert's 'Unfinished Symphony.
I'anderveer, Nixon & Sans; reviewed
Actually.
aero
antic.
quip, song and
'Dance of the' Comedians,' from at V. S. Naval Training School, Chi
Rovvever, the talent is not all that
Smetana's 'Bartered Bride,' to Mor
good, though passable tor the pur- ton Gould's 'Pavanne' and Gersh- cago, Dec. 6.
pose.
win's 'Summertime.' Miss Longone's
The U. S. Naval Training School
With the theatre only two-thirds repertoire ranged from the 'HabanL<s
situated in the far southside sec
full, owing to a snowstorm, the auera' from 'Carmen,' an aria from
dience (made up of about 00*'c 'Cavalleria Rustlcana,' 'A Kiss in the lion of the city, where, because of
ihe nature ot the special courses
WAACS) was plenty enthusiastic (or Dark' and 'Siboney.'
this 75-ininute outfit despite .some
For an added fillip one of the post taught here, leaves are few and far
microphone mixup that made it dilTi- musicians. Pvt. Rudy Van Gelder, a between. Shows playing here are
cult to determine whether the band
xylophonist in civilian life, assisted doubly appreciated because of that
Performers work on a flat floor
comprised musicians or riveters dur- on the percussion itvstruments.
here, a handicap, of course, from
ing the first half of the .show. The
Frnii.
But it is
the audience standpoint.
second half, however, played much
the adaption of the actor to his surbetter.
roundings that deserves the highest
Unit works last, using old. .surefire
praise.
Acts used to the best in
Riigs. plus catchy music and dancinR.

—

'

BLUE CIRCUIT

was one of the big whams, and so
was Robert Zeller, the conductor.
Both easily ingratiated themselves

liams, who had no
record, ever sold
Pleading guilty to
of producing and

previous criminal

any of the drug.

a formal charge
possessing marihuana. Williams was sentenced to
five years in ,the penitentiary, but

Judge

Schoonmaker

changed

the

sentence t» five years probation because of a lack of proof that Wil-

was a distributor of the drug.

1iam.<i

and

SOLDIERS BIG FACTOR

LNITERY UPBEAT

IN ST.

St.

Louis, Dec. 22.

(UNIT 10)
Nitery biz has taken a decided
Glenview, ill., Dec. 4.
upswing in this burg during the past
Lauren 6 Ginger, Jack & Jill War- year, with many new spota opening
ner, Frank Paxton; reviewed at Mili- and several operating on an alltary Police School, Glenvtew, Dec. 3.
night sked for the accommodation
of workers in the many defense
While these Blue tab units built planta in and adjacent to this burg.
to entertain servicemen in isolated
Soldiers from Scott Field, 111., and
spots, this one had its debut at the
Jefferson Barracks, just south of the
Military Police School in Glenvlew,

m., some 30 miles from the loop.
They are expected to play to from
The 40 to 750 men and are expected to
gams acclimate themselves to whatever

city,

and those on fiulough from

Ft Leonard Wood,
from

St.

Mo., 90 miles
Louis, are giving all the

niteries a good play.
Several of the spota sell no liquor
and thus are able to oircumvent the
closing hour law which is applicable
only to spota where liquor is pedAt iucfi places setups and
dled.
food, with a fixed minimum charge,
is provided in addition to floor show

and good dancing put the boys in a conditions exist.
mood for what followed.
Performers in these imlta have
Buddy Howe, a personable young been assured of meals and lodging
man, m.c.d. capably.
by the Army and Navy whenever
In the first slot were the Four possible.
When caught, this unit
Macks, a click roller skating act that appeared before an audience of BOO
operates on a wooden platform. 'The Military Police and made a flne imThree Randall Sisters, songbirds pression.
Frank Paxton, mental telepathlst, entertainment, with the shindigs
who possess talent and loolis, scored
with 'Idaho.' 'Alexander's Ragtime emcees and has an entertaining spot starting as late as 8 a. m. and skedBand,' 'Sadie Hawkins' Day' and of his own. Reaction good.
ded to catch the defense plant workLauren Si Ginger, man and woman ers after they leave the midnight
'Amen.' Even after that gob of stuff
musical team, work at a fast clip shift
the mob yelled for more.
Howe and Jean Carroll deliver a with many trick Instrumenta, and
goofy patter turn, with the gal being added .comedy by Lauren left the
Ginger, a
the comic and Howe the straight. boys asking for more.
Pliilly Hike
She does a swell interp of Louis looker, accordions throughout the AGVA's
Armstrong playing 'Lady Be Good' act as Lauren switches from one
receptive

m

on the trumpet, using only her
hands. The pair go into a tap challenge routine and windup with a
jitterbug session that scored solidly.
In the next slot were the Lane
Brothers, a pair of clever aero
dancers.
Then followed a production number with the line, in more
colorful costumes, the Randall Sisters warbling "Begin the Beguine'
and Alice Kavan, ballerina, doing a
bolero dance routine. She works in
several spots throughout the show,
doing a hot 'St. Louis Blues' number in sleazy blue pants that got
rousing applause.
Chester Dolphin, comic juggler,
also scored in a routine highlighted
by a balance on his head atop a
small stand and manipulating five
hoops simultaneously with his hands,
feet and a stock held in his mouth.
Steve Evans whammed over his Interp of a Polish laborer who becomes stewed. imitat<on<i of various
audiences, and a wow solo -jitterbug routine. The line returns for
another tap routine, again in a
change of costume, and the gals Indulge in a little challenge stuff that
the mob liKed. Show winds "Up in
90 minutes.
Great credit must be handed the
troupers for taking everything in
stride; one day a tent, the next a
theatre; long distance
bus hauls

from

downtown

hotel

accommodations

camps; bad
with raised
rates.
This latter is a matter that
should be given the o.o. by army and
state officials.
Sahu.
to

CLAUDIA
(RED CIRCUIT; UNIT
The
to

be presented at this post this year,
drew a packed house here
night (9).

'Claudia'
last

Comely, blonde Emily McNair portrays the tiUe role neatly.

Justine
quate.

Wayne,

The humor

all of

whom

are ade-

of the adolescent wife
is re-

and her more mature husband

tained to a considerable degree,
aided by the script's laugh-producing
dialog.

Ray Conlon, Del Ohrel, Maxtne
Martin, Kismet, Mildred Anderson;
reviewed at U.
Chicago, Dec.

S.

new wage

The building could bold 4,000, but
three-quarters of it is SOled with
bunks,
leaving
comparatively
a
small drill floor on which a small
stage, equipped with a backdrop, has
been construoted. An excellent amplifying system was the lone redeemfng feature but" the" alts We{\\
in

and gave

their best keeping

built drum, her difficult
done with apparent ease, held

the boys and sent her away to heavy
applause.
Maxine Martin, attractive swing
singer,
did
three numbers,
was
brought back for an encore.
Kismet, comedy magician, tied up
the show.
Loop.

Hatt.

Shutta

May Do

schedules be followed.
The bookers organization three
weeks ago turned thumbs down on
wage hike and for a time it
looked like tlje war was on. Howthe

ever, individual bookers, finding that
acts refused to work under the old
scale,
began paying the higher
prices-,-3nd all but » few email book-

now adhering to
Three agents, who are
their guns and refusing
10% hike. h;ive been
AGVA's nniair Hsl. ers are

the scale.
sticking to
pay the

to

placed

on

up

the pace for 60 minutes with seldom
a dull moment
Entire show wa.^
done to the accordion accompaniment of Mildred Anderson, and
played to an appreciative audience
of 900 men.
Ray Conlon emceed
well besides doing his click ventriloquial act.
Del Ohrel got the show oft to a
fine start with her acrobatic and
contortion work.
Working on a
tricks,

EMA board met with officials
AGVA and agreed to recommend
EMA membership that the

The

of

Naval Armory, to the

6.

Despite bad accoustics, a makeshift stage, no lighting and a barnlike building to play in, performers
ot this unit acquitted themselves
well.

Norman

is the young husband, and
his performance, too, is first-rate.
Support includes Myrtle Tannahill,
Harvey, Alice Buchanan,
Hamilton Mott, Norma Bianchi and

Edward

OK'd By Bookers Group

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.
The board of directors of the Entertainment Managers Assn. (bookpick the biggest dancers for comedy ers) on Wednesday (18) okayed new
effect Were well liked.
Loop.
scales instituted by the American
Guild of Variety Artists embracing
(UNIT ZD
a 10% 'cost of living' wage increase
for performers.
Chicago, Dec. 10.

specially
61)

Maxwell Field. Ala., Dec. 9.
major USO-Camp Show

first

Mackay

instrument to another.
Jack gc Jill Warner, cute, fast
dance team, appear twice, closing
with an audience participation bit
in which they invite men from the
audiehce to jitterbug with them.
Both being small, they deliberately

Pic

Minneapolis, Dec. 22.
After fortnight at Curley's here,
Ethel Shutta goes to Florentine Gardens, Los Angeles.

While on the Coast she will conwhich Lester Cutler (Producers Releasing Corp.) wishes her
sider role

to play in a picture to be produced
by him after the first of the year.

New

Orleans Cleans

Up

Nudity in Cafes
New

The same

Orleans. Dec. 22.

soft

lights,

gaudy fur-

nishings and blaring jive still holds
forth in the View Carre night spots,
but the flash of flesh is noticeably
absent from the clubs' spotlights.
No more g-string girlies trip
across the cigaret-smeared floors in
French Quarter drinkeries whose
barkers once yelled, 'Floor show
now going on
the more you applaud the more you see.'
The Sally Rands and Gypsy Ro.se
Lees of local fame have draped their
chassis with more clothes .than a
For
Floradora Girl ever owned.
bare appeal the girls are substituting fancy costumes to keep the elbjmr-benders in a merry mood.
This all came about Wednesday
(16)
when Police Superintendent
Reyer ordered that 'no more strip
tease shows will be permitted in
New Orleans.'
Police order is believed to be the
result .of protests by church groups.
.

.

.

,

,1

1!1
'

mOHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday, December 23. 1942

LATIN QUARTER,
(

with
N. Y. Now'
man,
FOLIES FANTASnqUE')

-We're All in the Same Boat
(by Jerry Livingston, Al HoffMilton Drake) which brings
the entire cast on in uniforms of

music.

N. Y.

Nick It Arnold and Johnny Bognurses,
WAACS, soldiers, sailors, fliani
present George Hale's reime,
for
the
finale.
Graphically starring
Elsa
Maa-uiell,
Dean
on the small stage above
ujith
Marina tKoshetz),
and behind the band is the Ameri- Murphv,
Ellsworth ft Fairchild, Carole &
can flag In a picture frame setting.
5herod, Gilbert Rnssell, & Conover
Same stage is also

Miui Haynet, Clariasa, Toni ft
Mi mi Worth, Jery It Turfc, Ben Yost
Vifciiies (7). Mickey King. Corinne
L Tito Valdez, Fredysons (7), Horald ft Lola, Carol Raye, Hibberf,
Bwrd & LeRue. Wally Wanger Line,

etc.

spotted

used Girls (.Lynn Reilly, Wynne Stanley,
earlier for a living 'Spirit of "76
Savona King, Doris Sand berg, Betty
portrait.
Patti Robbins); Emit Coleman
Don McGrane orch (Pamela Brit- Apple,
and
Panchito
orchestras,songs,
ton singing) provides lively dance
Rome
(Miss
Jtfaxtvell)
music as well as musical support Harold
Hoagy
Carmichael-Panl
Francis
for the performers while Ramon
Webster,
GiOL-aniii
D'An:i-John
Monchito's aggregation, alternating,
Latouche, Afaria Griever-Ravmond
takes care of Latin-style dansaption
Leveen,
Joseph
Mei/cr-Cormen
in hangup style.
Mori.
Lombardt-Eddie de Lange, David
cleverly

Don McCrane Orch, Ramon Monchito Orch; conceiued by Lou Wolchoreography by Mme. Natalie
$2 minimum, $3 Saluriays and holidays.
ters:

Koii'iarowo;

Lou Walters, Mme. Natalie Komarova and Wally Wanger have contrived an attractive nitery musical,
blending New Orleans, Arabesque
and Latin-American themes in a
coiorful, smartly-paced, production,
they've gone so far into a legit muas to present the
sical approach
show in two acts, with a 10-minule
intermission between the first and
It's
a spectacle
second portions.
that amply justifles the high cost
Maintaining the strong
involved.
accent on lookers, though with a
minimum of nudity for a nitery, the
spot will likely remain one of the
big Broadway cabaret grossers.
Lacking is a strong solo vocal
turn, though the Ben Yost Viking
crew of male singers is excellent in
Comthat department as a group.
pen.sating for the absence of any
socko comedy single are a couple of

SnxOTi-Saniniy

BLUE ROOM,

N. O.

(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

tions,

Rny

Gallop:

as Santa Claus, and when he
does the swank nitery reaps a joyful
harvest.
Current offering adds up
to 60 minutes of solid entertainment
in which the acts, picked shrewdly
for novelty appeal, click individually
and as a unit. They"re heavy on eye
appeal, too.
larly

rale comedy dancing acts.
Obviously aimed to impress via specand
specialized
staging
tacular
choreography and music, the producers have clicked.

battered high hat, cane,
starts the show on its merry
Costuming is. of course, gorgeous way with a bit of philosophy on the
with some $13,000 reportedly going theme "Be Yourself."
The band
display.
In
the
second
h:ilf then swings into 'St.
into the
Louis Blues," in
the gals model silver fox, mink, which Lewis gives the spotlight to
ermine and white fox coats re- Tony
Parenti,
clarinetest,
whose
porlcdly on loan from I. J. Fox.
home is N. O. (Tony used to conduct
First half opens against gay New the orch at the Liberty theatre here.)

the supper nonsense, returning here
after some five or six years when
.she
made her nitery debut with
George Jes.sel. Withal a strong b. o.
setup that will do plenty of business.
Co-star in this inst.-ince isn"t as
auspicious as Jes.<cl. of course, but

fla.-ih

his
jive.

of

girls

most became his final booking
summer. Healy is making his

tambourine dance number while
Toni and Mimi Worth, tall femme
dance team, follow in a swaying
lerp routine.
They click later in
the second half, in the 'Ballet on
Fifth Avenue' with a phoney strip

which leaves them fully dressed in
gowns.
Jery It Turk,
comic jitterbug
terpers, the boy in an orange-andgreen zoot suit with girl in crimson
outfit, score handily with
hoofing
and mugging bul hit their full
stride only in the second half when
a sailor comes on deck to neck the
dame.
The Fredysons, group of seven
tumblers, offer fast,
clever high
somersault routines.
One of the
boys does a triple somersault backwards, from a springboard, to land
in a chair perched on top of three
understanders.
Mickey King, girl
aerialist. holds attention with her
aero work on the rope in midair
and then clinches with a series of
turns using one arm as the axis
about which she revolves. However,
it
remained for Corinne & Tito
Valdez. smashing acro-adagio team,
and
Harald
Lola,
with
a
ft
novelty
snake
dance
in
the
dazzling 'Abrabian Nights' production
number to climax the first
half.
Both Corinne and Tito look
as if they have been around before,
though not listed as a team in
Variety' files.
Girl, an arresting
blonde, and partner are polished
terpers.
They get off to a rousing
start in the 'Arabian Nights' numsilk Civening

ber,

where the girl
gowned. In

is

and

the

latter doing a novel
of 'Song of India.'

ar-

rangement

Sammy

pantomimist, provides the comedy, going through
mouthings and gestures while record plays and gives appearance that
he's doing the vocalizing.
June Edwards, aero dancer with nice chnjssis,
gets terrific hand.

The

rest of the bill is well diversi-

comprising Ralph Jameson, an

fied,

operetta-type tencr with a powerlul
voice that could be used to better
advantage.
pci:.=p.s,
the
without
mike. "This is a low-cellinged spot,
and a booming voice such as Jameson's reverberates tleafcningly with
a mike.
He has highly listenable
pipes under normal (Conditions, how-

do so well here opcnin.? night '17).
He didn't have a cafe act, and. on
top of, that, wholly unsuitcd to this
rather noisy room.
Only a b"a-:sy
comedian could make good here, and
Shriner just ain't that type.

ever.

Fay Karol is a young singer of
pops, a looker with a' neat way ot
lilting a tunc; she's a click.
The

impressions

Angie Bond Trio are three sisters
who sing and instrumcntalize lo
okay response. The bill is rounded
out
by the 3 Bluejackets, three
colored male hoofers who are in
the usual

vein

for dance'rs of

this

They go over.
The Barry Bros, play adequately
show and the cu^'tomer hoofing.

type.

for

Birch,

by Ellsworth & Fairchild with their
Hal Saunders has been here for
tiptop quasi-Apache routine.
Cossome time and does a competent mutuming here asserts its worth, espesical job for both the show and the
cially the man's rue de Lappe getup.
dancing.
Joe Pafumy's crew proCarole & Sherod round it out with
vides the rhumbas.
Scho.
terp taps.
They're a blonde sister
act. making for nice rhythmic interlude.

is addressed to the boys in uniform.
Old Fashioned' permits an efFor
(iramatic
interlude.
change of oace. the livelier 'Everything I Got' is a good finisher.
Jimmy Hegg. emcee fixture here,
turns over his chores for the week

'I'm

fective

Jimmy

Ted Miller, who dees okay,
punctuating his introductions with
ags and stories to get laughs. Later
he End his brother. Art. combine for
an amusing singini; turn, mixing
clowning with vocalizing and playing their own accompaniments on
the ukele and banjo,
Colette opens the show with a di.splay of body gyrations that someThe
times pass for terpsichore.
Knights of Note. Twin City fivepiece band, pl^ys satisfactorily for
guest dancing and the show. Rees.

Kelly's, N. Y.
Hale has staged some excellent
routines, from rhumba to a taps
Lewis contributes patriotic ditty, treatment of "Persian Garden' (for
Glenda Hope. Helen Holmes, MarI
rould
Shake Hands with the sister act) and. in toto, has garet Gray,
Lorna
Rhode, Faith ArMcArlhur."
'Over knitted together a compact revuette.
followed
by
len, Renee, Rosita & Ro»ncro. Mildred
Thrro." after which show winds up
The Versailles' theory and right- Perlce, Eleanor Russell, Mona Chawith tuneful below-the-border song ly is that it does business regardvez, Momarte Boys (2). Joe Cappelo
and danre in Latin costumes by en- less at the dinner sessions. Miss MaxOrch (5); $2-$2.50 mininmtn.
Liu;.
semble.
well, from midnight on. plays games
and cavorts In her usual un-sylphJimmy Kelly's spot on Sullivan
like manner. She's the gravy for the

to
•.

If

—

—

•

Shang-Ri-La, Philly
Dec 19
Bee. Jean Worili,
Copclnnds (4). Sophisticated Ladies (3). Piipi Dancers
(6), Vicrory Girls (12), Dick WharPliiladolphin.

Hal

Jnric

It

Houey

Clic.^iici/.

street is helping to spark the Village
upbeat with the current show. Obviously geared for the late and aftertheatre trade, present bill is going
over well also with the dinner

house.

Dansapallon is in the capable
hands of the seasoned Emil Coleman, veteran of the nitery wars,
and Panchito's Rhumba. here for
yome six years or so. Elevated, and

crowd.
It's virtually an all-girl lineup not
Outside of the
too heavily draped.
Robert pert Glenda Hope, m.c.. the specialty
acts and dancers aren't outstanding
though providing a generally .satisfy-

New Act

deservedly, to the No. 1 hosting
ton
Orch
Olirer
OelDiicn
10).
somewhat Rliiimba Band I6): no cover, dinners spot is Robert, now that Alfred has
shifted
LaMartinique
1

corking $1 lip.
second half, they come
tRrbiigh agairi for a big score with - Accent is on the sight acts at the
.exciting acro-ballroomology and a Shang-Ri-La this sesh. with lots of
type of Spanish tango.
iici'o skating, adagio roulinc.<:. but It's
H.nrald & Lola, mixed aero dance what the palron? of Dewey Yo.^":team, set off appropriately via weird ncr's Chinc.";e emporium s-cem to
l:3r.;:iie- aiij nn.sicAl fdtfCts,- prove: like.
one of the smash novelties of the!
Only vocal interludes provided by
evening.
Girl is costumed in a Jack
Che.^ney
and Jean Worth,
rlose-fitling ..snake outfit, with part- who.se voices blend In medley of
ner as a mythical Black Wizard who .sonfis from operettas.
turned the former Princess into a
They are followed oiista,';e by Pupl
cnbra.
danccr.s.
and
lil.^
rluimba-conga
"Bolero",
with musical arrange- three guys and three gals who know
ments credited to George Kamaroff. how lo flep in the Latin manner.
's a smartly
staged production num- These Cubanos really knock ihcmber bringing the line on in black sclve.< out tiyiiig.
"Id ruffles. Carol Raye (New
Hal and Honey Bee are on next.
'""^f
Acts),
warbler, tries with a couple They're plenty attractive, especially
or tunes followed
by Jery 8e Turk. the gal.
Routine runs the gamut
Who precede the eye-filling "Ballet from jlllcrbugging to a graceful
•P F'fth Avenue' number in which adagio featuring dlll'lcult acrobatics.
me fashion mannequins and Mme.
The Copclands, quartet of hardballet
figure
promi- working skater.^, whirl around on
nen'tly''"^^'*
tinv rink In a socko routine.
Hibbert,
Byrd and L*eRue are
Comedy is provided by the three
among the standout turns
in this Sophlsticalcd Ladies, foinme version
stanza, where an apparently of the RItz Brothers, who take a terconventional
?I"°5"0"s.
ballroom rible beating as ihcy to.ss each olhcr
becomes mixed up with a about.
with fine acro-comedy reDick Wharton, well known m
^S?^ Stooge
is first chased all over
Philly. does a capable job of m.c.'ing
»hi
« waiter and Don as well as leading his 10-man crew
M^r.
McGrane (the band leader) before
in
accompanying the show and
apparent that he"s part dancing.
of »iff°'"f'
Victory Girls, line of lookers and
dov^ll1?'^'^..^'='° work in this para'Champagne WalU' talented" dancer.<!. score in two pro»vi^ .
is
numbers .staged by Guy
^^'^ duction
comedy.'"
Lull music provided by
Martin.
aggregac^uj/'^^ * Vikings, in navy offi- Oliver DelDuca's rhumba
ot Jil'i'".^'"^' '«>"ow with a series tion.
tunes
such
at Saturday dinner.
jammed
as
'Anchors
House
Aweirt °Hf
Aweigh.
'Caissons',
Slwl.
the

"Bolero",

:

j

— anil

lo

one of

gieeters who's as
valuable to a joint as the headliner;
mebbe more so.
Biz
excellent:
<'ui-lne lo match which has always
been a Versailles standard.
But
don't oxjicct ii C9c blue plate soccial
hero.
Abel.
is

tho.se

CAROL RAYE
Soniis

ing array.

pultim! o\cr two

MIns.
Latin Quarter. New York
Ca< (,l Raye is a pcr.>^0M:.l>le warb!< r
fairly a(lequi;le vucally. but Irioks
as if she will do better with rnme
experience and a change in reptr4

Mi.ss Hope keeps tilings moving on
She has breezy style
a steady keel.

\
i

comedy

songs.'
Eleanor Russell, soft shoe acrobatic
novelty, has the tou;;h opening spot
but reveals she's one of the better
dancers here regardless. Faith Ar!en. cute, cr-mcly fan dancer, goes!
over strongly with her specially in
the second slot.
Helen Holmes takes care ot the
straight feinmc balladlng with Why!
Don't You Fall in Love' and 'If I
Didn't Care.'
Gal has nice pipes
in

and

|

i

MARINE ROOM, CHI

i

(

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)

I

|
I

loire.

]

Chicuiio.

Rcvne'

Dec.

10.

i

irilh
Russ
Dorothjy DorRichard Gordon,
Rhode, barefoot
Wen Hni Troupe i5): and clicks. Lorna nearest
approach
dancer, offers the
Miiiii;iiiiiii $1.50. cover. 75c; Saturday
lo an Oriental dan';c with cha.ssis
niid holiday, SI.
exposure.
Margaret Crav. doing a
'butterfly' dance, is most consplcuRuss Moi'unn's Orchestra is ideally ous by her scanly costume.
His
suited for this beautiful room.
Rosita & Romero, attractive ballii.'-e
of a six violin section adds Im- roomoloBlsl.s, register \\ ilh a typical
measurably to the cfferllveness of waltz and rhumba despite the limited
He mixes old tunes with Hoor space. Renee. v. earing skimpy
his music.
new and anangemenls for the most attire, offers South American swingShe's .solid, but
part are executed In a easy and eroo lerps effort.
waving appears to be v.nrking under wraps.,
Besides
manner.
quiet
baton. Morgan fill^ in al piano and Mona Chavez, with a Spanish castrombone, and also emcees. Vocals tanet .-peclalty. and Mildred Perlee.
are provided by Vera Lane and with a high -kick specialty, round out
Momarte Boys,
the femme portion.
CeorKC Dcvron.
Dorothy Doiben has concocted two Irish balladists. click with their
two colorful routines for her line songs. Includlnn 'White Christmas'
of girls, who open with fan-waving and "Here We Go Over "There Again,'
number done lo 'In a Chinese Tem- latter an original tune with a lilt.
Garden" and Tschaikowsky"s They're veterans here, but solid.
ple
Joe Cappelo"s compact band plays
'Nutcracker Suite" In which Inez
Sec- for the show and dancing. Leader is
Clevijo does ballet interlude.
ond number is a poika done to a first-rate warbler, and combo is
Wear.
ShosUkovich's 'Golden Age' ballet Ideally suited for this spot.

China Nit/hls
Morgan's Orvh
Dniircrs
Inez Clevijo.

bc'ii

il9).

i8i.

Al show caught she garnered rn'jdopening with "Dimples'
and following with a seini-clu.ssical
melody. Appearance is an a.'-sel ard
more .'^uitatile material would likoly

cr:.;e returns,

j

I

etc, winding tip

last
first

date here since then.

the rest Is persiflage.
Kahn.
Up the Band." 'This Is Worth FightComponents are ba.sically solid. ing For" and. sans the mike, a walkIs
'Snowball' Whittier,
Hale production is showmanly. ing version of "Dearly Beloved.'
whose tap routine * gets plenty of The
CURLY'S, MPLS.
palm pounding. Geraldine DuBois, Miss Billle Livingston"s costumes Nitza and Revel are a flashy ballare ultra; she gets a "by 20th-Fox room team in the Spanish idiom.
pert singer, gets hot on 'Let's Be
courtesy" billing now.
Their rhumba, waltz and castanet
Buddies' and 'My Mother Would
Minneapolis. Dec. 12.
For the rest, the six Conover dances are ail good.
Love You' to rate bows.
'Kiiiphts of Note' (5). Jimmy Hegg,
preAs per the custom here, one of the
Byron and Glenn, smart ballroom Cover (3irls don't par their
tentious billing but are OK unto the colored waiters is called up to sing. Ted It Art Miller. Colette, Ethel
duo, catch plenty of attention with
purpose thereof.
Marina, daughter It was George Dosier this time and Shutta: no cover or minimuTn.
their nifty terping. Girl works most
of Nina Koshetz. the Russe concert he has a rich bass that does excel-,
of the classy routines on her toes.
singer, is an excellent soprano. She lently by "Old Man River" and Old
This nitery bounces back into the
Lindsey, Laverne and Betty start warbles 'Stars In Your Eyes' and Black Joe.' There was a time that
big-time running with Ethel Shutta,
their turn with a snappy can-can. 'E.strelita', her opening stint, in fine the other
waiters cooperated as a
and then earn bravos with their voice. Same goes for Gilbert Rus- glee club, but that's not the case in the singing comedienne playing her
second engagement in town. She's
twisting, pirouetting and whirling.
sen on vocal quality. Of excellent this show since most of the outfit has still tops here, as evidenced by the
Band then takes the spot briefly voice, his photo stills suggest he's been depleted by Uncle Sam.
receptions she's getting.
with Glenn Miller's arrangement of put on weight which, if pared,
Johnny Andrews, who plays the
In keeping with the times. Miss
the 'Anvil Chorus.' followed by lit- would improve his juvenility, for
in the cocktail lounge of the
Shutta is steering clear of the more
tle
Audrey Zimm, whose baton he, too. is of sturdy stuff. His treat- piano
hotel, was enlisted for the m.c. chore frivolous songs.
She stsrts with a
twirling
is
one of show's top ment of "Misbehavin" Lady (Where
in the big room.
He does a wholly little ditty confessing "Shutta i« no
moment.s.
Did you Get Those Misbehavin'
Three Reed Sisters and Har- Eyes?)' gives way lo an s.a. se- creditable job and experience will spring chicken." setting her into the
teach him to slow up his wordage a customers' good graces immediately.
moncttes provide pleasing vocals, quence with the coryphees, parred
bit.
Her second offerin,?. 'Let's Be Pals,'
the former with 'White Christmas,'

—

pierettes,
costumes
harlequins,
flower vendors, etc.
Mitzi Haynes,
opening with a vocal, is followed
by a bewildering array of chorines
and principals in bizarre costumes.
Clarj.ssa fills in nicely with a brief

daringly

cover.

a no minimum, no cover,
restaurant-nitery
on
Times
Square is one of the best buys on
the Stem when one also considers
the pop food prices. It's essentially
an eatery, but that's not to infer
that the show is something to which
little attention is given, though the
budget, of course, is modest.
For instance, the present layout
has Dan Healy as the emcee. Healy
this

niteries,
vaudeville
and musical
still retains much of
the
that once made him a
headliner.
Having recovered considerably from the illness that al-

appearing in a polka
number while others lend additional the vocal.
authenticity to the Mardi Gras festiNext on
val idea as masqueraders in varied
line

Barry Bros. Band: no mini-

With

comedy, and he
spark

Dean Murphy Is an adequate if somewhat verbose mimic.
He inter-

sperses

Dan Healy. Ralph Ja7neson, Fay
Angie Bond Trio, 3 Blue-

mum, no

will be recalled from his many years
as
a
Broadway entertainer. In

GLASS HAT, N. Y.
(BELMONT-PLAZA HOTEL)

Moliii.
Colcninn; costumes,
Billic Living.<;ton.' &:.ou!s at dinner,
niidniplit nnd 2 a. ni.: table d'hote
dinner. $2..';0 niid $3.50 <Sut.) supper

47

N. Y.

Karol,

jackets,

orchestra-

Sinnlrn, Dnt-id S. Drubeck,

Harry

Evidently realizing that, Shriner
didn't try to bea' himself up against
the inevitable.
Hy Friday night he
with too decided he would be better off if
much
He strive.'; for a novel he scrammed. The Bclmont-Plaza's
approach, and he doe.'^n't insult the management released him and Rufe
audience"s intelligence, incidentally, Davis replaced for five d.-'ys. Now
but in this hectic age of cafe stan- the spot is looking for another comic
dards, hc"s overdoing the spiel. He"s to take Davis' place tonight iWcd.).
au courant and literate, but after
Otherwise, this downstairs room is
it's all said and done, he's a Chinese
Diesenting
nice fioorshow. Arlene
philosopher— On-Too-L('ne. His high- Thompson a
'St.
Loo' is followed by 'Yankee
is a
good-looking songDoodle Dandy," the maestro handling lights remain Jimmy Stewart. Mrs. stress who capably delivers "Strike
Roosevelt,

Lewis,

etc..

AQUARIUM,

Both are lavishly costumed

with socko results.
Richard Gordon, favorite here,
baritones three numbers, encoring
with 'Little Bit of Heaven', with
Morgan at piano. Leaves the patrons
wanting more.
Wen Hai Troupe share in honors,
scoring heavily with expert barrel
juggling, contortion work and aero
batics.
Finale had Gordon singing
Chinese marching song, 'Chee-Lai.' as
several newsreel clips are flashed on
a small screen accompanied by the
orch and the entire company. Clips
could t>e ellminat/ed to advantage.
Otherwise show is excellent. Betty
Gray, organist, is at the console
during intermissions.
Morg.

Jtfeu> Orleans, Dec. 18.
Herb Shriner, Arlene Thompson,
Ted Lewis Orch, tuith Geraldine mininitim.
Johnny Andrews. Nitza & Revel,
Du Bois, Byron Kay & Louise Glenn,
The Versailles, too. is falling into George Dosier. Hal Saunders Orch
Audrev Zinim, Lindsev, Laverne ft
and Joe Pafuviy's Rhumba Band:
the
girl
show
idiom
again,
once
Belli/, Snmmv Birch, Reed Sislerx,
$1.50 mtnintuni.
Harmoneites, June Edwards, 'Snow- whet with business being as strong
a.s it
is. and the demands for anybull' Whittier.
thing with an s. a. flair paying off
Herb Shriner. the young goof
Ted Lewis comes to the town's well. Result, a deft Georgie Hale comic who has been doing .so well on
top night spot once a year as regu- revue, capped by Elsa Maxwell for the 'Camel Caravan" (CBS), didn't

first

Orleans background, with the

VERSAILLES,

I

;

|

•
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rc: lilt in

Mori.

belter respon-'e.

Grade-B Bands
ids|

S

Continued from pag e

1

=J

by Uncle Sam's "Greetchum, report to
the re-

their spots
Ints.

.'

placements invariably are bciter
musiclan.s. with enthusiasm for a new
job.
That prevails even though the
replacements them.selves don't last
long.

As one leader put it not long ,igo,
"In the past few months I've lost 12
out of 14 men. put now I've got the
band I ever had.'

be.st

Bigger,
band.s

better

known

have more trouble.

precision

Almost

without exception, they require the
men available to play the in-

ablest

arrangements that have establi.^'hed them im top.
These bands far*
injured by <«rtstant ^placements.

tricate

i

Wcdaesday, Defember 23, 1942
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Variety Bills

ItoMn Adnkr
Hando Williams Ore
Keiiiicd)

lliil)

i;uiM'<Julll

D.irothy Killer
CJulnto Torei
Tliea LIn.l
Diicldo K'lrckcarlo

Cnrola

Numerals

connection with

lo

t'npella »t rntrldo
Tlie GlhHons

below Indicate openlof day of
or split week.

bills

show, whether

The Clyinaa

25

foil

NBW YORK
HUt9

<t4)

McFarland

Z

M'yM &

NEW TOSK

CITY] Modornalrt-H
WAHIIIN4:T<>\

Mnnn

Ctiiiitui

MItxl Oreen
Jackie Miles

prrrsBUBGB

Ruckri!*

Al.tii

llnu

S;(Iii

iti>in

i\HM-- (.Ml*
Al<-llilt*lri(>lin

Ueuly
mil IfarrlvUiltrt

L'aii

Stealer (^)
Ina Ray Hutton
Jack Durant

Vlf

HytlP

Kailiryn

Frank (»aby
David

ParMBOluit (23)

Jcnn Murray
l^rry Bennett Ore
Hotel AatiH(Afltor Boof^
Jan Savitt Oro
Lorruloe Benson

Mi'icn Smart
lion S>lvio Ore

Bowan

Bybli

Popa

Hoy

Ciny

CiX-SS)

WiHon

& BnyU
Mon Tannen
Iluljb> J'arkB Oro
l^vunnrilo Ore
Cafe Horkly

Anita Rosal
Joe Pafuray Ore

Hal Saanders Oro

MtMlel
Hazel Sent I
B & E Kraft
Bill Moore Trio
Teddy Wilson Ore

Cafe Society
Frederickn Co.

GuKler
Lillian KUzCiprnld

O

Maaters

Roguea

Palace

Art

Orch

Jarrett

Bobby Whaling Co
Sally Rand
Johnny Burke
COLVIIBI'S
Palao» <tB-81)
Henry Buaae Ore

Rand
Bobbr Whaling

Sally

Co.

NEW TOBK CITY
Stiand <U)
Jimmy Doraey Ore
Billy

Rayea
(IS)

Jerry Wald Ore
Betty Jane Smith
Lioio 3

Jack Gilford

Frank Palle

PHILADELPHIA
Earla («S)
Tommy Tucker Ore
The Juvetys
Oiford Boya
Irwin Collier

Tonv Paator Orch
Adrlana

Charly

It

KKW YORK

CITY

BaU

Mualc

(t4)

Thelma Kaya
Dave Mallln
Cautler'a Bricklay'g
Albert Gifford

Shayue & Armatr'g
Bnadharst (tS)
George Jessei
Jack Haley
Ella Logan

The De Marcoa
Berry Broa
Bob Wllliama

Con Coiieano
Cleen

&

Shirley

Lucille Norman
RoxT (S8)
Carmen Miranda

Archie Robblna

Sherman A Sechler
Stun RoHa
KIcholaa Broa

Wladaor (tS)
Hal Mctntyre Ore
Little Tough Ouya
Biniiee

&

Smllea

Bea Wain
Don Rice

BBOOKLYN

FUtbnah
Sonny

(25)

Dunham Ore

Dioaa Coatello

Bob & M. Clayton
Jan Murray
Emilb & Dale
Marine (11)
Prince Ming Loy
The Maxwelia
Bl«n Sherr
Billy
llonre

&

Vivian

& Bergh
Maylair (26)

Prince Ming Loy
I'lic Maxn-eila
Stan Sherr
Billy & Vivian

Mnnre & Bergh
I.ON'O ISIJ^ND
.Inmaica
rai>i>y

Circun

Jonea & Dale
Ljobraok (SS-SS).
Stnn Sherf
Ginger Buyer
I

to

All

Sunnyalde («7)
Stun Sherr
Ginger Boyer
I

to All

BBIDOEFORT
Lyric (S8-87)
Tom Reynolda O

Rufe Davis
Al Trahan

Co

Mnricaret Gray
Faith Arlen
Joe Capello Ore
KellT*i Stable

Ware

I

Madeline White

Bd Welner
Dorothy Mannera
Tholma Carpenter
Qeo Woods Oro

La ConcA

R & E Reyee

A

Ih».»iinif
t.'

KUbnmkn

Jane l-'mnian
Chamlrn U:ilv Dcrs
Vincfiit

Itoiiin

Aim Cir:ihaiVi
Nat Mranilivynne
Chavez On*
Boserv Coraer
Korn Kobhlers
Juan Miikula Ore

O

Kt<*hnnl!(
t\y\Ht Boys

Jack Harris Oro
La Martlnlqoo

Geo. Sierney
Andrewji SI;*.
PegK.v Feare

Bob Bvans
Larry Hoard

Jane Kean
Cabot A Drenden

Jerry O'Leary

&

Na<1ia

MEW YOBK

O

BEVEBLY

PAMIVeUNT lUILOINa

On
Monro* On

Poter Rotunda

Onrlana Wilson
Eddie Sleele

Vauchn

Perry

Snur.TU

Siioliy

F'r'il

f

\n

.*l\veeni«v
.\hirvr.|,.,|eK

AikIk^

1

llenrlH
to nil

U«>R«
i'lyiiniulli

Jim Luoi
Miiltet

Miller

t

t^rr.

It. ..I..

Cli:.-!-^

Wiii.l

1IIV...I.1

|-':intiiu«

WOOXSOf KKT

New Purk (.'.'>-'!Ni
l,:ini; Cm
Bob ll.m.ir.l
Long * short

.**an(I\

('!l-'!3)
efitril
fn

Scott
TlniH

I

'ra

111-

oq W.n

Li<i«

Bob Torrv Oro
Freddy Miller Oro
Hotel Tail
Vincent Tjopea Ore
Hotel IVoldorlAetorla

nvdgwooil Room

l>nnr
\

ne

Ore

T..-iini.»

(^re
VllliiKe

K<^!i;

(•reennirli

F
\V

-

i

tl

l|:il

I

I.'»nii

MiMr-I
]r\.

».,>.>

•n .V
Hmi UIo

I

ii:i

ItTV

ne

filK

H.-tui^v

.ikDon

Rnsnrlo

W-iy StvVcitM

M\|-«>n
A-

Hotel Bt. Uorlti
XnrrlHon Ore
Dolores Del Carmen
Hotel St Regta
llrldlam Room)

I-'i
I

Ina

KSTKR

Blanclmrd
Tnwnemen Oro

Jerri

(Malannette)

^lornrro
(; cv
Ore

El

Ch n iinf»»\

Boom)

Yatep
Noble A King

Smith Gne
Paull Sparr Oro

Or

.Iu:in'iii s.'inahriii

<*lii'iiili-->

(Satire
TTnl

Rihftl

1

W.\TKRBfHY

:i

X'.'ilero

S;iiir:t Ih'n-*;.i
T-n^yir.T 0?ia
J 11. II .Iiiso Sii rn
Incii
liKlian Trio

I'nll'-.
(SS-SI)
BniileH s.- SiiiKcj
Tile Mi^liiiiiiiH K

Wully

&

Dorlia

Sl:,.k

Gold

WhlliWilfred Dubiiiy

Hud
The

Chlco Man
Skip Nelson

Sanahia Band
Babsa Blea

Ore

Or''.

Willie Dukes
Toy Wilson
Baby Hinea

1

gc

Antonio

Unwny

M!8(lin

Dorr Ore

Xnvtrr C'ucnt Oro
T.nunce Rcet.
Mli-hael Zarln Ore
Hotel Warnleh
(Rnlelgh Room)
VIckt George

Harflrnne
nieolotlo

Droa

Mine Toy
Toinniv
Ceraliliiie

[Tnvdeo
Cale

ATLAHnC CITT
Alpine Tarera
Serenadera
Eva. Bealy. Margie

na belle's

Dave HofTmnn Ore
Benson's

Kny Pagan

Ramona

('ommo<lore I'liib
Harold eFrrin
Harold l-'arnn
(.Illliert

F.rin

Nan Demar
Monty Walker

Clab
Vine
Cbauate Shea
Burton Twlna
Mark Talent Or*
Johnny Bonmrt
"
Oarrlcb

l>iilio

JohOiioti

Art St.Tnlev
rean-.lllaaltr Hotel

(Palm Room)
I

Franrls Ore
M:iiloiin.i

Tnlly-llo Tavrra

(While
Hill

lliir«e

I'Ike)

Kr.iiililiii

rCiylhiii

Beiirlu-oniber
lliiie

Howard

Ore

Adria4)ne I'urker

PattI Clavton

c'loiids

Hub

C'tr.l'in

r.irrc*

Bllastrab's

Wagbam

.

Mardelle
Jon ft Ingbord

Violet

Oro

Carraire

Geo Scherban Ore

Edmund Berkey

RItcl'i

Ore
Eleanor Lutton

Alpla* Vlllac*
Tlcbor's Seals

Stephanie

Carol
i

Barry WInton Oro

la Coaga anb

Chick Albergo Ore
Uiidiay'* Skybar
Rarlem Hl-landers

Anasteen ITaines
Poison Gardner
Pearl de Lucca
HoiMeo'e Cafe
Hartnells
Virginia Morgan

Dorothy Dale
Franc Reynolde

Versatlllnns Oro

STM Oab

Al Schenck
Virginia Rae

Don Walsb Or*

DETBOir
Book-Cadlllae Ratal Skceter Palmer
Casino)

(Boob

Roy Swartz

Dolores Ore
Coial
ft
Beatrice

Earl

Tito

Ade Ouval

Bar)

Oeorge Pons
Pons ft Claudelle

.i^enalors

Bowery

Ciiico

RiTnU-o Parha
cure

Brae* Rail
Del Parker

Dovo
Bobby Stevenson Or
Club Congo

Hi'leii

I'oiiiiy

Johnny King
Bonny Resh Oro

Beaudrle

5

Congoettes
Larry Steel*

Una

Miie Carlisle

Lorenzo Robcnsoo

Brown Twins

Spencer
Viola JeBerson
Claudia Oliver
Prinr-e

Jerri

Marcella

Ruth Martin
Billy Book
Ted Ollrer Ore
Uttia Rathaheller
I

Hide

Simmons

ft

Lewis
ft Kress

•Jtalph

Carney

Josle Miller

Brown

Sis

White

l<Vancle

Loa'* Ckaocello* Bar
Cat* A Fiddle
TonI ft Earl

Morarlaa

Ron Bon

Kenny

Bar
Buddlea

ft

Hhatfer (3)

Murray's

Bhytbm

Bar
Dolly King

Amee

Fay Ray
Betty King
Nell

Delclians

Frank Murtha
Nelson A Marsh
TonI Eddlng
Dud* Kl'nlbail
Serenaders
O MnrchettI
Helen Hale

Ore

Open n«or Cafe
Kay Ifnmltton
Frank St-hluth
Defmars
Claire

Ray Ols

Jimmy

College Ina
Sullivan
.Sheridan
Rita Rolieris

Old Falls Tavern
Jack Ifutchiuson

Madeline

Be.tiAT

Judy Lane

Dee Wayne
Barbara Jones
-"mnb Palumbo's
Eddie White
Billy Morosco
3 Meat Wavea
Zola Grey
P Don Revaldo (1)
Powattaa Cafe
Joe Altee

Tliunderbults
Joyctles
Viola Klaiss

De Goisne Cafe
Violet (rhrisiian

Joe Holnsley
Billy

Cema

MrKee
(3)

Lillian

Keenan

Bowman

Ol PInloe
Frsnkie Richardson Roy Sisters
Hunev Breen
Nan O'Rourke
Riiluh Michaels
Cy White
Kstherlne Heliry O Charlie Ray
t'l-esvent (n)
Joe Jorenelll
Pedro Blanco Oro
BsndesTon*
Rmbassy
Cookie Williams
Dolores King
Wendell Mason
Kinbassyeplis
Mlnte Catn
Madulyn Wliite
RIts Carlton
Erick P.hnmba Ore Jos Stem Ore
Ki-elyn Daws
Clifford

Geo
Pat

Rherlln Oro
Cermantotvn Bar

Caaanora

Anne Nagel
Don ft Jean Ford

i:oiiii-z

A Durand
Van

riair

Lewis
ft

Betol Slatler

Hollywood Co-Eds
Carmen de Aragon

niuiii

Gslnes Oro
Y\ onettes
Kranclne Ols
Si

Sammy Watklns

Woods ft Bray
Myron Ryan

Ruyetle Troupe
Rruco Norman
Willie Matthias Ore
Eldorado Clab
Johnny Kallhua Or
Hotel Carter
Charles Wick Ore
Hotel Clanlaad
Jimmy Joy Ore
Hotel Featray RaO
E'klne Butterworth
Hotel Hollendsa
Doralne ft Ellle

Dorothy Porter
Alan Stone
Kildle

Lorraine Westfall
Claudia Coralll

CLE7ELAHB

SmItb

Canlleld

Shirley
(6)

Carmen's HaaM
Bar
Dnns Elliott
Bobby Merrill
Rae Parker

Tar Beat

Octette

A

Sis

Cadilkic

Fiorenza
cot CIS
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake
Tripoli J

Maisball Ore

CadlUac 'TarerB

Hay

.Strand

Romayne

June Howard
Dick Gordon
Dorben Gta

Hub DulTy
Ann McCall

.Mury
Billy

Betty JohnaoB
Jon Arthurs
LexlBgtafi Casta*
Dick Leslie

Victor Hugo's Ore

(Mdire iilnione

Dee

Beck

Billle

Bdgemter Beaek
Hotel
(Maitea Rmt
Russ Morgan Ore
"Wen >Ial Troupe

Nina Korda

Honrlriue A
Kelly
Joe Cainpo

Juanlta
Vera Allen

(Camellia Roaaa)
Val Ernie Ore
Miirtngh Sis

Ben rranblln
Bohtty Kearne
B-(t« Wharton

l.anibettes (t)
flarry Dobbs Ore

Jane Crosby

Hotel

Haa**

Walter Miller Oreb

Sis

PbBaMpblaB

Don Mamey

(Bellava* StratfsvA
Holeli

(CsHIo Cafe)

Rotb Hsney
La Vodls
Tony Bonnell Ore
Hotel

X'ocalalres

(Paather Bamn)
Stan Kenton Ore
College Inn Models
3 Makebellevea
Alfred Floyd
MA Club
Paul Mall

Dunn

\'k'tory GIs
Tvrll ft Jull

TriaaoB
Jan Oarber

a*pklas^lh(k«BaT

Sunny Wllliama
Slratroid tMrdea

Bhermiu Betel
JaroB

Mia

Ruhyeltes

Tatum

Swaae* taw
Herb Jeffries Trio
Cbarlle Davis

Kmar

3 i'liucniAtcs

Gene Kentln Ore

Lee Royce

(JInlor

Streets *r Pari*

Marmy McBkren

Bamardeltes
Pal Bernard
Johniiy Cabin
Russ LeBeau

Ualilorelles

Del Rloa
Abbott Ols

Don Lang Oro

Itnehee

Archie Rabbins
Patty Moore
Doris De Nelt
Ben t«ssey
Jackie nieason

Joe Plumer Ora

(.%lpln« Masleal

Earl Denny Or*
Stuart ft Lee
Luie Farnandes Oi*
Helene Standlah

Jeanne Guest
Bob Kirk

Eddie Roth Ore
Coloslmo*
Leon Dancers

Four

Palladlam^
Oene Krupa
Mapey Maila
Uaxia Boeenbloom

Brownies

SmlMe
Darry (3)
Benay the
Alma
Reale Keenan
Anil
Phil

Clab Ban
Alan Gale

The Hartmane

Coe

I>r*ke

Bob Murphy
Lmtlsteoa
Josephine Ifiarl's R
Wally Vernon
Georglne Le Moyne
Joette Robinson
Margaret Lee
Les Hits Or*
Uacaaibo Caf*
MIguellto Valdes
Phil Obman Or*

PHILADELPHIA
ar)

**

Dave Unell Oro

Mnrle Del ('Hrmen
t:.-..\»*

Ortiz Ore
Flonatlae flaidea
Fred Scott
Three Peppera

Michel

'

llMrry

Sugar Qetse
NTO'a •Army'
Gertrude Nleaea

Diamond Broa
Francis A Grey
Jeanne Foreman
M Marcelllno Ore
Hsnae at Matphr
King Sisters
Beth Reynolds

Art

3

O

Rex Owen
ft Blanka Or
Bernard Daiwer*
Smitb
Jackie Heller
Rath Days
rataar
(Easpln Raaal
Orlir WUIIama Or*

Harvey Stone

Hi'itx
K.iv gr

O

The Three Duanes

Jean Taylor

Mam

Ches Parae
Sophie Tucker
Dave Barry
Mats ft Rarl
CsllQhan Sla
Adorabies
Lou Brecse Ore
ClDb Alabam
Florence White
Flo Henri
Cal Herbert
Jano Jor<lRn
Cassandra
Del Bales

ft

Ore
Woailer Bar
Jeanne Rand
rhnrlea Cnsiello Ore
4 Voro lions

Bill Price

Al Norman
Manny Strand Or*

P'chell

Tullah

Woyae

Shirley

(RUHAm Bosm)

Al Chamberlain
Joss Manzaneres
Opallta * Garcia
latla Qaarter
Bragmle'a Ore
Bddls Pripps Or*

Rogers ft Spruce
Tay VoyI Trio
Margie Kelly
B«IU Farrell
Merry .Maids

Allan

Morris

Delbrldge Oro
Veraes

Coleman Clark

Isohal de
La aalto Ratal

Boom)

Tony ft Lisa
Bob Dllllnga
Rrowa Derby

Ted

Jann Blllson
Barbara Perry
Wlere Broa,
Dorothy Gardiner
Dirk Addleon
Beryl Wallace
Aurora Miranda

Splroa Blamo* Or*
Owendelyn Ve*B*n
Murray A SImoa

Breeoort Uatal
ll^Oetal

Sammy

Winnie Hnveler Ola
Madelon Raker

L'AlBtoa

(Mayfair Raoa)
Bondaho Or*
Henee De Glares

Nell

Herman's Mualc Baa

BOSTON
Sammy

Bh)

Johnny Dal^ Ora

Oclienlanrter

Al Miller
Peacli Orrliard
Willie Jaclisnn

Bdalac*

Nick Lnra*
Jack Herbert
Hope Lawrence
Chet Rabies
Iramhe*
Florenc* 8cbub*rt
Baioey Richard*
lerra Hawaiian*
B*1*D Smnaer

BlUse Cooper
(BallDea*

Happy Felton

Balal

Don Fielding Ore
Nara Patletaoa
A

Whitey

.«

Winchell
Tllton

I.l>!

W*mm Km}

(Olaaa

Foril

Paul

Bm

Oowisbeart

CJIL.

Blarkitc

Rd

Ililllard

Casa Maimaa
Horace Heldt Oro
Cocenaat Onsra
Freddie Martin Ora
Bari CarroHi

Price

Onumeia

Triola

Harriet

Louis Jordan Ore
aiady* Palmar

Crnb's Cale
Rill

>'!i-i;liii:i

Joe Mosf
Bessie Smlili

Jay

mUS.

\Yilllams

Ann

ns

Ranilolpli

BUI Jennings

Chss Newton Oro

A

Cafe

nciiiv
CnriiiHn

ft

noiinlo

rata

I.<ilery

Cables Inn(Black Horse ribc)

El AInmcr*

Dannv Hsrt

Mack

a»

SylvlM llrovvii

Jnrk Carter
Chateao Reoaalt
Sid Rose 4
3 Knights ft Day
riub Imperial
Nanry Crury
Cllquot Club

VbI

Aslell'

Mary

Saldrnberg
Richard Thoma*
Grey
Billy

Dick WInslow Ore
Blltmoro Bawl
07zle Nelson

Mark Flaber Or*

Ascot Boy*

Johnny Morrison

Frank Kcnney
Palmer

Edward Rebner

Billy

Or*

Irma Valrchlld
Roy Tracy
Geo. Dullj^ Oro

.loyce Ann
Don Corlort

Bill Boffman
Jan Clayton

Clab

Danny Thoma*

Blnrkhnwk

Jennings

S.

Sally

CImllee

Geo Tibbies Oro
June K'it' Carson
Bar ol Mosle

Magley Girls

(Taverm Baas)
Edith Lorand Oro

<ire

Boynle

A

Jimmy Rooncy

Taylor

l.eola
Ti>in

Mel Snyder
June Daye
Wally Jnhl

Chick Dent

SIM

Powers

R.

ft

Don Pablo

LOS ANGELES

VasllleS Singer*
Balhaballar
Lonio ft Qana

(Walnut Boom)
fCnaeel Ore

CALIFOmtlA «ANK ILBS.

Ray McOregor

Home

Pnnl Baron Ore
Hotel SheratOB

Foi-(l

riiirn

r.i

(S4-SA)

Floy.

r.cnA

noritil>> M^icU
M:iT liMte Fr;i nels
PaiiLi V.I Ict:i

(i.l-»7)

BEADINti
.«nmmy

Hotel aavoy Plu
(Cote Lnoage)

PriiHStit

Pal O'Sliea
Arlone
Ilea Foley
Franre" O'Connell
Marie Daley

Ore

PROVIDKNI-;
Metropellt'n
Be**l
Foot

WaltoT Pernor Orrb

Ore
ellmmr Dwyer's
Linda ll.ill
Robbv Heath

Sid

(S4)

Bobby Hvnie
Buddy Clurk

Hotel Rooeerelt

Ouy Lnmbardo Oro

P»*iirtlt1n

Roy Fox Ore

O

p.\ssAir
Centrut
Harmojilcn

Pnnkji

Billy

Koko

Rentrew * UaiKy"

Cunltol

Botd

Blaiaatck

H. Smith Gle

R.

Cordan A HauTor
Carolyn Marsh

.Tohn Gallna

Band Boa

CHICAGO

EDWARD SHEIMAIi AGENCY

i>ashft

Brlctttop

(S3)

Glamourlnveilcii
Carlton Kelwy'a

PrimrOKC

Tic -Toe
Reggie Chlldn Ore

BOOKING THE NATIOITS LEADD^JNDEPENKNT
VJIUKVOIE 1HEATBES

.

Farrell.

Plrettefi G

HarrU

June

Jt'

ft

Rob Hardy Oro

Toy A AVlng

Alun Drake

1

Sydell

Dot Dunlea
Paul Sin
Hotel fjtmm

Snlly

falm Heacb
Ous Howard
Bvans Brown

Jackie Hlllinrd

Ruth Petty

CIlnrlA Carroll

MIckoyoKos

Mona Baxter

flliannelles Oro
l.onrion t'hop n«we«

Caw

Jack Flaber Ore
Tamara Dorlva
Oolden Pair
Frankle Brooke
Jimmy Merr

Gloria Hart
O Ray
Pike

Sinnley Twins

Mlml Kellermnn

The

Young

Ray market

Doris Abbott

mil Cronln
Dorothy Dennis

Art

Rovnl Caatno
Ore

Carlta

MachHo Ore

Allen l>rew

Lucy Reed

Jimmy Marr

Richmond
Ann Starr
Blllle

Joe Banket Oro
Old* Warn* Clab
Jimmy Clark Ore

nick Kowler
Dave Wllbonrne Or

Mae

MartlnlQucene
Mail Berger* Or*
Maxine Sullivan
4 niianilcleere
Hotel Dill*
Soiaasee Ore
Kddio Mayeboff
Clialcao UodeTM
Teddy Powell Or*
Lalla QasTtei
Ruth B4*rmnn
Maryon Dale
faicy Mann
Oeorgla Prancio
Delta Rhythm Boy*
Dorothy Tanner
Hotel Earn
Ton! ft Mlml ^'ortb Portia Marrow
Terrace Boyn
Blue Barron Oro
Se^en Fredyaona
JuUUH Monk
nub IS
Hotel
IStmrn Hraw Corlnne & T Valdes llemian ChUlison
Ann White
I'
(Oada* OB F1ath> Jerry A Turk
Waeelaa Kretcbma
Friinkle llyere
Threo Kayedetfl
Harold ft Lola
Daria Blrae
Bud Sweeucy
Tommy Ryan
Clarlaaa
Lola Zaiipskayo
Lowe. Hile. Stanley rorrle Flnnell
Nancy Norman
HllMrd. Bird ft LaR Senya Knravaeltt
Vince Curran
PITTSBl'BAH
Sammy Kayo Oro Mickey King
Michel Miction
I.llllan Fitzgerald
SUaler (SS)
Hotel Leslastaa
Nancy Nevton
N Mntlhey Ore
Ina Ray Hutton O Diane Fontane
(RawaltoD Bb>
Dorothy Jellera
Vladimir KayalofT
Hazel Mc.Xulty
Jack Durant
Rahala
Ray Rae
Xaatia PollaUova
Olen .Miller Singera Guye Dixon
Talhna
Carmelite
Jerry Blancbard
Maroaia Sara
(IS)
Monlkal
Ben Toal Vlklnga
Joe Frlsro
MIsha I'xdanoff
LeH Brown Orch
LanI Mclntyro Ore
Gordon
BplTy-a B**f
Andrewa
O'
La
Tie
Parleffi
The Creeaoniami
Kea Liaka
Splvy
Frankle Froeba Or Leilanl
Joah White
Rochelle & Beelie
laoa
Chib &1
llildegardr Tloliiday
Raaba ft MIrko
WASHINOTOX
Hotel UomlB
Jfickle
Grf>on
N'oble
ft
King
Q
Roy
Terrell
Earle (S3>
(Bloe Boom)
Glnirer Britton
Mark dak
John Sebaatlao
E. Uadrlgliera O
Duke
Ellington
Ore
Patsy Ann
Grace Reilly
Irvine Orton
De Marr & t>enl:*e
Hotel UcAlDia
Patrlcl.) Tlynn
rharles Baum Ore
Lou Springer
Carr BroR.
(Marlae Oifll)
Pearl WMIIants
r'nuato Curtielo Ore
Llbby
Holmen
(IS)
(3iady3
Tell
Archil' Tiiwne
Mike Market Oro
Roiyettew
Johnny Messner Oro Oabrlelle
Club
The Plae*
The Willoya
Le«a * Ed41*'a
Hotel Mew Ymtum
Roger Stenrnn
Irene Barktey
Sheila Barrett
Eddie Davta
(Temca Baam)
Copa<>abaaa
Pat nine
Benny Qoodman Ore Coualn Ida
Joe E. Lewie
Evelyn Brock
Pauline Bryant
Bob Rusaell
flerry Bros.
Skeeis Tolberl
Janlne Duval
Ronny Roberto
Connie RiisaeP
I'bangl Clab
Bob
Fields
Audrey
Miller
Pierre D'Anfcele
T.ovely Lane
Qonzalee Trio
George Banyaa
Olfcn Snn Juan
Jerry Smith
Edna Joyce
Graco May
Fernnndo Alvarex
Tondetayo ft Lopez
Joan ft R Rexer
Bisselie & Farley
Snnih.n Sirens
I'erli
Peck
Hotel Park Central
Moa Pare*
Ted Slraeier Ore
D WIlMon ft Frnchy
The Marveletten
(romaBDt GroTo)
Sammy WaNh
Frnnk Marti Ore
Columbita Ore
Bill
Ruesell
Adelaide MofTet
•loh nny
ELIZABETH
Coy
Veraallles
Daro A Corda
Roberta Ramon
Liberty (Sl-S;)
Jnek Demp«47*B
Em f'olem.in Ore
Dell O'Dell
Ramon ft Carlta
MuRRy Rpenler
Ranch ito Ore
Bobby Carr « Co.
T.a7jirn
&
Caet'lanoo
Jane Kean
n>iTy Sands
Ekl.1 )I;ixn'ell
Elaine Sillier
Arturo Arturoa Oro
Mon Paree Pretties I>^iin Murphy
lUKtimeni
The t'olemiina
Betancoort Oro
Bill Glass Ore
Roma MacT.fan
•
Mxrltin
Sammy f'olien
Bunny Howard
Milt Tlorth 3
Klinncirth
MoDle Carlo
F'-liild
The .MartellH
(Royal Palm)
IHaninntl Honietbe*
<':irol*» * Sllerod
Sonny Kendls Ore
HOM.VW'OOn
Dell O'Dell
riarrlei doctor
(:Mb»rl Ituii.irli
Quinton
Ore
El rnpltnn CIS)
Jock Reynolde
\V C. Ilnndy
Cunfivt^r Cwver Ola
Narlta
Sandro
RoaatI
Ken Murray
Pan^y the Horse
Vlllace Bara
Joe Fejer
Bennett Oreen
Oene Aii^liii
wnile Solar
T.ucv
C'oHtello
1Mb Hole Clob
Jerry Green
Marie Wllm.n
Calls. Fnrm
.'nhn -Gr'ffin
Steve Murray
Runny Howard
HofTman * Rchner Uilly Welle
Blentons
Hotrl PenneylTmBte Barbara Lee
Kred Snnliorii
Four Fays
Dlsno Davie
Chiqulta Venizia
(Cafe Roage)
.Tack .Mulliall
Ilerinon* Hyde Co
Alkali Iko
Mickey Mallory
Bob Allen Ore
Hoy U«vl»
Al Robtnson
T.urlenne A AshooT
Mill Mann Ore
J Rndrlguez Ore
H'wno'l KiiirliloomiN
Village VnngDard
Fddie Eddy
Hole/ Pierre
Helen Chiirle»lon
Nombcr One Bar
Fdilie ni»ywoo«T Orr
Perliin
rCntlllloo Room)
Joyce Duffin
William Russell
U L'i-pf-B'^'MicLt
VlrqlRln Mayo
.lane Flckene
Doria Shenell
Adele
Arden
M.irliinne
I.nrrnlne
Pedro Lopez
Myrun
.lulla Roonev
Bob Downey
l.:iurH Diinrnn
June
Melvn
Stanley
Melbn
Ore
Vivian .MnrKhall
Fredric Vonn
Wlrel
Great Daniel
Hotel PlaiB
Lorraine Pase
Hazel Webater
Bob r.ee
Emma Francia
Jimmy 0"Bri»*n
(Pemlan Boom)
Oayi
Clab
The
M.-'Anhurs
Norlne
Robinson
Park & CiilTord
Hildoitarde
Billy DnnleU
Chaa Bowman Ore
Nellie DurUIn
Bob Qrant Ore
Maidee A Hav
Pete Brown
Adele P.lvie

Kandy

RHse*

Hotel

Guy Prlnclpato

Jenniip Claire
['harlie ('artlle

Johnny Pineawple

George Sanders
King KolBX Oro
Club Three Treee

Irene

ore

Dyer

ft

Brole Rich, m.o.
Kay Travis

D.

'Dlnli' Patterson
.<:non*ball

Carl

Buddy Smith's Oro
Jnek Manning Ore

Hnrrr Lefronrr Ore
Barbnry

Knthle

& Arena

Vance

Carlos

Dn<

HaroM

Bstellta

A

.litn-

EMcAH Hunter

Brown

Jna-Anna Holmea

IVIeana Boom)
T^w Conrad Oro
Lola
Harold
A Fay SLmpoon
Zoska

Bradford
(Clrms Rooid)
Jnch Davis
lintel

Leo Rel^ninn Ore
Waiiiin A: O'Unurke
EliMi iiitr Fi'etif h

I'lankie Liitle

Oeorgle Price
Claire

Nona Heedy

Ore

Oiv

Rnlnhow RoAm

Roslta & Romero
Mona Chavez

Carter

S.iun.leis

Boii-la

Eleanor RiisHell
Mildred Perloo
Lorna Rhode

Club Thne M<
Three 608 Trio
Count Leroy
Bunny Briggs
Three Shades Ten
Sugar Cane
4 Cracker Jacks
'Swing'

Mack

Marlle Dutra

Prince Albert
Taylorettes 8

Letty »al
Stevken**

II.

Shirley Weber
Sally Palmer

M

Dave WIIMame

Hotel RAetonfaiB
Michaels Ore

nti>i>

Karl Lin.lney Ols
Sitl

nenee

Carmen DeRlrero

Gypny Chorofl
UmUrl Matvlaoko
TCrl3 Kay Ore
C. Codolban's Ore
Cemltre

Curroll

Frankle Matitera
Ouy KIbbee
Racketeera

(S4-:i)

Darra Boya

Toi-elli'fl

I'he Hbughtonu
Sully & Thnmaa

&

Kelly'e

Qlondj Hope
Helen Holmea

Jerri

Ijt Oelle Alexia
Jaaclia DavldofT
Georffo SaClan

BOrHESTF.R
Temple

lldUriton
Miidin' Wi>ng

Uaiel Franklin
Ray Heatberton Ore
Hotel CoBBiodora
(Century Boom)
Four V*a
Lee Slatera
Marylln Dnhe
S&lsey Talent

Miiyii. Ore
Castae Haaiie

Ray Kinney Oreh
Arren A Rrnrierick
C Aloba Malda
Bob Bromlev
Fitz

Nun

Club Haa Diego
Tala Clifton
Alfredo ft Leonora

Marcellua Wilson

CM

!>unnfT

IruiKard & Alan
Ritlnbnn Inn
Chl'-h Dnrron:

piHM

(Vendomo Boons).

Howe

Elbel

Frank Gagen Ore

Sammy Dlbon

MIekey's

Emiilo Caccres Oro

Bob Hopkins
Don Pedro Oro

Bay
Oeear Elgarl Ore
fColnnlnl Room)
LhIIii Quarter
John KIrby Ore
Copley 8gnar« Hotel Tony Bruno Ore
(Sioalo Bob)
Don Rico Ore
Adrian Rolllnl (3)
Don Arden Rev.
Earles
Johnny Cole
4
Nash A Evans
Hellmans
Roberta Raymond
Tnnya
Nell Fontaine
Virginia Ilayee
(l^ungip)
Peggy Hangarter
<Gmi>
Annette T^^onard
Newell A Stager
Panl Znra Ore
Cmwfnrd Houae
8a Toy
Sandkford Ore
P.
Sabby Lewta Ore
Seven Seae
Fnx A H«UB«I«
Karl Rhode Ore
Don Dudley Oro
Dlanne Deema«
Ill-Haft
Legnry A La Tina
Pete Herman Ore
Prnnk Petty
Unl Doyle

Bin Ilk A

(IS)

(U)

Ned Harvey Ore
Hnlabow flrlU
Ruaa Smith Oro

Juanlio Lopez
Manyn Del Key
Helenlta Rivera
Senor Leon Ore

Leonard

All> n

Wra

H easier Twine

Don

Sinnll

Tex. Jim Lewis

(tS)
Sd'lB

White

DAYTOX.
Lew Parker

CLEVELAND
O.

Jack

Allcta

Jimmy

Cnn'*!

A PhllMpe
Adams A Dell

Bm}

Helen Douglae
Blaine Morrison

.1et-i^:lio

Colonial (S3)
Marlella A Mignon

Mary

Ammone

Prte Johnson
Connie Berry
Quintet
L & L Ynunc Ore

Al

Buddy Clark
Radio

Bnby
Alberi

Duke EllluKton O
Patlemon Jt Jark.

(IS)

Frankle

Villa ve>
Illnea

(

BOSTON

BaMoD <M>
Sallora

»

BUtmn

Hotel

<MMlowD>

Bonnie Baker
Georgle Tappa

Tbomas

Jack Marshall
Cafltain & Barry

Zto

Olen Gray Orch

idlmm Hat)
Shirl

Siuiih

Roeeri'

WatHoii Sia
Yvelle

Criera

PlaM

QunrtelU

SO'ii

CMfe I.I re
Diane Courtney

Sharkey

Louie

ft

Town

Band

Dick Kuhn
Hotel BelmoBt

RoH9

Mcrn[« Graucr

MMMI

Olympla

CecUall LouBva

Kihci Ullucrt
Harry Donelly
i"iinrll9

su>ie

&•

l^cphyrH

NelHon &

(S3)

Brown

Lea

HennN

Tl.

€HfCAUO

Chlcaso

B

HhIIIiIkv

lllllii'

2

M'«

IIIIIN iiHj

Rcciil lii)
MHniptiiii

Lionel

Bd

Acromanlaca
Pal H«nnlnv

PuKe

Ancll Swetii

Rnbvriu Oic

tiKW YOBK riTV
^*o(»dy Herman
Miixel Scoit

HotM*

Hickory
Milioi)

& Mjriiinn*

.\orr.:n L.iK'Co
l\it Os(Il-ii

ParafflODnt

Sol

Oscar Lopez

(;iiT('nI

IV'KKy Aniio Kills
l.> lilt

De

Papllio & LIloD
Peplto Ore

ll:iv\'ey

Ahiler
.\lo>rt

Klou

lloslta
Itaylto

Terrace

Fo*(er

Phil

Susan

Dob JuUo'a

UttvuoB-Madrld
Noro Muni lea Ore

A4|UHrlam Hrsl.

r!.»i

Rhyihm
PHCrlrla

Chapi^l
Wallace Ore

Je.ino

Ted Eddy Ore
Angelo Ore

A

'l

Dnm

Jolene
Nan Vincent

llarrelt

NnUll

.<iji

I!. '11

Uiiem

Kramer

Reuban

A

.la. liie

Devon

Frnnces Miller
Linda Fagen
Jean Harvey
Jane Waring

CITT

Hnrr

Qneen

Cai

A Nndyrno

Shetla

•

<Flte

Jimmy McUale Ore

Boon)

(Ovnl

Eddy Oliver Oro

Franz Ore

Danny White
Brady & Harfon
KIkl
I^a

Bifls

FancU

Bill

Erne!-!

Noel Tov
Joan folller

Penn A

Cabaret

PInfo FJeminto
Jerrv Sianioit

l.ydlu ft Joresco

Bunny Hallow
Lou Ashe

Saivy CavlcchTo Ore
Hotel TendoNN

Cuwi ManoBa
(Muelcal Bar>
Alice O'Leary
Adrian O'Brien
Copley Plam

Ginger Layne

Dick Warren Ore
Icelawl Reitlnurant
Nlla

Loew

Sadie Banks
Freddie Bernard
Ada Lublna
Joe I^Porte Ore

Vincent do Costa
Art Tuhertlnl

lliiriiiitneltes

WEEK OF DECEMBER

Congo Oro
Club Mar-Jo

Hotel sutler
Bodge Oro
(Ttorraee Boon)
Boyd Heathen
Chick Floyd Oro
R A V I'Ickert
E^dlth Caldwell
The RayH
(Cafe Boofo)
Maxine Br A Bobby
Peter

Old Roaanaalas

Frank rarls

Sam
4

Price

Blues

<B Walloa Roof)
Rose Gailo
llenny
'a n t u

Toiingmon

(

Rhoda

l.'ireiie

Bomaa

Orlll*

Bob Tolley
Gloria Dale
Tyler Sisters
Frank Ross
NaonI Bell
Ed Hirst Ore
Sam's Cnfa
Doc Smith
Eleann I.andy
Znrns

Bulibleo

Kay Carlton

Riltlt

Kings of Rhythm

Shelby
Clayton

WImlens

Mike Ray Ore
1 he C'larilna.
Sriollii's
OInmoor Ols
Joan Corny
Eilille Pe Lifa Orr Al Fisher
Coney Rhnmba Ore Sid Golden

(Continued on page S4)
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Legit

Showmen Have

LEGITIMATE
The

the Shivers,

AO Due

s Not

It

to the

Weather

A

not

It's

to

managers

unusual for Broadway
be apprehensive at this

period of the season, when attendslumps at the approach of
but right now most
Christmas,
showmen have marked cases of jitNothing sold out entirely on
ters.

Broadway

week and nearly

last

all

Holiday shopping
sagged.
undoubtedly accounted for the business drop, stores being jammed
earlier than usual with gift buyers.

grosses

Indications are for better attendance this week, particularly after the
Some houses refirst thre« days.
port lively ticket sales even for
C.irislmas eve. u.sually the dullest
The weather
night of the winter.
and last week's newspaper strike
didn't help, dailies not being on the

Value
stands until Thursday (17).
of the newspapers to theatres was
viz,
some people
demonstrated;
closely connected with show business
were uncertain' where the various

Kid Musical

Hii

N.Y.

in

morning

Xmas

as

.

Mends

Anne Nichols has been

hospitalin New York for about two
weeks as the result of a taxi acciized

AS PROD.

SINGLE-0

dent that resulted

Max Gordon
his

intends going single-o

theatrical ventures.

Hereto-

fore Marciu Heiman has been interested in Gordon attractions. Heiman
retains interest in current Gordon
attractions,

and

.in a severe knee
sprain, necessitating a plaster cast.
Author is convalescing at her
hotel in Gotham.

stated the duo
remain on friendly terms.
Gordon opens 'Doughgirls' at the
Lyceum, N. Y., next week, and has

'Man

Shadow'

in

is

it

to

estate

Adricnne
Rose

of

again.<:t

PIX SALE KEY TO

STRIP CHANCE

Fact that the other two defendants
B'^e" suspended sentence.s. an
acknowledgment that they were
not responsible for the 'Wine' perdar for last week.
formance,
hardly
mitigated
the
Sidney Fleisher is reoresenting
court's drastic decision in the case
Miss Franken while Schwartz 4: of
Herk, who is 59 and h.ns been ailFrolich arc attorneys for the estate
ing for years with a heart condition.
of the play broker.

for

was

it

reported

Application for a writ of reasonable doubt was made
Arthur
Markewi'ch, attorney for the defendand will be argued before Justice J. Sidney Bernstein in the .Sn*

that

Action' might be sent to

Hike to 10^ Seen by Equity

ants,

the

National,

wrek.

N.

Y.,

in

As Factor in Agents' Push

another

After an excellent slart, with

grosses

high

smarted

dropping

for

some
and

time,
last

preme Court Thursday (24).
must remain in custody, but

For Recognition by Union

show
week's

taKings were around $10,500. 'Strip'
is
more costly to operate than
Ih- average straight olay but is
claimed to-have earned an operating
p)ofit until the past week or two.
Approximate production outlay for

release date of t*-e film version of 'Arsenic' lias again been set
back, Warners now slating it for
Easter. That give the stage version
several additional months prior to
the film, show still running at the
Fulton, N. Y., and faring well on the
road, too, last wtek in Boston being
very good in face of th pre-holiday

ments.

He

particulary condemned
of the strip tease.'

slump.

added commission,

Pitt

OnDialectkianIn

'Spring Again'
Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.

Many letters of protests have
been
received , by
management
Nixon theatre, here, over the
was not paid. character
of the film producer in
the C. Aubrey Smith-Grace George
comedy,
Again.' - which
'Spring

canceled, even though

it

was

clear

might have sought the

of

played here last week.
Letters of
complaint are still coming in although
show departed Saturday
night (19). All complained that character was in bad taste, with one
reviewer also commenting on it.
Latter complained the part wasn't
lampoon, as probably originally intended, but an embarrassing caricature. There was even an offlcial protest from an organization for belter
understanding between Jew and
.

Christian.

Joseph BulofI scored

37th

version

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

relinquishing

of

Bizet's

of

in a letter to Bill Tisdale, company
manager, called It 'the most insulting reflection upon the Jewish people
that we in Pittsburgh have seen and
heard on the legit stage.
Your
burlesque of Auchinschloss, at a
time when the Jewish people are

'Car-

men' for which Oscar Hammerstein,
Zd, has written the libretto.

While Bizet's score

swung or

domg

the

will not be
Jazzed, Russell Bennett is

Carmen

becomes

3

for Jan.

To Be Published Soon

gusted,'

Is

Green.'

ceum manager,

Guthrie McClintic's

and

Leo Murray, Lythree January
They are 'Watch

another

•

Reservafions and

Copy May Be Wired

to

'Priorities of 1942.Student Prince,' 27-30.

"P
th
T
we
Lyceum
had had

"lis

time. too.

only one show.

which

office,

Any

Variety Office

slant.

•Variety'

ilbee)

in

its

review of

"Spring Again' when it opened originally at the Henry Miller theatre,
N. Y., Nov. 10. 1U41. referred to
BulofT as 'providing rcijl l;iughter in
his 10-minute appearance
s n profluccr with n dialect in the thii tl act.'
The part was called ;i n.T.iirjl for
him 'and his comic L;i,'!c'Oi;irig is
plenty amusing.)
;

NEW YORK
154

W.

46tli St.

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

SL

54

W. Randolph

LONDON
St.

is

presenting the play, a Jewish o -ganization asking that the BulofT characterization be eliminated or given

Special Exploitation Advantages

ha.s

Dookings lined up.
i2
'»-Z2;

One protest was received ."shortly
after the N, Y. opening, according to

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Minneapoli.';. Dec. 22.
While Minneapolis has had only
one legitimate roadshow
thus far
mis season. Elhel Barrymore
in
<-orn

.

being tragically persecuted all over
the world— can be considered nothing but brutal and pro-Nazi. My
entire family was completely dis-

trans-

formed into a Negro cigaret «irl
and Joe (Jose) a colored doughboy.
Jne toreador will be cast as 'Hepcat
Miller,' a bandleader.

Mpls.'

.

.

modern-tempoed arrange-

ments and will also conduct. Cast
has not yet been selected.
Locale of show will be North
Carolina and the time will be the
present.

Hollywood

tycoon when show was on Broadway.
the road part is being played by
Michael Rosenberg, who does it
pretty broadly— 'like an old-time
Dutch burlesque comedian.' one
critic put it. A protesting customer

On

nis rights, Billy

Hose has, Uken over
production of 'Carmen Jones,' the

personal

a

click in the role of the

All-Colored 'Carmen'

all-colored

Hears Bsefs

agent was charged with asking 10%
from actors, and so his permit was

it

'artists

'Wine' was presented had been
made.
Commissioner Paul Moss
denied this and added that the
house will not be permitted to operate for one year.
Moss was mentioned prominently when the 'Wine'
charges were filed, but said that
the complaint was really made by
(Continued on page 52)

Casters also aim to have all agents
join the association so that they can
present a 'united front' but a numOne
ber have remained outside.

that while he

An

It had been reported that an application for a renewal of the license of the Ambas.sador where

'Strip'
was $60,000 and of that
amount about half was recovered.
Backer; recently received 10 per cent
of the money they invested, and will
get more coin,
s there is around
When the agents' association made
$15,000 on deposit to guarantee salaries. While the show will not turn a bulk payment last season Equity
a profit for its stage engagement, assumed it was a move to obtain the
there is a chance to get well out of wanted recognition and insisted on
the red. if the piciure rights are sold. giving each agent individual reUnderstood ho ^ever that 'Strip' ceipts. Equity figures that the assomay not pass the Hays office, and ciation seeks a basis whereby it can
unless it gets the green light there, make demands, principally a change
Hollywood offers will be out. Show's inothe rules that would raise the
angels include most of those who 'legal' rate of commission from 5%
have a piece of 'Arsenic and Old to 10%. It has long been suspected
uneslimated number of
Lace' and with melons being cut that an
monthly from latter show, they Equityites are paying 10% despite
haven't as much to squawk about as the rule, which does not apply for
pictures, radio and other engageordinarily.

The

Herk

if the
granted he may be
appeal will then

application is
freed on bail.

be made. Judge Owen W. Bohnn
declared that the verdict had been
'amply justified by the evidence.'

a recent New York meeting of
association of legit agents it
that the casters continue
efforts
to have Equity recognize
them as a group. Annual fee of $25
for each agency was due Equity Dec
1, and while some individuals paid
on schedule, the others awaited
action by their association. Latter is
expected to remit the fees of Its
members via one check this week.

At

the

was agreed

THEME OF THE

Rose Takes Oyer

It had been hoped that fines and
suspended sentence.^ would be luled
in the 'Wine, Women and Song' indecent show convictions and when
last Thursday (17) the court ordered
I. H. Herk to be impri.wned for six
months Broadway was shocked.

Suit was filed in New York supreme
court in 1941 and was on the calen-

At War''

picture corporation, but that is for
tax purposes, and he'll hereafter do
business as an individual.

Max Gordon

the

Show Business

produce before
is due
for picture activity in March.
Gordon has dissolved his play and

With

of

for commissions on 'Clauhas been postponed to Jan. 11.

44

going to the Coast, where he

Billy

Suit

Franken

at

End of the War

Proposal to discontinue Equity's
quarterly meetings until the end of
the war again came up after the recent session at the Hotel Astor. N.Y.,
when less than 200 members attended. A large percentage of young
legit actors are in uniform, while
many others in Equity are busy with
war aid or looking for jobs.
the taxpayer.
It was revealed that meetings are
A forerunner of what may happen well attended only when controverIn the gasoline situation was indisial issues are on tap, but council
cated last week when all gas was
has ruled for continuance of the
withheld from passenger cars.
So sessions because it has been a pracmany private motors were off the tice of the association for over 20
streets over the weekend that Broadyears, although for ttie past year or
way seemed abandoned, a limited so the meetings have been a waste
number of taxis only being in evi- of time and money, it was conceded.
dence. While gas rationing is doubtProceedings early this month were
lessly keeping down the number of
desultory. There were no new mattheatregoers residing in the suburbs,
ters, with the result that secretary
t c; use of the difficulty in reaching
Paul Dullzell's report was principrailroad stations from homes, it has
ally a rehash of previous reports.
b.'en noticed that the number of
There were motions to memorialize
persons arriving at theatres in priGeorge M. Cohan and Lem Ward,
vate cars has been dropping for
but it is doubtful that the council
some time. That class of patronage will act on either proposal, there
is using taxis for the most part.
being no similar precedent

In

UuHl Jan. 11

Chicago, the show definitely closes

Quarterly Meetings

Nichols

Suit

Morrison, play broker,

'Strip

Anne

%

dia.'

Would End Equity's

15,

MAX GORDON GOES

Postpone 'Claudia'

of the

of

Although

but will be way
over last year'n increased levies.
Starting Jan. 1, 5% must be deducted
from all salaries, with the deductions, of course, being credited to

March

theme

(23) at Bellevue hospital
treat for patients.

Until

Defendants Free, Appeal Started

37th Anniversary ISumber

'Doodle Dandy of the U. S.
opens at the Belasco theatre, N.
Saturday (26) for a series of

Y.,

Conviction Shocks B'way: Other 2

Feb.

.tdilnl Feiiturr In

dren..

eight matinee performances.
The Saul Lancourt-Elie Siegmeister musical for children played in
N. Y. for one performance Oct. 18,
at the Hunter College theatre. Since
then it has visited 46 cities and
towns.
Cast of 10 gave performance thi.<i

attractions were spotted.
War conditions now and during
the last world conflict are much different, and so managers are puzzled
over the business possibilities after
New Year's, whei^ taxes are expected
Fedto affect the entire population.
eral income taxes are not payable
until

will publish in

^Show Business
At War'

Xmas Performances
Completing a
10,000-mile
lour
through New England, the south
and the middle west, during which
it
gave 57 performances for soldiers at USO centres and for chilA.'

Jessel

preview of his forthcoming
autobiography which Random

House

ance

Herk's 6-Moe Sentence in Hfine

by

George

And

49

Inside on George Jeasel

I

I

8 St. Martin's PI.
I

'

.

:

.

.
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Hays Out

of

minor characters handle

Something for the Boys
MUfU-iil

riiiiinilv

ill

Boston. Dec.
wonwi (M
111
T.xJil;
olum

their

as-

signments well.
The opening night ran to 11:30 and
had a sellout audience which mi.^sed
no opportunity to stop the show.

18.
fpli-);

l-;ih-l
.MlihUfl
P:iillii
Allen Jonklna.
f».ilur»»
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.
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.

)

(

.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.

.

Kvu
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this fabugot everything, from

It's

tag line,

to

The Family., wllh

kins and Paula Laurence, a combination so hot that the first-named has
to scramble to keep ahead of the
game (which she always does).

Poier Kyle

Good

'He's

Lookin,"

Guy' and "Could

It

a

Right

and

A

Item:

selves

in its final inflection

othy Fields. It starts off with a wallop in a three-scened prolog and a
nrst scene which seemingly are without recent parallel for setting the
key of a musical show. That it fizzles out by the end of the act, and
remains thereafter something of a
nuisance, by no means diminishes its
value as a skeleton upon which to
hang the show, for it's salted throughout with lusty dialog and enod
springboard for songs and snecialties.
Item: A nroduction by Mike Todd.
How he managed to achieve the .-niracle in these priority days i<s a mystery, but he's got about '.to bovs and
a score of sharp showirls. He has.
moreover, some of Howard Bay's
best sets, each of which reflects ooth
luxury and taste, and most of which
are extremely inventive as witness
the head-on view of the army plans
and the ballroom; he's ?ot dances by
Jaek Cole, all of which have spontaneity and good design; he's got costumes by Billy Livingstone which
are visually lively and of stunning

—

and

elToct.

Eplit-timed

very

First

he's got Has!:ard Shorl'.<!
staging to keep it all

femme defense w.irker
(Mi.es Merman) who inherits equal
of a Texas rannh.
The rpot
turns out to be a bust, but also turns
to be adincent to Kelly Field

kins) and a
shsrc.<;

oi-t

during the day

a defense

in

making

the gals

The colonel

gadiref.

of the air field
misinterprets the kind of house
they're running and folds It, but not
hpfore the daughter of a senator has
h-en photograohed as a proprietor.
This result.s in a threatened senate
investigation, but Mis."; Merman, by
means of a sci-n'iflc fluke, .straightens it all out. cettlnf the "<nator-al
daughter's cadet fiance (Bill John

sop)

in the

A

bargain.

good many addiiinnal touches
made before 'Something for

will he

the Boys' gets to Broadway two
weeks hence. Several scenes mis^d
fi'-c and an ultra-corny song, 'Riddle
n-'^dle Me This,' oroved to be too

elaborately corny for the first-night

A

ers.

act

dcfesn't

have

enough

improvements are
and 3. Seff .ind
Brecher are aiming satiric and
ironic darts at women's clubs, and
they do not pull any punches.
alterations and
effected in Act 1
if

The organization in question is
the Friendly Hand Club in a small
community, 'several hundred miles
from New York city.' The ambitious

members

lady

house for

make

laughs despite individual efforts of

Book deals with a burlesque queen
(Miss Laurence), a pitchman (Jen-

trio sets ud a boarding
soldiers' wive.t. employinf^

to

performers and moves at too leisurely
and discursive a pace. Also Act 3.
despite plenty of good guffaws and
gig<!les, still needs extra tonic, with
even the tag-line, which, probably
on paper read and seemed very
funny, not a solid click. The middle
act, however, belongs in the riot
class and may put the comedy over

moving.

The

rearrangement of some of

the material is doubtless in order,
loo. such as shifting the barn dince
Into the finale to wind up the show

London

of

this

organization

have booked a famous swing or
chestra and have sold all the tickets,
only to find themselves in a financial
jam. A lawsuit, brought by a crusty
bachelor who has suffered
in their clubhouse, wipes
out their $2.!500 balance, and the
play concerns their frantic efforts
to raise that amount so that they will
not have to cancel the orchestra's
engagement. Although pillars of the
communilv. these merribers of the
Friendly Hands (especially its officers) stoop al little to achieve their
ends.
The laugh highlight of the
play comes at the end of Act 2. when
the treasurer, the vice-president and
the head of the Ways and Means
Committee, smoke reefers, mistaking
them for ordinary ciggies, and under the bewildering influence of
marajuana behave in a manner most
scandalous and most childish.
The cast is generally flrst rate and
no changes ^cem necessary or even
Philip Loeb as the adadvisable.
vance manager of King Cole, the
orchestra leader (who never ap'

old

broken leg

immensely funny in his
and constant distrust of
members of womens" clubs. Out-

Dears), is
instinctive
all

standing on the distaff side are Mai-y

much of a bang as it start"; Sargent, as head of ways and means;
Some of the humor involvintr Enid Markey. as the treasurer, and
is a little too orecious.
Jane Seymour, as the v.p.. who are
like the other things, it's a minor the three unfortunates who smoke

with.
but.

Twitch'

matter
Miss

in so

potent a property.

Merman is no less than terPaula Laurence Is a natural,
in YtU
flr.M
mus-cal
role, is likewise.
Bill Johnson Is a likeable juvenile who can
sing; Jed Prouty adds considerably
to the fun of the opening scenes:
Anita Alvarez makes the most of one
brief dancing specialty; Betty Bruce
does likewise with two spots; William Lynn draws plenty of resnonse
as the whacky prospector, and the
rific.

the reefers and thereafter cut kittenish capers.
All three are at the

same time immensely amusing

and Jenkins,

when

comedy

in

'

it is

their
types.

.ind,

required of them, authentic
portrayals of club-women

For Mrs. Sargent (wife of a sociprominent Main Liner here)
the role must have been a source of
ironic delight.
Viola Roache is excellent as the club head, Augusta
Dabney is attractive as the youoK
secretary, Whit Bissell Is properly
ally

.

Donnlston

.

Rom

...Uulh Gonlon

.

.^Stanley

l-e.lnilk
llo.l.ley

Tom

.\nolber l.leitliMianl

.

A

'background' is anything but good
theatre at $3.85 top (or at any price),
but such • play is 'Three Sisters.'

.Eric Dreaaler
Tom Power.s

.

....

Naiiii'hd

Mili.l

.

. .

.

Bell

The Last Generation

McDermiitt
Waller fralg
Murle Pnicton

.

.

Melndr:imn

Is

I

lies in

somewhat ahead

—

theatre, possibly represents a new
The actresshigh for the season.
manager has spared nothing in her
efforts to revitalize the 42-year-old
script.
It boasts a star-studded cast
that responds flawlessly to Guthrie
McClintic's splendid direction; its
setting and costuming are perfection, itself; it is theatre, with all the
richness that the word connotes, to
its very core.
As such it will rate
its full quota of accolades and undoubtedly will prosper for a limited
while.

bow, impresses as a
Teddy; he has poise
and personality and is in the groove
ex-barmaid,

Doris Patston, as the
is

consistently

good,

and when the script hands her

(aa u ibllili
lleuree (Tlffle'it llmu-el
Tlirio

IliHpei'lor

Hnrry l.:init
John Yuunf;

r.riiilfi»i-il

I.leuton.nnt Aliin J,ui"rt.. .J<ihn
Mrs. nrlKpj<

Mr. nrlKKB
Anna Sleln
llrctle

llernilnuh:im
Mnry llerna
Will Wllwin

fieri ru.le

Ar Raid Waiilena

llusa

(

.Sylnev Prevoi-*

}

Rdwnrd Harbour

Korbea

.M:ie

CooiHT

Presentation of 'The Last Generation' at the Malin Studio on West
44th street (previously used as a rehearsal hall by producers) marks
the initial co-oo venture by a group
of young Broadway hopefuls banded
But unfortunately, none of these together by Max Malin and David
virtues can nullify the faults of the Millman. Latter authored the script,
Russian dramatist's play. It is slow, which he calls a 'timely melodrama
about an invasion of England.' while
plodding, dull and humorless.
It
rambles on at great length with its Malin, who owns the studio, is busiempty philosophical discussions, to ness manager.
Not only has Millman written a
a degree, at times, that is almost
play, but
acutely embarrassing.
Technically meaningless. Undramatic
mostly on a par
the play seems poorly constructed. the performers are
Of necessity, the
with the script.
permit"! only the skimpiest
'i*t't*.',<;'.
amount of elaboscended;
But whereas even dated production, but nocould
possibly inbackground
plays, invested with a proper spon- rate
vigorate such a dull and uninspired
taneity, have managed to get across,
there are few moments in 'Sisters' playthe capture on the
describing
In
that will emerge from depression
coast of England of a coulong enough to respond to the de- southeast
ple of Nazi spies by an English famfeatism that hovers over it. Someand the inevitable forestalling of
how the miseries and tribulations ily,Nazi
Invasion across the Channel,
a
o' Chekhov's neurotic Prozorov sisthe author has failed singularly in
ters, whose missions to Moscow recreating any suspense or vesting his
main unfulfilled, seem but slight and play with any of the requisites for
trivial behind today's broader, wargood melodrama.
punctured canvas, and this fact,
Robert Kibbee. son of Guy Kibbee,
more than any other, will mitigate the film actor, alone gives the sugagainst its chances for smash busi- gestion of a latent talent.
Sibyl
ness.
Ward, who directed, also doubles In
That Miss Cornell, who has long the lead femme role but overacts.
Rose
cherished a desire to produce and
night
Wediiesday
(VVithdraum
act in 'Sisters,' laid great store by
Chekhov's saga of frustration, is (16) after two performances.^
demonstrated by the zeal anil painstaking care lavished on it. That out
of its stilted dialog and characters

his American
fine choice for

histrionically.

in two a<'li«. pniloK nn,l eiiibiK
the Malln Slutllo. N. Y.. Dec.
Miillii iind Uavlil ^llllinan;

Aliix

Hlnseil bv Sllivl

Perhaps one rea-

offering.

by

'4-.

by Diivlil .Mlllinun;
For sheer magnificence of produc- written
SI. 10
Wiinl: aeiiliic. P;itrlrlii. neynoblti.
tion and acting, Katharine Cornell's t.ip.
revival of Anton Chekhov's The MiH. Korbeji
Sibyl Ward
....I(ol>ert KIbbM
Three Sisters,' which opened Mon- Mr. PorbOH
.Patricia Heyunlda
day night (21) at the Barrymore T free Forliet*
Klun Joliiimin

the fact that the
of its time
Being concern?d with
ever here.
ir raids and life under the immediate war conditions of embattled
Britain, it is obvious that a London
udience
would look upon the
drama as an actual piece of their
existence lifted bodily onto a sta^c.
Americans, who to date hr,vc had
these |ame conditions largely via the
newsreels only, are apt to regard
the play strictly in its theatrical
ense and as such it provides only
fairly entertaining session.
Several tense moments help to liven
things intermittently, and an ingratiating third act leaves a pleasant
taste at the curtain, but the play,
overall, fails to develop the total
punch that is said to mark the success of its English cousin.
Story is laid in the lounge of a
small country hotel near an RAF
airdrome in Mllchester. Td'tlll£ sptni'
come the wives of the fliers, to be
near their men, and the assortment
ncludes
Doris,
English
barmaid
married to a Polish count flier;
Maudie, middle-aged wife of Dusty,
flying sergeant; and Patricia, oneyear bride of DSC hero Teddy
Graham, flight lieutenant. Peter Kvle,
fading Hollywood film star, has followed Patricia to the inn. hoping to
renew a relationship the pair had
enjoyed prior to her marriage and
when she appeared as an actress in
Kyle's company.
Romantic thread
of the play relates to Pat's struggle
to choose between the two men.
Sideline love interest concerns the
tender affection between the former
barmaid and the count and the faithful Maudie and her Dusty. Snatches
of air raid flying routine are introduced, including an offstage takeoff
crackup, but the play skips the
angles that leave an audience with
clammy palms.
Gilbert Miller has given polish to
this production from the stagingacting-setting angles. As a whole it
represents
upper-level .scrivening.
particularly in the sentimental range.
Raymond Sovey's residents' lounge
is good designing.
Margaret Web.'vter's direction is all
that could be
asked. There are a number of fine
performances by a generally compstent troupe.
Alec Guinness, Britisher making
play

with as
'M'-.

HeleiiH

.Reynolds

Cnlverl

charm and dignity— qualities which
elevate them above the play's content. Miss Cornell has been gowned
exquisitely, albeit somber-hued, and
is lovely to look at. Yet the impression stays too often that here is a
picture postcard decoration. Using
one of the outstanding legit stars for

1.',.

at the Locust Street

funny enough

Vershlnln.

Pnirlcla

Ale«ander Kno«
McKay Morrla
Kdniuod Owenii
Mice llelmore rilffe
Arthur Chatterton
Kirk Douxlua
Ponnla Klnx

Andrey Proaorov....

Ki*lly
rirk;irtl

Andemon

the Prozorovs' two living rooms is of
sumptuous splendor, an eyeful of
beauty that fully Justified the prolonged applause It provoked on the
Likewise are the
curtain.
initial
other scenes endowed with a quiet

presenteil nl

every line a laugh. If it's folksy
comedy they have in mind, the
In
lines haven't sufficient bite.
short, it's neither fish nor fowl.'
Original production was directed
Harry Wagstaff Gribble.
by
June Walker, in original cast, has
been replaced in revised version
by Enitl Markey, while roles of
bulcey Cooper and William
Kelly have l^en written out of
new script. Otherwise credits
remain the same.l

theme of the

book by Herbert and Dor-

>I,ilj

KullKin

Ivo
(JulnnfUB

Despite a production that cnrrie.<:
flaws, it is doubtful
t the American reception of 'Flare
Path' will approximate the click beng enjoyed currently by the original

—

show.

Judith

Ferapont
An Orderly

Suvoiy
Kclk

no outstanding

evidently
writers
"The
ing:
havent' too clear a conception of
what they are aiming at all-out
farce or a homely comely of
maiujsra,, with satiric overtones.
If it's farce they're trying for,
their situations are not in them-

'When We're Home on fhe
Range.' a ditto trio for leads. Moreover, the title song iself has a twift

A

I'reaenied at BanrDeo. L'l, '42 al K-Bi

Kathnrino Cornell
MuaBrove
tJertiude

Iiina

Naniy

Mauille

'yariety' (Elie) reported 'Charity'
as a 'lightweight contender,' add-

Be You' having

and

which becomes,

Jni'kic

Sw.maon

John Kl'k
Clyde Wn'Idei;
Kruniachmldl

V..

Sdlyunv
Chebulyklii

I.:ithain

CiPrnltl

AIiT

theatre tonight (21). General concensus was that Alfred Bloomingproduction of the Irving
dale's

the usual sleeper qualities of grade
As for the latter, they
•A' Porter.
reach their zenith in 'By the ML<^iS'
sinewa,' an outrageously funny duel
for Miss.es Merman and Laurence,

at the last curtain, the

Cynihia

('iriihATn

P.-tli U't:i

I. Homy
Huna Robert
John Admr

,\.

opening.)

Tuienbarh

Arlhiir M:!!-^''^""

Oakea
DuHiy
iVrry

Brecher-Manuel Seff. comedy, with
round dozen tunes and the Abbott touches to give it stimlyrics by Cole Porter. While the lat- ulus, has a chance on Broadway, but
ter easily outpoint the former, the still leaves something to be desired.
tunes are engaging enough in most
[When the original production
cases to stand on their own, with
tried out in Boston. Nov. 3, '42,
'Hey,

Miii-Kn'**i

Doris.

Leallc

M

AnflMi

Mrii.

John M. Kline

(I.''

jitiiHha'

WobHCi'i: ^eillnp, RRynioml s^ovcv; iiiuhi*
Iluit!*;
inciirninKomr'ntH, Alriantlci
by UllUert Miller; oiu'm*"*! ni SliuNew HH\'cn, Dec. 17-m. '4.1. (IJ 7.".

Crnh.ini

Philip I»eh
Rolln Bauer
Don niurk

lop.
!•>

top.

A

Item:

nxire thealre.

Oiun

Skrozevlnaky.

I.laelolte

Cbekhov; prenenled by Knthnrlno
featurea Mlas Cornell. Hulh Qoi^
Judllh Anderson, Edmund uwenn,
Klnit. Tom Powera. McKay Morand Orrtnide Uuagrove: aiaxed by
rlH
Culhrle MrCllntIc: aelUnira nnrt lonlunlea
Aniiin

Ueiiiila

KcnteJ

much improved by sharpening and
It totes as follows:
George Abbott's canny direction,
Item: A formidable cast of entersingle
a
tainers headed bv a sock trio con- 'Sweet Charity' opened
Merman. Allen Jen- week's tryout

by

Maicril

four acenea by

acu and

l-iiriiell:

17

*iC''n*'-.

('lun:

revised

Considerably

miss making the grade than a B-24.

sisting of Ethel

HaltlKon;

tlire»

don

ln'ii,

son for this

and can no more

(REVIVAL)
In

by .Motley of London.

Dec.

foui'

T.'«My

rhiiliwinpher

title

ac(t*.

M'hit Illuiell

.Mtiry SMrKOnt
.Harlan llrlKii

H.tiTy Troll

lous piece.

thivo

AlpSHndor

.<;alvln Thoinait

Hriiiille.

T^Tonce

In

.Jnne Si»vmnur
Knld .Uarker
.

Tiuniiiel Wllnon
There may have been belter mu- r.nrton Sedsewli-k
sicals than Mike Todd's 'Something Mr. llosnilb
IleaMley
been .Mr.
for the Boys,' but there haven't
.Mr. Merrl-l
r)eil"r
many that have been more shrewdly John
Snivalinn Army .SoMler

geared to the times than

Toilil

Drnnm

husband, likewise shine in their brief
appearances.
Motley's opening-scene setting of

THREE SISTERS
Drama

quite adeWaters.

is

New Haven,

nnl

Inik Hml'.ev

Hays on Broadway

FLARE PATH

(REVISED)
Philadelphia, Dec. 21.

\VIUlam I.vnn

.

setting

single

SWEET CHARITY

Tbe n nnCB Twin*

Col. K. r> Cni'i'w.
Tnlila" Twil. b.
<*«np. Burns
Pul. Curler
I.I.

The
quate.

iiir.-nii"

1

harassed and querulous as her lonesome husband, and Calvin Thomas
In the second
Is good as the sheriff.
best male role, the veteran Harlan
Briggs, as the old codger who sued
the club for damages, collected and
is capital.
trouble,
all
the
so caused
There are a host of smaller roles, all
well played and neatly directed by
Abboti, who has done a shrewd and
perceptive directorial job.

a

Saw London

have come many moments of animation remains a tribute not only to
Miss Cornell, but to such sterling
performers as Ruth Gordon, Judith
Anderson, Edmund Gwenn, Dennis
King. Gertrude Musgrove, McKay
Morris and the others.
Certainly
little of the credit belongs to Chekhov.

The present adaptation, largely the
work of McClintic. adheres closely
the author's original.
Perhaps
greater significance might have been
attached to the current revival had
he pointed up more the play's suggestion of its war-themed background. As it is, it remains simply
a depressing study in neuroticism;
its only battle cry is the cry 'On to
Moscow,' which punctuates the lato

Continued from page
British subjects) are invariably the

most arrogant and more expensive.
Says Hanna, 'I can understand why
the coffee is bad. but there's no
reason why it shouldn't be served
hot."

i— 'Flarepath' is a big smash, but
dpubtful to repeat in America, although over there they call it the
'Journey's End' of World War II.
3— Bobby Howe, doing the Danny
Kaye role in 'Let's Face It.' does a
Prolog' number which, if not a takeoff on 'Melody in 4F,' is reminis-

Howe, now about 50,
cent thereof.
This particular
lead.
mentations of t^ie sisters: Masha does the juve
style of
(played by Miss Cornell), who finds song is not in the Kaye
an outlet from seven years of mari- double-talk; it's more gibberish.
'DuBarry Was a Lady' is also a
I
Arthur Margaretson's perfo:mance tal boredom in her short-lived romance with Colonel Vershinin (Den- hit there.
Ei the filmite is sincere and he gives
nis King); Olga. (played by Miss Ana fine reading in the letter scene.
5— Yank pix are more socko than
Balance of cast turns in good jobs, derson), who craves an escape from ever.
with Alexander Ivo a standout as her teaching post only to encounter
Legit B. O, Drops
new frustrations in an unwanted
the Polish count.
6 London legit boomed until some
Although 'Flare Path's' chances as headmistress appointment, and Irina,
Broadway stayer are not too the youngest (portrayed by Miss weeks ago, when both the shorter
a
bright, the Hollywood prospect.^ for
Musgrove). whose journey to Mos- winter days and the dropping of
this one are much brighter when
cow and Utopia is tragically cut daylight saving makes it very dark
20th-Fox (which backed the stage short when her fiance is killed in when people emerge from their 5.30
production) gets around to putting a duel by a spurned suitor. Through
'evening' performances. Thus, it beit on celluloid.
Bone.
three acts and four scenes it all
comes more difficult to get busses.,

juicy letter-reading scene late in
the play, she goes to town.
Nancy
Kelly adds decor to the stag: picture
and handles her romantic
scenes smoothly
and confidently.

—

—

—

—

builds up slowly all too slowly to
its inexorable, meaningless climax.
Because of the script's unorthodox
construction, which shifts the limelight in rapid succession from one
Continued from page 1
character to another, no one is permitted
to dominate a scene for long,
benefits call for a Judge Lindis to
regulate them, and to be ruled with although Gwenn comes near wrestan iron hand akin to the Hollywood ing these laurels in the second act
when, as the vodka-imbibing Dr.
Victory Committee, which is most
Chebutykin who fully realizes his
favored by eastern actors as the contributions to
medical science are
ideal setup. The manner in which at an end. he turns in
a magnificent
the actors regulate themselves on performance.
Miss Gordon as the
the coast is best liked by the New vicious sister-in-law of the longYork players who now know, from suffering trio, whose vulgarities add
a bitter boxofflce experience, that to the torment of the household as
their own b.o. is effected. As has she takes over possession of the
frequently been heard. 'Oh well, premises, gives the play a much'

Benefit

why go

Squawks

see Jessel (or Kaye. or Bol-

ger, et al.) when I saw the cream of
all their shows at a benefit at the
Garden last Sunday'.

taxis,

etc.,

especially

with

the

Heretofore, it
bad now.
dark until 10 p. m.
Americans have nothing
but the greatest praise and enthusi-

weather

'didn't get

7— Both

asm

for the British morale, stoicism

and affection for America,

its- visit-

ing soldiers, our lend-lease, and
everything else that goes with it.
B— Lastfogel talking: 'And, brother,
when you're signing those many
visas you have to du nowadays, when
you spell out A-m-e-r-i-c-a-n to any
official,

that's

something

don't have to tell you,

which,

I

makes you feel
But the re-

mighty, mighty proud.

spect it commands, and the added
lift, although her opportuni
are few and far between. King feeling of security it imparts. Is
all
times convincing.
£ric something you can only visualize
as the brother, and Torn when you're In the now Dark. Old
Powers, as Masha's tolerant, resigned Continent.'

needed
ties
is

at

Dresser,
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Chicago

Down;

LEGITIMATE

Triorities' Leads, 15G;

'SPRING AGAIN' FAIRISH

$11,500 IN PnrSBURGH

ladies Next at Hatlaudia Quits,
'Spring

Chicago, Dec. 22.
Continued cold weather, added to
the pre-Christmas slump, is keeping
All attractions are
business down.
simply marking time for holiday
business.
'Priorities of 1942' still leads, with
'Good Night Ladies' getting most of
what out-of-town trade there is.
Estimates for Thla Week
'Good .Nlfbt Ladles,' Blackstone
oath week) (1,200; $2.75). Transient
trade kept figure up to $14,000 last
week.
'Juniar Miss,' Harris (13th week)
Closes here Ja6. 16,
(1000; $2.75).
giving show 16 weeks, longest run
Off to around $7,000.
this season.

In 4 Days, Port., Ore.
«
Portland, Ore., Dec. 22.
Ethel Barrymore played at the
Mayfalr theatre four nights and one
matinee last week (14-17) in 'The
Corn Is Green." A defense-worker
town turned out practically in force.
Gross was approximately $12,500 at

$3.30 top.

'SISTERS'

'Maid in Ourks,' Great Northern

Down

(13th week) (1,300; $2.20).
$4,800, still profitable.

WOW

27G IN PIIIUY

to

'Forgy and Bess,' Studebaker (7th
Holding on for
(1,400; $3.30).
Closes
soon.
business.
holiday

To Top

backing last week at Nixon and mdnaged to squeeze out a pretty fair

'Com' Fine $12,500

Still

$11,500 as a result of the healthy preseason sale. Crijc were pretty lukewarm about the play but had lot of
nice things to say about the stars, C.

$11,000.

Erlanger (7th week)
Closing notice up for
Will be followed next day
Jan. 3.
by Zasu Pitts in 'Her First Murder."
'PrlariUes,'
(1300; $2.75).

Good

$15,000.

Selwyn

'CUndia,'

(.Id

week)

(1,000;

Did not catch on. Closed
here Dec. 19 to $6,000 on week. House
dark for week until opening of
$2.20).

'Merry Widow' revival.

lADir WINDS UP
3

WKS. IN DET.

'Blithe Spirit,'

WITH

ing cast, zoomed single week's gross
of 'Sisters' to slightly over $27,000.

72i;^G

Wham 9G

in

Hub

For 3 Showings
Boston, Dec.

22.

The week before Christmas didn't
mean a thing so far as 'Something for
the Boys' was concerned, but it cut
Into the other legit offerings somewhat.
'Junior Miss' finished eight weeks at
the Wilbur with a solid record dented only by the Grove disaster; 'Firefly' finished fairly strong at the Majestic, and 'Arsenic' got off to a good
start at the Colonial. The Plymouth
had four performances of 'Sea Horse

an army show

Scandals,'

Camp

from

in

A

Devens, but the show wasn't
ballyed to catch cn.

the Colonial.
Estimates for Last Week
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Colonial
(1,634; $2.75).
A staunch attraction
at an estimated $12,000.

Majestic

'Firefly,'

Dropped

$9,000
for pre-ho)iday.
to

(1.667;

'Junior Miss," Wilbur
(1,227; $2.75).

$2J0).

okay

estimated,
(8th

week)

Finished pretty strong

considering, though

down

to $7,000.

'Something for the Bovs," Shiibert

A wham

(1,590; $3.30).
draw for
Merman starrer, taking close
to $9,000 in three performances.
to go, and going clean.

Kthel

Colorfnl

Showman

Captain Pierce Powers-Waters, who
had a colorful career as manager of
Broadway shows, died last Thurs-

day (17)

in

Bay side,

L.

I.,

after a

In N. Haven, Does
New Hav^n, Dec.

3G
22.

Thrcc-day breakin of 'Flare Path'
Shubert here (17-19) took a

at the

pre-Xmas boxoftlce clipping despite
a friendly press.
In four performances at $2.75 top gro-ss slipped to
an estimated $3,000.
House gets 'Angel Street" for current Fri.-Sat., doing an extra mat
on Xmas day.
Preem of Helen
Hayes new one. 'Harriet,' is pencilled for

Januaiy.

Ke was about

58 years of age.

of his principal assignments a couple

seasons

of

ago

was managing the

tour and N. Y. engagemenU of 'My
Dear Children,' not the least of that
job being in handling John Barrymore, who starred in the play. One
result of that association was a book
or the 'Great Profile' by Waters'

widow.
Waters was originally a London
brought here by Lee Shubert to manage the Maxine Elliott
theatre.
From 1930 to 1939. he was

associated with the theatrical activities of three socialite producing
firms.
He first joineJ up with Macgowan and Joseph Verner Reed.
Latter he left show business to
write
Curtain
book.
The
a
Falls' in which the practices of cer-

showmen

tain

Waters was

the.i

were

castigated.

general manager

for Aldrich Si de Liagre, and, after

Aldrich & Myers.
figured in raising backing for
Maurice Evans' sensational revival
of 'Richard IT," which cleaned up at
the St. James, N. Y., the show 'makthat,

He

ing'

Evans on Broadway.

The

late

Boris Said, who operated the house,
had part of the show, which was
presented by Robinson Smith. Eddie Dowling was also in on the
Buffalo, Dec. 22.
Openmg of 'Three Curtains' at Shakespeare revival.
Latter got
the Erlanger last week was postlittle or nothing of the profits, while
poned until Friday night when the
Smith has not been hea. i of around

'Murder' $3,300, N.O.
New Orleans, Dec. 22.
,„
'"'rst Murder," in two evening
«nj one
aua
matinee performances last
SLeekend, grossed only $3,300 despite
Plenty of advance
blurbs and fiood

jeviews.

Top prices were $2.24
"y'^ee and $2.80 for nights.
ZaSu Pitts Is sUrred.

for

Booth (58th week)
Rated around $7,000

maker

come back,

expected to

too,

and

is

through winter.

will

.,

Life With Father," Empire (161st
New Year's Eve.
Wilson theatre also will relight by week) (CD-1,062; 3.30). Dipped to
Christmas night with Ekj- bit more than $9,000, but run leader
ward Everett Horton in 'Springtime should bound up as it has after past
(or Henry,' which had a long run slump periods.
'My SIsUr Eileen,' Broadway (104th
here last summer. All three regular
hou.ses are playing double headers week) (CD-1.910; $1.10). Moved to
npenini;

on

New

house with ticket scale, ae;\in
reduced failing to help; takings
nround $6,000; should do better after
this week.
'New Faces of l»43,' Ritz (R-868:
X3.30). Intimate revue presented by
Leonard Sillman; written mostly by
.Tohn Lund. June Carroll and Lec
W^incr: ooened Tuesday (22).
bie

Year's Eve.

One

XurtaiDs' 4^G, Buffalo

cast and production became snowbound.
Despite zero temperature, the gas
ration headache and the Xmas buying spree, the three
one-acters managed to pick up a fair .$4,500 in four
snows, with house scaled at $2.20 top.

or

'By Jupiter,' Shubert (29th week)
Marked drop in
(M-1,325; $4.40).
takings for this standout; last week

year's illness with a kidney disorder.

Two manager

'Flare Path' Clipped

$1,500

Current week is surprising for
Boston Light Opera Co., Locust legit, with four shows going here approximately $21,500.
(3d week) (1,600; $2). Proximity to for
holidays reflective of the
'FlarA^Palh.' Miller (D-940; $3.30).
Xmas and general conditions con boomthe
along the rialto.
Prevnted by Gilbert MlUer; written
sidered, $5,600 was okay and gave
'Lsdy in the Dark* wound up by Terrence Rattigan; London war
troupe over $24,000 in three weeks thiee strong weeks at the Cass by plav well regarded; opens tonight
here which meant profit. 'Sweet tacking on approximately $22,000 in (23).
Charity' trying out this week .only. the Uurd stanza to bring its earn'Great Bic Doorstep,' Moroscc.
'The Three Sisters,' Forrest (one ings fcr the Detroit session to an
Withdrawn Saturday (19) after three
week only) (1,800; $3.50). Some dif- estimated $72,500. It wiU be fol- weeks.
ference of opinion among crix and lowed Christmas night by Zasu Pitts
Biltmore (19th week) (C'Janic,'
general public reaction not wildly in 'Her First Murder," set for nine
991; $3J0). Moved here from Miller
enthusiastic,
star's
personal days thrc'igh the holidays.
but
Sunday (20); has been off with the
draw, plus fine cast of names, pulled
Lafayette continued to prosper
$27,000 on week, best drama gross with its bargain-priced policy of field; last week around $7,500.
'Junior Hiss,' 46th Street (S9th
this year. 'Full Speed Ahead," musi
top,
Walter Hampden and
$1.65
cal tryout, opens at the house Christ- Cissie Loftus in 'Arsenic and Old week) (CD-1,347: $2.20). Moved here
mas night 'Full Speed' formerly Lace' adding $10,000 in the second from Lyceum after fine run to make
known as 'Firefly.'
week to the strong $12,000 gleanings way for 'Dougbgirls,' due next week;
Comedy will con- scale lowered because of largein the first week.
capacity spot; $7,000 approximated.
tinue through the holidays.
'Let's Face It,' Imperial (56th week)
'This Is the Army,' which has an
Power-Waters Dead
advance sale to indicate upward of (M-1,326; $4.40). Has been slipping
here, since Thanksgiving; last week dipped
stay
through
its
$250,000
settled in Monday at the Masonic under $20,000: should come back;
After Year's Illness;
Auditorium for two weeks with an house is possibility for 'Dancing in
$11 opening and the same top for the Streets.' forthcoming musical.

sufficiently

Christmas night .<:ees the debut of
'Wife Takes a Child' at the Wilbur:
'Soring Again' at the Plynjouth and
"Three Curtains" at the Majestic.
•Tobacco Road' returns for it-s fifth
visit on Dec. 28, coming this time to

oft

(CD-712; $3.30).
but consistent money
stick

Detroit, Dec. 22.

Week

Went

more; rated around $7,500; advance
indicates l>etter pace this week, as
true of others
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(100th weeR) (CD-893; $3.30). Slipped
under $7,000, possibly lowest since
opening; ticket sale now better, including Christmas eve.

Saturday matinee mark of $3,600 was
especially phenomenal.

Merman Musical

Fme at 21G. 'Son

$3J0).

(D-789;

Eatiinalea for This

Broadway

since ihen.

Waters started

claiming a .hare of the show's
earnings but nothing "ver came of it.
Waters was last representative for
Dennis King when the actor turned
manager and staged 'She Couldn't
suit,

Ssy Yes,' said to have cost $160,000.
That musical flopped out of town.
'Angel St." 2G, Prov.
Providence. Dec. 22.
'Angel Street' knocked off fairish
in one-night stand (16) last
week at thi; Metropolitan theatre
here at $2.20 top.

$2,000

House

scats 3,200.

Others

Off. 'Sidn'

Doubtful 51/2G

have climbed, quoted

at $23,800; that

Aubrey Smith and Grace George,
is nearly all show ccn get: topped all.
'The Willow and I,' Windsor (2d
and names accounted for the modest
The Pirate' actually went up, with week) (D-873; $3.30). Came in at
window sale.
straightplay leaders vying with mu- hazardous time and parties helped
Show was headed for at least a sicals. After a bye week, three but mild gross around .^6.000: chances
couple of grand better than that dramas and an intimate musical open to make grade should be indicated
week.
after this week.
when terrif snowstorm came up mid- this
Several shows are laying off part
'ITnoIe Bu-rv.' Hudson (30th week)
way in the run and dropped attend- of current week. Two attractions are
Has been going
ance (o almost nothing for a couple switching theatres. 'Great Bi« Door- (D-1.042: ta.ao).
money for
of performances. Nixon is currently step' was an added casualty last along to frirly good
meller and making a run of it; down
dark, for first time this season, i;ets Saturday.
around $7,000 last week; will climb
ihe Boston Comic Opera Company in
Estimates for Last Week
back.
nine perfoi-mances of Gilbert and
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
'WMheat love,' S». James <6th
Sullivan next week and has nothing
to follow it yeL 'Life With Father' CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), week) (C-1.S20: $3.30). Outgrossed
M CMusical), O (Operetta).
the musicals in recent weeks but
comes in for a fortnight Jan. 11.
'Angel Street,' Golden (S4th week) even this draw attraction dipped last

Philadelphia, Dec. 22.

Katharine Cornell's revival of
Chekhov's somber Russian play, "The
Three Sisters" claimed best weekbefore-Christmas biz of any road
show last week. In the face of mixed
notices, although most of them favorable, and much adverse word-ofmouth, name of Cornell, plus cork-

M

List.

Severest part of pre-holiday slump
^long Broadway occurred last week.
Nearly all grosses dropped and only

week)

Around

B'way dinibar. $23M

Tirate' Lone

Pittsburgh, Dec. 22.
Again' had subscription

Si

'PEOPLE' $16,000

WASH. WEEK

IN

Washington, Dec.

22.

business directly at the boxofTicc
with goodly number of patrons from
neighborhoods: around $17,500 again
but will improve.
'Skin of Our Teeth." Plymouth (5'.h
week) iCD-1.075; $3.85). Even the
lop straightplay grossers skidded in
the
pre-Christmas going: takings
here still verv big, though, with
crncc topnin" X21.0O0.
'Pons o' Fun.' Winter Garden (55th

Critics

verbo.ic

the

'

all

flr.st

act after the premiere.

The second week's subscription sale
assures the Guild a good profit on
the Washington engagement.
'Arsenic and Old Lace" has piled
up a mountain of mail orders for its
Dec. 28 week. Outlook was so good
theatre asked for two weeks but
earlier booking prevented this.
In
a fortnight here last season, 'Arsenic'

week)
week:

in

for

but

St.,'

'Curtains'

'Angel Street.' with two evening
performances last week, and "Three
Curtains.' with matinee and evening

shows

last

Wedne.-iday

(16),

gro.ssed

each at the Court
$2,500
Souare theatre.
'Curtains.' produced by Harold J.
Kennedy, former local man who acts
in two of the three one-acters, had
mixed critical reception.
iibout

$5,-

500 estimated.
'Native
Son.'
Majestic
(return
date) (8th week) (D-1,716; $1.65).
Went down again after some boost
through publicity flare-uo, and last
week- wys* "around -$9.50trr tfoubvisii
after next week.

.

Revival
'Couasellor-at-Law,' Royale
(4th
week) (D-1,047: $3J0). Very good
showing so far and may last into
spring, if not lonf^er: somewhat affected but turned in $12,000.
'The Three Slaters' Barrymore (D-

Presented by Katharine

1.104: $3.85).

Cornell; written by Anton Chekhov;
name cast attracted bie business In

Washington and Baltimore; opened

Monday

(21): strong press.

Vande-Revee
'Show Time,' Broadhurst (14th
week) (1.142; $2.75). Slipped to
around $14,000; vaude show has been
making good but not at that level;
should

be

again

profitable

during

holidays.

Greenwich Village
'Winter Soldiers,' Studio Theatre.

Withdrawn.
'Only the Heart," Provincetown
Playhouse. Mentioned to move uptown.

'DOUGHGIRLS' FAIR 9G
IN

BALTIMORE WEEK

Baltimore, Dec. 22.
The Doughgirls,' at Ford"s here
week, drew a mixed reaction
from the local critics and a fairish
gross figured liberally at $9,000.
On Christmas night Jed Harris
gives his 'Dark Eyes' a sendoff, to
be followed by two more performances Saturday.
last

$4.40).

One

of the season.
Show received nice notices.

Cold

and snow hurt

of

$20,000.

among

the

real

winners:

ap-

stated.
'Strip

for

Action,' National

H(t.

LOU

I'.I.ATTON

e/e Variety, Hollywood

(12th

week) (C-1.162: $3.85). Dropped to
around $10,500. which may be red
operation, but until recently it was
making money: definitely going off
Jan. 2 and should share in holiday

^

Springfield. Mass., Dec. 22.

denends on business thereafter;

shows laying off part of this
resume Christmas; rat^d

proached $22,000.
'Stars on Ice' Center (23d week)
(R-3.000: $1.65). As expected, dipped
.sharply prior to Christmas, and last
week's takings estimated around
$19,000: should bounce right back
into
big
money; extra matinees

early

Split 5G, Springfield

share of holiday business but
continuance of repeat engagement

get

and Garter," Music Box (26th
week) (R-991: $4.40). Eased off mostly at matinees due to shopping rush;

February, but this booking is contingent on how the musical shapes
up when it opens in Boston.

'Angel

at quoted $22,-

'Star

Other January bookings are Grace
George and C. Aubrey Smith in
'Spring Again,' due on the 18th.
pencilled

bi<(

Added

will

down around

"This Little Hand' under the aegis
of .\. H. Woods, backed by Columbia
Pictures, comes in Jan. 4.
All-girl
melodrama, with K. T. Stevens featured, will play at $2 top.

is

(R-1.519;

several

grossed $45,000.

'Follies"

very

'Proof Through the Night,' Moros(D-P39: $3.30). Presented by Leo
'Widow' 7V2G, Cincy
Shubert and Harry Kaufman; writCincinnati, Dec. 22.
ten by Allan R. Kenward: highly reMuriel Angelus in 'Merry Widow'
garded on Coast; opens Friday (25);
changed from 'Cry Havoc' because did approximately $7,500 last week
in tlie 1.300-seat Cox at $2.75. Take
film version has priority on title.
'Rosalinda,' 44th St (8th week) was a little better than half of the
(0-I,375; $3.30). Getting most of its expected mark and Cincy's poorest

were divided on the
Konstantin Simonbv
conceded it was redmeal melodrama.
Clifford Odets.
who wrote the American acting version, .<'la<;hed 15 minutes out of a
tion.

still

"Ciaodla,' Forrest (return engage(original date S6 weeks) (20th
(C-1.105: $1.65).
Figures to

ment)
week)

co.

The New York Theatre Guild's
dip inio Soviet drama. The Russian
People.' gro.<;sed $16,000 in its first
week at the National theatre as an
American Theatre Society attracmerits of
play but

veek;

800.

,

business.

'The
(9th

Damask

week)

Cheek,' Playhouse
Down
(C-895; $3.30).

around $6,500 but has good chance
to play through winter and figures
to climb.

'The Eve of St. Mark,' Cort (11th
week) (D-1.064; $3.30). Not greatly
but was afTected like other drama
leaders: approximated $16,000: real
money for highly rated war play.
'The Pirate,' Beck (4th week) (CnfT

1,214; $3.85).

The one play known

to

THROW A POSEY TO

SANTA CLAUS
Direction:

Wm.

Morris

'
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Current Road Shows

Inside Stuff-Legit
.Iiihri

ill
lliLspot
KinoriiMU'ni

Tlic N. Y. iMirim- l;is! Thiirsdiiy '17i
<;iiest columnist
ii.-iKill.v
occupied by Waller Winclicll. who is absent on a
nav.il mission.
Manj»;cr's coliinui was headed "You Can

Wilio a III!.' and it was the occasion of "Life With Father" Empire. N. Y.i.
having p!i.'>cd tlic 1.291-performance record or "Lishtiiin.' which Winehcl!
Smith and Coldc.i prorluccd. Latter ran three years and up to the lime
of 'Fathoi' was only exceeded in lennih of Broadway slay by 'Tobacco
Road' av.C 'Abies Irish Rose."
Golden contended in the column that there is an unrecorded coniinoii
denominator of all gxeai stage successes, a sort of fornuila for hits, since
they were all concerned with or about married or elderly people. Plays
had Denman
instanced: 'The Old Homestead' standout in the 1890'9
Thompson in the lead role, he being over CO: James A. Hearne scored in
a bis way with "Shore Acres' about the same lime: David Warlleld in
'The Auctioneer' and 'Music Master' was no youngster: Joseph Jeflcr.son in
'Rip Van Winkle' and 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.' with its elderly Negro characi

'Ansel Street' (2d Co.)— Sliubcrl.
New llavon (25-26); Royal Ale.-vnndr,i.

Toronto

worded

(28-2).

the

Detroit (23-2).

—Geary.

Louis (25-2).
'Corn
Is

Co.)

Green'

— American.

San

and not the youngsters who made the

criticism.'

:

.

.

.

'Firefly' (tryout)
delphia (25-2).

— Forrest,

Phila-

—

Nixon,

Gilbert and
Sullivan
Pittsburgh (25-2).

Junior

Ml,<s'

(2d

Co.)

cust, Philadelphia (28-2).
appearing in 'Without Love,' the house was so cold that the audi•Lady In the Dark'— Taft Auditoence throughout the performance wore overcoats and furs.
rium. Cincinnati (28-2).
House management was not at fault, though, and it was known that
'Life with Father' (2d Co.)— EngReported
the heating system's oil tank had been filled late last week.
lish. Indianapolis (28-2).
that Miss Hepburn refuses to permit the steam to be turned on during
'Maid in the Oiarks' Great Norperformances because r.oise of the radiator.'; interferes with her performthern. Chicago (23-2).
ance. On matinee days offices over the St. James are unhealed, and so
'Merry Widow'
Selwyn, Chicago
complaints disclosed the star's radiator stance. SI. James is the only legit
(28-2).
house known to use an oil heating system. Others have coal plants or
'Porgy and Bess'— Studebaker, Chiare supplied by a public service steam company.
cago (23-2).
'Priorities ol 1942' (vaude)— ErNew managerial duo of Faggen and Berns has lea.sed the Shubert langer. Chicago (23-2).
theatre. Philadelphia, but the problem of securing legit attraclion.s has
'Bnssian
People'
(tryout)
Nahardly been solved. They spent considerable coin In getting the house tional. Washington (23-26).
into condition, with the idea of securing musical shows, house being of
'Something for the Boys' (tryout)
large capacity and suitable for such attractions, but none Is presently —Shubert, Boston (23-2).

—

—

—

was recently shown

at the Shubert.

It

was figured

'Spring Again'— Plymouth. Boston
that

comedy, having fared well in summer spots and neighborhoods, would be
liver one. but it petered out quickly.
'Sailor' was revived by Arthur
Berkhardt, who has been seeking a Broadway house, but no booking
has been made.

a

J.

From 'somewhere in the Middle East' during the past week came a
money order for $5.50 from an American soldier, one Private Sam Grossinger, who wished to reserve two tickets to the Molly Picon starrer. 'Oy is
Dus a Leben,' Yiddish-language musical at the Picon theatre, N. Y. The

other producing

.

.

.

.

.

.

— Harris.

is

available.
'Sailor Beware'

Ciling
to close

.

An-

On Monday (21), when the temperature dipped under zero in New Chicago (23-2).
'Junior MIrs' (3d Co.)— Bushnell
York, many complaints reached several Broadway' theatre managements
Auditorium. Hartford (25-26); Loofi lack of heat.
In one instance, at the St. James, where Katharine Hep
burn

.

.

Detroit (25-2).
geles (23-2).

many

closing' that the support of

.

Los

magazine.

either.'

where notice

"These pres.<;ure groups are responsible to no one but themselves.
Their standards are not always In agreement with the general cona policy of censorship by intimiscience of the community
. under
The imposition of
dation there would be. no fair and open contest.
particular types of morality by a reign of terror is certainly nothing
that the American public should encourage or permit in such a crisis
while Equity
as that through which we are passing at this moment . .
hates and distrusts and will oppose an official censorship from any
source, it has even le.ss use for and will oppose as strongly a censorship imposed and maintained by intimidation.'

—

Rookie'— Belasco,

this

.

'Good Night Ladles'
Blackstone,
Chicago (23-2).
Her First Murder' (tryout)- Cass,
Hey,

against

.

—

Broadway

association's

instance of 'Native Son.' Majestic, N. Y.,

Had the show slopped, says Equity, 'the forces pressing for censorship would have been assured that a new and powerful secret weapon
it would be no longer neceshad been delivered into their hands
sary to prove that a play was immoral, indecent or obscene or, anything else. All that would be necessary would be to intimidate the
organized pressure groups might
owners of theatrical real estate
object on any grounds.' with the result that a manager might feel
justified ordering any show out of his theatre.

title.

Chief make-up problem was that of schnozzles. Atkinson stated: 'The
king has a monstrous, pendulous nose that would serve valiantly in a
burle.sque show Polonius has a pointed nose; Hamlet cuts his \vay through
with a nose fashioned like a ploughshare.
Whenever the ghost appears
the weather is alarming; lightning, thunder and wind give triumphant
performances.' It was a lengthy perXormance. as are most shows in China,
and he took to the air again some time after 11 p. m., with the play about
half finished.
In another story Atkinson told of sitting in the nose of a bomber during a raid over the Burma Road. He was with the pilot and smoked a
pipe as though hardly aware of the plane's mission, he wrote.

one of the most sharply

In

the

grosses.

Holly-

'Dark Eyes' (tryout )— Ford's. Baltimore (2.')-26) (premiere); Walnut.
Brooks Atkinson. N. Y. Times' new war correspondent -dran^a critic, ra- Philadelphia (28-2).
dioed two yarns from China last week, both again being bylined on page
'Doughflrls'
Walnut,
(tryout)
one. Upon reaching Chungking he immediately reverted to type, attending a Philadelphia (23-26).
Chinese version of 'Hamlet' at the Kuo Tai theatre. He wrote that, al'Eve of SI. IMark' t2d Co.)— Audifhougn the play had been running two weeks it 'was not ready for formal
torium, Rochester, N. Y. (31-2).
tlve years,

in

managers and authors was quickly shown, Shubert said he had been
misquoted and that the closing notice was meroly a matter of poor

ter,

Box.

has yet carried

Lee Shubert had been quoted as saying he wanted to avoid trouble
which might mean cancellation of the theatre's licen.se. After a lively
emergency meeting, during which Equity made 'so determined a pro-

St.

test

—Curran,

Francisco (2,')-2).
were also American classics.
'Cry Havoc'— Music
Frank Bacon in 'Lightnin' and the lead in 'Road' were on in years, while
he said that it was the A. K.s in 'Abie' who made the show, which ran wood (25-2).

it

headed 'Nor censorship by intimidation,

that church.'

San Fran-

cisco (23-2).
(1st

is

had been posted and then taken down. It said the play was not nn
immoral, indecent or obscene play. "The play had simply incurred the
displeasure of the Roman Catholic Church and is on its list of 'wholly
objectionable plays' attendance at which Is forbidden to members of

'Blackouts of 1942' (vaiidfi— El
Capitan, Hollywood (23-2).

'Claudia'

editorials

Comment

Washington (28-21.
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (3d Co.)—

'Blossom Time'

'Intimidation'

Equity struck back at censorship attempts

'Arsenic and Old Lace' (1st Co. )—
Colonial. Boston (23-20); N;ilional.

Laf.iyc'.tc.

gainst

Equity

IDfC. 23-Jnn. 2)

m

CIdklcn wis

Herk's Sentence
Continued from page 49

the

New York

stage.'

It

was sur-

mised in show circles that pressure
had t>een brought in the 'Wine' case
by one or more religious groups,
determined to 'clean*up the stage.'
Catholic Theatre Movement is believed to head the religious groups.
Report of the probation officer
was mentioned by the court, it being to the effect that Herk had been
hired to put on 'Wine' by the show's
•

(25-2).

'Springtime for Henrv'— Wilson.
Detroit (25-2).
'Sweet Charity' (revised) (tryout)
—Locust. Philadelphia (23-26).
'This Is Ihe Army'—Shrine Au:iitorium, Detroit (23-2).
This Little Hand' (tryout )— Playhouse,
Wilmington (25-26) (premiere); Ford's, Baltimore (28-2).
Three Curtains' (tryout)— Majes-

;

having the case switched to General
Sessions 'hoping to befuddle a jury.'
Margie Hart was the stripper in
Judge Bohan Loquacious
'Wine' whose performance is claimed
Ordinarily Judge Bohan makes to have brought on the trouble, actew comments when gassing sent- cording to those In show circles. She
ence, but was loquacious in this escaped prosecution, but in the 'Sex*
Among other things he case in 1927 Mae West was sent to
instance.
said: 'This conviction is a notice to
the workhouse tor 10 days on an imeveryone that any public exhibition moral show charge. Although she
intended to e.xcite the passions in- was reported scrubbing the floors, the
ordinately or degrade the dignity 'time' was reported
to have t)een
of women, should be driven from
something of a lark for Miss West.
the 'police, evidently at the instance
of the district attorney's office.

Herman Shapiro and Samuel Funt,
and company mansuspended sentences,
were warned not to fl^ure in any
show of the 'Wine' type, or else.
'Wine's' stage
agers, who got

First named is a New Jersey attorney, also an actor. He played bits
and understudied the 'Wine' male
principals.
For a time he was a
member of Equity, but withdrew
about two years ago.
'Wine' was fadin;; fast when the

backers, not named in the report,
in not being charges were flled and. if the comincluded in the indictment was clear, plaint ha*d been held back a few
but under the law could still be days, the show would have folded.
proAcuted for aiding in the mis- Publicity of the charges then upped
wanted to make tic. Boston (25-2).
'Tobacco Road'
certain that they would see her click show.
American. St. dem.eanor. Assistant prosecutor Sol the b.o. Defendants were convicted
A similar incident involving the Theatre Guild occurred recently, when Louis (23); Auditorium, Charleston, Gelb is quoted saying that had he Dec. 3. at which time the show was
an American soldier in Africa reserved a ticket for 'The Pirate,' starring W. Va. (25-26); Colonial, Boston presented the case to the grand immediately taken off.
Until the
128-2).
jury, he would have included Lee license is renewable, the Ambassathe Lunts. His wife was the recipient in this case.
'Watch on the Rhine'
Haima, Shubert and Max Liebman. reputed dor theatre is in the same category
partners in 'Wine.' along with Herk. as condemned property.
Bradford Hatton. young actor who understudies several parts in 'Junior Cleveland (25-2).
'Wife Takes • Child' (tryout)— Latter is said to have received a
Miss,' suddenly went on Saturday night (19) at the Lyceum, N. Y.
As
Wilbur, Boston (25-2) (premiere).
salary of $150 per week and no share
assistant stage manager he pressed a buzzer indicating it wa.<> time for
of the profits.
Pitt
Get Original
Alexander Kirkland to entrance but the latter did not appear. Hatton
Louis Mandel, an attorney and
then opened a door and took over. Kirkland later arrived at the theatre
•Father', Previous Plan
accountant who was in charge of
and explained he was caught in an apartment house elevator which was
the show's finances, was reported
jammed between floors.
having been called in by Geib
Continued from page 1 ;
'Miss' has moved to the 46th Street but lays olT until Friday (25).
Pittsburgh. Dec. 22.
and to have frankly named the
Lyceum relights with 'Doughgirls' next week.
Pittsburgh won't get the original
can't stay later than midnight anybackers.
If there was a contract company
of
'Life
With Father,'
way. It's next to impossible to get
Sue Ryan, comedienne, was auditioned and signed for the forthcoming in^ a spot on Saturday nights and between the 'Wine' backers it was headed by Howard Lindsay and
not
produced.
Herk
said
he had Dorothy Stlckney, next month, as
'Follies' last week in an unusual manner.
She was slipped without warn- even the '10c a beer parlors' turn
been told at one time that he owned promised. Instead troupe topped by
ing to the customers, into the show at the Strand theatre, Broadway thffhi away weekends.
50%
of
the
show
and
later that it Percy Waram and June Walker, who
vaudfllmer. to do her stuff for John Murray Anderson, Harry Kaufman
The Clover Club, Club Ball. Jim' J. was
a one third share.
Shubert is is replacing Margalo Gillmore on
and one of the Shuberts.
mie's on the Trail and The Drum,
Dean Murphy, imitator, on the bill at the Strand, was al.'so signed for in Miami, and Kitty Davis, Five said to have withdrawn as part tour, will come in for two weeks
owner several weeks before the on Jan. 11.
the musical, now in rehearsal. It will star Milton Berle, Ilona Massey and O'clock Club, Bar of Music and
complaint
was
made.
Lindsay, when in town lasT" SepArthur Treacher.
Mother Kelly's on the beach all have
tember for opening of 'Strip For
Censorship Matter In Abeyance
floor shows, with plans being made
Warners plans to invite some 400 press people for 'This Is the Army." to book name attractions after the
Mayor La Guardia has made no Action,' which he co-authorccl with
when it hits Los Angeles next month, necessitates an extra matinee. This first of the year. Benny Gaines and further move towards forming a Russell Grouse, told newspapermen
crop of newspaper people will see the show under first-time auspices his popular Pago Pago Room, which theatre committee to pass on ques- he and Miss Stickney (Mrs. Lindsay)
thusly. silting in with an otherwise 100% service audience of soldiers, et has always had floor shows, name tioned play.s. after talking the cen- were going on the road themselves
bands and name acts in previous sorship matter over with several after the first of the year and would
al.. whereas the Irving Berlin soldier musical heretofore was dominantly
begin their travels in Pittsburgh.
seasons, has successfully been oper- Equity leaders.
civilian-patronized.
Latter are said to
ating with just a band for dancing have advised the Mayor to call in They've since had a change of heart,
tickets were for his Bronx parents, who, he stated In
note, "had 'long been admirers of Miss Picon', and he

an accompanying

That they were lucky

—

—

Won't

Tropical Park

Combination three-sheet advertising of some of the Broadway shows
playing Sundays has been used on a number of boards in the Times
Square zone. E.ich house attraction is given the same amount of space at
$10 per week, but it is understood the rale was variable in some instances.
Theatres represented are principally under Shubert management but
an exception is the Center ("Stars on Ice
To dale two shows which
were included on the paper have closed and the spaces blanked over.

and

vocalist, and doing as
as anyone on the
Caincs plans to continue
this fonmila indefinitely.
Although the nile club proprietors
liave been trying to get the curfew
extended for New Year's Eve. nothing definite has been decided by the
Fi iecia Harnett, of the Equity's N. Y. ofTice slafT. was wed recently. military authorities, and in all probShe was formerly a stenographer in the office but took over the filing abilities the curfew hour will redepartment when Catherine Darcy quit after many years with Equity. main the same.
Latter withdrew to be married .some months aso.
a

much

girl

business

beach.

).

Jim Troupe Ails
James

Troiip.

con';);iiiy

manager

convalescing at the Manhattan Eye,
Ear and Nuse hospital, N. Y.

Shows

io

Rehearsal

—

'Zieiffeld
Charles 0. Stewart olTered to take
Follies'
Lee Shubert.
Who T;ikes a Child.' which
opens Friday I'J.'ii in Boston, was over for Troup, with the stipulation Harry Kaufman.
'Ask My Friend Sandy'— Alfred de
taken ill la.'t wc-'k and an emer- that as soon as Tioup recovers he is
gency opcratio.i was performed on to resume the post of company man- Liagrc.
'Eve of St. Mark' (road)— Playan infected jaw bone as the result of ager. 'Wite' is being presented by
wrights.
• tooth extraction. He is reported John C. Wilson.
•You'll See SUrs'— David Cramer.

of 'The

idea.

however, and will remain in New
York.
'Father' has already played here,
with Loui.s Calhern and Dorothy

Players responsible for the indecent '\Vine' performance were
lucky in not being prosecuted.
Their exclusion was made 'possible by a change in the penal code

Gish. for two weeks last sca.son. At
that time. Oscar Serljn and UBO
were still at odds, so its engagement was at the Senator theatre, a
film house, where it did
around
$45,000 on the run.

the managers and authors to round
out such a committee, but LaGuardia
did not seem impressed with that

also

at

the instance of Equity.
Latters'
intent was to protect its members in

legit shows and not burlesque
performers such as were in 'Wine.'
Court castagatcd the defendant
and charged that they continued an
'obscene, indecent. Immoral and impure
exhibition. .a f e r
being
warned... for a few dirty dollar.?.'
Bohan charged lhal they sought to
avoid due process of law in the
Court of Special Sessions (three
judges sitting), where all misdemeanor trials properly belong by
.

t

Yurka's Coast Play
Los Angeles. Dec. 22.
Blanche Yiirka draws top billing
Smith's production of 'The
Barber Had Two Sons.' breaking in
New Year's night at the Lobero,
Santa Barbara. Play is by Tom Duggan and James Hogan and will play
in other Coast spots to test its posin

Jess

sibilities

for

Cast being
Burke.

Broadway.
directed

by Melville

'

'
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CHATTER

few weeks and Lew Mercur Is
John Hogan, former
Seneca, III.
managing th* Music Bar.
London
asst. mgr. of the .\rcade, St. Chailes,
With Nixon dark for arst time
111., is Ailing Younks former po.<:t.
this season, Sam Nixon is in N. Y.
Irving Berlin sang 'Oh How 1
William Mollison a flu victim and
'Praise the Lord' has gone 450,000 seeing some of the shows.
Hate to Get Up in the Mcrning' and
Dancer Bae Russell's husband, conflned to his apartment
copieS'
'White Christmas' at The JefTerson
Irving Ashei- slipped out of EngKenneth Filinger, commissioned a
Barracks, Mo., Replacement Center
Joan Edwards' brother, Jack, into lieutenant
land very quietly to join the Ameri(j.g.) in the navy.
and tlien banged out 31 hits out ot
Fort Dix.
Bob Prince, sportscaster on WJAS. can forces.
35 shots, with a submachine gun on
Keynote of this year's Xmas cards writing a sports column for Bulletin'Buckie' Taylor has just published
the rifle range, between shows last
(2) the war's
i« (1) economy and
his reminiscences under the title
Index, local news-mag weekly.
Yule spirit
week.
ferlous impact on thfc
Arthur Ravel band and singer 'Shake the Bottle.'
Colored reproductions of SUge June Bobbins held over at William
Adele Dixon turning down the part
Door Canteen activities by Barney Penn hotel for few more weeks.
of Natalie in the revival of The
Tobey given servicemen in postcard
Lorin Maazel, 12-year-old maes- Merry Widow' by Jack Hylton.
Radio Hitting Blue
Ian Hunter here and hoping to
tro, will conduct Pittsburgh Sym]
'"certrude Bromberg is press agent phony in special concert Jan. 12.
join the Motor Torpedo Boat or
Continued from pace 29
and Sam Handlesman back with
Pvt Fred Burleigh, former Play- Launch branch of the Royal Navy.
Chicago company ot The Eve of St. house director who was inducted last
Illness of Paul Soskin has held up circumstances and conditions to get
production
of
'Dear
Mark
Octopus'
for
May. now somewhere in Ausb^lia.
these axes ground. Of course, it is
Lex Carlin, former Philadelphia
Sol Heller was all set to shove oil Gainsborough Films, under his three- easy to hop up a program with shock

59

for a

Broadway

treasurer, replaced late Eddie Keller
National, Washin boxoflice of the
ington.
Ellin Berlin and the three children
joined Irving Berlin in Detroit this
Is
the Army' is
week, where Tliis
current, for the Xmas holidays.

for the army when the SS-year-old
ceiling came through. So was Marty

picture contract.

With Phyllis Dare. Richard Tauber
and Charlie Kunz off the bills due to
Burnett
With departure of her husband, indisposition. Bernard Delfont has
Harry Gordon, New York business had plenty trouble with his touring
man, for the Army, Shirley Heller shows.
Max Thorpe, head of Columbia
has returned to Pittsburgh and is
Maj. Joseph V. Chabot, » prisoner back singing again with Herman Pictures sales force, highly recomDave Morris, provincial
6l the Japs in the Philippines, is son- Middleman's band at the Yacht Club. mending
comic and great Blackpool favorite,
in-law of Victor Klraly who is on
as picture biet.
the Coast, back with 'Blassom Time.'
'Mixed Relations.' new farce by
Berlin's 'White Christmas' has alGuy Paxton and Edward Hoile, sucready become a theme trailer on the
/St.
ceeded 'Murder from Memory' at the
radio for jewelers, utilizing 'Blue
Ambassadors. Presented by Charles
Continued froin page 4
White Xmas' as a cue for 'blue white
Polly
Killick and Oliver Gordon.
diamonds.'
Attorney BiUton Diamond hosting as providing comedy; the second is Ward is star.
Warners, doing a circus fllm titled
for Gov. and Mrs. a transition, and the third and the
a reception
Charles Poletti at his East 92d street fourth contain the drama and the 'The Dark Tower' and using Reco
punch of the play, plus the two Bros, circus, had to hold up shootmanse next week.
of
A. J.' and Carrie Balaban more speeches and the action that give ing for whole day. involving cost
$5,200, due to obstainiicy of troop of
elated over the favorable press re- the show importance.
elephants refusing to face the cam
views of their 'Continuous PerformObviously the play in this form era.
ance,' his biog, than almost anythii\g
lacks
the
fulsomeness
and
complete
else in their lives.
Sherman Billingsley is now 'a dramatic quality of the original, but
sweater man,' according to a piece it aUo is devoid of maudlinism. A
Chicago
in Collier's for Jan. 2, trailerizing
superior idea would be to do some
the 'keep warm this winter with a
rewriting to better balance the four
sweater' movement,
Major Bowes making one of his
scenes, if other camps choose to do
Lester Lee and Jerry Seelen, speinfrequent visits here.
it in that more practical form than
cial material songwriters for Joe E.
Lee Sloan becomes president of
Lewis, et al., start on a new Par- the original. And perhaps Anderson
amount picture contract Jan. 18, to who is expected out here within Show Folks, Inc., Jan. 1.
Jack Irv'Ing, local ACVA secrtary,
.the next week or so to view the
specialize on novelty lyrics.
Mort Blumenstock in Washington handiwork tliat has been imposed to Dallas on organization business.
Monday (12) to personally deliver a upon his offering, will be moved to
Show Folks, Inc.. had a Christmas
print of 'Sergeant York' to Dr. Wei
make a real adaptation. It would tree at its Dec. 17 meeting and meml^o-Ming, the Chinese Ambassador,
bers exchanged gifts.
Generalissimo take very little work.
to
shipment
tor
Irving Yergin, Warner exploita'
To Bud For Duration
Chiang Kai-Shek.
tion man. hosted by 75 of his friends
The Danny Kayes (Sylvia Fine)
Col. J. W. Downer, post comman- at a Blackstone hotel dinner.
stalling her Coast departure for Sam
dant, and Lt. Col. James Toom,
Emile Pelti's orchestra signed to
Goldwyn until Jan. 3, which is their
stay at the J>ump Room of uie Amthird anniversary.
Miss Fine and commandant of the Reception Center
hotel until March 16.
Max Liebman, scripters for Kaye, here, are so pleased with the play bassador
Si Fabian spent day conferring
probably head west the very next that they have decreed it shall run
with Bill Hollander and other pix
day.
for the duration, or until Army
theatre beads on WAC matters.
will Yolen, in charge of exploita'
orders so deplete the cast that will
Tucker, currently at the
Sophie
tion under Mort Blumenstock at be impossible. It will go on at least
is writing her autobiog
Warner Bros., copped a gold watch once a week, with the plan being Chez Paree,
and has completed nine chapters.
for his efforts in landing new recruits
Ward Morehouse, N. Y. Sun col
that every selectee who comes to
for the 12th regiment of the N. Y.
processing umnist here gathering material for
his
initial
for
State Guard, lliis regiment Ls full Upton
biography of George M. Cohan.
of fllmites, being called the 1'imcs (some stay only three or four days) his
Capt. Emerson, of showboat fame,
Square corps. *
will se« 'St Mark'.
in County hospital with a broken
Jules Brulatour and
wife,
his
That will be the second or third shoulder. Operation may be necesHope Hampton, took refuge in the
after they've donned khaki, sary.
night
nearby home of Arthur 'Bugs' Baer,
Lido, Forrest and Lil theatres.
the columnist, Monday (21), when however. The first night the Special
Maywood houses,
smoke from a fire in an adjoining Service unit gives them something Forest Park and
added to the membership of Allied
building seeped through the walls of else an original revue, 'Hello, UpTheatres of Illinois.
their home at 1145 Park Ave.
ton, Goodbye'. It kids the draftees'
Mrhe. Litvinov observed to Yeo
routine and is guaranteed to reman Lou Mindling (ex-CBS and lieve that aching-for-home feeling.
MCA) at the Stork Club recenUy
Washington
Cast of the revue is pretty much
that 'it must be very cold around
Great Lakes' (where he's stationed). the same as that in 'St. Mark,' with
Whereupon Mindling observed, 'It's everyone knowing at least two parts.
Hickory House, N. Y.. is planning
as nothmg compared to what it must
That keeps the group at least one a branch in the Capital. To be_
be around Stalingrad.'
jump ahead of the little man with opened early in '43.
Sidney Lust collected 10,000 toys
the travel orders. Not only do they
at his Mai-yland and Virginia theadouble on stage, but also back stage.
tres for poor children.
'St Mark,' in its abbreviated verJohn MoBtague in ahead of 'Arsion, is preceded by a concert. The
senic and Old Lace.' Nat Dorfman
Army taking over Casanova and musicians, finishing that chore, then due in front of 'This Little Hand.'
Navy League of the United States
become the grips and property men
Reuben's on beach for messhalls.
Hjrry Richman distributed over for the -play.
Among the soldier will sponsor Loew's Palace opening
of
'Stand By for Action,' Dec, 30.
tSm toys to children of service men. performers in the curtain-raiser are
Stage Door Canteen ordered to
Giovanni Martinelli here for single the Arnaut brothers, out of vaude.
fireproof all hangings and add new
concert at All-American Metropolis.
'Broadway' Cast
exit, following the Cocanut Grove
Harold Barnes, wire walker -Vith
Cole Bros, circus, into Coast Guard.
Cast ot 'St. Mark' is likewise made tragedy.
Earle theatre advanced its openAndre Kostelanetz flew from N. Y. up almost entirely of boys with
to Dec. 24 so that movie
to conduct Air Force orchestra in
Broadway experience. Alfred Ry- ing day
the holiday at
concert for servicemen.
Arranged der, who was in 'Awake and Sing' editors could have
their firesides.
by Sgt. Humphrey Doulens, ex-perand
other
Group
Theatre
plays,
as
Theatre Guild tassed a party for
sonal rep for Kosty.
critics at the Mayflower,
well
and
as
in
cast
'Junior
Miss'
and
Sammy
Ballet Theatre group, with Irina
oaronova, Anton Dolin and Alicia of 'The Goldbergs' on the air, plays with actors in "The Russian People'
Odets, present
<*Pe"*d Civic Music season, Marion. That's the southern boy pat- and Clifford
»
, uw
Kogod and Burka gave a Christwith
2,200 crowding auditorium of terned by Anderson on Marion Harfor employees of their
ma.'; parly
Miami-Edison high school.
Hollywood performers now in Offi- grove, author of the current best- four theatres at the Apex Dec. 22.
seller,
'See Here, Private Hargrove.' Frank M. Boucher was Santa Claus.
cers Training School include William Holden, Bruce
Loews annual Christmas party
Cabot Robert With the absence uf many scenes in
Preston,
Gilbert
Roland,
Bryant the original in which Quizz appears for managers o( Eastern division
Washbupn, Jr., and Erik Rhodes. Re- Marion becomes the No. 1 role in the and Washington critics held Sunday
at the Shoreham. Carter Bar(20).
Melvyn
Douglas, due «t play and Ryder bandies it capably.
SSTa
OTS, shifted to Camp Robinson, Ark.
ron was Santa Claus.
Incidentally, he has been ill and
after each performance the Post
ambulance is waiting at the stage
St Lonis
door to return him to the hospital.
Quizz is played by Pvt. Sam Main,
By Sam X. Burst
By Hal Cohen

Mark'

—

rvS'n!

Jo'ned the Kath-

chorus
^i^^'gy
Sid Slate,

in an Atlanta hotel.
of the Slate Brothers,

who counts among his stage credits
appearances with Maurice Evans in
'Twelfth Night."
Mulveroy is Pvt.

George Petrie, late of 'Cafe Crown'
"P and 'Night Before Christmas.' Others
are Pvt. Edwin Milk, Philip Smallen,
Ka^Jf^iy's trying to get Sammy Jules Munshin, Richard Kaplan and
on a contract for some
time
Erasmus di Russ (known in vaude
8g?|?8" Betty Falvo up and around as Ray Dodge). The sex angle is
Mildred Bonk, who was spotted by
in the'hosplSL""'"*
the cast at a USO dance and never
resigned from the had been on
PlaSh!..,9f*?
a stage before donning
technical
any day"

in

^''P"*^ *°

staff for a job
a ri^l*
Bnrt/'^?^* plant,
mLlf.^' °"t of Yacht Club

after

C^WValK'
fter

snf,?^'"^

Harris

^oart With her
parents.
Ai iiJl'th
Mercurs

'""^

back

home
°"

have gone to Florida

the sarong.

Production, which went smoothly
despite the fact Upton has no doubt
the worst theatre in aK the Army,
was supervised by Wilson. He also
directed,
with the assistance of

Ryder and

Petrie.

Coa.st

technique and blue gags when other
writers fail to do so. Violation of
a tabu always compels attention, re^
gardless of the nature of the \9M3.
It is also axiomatic that such violations are effective only in inverse
ratio to the extent of use.

Hollywood
Ilona Massey divorced Alan Curtis.
Cliff

Nazarro recuperating from

nasal operation.
Chill Wills, with a name like that,
laid up with a cold.
Beice Davis back to work after
five-day siege of laryngitis.

William Dozier returned to his Par
story desk after home office huddles.
Rita Hayworth back to work after
two weeks of Broadway vacationing.

Julian Johnson back from shopping tour as story editor for 20thFox.
Roy Rogers, Republic's top rider,
laid
up with flu on Kemville
location.

William

S.

Hart

72,

recovering

from pleurisy, following a recent eye
operation.
Shirley

Palmer, screen actress,
awarded divorce from John Collier,
film writer.

Lee Traever, former vaude player,
was appointed a casting director at
Central Casting.

'Freedom of the art' sounds swell,
Claudette Colbert's illness susbut any art is addressed to its au- pended work on 'So Proudly We
dience.
The artist who fails to de- Hail' at Paramount.
Scott Dunlap, severely burned in
fine the audience to which he is
he Boston night club Are, en route
working, is that much less an artist.
to recuperate at home.
A spicy cartoon would go to Esquire
Private Carl Laemmle, Jr., in town
decidedly not to the Southern
on furlough from the Signal Corps
'

I

—

Churchman.

The plea of 'realism' falls down
completely. What has happened to
all the good solid four-letter Anglo-

base in Astoria, L. I.
Jose Iturbi returned from a New
York concert to resume woric at
Metro in 'Private Miss Jones.'
Harry Cohn, Col studio chief,
knocked down by an auto but got

Saxon words? Why eliminate them
Tight up again, slightly bruised.
from a realistic picture? A line
Mary Astor divorced her third husdrawn, and it can just as well l>e
drawn before anyone becomes of- band, Manuel Del Campo, former
film editor now in the Canadian
paternity
gai;
fended. What does the
Army.
with
'realism'
in
art?
have to do
Uncle Sam asked $31,285 in back
'It is true that 'this is war.' but
taxes from Orson Welles, $1,560 from
Victor Mature, and 1,088 from Robit is also true, as a matter of record,
that the most stirring appeals in ert Preston.
Corinne
Griffith, star of silent picAmerican, or any other history, have
tures, is closing her Washington,
b«en phrased without l>enef)t of pro- D. C, home
to return to Hollywood
fanity or vulgarity.
for a screen

Then Came

the Comics

Winfleld

Mme.

cpmeback.
Sneehan and his wife,

Maria Jeritza, moved into
Time was when radio was family Hollywood
from their Hidden Valley
entertainment. Then came the stage Ranch on account 'of
gas rationing,
comedians with a background of blue
Spaneier Arlington Brush and
gag technique and a nostalgic odor Ruby Stevens Brugh asked Superior
The blue Court to legalize their screen names,
of the burlesque wheel.
pencils wore out one by one until Robert Taylor and Barbara Stannow a cloud of ozone surrounds the wyck.
average comedy program. Paternity
Illegitimate
jokes are standard.
children and human triangles frolic
By L«s Bees
during the daytime.
'Radio is the only truly national
Doralne Lewis held over for fifth
medium and it is fundamentally a

By its very nature
family affair.
it cannot become all things to all
men. Its function is distribution bf
education, culture and entertainment.
Youths Companion, Ladies Home
Journal, Atlantic Monthly and the
Saturday Evening Post, yes— but no
on Captain Billy's Wizbang.
people object to profanity and
vtUgarity, whereas none object to
the absence of these items and all
can be entertained, educated and informed without them.
Admittedly it is tough going to
entertain a gang at an Army Camp
with an hour of burlesque routines
and then follow in the next-to-closing spot with a radio script that is
so dull by comparison that not even
a titter comes from the highly pub-

dice

Many

week

at Frolics.

Ralph Green, independent circuit
owner, in Marines.
Paramount exchange held Christmas party at KingCole hotel.
Cyril Lettedoff, National Screen
salesman, to army officer school.
Sir Thomas Beecham here as Minneapolis Symphony guest conductor.
Dave Cantor,
exploiteer out
of Minneapolis, transferred to Philadelphia.
Doralne St Ellis, singers, returning
to Minnesota Terrace for third en-

RKO

gagement
'Snooze' Kinnerd, veteran burlesque comic, off to Detroit to Join

Empire wheel,
John J. Fried], Par
called to Memphis by

circuit prez,
illness of bis
son, in the army.
Ted Sc Art Miller back Into Curly's
nitery with Billings
Bette, dance
team, after week at Alvln, burlesque.
E. R. Ruben to chairman, and Le
Roy J. Miller to represent film exchanges for United Nations' week

&

This
licized military background.
goes right back to the time-honored
radio custom of playing to the imaudistudio
drive.
mediate audience— the
Older daughter of Joe Stern, Maence or the group with which the
jestic exchange owner, engaged to
writer is familiar. All too often this
test pilot.
Younger sister was martheatreis the smart metropolitan
ried to air corp pilot last month.
repeven
going public which is "not
20th-Fox here celebrated winning
resentative of the cities in which it national sales drive and three weeks^
infor
extra salary for all employees with
resides. In our own area,
stance, church groups are all-impor- Twin City Variety Club dinner party
tant. These groups are highly vocal, given by Tom Conners, general sales
manager.
truly representative and play a large
part in community affairs. It may be
recalled that an evangelical bishop
San Francisco
swung the state of Virginia into the
Republican column for the first and
By Shemiaa MUler
only time in history when Al Smith
candidate.

The

was a presidential
'The Corn Is Green,' with Ethel
motion picture managed to see the Barry more, opens at the Curran
light when the church became mili- theatre Xmas night.
tant
La Fiesta nitery shuttered for one
night while taking Are precautions
Most Clean Shop
ordered by authorities.
'Aside from any sense of stewardGrauman's
long - awaited
Sid
ship or of proprieties, it is to our vaudeville revue checks in at the
own self-interest to clean up the Alcazar theatre Dec. 26.
Tivoli theatre will unshutter for
shop before somebody comes in with
the umpteenth time for presentaa new broom and does it for u.<:.
matter of good tion of 'She Lost It in Campeche'
It is purely a
Guard has taken over the writing and fairness to our fellow by John Cousin.

600-room Mark Twain hotel.
Randy Brown currently heading
floor show at the Club Continental,

Dianita,

the

Hurricane's

drum

craftsmen. If, for instance, 'guts' dancer, and Betty Lang, canary at
were strewn over every progress, Will King's Rumpus Room, back at
the word would become ineffective work after illnesses.
Lou Anger and 'Doc' Bishop, ot
and another shocker would have to
be found presumably some word 20th-Fox, here from Hollywood.
Artie Shaw and his band in town
connected with bodily excreta or
sexual functions until it, too, went for a navy program.
Sid Strotz, v.p. in charge of NBC's
Edward Walker as manager of the
we.<itern division, and John T. SwalHavana and Lawford, Havana, III. the eventual way of all shockers.
'The
lazy
writer
must
be
made
to
low, division programme manager,
Wnlker recently joined the air force.
Sam Roth. prop, of the Paramount recognize the limitations of his craft here from Hollywood for rehearsal
for
lest
someone
else
nilery.
jugged
define
his
of
midtown
auemergency broadcast plan for
Club, a
Seven dience for him. Or .shall we at F ncific Coast.
selling liquor after hours.
employees al.-o were nailed and 60 WRVA go ahead with the idea of
Bob Wesson, KPO publicity head,
customers chased out.
presenting a good narrator of Pull- named a director of Junior Chamber
Rav K. Younki;. manager of the man smoker stories each
of Commerce. Gil Paltride. of same
evening at si::
Napcr. Nspcr.-ville. 111., has been
ion.
new president of Frisco
upped to manager of the Anderson 10:30 P.M.?'
chapter. Alpha Delta Sigma, national
Barron Hairiird.
hnrora'y ad frat.
Thc.T.re Cirniil with headquarters at
Hotel Jefferson.

Fred Wehrenberg spending a few
hours each day at his Cinderella
after major operation.
William S. Irwin has succeeded

—

—

—

I
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New

OBITUARIES

Gets Under

Hanv

Hanson,

veleran-showman.

in Cape Town. Soiilh
Oct. IC. aged 71.
He rcpresenicd "Variety" in South Africj
lor nearly 40 years, and was "Variety's' oldest foreign correspondent.

died

iiirttletily

Mr. Hanson was born

in

Manche.s-

boom town.

man-

Paramount.
widow and

Surfour

Warner. 48, lor
vaudeville.^ dj^d Dec. J 7 in

Pauline Corbeit

merly

in

At »ne

e she was
:/
n cmber of the old Oienrangy Stock
Co. After leaving the stage 12 years
ago she and her husband conducted
'lunibus.

Clara

Madame

Butt,

AI-

ing

agent

20

for

years,

Show

S

•go.

Widow and two sons survive.
Elder son. J. Hanson, will continue
South
'Variety'
in
represent
to
Africa.

D. CHANDLER
Chandler. 62. former
playboy, known along
Broadway early in the century as
the 'Million Dollar Kid", died in
Palm Beach, Dec. 20. Death was

John

Baptist Hospital. St. Louis, last week
After the Fair, De Kreko entered
the carny biz in the Middle West.

Kltiy

Ili-inltiit:

ICr^Kie

exhibitor, retired, died there re
cently after an illness of several
weeks.
Among the survivors is
suicide by shooting.
son. J. Albert Kaiser, projectionist
A member of a New Hampshire at the Rowland theatre, Wilkinsbanking family, Chandler invaded burg. Pa.
Broadway at 23 with $1,000,000 in
He was
herited from his father.
JOSEPH C. BURKE
known to visit a number of theatres
Joseph C. Burke. 58, veteran actor,
a niahl and invite entire casts to who was seen in 'Turn to the
Right,'
do the town after the show. His 'The Student Prince" and other
plays
fantastic purchases included a $5,000 a decade or more
ago, died in New
Japanese dop; and a hotel, the •^ner York Dec. 17. He
had been blind
in partnership with the late Wilson for
10 years up to the lime of his
Mizner.
death.
He went through a second million
in similar fashion. $70,000 of whrh

WALtER SHREVE AYRES
went for backing two musical shows,
Walter Shreve Ayres, 64, stage acbetween 1909 and 1911. They were
He tor, died in Bellevue Hospital, New
'Miss Molly May' and 'Betsy'.
was married four times. His wives York, Dec. 16. His principal Broadwere Grace Stretcher, concert sing way roles were in 'The Farmer
er;
Grace LaRue, appearing in Takes a Wife' and 'Tobacco Road.'
'Zicgfeld Follies' at the time: Luella

musical

Gear,

comedy

star,

A

sister survives.

AVIS ROSEN
Avis
Rosen,

Rosen.

daughter of Al
manager of Loew's State,
HARRY LEE
Harry Lee, 68, copywriter in the N. Y., died in Jewish hospital.
Further details
advertising department at Warner Brooklyn. Dec. 17.
in Picture department.
Bros., N. Y., died at his home in
Plainfleld. N.

Formerly

J.,

Dec.

16.

PIERCE POWERS-WATERS

scripts,

features

tions for Warners,

N.

J.

Agncii M. Morrison, 74, mother of
ALFRED HEMMING
Hobe Morrison, of 'Variety,' died
Alfred Hemming; Bl, veteran actor Dec. 18, ii; Nyack, N. Y.
Also surand father of stage actress Violet viving are a daughter, three
other
Hemming, died in N. Y. Dec. 17. sons and eight grandchildren.
He was born in London of a theatrical family, went on the stage as a
Thomas P. Lynch, 80, one-time
boy, and continued as an actor until
well known circus musician, died
he was 80.
Dec. 16. in Marblehead, Mass.
He

During his London career, Hemming played 30 consecutive seasons
of pantomine during the Christmas

Coming

season.

to

the

U.

S.

35

years ago he was in several Morris
Gest productions and appeared with

Minnie Maddern Fiske.

His wife, a
singer, died many yeai's ago.
His
daughter dropped the second "m" in
the family name for stage purposes.

was for many years a member of
Salem's famous Cadet Band.
Molher,

Ralph Harrison,

a

PitLsburgh booking agent, died in
her home in that city last week after
a long illness.

manager

of
of

died Dec. 15

Bill

Richards, Coast
Recording,
Lansford, Penn.

Columbia
in

kh performances

Wife of Waller Arnold. NBC announcer in Hollywood, died there

Arthur Murray, former member of Dec.
Parliament.
On her last

in

visit

to

the U. S. in

childbirth.

THOMAS CARRICK
Carrick. 68. veteran thea-

man, died in Marlboro state hosAsbury Park, N. J.. Dec. 15.
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1938, Mi.ss Cclli and her husband,
who had served as assistant military
attache at Washington, were guests
of the" President and Mrs. Roosevelt
at Hyde Park.
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FAITH CELL!
Faith Celli, 54. noted for her Britin Barrie"s 'Dear
Brutus.' died Dec. 17 in Ascot. England. She was the wife of the Hon.

64. of

Digest, said, 'I'm delighted to hear
that an editor of Reader's Digest has
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having written

Capt. Pierce Power- Waters, around
and flctionizaLee for the past 58, died Thursday (17) at his home
several years had been a member of in Bayside, L. I.
Further details in Legitimate dethe company's pressbook department.
He also had written several books, partment.
including 'Sketches of World War,'
•The Little Poor Man' and 'The Life
Georcre H. Woolley, 81, for many
Dream of St. Francis Assissi.'
years connected with the manageHis widow, son and daughter sur- ment of the Grand Union hotel,
vive.
Funeral services were held Saratoga Springs, and uncle of actor
yesterday (Tuesday) at the Memo- Monty Woolley. died Dee. 15
at
rial Home Funeral Chapel, Plain- Riverside hospital. Red
Bank, N. J.

syndicated

ment; when I'm ready I'll write a
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when approached by the Saturday
Review on the day preceding the
article's appearance, said "No com-

the reverse. Mrs. Roosevelt and 'he (Wilder) has
Yet the show is getting repeaters, obviously taken this quotation 'Sans
guess being that some of the custom- peur et sans reproche' (Without fear
ers are stubborn enough to attempt and without reproach) as his motto.
finding out what the author really Unafraid to borrow, and not to be
reproached lor it, is he? Nuts?' The
means.
Wilder Is a captain in the Army last was addejl to correct the misand while he didn't have much to taken imMMslon that Robinson is
say his sister was contacted and solely atta^Pg the play from tlie
laughed heartily over the 'charges.' point of vlW'of an ivory tower editor, as many papers and Wilder and
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Charles S. De Kreko, 70. who with
his four brothers operated the De
Kreko Brothers Roman Carnival and
ELxposition at the St. Louis World's
Fair in 1904, died in the Missouri
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New York
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Slltfr
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in vaudeville.

CHARLES
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Oliver

the latter having endorsed the
in flowery language.
Wilder

cott,

:i

a.<>sociatcd

).

Great War interrupted these venand Mr. Hanson afterward*
over managership of several
houses, retiring some years
local

tures

resents the kidding and patronizing
attitude taken by Wilder and Wooll-

after

16.

itf

with Al Knight most of that period
bani. Brough Pearce, Besses, of the
Smith and Knight formerly teamed
Barn Band, and Tiny Town (Midget

look

Wilder also understood the book.—

Fort

in

Next Week

In 1900 he joined Fillis" Circus as a stage school in Columbus.
advance manager, and piloted the
Surviving are husband, daughter,
big top on various stands throu;;h nv,)lhcr
and two brothers.
the dangers and excitement of the
He left the circus in
Boer War.
BRUCE SMITH
1904 and became a rre:lance showBruce Smith. 62. former vaudevil
man, negotiating with J. Se N. Tail,
liaii
and agent, died after a heart
of Australia, for several famous
companies wTiom he attack at his horns in N. Y. last
artists a nd
Thursday (17). He was a legit cast
loured through South Africa. These

included

'Skin of Teeth'

10

Feb.

closed

2o-week tour. Ed.)
Wilder's answer to 4heir summa
Cast returned to New York for
lion was that persons who care
Xma.s holiday.
should read 'Wake' and judge for
New roller show is scheduled to themselves. Others dare anyone to
get under way in Cincinnati, Feb. try to read it. One Broadway critic
with Fanchon & Marco again is reported to have perused nearly
10,
two pages of the Joyce tome and
handling production.
quit.
Dick Maney, the show's press
agent, admits he never got around
to reading 'Wake' because it was
written
and
in
Gaelic,
Scotch
Bills
double-talk, with countless giitlerals
Conilnued from page 4>
thrown in.
Mai
LrtTiil
llnrolil Cromer
Robinson and Campbell are reKililie Ulaclt
Altrft I'uicell
ported having spent three years coll'UH.HV lifCni ino
Tmnt Atlnnilc L*c» labing on a book called 'A Skeleton
Sully l.itMiir
ti^Tlio TRyini Oro
Itichurd Unch
Key to Finnegan's Wake' ih-an efNhiinir-KM.u
SOHi Onlury Clnb
fort to And out what it is all about.
ont UcLiM n
Ruth Stovcn^•
ro|)Ol:iiiilH
4
Men o( Rhviiiin A large percentage of those who see
I'llpl l>J(lll'<Tr<
Alllte
rcilacin
the play have the same reaction and
t'Iii*.<n">
\\'i>rili
TultCH
H:il \- HniK-y J4ir
ticket brokers say it is about 50-50
Venlri* firlll
l>uii Whhi-ton Cri h
among playgoers as to whether they
Don llMwanl
S<M»|ii..iii-ates (3)
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brothers.

Ali'ica.

Icr and went to South Africa some
50 years ago, settlins in Johannesburg, which was still a gold

for 40 years, recently as stage
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Bobbr Parks, bandleader, enlisted
in the Coast Guard at
Great Neck.
L.

I.

in

is

Phoenix, Ariz., Dec.

film

and
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Groom

legit author, recently di-

vorced
from
White, writer

Margaret Bourkeand photographer.

BIRTHS
Mr.

and

daughter,

Mrs.
in

New

Byron

Morgan,

Brighton.

Pa.

Mother former Gretchen Neid linger
of WJW, Akron.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Northcross,
son. in Memphis.
Father is announcer and singer for WMC, Memphis; mother is radio singer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Darnall, son. In
Hollywood, Dee. 12. Father is manager of Pantages theatre there.

Mr. and Mrs. John Forrest, son,
n Hollywood, Dec. 12. Father Is a
not that Wilder hasn't written screen actor.
a good play in 'Skin of Our Teeth,"
Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Marcus,
says Henry Morton Robinson, co- daughter, in
Pittsburgh, Dec. 1.
author of the provocative article Father is asst. mgr.
of National
with Joseph Campbell, that appeared Screen Service
office
Pitt.
'It's

in

in the Saturday Review of Litera'but rather that he has failed
acknowledge his indebtedness to
'Finnegan's Wake' for the theme,
substances and sequences. He may
have had his reasons for not giving
due credit, but the theatre-going
public deserves to know those rea-

ture,
to

sons,'

Robinson added.

More than anything

else,

Robinson

Mr. and Mrs. Manning 0"Conner,
daughter, in Hollywood, Dec. IBFather is with the Sol M. Wurtzel
unit at 20th-Fox.
Mr. and
Mrs.
James Brown,
daughter, Dec. 20 in Santa Monica.
Father is film actor.
Mr. and Mrs. David Nivcn. son,
in London.
Father is film actor now
in British

army.
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Although Holm's afTeclionalc porand mother and

Ad Loss

to be tically exaggerated pictures of Army
What were at first reported
by New life overseas, humorously presented
rifl«erlng losses sustained
on advertising re- 'by newspapermen for the entertain'
Yoric newspapers
ment of a colleague who in turn
threethe
ntes last week, during
against them by the thought that they would entertain
rfav strike caUed
others.'
Newspaper & Mail Deliverers Union,
F. D. R. (thought otherwise, how
than was
turned out to be less cosUy
The eight Gotham ever, and after last Friday's White

supposed.

his occasionally lantaslic boyhood
recollections have a certain ingratiating quality, the material is disorganized, the wrilinK is careless and
the editing is incxcusiablc.

Wa

Story

Wolfert,
North
American
Newspaper Alliance correspondent,
whose story last week of the sinking
of the troopship President Coolidge
was his second major .scoop of the
war, is well known to many Broad-

flrst
which the truckmen House press conference he picked way and Hollywoodites. Broadway
Hollywood,
particularly
the
Metropoli- up the iron cross and handed it to and
struck—PM was the only
Earl Godwin, Blue Network news former, were his beats before Pearl

Brooklyn commentator, who said the President
borough papers like the
News- told him to present it to O'Donnell
Eagle and Broni Home
made up much
are revealed to have
Ccrf on Breno
to their adverof the 100% rebates
In current Saturday Review of
on Monday. Tuesday and Literature, Bennett Cerf salutes
tisers
Wednesday, when the strike was in Heywood Broun on the occasion of
progress, by using considerable ad- the third anniversary of the lattcr's
vertising of those days sUrtmg
Broun's
The walkout death. Article is a tribute to
Thursday's papers.
talents as a writer, columnist and
ended at 1 a.m. Thursday (17) after humanist, and is replete with choice,
from the
a desist order had come
It's
likewise
enlightening anecdotes.
War Labor Board. Negotiations are a fine personal appraisal of ttie man.
now in progress between the union
Cerf keynotes his sentiments by
and the publishers.
observing 'the multitude of friends
Thursday, Friday and Sunday edi- who loved and admired him from
much of
tions were used to absorb
of their hearts find it
the the bottom
the advertising declared dead on
hard to believe that it's three years
struck days because of the greatly since they saw him shambling into
limited readership necessitated by his favorite haunts, sloppily attired,
the curtailed press run during the tardy for appointments, but welAds that required little or comed with shouts of joy wherever
strike.
no changes from the copy used Mon- he appeared. His name bobs up in
were
day, Tuesday or Wednesday
'conversations
as
frequently
as
given the preference, along with though he were still alive, turning
certain provisional contractees.
in his daily columns.
And what
The two morning tabloids, the columns the doings of these past
which
of
both
Mirror,
the
and
News
three years would have inspired in
have gentleman's agrecmcnt.s for him!'

m

to

editions

start

rollinu

8

at

imp.m., were at a far Ercalcr
mediate disadvantage, incidentally,
than the other six papers on the
return to normalcy early Thur.^day,
because of the earlier press lime.
Since the settlement of the strike
came after the first couple of ediretions of the News and Mirror, it
mained for the other morning
Times and Herald
the
papers,
in
them
on
Tribime, to get a jump
preparing for the day's editions because of the latters' later deadlines
10
(about
on their flrst editions
At that, both of the tabs, by
p.m.).
enrly morning, had stepped up the
output considerably, particularly the
News, which, though it lost nearly
six hours in the circulation department, had printed 1.500.000 copies by
\\\e time it had reached its Brooklyn
edition.
The net daily circulation

swiaKc
Some
niid

for Novemt>er w'as 1.950,000.
of the papers on Thursday,

on subsequent days,

certain features and
public 'had missed.'

reprinted

news that the
The Journal-

American on Thursday, for instance,
printed four days' comics:

The

late

city edition of the Herald Trib un
Thursday gave resumes of the more
important news of the preceding
days.
So did the Journal-American
and the Post. The Post on Saturday
printed three Dorothy Thompson

columns.
lines
During the
strike
long
formed early at the oftices of the
various sheets to purchase papers,
and they went quickly the last two
days of the strike. On Monday the
sale was
haphaiard. because the
public had been unaware of the
method of sale, but the same day,
and on sul>sequent days, local broadcasts informed listeners that they
could buy newspapers at the plants
themselves.
None of the dailies, of course, had
a big run during any of the three
struck days, averaging anywheres

from 20,000 to 50,000 daily.
F.

D. R.'a 'Iron Cro!»'

Up to yesterday (22) the N. Y.
News ignored editorially the
direct hit scored by President Roosevelt on Friday (18), when he awardDaily

ed a Nazi iron cross to John O'Donncll, the paper's
Washington bureau
chief

and columnist. Tiie President
the Nazi decoration on
ODonnell,
whose
highly-slanted
columns and news stories have been
conferred

extremely

anti-Administration

tone, after the

a

column

News

picturing

in

scribbler wrote
Capt. George

"""•no, ex-White House correspondent, as overdrinking
while on duty

w'<n the American

forces

'raua. Durno is
port command.

now

.,°'°°""e'l

himself

in

Aus-

in the air trans-

expressed
and bewilderment' at
""^"''^ action, claiming that
wh. uhe
wnen
wrote in the column that
uurno occupied
himseU 'the whole
pay Playing
a flute' he was obviously

amazement

"e "aid the column
received from
were merely fanlns-

''S^'""^-

a2L

r^" and
•»uslr.,|,a

Harbor and he interviewed scores of

romance and subsequent mar-

all satirical,

crowd swallows

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Dec.

Tony Pastor Orch
Rice,

ria

'5tiibb]/'

19.

(15) luith JWar-

Pastor.

Johnny

just happened to be Morrix, Lotue, Hite & Stanley, AdriQver the Coolidge when it hit a mine. ana & Charly; 'Here We Go Again*
After swinging over the ship, Wol- (RKO).
fert's plane landed
on the r^^' ie
Tony Pastor apparently hasn't
jiearby and the NANA correspon •nt
returned to the scene in » rescue bothered to change his routine much.
A couple of band numbers, a .solo on
boat.
the trumpet by kid brother 'Stubby,'
ert ditto
First scoop of the war f.. W.
on the drums by Johnny
was his landing last Deceinlxi w Mi Morris on the theme 'Paradiddle Joe'
ind winding up with Tony at the
the Free French forces that occupif
islands
of
St.
Pierre
the
and nuke. That's about what it was a
Miquelon. Recently he has been in year ago and what it remains today.
Judging, however, from the reacGuadalcanal.
tion of a packed house, the folks
Wolfert and Sheila Graham for- down front enjoy it, even though for
merly exchanged the Hollywood beat the inveterate Earle patron, it's

NANA.

are on the screen with 'Road to Morocco' (Par)), use all the best nana
available, this three-way talk is emphatically no go. When Gaby brings
out the dummy for his ventriloquism
he only manages to get spotty laughs.
Were he to open his act with the
dummy and the stooge in the box
heckling the dummy, he would be ,.fT
to a quicker start. For the finish the
stooge comes on stage and "sings,' but
it is Gaby all the time, for when the
stooge walks off the vcntro is revealed as the actual warbler,
rhis
bit is done well and is a surefire finish.

Staff Ribs

FM

PM.

In another

.skit.

McManus,

as city

liage to one of the girls in the
editor, sends Tom Connors, one of
chorus, Connie Madison.
the sheet's reporters, on an assignCerf relates the incident of Broun's
ment to investigate vice conditions
transfer from
the old Tribune's
around Army camps. 'And,' was Mcsports department to the drama demanus's parting admonition, 'don't
partment The day of the transfer, fail to
come back with a social
Broun acted as official scorer at the disease.'
Giant-Cub ball game in the afternoon, and covered Ethel Barrymore's
LITEBATI OBITS
opening in an Edna Ferber play
called 'Our Mrs. McChesney' in the
W. O. Hart, 57, publisher of the
evening. At the ball game he scored Orange News. Orange. Cal.. died
a close play as an error for the Dec. 15 in an airliner crash near
visiting shortstop, thereby depriving Salt Lake City.
the Giant batter of a basehit in the
George SIcvrnson Carlwrifht, 34.
record. That evening, he roasted former a.ssociate editor of Current

For a

closer,

Ed and Jenny

Rojoney display some precision trapeze work.
Business off Wednesday maline*
due to Christmas shopping, but at
>M-h'. there were .standees, mostlv due
Bill.
to Morocco.'

EMBASSY,

strictly rehash.

PM's
Staff of

milk for encore, which

is an impresbolid blowing and
it's
sion of a cafe society dame in liquid
it whole.
form from an overindulgence of
Closing sequence has Barnet sand- c(x;ktaiLs. Here Miss Glenn hits her
wiched between 'Connie' Harris, stride and goes tb work with her
dancer who firinds through jiome hands, using them in numerous gyrasemi-risque motions but never gets tions for plenty of laughs. She clicked
to first base, and Moke and Poke, off to a big applause.
who cut wide lugs. Pair's imiUition
Gaby, working in the ncxt-to-close
of jitterbug team is still a crack rou- spot, is heckled by a girl on stage
tine, but they should scissor unfunny
and a .stooge in the box. Most of the
gags and concentrate on hoonni;. gags come too fast and don't give the
Barnet finishes with 'Cherokee.'
audience a chance to get them. Jokes
Biz good at this catching.
are dated anyway and not funny;
after Hope, Crosby and Lamour, who

the

bomber which

for

Garbo and Miianda .ire
with Garbo and Miranda
Then two bows with a slight

ronica Lake.

N. Y.

best.

their celebs.

Wolfert's eyewitness story on the
sinking of the transport and rescue
of its 4,000 troops was a phenomenal
stroke of chance. He was flying in a

N. Y. daily, gave itself quite a ribbing Saturday (19)
with a revue written and acted by
editorial employees. It was staged at
Ccrf j>uts .stress on Broun's love the Newspaper Guild Club, with
for the theatre, his ability to turn Jack
McManus, the sheet's film
out a gem of a baseball or football critic, principally giving way to his
story, hands down some of the more thespic and playwrighting urge. One
celebrated Brounian quips, tells of skit that got heavy laughter depicted
the man's sincere preoccupation with Lieut. Ralph Ingersull, former pubthe class struggle and of his devotion lisher of the paper, landing on the
in his final years to the cause of the beach with an invasion
party. ImAmerican Newspaper Guild, which mediately he falls into the hands of
he helped to organize and promote. Nazi troops, with whom he gets into
The article also tells of Broun's a long argument, proving to them
single excursion into play production that German troops couldn't possibly
with 'Shoot the Works,' in which he be at that point on the beach bealso
appeared.
Play cost Broun cause PM's 'General' (military complenty coin but it paved the way for mentator) said they weren't.
his

Conlinued from page 45

APOLLO,
other,

Ira Woltcrt's 2d Big
Ira

dailies against

along with
tan paper not involved

first

House Reviews

trait of his father

Setdement Hdped Offset

SS

.ind

other shows.

Po^-Strike

Dailies,

'Mary of Scotland'

in

N. Y.

There are some mellow vocals by
(NEWSBEELS)
pretty Marcia Rice, whose warbling
is plenty clicko with 'White ChristFirst clips of C^pt. Eddie Rickonmas' and 'Wonder When My Baby's
Comihg Home.' Another addition is a backer's rescue in South Pacific. and
swingy arrangement of 'Mr. Zip, Zip, actionful scenes showing General
Montgomery's advance striking force
Zip.'
Band is supported by good stand- routing Rommel's Afrika Korps
ard acts including familiar comedy highlight a better-tiian-avcrage show
Odd that puts almost equal emphasis on
of Lowe, Hite and Stanlfey.

the Xmas holiday season.
is fortunately using a few
In a sequence carrying the Univergags.
sal label, Rickenbacker is shown,
Adriana and Charly are standout along with Lieut Cherry, Private
Bartok and Lieut.- Whittaker. being
landed on an unnamed South Pacific
on bill.
island, with closeups offering strikHouse had its usual Saturday night ing evidence of their harrowing exShal.
perience while exposed to the eleS R.O. audience.
ments in their 24 days afloat. The
coverage is extensive, with foUowup
shots showing the rescued men in
sized trio

new

in a clever aero routine in bouncy
net.
It's a novel, entertaining spot

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

various stages of convalescence.
The clips on the Africa push (Par)
Miami, Dec. 16.
are as dramatic in content as any of
Gaby, Burns Twins & the desert warfare shots shown to
date.
The Eighth Army's coup is
Glenn,
Michael
Doyle,
Cynda
Emilv,
Ed & Jenny Rooney; 'Road to Mo- covered from various angles, principally in the capture of Rommel's
rocco' (Par).
tank expert; the endless procession
of Axis prisoners led by a single
theatre really

Frank

What the Olympia
British tank; the elation of Montneeds is a good m.c. The show <his
gomery and his men, and their methweek would be much better if a per- ods
of coping with desert obstacles.
former who knew how was selling
Tied in with tb* Par sequence are
the acts to the audience, but Al
a number of other clips attendant
Weiss, the manager, says, "Where are upon Allied successes on other war
you going to get them?'
fronts, most interesting among them
As it was. Frank Gaby was as- being the steady advance of U. S.
signed to do the emcceing. and that's troops in the Buna push, despite the
where the show missed. Gaby is no difficult terrain, and the blasting of
m.c. and probably knows it, but one two Japanese cruisers off the Soloof the acts on the .show must do it mons by U. S. warships.
Both of
every week as a concession to the these carry Universal credits.
Likewise tied in with the war -levMiss Barrymore's performance to a History, reported killed with Cana- management. It's an important job
because a good m.c. can .save a poor erage is Par's .extensive Yuletide
fare-thee-well.
The next day the dian Air Force overseas.
show, but a bad m.c. can kill a good salute to FDR, the U. S. men in servTribune's managing editor received
Charles H. (Bill) Sykes. 60, car- one. Either the management should ice, those on the production front
two indignant communications. One, toonist with the Public Ledger have a permanent one who knows and to the Allied Nations in general.
from the Giant batman, read 'What's

(Phila.)

the big idea of sending a lousy dracritic up here to be an official
The other, signed by Miss
Barrymore, concluded, 'How dare
you assign a cheap baseball reporter
to cover the opening of a Barry-

from

this year, died

matic

1911

until

Dec.

19

in

folded
Philadel-

it

phia.

scorer?'

Thomas

B. Wbile,- 53. assistant
night city editor of the Herald
Tribune (N. Y.) died Dec. 19 at his
home in N. Y.

more play?"

his business or the shows should be
booked here with someone who is
capable of selling it.
.Miami Is going through a cold
spell and it could very easily have
originated with the audience tonight
They only thawed out in
(16).
spots.

Despite the overdose of library shots
for its round-the-globe salute. Par
has pieced it together so effectively
that it provides one of the choice
on the bill. Monsignor Sheen's
Xmas message (Fox), with his fervent plea for a speedy Allied victory and a Just peace, is spoken with
such deep conviction that it emerges
as one of the more compelling clips.
Waverly*Root rehashes the Hess
incident (TNT), but it's ovcrlong.
All the old clips, from the day Hess
left Germany, are unnecessarily rebits

Gaby opens the show with a couple
of gags that hatch before they reach
the footlights, then introduces the
Sunday editions of
hoofing Burns Twins and Emily.
morning newspapers
Wilbar Finlcy Faaley, 70, author Boys work in blue tux. white scarfs
the Record and Inquirer was raised and member of The New York and white .shoes, and the girl wears
Nothing vived.
fruni 10c tu 12c starting Sunday Times staff, died in New York, Dec. blue costume to match.
In the sports column is the Red(20).
21.
The first of the novels, 'Jenny original but clicks regardless.
upset.
pro
football
.skins-Bears
Michael Doyle, on second, is from Rounding out the bill is the March
The rai.se in price follows similar Be Good.' published in 1919. was
action taken by Pittsburgh dailies a made into a film (or the late Mary the niteries and became a local fa- of Times 'Mr. and Mrs. America*
run
at the Bar of
vorite
long
after
a
Rose
i20th-Fox).
couple of weeks ago.
Miles Minter.
Music on the beach. He has an inAll his works, including 'Queenie,' formal style of singing and pleasing
'Fires of Fate.' '.\fter Midnite.' and manner. Does only two tunes outRodman's Play*
short for a theatre
Selden Rodman, co-editor of Com- 'Young Fle.-'h and Blood.' as well as side of encore, too
and if Doyle expects to do more
mon Sen.se magazine and author of four play.i. were under the pen act,
theatres he should get a longer turn.
the ver.se-play. The Revolutionists,' name of Wilbur Fawley.
Cynda Glenn, who was to have aprecently published by Duell, Sloan
peared here three weeks ago but
& Pearce, working with Shirley
CHATTER
cancelled because of illne.ss. is acChicago. Dec. 22.
Graham, playwright, on another
Final papers in the dissolution of
Bob Locke a.ssistant to Wolfe Kauf- companied at the piano by Charles
dramatization.
Annie Laurie Wil- man film and drama editor Chicago Embler. Wearing a black gown 'hat the Amusement Corp. of America
clings to the frame, she's billed as
liams handling.
being
drawn
are
Sun was drafted and replaced by the 'international comedienne' but
vP and corporation
Rodman leaves Dec. 28 for quick
new.spaper reporter Bentley Stegner. gets down to good old American will soon be disbanded.
trip to Haiti to witness production
Company, a combination of the
F. Hugh Herbert sold a short story, hokc Second number, a burlesque
in French.
Play deals with revolt
Hennies Bros.,
Beckmann-Gerety,
with Miss
'At the Subscriber's Request.' to of a French chanteu.se,
of Haitian slaves.
Glenn getting into various grotesque Rubin and Cherry, and Royal AmerHarpers.
positions on the piano, is more her ican
four
Sh(>ws, was organized
Paul Bowle.s. modern composer, style. Impressions of Dietrich, Ve- years
•
John Cecil Holm's Bieg
ago for the purpose of elimiguesting as music critic for N. Y.
nating duplicate iMokings.
'Sunday Best' (Farrar ti Rinehart, Herald-Tribune.
However, internal dissention and
$2.50) is John Cecil Holm's hurried
Rehrr i.« coining out Fcbruary. The writer is Dr. Richard jealousy made dissolution necessary.
Ferdinand
:>tory of his childhood in Philadelwith a new book. 'The Buckncr, a p.sychiatrist.
It is said the company split over
phia and Wildwood, N. J. It has only next month
Little Man.' based on his adventures
William H. Walsh, city editor of $1,000,000 profits in four years of
a few of the barest references to
war torrcspondeni in the Bal- Springfield 'Ma.ss.t Republican, re- which $250,000 was reinvested in
.show business, the jacket blurb con- a.< a
signed- to accept an OWI post in show properties.
taining the fullest statement ab.)ut kans.
neplaccmcnt is Phil
J. C. McCaffrey, who has been the
The War Writers Board will prob- New York.
Holm's authorship of 'Three Men en
I.
Horse." 'Best Foot Forward,' .•tc, ably get bihind the promotion of the Richardson, his assistant and former organization's general manager since
Incurable?.' city editor of the Lowell Couricr- its inception, had already withdrawn
(Jcrmuny
'Is
and there being no mention any- book.
wheic i>f his pip-plnywright caroiT which Lip|iint()tl is briivilni; (ml in CiliJfn
Leonard

Phllly'i
of
Philly's two

L.

Bowyer. 55

v.p.

and

publisher of The Milwaukee Journal,
died Dec. 19, in that city.

San. Price Hike
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—
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new Star

"

I

NEVER neglect

I

says lovely Joan

what

dot

I

Lux Soap
Next, rinse with
lather

with coot.

daily car^,"

this

Leslie.

Work up a

rich

and pot

warm

it

"Here's

creomy

lightly in.

water, then

lather does o fhorThen pat with a towel to

AQIVE

oogh

job.

dry.

Now

skin feels

smoother—

softer!"

Try
for

this

30

days. You'll be thrilled with

the fresh,

your

in

Worner

Bros.*

^ankee V(t9dk V<mijiL
Now Showing

Locally

^

lovely star's

beauty facial

new

loveliness

it

gives

skin!

9 OUT OF 10 SCREEN STARS
USE LUX TOILET SOAP

;'.

RADIO

SCREEN

PabUAheit WMklf at 194 Weat 46th Street,
BiMrad aa BacSnil-claaa matter Pecember

New
21.

Tork, N. T., b7 Varlatr, Inc. Annual aubBcrlptlon, |10. SIngIa eoplaa 21 canla.
190C, Ct tba Polt OSIca at New Tork, N, T., under the act of March i, 117*.
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Xmas

llfhite

Profits to

Record $250,000

By ABEL GREEN
Predloated on an estimated 10%-

HERE

Berlin, Inc.,

these

'(rtaffSf

and
two

ABC

IS

Music Corp.

'42

iW

MBS Exceed 1941'a $106,800,000

CBS, NBC, Blue and

VICTORY

— Columbia's

LOOKS OKAY

billings

Not since the .<:ensationaI Walt Disney 'Snow White' clicks has there
been a score of this calibre. That
kroup sold 700,000 (also published by
Berlin), whereas 'Holiday Inn' has
Already gone 1,500,000, counting the
(Continued on page 33)

Chicago, Dec. 29.
Performers are taking no chances
on going without certain foods If
they can help it. Acts leaving the
east for the Pacific Coast are wiring
friends here to buy them a supply
of ham, bacon, eggs and butter, and
other food that is short on the
Coast, which they pick up, cram
into

their suitcases and
their journey.

bags

and

continue

On a
a local

recent

to the Coast,
was- loaded down
with two suitcases and three bundles of foodstuffs for two other persons prominent in show biz, plus
himself.

Has Gone Jiy^Crazy

trip

showman

Reported Arousing
Beefs

Among Nurses

Night,' which
opened at the Morosco, N. Y., Friday
(25), and which was known as 'Cry
Havoc' in Hollywood, where it was
touted highly as a war drama, is said
to have aroused resentment in cer-

29.

Newest
cement

Night'

Marjorie Lawrence,

Thro'

serting numbers of iean Schwartz
and Irving Actman, whli? Rowland
Leigh supplied the book. Otto Har-

bach, -who
Friml, also

wrote

, with
Shubert

'Firefly'

complained-

then changed
Ahead.'

title

to

'Full

back to

Steam

1S12,

whea

was presented by AHhur Hamwith

Emma

TrentinI

When

Hammeirstein went
bankrupt some years ago, rights to
the .st^ws he produc$^, -^ere dispcMMl^-Df by the receiver and the
Shuberts took over 'thi operettas
for a lump sum.
starred.

the

which means jiving
on the cement floor at the Civic
Though Paralyzed, Due
demure
Even
the
Auditorium.
tain quarters of the nursing profesKorean girls, along with those of
sion. There is no national associaFor Best B. 0. Season tion of nurses, so the reported feelevery other nationality, are 'going
ing about the meller has been voiced
for broke,' which is the Hawaiian
approximation of 'give out with
As a result of her phenomenal only on the inside.
everything you got'.
Opposition to 'Night' is not clear
comeback at both Town Hall arid
Although colored females until the the Metropolitan, Marjorie Law- to tho.se who have seen the performnon- rence. Australian soprano who has ance, for most of the characters are
past year were practically
calisthenics,

,

.

merstein,

Troof Thro'

'Proof

(Continued on page 26)

Dec.

Die

Shubert is reported having- tossed
out the original score entirely, in-

'Firefly' dates

The foursome's business edge for
1942 over 1941 w:il be
whereas
the comprehensive time sales of
1941 figured 9% better than they
had been for 1940.
The indica-

Hanging Out, Hawaii

Worb

One of the bitterest feuds in show
business
is
on between Rudolf
Friml and J. J. Shubert as the result
of a message sent the manager by
the composier protesting the revival
of Friml's The Firefly.' When the
operetta went on some weeks ago,
Friml read a review and sent Shubert a
telegram
of
protest
so
pungent that the manager became
incensed. Friml stated that he would
rather bis works '.
die forever
than have you produce. them.'

it

of '42 over '41 in terms
percentage will be slightly less
than it was for 1941 over 1940.

With Their Shirt-TaUs

Honolulu,

As Boom Town

FROM COAST TO COAST

The edge

Hawaii's gone jive crazy.
fa8 here in Honolulu is

With the Klondike

TOTE CHOICE EDIBLES

$106,800,000.

of

By MABEL THO.'UAS

San Diego Rated

was

Rather His

Billings

Many

in

WouU

Than Be Produced By Shuherts

Milwaukee, Dec. 29.
to Reach Total $45,500,night spots in this area
000, With NBC's $43,800,have passed out completely as a reift the 25G which was divvied among
000
sult of the war, but the swank
This embraced a
'4ha personnel.
Toner's Forest Studio, an elaborate
'^iailnimum of three weeks' salary up
brick and Lannon stone structure in
fo seven weeks, with special bonuses
a suburban location, has undergone
'43
to'«xecutive personnel. This is perthe most unique transformation. It
a record in the muific biz, and
has been purchased by the Calhoun
Certainly pars anything in the past.
Evangelical Lutheran church and is
By BEN BODEC
the
of
profits
unusualness
The
now being used for religious servlem* from the fact that but one ices.
The four national networks comKOng, 'White Christmas," out of BerThe main dining room is now the bined will wind up 1942 with about
lin's
Inn'
score
(Bing auditorium of the house of wor- $115,200,000 in gross time sales. It
'Holiday
brosby - Fred Aslaire - Paramount) ship; the band stand has become the establishes a new high for that ditnad* all this gravy possible. As of choir loft, and the cocktail lounge is vision of the radio industry.
^'esterday (Tues.) the song has sold now
the Sunday school.
In 1941, the group's joint turnover
just over 1,000,000 copies.
ttflmetad to have earned around
i#2S0,000 profit this year, in the light

Friml

CENTS

PRICE. 25

30, 1942

T

nrms are

afTiliated

TAKINGS

in '42

TRULY A

MORAL

Ot-thA^proflts dividend to the Irving

ALL RIOHXa RESERVKD

YORK, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

Soars Berlin Music Co.

STAGE

MUSIC

Expect Record

New Years Eve
On Broadway

i

By

KAY CAMPBELL

j

San
The greatest
Klondike.

Diego,

Dec.

29.

boom town smce

So San Diego

wa."!

tc-igged

by one

of the west's largest hotel and reBort owners, who himself was a
participant in the Gold Rush.

The town has changed overnight
from a sleepy resort city of homes
with approximately 200,000 population Into a war-fevered, inflationridden fortress with an added 150,-

WO

civilian

population,
influxees
from all sections of the hinterlands
to work in deien.>:e
plants and a
secret number of service
men from
°''anches of the military forces.
Shortage of talent is used as an
excuse for the dearth of entertainment in a good many of the niteries,
While other operators di.-dain
offering any excuses
whrlsocvcr, but
lead the cash
customer to the bar.
"jyite him to spend
oner no variety of
sweet music.
"''^'^61
lin'i"^

his

f.^.

Its

n some

liuhts

and

and dime coin which

^'^'^

h'Vt
"»ut

money and

soft

"^'^^ icyiiters.
ea.sy flowins-and

instances to

^Li.^^'''?wankiest
hotel
offered

i„

nrch
(Continupd

40c tops,
antes up
$50.00Q-$60,000

IJW"^'
vicinity,

P"iod.
the

El

and floorshow

—

•

4';)

existent here, today you'll sec iuiDdreds of handsome ."iervice lads
dancing with attractive dark-skinned
gals.
And they run the gamut—
Chinese, Japanese. Hawaiians. Portuguese, Filipinos, East Indians and
Porto Ricans.
Here you'll see a siKht unpaialleled anywhere else: try to visual.

the

in both legs for the supposed to be telephonists in the
two years, is heading toward Philippines, assigned to help keep
one of the most lucrative years of the communications lines open or
her career, despite her inability to roll bandages but are pressed into
sing except in a reclining position. volunteer nursing duty. One likely
Her comeback is considered the out- objection is that the head nurse has
standing musical event of the yearw a drug habit, yet it is explained that
(Continued on page 38)
Singer has been booked for an ap-

been paralyzed

i

|

!

past

j

Philadelphia
with
the
pearance
men, of all nationalities. Orchestra at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
(Continued on page 21)
under Eugene Ormandy, Feb. 16.
Ker manager, Austin Wilder, has
eight other dates with major symFour radio prophonies pending.
Dance
Breaks Up;
grams haVe also been set for her.
to Army; She,
Miss Lawrence's price has jumped
Dcli'o:;. Dec. 29.
to $l,50O-$2,0OO per appearance in
After 17 years the partnership of concert and radio. The Met will use
Elizabeth
and
Frank
Alexander
Venus in Tannhauser' and
her as
Swanson has been broken up. Both possibly as the 'Siegfried' Brunhilde.
have gone into .service.
The dance couple, featiiied in such
musical shows as 'Good .\ows.' 'FolAnother
low Through' and the 'ZioKreld Follies,"
made it a doublclicadcr on
patriotism. FollowinR the .•-hnv,.s the
Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
duo had appeared in clubs rnd holds
Philly niteries and bars arc
all over the world before Ihcy re-

Akin to the last-fling which Jampacked Broadway this weekend,
with returning service men on Xmas
furloughs, such will be the status
tomorrow (New Year's Eve) when
record crowds and grosses are expected. That further restrictions in
-

1943 are inevitable, as the war progresses, has been cued to the manin-the-street by agriculture secre-

^

ize

tary Wickard, and every occa.sion to
seized

3,000

Team

WAAC

He

Gimmick

tired

Home

four years aso. m;iUiiia
in Franklin Villa.;;c. Mich.

ilioij

However, the war's the war and
Alexander joined the Army. Following his acceptance, Mrs. Alexander
cnli.'!led

in

the W.'VA.Cs.

featuring a 'Gremlin Cocktail'
for the holiday season.
If one orders a 'Gremlin' Hist
price two bits) he gets an empty
cocktail

stamp.

glass

with

a

25c.

war

Roch. Patriotic Benefit
make it a big whoopee will be
upon.
Grosses $6,238; Net: $26
Paradoxically, the Xmas
'

spirit,

Rochester, N. Y.. Dec. 29.
while generous in its support of
High cost of some patriotic efforts show business, was gomew'.at reshorn here in report of Send- strained. It's expected such may reA-Package Club's four-day benefit occur tomorrow night, with an

svas

show to .send cigarettes
The enterprise grossed

to .soldiers.
$6,238 and

netted $26.
The small net was despite the fact
that most of the talent donated their
services, the Eastman theatre was
given one night free, the Auditorium
lopped off $160 and Harry J. Gaynor,
who took over the promotion at the
request of the club and was entitled
to 10'; of the gross, accepted only
$100 to cover expenses.
Principal items of expense included salary of Beatrice Kay, the
star, $950: theatre rental, stagehands,
musicians, equipment, $1,53G; taxes,
S(i.-il.75

Pnrt

?r»vorti=inc. $1,286.30.

earlier finale, although the reservatioai are of new record proportions.
On the New York scene, the folding of the Rockefellers' two class
niteries,
the Rainbow Room and
Rainbow Grill, are something of a
personal loss to the night-lifers who

have openly cherished-the existence
of so cleanly operated and classily
niteries, amidst the more al
fresco competition.
These are voluntary closings for 'non-essential to
the war effort' reasons according to
Rockefeller Center's Hugh W. S.
Robertson, managing director, although a labor situation aggravated

run

—

(Continupd on pnRe

.13)

;

^
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MISCELLANY
lO-lSc Beer. 25-30-35c Whiskey,

NHe

EPSTEINS IN DET.

Miami

'ARIWrnLM TREATMENT

Trade

Life Chiefly for Soldier

ON

»#»»»»»*»>»»»»>»«>
Famous First Nights

f

»»»

'The Admixable 0Tiohtoii'<*»-f'«'^-f444444VI
Detroit, Dec. 29.
(New Lyoaum, N. Y, Nov. 17, 1903)
PhiUp and Julius Epatein, Warner
William OUI*tt«k always a strong Broadway tavurlie. dirw a larg*
scriptera and producers, are audience, with a new play by J. M. Bailie as a further appeal.
The
here gandering Irving Berlin's 'This tory was far oft the beatan track and tha playlns cKcellPni. with Gillette
is the Army', and will assist in the
the model bntler. The depaiilnR audience
never better cast than
wbich Casey realized It had been present at the birth et a new siicro.x.s and went out
treatment,
screen
Robinson otherwise prepared. The to spread ttaa word. The play anjoyed a leas run luul Inter inrnied the
Epstein brothers also assisted on framework for OeMllle's 'Male and Female'. It also v a>t done by Kalem
'Yankee Doodle Dandy*, for which without authority.
Robert Buckner and Bdmund Joseph
It was on* of Gillette's oulstandlnc rdlss.
get lone billing. Robinson has since
Bros,

Minmi Beuch, Dec.
KihwT,
It

24.

m

1942 - Biggest Year

'Variety':

hard to write about condihere now except that there

is

tions

for

On Miami Beach you
is no season.
nee nothing but soldiers on the
*treets at night and during the day
dethe streets are pretty much
There are 'not many girls
serted.
here and the soldiers sing '1 Want a

History of the Film Induitry

into

a

bar

he

WB, planning his own producunit Michael Curtiz will direct
Meantime. Warners is still battling
'borrow' Clark Gable or James
Stewart from Uncle Sam, but their
Metro committments in civilian life
may stymie that. Gingers Rogers
most likely will be 'Elileen', and of
Berlin
and the original
course
left

tion

'Show Business
At War'

Girl' as they drill and march.
In bars you see nothing but soldiers and they are lined three to
When a
four feet deep drinking.
civilian goes
out of place.

Picliires

Biggi'til
In

theme

.^eerns

of the

Number

37lh Annireraary

Yesterday I walked on Washington
avenue, from Fifth lo lath street,
and met only about 10 civilians. A
year ago there would be crowds on
the streets and not one .soldier.
Night club life is nothing like it.
used to be. Mother Kelly opened up
with only a piano player and singers.
The only show people here
who are well known is Gus VaD
Mother Kelly's and Will Osborne's orch at the Frolic; 55c admission there.

to

re-create the film
However,
version in Technicolor.
tf stars of Gable or Stewart's stature
can't be obtained, it may be decided to do the stage version 100%.
sans martiuce values.

soldier

of

li Y.

Fib

Vote

Critics

But
gio-ss

Coward's 'Serve' And

lizes

t

The Nut Club, where I worked
the past two years, is for sale and

Capey's 'Cohai Best
New York Film Critics have
awarded the' annual prize to Noel
Coward's "In Which We Serve' (UA)

doubt if anyone will buy it, esI
pecially with the gas situation as it

now.
Les Simmonds writes 'on the night
side' for the Miami News and material Is so scarce that he ran that
article about me.
If there had been
the stars here that used to be I
probably would have been unnois

ticed.

Bob Fredericks, on the Miami
Herald, writes mostly about moving pictures.
Kitty Davis has practically the
•nly night club on Miami Beach, a
and starting Christvaudeville on a one-day-a-week
basis.
Except for holidays she will
have vaudeville Sunday afternoons
t^ 3 o'clock and charge SOc admisline of six girls

mas

sion.

-

year.
as the
outstanding actor of the year for his
portrayal of George M. Cohan in

as

the

of

the

was picked

Yankee Doodle Dandy.'
Agnes Moorhead, who played Aunt
Fanny in 'The Magnificent Ambersons,' was named as the best actress
of the year,

and John Farrow, who

filmed 'Wake Island.' was named as
the best director of the year.
special awanf will also be given by
the critics to 'Moscow Strikes Back,'
as the outstanding war fact film of
the year.
Rtmner-up to 'In Which
Serve'
was 'Wake Island.' Runner-up to
Farrow as director was Noel Coward.
Cagney won out as the best actor
of the year on the flrst ballot, and

A

We

In previous years the prices of
drinks were very high here as you
no doubt know. This year beer is Agnes

10 and 15c everywhere and whiskey
is 25, 38 and 35c.
Some difference.
All bars must close at midnight except on Saturday when they can
remain open until 1 a.m. They are
going to give them a treat here New
Year's Eve by letting them stay
open until 1 a.m.
Conditions in Miami seem much
belter than on the Beach.
Streets
are crowded there and every night
like New Year's Eve.
There are
mostly sailors there, although you
do see some soldiers.
You see
plenty of civilians in Miami.

picture

best

James Cagney

won

Moorhead

over

out

Greer Garson as the best actress of

the

fortified

is

shooting for a record
Army
to
goes

Relief

Fund—and

.

Coward

to

come

in

from England

accept his award over the

Because of

Dickering tor

Brice.

etc.

A.

Balaban's Daughter

generally agreed^ taAwwer. that
recruiting of either or both of the
(Continued on page 47)

It's

H wood Aided By
Easing of Cnrfew

On German Aliens

to

re-

Award

nit:ht°s

show

served anew to cmphusi/.e (he point
he's long been slrossiii);— the lads
.serving Uncle Sam ai e sliow-stai ved,
need plenty of onlertainmriu and

to Include

Coward's 'Serve*
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Deadline for candidates in the'
Oscar Derby Dec. 31 was approved
by annual awards committee of
Academy of Moti^ Picture Arts and
Sciences, with a loophole for the
British-made picture, 'In Which We
Serve.' The Noel Coward production, distributed by United Artbts. is

the best that's available.
Benny's 'best'
included,
beside
himself, Mary Liviu;;stone. Rochester (Eddie An(ler.<:on). Schleppcrman (Sam Hearn>. Clark Dennis,

Rose Blane and

Eleanor Whitney.

Aba Lyman's
as

It

orchestra.
And that,
is pretty hard te

turned out.

toik.

In a well-paced, .^nrnoth show run-

ning 95 minutp.<. Benny and his
troupa literally wowed 'om and had
the wide-eyed uniform lads begging
for more.
In a hnll not quite finished (there weren't even any cureligible for a new award for the tains), Benny .sol an informal prebest feature film produced outside show atmosphere, walking up and
the U.S. and brought to this country down the aisle chatlin;; with the
during the Awardls year, although lads while the ^irls busied themin Los selves backslajije with their makenot necessarily exhibited
Angeles during that period.
up.

Lyman

Added award was made
better

of

recognition

for the
international

Starts

Abe Lyman's

ll

Rolling

ci-ew got things roll-

and to obviate prob- ing with a hot runip on 'Bugle Call
booking beyond the Ray.'
Later. Al ['oilnck. his top
jurisdiction of the Academy. David trumpeter, solood ui;h impre.ssions
O. Selznick recently made a fiyht for of Clyde McCoy. Henry Busse and
recognition of the British film.
Louis Armstrong, all well dune, and
encored with "I Got Rhythm." tooted
with a lighted I't^arct butt under

.screen arti.stry,
lems of local

who blows

HUBBY WAS A BRUTE

has a
laughs.

is a chimky gent
yet o.xpcitly, snd
for
garnering

Pollock

his tongue.

JUNE KNIGHT TESTIFIES

easily,

dcfl

ll::ir

Of which he got many.

Benny m.c.d. From the moment
he came on the b >y,s stopped dream26.
ing of a white C!ii'i.:;n;;i.
Many of
stage and his gags hinged un his feud' with
screen star, testified before District Fred Allen— and
apparently
that
Houston, Dec.

.

June

Knight,

former

Court Judge Ben Wilson here tliat
her husband, Arthur A. Cameron,
oil millionaire, 'beat me, half-choked
me, kidnaped the baby and threatened to take him to Mexico if I
wouldn't give up my interest in our

was

what the nrval
doctors ordered. As was
Just

air

ba.se

to be expected, his crossfire patter with Miss
and
Schlepperman
Li'vlngBtone,
Rochaster hit the bulls-eye. and the
boys out front couldn't net enough
property.' As s result of testimony, of It.
Even the Benny fiddle was
Cameron's Texas properties were given a workout via 'Love In
Bloom' and 'Ragtime.'
ordered placed in receivership.

who

seeks $4,000 a

month alimony during pendency

of

Eleanor Whitney did some
(Continued on page 47)

trick

divorce suit filed by her on Nov. 25,

married Cameron

Reno for Divorce

im

in

in

Beverly Hills

HttyicTORir

Reno. Dec. 29.
Ida Joy Balaban, daughter of Carrie a]id A. J. Balaban, has established residence here to divorce Jean
Aberbach, employed at T. B. Harms
Music Co. They were married three
months ago in New York, on Sept.
19. at the Balaban family's Dorset
hotel residence.
From here, Mrs. Abeibivch, who

If Ratioiiiiig

It's

With

Can Do

Welcome

film

This,

curtailment,

and

the

maximum

gross results. In short,
films which can't gross $3,000,000 or
better, may hardly be considered
worth the effort, in the light of
f^wer pictures which will have to be
for

RUTH'S COLD XMAS

BUY
VNITBP

to Stay

obvious necessity for fewer pictures,
the entire essence of the major picture production scheme of things will
call for careful weighing of all values

has given piano recitals and Is
studying for the concert platform
under Harold Bauer, proceeds to
winter in California.

Providence, Dec. 29,
Hollywood's Ruth Hu-ssey spent a
cold Christmas with her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. William T. O'Rourkc,
in Providence, when the oil tank in
the basement of their Pi-ovidence
home sprang a leak and at least 275
gallons of oil was lost.
A wood burning stove was pressed
Into service.

Monday

viewpoint,

Miss Knight,

Ii

As tax as the boys stationed at
Lakehurst are concerned. Benny's
their Santa Cluus— and from Benny's

New Academy

Create

As far as efforts to enlist services
of Clark Gable or Jimmy Stewart,
Charlie Sinfcid sai4 Ifs up to the
Army to produce them and there's
notlxing the studio can do about it.

Roy Walker;J.

of the

she'll likely accept.

air.

and war

them*

37lh Anniveruuy Number

Names

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
WB is talking to Ginger Rogers
for the fUm version of Irving Berlin's 'This Is The Army' and says

Hollywood. Dec. 29.
strictions the usual bronze plaque
German aliens In th^ motion picthe critics annually award will be ture area were relieved of curfew
replaced by a scroll.
restrictions by Lieut Gen. John L.
Eighteen critics took part in the DeWitt as a followup of the easeGuess I don't show my age very
much as a soldier asked me last voting, representing all the major ment of the law on Italian aliens
daily newspapers in New York, with several months ago.
night why 1 wasn't in a uniform.
the exception of the Sun and Daily
I thanked him for the compliment
Removal of the ban will free many
Mirror.
Told him I was in the last war and
film personalities, formerly restricted
was in the A.E.F. for two years.
to their homes from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m.
CAPT. MAUKICE EVANS' SPOT Numerous players, directors and
Miami Beach hs.'; less civilians
than some of the .small towns in
Honolulu. Dec. 15.
technical men will be permitted to
Fiance did during the la.st war. I
Capt. Maurice Evans, the Shakes- work longer schedules to speed up
saw more civilians in Brest. France, pearian actor, assisting Col. David- .studio production and go out of town
in September, 1918, than I see here. son, head of Army recreation here. on location.
There are practically nothing but
soldiers as customers where I am
working on Miami Beach, and it reminds one of 1918 when I was in
France for the Over There Theatre
League with Will Morrissey. Tommy
Gray,
Margaret Mayo,
Elizabeth
priorities

A<lilrd FcHtiirc In

'Shaw Business
At War'

•f

the year.

Awards will be presented to the
winners, or their representatives, at
a cocktail party next Sunday (3) at
the Barberry Room. Coast-to-coast
hookup is being arranged over the
Blue network, and they are trying
to put in their channel for Noel

"PalrioliMn aiid Entertainin the Cinematic Art^
mm

week

—

nimt

b.o. takings can only be
by sturdy star values.

said last

about there being nothing he'd
rather do right now
or nothing
quite CO -isnpoi-tunt— as to make a
soUicr laugh, went double for the
radlo-pic comedian Monday night
(28) when he and his radio troupe,
tired but happy oftc.' a strenuous
evening's work, left behind them at
the Lakehurst (N. J.) Naval Air
servicemen
some
2,300
Statitm
whoU probablV Ions remember the
Xsoas Week packajie of entertainment deposited within the shadows
of the world's Unrest liangar.

Expounds on

rea-

Incidentally, the 'Army' show here
its best press of its tour
is having
so far. with overwhelming editorial
.support
for
the
soldier
show.
Reams of stuff, to Dews and editorial pages alike, and biz U terrific.

still

at Lakehurst

What Jack Benny

Harry M. Warner

—everything

Emergency

Show

In 95-Minute

will

cast

WB

Benny Troupe Wows Servicemen

it'.

STATBf

I
WWr

MIAR
sAvmsft

llfBl/fiONDS

made.
Thus,

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Abbott and Costello

in

innermost

executive

powwows, it's patent that only
stories and ideas of widest appeal
will get consideration. These will be
endowend with everything

possible,

aim for topmost taking.
This is the answer to the recent
fancy prices paid for hit plays and
.so

as

books.

to

IttoUl cost

money

to defeat

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you
to help now.

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day </ you can. But
bmi them on a regular basis.

MISCELLANY

Vedneaday, December 80, 1942

Some

British-Made Film Poses Delicate

Problem for Haysites; Violates Code
Hays office has another censorship
'Next of
hot potato on its hands In
Kin' British-made Government film
being released by Uoiversal in the
U S. 'Kin' has more lurid dialog
than anything that has ever made
blush
the Production Code Authority
heretofore. Only this time It's a film
which must be released in the U. S.
under a treaty with the British Gov-

Brecher Back West

Hour Approaches; See a Test

Get

Can't

premiered Monday (28) at the Mansfield. N. Y., Irving Brecher returns
Metro tomorrow (Thurs.). He
to
has been away 13 weeks and producer Arthur Freed has 'been SOS-

dios 'Cue' Its Stars to Concentrate Their Earnings

Via

Pix,

Brecher and Manny Seff coauthored the play, which Al Bloomingdale,
the Shuberts and Eddie
Small are financing. Brecher also
has a piece of it; likewise Monroe
Greenthal. ex-UA pub and ad head,
Following close on the heels of the now in U. S. service. George Abcontroversy over 'In Which We

Milton L. Cashy

Treasury

an Adfird Feature

In

bott staged.
and 'We Are the Marines,'
has so many cuss words
throws the two other pictures
completely in the shade. After seecracked,
ing 'Kin,' one showman
'Some of the expressions are so
tough that the picture shouldn't be
shown even to the Hays office.'
Universal got the release of the
picture after lots were drawn at the
Hays office. Each of the eight ma-

Serve'
It

COLLIER'S MAG

PLUG FOR PK

jors will, in turn, release a British
Government film under the agree-

IN

WAR

Hays office tries to make
it would have to consult
with and possibly overcome objecttons from the British Ministry of
If the
deletions

.

Information.
'Kin,'

which was reportedly made

before the abortive raid on Dieppe,
stresses the danger of loose .talk. Its
value has since been emphasized by
the leak which occurred when the
Dieppe raid was planned and the reBulUnt needless loss of life. Picture
also draws attention to Incompetence
In high official quarters In Britain
and, for this reason. British Ministry

home. In other words, stay away
from radio.
Not willing to stick

out their necks by telling their high
bracket
contractees 'you musn't,'
the procedure is more devious, generally via agents handling percentage lists for radio.
It's beginning to hurt, but there's
nothing the agencies or networks
can do about it. Talent buyers are
feeling the squeeze but, pressure
being the worst part of discretion,
they just grin and bear it.
NatIs to keep away
from microphones those whose earn-

ings

hit

the celling.

The

For

New Good

Gwenn

h

15

not expected back until

is

later in the

week.
appearance

McClintic's

Dr.
as
stage apthat year

Chebutykin marks his first
pearance since 1927.
In
he toured with Fay Balnter In Al
Woods'
production
'Jealousy'
of
prior to its N. Y. opening.
In those
days McClintic was a character actor.
Role essayed in 'Three Sisters'
Is one of the
most difficult in play,
with Chebutykin's
vodka-lmbibin5
scene in second act one of show's
standouts.
McClintic's wife, Katharine Cornell,^ who presents
and acts In 'Sisters.' described
her husband's performance
as
commendable.
She

(Continued on page 47)

Helen O'ConneD Leaving

when President Roosevelt wants to
relax he runs a movie at the White
House, that Stalin bornbardcd Wendell Wlllkie with questions about
Hollywood; that Winston Churchill
laughs himself back to health with
Hollywood films; that 90.000.000 of us
a week plank 'our dough down on
the ledge' to get relief from work
and war and worry.'
actors
that
contends
Crichton
should be kept acting in pictures and
points out that Russians kept theatres and studios going even under
the shadow of the blitz. He alludes
to pictures as 'one ot our lines of defense" and says that 'the job is to
mnl;c the best piclure.<! in the world
and keep on making them.'

ata.'

Disney troupe brought back 3.500
feet

of

mm. kodachrome

film,

McCormick Cuts Hand;
Continues Performance
Unknown
McCormick
last

to the audience, Myron
cut his hand severely

Thursday night's

(24)

Plaqued

made Monday.

Jinuny Dorsey Band
Nick Stuart Marries

Jra,

leaves that band after the current stay at the
Strand theatre, N.Y.
one win be replaced by
Kitty Kal-

«n. formerly with
Jack Teagarden.
Miss O'Connell
Is
leaving the
Zr'f^y outfit mainly to stay in New
»<>rK near her
fiance, with the Army
Air Force.
She will do radio and
theatre work.

new

St.

Louis.

Dec

29.

Nick Stuart, former film player,
now the maestro of his own band,
as

the fourth time last
to Martha Burnett, of Biloxi,

wed

week

for

Miss.
Stuart, currently In his 16lh week
Club Continental. Hotel Jef-

at the

wife was Sue
his second and third
was Ruth Skinner, who married and
divorced him twice.
ferson, is 38.
Carol, while

His

first

hand, but turned quickly to hide it
from the audience. As Flora Robson
and Celeste Holm continued the
scene, Joan Tctzel, who was also on
stage at the time, attracted the attention of the stage manager and

Dec.

when

conditions.

Among those reported in the
Capital were Barney Balaban, Austin Keough, N. Peter Lathvon, Joa
Hazen, Y. Frank Freeman and Nick

UP BOB RISKIN

A

Schenck.

IN

Q.T.

been

written
and said about the $67,200 gross
earned income edict, confusion 'still
prevails in the trade when it comes
to application of the regulations in
specific cases.
U. S. Treasury officials stated
from the beginning
that many questions relating to the
regulations
would remain unanswered for the time being.

OWl

SHAKEUP
Washington, Dec.

Lowell

with

talk

Mellett regarding script censorship
was also planned.

Despite

that's

all

29.

As a result, and likely because
A quiet shakeup in the hierarchy Treasury officiab are swamped with
of the Office of War Information's queries from scores of industries,
various subdivisions gave increased it is reported that request for a
status last week to the Overseas definite ruling on the specific case*
Motion Picture

unit.

The organiza-

(Continued

tion has ceased being a division of

the

OWI

page 38)

'O^

and assumes the rank of a

bureau.

Move puts It on a par with the
Bureau of Motion Pictures, which is
the unit headed by Lowell Mellett.
Latter deals entirely with domestic
films. Coincidentally, Robert Riskln,

former Hollywood producer-writer,
who heads the Overseas Film Bureau, assumes a status on a par with

Harper's Bazaar Editor

Had

Afleges She

Collab

Deal With Gypsy Rose Lee
Louise

Hovlck.

known

as

Gypsy

Mellett.

Rose Lee was named as a defendwhen a note of Issue was filed
n N. Y. supreme Court last week,
but primarily as a matter ot more involving
two causes of action
Riskin pre- against her by Dorothy Wheelock.
efficient management.
viously had been the victim of being Latter, associate editor of Harper's
subject to too many superiors. Being Bazaar,
coUab.orated
alleges
she
both In motion pictures and dealing with the dancer in the latter's book,
with foreign audiences, Riskln was
(Continued on page 19)
bossed by both the Motion Picture
Bureau and the Overseas branch.
He was under F,d Stanley, chief of
the Publications Bureau of Over-

Change

ficulties

resulted not from any difbetween Riskln and Mellett

ant,

seas.

ordinate.
Stanley, former picture editor of
the Associated Press and one of the
conceivers and planners ot New
York PM, incidentally, has been
moved out ot his job as chief ot the

Bureau in New York
and brought here as deputy director
of the Overseas branch In charge of
Publications

at

ing force.'

Presentation was

Helen O'Connell, credited with being a strong
b.o. draw with Bob
tberly in the Jimmy Dorsey orches-

of the

of

performance ot 'The Damask Cheek,' operational planning. John Hackctt.
the Playhouse, N. Y. Accident oc- formerly with Look magazine, has
Hollywood. Dec. 29.
curred as the actor was opening a succeeded Stanley in New York.
Enlisted men and officers at Fort bottle of champagne. Because it was
McArlhur gave Abbott A: Costello Christmas Eve, ll was McCoy chama plaque 'In grateful appreciation of pagne.

A.

two years of Army camp entertainAs he tried to pull the cork from
ment unexcelled as a morale build- the bottle, McCormick gashed his
.

deadline
ap31
the $67,200 gross income celling goes into effect, industry attorneys representing several
major companies are still working
on formulas designed to meet the

Playwright Robert Sherwood is
hundreds of sketches and dozens of
records waxed by Mexican singers director of the Overseas branch and
and bands. Trip was made with the now Riskin is subject only to him.
OWl
blessing ot the U. S. Department of Sherwoo3 is immediately under
matter ot
State and the entourage was warmly head Elmer Davis. As a
widely
received by Avila Camacho, presi- fact, however, Sherwood is
Presito
be
one
the
known here
ot
dent of Mexico.
dent's closest confidantes and more
of an associate of Davis' than a sub-

during

& C.

16

As the
proaches,

37th Anniversary Number

—

—

Mexican

Gwcnn

theme

producer-dis-

various

tributors.

studios

Kyle Crichton in the Jan. 9 Col- want their stars to know, ever so
firmly If not too openly, that if
lier's draws attention to the danger
of losing America's most potent there's only $67,200 to be earned
single morale medium motion pic- this year they would 'prefer' that
tures as result of the indifference of It be used up before the cameras
rather than rationed off in part on
the public to the Industry's man
power problem. Crlchton's 'Holly the kilocycle time.
Lux Hard Hit
wood Gets Its Teeth Kicked In' deals
with the phenomena responsible for
The blow falls harder on Lux
the apathy.
Radio Theatre than any of the othCrichton explains that it 'doesn't ers because of the type and :> ummean that people hate the movies ber of guesters used on their glorlit
means that they have a mental
(Continued on page 45)
image of Hollywood parties, Holly
wood swimming pools, Hollywood
castles. Hollywood Income tax re
turns. Hollywood scandals. The idea Disney Returns With
that this might be lost makes Amer-

of Information officials In the U. S.
first considered it unwise to release
film here.
Teddy Carr. United Artists managing director In England, arranged for
ica laugh right out loud.
Material
the distribution of the film in Amer'I'm speaking on my own because
ica, on his last visit here, after conI don't want to get anybody In Holly
sultation with and approval of the
Will Cartoon
wood involved and I don't want any
British War Ministry. Deal was deone taking the blame for my views,
layed while objections of the Inforhe writes. "Do I care If Hollywood is
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
mation Ministry were aired.
seriously crippled? Yes. Do you care
Walt Disney returned from a threeif the movies go out of business? Yes.
week stay In Mexico with backDo either of us care if every big shot ground material for his second LatinNo!
in Hollywood goes broke?
111, McClintic
American feature as a gesture of
'But I care and you care and goodwill
to the nelgl.bors south of
America cares if anything keeps the Rio Grande.. Title
Replaces
'Sisters'
ot the new
Hollywood from making the best cartoon will
be 'Surprise Package.'
pictures of Its life In these war days.' with
a special section set aside for
For 1st Role in
Yrs.
Crichton says, 'We'd go nuts with
Mexico under the subtitle, 'La Pinout the movies.' He points out that

With Edmund Owenn forced out
ot the newly-arrived 'Three Sisters'
at the Barrymore, N. Y., with Influenza on Christmas day, Guthrie
McClintic. who directed the Chekhov
revival, has stepped into the part.

'Show Business
At War*

|

at

urally, the big idea

ment.

by

mitted

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Studios
are having
word
the
passed around to keep their stars

yesterday (Tues.)

effort

In 'Kin,'

this latest

officials

for further discussions on the Income
celling and wage stabilization In an
to get clarification regarding
some 50 cases Involving contractual
obligations, which have been sub-

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
FOR HOLLYWOOD PEOPLE

'EXCHANGE' SYSTEM

ernment.

Major company heads were scheduled to meet in Washington with U.S.

Veteran Banker and Advisor
Gives Some Sage Advice
on

Not Radio

ing for his return.

Is

Suit

Names and Hollywood Stu-

His play, 'Sweet Charily.' having

Besides the choice language used
the heroine, an English girl,
a dope fiend, under the influence
unwilling spy.
of the Nazis, hence an
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Dick
that
reports
Hollywood
Foran, picture cowboy. Is about to
marry a second time, were confirmed today by his mother, Mrs,
Arthur F. Foran, at Flemlngton
The bride-to-be Is Carole
N. J.
Gallagher, Universal starlet. Foran
and his fiancee are on a holiday visit

then sauntered over near the wings
to get a bandage he handed her. She
slipped It to McCormick and he
bound the cut.
Whole incident was over so
quickly even Miss Robson was un- at the Flemlngton home of hLs faaware of it until after the scene was ther. Jersey industrialist and politico
The actor Is divorced from socialfinished. McCormick completed the
performance without further hap- ite Ruth Hollingsworth and has cus
tody ot their two children.
pening.
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ACTIVITIES
H. Allen Smith

Soldier-Correspondent (Ex-Stagehand)
He

of

the "Totam Pole," Qlvat
New Kind of Jiva^on

Out with a

Reviews Home Talent Show and Calls

"Alice in
(AiK

Mo

It

Nil

Because of Morale Value
16.

Seemingly
Inflnenoe
Pl>
Llncers in British Mind
Just saw my first home talent
ttage show given by service men.
London, Dec. 26.
It's given in a hangar, a new one,
Gangster films of the past came
way out of sight from most of the
for a slap last week from the
The stage is about 30 in
barracks.
British Navy, Army and Air Forces
It's just a raised platfeet square.
Institutes. Comment appeared in a
form on horses about 3 ft. high, set
four-page booklet of advice to Britin the middle of the hangar, along
ish girls working in canteens that
the wall of a long side. The backserve American soldiers. Pamphlet
ground is about 10 feet high, re
correct reaction to talk and
The outlined
goods, with gold decoration.
deeds of Yanks on leave.
center piece is a Christmas item,
Cracks on films came in final parawith candle design, etc.
graphs of caution to the gals: 'Don't
benches
folding
are
iron
Seats
Ulk about Chicago gansters as if
and wooden benches. There were
they represented 90% of the popuabout 600 present with a few girls
lation of America. The films have
also.
lettered this impression, but the
Orchestra i5 10 men, bass, saxa- vast majority of American people
phone, accordian, violin, two clar- live very much as we do ... '
inets, two cornets, drums, tuba, no
leader. I mean nobody stood up.

Gang

On floor off audience right was a
long screen for actors' use.

Radio Actor,

one front downstage
center, one left corner where a guy
mikes,

Days

pin."

posts

m Atlantic

.^(lilrd

(f

Vtrltty'

F»lurc

Storm
of

The yawl was blown out to sea in
a gale and was buffeted about for
three weeks, during which time it

covered 3,100 miles, before the rescue was effected. At one time the
yawl was taken in tow by a destroyer only to have the hawser
Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
Several times they were
break.
The Warner Club last week set up located by planes only to have the
an organization to keep the 350 guys storm close in again.

from the Warner organization now
service

in

and
Warner Club prexy
zone

boss

—

as the Warnerettes.
gals in the office.

Al

Zimbalist,

is to be known
It's composed of
Each one is as-

signed a 'man' now in uniform.
Her duty is to write to her 'man'
at least once a week; keep him
posted as to the office gossip. Be his
contact in Philly, for any errands he
wants done. If he is in need of
funds for emergency, the Wamerette
Is to relay the need to Warner Club
officials, and the money is taken
from the treasury.
The Warnerettes are also planning
to publish a weekly newspaper with
ell the dope from Vine street and

Warners.

Fix, Bowling, AU-Night

Dancing for

War Workers
Buffalo,

Dec.

DIek Gilbert's $7B9,485 Bonds
With War Bond pledges totalling
$759,485 for 22 days of actual selling,
Dick Gilbert on Monday (28) was
heading into the stretch of a month's
drive which utilized legit, film, and
record cooperation on his daily disc
jockey programs (1-3 and 5-5:45 p. m.
Average daily sales
at WHN, N. Y.

have been

$34,522.

Guest-stars for the month have
been Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Vincent Price, Benny Baker, Keenan
Wynn, Gregory Peck, K. T. Stevens,
Bruce McFarlane, Oscar Karlweiss
and Canada Lee,
Shows which gave ducats for
$500

With

29.

or $1,000
Father,"

pledges
'Strip

were
for

'Life

Action,'

When a major studio a few months 'Native Son,' 'Great Big Doorstep,'
ago released a B screen item having 'Rosalinda,' 'Let's Face It,' 'Counselto do with the antics of a band show lor-at-Law,' 'Arsenic and Old Lace,'
unit doubling as worker-entertainers 'Russian
'Yankee Point,'
People,'
a defense plant, the story
generally poo-pooed as l>eing
in

was
far-

fetched.

'Stars On Ice,' 'Janie,' 'My Sister
Eileen,' 'Willow and I,' 'Claudia,'
'Conrad,' 'Angel Street,' and 'Star
*
and Garter' (at $2,000 a pair).
Film-recorded tieups were effected
on 'We Are the Marines' at the
Globe (Tony Pastor's waxing of
'The Marine's Hymn' going to buyers of $100 bonds), and 'Springtime
In the Rockies' with a similar deal

Recently defense plant workers
shift in Buffalo plane
plants organized a council to provide amusement and recreation for
employees working on the twilight
to midnight trick. Dubbed the 'Second Shift Recreation Council,' offi
cers of the group gave as the pur- on Harry James' platter, 'I Had the
pose of the organization the im- Craziest Dream.'
provement of morale and the reducJack Sherr Vs. Clyde McCoy
tion of absenteeism. President Richard McClellan, Curtiss-Wrlght as
Memphis, Dec. 29.
Ellis Aud here was the scene of
semblyman, stated: 'In the past, sec
ond-shifters could only go home, eat, 'a band battle between Seaman Jack
listen to the radio, read a book and Sherr, ex-Hotel St. Moritz (N.Y.)
maestro, and Specialist Clyde Mcgo to bed. The Council plans
give 'em motion pictures, bowling Coy's band. Seaman Jack Emerson,
and roller skating for early morning ex-radio, sang with the 'Sugar Blues'
hours, as well as all-night dancing
b.nd.
Benefit for Navy Welfare

on the swing

O

Clem Beauchamp.

(20) for

for

Negro servicea short and

The Canteen is sponsored by a
group ot colored citizens headed by
(Duke) Morgan, a Negro
songwriter

who

Last year, on three days' notice,
Variety* provided Christmas
cheer for the lads at Fort McArthur,
which took care of the entire en>
listed personnel. This year it decided that, in view of the fact that
'Daily

Despite Her Illness,

Camp Show Serves As

the

lads

Tonic for ZaSo Pitts away

is

Memphis, Dec.

29.

at

Camp Young were

far

from home and that they
were almost to the shipping point
and in constant training, which
would make them forego a Christmas leave, that they should be recipient's of the Yule cheer through

ZaSu Pitts risked both cancellation
commercial performance
and a serious illness to keep a per- its cqllection medium. First
Lieut.
appearance date with 2.000 David Bramson, who last year was
sailors
in training
at
the Naval public relations officer at McArthur,
held
the
same
post
at
Young,
and
Training School (Aviation Maintenance) near Millington, 20 miles came to Hollywood with a score of
nrmy trucks. 10 enlisted men and
from here.
Chaplain Leach.
It was a whirlSo new that it still is mis.<;ing
wind
campaign for the week to get
from the USO itineraries, and yet
January.
everything possible to keep the boys
Morgan and his group opened the so old that five classes of plane happy on Christmas.
Canteen in a spot called the 'Elates crews have been graduated and sent
All Badio Helps Qui
to sea duty since its commissioning
Club' in South Philly. It was first
All important radio .stations In
named the 'South Philadelphia Stage in September, the N. T. S. Station
Door Canteen.' but J. Howard Reber, landed the comedienne as its first the Los Angeles area cooperated in
film guest star in a show produced the campaign for gifts.
Stations
counsel for the local Stage Door
Canteen, warned Morgan that the by the Welfare and Recreation De- KFI, KECA, KNX, KHJ, KFWB,
KMPC and other stations affiliated
name was copyrighted by the Theatre partment.
Miss Pitts had gladly agreed to with the Columbia, National Broad(Continued on page 14)
breeze out on Saturday 19) between casting, Blue network and Mutual
matinee and night performances of chains for four days carried an'Her First Murder' in Memphis and nouncements of the celebration and
appear at the start of the nautical did so about every two hours In
revue. But Saturday found her ailing place of other sustaining announceand barely able to finish the matinee ments, which bore great results.
performance in Memphis. Her man- Robert Arden, who does a special
agers, doctors and the Auditorium war column
for
'Daily
Variety,'
news spots daily over the Camp Lee management ordered the trek to 'America Looks Abroad,' did excepMillington canceled, but when she tional work during his radio periods
network.
In addition, he handles an orien- heard that 2,000 seamen were al- each night.
He obtained from his
tation program at the camp.
ready waiting in the School's Audi- sponsor. Dr. Cowan, one 15-minute
torium, she put back on the makeup period exclusively
tell
about
to
L(. (J. G.) Bob Tapllnger, DSN
and put away the medicine.
Camp Young and had as his guests
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
She whizzed to Millington in a Chaplain Leach and Arthur Ungar,
It was
Robert Taplinger leaves Columbia Navy station wagon with official editor of 'Daily Variety.'
Pictures' executive post Jan. 1 to motorcycle escort, made a five -min- an ad lib talkfest and within an hour
join the Navy as a lieutenant junior ute humorous talk to the aviation after it that evening more than 23
!>ailors, and scored such a hit that calls came into the 'Variety' office
grade.
like a to pi Ac up gifts.
Also helping with
Granted a leave of aBsence by the response made her 'feel
new woman.' What's more, she was his program over KFWB was Al
prexy Harry Cohn.
on time for the evening curtain in Jarvis, 'Make Believe Ballroom,'
Memphis.
who interviewed Cpl. Kreushen,
GEORGE FBENCH, V. S. A.
Members of the cast say she gave operator of the Camp Young radio
Providence, Dec. 29.
the best performance of her current station.
That brought fine results,
George French, manager of RKO tour that night in Memphis.
too.
Albee, entertained by local theatreAll of the studios here cooperated
men prior to induction into Army
as well, with gifts coming in in
(26). Private French received a ring
Ford Plant Backs
large quantities.
Bette Davis sent
and a scroll.
Fliers 100 individual gifts each bearing her
For
own signed Christmas card; at ReDetroit, Dec. 29.
Michael Bartlett, now first lieut.
public the employees sent over 300
U. S. Marine Corps.
With many entertainers among gifts, with the Universal boys and
Frederic
Henry,
screen
actor, employees, the Ford Willow Run
girls
sending over 150 presents,
Arm>.
Bomber plant is shaping up a weekly Other studios sent )n cash and presFrank Santillo. film cutter. Marines^ show for Bomber fliers hereabout.
ents.
Joseph Dietrick, film cutter. MaBacked by Local 50. UAW (CIO),
Top
gift to the lads was that arrines.
rehearsal studios have set up near
Edward Mann, film cutter, Signal the plant, where 'Show For SoI(licr.s' ranged by Sid Strotz, vice-prexy of
NBC, who had Jack Richardson,
Corps.
is being whipped together.
Idea at
Coast head of NBC's recording diClarence Champaign, studio tech- present is tu have variety shows for
vision, select an entire library ot
nician. Signal Corps.
soldiers
by war workers mostly
Sam Dalzell, s'.udio prop man, e.:-professional entertainers, to be transcriptions numbering more than
500 and dispatched them two nights
Army.
followed by a musical with both
before Christmas to Camp Young,
Hal
Smith,
studio
technician, soldiers and war workers in the
^o that the 24-hour Christmas show
N vy.
cast.
that Cpl. Krushen had planned could
George Warga, studio prop man.
Union's idcd is to put out a comhave a variety of records that would
Navy.
bined 'This Is the Army' and 'Pins
not involve repeats.
Aaron Bergner, studio grip. Navy. and Needles,' as a show for home
The last truck left 'Daily VaClyde Clifton, studio technician. morale.
riety' office shortly before midnight
Navy.
(Continued on page 14)
Harold Smith, studio grip. Navy.
:

of a regular

j

,

sonal

I

I

I

Show
Bomber

—

Jan.'s

Gregory Morton's

Camp

Army

Chores

Lee, Va., Dec.

29.

Gregory Morton, former Broadway
actor in the Quartermaster Corps
here,

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Brecher.

29.

second

An Awkward Aura

Pbllly Radloites in Service

A. to N. Y.

its

Canteen Opens In

Fund.

L.

Alfred Hitchcock.

Variety' staged

(

happy.

The group—set up by Ted Schlanger,

Hollywood, Dec.
'Dally

PhiDys New Negro

porter in the
Radio has its own
model agency operated by Gwen
Man took photos of each act and, Eddie Rickenbacker who was re- Schoch. a member of the committee
Bt finish, a group photo. No makeup, cently rescued after drifting around of the American Theatre Wing's
Radio's candiexcept the 'girls,' and that's exagger- the Pacific Ocean.
Stage Door Canteen.
ated.
date is Curtis Arnall, radio actor
In the first place the Negro canteen
Here is the running order of the and now a chief boatswain's mate in was opposed by a large segment of
the Coast Guard.
show which ran an hour:
Some
the colored population here.
(1) Open emcee Walter Keenan.
Along with a crew of eight he of the prominent Philly Negroes
(the only name I know); (2) cornet drifted about the Atlantic Ocean, in claimed that opening such a sipot
player (from pit); (3) juggler busi- an auxiliary yawl, for 21 days be- would 'encourage segregation.' Others
ness with real egg; (4) Supreme fore being rescued the day l)€fore are backing a colored USO project
(Continued on page 46)
Christmas.
which is skedded to open early in

PHULY WARNERITES
HAVE A BRIGHT IDEA

FEDERICO REY'S ENCORE
Dancei

Thomas

version

of West Coast Trainees

at Fort DIx and Betgros annual Christmas fund for boys in
khaki this year and within a week's
Pronto ai • FrIvaU
time was able to present the sol>
theme of the
On the Tuesday before Christmas, diers stationed at Camp Young, the
training
largest
center
dancer
of
featured
male
Rey,
the
37th Anniver$ary Number Federico
United
States Army, located about
Spanish
troupe
of
in Argentinita's
of
dancers, appeared before l,20io sol- 160 miles from Hollywood, with
enough
pretty
gifts
to
nearly
part
the
of
diers at Fort Dix as
give
each
starring
present
to
enlisted
a
man ot
USO-Camp Shows Inc. unit
the many, many thousands being
Argentinlta.
Four days later, under his real trained there for desert warfare.
name—Frits Wittop Koning— Rey The amount of coin given Chaplain
was back at Dix, this time as a John Leach was close to the $2,500
mark, which was subscril>ed in dedraftee.
A Hollander who learned Spanish nominations from $1 to $250, behalf-Spanish sides about two of those two and
his
dancing
from
mother, Rey has lately won prestige one-half ton army trucks loaded with
which included an upright
as a designer, using Freddy Wittop gifts,
an
entire
as the billing. Between dancing en- piano.
transcription
he costumed George library of 16-inch records, phonogagements,
Abbott's "Beat the Band," "Iceca- graps. radios, duffel bags filled with
pades" and the current Latin Quar- gifts, sweaters, candies, book, cigater revue.
rets. pipes, golf clubs and almost anyHe speaks several languages and thing that a soldier thousands ot
hopes the Army finds a spot for him miles away from home would enPhiladelphia, Dec. 29.
interpreter of some sort.
joy.
A Canteen which opened here as an

men is headed
Hormy career.

are one horn each for

ound.

Thousand

Art««)

In

*Shotv Business

Sunday night

Coast

Guardsman, Adrift 21

sat reading a book, a la 'Hellzapop-

On

Now

Wonderland"
(ul

Xmas Fund Cheers

At War*

'NOT ALL GANGSTERS'

Morrison Field,

West Palm Beach, Dec.

Editor, 'Variety':

Two

WMllMtt

Daily Variety's

is

doing a number of radio

WRVA and WRNL,
CBS and Mutual stations
Richmond, and reads two UP

programs over
respective
in

Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
Virginia A. Conner anc'. Jane Durnin, of the
program and mailroom staff respectively, have resigned to join the WAACs.

War

Shorts

Three war subjects will be released through War Activities Committee channels in January, in ad-

No Doubling

Hollywood. Dec. 29.
Former extras, now in uniform,
John Jones.' special are being
warned against changing
short produced by Metro as a tribute
over to civvies while on furlough to
to the United Nations.
earn a few bucks at their old trade.
Walter Smith, cx-KYW staff anShorts to be released are 'ComRegulations permit shedding olive
nouncer. will graduate from Ofll- munity Transportation,'
'Paratroops' drab only while lounging at home
(Continued on page 44)
and 'Mr. Smug.'
or

KYW

dition to 'You,

out of public view.

Vedncsda^t Decemlwr 30, 1942

Fiim Salesmen Binned

nCTUBES

Up

at llieir

'Forgotten Man Status; Can't Get Gas

Pittsburgh.

A huRP

WB'S ACAD SHORTS

chorus of resentment and

mand by all film salesmen that we
have been the neglected persons in
the Ras rationing edicts of the GoV'
ernmcnt.
With the advent of the war, and
the hardships it has imposed on
every one. the hard working and
consciontiou.s film salesmen of all

Increased
Consideration
in D. C. As Means of Conserving Materials Exhibs

Three

short

to

see

that

these

propaganda

reels arc sliown.

With direct orders that they are
much of their time to
of the Government
the hooking
films, each man has to go in many
instances hundreds of miles to cover
hbi territory— territory he has already made in the sale of his company's product, to impress upon the
to devote so

theme

openly,

War

reaction

Board

of the

37lh Anniversary Number
of

P^niETY

STILL HOPEFUL

ON BRIT. FREEZE

re-

officials,

WPB

measures aimed

strictive

to

produce

the least harmful effects.

While a large number of producers
and exhibs are in favor of single billing, a larger number are opposed to
the measure, contending that there
would be virtually no saving in
either celluloid or theatre equipment.
Past records among both chain and
independent operators show that
every attempt to establish single bill
policy has been disastrous, boxofficewise.
Contention, also, that supposition there would be a saving in
celluloid by eliminating one feature
picture is a fallacy. It would only
result in a change of progr:
ig.
with shorts filling in, rather thr.n a
curtailment of running time. Those
against singje-billing, even if it is
established on a nationwide basis by

Government edict, which w'Mld give
no imdue advantage to any operator,
claim that tneatre patrons buy film
entertainment
in
units
time.
of
Exhibs also believe that public relations would be hurt since theatregoers woujd think they were being
unnecessarily deprived of additional
entertainment.

Lots of Latin Goodwill Atmosphere

Rates

inside

Production

reluctant to impose any regulations
which would shutter houses or affect
boxoffice
grosses
adversely,
are
meantime gathering additional statistics and information on the dueling situation.
Should the materials
shortage become more acute
would be in a position to apply re-

AS '43 STARTER

B way; CIAA

numerous handicaps and War Production Board rulings, it is now

mained unfavorable.

—

on

KeHturr In

.%<1tlctl

Bow

estimated that the industry has the
greatest inventory on record for the
American
filrh
business.
Latest
checkup indicates more than 200
features are in the cans available for
release or in the final stages of completion, with cutting and some dubibing only necessary to make them

I

gestion

RKO AT PEAK

theatre the absolute necessity for
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
the showing of the various propaRKO shoves off into the new year
ganda films that are being turned out
with the heaviest January produclike doughnuts in Washington and
tion schedule in its history,, comelsewhere.
All of the road men are public prising six features and two probspirited and patriotic and they have able added starters.
without any exception taken on the
First starter for next month will
added burden of extra travel over
dangerous and hazardous winter be 'Petticoat Larceny.' to be followed
roads to see that the dates are set in by 'The Fallen Sparrow,' 'The Falcon Comes Back.' 'The Leopard Man,'
all of (he theatres in their zones.
But with all this a real patriotic 'Queen of Burle.<;que' and 'Gilderwork— what have they received from sleeve's Bad Boy.' Two biggest
the various gas rationing boards budgeters on the new slate are 'Look
when tlicy have applied for addi- Out Below.' co-slarring Fred Astaire
tional gas, to do both their own work and Joan Leslie, and 'Free for AH,"
and that of the Government? Just with Jean Arthur and John Wayne
plain and gruff 'noes,' when asking in the top spots.
for B or C cards. And we have seen
other men and women get the cou6RAD SEARS T.ATT) UP
poivi with less excuse for getting
them than the film salesmen.
Grad Sears was bedded by cold
Repeatedly have the road men re- which nearly turned into pneumonia
ported all this to their respective over the past weekend.
Branch Managers, who in turn have
He's not due back ai his desk until
(Continued on page 14)
next week.

In Pix

S,
Icv-CliMlrman

'Show Business
At War'

7

Waller Wanger, prexy of Academy,
Government action to eliminate
appointed a committee of art di double billing
getting increased
the disiriuuliiig organizations have
is
been the p.itsies insofar as gas ra- rectors to adopt rules governing consideration in Washington, as retheir particular sector of the 1942
tionins is concerned. With the Gov
sult
of growing shortages in vital
ernment turning out hundreds of Academy Awards. They are Lionel
Banks, Albert D'Agoslino, Perry materials. Lowell Mellett's recent
reels for propaganda purposes, and
Bob declaration against
William
Eerrari,
the distributing organiza- Ferguson,
in turn
duals was gentions seeing to it that they are prop- Haas, £arl Hedrick, Russell Kim
erally regarded as a trial balloon to
erly shown in all of the theatres, ball, Martin Obinza and Joseph C. test industry response, and while
from the very largest to the smallest, Wright.
many theatre operators and exhibitor
it has devolved upon th<^,fllm salesassociations backed Mellett's sug-

men

\

un

—

MELLETT BALLOON

HARMON
of WAO

By FRANCIS
(K«rc.

See No Saving in Celluloid
Because Shorts Would Be
Needed to Fill Fear Adverse Audience Reaction

Hollywood, Dec. 29
subjects have been

entered as candidates for Academy
Awards by Warners, leading off
with the Capt. Hewitt T. Wheless
two-reeler. 'Beyond the Line of
Duty."
Other entries are 'Winning
Your Wings.' a documentary with
James Stewart, and a one-reeler,
'The United States Marine Band.'

Large portion of the bullish enthusiasm generated for motion picture shares in Wall Street during
the last few weeks is directly attributed to the vast inventory of
unreleased pictures being piled up
in Hollywood. Even in the face of

WAC's Proud Record

—

ART GROUP NAMED

Features;

Over 200 Pictures Await Distribution

Curb on Duals Via Government Decree Being Given
Editor 'Variety':

Many Top

That Includes

Bnt Urged to Push Propaganda Pix

anger, which is gaining momentum
troublesome times, and
these
in
real
grievance
on
a
founded
especially against vested organizations for their inactivity in their behalf—is the entirely legitimate de-

on Film Backlog

CIIPE Wall Street Cheered

PREPmiE TO

available for di.strib.ulinn.
Of the 200 features. It is eslimate(i
that 80 to ao are in 'A' classification,
which should land them in first-runs
of key cities. This is the most pleasing factor to the Street because It
means extended runs in the bigmoney houses which gives the distributor his greatest return per production. The fact that many name
players, since joining the colors, are
in these finished productions also is
rated good by Wall Street.

Inroads on manpower really hurt
Although no word had
been the Coast production setup during
received from London up until 'Va- the past year, yet the ability to
riety' press time yesterday (Tues- stack up such a huge backlog of
product is expected to form protecday), major company foreign sales
tion at the boxoffice until producers
chiefs still were hopeful that the are
able to re-arrange their schedremaining frozen funds in Great ules in line with the scarcity o(
Britain would be dislodged by the draft-age male stars and the inend of the year. This covers the creased use of femme talent. Opinion quite freely expressed in N. \.
period between Sept. 29 and Oct. 24, financial circles is that production
amounting to upwards of $6,000,000. headaches will be less severe in 1943
This amount was left in Britain, than in the past year, $25.000-ceiling
representing about two months busi- and loss of manpower notwithstanding. The Street does not look for
ness, at the lime the British unfroze the
$25,000 salary regulation to stay
app^pximately $42,500,000 last Oc- in force long as currently worded,
and would not be surprised to see
tober.
When this coin is remitted, all the whole thing tossed aside.
Information received in financial
American .distributor funds up to
quarters is that the bulk of the
last Oct. 24 will have been remitted
backlog piled up in Hollywood repto N. Y.
After that, U. S. distriburesents
well-made pictures, with
tors plan to seek free flow of all
production values and merit seldom
rental revenue in Britain.
sacrificed for speed to finish the
product. TTiis was possible because
the industry as a whole started
Frances
at
building this inventory of pictures
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
t>ecause it had the foresight to see
Story editor post at Republic goes dislocation of manpower. Also mato Frances Manson, formerly with jor companies wisely have encourGoldwyn and Columbia.
aged extended runs wherever posShe replaces Francis Langlon, now sible this season. This, too, has aided
in the Army.
n increasing the overall inventory.

Manson

Rep

Ontario Censor Rescinds Ban

While exhibitors are under the impression that elimination of duals by
Co\ ernnicnt decree is merely in a
llicorcllcal .-lagc. the realities of warli:iic
emeixency are forcing
authorities to examine the problem
anew with a view to direct action.
In some respects, elimination ol

On

Documentary Fdm As 'Propaganda

WPB

Success
nator

of

of

the

Office

of

Coordi-

Inter-American Affairs

in

making

Hollywood Latin Americahas been evidenced on
Broadway in the past month. Three
films with good will angles, injected
under the aegis of the CIAA, were
playing
Broadway houses almost
conscious

simultaneously.

They
Lovelier'
ager'

were

'You
(Columbia),

(Warner

Jime

Bros.)

Were

Never
'Now. Voyand 'Spring-

in
the Rockies' (20th-Fox).
'Lovelier' has an Argentine locale
and characters and is based on a
made into a film, 'Orchids
Tuesday.' by an Argentine producer.
Now. Voyager' sends Bctte Davis
on a cruise to Rio
and as background shows the beautiful Rio harbor.
'Spi ingiimc' has several Latino

story first

didn't bring

down

all

.sorts

of

ri ili-

cism on Hollywood and the U. S. in
Careful o.o.ing of srri!)!.a CIAA rep has been partially
responsible for the lark of squawks,
but principally it's the result of
increased diligence on the part of
individual
studio.s
anxious to do
possible
everything
to
cooperate
Willi the alms of the CIAA.
the
trio
mentioned
Films,
like
For
above, serve a dtial purpose.
one thing they warm Latin Ainericans to the U. S. and, equally important, they further acquaint and
keep people in this country awaie
of the other Americas. This is felt
to be vital after the war to insure
continuation of the Good Neighbor
policy when the pressure of needing
the Latinos on our side is off.
general.

by

In addition to the throe pix above,
there wa.s a fourth almost sinurlAmazingly enough, there has been lancou.'ily on Broadway in which the
nary a squawk from
It
««s 'PittsLatin America CIAA had a hand.
about
any of ihe characters or burgh' (Universah. CI.^A v. as indefinitely recognized strumental in obtaining for the pro\n^'u^'
"oll.vwood as an innovation since ducer shots of Smoky City factories.
">e e.-ilabli.shment
of the CIAA little Purpose was to carry out the aim
fnore than
two years ago.
There of the Coordinator's ofl ice to acwas scarcely
a pic with anything quaint Latins with U. S. industry,
in it before that
time that commerce and culture.
scenes.

,

.

I

dkiaLs

on

a

uniform

would be

tions,

basis, in all situabeneficial in that it

Toronto, Dec.

On
litical

29.

the thar.^e that the film is 'popropasaiida favoring the Fed-

eral administration.' release to
tario theatres of the National

On-

Film
would ease the pressure on studios
and distribution forces facing raw Board's documentary. 'Inside Fighting Canada.' was first banned by
slock, transportation and manpower
Mitchell F. Hepburn, chief of the
difficLilties. Producers who have been
advocating single billing prior to the Ontario Board of Censors, and later
The film had been passed
war. have been warning exhibs not okayed.
by all
the
other
provinces
of
to burn up product faster than it can
Canada
Hepburn, who is also
be produced.

Ontario, further
of
charged that 'pubi c lunds are being
u.icd to produce films ot a purely
political nature' and that 'it has been
the policy of the Ontario government for years not to let pictures
treasurer

Victor Herbert Heirs

OK 3d

'Marietta' Film

heirs of Victor Herbert last
issued a license to Metro for
the ight to make another version of
'.N'aushly Marietta." The agreement
restricts the exhibition of the film to
\?>
ycais. and the price was somel

what
by

Deal was handled
Warner Bros, music group,

o\ri' $.50,000.

tl-.c

which is the exclusive agent for most
of Herbert s scores.
Metro has done 'Marietta' twice
before.

quest of the U. S. Government arid
to be issued from Washington as an
official picture of Canada's war effort.
The film was sent to Washington and it was decided to release
it
in Canada simultaneously. Grierson .says, 'the film make.s reference
the fact that Mackenzie King is
Prime Minister of Canada.
It
would be strange it in a survey' of
Britain's war effort, special care was

to

the

taken

to

Churchill.

omit
It

the

name

Mr.

of

would seem perversity

in a film of the United State.s' war
effort if the commentator failed to

mention Mr.

Roo.sevelt."

As leader of the Liberal party of
power Ontario, Hepburn twice before has
banned films for his current reason.
A month before the Federal elecHe further charged- that the ver- tions in 1940. he
banned the March
sion of 'Inside Fightiiiu Canada' reof Time release. 'Canada at War.'
leased in Quebec
different from New.sreel
clip.s of CIO fights and disthat released in other parts of Canorders in the U. S. were also banned
be shown

of

The
week

National Film Board, tht
the
documentary was made at the re-

of

to

the

[•olitical

any paity. whether

it

is

advantage
in

or not.'

i.s

ada.

when Hepburn, then holding
announcing

approval of the
nint Ontario censors said it had
been held up nine days in order to
check the commentary.
According to John Grier^on, head
In

a

re-

camiiaign and fighting the
at the same lime, refused what
then termed parly propaganda
via the Screen, though IhU would

election

CIO
he

have been

to his political

advantaa*

'

>>»»»*»*»»»»****«»

JoryPflots'Ganmaster'

Nick Sciienck-MeOett Statement

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Next high-budget western on
Harry Sherman's slate for United

Schcnck. president of Loew's, Inc., issued a statement
Monday t2fl) referring to the meeting held In New York last Wednesreview the product
day (23) to the effect that the purpose was 'To
war
produced by the industry during the past 12 months relating to the
cooperation made available to
effort and to discuss the assistance and
of the Oflice of War
the industry by the Bureau of Motion Pictures
thanks and
Information. We took occasion to express the industry's
given to us
appreciation for the helpful and constructive assistance
novel problenv<! with
by Mr Mellett in dealing with the many new and
had to contend since Pearl Harbor. [Following

M

Nicholas

pioneer
Houston.
Victor Jory makes his debut as a
film director in the picture, slated
for a Jan. 20 start

GAS RATIONING

— Ed.)

the Bureau 0/
'Both the induitry'j cooperotton and the services o/
The element
Motion Pictures have been on a purely roluntary basis.
relationships in
voluntary cooperation u-hich hns charocterized our

HIS MICHIGAN

of

the past will continue in the future.'
part, as follows:
Mellett's letter of conflimation to Schenck read, in
to you is that
•Put on paper, the pertinent part of my statement
submit such picour office is not asking the producers of pictures to
shooting script,
tures to us at any stage of production— original story,
however, that the
long cut or finished picture. We are sueoestine,
as
purpose of the motion picture Industry to cooperate as fully
or proposed
possible in the war effort will be best served If pictures
of propictures are brought to our attention at each of these stages
Our aim is to simplify the procedures that now prevail.
duction.
and
The nearer a picture approaches completion, the more difticiilt
mutual
expensive becomes the making of any alteration that in our

judgment may seem necessary.'

Trade's Alarm Over MeDett-OWI Fi

m

Censorship Ideas Begins to Abate
Industry toppers, following several
meetings last week, remained aloof

Lowell Mellett's proposal that
on all planned productions be
submitted to the Bureau of Motion

to

scripts

Pictures for judgment prior to actual
filming.

Though acutely aware

of the cen-

sorship Implications in Mellett's re-

release is 'Gunmaster,'
Norman
tale written by

Artists

which the industry
italics ours.

Detroit, Dec. 29.
While gas rationing has hot seriously affected Detroit, reports from
out-State indicate that it has hit the
Film salesmen
small towns hard.
who contact the up-State towns are
gloomily reporting that as high as
50% of them are shuttering for the
duration.
Towns in the sparsely settled upState regions of Michigan, former
lumber communities or widespread
farm settlements, depended greatly
on the trade that drove Into town.
It's gone and what's more even the
State isn't wasting any gas to sweep
open snowbound roacls In such sec

Y.METRO EMPLOYEE

WB

on Wage Stabilization
company heads planned to

drop

in

on

Mellett

Brief,

fully

outlining
difficulties
which
the
would face the industry as a result
of the proposed censorship, will be
with the OWI for further study

left

The Producers Association previ-

DEAL

VU HEARST FOR HOLLE

Warners' picture deal with 13year-old George William Holle, who
joined the U. S. Marines at 12 and
fought in the South Pacific until
military officials discovered his real
age, was set largely through the

ously passed the Mellett develop, Hearst press.
Jack Malloy, editor of the Chicago
ment along to the company presi
dents in New York as the fornfer Herald-American, talked with Jack
group obviously considered it too L. Warner and helped arrange the
deal.
Warners plan to star Holle in
hot to handle. For a time there was
some thought of issuing an official a picture about the Marines.
reply from the industry as a whole
to Mellett's proposal. This was later
decided against since the subject was
R. McC. Marsh Socceeds
distinctly a production matter.
Various studios had meantime
Judge Veeder on Board
been advised against making indi-

vidual

replies

to

Mellett's

moves quickly, were also emphasized in discussions. If the effect of
every non-war theme -..-as first to be
weighed in relation to the effect it
conceivably Bave upon the
public at a given time, company
heads were of opinion that needless
additional
hurdles
production
in
would be encountered.

might

Some company

execs

felt,

.

N. Y. Exhibs Salvaged

9,000 Tons of Copper
Exhibs in the metropolitan

New

York area have salvaged approximately 9,000 pounds of copper,
according to a group report issued
last week by the War Activities
Ccmmittee.
Understood
that
a
greater tonnage was salvaged when
copper turned, over to local junk
dealers

is

figured.

Exhibs have advisee

tlje

WAC

they

will stage 'copper' instead of 'scrap
matinees' in response to the Govern-

ment

reqiiest for a

copper collection

drive.

letter,

pending further study. On the whole,
studio and company heads failed to
see the need for supplying the
Bureai: with scripts on non-war
themes, such as musicals and other
purely escapist Hlms. Difficulties of
production,
which
necessity
of

also,

that once even n mild form of Federal cen.sorship is imposed it stands
a good chance of remaining after the
war
and
becoming
increasingly
restrictive. Also recalled was President Roo.sevelfs declaration, at the
time Mellett was appointed Coordinator of Government Films 'I
want no censorship of the film.'

By Joe

Laurie, Jr.

MM «»»

Coolacres, Cal., Dec.

29.

Dear Joe:

am

playing Warners' 'Gentleman Jim' this week, starring Errol
Flynn, who does a great job. There's plenty o( action and some swell fight
scenes; In tact, the best I've ever seen. The picture brings back plenty
of memories of my old pal, Jim, who wasn't the cocky, smart-alecky guy
they picture. Jim was one of the sweetest, kindest and loyal men I've
ever met.
Corbett was the only one, of all the fighters that ever went into show
business, who really could act. And that's saying plenty because I guess
all the champs and near-champs some time or other appeared in .vaudeJim's monolog was a classic as was his favorite
ville, burlesque or drama.
story that has been used and re-used by plenty of actors.
I mean the
one he used to tell about the guy who met him in a hotel lobby and said.
Don't you remember me, Jim?' Jim looked at him and tried to place
him, 'Well, I really can't place you right now, but I do know your face.
Where was it I met you7' 'Why you remember when you came back to
Frisco after you licked John L. Sullivan and a big mob met you at the
train?' sez the guy.
'Oh, sure,' sez Corbett.
'Well, I was the guy with
the brown derby hat,' the fellow replied.
Jim really didn't remember names. He used to greet everybody with
'Kello, Kid,' even his closest pals. One day he came into the Friars Club
and started calling the boys by their first names. I ttirned to Bert Hanlon
In surprise and said, 'Bert, did you hear Jim calling us all by our first
names, instead of hello, kid?' I wonder what's got over him? And Bert
said, 'I guess he's just getting over the Fitzsimmons fight!'
I can tell you hundreds of stories about Jim around the old Friars
Club. He was never known to have picked a winner of any championship fight. The day of the Dempsey-'Tunney fight, Damon Runyon came
into the club looking for Jim, to find out who he was picking to win.
Jim wasn't around, so Damon sed, 'I'm running an article about all the
great fighters and who they are picking to win the fight. I can't wait tor
Jim as we are going to press soon, so I think I'll put him down as picking
Tunney. Jim has never picked a winner in his lite and I don't want to
spoil his score.' When Jim came Into the club later on we told him what
Runyon had said. He Immediately tried to get Runyon on the phone to
But it was too late, the
tell him he was picking Dempsey, not Tunney.
paper being on the streets already with Corbett picking Tunney. When
Tunney won, Jim came into the club with a broad grin, 'Well, boys, who
says I can't pick a winner? I showed 'em; here It is black on white where
I picked Tunney.'
Never will -I forget the time when he met James Thornton and said,
"James, if you kept away from drink you'd be a great actor.' Thornton
gave Corbett one look over his glasses (his wearing ones) and said, 'Jim,
if you had kept away from JefTries two rounds you'd 'vc been a great
fighter.'
As I said before, he was always kidded tor not being able to pick
a winner, one day he came back with this nifty, 'Well, in my 25-round
Jim
fight with JefTries I picked Jeffries to win in the second round.'
I

MYSTERIOUSLY

\

(Tuesday)

Lefty's Noteb

tions.
A few houses are planning
to keep open weekends to see It they
can make a go of it on the farmers
big
Saturday
nights, but others see
Stadio Contracts
the writing on the wall and are
ducking out before they take any
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
•
further loss.
Powers model,
Frances Ward,
In one small town the exhibitor
signed by Metro.
tried to work out a bus policy of
designer
option pickups for his patrons but the local
Head's
Edith
lifted by Paramount.
rationing board frowned on the proMimi Chandler's player contract posal as 'non-essential.'
with Paramount approved by Superior Court.
Hermes Pan drew an option lift
for one year as dance director at N.
20th-Fox.
lost in the 23d.

no undue alarm over the development bePatti
Brilhante,
stage
actress,
cause both Elmer Davis, OWI chief,
SLAIN
and Mellett had stressed that the signed by RKO.
Anthony Quinn's actor contract
Oflice of War Information had 'no
Herbert Holtz, 34, assistant cashier
renewed by 20th-Fox.
right of compulsion over the picture
Dave Willock inked actor pact at at the Metro exchange in New York,
was mysteriously shot and killed at'
20th-Fox.
companies' as cuch.
midnight Saturday (26) in New
A meeting was held last Wednes- Phil Silvers' player option picked ter
Y'Ork as he was climbing stone steps
up
at 20th-Fox.
Barney
Schenck,
day (23) with Nick
Joseph Santley renewed as direc- leading from Central Park to the
Balaban, N. Peter Rathvon, Joe tor by Republic.
street near Columbus Circle. No at
Hazen and Mellett attending in New
Paramount signed Murray Burnett tempt was made to rob him.
Police, baffled by the apparent lack
York. This conference apparently and Joan Alison, writer.
of motive, were looking for a man
resulted merely in a statement of
and woman seen running from near
views from the producers and
the place where Holtz was killed
reiteration of his previous proposal
SETS FILM
just after the shooting. They entered
by Mellett.
a sedan and drove off,
While in Washington yesterday
quest, there appeared to be

matters,

^>
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Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
yesterday (Tuesday) in the U. S.
District Court, filled the vacaiicy

Freeman

on

the three-man Appeal Board of the
motion picture arbitration system by
naming Robert McC. Marsh, a member of the board. He will fill the
unexpired term of Judge Van Vechten Veeder who recently died. Judge
Veeder was chairman of the Appeal
board and .was appointed on Nov.
20, 1940, for a three-year term.
George W. Alger, of the board,
was made chairman, the third arbiter is Albert W. Putnam, both appointed on Feb. 1. 1941.
A hearing was held at the Federal
court on Monday (28) on motion of
the U. S. Government for the appointment of a new chairman. Attorneys for film companies attended
the hearing but made no suggestions
as to a successor to the board.

in

N. Y.

fer with industry leaders there on
getting proper classification for picture people now- in armed forces.

Idea is to have film workers in uniform transferred to branches of serv-

more adaptable to their talents.
He's in Washington currently on

ice

wage

stabilization.

Films' First

Production
By bSCAR
who

glvps UH

some

DOOB

palrlntlc

on the pix

Leonard's Aussie

Yam

Opinion was divided last week on
the Mellett proposal, some execs not
Hollywood. Dec. 29.
inclined to take It too .<icriou.sly,
Robert Z. Leonard s next chore at
since it was not a directive, .ond Metro is a two-way job as director
doubting that the Coordinator would and co-producer on the Charles
seek
Government regulation to Laughton starrer, 'The Man From
achieve censorship. Others felt that Down Under.'
Filming starts Jan. 4, with O. O.
the request would ultimately become
Dull as the other co-producer.
a directive.

lowOown

Le/iy..

In

of the

37th Anniversary Number
of

make another picture.
There's another guy by the name of Charlie Pope who just went upplace his last bet. He was a terrific guy whose life would make
And the bloke to write it would be Bill
a plenty interesting picture.
Halligan; they were closer than twelve o'clock.
Best to the gang, sez
Yours,
stairs' to

biz.

'Show Business
At War'
theme

'

to

$1,000,000,000

«n .Added Fenturc

—

.

Y. Frank Freeman is due in New
York tomorrow (Thursday) to con-

Watson His Tutor
In the picture they have Jim as a member of the Olympic club of San
Watson
Francisco. The truth is that he was Walter Watson's assistant.
taught him all he knew about boxing. Jim became amateur champ of
Frisco and was later made an honorary member ot the Olympic club. He
fought John L. Sullivan three exhibition rounds at Grand Opera House
in Frisco. It was Corbett's benefit. John L. and Jim stripped to the waist
and fought with their dress pants and shoes on. It was after this exhibition that Corbett turned to a friend and said, 'I can lick John L. anytime I want to.' He wasn't bragging, he just knew he could do it. And
he did a few years later.
After giving the usual 'Hello Kid' to a stranger he would say, 'How's
the folks?' I asked him once, 'Why do you say that, you don't know the
guy or his folks?' 'Listen kid. everybody has folks,' was his answer.
Corbett loved to play checkers and was very good at the game. He
was a nut about baseball, and at pinochle he would never let anyone
He would drive to the old Waldorf-Astoria
get a bid away from him.
from his home in Bayside just to get a double portion ot pistachio ice
cream. He would raise hell with waiters about his toast. It had to be
toasted on one side only. When he owned a saloon, many of the customers who flooded their tonsils a bit too much would hang around to take
Nearty all champs have that trouble when they
'a sock' at the champ.
become saloonkeepers. The 'smarty' wants to go back to the home town
and say he socked the champ. Of course, Jim couldn't take a chance of
socking back, so he had his brother Joe looking out tor the 'smarties' and
they had a code word between them. When Jim used the word 'sockology' in his conversation It meant that Joe was to 'slug the pest.'
When the late Flo Zlegfeld handled Sandow the Strong Man, they i.ssued
a challenge to Jim, Sandow to wrestle and Jim to fight it out, winner
take all. It caused a lot of controversy and plenty newspaper headlines.
Could a good fighter lick of good wrestler?' One night Jim was sitting
around with his pals in a restaurant in Frisco, his pals consisting of
Frank Belcher, the great basso, who was in Jim's show at the time; ProOIlie
fessor Bill Clark, 'Bud' Woodthorpe, Jim's secretary; Manager
Hagnn and the sporting editor pf the 'Frisco Chronicle, when in walked
Sandow and Ziggy. There were a few tense moments, but Jiiiii incited
about
them to join him in a drink. Corbett and Sandow got to talking
and
their respective rackets. Sandow about wrestling and feats ot strength
Jim about fighting. 'I can't hold horses on my chest like you do, Sando\v,
mine is a different game,' said J'm. IWith all my stren.gth I don't think
pleased
Sandow was
I can punch as hard as you can, Jim,' said Sandow.
with Corbett's gentlemanly bearing and they finished up great friends.
Jim.
I believe it was all a press stunt dreamed up by Ziggy to challenge
Jim always did a great vaudeville act, alone or with partners. He fi'st
worked with Billy B. Van, then with Jack Norton, Frank Tinncy and
.soul.
Jim was a grand, sweet, gentle
finally with little Bobby Barry.
A great fighter and a fine gentleman. I was glad to see Warners make
the
a picture about him. If you see it you'll get a great Kick watching
change in style of fighting years ago and today. They couldn't get anybody to look more like Jim than Errol Flynn. I do hope the Warners
really
will follow it up with a sequel showing the real Jim Corbett, as he
was. There's plenty of good material in his life after the Sullivan fight

Nov. Paychecks

Up

Hollywood, Dec.

AUen's Blonde Blowup
29.

Paychecks of studio workers show
a slight rise lor November over the
preceding month, with weekly earnings pegged at $59.47 average, compared to $58.15 for October.
State labor statistics bulletin on
living costs shows an increase of
10.9% over a similar period last year.

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
First film director job by Lewis
Allen, imported from the Broadway
stage a year ago by Paramount, will
be 'Incendiary Blonde,' based on the
career ot Texas Guinan.
Betty Button has the title role,
with Alan Ladd as co-star.
.

'

tTednesday.
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m. WORK WEEK FOR PK
Calls Drill' Clears Theatre

Ass't

Before Patrons Realize
Milwaukee, Dec. 29.
by Jack Parrot,

s Real Firf

B way

IN

manager of the Uptown

nabe, probably
theatre, de luxe Fox
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
audience
averted a panic among the
Marjorie
Reynolds
and
Betty
children, when fire
of 400. mostly
(28). Rhodes draw the femme leads opafternoon
Saturday
out
broke
fire de- posite Bob Hope and Eddie Bracken
before
emptied
was
House
in the forthcoming Paramount filmpartment arrived, although seven usical,
'Let's
Face It,' rewritten
employees were made 111 by poison- from the Broadway show.
blaze.
ous gas incident to the
Production starts in January with
When the fire was discovered,
ran to the stage and an- Sidney Lanfleld directing.

Move

We want

Are.

—

dios

You can

to

and

come

all

see

WORKERS HAPPIER
National Negro

just how
theatre,

before,

Hollywood, Dec. 29

don't crowd.
right back in

Plans for putting the film industry
on a 48-hour work week
ik were set in
motion follnwine ronferei
nfereiLC^_a.t-

Congress Scores

when the drill Is over.'
The crowd exited in perfect order
anyend without confusion before"
alone realized there was a fire,
though some 'imagined' they smelled

again

leEJoK

smoke on their way out.

Fire apparently was caused by
someone dropping a lighted cigaret
in the
into the drawer of a desk
manager's office where a number of

running the organization for a year
while Selznick i.as been serving in
Washington with the War Production Board.
Henigson was with Selznick once

manager

empty the

quickly we can
but don't rush

Of 'Safety Talb' to Audiences

Abrogate 36-Hr.
Broadway theatre managers are
Week as Government Pre- Henry Henigson Leaving
doing a hot burn that may end up in
pares to Give Film Indus- Selznick Agency As G.M. a plea to the courts, as result of the
announcement in Sunday's daily
try 'Essential' Status
DeHollywood, Dec. 29.
Myron Selznick is losing hio gen- newspapers that the Fire Departfense Plants Will Quickly
eral agency manager, Henry Henig- ment intends to plant a fireman on
Absorb Men Leaving Stu- son, who is pulling out Jan. 1 after every film and legit theatre stage to
to

Parrot
nounced:

'Now we're gomg to have an
emergency fire drill just to see what
we could do if there really was a

Theatre Mgrs. Doing a Hot

Bum at N. Y. Fure DepL s New Ideas

E

Hope, Bracken, Get Gals
Studio Guilds and Unions
For Par's 'Let's Face It'

thinking

Quick
assistant

It

MAy RESULT

leaving to become general
for Jar-es Roosevelt's Globe

Productions.

rp
i

•

|

|*

•

llUltMIM ft tiiiKi^*^'^'*

g
Because
of
-

-

z^jgSr^**'*"'*^^

by major studio
lio
Pat Casey and business representatives of studio unions and guilds.
tended

Elimination

of

the

36-hour

Asked

week

deliver a five-minute 'safety-lecture'
at each performance. Fire CommisWalsh,
who ansioner
Patrick
nounced the plan, has not yet put it
into effect, but is training his nondese-dose-and-dem boys in the art of
public speaking, in anticipation of
Night
the Imminent presentation.
club catastrophe in Boston started
the whole thing.
political

implications,

uk<
aiilS^X^^afKrouI^JTr^iiW^Time

for 3,000

comes, if the idea isn't laundered,
the talking is expected to occur in
court via lawyers.
One Broadway manager, with
years of experience in the sticks as
well as on the main stem, wary of
backhanded wallops from politicians,
refused to talk until promise was
made to withhold his name.

The Office of War Information, was under discussion over the past
weekend by studio and union offiLowell Mellett, the OWI film chief,
cials and William Hopkins, regional
The blaz- Metro and its film. 'Tennessee John- director of the War~Manpower Comtrailer films were kept.
per- son,' were put bti the pan last week
ing film generated nitrogen
mission.
oxide gas which affected seven em- by the National Negro Congress
Union leaders were told the Gov'In the first place, if theatres or
ployees who rushed in to subdue which claims to represent 3,000 af- ernment was preparing to officially
Hollywood, Dec. 20.
places of public assembly are not
the fire, but they were given oxygen filiated organizations, via
a call for designate the picture industry as
a
Motion picture industry has turned completely safe, they should be
as a precautionary measure by
'essential'
to the war effort and reand protests urging that the film be
closed until they are made so. A
fire department rescue squad
over
list
more
than
aca
of
3,000
sultantly
the
industry
will
be forced
shelved for the duration. The NNC
newsreel shot now and then in the
suffered no serious effects.
on a longer week to release many tors, directors and technicians, now movie theatres, special display ads in
further claims that 'appeasement forexpert technicians for defense work. in the armed services, with a sug- programs, and stories in the newsces in Hollywood are planning to
Under the 36-hour week schedule,
gestion that th6ir talents be utillied papers will accomplish everything
utilize the influence of the OWI Itthe men must waive overtime up to
Conners Wins
elsie that is necessary in an educa-

Filmites in

Tom

Metro's release of the 40 hours.
Under new setup they
film.'
will receive time and a half for
'Tennessee Johnson' has been un- eight hours beyond 40, plus guarander attack since it was first an- teed 48-hour week. Extension of the
nounced by M-G by various liberal work week is expected to cause disgroups and individuals who claim
missal of some iren, but these will
that the film is an apology for slavery. Last week, after a special pre- be quickly absorb.id in defense work.
view in New York, representatives Herbert Sorrell, head of the conof 19 Negro and white organizations ference of studio, unions, believes
and newspapers issued a statement the workers will be happier under
attacking the film, sent copies of the the new work plan and, in the long
release to M-G and the OWI and
run, will be better paid at no exasked the OWI to stop the film and
investigate the source of its produc- tra cost to studios on account of the
extra work turned out.
tion.
self to justify

Dispensation For

M-OXonRawFibn
March of Time and 20th-Fox
have reportedly reached an agreement with the War Production
Board with regard to use of raw
film stock which 20th-Fox contended
should not be charged up to its
allocation for features.

When
from

M.O.T. switched
it
appeared,

RKO

its

release

Army

for their technical picture experience.
In addition to Hollywood,
lists are being prepared at the home
offices in New York, with details
of the various guild and union men
and their particular adaptation to

wartime work.

WPB

March of Time and

if

latter

were

"Show Business
At War"

{

!

!

to be refused stock the distributors
felt that they could not afford to
supply the film at the expense of
their own schedules.
20th execs also argued, it is reported, that M.O.T. was in the nature of a newsreel and was outside

When

the

regulations

new

overall raw stock
were outlined recently,

37th

erhfaracing

newsreels in the footage
cut, 20th was placed in the position
where it would have been obliged
to take
footage from its regular
..prngram_i( the IVLD.T-. picturey were
to be
released.
Uhderstood that
M.O.T. used approximately 12,000,-

amusement industry from boobery
like this.
'In 1906, when the Iroquois theatre
catastrophe in Chicago cost hundreds
of lives, it launched a new design
theatre architecture, and laws, which
make theatres amazingly safe. There
has been no theatre catastrophe involving panic since, hdr ' is there
likely to be, as long as honest inspection, non-political interference,
and high managerial standards con-

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
of

tinue.

Tom

Connors,
was
meantime,
scheduled to huddle with Harold
Hopper
again
shortly
regarding

OUT NEXT WEEK-JAN.

6

scarcely be noticed.
It is

understood that sufficient raw
slock will be made available, figuring
wotage from the Bureau of Motion
Pictures of the Office of War Information, to maintain virtually the
of prinU as in the
past.
This would satisfy the
"isofar as
prompt distribution is
concerned.

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

'Why tlie Fire Department should
suddenly elect itself to be public
speakers in behalf of its duty-problems, is a mystery. What a chili the
appearance of a fireman will put on
an audience. No perfonnance could
successfully follow such a mood of
fear and horror.'
Circuit operators

and

managers

in N. Y. have received no official
instructions from the Fire Dept.
Theatres which use programs have
been printing warnings to customers to look around and choose

the nearest exit in the case of fire,
signing the insertion with the name
This has
of Commissioner Walsh.

same number

OWI

destructive.
'I suppose next week, the milk inspector will demand a chance to win
a popular following, and then the
garbage collector will want a hearing on his problem. The theatre is a
place of amusement, not an educa-

should interfere, or overload. Someone in authority, with vision, should
come forward to defend the wartime

000 feet of film.

newsreel stock allocations. TenUtive
plans call for newsreels to cut approximately one minute from the
Usual runnmg time, which would

Especially now, with so. many warappeals being made, it's tough on the
audiences. But the idea of puttinji!
firemen out to spiel is silly and

tional forum, no matter what anyone says. The amusement industry,
by Presidential pronouncement, is
doing a magnificent war job. No one

THEME OF THE

the restrictions applying to features.

'But puttii}g flve-minute bores on
the stage at every show, to put a bad
taste in the amusement appetite of
the public at all performances, will
promptly educate people to stay
away from the boxoffice entirely.
'

Idea is to co-relate experienced
technicians into the war machine
where they can do the most good.
Many of the electrical, sound, photographic and laboratory experts
have been taken into the various
services without regard to their
technical skill.

under the

allocation
system whereby
only distributors are granted raw
stock allotments, that the producer
would not be granted recognition as
a raw stock user.
The 20th deal, from accounts, is
solely a releasing agreement with

tional way.

Special Exploitation Advantages

been done voluntarily.

Now Other Bin Directs
Tonefilms for Malyern

Reservations and
Hollywood, Dec.

29.

Two fllmusicals were assigned to
MUl Malvern's production slate at
universal, starting
with Trombone
irom Heaven'
next month.
tunefllm will be 'Cowboy
fr„ ''w'*
from
Manhattan

Copy May Be Wired

to

Any

Hollywood, Dec.

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th

SL

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Tine St

54

W. Randolph SL

29.

Bill Thomas, co-producer of the
Pine-Thomas unit for Paramount release, makes his debut as a director

Variety Office

8

Sl Martin's PL

in

'Mine Sweeper.'

tent

was

to pilot

His original in-

Alaska Highway.'

The other Bill, Pine, broke in as a
director recently on 'Aerial Giinner."

Wednesday, December 30,
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PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, December SO, 1942

N.

Hub

lovelier Nifty 39G in 2

Spots,

28-35-44-55)— 'Arabian Nights' (U).
Mopping up mightily after s'.rong
campnign. Should reach- best in
IDIOMS,
Last week,
S19.000.
Mrs.
W^-o.s' (U) mild $8,000.
M-yfaIr (Hicks) (980; 25-50)—
'Nrw 'ce Capades' (Rep). Reaching
biTiier-than-u.sunl $7,000.
Last
f.nH. o'- 'S n Town' lU) filled the preI'.oliciuy gap with fairish $4,200.
Ne^v (Mechanic) (1.680; 17-28-4055)— Lite Begins at 8.30' (20th). Pos.':il>> sa.OOO: good figure for limited
here.
«eats
Last week, third of
•Soiingtime
Rockies' (20th)
in
brou-,ht grand total for entire run
to very satisfactory $16,600.
Stanley (WB), (3,280; 17-28-38-4055)— "Road to Morocco' (Par) (3d
wk). Cashing in on gamble of h. o.
despite holiday, coming through with
•esjunding $14,000 after steady $12,000 on second sesh and a terrific

ly Gal' Terrif $45,000, Leads Chi

ME

1856.500

'Nightmare -Stager 24G, 'Story 18G
Boston, Dec. 29.
turnA little-better-than average
heralds a
out for Christmas week
Hub's film houses.
the
in
week
e«od
for about a
Biz has been spotty
month now, and although dimout
troubles are still
eas fuel and food
general imvery much with us, a
orovement in the tenor of bu.s.r.ess
to be expected.
is reasonably
LoveM^r' is
'You Were Never
rl
leading the pack with a substant
Loew houfes.
$39 000 at the two
mov?with 'Now, Voyager,' on a
twin
over from the Met to the
bid at
theatres, making a surprise
"P-lm
$22 500 total for both houses.

XMAS WEEK

BIGGEST
tional Totals

for First of

Year-End Holi-

— Huge— Crowds

Swarm B'way

We

'In

Which

Ra
'Black

Out'*—

SCALES JUGGLED

—

DUAL

TO PACE WEAK

—

—

—

'NIGHTS' $19,000

settled for $3,000 last

week on move-

over from Indiana.
Baltimore, Dec. 29.
„
,,
Holiday biz boomed here in a big
way and everything in the downtown sector is, indicating healthy
™sy is 'Arabian Nights*
.?"i*'?vY*'^y
at Keiths. Hipp,
with 'A Night to
Remember,* plus a stage revue
by Benny Davis, is chalking
up • so ld figure and 'Reunion in
i^Pc* » also faring exceptionally
wen at Loew's Century.
Unusual feature of holiday setup
was extension of 'Road to Morocco'
w**'^ at the big Stanley
!L-. '''i
„} 'P'W 0* traditional spotfing there
11".
"s

Xmas

K'fjP"'**'^"'^*
holding

getaway,

up

In rosy fashion.
Estimates tot This Week

2a'w^7.rx*^°**''s-UA)
(Mr1*i5^-;'*«""'0"

(3.000; 17in
France"

Last week.
Cargo" (M-G) held
.t'to^'*
^•'^
o>«ay $15,800 on
flr,i ?i™
round.
Ml

— 'Night

(2.240:

17!2??J*Zf?,:*»-l^PPaport)
i,';f?-3»-44-55-66)

Re-

to

Davis te-

?^e^on'/^°'l,Pl"^
"*?"*'y

by hi2 h^lffj
\°"<iay biz,
$18
fro;?Ai„^.''^'.^««'^'

bolstered

and figured
'Seven

at

Miles

ty??a^n*'l" <Co'> plus Hal Mclni"'o
Pre-Xmas
up with moSest $13,-

biues
JinSi
*' Winding
000
'

«t«'Ui's

(Schanberger)

Montreal, Dec.

29.

Grosses are up for the last week
of year with good hope that 1943 will
be lucrative.
'Wa.shington
Slept
Here' got a big sendofT Xmas and is
pointing to handsome $8,500. One
repeat; all other pix up from last

week.

EsUmates

for This

Week

His Majesty's (CT) (35-50)— 'Air
craft Missing' (Esq). Teeolf of British pix season looks like good $3,000

30-45-62)—
(CT)
(2,700;
(WB)
Here'
'Washington
Slept
Crack $8,500 in sight for Jack Benny

preem Wednesday night

(23).

which

mags and elsewhere.

Strand seats only 2.756 and due to
the length of 'Dandy' the house cannot get in more than five shows
daily.

'Black Swan.' another new picture
brought in for Kris Kringle time, is

(2,406;

17-

starrer.

holdover

Last week 'Iceland'
fair $5,000.

(20th)

start.

The second-run State Is not reaching for a record but will have one of
the six best weeks In its history at
immense.
thereabouts,
$42,000
or
House is playing 'My Sister Eileen'
and the MacFarland Twins' orch.
plus Jackie Miles and Mitzi Green.

Young

$5,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
'Springtime Rockies' (20tl.) (third
in loop). Strong $13 000. Last
week, 'Major and Minor' (Par) and
'Aldrich, Editor' (Par), fair $4,800.

OrlenUI (Iroquois) (3.200; 28-3344-55)— 'Lady In Distress' (Col) and

Eddy Howard orch on

stage.

May

hit $32,000, new high for house.
Last week. 'Secrets of Underground'
(Rep).
Chuck Foster's orch, fair

$18,000.

PBlaoe (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-66-75)
'Jacare* .skipped Christmas to open
at the Globe Saturday (26) and is —'Navy Comes Through' (RKO ) and
doing a swell business, looking $20.- 'Other Woman* (20th)
(2d
wk).
000 or over for the initial sev^n days. Very good $18,C0O. Last week, good
was the S:5,000.
unbelievable
Almost
Christmas play given 'Road to Mo-

BMseveH (B&K)

(1,500; 3S-S5-65<
and the Woody Herman band 75)— 'Washington
Slept Here' (WB).
Paramount, which exited last
night (Tuesday) after seven stupen- Hefty $23,060. Last week. 'Gentledous weeks. The final seven days ran ir^ Jim* (WB), (3d wk), nifty
close to $70,000, a figure that has $12,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 35-55been exceeded on opening weeks by
only a few shows at this house. Par 65-75)— 'Me, My Gal* (M-G). Teropens 'Star-Spangled Rythm* and rific $45,000 for eight days.
Last
Benny Goodman this morning (Wed- week. 'Now. Voyager' (VTA) ended
nesday).
six-week run to nice $13,000.
United ArtlsU (BC:K) (1,700; 35Estlmstes for Thb Week
45-65-75)
'Moon
and
Sixpence'
5S-eS-$1.10:)
(Loew's)
Astor
(1.140;
—'Me and My Gal* (M-G) (11th wk). (UA). Stout $22,000. Last week,
Christmas gave this one a strong 'White Cargo' (M-G) (4th wk), nice
hypo, with the 10th week ended last $11,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 33-44(Tuesday) having shot to
night
The prior (flth) semester 55-75)—'Hidden Hand' (WB) and
$18^00.
'Death Doctor' (Mono)
(2d
wk).
was $10,000. Remains on.
Good $8,000. Last week, okay $6,700.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-8599-$1.25)— 'In
Which We Serve'
(UA). A whale of a bIz-getter, with Random Harvest' (M-G) and stagehuge $75,000 or close sighted for the show, plus Xmas spectacle (2d wk).
first week on top of around $12,000
Enjoying its biggest Christmas week
at a special benefit opening last in 10 years of operation and third
Wednesday night (23). This was best for any time, a mammoth
beat in recent years only by 'Dic- $125,000 or close is on the way. ;:cc-

rocco"
at the

—

tator'

(UA) and 'Gone With Wind" ond t>est week was $125,200. Last
week (1st), was $109,000, extreme.
big for the week before Xmas.

(M-G), both of which charged higher prices. However, in attendance,
Last week here
'Serve' tops both.
'Journey for Margaret' (M-G) only
$8,000,

very sour.

Opens here today (Wednesday) after
four high profit weeks with 'Who

Done

It?' (U), last being big $21,000,
the third $10,000.

Globe

(Brandt)

(1,250;

35-55-75-

$20,000 indicated.
Last week, second for 'We Are Marines' (20th), $6,500 fair.
Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 65-75$l.lfl-$1.25)— 'C^acablanca' (WB) (5th

substantial

Zoomed over Xmas holiday
wk).
will hit sock $33,000 this week
Pic(5), second best since opened.
ture remains here until Jan. 20 when
'Air Force' (WB) opens at the same
scale.
Last week, 'Casa' (4th), got
$18,500 good.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55and

65)— 'Once Upon Honeymoon' (RKO)
(2d run) and 'Michael Shayne' (20th)
Appears good for
(1st run), dualed.
about $14,500, big. Last week, 'Now.
Voyager' (WB) (2d run) and 'Great

(RKO)

—

BUito

(Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)
Murder, Please' (2Uth) (2dwk). Holding up satisfactorily
about $7,500, while the initial
seven days tallied $10,200, fine.
Blvoll (UA-Par) (2,092; 35-55-7585-99)— Arabian Nights' (U). Showing excellent strength for first week's
gross of $50,000 or better, one ct the
highest figures attained here in the
'Quiet
final

Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 33-44-5575)— 'Whistling in Dixie' (M-G).

(1st run). $9,000,

for

past five years. Last v/es'-. s-.: nd
for 'Palm Beach Story' (Par), under $13,000, poor.

Boxy

(20th)

(5,886;

40-55-65-75-

85-99)— 'Black Swan' (20th) and
stageshow featuring Carmen Miranda (2d wk). Begins holdovsr tiday
(Wed.) after slamming through to
mighty $110,000 cn the first s2.en
days, highest for house rnder policy
and prices established since depression. Last week, second tor 'Life
Begins at 8:30' (20ih), $37,000. mill
State (Loew's) (3,450; 39-44-55-7599-$1.10)— 'Sister Eileen" (Col) (2drun) and MacFarland Twins' orch,
plus Jackie Miles and Mitzi Green.
Going to a very big $42,000 or the; eabouts, exceeded on only a handful
of
occasions since house opened
shortly after World War I.
Last

t.ady'

week 'Forest Rangers' (Par) (2d
run) and Guy Kibbee, Lew Parker
and Ciro Rimac band, only $15,000,

Last

bad.

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 35-55-85(Col). Sighting
week 'American 99-$1.10)— 'SUr Spangled Rhythm'
Empire' (UA) and 'Flying From (Par) and. on stage, Benny Goodman, Frank Sinatra, others.
This
Music' (Col) good $4,500.
Orpheum (Ind) (1. 100: 30-40-60)— show moves in this morning (Wednes'Powers Girl" (UA). Pacing hand- day) after seven sock weeks with
some $4,000. Last week 'Goodbye. Road to Morocco" (Par) and Woody
Herman;
concluding
(7th)
round
skyDarling'
Chips' (M-G) and 'Listen,
rocketed to nearly $70,000, wham my
(M-G) weak $2,500.
Denis (France-Film) (2.500:: while the sixth was $40,000. No bill
St.
30-40)) — 'Prison De Femmes' and had ever played here beyond six
'Tigre dcs Bengalc." Outlook poor weeks in the 16-y.ear history of the
nice

Chicago (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75)—
'Road to Morocco' (Par) plus Lea

$34,030.

Glldersleeve'
okay.

West,

'Me and

week

very

in

powerfully.
strong attractions at n-ost
New Year's week looks big.
My Gal' at the State-Lake
is the top straight fllmer.
Estimates for This Week
Apoilo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-S5-75)
—'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G) and
'Street of Chance' (Par). Nice $8,000.
Last week, 'Tish' (M-G) and 'Cairo'
(M-G), sad $3,600.

With

theatres.

at 7:45 a.m.

85)— 'Jacare" (UA). Brought in Saturday (26) and away strong, with

breaks

29.

tots'"!

'Arabian Nights,* newcomer, is
taking the Rivoli to one of the biggest weeks it has had in five years,
a tall $50,000 or better being sighted
for the first week ending tonight
(Wednesday), this ciespite a sVow

indicated.
Large ad campaign, including $29,000 in dailies, will run
with mag and other advertising to
around $120,000. Meantime, "Serve"
has gotten many valuable publicity

A new high under the pitband
policy at the Strand is being established by 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
and Jimmy Dorsey. Indications are
for close to $70,000. all the more remarkable in view of the fact the

Chicago, Dec.

Loop experienced worst Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday business
in history but Friday (Christmas),
Saturday and Sunday will bring up

List week.
has been opening earlier than ever smash $6S,0UU or more.
'~. ringtime in Rockies' (20th) and
before, on Monday (28). yesterday
presentation
show,
good
(Tuesday) and today letting 'em in Xmas

grossed around $12,000. This is not
included in the first week"s $75,000

Palace

$17,000.

Sv

Montreal Up; Benny Pic
Sights Crack $8,500

the Roxy with Carmen Miranda
and Nicholas Bros, on the stage. An

at

astounding $110,000 was attracted for
the first week ended last night
(Tuesday), away over the previous
hish of the theatre under post-deServe,' '
ndo
pression scales and policy.
At the Music Hall. 'Random HarHarvest,'
Sw:;Ln,'
vest" is currently on its second week.
'Jandy'-J. Dorsey, 'Ara- Drawing capacity crowds, it will hit
a tremen(Jous $125,000 or close, the
bian Nights'
^ ng
steepest gross the Hall has shown
for any (Christmas week in its 10Socks
year history. The $125,000 at the
same time, becomes the third-best
week the theatre also has ever had.
Remains a third week over New
Year's but the Christmas spectacle
on the stage will be replaced. The
annual Xmas presentation given here
^

days

22G

Are Run Up

|

BALTO BOOMS;

Morocco -Les Brown Big

65G, mioon-Sixpence Strong

Records Topple As Sensa-

Beach Story' is dwindling at the
Met meanwhile, while "Jacare at
the Translux is a smash $7,000.
Estimates For This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 44-55-65-7585)— 'Nightmare' (U). Glen Cray
ai». ni. i i|ii h>; jfittow. '%^»^.ito*»
Valehrla (LOiSWS-CfA') (1,4!>0:' 17
this year laden with more boxoffice
George Tapps, others. Biz is pic!:Cargo"
<M-G) cheer for the theatres than he lias
"White
Ing up here after a slow month, 2S-'!4-.S5)
flne. Last
(moreover). Holding solidly alter ever brought in the memory of the
this show going to $24,000,
week Frankie Ma»ters orch, 'Cat brace of weeks in downstairs Cen- street. Although higher prices were
tury preceding. Should reach better charged in the early days of the
People' (20th), $18,000.
average $7,500. Last week. talker era, preceding depression, it
Fenwmy (M-P) (1.373; 30-44-60)— than
Norfi-west Rangers' was mild at is still believed that all records for
'Now, Voyager' (WB) and "Secret
Yuletide week are being broken.
Enemies' (UA). Brought in from S3.900.
There can be no doubt but that in
two weeks at Met and a powerhouse
point of attendance, all former figIn this neighborhood at $7,500. Las;
ures for Christmas are shattered.
week 'Silver Queen' (UA) and 'Girl 'REUNION'
$11,000
Staggering gross for 13 leading
Trouble' (20th), $4,000.
downtown N.Y. houses will be $656.Memorisl (RKO) (2,000; 44-55-65500 or thereabouts.
INDPLS.
75) 'Seven Days Leave' (RKO) and
Tremendous crowds of in-towners
That Other Woman* (20th). Holdand visitors which poured into the
over, with some fight left to bring
Indianapolis. Dec. 29.
downtown area were swelled this
dayst
week
(9
Last
$16,000.
it to
;anta wasn't ary too good to ftrst- year by hordes of soldiers and de$22,000.
run niin spots last week, with only fense workers. Kids, out of school
30-44MetropolHan (M-P) (4,367:
nioc'erate grosses in prospect for this until after New Year's, v^ere also in
55-85-75)— 'Palm Beach Story' (Par) week. Saturday trade, with 90% of
abundance and spending was the orand 'Hidden Hand' (WB). A weak- downtown stores closed, proved dis- der of the day, with jacked-up prices
Ish soVt of draw despite favorable appsinting.
'Reunion in France," at in numerous theatres making no
notices and very slow at $18,000. Loew s, and 'Forest Rangers,* Circle,
difference at all.
All established
Last week 'Now, Voyager* (WB) are headed tor top money.
price-changes were shuffled, with
(UA) (2d
and 'Secret Enemies'
result houses moved up admission
Estimates tor This Week
week), $16,500.
scales at will at different hours.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 28-33Orphcam (Loew) (2,900; 44-55-65Some
Broadway stands, ordinarily
44)—
(Par)
and
Rangers*
"Forest
75)—'Never Lovelier' (Col.) and
charging 09c or $1.10, like the Strand
Nifty •Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Pateh' and Paramount, boosted to $1.25,
'Counter Espionage' (Col.).
boosting combo
$22,000. Last week 'Married Witch' (Par). Family trade
even getting this on midnight shows.
Sweethearts' to satisfactory $10,000. 'Glass Key' Roxy went to $1.10 on the Xmas
(UA) and 'Seven
(Par) and 'Aldrich, Editor' (Par) weekend, but the Capitol and Music
(M-G), $17,000.
Paramoaot (M-P) (1.300; 33-44- took low $5,700 last week.
Hall remained at their regular tops
60)— 'Now, Voyager*
(WB) and
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,200; 28- except that the Hall has been getting
'Secret Enemies' (UA). Brought in 33-44)
"Once Upon Honeymoon' a few cents more on mats. Accordfrom two weeks at Met, and hefty (RKO).
Comedy disappointing at ing to managers, more than 10% of
at $15,000, tops for this spot. Last $e,000.
Last week, mild $8,000 for the business came from men in uniweek 'Silver Queen' (UA) and 'Girl •Thunder Birds' (20th) and That form.
Trouble' (20th), $11,000.
Other Woman' (20th).
While the take on Xmas day was
State (Loew) (3.200; 44-65-75)—
Keith's (Ind) (1,200; 28-33-44-55)— sensational, the totals run up for
•Never Lovelier* (Col.) and 'Counter 'Meet Stewarts' (Col) and 'Fun for Saturday
(26)
were even more
Espionage' (CoL). A top drawing Money" on stage.
Liv.ely comedy amazing. Believed that the day was
attraction here, going to $17,000.
show with fair screen support will the biggest Saturday ever. Among
very big. Last week 'Married Witch
lake about $4,500 in four days, Fri- other things, it topped last New
(UA)
and
'Seven
Sweethearts' day-Monday, instead of usual Thurs- Year"s day in gross.
Sunday (27)
(M-G), $13,000.
day-Sunday run, eliminating deadly also socko, but Monday (28) was a
Trmnslaz (Translux) (900; 17-28- day before Christmas.
"Mississippi little ofT due to rain, though still
44-58)— 'Jacare' (UA) and 'Living
Gambler' (U) with A. B. Marcus good. Biz yesterday (Tuesday), also
Ghosts* (Mono). Tremendous $7,000,
unit on stage gleaned average $3,800 a rainy day, was stronger.
tops for this house.
Last week, Ifist week
The outstanders include 'In Which
•Thli
Is
Enemy" (Artklno) and
Loew's '(Loew"s) (2,450; 28-33-44) We Serve" at the stageless Capitol.
'Oaptein Fury" (UA), big $6,500.
'Reunion in France' (M-G) and Starting its regular run at the house
'Spirit of SUnford' (Col).
Pacing last Thursday (24). in spite of the
field with probable $11,000.
'Cairo' fact Xmas eve is always an off day,
(M-G) and "Silver Queen' (UA) last the picture will hit a smash $75,000
wjek way down with $6,300.
or close. In dollars this becomes the
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,850; 28-33- highest gross since "Dictator" and
44)
'Mummy's Tomb' (U) and 'Gone With Wind.' both of which got
'Night Monster' (U). Double horror fancier prices, but in attendance
"Serve" tops both of these pictures.
bill getting nice flrst-run play, with
$6,000 likely.
'Black Swan' (20th) The film was given a special benefit

—

Filmers;

iUS[S

FOR 13

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)
and
(Par)
'Palm
Beach Story"
'Wrecking Crew" (Par). Good $6,500
ahead. Last week repeat 'Seven Days
Leave' (RKO) and "Falcon Takes
Over" (RKO) fair $4,500.
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 35-53-67)—
'Lovelier' (Col) (2d wk). Pointing
to good $7,000 after soeko $10,000 last
Last
but may gross $3,500. fair.
week.
and 'Cognasse' fair
Princess (CTi (2.300; 30-40-52— week "Cesar"
'Boogie Man Gel You' (Col) and 'Go $3,000.

house.

Radio City
lers)

(5,945;

Mask

Hall (Rockefel44-55-85 -99 -$1.65)

Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-8599-$1.10)— 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy'
(WB), at pop scales following road-

show run

at

Hollywood

last

foil,

Jimmy Dorsey. Desrestriction on turnover, with
only five shows possible daily, a
record under the present policy is
being established here at near to
$70,0)00, sensational in view of small
capacity of house. Last week 'Flying Fortress' (WB) and Jerry Wald
band onlv $30:000. weak.

and. on stage,
pite

Wednesday, December 30, 1912

'

Wednesday/ Oeeember SO, 1942

PICTUBE GB088ES

Huge

on Rroadwiy

'Nights'

iSubita to centre;

m Hot Frisco

$34,000 Apiece

Ros

First

Xargo,' 'Honepcion and Stage fiO

Week

Sock

$43,500,

11

"Voyager Big

of Dec. 31

Aet«r— 'For Me and My
(M-G) (11th wed).

43G, Hiree

Gal*

LA. Houses; 'Honeymoon

(Rei^ieised tn 'Variety' Sept. 9)

San Francisco, Dec.

29.

Holiday biz here is readilng terrilevels, with 'White Cargo,' mi
fic
Fox. pacing plx-only nouses.
'Once Upon a Honeymoon,* plus, a
is
stage bill, at the Golden Gate,
equally powerful.

CapMol—'In Which We

%gW Strong 17€,

(Rerletced in 'Variety' Oct.

CrHerlon—'Whistling
,(M-G) (30).
(Rcuiewed in

Providence Toppers

E<Uma(es tor TUs WeA
Providence, Dec. 29.
Fax (F-WC) (5.000; 50-fl5>—'White
Cargo' <M-G) and 'Omaha Tr&iV
Slight falling off. to be expected
(M-G). Building up to huge $84,- during Christmas week, wa.s more
000 Last week. 'Road to Morocco' then offset by upsurge all around
(Par) and 'Wildcat' (Par) <2d wk), this week. Among .the biggies are
stout $18,000.
Maiestic's 'Arabian Nights', Loew's
Golden G»(c iRKO) (2,850; 44-55- Stale's 'Reunion in France' and
75

Upon

'Once

)

stage

plus

(RKO)

H<meymoon*

show.

Teriiflc

Last week. 'Army Surgeon'
(RKO) and Ada Leonard orch and
on stage, $17,000,
Shirley Deane

RKO

fair.

Orpliciim (Blumenfeld) (2,440; 50UT (U) and "Great
(U) (3d wk). Holdup to (inc $10,000 on third stanra. Last week. SI 1.700, okay.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; S0-«5)
Thunder Birds' (20th) and Xlirl
Trouble" <20th) (2d wk). Set for
Last week, strong
hefty $21,000.

65)_ Who Done
Impeisonation'

ing

—

(21.900.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475: 50-65)
—'Road to Morocco" and 'Wildcat'
(Par) (moveover). Hitting a fine

Albee's

"7

From

Miles

Alca-

traz.'

Estimates far

$34,000.

K
(Fay) (2.200; 30-40-50)—
okay $8,000 on moveover after three Arabian Nights' (U) and 'Over My
weeks at the Warfleld.
Dead Body' (U). Riding high, wide
(UA-Blumenfeld) and handsome for strong $17,000.
United Arllstii
'Aircraft Missing* Last week. 'Can't Escape Forever"
50-65)
(1.100;
(UA) and 'Blackie Goes Hollywood' (WB) and 'Flying Fortress' (WB).
Great $12,000. Last week, $12,000.
(Col).

—

'Never

(Col)

Lovelier'

and

'Devil

MetropollUn

IN

OJL

HEFTY

(3,200;

39-

(U) and 'Best Foot
Packed
on stage.
three-day run.
week, 'Brooklyn
strong
(Mono)
Bridge'
plus Jimmie Lunceford orch, fair $5,000 in three days.

them

unit

in nicely In
$7,000. Last

PUybonse
50)—'Jacare'
Etactaelor'

•sroRir

(Indie)

50)—'Timber'

Forward'

(Indie)

(UA)
(Rep).

(2,200;

30-40-

and 'Bashful
Frank
Buck

caught morning radio interview,
met Governor, Mayor and was en-

^/i

im

tertained at a luncheon several days
prior to the film's opening, and even
got good break in usually tough
local daily, but biz Is still way off.
Only $5,000, which is rated (disappointing. Last week, 'Mrs. Wiggi'
(Par)
and 'Agcata Meet Queen'
(Col) (2d run), about same.

MinneappUa, Dm. M.
State (Loew's) (3,200; S0-4O-S0)—
With boxoffices back In the iMl Betmlon in France' (M-V) and
running for this holiday wtnw,^^ 'Jtmior Army' (M-G). Up in the
lump that set in COlscldtBt mtOl
gasoline rationing's atart Mlllll ar-

A

rested,
temporarily at liait.
three-day weekend holiday for most

store and office employeas prcved a
decided
business
stimalui;
and
crowds poured into the loop fteatres despite unfavorable waaSiar.

^t^ar),

—

Paramount
Rhythm' (Par)

same.

•P.^^"*^

bo&
oorbood

'P^'^

Good

$3,500 In

50 «f"...'^"-S*«''es)

(360;

30-40-

Cll^hi7„^4°°" ^H}^ Sixpence' (UA),
eoo^ $3,500. Last
WMfc
week. Flying
Fortress' (WB) Od

^i^t^^^ ^''^

12.800

'Forest Rantiers" at the Rialto is going along okay, as is 'Reunion in

—

Rivoli
'Arabian Night.s' (U)
(2d week).
(Reviewed (ii 'Variety' Dec. 23)

Boxy—'The Black Swan'

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Oct. 21)
Strand 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
(2d week).
(Reviewed In 'Variety' June S)

—

(WB)

Week

— 'For

Astor

of Jan. 7

Me

and

Fact that three attractions this
the $40,000 mark testithe terrific trade generated by
the four-day holiday.
Estimates for This Week
Csrthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516;
33-44-55-65-85)— 'Bambi' (RKO) (9th
wk) and "We Are Marines' (20th) (2d
wk). Hit $2,500. best biz here in
several we^. Last week, $2,100.

week passed
fies to

moveover.

My

DowirtowB CWB) aiKO: 33-44-53Voyager'
(WB).
P|£gtg4gteJt.li5,ffjl), T^st.wpfk
.a>a^<>lwa;yCT»>>i ;j*i i> m\»'JS^BawaU (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-55-65good $1,900. Last week. Tales Man75-85)—
'Jacare'
(UA) and "Dudes
hattan' (20th > and 'Berlin CorresAre People' (UA).
Surprisingly
pondent* (2001). $1,700.

KcotMky (Swilow)

Gal'

«SpJBT5--'l i\'"\?riT?n''77e^erv?"
(U) (3d week).
'

Criterion—'Whistling

{uices.

France' at Loew's State. 'Ice-Capades
Revue' at the Strand is pulling
strong biz.
Estiautes far This Week
Brawn (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,034; 33'Navy Comes Through'" (RKO) and 44-55-65-85)— 'Arabian Nights' (U)
Traitor Witiiin' (Rep). Should grab and Time to Kill' (20th). Climbed
fine $3,800 on moveover week. Last to strong $14,000.
Last week. 'Marweek, 'Black Swan' (20th) and 'Yanks ried Witch' (UA) and 'Silver Queen*
Are Coming' (PttC), fine $1000 on (UA). slump off to $8300.

(20th)

(2d week).

in Dixie'

(1,250;

15-25)

65-75-85)—'Now,

.

LMw*a State (Loew's) (3,300; 15- stout with $8,000, smash biz for this
30-40)—'Reunion in Ftwice' (M-G) root Last week, 'Mummy's Tomb*
and 'Night Monster' (U) (2d wk),
and "Smith MinnesoU' (0>1). Nice (U)
at $4AX).
twosome for the family trade and stnms
llf a aad CWB) (2,756: 33-44-55school vacationers, good $8,500. Last 65-75-85)—
"Now,.
Voyager'
(WB).
week, 'Journey for Margaret' (M-G) Solid
$14,000.
Last week. 'Flying
and 'Silver Queen' (UA), oke $8,000. f<irti«ss^
(WB), Xmas week filler
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,060; posted $8jO00.
15-88-40)— 'Washington Slept Here'
OiplllBW (D'town) (2.200; 33-44(WBf (2d wk). Still displaying S5-<5>—'Johnny Doughboy' (Rep),
plenty of activity, excellent $3,600, wUit Ma}or Bowes' Eighth Anniver-

(M-G) (2d week).
Hollywood ^Casablanca' (WB)

—
Mnsle Hall — 'Random Harvest'
(M-G) (4th week).
Paramoont — 'Star Spangled
(7th week).

a

'

Rhythm' (Par) (2d week).

BUIto—'Sherlock Holmes' Secret Weapon' (U) (4).
(Reiriewed <n current Issue).
Boxy—The Black Swan' (20th)'
(3d week).

following last week's nice $5,000.
ary Sevne holding over, on stage.
lalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 15- Ban up to $16,000, largely on Bowes'
3O.40)—'Forest Rangers' (Par) and setaiP' Last week, 'Man's World'
"Street of Chance' (Par). Kiting (Col) and 'Other Woman' (20th).
the b. o. windows basy. Cuncat; wtOi Bowes gang -istaiJing, good
pace promises fine $9j000. Last wuik> $UMO.
higher brackets 'with swell $16,4)00. 'Navy Comes Tbrrni^' (BKO) and
ranUgefi (Pan) (2,812; 33-44-55-65Last week, 'Journey for M^ffgaref Traitor Within' (Bep), oke $$,500 75-85)— 'Once.
Upon
Honeymoon'
(M-G) and 'SUver Queen' (UA), and OMiveover.
(RKO) and 'Holmes Secret Weapon*
Stra^ (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; (U). Torrid $20,000. Last week,
average $11,000.
Btaana (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-SO)— lS-a0-U>—1ee-Capiadec Revue' (Rep) 'Never Lovelier' (Col) (2d wk) and
(Far)
and
PulUng
'Priorities On Parade'
and <X Maiks SpOIT (Itep).
'Counter Espionage* (Col) (1st wk),
'Daring Young Man' (Par). Nifty excdknt biz at potent $4,500. Last in low gear at $8,000.
(U) and
Paramonnt (F&M) (3.389: 33-44-55$8,000. Last week, 'Street of Chance' week, "Mummy's Tomb'
(Pat) and Traitor Within' (Par). "Ni^t Monster' (U), horror combo, 65-75-85)— 'Palm Beach' (Par) and
fairly good $3,300.
Aldrlch, Editor' (Par).
Walloning
$7,000.
$21,000.
Last week, 'Rpad. ^to^^o-'
rocco' (Par) and 'Street 'CKanre'
(Par) (4th wk), okay $13,500.

Strand—"Yankee Doodle Dandy*

(WB)

(3d week).

White Christmas For Exhibitors As Biz
'Harvest,'

'Honeymoon,'

Booms— Serve,'

'Johnny' Outstanding

'Nights,'

Paramonnt Hollywood (F&M)

ESQ

is

a

dis-

$17,000 in Baltimore and sad in Cincinnati.
'Arabian Nights,' with sock $43,500 in three Los
Angeles theatres and excellent $50,000 or better in
New York, looks a great $15,000 in Pittsburgh, strong
best
in Providence and solid $19,000 in Baltimore for
Picture's first week
in months at house played.
classes as one of the highest at the N. Y. Rivoli in
ave years. 'Ice-Capades' is big $10,000 in Seattle with
vaudeville, potent in Balto and Louisville, but sad
in

Pitt.

'Jacare' looms a strong $20,000 in N. Y., terrific In
tops for theatre being played, and smash
A. 'Whistling,' starting in N. Y. this week, is
torrid $31,000 in Philadelphia aided by band. 'Story'
paces for a giant $25,000 in Detroit, nice $32,500 in
in L.

spots, big in

Minneapolis but slow
in
In

in

Boston.

Detroit, for

new

K. C. and mighty

$110,000 at the N. Y. Roxy. with strong sUge show.
This mark is the best for the theatre under current
policy and scale.
'Honeymoon' is terrif $34,000 in San Ftan(^o with
stage bill, hangup $18,000 in Washington, big $41,000
in two L. A. houses, bright $20,000 for second Brooklyn

okay

in Cleveland and solid $10,000 in K. C.
'Dandy' really dandy at pop scale in Cincy, likewise
stout $35,000 in Philly and sensational $70,000 in
N. Y., viewed 'as particularly outstanding because of
limited seating capacity of the Strand.
'Night to
Remember' (Col) grand in Buffalo and solid $18,000
In Balto helped by stage revue.

.

Blllstreet

(RKO)

(2,875: ?.3-

44-5JM5)—'Once Upon Honeymoon'
'(llKO) and "HtilmcR Secret Weapon*
Bangup ^21.000. Last week,
(U).
"Never Lovelier' (Col) (2d wk) and
'Counter Espionage' (Col) (1st wk),
State

White Christmas for exhibitors
over the country, and particularly In New York where
It

session,

(2.-

204; 33-44-55-65-75-85)— 'Palm Beach*
Story' (Par). Robust $11,500. Last
week. "Morocco' (Par) (4th wk), slow

gloomy
generally

'Black Swan" is terrific $43,000
'IcSan" high; giant $32,000 in Philly, trim

Si,

Thursday

$7,000.

fl-lM;
30-40)'M-G). First neigh two L. A.

showing.

(20t?w- i^^t
$2,300.

4i€

With a holiday, closed schools,
and soldiers in town on week-end
leave, biz began picking up from
(24) on through Simday.
All houses reported mu(^ t>etter
Christmas week biz than last year.

Spangled

'Star

(30).

—

RIalto 'Quiet Please, Murder'
(20th) (2d week).
(Reuieuied in 'Variety' Dec. 16)

and the picture theatres aia
getting a healthy cut otit of what's
being put into circulation. All firstruns are getting in on the biggest
divvy in years regardless of attractions.
Saturday following Christmas
day proved a record-breaker in most
situations while Sunday also brought
out long lines at nearly all performplants,

Louisville, Dec. 29.

in 'Variety' Nov. 25)

Good Boston, with

booking.

week, 'Forest Rangers'

Los Angeles, Dec. 29.
Town is overrun with spenders in
uniform and from various wartime

$9,000

'Ice-Capades'

(3d week).

(Reviewed

)

M^^*"^^
»»,500.
Last

H^h

L'viUe; 'Reunion'

Music Hall— 'Random Harvest'

(M-G)

astounding totals are being chalked up. Many
tributors are trotting out some of current hits for
Thursday (31).
the key cities, and smash business Is reflecting the
strong product Among the new pictures to preem
Esllmntes for This Week
Aster (Par-Slnocr) (900; 17-28)— are 'In Which We Serve' (UA), 'When Johnny Comes
'Sherlock Holmes and Voice of Ter- Marching Home' (U), 'Reunion in France* (M-G),
ror' tU
phis 'Get Hep to Love' (U). '/acare' (UA), 'Arabian Nights' (U), and 'Ice-Capades
Good $2,200 in six days Indicated. Revue' (Rep). Additionally, 'Once Upon a Honey'Mug Town' (U) and 'Army Sur- moon' (RKO). 'Palm Beach Story* (Par), "WhisUing
f' m' (RKO) open Thursday (31). in Dixie' (M-G) and 'Black Swan' (20th), while out
Last week. 'Daring Young Man'
before, are giving a real inkling of their possibilities
(Col) and 'Black!>> Goes Hollywood'
Also, 'Yankee Doodle Dandy* (WB)
in several keys.
(Col) okay $1,800 in six days.
.showing up nicely on first popular-scale engageCentury tP-S) (1.600; 80-40-50)— is
ments.
'Forest
Rangers" (Par) (2d wk).
Noel Coward's 'Serve' is soaring to a huge $75,000
Heading for good $5,500. Last week,
Sprmgtime in Rockies' (20th) (2d or near at the Capitol, a theatre which has been offish
wk), $6,000. healthy considering pe- for some time. Only two previous attractions have
riod and on top of very fine $12,400 topped this figure in recent years, and both were
first week.
'Johnny' is leading Cleveland at
at higher scales.
Gopher (P-S) (1.000; 28-30)— 'Mrs, a smart $25,000 with a stage unit. 'Reunion,' rating
Wiggs of Cabbage Patch' (Par). good at St. Louis and Louisville, solid $16,000 In ProviLineup of attractions at this house dence, hefty $12,500 in Kansas City, is merely a steady

^P-S) (2,800; 30-40-50)—
.v®''"!;"™
Navy Comes Through' (RKO). Well
regarded picture ;omlng through to
h'ce $8,500.
Last week, 'Here We
^° Again' (RKO), miserable $3,800
*^:S)
30-40-50)(2,300;
"P.V *n
Beach Story' (Par). Proving

In

(6th week).
(Reuieuied in 'Varict.v' Dec. 2)

night

recently hasn't been so forte from
boxoffice standpoint or otherwise,
are slipping.
Mild
;]?5„„ grosses
$2,000.
Last weeK. 'Aldrlch, Editor'
(Par), poor $1,500

'Rangers'

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

'Palm Beach Story,' the wtA^
most important offering, has ttte
State well out ahead of the padc,
but the Orpheum is faring well
enough, too. with 'The Navy CcnBcs
Through.' both well received. The
lone holdover is 'Forest RangeES,*
the only pic able to barge through
to a respectable gross the week before Christm.ns. Headed by Charlie
Barnet. the first stage show In several weeks hits the Orpheum mid-

Oct. 28)

(2d week).
Dec. 23)

in 'Variety'

Hollywood— 'Casablanca' (WB)

(Retiieuied In current issue)

30-40-50)—
(2.300:
*7 Miles From Alcatraz' (RKO) and
'Behind Eight Ball' (U). Holding
to swell $12,000. Last week. "Seven
Days Leave' (RKO) and 'Falcon's
Brother' (RKO) (2d wk ), nice $7,000.
CarttoB (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 30-4050)—' Journey For Margaret' (M-G)
and 'Silver Queen' (UA) (2d run>.
Good $3,500. Last week, 'White
Cargo' (M-G) and 'Boogie Man Gel
You' (Col.) (2d run), same.
ray'a (Indie) (2.000: 25-.')9-50)—
ahd
Imper.sonation'
(U)
'Great
vaude.
Oke $7,000. Last week.
'Gentleman Jim' (WB) (2d run)
.Jestic'

With Hitler' (UA) (4th wk), good
$5,800 on long stretch.
(2,650)—'Now,
Warfleld (F-WC)
Voyager" (WB) and 'Secret Enemies'
(WB) (2d wk). Holiday seMon wHl
boom this to $23,000 for second
gesh. Last week. $24,000, grand.

7)

in Dixie'

'Variety'

Globe— 'Jacare' tU)
(Heuiewed

TUa Week

(RKO

Albce

Great 41G, 'Story' 32y2G, 2 Spots

(U) (2d week).

'Reunion' Solid 16G,

tba

Serve"

$10,000.

(Loew-WC)

(2,204

;

33-44-55-

65-85)— 'Arabian Nighls
(U) and
"Time to Kill' (20th). Happy days at
this spot, smash $21,500. Last week.
Married Witch' (UA) and 'Silver
Queen' (UA). $16,700.

UA (UA-WC)

(2.100;

33-44-55-65)

—"Married Witch' (UA) and 'Silver
Hapny
Queen' (UA). moveovers.
$7,500, bii" at this theatre. Last week.
Other standouts currently are 'Random Harvest' White Cargo' (M-G) (2d wk) nnd
(M-G), and 'Casablanca' (WB) in N. Y. 'Harvest' is "Life Beeins 8:30' (20th) (1st wk),

doing

mammoth

$125,000 in second

week

at the vast

Music Hall, best Clirlstmas week in the 10 years of
operation and third best of all time. 'Morocco' hit a

wham

$70,000 in its seventh week at the N. Y. Paramount, a theatre which never before ran a picture
more than six weeks. 'Casablanca,' in fifth stanza,
is sock $33,000, second best week during N. Y. en-

gagement.

Pitt,

Wilshire iF-WC) <2296: 33-44-55-

$4,300.

WIKern (WB)

'Morocco' continues toppling records wherever film
with a colossal week in Chicago, sock $22,500

plays,
in

light $4,900.

65)— 'Married Witch' (UA> and 'Silver Oiiecn' (UA). moveovers. Okay
Last week. 'White Cargo*
$4,800.
(M-G) (2d wk) and "Life Beains*
(20lh) (1st wk). moveovers. lifeless

hangup third sesh

in

smash

Balto,

in

Cincy

for season's best business there, wham $30,000 for second Brooklyn stanza, great in Newark, record $17,500
in Denver, giant second session in Seattle and huge
$20,000 in Cleveland.
'Who Done It?' also continues racking up big totals.
Fine on third Frisco stanza, it is big on Cleve. moveover, nice in Jersey City, solid $20,000 in Brooklyn,
hefty $10,000 in Newark, trim $16,000 in Denver and
big $19,.'>00 in Philly to better the opening week
'You Were Never Lovelier' (Col) rates a great $39,000
in two Boston houses, lively $16,800 in Jersey City
and fair on Philly holdover. 'Navy Comes Through'

(2.756:

33-44-55-65-

75-85)— 'Now, Vovapcr' (WB). Socko
Lnst week. 'Flving Fortress*

$14,000.

(WB) crufhed
Wtc (F-WC)

to S4,500.

(1.372:33-44-55-65-85)
-'Arabian Nichts' (U) and 'Time to
KiU' (20th). HcAl S8.000. plenty big
for this soot. Cast week. "Married

(UA) and 'Silver
(UA). uncxcitine $6,200.

Witch'

Queen*

Wilby-Kiiic^'sDifvy

.

The annual directors meeting of
North Carolina Theatres. Inc., a Par(RKO) is besting its opening week with fine $18,000 amount-Wilby & Klncey subsidiary,
was
held last week at Charlotte.
In holdover and is nice in Minneapolis.
'Moon and
Sixpence' (UA) big in Chi. solid $18,000 in Philly and N. C. with a dividend, amoimt unknown but said to be substantial, begood on Minneapolis m. o.
ing
declared.
Stock in the compapy
From the keys: 'Washington Slept Here' (WB) is solid
$23,000 in Pitt with band, hefty in Chicago and lively is held by Par and the Wilby'Forest Rangers' (Par) topping Buf- Kini^ 'biterests, R. B. Wilby presi>
$17,000, Buffalo.
Leon Netter, from the Par
falo and Louisville, and great $22,000 in Det 'Ni^t- dent
mare' (U). fine $24,000 in Boston, with band. 'Air- homeofTlce, who Is a director in N. C.
craft Missing' (UA), great In Frisco.
'White Cargo' Theatres, attended the directors*
(M-G) at huge $34,000 tops Frisco fllmers. 'Now, meeting.
Voyager' (WB). smash second sesh In Frisco, booming
Wbile In former years, Wilby.
$21,600 in Wash, with yt^ude, ^greiit $43>000 in. thJTCe Kincey have always beld.an. annual
L. A. spots and sock in Seattle.- '-'F;^itig'^e>$';:<B^>' 'ff^ iar all (tmp'ta^jtfi'fi^f^ the
great $16,000 in small Jersey City' lumtSe: ' Thunder yeat-ehd holidays, tKw 'Vfeaif It haa
Birds' (20th), hefty $21,000 on Frisco holdover.
been called off due to war.
.

Until these ingenious seats are available,
to take care of their overflow

smart

exhibitors are doubling and tripling
their playing time for:

YANKEE DOODLE DANDY'/ CASABLANCA'/ GEO. WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE'/
GENTLEMAN JIM'/ 'FLYING FORTRESS'/ NOW, VOYAGER'/ YOU CANT ESCAPE
FOREVER'/ DESPERATE JOURNEY'/ ACROSS THE

mm/

AIR FORCE'/

On

To Victory!
yNiTiO.NATiONS WHkjAN..j4tTHRU..JAN. 20

Jock

L.

Wof'lier,

Executive Predtuer

W

PICnmE GROSSES

Wednesday, December. 80, 1941

HONEYMOON' BANGUP

New Mark, Temf $43,000

Hits

Sock Biz for Pittsborgh; Ufashii^on

n8MD.C4'KEY'20G

In Solid Del; 'Story' Giant ZSG, 2d

IS

Washington, Dec. 20.
Christmas lull is over though themay be hit by the 48-hour
lor government departments
because more than half the agencies
formerly enjoyed Saturday half holi-

Plus Stager $23,000, 'Morocco' 22^26

atres

week

Detroit. Dec. 29.
Holiday week finds Detroit mark*
Despite a wedkstorm which left the
sleet
ice, days off for
with
street glassy
workers and a
war
well-heeled
^he
school kids
long holiday for the
conibined with other factors here for
unprecedented biz.
Estimates for ThU Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-65)—
(4th
(20th)
'SnrinBtime Rockies'

tey

City Grosses

(Col). With
holdover,
a freshener added to the
brisk $8,200 after last week's $7,500
with 'Sin Town' (U) as coupling.

Estimated Total Gros*
Thli Week
$2,681,7M
(Based on 23 cities, 168 thea-

fair

Same Week

(Based on 22

De(United
Broadway-Capitol
(2,800; 50-65)— 'Mrs. Wiggs'
and "The .Avengers' (Par).
Showing strength at $12,500. Last
'Dr.
and
week, 'Now, Voyager' (WB)
Broadway' (Par) (3d wk), good

$6,000.

(20th), pretty swell $5,500.

mOCCO'LEADER

IN

17^

DENVER, RECORD

(Par)

$8,300.

Fox (Fox-Michigan)
—'Black Swan' (20th)

(5,000

;

and

50-63)
'Devil

With Hitler' (UA). Setting a terrific
pace due to crack the house record
at $43,000. Last week, 'Between Us
Girls' (U) and 'Sin Town' (U), nice
$18,000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1,800;
50-65)— 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Army
Surgeon' (RKO) (3d wk), a great
week's sound
last
after
$12,000
$10,000.

$18,500.

'Major

S| 3t.

—

lajor' Stout $11,000

Earle (WB) (2,216; 28-39-44-86)
'Now, Voyager' (WB) plus vaude.
Booming $21,500 indicated.
Last
week, 'Neved Lovelier' (Col) (2d
wk), sub-normal $9,500, after open-

'Get Hep'

(1.400; 30-40-50-60)

Denver and Esquire,

fine $7,000,

'Springtime

in
Rockies'
(20th).
like $13,000, after first week
at big $17,500.

Looks

'Morocco' Socko
-

-^-"n'l

-

1

$2^000 in Cincy;

Dandy' Fine 14G

SMASH

PHILLY

32G,

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 35-46-57-6875)— 'Moon and Sixpence' (UA).
Plenty solid $18,000.
Last week.
Between Us Girls' (U), scraped bot-

tom

Bob Hope Great $23,000,
Newark; 'Done

It'

Big

Yuletide biz. fine $4,500.
week, fair $3,300.

Boyd (WB)

Last

(2,569; 35-46-57-68-75)

—'Black Swan' (20th). Super-specwl $32,000. with good $5,200 for
special Earle show, Sunday.
Last

Me My

week,

Gal' (M-G) sloughed
on third sesh to $7,500.

Earle

(WB)

(2.768: 35-46-57-68-75)
in Dixie' (M-G) with

— Whistling

Tommy Tucker

orch on stage. Torrid $31,000.
Last week. 'Here Go
Again
(RKO) plus Tony Pastor
orch, very pallid
$15,000.

Fox (WB)

— Who Done
Wer

35-46-57-68-75)

(2.425;

(U) (2d wk). Even
initialer with $19,500.

It?'

than
sow-in netted okay $18,000.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)

(20th) (2d run).
Last week. 'Gentle*W^^' slightly better
$4^00 for second run
<2,220: 35-46-57-68)
mO?
""i?,
Me My Gal' (M-G) (2d run)
Last week. 'MarTil/
^'''''s'

M^j-

$4,000.

—

t\

l^otX:

MMtbaum (W6)

(4,692:

46-57-75)

Dandy' (WB).
"5,000 for- initial
showine'o?^
' popular prices.
Pix had
a Inna^
at Boyd at advanced
scale ^, i"
Washington
Slept
Here- fwn.'^'^'''
"P Ihird week
wfth m^^^''
wiin

Lou^^^^-

mediocre $13,800.

•Stanley

(WB)

(2,918;

35-46-57-68-

«d

Juirfaf/VM^Jn^'""'
514.500.
f,-V
factory
$16,000

Last week

-K'r.'^^l (1.457:
^st

wwt"''

sun), light $3,500.
KelUi's (Libson)

wk).
satis-

35-46-57-68)

*'»'50f after

fine $8,800

Newark, Dee.

$5,000.

Last

33-40-50)
(1,500
8:30' (20th). Disappointing $4,000. Last week, 'Street of

—'Life Begins

29.

$2,000.

Chance
(600: 35-46-57-

lent

Okay

week, 'Whistling in Dixie' (M-G) (2d

18G

at $7,000.

Arcadia (Sablosky)

68)— 'Major and Minor' (Par) (2d
run) (3d wk). Buoyed up by excel-

on

'Nightmare' (U).

(Par),

season's

:

low

here,

'Who Done

is

setting a dizzy pace.
substantial at

It?' also is

the Branford.

EsUmaUs tor This Week
Adams (Adams-Paramount)

(1,-

950; 25-40-65-75-99)— 'Smith Minnesota' (Col) and Earl Carroll 'VaniBright $16,500. Last
ties' on stage.

week,

'Powder Town"

Bob Allen

orch,

(RKO) and

others,

on

stage,

derworld'
ters'

(U) and 'Give Out, Sis-

(U), fair $3,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
'Reunion in France' (M-G). Sad $8,500. Last week, 'Night to Remember'

okay at $8,500.
Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 33-40-50)—

(Col),

'Night to Remember' (Col). Transferred from Palace for second stanza. Fair $3,500. Same last week on
'Black Swan' (20th) (3d wk).

rilTtf t'^""

i

$8,500

Omaha

—'Jungle Siren' (PRC).
Women' (PRC) and 'Kid

Law and

Older' (PBC) triple split with 'Bar(M-G), 'After Mein
nacle Bill'
and 'Pardon My
(Indie)

Kampf

(2.800:

(Adams-Par)

(2.000:

Proctor's

(RKO)

(3.400:

35-55-65-

75-85)— 'Seven Days Leave' (RKO)
and 'Dr. Renault'.s Secret' (20th).

Okay

$17,500.
Birds' (20th)

Last week. 'Thunder
and 'Seven Miles from

Alcatraz' (RKO), $16,000.
State (Loew's) (2.600; 30-40-55-6575)— 'Never Lovelier' (Col) and
Will finish
'Pierre Plains (M-Gi.
Last week.
around $17,600. tidy.

'White Cargo" (M-G) and
Blues Away' (Col) (2 wk),

'Laugh
n.g. $8,-

$6,000.

biggest disappointment of the year

-BU« (WB) (800; 30-40-55)— 'Bambi'
(RKO) (2d wk). Moved her*
from Penn and by comparison doing
B'klyn; 'Morocco' 30G,H.O. twice the bi2 at this small-seater.
Brooklyn. Dec. 29.
Holiday weekend resulted in hefty

practically all downtown
Several attractions betdeluxers.
tered their first-week figures on

among

biz

holdover this week.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-50-65)—
'Once Upon Honeymoon' (RKO) and
'Time to Kill' (20th) (2d wk). Bright
Last week, nifty $18,000.'
$20,000.
Tqx (Fabian) (4,023; 30-50-65)—
•Gentleman Jim' 'WB) and 'Secret
Heading toward
Enemies' (WB).
Last week, 'Sister
great $24,000.
Eileen' (Col) and 'Counter Espionage" (Col) (3d wk), good $12,000.
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-50-65)—
'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Behind
Eight Ball' (U). Solid $20,000. Last
week 'While Cargo' (M-G) and
'Apache Trail' (M-G) (2d wk), oke
Majestio

(Sirit..<ky)

(1,850;

25-50)—

'Dawn Great Divide' (Mono) and
"Pride of Army' (Mono). Okay $3,000.
Last week, "Rear of Enemy'
'Silent

Men' (PRC),

Paramount (Fabian)

(4,126; 30-50-

and

(Artkino)

mild
65)

$2,000.

—"Road

to

(Par) and
(Par) (2d wk).
Last week, hefty

Morocco'

Aldrich,'

Editor"

Whammo

$30,000.

$24,000.

Strand
'Flying
cat'

—

(WB) (2.950; 30-50-65)
Fortress' (WB) and 'WildNice $11,000.
(2d wk).

(Par)

Last week,

ditto.

Getting big play .rom the holidaying kids and ought to come pretty
close to $3,000, which is wonderful
here.
Last week 'For Me and
Gal' (M-G), in third week after previously playing Penn and Warner,
held up pretty fair, $2,200.

My

Senator (Harris)

—'One

Our

of

Wham

Good but not outstanding.
Last week 'Laugh Blues

$4,000.

Holds.

Away'
Agent

(Col)
and 'UncTerground
'(Col) in the dumps at $2,700.
Stfinley (WB) (3,800; 30-44-55-66)

—'George Washington Slept Here'
(WB) and Ina Ray Hutton's band,
Marion Hutton and Modernaires and
Jack Durant. WB deluxer coming
out of the doghouse again with this
strong hookup for both stage and
screen, and should clock an easy
$23,000, perhaps even more.
That's
more than double last week's terrible $11,000 with Les Brown"s band

and 'Flying Fortress' (WB).
Warner (WB) (2.000; 30-40-55)—
'Mrs.
Wiggs' (Par) and 'Aldrich,
Editor' (Par).
House didn't know
until 12 hours before what it was
going to play Xmas week. Would

hardly have made much (iilTerence
bill.
Getting some of the
juve trade but not enough to account for more than $3,500, brutal
for this

for

$25,000

Xmas.

Lost

55)— 'Springtime
wk).
400.

Rockies' (20th) (3d
Better than house average. $2,
Last week. 'Now. Voyager' (WB)

(3d wk), good $2,300.

Palace

(RKO)

'When Johnny
George White"^

(3,700:

Comes"

40-60-70)—
(U)

plus

'Scandals' on stage.
Girl-and-leg revue is helping this to
smart $25,000. Last week, 'Night to
Remember' (Col), with Sally Rand,
Art Jarrett's band, light $15,500.
Stale (Loew's) (3.450; 35-40-45-55)
—'Road to Morocco' (Par). Going to
$4,300.
Hipp (Warners) (.3.700: 35-40-45- terrific $20,000. Last week, 'Glass
.55)
'Once Upon Honeymoon' (Col). Key' (Par), sluggish $10,000.
Sllllman (Loew's) (2,700: 35-40-45
Pointing to satisfactory $15,000. Last
Dull
week. 'Who Done It?" (U), fairish 55)— 'Aircraft Missing' (UA).
$5,000. Last week, 'White Cargo' (2d
$11,000.
Lake (Warners) (800; 35-40-45- wk ), oke $5,500.

week

Rang-

'Forest

on moveover from Penn.

$3,000.

•Done

Huge 20G

(1,700; 30-40-55)
Aircraft Is Missing'

(UA). Brought in here at last minute, with no chance for the buildup
nameless foreign hit needed. Got
set of swell notices and word-ofmouth should help it to at least

J.

—

(Col)

$24,000 In

In Forte Geve.; 'Morocco'
Cleveland. Dec. 29.
'Road to Moroccb' at State
It's
versus George White's 'Scandals.'
linked with 'When Johnny Comes' at
Palace. Both are slugging it out for
the top money, with the girl show
getting an edge. However, 'Morocco'
is terrific. Biz in general is excellent.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) i.l.OOO: 35-40-45-55)—
'Who Done It?" (U) (2d wk). Very
healthy $9,000. Last week, 'Springtime Rockies' (20th) (2d wk), mild

sad.

at $8,500.

'Jim' Stoot

Bright $3,800.
ried Witch' (UA).
Last week. 'Now, Voyager' (WB) and
'Get Hep to Love' (U), $2,000.

Paramount

to

—

$15,000.

35-45-55-60-75)— Road to Morocco'
(Par). Riding to terrific $23,000 on
seven show daily. Last week. 'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and "Vouth Parade'
(Rep) (2d wk). i-.lright $12,000.

Remember"

under

Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-30-35-4455)— 'Wake Island' (Par) and 'Mar-

owner oi

look like
Last week
only

$7,000,

'Night

ers' (Par),

Johnny -'Scandals

chief

Doesn't

is

more than

V

30-35-60-

and
It?'
(U)
Nice
Impersonation'
(U).
$18,000. Last week, 'Flying Fortress'
(WB) and 'Behind Eight Ball' (U),
'Great

head of theatre,
the rink show.

Blitzkrieg'
'Hillbilly
(Col),
Gun'
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 30-40(Mono) and 'Living Ghosts' (Mono). 55) 'Road to Morocco' (Par). CrosGood $1,600 or better. Last week, by-Hope comedy geared for sma^h
'Pierre Plains' (M-G) 'King of Stal- $22,500.
Should have no trouble
(Mono) split with 'Roving spreading a month's run
lions'
over its
(UA) subsequent
Tumbleweeds' (Rep). 'Mr.
spots, Warner and Ritz.
and 'Song Islands' (20th), nice $1,400. Last week 'Bambi' (RKO) was the

$13,800.

Branford (WB)
75-90)— 'Who Done

—

r~"T

'^"i-''*^'t1^~^?*^4?V^^i '*^^' "
iTTtfIijSc"i"'"
^
Harris (Harris) (2,^00; 30-40-55)—
Prac
(TrisUtes) (2.000; 11-30-35- 'Icecapades Revue' (Rep).
50)— 'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and 'Get tically reduced to a five-day holiday
week
since
it
opened
the Wednesday
Hep to Love' (U). Stout $10,800.
Last week, 'Somewhere Find You' (23) before Xmas and got practical(M-G) and 'Secret Enemies' (WB), ly nothing beginning of run. Rated
choice date here only because of
very fine $9,800 for second week.
natural tieup between picture and
11-20-30)
Town (Goldberg) (1,400;
Harris outfit, since John H. Harris,
'Too Many
fair

$12,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 28-33-42)—
Biz back on the beam again after
'White Cargo' (M-G). Second movetwo weeks of pre-Chrislmas b.o. over for third week on main line.
doldrums 'Road to Morocco' at the Good $4,000. Last week, 'Eyes of Un-

Paramount,

Missing' looks like a modest winner

„„

^-^ ^'-'r)

--

Story _ iPar}
iPat
Helen 15t5rF
0-65)-Pal.n
T*alm Beacn
50-65)—
RnT'
"Whiti Cargo'
rnriro'
and
iM-G)
60)—"White
and 'Street of Chance' (Par) (2dwk). Seven Miles from Alcatraz' (RKO),
Riding much higher than in first after week at Orpheum. Mild $3,stanza with $25,000 due to top first 500. Last week, 'Seven Days Leave'
week's great $18,000.
(RKO) and 'Wings and Woman'
Palms-SUte (United Detroit) (3,- (RKO), after week at Orpheum,
000; 50-65)— 'Forest Rangers' (Par) fair $3,000.
and 'Friendly Enemies' (UA). Great
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 30-40week, 'Wings for 50-60)— 'Road to Morocco' (Par). Big
Last
$22,000.
Eagle' (WB) and 'Lady Gangster'
$17,500, for new theatre mark. Holds
Cincinnati, Dec. 29.
(WB) (2d wk), fair $9,500 after first over. Last week, 'Glass Key' (Par)
Christmas week's boxoffice score
week's fine $17,000.
and 'Wrecking Crew' (Par), fine $9,- for cinema center is almost double
Vnlted Artists (United Detroit) 000.
that of last week. Far in the lead is
(2,000; 60-65)—'Yank at Eton' (M-G)
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-40-50-60) 'Road to Morocco' at the Albee, with
and 'Pacific Rendezvous' (M-G) (2d —'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Great a local season's high. 'Yankee Doodle
wk), okay $12,000 after big $14,000 Impersonation' (U), day and date Dandy,' back at pop prices, is startlast week.
Last ing off a run in the Capitol with a
Fine $12,000.
with Esquire.
week, 'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and fine figure. 'Reunion in France' at
'Youth on Parade'^ (Rep) day-date the Palace is below expe^ctations.
with Esquire, first indie double bill Grand is above par with 'Nightmare.'
ever to play Denver, big $13,000.
Estimates tor This Week
Esquire (Fox) (742; 30-40-50-60)—
Albee fRKO) (3.300; 33-40-50)—
'Who Done It?' (U) and 'Great Im- 'Road to Morocco'
(Par). Socko $22,Sersonation' (U), day and date with 000 for Cincy's
high of the season.
week,
Last
Fair $4,000.
lenver.
Last week, 'Johnny Marching' (U),
'Flying Tigers' (Rep) and 'Youth on six
days, lively $9,000.
Parade' (Rep), day and date with
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 31-40-50)—
Denver ai}d first indie double bill to 'Yankee Doodle Daiidy' (WB). Enplay Esquire, good $4,000.
coring at pop scale for several
Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30-40-50- weeks. Swell $14,000. Last week,
TerriAc business over Yuletlde 60)— 'War Vs. Mrs. Hadley' (M-G)
'White Cargo' (M-G) (2d run), sad
weekend is sending boxolTice' grosses and 'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G). Fine
zooming this semester. Topping the $l2;500. Last week, 'White Cargo' $3,500.
Family (RKO) (1.000; 20-30)—
league is (he first showing of (M-G) and 'Seven Miles Alcatraz'
Texas to Bataan' (Mono) and 'City
'Yankee Doodle Dandy* at popular (RKO) big $15,000 and would have Silent Men'
(PRC), split with 'Lure
prices in the Mastbaum, with 'Black held but for Christmas week.
Islands' (Mono) and 'Tominrrow We
Swan', at the Boyd running a close
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 30-45)— Live' (PRC). Back in stride at $2,second.
•Can't Escape Forever' (WB) and 200. Last week, 'Scattergood SurAlso faring nicely among the new- 'Man in Trunk' (20lh). Mild $6,500. vives Murder' (RKO)
and 'Man's
comers is 'Moon and Sixpence' at Last week, 'Holmes Secret Weapon' World' (Col), divided with "This
the Aldine. Whistling in Dixie' plus (U) and 'Behind Eight Ball' (U) fine Was Paris' (WB) and 'Old
HomeTommy Tucker's band is also in the $8,000.
stead' (Rep), around $2,000.
big money at the Earle.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—

'SWAN'

Fme $10,800

'Icecapades' is a disapa'. Senator.
pointment at Harris, with long run
Omaha, Dec. 29.
of original here recently believed
Best pre-Christmas week here in to have taken the edge off it, while
many years is being followed by 'Bambi' at Ritz. on moveover from
strong business despite a blizzard.
Penn, doing fine.
EsUmates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Brandels (Mort Singer) (1.500: 11Fulton (Shea) ("1,700; 30-40-55)—
30-35-50)— 'Flying Fortress'
(WB) 'Arabian Nights' (U). A solid smash.
and 'Escape Forever' (WB).' Nice Grabbed sensational $6,000 Xmas
$6,200. Last week. 'Never Lovelier' and day following, and even with
(Col) and 'Daring Young Man' (Col) expected letup should have no trouble
getting
(2d wk), good $6,000.
great $15,000.
That
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 11-30- means a three-week run at least,
35-50)— 'Major and Minor' (Par) and maybe more. Last week 'Sherlock
(U). Great Holmes ana Secret Weapon' (U) and
'Behind the 8 Ball'
_. Eton' 'Give Out, Sisters' (U) very dullUh
$11,000. Last week. 'Yank at

on 'Road to Morocco' at the Denham $7,500 in six days.
MetropollUn (WB) (1.800; 28-44)
where it broke the house record.
All down- —'Night to Remember' (Col). Snap*
Naturally, holds over.
town deluxers are way above aver- py $7,500. Last week, 'Gentleman
Jim' (WB), slow $4,900.
age this wek.
FaUce (Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—
Estimates for ThU Week
(Rep) and 'Youth
on Parade' (Rep), after day and
date week at Denver and Esquire.
Fair $5,000^ Last week. 'Now, Voyager' (WB) after day-date week at

Ina Ray Hutton, backed by excelstage
support and 'George
Washington Slept Here,' is putting
Stanley back in higher brackets after succession of depressing weeks*
while "One of Our Aircraft Is

lent

Omaha; Tigers' And

In

ing week smash of $21,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 40-50-65)—

Denver, Dec. 29.
'Once Upon Honeymoon' (RKO).
Heavy Saturday snow ••clipped Rolling in high for hangup $18,000.
most flrstruns but had little effect List week, 'Pittsburgh' (U), slim

(Fox)
—AUddIn
'Flying Tigers'

Wow

Estimated Total Gross
$545,0M
Thte Week
(Based on 13 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
$516,0M
Last Year
(Based on 13 theatres)

Colombia (Loew) (1,234; 38-44)—
and Minor' (Par).
Nifty
Last week. 'We Are Marines'

$1,872,7M
cities, 151 theatres)

wk) and -Junior Army'

troit)

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-30-44(Par) with vaudeville.
Neat $20,000.^ Last week,
'Journey for Margaret' (M-G) with
vaudeville, liked by crix, but only

68)— 'Class Key'

tres, chie/ly first runt, tncludinff

N. y.)
Total Gross
Last Tear

Dec. 29.

Pittsburgh.
Xmas bix for most of tha
And is it welGolden Triangle.
come, coming after worst December
that the oldest citizen can remember.
Highest fliers are 'Road to
Morocco' at Penn and 'Arabian.
Nights' at Fulton, both soaring to
standout trade; for Par, 'Morocco'
will turn in biggest gross one oflhat
studio's pix has ever collected, at this

Broadway Grosses

•

day.

edly on the upbeat.

end

C;

It'

Nice $17,500 In

'Tigers' Forte

16G

Jersey City. Dec. 29.
Strong lineup and holidays hava
business booming. Surprise entry is
'Flying Tigers,' which is doing terrific
biz at small-seating State.
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3.205; 35-44-5565-75)
"Never Lovelier" (Col) and
"Pierre Plains' (M-G).
Lively $10.800. Last week. 'White Cargo' (M-G)
and 'Laugh Blues Away' (Col) (2d
wk), $7,500, dismal.
SUnley (WB) (4.500: 35-44-55-65-

—

85)— 'Who Done
Chance'
Last week.

of

(U) and 'Street

It?'

Bright

(Par).
'Flying

sour $14,500.
State (Skouras)

65-85)— 'Flying
'Life

Begins at

$17,500.

Fortres.<!'

and 'Varsity Show" (WB)
(2.200:

Tigers"
8:30'

(WB)

(reissue),

35-44-55-

(Rep)

(20th).

and
Nifty

Last week,
for this spct.
'Navv Comes Through' (RKO) and
$16,000

'Other

Woman' (RKO), blah

S9.500.

—

U
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EXPLOITATION

TaUdng Back

to the Screen Again

Canteen

ONtfro

In Lonisvifle; Juve Heckling Not

I

Skonras

Managm

Joimig MPA;

sasi

ConClnue< Irom pafe t

Wing, and Morgan renamed the -rpot
'Victory Canteen.*
Morgan had ballyhooed the openthe entire committee
the white canteen' had pledged

6

U

PrmnotionsrExckange Briefs

ing, stating that

Taken as Seriously as Elsewhere
Louisville.

Dec.

29.

has created comment among regular
patrons of the first runs. Cause of
the new rash of audience razzing of
the screen feature was an independently produced pic, with a cast of

Preem

Gold-Braided

Another outbreak of hecltling at
cne ol the downtown deluxe houses

For 'Stand By'
Wa.shington.

The

ultra-social

m D. C.
Dec.

29.

Navy League

of

With 76 Skouras managers brought ner, Capitol, Madison, Wis.-, Ted TurChicago; Wallace J.
.support and would atteifd the into the Motion Picture Associates, rell, Beverly,
Ohio, Lima. O.; Murray
Elliott,
opening ceremonies in a body. But Jack Ellis, newly-elected president,
Haven, Oleau, N. Y.;
first of the year Liafayette:
on the opening night not one mem- believes that by re
or shortly thereafter the member- Richard England, Virginia, Charlesber of the Theatre Wing setup
ship will be boosted to 500. "The or- ton, Va.; Heni7 Rastetter, Warner,
showed up.
ganL^tion, originally just for film Erie, Pa.; Robert Neilson, State,
Some blamed the frigid weather. salesmen, is now t?king in theatre Johnstown,^ Pa.; Jack Sanson, State,
Others said, privately, they had been managers. "The 76 Skouras men were Manchester, Conn., and John Hesse,
not
brought in by Bill Rodgers. general Roger Sherman, New Haven.
warned' by influential Negroes
managers of Metro, who has
to have anything to do with the sales
long been a member of the MPA.
Eiell Texas Barker
place.
A luncheon will be held at the
Dallas, Texas, Dec. 22.
Morgan was openly disappointed nt Aslor
hotel, N. Y., early in January
Claude Ezell was elected chief
the lack of cooperation from the foi the installation of officers of the
the Variety Clubs of Texas,
barker
of
white community. He was particu- MPA for 1943. Ellis', sales manager
Tent
No. 17| at the recent annual
larly burned at the fact that no for RKO at tht N. Y. exchange,
meeting.
white entertainer showed up to per- former v.p. of the organization, beM. M. Lewis, representihg the
form for the 60-odd servicemen wh.i comes president, while first v.p. will Houston branch of the club, wai
attended. Collections from a public be Morris Saunders, assistant to achled
among the new director!
.nctropolilan
N.
Y.
Arthur
Abeles,
chosen.
'preview* netted about $400 and 500
for
20th-Fox.
district
sales
manager
packages of food and cigarettes.
Other ofTicers for 1943 are Sol
Crawford Heads St. Lottla CInb
Negro entertainers from local nitTrauner, exchange sales manager for
St. Louis, Dec. 29.
eries put on a show. Chaii'man of Columbia, treasurer: Charlie Penser,
Crawford,
Harry
manager of
the entertainment committee is Doc sal.-sman for RKO, financial secreMarco's Missouri, In
Hyder. president of the Negro local tary; Matthew Cahn, former film Fancbon It
mldtown, was elected 'Chief Barker

United Sates will sponsor premiere of 'Stand by for Action' at
Acting was no obviously corny, Loew's
Palace theatre tomorrow
and dialogue so trite, that youths of night, (30). Means the house will be
high school age had a field day talk- loaded with gold-braid and digniing back to the film players. Even taries.
audience left the house at the SaturAcceptances thus far include Atday night show, more in disgust at torney General and Mrs. Francis
the picture than at the exuberance of Biddle, Mrs. Woodrow Wilson. Ashas
Picture
patrons.
juve
the
sistant Secretary of the Navy Artecreated plenty of word-of-mouth of mus L. Gates, Vice-Admiral and Mrs.
the adverse sort.
Charles E. Courtney, Major General
Juve heckling in the nabes is be- Thomas Holcomb, Mrs. Cornelius
of the Musicians Union.
coming commonplace hereabouts, but Vanderbilt. Vice Admiral Charles P.
Morgan declared that Negro jnion
the recent flareup in one of the Snyder, Rear Admiral and Mrs. W.
ofTiciaLs were contemplating issuing
town's super-seaters is a new thing,
Woodson and Mrs. Alexander an order to Negro performers not
and indicates that the paying custom- Legare.
to work the Theatre Wing's canteen
ers are not exactly pleased with the
Also Rear Admiral and Mrs. J. A. here in retaliation for the failure of
brand of product being shown as Purer, Rear Admiral and Mrs. W. S.
econd features. Heckling and hoot- Farber, Gen. and Mrs. Albert L. white actors to cooperate.
When informed of the opposition
Baai
Com. Mphi Tr > mr
the

unknowns.

i

i
•

dialogue,

as

practically

On

•ring their escape.

capturing a
Music Festival
15-year-old boy and recovering the
Novel Sureseater Stunt
money. The three others escaped-,
but two of them were taken into
Fifth Avenue Playhouse. N. Y
custody later.
took extra space in newspaper ad.s
to plug its novel Christmas Week
program.
House is featuring twoDelinqoency in Mich. To*
hour music film festival, with ads
Detroit. Dec. .29
Rising tide of protest against juve pointing up screen appearances of
Bile
delinquency here, which has such musical heavyweights as Shoseen agitation for a curfew, has takovich, Paul Robeson, Bruno Walgathered strength wiih the enact ter, Richard Tauber and Chaliapin.
Film concert roundup also inment of such laws in out-State cencludes Andre Bauge. Harold Kreuzters.
Young mobs here not only have berg, Padercwski. Davide Lichine.
been a problem in the theatres but Don Co.ss<ick.s and the California
recently
gangs numbering
more Junior Symphony Orchestra. Longthan 100 have gone on destruction haired bill also features sequences
raids which caused thousands of dol
from _!Pagliacci.''
'Magic
Flute."
lars' worth of damage to theatres, 'Barber
bf
Seville.'
'Fledermaus'
clubs and bars which had banned and 'The Meri-y Widow.' with Franz
them for their trouble making.
Lehar conducting latter, and scenes
That the problem is not just a big with To.scanini, Lehmiin, Pinza and
city one
many here declared it was others. Amons highlights is scene
•olely because of the lack of home from
1937
(pro-Hitler)
Salzburg
aupei-vision, with the large employ- Festival of Max Rcinhardt's "Everyment of both patents in the huge man."
war plants as the chief difficultyis .shown by the cn.ictment of cur'8 BEST'?
fews in the out-state towns. Al Bay
City the new law is .so rigid that
And S. F. Examiner Cube Also
no one who can't .show a draft reg
Missed
the B's
Istration card is permitted on the
San Franciscso. Dec. 29.
treets after 10 p.m.
As far as Kevin Wallace, film
Thus fir there has been no indicacritic
for
the
Examiner,
is
contion that theatre men intend any
opposition to a Detroit curfew in cerned, there weren't "ten' best'
view of the headaches they've had film.s of 1942. In an.swcr to the "10
best'
lists. Wallace .said in the Exin recent months.
aminer there were only eight pix
of the year he 'sat through without

Patrons succeeded

in

Cinema

—

ONLY

Gimmicks Get Brush
In More L. A. Houses

Los Angeles. Dec. 29.
have been
dropped
after nearly three years by Jack
Berman's ^tland Theatres, a circuit of 11 houses. New move means
the end of 22 giveaways, used as
hypos on Tuesday and Friday nights.

Gimmicks

pictures on my cast list,
dozing, playing tick-tack-toe. mashng or any of the other subterfuges
dear to jaded reviewers.'
In order of preference, the eight
listed by Wallace were the revival
of The Gold Rush."
Bambi." Mrs.
Miniver.' 'Kings Row,' 'Talk of the
Town.' 'To Be or Not to Be,' 'My

drawing

Sister.

Eileen.'

and M. Fraum, Columbia salesman,
secretao'.

Bill

m

every
Admiral and Mrs. A. H. Van Keuren.
line was greeted with flip answers and
Rep. Katharine Byron and
and leering remarks.
Thomas lyAllesandro.
Explanation may be that a lot ol
the teen-agers are now earning good
wages, and patronizing Qowntown
Itrst-runs, and they are bringing the Frank Buck Tonrs
heckling habits acquired when they
were patrons of the nabes, into the
Key Spots in East
downtown houses. Exhibitors profess not to be as disturbed at the
'Jacare' BaDy
trend here, as elsewhere, as they feel
that the outbursts are merely in the
pirit of fun, and that the young
Group of informal personal appatrons are at least getting their pearances by Frank Buck is getting
Dioney'a worth by letting ofT some United Artists' 'Jaeare' off with nice
ateam.
momentum in eastern key cMies.
Buck made a series of talks before
clubs in Providence, did a p.a. in the
More Than Vandaltsm
lobby of the Globe, N. Y., when the
San Francisco, Dec. 29.
Juvenile lawlessness, as lar as jungle thriller opened last Saturday
theatres are concerned, 'graduated' (26), and also made some personals
•ut of the vandalism class here when in Boston in connection with the
tour youths knocked down and Sim's opening there.
At N. Y. opening. Buck autorobbed Jack Gpnsky, assistant manager of the El Capitan, in the inner graphed some 2,000 tropical helmets
for juveniles attending Globe. U.A.
lobby of the house.
Gunsky was taking $61 from the also did a trim lobby bally with an
boxoRice to a safe in his office when animated giant cobra and two lifeone of the youths knocked him size stuffed leopards. Jungle display
down with a fist blow. A second was highly modified in keeping with
bandit grabbed the money and be- N. Y. fire department regulations.
gan running, with the other two cov
the

now unattached, .second v.p, of the St Louis Variety Club, succeeding Harry C. Arthur, Jr., who
held tre post two vcnrs. Clarenca
EUis states the MPA will not hold Hill, manager uf the Col local exan annual dinner-dance this year change chosen First Assistant Chief
due to the war emergency.
Barker; Sam Levin, co-owner of
several deluxe nabes. Second Assistseller

and 'Wake

Island.'

Elimination of business stimulants
'Let me add in parting.' said Walfollows the general trend in this lace, 'that I mi.ssed most of the
B
territory.' Fox-West Coast started it pictures on double bills and
my sisIn November 'and' vanotks independ- ter tells me they were far and away
ents have followed the idea.
better than A fealiires. all year Ions.'

someone ought

feel

I

ScoUy Vps C

al

I'

'O

to be

over

Boston,

Philadciphii

New

doing something for our own boys. Haven and Washington, and elevawhy I opened the Negro can- tion of Edward L. McEvoy to positeen. As .soon as the USO docs some- tion of assistant
eastern division
thing I'll cIo.se my place up.'
manager, headed the li.st uf six sales
Asked what he'd do with the fund.s force changes made by W. A. Scully,
and equipment he collected, he said: v.-p. and sales chief at Universal
early
this
week.
In m;iking the
'I'll probably turn it all over to them
changes, Scully pointed out the pro(the USO).'
motions all follow the U policy of
There is no rectriction against elevating salesmen from within the
Negroes at the Stage Door Canteen ranks of the company.
but Negro leaders here claim that
Rose, who becomes manager over
colored boys 'don't feel at home' at the important eastern district, has
the spot in the basement of the been with Universal for 20 years.
He was manager of the San FranAcademy of Music.
That's

ant Barker; Lester Griind.
Dough
Guy, and James Arthur, Property
Others chosen were Frod We^hr.uberg, Edward Arthur, Thomas Canavan, Ralph McGowan. Hex Williams,
manager of Loew's. and Herbert
Washburn, Canvas.smon. Lou Sansell

Mutts.-

.

and Washburn
gate*

to

with

Levin

the

were elected delenational convention,
Ray Nolan, al-

and

ternates.

Lee Blayer Vice Walsh In N. J.
George Walsh, handling .sales for
Warners in northern New Jersey, has
resigned and may return to theatr*
operation.
He owns the Strand,

Yonkers, but it is in a pool with Parfrom 1938 to 1941, when amotmt and RKO in th:it town. Prior
he moved up to the Chicago post to joining
on .<ak-s. Walsh operEd Heiber, who moves from the ated the Yorktowii. N. Y. He sold

cisco office

—

Continued from pace's

—

sent the complaints on to the Home
Offices in New York, and there it

after being on
1941,

Ye.<;, but what are they doing, the
hundreds of film salesmen want to
know, to alleviate their hardships
to get for them the much needed
coupons that will enable them to
make their territories without the
worry of being stranded. They have

big job to do; they are the far
outposts of the morale front; it is
through their efforts that the messages the various war agencies want
to bring to the people are placed on
the screen, and no exhibitor has the
temerity to say no. He must find the
a

—and

in

to sell.

The film salesmen are angry al
their treatment
they are wondering
why they are not officially put in
the category ol fish, flesh or fowl. a.s
regards to being essential to the winning of the war. No one has taken
lip the cudgels in their behalf. Many

—

curtailment of their gas rationing
they will have to stick to their origof selling their

jot>s

and

if

own

pic-

they have the chance

lake care of the Government lllms.
well and good, if not, let the Gov-

to

ernment send out
the

its

dates for their

^iiiida

own men

to gel

various propa-

films.
Jitst

a Film Peddler.
:

i

j

'Daily tariety*
l^^si Continued from page
tribution.s

ing a
C>.inp

quarters at the home olTicc, the terJohn J. Scully, who's been man ritory being handled by district men,
ngev of the Buffalo branch for the Kalmenson is covering s;ilcs in these
last five years, takes over the Bo.ston widespread regions.
office managership, succeeding the
late Paul Eiaron, who lost his life
Joe UBfer Comlns Bark
in the Cocoanut Grove nitery dis
Joe Unger, for many years eastern
aster.
Abe Weiner. soecial representative out of the Bo.ston office division sales manager for Parasince early in the year, becomes mount, who resigned that post earlier
this
fall,
is preparing to rejoin disBuffalo branch manager
Ted Mendelssohn, who was with tribution ranks following recuperaWarner Bros, and Metro before tion from an appendectomy which
recently had him ho.spitili^ed. Since
joining U. moves up from Indian
apolis to the spot in Detroit vacated leaving Par he aLso spent some time
in El Paso, Tex., vis ting his nephew,
by Heiber.
Richard J, Unger. who's in the service there as a medical student
Ben Smith to Alhiiny
Unger states that he has no deals
Albany. N. Y.
Ben M. Smith, veteran film man on at present which he can discuss.
is
new booker for Monogram in A report was that he might join
is also ruAlbany, replacing Bill Murray, who United Artists, and
shifted to 20lh Fox as .n.ssistant after mored a possibility.
Elmer Sichel went with Schine as
yhort subject booker in Albimy- and
Loew's N. Y. Realignment
Buffalo districts.
Smith has been
Two new district m;magcrs and a
connected with motion picture dis- ntunber of shifts in various districts
tribution since the silent day.s, book- of the N. Y. city Locw circuit aning, selling and maniiging in New nounced by C. C. Mo.sK-owiiz, James
York. Albany and elsewherr. Nate Grady, for a number of years manR. Sodikman. formerly of Buffalo, ager of Loew's New Rochclle, made
local Monogram manager.
district manager for New Rochelle,
Mt Vernon, Yonkers. White Plains
and the Post Road and American
Al Sellr to Pitt
theatres in the cast Bronx.
Al Selig. formerly hnndling RKO
Salli Levi, veteran
manager of
exploitation in Boston, has been Loew's
40th St., Brooklyn,
transferred to Pittsburgh.
He left to manager of the division promoted
including
New York Monday <21) to take up the 48th St, Coney Island. Boro
Park,
his new post.
Oriental, Alpine, and Bay Ridge 'heatres in Brooklyn. Larrv Bcatus. disHarrv Tlshkoff Under Knife
trict manager for Westchester, given
Rochester, N. Y.. Dec. 29
supervision of the west-Manhattan
Harry 'I'ishkoff. Empress, nabe, group of 11 theatres, plus the Capitol
underwent an operation in Strong and Astor.
Memorial Hospital. Reported getting
Maurice Seidlitr. Eugene Mvers,
along okay and was permitted to William Downs and S. H. Mein'hold
have visitors Christmas Day.
His continue as division heads, completwife, who regularly as.sisls in operat- ing the supervisory staff for the 79
ing the theatre, is taking charge Loew houses in the mclropulitan
area.
during his absence.

pouring

rain.
It
reached
just as the boys were
for reveille Christmas

Young

WB's Awards to Mgrs.
Awards of a framed citation and
$100 in cash, in recognition of results
during the pa.sl year, were presented
to 17 Warner theatre managers by

assembled
morning. There they were greeted
with loud cheers as they unloaded
their gifts that had already been
wrapped here. Major General W.-,l-

Joe Bernhard at a dinner recently.
Bernhard on leave of absence from
Warners to serve in a Naval post in
Washington for the duration, came

command, stood alongside

Payette. Maryland. Hnger.siown, Md.
Rodney Collier. Stanley. Baltimore
Harry Schlinker, San Pedro. San

ker.

of

in

Chaplain

made
mo.st

Leach

as

presentation

hi.s

of

to

whom had no

the latter
the lads.

Christmas

Kilts from
home, but were more
than happy that Hollywood had re-

membered

them

them

magnificently.

mo>.|

and

Seymour Mayer, district manager,
Saturday to become a lieutenant

left

4

eve. with the final conof gifts coming in dur-

Chri.stma.s

out of Warners' N. Y. exchange, will
stipervlse the N. J. territory Walsh

become the handled.

i.--

have privately stated that with the

inal

to

RKO

many

instances this may react against time
for the picture the salesman is trying

tures,

sales force. In
his special

from

post

Meyers.

the industry'?

booking time for them

RKO's
up

company's assistant e.tstern division
Since WB has no w t\st<'rn-southern
manager under Div. Mgr. Fred division salesman;i".cr with head-

these things that arise in

all

moves

representative

pigeonholed
and seemingly
nothing more heard of it. All the
executives acknowledged that something should be done, but what could
they do'.' Ah. but haven't we an organization which is supposed to take

was

care of

WB

manager spot at Detroit to Chicago, out that operation.
has been with the company's sales
Lee Mayer, former Warner salesdepartment for 15 years.
man, more recently in charge of
McEvoy, who joined Universal checking perccntatre engagement*

Salesmen Burned

to N. Y. for the dinner.

Managers honored arc George N

Pedro. Cal.;
Harold Wiedcnhom,
Branford.
Newark; Arthur Man
fredonia. Fabian. Hobokcn: Al Reh,
Mastbaum, Philadelphia; John Roach,

remembered Ardmore. Ardmore.
Stanley, Chester.

Pa.:

Pii.;

Joe Sergiii
Con-

M;irlow

in the

army. Dominic Barrccca, dismanager, resigned several weeks
ago. These vacancies were filled with
the appointments made bv Mosko-

trict

witz.

Reelect KotannwskI
Buffalo. Dec. 29.
Stanley Kozanowski. operator of
the Riv'oli, reelected chief barker of
the Variety Club. Tent 7, Elmer Lux.
RKO, Is first and Ralph Maw. Metro,
assistant.
Murray Whiteman.
Whiteman's Song Shop, is secretary,
and Dewey Michac'' of the Palace
and Mercury, is Ire- m-.-r. Delegates

second

to the national cki^vc'V jon are Lux
and Michaels.
Bo;> Mur|}hy. 20th

Century,

becomes

n-

iii):i;il

canvas-
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inspiring."
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thing
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Rhythm

Star Spangled
(MUSICAL)
lelcane

riirnmouni

Sislrom

JnHCph

of

8l«rB Bine ("'^^>^l•y. lUy
Vora Zorlna, B<Idle Braclten, Hob

piiiilui'lliin.
«ti<l,

v..

Morj- M:irlln.Vi
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I-ynn« Overman. Cum D.ilfy.
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rolonna. Marjorlc Rfynnlil-. n:iry
• r.fUy.
lOrneal TruM. Slerllnc lli.lloiviiy.
Johiiiile
Rhoiloa.
M... Donaia Tarey. Uelly
<..>l.lfn
Dunham.
Kaltier)n»
.li.linslnn.
r)r;i<f
C ue Quarlel. Waller Ahel. nona Diiv.lf.l
nil Lamb anil Arthur Treiirher.
Georlie Marahall. Orlnlnal xrei-nphiv
l.y
•

.loriv
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Harry Tugend. Soniti". Johnny ^t«r^''^
Harold Arlen: acore. Hobert En.n-Ml
fnmera. Irfo Tover; e.lllor. ArSchmdt. Trad"8ho\vn ill Ihe Nor-

Dnliin:
Ihiir

In'mdl.- Ihenlre. N. T..
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,
\\:ilter

DeSolo
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Daley
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Victor .Moure
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.Ilm.ny Welwter
P,.lly
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Kfldle Johnson
Slim and Sam

Tnmniv
Themselvea

ca virtuoso; Walter Dare Wahl & Co
who do their famed sticky Angers
and loose-joint business, and Katherine Dunham, w. k. Negro dancer
in a number designed to stimulate
the Navy.
In addition, making its film breakin is the Golden Gate Quartet, out
of Cafe Society, N. Y.. and radio and
concert appearances. They're cast
as dining car waiters and do Let's
Hit the Road to Dreamland' afler it

has been introduced by Mary Martin
and Dick Powell. Latter pair is by
no means slouchy itself in warbling
the tune, but the Golden Gate rendition is without a doubt one of the
finest hunks of singing ever heard
from the screen. At the preview
caught, the audience burst into a
spontaneous roar of applause when
the quartet had finished. It was .is
though they just couldn't restrain

Almost all seven tunes by Johnny
Mercer and Harold Arlen are of
heavy calibre, although 'Dreamland'
registers tops among the ballads iind
It for Defense' as a novelty.

mentioned above

not

arc

'That Old Black Magic,' 'Sharp as a
Tack.' 'Old Glory' and 'On the Swing
Shift.'

'Old Glory'

is

used for a patriotic

which seems out of place and
as an after-thought, as
someone suddenly remembered.

finale

tacked on
rouble exhibs will have in

Onl.v 1
selling 'Star Spangled Rhythm' will
be in finding a marquee bie enough
By actual
to hold all the names.

if

can be seen, is no heavybut provides all that
is necessary for a musical of this
type.
It keeps things moving at a
fast pace and offers the chandelier
on which the tunes can be hung.
Miss Martin capably handles the ballad department, with an occasional
assist from Powell, while Miss Hutton, of course, is hot on the jive.
They divide up six numbers by
Frank Loesser and Jimmy McHugh,
including a few which are already
Best of
being plugged on the air.
the numbers are 'Let's Get Lost' and
Plot, as

weight

biz.

Tbey Got Me Covered* (Goldwyn-UA ). Bob Hope-Dorothy

OK

comedy

not

but

'
,

Happy Go Locky'

(musical)

Light musical
(Par).
icolor)
fare of average b.o. strength.
Hitler's Children' (RKO). In
the propaganda vein, but well

Should do good

done.

b.o.

Night Plane From Chungking'
geared

vie haven't waved a flag in
this picture. We've got to do some-

'Gee,

Lady Bodygoard'

For

(Par).

the lower duals.

'Henry Aldrlcb Gets Glamoar'
Unusually strong Aldrlch
story, with sex appeal

(Par).
series

angle helping.

Holmes and the
Sherlock
Secret Weapon' (U). Story and
action rate okay in this series.
Thunder Rock' (Metro-British ). Remarkable technical work,
but of negative boxoffiee value.

thing about that.'

.

•

cheer because of the way they're is a Southerner and addicted to That's topped by Hope masqueraddressed up. 'The whole thing, as Har- cokes). Cecil B. DeMille actually ing as a wax figure in a display
rv Tugend has written it and George plays himself, as do Preston Sturges while the spies are in the room plotMarshall directed it, is fresh, alive and director Ralph Murphy. Latter ting.
two have minor laugh lines in actand full of bounce.
No asset to the film is the quality
ing themselves.
It's a gay and good-humored tuneparticularly
There can be no doubt that Par of much of the acting,
Not
pic, but on the grand scale.
that of Miss Lamour, whose flat demerely the grand scale of the gi- lavished the works and ran the livery of her comparatively (to her
production numbers of a gamut on 'Rhythm.' B.o. results may
gantic
other pix) numerous lines makes
decade ago although 'Rhythm' even be axpected to be commensurate.
have
to work twice as hard to
Hope
has one of those, too but grand beAmong the thesplally
sell his gags.
cause of the personalities who wanadvanced members of the cast
der in and out of the pic. because
Covered more
are Otto Premlnger as the leader
of the seven listenable tunes, be(ONE SONG)
of the spy ring; Lenore Aubert as a
cause of the general lavishness of
RKO release of Samuel Ooldwyn produc- Mata Hari, and Edward Ciannelli as'
the production and because of the
tion.
Star* Bob Hope. Dorothy Lamour. another member of the gang.
downright gaiety of the whole af- Directed by David Butler. Screenplay hy
Director David Butler has succeedfair.
Harry Kumltz from nrlelnal by I.«onard
Best of all, most of the flock of Spteffelgass and Leonard Q. Ross; camera. ed in keeping the fllm moving, alMate; editor. Daniel Mandell: mu- though it is sometimes a battle
Rudolph
stars do much better than the usual
sic.
Leigh Harlinc; soni;. Johnny Mercer,
They've Harold Arlen: special effects. Ray Blnner. against the episodic construction of
smile and a couple lines.
situation gags. Production is up
the
.specialties
'42.
parts
or
Running
time,
given
real
been
Tradeahown Dec. 2t>.
to top standards.
that blend nicely into the whole. 9€ MIN8.
Bob Hope
Robert KIttredge
Among the names whose contribu- Christina
Theft's one tune In the film. 'Palsy
norothy tumour
Hill
Mercer
tion to the film deserves more than Mra. Vanescu
T.enore Aubert Walsy,' written by Johnny
perfunctory billing are Bing Crosby, Pauschelm
Oito Premlnger and Harold Arlen and sung by Miss
Kdwnrd ClannelU Martin. It's very listenable.
iSob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Paulette Baldnnocco
Marion Martin
Goddard, Veronica Lake, Mary Gloria
Donald Meek
Little Old Man
Martin. Victor Moore, Betty Hutton Sally
Phyllis Ruth
and Eddie Bracken.
Nichlmuro
Philip Ahi)
Scaffolding for this galaxy is the Mason
Dona Id MacBrlde

—

They Got

Me

'.

arrival at San Pedro of Bracken and
a pile of his Navy shipmates. Bracken s father (Victor Moore) is. a former hoss opry star who's now a
eateman at the Paramount lot.
Rather than disclose this comedown
to Bracken, Betty Hutton, a Par tel-

ephone operator who's

in love with

the lad, convinces Moore that he
should say he's head of the studio.
Bracken wereupon brings his shipmates to the lot (promising each of
them a 24-karat Par blonde) and
Moore has io attempt to play the
big-shot that his son nas billed him.
This leads the Navy (not to say
Moore and the ingenious Miss Hutton) into and out of one scrape after
another in the studio, but also provides a showcase for any number of
stars, who play themselves.
For a
next-to-closlng, the Par contract list
decides to put on a show for the
sailors. This is m.c.d. by Hope and
gives lots more opportunity to work
the name players into specialties.
Pic is loaded with good comedy,
some of it more tn be appreciated
by show biz Insiders than general
audiences, but one bit by Bob Hope
and William Bendix stands out as
the funniest thing since the hey-day
of the Marx Bros. It has tough -guy
Bendix in a stall shower and Hope
trying to hide from him by slinking
around behind him in the very nar-

row

confines.

Another swell

-bit

is

a tune sung

by Paulette Goddard, Dorothy La-

mour and Veronica Lake.

In a melancholy version of a sister trio, they
voice their disappointment at what
they've turned out to be in Hollywood. Goddard complains she's nothing but a filler-outer for a sweater,
Lamoiir the stuffing for a saronc
and Lake the gal behind a one-eyed
bob. Tune Is labeled 'A Sweater, a
Sarong and a Peek-a-Boo Bang.'
Good for a terrific laugh doing a
couple choruses of the number are
caricatures of the gals— in suitable
costumes, of course in the persons
of Walter Catlett, Sterling Holloway

—

and Arthur Treacher.
As if all the Par names weren't
enough, the studio has imported a
number of nltery and vaude turns,
out of the top drawer. They include C^ass Daley, who does her familiar an<]>
comedy routine,
oil

.

nWy

^^'°.^^2'E3v?t?^^^w* back out oi
JoInt^j|Bir^^jtQU>('et)mIc and Jlannoni-

Helen
Mildred

.Mary
Bettye

Hayes

Mary

Byrne

William

Yetler

Henry Guttman

Woman

Florence B.nes

Hotel Manager

Vnnescu
Red

(Musicsl)

Treen
.\very

Margaret
•

HolU
Faber
Oypsy

HAPPY GO LUCKY

.

,

Lucille

Laura

Walter Catlett
John Attlio.t
FianV .Sully

Samuel Goldwyn has taken top
comedy writers, a top comedy director and a top comic and distilled
them into a farce of the broadest

adding

to the general entertainment
quality of the fllm. Costuming is all
exceptionally attractive and made
brilliant by the Technicolor.
Raoul

Pene DuBois, from Broadway, and
Hans Dreier, were the art directors.
Film is marked by a number of
flip quips which are good for solid
laughs.

Biggest guffaw-getter
is
Bracken's remark to Miss Hutton
after she has con plained that she's
been wearing sweaters exclusively
for months and hasn't captured a
man: 'You know you only get out
of a sweater what you put into it.'

HITLER'S CHILDREN
I:K0

Kent Smith. Olio
Warner. I.loyii C.rilKiin,

vile.

rected
novel,

Eddie Bracken. Rudy ValScreen
l>y Curtis Bemhard.
Waller DeLeon, .Sorman Panama,
ndaplcd- by John Jacoby
fi-om t^lory by Mk-hnel Urla; camera, Karl
Wilfred Cllne; editor. Ella.Struma and
woi th
Hongland. , Tradeahown In New

Kduiiiil

iiy

tradeshoivn,

Prof.
Col.

Dec.

20.

'-(2.

Running

time.

79

MartJn
Dick Powell
Eddie Bracken
Belly Hutlon
Mar>'

1st Reporter
2nil Henoner
Aiist.
Manager

a substantial b.o. stride.

Ph<ftiit;rapher

Alfred Monroe
Mrs, Smith
Mr. Sn)ith

Elderly

Rudy

Vallee

Mabel

Paige

Clem Bcvans
(Sylvia

Dance™

Open

jaene Cale

Wnn)nn

h'V.TnceB

Raymond

Irvlnn Encon
Arthur Loft

Paul McVey
Donald Kerr
Lorraine Miller

An apparent endeavor by screenBarbara Sinter
writer Harry Kurnitz and dialog
I Rsliel Randall
writers Frank Fenton and Lynn
AUeen Haley
Lynda Grey
Root to be super-funny has certainly
I»uls La rianche
resulted in a barrage of entertaining
gags and situations, although lacking
'Happy Go Lucky' is a likely litspontaneity. It's Just too clear how tle musical which Paramount has
hard the boys were trying. Hope, in decked out in Technicolor and a reabrief, has been shortchanged by the
sonably expensive production.
It
writers and though he succeeds in has
a number of good tunes sung by
giving plenty of Tift to the film, he
Betty Hutton, Mary Martin and Dick
hasn't been able to make a lOO":.,
Powell, some laughs and a couple
solid laugh-fest out of it
It suffers
nice specialty dance numbers, done
in comparison to another current
Hope starrer which will be hitting up in colorful costumes. Thus supplied with the rudiments of a pleasthe theatres about the same time.
Paramount's 'Star Spangled Rhythm.' ant tunefllm, 'Happy' will snare mo(lFilm is loaded with one situation erately good to strong business.
Wisely forgetting about the war
gag after another, all hung on a
flimsy plot, and most of them bear- as far as this picture is concerned,
ing very little relationship to it. Par locales the fllm on a nameless
Hope is pictured as a newspaperman Caribbean isle which, without too
who's Just been fired as a Moscow much Hawkshawing, can be i(lentlcorrespondent for completely miss- fled as Trinidad, inasmuch as it
ing the German invasion of Russia. boasts Calypso singers. Mary MarHe returns to this country and goes tin, playing an ex-hat check gal at
to Washington in the hope of re- the Rainbow Room, N. Y., arrives
establishing his rep.
A complete on the isle with a small b.r. amassed
dope, he runs by chance into an Axis for the purpose of allowing her to
spy ring and, with the aid of the act the wealthy lady and catch a
FBI, Navy and Marines, not to say wealthy husband in the process.
Miss Lamour, captures the enemy
Dick Powell and Eddie Bracken,
agents.
a couple island loafers, discover Miss
In the hunt for the spies, Hope Martin's secret. So does Betty Hutgets himself entangled with a crazy ton, a showgal who has come down
man (Donald Meek) in a spider- on the same boat and is romantically
webbed room and goes through an attached to Bracken. The trio, inancient bufley routine that's almost stead of showing
up la Martin tleas morbid fis.lt Is funny. He later ,c|de, to
Help her. land the kind of
ands hiiriseltat Niagara Palls, framed. coin:ridden
mate she's after and cash
I

I

I

Ihe

'

llm.>.

Tim
Ilonlla

Nichols

Holt
Urunvi;le

Kent
otin

Frnnz Erbardt
Dr. Schmidt

Marjory Sluart
I'rie
Hamilton
Wiilly Caie
BuhbloB HenneMiy

ttunrnnc

2fJ.

Henkel

The Bshop

Vork.

Dec.

HINS.

Directed

.\IINS.

Di-

Uhrc.

llaacl i,n

Karl Bniner

Anna Muller

liy

Fianli;

ICrforil

Dmylryk.

'Educ.-itlon for Death,' by Uregor
Xelmer: adaptnlion. Kmmelt l*nvey: editor.
Joseph NorlcKii: •Mineni. ItusfM>ll .Melly.
Previewed .it riKO ."-iMh .-•l.. .\. Y.. P .-. 18.
'42;

Hutlon.

of Kdwai'd A. tloldci) proFoiiturea Tim Holt. Bunlta GranKruk-er.
H.
H.

releiise

duction.

lee.

Sometimes it takes and sometimes it doesn't, but "They Got Me
Covered' as a whole is disappointing
in light of past (3oldwyniana and the
talent that went Into it. Nevertheless, with Bob Hope and Dorothy
Lamour for the marquee and proper
selling the pic undoubtedly will hit
stripe.

—

play

Melvin

to

be a very acceptiible comic character player.
Par should get him out
of the groove, however.
And speaking, o: grooves, reist of
the cast are strictly in their respective slots and all doing a neat job
Mis.s Martin is the romantic
of it.
comedy vis-a-vis with the ready
pipes; Miss Hutton the bouncing bundle of energetic jive who is ripening
into a more than passable comic under the Par studio tutelage: Bracken
the brash youngster who learned under the George Abbott banner on
Broadway huw to put acro"; a gag
lino, and Powell the ini^o lOiis opposite end o( the romance axis and
a fairish warbler.
Par pretty extraneously introes a
Calypso singer one of those Trinidad minstrels who allegedly invents
lyrics to suit the occasion. This one,
unbilled but believed to answer to
the title of 'The Duke of Iron,' does
the familiar 'Don't Make a Pretty
Woman Your Wife,' a fave on disks.
There arc also some native dances,

m

(COLOR)
Paramount release of Harold Wilson production.
Stars Mary Mhrtln. Dick Powell,
Betty

turned out

latter film, Vallee has

The Tanks Are Coming'
(Songs) (PRC). For the minor
They got it in. but
duals.
count there are 16 of Piiramount's it is an appendage the film could
Sage'
the
Shadows
on
b.o. toppers listed in the official very well do wiUiout.
swell
'Tugend undoubtedly had a
(Songs) (Rep). Latest In Mesbilling as 'starred' and 20 more
quileers westerns, good action
players as 'featured'. Which no doubt time in writing and Marshall in dihad opsets a world's record of some kind. recting 'Rhythm', for they
picture.
And fortunately. Paramount has set portunity to toss in the foibles of
them u p in a gay and frothy musical a number of studio execs. These proMtid« a-flock nf laughs that the gen;
•carried to a strange blonde
such a stellar canoaanroi
v,n 'ManTfrr,"»Tth-»'jnfe reaMj'
show the names to advantage. Ex get Par studio head, for instance, is hui.ijrous consequences as the whole
hibs will find it a very profitable named 'B. G. DeSoto' (B. G. De- retinue of the hotel comes into the
playing
Abel
Walter
Sylva), with
curtain-raiser on 1943.
room to offer its wishes. Another
Fremont"
'Mr.
boss
is
part.
His
the
Exceot for a tew gags and situaroutine has Hope trackEdward laugh-getting
tions. 'Rhythm' has essentially noth- (Y. Frank Freeman), with
ing the spies to a beauty shop and
But neither has a Fielding in the brief role and pour- escaping them by donning a Veronica
ing new in it.
Christmas tree. Yet both bring riood ing himself a Coca-Cola (Freeman Lake wig and a cold cream mask.

—

affair,

the title tune, 'Happy Go Lucky.'
Miss Hutton's tunes, on the other
hand, are too much on the novelty
side for wide acceptance.
Oddly enough, Valley finds himself in the cast with nary a note to
He's virtually being type
warble.
cast by Paramount, playing the same
role he recently did in 'Palm Beach
Story.' It's t+ie stuffy boy of wealth
with the piuce-nez. And, as in the

Dull war-espionage melfor the subsequent

(Par).
ler

duals.

their appreciation.

'Doing
Others

'SUr-Spangled Btaythm* (Par).
Super-diiper musical with a flock
names; certain for strong

bofTo.

s

thus introduced to Rudy Vallee, the
lad with the gold. Powell and Miss
Martin, of course, do all the marrying (and to each other) in. the end.

of star

Lamour

She

on her success.

in themselves

Reviews

Niniatiire

.^niilh

Kruk-er

II.
B. W.irner
I.lovd CorrlKt:n

Krford tlaKe

The

ruthless and barbaric philosophies of Nazism and the manner in
which the youth of Germany Is
moulded to a prehistoric, militaristic
order which destroys all sense of
decency, have been forcefully
brought to the screen in 'Hitler's
Children.'
Done with careful restraint rather than with a view to
injecting a gruesome note, audiences
will appreciate it without feeling
that the propagandic motives are
too
evident.
However, anything
about Hitler and his policies must,
perforce, he propaganda.

There are no names of stellar
boxoffiee Importance in the cast, but
the entertainment as well as exploitation values may be relied upon
for results.
The picture lends itself aptly to exploitation and should
not be difficult to sell, with the
business possibilities appearing from
good to strong, depending upon the
extent and effectiveness of the merchandising by the theatres.

the

whole

ungodly theory which
about the so-called New

brought

Order ih Germany,
While the more bloodthirsty

de-

of Hitlerism, such as mass
executions and the terrors of the
concentration camp, have been wisely kept out of the action, the cruelties of the Germanic regime now in
power are effectively keynoted. For
Instance, the ^ene where the girl
(Miss Granville) is about to be
flogged, receiving a couple of strikes
of the lash before being released,
and the shots from a distance of
the hospital room where women
are being sterilized.
The voice of Kent Smith, who
plays an American-born school prooc(>asionally heard offfessor,, is
screen as he relates portions of the
vices

.story

in the first-person.

He

starts

the film off by taking the action
back to 1933. Intersliced at various
points are newsreel shots of counby Gertries that were invaded
many early in the war. Only once is
Hitler seen as he rides through the
streets of a conquered town.
So far as plot Is concerned, it
dwells mostly with the struggle of
Holt between adhering to the Hitler order and weakening in the face

the things that happen to his
childhood sweetheart.
Not certain

of

his fealty, Gestapo chiefs put
to the test by hounding the
they think he loves.
Ultimately, he saves her from the lashing and is placed on trial where
he rebels ami is shot on the .;pot.
Holt gives an excellent performance and looks the part he plays.
Opposite him, Mis.s Granville likewise acquits herself very creditably.
An outstanding job is done
by H. B. Warner as a bishop, whose
church service is broken up by
Gestapo agents- on the hunt for Miss--.
Granville, who has taken .shelter
there.
The dialog given Warner
proves very trenchant.
Kent Smith is less effective than
others in the able cast, but he does
well nonetheless. As a Gestapo higher-up. Otto Kruger commands .spe-

of

Holt

girl

.

attention, while Erford Gage,
another Hitlerite with power, renders an effective performance. Lloyd
Corrigan plays a German journalist
who's antt-NazI.
It is Corrigan, who speaking of
times gone by, ends the film with
observation
that
philosophic
the
people still remember Beethoven's
music, but not Napoleon's speeches.
cial

Char.

Night Plane Chungking
Paramount release of W'alter .MiicBwen.sta(s Robert
Kraike production.
Praston. Ellen Drew; fenturea Otto Kruirer.
Screenplay,
Directed by Ralph Murphy.
Uenve.x.
Theoilore
Kiirl
Fenton.
1.4>sler
Cole; adaptution, tiidney Hidden; l>.l^^d on
story by Harr>* Horvey; camera. Theotior
Sparkuhl;
editor.
Kliswortli
HoaKliind.
Previewed In Pariimouni projection room.
'42.
.N'.
Running time, 68 MINI*.
v.. Dec. 23,
Captain Nick Stanton
Robert Preston
Ann Richards
Ellen Drew
Hev. Dr. Van I>er Lleden. .Stephen tWTny
Mlchel

.

Sen Yung
Soo Yong
Kruger

Captain Po

Madame Wu
.Albert

.Major

Pasavy

Lieut.

Otto

Brissac

l.^ountesa

Olga Karagin

Tang

Emeat Dorlon
Tnmara Ceva
Allen

Jung

Trite, obvious espionage
meller
with Sino-Jap war locale will serve
as a filler in the subsequent runs.
Five writing credits are involved in
'Night Plane from Chungking,' a thin,

hackneyed yarn.
Robert Preston and EUen Drew are
handicapped by a tough assignment
a lukewarm romantic theme,
though both turn in as adequate a
performance as possible under the
circumstances. Motivation is weak
all the way.
Story concerns motley group of
passengers on route from Chungking

via

to the Indian border.
They land at
a secret military air base, where
Preston, American pilot serving with
the Chinese army, lakes charge. Instead of turning them back to Chungking, Preston gets orders from Chinese higher-ups to fly the passengers
to their destmatlon. Plane is shot
down by Jap war planes and a Nazi
master spy, posing as a priest, steers
them Into Jap captivity.

Otto Kruger stands out in role of
the loud, vulgar, turncoat European
business man apparently trafficking
in war goods. Also In for good .'.upporting bits are Mme. Soo Yong, as
the once-wealthy Chinese noblewoman on a secret war mission to
India, and Ernest Dorion. as the

French officer whose heroism aids
is the pioducer
maiden effort. Hav- the group escaping from Jap clutches.
Mori.
a
good director in
able com-

Edward A. Golden
and

this is his

ing

obtained

Edward Dymtryk and an
pany

of players, he has turned out a
feature for wartime purposes that is
entitled to net a nice though prob-

ably not a big proflt..
Golden has taken Tim Holt out
of the westerns field to essay the
leading role of the German boy who

grew up

to

become

a

Gestapo

of-

flper, but could not grow away froni
the childhood love he had for a girl
who suffers the tortures of the Nazis'
She is Bonita Granville,

barbarity.

LADY BODYGUARD
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Sol c. Slegel (Burt
product Ion.
Star* Eddie Albert.
Shirley; features Raymond Wulburn.

Paramount release of
Kelly)

Anne

Ed Brophy. Directed by William Clemens.
Screenplay by Edmund Hartman and Art
Arthur, baaed on story by Edward HaUlemon and Vera Caspary: camera. Daniel
Fapp; editor. William Shea. Tnideshown
jn
Running time.
ii;J^- Dm- 29. '«.
Terry .Moore

Eddie Albert

who though born

Anne Shlrlev
in Germany and A. C. Doker
Jamleson
Raymond Walbuin
being schooled there, is an Amer- Avery
Harry aargan
Ed Brophy
ican who resists every effort to R. L. Barclay
Donald MacBrWe
Mother Hodgea
Nazlfy her.
Maude Eburne
Elmer Frawley
Clem Bevnns
While the story backgrounds love George MacAllster.
Roger Prynr
interest, the romantic note is struck
principally as a means of accentuLightweight picture for the subating the savage and relentlessly- sequent duals.
pursued teachings of Hitler, the InStory sputters and fades, with lithuman delight suggested by his fol- tle to give it a lift along
the line,
lowers in carrying them out, and
(Continued on -page 23)
.
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Grauman-Duaiie HigUites (2-a-Day)

Cficb

in Frisco Debut; $12,000

Nut

McFarland Twins Orch (13) with
Bf«w Engels, Dick Merritt, Jack
Palmer, Roas Wyse & June Monti,
Mitzi Green, Jackie Miles; "My Surer Eileen'

(U).

Holiday show moves at a moderate
completed, then
dancers who begin with a rather pace until it's half
Snn Francisco, Dec. 26.
with two
awkward looking bit together, fol- suddenly picks up speedGreen
Sid Crauman, in ossociation with
and
acts of Mitzi
routines.
standout
tap
duo
and
solo
by
Flora Duane, presents 'Hiphlites of lowed
it's
there
From
two Jackie Miles.
Guys,
Tough
Little
the
are
Next
1M3 tti>o-a-dav vaudeville show; fellows who do nothing and take a strong.
Borrah
Niesen,
features Gertrude
band a fair
doing it; their act is
Twins
time
long
McFarland
Rascals
(8),
Harmonica
Minevitch's
Thre^ musical combination of Ave sax,
the
to
similar
Johnnv Johnson, Mario & Floria, [patterned
One of the two sings.^ three trumpets, two trombones,
Diamond Bros. (3), Red Donahue Stooges. cover
of an three rhythm (no guitar) sells itlack
their
and Uno, Poul Regan, Paul and and to does
three songs, 'When self mainly on the strength of vocals,
Paulette Blanchard, Coleman Clark, act he
On,' Frenesi' and 'Day- which are delivered unendingly. It
The Herzogs (5), Lvdio Sue, Rossi Lights Go
would be sufficient.
One
break.'
seems everyone in the band, includSisters (2), Mel Wesleder's Orch,
help ing the twins who each play sax in
doesn't
comedian,
Rice,
Don
at Alcazar theatre, San Francisco,
either.
He dishes out ma- that section, have some sort of vocal
Dec. 26. '42, $1.85 top, ($2.20 .Satur- things
too frequently is assignment. This commercial attack
that all
terial
days)
He does another neatly covers the weaknesses of the
green with age.
bit wherein he imitates his wife group musically and it all makes a
Sid Grauman's version of two-a- clothing herself in the a.m.; of nice impression.
•
day vaudeville opened here Satur- course the main point is getting into
Opening with 'Hip Hip Hooray' the
day (26), leaving little question but
Birdlp.
who apparently aren't
brothers,
that show is set to stay around for
Wood.
Biz fair.
schooled in the art of mc'ing, intro
considerable time after polishing
Betty Engels. She gets off 'Mr. Five
process has been completed. Melange
Next is baritone Dick
by Five.'
of acts and revue lingered on stage
Merritt, from saxes, with 'White
for three and half hours at opening
Christmas" and There Are Such
rebeen
having
and,
performance,
with
the girl, the twins and
Things'
hearsed only a week, it had Its
24.
Baltimore, Dec.
another musician forming a quintet.
bumpy spots.
Benny Davis and his 'New Stars
Palmer,
sentiment on Parade' with the trumpet twins. They're okay. Later Jack
nostalgia
Grauman's
trumpeter, is in with a fair version
for Frisco, where he got his show Sheila Roberts, June Lloyd, Marilyn
of 'I Can't Give You Anything But
biz start appears to have been con- Doy, Three Ross Sisters, Pepe fc
'One
and
'Malaguena*
Love.'
sciously tailored into show. It has Pepifa, Jerri McMohon. Ann Borett,
non
the
comprise
O'clock Jump"
Indefinable atmosphere that coin- Tim Herbert (Herman Timbere, Jr.),
vocal efforts of the band.
cides with sporting nonchalance as- Felice luUi and House Orch (13);
Ross Wyse and June Mann tee off
Eociated with city. The old Alcazar A Niflht to Remember" (Col).
polite recepfinds
acts.
Wyse
the
unshutwhich Grauman
theatre,
tion to his solo. gag work and it
tered for 'Highlites,' especially lends
Benny Davis has been coming isn't until Miss Mann comes on and
itself to first part of show, which Is
get tangled up in an adagio
a review of The Theatre of Yester- through here for many years with the pair
the customers
his assortments of budding players lesson routine that
year.*
to click in begin to warm up. Finish in a duo
This harking into past, with scenes and always manages
lineup dance that gets 'em off with appreand songs of Gay Nineties, is stero- showmanly fashion. Current
ciation.
previous
typed but nevertheless gets over on leans more on youth than
is surecontribution
Green's
Mitzh
in
frolics, but the talent is there
Its nostalgic appeal.
Opening with her standard
fire.
spots and Benny keeps them ~)nov
The more enthusiastic reception ing at good pace.
"What Do They Think I Am," she
was given to second part of show,
runs through dialect material, im
and
stage
band
on
house
With
which takes on character of straight
pressions of Hollywood stars doing
troupe seated at tables in traditional
vaudeville.
Bond pitch, leading into one
Davis starts matters with a a War
her own capped by 'Praise Lord."
An act that is not even orthodox style,
vocal plug for It's a Long Way of
vaudeville, a table tennis game behas a wealth of giggle material
Over" after which he intros the Gal
with
audience
as
tween two champs,
incorporated into her polished deTrumpet Twins, boy and girl tooters, livery
cheering sections, is as well received
she. knows how to drive
and
who give impressions of various i,t home.
fine act.
as anything in show because of
for a nice tee-off.
amazing dexterity of players In name band styles
Jackie Miles, heretofore confined
Sheila Roberts next hangs im
strenuous game.
mostly to ni^t club work, has a
and radio per- peculiar, unassuming delivery for a
Gertrude Niesen carries off star- pressions of movie
sonalities on to a vocal, earning a comedian of his type, but the style
ring role in great style, putting over
strenuous encore bit given over to makes his stuff more effective. His
three versions of 'Oh, Johnny,' and
version of Joan Davis giving out punch lines have a habit of sneaUng
other songs.
with vocal of 'You Tell 'Em,
up on the customers, rather than
Paul Regan should get better bill- Stutter.'
Good for laughs and
being forced upon them and the reing. His apt mimicry of celebrites solid response.
Brief aero bit by
of explosive
whammed the house. Mario and Jtine Lloyd follows with Marilyn sult is a constant stream to
detail his
howls. It"s impossible
rate
Floria, ballroom team, almost
Day next with straight vocals of stuff; perhaps the strongest bits are
label under which it is billed, the Tor Me and
Gal." 'White Christan imitaUon of a burlesque barker,
utmost in dancing.'
mas" and 'Five by Five," all in the and his standard rapid-fire resume
Roughhousing of Borrah Mine' groove and smoothly sold.
of the show to a patron just finding
Rascals scored
vitch's Harmonica
Pepe and Pepita are a youthful a seat
,
with customers although their music rhumba combo who register well
wood.
Biz good.
was almost a total loss opening uer- and make room for a real sockeroo
formance because of faulty micro- in the persons of The Three Ross
phone. Herzogs, in their aerial act, Sisters. Nice appearing youngsters
are breath-taMiig. Johnny Johnston punch out one
of the best aero interIs okay as M. C. for latter part of
ludes caught here in moons and tie
show and he and his partner, Gayle matters into a solid knot. Back
Smith & Dale, Dioia Costello, Jan
Maxine Clayton,
Roberts, put over a couple of songs bend and
return from a high Murray, Bob k
Mickey
In eood style.
pedestal and another version of the Sunny Dunham Orch (16),
Diamond Brothers* routine song same trick
Dorothy Claire; shorts.
Roy,
from a position on the
and dance and roughhouse act is a floor are bell
ringers for eight min
reminder of the more corny aspects utes,
The hecklers are stiU a problem in
all dynamite.
of vaudeville.
these parts, even more so than usual.
Jerre McMahon is a tapster a La
Grauman's nut of more than $12,now the bluejackets, from the
Paul Draper. Sets matters for Ann For
000 on 'Highlites' will require
{Coast Guard training depot at ManBarett,
in eccentric vocals of
constant stream of customers.
Beach, have joined the anvil
'Happy in Love' and 'Where Has fcy hattan
Mtller.
chorus. Jan Murray, the m.c, called
Lll Dog Gone*. Comic delivery garit, "From zoot suit to boot suit."
ners laughs and a beg off.
Show itself is good. It had to be
Introed here as Tim Herbert, HerN.
the hecklers, most of
override
to
man Timerg, Jr.) who wallops
for Sunny Dunout some fast and swift stepping whom turned out
ham's orch. They were not disapHal Mclntyre Orch (16) with which hold and clicks to a solid pointed.
Paced by Dunham, who
windup
of
Dexter,
the
doings.
Lyttle Sisters
Tony
Lad has alternates between the trombone and
(4),
Smiles & Smiles, Don Rice; Shorts. plenty on the ball and only Davis'
getting
concluding reprise of the old 'And trumpet, the hep cats are
The
solid session of hot music.
Then I Wrote' stuff could follow
orch has two vocalists, Mickey Roy.
This is not a good show. About this lad when caught here.
pert,
black-haired looker, and
the only thing in it that makes an
Biz very plentiful.
Burm.
Dorothy
Claire,
with a
a
big
blonde
Impression is the Hal Mclntyre
personality and delivery to match.
orchestra, and even that cembina
Roy handles the ballads, Claire the
tion has shown to better ajlvantage.
.

BALTO

HIPP,

A

My

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

.

WINDSOR,

Y.

Bea Wain was scheduled^
bill

for

this

and though she's advertised she

does not appear, due to illness.
Mclntyre's band, a comparative
that got its start alxjut
vear ago in N. Y., is not as good as
it once was, a conviction that's based

newcomer
mainly

on

weak

.

arrangements

rather than musical ability. When
caught it was playing in an unusually stiff manner, particularly
from a viewpoint of rhythm. This
could conceivably be a result of the
arrangements.
Mclntyre
himself
plays tenor sax, and does a right
smart job when he's called upon.

However, in his introes and an
nouncements he's still the frightened musician, though to be fair
he's improved a shade since last
year. Band is composed of Ave sax
(including leader), four trumpets,
three trombones, three rhythm.
Working with band are the Lyttle
Sisters,
a quartet that has been
with other outfits under various
names.
They're cute despite fact
they don't deliver melodies in any
exceptional
way.
Tony Dexter,
youngster recently added, will work
out as, a male singer once he gets
accustomed to the spotlight.
He
shows traces of fine phrasing and
good voice on 'Getting Tired.' and
TThere Are Such Things." with the
girl quartet.
Remainder of the layout is pretty
ordinary.
Initial act is Smiles It
Smiles, a Negro mixed duo of

CAPITOL, WASH.

mannerisms that smack of the borsht
Yet he's been around enough
belt.
to handle the hecklers without blowing his top. And it wasn't until he
stopped turning the other check and
were
they
that
bacl?
snapped
Even then they'd boil
squelched.
Fraiu
over from time to time.

STRAND,
Jimmy Dorsey

N. Y.

Orch,

(18)

Helen

O'Connelt, Bob Eberle, Billy Raues
Woshbum, Billy Prttchord'
Phil
Buddy Schutz; 'Yankee Doodle

Dandy' (WB), reviewed
June 3.

EARLE, PHILLY

Brought

in 'Vortety,'

here for the holidays,
following completion of a picture on
the Coast, Jimmy Dorsey is playing
Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
the Strand for the fourth time.
Tommy Tucker Orch toifh Amy Judging from the way he clicked
Arnell, Howard Wellman, Kerwin Christmas night when caught, he
Don Brown, Stuart and 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB)
Somerville,
Erwin, June Collyer, the Juvelys, make a boxoffice team that's exactly
Oxford Boys; 'Whistline in Dixie' what the doctor ordered, especially
for the year-end holidays, when kids
(M-C).
In

are free from school chores.
Another in the unbroken series of latter go for the Dorsey band
band presentations at the Earle this u big way.
capacity

week, with the pattern almost identical with those preceding.
Tommy Tucker has a little more
personality than some of the other
maestros and his band a little beton the showmanship angle.
ter
Featured are Amy Arnell, beateous
canary, who sells her wareis nicely,
giving out with "Praise the Lord'

Playing to

day Friday
standees at

stageshow

Male vocalLittle Me.'
Don Brown, baritone, who
with 'I Get the Neck of
the Chicken" and the Negro spiritKerual, "It Ain't Necessarily So."
win Somerville steps off the bandstand to do his now-familiar The
Man Who Comes Around' as well as
'Strip Polka." Howard Wellman nets
kudoes with his novel trumpet solo
of 'Jingle Jangle."
Erwin and wife, June
Stuart
Collyer, try hard to garner laughs
with some corny dialogue, but at
this catching their act fell flat With
a little better material, the act
and 'Poor

ists are
is pleasing

might

click.

The Oxford Boys are one

the

of
of the bill with their
takeoffs of radio stars and programs.
Also registering neatly are the
Juvelys with their balancing act
House was well-filled for SaturShal.
day supper show.

high spots

'The
in

audiences

a
all

SUand still had
midnight when the final
In spite of
was on.
(25), the

length of 'Dandy.' which runs t\Yo
hours and six minutes, Zeb Epstin,
managing director of house, is getting in five shows a day.
obtain
order to
turnover,
In
Dorsey is doing only 35 minutes each
show, which forces him to crowd
Only outside act
considerably.
booked is Billy Rayes, comedy juggler, who scores decisively with his
jugglery and chatter, his Gypsy
Rose Lee bit being especially funny,
Rayes works furiously, avoiding any
stalling in view of the fact time is

an important factor.
it's
hot and noisy jive the
If
Dorsey followers want they are
getting it notably on the blowoS
the band literally makes the
The 18 men in the out-

when

rafters ring.

with Dorsey on the clarinet, open
show with a very brassy number, but otherwise largely devote
tiifie
backgrounding for
their
to
Helen O'Connell and Bob Eberle,
vocalistic standbys of the orchestra.
Miss O'Connell, backed by loads of
personality, opens with 'He Says
Murder, He Says,' followed up by a
novelty number about a modern
Romeo and 'Mr. Five by Five." Phil
fit

the

Washburn

Pritchard,
Billy
and
trombonists, double in a minor but
manner vocally on "Five by

KEITH'S, INDPLS.

effective
Five."

fiidiatiapolis, Dec. 26.

Bobby Pinktis, Bob Alda, Sid
Gould, Mack Pearson, Bums & White,
Dolly Bell, Ray Janis, Ruth Foster,
Mildred Stanley, the Elgiru (4);
'Meet the Stewart' (Col).

Eberle Is on subsequently, singing
two numbers. The baritone has a
following and scores excep-

large

tionally well.
He has a brief vocal
bit later on, as does Miss O'Connell,
this
being topped by a novelty
double anent a man and wife,
fussing at each other. The session

Buddy
Small cast of fun makers puts on makes cute entertainment.
druman hour show that's fast moving. Schutz is Dorsey's featured
mer, with the band a long time.
It's augmented by standard jugglers,
Stageshow is neatly backgrounded.
the Four Elgins, plus Burns and
Chnr.
White, dancers. Comedians, led by
Bobby Pinkus, Bob Alda, Sid Gould
and Mack Pearson, dominate the
N. Y.
show, holding the stage most of the
hour in rapid-fire change of gag and
slapstick routines. However, ivs the
Gautier's Steeplechase, Bob Han-

ROXY,

patriotic finale, with a Bill of Rights
vocal, that gives the show its most
effective punch.

Highlights

of

rough-house

non, Lee Sherman & Beatrice Secki2),
Archie
ler,
Nicholas
Bros.
Carmen
Ross,
Robbrns & Stan
frolic Miranda, Roxyettes, Roxy Orchestra

include a Gay Nineties number, in Conducted by
Paul Ash;
which the boys spring some of the Swan' (20th), reviewed Oct.
jokes as well as the songs of the
period; a broad satire on male singing choruses, with a sissy version of
'Song of the Mounties'; a trick impersonation
turn
which Pinkus
in
works with a double: a rookie
routine built around army humor,
and a Hollywood number in which
they take some low but funny digs
at Uie studios.
Ellgins get a warm reception with
their juggling, starting with the hats
and winding up with Indian clubs.
Bums and White register favorably
with a couple of nifty and varied tap
routines and Ruth Foster gets a big
hand for her aero efforts.
Dolly
Bell sets herself solid with a sock
version of 'Hip. Hip Hooray. We're
Living in the U. S. A," another of
the show's standout patriotic numbers.

It's a lively show and biz was good
and both click solid.
when caught.
Corb.
Bob and Maxine Clayton come on
after
the opening and provided
Washinpton, Dec. 24.
three smart dance routines.
They
Patricia Bowman, Frank Gaby, De work with taps but travel a lot and
Vasconcellos, Rhythm Rockets, Sam do a number of modified aero and
Jack Kaufman's House Band, Art ballet tricks which they mix with
December 24.
Brown, Lynn Allison; 'Class Key' a smooth rhythmic delivery to proEnric Madrioucra's Orch, with
(Par).
vide a high calibre of team terping.
Eddie Gomez, Patricia Gilmore, DeDiosa Costello does her usual roumar and Denise, Carr Brothers, Tito
Sam Jack Kaufman has gathered tine of head waving and fringe shak- and His Accordion.
'Now Voyooer"
favorite
overtures
of
1942
and ing to Latin tempos. Strictly a lus- (WB).
dishes them up in a pop medley, cious looker. Mi.'s (^"'tell') wnwed
with Lynn Allison helping out on the audience by inviting a serviceThis Latin -American orchestra is
the vocals. Stage show is strictly in man up for a tango lesson.
When
long
on
rhythms
the
recipient
and
rich in melody.
wanted
to lindy Instead
the Kriss Kringle manner, with
Gene Ford holding over his 'White of tango she went along with the Specialties are good and well diverLeader steps out for some
Christmas' number employing the gag and topped every trick the sailor sifted.
Rhythm Rockets around their gigan offered. For a clincher «'.;e gave fancy violin soloing. Harry Anger
has dressed the stage in good taste
the boot a hug and a kiss.
tic snowman.
Smith and Dale close the show and whole program reeks with class
Patricia Bowman twirls through
two numbers 'Beat Me Daddy* and with their old reliable 'Dr. KronkDemar and Denise have some slick
Toy Maker's Dream.' Costumes for hife' skit. Team, however, seemed, and smooth dance numbers, offered
the latter number were lost in beyond the ken of this audience. with ease.
Patricia Gilmore con
transit, and a motley collection of When caught it wasn't until they tributes
White Christmas' and 'I'll
gay colors were used for chorus used some earthy galician phrases be Okay in a Blackout" to good rebackground for ballerina. Spectac that the laughs started. Lew Law- sponse. Regular band vocals hanular effect was lost, but they liked it rence and Alan Chester do two dled
smoothly by Eddie Gomez.
at .show caught.
straight bits while Dorothy Claire, Carr -Bros have good aero feats and
Frank Gaby works with a box of the Dunham crew, is the 'girl know how to sell them. They were
stooge and gives program plenty of who lived in the empty house." The one of the acts which
got this
laugh lifts.
Vasconcellos puts his straight men come back for a duet lethargic Xmas eve crowd off their
high school horse through a rhumba. on 'Rose Marie' and 'Donkey Ser- hands.
Tito and his accordion in
a waltz and some boogie woogie enade' after which Smith and Dale topical tunes, and aiding
the band
Socko novelty act.
ioin them for a corny rendition of numbers, scored impressively. Band
This Christmas eve audience was 'Strawberry Blonde."
will be held over extra day for
too tired to applaud a well assemToughest assienment of show falls special New Year's eve show, when
bled show in ti)e holiday mood.
to Murray.
He's a comparative it will double with Dave Apollon
Arke,
newcomer with a gab of gags and revue.
Arke.

jive stuff,

EARLE, WASH.

'Block
21.

Roxy has done

a magnificent job
show. It's not
only a lavishly produced presenta-

on

this holiday stage

tion,

but topnotch entertainment into

the bargain.
In order to properly prepare the
stage for this and subsequent shows

(name bands start here with Guy
Lombardo next month) the house
was closed until 8 p.m. Wednesday
123), after which one performance
was given. This was to allo'w time
to remodel the stage.
That considerable cash was spent is evident
A new proscenium, with wide doors
for entrance and exit draws in the
vastness of the stage to more intimate proportions. Other improvements have been made in the theatre itself.

Along with the physical improvements have come a decided brightof
settings
and costumes.
Arthur Knorr, who handled this

ening

chore, has substantially contributed
to the effect of the show as a whole.
His set designs and appreciation of
color harmonie.s in costuming are
outstanding and a treat to the eye.
That holds, too, for the way in which
the talent is used.
The construction of the show Itself is faultless.
Gautier's Steeplechase, consisting
of a quartet of well-trained ponies
and a quintet of fox terriers, opens.
Act is a bit long but it's entertaining, with numerous comic touches,
and it received unstinting reaction.
Bob Hannon, singer-mc, takes the
break between the next setting,

working In one and doing a handy
job on 'Craziest Dream." with interpolations.

action
His
tune
segues
the
(dream) into a tasteful Revolutionary period setting, using the Roxyand male partners in a minuet.
Into this comes Lee Sherman and
Beatrice Seckler, to comically burlesque, with jitterbug breaks, the
They're
minuet just completed.
good. Nicholas Bros, then jump into
the same layout, to lift things back
into high with
their clever tap
routines.
They do several bits that
ettes

bang the bulls-eye, including the
'Down Argentine Way" routine they
did in the picture.

Archie
former Roxy
Robbins,
house m.c. is next The initial few
(Continued on page 47)
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OPA's 'Or

Film Rentals Beef

'Intolerable

Again Has

Mpls. Indies Boiling

Minneapolis, Dec. 29.
Northwest Allied has appointed a
committee to find 'effective

special

about Immediate
means' of bringing
for

relief

On

Suit

Potential Pix Career

independ-

territory's

the

$110,000 Damage

present 'intolerent exhibitors from
demands. The move
able' film rental

made necessary, it was an'desperate
nounced, by the current
owners in conplight' of the theatre
sequence of the boxoffice collapse
was

Detroit, Dec. 29.
a street car and
train crash here on Oct. 28 ended
a promising Hollywood career that
would have earned their daughter
$1,000 weekly, the parents of 17-

Claiming

that

Chocianowicz

year-old Halina

flled

totaling
$110,000
suits
damage
and numerous against the Detroit Street Railways
due
and the Grand Trunk Railroad.
other adverse factors.
The girl, a dancer who had made
No inkling has been made public professional appearances here, was
to

gas rationing

the committee intends to
Some of the
operate or function.
more bellicose independents are de-

how

as to

manding that an appeal be made

Govarnment to interThey charge that while business generally is at the lowest ebb
are on
in years and many exhibitors
directly to the

cede.

brink of bankruptcy, the distributors are demanding 'exorbitant'
rentals for new-season product.
the

There is no organized buyers'
Northwest Allied heads asfew independent

strike.

sert, but. it's stated,

exhibitors deals have been made with
any of the companies. The exhibitors are clamoring for action, accord-

ing to Donald Guttman, Northwest
They
Allied Minneapolis governor.
want to 'blow the lid off regardless
Howof the consequences, he says.
at

ever,

an

Some Captiousne^ (Midwest) On
'Bad Timing' With Community Chest
Despite some opposition to the
United Nations drive among theatre
operators in Illinois, Michigan and
Massachusetts,
N.
campaign
U.
managers hope to line up majority
of the 16.000 houses in the U. S. in
the fund-raising campaign Jan. 14-20.
.
Several theatre heads in Boston,
Chicago and in various cities in
Michigan are reported opposed to
collections in theatres, claiming bad

WB

timing.

'43

Opposition

considered

is

Community Chest workers

due

to

various
municipalities who are averse to any
theatre
collections
because
they
figure coin should be raised primarily for the main local charity
with donations, if any, to be made
from the common fund. Only exceptions are the President's Infantile
Paralysis
Fund and Red Cross
scheduled in March.
Majority of major circuit execs in
the East are supporting the drive,
pointing out that the United Nations
cause is of paramount importance at
in

this time. Leonard Goldenson, Paramount circuit operator, pointed out
during a rally at the Ziegfeld theatre.
New York, last week that theatres
should consider themselves fortunate
to be in a position to help.
Giant press book, containing In-

numerable exploitation ideas for the
campaign, has meantime been issued.
Front cover, with the Statue of
Liberty, is designed to serve for
lobby poster displays.
E. L. Alperson, campaign chairman, currently lining up exhibitor
support on the Coast and in western
is
due back
around Jan. 7.

in

cities,

New York

The Perpetual Bride
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Erie Kenton draws th'e director job
on 'Always a Bride.' the next Andrews Sisters starrer at UniversaL
Currently Kenton is piloting the
trio In 'Solid Senders' on the same
lot.

HIS

ADDS TWO

CIRCUIT,

meeting

indignation

cooler heads prevailed and induced
the members to refer the matter to a
committee with authority to decide
on the course of action to be pursued.

GUTTMAN RESIGNS
N.W.

United Nations Drive All Set to Go;

Bridgeport, Dec. 29.
New ruling by the Office of
Price Administration gives theatres, other places of amusement
and public buildings one month
to convert to coal, or else. The
'or else' means they likely will
have to shutter if unable to
switch to coal by that time.
Several deluxe theatres, still
converting to coal, may have to
shut down temporarily because
of delay in switching to coal
heating. Loew's Poli and Majestic, which are switching to coal,
are having trouble obtaining
necessary parts and labor required to convert.
Warners'
downtown deluxer also may not
be able to convert in time because now burning oil.
other
house is okay.

CoL Ready for
one of 16 persons killed when the
city bus was struck by the train.
Both the DSR and the railway were
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
charged with criminal negligence,
Columbia is stepping into 1943
with the father, Leon Chocianowicz, with four features slated to start
seeking $100,000 damages and his in January and two more to face
wife $10,000.
the cameras in February.
Next month's starters are 'ApThe suit alleges that the girl, because of her outstanding ability, was pointment in Berlin,' 'Our Friend
'Redhead from Rio' and
slated to start her film career fol- Curly,'
lowing her 18th birthday. Attorneys 'What's Buzzin' Cousin?' February
for the parents said that they would launchings will be 'Doughboys in
not disclose until the case comes to Ireland' and 'Two Senoritas from
trial what contracts had been ar- Chicago.'
ranged with the Hollywood studio.

KOMM EXTENDING

19

Else'

IN

AUe SPLIT

Louis, Dec. 29.

St.

Sam Komm

is

expanding his indie

flicker house chain in St. Louis, St.
Louis County and Illinois com-

munities, having last week acquired
the Aubert, a unit in the St. Louis
Amus. Co.'s chain, and the American, a shuttered nabe in South St.
Possession of the Aubert, a
Louis.
1.440-seater, will become effective
when the present lease to Amusement Co. expires.
The American, a 550-seater, was
.

Minneapolis,

Dec.

29.
$20,000.
estimated
for
purchased
Allied, Komm has not indicated whether he
organiza- will reopen the American, but the
will continue to be lighted
Aubert
tion, over policy, has been brought
when he obtains concession. Komm
out into the open with the resignaalso is owner or interested in the
Longwood,
tion of Donald Guttman as Minne- Brentwood,
Ivanhoe,

A

split

within

independent

Northwest

exhibitors'

apolis governor.
to continue a

Guttman wanted Maryland. New Merry Widow, New

more conservative Shenandoah, Peerless and White
course in the efforts to obtain re- Way in St. Louis and St. Liouis
Will
lief for the territory's 'downtrodden' County, and the Miners and
Independents and was the target of Rogers in CoUinsville, 111.
a sizable group which
demands
drastic action, including, if neces
sary, an appeal to the federal government to intercede in theatreowners behalf, recourse to law
Continued from page 3
courts, and a national and state
The G String Murders' and was
legislative
program
designed
to
her contract.
from
frozen
bring 'relief,' according to those in
The details of the note of issue
the know.
from Miss Wheelock's atGuttman himself r e f us e d to revealed
torney, Maurice J. Speiser, who deelaborate on his brief statement
that the two causes of action
that 'a conflict of opinion exists clared
from the book,
'profits'
over policy' and that he is stepping involved
were to be equally divided
out "in the interest of harmony and which
'consideration' for services renand
the organization's welfare.'
dered. Both actions, the attorney declared, are predicated on Gypsy's
'breach of contract.'
The alleged agreement. Speiser
'Sahidos'

Gypsy Rose Lee

Set for

Long

said,

Ron
RKO

dates back

to

Aug.

21,

when the stripteuse-author and
at N. Y. Globe Wheclock were introduced to

setting up a special longrun deal for 'Saludos Amigos,' latest
is

Walt Disney
feature
Latinon
America, at the Globe, N. Y.
Film
13 set to open in January.
Disney opus, which runs less than
an hour, likely will follow 'Jacare.'

1940,

Miss
each

other by George Davis, also of Harper's Bazaar, while Gypsy was appearing in the 'Streets' of Paris' revue at the N. V. World's Fair for

Mike Todd.
According to Speiser, the joint
venture was settled in Miss Horundervick's apartment with the
that all Income from the
book were to be equally divided,
with Miss Wheelock receiving her
share for conceiving, constructing

standing

Sutker Col's Caster
Hollywood, Dec. 29<
Columbia signed Victor Sutker as
n% new casting director
to succeed
the late Paul
Sparks.
Sutker rePOrU for work next week after
windmg up his current chores for
"01 Lesser.

and exploiting the book. They colNovember, 1940,
until
laborated
when Miss Lee allegedly decided she
wanted to continue alone. The book
was published on Oct, 3, 1941 and
proved to be a success.
Speiser was to have filed his
He
(28).
complaint on Monday

Formerly in the agency business, seeks $5,000 for services rendered
and an accounting of the profits,
autKer has worked for
several years
equally divided
"s'ins director for Edward
omall, Alexander
Korda and other
O'g

mdependent producers.

Hopper's N. Y. Visit
Hopper was in New York
ve^.l'^^'*'

I

*y
>
huddles with
th.
PrnH?'i?""'"°" ''""'^h 0* the War
''reduction
Board.
latln.^V*****"'

^''o''

"P

«>atters re-

which were

be

existed

between
except

To end the
FROM

the

such

two

manu-

similarities

as

might have stemmed from notes
Gypsy turned over to Miss Wheelock.

the simplest rudiments of military

war— sooner I

drill to

the most complex procedures in handling big
guns . from the best methods of destroying their
.

according to the charges.
Miss Lee admitted, when examined before trial, that she had turned
over notes and other material on 'GString Murders' to Miss Wheelock
after they had met in August, 1940,
and that latter had written a 'samShe denied, however,
ple book.'
that the 'sample book' was the one
published or that any resemblance
scripts

ako materials needed
" studio production.

^"g?'*

to

Uiililng a training flm at iht Army Hu4^
graphic C*nter, oprrattd iy ihe Signal Cotfa,

U. 8. 8>n*) Cor9f Phot*

. .

to the best

our armed forces in the making of many of thes*

Wc

.

enemies
selves

to

special films.

melhods of protecting themits

.

American boys

in the

armed

learning faster and belter through the

at

Western Electric

voice in 1926

.

.

.

.

.

.

who

gave the screen

are glad that our continuing

forces are

medium of

contributions to the art of talking pictures are
ing

now

to speed the

help

day of Victory!

talking pictures.

The whole-hearted cooperation of producers with
the government agencies responsible for the preparation of training films has

been of tremendous aid

Electrical Research Products

Dipi^oa

or

Westent Electric Company
IfS

IROADWAT, NIW YORK.
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AS THE GREATEST POPULAR-PRICE
GROSSER EVER TO PLAY THE CAPITOL

NEW YORK. The

THEATRE,

first four

days

have shattered every house record
for pictures jilaying at regular prices!

as the

1n holiday
"One

critics'

choice

hits!

of the finest pictures ever made!"
New York Daily News

—

"Makes everything

that either the stage
or screen has done in a long time pale in

comparison

!"

"Will stand
the war!"

—
— great

Herald-Tribune

"Will rank high
all time!"

among

among

the
films of
Journal-American

the great pictures of

—
—

Mirror

"Would be
year

.

"One

.

a top-listed picture in any
especially in this!"
Pojf
•4

of the great screen,

—achievements
World-Telegram

our time!"

"One

of the

filmed

!"

most unusual

of

tales ever

—Son

in

the National Board of Re-

view's Ten Best Pictures of the Year

m*_m

.

.

.

VICTORY^ umiib

N^Ns

v^Wi^TAkuAHY

i4tk

tt^^tfpmr^otii,

iP4B^

S

'VABienr'S' mndon oftice
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Argentine Adaptation of U. S. Plays

Pro-Democracy Actors

21

Argentine s Deference to Axis Seen

Get Argentine Pafans

May Be Affected by Buenos Aires Row
Buenos Aires, Dec.
dragout

Knockdown,
tween

22.

be-

battle

Argentores

Rex Storey Retarns

(Argentine

To Panama From Mex;

Sociedad de
authors' society) and
impresarios
(theatre
Empresarios

Cleared in Slavery Quiz

Buenos

Status Quo Via Govt, s State of Siege

Aires. Dec. 22.

Pro-Axis legit personalities were
given the brushoff by Buenos Aires
municipaliUy in award of official

Vs.

theatre prizes last week. Those ac-.

Freedom of Show Biz Expression

tive in pro-democratic activities got

win, place and show.

Buenos

U. S. Talent Combines

Municipality awarded prizes for
the best actor to Pepe Arias, local

result in vast inand owners) may
film comedian who appeared in his
plays
first stage production, 'Ovidio,' transPanama City, Dec. 29.
crease in production of U. S.
virtually
Rex Storey, veteran showman, is lated from 'Bourrachon,' (French
here during 1943—or in a
back in Panama City as representa- comedy by Laurent Doillet) by Edcomplete shutout of all Imported
tive of John Stoffell, of Kelly's mundo Bianchi. Show set a record
production.
Ritz, following his release by Mexico for consecutive performances at the
passage
of
the
result
Teatro Odeon. Deuce spot for best
City authorities.
Fight is the
Storey was held for questioning In acting went to comedian Enrique
board of directors
of a decree by the
Serrano for his stage performance
governing translation Mexico in connection with alleged
of Argentores
white slave trade practices, but was in 'No Saigas Esta Noche,' an origbehind local
of works for production
exonerated for lack of evidence. In- inal by Sixto Pondal Rios and Nicoin
clouded
still
Conflict is
footlight.
vestigation revealed that Storey ac- las Olivieri. Writing team is known
that tually was in Mexico City recruiting in the States Vis outhors of 'Los
is
gab. but best information
The Ritz Martes Orquideas,' which has been
group has been turned talent for Kelly's Ritz.
authors'
Columbia as "You Were
has long been one of Panama's re-done by
Never Lovelier' with Rita Hayworth
down by the impresarios, which reputable night spots.
parand Fred Astaire. Iris Marga re
would mean a break for foreign,
for the best drabouquet
ceived
the
ticularly U. S., works.
matic actress for her performance in
conUntil now Argentores has
'El Hancon.' and Gloria Guzman was
situash and,
trolled the local rights
for
best comic in
honors
awarded
operating in much the same manner
'No Saigas.'
ASCAP formerly ran in the
as
Special mentions went to Jose
served as the collection
States,
D'Angelus and Mauricio Jouvet 'for
Under its
agency for all authors.
their performances in 'Islas Odcadas'
new ulitmatum to the Impresarios
and 'Yo Tengo 17 Anos,' latter a
no one would be allowed to transtranslation.
produc)atc foreign plays for local
original
Had been considerable talk that a
tion unless he were the
prize would go to Louis Jouvet, proauthor of no less than 10 play-acts
Vichy French actor, whose season
produced in 'A' theatres.
the municipality originally sought to
Rules also limit translators to two
grant of lOfiW
three-act plays per season. Effect of
While the Australian government aid with a special
handout had to be
the rule would be to throw out en- offered to remit approximately $3,- pesos. Official
pro-demotirely translators who have been 275,000
pi'eviously
frozen yanked when beefs from
all
of
newspapers
most active in the past two year.'?, U. S. distributor coin last week, the cratic theatre people and
strong.
particularly Jose Alberto Arrieta, arrangement was deemed so highly became too
who translated "Sixteen,' Tobacco unsatisfactory by major distributors
Road' and 'Letters to Lucerne,' and that the whole subject was turned
Manuel Barbara, who did a success- over to the U. S. State Department
ful local version of 'You Can't Take with the comment that it was unfair.
Failure of Australia to remit
It With You."

In

Decision

London for Clicko
Servicemen's

Show

London, Dec.

Yanks stationed

in

29.

London 'were

given a rare treat Sunday night (27)
when an all-American package of
representing
talent
USO Camp
Shows, Inc., and American Overseas Artists put on a show at the
Palladium to thunderous applause.
Martha Raye, who with Kay
Francis, Mitzi Mayfair and Carole
Landis have been goaling the boys
in their tour on behalf of 'Yank and
British servicemen in England, was
outstanding.
Others who scored
heavily were Miss Mayfair, Freddie
Morgan, Vic Oliver, Ben Ljron and

Film Cos. Place

Teddy Brown.

Aussie Coin Beef

Harley s Eyes

'ARSENIC

all of impounded U. S. rental revfrozen by the Aussies for the
of enue,
was disappointing,
producers, last three years,
theatrical
the leading
particularly after nearby New Zealclaim the measure is not merely dicas well as India and Great Britand
tatorial, but an open slap at Broadain had completely unfrozen AmerPoint out that few of the
way.
ican distributor coin. Figured that
members of Argentores know Eng upwards
(possibly
of
$7,700,000
lish,
but that a majority speak
$10,000,000) of U. S. distrib money
Italian and French and would there
will be tied up in Australia by the
fore be inclined to translate works
end of next February when the
and Vichy current coin pact expires.
from Fascist Italian
French sources.' Arrieta and Bar
The offer to remit a portion of
bara, among others, have never pro
the U. S. distributor coin was made
duced original works of their own on the date Australia remitted the
and resultingly would be barred en remaining 25'.'o due under the curtirely from local field unless they
1942-43 arrangement, around
rent
acted as collaborators with ^some $575,000.
regular member of Argentores, thus
While the offer to remit part of
being forced to turn over a share,
regarded in N. Y.
three-year total
Refusal by the imi>resarios to heed as recognizing the necessity of unthe decree leaves two courses open: freezing, many
managers
foreign
(a) Argentores can withdraw all pro- were
outspoken about the setup
ductions it controls from local thea- which would leave the U. S. film
tres, thii.<i forcing the impresarios to companies entirely in the dark as to
turn entirely to foreign plays'^ for when the full amount would be renext season's production; (b) a com- mitted.
also is viewed as a
It
promise may be worked out, par stumbling block in future negotiaticularly in view of the fact that tions on frozen funds, attitude of
members of coiiRre."!s have expressed most American foreign managers
interest in the situation.
being that there would be small
Many here are hopeful that chance for the free flow of rental
authors group will stick "to its guns, revenue as long as the Australians
thus opening up the field to foreign insisted on holding up- currently

Broadway
among them some

ILO.UppedFox

SOCK

production.

Those hopeful of this
insist the public wants
imports and has been denied
them by slringeot- locaj. regulations
the

.

foreign production
Argentores. on the other hand,
claims its merely protecting the

protect

1

jiving with their shirt tails hanging
out. That's a distinct Hawaiian contribution. -No matter what the oc-

casion—even church— the men
always considered it taboo to
em in. But to watch 3.000 of
tails swaying to Giggy
Royce's
's

a sight to behold.

The

have
tuok
these

band

real boot

came when a mainland defense
worker here but a few months, after
looking about him very sheepishly,
suddenly

pniicd his
a look of sheer
joy

countenance.

Like

When one comes
sultry

shirt

Uil

out.

enveloping hi.s
expression

an

in contact

on a

hot,

day with air-conditioning for

'he first time.

^^*ching

the jiving, spectators
compelled to leave
hour from sheer exhaustion
dancers
yell for more music
»ni .
and
faster tempo.
'"10 themselves

Broadway

comedy,

which
Wednes-

opened at the Strand last
day (23).
First performance was marked by
appearance of 13 stars from other
London shows as the corpses, all
coming up from the cellar at final
It was a sock
curtain for bows.
novelty that registered solidly with
that
castomers.
Not
teeoff
the
added hypo,
the
Arsenic' needed
for it got away on its own to one
any
legit
in
starts
of
of the biggest
years and looks set for a long run.
Not only was opening audience exthe
demonstrative,
but
ceptionally
press, too, came through with fullsome praise.
productions
inOther holiday

j

which

rights

freedom of speech and assembly
regarded

in

the entertainment

of
is

biz

as indicative that step-lightly attitude anent the Axis will remain
in force, particularly as regards the

screen and stage.
State of siege was originally proclaimed last December.
As announced at that time by then-Acting
President Ramon S. Castillo, intent
was to prevent anything that might
affect

government's policy of 'pruInitial effect was
mass meeting honoring

dent neutrality.'
calling off a

President Roosevelt, and in the year
since, state of siege has operated
both for and against the democracies, extent depending on one's point
of view.
Pro-democrats claim measure has
operated principally to tone down
any open cracks at the Axis. Censorship of films, particularly those
Hollywood efforts smacking at Hit-

and Hirohito, has been intensiand radio has been kept closely

in check, with state of siege serving
as the reason for double o.o. on news
bulletins,
dramatic programs and

have

been

men-

'Sarong' Neat

Tiper'

$5M

OK $5^00

h

Offish Boenos An^es

ranks.

London

the local thcatrt.

Hawaii Jive-Crazy
S= conimued from page ss;

thon

names

tioned as possibilities at 20th-Fox,
with the original report being that
the company might attempt to get
a foreign sales chief from outside the
company. Now, the Indications are
that one will be chosen from the

Shows

from

'inferior translar
tions' by persons not recognized n?
playwrifihts in themselves; insists
that it has the right to set up rule'
to

Many

29.

hit. It's

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' the mara-

Rug

limiting

local theatres

London, Dec.

new smash

constitutional

Laudy Lawrence, resigned, may
Buenos Aires, Dec. 22.
return to Metro company
with
Increasingly warm weather and
which he served as European man- lack qtstrong fare hit local first-run
ager until Hitler walked into Paris, boxofffceS' this week, with only two
While Major Arthur M. Loew is houses running over the 20,000-peso
away on leave of absence, the for- (about $5,800) mark. Abbott and
eign department is being directed Costello's 'Pardon My Sarong' (U)
by a board. Understood that he did 23,000 ($5,000) at the Opera for
might fit in nicely in such setup the best of the week, and 'Pied
since he is well liked and regarded Piper' (20th) did 21,000 ($5,300) at
in the company's foreign organiza- the Ocean.
tion.
Other estimates, all given in ArIn the meantime, Lawrence is re- gentine pesos, currently at about 27c
ported vacationing while he awaits U. S., follow:
Ambassador (Lautaret Si Cavallo)
developments. Of course, settlement
of his two-year contract with 20th- (1.400; 2.50: 2.00). 'Guerra Gaucha'
cluded 'Mother Goose', Coli.seum; Fox must come before he takes (AAA, Arg. made).. Looks like the
impotinded rentals.
'Jack and Jill.' His Majesty's: 'Cin- any steps towards alignment with local 'Tobacco Road', and a neat
in
'Babes
the any other company.
StoU's;
derella,'
14,000 on the fourth week for this
Woods.' Victoria Palace, and 'Peter
top-pace national. Last week, 16,000
Each was well
Pan.' Winter Garrlen
on third week,
Clock,
Cue Blind Cast
received, playing to capacity.
Ideal (Lococo) (970: 2.SO:£.00). 'Gold
Current
London
All West End pix houses did a
Rush' (UA). Double opening here
In Toronto Performance; tcrrfic holiday business.
and at Suipacha. This house drew
estimated 10,000. o.k. but nothing to
London, Dec. 29.
Year
Rehearsed for a
write home about. Last week. 'To
'Aren't Men Beasts,' Garrick.
Be Or Not To Be' (UA). o.k. 5.200
Tauber-'Old Chelsea'
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Strand.
for final six days of the fourth
Toronto. Dec. 29.
Into Wales,
'Belle of N. T.' Coliseum.
stanza.
Unique event look place hcic reRex (Cordero. Cavallo & LauLondon, Dec. 3.
'Best Bib St Tucker,' Palladium.
cently when the Pearson Players,
taret)
(3.305:
2.50:
2.00).
'Mrs.
Bernard Delfont's 'Old Chelsea."
'Blltlie
Spirit.'
Duchess.
with a cast of 10 blind men and .-tarring Richard Tauber, which is
Miniver.
(M-G).
Neat 17,000 on
'Claudia,' St. Martin's.
sixth week .still holding up.
Last
women, all employees of Ihe Can- now touring the sticks, goes into the
'Dancing Tears,' Adelphia.
week, 23,000.
the Prince of Wales theatre early in
for
Institute
adian National
Ocean (Coll, Gatti & Cia.) (2.800:
'Doct.r's Dilemma,' Haymarket.
January, replacing George Black's
Blind, appeared in J. M. Barrie's
2.00: 1.50). "Pied Piper" (20th), O.K.
Load of This." recently
a
'Gel
Barry
Lady,'
'Du
Was
a
Majesty's.
'Quality Street' at E.tton Auditorium. transferred from the London Hip21.000, but no great appeal locally.
'Flare Path,' Apollo.
Last week. 'Postman Didn't Ring*
Proceeds went to the British Mine- podrome.
"Fine and Dandy,' Savllle.
(20th). not bad
13,000. all
things
Jack Hyllon ha.^ made arrangesweepers' Auxiliary Ovcrscns Parcel.s
'Full Swine:,' Palace.
considered.
League. Toronto branch. Onl.v one ments for His Majesty's theatre
Opera (Lococo) (2,400: 2.50: 2,00).
Gel Load of This,' Wales.
member of cast has partial nO'i) Christmas revival of 'Jack and Jill'
'Pardon My Sarong" (U). Best of
•Holy Isle," Arts Theatre Club.
pantomime, starring Arthur A-skey.
vision.
the week with 23.000.
Should do
"House of Jeffreys,' Playhouse.
Joseph O'Sulivan, director and Floieiice Desmond and Eddie Cray.
well in nabe.s.
Last week. 'Palm
producer of play, worked with the Thi.s is same show that played to
'Let's Face It,' Hippodrome.
Beach Story" (Par), excellent 17.000
year at Palace
cast for a full year teaching it the hefly grasses last
"Little Foxes,' Piccadilly.
on repeat .sesh.
Will be followed by refour-art play word by word. Un.seen theatre.
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy
Monumental (Coll. Gatti 8t Cia.)
which
by audience and heard only by vival of 'The Merry Widow.'
'Men In Shadow,' Vaudeville.
(1.300:
2.00:
1.50),
'Submarine
sticks
around
the
louring
pin.vors. 3 clock licked at the exact .s;nrls
'Murder Without Crime,' Comedy Raider' (Col). Not bad 10.000. Last
A strip of vl:1 elide.
centre of bnckslage.
'Old Town Hull.' Wintet Garden.
week, split week between "SubHyllon's attractions for the Winter
rug lay jusi inside the footlights.
"Petrined Forest," Globe.
marine Raider' and 'Un
Nuevo
revival of "Peter
By sound of clock and feel of rug. Gii:den theatre are
•Quiel Week-Ehd,' Wyndham's.
Amanccer" (Sono Film. Arg. made),
Pan' on Xmas. to be followed by
pliiyer.^ kne'v where they wcie and
"Rebecca,' Ambas.sadors.
Carl
RojJ
of
about 12,000.
how far they could walk without !i\c-wtcJ' .-ea.soncomes revival of
'Wild Rose,' Prince.
Normandle (Lococo) (1.400: 2.00;
Then
operas.
fallin'i off sliigo and colliding with
'Wallz Without End,' Cambridge.
wfth
Webster
1.50). This Was Paris' (WB). Nj.h.
King.'
'Vagabond
b.iCk wall. M:ikeup wa.': applied by
'Watch on the Rhine,' Aldwych.
4,000.
Last week, 'Ponchos Azules'
Booth firiQ Ann Zicgler in the IcadsiKlili'd people and sighted dressers
'Venus Comes to Town,* Whitehall (Arg. made), o.k. 14,000.
ling roles.
helped cast into co.stumcs.
i.';

development

DEBDT
a

govern-

state of siege

retransmissions.
Newspapers and mags also barred
from too outright comment on
foreign affairs and especially from
any digs or beefs about the Casa
Rosada's (Buenos Aires Pink House,
While at first hinted that F. L. counterpart of Washington's White
Harley, 20th-Fox managing director House) fence-sitting position.
Had been hoped in many quarters
in Great Britain, might be named
new foreign manager, developments that sUte of si^ge might be lifted,
this week point to another choice. thus removing present restrictions
Friends of Harley claim he is com- and allowing a freer expressfon of
ing over to the U. S. for conferences public opinion. Held that if conon the distribution situation
In stitutional rights were restored, the
Britain and to consult an eye spe- public reaction against the Axis
cialist.
He was painfully wounded would become so strong, particularly
in a London blitz.
Consequently, if goaded by screen, radio and press,
they are convinced that he would that an Axis break would * be imbe averse to accepting a more re- perative.
sponsible position.

LONDON

London has

Aires, Dec. 29.

Argentine

of

renew

Foreign Post

Slap at

IN

to

suspends

ler
fied

With Washington

Opponents,

ment

j
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ON A

SILVER PLATTER!

RONALD COLMAN, GREER GARSON

in

"RANDOM

{Biggest \u)lida'j week-end in loyear history of Radio City

Robert

TAYLOR, Charles LAUGHTON, Brian DONLEVY

in

HARVEST''

Music Hall!)

"STAND BY FOR ACTION"

{Biggest attendance in history of Valentine Theatre, Toledo, Ohio!)

Joan CRAWFORD, John WAYNE, Philip DORN in "REUNION IN FRANCE*
"ANDY HARDY'S DOUBLE LIFE" with LEWIS STONE, MICKEY ROONEYand the Folks
SPENCER TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN in "KEEPER OF THE FLAME"
"TENNESSEE JOHNSON" with Van HEFLIN, Lionel BARRYMORE, Ruth HUSSEY
RED SKELTON, LUCILLE BALL, GENE KELLY in "DU BARRY WAS A LADY"
LANA TURNER, ROBERT YOUNG in "CARELESS"
JUDY GARLAND, VAN HEFLIN in "PRESENTING LILY MARS"
"CABIN IN THE SKY" with Ethel WATERS, ^ROCHESTER' and All Star Cast
RED SKELTON in "WHISTLING IN DIXIE"
"JOURNEY FOR MARGARET" with Robert YOUNG, Laraine DAY, 'Margaret' O'BRIEN
ANN SOTHERN, MELVYN DOUGLAS in "THREE HEARTS FOR JULIA"
William Saroyan's "THE HUMAN COMEDY" starring MICKEY ROONEY

M-G-M, THE
Not

for just

GOOD PROVIDER mm

a day, not for

just

a season — but

ALWAYS HPIIIil
!

-

December 30, 1942

Wotlucsday,

PICTURES
writer, used the same
for a play produced in

background
Europe and
in Manhattan some years ago and
also done as a BritisI film with Conrad Veldt, but present repugnant

Film Reviews
Conl^ued from page

LADY BODYGUARD

Rathbone uses in tracking down the
infamous Moriarity.
Except for the identities of the

leading characters, Sir Arthur Conan
insurance company that Doyle would never recogmze liis

Shirley

Anne

an advertising reo

Is

with an
hands out $1,000

Insurance poli-

lite

She

publicity.

riM for

and

trails

handiwork, yet the treatment given
his story. "The Dancing Men,' by the

three collaborators provides up-tothe-second screen sleuthing.
Story concerns attempt of the British air ministry to obtnin from a

SLllly-4abs test pUot Eddie Albert
policy
Sr one. but mistake makesshe
has
read worth a million. Then
him to cancel
to baclctrnck to get
beneficithe policy, but his listed
Finally enaries have other ideas.
air
on
elopethe
in
tire eioup net up
ment plane, with Albert going to
ineffectual attempts to
<!leeu amid
eeneintc some thrills. Back on thp
iround, the couple get tied for the
*
Walt.
finish.
•

Henry Aldrich Gets
Glamour
"f \V;illPr MncKwcn
.Miiimv l.j-.loi). ChnrlcB
lilnkonoy. I^liiim
iM.ITiii-.l.
V'aUKluin (lliiHer.
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John- LIlPl
Ollvo ninkciiey

li

DInnn

Mlilii'l

Vli-Rliila

N.

In

MINIS.

Swiss scientist a secret bomb sight
which the Gestapo is after. Action
starts with the opening shots when
Rathbone. di.sguised as an itinerant
book peddler, oul.';marls the Gestapo
in Zurich iind set.-: Willinm Post, Jr..
the inventor, to England.
Thenceforth the struggle between
the arch criminal. Moriarity. and
Holmes hns plenty dime novel action,
with secret code.-;, torture scenes and
everylhin? el.so but murder in the
woodshed. Moriarity in pay of the
Nazif. cii.Dlino.s the inventor and is
torturinK his secret from him when

Holmes

lijiM
l..i"ry

manages

to

cet into tho criminal's headquarters.

being
death when the day
is

slowly bled to
is saved by the .iiTival of Dr. Watson and Scotland Yard rescuers.

Smart direction by Roy William
keeps action ani dialog at a
t pace from start to finish.

Neill
fi

Lynn

Fnincps

OlfTonl

Oall

nuMWil

V:iii(ihnn

Bmilli-v

disgui.se)

(ill

There the detective himself
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THUNDER ROCK

Olarer

and nway the best turned out
Film has story value,
action and pop interest calculated to
far

in the series.

hold attention instead of the usual
over-drawn situations and whining,
or moping. Aldrich youngster who Is
always in hot water. It should prove
• stout backer-upper in dual setups.
While 'Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour* has it<: full share of Jmplausible
situations and the customary cufling.
around of the much-abused prep

school lad, the injection of puppy
love Interest and the 'affair' with a
Hollywood star lifts it far above the
run-o'-mill yarns in this series. Story
carries Henry to Hollywood (surprisingly enough it is Paramount's studio) as winner of 'a date with Hilary,'

As

propaganda

repellent

it's
one of the strongest smellers
ever turned out in Berlin.
Claiming to be based entirely on

—

fact
introduction.
invcrlini;
the
usual prologue, insists evcryihing is
100 per cent authentic seeks to lay
at the feet of the Jews practically
all
the greed, avarice, treachery,
cruelty
and knavery conceivable.
Purpose is also to seek to convince
spectators of the fact that traits depicted are. and always have liccn.
those of the Jewish race. Manner in
which this has been done indicates
its inspiration must have come directly from Julius Streicher. Hitler's leading Jew-baiter. Behind direction can be seen the frolhing-atthe-mouth violence of the Nazis, not
simply to make a point, but to try to
blast it home with a pile driver.
Some scenes are so revolting that
it's hard to see how they were even
who. at
pas-i^cd by local censors,
least as far as Hollywood films arc

—

concerned, impose a stricter miral
control than even the H;iys Office.

have to
reviewed the film here. -(Vith
important dailies like Prensa and
Nacion. which formerly reviewed all

Only Nazi newspapers

films, abstaining for the first time,
apparently out of realization of the

(BltlTISH-MADE)
is

countries.

date

I.nitdnn.

Henry Aldrich picture

This latest

Nazi version has only slightest resemblance to the other. 'Demonio,'
according to reports reaching here,
was specifically designed not only
for German audiences but to produce, by appeal to lowest passions,
hate against Jews in all occupied

o
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Mill Paluirr
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Cbninnan

of IMi^

iur<i

\".ilk

Uli^i inr

tarian-minded

Distribu-

audiences.

tion in the interior is likely to be
limited, but indications are that the
Nazis hope to push this one as far
R"!/.

as they are able.

himl.

Bn ny Wqyw
OeorK** CAmey
A. R. Mfittttewfi
Olive Skmne

Mr. KIrliy

effect

('<»Mt''i

Icnn Slu'imanl
Mriex M-illn^n

Robert

Harry

Woman

i

Sybllhi

.M:irlo

BrUn;:*

Mrp.

Uamn

Jaitieii

V.\yX7.

t>r.

iv*-.

>NrhAH

Clmrlei<uin

KIrhy

Ellen

Streetf^r

Audience at itve
show caught was mainly German
speaking, and Teatro San Martin,
where the picture was released, is
on the official U. S. and British
blacklists and gets mainly totalipicture's

Thunder Rock' Ls a remarkable
piece of technical work. But commercially it Is of negative value. It
may interest the average picturegoer to some extent, but it won't
amu.se or even entertain the popuStrolf when he returns to his homelar-priced patrons. They will chafe
town.
under the 'lecture.'
Plot then attempts to show Henry
As an artistic and technical proat the lad all the school tenunes in duction, it is one of the finest achievetoum want to date. He becomes In- ments turned out in England. Its
volved in a 'scandal' with the school treatment of the subject is realistic,
(uperlntendent's niece, which, al- but John Q. Public is loath to pay a
though merely as scandal in Ste eyes shilling for the privilege of being
of the community, nearly wrecks hia sermonized for the greater part of
dad's chances for election as public
two hours. In any event, the openwelfare commissioner.
Arrival of ing scenes have no bearing on the
the Hollywood beau^, Hilair, at a
tale or play any part in its developnearby town for a USO beneAt, back- ment. There could be an excision
fires In Henry's face when the acftiea
here of 15 minutes footage to get
•tar accepts his invitation to a counto the point that much quicker.
try club dance. Seems she wanted
A more felicitous job of ca.sting
to force her producer into accepting
her as a screen 'Juliet' It all works In England would have been diftiout satisfactorily for Henry's dad, cult. Acting credits are headed by
enacted the
after several
torrid
love scenes, Michael Redgrave, who
same role in the stage version here.
; thotigh the t^g ends of the story beglamorous screen sarong beauty. He's
accidentally phofograpned with the
film glamour girl in a fetching position, and immediately hailed aa a

The Yanks Are Coming
(SONGS)
p'Iti'-o
oI
ProducerB Relcnslnp Cofp.
I^lor- Cutler pi-odiictlon. l-'i-.-iturt'}. Ilonry
KlDB nnd on-h. Ulreilod by Mi Xls Tliiiiii-

Slei-n.

by

Screenpliiy

Tnxl)'.

and Sherman

from
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Laiw I'ollnck unci

Ardtiir

('I:iirc
SI.
iiriKinnl Ity Titny

l-'tUviii-d

added dlnlOK. Bdllh W.-ilklns:
I^ricnrd; editor. I-'red

I-:.

i-.-iniorn.

IJnln;

cel

Shadows on the Sage
(SONGS)
nc-publlc relciiHi^ of l.ouiH tii'iiy [iruducsuirB lli.b Sioelc. 'rum 'i'ylor, Jlinmlo
:i
rv-.'miioH
Meh<iulli-ei-K'
Ch<-ryl
Wiilker. Ilnrry Uiilntim.
Direi-u-tl by I>ob
OrU-bi'rk.
OrlKlniil !.rrct>ni>luy by J. Ronlull Cheiioy. biil^i'd on l ll;irjit-U-i
(-l-lllli-il by
Wllliiiin Coll
.MncUoniilil: niniovti,
l-Micnr
l,,M>iii.: rilliir.
Wllhini -l'l;.iinii-itii.
At .Now
York. N. v.. ilii.il. In-.-. ''W. -4-.'
KunnInK
lime. .Vi .MIX.s.
U.iilil,

Lulbiby
Oni-lfl

Rita Kdwiirds

Bammy Winkle
Butc^
Bob Roynolds

,

Park)'

PcmVicki
Flora
rorporal Jcnks
Captain Brown
f^iTeant Ciilbih:iii

Lew

,

(*hnrlcj»

Henry's dad: Olive Blakeney,
Johnny Arthur, cast as the fluttering
magazine editor who promoted the
trip to
Hollywood, and Vaughan

Malto

Kuten

Kloiifei.

.TiieK"^!'

,\lben ritirall) and Theoilor I.008.
Munli- by WiilfV-lt HnrUn.
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Sherlock Holmes and the
Secret Weapon
Unlvenwl

rrleosc

of

|rMucilon.
.stnm Riiitll
"">»; fraturea Lionel

llownrd

Beno<ll<-l
ilntlilinne.
Nliiol

Konren
Alwlll.
ij"*- ^Wllllym Pout. Jr.. DennlB Hoey
by Roy William Nelll.
Scrwin.
Pi»y, Edward T. I^w, w.
Scoll Dnrtloc
Jja Edmuml I.. IlHrtmnnn. ndnpted by
Wirlln«:
camera,
mnnlc,
!.«
While;
P«vln. Previewed In N. T., Dec.
Vr
»• J?"
RuonlnjT time, «• UtS».
BMrlock Holmea
Bartl lUUilwne

oirNt^

}>•
SgrL?r
cjujolte BbertI
"^"^^

Mooel Alwllt
Kaaicn V«mo

-

Ci.Jl?""
5^'™!*-

WlUlam

Poet. Jr.
Dennlii Hoey

-.

2' "tJ'naW

Holmea Herbert
Mary QonloD

"''Iwn

hi^'^H'"?

Staccato
tato

tempo has

Universal's latest
nftvJi '^*f*««l
"
series, giving 'Sherlock Holmes
^S?'^* Weapon- plenty Ol b.o.
^"sll Rathbone and Nigel
SSJ^i'' ,
wuce,
long typed as Holmes and
""we on the qui vlve
lrr'*M^°"'

E°"f Holmes vims.

Picture

wiU

Jron^^dW^ra^^-SESSs^

(Ill German')
Opening stenchbomb in what appears to be a full-fledged anti-Semitic propaganda drive in tJitin America "El Demonio Del Oro' ('Bedeviled
Gold') a Klangfilm production distributed by Ufa. is as venom-spreadever
ing, hate-producing a job as
turned out by Goebbels and his Wilhelmstrasse propagandists.
the
It's a frightening example of
kind of nauseating poison being
spread in the swastika occupied
Europe today, and
of
countries
very release herj. although
its
profited by various organizations

and

dailies,

is

depths to which

indicative of the
Berlin is willing to

m

the
go. Film reportedly has been
country for more than a year, neld
up because of Axis concentration on
other propaganda points. Why it is
suddenly released now is difficult to
say, but launching of anti-Semitic
attacks in other fields apparently indicates this is part of a new mental
blitz drive.

Film

is

,
based on historical evenU
.

early
In the Duchy of Wurltemberg
Lion
in the eighteenth century.

Feuchtwonger,

German- refugee

Holnuin

Ilniry

\^-|iMhburn
Miirnelt
.Merror

Itiviiiil

t-;irjfon

sieve Ja(-kt<on

(JrlfT

.Iiihiiny

l--r<'il.lie

'rnni

l*-riiiikliii
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Y:ikiiiiii

l.ondoii

Ciinull

'Shadows on the Sa^e' is the latest
in the Three Mcsqiiileers westerns
and. aside from Jimmio Dodd replacing Rufe Davis in the trio, the routine is the same and so is the film,
i.e.. a good action picture about cowpokes.

There

one slight switch in the
addition lo the crooked
the gang that keeps
sheriffs like they're clay
pigeons, the head bandit is a dead
ringer for Bob Steele. Thanks to an
expert stint of scripting this double
role business is just enough to keep
the plot boiling without becoming
loo involved.

story.

is

Variety Club of Washington. D. C,
has compiled a brochure covering
welfare activities of Tent No. 11,
Variety Clubs of America. Brochura
is headed
by the copy of a letter
fi-om President Roosevelt expressing
his gratification that members of tbo

Washington club and other Variety
clubs throughout the U. S. are continuing their good work to bring
happiness into the lives of 'thoso
little ones
who have a particular
call

on our generosity.'

Letters
from the Glenn Dale.
Maryland Sanatorium, the Garfield
Memorial ho.>;pitnl. various homes
and needy and social agencies commending the work of Tent
No. 11 arc reproduced in the book
issued by Rudolph Bcrger, chairman
for sick

of the "Heart of Variety' committee.

In

banker and
knocking off

There

a goodly amount of scrapand riding: and for a
change the boys get a chance to use
the lariats that adorn their saddles.
To cope with the six bandits who are
chasing them the three heroes take
separate trails after which the twoto-one odds are a cinch' to overcome.
Harry Holman is well cast as a
garrulous oldtime sheriff who is recalled to office when none of the
younger men want the job. Griff
Bamett does nicely as the mineis

ping, shooting

Sonnds Like Sucker Play
Top

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Warners' 'I Wasnt

in

Humphrey

to

Bogart. starting early in February.
Mark Hellingcr produces and

Haoul

Walsh

from W. H.

directs,

Burnett's screenplay.

Generous

In

Canada

St. John, N. B., Dec. 29.
the local film distribution
exchanges have been distributing
other things than the films for th«
holidays.
Each exchange gave

All of

cash bonus to every employee and
owner, and Bryant Washburn is at also sent a box ciontalning candy,
home as the villainous banker. Fred- smokes, fruit, warm clothing, ete.,
die Mercer practically steals the pic- to every formec. staff member who
ture as a moppet who admires the is serving overseils or elsewhere in
sheriff and is always practising, but the Canadian army, n^vy or air force.
never quite succeeduig in t>eing For ttif first time the cash bonua
quick on the draw.
has been adopted by all the local
There are two tunes, 'Happy Cowboy' and Ibe Cowboy's Voite Les- exchanges: 20th-Fok, BKO, Parason,' both incidental to the action, mouat, Begat Warner, United Artsung by Jinunie Dodd who also did ists, Columbia, Emfiire. Universal

Frm.

the cleffing.

.

and Eastern.

New

York Theatres
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okay but handicapped by draggy
which kills his lines.
direction
Charles Purcell has a bit that enables him to sell an anti-rumor song.
'Zip Your Lip.' Only trouble is that

Heart* are something else again and.
Heller,
thanks to Miss Healy and "
Fran.
they get across nicely.

61 at

NOEL COWARD'*

'h Whidi

is

Must Have Priorities on Your Love
and 'Don't Fool Around With My

• Wwmji A

MCLB avcti-aiia wccr

called, apservice, during

Purcell doesn't look the type. William Roberts, who plays the crooner,
would have done better with this
song since he's a husky gent.
There are three worthwhile things
Little Jackie Heller,
in the picture.
as the band's arranger and songwriter; Mary Hcaly as the band's
vocalist and the score. "The Yanks
Are Coming' and 'There Will Be No
Blackout of Democracy' are good but
I
don't ring -true in this setting.

fSOhSD

St.

HOU.YWOOD IHEATRE
Continuoua

2m

men are

parently for active
the dress rehearsal.
Henry King's aggregation makes
.strictly
good music but the maestro
Maxie Rosena non-imion actor.
bloom is a perfect pug and has one
of the few laughs in the script, to
wit: he joined up to get a fight with
the champ and someone says, "You
look just like another fighter, Maxie
Rosenbloom,' to which Slapsie reolies. 'No. no, anyone but that ham.'
Parkyakarkus. as the crooner's agent,

Helan O'Cennall

B'way

WEEK

CTH

ramUr rH«M

at

JAMES CAGNEY
COHAN in
"YANKEE DOODLE DANOr'
As GEO. M.

AXD HIS OBCHESn.t
Producing a western on a short
thing.
Shooting a
is one
musical, even one without dance sequences, is something else again.
'The Yanks Are Coming.' even though
it had a good cast, for after all Harry
King's Orch, Mary Healy. Maxie
Rosenbloom. Charles Purcell. Little
Jackie Heller, and Parkyarkakus are
no tyros, is unable to lick its quickie
impression. Add to that an amateurbuolget

on because the

role

Born Yesterday' goes

lli-iily

D.iviil

I-Vrrest

Tyler

Dndd
Walker

VARIETY CLUBS

Kiiyc:
M;.r-

..Lilllo J:i<-klp Ilellor
,...M:ixlo Ko8l-nblooni
ailllnin llnbrrlH
riirlcynUiirku9
l>nrothy l>nrc
I.ynn SUirr
Niivnk
Jnni'

l>allorJ<

t'heryl

I.lppy
.I'lliii

Steele

Toui
Jinunie

Jofilln

Jack.-ion

X;ililcr; BonitH. K:>v f 'i-iM born nnd l>r.
Arthur Onrland. L<>«- I'ollorli. Tony Slom.
At .Vow
(lermnn nuby. Sidney flnri-.
Ilui-nins
ynrk N. Y.. dual. Dec. M.
llmc. 62 MINS.

Tloni-y

Rob

Tuc«on Smitll
stony Urooko

come slightly jumbled.
The vital defect in 'Rock' is that
Jimmy Lydon is much improved it is not a subject for the screen.
over recent efforts as Henry Aldrich. Hollywood's film companies evidentwhile Charlie Smith is the usual ly thought the same, as there was
violent bidding for the picture
no
likeable pal. Dizzy Stevens.
Diana
Lynn, who again plays Phyllis, the rights. Metro probably figured it as
ish job of directing, a weak script,
<.nfaithful .<!wcctheart of Henry and his a fairly reasonable gamble to
and some semi-pro acting by the supcoach «t school, continues showing able them to comply with quota deporting players and 'The Yanks' won't
promise as a young actress.
Gail mands here.
have ^m coming in droves to the
It is doing big businc.<!S in its first
Russell makes a sufficiently seducb.o.
Jolo.
tive high .v-chool co-ed, who finds week here. Who knows?
Plot is about an arrogant bandthat Henry's Hollywood experience
leader who thinks any soldier withitill
makes him run away from a
out a commission is a chump. Evengirl's embrace.
El Demonio Del Oro
tually his band rebels by enlisting
Frances Gifford is well-cast as"
('Bedeviled Gold')
en masse. There is a crooner who
Hllarj', tlie filmland sarong girl. It's
blows a juicy contract to enlist and
(GERMAN-MADE)
the first time recently that she's been
a couple of socialites who con the
Buenos Aires. Dec. 20.
?liven a chance to act. if even in a
commandant into permitting them to
Kl:iiii:(1li>< pniilui lion dlmrlliulcd by l^fn.
»r-fetched role.
Other roles again ri-;;iures
S<ie.lKi-i(l:n:ind Miirlnn. Krtallnn
do a show for the boys. And for an
•re taken effectively by John Litel
Wirii'i KriiiHU. Helnrb-h rteonto.
erbiiiiiii.
original finisli the show never gets
as

:

Irf"-

Miiry

FDR PRAISES

linn,

inu»ic-.

an Whitney

2S

PALACE

a 7^'i Si

•tarti Thar. Oct. 31
lit

N.

•

fm*

In

War

2B.

swung

in-

war production at Metro with
'Swing Shift Maisie,' co-starring Ann
Sothern and James Craig.
to

Norman

McLeod

directs

George Haight production.
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Agencies Take Note of Squawks

Ad

About Spice on
M)ccii)l

luol;

siorv

ill

agencies last
cognizance of a
Dec. 23 issue tell-

Vai

ici.v

.s'

0th Annual
CalDmbIa
Matoal

AWARDS

NBC

1941
$1,200,000
3,860,000

H-48

960,000

—5

3,700.000

-1-5

$9,720,000

-t-10

FOR FIRST

Dec. 30
'Mr. and Mrs. North,'

RADIO STATIONS

Jan. 4

ARE DOING

comedy-song
Fields,
Oracle
expands to 15 minutes;
Monday-Friday. 10-10:15 p.m.,
WJZ-Blue; Pall Mall cigarets
(American tobacco), Rulhrauff

comedians over that very subject.
Appended to the story was. a letter from Barron Howard, business
manager of WRVA, Richmond, in
which he warned that if radio didn't
apply the damper soon to these proc-

&

Ryan agency.

MAHI

Louis Ruppel, former

Edition

Jan. 1

of

'Music Hall,' with Bing Crosby,
Victor Borge. John Scott Trotter
half-hour;
to
shrinks
orch,
Thursdays, 9-9:30 p.m., WEAFNBC; Kraft cheese, Thompson
agency.

Fridays,
Jello
WABC-CBS;
Si
Young
Foods),

hour;

publicity director, quits his present Job
with Crowell Publications In about
thre« weeks to become a First Lieutenant in the Marine Corps.
He expects to be assigned to the
•erial photography and map-making
branch of the air branch.

when

latter situation

an

employment tangle between
and the AFM's Nashville lo^

Striking for

Trenton, Dec.

developed from

29.

employees of radio staA
tion WTTM here remains unsettled.
A score of announcers, staff workers, advertising salesmen and clerical help have been out since Dec.
strike of

cal.

WSIX

also has been taking the
network's
service and
apparently will continue to do so.

Blue

They are members of a recently
18.
organized local of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(AFL).

Brewer Bays 2

A

spokesman

situation

this

of

would

point out,

suit

sort,

the webs

them

perfectly.

wouldn't have to worry
about the unpredictable troubles that
come with shortwave relays or time
differences, as would be the case
were the conferences to be held in
Europe. It would also be convenient
for commentators to cover the gath
ering and maintain their regular
commercial commitments.

fo>-

As
was

if

two sons In active service
enough representation,
CKLW news commenta-

not

IWEDIATION BD; TO

WOR

Val Clare,

A. L. Alexander is moving his
week saw another member
wailing-wall
program.
'Mediation
family into the armed forces,

last

of his

His daughter, Betty,

Navy

as a

18,

joined the

WREN.

Board,' from WHN, N.Y., to WOR,
N. Y.
It
will have the Monday.
9:15-10 p.m. slot on WOR. sUrting
Jan. 11. Series will go Mutual four

Evans Back
weeks later.
'Mediation Board^ is along the
Evans resumes as news
commentator and analyst for WLIB, lines of 'Ciood Will Hour,' a series
Brooklyn, Monday (4). He had been which Alexander created on WMCA,
off the air during a two month tour N, Y., some seven years ago.
of the nation to sample public
Sao Francisco
opinion.
Leonard Gross,
Clifford

—

Evans, in addition to his thrice
air comments. Is a columnist
for the Brooklyi) Daily Eagle.

formerly
for

NBC

charge of public service
here, shitted to Hollywood

in

in similar capacity.

its

em-

I'-yn.ent.
With J. Walter Thompson it was two weeks' extra salary
for those earning up to $3,000, and
networks excepting Mutual the usual week's bonus for the upper
bracket.s, plus dividends for the emlast month ran ahead of their November, 1941, grosses. Columbia's ployee stockholders.
$4,150,000 gave it a plus margin of
NBC got $3,870,000, or plus 5%.
7f;
The Blue grossed $1,780,000, which
ST. LB.B.
was 4A% over what the tally had
been for November, 1941. Mutual's
$910,000 represented a slide of 5%.

for

In 1940 that

$7,300,000.

St.

Van Nostrand Now Has

For

the

third

Louis, Dec. 29.
consecutive year

Hyde Park Breweries, Inc.,
Young tc Rubicam have

the

through

Green Light From Draft

B(LtoJomOWIinN.Y.
The way has been cleared for
Jack Van Nostrand, Young & Rublcam's production head in the east,

signed a contract to sponsor tha
play-by-play home games of the
Browns and Cardinals on a sevenstation Missouri and lUinola web,
originating at KXOK. France Laux.
chief gabber at KMOX, the CBS
outlet here, will again do tha announcing, having been brought for
the stint for his third consecutive

to Join the

m

WEEl

NEW OWI POST

.

Robert

T.

Thompson

v. p.

Colwell,

has been

about taking the post of
chief with the Office of

would be a
him
signment
giving
executive
status under W. H. Lewis, head of Ex-Pitt

mation.

It

'

the

OWTs

The

radio division.

agency radio execs, expressly appointed for the purpose, sit in with
him on consultations. Colwell would

working week between
York and Washington.

also split his

New

Vick Knight
Ha8 hia own ideas abont
'The New Boss of Radio''
an Addnl Frnlnrr

In

'Show Busines
At War*
thems

of the

37th Anmvergary Number
of

Radio Ed Wins

post

would be newly created one. Colwell has had two oUier war-related
connections under consideration.
Colwell, whose specialty for the
pasV 14 years has been ad copy and
planning, writing and
continuity
editing, would have charge of all
script contact between the OWI's
radio division and advertising agencies.
He would have a committee of

Clifford

weekly

was $15,200,000
Mutual is $9,network grossed

700,000.

Promotion

ALEXANDER MOVING

Detroit, Dec. 29.

tor,

this year, v.hi'.e

gross

1941

Y & R

ployees not only received an extra
check representing 7V&% of their
accumulative 1942 salaries, but the
news that the firm had also established a profit sharing plan for them.
The average bonus was 10% of tht
accumulative sala^^: although then
were lots of cases of an extra week's

New York office of the
Office of War Information's radio year.
division as aide to Pete Barnum.
This assignment will not interfere
with Laux' doing his own sports
It will be a leave of absence without pay. Barnum is deputy chief of program each p.m. over his homa
the OWI's radio section and Van station.
Nostrand will be assistant deputy
chief.
Van Nostrand makes the
change Jan. 13.
Sales
After Van Nostrand several weeks
ago accepted the OWI post, the
Post at
Hollywood draft board, with which
he had registered, sent him a card
It wasn't
to report for a physical.
Boston, Dec. 29.
until recently that the draft board
Guy W. Cunningham, formerly
Walter acknowledged the OWI retiuest for sales
J.
promotion manager for film fan
his
determent.
Nostrand,
Van
who mags, has joined WE£l in a similar
approached
married,
will
years
be 38
old in ciipacity.
radio copy is
four months.
He obtained his first radio-writing
War Inforexperience doing scripts for 'Voice of
liaison asthe City', advertising program spon-

Representative

A. L.

do $10,200,000

a double-barreled one.

Cnnningham

work

KDKA

I

be next with $43,800,000,

will

1941.

COLWELL OFFERED

the strikers said

resulted from
what he termed a screwy system of
paying the help. For several months,
he said, the station made only part
Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.
payments on salaries; the rest was
Pili.iburgh Brewing Co., has just
'owed' to the employees. The mansiKned with
for six quarter agement, he claimed, finally had behour musical .shows weekly featuring come more than $4,000 in debt to
two dilTcrent sets of talent. On Men the hands, most of whcm, of course,
So, he
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at had no written contracts.
declared, the strikers would return
6:30 p.m., Jeanne Baxter and Buzz
to work gleefully if they could be
Aston, singers, will do 16 minutes «f guaranteed regular salary payments.
request melodies for soldiers, and The station contends the back pay
Tuesday:>. Thursdays and Saturdays amounts claimed are ridiculous.
brewery will spotlight the Tech LasSome advertisers have backed off,
sies and a lad in 'Songs for Service but so far there has been no serious
Men.' Group is composed of Gene curtailment of station business. The
Price, Alice Camp, Miss Baxter and station
has a contract with the
George Held.
booadcast division of the CIO.
It
On Saturdays, Bill Sutherland, claims the strike is a wildcat. The
stalT announcer, will also occupy a studio, located midtown, has been
portion of the program with a picketed. Conciliation with the aid
resume of the week's sports news.
of federal mediators and IBE^ representatives has been going forward.

the stoppage of

Shows for Sokfiers

the

NBC

$44,550,000

BREWER BUYS
GAMES FOR 3D YEAR

Official* of the four major American networks look with favor on a
proposal advanced by several Canadian newspapers that the United Nations make Ottawa, Canadian capital,
the scene of their peace conferences.

A

Back Pay

lead

for

to

.

PEACE TALKS

They

WSIX

Pitt

OTTAWA FOR

Employees Claim They're

-

The

Rubicam

Trenton (N. J.) Station

to

compared

Bonuses flowed freely among the
advertising agencies the day before
Christmas, but the year-end gift at
Young Sc Rubicam turned out to be

All

WEAF-NBC;

discontinued sustaining service on the insistence of the
American Federation of Musicians.
it

of

The 1942 estimate

Jan. 1*

WITH BONUSES

new

business set to
Year's should sufup for the reduction of
of
such shows as
quotients
the time
Kraft Music Hall, Kate Smith and

will

Charles Tboma^, John
Nesbitt: Sundays, 2:30-3 p.m.,
Westlnghouse,
Young & Rubicam agency.
'Si«operao,' comedy-quiz, with
Col. Stoopnagl* (F. Chase TaySundays, 6:05-6:30 p.m.,
lor):
WJZ-Blue; Schutter candy;
Roche. Williams & Cunnyngham
agency.

9

New

compared with $39,750,000 for '41.
The Blue Network, it is estimated,

John

RENEW RELATIONSHIPI

tract

(General

'I

ADAGCYS.FREE

list for 1942 with accumulative billings of $45,500,000, as

YANK NETS OK

2B
+2
H-3B
1-5
-I

1

network gross

OUT NEXT WEEK

agency.

WSIX AND MUTUAL

The batch

in

Collins,
to halfp.m.,
8-8:30

$95,710,000

start after
fice to make

Camel Caravan.
Columbia is figured

.

Jan. 8

Kale Smllb, with Ted
Olyn Landick, contracts

CBS

WSIX, Nashville, and the Mutual
network have patched up their differences and the station has resumed
normal
service.
Mutual
WSIX dropped the Mutual line a
couple of months ago on the ground
that the network violated its con'

37th Anniversary

8-8:15 p.m.. WOR-Mutual; Barbasol; Erwin, Wasey agency.

ment.

INTO

by Harry
Thursdays,

Tuesdays,

$104,125,000

tions are that the webs as a contingent will be able to hold their own
for at least the first quarter of 1943.

To Be PublUlied in the

'Sincin' Sam,' songs

Frankel;

the medium would find itthe target of the reformer ele-

$11,000,000
40,350.000
6,350,000
38.000,000

4 Nets Gross

WAR

FOR THE

Jan. t

livities

Total

%

1941

$14,100,000
41,300.000
8,775,000
39.950 000

Continued from page

series

was concerned, since he had been
troubled of late with one of his

GOING

NBC

play

writers.
One a;;ency radio exec explained
the article's publication had
that
proved quite timely as far as Tie

RUPPE

Columbia
Mutual

drama based on Owen
version of Richard and
sketches;
Lockridge
Frances
Wednesdays. 8-8:30 p.m., WEAFNBC; Woodbury soap (Jergens),
agency.
Lcnnen 8c Mitchell
Davis

and double entendre. The
fanity
agencies obtained extra copies of the
ailicle and mailed them to their
material
associated
Hiid
comics

self

Blue

WHAT LOCAL

comedy-

-1-7

MONTHS

11

1942

of aclnioiiiiiOMs received

iiii;

.

1942
$1,780,000
4,160,000
910,000
3,870,000

$10,710,000

Total

based on

Dec. 30-Jnil. 10

from lobioadt;i>iors about the growing
c:il
tendency of ncmorlt comics to dip
inio blue material and of certain
network script shows to deal in pro-

FOR NOVEMBER
Blue

Premieres

a<l\riti.-ing

S..v.MiiI

wcpk

1

Inform Comics

Air;

sored by Barron G. Collier and
broadcast over WHN, New York.

Freedom on Parok
Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.
Darrell V. Martin, former radio
editor of the Post-Gazette, was released on parole from the county

workhouse last week by Judge John
Egan after serving 30 days of a
six-month sentence on his guilty plea
of embezzling $2,000 from a local
couple. His release came after he
had made full restitution to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy V. Claypool, who had in
vested the money in a radio magazine which Martin said he had
P.

Dorothy LoweH Undergoes
Emergency Ajipendectomy
Dorothy Lowell, title actress of
the 'Our Gal Sunday' serial, under-

went an emergency appendectomy
Friday

night (25) in Beth Israel
hospital, N. Y.
She is recovering
satisfactorily.
Meanwhile,
Vivian

Smolen, who subbed in the part last
year when Miss Lowell became a
mother, is again replacing.
Miss Lowell is the wife of William
Spire, of the OiTice of War Information radio department.
planned to publish. In his plea to
the charge last month, the ex
columnist
admitted
placing
the

money in his personal account.
When a $2,000 cashier's check was
presented in court, the Claypools, in
a signed statement, said they were
willing to agree to Martin's release,
Judge Egan placed him on a sixmonth parole to be terminated when
he also pays the costs of the case.
'Dr.

I.

Q/ on Hub

Stage

Boston, Dec. 29.
'Dr. I. q: will broadcast his NBC
quiz program from the stage of the
Metropolitan theatre here starting
Jan, 18 for six successive Mondays.
Program moves from Atlanta, Ga. It
played Boston two years ago.

WBZ

will

emanate show.

WHEC Gets F-M Permit
WHEC
tion

Rochester, N. Y., Dec.

29..

received authority to esUbcommercial frequency modula-

llsh a

station

mental

to

replace

its

experi-

W8XAD.

The new W47R will operate on an
18-hour dally schedule on 44,700 kilocycles with a power of 3,000 watts.
It will use the same equipment as the
experimental unit, so will require no
construction materials.

Akron.—Russel Lengs has joined
replacing Gene Peterson, announcer, who was recently inducted

WJW,
by

'the

Army.

Wednesdajt December 30, 1942

Sinatra

Moves

Frank Sinatra, former Tommy
Dorsey vocalist now on CBS susWood
taining, will replace Barry
on American Tobacco's Lucky Strike
Mood will shift over
Hit Parade.
to the new Friday night replace-

ment show for 'Information, Please,'
which starts Feb. 12 with a 50-piece
Warnow,
under Mark
orchestra
plus Marie Greene, and Lyn Murwill
This program
chorus.
originate in Carnegie Hall, N. Y..
and consist of a 'All-Time Hit Parade'

ray's

George Washington Hill, head of
American Tobacco, spent approximately $1,500 last week to have both
shows produced and transcribed for
his personal benefit, with Sinatra on
Wood has been in
the Hit Parade.
for

three

consecutive

Sinatra has been receiving a concentrated buildup from CBS since
He has two shows,
leaving Dorsey.
one half-hour and a quarter-hour,
and on Jan. 4 begins IS minutes
board
the
at 11:15 p.m.
across
He
was recently signed to a contract
by Columbia Records, to record solo
after the settlement of the present
controversy with the AFM.
Today
(Wednesday) Sinatra begins 10 consecutive weeks at the Paramount
theatre. N. Y.
Frank Cooper, of General AmuseCorp.,

Mrs. Elaine Ewing In

manages Sinatra.

Retrenchment in 1943 Had
Been Expected, but Not

Washington, Dec. 29.
Mrs. Elaine Ewing has been appointed assistant chief of the sta-

—P&G Spent $10,000,000

Post With

tion relations section of the Office
of War Information's domestic radio

bureau.
Before her new appointment, Mrs. Ewing was assistant to
chief of
the radio bureau. In her new position she will assist Richard F. Connor, chief of the station relations

section.

Prior io joing OWI, Mrs. Ewing
was with NBC a^d before that was
executive secretary of Transamerica
Broadcasting and Television Corp.

KAYE VICE EDDY

FOR OLD GOLD
Sammy

Kaye's orchestra will re-

place Nelson
the

latter's

starting

for

.<;ideralion

WILL

the

new

and

guests.

setup

but

Lorillard planned originally to re-

Eddy and buy a pop musical
program as a second show, but that
idea had to be shelved because the
agency on the account, J. Walter
tain

Thomp.ton,

10^'c.

It is

not

known how much

of

this clip will come out of broadcast
ing, since the policy surrounding the

radio

instructor
at
Detroit, has

versity,

Wayne

couldn't
find
another
satisfactory half-hour open on NBC
or CBS.
Eddy will have been on
the Lorillard payroll for 39 weeks.

not a horizontal one.
The basic plan of economy
will
be restricted to those soap

brands that have been consistently
on the losing side of the ledger. The
amount involved in the 10% will
come from appropriations for the

Meanwhile, the Radio Dihas noted that it al-

rectors Guild
ha.s in

on

dents in charge of New York, Chicago and Los Angeles offices of LitT,

the

respectively.

When Lasker retired in '38, as
president and director, it was his
intention to devote himself entirely
to public affairs, which he will now
continue to do once again.
When
Don Francisco, president of L&T,
took a leave this year to become
one of the chiefs of the Office of
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, the advertising tycoon had to
come back into advertising activity,
especially in the light of other L&T
men going into the military service.
These iiicluSed his son, Eddie, g.m".
of L&T. who enlisted as an officer

HUB ROBINSON
UP AT Y-R AGCY.

weakie products, and the new policy
also calls for further exploitation
from that group and the
transfer of such money to the furHubbell Robinson, Jr.. has been
ther
promotion of the stronger named associate director of radio of
brands.
Rubicam agency. The
,
the Young
Some sort of economy move in the promotion makes him second in

&

had

been

expected authority within Y it R's radio setup
to Tom Harrington, v.p. in charge of

advertising circles for some
time.
The price freeze hit the soap
business unusually hard and it was
felt. that, despite the industry's proswar
perity
of
needs
because
(glycerin), the time w.is not far off
when tlie .soap conlinKent would re.some
fiscal
readjustsort to
sort of

(Continued on page 32)

radio.

Robinson

will

continue

for

tHe

time being to run the talent end of
the department also. His main task
for the past two years has been the
buying of talent, lining up material
for auditions and contacting clients
ment.
along with Harrington on program
It is estimated that P. & G.'s ex- matters. Robinson has been with the
penditures In radio both netwbck agency for over 15 years, joining its
and spot, for 1942 totalled around radio department in 1930.
$10,000,000. According to information
from ad agency execs who 1942 were materially off, anyway, as

At War

RWG

ready

other sections of the
Gardner is the agency

Purina account.

compared

the fore
is quite
the webs have already
the full force of the
trenchment.
it

Radio's

I

radio has played in the war.
David Sa,rnoff, RCA prcxy, declared that when the achievements
of radio invention for 1942, now
military secrets, are released to the
public. Americans will be 'proud of
the radio research workers and en-

I

gineers' who equipped our armed
services with 'apparatus unsurpassed

I

55

William Paley, CBS
efficiency.'
pointed in his report with
pride to the all-around war service
network plus such .series as
in

I

prez,
\

of the

I

Norman Corwin's 'An American

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

turning
United

i

.•latcci.

I

Jan.

mill

w , ^
be
launched.

12.

ot broadcasts

^

j

!

'

;

Variety Office

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th

SL

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St

54

W. Randolph St

8

St Martin's PL

'.he
it

Facsimile of Corwin's

'American

Any

victory to
Television,

CBS Planning Russian

6

Specials Exploitation Advantages

'Victory Hour' Layoff
The Victory Hour,
Government
program over the
Blue network and
"J;<:-a by George V.
Denny. Jr.. is
on the air until

of

'^uch

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

to

tide

Nations'

vis)on will emerge from this war in
form as to make* possible a
UrcM post-war industry.

!

Cresta Blanca Going

OUT NE XT WEEK-JAN.

the

had likewise played an impor-

defense and that the mc(iiu^l^.^
recent devclopinenls in the
laboratory give promise that tele-

of

Copy May Be Wired

in

'An

civilian

'

Resofvations and

LeSeur's

in

tani role in air raid instructions ,ind

'

;

Che.sta Blanca wine
(Schcnley) is
converlmg its 45-minule
slint on
Mutual Wednesdays
to an all-musical show
starting with the Jan. 6
broadcast.
Jack Pearl will have
teimmated a run of 13 weeks.
Only other change made will
be
">e augmentation
of
the Morton
^ould orchestra. Jean
Merrill and
"fad Reynolds
will
continue as
program's head vocalists.

Larry

in Russia' series.

1M2, declared the RCA
report, played an important part in

Radio

York.

on MBS;

and

England'

American

effect a

Jack Pearl Off Show

War Rale

Col.

I

ing

All-Musical

Up

can
I

!

37th

Play

Both RCA and CBS. in their yearend reviews for 1942 as released this
week, stressed the part that Ameri-

experienced
& G. re-

P.

THEME OF THE

plan for trainprogram production men and
direclors from out-of-town stations
and non-network outlets in New

'42

Of

part of the
possible that

to

year, so that

RCA. CBS Reviews

I

Menser,
NBC vice-president in
charge-of programs, will supervise.
Leaders of AFRA,
and the
other radio talent groups are concerned lest NBC use the employee
organization as a training ground
for possible replacements
for program production personnel, with the
Idea of holding down wage standards
snd otherwise combating their objectives.

—

''Show Business

Uni-

been hired by
have charge of the in.striicstarting next week.
C. L.

to

tion,

Thomas

is

It will
make Kaye's second air specialize in soap accounts, few of
The American Federation of Radio alliance with Lorillard. The band- the P. & G. products now on the
Aitist.<!, the Radio Writers Guild
and nian did a 26-week series on NBC networks fall within the category.
other talent organizations are watch1940 for another one of the manu- P. & G.'s expenditures with the neting the projected move of NBC to faclurer's brands. Sensatioi^igarets^ works during the final quarter of
form an Employee Production Group
aimed to 'give free instruction and
training in radio directing, sound
effects, scripting and announcing to
its
employees."
Garnet Garri.son,

NBC

&

After Jan. 1 the famed Lord
advertising agency, one of
the largest and oldest in the world,

On

NBC Hookup

WEAKIES

within

the thing went cold last week.

Schoofing Plan

'Opry'

29-Station

becomes no more. Albert D. Lasker,
principal owner, retires Jan. 1
for
in Radio in '42
Purina Mills has bought a hookup a second time, after being impressed
of 29 stations on NBC for sponsor- into service anew following an origship of the 'Grand Ole Opry' pro- inal retirement in 1938.
Under the name of Foot*>, Cone &
CLIP
gram, starting Jan. 2. The link will
Belding. Lasker's associates in Lord
take in the southeastern, south cen& Thomas will take over, occupying
tral, southwestern and Florida disRadio's No. 1 customer, Procter & tricts.
the the same quarters and retaining the
Camel
underwrites
same personnel.
Em^son Foote,
Gamble, has decided to cut its ad same show on the same network on
Fairfax M. Cone and Don Belding
vertising appropriation for 1943 by 62 stations, but the latter are in have been the executive
vice presicountry.

Eddy for Old Gold In
Wednesday period on
Jan. 27.
The format soap industry

Joe E. Lewis had been under con-

Production

Now Foote, Cone & Bslding

savings

will include a glee club

NBC

Largest,

Known How Much Will Purina Buys
Come Out of Broadcasting

proposed reduction

CBS

Unions Watch

Lord-Thomas Agcy.> One of World s

OWI

New

27

Albert Lasker Retires 2d Time;

more years Douglas Meservey, deputy

melodies popular 20 or
ego.

ment

When

Into 'Hit Parade

Wood Shifts to A.K. Song Show

Barry

spot
that
years.

RADIO

in

England'

CB.S i.s Icnuuivcly plan.iing to follow Nfiim.in Corwin'.* 'An Amtrican
.A
England' .-eries with one called
An .^mcrican in Russia.' It v/ould
use material by Larry Le Sueur,
who recently returned from an ex'.ended stay as the network's corre-pondent in Moscow.
Le Sueur
would also narrate the series. Bill
Robfon is slated to produce-direct
the serie.<. but the adapter, time and
starting date are undetermined.
Corwin's 'England' series ended •
sequel edition, originating in New
last week. Mis original series,
originating In London, was aired by
CBS via shortwave.

York,

Wednesday, December 30, 1942

BADIO

28

AFRA

Wins Transcription Dispute

Radio,

Chief of

nn

Federation of R<idio
won a complete victory in
dispute with the Chicago office
Blackett-Sample-Hummerl
the
agency over the matter of recorded
versions of the 'Lone Journey' and
•Light of the World' serials. Verdict

Americi

.

Artists

theme

Liberal Use of Radio
Mexico
Greater

AFRA.
'Lone Journey,' originating

in

Chi-

is co-authored by Sandra and
Michael, directed by Fred
Welhe and produced by the John
Cibbs office for Procter & Gamble.
It is heard qn a midwest and Coast
hookup of NBC.
'Light of the

use

dren,

is to

gram

for

of

for

well

of

chil-

feature the ambitious pro-

Ihe

spread

of

learning

throughout Mexico next year by the
Ministry of Public Education. A budget allowance of $22,000,000 has been
granted for 1943. the most coin that
Mexico ever spent for education in

CAN. STATION PLUGS

SHOWS VIA CAR CARDS
Montreal, Dec.

29.

Canadian Marconi station CFCF
New York, is
Katharine and Adele will tea off a unique advertising
Seymour, directed by Axel Gruen- campaign for this city and province
berg and produced by Transameri- and possibly for all Canada on Friday (1). It is the utilization of the
can for General Mills.
It airs on
city's street car system as a meNBC.
by

dium

to advertise not only the outstanding programs on the station,
but also the names of their spon-

sors.

Grove's Bromo-Quinine last week
bought a musical show on KYW.
featuring the Art Hinett trio and
Roger Williams' vocals.
Peter Roberts
is
handling the
commercials.

At first only 18 outstanding programs will be advertised for a period of six months, with option for
continuation indefinitely. Sales promotion director Ernest Smith is responsible for the idea.

you

and we can
lines

and

like to

meet

a lot of nice

ing these classes.
dents will participate in actual
on the air.

have

people every Sun-

Come

over to our place any Sunday at 6:30

fix it for

you. You'll find microphones and wire-

tilings

already hitched to millions of homes where

these people are waiting for you.
just finished listening to

When you

a buildup for 'Star

Spangled Rhythm.' which has

its

world preem

at

the Paramount, N. Y., today (30), Paramount went on the air Monday
night (28) with a 15-nvinute transcription specially prepared for the stunt
It's the first time that any film company has purchased
in Hollywood.
time on six different N. Y. stations, three of which are identified with

WHN

major networks. Program was on WJZ, WOR, WNEW.
and WMCA,
N. Y., at 10:45 p.m. Monday evening (28), and on WABC at 11:15.
In addition to plugs for the picture by announcer Ken Carpenter, five
song numbers from the film were sung and Bob Hope pulled a gag. Belty
Hutton did 'I'm Doin' It For Defense,' Johnnie Johnston 'That Old Black
Magic' Rochester 'Sharp as a Tack,' Mary Martin, with the Golden Gate
Quartet, 'Hit the Road to Dreamland.' and Bing Crosby 'Old Glory.' At
the end of the broadcast local station announcers were cut in for a minuteversatility of the individual.
Ap- and-a-halt to say that 'Rhythm,' with Benny Goodman on the stage, was
plications are being accepted from opening at the N. Y. Par today (Wed.). Par took spotlight ads in the
men with deferred draft classifica- dailies on the special broadcast.
tions. Auditions will then be held the
Radcliffe Hall, NBC announcer, learned of the rescue of his clo.se friend,
week of Jan. 4, and 10 will be
selected for the initial class starting Boatswain's Mate Curtis Arnall, last week, as he was reading a news
program. The flash about Arnall arrived in the NBC press room after
Jan. 11.
Arthur F. Edes, director of radio Halls' news period was on the air. so when the bulletin was handed to
courses at Emerson College and him to read he didn't know what it contained. When he read it over the
former WEEI program director, will air and realized its meaning, Hall almost broke up, then remarked, 'God
conduct individual training courses bless you. Curt,' and resumed his regular broadcast.
Arnall and Hall have been friends for years, having worked together as
in voice, radio production and style
twice a week. The third class will respective title actor and announcer of the 'Pepper Young' serial when it
Hall gave up the assignment several years ajo,
consist of group lectures covering first went on the air.
Arnall left the part of Pepper only a few months ago to join the
but
every phase of operation by heads
of various WEEI departments. Tran- Coast Guard. The boat from which he and his crew were rescued after
drifting
helplessly
for
21
days in heavy Atlantic storms was formerly
scription, sound effects, continuity,
ad libbing, news, engineering and Arnall's racing yacht, the Zaida, Arnall formerly sailed it in ocean races
music clearance will be stressed dur- to Bermuda, but gave it to the government when he enlisted in the Coast
was
subsequently
assigned to command it.
Guard.
He
In addition, stu-

SUM9AY AT 6:30 ?
How would

(Wednesday).
Bacher appeared the next day (Thursday) to start rehearsals, explaining
(hat he had been in Washington, but he was told that another director
had been hired in his place. Cohan produced that week's program. The
matter of Bacher's claim for two weeks' salary is now under discussion
between himself and the agency.
Besides losing the 'Caravan' a.ssignment, Bacher resigned last week as
director of two Treasury Department programs, the 'Over Here' series on
the Blue network and the recorded 'Star Parade' shows. His action followed a dispute with William B. Murray, of the William Morris agency,
producer of the programs. He had previously been reprimanded by the
American Federation of Radio Artists for an infraction of the union's
code of fair practice.

As

SPIELER CLASS

WH^T Ane YOU POIMO

day evening?

OPENS

Radio, explained Miriister Octavio
Vejar Vazquez, is to be brought into
bigger play for education, not only
Boston. Dec. 29.
in the cities but in remote rural
The dearth of radio announcers
regions, some of which are so far
has prompted WEEI to start a course
away that they are eight days horseto train men for the station.
Cuback ride from the railheads.
riculum planned comprises three
classes weekly and completion of
course depends upon ability and

World,' originating in

Philadelphia, Dec. 29.

STAM

any year.

Peter

Orove'B Buys Mnsical

Number

public

as

cago,

adapted

Phil Cohan has replaced Bill Bacher as director of 'Camel Caravan'
(CBS) under disputed circumstances as far as Bacher is concerned,
Bacher's option had not been picked up and his last 'Caravan' direction
was to be that of the Jan. 1 broadcast. He failed to' appear for the
Wednesday (23) rehearsal of last Friday night's (25) program and the
agency, William Esty, under the impression that he was not going to do
the show any more, hurriedly retained Cohan by telephone late that night

III

of tha

37th Anniversary

City. Dec. 29.

radio

adults as

instruction,

Kriilurv

to Provide

For Education

was handed down by an American
Arbitration Assn. panel consisting of
Herman A. Gray, professor of law
New York University; M, E.
Tompkins, of BMI, and Holgar J.
insurance executive.
Johnson, an
Amount involved totals nearly
$10,000 and includes fees of $10 for
each artist for each performance.
Dispute was over the question of
classiflcation of the recorded versions of the serials. Recordings are
made from dress rehearsals of the
show. AFRA claiming they should
be classed as 'prior' recordiiigs. paying a $10 fee per actor, and the
agency saying that they should be
regarded as off-the-line recordings,
for which no extra fee is required
in the existing circumstances. After
hearing evidence and arguments of
both sides, the arbiters issued a decision
completely
favorable
to

.%il<lr<I

'Show Business
At War'

$22,000,000 Mex Budget

its

at

OWI

Expounds on
Radio Propaganda

With B-S-H; $10,000 to Perfomi:rs

of

Iii»de Stntf-Radio

William B. Lewis

arrive, they'll

two of the most popular pro-

work

While in Pittsburgh on business last week. Mark Woods, president of
the Blue network, and Keith Kiggins, vice-president, got the idea of having the web pick up a broadcast of Sigrnund Romberg's from the 'Variety

Club Canteen' here at 7:30 on Christmas Eve (24). Back to New York
they went with the suggestion, while KQV, the' Blue outlet in Pitt, prepared copy on the show for the newspapers.
But KQV's releases were promptly pigeonholed, for it seems even the
president and vice-president of a network don't always have the last say.
Seems somebody in N. Y., ostensibly Phillips Carlin, v.p. in charge of
programs, vetoed the idea. Probably because at 7:30 on Thursdays the
Blue carries 'Metropolitan Opera, U. S. A..' the sustainer which .<:erves
to ballyhoo the sponsored Saturday broadcast of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. Obviously Woods and Kiggins had forgotten the Met tie-up.

KQV

carried the

Romberg broadcast

locally just the same.

Bob Mucks, public relations rep for Young Si Rubicam agency, was a
nonplussed individual as he greeted members of press recently at a party
he was giving for Jack Benny at the Ritz-Carlton hotel, Boston. The
newspapermen asked Mucks at the door for the Warner Bros.' party, with
hiter questions centered about Benny's picture, 'George Washington Slept
Here.'
Mucks and the agency were concerned about Benny's radio acYoung & Rubicam paid

P. S.:

tivities.

the hotel tab.

'Bulldog Druminond.' incorrectly reported going off the air, continues
Monday nights on Mutual for Horton's icecream. It's frecbncc-written. directed by Hi Brown and handled by Young & Rubicam.
Pro«rnm^ which foldect was 'True Story Theatre of the Air,' which Howard
clothe.^ sponsored on Mutual Wednesday nights through the RcdfleldJohn.^torc agency.
indefinitely

Tl^c 150 piograms aired by Frisco's eight stations, on a gratis basis,
for the War Chest campaign would add up. in dollar value, to $16,097.
in charge figured into this total the cost of air time, orchcitra costs and artists' fees, all of which were donated by the radio

The committee

grams in radio... both on Mutual, of course. Here's how we
time

it:

Though

in the agency business for 17 years. Danny Danker, v.p. in
J. Walter Thomp.son's Hollywood office, has just written his
It's the Lux ad that will appear on the cover of
anniveisary issue next Wednesday (6>.

charge of

piece of copy.

first

At S:30 fomvH ''The Shadow^'
Coal Co.-cuncnlly rated by Hooper

for D. L.

at 14.0

with

& W.

'Vavioty'.-'

Tlic

'^?,.y/o

last

of

all listeners.

all

ol Lainiy Ross was inadvertently omitted from a story in
(23) issue which reported that contracts had been extended for
in the cast of 'Camel Caravan' (CBS). Ross' .services wore

iianv;

week

s

performances

anions those included

At 0:00 comvH '-FirHt Xighter^*
Snic- Co.-cnrrently rated by

of

Hooper

for

at 12,0

Campana

with 40.77»

one of the bc8t buys

in broadcasting.

gel in touch wiih your Mutual

brate

man

7HIS IS

rat<

.1

costs,

at once.

MUTUAL

the renewal.

its

15th

Theodore Grannik, Washington lawyer ai\d
moderator of the 45-minutc Sunday evening roundlable.

anniversary.
is

Nixes KGNO Bid
For Night Power Boost Glen Gray Moving

FCC
'

For actual

in

The American Forum of the Air broadcasts over the Mutual network
on a two-week vacation and when it returns in the new year will cele-

commentator,

all listeners.

At H:aO enmen Yonr Proffrain-cHrrcntly
as

is

Washington. Dec. 29.
Application of the Dodge City
Broiidcasling Co. for increased nighttime operating power for station
KGNO. of Dodge City. Kansas, has
been denied by the Federal Communications
Commis.sion.
Station
contended that increase of power
from 250 to 500 watts at night would
enable it to extend service to an
additional area of 231 square miles
and bring in some 1,068 more potential listeners who are now without primary broadcast service.
This gain, it was found, would be
at the expense of some 5,630
listeners who would lose service from

KFRO, Longview,

Texas.

Off Gov't Program
Glon Gray's.band is being replaced
in a few wdcks on the 'Soldiers of
Production' program on the Blue
network, for the Office of Defense
Health and Welfare. Successor band
isn't set.

Production

of

the

series

is

also

being taken over by the War Production Board, with Irving Sulds. ol
the
Labor Division, slated to
supervise.

WPB

Weslaco, T«xa.s.— Brad

news

H.

Smith,

editor of KRGV, named editor
of Victoria (Tex.) Advocate.

a
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f

was
rpHROUGHOUT

—

of young
not with

the nation, this year, millions

men in uniform spent Christmas Day
their families but in Army Camps,

Naval Bases, Marine Corps and Air Corps Centers.

BUT

WAS

GLAUS

SANTA

The Coca-Cola Company,

together" these

air fifteen

in a magnificent presen-

and enjoyment which are an inseparable
part of Christmas. Working with their advertising agency, The D'Arcy Advertising Company,
Coca-Cola staged "Uncle Sam's Christmas Tree"
—one of the great radio programs of all time
program that lasted from noon to midnight of
lilt

and you

Centers

in

twenty-four

states,

of the nation's top bands not
only entertained the men at these centers, but

is

the

^and the

show

of Spotlight Bands which took part in "Uncle Sam's Christmas Tree"
they broadcast.

list

EARL HINES

Introductory Program, Radio City,

New York

Monmouth,
SHEP FIELDS
Fort

N.

BLUE BARRON

J.

U.

Quantico Marine Barracks, Quanlico, Va.

JACK TEAGARDEN
Camp Polk, Leesville, La.
RICHARD HIMBER
War College, Washington,
VINCENT LOPEZ

Lowry

Navy Pier, Chicago,
Carrier

Thunderbird

BOB MOHR

Desert Training

Manhattan

Pomona,

Cal.

Indio, Cal.

Beach

Coast

Guard,

Manhattan

Beach, N. Y.

Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga.

LIGON SMITH
Camp Wolters, Mineral Wells, Texas
LOUIS PRIMA
Camp Allen, U.S. Atlantic Fleet Amphibious
Creek, Va.

WILL OSBORNE
Naval Air Gunners School, Hollywood, Fla.

CHARLIE SPIVAK

GEORGE OLSEN
U.

Coast Guard Training Station, Alameda,

S.

Cal.

DEL COURTNEY
Camp Stoneman,
GLEN HENRY

Pittsburgh, Cal.

Fort Lewis, Tacoma, Wash.

BENNY GOODMAN
Seaman's

J.

Institute,

New York

City

JOE REICHMAN

JAN SAVITT
Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook, N.

TED LEWIS
Naval Training Station,

New

U.

J.

Orleans, La.

Naval Reserve Aviation Base, Glenview,

GENE KRUPA
Los Angeles,

Cal.

Crosse, Wis.

JOHNNY RICHARDS
Ogden, Utah

S.

Destroyer Base, San Dieso, Cal.

LES HITE

RUSS MORGAN

Hill Field,

Base,

Command,

CHARLIE BARNET

Army Air Base, Salina, Kansas
LOUIS ARMSTRONG

AL KAVELIN
Camp McCoy, La

Field, Phoenix, Ariz.

JAN GARBER
Pomona Ordnance

JOHNNY "SCAT" DAVIS

Little

111.

III.

HAL GRAYSON

Paul, Minn.

Fort Niagara, Youngslown, N. Y.

Field,

Riverside, Cal.

Scott Field, Belleville,

CARL RAVAZZA

ART JARRETT

Training Base,

Field, Denver, Col.

Camp Haan,
HENRY KING

FLETCHER HENDERSON
St.

Hoffman

Station,

Naval Training Station, Oxford, Ohio

Edgewood Arsenal, Baltimore, Md.

Fort Sneiling,

Training

FREDDY MARTIN

TONY PASTOR
DICK JLRGENS
From An Aircraft

Maritime

S.

Island, N. Y.

JOE SANDERS
EDDIE ROGERS

D. C.

Carlisle Barracks, Carlisle, Pa.

Fort Dix, N.

U. S. Naval Training School, Noroton Heights,

Conn.

SAMMY KAYE

III.

lasted
.

.

.

SANTA CLAUS INDEED

will realize that

Camps and Bases from which

RAYMOND PAIGE

March

live

We and our stations want to
.thank and to salute The CocaCola Company, The D'Arcy Advertising Company, the Music
Corporation of America and the
Bands for one of the greatest
ever made to
contributions
American morale in time of war.

FORTY-THREE

Here
—

but the

.

.

The Blue Network was privileged to carry this
great program and we are proud of our part.

Christmas Day.
Service

.

Multiply that by forty-three

WAS THERE.

—

From

minutes

several hours.

THERE!

tation, contributed a very great share of the gaiety

and

music went out over the airwaves to "bring
men and their families in homes
throughout the country. Each band was on the

their

Fort Huachua, Douglas, Ariz.

FREDDIE SLACK
Gardner

Field, Taft, Cal.

TED FIORITO
Camp

Roberts, Paso Robles, Cal.

HORACE HEIDT
War

Veteran's Hospital, Sawtelle, Cal.

TOMMY DORSEY

San Pedro Naval Base, San Pedro,

The Blue Network

Cal.
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RADIO REVIEWS

Coca-Cola s

Bands

Xmas Day

in 12

Airing of 43

John Eugene Hasty
'What

to

Coca-Cola's

•SNOW VILLAGE'

WOODS

Xmas Day band mar-

t:

Jean McCoy, House Jameson, Ed
athon went
Herllby, BUI Meeder
missed. Listeners to this program at Writer: William Ford Manley
various times during the day must nlrector: Harold McGce
have enjoyed the constant stream i: MIns.
off

without a beat being

of dance music from various Army.
Navy and Marine bases, but none

r.:OCTER 4

GAMBLE

(28) as a 15-minute
and the whole thing returned Monday
daytime serial for Procter & Gamwent as smoothly as glass.
Formerly (.'.lied 'Snow Village
ble.
There was only one anxious period, Sketches' and 'Soconyland Sketches.'
when the producers in N. Y. il's now titled just 'Snow Village.'
scrambled to ready a studio orches- It replaces 'Against the Storm,' but
tra to take the place of Louis Arm- carries the P. Sc G. laundry soap
Harold McGee, who
strong, scheduled to come in from' commercials.
Columbus. Ga. Armstrong w;-s mak- directed it before, is back at the
ing a jump from Augusta to the orig- same assignment, and Parker Fenination point, and he arrived only nelly and Arthur Allen again play
the
All
on.
going
before
15-minutcs
the wry Yankee friends and rivals.
others were ready and waiting.
Manley. Fennelly and Allen get
Program started at noon, with weekly air-credit.
Raymond Paige's 25-piece band and
On the basis of the initial episode.
glee club from N. Y. In this initial •Snow Village" is far above daytime
half-hour Army, Navy and Govern- average for authentic character, loment brass hats spoke their appre- cal flavor and literate quality. Manciation in behalf of the men to be lev is a New Hampshire resident
entertained. Men, however, showed and he has admirably captured the
their appreciation their own way. keen, dry, kindly humor of that loFrequently they came near blowing cale and its people.
His story
the tubes on receivers before moni- promises to be more a string of
tors arrested the explosive applause. anecdotes than the normal kind of
Sammy Kaye picked up for the pop daytime serial 'plot.' The horse-deal
bands and Tommy Dorsey finished incident of the opening installment
oft at midnight from the West Coast. was genuine Yankee stuff, and of
It's difficult to point out the best course it was superlatively played
segments of the series for the simple by Fennelly and Allen. Bill Meedreason that all periods werent er's organ cues were a distinct asset
heard: no one could listen to 12 and McGee direction was unobtruhours of melody and stay clear of a sively deft.
12-15
the
But of
straitjacket.
It remains to be seen, however,
periods heard, Dick Jurgens, from whether 'Snow Village" can get
Chicago, rated the nod. Gene Krupa, across as a daytimer. With the exfrom California, in late afternoon, ception of 'Vic and Sade,' 'Lorenzo
also contributed a notable shot.
Jones' and possibly 'The Goldbergs,"
comedy has generally proved too
No
elusive for housewife dialers.

Washington, Dec.

29.

Allan B. Miller has been named
director of the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service to succeed Victor
Sholis, who was inducted into the
Army two weeks ago. Miller has
been assistant director of the or1941
February,
since
ganization
when he left the Department of
Commerce, where he was chief of

of the

matter

how

the psychologists may
have generwith 'Lonely

frown, femme listeners
ally preferred to suffer

on Honeymoon Hill" or
Joyce Jordan Can Be Beautiful'
than be intellectually improved by
anything the survey-takers can recommend. 'Snow Village" is an excellent show. But the C.A.B.-queried
housekeeper may prefer emotional
hokum.
As it has done in the fairly recent
past, Procter & Gamble bordered on

Women

questionable ethics in the presentation of its dramatized commercial.
A farmer"s wife character in the
opening blurb was obviously intended to seem the real thing. Not until
The new director was formerly as the sign-off was it stated that the
professional
gociated with the International News part was played by a
actor. Even then the layman listenStrvice in Washington and New
er might easily have missed the anYork and was on the staff of the nouncement, or assumed the stateWashington Times. He is a mem ment referred to a character in the
ber of the District of Columbia bar regular script.
Hobe.

the current information division.

Bob Hope, Elmer Davis, Andrews
Sisters, Red Skelton, Harriet Hllllard. Spike Jones, Al Newman,
GInny Simms, BIng Crosby, Charioteers, Ethel Waters, Edgar Ber-

Kay

Kyser,

Dinah Shore, Jack Benny

Pfjj

I

the

Allen.

win the war,

to

hold the peace

All Networks.

The War Department on Christmas
Eve (24) gave domestic listeners
first tune-in on a series that
had been going out to our armed
service by shortwave for 43 consecuThe purpose of this
tive weeks.
special occasion, as Elmer Davis.

their

...»

.

.

Kelly-Springfield

tire

account,

effective

.

Feb.

1

Lucille

Fletcher

.

War Information chief, exit
in a
foreword to the
broadca.st. was to forge for that evening a link between the servicemen
and
the folks on the home
abroad
front.
A recorded version of the
show was shortwaved the next day
to all points of the compass.
What couid nave been one of the
programs of its kind was
finest
marred by the off-beat performance
of Jack Benny and Fred Allen, who
functioned as a team and who ma^e
the sole contribution to the program
out of New York. The bill was otherMurlin Jacobson, announcer of WCFL's 'Music Lover's Hour," has been
wise strictly a Hollywood affair. The inducted into the Army and has been succeeded on the program by Norletdown on the New York end was man Pierson
Nikki Kaye, who appears with her husband. Hal Tate, on
due to material that just didn't jell a weekly variety show over WCFL,
is authoress of a radio story called
and the inclusion of a song that was
;New Year's Greetings" in current issue of 'She' magazine
Barbara
neither funny nor intelligible. Benny
and Allen sounded as though they Luddy. co-slar on the 'First Nighter' program, spent the holiday week in
Aidan Fitzwere working entirely off-the-elbow. Baltimore with her Coastguardsman husband, Ned LcFcvre.
Earlier in the broadcast, Bing Crosby Patrick, formerly with WSM, Nashville, and Don Cordon. Chicago freecracked to Bob Hope that if anybody lance announcer, have joined the NBC Central Division announcing staff
laid an egg on this event he would ....Soon after first of year the Hoosier Hot Shots, heard on the National
have an international omelet. The Barn Dance, will leave for Hollywood to appear in another picture for
New York end of the bill might have Republic.
been so tickled by the latter observation that it was spurred to experiment.
The entertainment setup from
.
.
.
Office of

pressed

IN

CHICAGO

.

IN

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

Hollywood was astutely laid ouli
'One Man's Family' got another option lift, which has been pretty much
and the outcome was a sparkling
variety show. Hope m.c.'d besides of a habit since 1932, when it first ventured out on NBC and was collared
Original members of the cast still around are J.
tossing off a monolog and crossflring by Standard Brands.
with Crosby. Red Skelton did a Anthony Smythe, Minetta Allen, Michael Raffetto. Bernice Berwin, KathChristmas morning routine, with leen Wilson and Barton Yarborough. Only pull-out was Page Gilman,
himself as the boy and Harriet Hil- now in the Army. Carlton Morse, who conceived the 'Family' idea, still
llard as the mother, and it all flowed writes and produces the program which has won more award.t and citawith pleasant whimsy and infectious tions than any other serial. .. .Audiences over the holidays
at NBC studios
comedy.
Charles
Laughton
was have been restricted to uniformed men on holiday furlough. Both the
braced with Edgar Bergen and their
network and agencies consigned their ducats to USO....Sid Strotz, NBC
stuff fitted into the occasion perfectly.
The vocal department was headman here, and Don Thornburgh, CBS ditto, caused quite a ripple of
uniformly tops, what with Ginny whispers through the radio booths by dining together at the Brown Derby.
Simms. the Andrews Sisters, Crosby. Both wanted to know 'what's wrong with that?'. .. .Phil Harris, radio's
Ethel Waters and Dinah Shore as the 'Mis. Malaprop," will kick around the king's English on Eddie Cantor's
participants.
program Dec. 30. .. .Hollywood radio Is well represented on the roster of
A special treat In this same de- the Army flying school at Roswell, New Mexico. A few of the lads who
partment was the version of 'Basin recently put on a show included Privates Bob LeMond, Allen Bautzer,
Blues' that came out of the tonsil
George Dvorak. Paul Masterson, Paul Langford, Frank Tessinger and
partnership of Crosby and the ChariGeorge Jay. They're learning tower control. .. .For giving NBC's conoteers.
Kay Kyser and his troupe en- tinuity acceptance department the fewest headaches, the 'Fibber and Molly'
dowed 'Praise the Lord and Pass the program won a framed award by Wendell Williams, who wields the blue
Ammunition" with plenty of melodic pencil for the network. Parchment bears- the inscription, 'hunc scriptus
vigor, while the Spike Jones novelty beefibus in blue pencilorum,' and kudoses Jim and Marian Jordan. Scripter
band added just the right pinch of Don Quinn and Producer Cecil Underwood. .. .Bill Lawrence, producer of
condiment with its treatment of Screen Guild Players and Dinah Shore program, gifted the network back'Jingle Bells.' Al Goodman's orches
stage crew with bottles of vodka.
Each container carried a message
tral guidance gave the whole Holly
wood contribution a nice coating "of '""5'*"?; "'^e Russians are doing alright with this stuff, so drink hearty
""t* follow their good example."
tuneful gloss.
Odec
{

FoUow-Dp Comment

cago, via WJZ-Blue. It was a listenable show, combining the prestige of
the Met name and singers with the
sentimental tug of a service-man
concert at Christmas time. Appearing effectively on the stanza were
baritone Arthur Carron, tenor Clifford Harvuet. soprano Annemary
Dickey, contralto Lucielle Browning
and soprano Rose Bampton. Although he was not identified by

name,

forevermore.

.

added to the writing staff for 'Celling Unlimited," the Orson Welles series
for Lockheed. John Tucker Battle joined scrip(ing staff for "Hello, Americans," the Welles sustainer Sunday nights on CBS for the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs
Chick Doty, of Blue network - national spot
sales staff, commissioned lieutenant (jg) in the Navy ... .Sandra Michael,
co-author of 'Against the Storm' and 'Lone Journey," ill with a cold....
Larry Hammond, War Manpower Commission radio head, still hobbling
.Frank Shinn, formerly staff
about on a cane as result of a train mishap.
director of the Blue network, graduated from officers' training school and
commissioned first lieutenant. He's stationed in Arlington. .. .After quiting the Squibb program to join the Merchant Marine, Frank Parker was
turned down.... Mrs. Edward Klauber, wife of the ex-v.p. of CBS, ailing.
Dick Gilbert, WHN's singing disc jockey, emcced the Christmas Party
show of the First Army, held at the Fort Jay theatre on Governor's
Island. N. Y., last Wednesday (23) night, which was attended by numerous
high-ranking officers, including Lt. Gen. Hugh A. Drum, commander of
the First Corps Area.
Lois January, WABC's Reveille Girl. Adele Lambert, Tommy Williams" Commando Trio, the Post Glee Club, and several
acts by enlisted men completed the entertainment.

Variety
60 MIns.
Thursday. 11 p.m.

Metropolitan Auditions of the Air'
temporarily abandoned its regular
format Sunday (27) for a special
Christmas broadcast from the Great
Lakes Naval Training Center. Chi-

to

.

.

.

'COMMAND PEBFOBMANCE'

::

^ make every second count

.

ing

!

gen, Charles Laughton,

YORK CITY

Alan Hewitt succeeded Santos Ortega in the title part in 'Bulldog Drummond'.
.Paul Stewart back from Hollywood film stint and again direct'News From Home' for the OWI shortwave. Connie Ernst, who was
subbing, is now in the French .section
Pall Mall starts its IS-minute
expansion of the Gracie Fields show Jan. 11
John Lageman, foreign
special events man for the OWI, now in North Africa. .. .Radio Directors
Guild has circularized the ad agencies with list of members and the shows
they handle. It includes nearly all the biggest commercials. .. .Bill Alland,
formerly assistant to John Houseman at the OWI shortwave production
department, into the Army Air Forces. .. .Bill Monroe, who writes 'Scramble' on the Blue network, a voluntary (gratis) production assistant for
the War Manpower Commission. .. .New York local of AFRA met last
night (Tuesday) at the Astor hotel to okay the revised sustaining code
....Albert W. Hammond, assistant production manager of the Compton
agency, resigned last week to join the Army ... .Compton agency acquires

I

of

W

country,

ALLAN MILLER IN AS
CLEAR CHANNEL HEAD

theme

ISEW

The Radio Trade Is Discussing: Albert Lasker's retirement and (lie
& Tlioinas emergence as Foote, Cone & Beldhig .HoU\iwood's
nix of radio appearances by its stars... The OWl's plan of selecting
programs for network presentation on donated time.
Lord

Anniversary ISumbvr

37l/i

Mon.-Frl., 11:30 a.m.

aF-NBC, New York
(Compton)
could have appreciated the tremenWilliam Ford Manley's character
dous job of coordination entailed in
series, which he at one time
comedy
were
there
All
told
its presentation.
wrote with Henry Fisk Carlton and
involved,
orchestras
different
43
which has a history going back 10
half-hour,
from that many different parts of years or so as an evening
the

l/V

Friilurc In

Adilctl

the Production Centres

tl

1943"

*Show Business
At War*

Parke.- Fennelly, Arthur Allen.
Margaret Fuller, Agnes

a

Expect on
in

in

By BERNIE

From

I'rognoslirates

Hours Very Smooth Job

it

was unmistakably ex-Met

tenor John Carter, now a Chief
Petty Officer in the Navy, singing
the solo part in the Navy Choir's
performance of 'The Lord's Prayer."
Why he wasn"t billed is a mystery.

Al Jolson was whammo on the
Stage Door Canteen Xmas eve,
monopolizing the full half-hour,
where formerly this show enlists a
cavalcade of name talent to split It
up. Again proving Jolson's prowess
as a one-man-show, with Bert Lytell
merely foiling and Raymond Paige
(Continued on page 32)

.
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New

Gene Buck

TO SELECT

Compares World
Buaineti with
period of now,

S

War

the

Show

I

Web* Will Be Asked to
Contribute Several Hours
Per Week Program Idea
Based on Government Survey of All Network Shows

—

Buenos Aires, Dec.

networks

major

First local short-wave transmitter

37th Anniversary Number
of

Fhilly

It

number

of local

increases

of

KYW

Robert B. Inch has taken a temporary appointment with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to do

work oh a projected

special

the

eight

to

of the

37th Anniversary Number

of reconstruction after the war, par-

sked in the same manner as regular
long-wave transmitters in B. A. Will
emphasize \\ve talent, with many of
the

western part of the country, close to
the Andes), a regular long-wave

B.

prograrhs

^.

originating

in

own

Studios.

most other parts of
the country. Newspaper Los Andes,
which is strongly pro-democratic,
plans to keep outlet on a full-day
sible to tune in

for both long and short wave. Claim
potential audience in Chile and Bolivia should be large.

son, general

CBC

Although the projected plan

it

set,

those to

OWI
say

it

ciety in

in. intetDationai-aiZalrs...

Lewis
have ex-

based on a Gov-

ernment survey of all network programs, both commercial and sustaining, and their comparative effectiveness as purveyors of Government and sponsor messages. Presumably the shows to be chosen by
the OWI and broadcast in periods
contributed by the networks would
be selected on the basis of the sur-

osf extensive survey

made

in

when
way such

the

expected that

It's

lisfenersltip

ever

the PliiladetphiaWlMeTArea l t I

vey's findings.

plan gets under

on radio

Ten thousand

new

conflicts

views,

as the two Office of Price Administrator programs, '100.000,000 Ques-

made

five
in

hundred personol

one week, show

.

inter-

.

and 'Neighborhood Call,' both
heard at 6:30 p.m. Thursdays, but
respectively on CBS and NBC, will
Under the present
be eliminated.
tions'

schedule the programs compete for
the same audience, though they're on
for the same Government agency.
Somewhat analogous case is offered
by the Treasury Department's 'Bond
Wagon' at 10:15-10:45 p.m. Saturday
on Mutual, and the same agency's
'Over Here' show 7-8 o'clock the
same night on the Blue.
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FCC K.O;S RULES
More people

FOR

BEHER DX

to

listen

any other radio

more

to

WCAU

than

station in the Philadel-

phia Market Area.
Washington, Dec.

29.

In order to coordinate the operation of all international broadcast
stations in the interest of the Gov-

ernment's propaganda warfare, the
Federal Communications Commission has

suspended indefinitely certhe rules and regulations
governing DX outlets.
Parts suspended were subsection
(f) (1), (2) and (3) of Section 443,
subsections (d) and (e) of section
tain

of

and section 4.46.
By the suspensions it will no
longer be necessary for international
broadcast stations to make and keep
for inspection verbatim mechanical
records of international programs,
nor will it be necessary to furnish
the FCC, on request, record and
scripts together with translations if
the programs are in any language
other than English.
Suspension also removes the restriction
against an
international
broadcast station from using more
than one frequency. Nor will it be
necessary any longer to file with and
n>ake part of each application for
4.44,

license renewal, information about
hours operated on each frequency,
list
of transmitted programs and
outUnes of reports of reception and
transmission characteristics of the
assigned frequency.
«lso ruled that subsections
(?) and (e) of section 443 require a

S'ngle

station

identification

for

all

stations

which are carrying the same
^jSram, and require identification
ot

international

broadcast

beginning
^\
tro
transmission.

-

stations

and end
of a
'
'
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50,000

'*'The

Bell

WATTS IN ALL DIRECTIONS

Telephone Co. of Penntylvania

is

authority for the fact that

enly'44% of homo*

In Philo-

delphia ore telephone equipped. This survey, an accurate cross-section sample of the population
of the Philadelphia Area, included the other very important

56%.

assist

Canada, has traveled widely

expert

not

is

to

was until lately secreLeague of Nations So«

whom

officials
is

ii

organizing a special adcommittee, representing a

Inch, who
tary of the
is

it

Thom-

is

wide variety of interests,
in preparing the series.

and

S.

manager CBC.

policy.

plained

Canada,

announced by Dr. James

visory

Although actual figures not available, station operators say majority
of listeners here have sets equipped

transmitter would have been impos-

ticularly as they affect

OWI radio head. That would be a
departure in network-Government
completely
and other

series

of broadcasts dealing with questions

short-wave trans-

Because of its location, 800 miles
from Buenos Aires (it's also in the

Show Change

Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
Bsked to contribute several hours of
Bill
Perry last week replaced
time a week lor Government prounder a new plan being Frank Coleman as the vocalist on a
variety show sponsored by
formulated by the Office of War InEsslinger's
Beer. Coleman is in servShows to be heard in
formation.
ice.
the donated time would be selected
Another addition to the show is
by the OWI, according to the
present idea of WiIliani_ B. Lewis, Frances Kay.

grams

meters.

Post-War Series

At War*
theme

mitters.

be

will

CBC for Special

In

*Shou) Business

22.

aimed spe; iflcally at attracting general listeners inaugurated by Argentine
provincial
newspaper,
Los
Andes, located in Mendoza. Station,
known as LRN, Radio Aconcagua,
will operate on 10 kilowatts and 49

of the
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Agriculture Houston apjwinlcd Lusker assistant secretary in
charge of a vast campaign for home
grown vegetables and canning.
'

Albert Lasker Retires
ss^=^=SS^^^=S

Conlinued from pace 27
Carnation
in Ihe Nuvy; and Major L. M. Masius, Armour. Blue Network,
Co., General Motors, Lockheed, hoN. Y. manager, now abroad.
Daniel M. Lord and Ambrose L. tels, banks, farm cooperatives. Owl
Thomas incorporalcd in 1872. and drug, life in.<:urance companies.
Laskci- joiiicd L&T in 1898, al $10 Schcniey, railroad.v. nostrums, dentiThen the firm's annual frices, all nalionally known products,
a week.
billinys were $800,000. which placed are among L&T clienls.
it amon.q Ihc three lar(>e.<;t ad afienDisllnguishcd alumni who started

of

retary

cies in Ihe U. S. In 1910 Lasker besole owner when he look over
Interests of Charles R. Erwin,

the

whom

he had been in partnerThomas' death in 1904.
In
Lord retired that same year.
192C L&T merged with Thomas F.
Logan. Inc.. and the Lord & Thomas
& Logan name continued until 1928.
when L&T was reinstated, follow-

w

ith

ship since

—

American

He

spor,.;.

I

came

Montreal, Dec, 29.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. reports number of big contract renewals both in English and French local

Lasker always retained that native

I

reporter.
for voars
In
ICubs.
I

of
characteristic love
started life as a ba.seball

Marion W. Mylcs, assistant to
Jo.seph A. Ecclesine, NBC network
biz. They are:
promotion manager, becomes creative
Colgatc-Palmolive-Peet spon- assistant, efre(;live Monday (4
to
sored 'Share the Wealth' program Charles B. Brown, advertising
and
8:30-9 p.m. Sundays, renewed Jan. promotion
director.
Charles p.
21 to June 26 and Sept. 4 to Dec. 25. Hammond, of the American
NewsCBM Llpton Tea Muslcale, Sun- paper Publishers Assn. bureau of
dayji 6 to 6:30 p.m. Renewed Jan. 3 advertising, joins NBC as Brown's
administrative assistant.
to March 28.
Jean Harstone. sales promotion di.
CBM Department of Finance, War rector
of Saks Fifth Avenue. N. Y,
Finance Committee program, resucceeds Miss Myles as Ecdebine'i
8
14, 7:30 to

CBM

>

I

clude Hill Blacken.
mert. John Oi r Young

O'Day

lA;
Benton
(Sheldon

Rubicam), iKenesaw Mountain Landis became
Bowles l. Mark baseball 'Czar.' and the sport has
scandal
Canaday). and 'never suflcrcd from a major
Emniett of since.
I

&

Stirling

Celchell.

Ncwell-Emmett,

CBM

Training the

••^winp.

I'ljhoii
Spn^r^|ll»K^^^.

Pi'iir.-^on.

Shlr-*r.

All

also

on

Want Faine

Succeed

to

Ray Jones

coast-to-coast

CBF and
'Secrets

imii^*1"T.

AFRA

at Chi

French regional network:
du Dr. Morhanges' 8 to 8:30

Chicago

Chicago. Dec. 29.
of the American

local

Tuesdays. Jan. 5 to Dec. 28.
Federation of Radio Artists failed
last night (Monday) to name a successor to Ray Jones as local execuBob Cottingham, tive secretary. At a second meeting
Philadelphia.
assistant publicity director in charge
today it was decided to ofTer the
of news at KYW, has taken a leave
post to Hy Faine, national organizer,
of absence to take a post With the
but that will have to be approved by
Douglas Aircraft Co. on the Coast.

l-'iiizli-r

p.m.,

—

'Show BiKiness
At Wlr'
theme

above

network.

Fenliirr In

Hti

assistant.

renewed Jan. 5 to June 24 and Sept.
7 to Dec. 28, 9 to 9:30 p.m. Tuesdays.

Radio Commentators
Drpw

March

Creams and Powders

Pi^lm's

sponsored 'John and Judy' prograrp

clttHe-ups on the ornlorlciit t<*chKnr
Tlioinp."**!!.
l^orodix
niiiUM
ot
S«'\preUl. .Tohnnhi'S Slo«»l. llnul:ll;ii;<'.
\]iiui«rcooU. I'lMtin CIof»». llo.-lHf Parlor.

3 to

p.m. Sundays.

ct al.

Big Donations To Chi V.
Lasker conlribuled $1,200,000 to
He rethe Universily of Chicago.
ing Logan'.s death.
averaged cently gave his famous estate at
have
billings
L&T's
more than $30,000,000 annually in Lake Forest. III., on which more
the past six years, and in all the than $3,000,000 had been spent, to
same educational institution.
firm has placed $750,000,000 worth the
Both he and Mrs. Lasker have given
of advertising.
A tipoff on the L&T dissolution largely to the support of the Planned
was keynotcd in last week's 'Variety' Parenthood Federation. Some years
when the RCA Victor account was ago Mr. Lasker and his sisters condisclosed as having shifted away tributed $50,000 to the Cancer Institute —us first large contribution.
from the Lasker menage.
In the field of radio, during the
His activity and benefactions on
first four years of radio chain op- behalf of Jewish and local affairs in
eration, L&T placed more than 30% Chicago were so great and varied
of all the air shows, introducing that he became, in a senjc, known
w.k.
programs as Lucky as inheritor of the mantle of the
such
Strike's Hit Parade, Cities Service late Chicago philanthropist, Julius
Hour, The Goldbergs, Mr. District Rosenwald, head of Sears Roebuck
Attorney. Mary Marlin, etc.
Sc Company.
RKO hadio, American Tobacco, During the last war, the then Sec-

>,

newal Jan.

'

J.

NEW

IN

NBC AD PROMOTION POST

and networks

With William Wrigley. Jr..
he controlled the Chicago

1920. after the While Sox
baseball ."^cnndal. he conceived the
reorganizalion of baseball that was
necessary, and devised what was
then known as the 'Lasker Plan.' As
with Lasker in Lord & Thomas inFrank S. Hum- jpart of the 'Lasker Plan' Judge

Bill

MARION MYLES

CBC Renewals

of th«

Chick Kelly

been moved up to
Gantz. former

h.is

membership vote

tonight.

Jones is slated to enter the Army
shortly, but the question of his successor appears to be stymied over
Ledger, and William Rambo, a mem- whether or not the job is to be open
ber of the .staff of the Norristown to him again after the war. Besides
(Pa.) Herald, have been added to having
been instrumental in the
the KYW" news ilafT.
formation of the local, Jones has
been active in AFRA's national afrc!>laie him.

37lh Anniveftary i'^nmbcr
of

Jimmy

editor

sports

of

the

old

Public

.

fairs.

Follow-up Comment
Continued from page 10

s

for the musical assist. Jolson'.s 'Me
and
Gal' gave way to a Gershwin

My

cavalcade
which should become
standard with him. and which merits
reprise on his own Tuesday night
show. In fact, it's likely to become
a classic routine with mammy singer,

Mildred

Chernoft,

time

seller

at

WPAR,

Parkersburg. Pa., won a
bunch of Camel cigarcts for a .soldier
by answering correctly a question on
over CBS
(26).
She and Bob Hawks engaged
in a quipping match. Miss ChernolT
declaring that WPAR was 'the best
250-watt station in the country.' and
Hawks asking 'how about the city?'
She told the quizmaster that WPAR

'Thanks for

WGAN launches the largest radio promotion schedule

was a Columbia
his

ever put on

12-COLUMN
»tars

.

.

.

Maine area

in tlie

.

.

starting with a

advertisement, picturing 53

which appeared

newspapers

.

in

16 daily

CBS

radio

and weekly

Maine, including every daily news-

in

I

I

day's (23) episode.

I

represented

This

I

280,000 copies

WGAN

through

advertising

It

.

a
.

combined

circulation

of over

OVER A MILLION READERS

.

(on

the conservative basis of four readers per copy the

this

newspaper

extensive

the

radio

service

Now

vides
sible

.

.

.

made

initial

advertisement, promot-

pos-

spon-

Maine
and

and

weekly newspapers throughout Maine.

pro-

by the combined

efforts of stars,
sors,

One

of the rare

made

brilliant u.se of pathos, but
set up the punch finale by artful iise
of repetition and near-hysteria. Point
of the sketch was that Sadie realized
she has to wear glasses, which she
recognized as a sign of old age. As
usual, it was artfully played, particularly by Bernardine Flynii as Sadie.
it

'Against the Storm' was an afTecting show Wednesday (23), bringing

following up this

ing the individual stars, with insertions in daily

complete
It

carried

entire population of the State of Maine.)

pointing

out to the people of

Maine

and

times that author Paul Rhymer ventures from character comedy writing,

I

SPONSORS

i

affiliate

This softened Hawks,
inquired whether Miss Chernoft

program.

who

sold spot announcements. 'Programs,
too,' she replied, adding, in answer to
another query, that 'business is good.'
Quizees plugged their businesses
and those of their employers so
strongly on this particular broadcast
that Hawks remarked. 'To think I
was on sustaining so long.'
'Vic and Sade' had an intensely
touching surprise tag on last Wednes-

paper.
STARS
INETWORKI
AGENCIES

Yanks'

the

listeners

.

network, agencies

TO SPEND
station.

.

.

.

.

.

MAINE PEOPLE WITH MONEY

are dependent on

Maine radio as

never before for their entertainment and information.

most of the lead character.'? into the
and
episode
emotional
dramatic
up some eloquent war
Thursday's chapter of tl;«
same serial contained a glowing
pra.ver by Uncle Eric, the yarns
Danish pastor (played in real life b.v
a Danish-born pastor), and ended
with a unique farewell me.ssage from
everyone connected with the show,
including cast, director Axel Gruenberg, announcer Richard Stark and
co-authors Sandra and Gerda Michael. As the program was going off
the air with the succeeding (lay's
pointing
themes.

broadcast,

it

was

a dignified,

moving

note.

'Vouni; Dr. Malone' unfolded soma
tense seagoing melodrama Wednesday (23), a leg-amputation performed
aboard a disabled freighter and a

character named Daisy murmuring a
barely audible prayer for all boys on
the briney. Commercial copy made
purchase of Post Bran flakes .sound
like a contribution toward winning
the war,

Kay Kyser was dynamic,
last

5000

MEMBER COLUMBIA
BROADCASIINQ SYSTEM

(23).

as usual,
In addi-

Kyser's closing plea to the listeners
avoid giving away war information
was a wallop.

to

PORTLAND. MAINE

Wattt

Wednesday night

tion, the Christmas stuff by a choir
from the troupe was a nice touch.

Maine's Voice oj Friendly Service

560
Kilocycles

it

Jack Benny and Fred Allen made
a neat field Sunday night (27). the

latter guesting on Benny's .show and
Dennis Day reversing on the Allen
program. The score favored Allen,
especially the devasUtlng ribbing on
Benny's alleged penuriousness.
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One

Met s5tb(rfN)d B.0. Wk. Climaxed By

S3

for Ripley

Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.
of Milton Lomask,
concertmaster of the
Pittsburgh Syniphony Orchestra,

Sipimd Romberg s

Concert Venture

The voice

Brilliant

Return of Marjorie Lawrence

Smashing all previous records of
Metropoliten Opera
the house, the
Co closed out its fifth week of the
season Monday (28) with a net profit
the current season.
lor each week of
Performance value was adequate,
nature.
but hardly of a sensational

did voice, delivered a 'Che gelida
mahina' that was a show stopper in
act one.
Francesco Valentino and

Norman Cordon,

Marcello and
CoUine. were both good and Salvaas

Dickey was a tall, gangling Musetta
•Manon.' Wednesday (23). opened
whose voice was unpleasant as the
week and was just a fair perIn the title role. Bidu character she represents in the secformance.
ond act. Cesare Sodero did an adeSayao had yet to get under the skin
She looks quate job in the pit.
characterization.
of her

while not in the best of
sang well, but Manon's agony
vivaciousness seem to escape
Charles Kullman worked hard
her.
as DCS Grieux, but while the tenor's
'Le Reve' and 'Ah fuyez' were well
sung they lacked ping and resonance,
making his work just adequate.
Much better was the work of Norman Cordon as the senior Des
Grieux, with the bass' commanding
height and excellent acting complementing splendid vocalism. Cordon
has come a long long way and is
John
steadily approaching the top.
Brownlee was a somewhat eflemiwell and

and

Met's $1,000 Profit
Breaking all.previous records
for successive black ink, the

Met-

'Aida,'

troduce

again showed a
pair of leather lungs as Rhadames.

Arthur

opia

company.

Estimates are as follow;:
(23), gross

Manon,' Wednesday

'Boheme,' Thursday (24), gross
$10,000; even break.
'Alda,' Friday (25), gross $12.000: profit, $1,000.
'Magic Flute.' Saturday afternoon (26), gross $12,500; profit.
$1,500.

Saturday

Trsvlatm,*

evening

(26). gross $8,000; profit.

$1,000.

'TravUta' and 'Salome/ Monday (28), gross $12,000; profit.
$1,000.

nate soldier and his singing seems to
be on the decline, wtih his tones
dry and uninteresting. Sir Thomas
frequently drowned out
his singers with the noise of his

Beecham

orchestra.

human
out of

decades occurred when
Marjorie Lawrence, dramatic soprano, whose legs bad been paralyzed
two years ago, made her first appearance on the stage since the onset
of her illness. The role of her reentry was Venus, and she did the
complete first act with Lauritz Melchior. Miss Lawrence was in splendid voice and provided the best
Venus the house has had since she
last sang it there.
If anything, her
illness has improved her vocally, for
the voice has a warmer, richer quality and her large voluminous tones
ranged from a low 'A' to a ringing
top 'B', cut through the terrific orchestra like a knife. All her acting
was performed from a couch and

Met

in

was good.
The entire house rose en masse at
the conclusion to applaud for five
minutes without a let up. The Met
orchestra, chorus, condiictors, othe/
stars,

boxofflce staff and managers
contributed their services toward
making her return a gala one.* Of the
other scenes presented, Jarmila Novotna
presented
an
outstanding

Manon

anyhow.

failed badly as

Lawrence

conducted

lackadaisically.

'The Magic Flute.' Saturday (26)
was a generally good performance. Charles Kullman found
(he role of the Prince more suited
to his vocal i^ than most others and
John Brownlee's
he looks well.
afternoon,

brilliantly

and passionately

"ack Jarmila Novotna
to the role
her debut. The singer
acted with
customary charm, but her small

M

n«

voice with Its
falling top tones Just
was able to cope with Mimi's
music.
It is

^ut

regrettable that she
was cast opposite
Jagel, since she
lowered head and
shoulders above

ner itage lover.

The

tenor, in splen-

Frank

Sigmund Romberg and

Cork;

Robert Weede, June 29; Rise Ste
vens, July 6; Paul Robeson, July 13;
Lily Pons. July 20; Kenny Baker,
July 27; Anna Kaskas and Eleanor
Steber. Aug. 3; Nelson Eddy. Aug.
10; Josephine Antoine, Aug. 17.
The 'popular' programs:
Horace Heidt's orch. July 1; Kate
Smith. July 8; Kay Kyser's band.
July 15; Ginny Simms or Dinah
Shore, July 29. and Phil Spitalny's
all-girl orchestra. Aug. 12.
Guest artists will appear with the
newly organized Milwaukee Symphony orchestra, while a Milwaukee
dance band, still to be selected, will
provide the background in the 'pop-

Panat

Syria Mosque. Pittsburgh, Dec. 25-26,

Montreal Very Wbo«pce

music field tells all. 'An Evening
With Sigmund Romberg' is just that,
and it was a pleasant evening, too,
with program made up chiefly of
snatches from
famed composer's

'42;

$2.75 top.

Title of this

follows:

Grace

matters at first. It's expected still
other spots, class and mass, will do
a foldo also right after the first.

'

Series to Link

soloists.

Gene Marvey, Marie Nash;

vini.

Montreal, Dec.

Canvass of the

first

29.

run theatres

along the Main street here reveals
advance sellout of New Year's Eve
midnight shows at Palace ($1), Capitol ($1). Loew's ($1-$1.50), Princess
(50c-$l). Orpheum (60c) and reports
from a large number of second-run
houses show promise of similar big
returns and possible sellouts when

turn-away biz comes

to

whatever

new venture

into the

long list of light operatic successes.
'I'm trying to find out,' he told audience, 'whether or not there's a place
in American music for something

between swing and symphony.' Obthere

viously

is,

for

big 3,800-seat
filled for

Mosque was comfortably

is

both of his concerta at $2.75 top.
Practically everything that could
Gayety ($1.50-$2.50) vaude house went wrong here closing night (26),
for its show from 11:45 p.m. to 3 a.m. but crowd didn't seem to mind.
by Christmas Eve has almost a sell- Grace Panvini. one of soloists,
out.
turned up with a bad. cold and had
Business at these shows is re- to eliminate a couple! of .'her progarded as a good indication of way grammed numbers; the mike Marie
money is moving and points to big Nash used couldn't take a high note
and went shrill on her in the upper
spending in the coming year.
Hotels and cabarets New Year Eve registers, and the entire orch disappeered for last third of concert,
admissions cannot now
going.

be bought

and there is a certain amount of
scalping with prices rocketing to
1928 figures.

leaving Romberg to accompany Miss
Nash and Gene Marvey alone at the
piano, because musicians had
to

make an early
But

Berlin's

Bonuses

train

for

Buffalo.

whole Romberg enterinformal so customers acof this as part of the in-

spirit of

prise

is

cepted

all

formality.

In
the manner of old vaude,
printed signs are brought out on the
stage to announce the numbers;
Romberg takes everybody in his
confidence, a genial guy with an
manner,
conductor's
unorthodox
copy click like 'Christmas' is the weaving in dance rhythms with the
equivalent of four or five hits, since music, and everything's 'geared to a
it spells a substantial saving on exThere's no denynice relaxation.
tunes
of
Romberg's
ploitation to create a 200.000 or a ing the appeal
2S0,000-copy hit, which is deemed either they're the best part of the
for in this he's directly
program
big nowadays.
in
the line of succession from
Bl( Record Sales
Johann Strauss. .There's a bow to
ular' programs of Kate Smith. Ginny
Furthermore, the disk sales have a couple of his collea^es in the
Simms or Dinah Shore.
been terrific. Decca alone, which has early part, with excellent 40-plece
Single concerts in the past have Crosby under contract, figures to orch that 'will get better with addiattracted audiences of as high as sell 2,000.000 platters. The last big tional rehearsing playing seclections
and Emerich
40.000 and 50.000 persons.
Gasoline disk sensations were Glenn Miller's from Franz tiehar
Kalman, fine to hear in orchestral
rationing is not exepected

Continued from patrl

10 other
tunes therein, although
'White Christmas' is the butstander.
In trade mathematics, a 1.000,000-

——

arrangements, and the Tschaikowsky
and Chopin selections are their most
Big laugh comes
familiar ones.
when, following a number simply
billed as 'Most Popular March in
the World,' orch plays Mendelssohn
Wedding March.'
Miss PanSoloists are excellent
an attractive colorattira;
vini
is
Gene Marvey an excellent tenor
along musical comedy lines and
Marie Nash a striking, sex-appealan instrumental.
^ Indianapolis, Dec. 28.
From the Berlin, Inc., perspective, ing blonde with voice to match.
The Indianapolis Sjnmphony or
Practically entire last half is' dethe company's fiscal year starts in
chestra has been hired by the In
voted to-'ranes from 'My Maryland,'
this 'Desert Song,' "New Moon,' "Blossom
July,
which
actually
means
that
dianapolis Railways to play a concert for its employees under the profit was made in but six months, Time.' 'Student Prince' and 'Nlgbt
since
the
had
nothing
worthfirm
Is Young,' ell Romberg works, with
direction of Fabien Sevitzky at the
Marvey and Miss Nash alternating
Murat theatre Jan. 3. This follows while prior thereto until the 'Holiday them in solos and dueta. Frank
up an idea for a series of perform- Inn' score. In making so large a Cork takes over conductor's baton
divvy.
Irving
Berlin
and
hii
manaances under industrial sponsors to
here with Romberg sitting down at
Bomstein,
are
anticipatger.
Saul
H.
finances,
orchestra's
bolster
the
the piano. Two new Romberg numwhich started with a program for ing profit totals to some degree; and bers are introduced (or the first
months' pace con- time, 'Faithfully Yours.' a lilting
If the first six
P. R. Mallory Si Co. employees last
tinues, the firm may well set a new tune, and 'Off the Shores of Somemonth.
half-milwith
where,' which Miss Nash sings. Both
Pan
Alley
high
a
Tin
A fee of $1,500 was understood to
have definite possibilities.
have been paid the orchestra for the lion net profit.
'Evening Witt Sigmund Koberg*
Whether foresight or not. the (act
Mallory concert.
nice
that Berlin had written his general is principally an evening of
for those Romberg melonostalgia,
manager, Bornstein, back in August,
dies are pretty imperishable and
that 'if we have a good year I want
listening to them played by a stageDr. Rodzmski
to see our bonuses to the staff good
ful of skilled musicians and sung by
and healthy' proved a great break first-rate vocalists is altogether
fleail of N. Y.
for both the Berlin, Inc., and ABC satisfactory.
And commercial, too.
Cohen.
personnel. This differs from the rest
which was hideDr. Artur Rodzinski has been ap- of Tin Pan Alley,
pointed musical director of the N. Y. bound, by War Labor Board restricPhilharmonic Symphony' Orchestra tions, not to exceed what has been Mpls. Decides to
the custom, or what had 'been paid
for the season of 1943-44.
Dr. Rodzinski. for over a decade the preceding year. Since 1941 was
in Operation
head of the Cleveland Orchestra, an exceedingly poor year for music
will act as permanent head of the publishers, having been off the air
orchestra, and will share the podium because of the ASCAP-radio-BMI
Minneapolis, Dec. 29.
with Bruno Walter, who will con- fight, the precedent was at lowest
The city council has decided to
duct at least six weeks and Howard ebb. when only bonuses of single
keep the municipal auditorium in
Barlow.
been
week's

BUYS

subordinates.
well,

as

usual.
'Traviata',

Saturday evening

(26)

was well sung. Llcia Albanese. both
from the vocal and dramatic aspect,
is providing the Met with one of its
most brilliant Violettas in recent
years. Her 'A fors e lui' and 'Sempre
Libera' in the first act were sung
with brilliant top 'C's and with large,
toned bravura effects. The second
dueta were just as good. Jan
Peerce is singing an increasingly
good Alfredo. The 'Un di felice' and
'Lungi da lei' were both sung with
considerable spirit and fine legato
effects and with all the rich tonal
quality for which he is noted. The
tenor's dramatic 'Questa donna' of
the third act was a high point of the

fine

act

and his acting continues to improve. Leonard Warren
delivered an excellent elder Ger-

performance

mont, both his duets with Albenese
being good, as was the short bi'ia
'Pura siccome un angelo'. The 'Di
Provenza II Mar', however, was a
high point being superbly sung from
the pianissimo to the ringing top 'G's.
Cesare Sodero, while conducting his
orchestra a bit louder than usual,
was able to get away with it because
of the power of the voices on the

comprised the double

aoors and hundreds of would-be
standees turned away.
'Boheme.' Thursday (24), brought

direction of
I

SYMPH FOR EMPLOYEES

stage.

well-phrased finely
sung 'Flower Song". Lily Pons an excellent 'Caro Nome', and James Melton ditto on his 'Dei
miel boUenti
spinti'. They were the
best of a long
list of singers
who contributed their
services. House was
sold out to the

Milw/43Park

Pittsburflh, Dec. 26.
Concert Orch of 40 pieces under

Eve Hoopla
Continued from page

baritone.

—

reick

a

a

Papagena was humorous and sung in
to hurt 'Chattanooga Choo Choo' last year
good Mozartian style; Jarmila No
votna looks well but was lacking vo- attendance in 1943, as Washington with 1,300.000 platters, and Jimmy
cally as Pamina; Josephine Antoine Park is easily accessible by street Dorsey's
'Maria
Elena' 'Green
sang a brilliant Queen of the Night car and bus.
Eyes,' which went well over 1,000,with her last aria, with the difficult
000 about the same time. Nowadays
'F's above high 'C:' and tricky runs
disks outsell sheet music. The alland cadenzas taken with effortless INDPLS. RJt.
time record high, perhaps, is Al Jolease; Ezio Pinza's Sarastro was imson's 'Sonny Boy'. The first Brunswick record statement on it was
posing dramatically and brilliantly
2,000,000 records.
Before that, Darsung, and Norman Cordon and Lil
danella' sold over 1,000,000 disks, as
Han Raymondi rounded out excellent

acted and sung, Ezio Plnza a sonorous powerful -La C^alumia'. Frede-

Jagel

Tibbett

The once

Amonasro.

great baritone strained and forced in
a dry voice, but his acting was gen
erally good. Nicolas Moscona made
an adequate High Priest and Lans
ing Hatfield, in his season's debut as
the King, looked imposing but forced
Wilfred
his voice out of bounds.

Brun Walter conducted

Sunday (27) the greatest
Interest story to have come
the

Carron

tenor's enormous girth indicated
that in Egyptian times Italian gen
erals were being well fed in Ethi

Pelletier

$8,000: loss $3,500.

— as

'

$1,000 profit on an approximate
gross of $62,500. This did not in-

the

Gretel'

to
the Met.
The singer
looked well and acted with distinction, but her voice is more of a
limited lyric soprano than mezzo. It
was almpst inaudible in the middle
Milwaukee. Dec. 29.
and lower passages and without
'Music Under the Stars' series of
much color, although with sufficient summer concerts in Washington
range for her upper tones. In sec- Park is being extended from the
ondary roles she should do much usual eight to 13 events for the
better. Stella Roman made hep sea- 1943 .season, the extra five to be of
son's
debut as Aida and again the 'popular' type to appeal to the
showed a remarkable dramatic so- younger element and to be spon
prano badly used.
Her excessive sored by business concerns and man
use of chest voice with its hard- ufacturers. Enlarged program is de
metallic sounds contrasted strangely signed to further bolster morale as
with her exquisite pi^anissimo and the war progresses.
Don Griffin, program director, has
occasional brilliant top 'B' flats and
arranged guest artist program as
high 'C"s.

The

clude an additional $6,000 raised
(27)
the Sunday evening
at
benefit performance at which
Marjorie Lawrence made her reentry into the active ranks of

burgh Opera Society last year in
'Eugen Onegin as a tenor.
This week hes appearing with
the same group in 'Hansel and

Chi Chi and Jive

mezzo

Opera Co. closed Monday (28) its fifth week of its
current season with an estimated
ropolitan

Viennese Diva
Friday (25), served to inHertha
Glatz,
Viennese

Both Appealing and Connnercial

is changing— and at his age. too.
Lamask appeared with the Pitts-

tore Baccaloni' again scored big in
his dual comedy part.
Annamary

the

voice,

assistant

Traviata'

(Act

2)

and

New

Symph

Keep

Many And

pay had

'Salome'

Monday Kuttner's Fractured
Serva Pa-

bill

(28) at the Met as 'La
drone,' scheduled to preceed 'Salome,' was cancelled due to the ill-

Stymies Trenton

Wrist

Symph

Trenton. Dec. 29.
ness of Bidu Sayao. The first named
A double blow to Trenton's twin
opera served to Introduce to Met
audiences the Alfredo of James Mel- civic musical enterprises, the TrenSymphony and the Trenton
ton, which was generally well sung. ton
The tenor's 'Dei Miei bollenti pos- Opera Association, has been struck
sessed a nice lyric quality and his by injury to Michael Kuttner, violin
phrasing was good. Licia Albanese virtuoso and conductor. Hospitalized
and Leonard Warren repeated their by a New York subway steps tumble,
fine performances of Saturday evethe young maestro, 27. is convaning (26). In 'Salome.' Lily Djanels
from a fracture of two bones
singing did not match her superlative lescent
slight foreacting and dancing as the princess. in the left wrist and a
Karin Branzell was a powerful- head fracture.
Kuttner. Symphony concertmaster,
voiced Herodias, and Herbert JansRene may not be able to fill his chair at
sen did well by Jokanaan.
Maison provided excellent acting as the next concert date of the local
Herod, and vocally he was well above series, Jan. 12.
par. George Szell conducted well.

made.

operation throughout 1943, although
the building is 'broke' and there was
considerable agitation to close it for
the duration. The building's income
from various attractions, including
trade and other shows, concerts, etc,
has fallen considerably below previous year's take.
A plan submitted by manager
George Adams to save approximatewas approved.
ly $2,600 annually
The staff will be whittled down to
11, a 'skeleton' crew and Adams will
submit to a salary slash from $5,400
sheets.
The stagehands'
to $4,800 a year.
WB's Music Bonus
union agreed to the elimination of
Warner Bros, gave its professional the 'swing man' who is laying off
music men a bonus of four weeks two days a week, and the stage employees will go on a straight five-day
salary, while the rest of the per
received
checks for two week pay basis instead of being techsonhel
nically on duty seven days a week.
weeks extra.

Bonuses in the music business are
the rule rather than the exception,
with pluggers and executives participating in the gravy profits. At Berlin's for example, at one time the
firm paid Harry Link, its then professional manager, a $12,500 bonus.
"White Christmas' is Berlin's first
million-copy hit since 1924-26. when
the 'Remember'— 'Whafll I Do?'— 'Always' ballads clicked for those sales.
Even his 'God Bless America' has
only gone a shade better that 900,000
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Best Sheet Music Sellers

AH

Bands' Theatre Business Boffo;

(Week ending Dec.

Brown-lorocco' (iSG, Chi; J. Dorsey

BVC

Dream

Craziest

Harms
Famous
Famous

Fall in Love
Praise the Lord

Why

New Record

Plus 'Dandy 70G.N.Y.,

28)

Berlin
While Clirislmas
CLP
Lighu Go On Again
There Are Such Things. -Yankee

Moonlight Becomes

Miller
Mills

Star Spangled Bainier

Me and My Gal
Week)

(Estimates for This

3.20(j;

28-3.1-4-4-5n— With

'La'd.v'

(Chicago; Distress' (Col).
Soaring to scn.'JaLes Brown, Chicago
Looks like
4.000; 35-55-75)— Plus 'Road to Mo- lional $32,000 or boiler.
rocco" (Par). Mammoth $05,000. Nevv new house mark, with Howard's orInmost
of credit.
helpcourse,
chestra
siven
business,
of
Year's eve
eve
with
Year's
business,
from
New
effective
cludes
scale
$1.50
ing with
Big lift here is from scale at $1.10 from 6 p.m.
6 p.m. on.
Ina Ray HuUon, Pittsburgh (StanCrosby-Hope-Lamour starrer.
Jimmy Dorsey, New York iSirnpd; ;ioy: 3.800; 30-44-35-66)— With Marion
35-55-75-85-99-$1.10

2.756:

—

1

'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB)

at

Wilh
pop

scales following advanced-price road-

The

at the Hollywood.
fourth time here, the Dorsey

b;ii;d

combination

with

show run

makes an

ideal

'Dandy' for near to $70,000. whlcl)
cracks the all-time record here unpitband policy and
present

der

(RKO Boston;
44-55-65-76-85)— With 'Nishtmare' (U) and supporting stage bill.
Fine $24,000.
*^Clen Gray, Boston

Army
Fe'st

Daybreak
Manhattan Serenade

Robbini

Jerry^Waliln

Hulton and Modcrnaires. Jack Ou^ant and 'George Washington Slept
The s.a. band-leader
Here' iWB).
has always had a strong b.o. dr.ift
here and this time she has the holiday and better stage and screen support than usual, which should count
up to socky $23,000, best here in a
long time. With a New Year's Eve
midniter coming up for this bill,
gross may even go above that.

MacFarland

3.200:

(State:

New

Twins,

York

39-44-55-75-99-$1.10)—

3,450;

With Jackie Miles and Mitzi Green
Woody Herman, New York (P,U'- on stage, 'My Sister Eileen' (Col) (2d
35.-55-8'>-99-$1.10)— run ) on screen. Draft of stageshows
amount; 3,664
With Hazel Scott, others, on stage, among out-ot-towners over Christ'Road to Morocco' (Par) on screen. mas lending stout support for picFinished seventh (Anal) round last lure: a very big $42,000 is seen, one
night (Tuesday), first any show has of the best weeks ever done here
held that long here, at close to $70.- and topped by only a few shows.

Buff.

Aud, Draws

Tommy

000,

Tucker,

Philadelphia

(Earle; 2.768; 35-46-57-68-75). Drawing $31,000. Picture draw. 'Whistling
in Dixie' (M-G) also helping some.

'Sweet'

$1,700

(Esliniated)

Bob Allen (Shubert theatre. New
Haven, Conn.. Dec. 27). Allen's new
band plus vaude. on first local stand
drew estimated
top;

75c

fair

3.500 admissions at
biz off all over

but

town.

Herbie Kay (Chermot

B..

Heavy

storm
Kay. and 1.200 at 85c was good in
view of that.
Jimmy Lunceford (Brookline C.
C, Philadelphia, Dec. 20). LunceNeb.,

ford
1.021

Dec.

26).

did surprisingly
hoofers at $1.10.

cut

well,

luring
B..

Au-

day (25)

hit

okay

2,100

Saturday at

usual $1.45 couple for $2,558, fair,
but okay for this part season and

Xavier Cugat and Carmen Cavallero continue to be mentioned as the
new band.
bands which will probably get the m«ch sought after date at the new
Sigmand Bomberg (Erlanger theatre, Buffalo. Dec. 27-28). Romberg's
Hotel Statler on Sixteenth street in Washington.
Sunday (27) and one
Hostelry plans to open to general public late in January and Is definite two concerts
Monday evening did approximately
for main attraction of the President's Birthday Ball celebration here. Music
$5,000 at $2.20 top, good.
Corp. ot Ainerlca and General Amus. Co. are canvassing name field for
Jerry Wald (Aud., Buffalo, N. Y.,
band to play this Jan. 30 date.
Dec. 26). For night after Christmas
Count Basie, who plays the Howard theatre that week, will play for Wald did a sweet job here, drawing
the colored celebration under the direction of Abe Lichtman. Event is 1,400, capacity, for a gross ot $1,700.
scheduled for the Lincoln Colonnade.

Somebody has been opening the mail of Paul Schwarz. president of
musicians local 161, Washington. Missive from War Department sent on
Dec. 4 arrived Dec. 20, marked 'opened by mistake.' Union head has also
had wages garnisheed for unpaid bills of his namesake. Other irritations
resulted In matter being referred to Federal Bureau of Investigation,
with G-men calling in the envelope snipper tor a quiz.

on Coin-Machines

10 Best SeDers
(Records

below are grabbing most

nickels

this

week

in

jukeboxes

throughout the country, as reported by operators to 'Variety.'
Names
more than one band or vocalist a/lo; the tide indicates, in order of
popularilv, lohose recordings are being played.
Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the list-:ngs
of

ond respective publishers.)
1.

2

When

8.

Had

4.

Bing Crosby
(Charlie Spivak

White Christmas (11) (Berlin)

Why

Lights

Go On

Craziest

Dream

Don't

You

Fall

{Harry James

(4)

"(Tony

Love

(7»

(Harms).

6.

Dearly Beloved (6) (Chappelb

6

There Are Such Things

7.

Manhattan Serenade

9.

10.

Five

By Five

Daybreak

(9)

(5i

{

(Yankee)

(Robbins)

(8t

...

(Leeds)

(Feist)..

(8)

Moonlight Becomes You

Martin

.'

.

BoswcU
) Conncc
(Dick Jurgens
)

8.

Columbia

(Vaughn Monroe
( Lc; Brown

(CLP)

<10)

Decca

)

J

Alvino Key
Glenn Miller
Tommy Dorsey

J'mmy Dorsey

(Harry James
J

Andrews

I

Freddie Slack

Sisters

Jimmy Dorsey
(Harry James
Bing Crosby

|

(1)

(Famous)

Victor

Okeh
Columbia
Decca
Decca

Decca
Capitol

Decca
Columbia
Decca

OTHER FAVORITES
(These records are directly below first 10 in poptilarlti/.
numbet of weeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

Tunes with

Kyser....

.Columbia
Decca

Praise Lord (11)

(Famous)

Touch Texas (Southern)
Brazil

This

•^'>'
|

(Merry Macs
Freddy Martin

(Southern)

Is

Never Be Another You (Miller)

For Me,

My

Gal

"(Mills)

Here Comes Navy (Shapiro)

m

Victor

with a loss of $30,000. ^vhich. it's
claimed, was partly covered by insurance.
Blaze was started by the
explosion of an oil -burner. At the
time the spot was partially filled
with patrons, all ot whom got out
without injury.
Since dropping name bands after
gas rationing started in July, the
spot has operated only weekends
with small, local orchestras.
Bill
Allen's outfit was playing the spot,
which is owned by a Jake Abels.
Blue Garde..s is the fifth suburban, N. Y., roadhouse user of bands
or entertainment to be destroyed
by fire in the last year. Last January the Rustic Cabin. Englewood
Cliffs. N. J., was levelled, and is now
being rebuilt: Flagship, at Union,
N. J., went the same way, ljut has
been
rebuilt.
Fires
closed
the
Colonial Inn, Singac, N. J., which
tried name bands months ago with
Tommy Tucker. Another was the
Eldorado Club, Areola Manor, N. J.

900

Total

Covsra

2,250
1,950

46
3

700

11

2,650
3,250
1,475
2,825

1

11

6

a supporting floor show, although the band

19.475
23.525
25,35072.675
2,175
26,950
5.075
16,050
11,950
is

tht

major draw.

Griff Wllllama (Empire Room. Palmer House; 600; $3-$4.50 min.).
No
in business.
Williams and the Hartmanns, heading floor show,
responsible for 4,000 tabs last week.
Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 300; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Kasscl
and a pleasant floor show drew 2.000 last week.
Nell Bondshn (Mayfair Roonv, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.50 min.). Bondshu
has developed so well management ha.s extended stay until Jime. Renee
DeMarco shares billing; 1,700 people last week.
Stan Kenton (Panther Room, Sheridan hotel; 800; $1.25-$2.50 min.).

letdown

boxoffice. Jerry Wald opens New Years Eve. Around
week.
Rnss Morgan (Marine Room, Edgewatcr Beach hotel; 1,100; $1.25 min.).
Is weU liked.
Around 2,100 last week.

Kenton proved good
3,700 last

Boston
Eddy Oliver (Oval Room, Copley Plaza: 350; $1 cover). Sheila Barrett
is headliner and credited with 1,158 covers Thursday to Saturday, opening
three days, considered fine. Previous three days, Morton Downey In closing successful four-week stay, garnered 602, good during Christmas week.
Excellent dinner biz throughout week.
John Klrby (Colonial Room, Copley Plaza; 306; 50c-$l). Ktrby maintaining steady draw for this new room; played to 1,000 during 'w«ek, wilh
196 Friday and 180 Saturday paying dollar cover, remainder In at 50c.
Chick Floyd (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Floyd has
been consistent during long engagement; 800 paid cover charge last Friday-Saturday, only late nights. Dinner traffic at capacity all week.

Louis

St.

Nick Stnart (Club Continental, Hotel Jefferson; 800; $l-$2 min.). Christ-

mas splurge by natives reflected by sharp rise in biz done at this down*
town spot. Stuart rounding out 15th week. Gillett and Richards, ballaugmenting

roomologists,
last

floor

Total of 4,000 customers

show.

during

week.

Minneapolis
Ge«r(c Wald (Minnesota Terrace: Nicollet hotel; 500; $1-$1.50). Final
of Wald, who made favorable impression, ran Into pre-Christmas
dip and attendance chopped to around 250 average. Poor. Art Kavelin
band and Revel 8c Allen, Rex Owens and Doraine & Ellis current.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Thrived like others on big
weekend: counted better than 4.500 covers on full stanza.
Ozile Nelson (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Nelson opened Xmas Eve just
in time to dip into holiday gravy. Strong 5,500.

Philadelphia
Billy Marshall

(Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500; no cover,
for room set last week with
Ice Show still the major at-

Unprecedented record
$1.50-$2.S0 min.).
2,517 dinner and 1,598 supper customers.
traction.

Walter Miller (Stratford Gardens. Bellevue Stratford hotel; 225: no cover
Hurt by pre-Christmas slump vith 1.108 patrons for dinner and
Burgundy Room operated at the Bellevue this week with a

or min.).
supper.

cocktail trio.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Loo Breese (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.S0
continue to keep room well filled: 3.800
Chico
'sleeper'

Marx (Blackhawk;

Breese and Sophie Tucker
week.

min.).
last

Marx takes the nod as the
drawing around 4,000 a week,

500; $1.25 min.).

band of the season here.

Still

Gracie Barrie replaces Jan. 27.
Bob Owen (Happy Hour; 650; no cover or min.). Surprisingly good
local band ran Into usual dip week before Christmas and patronage
dwindled to 150 nightly. Bad. Fletcher Henderson current and other
traveling bands follow.

(Los i4ngeles)
Gene Kropa (Palladium B, Hollywood: sixth week). Town overrun
wilh furloughees who wore a path from Canteen here. Finaled to stout
Tommy Dorsey on deck.
,
Horace Heldt (Casa Manana B. Culver City; third week). Got in along
with rest on big killing and drew week's total of around 8,000 -after two

21,000.

Mrs. Kramer Closes Ritz

n.s.g.

Deal With Harvard U.

stanzas.

Noble SIssle (Trianon B. Southgale, first week). For band
this industrial area Sissle swung into fast pace with 6,500 on

unknown

to

week.
Jan Garber (Casino B, Hollywood, first week). Garber well liked on
Mrs. Maria Kramer and Harvard
west coast and at this spot, where he started pitch Xmas Eve, he racked up
University last week reached agreeFloor show just an adjunct.
fine 5,500 admissions, big tor site.
ment on a price for the swanky Ritz
Carlton hotel. New York, said to be
around $3,500,000. Details of a deal
are now being worked out and it's
FILES
No Green-Knight Deal
figured Mrs. Kramer will lake over
by Feb. 1.
Harvard U. tried to make a deal
with the government, idea being that
the hotel could be used as an Army
hospital,
but
military
authorities
prefer larger buildings than the

RiU.
Sources close

Kramer say
Decca she intends to jazz up Ihe stiff atVictor niosphere ot the Ritz and thus turn
it

GOVT

The deal

to

Mrs.

Into a popular hotel.

The revamp

will also include a band policy,
Decca similar
to that at the Edison arid
Decca Lincoln hotels
in the Times Square
Decca

Green Bros.

for tha

&

Knight catalog has gone cold. Lou
Sarnoff, an outsider, who had been
negotiating

for

the

firm,

decided

AMENDED

PETmON

VS.

PEimo

Chicago,

The Government

filed

Dec.

29.

an amended

petition in the U. S. District Court
here last week in its anti-trust suit
larger catalog.
against James C. Petrillo, the AmerTha price, $10,000, was not a ican Federation of Musicians and
other officials of the union.
factor in the switch of interest.
The petition contains only minor
changes from the original petition
Meyer Davis again plays the for an injunction
to end Petrillo's
Presidents ball at the Waldorf,
ban on recording, which was disN. Y.t Jan. 31,
missed by Judge John F. Barnes.

that

Victor

(Guy Lombardo
Andrews Sisters

3,100

7
.35
12

Lanl Mclntire*... I^exlngton (300; 75c-$1.50)
Mitchell Ayres ..Lincoln (225; 75c-$l)
Benny Goodman*. New Yorker (400; 75c-$l)
Charlit Spivak ..Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
Guy Lombardo ..Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
Xavier Cugat*
Waldorf (550; $l.S0-$2)

Year

Hal Mclntyre

Judy Garland
j

Band Spot Lost

Blue Gardens, Armonk, N. Y.,
roadhouse which played name bands
up until six months ago,' burned to
the ground Saturday (26) evening

Sammy Kaye

Jimmy Dorsey

Army (Army)

There'll

With $30,000 Loss; Sth

Victor

Decca
Columbia

Part

FUtmI tVMk Oa D*t«

Bottl'

Savltt-.
Astor (l.tWO; 75c-$U
RayHeatherton*..BUtmore (300; $1-$1.50)
Vaughn Monroe*..Commodora (SOO; $1-$1.50)

week

Bine Gardens Burns

Okeh
Victor
Victor

Coven

WmIii

Baad

Jan

Omaha, Morgan

Wayne Milton (Totem Pole

Roosevelt hotel, N. Y., denies that it has any intention, or was even
thinking about closing its Grill next month, for any reason whatever. It's
stated that the room will stay open whether or not Guy Lombardo's band'
continues through its scheduled engagement at the Roxy theatre, N. Y.
Present plans call for Lombardo to double from the hotel to the theatre, it's explained, with a standby band to fill in for the former during
the time outs for theatre work.

(Pretented herexoith, <u a toeefcly tabulation, is the estlviated cover
charga buslnesf being don* by name bands in varioxu New York hotels.
Dlnn«r bttainest (7-10 p.m.) not roted. Figures after name of hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
Thii compilation is based on the period from Mondayholidav pric*.
Saturday.)

Chicago

burndale, Mass.. Dec. 25-26). Milton
and Penn. Military College outfit are
new here, and after slow 1,000 Fri-

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Hotel B.O/s

at

* Asterisks Indicate

;

exceptionally big.
Figure has
been exceeded on opening v.eeks on
only a few occasions.
Eddy Howard, Chicago (Oriental;

Leeds

Five By Five
I'm Getting Tired

lri

Bands

he

preferred

to

invest

in

a

VrcJhcflJay,

Band Biz
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SStRAS

Pu^s Move for Petrillo Aid

In Getting

Back Independent Status

the ActorV Part In the

War
nn

The beginning o/ an

agitation

Is

Lee Allen Loses 4 of 6

and
being heard among bandleaders
agency executives to convince James
Petrillo, head of the American

Musicians to

War

Astor Hotel dosing Roof for Winter;

Kay Kyser
On

Name Bands Losing 2 Other N Y. Spots

Effort

%ilclrd Fcttture Id

Aator hotel, N. Y., will shutter itf
Roof for the remainder of the winJan Savter Sunday (3) evening.
itt's band, which has beE.i there for
about eight weeks, moves out and
Woody Herman's orchestra will the Ralph Rotgers Latin rombo,
continue
Wednesday evening which spelled Savitt, will open the
its
broadcasts on the Blue net for the Columbia Room, downstairs.
Astor's decisiot. to clo.sc the Ruof
War Manpower Commission, from
is based mainly on Its size.
While

'Show Business
At War'

Plants

Musicians,

that

It

Lee Allen lost four of the six men
in his orchestra, current at Southern
Tavern, in one swoop, forcing maestro to reorganize his whole outfit.
Majority of his m^icifns who went

would Involve distors.'
carding the Form B contract, under
which all bands have been working
for six months and which makes all
Briefly, that

Programs From Theatres

Number

of

the stages of theatres

Additions to the Allen crew are
Johnny Himtington, sax who formerly had a band of his own; Al
Phillip,
trumpet;
'Babe'
Baylor,
trombone, and Howard Brush, drums
and xylophone, who switched from
Sammy Watkins' unit. Only original
men left are Lee himself, clarinet
and sax, and Henry George, who
doubles as singer. Both also have
jobs on the side in war plants.

Herman has been doing

COLLEGE KIDS
HYPO HOTELS
INN.Y.

AFM

junks the Form B conit's said by sources close
union's executive board that
to
and may do so durit would like
ing its next meeting, the most important result would b« that It would,
remove the nation's higher bracket
bands from the confines of the $25,000
net earnings law, but at the same
to the

all

bands. Including lower

level

outfits,

would

feel

which undoubtedly
pay their own Social

make

time

it,

New York hotel rooms using name
bands are doing an imusually hefty
over the current holiday
period. All spots, without exception,
have found a decided Increase In
patronage, due largely to the abnormal number of college youngsters
in town between semesters.
Perhaps the outstanding attendance of all is being drawn to the
There has been an epidemic lately
When show business talks In terms Pennsylvania hotel's Cafe Rouge by
of bands showing up hours late for
of versatility, put down the name Charlie Spivak, who played to 3,243
and
covers in six days last week and be- opening shows at theatres,
of Phil SplUlny.
starting
time on one-nlghters and
like
record-breakwhat
looks
a
gan
From radio and the film presentaing stanza Monday (28) night by locations.
Whll« train travel has
tion houses came Spitalny and his
playing to 758 dancers. That figure been bad for months,
and is steadily
all-girl
orchestra
last
week to surpasses by several hundred the
achieve what may well have been best Monday the Penn has ever had. growing worse, it wasn't until lately
that orchestras began missing schedtheir epitome performance.
They

TownHaUNX

Form B because (1) they would not
be liable and responsible for these
taxes; (2) leaders would have to
deduct their own 5% Victory tax
which theatres begin taking out
after Friday (1) thus freeing the
houses of much bookkeeping. The
most important benefit to theatres,
however, would be t.iat since the top
leaders would be out from under the
$25,000 net law they wouldn't have
to stop work upon reaching a personal gross of $87,200 thereby keeping them always available for theatre work.
From a booking agency's point of
view the sidetracking of Form B

played

in the early '20s, when
of Jazz' gave a pioneer
concert at the old Aeolian Hall in
York. This was when Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue' first was
performed. There have been a couple
of others who have ventured from
the popular sphere into the concert
hall, and the trial is a hazardous
one for even the most popular of
jazz, or awing, bands.
But not for Spitalny. For these
girls,
most of them graduates of
(Continued on page 45)

New

As it stands now such commissions are allowed to be paid over
and above a leader's $67,'200 gross
earnings limit. To personally gross
lhal much a maestro's band has to

But

$300,000.

York's staid' Town Hall.
Hall like it.

Fenune Pincb-Hitters

Whiteman
"The King

all in

approximately

New

Of course,' the sort of thing has
been done before, notably by Paul

sions.

gro.<^

Shows Caused By

Train Travel

And made Town

their favor. Without
a limit to leaders' earnings there
would be no limit to their commis-

many

of the top bracket orgo considerably beyond that,
be understood how
much would be lost to the agencies
in commissions.
MCA is particularly
vulnerable from this angle since il
manages a majority of the highearning bands.
since

business

Concert a Click

Insofar as theatres are concerned
they would welcome the ditching of

Cleveland, Dec. 29.
Is solving the scar-

Jack Horwitz

city of musical manpower by hiring
10 girl musicians as pinch-hltters In
his string of local jobbing orchestras.

Four of the femmes who formerly
had outfits of their own are Margo
Crockett, accordionist; Helen Lenz,
bass fiddle; Tina VOiegle, violin, and
Helen Lott, French horn. Quartet
is

replacing four of Horwitz'i baton-

wavers who were either conscripted
into army or defense work.

che.stras

can

it

readily

Try

Will

to Continue

With Smaller Bands
Joe Marsala's orchestra clo.scs al
the Log Cabin, Armonk. N. Y., tomorrow nicht (Thursday) and the
spot will drop large bands, probably tor the duration. Augie Hussar,
owner of the roadside dnncery, intends using a small combination in
an effort to keep the place open.
Marsala's closing is claimed to be

manBRed by Sy Shribman.
However.
Hussar's decision to employ only
move

of

hi.s

own

choice; he's

small bands in the future is definitely based on the recent further curtailment of gasoline.
His spot has
been hit badly by transportation
difficulties.
It did 90';
of its business on weekends.
This is the second Westchester
spot to

du

folds

37th
i

possibly

only

Hollywood. Dec.

MEX STANDOFF

assertedly told
iniion
he had no alternative
buy up as many mn.Mers
outside of this country as he
could.
He pointed out th.-it the
officials that

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

manufacturers

major

—

—

Columbia,

had extensive
Victor and Decca
catalogs which could be re-pressed
if they ran out of fresh releases before the recording controversy was

of

j

to

made

settled,

i

but that his

outfit,

a

new

had nothing to fall .back on
its existence depended on a continuance of fresh matcrinl.

one,

and

'

OUT NEXT WEEK-JAN.

CONDITIONS TOO TOUGH,

6

CASTLE FOLDS BAND
Buffeted by high prices asked by
musicians, -lonscription, and all the
other ills a young band faces currently, Lee Castle folded his new
band last week to take a sideman
job with Benny Goodman.
Castle,
former trumpet star with numerous
top bands, formed his own crew
about six months ago and received a
short buildup at Pelham Heath Inn,
Pelham, N. Y. His band was signed
for
recently to record
Bluebird
Records, after the AFM ban was
'

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Special Exploitation Advantages

29.

Reservations and

J.
K. 'Spike' Wallace was reelected, president of Musicians Local
by a four-to-one vote over Stale

Copy May Be Wired

to

Any

lifted.

Variety Office

^'

*

OBEilSFEIN-802

but

'

Senator Jack Tenney.
Others returned to office were
•jniin de Groen,
viccrprcsldenl. Frank
''«n<lleton, recording secretary,
Al C. Meyer, financial .•••ecrelary

tlona.

and just .is many
rumors that 802 wa.<: aoniR to investigate them. So far nothing has
been brought to light.

until

Wallace Again
Heads Coast Musikers

fol-

members making record.'.- and
There have been
numerous rumors of bootlegging of

summer.

^Spike'

have

transcriptions.

j

to a lack of patronage
from centers of popuGlen Island Casino, N. Y.,
6.

to

Oberstein

bow

Jan.

was

discs of both types,

THEME OF THE

to distance

Inlion.

Tucker

lowed Kaye^ but prefers to play
theatres (hotel let him out of
contnct).
Dixie hotel, which installed Teddy
PoweU'i big band in Its new Plantation Room with broadcast wirc^
is now dropping to a small t>and, too,
Ifa «ald that the spot brought in
Powell and the wires as a means of
publloizlng the room, after which
it meant to use only small combina-

AFM

_

a

Tommy

uled openings.
Frequently, of course, it Is not the
fault of the band.
Travellers state
that few trains are operating on
schedule currently (one bandleader
New York local 802 of the Amcrlalmost passed out recently in Flor- can Federation of Musicians
and EU
ida when told his train was 13 hours Oberstein, head of Classic
Records,
late) but often, state bookers, it Is arrived at the same mexican
standthe fault of the band.
Too many off last week as they did a couple
leaders are still mentally operating months ago. Oberstein appeared on
on pre-war timetables and don't schedule before 802's trial board
allow themselves enough leeway for Thursday (24) morning and.^ in andelays.
Formerly band managers swer to questions concerning the
were in the habit of booking passage origin of recordings his Arm has
to get the orchs to their destination been issuing lately, explained that
Such he had simply bought the masters,
just In time to go to work.
methods cannot be practicable under which were made in Mexico, for
pressing and release in the U. S.
the current confusion.
Several
months ajo a02 and
Oberstein parried almost identical
questions and answers when Classic
released versions of 'Der Fuehrers
Face' and 'I Had the Craziest Dream.*
which 802 suspected were cut subsequent to the Aug. .31 deadline on

"Show Business
At War"

Log Cabin, Armonk,

1

Rash of Missed

Phil Spitalny s

Security levies.

would be

play.

the broad-

casts from N. Y. studios since opening at the Paramount theatre, N. Y.,

and

tract,

will

it

Savitt has t>een playing to between
2,000 and 2,500 covers weekly, the
room has double the capacity 1.000)
seven weeks ago. These broadcasts of most opposition rooms and when
are broken up by remote interviews teenagers are in school it's imposwith defense workers in various sible ' to draw enough people to warrant keeping open.
Miijority of
parts of the country.
Herman plays Adams theatre, customers jam in Friday and SaturNewark; RKO, Boston; Chicago, day, the rest of the week being light.
Chicago;
Michigan,
Detroit,
and This is the first season the Root has
Palace,
Cleveland.
He opens at remained open t>eyond Labor Day.
In addition to the Astor's fold,
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
two other name bund spots in N. Y.
Feb. 5.
will drop to small bands next week.
Essex House, which now has Sammy
Kaye, cannot find a band to follow
and will continue after Sunday (3)
with • Mven-plece combination.

hill have taken jobs in defense factories here.

tions with Petrillo re the subject, although he denies such reports. Petrillo himself was out of town yesand couldn't be
(Tues.)
terday
reached for comment.

the

of the

37lh Aiiiuveraary

over the

employers of banda liable for Social
Security payments.
was reported that Morris
It
Schrier, attorney for Music Corp. of
America, has been having conversa-

If

theme

Cleveland, Dec. 29.

to return leaders to

'independent contrac-

the status of

WMC

Herman Continning

C.

Iteration of
would be wise

35

At the same time Goodman hired
pianist

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th St.

1708 No. Vine

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
54

W. Randoli* St

6

St Martin's PL

with

Jess

Sta'-y,

Bob Crosby's

who has Iwen
orchc.^lia.

Stacy

was a member of the oricinal Goodman outfit, which helped .>.lart the
current name band voiiue.

Jutt Like

Maddy s

Sengttack Scores

Ft Wajmo

Mii»c Pubs

libel'

Chicago, Dec. 22.

When
Ft.

lint Pubs Nixed Patriotic Tunes

to play the-

Royalty Fee for Iranscription Makers

atre date, publicity agents had
planted several signs throughout
saying 'Welcome Art.

The music publishers, whom Harry
Fox serves as agent and trustee on
mechanical rights, last week decided

A hotel across the street from
the theatre he was playing also
displayed the sign, but when
applied for a .room he
was told, 'Sorry, we're all out of
rooms.'
Jarrett

Dr. James E. Maddy's charge that
Mrtain publishers had refused to
Oontrlbula patriotic numbers to a
national song sheet of his unless they
received 'exorbitant and outrageous
•urns' last week aroused bitter prot«sts from the publishing industry.
president of the
f. t. Sengslack.
Standard Music Publis)iers' Assn. of
Dr.
States,
scored
United
the
Maddy's accusation as unfounded,
tlnce no olTer had been made to or
refused by any publisher. Sengstack
rebuked the chairman of the Michi-

wartime

music committee

civic

reputable music pub-

or 'libelling

tshers.'

who

back, 'Unfortunate

news release due

misunderstanding.
Correction
to
statement sent to newspapers. Let-

director

civilian

of

defense.

The

WB

3

FIRMS TO

would

also pointed
transcribers that their

offer.

done them

Louia Bernstein, head of Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co., which holds the
Copyright to 'Caisson' was among
tho8« who protested to Dr. Maddy
by wire.
The latter telegraphed

the

if

the public had gained
that they are ac-

impression

tively opposed to any arrangement
for the use of their songs.'
Dr.
Maddy added that he was 'sorry for

any such

injustice.'

1942 because many of their station
subscribers had not as yet obtained

by the
income from
out

ASCAP

licenses.

NBC. CBS. Blue. Mutual Plugs

score has been so divided up among
three
publishers.
WB's Remick,
Harms and Witmark will publish.
There are 13 tunes, eight of them to
be plugged.

Schwartz

was

The

pubs granted the transcribers' request for a reduction at the turn of

Mu-

of

ban on recording.

sicians'
It

brary master in 1941 was $15.

be hit by the continuance

American Federation

of the

SCORE

Arthur

ies.

After obtaining the price decision from his clients. Fox last week
issued basic agreements covering
the 1943 period to the World Broadcasting System and Associated Music
Publishers, Inc.
The fee for a li-

status quo on price was a fair one,
since there was no telling how
hard
their
library
subscriptions

PLUG ONE

'

go along with the manufacturers

radio libraries for another year on the basis of the 1942
royalty fee, which is $10 per tune
per master. The transcription men
h(d argued that their plea for the

trade association's prexy wrote that
he was surprised that a representaMichigan Council of Defense 'should have been permitted to
libel reputable music publishers' and
to
'give the impression that the
council believes that it is proper to
appropriate the property of another.'
Maddy Eegrets
Col. Furlong answered Sengstack
that 'the misunderstanding' which
Three music publishing firms have
had arisen over Dr. Maddy's state- been designated by Warners to
ment was 'most unfortunate' and he handle the score for its 'Thank Your
'fully realized that the Standard MuLucky Stars', the first time a single
tive of the

has worked for
avaral music firms as compilator of
folios, declared in his statement the
of
publishers had
demands
royalty
sic Publishers' Assn. and its memberstymied him from including The
Ship are anxious to help the war
Caisson Song,' 'Semper Paratus' and
program in every possible manner.'
"The Army Air Corps Song' in a
Attached to the colonel's letter was
ongsheet of 25 patriotic numbers a statement
from Dr. Maddy in
which was to be published by the which
he stated that he accepted the
Federal Office of Civilian Defense announcement
of publishers that no
ioT use in community singing.
He offer of payments for their patriotic
*aid that he had offered the pubs in- numbers
had been made to them in
volved a penny a sheet for use of the 'complete
good faith.' and that he
oumbersi but they had rejected the 'agreed that an injustice had been
Dr. Maddy,

to

had already been seriously
by the drop in local retall accounts among local stations
Local reUil advertisers commonly
make heavy uSe of recorded librarlibraries
affected

of recorded

ter follows.'

Sengslack also addressed a protest
to Col. Harold A. Furlong, Michigan

%ee to $10 Per Masta*

Art Jarrett arrived In

Wayne, recently

the city
Jarrett."

For OCD Songsheet; No Offers Made

i|an

6
6
9
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MUSIC

,
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"

.

°^
Per;ormances embraces oil four
f°"T''"". 'o"'""""
"J'^^orks-NBC.
CBS, Blue and Mutual-a, represented
by WEAF WJZ
WABC and WOR N. Y. Compilation hereu,i,h
coders t^eefc
Monday „.ro,^,. Sunday. Dec. 21-27,
/rom 5 p. m. to 1 a. m., and U

be^iS

baZ

Frank
and
wrote the

('Praise the Lord") Loesser

TITLE
White Christmas— t'Holiday Inn'
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home
To
Don't You Fall In Love With Me?

PUBLISHER

TOTAL

Berlin

Why

PEACE SONGS

! !

sg

cZTr,.u

! '
!

'

i !

Brazil

S^!!.";". /; ;
snapiro

/
;

'

;

;

]

;

;

; ;

;

24

"

Craziest

SELLTHEBEST

Dream-rSpringtime'.\\"::;BvC^""
U""",."!"
Moonlight Becomes You-f'Road to Morocco'.
Famous'
There Are Such Things
"IT, 1"
Vanli-oo
For Me and My Gal- 'Me and My
Gar !
A Touch of Texas-; 'Seven Days Leave'
Southern'
When the Lights Co on Again
p?p
Moonlight Mood
Bobbins
Please Think of Me ...
uru
Mr. 5 by 5-rBehind 8 Ball'.' .'.'.'.'.;
i;
Constantly-t'Road to Morocco'
pframn-.n;
Paramount
I'd Do It Again
If I Cared a Little Bit
Le.;s.'
|'?st
That Soldier of Mine
M«ti„n',i
Pennsylvania Polka
^ulnWn
Three Dreams-t Powcrs Girl'
'.:
•I'm Getting Tired So I Can Sleep
Army
Yesterday's Gardenias

I,
21

.

!

i

!

Best-Selling Records in S. America
Buenos Aires, Dec. 22.
U. 8. pulled ahead of Central American and Mexican numbers on
South American best-selling disc lists during December.
Following best 10, compiled from data obtained from dealers and
producing companies' headquarters in Buenos Aires, represent choice
not only in this country but for adjoining South American republics:
Pedro Vargas
Osvaldo Norton
1.

Amour, Amour (Mex), Corrido.

Victor

Odeon

Feliciano Brunclli
Elvira Rios

John Calabry
1.

Insensiblement (French)

,
.

Jingle, Jangle (U.S.)

4.

No

(^'^ Ventura
Armani

Odeon

(Eduardo Armani
\ Merry Macs

Victor

(Eduardo

.

_.

(

a.

te

Guy Lombardo

Lucio Demare
(
^') ^Anibal Troilo

Don't Sit Under Apple Tree (U.S.).

Always

in

My

Glenn Miller

Victor

Andrews

Odeon
Odeon

Sisters

Bob Crosby
Les Brown

Columbia

Odeon

Jan Savitt
Eugenio Nobile

Heart (U.S.).

Victor

Odeon
Odeon
Odeon

Roy Smick
Kenny Baker
T.

i.

Bosque de

la

China (Arg

JFeliciano Brunclli
(Jose Garcia (rhumba)

)

Lejos de Buenos Aires (Arg.).

>.

„.

Wmdow
.

„
Washer Man

del Carril

Eugenio Nobile
Anibal Troilio

Papa Baldasar (Arg.).

Odepn

Victor

Odeon

[Angel D'Agostino
Eduardo Armani

(U.S.)

Victor

JAnibal Troilio (Pichuco) Victor
\ Miguel Calo
Odeon

Hugo

W.

Odeon
Odeon
Victor

Jimmy Dorsey
t.

Victor

Lord

and

being

Pass
accepted

the
as

Ammunition'
a

semi-jive
close to the

novelty, has even come
trio's sales
levels.
Sheet music
b.iyers
obviously preferred those
songs which struck a responding
chord to their yearning for the day

when peace and

light

would again

prevail.

'White Cliffs' reached a total sale
of 575.000 copies. 'White Christmas'
has gone over 1,000.000, while the
sheet turnover on 'Lights' is already
375,000 copies.

Odeon

Apures Carablanca_(Arg

^

Victor
Victor
Victor

The fancy of the music publishing
industry is tickled by the circumstance that three of the top sheet
sellers of 1942 tall within the category songs. They are 'White Christmas.' 'White Cliffs of Dover' and
'When the Lights Go on Again.' No
outright nghting song. 'Praise the

Victor
Victor

Victor

inilllllilllllililiillilllllOH^

Arnstein Soes Again
Alleging the 'piracy' of his copyrighted song. 'Kalamazoo,' Ira B.
Arnstein of N. Y. Monday (28) filed
suit in the U. S. District Court
seeking the recovery of more than
$12,500,000, based
at $250 per.
The
in the action are

on 50,000 usages
defendants named
20th Century-Fox

Film Corp., which used 'I Got a Gal
in Kalamazoo' in film titled 'Orchestra Wives:' Bregman, Vocco Sc Conn,
Inc., publishers, and Harry Warren
and Mack Gordon, writers.
Arnstein is a congenital litigant
in the music biz.
In fact, his complaint stales that, 'this song is the
48th of such infringements by the
Tin Pan Alley publishers and song
writers.'

!
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Be Wrong— fNow

t

Wish

I

Just KLssed

.

.

\l

2
J?

.'Harms'"^
".".".Famous

'.:".:

qmi

Moon
Belovcd-tYou Were
"'P ."'P "°°"y,

Velvet
Dearly
I

.

Voyager'.'.".".',".'. ..

Ammunition'.

il^ytl^]'%^\'^
Stai light Sonata
Street Of Dreams

.

Sck
ArZ

:::: i:!

!

10
\n

!
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!

!

!

!

!

!
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Witmark
Ne'ver' "Lo;e"li"er"'; ".Chappell
..'."..;

Bobbins

Wish I Wish
Marks
Your Picture Goodnight ...!.'"" Crawford
Cant Get Out of Mood-t'Seven Days Leave'..
Southern
Manhattan Serenade
Bobbins
The Steam Is on the Beam
Crawford
Take It From There
Miller
Winter Wonderland
bVC
I

8

^'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.[
Rosie the Riveter
Param'ount ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'^ 7
Santa Claus Is Coming to Town...
r^eist
7
Babble-ee Babble-o
World
Daybreak— t'Pvt. Miss Jones'..'.'.!'.'.!.".;!'
Feist .!!!""'!
I Get Neck of
Chiekcn—f Seven Days' Leave'.". Southern '.".'.'.'.".".".".'.'.".".'." 6
There 11 Never Be Another You— t'Iceland'.
... Morris
6
This Is the Army, Mr. Jones
Army ....
6
Weep No More My Lady
Dorsey Bros

As Time Goes By

!!!Harms

Blue Skies
Paradi se Valley
tFilTiiimcal.

Phil
cleffed

"."...

Berlin

Over There— t'Yankec Doodle Dandy'

Feist

.

"This

Ohman and
'Lullaby

of

Is

the

Army- publishing

Foster Carling
the Herd' for

HadI
cleffed a

Harry Sherman's 'Meet John Bonni- Happy,'
well.'

.'.".".'.'.".'.".'.".".'

King

and

Jack

Norberto

new war
for

song, 'Keep 'Em
printing by Memorie

Publishing Co.

•MM

•Ma*

aM g a

N

LIGHT MOOD
Mask by .Ptter Dt

PJl
Lyrie

by Bob Russell

•MM
iHS

ffotc

:ss

SET AROUND MUCH ANYMORE

•a
M*M

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Music by Dukt Ellington
•M*a

"in

I

799 Seventh Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

9

.subsld.

•Mi*
Ml*

Harold Adamson

5
9
5

.

!!!!!!!Atlas

iiiiinaiiiiiiiniiiaiiiiiffitimiijK^

too

9
9
9
8
8
8
8
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Murray Baker,

Prof.
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Boston Imfictments Near

John Steinberg

Boston, Dac. 39.
First indictments in connection with probe of Cocoanut Grove disaster which took 488 Uvea Nov. 28 expected early next weeli.
District Attorney William J. Foley said Suffolk county grand jury
will probably re-

Indianapolis, Dec. 29.
With holiday crowds and decora-

have worked out an agreement with
Alcoholic
Beverage
Indiana
the
Commission whereby the ofAce of
Clem Smith, stale Are marshal, must
approve

permits for dancing

all

in

'Scandals/ Rose Unit
Fort Worth, Texas, Dec.

The

tabloid

White's

of th*

of

edition
will

Scandals

4 A'S

SHOWDOWN

George

of

play

cities

sold.

is

WIRTZ

—

dance

voluntarily, Pat Hyland, chief Investigator for the Are marshal's ofAce,
said.

Doubling on the Hoof

For Inkspots, Millinder

Chief Bernard Lynch, of Indianapolis division of Are prevention, has
di.stributed 1,500 bulletins giving detailed Are prevention measures in
all public gathering places of the
city. Fire Chief Harry Fulmcr called
on citizens to keep their heads in
ca.-ie of danger, saying 'one person
screaming 'Are' can cause a panic
resulting in the loss of hundreds of

might be saved otherwise.'
Joseph county officials clo.sed

lives that
St.

the Whilescll dancchall on U. S. 20,
i>car South Bend, when an inspector
termed it a 'Are trap.' Two skating
rinks in St. Joseph county also have
been closed smce the Boston night
club Are.
Pill's

Yacht Club Adjusts
Pittsburgh,

Dec.

29.

Town's leading night spot, the
Yacht Club, which is owned jointly
by Sol Heller and his brother. Little Jackie Heller, vaude and radio
singer, was ordered last week by
Safety Director George E. A. Fairley to cut its 800 seating capacity
half until a second gangplank
exit is built.
Action of Fairley irt
limiting cafe to 300 customers until
in

In Detroit 'Eve'

Shows

Detroit, Dfc.

The

.same

policy

as

last

29.

New

Year's, which found the stage show
bicycling between two loop hou.ses
here, will be followed again this
year.
Catching a double-header stage
show or what might be called
double-featuring at two houses will
be the 4,000-seat Michigan and the

2,800-seat

Broadway

Capitol.

The

investigations

folloTvinf

—

trying

Sweet,

of vulgarity
cease.

at

must the
and

nitery

the

warnings,

repeated

rush work on the new
gangplank in order to get its full
capacity for New Year's Eve, but
to

was some doubt as to whether
management could make it.
Fairley announced in conjunction
there

with the order that a list of many
more smaller clubs, cafes and res-

He was booked

of contract.

for 10

facilitate

Shelvey'a

takeover.

No starting date has been set for
Shelvey's arrival in New York although the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America has received his
acceptance of the post. Understood
he will head for New York Just as
soon as his replacement, as national
Frisco
representative of the
office, is set

AGVA

eomci\

'dirty

Lima,

O., NIterles

37th

places,

emergency

are
improperly. In no place
were emergency exits marked properly.
Hazardous heating facilities
also were found, the
report said.

payrpU

their tryouts to his chagrin.'

Siegel
offered
'Blackouts'
to
recreation division of the war deas a unit to entertain
soldiers overseas, but he hasn't re-

partment

ceived an okay yet.
for

Intention

was

Murray, Marie Wilson and Gene

Austin to donate their services,
while the backer would pay salaried
of the rest of the cast.

Although he has several nibbles
from Broadway bookers, l>oth Siegel
and Murray say they haven't any
of taking show to New
After closing on the Coast,

intention

York.

opened June

where'

it

strong

possibilities

may

that

there's
'Blackouts'

24,

be condensed for a vaude tour,

possibly

oh

RKO

time.

Mich. Collegians Most

Show

Certification

Age

Of

for Cafe Drinking
Detroit, Dec. 29.

Michigan's college kids, just like
those in the draft, are going to have
to flash registration cards if they
want to get served in the State s
night clubs and taverns.

cards.

The lament of the club owners
who had a heavy young trade was
'

that they had no way of combing
through a horde of young fry trying
to figure out which ones were on the
The way the collegians
safe side.
dress— all alike they couldn't tell a
minor from a major.

—

However, the State suspended licenses of the Pretzel Bell and Clinton Starbuck's tavern while it worked
out the new regulation on minors'
registration cards. All collegians will
have to show, when they order, a
card
which contains
registration

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

their age

and picture.

University of Michigan alumni had
joined the nitery men in urging the
lifting of the indefinite suspension
on the spots with the statement,
'University of Michigan students are
known from coast to coast as beer

of

drinkers.'

"cently, a report to Mayor Frank
McClain revealed. In a majority of
the

contracts,

The Selective Service principle
was applied to the collegians in
these parts on ruling of the State
Flory, former actor, re- Liquor Control Commission after
elected president of Canton (O.) several spots In Ann Arl>or, freShowman's Club, Inc.
quented by University of Michigan
students, were shuttered for serving
to minors. Girls as well as boys are
going to have to carry registration

Cited

Lima, O., Dec^ 29.
Serious Are hazards were found in
each of the 20 or more night clubs
and taverns in Lima, O., inspected

details,

profits.

Paul

THEME OF THE

would be submitted to city
immediately, and that the
of the complaints
were
housekeeping' which
had blocked doors and exits.

taurants

legal

finances.
Murray emcees the
show, books the acts and splits the

It's an Ideal partnership, sail} the
lawyer-promoter, who is satisfied to
have Murray handle the entire theatrical end of the deal.
Only time
was further barred from playing any he stuck his Anger into it was When
he tried to book a couple of acta
spot in Peoria.
for
the
show.
But
both
fiopped in
Sweet is suing the cafe for breach

majority
against

the

situation got so bad that the mayor
dispatched chief of police Wornbacher to inform the management
that Sweet must be cancelled or its
license would be revoked.
Sweet

"Show Business
At War

was

main backer of Ken Mur-

the

tan, Hollywood, Dave Siegel's first
flyer in the theatrical biz is paying
Dec. 29.
111.,
off such juicy dividends that he has
former emcee at
given up his Cleveland law practice.
the Talk of the Town Club here,
Angel of the super-vaude-tune*
knows now that the mayor wasn't show hit has been a successful atkidding when he warned him that torney here for 16 years,
but he says
his work was smelling up the town. that he never hit a bonanza like
Sweet was literally run out of town 'Blackouts' before. Siegel, who supafter a Anal warning that his use plied half the capital, takes care of

Sammy

AGVA

former has booked in for the week Four A's execs.
Wirtz's rejection of a call to a conThe Ink Spots and Lucky Millinder's
band. They will provide the mid- fab in. Chicago on Jan. 2 with
night show at both the houses, one Thomson,
Greaza
and
Turner
oddity being that the bigger theatre brought the showdown order. The
will not follow a reserved seat policy Four A's-Wirtz situation has, in rewhile the smaller house of the chain cent weeks, assumed comic-opera
will use reserved seats.
proportions with the ice show proIt won't be as tough for the acts ducer politely
insisting on dealing
as it sounds since the Michigan will only with the Screen Actors Guild
not start its stage show until 7 p.m. executive and the Four A's Just as
and there will only be three shows politely reiterating that Greaza and
there for the day the fourth be- Turner had been assigned to sit
ing half a mile away when the acts with Thomson and negotiate a constart their marathon.
tract.

Boston's

weekend

As

ray's 'Blackouts of 1942,' two-a-dayer,
In its 30th week at the El Capl-

Used Too Much Paprika now

weeks at $100 a week, but was only
allowed to play three weeks. This
is the second time his actions have
caused trouble.
Four months ago
the Chicago local of the American
Guild of Variety Artists found him
guilty of conduct unbecoming a perPaul Dullzell, Florence Marston, former while playing
the same club.
Paul Turner and Walter Greaza will Latter rebooked him with the
curmeet this week with Thomson in rent results.
New York and decide on final action
against Wirtz's standoff on contracts
for ice shows being produced by
him and Sonja Henie.
Greaza Stays Awhile
Dullzell is executive secretary of
Actors Equity, Turner is the Four
With
to Assist
A's counsel, Miss Marston is New
York representative of the Screen
Shelvey's Takeover
Actors Guild, Greaza is acting administrator of the American Guild
of Variety Artists and Thomson is
Walter Greaza, recently replaced
executive secretary of Screen Actors by Matt Shelvey as prexy of the
Guild. Wirtz's insistence on negoti- American Guild of Variety Artists,
ating only with Thomson purported- will remain on the AGVA payroll
ly stems from his unhappy past ex- for the Arst six to eight weeks of
periences in negotiating with other Shelvey's tenure.
The idea is to

added safety precaution is built
came as an outgrowth of Fairley's
Cocoanut Grove fire.
Yacht Club over

Practice

Cleveland, Dec. 29.

Peoria Sours on Sweet,

Ignoring
29.

on the Interstate Circuit beginning
March 12, the opening date being
In past, the liquor control board in Fort Worth.
Next stop will be
has issued the permits, relying on Dallas on March 18.
Included in
local authorities alone to check Are the unit
will be the Slate Brothers,
hazards. It also has arranged with Nan Rae,
Si Mr.-:.
Waterfall.
The Associated Actors and Artistes
the Are marshal to investigate places
Interstate ha-s* also booked the of America, according to a member
already holding permits. They are Billy
Rose nilery show, 'Mrs. Astor's of its international board, regards
probing especially on building exits,, Pet Horse.' for
the cites on its route, Arthur Wirtz's insistence on negoaisle space, wiring, heating systems
with Fort Worth on the opening tiating a contract only with Kenneth
and 'poor housekeeping' the accu- date for Jan.
8.
Thomson as 'diliatory tactics' and is
mulation of Irash and inAammable
determined to have a showdown this
material. Many operators of liquorweek.
A committee composed of
spo:s are removing hazards

where liquor

places

Up Law

Biz, Gives

Peoria,

37th Annivertary Number

Tab

Interstate Sets

Of Show

.tiMcd Feature In

them*

h Niteries; [^ttsbur^ Curbs Set
tions complicating Are hazards, state
and local Are prevention officials

n

'Show Busitiess
At War*

Indiana Tightens Fnre Restrictions

'Blackouts' Backer Enjoys Dividends

Veteran Pre • Prohibitionist
Hot! Takes Us
**From Reisenweber's to
Post-Volsteadism"

was continuing hearings this week and that court
ceive indictments next Monday.

ST

exits

equipped

OUT NEXT WEEK-JAN.

6

JIMMY RAE ESCAPES

DEATH IN PLANE CRASH
Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Rappaport Honored For
Aiding Soldier Morale
Izzy Rappaport,
operator of the
nippodrome. Baltimore, was paid
signal honor Sunday
i27) at Fort
Meade. Baltimore, when the recruit

Special Exploitation Advantages

"eception center figured in a 'Hippotirome Day' dedication.

ward

A

Reservations and

Colonel Ed-

J.

Redmann, commanding

of-

ncer, paid tribute
to Rappaport for
contributing greatly to the morale
01 new soldiers by sending bands
«nd shows to the fort.

plaque was presented

Port by Col.

Redmann.

Rappa-

Copy May Be Wired

to

Any

He planned to remain around here,
perhaps picking up a few club dates

Variety Office

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th SL

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

SL

54

W. Randolph St

Jimmy Rae, knockabout acrobatic
comedian, had a narrow escape from
death last week when his plane
cracked up in a Aeld about 15 miles
from here. Rae, who was laying off
for a few weeks in order to get
enough hours in the air to qualify
for a private pilot's license, miraculously escaped without any injuries
although his ship was practically
demolished.

LONDON
8

St

Mottin's

PL

in the territory, until the plane was
sufficiently repaired to fly again. Rao
bad just closed a nitery engagement

in Boston and only a few Weeks ago
played Loew's State In N. Y.

Wednesday, December 30, 1942

VAUDEVILLB

S8

Combo

Tibbett Sets Aid of Crafts

Night Club Reviews

25G Zero Hour
I

^=s|

ContlBind from race >

by motion picture companies several weeks ago have remained unanswered.

submitted

In Fight Vs. Leon-Eddie's Nitery

Latin Quarter,
'Folies

Lawrence

chairman

Tibbett,

of

American

the

dispute

Artists

Guild
with

Found Drowned

in Fla. under 40 or 42-week

Variety
Body of George C. Sedano. 49, oneLeon & time of dance team of Elizabeth
Screen Actors Guild officials
York, will Brown Sc Sedano. was found last
Miami by Coast Guardsmen prepared to oppose a pro rata
Feln- week off

of

th»

Eddies nitery in New
meet this week with William

patrolling the area by boat.
the New York
Sedano and a companion, Benjaarranga for more min G. Brinkman, 55, of Louisville,
Understood this Ky., had been missing a week after
action.
decisive
setting out on a fishing trip. Brinkformal
apconsist
of
will probably
man's body first was discovered by
by the theatrical crafts aerial searchers while a search by
proval,
eombine. of tlie Four A'f compro- the Coast Guardsmen yielded Semise conlriict. after which all of the dano's body several hours later.
Brinkman's body bore head wound,
crafts are expected to support the
but Navy and Coast Guard intelliFour A's unfair action against the
gence ofticers offered no theory of

secretary

berg,

musicians

of

local, to

•tub.

violence.

The

dispute

In cases of actors, producers, directors and writers currently in the
$70,000 to $BS,000-$90,000 brackets,
contracts, it
appears likely that studios will endeavor to establish a pro rata weekly salary
basis of around $1,700.

Sedano, Former Dancer,

the committee a|)|)ointed by the Asof
Artistes
Actors and
America to netioliale settlement of

sociated

stemmed from the

A's

action

unfair

the dlsput*

handicapped by the theatrical orafts

UPBEAT

Phil

Kaye Draft 'Eyaston*

IN

DETROIT

the performer union contacted tiie
musicians and arranged tor their
support.

the

first-run

houses

film

Trial Slated for Jan. 4

here still hesitant to put In stage
to Dave Schooler of shows, despite the big spending in
shows, Inc., who last the town, the nabes continue to
week advised 'Variety* that the
build up.
charges of draft board evasion
Most typical case Is that of the
(gainst actor Phil Kaye had been

According

USO-Camp

dismissed, his information came from Krim theatre, six miles out from the
the chief clerk of Kaye'a local draft loop in North Detroit, which started
board in Union City, N. J. The re
off a month ago booking in local'
port this week is that no hearing
radio names. From such an initial
was held.

Kaye, working in a Camp Shows start as Tim Doolitte and His Gang,'
tabloid unit, had been arrested by which has barnstormed in Michthe FBI in Philadelphia on charges igan out of a local radio station, the
filed by
the draft board.
Camp
theatre has worked up to a more
Shows had provided Kaye with
expensive policy.
eharacter reference.
For the Christmas weekend the
Since news of the dropping of the
charges against Kaye, which "sur house put in Bob Chester and his
prised' the U. S. Commlssifmer in band for a three-day spot.
House
Philadelphia who had pos^ned the also has gone to matinee use of the
case to Monday (4), Kaye'a draft big bands and has inked in for sue
board has notified Camp Shows that cessive dates Henry Bus.se, Frankie
Kaye would -be Inducted by the Masters, Bob Strong, Chico Marx
Army within 10 days.
and several others.

Wanda
her own
Penn

Bigley,

who used

to have

The Krim's experiment

is

being

watched carefully by other large
unit at William
nabes which figure the time Is ripe

strolling
hotel's Continental Bar, Pitts-

burgh,

is back there again, but as
for
Billy
Oitlzone's
foursome. Her own unit broke up
couple o'f months back with enlist'
ment of her husband, Harry Bigley,

accordionist

for cashing in on the long dearth of
vaudeville dowjitown with gas ra
tioning being a weighty factor to put
them out in fi-ont by offering "more
than you get downtown.'

In the Navy.
Billy Tates'

new Nut
downtown Pittsburgh when
It opens next week.
He was at high'
way Nut House when It closed last
month on account of gas rationing,
Pictalo Pete band set for

House

in

the

guitar,

threesome (Yales on

Charlie

Carter,

violin

and Al Azzaro, accordionist) has re
turned to the Music Bar, Pittsburgh,
for second engagement there in as

many

months.

tuith
Lou
D'Ahiout,'
Helen Carroll, Jacqueline
Manny Gates and his orchestra
Twins, Gvpsv Ab- supply the music, and an extra bow
Mazzone Dancers, Herraro, goes to Dave Lester, who was called

Lou

opened

Walters

the

in at the

last

moment

to direct.
Bill.

CASBAH,

the most extravagant production
Miami has seen in night clubs this
season, and the opening night audi-

ence showed

its approval.
Prior to the opening in Miami Uic
.<:topped over in Jacksonville

revue
for
at

five

Uic

added

performances in two days
As an
Naval Air Station.
had
Walters
attraction.

Jimmy Durante,

Etissa

Latin

Quarter on 'Palm Island last night
with the Miami version of
(21)
D'Amour.' the revue that
Folies
was so succe.«ful at Walters' Latin
Quarter in New York. It's by far

who came down

especially for this
Some possibility exists of a test from New Yorktlien
imretin'ned
and
occasion
case emerging should a studio, havmediately,
ing contracted to pay a star .say
Nitery was filled to capacity open$250,000 for several pictures, seek to
ng night, with civilian population,
retain the services of the player
for the first time in night clubs this
for the fuU number of pictures at season, outnumbering the Army and
the $67,200 maximum
salary
al- Navy about 10 to 1.
lowed under the law.
Folies D'Amour' i.s a revue in
two acts and 14 scenes. Show opciis
with traditional song. The Latin
Thomson Eaal far Parleya
Quarter,' sung by Helen Carroll, and
Kenneth
executive
then goes into an opening can-can
secretary
of
the Screen
Actors dance which introduces the eyeGuild, is heading east.
First stop filling line.
In midst of number,
will be Washington, where he will Jacqueline Mignac contributes her
huddle with Government execs, pre- high kicks. The Bob 'Fuller Sextet,
sumably on interpretations of the group of neat-appearing young men.
whose
versatility includes dancing
Wage Stabilization rulings.
with the line and later singing in
Then he is expected in New York the background, gives the opening
where the Associated Actors and an added lift, and the Stanley
Artistes of America are awaiting his Twins top off this number with a
arrival to proceed with the prob- series of acrobatic steps while the
lem of negotiating a contract with line is dancing. Entire opening is
well staged, exciting ~and sets the
the Arthur Wirtz ice shows.
mood and pace of the show.

Thomson,

Detroit, Dec. 29,

With

bott OTid

N. Y.

sal-

ceiling.

NABE VAUDE ON
was

Miami season with a show that will
give impetus to the night life of this
military area.
It's
a show that
Army, Navy, civilians and military
alike will go for in a big way.

Joan Stanley, June Gruuielt, 3
Shades of Blue, John & ElizabetJi
Chadtuick, Jane Wood & Douglas
Sylvan, Carol King, Bob Fuller
Lotin
Sextet, Wally Wanger Girls.
are Quarter Lovelies, Manny Gates Orch.

is a likelihood
be
that many performers would
willing to play
along with the
studios in cases (working the full
period contracted for) where the
salary difference after figuring taxes
would not be great. Where larger
salary and/or percentage deals are
involved, and in the case of freelancers commanding $75,000 or more
per picture, there is no great confidence among studio toppers that
the same number of appearances
can be secured under the income

mums, with AGVA, a Four A's afFollowing the original Four
filiate.

decision that the new proposed contract was too steep. Since then the
Four A's had modified Its proposals
and, with the club stlU unresponsive,

Walters,

22.

Mitrinc, Stanley

ary plan, but thei-e

nitery's reluctance to sign • new
pact, calling for increased mini-

Miami

Miami, Dec.

«l,70«-«-Weck7

Maya

Lniicli.

Orcli

(8);

Elsie Hoiisloii, Don
$3.50 dinner, $2.50

niininiinn.

Situated on Central Park South, in
the Hotel Navario, the New Casbah
for the S\Tsi time, h;is a real chance
to click. It's in a currently popular
idiom.
North
African
(Tunisian
French), decor by Franklyn Hughes
who has done well with other smart
boites. and under a distingui.Mied
style of operation, bossed by Max
Cassvan. Latter hiis been identined
with many popular French spots,
familiar to the pre-war international
set such as Le Perroquet El Garo'i,
Hungaria and Liiln. in Paris: the
C^smo St. Maxim and Juan Les Pint
on the French Riviera; Le Palais de
la Mcditerrane. in Nice; and La Bonboniera, '•omc.
The Cai^ah brings to midtown
Manhattan a lw. "rful and nostalgic
class atmosphere, m> '^hed by superb
cuisine (chef from the Belgian Pavilion of the N. Y. Worid's Fair)
Shortcoming is the divertissment
which, however, is adequate, albeit
not as dLstinguished as the environment. The Don Maya band (8) Is
OK, and Paul Taubman at the Novachord makes with the musical interludes in more than satisfactory manner.
Elissa Landi brings a quasi-name
(New Acts) to supper clubs, but requires punching up. Elsie Houston,
the Brazilian songstress, long standard at Le Ruban Bleu, and later the
Rainbow Room, is the topper-offer

with her Portuguese conceits. For
the $3.50 dinner minimum, however,
Scene two Is 'Montmartre Mad it's an excellent buy on food and atAbel.
presenting the Gypsy Abbott mosphere values alone.
and Mazzone dancers. Apache group
who were big favorites also at the
Latin Quarter In New York. Their
N. Y.
furious knockabout is still sure
ness,'

'Proof Thru Higbt'l

S

Continued from pafe
ace

1

she resorted to dope to alleviate
pain as the result of an injury
All-femme cast play was written
about two years ago by Allan R
Kenward, who was a Hollywood
play reader. Originally the locale
was son\ewhere in England, which

CAFE ROUGE.

(PENNSYLV.^NIA HOTEL)

flre.

Scene three

a specialty spot for
the Stanleys who, while smoking
cigarets, do a series of arrabatics
to strong applause.
Scene four introes for the first appearance in this
country, Herrara, who sings 'I Wont
My Mammy' and 'South American
was changed to that of Bataan Way.' Just didn't click and made
Author also staged the play and his first American exit to mild
apbrought a flock of sound effects ap plaus. Jacqueline Mignac on next
paratus from the Coast. Most of the with smooth aero dancing.
effects are on records, the turntables
Scene billed as 'Ptiantasie Bleu et
being placed in boxes on either side
Blanc' introduces several acts for
of the house. Tliat peculiarly calls individual
spots. Miss Carrol vocals
for a stage manager to be in the while the 'Ladies in Waiting' and
front of the house, which is said to 'Chevaliers' parade.
Joan Stanley
have been insisted upon by Ken- does a swing toe dance, and June
ward. Why the equipment was not Gniwell solos with a tap number.
spotted backstage Is explained by the The Three Shades of Blue, Charlotte LaVelle, Lynettc Brown and'
author's insistence that the opera
Francine Warner, then go through
tors have full vision of the action.
modernistic terps. John and Elizabeth Chadwich, ballroom team, display the seme rhythmic grace that
made them a hit at the Latin quarAct
ter in "ew York.
After short intermission of custjmer dancing, act two opens with
ELISSA LANDI
production
number. The Bridal
Impressions,
Waltz.'
Wally Wanger Giris dance
10 MiBS.
as bridesmaids, the Bob Fuller SexCasbah, N. T.
tet
as ushers, and the Chawicks
New supper club Introduces return to dance.
Elissa Landl, from screen and stage
Stanley Twins are effective in
—and also quondam novelist to the Ttence of the Shadows.' Herrara,
niterieif. A good booking on name
in second appearance, gives an imvalues. Miss Landi brings with her pression of a Brazilian Gypsy Rose
an histrionic artistry which needs Lee, with a special song extolling
better pacing for the cafe league
the virtues of strip teasing.
'She'
She does two basic numbers, but finally removes a wig to reveal that
Act is clever, but
both are ol the same pattern, i. c.. she is a he.
takeofis or impressions on the same Herrara is handicapped by first appremise. One shows how different pearance. If he had come out in one
actresses would read the same love spot, done his Carmen Miranda and
scene. The second, and last, number then the Brazil flan strip tease, he
contrasts the elopement styles, circa would have been a much bigger hit,
and could easily become the out
1600, 1860, 1913 and 1042.
novelty
of
the
Both manifest good writing and standing
Tolies'
is

.

New

—

intelUgent
interpretations,
but DAmour.'
Carol King ballerina, next dances
they're not the best bet for the
to
the 'Blue Danube,' displaying
saloon trade, because after all that'
what this is. Not that the diner, showmanship. Audience wanted to
aren't attentive, but it's their passive see more of her. Next on is Fuller
led
by Jane Wood and
attention which is the more discon- Sextet
certing. Withal, Miss Landi is more Douglas Sylvan in singing specialty
Ruth Draper than Shiela Barrett; First number Is dedicated to the
more concert platform or parlor late George M. Cohan
^.
opener
and the group
entertainment than nite club.
J.
did Justice to the songs. Strong apThe American tyro, the English plause
greeted singing and patriotic
girl, the Viennese actress and the
medley was a fitting prolog to the
rank amateur, all doing the same
finale that followed.
love passage, with different intonaFinal number sUrts with Wally
tions, should be cut 50% for best efWanger Girls as Drum Corps Cadets
fect What follows is also in the
martial rhythm on drums
same Idiom, i. e. the romantic gals, beating
on the eve of elopement, in four dif- and parading around floor in various
formations.
Lynette
Brown as
ferent time periods. Once planted,
niajoret handles baton with a series
the progression is obvious.
of tricky twirls.
The entire comNone the less, Miss Landi brings a pany marches on, carrying
colorful
class style and manner into the sup- flags shining in
dim lighting. It's
per clubs. Now If she would only spectacular and deeply
Impressed
bring some classier material!
.the audience.
AbeV
Lou Walters
•
T»pened * the

hw

Spival; Orch
(16)
with
Gury Stevens, June Hufton, Stardusters (4); no iiiininiiiin, cover 75c
Cliurlie

weekdays. $1 weekcndK.
Considerably more popular since it
last, Charlie Spivak's orchestra has also improved its musi-

was here

cal stature to a point where it's
a fine band from any angle.

now
For

som

time after the band was formed
a couple years ago it plryed like a
comer in a ballad groove, but
couldn't quite coordinate itself in up
tempos.
Happily, that failing' hlfe
been corrected, along with rnintv
musical weaknesses, and the outfit
.now stands out in bold relief from
the class of bands just below the top
bracket, needing only a nud^e lu
project It among those.
This band, like the majority of
really outstanding comt>os, is pegged
on the ability of its leader. Spivak
plays trumpet, and he's a master «f
the instrument.
He confines his
soloing, wisely, to slower tempo deliveries like 'White Christmas.' on

which he does an outstanding job.
When he first started to receive
recognition. Spivak did virtually all
his
soloing muted; gradually he
shifted more and more to open
trumpet until the muted jobs are
few and far between.
As a imit Spivak's band, comprised

of

sax,

five

three trumpeU;

(four with leader), three trombones
and four rhythm, now plays with
excellent ensemble feel.
Brass and
sax sections are full and toneful,
but it's the rhythm that becomes
immediately noticeable because of
past performances.
It now sparks
the whole with a steady, solid and
rounded beat. That it appeals in a
definite way to youngsters was apparent the night caught. Room was

jammed with them.
Gary Stevens is back again on vo-

cals, until

him for

the

Army

training,

Air Corps calls
he's doing his

and

usually excellent job. June Hutton
is also
an asset on rhythm lyrics,
while the two, plus three other boys,
form the Stardusters. a likeable
group.
Wood.

Union Reelects Dailey
Frank Dailey, owner of Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., was reelected

to

the

execirtive

board of

local 16, Newark. N. J., arm of the
American Federation of Musicians,
li.also won reappointment as •
delegate to the national
convention.
It's -Ws second -yeBT in* botir Jobs.
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Sill

Club

Ra«
Wnlan i>rc

full

Ilimk-Cutllllttr llulri
(lt4Mik CiiHlnu)

Tito

Clnine/

Paddy

Kay Fagan

Hob Downey

t lite

\'lrf;lnia

Ueehno Rubyetlea

Dave Hoffman Oro

Number One Bar

mm

llHll

SImU'I

Liit'kiiiiiii

lluwery
Jerry l^ater

(Vendome Room)

•

.

Ariiiaiiil

\-

Pr\nr

Itutll

l''rani' Iteviinlds
Veri<nciltnn!» t)rc

Fuur Senators

Helen Douglas
Blaine Uorplson

Plrettea

.\nMii

DETROIT

Clilqulta Venizia
.Mickey Mallory
Milt Mann Ore

HcDHon'a

Kenttny

lliilrl
lliihliv
Itlll

Hotel Statler

(Temice Room)
Chick Floyd Ore

Doris

Ore

VVlik

I.eacb

l.lii:Niiy'h Skthnr
IIhiIciii lli-laiiilers

Moiiniit

Curler

llulel

Chiirk'H

lintel Clnveliinil
Jliiiiny Joy Ore

l*aul Sis

Mary Lotery

llabette'e

Krivtn Ore

iH'iif

iiiiH

I'.iir

Cnrliieii III* AiiiKun
SlepliiiiiU* tV Carol
Silliilii>
v\aiuiii> \j
lliilrl Sliilirr
lliiny Winiiiii Ore

AllilNli'vMi Haines
I'lMKiin ilarilner
I'lMiri lie I iii'i-n

Dun

AliihH

Tic -Toe
Reggie Chllds Ore

Alpine TneerB
Serenudere
i;va. Beaty, Margie

Multhlna Ore
Club
Oi
Kiillliilii

Johniiv

lliillendrD

l-'i

.iHi'pliiii-

llliirl.

N'orniiin

llrui-o

ATLANTIC CITT

Narlta
Joe Fejer
IDth Hnir Clab
Steve Murray
Barbara Lee

3

Room)

Roen)

(Clrrna

Glass Ore

Bill

S.vlvin
tiiililcii

lliillinl

Kliliiriiilo

ft

Cnrjilll

1

lliilrl

Vltliiie

tiiaiit

^-

Willie

Nash

CM.

HILLS.

Clnihll

CLEVELAND
Alpine

Oscar Elgart Ore
Latin Qoarter
Tony Bruno Ore
Don Rico Ore

llcllninns

Hazel Webster
Oayi tinb

Chnuneey Grey Ore Capella & Patricia
Chinulto Ore
The Glbaona
Andre llfidn
Dick Warren Ore
ChaikM Inwald
Iceland Reataarant
i'amoua Door
Danny White
Zorltn
Brady ft Barton
I'lanros Wayne
Nits & Nndypne
Roy Slovens Oro
Penn ft Devon
T.ennle Kent Ore
Klkl
T'vani^es

5;wf«onev

r":iii:..

>lnrocro

Greeotvleh Village
Inn

riiih IH
Willi r>

anile

Hti'l

Valero

Juan

ml
ilson
Si.f I-

l;i

St

Ilerrcra

.•^arlta

Clinru:*
.Mill \ iciiko

"li,"! Ill i>

'

I.enn

Fredrlr Venn

Bob Kennedy

Clilio

Terealta Onln

kav On-

T^i^iirl

Rnfe Da via

Dorlta

( hnl<*aii
.M:ii>iii.
Ii.nle

Pa

i'.if

Oueenfi
FAI.I.

\:i

Valcra
El

Ore
CeruMI'a

l-.l
4

Kirby Ore
Coplfy Square Hotel

\-

(('iiliinliil

Irmcard & Alan
KmImImw Ian
Chlfk Darrow
Nhii Houston

Coilolii.iii'fi

nrli-Ulf»p
(

Itav
Jfdiii

\'vra

Paula

Sii'^lia
I

Nnldl

l.on Si>rini;er
Lllibv irnlnmn

Hotel Warwirk
(Raleigh Room)
Vickl George

Dorothy Mack
Maricne Francla

Sailan

Nailia

Kri«

Room)

I'ttirrelt

lie: la

C.ibrioll.^

Michael Zarin Ore
•

.Marie Daley

Cnalnu Hnpih*
MlanUa

('.

I

(OmiI

K.ldv oiivuT Ore
.''^

Iteal

Wi-Hlljll

l.iil'i'Hiiie

Adiilr
a l.iiKe

.Mfini-iii'

Gloria Carroll

K)
.rnry
Ailrhin O'lJrlen
Ciiplcy Plata

Alk-..

White
Miiko
a-

Hliinrlie l.n How
.Ion ^: InKliord

I.

Hotel Easei
Buddy Smith's Ore
Jack Manning Ore
Bill Cronin
Dorothy Dennis

"

3

Sflierli:iii Ore
t'Mlliuiiil
llei-lii>y

IfiMi

Mall

MyriiM Ityon

Bobby Guy Princlpato

Mnniina
(Muhlnil liar)

n liny Terrell
.lohn Sebnuthin
Irvine Ori(«ii

Linda Hall
Arlone
nea Foley
Frances O'Connell

Ore

l.a Melle Alexia
.lawi-lia haviilolT

(31-3)

The MdXwelN
Moore & Hf^rpli
KhiK *
4

'rHulimmi

(;> [ijiv
'iiiiili

Pii-kert

K.iy.-*

Ma\iiif Hr

l*iirlalrna^

\ iv

\a%

Ita^lia

Iloaihon

n<iV(l

K \ V
Th."

(

:

SlerliiiB

l.aLo Oro

|-rl|>..ll

Viir

Club

OOfl

Paul

til!.

Dolly
Sill

Kloyd

Alfred

'I'imI

lllvie

Harris
Dot Dunlea

MddKo Ore

Petvi

liOn

Die

U'lvel

Mr.Krihura

Sally

llllMhtrub'a

LaR

.*(:

MIscha Borr Ore
Xavler Cugnt Ore

nobby Heatb
Pat O'Shea

Bd

CHSbah

Piiul

Uun

(;r>oi-:;e

\-

l'*.i\

Miliar. I. ftinl
Mitli.-v KiiiK'

.lo.sh

Itocvfi
iiiiiilon

Lnlii

.<C-

rijiii^^-a

Roy Fox Oro
Prussln Ore
•Jimmy Dnryer'e

Sid

.Ipi

AlMliillnh r.U

Lll>er(y

Quintet
JaniPH

Jei'lelio
<.ieorKie

nanrera

Kim Loo
Lime

Altwii AmmonB
Pete Johnaon

Hotel Rooaevell

Frakflon

Banks

Perry P.>-uskln

Huby Mines
Hevuei

RIlHho I.Kntli
Klat»* Ilou^iion
Alexrmder Vllnlta

(3 to nil)

Fay Spring

Con Collenno
Olaen

(31-3)

Elaine Miller

Durkln

NVIIIe
Itniy

Snrlely
(VlllHge)

Danny & Kdlih
Jed Donlev t'o

Asboor

ft

Mayo

nreat Daniel
Emma Frnncls
Norlne Robinson

Cafe

Quecnn

A

(31)

Wells
Kour Fays
Billy

June Melva

Smii

Hill Mi.ni.> Trio
TtfiUly Wilson Oro

Gautier'a Bracklay'a
Albert Oirrord
Sliayne & Armstr'g

i

Hi'iiy

Turk

\-

llaroKI

Vnlilez

Walter Pernor Orrh
Hotel Bavoy Plan
(Cafe LooBge)
Lena Home
Paul Baron Ore
Hotel Sheraton

Ford Harrison Ore
Dolores Del Carmen

Farm

Virginia

K Kraft

A;

.I.Ti v

T

X-

Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel

Willie Solar

Calls

Pedro Lopoz

.NU.slfl

(PenbiD Boom)
nudegarde
Bob Grant Ore

Adele

Porlltn

(Mlfltnnn)

My rue
Stanley Meiha Ore
Hotel Plaza

hiamond Horaeaboe Hal Tates
Noble ft King
Harriet Hoctor
Jerri Blanchard
W. C. Handy
Townsmen Ore
Pansy the Horoe

I'UCIenno

Cafr Soelrly

Pierre

(CotOUon Boom)
Jano Pickens

(Satire

Kddle TCddy

I.eoioirilu Oi'c

Ma/rl

Sirens

Herman Hyde Co

Don Tatinen
Bobby I'nrkK Oro

H

Samba

Ted Straeter Oro
Frank Marti Ore
Johnny Coy
Jack Dempeey't
Mugay Spanler
Terry Sands

KoBS'MacLcan
Milt Herth 3

Harry Uonelly

'/..•r«

Thelma Kaye
Dave MalUn

Boflte)

Allen Ore
Rodrlfnei Ore

Hot«

Joe E. Lewis
Berry Bros.
Connie RuaseP
Pierre D'Angele
Olga San Juan
Kernando Alvarei

llagtlmers

Don s>lvlu Ore
Itoberio Ore
Gtliei

J

Copacabaaa

Moyn GifTord
Peggy Anne Ellis
Lynn St Marianne

Samuela
(25)

.\ili

i*i'i"tty**iiiis

s'li

oi-iiin.-

AloBte Carlo
Bunny Howard
Hotel PouwflvanlK Sonny Kendia Ore

CTTT

Rett.

Poller

Bill
Bertolottra
Katliryn Harvey
Kveb n l>aw

PITTSBl'ROII
3
3

KDs

NEW TOIK
Aquarium

IlHlph .lanieHOD
3 HhiejHClieta

Strand (1)
Jimmy Doraey Ore

S»'\

liowurd
:.;iiif
Parker

.Iti>-

Dllllo lii'ik
Itoiniiyiio
Klui eiixu

81s

(Pantlirr Hniim)

Ailelo

MliiK Toy
ToiTiniy (tnyden

BOSTOH
Siimmy Dal« Ore

Wfn

\

Miml Worth

\-

Jaros

.lorry Wiihl

Cnlli'Ki* Inn .MudelH
U .MaUelielluves

Chnn nowman Ore

0(>rttl<lliiL>

lleiivlirom1»er

4)niirlei

Ijitin
lla

.Mil 71

Gonzales Trio
Blaselle ft Farley
Kdna Joyce
Hotel Park Ceotrw Joan ft R Rexer
(Cocoa nvt Qfove)
Utile (iub
BUI Rusaell
Fred Keating
Daro ft Corda
Yvunne Houvler
Dell O'Dell
Joy Lyonx
Lazara ft Caat* tanoa Maurice Oaman
Arturo Arturoa Oro
.\lon Paree
Betancourt Ore

<Cafe

AnKlu Hund Trio
Kay Karol

KBW YORK

I'tiiichltn Oro
KInii .Maxwell

CALIFORNIA BANK BLOS.

Bob

Fruiili

Oro

Jusnllii
\'eru .vili'ii
VIolei Sli-:iiu|

llolel

Cure)

(Celllo

nob Leo

VenuiMlea
Rinll C'niamnn

BEVERLY

Dell O'Dell

Touch Cuys
(SS)

nob Rusaell
Ronny Roberta
Audrey Miller
Georce Banyaa

Jack Reynolds
Sandro Roaatl
Bennett Qreeo
Jerry Green

(31-3)

White's Scandals

Ori-

(Marine <irlll)
niadya Tell
Johnny Meaanar Ore
Hotel New Yorker
(Terrace Room)
Benny Goodman Orr

Bunny Howard
(Boyal Palm)

Deep River Boys
PrIniroHe & Gold

Siixnna

Oracle Barrle Ore

O

Lopoi

St

Peck

S:

Columbua Ore

Grace May

O'Neal
Kvelyn Caae

ROCHESTKR

Mary Small
Martells

Tom

Torelir* CIrius
•

<l-fl)

HowMril

^ Mlgnon

Samu^lK

Ijew Parker
Texas Jim I*n-la Co

Bonnie Baker

inii^

S-'iiliiiy \Vlill<»
Kliiiei- Priili- (;ii
.M.-iiiciiil

k

l»ei

D Wllaon £ Frnehy The

(31-3)

U.titI.m \Villi..r
i TIeliiilniii's

H-K

Mary Smnll

I Sailors

III

l-*:i

Tnnilcla>n

Maiiinlnu*<>nn
.MaNi HoriUTe Ore
Smri s>f« )ri*
Toiii

PARAMOUNT BUILDINS

U

rATKKSOX

r,*ivl,« f;

(84)

Martells
3

Olen Gray Ore

KIblvee

Ross Wyee Jr

(31)
I'lirwrd

Mlljenlle
l-^ftllr

Smith

.Irriv

Un> MrCroKor

NEW YORK

fi

IV\S.«.\I<'

Henry

^ II

)

Ore
Murtlnlgue

llnrrlH

Yiirlu Club li»yM
l.arry Hunril
I, OH tiltilltitltiH
l>riilila

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

TM-

Crnlnil

Palac« (31)
Jufdins Jewell
?o Jenkins

III

4'iirlnM A: Cariia
.Mat liltn Ori.

l>yer-1tennett

11

Jane CinHby

Abbott Ols
BliermaD

Gene Korwin Oro

LiMtiMiellv
Liuii a l>iincan

(I)

i;li.'/.ziCoiilii.- I Miw i^i

l-'rtol

dob

I-

Kdille llAvwdtiil Trill

4

tliii-ihtirH

newl

1'olborl
t hiingl
Lovi<l>
l.nne

Don Arden Kev.

I

f!e-3l)
Uuitse Ore

Skf"*!*!

vcro

BOOKING THE NATIOITS LEADING INDEPENI«NT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

NKW.XKK

RKO

(31-3)

The Marveleliea

Wiiftilv lleriiiiiii Ore
Kii ii.'ri lit' Il;irri8

ALBANY

A

I

t>rc'

Vv..|l,>
Mill i.i.|;»v
.\l

\ nil'

I

'l( I'liii'ii

t

If i;

I

(I)

llusHe

lli'iirv

Arnineld

Heartfi

3

Or
IMII.W.XPOI.iS

(31)

SfMier Tliarpe

(110.31)

Koaton ^

Rllincloi)

Hntel McAlplo

I.nula Primn Ore
I'ltppy Biirrn Hoya

'l>;ii»y'

X-

Duko

Sliiirt

I.eRoy

poU'h

K'iko

<*:irlliiii

^-

WATEKIIl RY

K.iV

.V

laea
Hotel IJncoln
(Bloe Rmini)

r,«llDni

('mnie llmrlM
Friizer \ Hb. ria 91b
l.i>nK

l.orr:iinc l':iii«*
O'Mrii'i)
l*:irU \- Clin'oiil
Kiitlilv .VKi'iiffi-w

(1)

Inlernnil Swecthla

t.*i>unt

I

II

I

HowurO

(^Lininuiitivi'lle^

3 Salloff

DETROIT

Mkhljran

fUl-^>

nil)

ti)

WAHHIX<iTON

Jiirkie MkiiIi-v

|l..li.s

.lull:.

.liliiili>

Joe nio

I.en

Imnriii

.ii.Mi'

\'iviiiii

Wlillsuii liroM
Itelen Kane

Chlcaipo (1)

l'h:irl<-.ilttl)

ll.-li>ii

.MIAMI
Oiyinplii (»0)
Tlie AttlilMiniH

l*^:iniln<)K

4

liner

Miilhiill

.liM

Ari'iia

t^-

nil'

I

Ilia

(HawnlloQ Rm)
CmimI
Kahala
WaM> W hi;:!'! I. hid
Tallma
ii>ii
>r<:
iM III'
Momlkal
i;:iliii>ii .MiiMi'llilii Or
I.^nl Mclntyre Ore
lion Yost \ ikiDRa
Kea I..ako

VounK & Ityan

\\'il>i.ii

Miiiriii.iii \
Iti
ril S:i ibiil'il

';i

(

Hotel I^Klnslon

m-t)

Cnpltol

Aiisltii

M:ir:.-

Ki

Clanc
(

K :il

t\.

I

Tonnny U\Hn
Nancy Norman
Sammy Kaye Ore

READINti

Mllri-iv

Kfii
tl.-ni-

PeSKy Mann
Hotel Edlaoo
Bluo iJarrun Ore
Hotel Kiwei llooi*
(Caalno oo l*iirk)

Three Kayedeia

Don Hire

Kl)

( ii|ili:in

(31-S)
MflruiHiIUiin
1>K-K ItoRera Ore
U,Mi Wnln
Ai-roinii niuCJi
Siiiilei" \- Siiilloa

^

I

IIOII.V tVOOi)
K'l

Itimlshaw Ore
Kiiu

rUOVIDEN'CE

l-'l.|il--ll

MInit Kell<'rni:rii
Ditrbnrri liolitioic

.1:1.

Kit

Mnnroe Ore

Hotel Dixie
Teddy Powell Ore

t;r,-.-n

t.,1

'nii\
4

iii-

IS

iiMMI'l

^

lill)

I.I

r.;

)

..ii^f'.iiirui*

II.Miti\

llt>nny Youii-;ni;in

Vincent

<tl-i-

Mi.li. IK

.N.iiii

.V

ml

"I'l

R A K Re yea
V'nuirhn

(i-:i)

'I'llrl.ii

i:. 111...

i:,iiiM..-

WASinN<;TON

Tht ColstonH

i

:,

III

I

Iji

ZtKk'y Talent

Peter Rotiindn Ore

\KTI (HID

'ri.lii;ii\
|';iill

S(iinlc3 Cfl)
Teil Wfeiuf* ( >r

GIs

.M:iiiL*- ;iii

ll:i/.i-l

I,

stuii-

piTTsnrHMi

CITY

Ot)
Chaney

8tiite

[

Sullv \Slaii SliiTiII

^RW YORK

iiiie

A.

.Ivi' >>

l-M.'i.m

JarK

Marylln Uuka

Mill k<-

.lf>liilli>

V'j-

l.ea SiKteiK

Co

h

t

I

»;t.-;ir

I

Adrlana

KiHim)

(reiiliirv

l*our
.\i)i

utii-

.1

'I'll.'i'lii-

ari'iMitor

('onsii
Pi I'O

l.ti

Jt(i.-nl

Jiu-

Dal Rloa

Ullaworth St FVhlld
t:arole & Sherod
Noble St King
t.:ilbort ItuxM-ll
Stork Club
Conover Cover Cla
Qraco Rellly
Village Uaro
Chnrlea Baum Oro
Lucy CoBtello
FiiUNto Curbelo Ore
John Grllfln
.Miko .Mnrkol Oro
Blontons
Tlie Place
Diane Doi'la
Irene Unrkley
Alknll Iko
I'ai RlhK
Al Roblnaon
Kvelyn llrock
Vlllaire Vnngnnnl

Wi'iniT
l>oro(hy Mnnnera(

Dean MurpUy
Marina

Kllilegarda Halllday

I

K.l

TliPlri.a

Ihvislc.v

Numerals

Leonard Ware
.MaHxImo White

Spivy

Gvo WtiotU Oro

ll:iiry

i'tisi.iin

BplT7*e Boot

Faith ArlOD
Joa Capello Oro
Kelly'a Sinhle

KIHy

BiiTis

Joe niu

May 111
Kva Hnrrlnaka
Call Ml Donald
3 Sweellieiiria
Johnny Sllvera

Ore
Klvfi O'Clm-k Club
John Hale
Mnhih Rnbold
Fahlan Siorev Ore
Mother .Kelly'a
Ann Sherwood

Marguerite

Ifjta^

.Senor Joae .M;ir(iiief
Peggy Eimlii'U
Hilly Bayne
Earl I^alie

Bar of .^IuhIc
Felix DeColn
Roger Roliinds
Lynn PnrrI
Charlla Farrell

Pago

Piigo

Connie Johnnon

Tony Nuzo Ore
(Continued on page 46)
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LEGITIMATE

on Increased Costs

Equity Data

W.

Mrs.

Herk Wins Right to Appeal When

Averell Harriman

Of Living to Serve As Basis For

Tails

About Mrs. Bob Sherwood,

Mrs.

Minnie Aster, Mrs. Irving
Bourne

Berlin,
Miss' Whitney
and others' efforts in

Pay Demands

Data on boosted rates out of town
Equity and.
has been compiled by
with the general raise
in connection
the cost of living, will be the
in

basis

for

to Mgrs.

iin

More Dates

Fenture

AiIiIimI

That Jury Should ve Seen

In

'Show Business
At War'

BermaD Wonld Arrange

Sup. Ct. Justice Upholds Contention

'^hip

War Work.

Service'

Increased

theme

4

of the

37th Anniveranry Number

for 'Army'

demands upon managers

compensation to acAfter Coast Engagement
Huddles on the subject are due
There is a provision in the
A. L. Herman, civilian general
asrcement between the association and the League of New York manager of 'This Is The Army,' will
Theatres which would open the way go to the Coast next week ahead of
for cither increasing the minimum the show's arrival there for the purpay of $50 weekly or allowing play- pose of possible bookings after the
ers an incrca.'^e above their con- Los Angeles date. Picture on 'Army'
tracted salaries should living costs is due to start shooting Feb. 1, but
go up 15'.;; or more, a.s has hap- if that dale is set back, 'Army' will
pened, from the level at the time probably be sent to San Francisco

What

Tix for Price of

1

Cost Last Year Is Nifty

PuUed for N. Y.

in the interim. Dates after the film
was signed.
Meantime Equity is obtaining a is completed would be arranged if
complete list of the more reasonable Washington puts the okay on furhotels, boarding houses and restau- ther touring of the sensationally sucrants out of town, with the assis- cessful soldier show.
Nat Dorfman will also go West to
tance of the Travelers' Aid Society.
both he and
Difficulty in getting living quar- supervise publicity,
being volunteers without
ters has been reported continuously, Herman
and where hotel rooms are to be had compensation. George Hassil, George
the rates are so high that actors, Handy, Barney Bowman and Harry
especially those receiving compara- Steinberg, legit boxoffice men who
tively modest salaries, are appre- have handled the ticket sales, will
hensive. They say that after paying accompany 'Army' to the Coast.
for hotels and meals they virtually
Engageowe themselves money.
ments in stands that are war centers with over-crowded populations
are the toughest for visiting professionals, nor do other travelers find
it easy to secure accommodations.
Reports from players in USO
camp show; are descriptive of hard-

the pact

HUB SYSTEM'
ON TIX CRIMPS

ship.s,

particularly on

t^ie

tran.spor-

Most jumps are made in
day coaches, with the actors sitting
up and getting catnaps through the
night. Recently some players were
tation end.

unable to find seats in the coaches
end .sat on their suitca.ses in the
Understood that the
cars.
in the number of soldiers
on furlough for the holidays accounts for the over-capacity trains.

crowded
increase

TODD SHOW

B'way Showmen,

Odds on Salary

at

Still

ATAM

Raise; Shuhert Squabble
Broadway .showmen and
ciation

Theatrical

of

the Asso-

Agents

Managers have met again

out
union's

difficulties over the
for more salary. With Paul
Bri.ssenden, economic professor at
Columbia University, sitting as arbitrator, the dispute was not settled

their

demand

and

it

was hardly an amicable

ses-

sion.

There were verbal interchanges
between J. J. Shubert and Sidney
Conn, counsel for ATAM.
Attorney wanted to know whether Shubert had not admitted trying
to
break up ATAM with the aid of
George Browne, former stagehands
leader,

who

is

now

in prison,

con-

victed of extortion. That mixup occurred when the factions met before
James W. Fitzpatrick as mediator
some weeks ago. Showman flared
whereupon Prof. Hrissenden
up,
said, "we'll have no more remarks'
from Shubert.

who

Sir Cedric's Footlighter
USO
produced the musical, is the latest
they were
independent manager to be bothered
aware that going wouldn't be easy by the Hub agency 'system.'
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
when they accepted the jobs.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, currently
As soon as the show won a strong
press, tickets for New Year's Eve working in 'The Moon Is Down' at
'disappeared.' It is claimed that Her- 20th-Fox, shoves off for New York
rick's had the 'bundle.' That agency early next month to star in the
Malin
Aothor Sues
has been reputedly reported under Jerome Weidman stage piece, 'All
Shubert direction, though the man- These Years.'
For $25,000, Charges
agers deny this.
Play was originally slated for a
Todd demanded that at least 80 November start, but Hardwicke's
N. Y. Contract Breach tickets for choice locations be re- picture work caused a postpone(Continued on page 45)
ment. He's co-producer thereof.

in the letters from
travel conditions, because

outfits

on

Max

Charging breach of contract and
with continued opera-

months, has a reduced lop of $1.65.
Kaufman tried two for ones at that
nights, with the result that takings jumped; in short,
83c per ducat.
Reasoning was that as 'Claudia'

Millman claims he and Malin
pacted an agreement to organize the
M. & M. Repertory Co., a co-op venture enlisting a group of young
Broadway hopefuls, to produce three
plays. Contract was to run a year,

'Welcome
Ghost

Home

Uly.sses',

from
comedy.

and

Stratford',

Shakespearean
Millman claims Malin, after initial
show played two nights to fair biz,
backed down and inked pact with
Leo Shull for production of 'Dracula'
at studio. Also claims that venture
cost him coin that should have been
paid by Malin as business manager,
Including hiring of two union stagehands and boxoffice man.
Millman,
incensed
particularly
because cast, which included Robert
Kibbee, son of Guy Kibbee, the film
actor, had rehearsed for five weeks
and had looked upon the co-op

not permitting the jury to witness
performance at the theatre (Am-

the

Justice Bernstein, in his decimade a particularly notable comment in stating that
'.
.the description (of the show)
cannot equal the performance

sion,

.

in

accuracy and comprehensive-

It cannot constitute the
best evidence in the case."
He added that ... 'if there
were a prosecution for the exhibition of an obscene motion
picture, the best evidence would
be furnished by a showing of the
picture rather than by its oral

ness.

description.'

bassador),

BOOMS ON

b™
With

eight

shows making

their

37th

Ruling was regarded as important
show business and the Justice indicated that Judge Owen W. Bohan
in General Sessions, erred in refusing to permit the jury to see the
performance. That kind of evidence
is real evidence,' he said, 'whose admissibility does not depend upon
the discretion of the trial court and
the refusal to receive

the theatre a different show might
have gone on. He opined that a
dance by Scarlet Kelly, which he
found to be the most objectionable
part of 'Wine', would not have been
shown to a Judge and jury as he
saw it and that the girl would not
have done the bumps in the same
maner.
Gelb also doubted that

Anniversary number

Jimmy

Savo, also of 'Wine', would
have confined himself to fanning
himself with his hat aftier embracing
Margie Hart, the show's stripper, to

OUT NEXT WEEK-JAN.

(Continued on page 44)

6

YURKA CAST TOPPER
IN

Special Exploitation Advantages

law guaranteeing holders

Reservations and

to the

performance was reaffirmed yestcr(Tuesday) by the Appellate
Albany. Appeal, brought
H'""'
oy the
Shuberts, to reverse the lower
courts ruling, was
turned down.
brought in the autumn of
,q7,*^?
in Hudson Falls,
N. Y., by
(Continued on page 45)

constituted,

important evidence'.
Prosecutor Sol Gelb contended
that if the court had been held in

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

theatre tickeU admission

it

in the opinion of this court, a refusal
to receive relevant, material and

Supreme Court decision upholding

M

have

doubtful division, indications mouth.
being that their expected prompt
Justice Bernstein ruled: 'Whether
exit will ease up the booking sit- a play is decent or indecent may
uation, which approximates a house depend upon the reaction of the pershortage.
son who sees the play in the surAnticipated good attendance on roundings in which it is exhibited.
Christmas eve proved to be a fact, There may be a vast difference beand from that evening the last half tween the bare description in words
of what has been said or done on the
(Continued on page 44)
stage and in actual view of the per-

SHUBERTS LOSE TIX

BAR-OUT TEST CASE

would

the

venture as a .stepping stone to bigger

state

it

Broadway appearances last was as to body movements and alweek and this, list totals 33 shows, leged nudity, which should have
probably the peak number this sea- been witnessed in the natural atmosson.
Some of the arrivals are In phere of the theatre, not word of

of

things.

'he

where

seen the actual evidence, rather
than a verbal description by witnesses. He contended that an alleged obscene book, statute or song
might be examined in court but in
this Instance it was a matter of performance, which could be properly
judged only Yy seeing the show; and
it therefore was an unusual
case.
Markewich said, too, that evidence

first

THEME OF THE

with 'Generation' as curtain raiser
to be followed by another Millman

'Merry

in

LEGIT BUSINESS

"Show Business
At War"

Malin,

studio owner.

play.

Arthur Markewich, attorney for
defendant, was upheld in his
argument that the court had erred

to

which folded Dec. 17 after two performances at the Malin Studio on
West 44lh street, N. Y., has brought
suit in N. Y. Supreme Court for

Max

opened

Supreme

formance*.

tion_ of his play, David
Millman,
auth'or of 'The Last
Generation',

damages against

Y.

the

originally was priced at $3.30, two
for ones at the present $1.65 top
really meant that a patron could
buy four tickets for the price of
what one cost last year. Stunt
worked so well that it was necessary for cops to be called, it was
claimed.
Frank Goodman, of the
Golden office, handled the two-forone distribution, it being one of
his specialties.
Regular half price
rate applied thereafter.

interference

$25,000

was

N.

Something unique in cut-rating
was put across as an experiment by hospital at Riker's Island, v/here he
S.
Jay Kaufman, company man- had been transferred because of illager of 'Claudia,' at the Forrest, ness, under bail of $1,000. Case is
N.
Y..
last
week.
Show, which due to go to the Appellate Division
John Golden brought back to repeat of the supreme court and may reach
on Broadway, an engagement which the Court of Appeals, highest trihas been running more than six bunal in the state.

Arbitrator ruled that briefs be
filed by both sides, including not.
only the pay phase, but changes
Authentic reports from Boston in the contract sought by ATAM.
are to the effect that the new It is the longest union squabble
Something For The .Boys,' at the the managers have had for some
Shubert there, is involved in the time.
alleged strangle-hold theatre ticket

There were no special complaints situation and that Michael Todd,

case,

when

(28)

Court Justice J. Sidney Bernstein,
granted a writ of reasonable doubt.
Herk was released iTucs. ) from the

and scale for three

to iron

indecent

'Claudia' Monday

tors.

soon.
basic

Hlfine

The way to an appeal of the conviction of I. H. Herk, who got a six
months sentence, .stiffest known on
Broadway, in the "Wine, Women and
Song'

of

additional

for

4]

oay

Copy May Be Wired

to

will play in other coast spots to test
its
possibilities for Broadway.

Any

NEW YORK
W.

46th

St

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine SL

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph SL

Cast being directed by Melville
includes Tutta Rolf, Tom
Keene, Walter Brooke. Herbert Corthell, Edith Angold, J. Arthur Young,
Richard O'Connor, Fairfax Burgher,

Butke

Variety Office

154

COAST BREAK-IN

Hollywood, Dec. 29.
Blanche Yurka draws toi billing
in
the Jess Smith production of
'The Barber Had Two Son.s," breaking in New Year's night at the Lobero in Santa Barbara. Drama is by
Tom Duggan and James Hogan and

8

SL Martin's PL

Wolfgang
fred

Zilzer, Eddy Fields,
Zeisler, Kurt
Steinbart

Anita Vcneay.

AU
end

'

—
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Shows

Plays on Broadway
Place

by Tori-n-e R;ilMi::iii In
MI11.T nl
thre« »ri» prfHcnied l.y ihIIicii
H.-nr. MMler. N. V.; ^l^iiifA I'y MiirKyn-l
Hnyinmiil Suvey:
Wclistcr; BftllnB.
opened Dec. ">. i'^'-tiiii:

iwr

\ill'..r

KyU-

I'malon

CynlhU.

l.iith^ini

a.kns

Mis

""I'

KlJlnl biTuer Ski.
Tfildy

I. lout.

.

Zi

r.r.illiiin

Unihuin

riilrlela

Hn

>'-'y'\i>-

(!,>iiil.l

Mill<i

S.ii!f»nl
i.„rcy

.M:.rK.-ls..:i

Doris

Skioiz.'ivlnsk.i

Ivo
winakl AIokhm.I.
\I''C liuinneuR
Xnncy Kelly

This

.

Hel.

rit kiird

nii

SwHnIteynolda Dennialon

second

the

is

i-

.

Miller

St|Uadmn-LeH'ler

English

play

backgrounded by the war and presented by Gilbsrt Miller. 'Lifeline'
was first but taken off fast, desp;te
'Flare Path is
rating.
liked over there, too, but looks doubtful here, which is not unusual for
its

to a district hospital.
frequently under (Ife and

ment adjacent

FLARE PATH

London

such imports.
New play has mos'. of its men in
the R.A.F., yet there is no hint of
the feats accomplished by the British flyers. That's not because of reticence, for it ju.'t isn't that type of

play. There is a certain amount of
air field vernacular, though not really

colorful wordage.
•Flare Path" is a story of frustration. Peter Kyle, an American actor

is

;i

enemy bombers.

woman

a

doctor

In

and her

in

Rehearsal

Patrloia*

—

Plays Out of

chief

But

it's

overcome

too late to

DARK EYES

play's

earlier weaknesses.

The cast is uniformly good and, in
addition to Loeb, who plays the role
the harassed business manager of
into service as nurses. They must be
e orch leader; Jane Seymour, Enid
on plane observation too. which
and Mary Sargent give
takes Iticm out of the quarters fre- Markey
•Charity' a much-needed lif* as the
quently.
club officers whose sad experithree
Doc gets reports that somebody ence with the reefers results in such
amoiii; the newcomers is giving inOne is exploits as trying to climb into galformation to the enemy.
Harlan Riggs is likewise
wrongly accused and threatened with lon jugs.
the man who wins a
coiTtmartial. but the real Nazi ad- excellent as
against the club after
herent is discovered. Keeping the judgment
in the building, thus
others at bay with a gun, sheljoasts breaking his leg
One girl setting into motion the mad scramble
of being Bund-trained.
Ihe swing king.
import
comes too close and is shot through for funds to
Roache, Augusta Dabney. Calihc heart. A bomb blocks the exit, Viola
Bissell and John
Whit
Thomas,
in
ruband when Japs clear away the
cContinucd on page 44)
ordered outside,
in

and

keeping communications going
roll bandages, but are pressed

hands
first
to go being the spy, who is
promptly killed. The others leave,
too, facing certain death from Jap
machine guns.

Pat has
his wife wouldn't let him.
been wed to Teddy Graham, an English flight lleutenajit, for a year, but
it's not a love match, so when Kyle
comes along, is ready to go back to
him.

Scene is parlor of a small hotel
From
near a British flying field.
the window the bombers can be seen
by guests as they take off in the
night, first plane up dropping flares
to show the path for the others.
Graham goes up and though his
plane is pretty well shot up, returns
He virtually collapses and
safely.
then confesses to Pat that it is fear.
If it be known tiiat he Is afraid of
flight combat, he'd be tossed out of
the R.A.F. as not having the proper
morel fibre. Perhaps It is the ma-

All of that action is in act three.
Earlier some of the girls verbally
snipe one another and one is accused of unnatural habits. Pati who
.•ieems the keenest of the volunteers
detects Smitty addicted to taking
narcotics, but another explains that a
serious injury to the nurse is the
reason for her seeking surcease from
pain.
Katerine Emery is the efTicient
Smitty and Thelma Schnee plays
spunky little Pat. Ann Shoemaker
gives a good idea of a woman doctor
is all about
it
Florence Rice, back from the Coast
Is one of the leading contributors and
tells off the girl spy in what Is the
Katherine
play's 'message' scene.
Locke, Carol Channing, Margaret
Phillips. Florence MacMichael and
Ruth Conley are among those who

who knows what

count.

The author, new In dramatist
ranks, has not etched some charac
ters any too clearly. There is a wel
ter of sound effects apparatus, prob-

makes ably brought in from Hollywood, and
for some curious reason it is planted

Pat stick to her flyer, even though
Kyle declares he doesn't know how
he'll get along with her. Actor who
has reached middle age, exits while

this side of

the curtain line.

Ibee

SWEET CHARITY

Arthur Margetson performs very

to the Pole, who is Alexander Ivo, a
Viennese. Cynthia I,atham is a sourpuss hotel proprietor, and okay.
'Flare Path' is a one-setter, short
cast play, backed by 20th-Fox, which
Ibee.
studio has the film righU:.

Oscar Polk
Minnie Uupioe
Grnndmother Field
Georgia Spencer
Peiiri
Anne Burr
Helen Field
Qcia Korvin
Prime .SUolol Toimlje
.Niitiisha napiikovlti-h. .Kugenlo Leontovlch
Elena Mlrnmova
Tonia Karpova
Ludmllla Torelzka
Olgii Shmllevsknya
Jay Fassett
John Field

CmaA Road Shows

WllloUKhhv

(4-6); SUte, Harrisburg.
Rajah, Reading. Pa. (8);
Playhouse, Wilmington (9).
Arsenic and Old Lace' (3d Co.)

Richmond
(7);

(30-9).

Detroit

Lafayette,

In

Uireo

iictti.

urcsented at Ihe

N. Y.. Dec.
'V2. by Lee Shu
written nnd Htaged by Alltin R. Ken
wird; Netting Albert Juhnann; f3.H0 top.

tloroBcu.
bi>rl:

Ann .shoemaker
Kaiherlne Emery

Doc
Vnillly

Flo
Pal

Oinnlc
Slfve
Sue

iriorenco nice
Thelni;i Schni-e
Kntherlne LiK-kc
Carol Chnnnlng
MiirkMret Phllllpii

Andra

Helen

Trenhnltne

N'vdin

I-'lorence

MncMlrhnel

Helen
Cr.n

Julie Stevens

e

Muriel HutchlHnn

tiii'Iie

Ruth Conley

Native

Wontun

Teresa Tevee

'Cry Havoc' was the title of this
latest war play when it was done in
Hollywood, where it was figured to
be a managerial plum. Christma.';
night premiere impression was that
'Proof Thro' the Night' was over
touted.

Looks

like a limited stay.

natural that this melodrama
be compared to 'Journey's End', the
ini-male cast English play about the
first world war, because 'Night' has
all-femme characters, while the locale and setting is not dissimilar. In
dramatic power, however, 'End' was
distinctly better. 'Night' has a list
act that picks up the drama considerably, the players having their best
inning there.
'Night' is spotted In Bataan just before our forces succumbed to the
Japs. Scene Is a bomb shelter, described as a former gun emplaceIt

is

with telling effect.
Reginald Denham has turned

wares to Amer-

their

Phni.iernpher

Hollln Diiuer

1'ruin|iel
Wilson
llurloti Sedgewick

Mr

Dort
Lexlle

I.ltomy

Hans Robert

Mr. Bessley
Mr. Merrill

John A In
John Kirk

John Oexter

The

rlark

John M. Kline

Hognrth

FULL SPEED AHEAD
(THE FIREFLY')
Philadelphia. Dec.

—

—

Knnilly.. .ivlih

LIselolte

KrumM

hinlilt

—

—

'Hey, Bookie*— Belasco, Los Ange'H'sbllghts

Brecher
opened

-

Charity,'
the
Irving
Manuel Seff play that

at the Mansfield Monday
night (28). is but a mildly diverting
comedy geared, at best, to moderate
grosses.
When Alfred Blooming
dale, its producer, set about revising
the script and turned over the di
rectorial reins to George Abbott

an initial tryout and sub
sequent withdrawal in Boston six
weeks ago. he unfortunately neg

after

of

1943*

San Francisco

(vaude)— Al(30-9).

Co.)— Harris, Chi-

'Junior Miss* (2d

cago (30-9).

THIS LITTLE
Wilmington,
Melodrama

'Jnnlor Miss'
(3d
Co.)— Locust.
Philadelphia (30-9).
'Lady In tht Dark*— Taft Auditorium, Cincinnati (30-3); American, St.
Louis (5-10).
'Life With Father* (2d Co.)— English. Indianapolis (30-2); Cox, Cincinnati (4-B).

satiric

bnrbs

to

ncl.i

by Wilfred H.

stnKe4l by Reginald Denham: sctJohn UiKit: presented by A. H.
InK.
Won, Is nt the I'lnyhou:*.'. Wilmington, Del.,
Dec 2.'.-2n. tl. at :2.20 top.

Jane

Detroit (30-9).
'Stndent Prince'—Auditorium.

Oak

land. Cal. (3-4); Metropolitan, Seattle
(6-9).

•This Is the Army'— Shrine Audi
torium, Detroit (30-2); Civic Opera

House. Chicago (4-9).
'This Little Hand' (tryout)— Ford's,
Baltimore (30-2); National, Washington (4-9).
•Three Cortalns'

(tryout)— Majes

.Miixilie

Alice

Eve
Phnron

Stpart

Ruth K. Hill
Knrbarn llel Gcd.hs

Frel.li

K.
(f:t:inifu-

P:int»)

.

.

Shirley

.

T.

.Stevens

Mary McCnrm'ick
M:irllyn

Krsklnc

Kayo

Retly (Tennc-.ee)
Siella

throw in a first half.
'Maid Id the Ozarks*— Great NorthDespite canny staging by Abbott, ern. Chicago (30-9).
whose craftsmanship points up every
'Merry Widow'— Selwyn, Chicago
laugh provided by script, and comic
(30-9).
talents of Philip Loeb. who is the
Forgy and Bess' Studebaker, CJhlshow's standout, 'Charity' misses as
a laugh smash because, among other cago (30-9).
thines. it doesn't get funny until long
'Priorities of 1942* (vauie)— Erpast 10 o'clock.
lanjer. Chicago (30-2); Victory. DayChief fault probably lie.s in the
ton
(4-5);
Memorial Auditorium.
basic idea. In recounting the trials
Louisville
(6); English, Indianap-^lis,
and tribulations of the Friendly
Hand clubwomen who become hope- (7-9).
lessly enmeshed in financial straits,
'Something for the Boys' (tryout)—
thus threatening cancellation of a Shubert, Boston (30-2).
swing orch's booking at a charity
'Spring Again*— Plymouth, Boston
affa'T. the authors have been obliged
(30-9).
to develop many of the too laughs
'Springtime for Henry'— Wilson.
from gags and situations not directly
play's action.
In comedy's favor is a riotous 15minute stanza at close of second act
in which clubwomen get gay with
chamber of commerce delegation
after mistaking marijuana for ciggies.
The scene is a wow. with what went
before
suffering
by comparison.
Thif. of course, excludes the all-toobrief first and second-act appearances
of Loeb, who completely dominate?
the show when he's on.
Third act.
fortunately,
makes good use of
Loebs talents, and to him fall the
cho :e lines.
Realizing the need for injecting
slr-.;i«er laugh material into first half
of play. Brecker. Seff and Abbott
worked all through last week's tryout of revised play in Philadelphia
ond over past weekend in reshaping
Ihc-ir first act. but results are
far
from satisfactory. When the show
does get funny, it's uproariously so
despite the sudden veering from

three

Dec. 2C.

Petiitt:

Copelanil
Irene Dailey

(Shnl-I'ul)

y

lected to

stemming from

In

HAND

Del.,

.\<lele

Longmlre

A. H. Woods. \et showman, returns to the theatrical scene with a
novel melodrama in 'This Little
Hand,' acted by a cast of nine later led young women.
Although no
mci'

male makes

his

appearance on

the stage, the absent species is the
subject of much of the chatter and
the center of the situation which
leads to a scries of< murders in a college sorority cabin in the California
p.ountains.
Wilfred H. Poltitt, the author, has
written melodrama with a vengeance
but its appeal will be limited to the
type of audience that likes murder

and horror served with a whipped
cream frosting. One gets the im
pression that

it

>vill

make

a better

film than stage

show. However, it
better than average melodrama,
with smart dialog and just enough
is

hair-raising situations to keep a
thrill-seeking audience in their seats.

With proper handling 'The Little
Hind' could be added to the Woods
list
of moderate successes.
But

Broadway

is

flnicky in its choice of

'c.capisf entertainment, and even a
well-rounded production fails to hide
the fact there is nothing very sub
St ntial behind the whole effort.
•Watch on the Rhine*— Hanns
Nine college girls are isolated for
Cleveland (30-2); Palace. South Bend a weekend in a sorority camp. Pethas taken the better known col(4); Fischer, Danville, 111. (5): Lin-

Boston (30-2).
•Tobacco Road'

tic.

—Colonial.

26.

orrhestra under the direction nf tleo'ge
Hirst: slara Kinniu Otero: features Jiit-k
Good. Betty Allen .tnd Bobby .Morris, lirluInally offered iim u revival of the FrintlHarbach operetta. 'The Firefly.' nnil rtii-t
presented In Its entirely revised ronu iit
the Forrest theiilre. PlilUi.. Friday. Dec. 2.'..
•42.

Boston

Ruth Dond
Nuunu Saunders

POKgy Fellows
Dolores
Chips
A Hmilllnn

Biibby
IH.rolbfa

DIann
Mrs. Fellows
Slugger
Mrs. Harry

Wllnu

tlllve

locquellne Siiitann
Hal Conklln

Ijiriilne

Peter

Helen Artliur

fonstame Fellows

Gordon GIfTord
Jack Good
J"hn A. Loreiir

Benson
OInlner

A

Braillliin

Ulchard W.irlh
Fred Ciil.inia
Leonard Ceeley

I'ollceinan

McGee

Padro Cardoxa
Juanltn Cardozn

F.mma Otero
Bellv Allen
Knallsh
Clniberg

Julia Starr

Hotel

In

MavFnrbiiiil

Uurbara lllaiie
Reeves Snilih

HIchar.l Worth
Ilelene LeBerlhon

folonel C'jirdew

Killer

.Morris

Georse Speh

I'l.llceiiiuii

Carlotts

Many

Mnnager

.lease

Bozo

For sheer scope and extent of revision, the changes wrought by the
Shuberts (Producing Associates, Inc.)
must set some kind of a new theA production which
atrical record.
started out In Baltimore a few weeks
ago as a revival of the Rudolf FrimlOlto Harbach operetta. •The Firefly,' showed up here Christmas night
at the Forrest as 'Full Speed Ahead.

Anybody

finding

close

similarities

between the two deserves some kind
have a chance
of a medal. It doesn't
for Broadway.

[Even before change of title
and other radical reuisioiis to
and score, 'Variety'
script
(Burm). in its Dec. 2, 1942, review of revival's initial tryout
Baltimore pointed out 'any
origiiiat
the
fo
and the FrimI tunes is,
doubt, accidental in this
version.
The libretto has been
tossed into the can and the story

in

TBsemblaiicc
'Firefly'
Tio

now

(30-2).

les

cazar,

'Sweet

Burm.

flight.

an

Musical In three arts presenleil by Producing Assot lutes, Inc.. (llre<-tlon of J. J.
Sliubert; book nixl lyrics by KowlunU Leiuh;
music. Jean Sch\v:irtr. and Irving Aetmiin;
Htnged uniler illrecllon of Htin-le O'Danlels;
dunces nnd enseni>ilea by Booth McKenim;

Barber Had Two Sons' (tryout)— coming play.
All of this lends itself to some
Lobero, Santa Barbara (1-2) (prefunny and rather charming stage
miere); Geary, San Francisco (4-9).
business, but after the first act,
Blackonts of 1942' (vaude)—El which moves briskly, the angle wears
off and there's not enough material
Capitan, Hollywood (30-9).
BlMsom Time*—Geary. San Fran- and new movement to sustain the
initial pace. Third act goes to pieces
cisco (30-2).
with a 10-minute interlude of off
'Chocolate Soldier' Biltmore, Los stage screaming end argument par
Angeles (4-9).
ticularly hard to take.
There is a
Claudia' (1st Co.)—American, St. man-sized job of rewrite and direc
Louis (30-2); Davidson, Milwaukee tion necessary here to bring out the
paydirt which at present glitters
(4-9).
only
briefly
in
widely-spaced
moSan
Green' Curran,
Cam
ments.
Francisco (30-9).
Miss Miramova is a charming and
Cry Havoc' Music Box, Holly personable actress, and her grasp of
wood (30-9).
dialog and situation, as a play
Walnut, Wright, gives her added stature. Her
(tryout)
Dark Eyes'
Philadelphia (30-9).
double role here is highly promising
for new possibilities in the imme
Eve of St. Mark' (2d Co.)— Audi
Miss Leontovich also
torium, Rochester, N. Y. (1-2); Cass, diate offing.
comes through with a tempestuous
Detroit (4-9).
and compelling bit of trouping, and
'Foil Speed Ahead' (tryout)— ForLudmilla Toretzka, as the ex-opera
rest, Philadelphia (30-2).
diva, garners laughs. Jay Fassett, as
Salllvan
Nixon. the moneyed poppa who
Gilbert
and
goes for
Pittsburgh
Hanna, Cleve- one of the gals and an angeling
(30-2);
land (4-9).
bankroll as well, handles himself
'Good Night Ladles'- Blackstone, with complete assurance in a role
which is really not for him. Of the
Chicago (30-9).
'Her EIrst Mnrder' (tryout)— Cass. others, Carl Gose, Oscar Polk, Anne
Detroit
(30-2); Erlanger,
Chicago Burr and Geza Korvin go over.
Sets by Stewart Chaney are top(4-9).

b

in

excellent job of staging and John
Root's cabin interior is attractive.
Klep.

heiress,
the playwriting actresses,
plus another friend of the good old
days, a hefty operatic prima donna,
crash in on the
home of the rich
gal, proceed to implant some romance in the heart of the moneyed
father and attract, at the same time,
some financial backing for the forth'

—

Proof Thro' the Night
ML-Iu<lriin)-i

show

enthusiasm.
Outstanding is
Adele Longmlre, who handles the
top role in fine fashion.
Barbara
Bel Geddes and K. T. Stevens are
next in line and always believable.
Ilaxine Stuart, Ruth K. Hill and
Irene Dailey provide good atmosphere and some much needed comMary McCormack hanf relief.
dles the part of the glamour girl

and so the gals set out to write an
opus of their own.
Given a lift by a former flame
now on the make for a Long Island

Lyric,

(30-2);

Washington

Each of the nine in the cast could
pass for a college girl anywhere,
and they play their roles with collegiate

Roles of this nature are scarce,

ica.

(Dec. 30-Jan. 9)

Co.)— Royal
(2d
'Angel SUe«t'
Alexandra, Toronto (30-2).
Arsenic and Old Lace' (1st Co.)—

Pa.

secret.

A search into the souls of the Intrepid Russian people can reveal
considerable comic possibilities, and
this current attempt by Jed Harris
undertakes to present that particular
'Dark Eyes' is a comedy of
phase.
characterization, and as such has its
But as now
transient moments.
constructed it needs action and more
narrative upon which to hang the
peculiar foibles of its people.
and
Elena
Mlramova
Written by
Eugenie Leontovich, both of whom
handle the two top femme
Iso
leads, 'Eyes' tells of the efforts of
two continental stars, with an accent, to

National,

of the play is devoted to her frantic
efforts to hide the first crime by
killing, or attempting to kill, the
other gals who gel hep to the dark

—

the others, all ol whom like their
liquor, go into a ditty about not joinComei'.y In three acta by Irvine Breeher
ing the air force.
and Samuel Seff; presented by Alfred
Reason for the celebration Is the Bloomlngdale; (ealures Philip Loeb. Enid
return of a Polish aviator whose wife Markey. Jane Seymour and Mary Sargent,
directed by George Abbott; setting by CIrker
by
machine-gunned
and kid has been
& Robbing; presented at Manafleld theatre,
the Nazis and who was thought lost N. T.. Dec. 28. '42, tS.30 top.
Augusta Dniiney
In the air foray of the night before. Mrs. Pal Mitchell
MiK. Evu Ingersoll
VIolii Roarhe
He comes in bedraggled after some Nurne
Mildred Todd
time in a rubber dinghy. Pole is MlHS Beuluh Ogllvie
Jane Seyimiur
wed to an ex-barmald who Is teach' Mn*. Lnuni Rrlndle
Enlil Markey
Whit Bissell
ing him how to speak English, That Myron Mitchell
M
'S. DIuiie Mnrtlndale
Mary Sargent
part Is well written and so are other Jonnthiin Bntes
Hnrlan Brlggs
minor characters, such as the cock- Sheriff Andrew Brlndle
Calvin Thomas
Hnrry Trott
Philip Loeb
ney wife of Ted's air gunner.

well as the frustrated Kyle and he
looks the part of a picture lover who
admits he is on the way out. Nancy
Kelly, from the Coast, is Pat, attractive wife of Teddy Graham, which
is handled by Alec Guinness, said to
be his first Broadway assignment.
They have an overlong scene when
he confesses not being up to piloting
his Wellington, but they team well
enough. Helena Pickard (wife of Sir
Cedrlc Hardwicke) scores as the
mate of Gerald Savory, the gunner,
and they supply most of the lighter
portions.
Doris Patston attracts attention as the former barmaid, wed

Baltimore, Dec. 23.
In three acta by Elena Mlrainova
In lollaboratlon with Eugenie LeoDtovlch:
prenenteil and atnged by Jed Harris: settings. Stewart t'haney; opened at Ford's,
Ualllninrr. Dec. 2:.. fi: $2.22 top.
Carl Ooae
Larry Kleld
Comecly

are

all

ble,

Town

Playwrights

bert-Harry Kaufman.
•Ask My Friend Sandy'— Alfred de Liagre.

char:^!.'

nurse, one Smitty.
Flo is the only other nurse on hand
when elsht xirls of varied origin and
avocation arrive. They came to the
Philippines to run switchboards, aid

from Hollywood, is well known in
England for his screen romances.
He virtually lived with Patricia Graham, also of the stage, who left him
because he couldn't marry her—

ternal instinct in the wife that

is

taisel for

Coinfily-ilriiniii

Ciiunte^K

The

Co.
'Harriet'—Gilbert Miller.
'Zlcffeld's Follies'— Lee Shu-

pertains to Axis and

conceived

operatives.
As
present, 'Firefly"

is

FBI
at

neither fish

nor fowl and there doesn't seem
much hope of developing anything pro/itable out of setup.']
It was not at all surprising when
the producers decided to modernize
the book.
'The Firefly's' vintage is
an especially old-fashioned one. Nor
was the change in title, once the
book and locale had been altered,
any cause for astonishment, but the

throwing completely overboard of
the Friml score (numbers of which
still find favor over the air-waves)
did seem unusual to laymen. (Story
on Page 1 deals with Shubert-Friml
row over 'Firefly* revival).
Emma Otero, radio songstress und
ex-favorite

European concert
of
definitely set as show's

now

stages,

is

sineie

star,

and

critics

and

fiist-

nighlers alike here joined in praisInn her voice though criticizine her
delivery of lines and general stiffness
of personality.
However, thev iijl
agreed that she Is one of the show s
best (and all-too-few) outstanding
asfets.

Certain members of the cast who
in "The Firefly* revival as origprojected, are still In 'Full
Ahead.' but they have not
benefited a great deal by the chan«e
Of
of material and atmosphere.
course, there arc still resemblances
between old and new: the heroine is
still
n simolc htV.c street singer
(Mme. Trentini in'' it), only now

were

inally

Speed

A
the setting is South America.
maudlin, familiar olot, almost alwavs
lacking in novelty, concerns the
v.icuous hero's unhappy romance
with a priggish .society girl whi'n
he is really in love with the little
street sincer. Action of storv. which
moves

to Trinidad and
York, is one of

(30-9).

starts In Rio.
winds UD in

coln.

those things covering a considerable
oeriod of time, starting as it does in
the last century and continuing up
to the present.
Thf! cast works hard and deserves
credit. Betty Allen outs her songs
over as a harr^-boiled entertainer:

Decatur,

Springfield,

enport

(8);

III.

(6);

Orpheum

(7); Orpheum. DavShrine Mosque, Peoria

111.

(9).

•Wife Takes a Child' (tryout)— Wil
out-and-out slapstick. bur, Boston (30-2).

lege

girl

types

for

his

characters

New

things get o
to a quick start
when one of theit number is found
murdered.
By the end of the first act the Jack Good ?nd Bobby Morris strive
at: .icnce is let in on the identity
of manfullv with the comedy, what
tl
murderess, and the remainder
(Continued on page- 44)

ar.d

.
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LEGITIMATE
'CHOCOLATE

Playwrights Co. Plays Santa

FINE 19iG,
The Playwrights Company

has been the most consistent legit firm
and for the fifth straight season gifts in cash were
to distribute bonuses,
Total amount disbursed was around $4,000.
given at Christmas.
outfit
has two hits on Broadway. 'The Pirate'
Dramatist-managerial
Eve of St. Mark,' Cort All in those casU reat the Beck, and The
ceived $100 or $30, according to their salaries.
Stagehands engaged by the two shows got $50 each, so did the boxoffice staffs, while all those In the Playwrights' office were recipients
of an extra week's pay.

Inside Stuff-Legit

SOLDM'
HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood. Dec. 29.
Holiday spending has brightened
the legit scene here, with all houses
profiting.
Bulk of the trade since
Xmas day has trekked downtown to
the Biltmore for the revival of
'Chocolate Soldier.'
It's
here for
two and a half v/eeks and. thanks
to the pair of holidays embracing
the first wtek. it's piling up'a smacking $19,500 for the initial stanza.
Nostalgic piece opened Xmas night.
'Blackouts' at El Capitan bagged
a smart $13,000 in 27th week with 13
shows last week.
'Hey Rookie'
picked up $8,500 in ite 11th week at
the Belasco and may last out many

more weeks.

Cry Havoc' (called 'Proof Thru
Despite letters of protests received by management of the Nixon, PittsThe Night' in N.Y.) chalked up $5.burgh, over charac'.er of the Jewish film producer as portrayed by Michael
500^ in fifth week and bowed out with
Rosenberfi in the C. Aubrey Smith-Grace George comedy, 'Spring Again,'
possible Frisco date to follow. Trade
the Guth'.-ie McClintic office, which is presenting the play, characterized proved disappointing
as drama of
Stanley Gilkey, war nurses
the Incident on Monday (28) as a tempest In a teapot.
had benefit of strong adof the McClintic office in N. Y., said he caught the show in Boston, where vance campaign via lip service from
paying careful attention to the Hollywood tycoon those who viewed it in Little TheaIt opened Christmas eve,
Gilkey claims that while Rosenberg is playing the part on the road tre.
role.
more broadly' than Joseph Buloff did during comedy's N. Y. run last
season, 'there's not a single line or gesture at which one can take offense.'
Gilkey attributed the protests to a 'super-sensitive soul in Pittsburgh
who tried to make an issue of the Jewish characterization and went so
McClintic representative further stated
far as to drum up antagonism.'
that when show played Chicago, prior to its week in Pittsburgh, Rosenberg took great pains to sound out reaction of Jewish friends, none of
whom saw anything offensive in his portrayal. Both Buloff and Rosen-

SOMETHING'

IS

SUMP'N; 25G

berg are from Yiddish legit originally.

That the engagement of 'Without Love,' starring Katharine Hepburh at
Althe St. James, N. Y., will conclude in February, is again reported.
though there was a critical difference of opinion about the play, attendance
has been big and grosses are among the tops of straight shows. Whether
Metro
it is Miss Hepburn's estimation of the play, or her contract with
the
in Hollywood that may curtail a run that could go well through
season, is not clear.
It had a spring
'Love' has been a good thing for the Theatre Guild.
tour of at least eight weeks, when the show earned considerably more
than the production cost. On the road it was reported in the process of
being revamped several times. With grosses as high as $25,000 at the
The Metro office says it is
St. James, the attraction is well out In front.
likely that the start of the next Hepburn film might be delayed, if she
the star
desires to remain on Broadway. Guild says there is a chance of
returning to 'Love' after the picture is completed.

There were pre-Christmas parties galore in Broadway offices, particuin the lounge
larly in film circles, but the most elaborate legit affair was
feasted and wined
of the Music Box. the 'SUr and Garter' company being
Todd, show's producer, who made a flying trip from Boston

IN

BOSTON

Boston. ^• Dec. 29.
,.r-..With Something for the Boys" as
the Hub's standby during Christmas

week,

legit biz hasn't beeo bad at
and the end of the week found
houses
making satisfactory
The Michael Todd show is
still packing them in at the Shubfert
and the advance is terrific, only the
matinees finding any empty pews.
Three shows opened Christmas
night, all of them drawing good noliday houses. 'Arsenic and Old Lace'
closed on Saturday night to make
all

five

grosses.

way

for 'Tobacco Road? at the Co-

lonial, here, for its fifth session.

three performances.
.'Wife Takes a Child,' Wilbur (1,227; $2.75). Mixed notices and weak
title held this one down to $2,100
estimated for three performances.
.

MOST LEGit
IN

'Russian People' Neat

$11,000

in

Washington

Washmgton. Dec. 29.
The Theatre Guild's production of
'The Russian People" clocked $11.its second week at the Na-

000 in

YEARS

tional theatre.

First

week was

$16.-

heavy in the third visit
Mail
and Old Lace.'
More shows are in the loop here orders produced $7,000 and first
Mysthis holiday season than at any time day's window sale $5,000 more.
did $45,000 in two
thriller
tery
In years, with the majority as Christweeks here last season. Top is $2.75.
mas Day starters.
A. H. Wood's "This Little Hand' is
Only old settler along the rialto Is
Walter Hampden and Cissie Loftus underlined for week of Jan. 4. The
company of 'Arsenic and Old Lace.' Wilfred Pettit melodrama, with allwhich registered a sturdy $8,300 in feminine cast, will play at $2 top.
third week at the Lafayette with
top. It brought the three weeks'
J1.85
tally on the comedy over the
$30,000
Interest

Solid

mark.
header
ail

Show will run off a doubleNew Year's Eve along with
others in the legitimate houses.

Opening with an $11 top

aay,

Irving

Berlin's

last

'This

Is

ST.

LOO OK lOG AT $1.10

the

JV'jy 'S due to crack upward of
wso.ooo
in Its two-week stay at the

JfK*
header

lOTH 'ROAD' VISIT TO

Mon-

e75?A°""^ Auditorium with more than
s.OOO seats.
Uncle Sam's show will
again at the $11 figure on
.Eve.
although no double-

W

is

'Arsenic

of

New

St. Loui.":,

Dec.

29.

perennial, 'Tobacco
ll-night enat the American theatre,
sole legiter here, Wednesday (24)
with a.gross of approximately $10,-

That

Road,'

hardy

wound up an

gagement

Drama was presented 15 limes
with the house scaled to $1.10. 'Road'
0" Christmas Day came to St. Louis 10 limes since
oP .w**^ I?
5,„,'"6„Cass. and will run through its Broadway preem, played a total
Years with two shows, for a of 123 performances and left town
niV"
'The Eve of St. Mark' with a profit for each engagement.
fnrv^:'''^-.**^"'*'
Rose Franken's comedy, 'Claudia,'
^eeks. startini?
Jan
with Frances Starr. Donald Cook.
McGuire and Olga BedanwiH^'''i"j^^^ "''t on Christmas Day Dorothy
Everett Horton in ova in the lop roi^s, began a nine^nr.n3*"^ Henry.'
which had a night stand at the American Friday
loSL J?''"l^
is scaled to $2.20,
Bm! «7?w''V;^'^^' summer. It also (25). The house
'°P' with two shows except for New Year's Eve. when
frt
f«l
"« tor
New Year's.
the admish will be uppcd to $2.30.
n,,.!^*?

IS

scheduled,
'Her First Murder'
"'<=6

000.

W

Doughgirls

000.

Dotroit, Dec. 20.

B way

Week; 'Rosalinda Tops

List at $24,000; 'Pirate

$23,500

Broadway presentation of 'The opens (cnight (30); favorably reThree Sisters.' by far the best of ported.
Christmas week arrivals, resulted in
'The Eve of St. Mark,' Cort (12th
its first week's gross being right up
\ -ek)
(D-1,064; $3.30).
Drawing
with the dramatic leaders.
'Flare splendid business; more than held ita
Path' drew a weak press with an own by slightly topping $16,000, very
exception or two. 'Proof Thro' the litlle under capacity. Night' ('Cry Havoc'), another war
'The
Bnsslan
PeopVc,'
Guild (Dplay, ditto.
'New Faces' got a I'enPresented by Theatre
eral panning.
Another quartet of 958^ $3.30).
Guild; adapted from Russian
of
premieres this week.
Simonov by Clifford
Latter part of last week was very Konstantln
good, with grosses better than pre- Odets; opened last night (Tuesday).
vious week for most part.
The Pirate,' Beck (5th week) (C1,214; $3.85).
Quoted getting $23,Estimates for Last Week
Kews: C (Comedv), D (Drama), SSO, not only best money for plays
CD (Comedy -Drama), R (Revue), but also exceeded most musicals, except 'Rosalinda' and 'Stars on Ice";
(Musical), O (Operetta).
'Angel Street," Golden (55th week) virtually capacity al'> periormances;
(D-789; $3.30). Pickup last half last same this week.
The Willow and I," Windsor (3d
week sent takings to approximately
$9,000: strong figure for stayer in week) (D-873; $3.30). Favorable folsmall capacity house.
lowup comment may help but has
'Arsenic and Old Laoe,' Fulton not shown boxoffice strength as yet;
approximately
$6,000.
(101st week) (CD-893; $3.30).
Like
some other run shows it had l>est
'Uncle Barry,' Hudson (31st week)
Saturday afternoon in yepr; wept up (D-1,042; $3.30).
Included in atto approximately $9,000.
tractions which fared well, estimated
•Blithe Spirit," Booth (59th week) at better than $8,000.
(CD-712; $3.30). Another run play
'WIthont Love," St James (7th
that consistently operates in the week^ (C-1,520; $3.30).
Got better
black; somewhat off lately but rated than $20,000, which keeps it among
over $8,000. okay.
tl
leaders; did not play Christmas
'By Japlter,' Shubert (30th week) day.
(M-1.32S: $4.40). Virtually as good
'You'll See Stars," Elliott (R-031;
as any of the long-running musicals, $3.30). Presented by David Kramer;
with the gross last week estimated score by Leo Edwards; book by Herover $22,000.
man "Timberg; intimate revue in

M

strange spot for show of that type;
last mid-week^ drew mixed opens Thursday (31).
with
thereafter
business
Added
should get share of holiday
'Clandla,' Forrest (return engagetrade but this week hardly Indica- ment) (original
Jate 56 weeks) (21st
tive of new play's chances.
week) (C-1,105; $1.65).
With the
'Janie."
Biltmore
(lOth
week) help of bargain tickets takings went
C-991; $3.30). Among number of at- upward, with gross estimated around
tractions which improved during $6,500; unless another attraction
Is
Christmas week; takings around booked will stay.
$9,000; will pr(>bably get another
'Native
Son,'
Majestic
(return
house next
Friend
'Flare Path," Miller (D-940: $3.30).

Opened

notices
light;

month as Ask My
The Sandy,' due shortly, was previously date)
Slated
booked here.

town has returned to normal after
the Cocoanut Grove disaster, and
by Michael
the New Year is likely to bring with
where he had just opened 'Something for the Boys.'
Men
It some measure of the
party.
'SUr
the
for
over
$5,000
for
pre-Grove
went
Todd
Estimated that
of the show, business all along the rialto.
emblematic
silver,
and
gold
made
of
clips
were given money
similar
with
bracelets
Estimates for Last Week
got
Girls
bauble.
the
in
set
and a small gem was
orders
given
were
ushers,
including
'Arseale
staff,
and
house
Old
and
Lace,"
Colonial
insignia. Stagehands
family is said to (1.634; $2.75). Finished its two-week
for a pair of Florsheim shoes. 'One of the Florsheim
stay here at an estimated $11,000.
have a piece of 'Star,- which is away out in front.
very staunch.
•SomcthinK lor the Boys,' Shubert
explanation
the
with
council
Equity's
from
resigned
LouU Calhern has
Only the maUnee
are (1.590; $3.30).
that he found it impractical to attend that body's meetings, which
lagged, other performances selling
held every two weeks. He is the first councilor to withdraw, although
out to push this one to estimated
for some time Equity's officers and others who attend regularly have in$25,000, socko for Christmas week
absentees.
the
of
resignations
welcome
dicated they would
One more to go.
Last season Calhern was on tour with 'Life With Father," then stepped
recently
'Spring Again," Plymouth (1,400;
Into the original cast (Empire. N. Y.) through the summer. Most
he appeared in "The Great Big Doorstep,' which was withdrawn after a $2.75). Got an estimated $3,000 for
three performances with a strong
brief Broadway engagement.
advance for this week. A good show
for the Hub, gleefully received.
Frank Gillmore, former head of Equity and currently managing diThree Cortalna,' Majestic (1,667;
hosrector of the Associated Actors and Artistes of America, was in the
$2.75).
Gloria
Swanson,
Francis
He was discharged after doctors did not Lederer got the big gross of the year
pital for observation recently.
his
to
visit
at Cambridge and Is drawing powerGillmore made his ujual weekly
find any serious ailment.
fully here to get a fine $3,500 for
office last week.
He'll be 76 next May.

DET. JUMPIN'.

Nifty 22G Despite Crix

'Sisters

1st

4S

'Junior Miss," 46th Street (60th
(CD-1,347;
Moved
$2.20).
here at reduced scale but laid off

(9th week) (D*I,715; $1.65).
to slide after this week; even

though having light

cost,

it's

been

operating in red recently; may recoup through New Year's business;
$5,000 estimated last week.
until
Christmas when attendance
BeviTBl
was excellent; last week at £yceum
•Connscllor-at-Law," Royale (5th
around $9,000; $6,000 in three per-

week)

vreek)

formances here.
'Let's
Face It,'

Imperial
(57th
Garrison
(M-1.326; $4.40).
week sent gross to betterthan quoted $23,000, tops among
musicals.
Life With Father,' Empire (162d
week) (CD-1,062; $3.30). Figures to

week)

finish last

bound

(D-1,047;

$3.30).

Among

number of attractions which fared
better last week than previously,
g oss being quoted around $13,000.
"The Three Sisters," Barrymore
(D-1,104;

$3.85).

Newest

show on

money

list; press long on cast but
not the play; boxoffice line steady:

first

week approached $22,000.
Vaode-Bevne

upward again this week;
down after 'Thanksgiving, but
'Show Time,' Broadhurst (15th
week bettered $10,000.
week) (1,142; $2.7S).
Sister
Eileen,"
'My
Broadway red pace but business Had Indicated
late laat week
week)
$1.10). saw
(CD-1.910:
fairly good improvement; $16.Move to big house and further drop OOO estimated.
eased

last

(105th

in ticket price did not appear beneficial last week; no improvement at
$6,000; new 'Ziegfeld Follies' may

land here.
'New Faces of
$3.30).

1943,"

Rita

(R-SeS:

Opened Tuesday week; drew

'Angel St.' Neat $4,500
In New Haven Weekend

New Haven, Dec. 29.
doubtful press, and chances doubtful
Two-day, four-performance stand
for intimate revue in inacvantageous of 'Angel Street" at
Shubert pulled
spot.
a satisfactory

weekend

(25-26)

fig-

'Proof Throngh the Night," Morosco ure of approximately
$4,500 at $2.75
Known as 'Cry top.
(D-939: $3.30).
Havoc' in Hollywood; opened Friday
Pencilled for Jan. 21-23 is 'Counter
night; one notice strong but the Attack' which
follows preem of the
others definitely doubtfulr
Roland Young 'Sandy,' set for Jan.
'Bosallnda," 44th St. (9th week)
14-16.
Another break-In due next
Jumped way up- month
(0-1.375; $3.30).
is Helen Hayes in 'Harriet,'
ward, and gross, around $24,000, best
since opening; steady boxoffice sale
to certain class of music lovers.
'Skin of Oor Teeth," Plymouth
Laid
(6th week) (CD-1.075; $3.85).

coming

in Jan. 28-30.

days last week; approximated
about proportionate to previous week's takings of $21,000.
off two
$15,500.

In Philadelphia

'Sens

week)

o' Fan," Winter
(R-1.519: $4.40).

Garden

(56th

Also was a

1,,— fF last week: dark until Christday. then drew very well: has
been down to around $20,000 or less:

mas

Philadelphia, Dec. 29.
should jump.
One of last week's three legil
'Star and Garter," Music Box (27th
shows crashed through with solid biz week) (R-991; $4.40).
Will more
thereby overcoming to a great ex- than make up any slack in past two
tent the pre-holiday slump and then
-ecks or so. and last week's takings
hilling on all cylinders Friday and plenty profitable at claimed better
Saturday. The show was Max Gor- than $21,000.
don's tryout production, 'Doughgirls.'
'Stars on Ice,' Center (24th week)
which slashed' through to a $10,500 (R-3,000; $1.65). Took healthy jump,
week at the Walnut, with the crix estimated figure being around $25,highly favorable and word-of-mouth 000: with extra matinees this week
enthusiastic.
may gel top money on list.
'Strip for Action," National (C-l.Estimates for Last .Week
Final and 14th week;
'Dooghglrls.' Walnut (one week 162: $3.85).
closing, did not
only) (1.700: $2.50). Very well liked announcements
here and got fine $10,500. Could have help and takings figured under $10,stayed with profit. 'Dark Eyes' this 000; show had to get considerably

more

to break even.
'Sweet Charity,' Mansfield (C-1,$3.30).
Presented by Alfred
B'oomingdale and
Lee Shubert;
by Irving Brecher and
opinion, but general belief show still written
needs fixing, especially in first act; Manuel Seff; adverse press.
'The Damask Cheek," Playhouse
SS.OOO quoted. 'Junior Miss' this week
(10th week) (C-895; $3.30).
Has
for limited run,
'Full Speed Ahead." Forrest (1st been ofl but still moderately sucweek, opened Friday night) (1,800; ce.s.;ful and should last through
Too soon to get real line on winter; rated around $7,000.
S2.50).
'The
Doughgirls,"
Lyceum (C-1,show's chances, but crix and wordof-mouth were not exactly enthusias- 00-:; $3.30). Presented by Max Gorwritten
by Joseph Fields;
tic.
If it does anything at all this don:
week it will hold for another stanza. scored in Washington tryout and

week, opening postponed until toTwo weeks.
'Sweet Charity," Locust (one week

UtU LOU OLAVTON
c/o Variety, Hollywood

night (29).

only)

(1.600;

$2.50).

Difference

050;

of

THROW A POSEY TO
HOWARD BAY

THE

.lONKril

OF

I'RBAN

Ol'R DAY.
Wm. Morris

Direction:
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He

Shops.'

Literati

doesn't
but
title,

lengthened
doc.sn

The

niiitler.

I

the

explain

probably

it

seems

show

a brief stay.
Well,
isn't any fun.

destined for only

•New Faces'
hardly anv. It has what is supposed
Clii Sun to Cut Salaries 30%
Kleran
.sly
premise— that GovernTimes Tried to Hold
Chicatio Sun m.inagcment notified 10 be
erudite spoils
ment priorities have pievenled the
John Jack) Kicran,
cmplo.vcrs llial there would not only
presenl;itioi) of a large production.
Times
Y.
the
N.
after
bo a 30'. cut in salaries
coluinnisl. has left ll.e
has the uiual attempt at topical
11
emmany
new assign- fus-t of the year, but that
and it n.s.suredly does have
s;itire
and has joined the Sun,
general column ployers would be dropped from the new face.s. But fresh, eager faces
?enl call.n« for a
wished lo do a payroll. This is the (list tightcnnifi anil li;-isk staging fail to save amaot commont. Kieran
Only seasoned
T.mes which up of the Sun s operating structure. tcurisli inalerial.
similar Mi.U for the
to
price
L.
Edwin
daily
do that.
slars
cv.ukl
The Sun raised it.<
has no such department
and 3 cents on Monday i28) on pressure
editor
Of the .songs, the only half-way
James, the manafiinfe
which
reTribune,
•Shoos.' by Will
ore
memorable ones
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, V^^^'J'^l^l- bv the Chii-ago
withdrawal fused to let it have the service of Irwin and June Carroll; "Love, Are
^cTc opposed 10 Kieran-s
book reviewing the Ci!v New.s lube system unless You Raising Your Head.' by Lee
and he was oircred a
.Carroll, and IrMiss
Wainor
and
he
raise
the
that
to
Agreeing
compiled.
it
Hit declined, feeling
post
win's 'Hey, Gal." There is also an
else out of a the Sun gels the tube system service
might throw someone
amusing song-sketch, 'Ten Pcrcentand the election returns.
eis,' about Broadway agents. Among
job.
up
the .-ketches the heavy 'Welles of
Kierins reason for giving
no
that he
Loneliness' about the fabulou.s Or(hi Trlb I'ps Price
sporls commentating is
,

:i

I

I

I

|

"

the time to d=v°l^
Effective Monday (28) the Chieago
thinks
the manner he
Tribune, which heretofore sold in
never h?s
be done. Writer
the cily and suburbs for 2 cents,
t should
and
upped its price to 3 cents.
de^nded on the slants of others
sports
various
Reason given by the paper for the
alwavs allended the
material. He boost was that war has caused inevents lo gel his own
Prepanng
creased cost in production and diswas most pain-takiftg in
infrequently arriv- tribution
his column, not
of newspapers.
deand
a.m.
10
ing at his office at
All Chicago evening papeis go to
voting the day to it.
4c with the exception of Chicago
Davis the Times, tab, which will remain at 3c.
After the death of Bob
will
Kieran, who

longer

bos

work

that

'Skin

iOii;

ot

Your

fair

a

Life."

Wilder
and
of
Thornton
William Saroyan. and an overlong
burlesque of a 'Hamlet' Icctuie, by
Irwin Corey.
Sillman himself opens the show
and is on and off in small assignmenl.s throughout.
Ann Robinson,
billed as a di.scovcry of Louis Arm-

spoof

in

strong,

the nearest thing to a hit
singing, a variation ot

is

with her

riff

singing.

scat

The

asserts

pro,!!ram

she 'creates her own lyrics as she
melodies
sing.='
and
'improvises

Sun propositioned

can
niche. Writer figures he

reported

asking

Markewich

of

assurance

the

he would be suc-

that

Plays Out of Town

cessful in securing a writ of reason-

He

then referred the
Continued from paRc K
matter lo William Klein and Milton
Weinberger, Shubcrt lawyers.
R.
wanted the
latter
the
Undersood
motion
for
the
if
all
money
of
return
a writ before Justice Birnstein was there is of it. and there are a few
denied, the Klein and Weinberger good dance specialties. A local girl,
Jacqueline Susan, daughter of a well
idea being regarded as most unusual
known Philly artist, is decorative and
among attorneys. Shuberts operated personable.
H. Leopold Spitalny
the closed Ambasador and Lee Shu- (with Leigh writing the lyrics)
comthe
one
of
to
be
repjtod
bcrt was
posed four tongs for Miss Otci o. who
'Wine' backers.
is
a Cuban prima donna.
Other
has
only
favorites
with first-nighters
$500
moderate
So far as is known
McKcnna
Boots
and
but
were
Markewich
Barbara
been received by
more money will be needed in ajk Blaine, dancers. The show is nicely
sfa^ed if noi exccptiunallv iutistic
peal proceedings, for the printing of
in Its pictorial side.
H'nlcrs.
the record and requisite fees.
Equity has decided to include
stage managers in its standard conable

doubt.

FULL SPEED AHEAD

The Wife Takes a

tracts and afford them the same
protection as. actors in cases of alleged indecent performance prosecutions. Contract stipulates that the
manager must furnish bail and pay
for the defense, although actors are
exempt under the penal code from
being pro.sceuted. Players, too, must
be paid a week's salary if shows are

suddenly

suspended

lyn

Irinii

nollvcry

Krnni'lh

Dr.

—

two

left

some

tijne

Newspaper Clrcolations Up

news commentators, it didn't
keep them from buying their daily
newspapers in greater quantity than
radio

'42.
ever before in U. S. history in
Audit Bureau of Circulation figures

released in December lor the sixmonth period ending Sept. 30, 1942.
and cross-scctionally analyzed by
Editor & Publisher, revealed an upturn in total U. S. daily newspaper
circulation of 2.3% from the previous year.
Figures lend to carry out a contention that radio men have made
since the radio-newspaper feud first
News commentators, the
started.
broadcasters have maintained, don't

newspaper

but

circulations,

help.

Morning

papers

more than evening
upswing was

gained

slightly

The

a.m.
2.91% against 1.87% for
sheets.

the p.m.'s.

Oddly enough, while the rest of
the country was climbing. New York
city papers dropped a total of 10,000
copies a day. Total daily circulation
of the eight major Manhattan papers, plus the Bronx Home New!!,
to 5,163.922. as compared with
5.173.053 for the same six-month period of 1941.
Totals don't include

comes

PM:

not an

ABC member.

Biggest N. Y. gainer of daily circulation was the Mirror, which went
•

up

27.000.

Journal-American

was

next with 14,000.
Then came the
Post with 11,000 and the News 6,000.
Herald Tribune was the biggest
loser,

'

dropping

20,000.

Other

with

143.000.

Ruth Draper
Iluioh

prP!t<»nl«
ulh Draper In flvti
rliui-ni-l«M- itkelrho,* «t I'iinen Hall <r<-nn(>rlv
LIUli^ IhoiiitH). .\. Y.. lil-ilay entfUKCnKiil

S.

opening

.

L>fi-.

After

'4*J:

L*,'!.

an

%'J.!yO

absence

lop.

of

with

from the New York
Draper opened a 10-day holidav engagement at Times Hall on West 44th
street Christmas night. Miss Draper
is presenting a series of Ave character sketches, all of which have
been worn thin through constant
Not even the Yuletide spirit, or a
deep-rooted appreciation for a laie
talent, could suR'use
the audience with a sufficient glow
to conceal the all-tco obvious fact
that Miss Draper was striving to
keep alive a decadent set of char-

and individual

acters.

A

niitalc.
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Kill<"r
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two years
stage. Ruth
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Fa.vorably regarded when it was
presented last October at Hunter
College. N. Y., 'Yankee Doodle ot
the U. S. A.' was brought to Broad-

way

last Saturday (26) for a series
eight holiday matinees through
Jan. 2. Presenters are Junior Programs, Inc.. and Gilbert Jn.sephson.
It's a reasonably amusing kid show
and should do satisfactory business,
especially on the wave of the holiday
trade.
It's bcin on tour In the in-

of

More's the pity, since as a character actress she continues to expand
with the year.s. This she again force- terim.
"Yankee Doodle' is a kind of 'It
fully demonstrates by her inimitable
mimicry as she sets about creating Can't Happen Here.' but with music,
her brilliant illusions. With a drop dancing and symbolism. It deals with
and a mere chair oc two as props, a Iwo-bil Hitler's attempt lo become
she nevertheless manages to people dictator o( an American town and
her stage with an abundance of char- of how a few patriotic citizens, aided
acters—but ot a vintage that has long by the spirit of Yankee Doodle come
outlived its ii.<efulness as entertain- to life, arouse the populace lo save
ment. Miss Draper needs fresh ma- the traditional Yankee freedoms.
The story itself is broad enough
terial attuned to current conditions
and present-day thinking. Her op- for a youngster to follow. And it
portunities to enrich the .^tage. and some of the symbolic touches are a
her audiences, are countless, but cer- trifle obscure for juve spectators,
tainly aot with the heirlooms she's ihere is enough color and movement
to compensate. Some of ihe singing
still dishing out.
Aside from the nostalgia they is mediocre, but the
illustrative
evoke, such oft?repeated brevities as dances are good and. In any case,
'A Children's Party in Philadelphia.' urchins aren't too critical if there's
plenty of action, particularly if the
'In a Church in Italy.' 'A Dalmatian
Peasant in the Hall of a New York adult.': convoying them buy the
Hospital' and 'On the Porch in a Doodle Dandy hats and canes that
Maine Coast Village' have little or are hawked through the aisles durnothing to commend them tod.iy. ing intermission.
Hobe.
More successful, however, is her
hilarious sketch entit'ed 'A Class in
Greek Poise' which, aside from its
comic a.spocts. has a certain quality
of timeliness about it. In subsequent
Continued from page 41
programs during her N. Y. slay. Miss
Draper is dusting off a number of
whom the prosecution objected durother oldies.
Ros"e.
ing the trial.
Attorney Dlfferencex
1943
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Chicago, Marshall Field's new
Leonard Sillman. who ha<: prenipped about 60,000 off the
sented several intimate revues in the
Tribune, reaching a circulation of
past, once or twice with no suc277.023 for the six-month period. cess, is
back with another, which he
Trib was left with a mere 1,005,992. calls 'New Faces of 1943
with
In

Sun

New

ancing.

It

will

that

of

Samuel Funt and Herman

'I'tiirniy

l.rivli

.M;iry

Orr

ILihorl llrtlon
.Muniihan

Jamn

llri-

Willliiiii

V. iiilnKonll

Mi,-li;i,.l

•

Miiiy

looks

have

..\Villl:ii,i

as
to

Juhnun

though John Wilson
inject

to successfully

of

Itnrrclt

a blither

spirit

Wife Takes a Child'

into 'The
i

fets

it

it

withstand the buf-

Broadway.

Although the

comedy has appeal

for a female auil deals entirely
with the
various problems of caring tor a
day-old intunt. the series of domestic incidents are wanting in sufficient drama or suspense lo hold the
attention of those without assorted
progeny, to say nothing of those
with more than a sinultering of so-

dience, as

to

phistication.
And, as the dialog is
haznot remarkable for its wil (although
be ex- some of the lines are amusing), the

Whatever the gas raaggerated.
tioning difficulties, people managed
reach Times Square, and it
to
seemed that New Year's eve was
being celebrated a week ahead of

lack ot sufficient olot substance be-

comes overly apparent.
The situation develops when •
young mother brin js her infant home
to her own mother when her husband disillusions her by tailing to

time.

pace the tloor during the birth ot
Straight play leaders stayed vir- his child,
and by enlisting in the
tually in the van or close to most of army after the subsequent
quarrel.
the musicals. Evident leader ot all, As he is himself a doctor who knew
except 'Stars on Ice' and 'Rosalinda,' (1) that she was all right and (2)
which had an exceptional spurt, that he would have been called in
was The Pirate' (Lunts) with better anyway, the girl's rage reveals herthan $23,500. it being the best figure self to be a shallow, silly girl, a
ever attained by the stars in a sim- fajt borne out by her behaviour
throughout.
She is thus a heroine
j
'

ilar

period.

A

bit

behind

'Pirate'

of little audience sympathy.
Her father is a retired investor
who never enjoyed success; her
mother is a buyer at Macy's and the
the family's main support: her aunt

were the musical 'Let's Face It' and
'By Jupiter,' by grace of a last-half
rush.

The Three Sisters,' proved
newest heavy sugar drama with an hangs about sponging and making
initial
week just under $22,000. quips; her brother and sister-in-law
live in the apartment below and

'Without Love' ducked Ihe holiday
but grossed well over $21,000. 'Eve
of St. Mark' was not materially affected and topped $16,000. The Skin
of Our Teeth' was off mostly be(Furcause it laid off two days.
ther details on grosses page.)
With New Year's flnalling the
holiday season late this week the
annual boxoffice bulge looks all set,
with usual boosted holiday eve
scales.
Managers know what to expect as the old year goes out, yet
apprehensive ot what will happen
then.

U.S. Roil Call
:

crash in and out occasionally.
As the girl and her husband are
separated at the outset, the first two
acts consist entirely of family incidents ot a familiar character. The
baby cries and nobody but father
knows what to do, and he won't do
it; the aunt has to give up her room,
putting up thereafter on a sofa to
the accompaniment of acrid jests;
father gets a job in Macy's which
makes mother envious: maids come
and go, and so on. Finally, on Ihe
day the girl's husband returns on
furlough,
the
baby disappears
through the drunken misdeeds of a
colored maid.
located
It
is soon
through its cries, but noi before
there has been a good deal of rushing about.

The

Continued from page 4 s

cast

is

superior

lo

ils

male-

rial and often sustains inlciest by
means ot ils shrew. delivery ot lines
and its knowing accent of the business.
Henry Hull and Evelyn Var(Wed.).
Fred Wieling. WIBG announcer, den are especially successful in this
regard, while William Wadsworlh as
has resigned to join the Navy.
the one truly coincdic character
Sidney Adlcr, organizer for Philly scores for the
biggest laugh. Others
local ot the American Communica- ot the cast are satisfactory: Lyle
tions A.ssociatio'i (CIO), has been Bcllger. Judy Parrish and Nedda
inducted into the Army. He has been Harrigan needing only more sympathetic material to show off their
succeeded by Joe Ehrlich.
Tom Moore, WIBG an.iouncer, has wares better.
Provided 'The Wife Takes a Child'
been commissioned a lieutenant in
can draw a predominanllv female
the Army Air Force.
audience— and a better title might

Training School at Aberdeen
Proving Grounds (Md.), tomorrow

c^rs

Joe Mansfield A Yeoman
Boston, Dec.

I

see to that
29.

Joe Man.oflcld. publicity associate
to 'Red' King, at local Keith thea-

Understood that the show
management had put aside $1,000 tres, is now a first class yeoman in
lo pay possible fines; it then being th. Coast Guard and is stationed
at
planned to use that money on be- Ihe Custom House here. No succeshalf of Herk's defense along with sor as yet.

Shapiro, employees of the show who
were b1.«o convicted but given suspended sentences. Sum of $500 was
remitted to the Markewich office
with the understanding that a similar sum was to be paid. Part ot the
money was used to secure the minutes of the trial.
Louis Mandel, a lawyer mentioned
Bi handling the 'Wine' fln<inces, Is

I.>|p llcllKfr
Viiliui M^irlotve

liuiiiili^

transportation

train

which were proved

ards,

NEW FACES OF

:

losses

registered
were
World-Telefgram
18.000. Ti.ncs 15,000, and Sun 13,000.
New York Sunday circulation went
along with the tide of the nation.
They showed an increase of 375,000.
News got the heavy part of that
with 200,000. followed by the Mirror

It

Doodle Dandy of U.

repetition.

Despite the fact that the American
to
its ear closely attuned

public kept

hurt

top.

toriou.s

ago.

Kieran resigned to become secreUry
quit after
to Mayor LaGuardia, but
Kieran
one too many fights. Leo
now with
•was aviation editor and is
field.
that
to
a magazine devoted
a reghave
Whether the Times will
again has not
ular- sports columnist
has
Daley
been decided. Arthur
been writing the column for several
Allison
days. John Drebinger and
Danzig are possibilities.

do so at the present $3.30
isn't nearly good enough.

hardly

Kline are others who deserve inerimention.
reAssociated with Bloomingdale in
then the American and in ISl/
into what is called a 'George Abbott projoined the Times, to develop
duction'
are Lee Shuberl. Eddie
commentators.
one of the world's ace
Small
Monroe Grenthal. with
and
Kieran
There were originally three
the
other Brechcr also having a piece
brothers on the Times, but the
Rose.
James show.

he

Miiii
.Mini
Kiil/.

KIcviiio.

S

SWEET CHARITY

during the
Upon his return
first World War.
went on the staff of the Tribune,

Army

I-.Trrlah
I.ilin Knna

U.,il.'ll

lliih;i4-k

on B'way

the

lu.ly

M.ii'l

V

lop.
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McCaleb Back At N.Y. Mirror
much in the same manner as a hot
home
sit
Kenneth McCaleb. N. Y. Sunday trumpeter would.' Anyway,^ ^fiss
columns on
out any number ol
Robin.son is an ample gal with a
convenience, Mirror magazine editor, is on the
Legit
general topics at his
wide, tooth-filled mouth and an inwhile
the
Mirror
cable
desk
at
weekly
s
fcctioii.sly
casual style of rhythm
sans office routine. Kieran
Continued from page 41
•Information recuperating from his long hospital vocalling.
radio appearance on
from
siege
resulting
from
fall
a
a
dehis
Ot the others, Diane Davis is a ot the week sow an upsurge in
Please' doubtless figures in
window
monlhs
ago.
several
time.
Improved grosses were
luokci'.
a pleasant singer and an business.
cision to curtail his newspaper
book
former
Charles
Wagner,
are
agile tap dancer. Laura Deane Dut- also
week before
the
registered
Earnings from the program
editor, is handling the Sunday mag ton
is
hampered by indifTerent Xmas, which was unprecedented.
much above the newspaper salary, post, while Frank Quinn is doing songs
and a forced manner ot vomoney
The Yuletide falling on Friday
but Kieran is a man to whom
film reviews for the Sunday Mirror. calizing. Hie Thompson Ls a livoly
important.
holiday, and by Saturis not
dancer, Tony Farrar the ever-pres- meant a long
in
with
Kieran joined the Times first
ent impersonator, and Use Kevin day Broadway was jammed
but they
and .-Mice Pearce occasionally di- people, most of whom went to the
1915 at the age of 23.
deverting comediennes. The sellings theatre.
wouldn let him in the sports
Plays
then
and costumes are simple, though
parlmonl and Jimmy Dawson,
shows saw the best matinee
Run
Continued
from
page
*^
adequate.
battered
night
the office boy, would tote a
Whether or not this 'New Faces' business within a year, with
hole
typewriter for him to a cubby
would make the grade at a lower trade a pushover. This, despite the
He
where he wrote notes on golf.
absence of private motor cars and
.<;cale is an academic matter
it can
that
in his Rivcrdale

fill

X'lirilen

Williur. IliiHiin. iLi-.
W'liiinker

nl

S:iin

comply KUKonr

to

would make the manager
pay Equity $1,000.

25.

:

indecency

in

Failure

proceedings.

Child

Boston. Dec.

;n'i-.
lliieo
CNimntly
In
yciMir^)
i.-,
by
Phm-lie iin.I ilriHy l-ililimn. |ir, -i-nu^l by
John ( W'iImmh; ^lilKe,! Ii.* WiInoh: Hi'lllng,
rfiiluii-!i llriuy Hull, EveSlewiirl ritiiiie.^

—

it

will

supply sufficient

diversion for a modest success. It
is not geared, in any
case, for farce,
evidently having been designed for
the widest possible appeal on the
universal atlractim of the theme.
Yet even a family comedy needs
sophistication and

showmanship, for
merely peering through the window

of

somebody

else's

house,

notwith-

standing the fascination ot that diTwo Mora From RKO
version, is hardly an occupation to
Harry Maguire, 15th man from
consume two hours.
F.lie.

RKO's
armed

publicity siatf to enter the
services,
Into
the
Coast

Guard.
B.

B. Lion,
In Phil

division

manager

at

(Announced
ol

(eTiiporari/ u'il/idrou'-

lor reuision Saliirdav.)

Johnny Long and orchestra signed

RKO
Reisman's foreign de- for a musical short at Universal to
partment, commissioned captain in follow their current work in the
the Special Service of Supply. No Abbott and
Costello picture, 'Ob,
successor yeU
Doctor.'
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CHATTER

Are that destroytd the nilnol*, • tiS.

Jimmy Troupe due out

of hospital

an all-star
'°George Jessel mulling
Singer."
revival of Jazz
la pubUcist for
John Peter Toohey
*°Sifn^y

BalabWans

a Coast trip

('An'Tave Maye?T'3;-e Golden
his wife
boxofflce, lost

gel Street')

manager of the
is
now housing 'Proof Thro

'*Gir^HaskeU
Morosco,

and Pinltie Gray after
Coast,
moving from Miami to the

**'ch"ari«

seater in Metropolis, 111., last week
O. F. Lessing, SL Ijoula, owner of the
RItz, St. Charles, Mo., and the Variety Pictures, an Indle exchange
here, is owner of the theatre.
Death of Ben G. Brinkman, S5,
once owner of Forest Park Highlands, major amusement park here,
and the Arena, In Miami, Fla., still
under investigation. At the time of
his death Brinkman, who lost about
$1,000,000 in enterprises here, was
making a strong comeback with skating rii^s, and an amusement park in
Louisville, Ky.

Spitalny Concert

Continued from page 35
Ned Armstrong has talcen over
agent for 'Stars
from Bill Doll as
the Juilliard School, seemed, peron Ice,' Center.
called the haps, even more facile at Liszt and
A servicemens oasis,
Mendelsohn
than the popular idiom
the
slated
for
Music Box Canteen,
with which they've best been idenGreenwich Village section.
Songstress Bea Wain's brother, Sid, tified. And just for versatility's sake
SonBenjamin
displayed
a sample of jive that
they
to
aide
publicity
is
nenberg, Park Ave. public relationer. was in the best tradition of that
War workers spending it on them- music.
biggest
selves accounted for the
The
tipoff to the Spitalny showXmas yet,' according to N. Y. mer- manship is when he can break up
chants.
the musical interludes with a youngJohn Ringling North spending
ster's reading of "The Night Before
holidays in N. Y., while his brother.
Buddy, is in Peru, Ind., with his Christmas.' To the seasoned Tin Pan

—

Tom

Bostock ju.t gut over a bad
attack of ptomaine.
Ben Lyon has applied for commis-

American Army.
Squadron Leader Roy Royston

sion in the

civvies after thrt-

Alleyites who comprised most of
Duchm doesn t go on the audience perhaps this little
Lt. Eddy
P-C duty for another month and is lady's reading may have been out
Yard of sorts from an entertainment
Bklyn. Navy
at
reporting
meantime.
standpoint, but there's no gainsayJack L. Warner and the Mrs. (Ann ing its showmanship values in cater-

—

WB

Bessie Hay (Tracey &) in University hospital under observation. Expected to give birth in April.

Bud Flanagan, Jr., now doing
vaudeville act on his own. It comprises ventriloquism
and comedy
Stetson out of "Venus Comes to
Town,' the Whitehall theatre revue,
for several weeks, due to knee

jury suffered in blackout.
Maurice J. Wilson has purchased
film rights of 'Blackout in Gretley,'
B. Priestly's latest book which he
intends to film early next year.
Milton Rosmer appointed director
of Stratford-on-Avon
Shakespeare
Festival* in succession to B. Iden
Payne, who held the post for eight
years.

J.

Jack Waller to io musical version
Avery Hopwood's old farce, 'The
Best People,' which will tour the
sticks.
Come:, to the West End in
M.rch or April.
George Black, despite having lost
appeal against recent $8,000 fine, has
intimated to his friends he intends
to appeal, and is even prepared to
go to the House of Lords with the
of

case.

—

from D.

in

No Guestars

C. to

set the Birthday Ball show for FDR
at the White House, which chore he
usually handles.
Kelley is drama
of the Washington Star.

Continued from paf e 3

So far the only
fied soap operas.
future booking is that of Wallace
Madison Ave. modiste Martha Le- Beery and Marjorie Rambeau in
vine's
daughter is professionally, The Bugle Sounds' Jan. 4. What lies
Lynn Phillips. 'Angel Street' under- beyond that is purely speculative,

critic

study in the original

and

Broadway

now heading the

cast,

touring com-

pany.
Federation

luncheon for Jack
Benny, sponsored by Barney Bala
ban and Major Albert Warner, ad
joumed until Jan. 7, because of
comedian's camp entertainment itin
erary.

Martin

Jurow,

new

WB

talent

scout in N. Y., will revive the idea
of making tests east; also expedite
new faces for the Burbahk plant.
This relieves Jake Wilk of much detail, so that he can concentrate on
scripts, etc.

Flames in the Stork Club kitchen
Christmas night sent 350 customers

A

running to 53rd

St.
few hardies,
including Arthur Treacher, Charles

Butterworth and Robert Benchley,
remained at their tables while the
10-mlnute blaze was being doused.
Hope Hampton (Mrs. Jules Brula'
tour) laid up with flu following their
Park Ave. home fire, which routed
them into the nearby Bugs Baers'
apartment, as the blaze was being
fought. The Brulatours' opened windows, to dispel the smoke the next
day, aggravated her cold.
Harry M. Goetz in on Jed Harris'
'Dark Eyes,' which 20th-Fox is bank
rolling. This makes the fourth un
der Fox auspices, the others being

but ther; is some talk in the J.
Walter Thompson agency of sending
up a trial balloon of featured players who do not have to worry about
how to handle those big salaries.
If it clicks, and the ratings don't
suffer too much, the star guest system is as good as out imtil the
lights go on again.
That little matter of exchanging
guest shots, becoming quite the
thing with radio stars, may serve
as at least a partial out for those
programs which lean so strongly on
visiting actors. That old saw about
an ill wind, etc., will blow a windfall in the direction of those who
need both the coin .and prestige,
so mebbe
after all.

it's

happening for the best

Fred Allen and Jack Benny are
swapping calls, as are Fibber McGee Si Molly and The Great Gildersleeve.' Plan looks like a way
of getting around paying or receiving coin to those over ceiling.

Complaints
Directors of ad agency radio departments have been complaining
during the past week that they have
'Flarepath' (Gilbert Miller). 'Russian
People' and Mike Todd's 'Something encountered considerable difficulty

up

film talent for guest apfirst of the year.
agents, say the agency
that the screen names
contacted have declined to accept
any more radio dates imtil they see
whether Washington issues any reBy Sam X. Hnrat
vised regulations on the $25,000 net
income ceiling. The stars don't want
Variety Club is sponsoring a drive
to be put in the position of being
to obtain blood for the Red Cross.
accept full salaries after
Gillette and Richards currently unable to
doing the air appearance.
headlining floor show at Club Con
Several agency radio execs have
tinental. Hotel Jefferson.
Russian Ballet will make five ap- for the past several days been trying
pearances with the St. Louis symph to check on a report that film stuorgh starting Friday (1).
dios have tied up their contract
Savoy Lounge, is the newest nite., names in such a manner as to make
in town
Located in the west end, it almost impossible for them to acspot teed off last week. M. H. Goldsradio guest dates if the income
cept
worth is the manager.
to
Rudy Vallee flew from the West ceiling remains as is. According
^-oast to appear at the Xmas party the report, most of the Hollywood
and dance tossed by the St. Louis producers have prevailed upon their
coast Guard Sunday (27).
major contract talent to agree in
..Annual Xmas party sponsored uj writing not to accept any outside
'he Better Films
Council and Fan- work until their earnings from the
for the Boys,' of wrhich Fox contributed a reported $63,0<)0; production
nut, $120,000.

in lining

pearances after the

The

talent

men,

tell

them

SLLoois

cnon

&

Marco was attended by 250 contract-employers has
*he Missouri the

atrl'

Patrolman Victor Rather suffered

scalp

wounds trying

to quell a free

Victory Club, a down
inmS" 'I"
^ riot call resulted in
ennM.I?'**'yenough cops being
on hand to pinch

in the place.
Illinois SUte Fire Marshall
is
to determine the origin
of the

The

""8

first

reached

a gross total of $67,200.
If this report, say the agency men.
turns out to be true, they figure they
won't be able to obtain as guests

anything but the fledgling element

known

among

screen

players

whose services are not

players,

or

in

such great demand among film producers.'

named

for

the

a

new

—

he quit nitery
defense job — have
arrival Michael Ivan.

WAC

$1.65 last year.
publicity committee

Bill Hollander's office to

for this sector.

Danny Yates and

orc-i opening at
Supper Club.
Elyne Condos, sister of the Condos
opens at the Bali.
Tom Williams out of hospital and
back at the Clover Club.
Kitty Davis starting new policy
with Sunday afternoon shows.
Curfew Law extended one hour

Ira's

Bros.,

Brazil.

met

map

Hollander

is

in

plans
chair-

man.

George Sedano, professional danand former head waiter at the
Latin quarter here, found drowned,
cer

Lester Stepner doing pubhclty for af,er a fishing trip.
The Riptide on the beach which
McVickers Theatre in addition to his
manager of the LaSalle has been renamed the 'Riptide Ball
of Fire' opened a new show with
Candy shortage felt on Randolph Priscilla Barber, Judy Martin, Marguerite
Haas, and Dolly Edwards.
St. a couple of days before Christmas
when Mrs. Snyder's store had to

duties as
Theatre.

close because of a sell out.

Edward Alperson, general manager

Mexico City

RKO

theatres, held meeting of
film theatre owners here in behaU of

By DoDflai

L.

Graham*

United Nations War Drive.
Niteries did big biz Christmas Eve.
Murray Bloom, former agent here,
Lynn Bari, screen actress, vacamaking his first visit in years as
manager of Ella Fitzgerald and the tioning here from Hollywood.
Rio and Rita (Charles and Lucille
Four Keys, playing the Oriental.
James C. Petrillo was host at an Romero), U. S. dance team, featured
on
the floor show at the Waikiki
annual Christmas party and dinner
given for the blind musicians of Chi- nitery here.
Walt Disney paid courtesy calls
cago. Affair held at the Blackstone
upon President Manuel Avila Cahotel.
Some 1,000 sailors, students of the macho and Miguel Aleman, Minister
Navy's Radar school here, Army and of the Interior.
Salvador Ortigosa, Jr.. has asNavy officials and others attended
the Christmas luncheon given at the sumed charge of the publicity deHotel Sherman last Thursday (24) partment of Pan-American Films,
newly organized distributor of Mexby John Balaban.
ican and foreign pix.
Ann Sheridan presented with a

handsome Mexican sombrero by the
Mexican pic industry at the party it

By Hal Cohen
John McGreevey, head booker for
outfit, bedded with the flu.
Playhouse has extended run of
'Ten Minute Alibi' for another week.
Ellen Vargo, former local dancer,
back for an engagement at Villa
Harris

Madrid.
First week of Variety
teen, the juke-box there
5,040 times.

Jimmy

Club Canwas played

Spitalny and two

members

of his band go into the army air
force Jan. 22.
Gene Kelly's mother has left for
Hollywood to spend a few weeks
with the actor.
Jackie Heller to Dallas after finishing
record engagement at I.atin
Quarter in Chi.
Lou Boltnn taking his 16-year-old
singing protege. Patti Lou Bolton, to
N. Y. next month.
Mrs. Felming Carpenter, wife of
the exhib. in 'Topeka, Kansas, with
her ailing father.
Jimmy Balmer back in town after
company-managing 'Icecapades' on
road for few weeks.

Enoch Rauh Club turning over
New Year's Eve party
Club Canteen.
Joe Tucker, first m.& of
1500 Club, on the same show again

proceeds from
to Variety

WWSW

after three-year absence.

Band-leader Arthur Ravel owns a
chicken farm in Morristown, N. J.
His wife and in-laws run it.
Morrison,
former
Herb
Capt.
WCAE announcer, home on leave
from Oklahoma City air base.
Art Cnrman, former radio editor

home with

at

ill

Ronald Colman returned from hit

Broadway

hegira.

Pal O'Brien to be guest of honor
at Boston's biggest bond rally Jan.
21

'

house at their film row headquarters tion difficulties.
Christmas eve.
George Biddle, American painter
Rialto Theatre charging $2.20 top
here from Rio where he painted
for New Year's Eve performance.
r
irals for the National Library of

Charged

Miriam Hopkins
flu.

Grace Lunt, the dancer to Fort
Fred Maguire joined Walt Disney
McLelland. Ala., to spend the h3li- productions as supervising film edidays with her husband, Milt Broudy. tor.
Roberta Lee's (Lee Brown Singer)
Lily Cavell Smith, screen actress,
gift from the boy friend, Artie Dunn, divorced A. Wayne Smith, studio
of Free Suns, was a wire-haired ter- technician.
rier.
Morgan Conway going back to the
Mary Lou Savage, show girl with Broadway stage after several years
'Priorities,' back to Chi after spendin pictures.
ing four-day layoff with the folks
Melvyn Douglas, now in the Army,
here.
resigned as a memt>er of State Social
WB district managers and depart- Welfare Board.
ment heads presented their boss,
Drvid E. Rose, managing director
Moe Silver, with combination radio for Paramount in 'England, passing
and victrola.
the holidays here.
Critic Karl Krug's son to MIT for
Jack Chertok in Washington conhis basic training in air force. He
ferring with officials on an Internawas a junior at Penn State College tional goodwill film.
when he enlisted.
Howard, Fine and Howard (Three
C^rl Robinson, former Variety Stooges) resume film work on their
Club steward and now manager of current eastern stage tour.
Officers Club at Rapid City, S. D..
Charles P. Skouras and Charles
home for 10 days.
Buckley returned from National
Don Bestor's 16-year-old dctler. T!~»ati-es
meeting in New York.
Mary Ann. who was born here
Scott R. Dunlap, severely burned
while dad was playing at William
in the Boston night vlub fire, helped
Penn Hotel, signed for No. 2 com- Monogram
celebrate Christmas.
pany of 'Eve of St. Mark.'
George D. Burrows, former New
at MonoYork banker, checked
gr-m to handle the studio's finances.
Horton taking bis
Everett
Edward
Miami
-Springtime for Henry' on the road
again, opening Christmas Day in DeLew Mercur's Nut Club for sale.
troit.
.loseph M. Schenck and WUliam
Gus Van into Mother Kelly's in
Perlberg returned to their 20th-Fox
definitely.

for New Year's Eve in niteries.
Harry Richman trained out for
Cincinnati and the Beverly Hills
Country Club.
Acts for Olympia theatre missed
Allied Theatres group held open first
show because of transporta-

Swank

.foldo,

Andy Kelley due

Mike Stranges
singing

in

years in the Brit-

ish Air Force.

Alvardo) will be here for the next ing to the more conservative eleButcher's films is dickering with
three weeks, following their Hot ment.
The auspices were the Bap- Jessie Matthews and Sid Field, proSprings, Ark., vacation.
vincial comic. 10 star in 'First Night,'
tist Home for the Aged, hence all
Alfred Harding of Equity to New
story by John Byrd, from the British
the
more
fitting.
RichRuth
England for a holiday.
Broadcasting Corp. Would be promond, also of Equity, on annual trip
Another thing: no intermission. It's duced by D. T. Stewart,
with Red
to Cleveland to visit her family.
something practically unheard of in Davis directing.
Capt. Bob Loe^^, ex-Liberty mag concert. But it wasn't missed.
A revival of 'East Lynne' in the
war correspondent who joined the
West End is 'threatened' by Jack
Still featured with Spitalny are
regular army later, is house-guesting
Buchanan
shortly.
Buchanan, inciwith the Quentin Reynoldses while Evelyn, violinist and arranger for dentally, has
leased the Lyric theathe orch; Vivian, soprano of classon furlough.
tre from Associated Theatre PropArthur Schwartz and the Mrs. ical and light operas; Rosalinda, the erties for
one year, having paid
(Kay Carrylngton) return to the pianist, and Maxine, contralto. All $20,000 rent in
advance.
mid-January; ditto were excellent.
Coast and
Arthur Kober who has a 20th-Fox.
This was an hour and a half of
rewriting chore.
delightful charm.
Kahn.
cast side spot slated for a
unless biz perks, right after
first
Ken Liter's Royal Casino a
pre-holiday casualty.

around pepping the boys up on coming United Nations War Relief drive.
U exchange manager Pete Dana's
son.
Warren,
turned
down by
marines because of color-blindness.

45

Hollywood

WB

William Mollison undergoing eye
operation.

patter.

haclt in town.

family.

of the Press, in town last week doing
publicity for Siginund Romberg.
Harry
biggie,
Goldberg,

London

gave in her honor at El Patio. Presentation was made by pic actress
Susana Guizar.
Triplet daughters of Dr. Jorge
Boyd. Panamanian Minister to Mexico, Christmasing here from Hollywood where they are studying. Accomplished guitarists and singers,
they ve been featured in a special
show over XEW. Delicados Cigarettes sponsored.

Luplta Tover signed for the femme
lead in Spanish version of Tolstoy's
'Resurrection,' which Jesus Grovas
She
8c Co. is to start here soon.
played the name lead in 'Santa'
CSalntess' ). first talker produced in
Mexico in 1030. Grovas version of
'Resurrection,' It is claimed, will be

the

first in

Spanish.

desks after business trips to New
Yo'k.
Walt Disney returned from Mexico
City, where he collected material for
Latin American cartoon
a second

feature.
Tyrone Power billed by Uncle Sam
for $14,802 back taxes, BiUie Burke
for $4,744 and Joseph I. Breen,
$2 309
Jesse Lasky back from San Antonio, Tex., where he attended hU
daughter Betty's wedding to Lieut

Buddy Barasch.
Jose Iturbi aired back from Broadto resume his Metro film job
in 'Private Miss Jones,' interrupted

way

by Christmas concerts.
John Qualen and Jean Hersbolt
succeeded Olivia de Ravilland and
John Butler on the board of directors of Screen Actors' Guild.

Mary

Kenneth Mac-

Phillips (Mrs.

film career in
'Lady In the Dark* at Paramount
after an absence of five years.
Freddie Bartholomew's parents obtained court permission to renew
their $1,000,000 suit against the young
sUr and his aunt, Mllllcent Bartholomew.
Spencer Tracy returned from New
York following postponement of bU

Kenna) resuming her

overseas tour to entertain soldiers.
Trip will be made when the Government clears necessary transportation arrangements.

By

81 ShaltB

Children of staffers guests at Xmaj
party at WIP studios with Howard
Jones acting as St Mick.
Minto Cato, formerly with 'Showboat' added to Irvin Wolfs Rendezvous show at Hotel Senator.
Hank Lawson has taken hit wrxii
'KnighU of the Road' to WHK,
Cleveland, for a t wo-mo nth's stay.
Bernie Barth, WFIL spieler, is
spending a vacation In South Dakota,
with Johnny Scheuer subbing for
him.
Black Hills Passion Players wind
up a successful month's stay at Town
Hall ThuTs. Ol) sponsored by the
Lions' Clubs here.
Bandleader Tommy Tucker was
guest on Harold (Buzz) Davis' show
over WDAS from backstage of Earle

Monday

nieht (26).

Lieut.
publicity

Kenneth
director

Stowman,
of

ex-

WCAU, now

head of radio division of the Navy
Public Relations Office here. Another navy addition is Lieut, (j. g.)
Lou Cunningham, ex-p.a. of Atlantic
City.

Shuberts Lose
Continued from page 41

ss

Robert W. Christie against the 46th
Street Theatre Corp. and Select
Operating Co., Shubert subsidiaries,
I
|| asking $500 damages for breach of
Lj^s Continued from pax* 41 ^^sl contract on the ground that the
turned for his own use or there plaintiff, holding a ticket for 'Panama
would be no performance. Seems he Hattie,' had been refused admission
had trouble getting tickets for to the show, then current at the 46th
friends and 'went' for $22 for a St. theatre, N. Y.
pair. On Saturday (26), at matinee
Suit was regarded at that time as
time there were no tickets for the a test case brought by the Shuberts
night performance on hand. Com- against themselves. They have for
pany manager thereupon warned years carried on sporadic feuds with
the Shubert house management thai critics and the press, in ntmierous
he would expect a statement for instances barring them from theacapacity. Late in the afternoon some tres.
They strenuously but vainly
tickets turned up in the boxofflce opposed passage of the state law,
and 15 remained unsold. Manage- which had been introduced at the
ment refused to settle unless that suggestion of Leonard Lyons, N. Y.
deadwood was included as tickets Post columnist at that time barred
sold.
from .^'••h»-f house?

Hub 'System'

Wednesday, December 30, 1942
i6
the popular spots in search not only
of liquor but feminine companion-

OBITUARIES
EDNA HIBBARD
Hibbai-d. •»". ci-medienne. who
ui
shared honor.s with June Walker
BliuiHes'. dieil

'Gentlemen Prefer

in

Mother Cabrini hospital. N. Y.. D>;c.
Her last staKe appearance was n>
Dec. 1932. in •Anj bod.vs Came at

26.

Local girls are not only problem

boys in uniform but headache
to
to city fathers, who Hud delinquency
With an
increasin.i; in adolescents.

a

Continued from pace 4

proper
dressed
private In underunattached men holding broom;
shirt, trousers rolled up, light color
IH8I.
ir)
on the loose, hiKh school girls, who
UU mother was Anialia Aberg, iDrmiilly would be content with a pants, blue hat, rolling scrubbing
soap; private in just a large
nolcd ('[)Qva ^mscr and pianist.
oiice-a-wcck date with boys of their brush,
on shoulder; priown age and set. arc swept oft their towel, with mop
vate in union undersuit. They sang,
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BACHE
feet and want to go dancing every
62,
Bache.
„p„j.„,„„
Franklin
but good, barber shop songs.
^, „„„....
Benjamin
Bars, worried about juve
night.
^,^.,p^j,„ projcctioni.-it. died in Phila
No. 5, violin player (from pit);
problems such a.s those which beset
;delphia Dec. 20. He wa.s a descend
Snn Franci.sco recently, are asking from pit means they came up on
Benjamin Franklin
for proofs of. ago. with doorkeepers stage from pit, accompanied by acSurvivins are two .sons. Ben. Jr. exan\ining draft cards and requir- cordian player in pit. Violin player
^ girls
WB salesman, and Harry (Budi iiiK
to bring
^ notes from par- looked sad. Don't know if It was a
^
Metro booker, and president of Local eiils "ccrtifvine aRC as 21 or over.
gag or is that the way he plays.
B-7. Film Employees Union in Phila
Kept thinking of that hate music
He played
dolpl-.ia.
gag which he played.
light and heavy music but not for
i1k<

Edna

Soldier-Correspdndent

ship.

>yniphor,y whoii

it

was founded

estimated

Quartet—Sergeant

500.000

|

the Bclasco theatre. N. Y.

Miss Hibbard

was born

in

Call-

fornia and made her stage debut in
1907 as the child in 'The Kruetzer
She
Sonata", starring Bertha Kalich.
then took a training period w ith the
Hartford,
in
Poli stock company
'OfOcer
after which she appeared in
Thiof!
666'. 'Ready Money' and "Stop
:

was

Later she

Lyme Overman

vaudeville with
in the sketch. The

Highest Bidder'.
Her husband. Lester Bryant, surShe had been previously marJohn
ried to Stuart Cage, actor, and
C. Seager, Jr.
vives.

JOHNNY WATSON
Johnny Watson, 98, Creat Britain's
oldest vaude actor, died In BourneDeath ocmouth, Eng., Dec. 26.
curred soon before he was to have
appeared

in

a

MARY

in

Mother Goose panto-

mime.
profession
Following the
Watson became a circus rider in 1850
at the age of 6, and continued thLs
when his
was
30,
he
career until
legs were broken and he was forced

family

He then became a dog
to quit.
trainer and trouped Great Britain
and the Dominions more than 60
His prize performance was
years.
before an audience including the
Prince of Wales (later King Edward
VIII), Benjamin Disraeli and William Gladstone.

MARRIAGES

1

I

ASQUITII

staKc
broker, died in
p,.,y
^j^.^^^,.
j^^^^,
She co-starred
Brooklyn Dec. 22.
A.>quith.

69.

retired

^ate Claxton in The
and .later became

Eve Miller

Sliarpe Dec.
24 in N. Y.. and Belle Phillips engaged the same night to Aviation
Cadet Kenneth M. Levy, sfalioned at
to

iloiiry

Orphans.'

story editor for

Fox

thing.

Man's name was

Michael Kostial. 52. veteran animal trainer, died in St. Louis Dec.
JOHN N. SCHAPPNEB
time of his death he was
John N. Schappner, 71. co-owner 21. At the
a trainer of lions and leopards at
of the first motion picture theatres
the St. Louis zoo.

Hoferl to Dan Dailey,
Jr., in Los Angeles. Dec. 25. Groom
is screen actor, now in the Army.
Elizabeth

that

hangar

REMEMBER
A

hidden mistake is a crime,
may cost a brave man's li/e.

it

Please forgive
ter

for

all

me

home

for a long
talent shows

let-

are

more or less the same. It's what
mean to morale that counts \

they

think.

Sincerely yours.
Put.

Jake Bernstein.

[Wrifer used to be a stagehand (n

hence his 'hep' show

Syracyise,

mrlance.

—£d.]

From Ink

biz

t« Kilocycles

Four-day strike of 75 composing
Goldberg room employees of the Canton.
Ohio,
get-

'Films.

MICHAEL KOSTIAL

war

which read:

long on each; (6) dancer, tap; (7)
man and 'woman,' in a skit, a Jewish couple saying goodbye or some-

necessary, his
Marianna Field. Fla. Both gi'ls in but that was not
up spelled it right out. 'Woman' has
Metro publicity.
plenty of hair on legs, green and
Constance Sullivan, secretary to
Surviving is her sister. Henriette
blonde wig.
jacket,
skirt,
red
white
Waller Gross. Par theatre, counsel,
Browne, widow of Corse Payton.
They fight and cop breaks it up; («)
to Dick Morgan, attorney for ParaSpoon player; (9) GuUar pla.ver and
mount at it.s homcolTice. Dec. 29, in
HARRY E. HERMSEN
westerns.
and
singer, hillbilly
Harry E. Hermsen. 81. a comedian N. Y. Bride is daughter of late John
M.c. sings 'Blue Sktes" and ar.qther
Sullivan,
former congressman
in the early days of the St. Louis L.
song, with gestures by entire body.
Municipal Opera and later in New- from Massachusetts: young Morgan
Next: six 'ballet girls,' you know,
York stage productions, died recently is son of Oscar Morgan, short submasculine femininity with ballet
ject sales manager for Par.
in Bowling Green. Ky.
etc.
Fanya Fos? to Marc Lawrence, in skirls and the balloons,
One of his popular roles in the
Between acts messages are deMunicipal Opera was 'Sir Guy' in Las Vegas. Nev.. Dec. 23. Bride is a
livered by m.c, like MK has apnim writer, groom an actor.
the opera "Robin Hood."
Ann Rutherford to David May in pendicitis operation which will be
loses 300
EDWARD J. BRADY
Hollywood, Dec. 26. Bride is screen displayed tomorrow; man
call
Edward Joseph Brady. 70. former actress, groom is department store bucks, will pocket finder please
at go-to-hell or something.
vaude actor, died recently in St. executive.
can't pass exman
Hellzapoppin'
Louis. A native of Washington. Ind.,
Evelyn Brown to Nicholas PoroBrady was a character actor and zoff, in Chicago, Dec. 26. Groom is aminer so is given dunce hat. Later
stage manager for other vaude acts pre.ss agent for bandleader Russ he comes back with dunce hat half
before he retired 15 years ago.
Morgan, who was best man; bride is cut away, after some hoke business.
think burlesque shows use that
I
non-pro.
^^,n,,

f^^j.

Two

in

feminine influence is felt.
These are signs in the

'

j

Even

Edwinda.

Sally,

business, too.

Repository,

city's only newspaper,
which ended Dec. 22, did not give
the editorial staff much respite. The;
covered their beats and took over
WHBC, city's only radio station, to
broadcast the news.
Both the paper and station are
owned by Brush-Moore Newspapers,
Inc.

Bills

s

Next Week

Continued from page 4*
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^sil

PHILADELPHIA
(.\llilu0

MoHlcal

Itiir)

.\m\ &>inlllo

Durcy

I'hll

(3)

Beopf th* Bum'*
iMina

KcMie Keenun
Club BaO
Alan Oalo
B>lllov«lle9

Kurt Denny Oro

&

Helen Hale
TonI Edding
Lewis Jk clieiTle
Serenadera
Marchetll Ore
Dick RIcharils Ola
Open IHwr Cat*

Kay

Ifuiiillion

Frank srhlulli
Delmars
Claire Ray Ola
Old Ftills Tarera
Jack Hutt'hinaon

Mr. Editor, the main
Amelia Gilntore
l,loyd Mann
most of the men here is military Luis Fernandf.E Oro Toniiny Joyve
Monya Alba
affairs. They have real leisure time lleleiie Standiiih
to Donald Clark,
Bingham UoaM
Mary Norrls
civilian calls leisure time. And 3 Cliocolatea
Frank raluabo'*
Beverly Hills, Cal., Dec. 22. as a
time out from X'ocRlnlreB
Qlurla Mann
In St. Louis, died at his home in that
Groom is son of M. R. (Duke) Clark, yet these men took costumes made, Sonny Wllliama
3 Heat Waves
have
Schappner and his
city recently.
Binitford UardcD
Zola Grey
Paramount branch manager in Los their leisure to
HOLTZ
HERBERT
Really and (Bcllavna Stratford P Don Uevaldo (I)
fitted, rehearsals, etc.
partner, John L. Turner, opened the
Hotel)
Herbert Holtz, 34, assistant cashier Angeles, and was recently chief ac- truly the audience laughed their
Const (3)
West
Empire Concert Hall in 1902, and
Walter Miller Orcb
rowellan Cat*
at the Metro exchange in New York, countant for Paramount in Cleve- heads ofl at all the things which
Ben FniBklla
Ray Slfliera
shortly afterwards converted an addied Dec. 27. from bullet wounds land.
Bobby Hearne
Nan O'ltniirke
were meant to be funny. The girls In Belto
Joining building into a nickleodeon.
WliarlOD
Sammy
Woatoo
Sally Palmer to Tom Paulman. in
inflicted by an unidentified assailant.
the audience laughed most.
Nina Korda
Later they abandoned the flicker
Charils Ray
Detroit, Dec. 22.
Bride is nitery
Further details in picture section.
I'lalre Sliuone
Joe Jorenelll
field for the saloon business and
This audience art not morons. Bob Duny
singer; he is saxman with Charlie
Rendear***
in Mary Ann McCall
operated several In St. Louis. His
Cookie William*
Dubin Orchestra, currently at Saks They understand. For instance,
V. E. RICHARDSON
Marahall Oro
Wendell Maaon
widow, two sisters and a stepson
back of me was the doctor who gave Billy
Carnen'a BioAlcaJ
V. E. Richardson. 45. Metro studio Show Bar. Detroit.
MInto Catn
survive.
Bar
us all. the shot-arm inspection only
BIta Caritaa
timekeeper, was killed in Culver
Winifred Mayer to Arnold LoveDona Elliott
Jo*_Stern Ore
he examined the entire body every Kobby
Merrill
City Saturday (26) when struck by joy, in Las Vegas. Nev., Dec. 25
•man drill*
E. GEORGE WOOD
inch. He obviously Is educated, but Rae Parker
Charlie While
a street car.
Bride is with Universal publicity
Carroll'*
Gloria Dale
he laughed good. Maybe there should Dorothy
E. George Wood, 64, veteran proPorter
Princess Cliang-Le*
staff.
have been more, but the competition Alun Stone
ducer and manager, died in Chicago
June Day
JOHN DWYEB
Collette Lyons to Alan Dinehart
I'eri-y & (ireen
Warner JL Valeria
Many men visit the Day (]alnca
is keen.
Dec. 24, following a stroke.
John Dwyer. owner and operator
Oro
Ed Hirst Ore
He was one of the first floor show of the Bijou theatre. Saratoga Jr.. in New York, Dec. 26. Bride Rooms where you can listen to the Yvoneltea
Bam'* Cat*
producers in the field, starting at the Springs. N. Y., died In that city on is musical comedy actress; he's son radio, play pool, write > letter, just Hroudwuy Jonns (3) Doo Smith
IjewlH 8t Von
Bleann Landy
of the actor-producer.
sit
and talk and, it you're well
Portola Louvre, San Francisco, in Dec. 24.
Coliece Ina
Zaras
heeled, play cards for money. Some .re.inoite Dure
Kay Carlton
1900.
Later, he produced for the
.llnuitle Rellly
Kings oC Rhytbia
are studying, sonpe are going to do Ually Parker
Publix-Paramount circuit and manTONY KORNMAN
Ulk* Ray Oro
KP duty tomorrow so want to rest Tliuntlerbolla
aged and produced several unit
Belolla'*
Tony Kornman. 55, motion picture
Joan Coray
shows. In the past five or six years cameraman for 25 years, died Dec.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bishop, son in up and to bed early. It really is an .loyotles
Viola Klalsa
Al FiRher
he managed a fair show every sum- 17 in Hollywood.
New York. Dec. 23. Father is ar- easy KP duty here. Some just sit in
l>e (lorgne Cat*
Sid Golden
Marie LaTlll
mer for the Barnes-Carruthers ofranger for and former member of their barracks and talk or lay down violet Chrlellan
Joe llelneley
Bddle Ulnck
fice.
Woody Herman orchestra.
or wash or take a shower. Some lillly McKea
Pussy DeCarmo
VARBENE MANNING
(3)
Grnco Hewaon
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bradley, son. have passes and go to town; some are Genia Ul
Marbene Manning. 34. former stage
Pinto*
Gertie Taylor Ore
ANDREW GARDNER
Shang-KI-La
Father is chief .standing by because every three days ri-:inlc1e RIctiardson
actress, died Dec. 19 in Hollywood Dec. 14, in Chicago.
Ollvern DcLuca
we are on the alert which means if llonoy Broen
Andy Gardner. 69, star for many after a long illness.
announcer Station WAIT.
Italph Mlrhnola
Cnpelnnda
years in Tom Miner's Bohemian BurMr. and Mrs. Ralph Raphael, the siren goes for two minutes you Katharine Oehry O Pupl Dancers
run to your post. Each night and <'ri»Hi-enl (J)
lesquers on the western wheel, died
Chennry & Worth
Mrs. Gordon Campbell, secretary daughter, in Pittsburgh, Dec. 12.
t'oUro DInnco Ore
Don Wharton Orch
in Englewqod. N. J.. Dec. 26. He was to Gracie Fields during the como
Embaaaj
Mother is former Marion Sogg, stage day a different Company Is on alert.
SnphlHtlcntoB (3)
As the hangar is a little out of the Oolorvs KInff
on his way to a restaurant when he dienne's recent tours of the U. S. and radio actress.
Oliver Del Duca O
Kinbuanyepha
HlWar Lake Ibb
way many men pass It up. they don't T.rWV.
was struck and fatally injured by an and Canada, died in Toronto Dec
Rhumba Ore Mario & Maria
Mr. and
Mrs. William Hetzel, want
to run if the alert dne.s come.
auto.
Kvelyn Dawa
Manta
21.
Surviving are her husband and daughter, in Pittsburgh, Dec.
18.
CIIRord
Col Geo Reed
Then the 15c movie takes some Ceo
Before being teamed with his wife parents.
I'al
Father is a radio actor.
Sherlln Ore
Alice Lucey
.
away. There may be many other
In Burlesque, Gardner was in vaude
tiennanlown Bar
Mickey I'omllant O
Mr. and Mrs.. Wjlliam Powelson, things going on which I don't
U Karle
8na Ray flardea*
with the Three Gardners, others beknow Tnni
Father. 71. of Etzi Covato. Pitts(.'ai8 & riddle
Ernie McGee
daughter, in Pittsburgh. Dec. 21. nothing about.
What I am trying to (H Walton Hoof) Dixie
ing Jack and his wife. His widow burgh night club owner and band
Lee
Father is manager of WB's Harris say is that the show
Asnea Willis
survives.
does not really nti.we Oallo
leader, died at his home in that city
lli>nny Youngman
theatre. Tarentum. Pa.; mother is matter.
Kitty Hemling Ore
It's
trying to solve the ('Hntu
Dec. 24.
Beatrice * Dannr
former June Upperman, chorus girl. problem
of getting more men to l.ot-ene Rhoda
WASSILI LEPS
Holmes * Joan
Town Trtvera
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barton, son, come, to let them know it will do Ilukhlce Shelbr
J. J. Malone, 76. father of Roy
Dr. WBSsili Leps, 75, conductor and
Kuth Clayton
Len Porker Oro
announcer with CKCK, Dec. 16, in San Francisco. Father is them good to get a few laughs, to Whalens
Ruth Hancy
composer, died in Toronto. Dec. 22 Malone.
Dottle Moore
forget they are away from home, 'Ihe CIrardoa
He had conducted symphony orches- Regina, Sa.sk.. died in Regina re- NBC announcer in Hollywood.
Clamour Qla
Lenny Rotta
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Goldsmith, away from the ones they love. Then Kddltt I>e l,uca Ore GeorKlniin Lea
tras in Philadelphia, Atlantic City cently.
Swan Clab
daughter, in Hollywood. Dec. 19. there is the gym. A few good laughs Ciiney Rhumba Oro
and Pittsburgh, and was founder of
Kinar
Belle llalier
Fred Seitz, 80. father of George Father is a.ssociate producer at Uni- is better as a tonic than any doctor lIopklna'Bnllialiellei Bob Iliixlcr
the Philadelphia Operatic Society.
could give, but how can you reach I3ernnrdette8
Vlnccnt IIU70 Or*
Ten years ago he moved to Provi- B. Seitz, film director, died Dec. versal.
I'at Bernard
RoKlyn Lynn
dence, R. I., where he organized the 19 in Beverly Hills.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Thorp, son, those that need it most. A preacher .lohnny Cuhlll
Llllinn H.,wiiinn
preaches but it's the same audience HuH?« I.nBenu
Alice rurcell
in Kansas City. Dec. 26. Father is
Providence
Symphony Orchestra.
Uuth Hnncy
Tran* Allanlle Vf
who already has stuff or they would La
For this Brown University conferred
assistant manager of Orpheum theaVodia
Sally LaMnr
not be there unless it is to make Tony Uennott Ore
tre there.
upon him the degree of Doctor of
Richard Doch
Piiilndelphlan
a good Impression.
ZOIh Cenlory Cl*b
Trying to reach Hotel
Music.
Don Mnsscy
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Greenstein, those
Ruth Stevens
unreached till now is some notty Johnson
Continued from paee 1
A daughter survives.
4 Men of Rhylhm
daughter, in Minneapolis. Father is
Jon Artliura
job.
Betty King
for diners.
Now It pleads lack of Universal Pictures booker there.
f,«xlngton Cadae
3 Tones
_ ,„
What has this to do with show niik
CORLISS POWERS WALKER
Lonllc
help, shortages in food, and similar
Venlee flrUI
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cohen, daugh- business?
Look, many men never <-.lnM>>l<I Hnilth
Murray Wood
Corliss Powers Walker, e9-year- dilTiculties
for
dearth of talent ter, in Minneapolis.
Dorothy Lull
Father is 20th- took physical exercise, but being in I'l'miy yiH
Unity >tuiulngton
old theatrical manager, died Dec. lineup. ,
John SIninm
Fox salesman.
the service they take exercises in l.>-«
& Van
Mary Seville
Niteries offering entertainment of
23. in Winnepeg. Canada.
'I'oil Oliver Ore
spile of
Bono
_
He owned the Opera House in any kind are quick to pick up op- in Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pasternak, son, good in themselves and it does them l.lttle Ralhakeller Don
Don Nicholas Ore
spite of all they can do. The Piitll
Hollywood. Dec 26. Father is pix
Ci'ftwrord
Welier'a Hofbiaa
Fargo,
N.
D.,
the
Metropolitan tions, and resign contracts for longer
producer; mother. Dorothy Darrel, same with entertainment.
Knipli Lewis
(Camden)
If they
theatre in Grand Forks, N. D., an-\ period.s due to tran.sportation and
Carrolls C)
only be reached to go they will feed fnrnoy ft Kress
former screen actress.
.loHle .Miller
the Winnepeg theatre In Winnepeg. booking difficulties.
Welles (3)
Only a small
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bochnel. son, the soul with laughs in spite of all Hrown Sis
Simpsons (2)
Survivors include his widow, a .son percentage of the.se broadcast over
their cares.
Coly * Sue
O.K., not the soul, so ciHNie Nolan
and two daughters. He was a na- any radio hook-ups, and still smaller in Mt. Kisco. N. Y., Dec. 27. Father the
victor HuRo'a Ore
Jules Flacco
heart.
A fine dancer dances l«a's
is publicist at RKO home office.
Chancellor Bai Jlminy O'Learr
number use the net«.
tive of Poultney, Vt.
better if she or he is light of heart. Siinimy Price
Eddie Mnilhews
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I'oiiiNorman
BlueH
Elson,
nllann's
Curfew Brings Changes
And right alongside of the bench^lomrlan Bar
Groovernecrs
CARL WALES STOCKBRIDGE
Curfew, which recently closed daughter, Dec. 24. in N. Y.
He's es was a big four motor
plane with Bon Hon A Buddies Debnnslrs
Carl Wales Stockbridge, 59, Boston bars to laic drinking, has brought general manager of Trans-Lux Thea- four nice
Haven Johnson
beautiful machines that Kfnny Shafrer (3)
Murmy'a Rhythm Joe HnUKh
Symphony Orchestra cellist, died in changes in types of customers, with tres.
spout .those little toys of death, real
llnr
Ynrilt flub
Boston Dec. 21 after a short illness. swing-shifters avoiding the late
Mr. and Mrs.
Waller Seltzer, bullets. The two upper darlings Dnlty King
Harry Holly
Shirley Ames
.Teanne Ware
He had been taught to play the cello •spots in favor of home-life and dai/ghler, in Hollywood, Dec. 24. were named each, Lil Abner,
Java Kay Ray
Span & Bahy
by his father, Arthur Bealvais Stock home-imbibing, bul the multitudes Father is former studio press agent Jive, the downstage
Ann Tnlly
lower ones, Bolly
• KIltR
bridge, who became a member of in blue and khaki still gather at now a Marine.
.fgl
Nat Ruder
those two cute kids, were named
p„^;"m?;!55*"'
Victor Neloon Ore
business of

^iluH^t

Mary Jamroczy

in
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boys enough

make even
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House Reviews
Continued from page 18

visual

less

Me

'Knock
Kiss,'
a
with the
maestress scxing the chorus vocally,
starts it oK and then Stuart Foster
does a socko job on There Are Such

,

Giant, midget and average-sized

felThings,' the nievitable 'White Xmas'
N. Y.
low, no strangers here, easily garner
and 'Angry,' in which Hutton joins
laughs with their dance routines.
him. Trumpet .<!Olo on 'Angels Sing'
consists of King and Arlena, boy and gal, get by n>-\v horn man. Roger AUeck,
of his turn
bite to_ it, but by handily with a couple of tap who 'l.nsn't sufl'iciently warmed up
has
that
material
Tresh
routines. Martin and Allen, in handat show caught, precedes Marion
balance stuff, also go
Hutton and the Modernaires. This
over solid.
Hutton's a s.n. package, too, and
This consists of the imper
iinie
Radio Rogues sell strongly with she's smartly concentrating on voice
of a jitterbug singer and a
their
impersonations.
The
three
lads
Its
doing 'Jim.'
more and antics (a la her sister,
society songstress
let loose with some offensive double
back
snapc
he
but
Betty Hutton)
Paired with

ROXY,

.r,imites

a^n'^.^^'es%'^for^^^^^

Final setting starts out with the
Scott
line tapping to a Raymond
composition, which slips into what

seems like a Mexican village setting,

involving more of the line and
Sherman and Miss Seckler in an interpretative dance to moving tomtom music.
Carmen Miranda and her six native musicians slip into the same
set and she lives up to the reputa-

she has built in pictures, etc.
The gal is dynamite onstage in one
of her blinding, trade-marked costumes. She sells her stuff in a polished, easy manner that keeps the
customers eating out of her hand.
She does "Chica Chica Boom Chic'
'South American Way.' 'Chattanooga
Choo-Choo,' 'Ay Ay Ay," and 'Mia
Carrah' with the Nicholas Bros.
Younger of the two displays a nice
voice for this tempo and he could
do more of it In his own spot.

enteidte gags which should t>e
cleaned up for this type of family
house. Boys milk for laughs. Apollon, now minus his band, works with

Biz good at late show Friday (25).
Eck.

APOLLO,

N. Y.

Count Bdsie il7). ThiL.in Carpenter, Jimmy Rushing; Bill Bailey,
'Pigmeat' & Jinimie Basfcetle, Apus

4

Estrelitta;

Packed

I

Short subjects.

house

rocked Chri.stmas
night with Count Basic and his aggi-egation maiiltaining a fas', m-thegroove pace.
To meet ovci-rlow
crowd, opening day had b;i!ir1 '-n
for six G5-minute appearances, reIn addition to her song-selling, sulting in dropping of accustomed
awakens frequent full length feature and substitution
Miss Miranda
Kiegles with her hip-waving. t«fer- of short subjects.
Mob, however,
eiiees to her 'Zout Suit' and her How- was all Basie's, and no kicks were
eied in.stead of fruit-tray headdress.
Wood.
Biz big.

RKO, BOSTON
Boston, Dec.

Gray

Glen

Orch

(IS),

24.

Bonnie

Bdher. Georgt Tapps, Three Sailors,
Lorraine Levy; 'Niohttmire' (U).

registered at the

bj>.

Orch, headed by leader's fine
pianoing, and spotting several instrumentalists, opens with two Basie
well-knowns, 'G and R' and 'Sand-

There Are Such Things' son. A clickeroo. He also socks
and 'I Can't Give You Anything But across 'I May Be Wrong' and 'Sent
Love.' goinc well with the audience. For You Yesterday. Here You Come
Kenny Sargent, long associated Todav.' combininc cfTrctive riff man-

'Kille KUle.'

with the band, clicks heavily with neri.snu;. with a smooth iwir nf niocs.
Joe Jones drummer, is flashv in
three poo tunes including the in
evitable 'White Christmas' and Bon' a stint with brushes, climaxed by
,a>^ii.s
nie Baker does likewise, finishing roil*!!"*" "fk'n thunt'^in'^ fi-.-irv
with the equally
'Oh and E.strelitta. comedv duo. only
inevitable
weak act on bill, run through a conJohnnie."
George Tapps, last here in 'Pal zlomeralion of i^ss iinrt a soft shoe
Joey,' dances with his customary routine in meaninrles.s tnshiop. nand
with theme 'One O'Clock
skill but the. audience didn't know closes
how to take his line of chatter. He'd Jumo.*
Biz vrrv '"»n'*
have been much better off confining
his activities to dancing.
Show gets
a
'

little

much-needed comedy from

STANLEY. PITT

the usual rough-house stuff- of the
Three Sailors, and ends on a high

key with Bonnie's

warm

Show opened day
mas

to

moderate

STATE,

reception.
Christ

l>efore

biz.

Elie.

HARTFORD
Hart/ord, Dec.

Pittsburph. Dec. 2.1.
Ina Ray Hutton Orch (15). Morion
Hutton. Jack Durant. Modernaires
(«). Stuart Foxter. Johnny Drake:
'Gpnrqe Washington
Slept
Here'

(WB).

WB deluxer has come ud with a
Sherman, Martin k
& Arlemi. CuTley Von^ swell holiday show. Best flesh laySunny Hiid.ioti, Lotue. Hitc & Stanley out house has had in some time, in
25.

Val Selz. Hul

Allen, KiJip

D^ve

Apotloit,

Radio

Rogues

(3)

With a crack feature for a
change, too, in "G. Washington Slept
Here' (WB). Stanley should climb
back on the cash wagon again after
a succession of weekly b.o. depreswrapped up the way they want it. sives. If this lineup doesn't turn the
but, running better than an hour and trick, then all hope is gone.
Ina Rny
35 minutes, it becomes a bit weary. Hutton herself has always done okay
Every act on bill is standard vaude here, and this time she has some
and strong entertainment with em- name .support in Marion Hutton. the
phasis on the laugh. Hal Sherman, Modernaires and Jack Durant. so
Radio Rogues. Lowe. Hite and SUn- it all adds up to an encouraging
'ey and ApoUon give out for the prospect
P.irticularl.v at this time.
guffaws. Gals, tagged 'Bamba -Dears'
The band-leading Hutton dame is
ore^ shapely, youthful and tastefully still merchandising music and .sexcostumed. They are in three produc- appeal, and her equipment in t>oth
"on numbers, two in a miliUry depnrtmcnl.s is plenty and emphatic
motif.
The seven showgirls are the lady's a bundle of weaves and
Plummetted Roman gladia- eye-fastening motions and those
l««
miniature tanks, backless gowns she wears, held up
alr-'
u
serial
bombs, cannons, planes, etc.. by almast invisible straps:, are a conadornmg their tops,
What's
stant source of attention.
^'^ck with his standard more, and even with steady replarchra^i .
°' Jusgling for socko results. ments in the band as results of (he
Sh.^
'°""<*
it
*oueh getting draft, (he orch continues lo improve
SnrtIT "
the
^"l'
horns
on
with
the
eccentric
and
makes
danc"nng. i.^u^
but between his
oanto and pat- no.se.
She hijs five saxes, thicc
"^"''^ dancing, he cventtrombones, three liumpels. drums,
uall« .I
renction.
niano and guitar, and they
b.iss.
T^..'"'^':
Stanley, knock- take care of the car ver.v satisfacahiS K
J'"5,
hoke
trio, find it easv to sell.
torily while La Hiilton is giving the

Sam Koplnn

lioii.vc

band; 'fcccapades'

fact.

1

carrier,

Shows

Riilgfing

1943 Prospects

clusion.

20th -Fox Movietone has the initial
defended
heroically
action
inside
Sharp editing focuses
Stalingrad.
on the house-to-house fighting. So-

Doubtful

Still

viet

planned, and

no such expenditure
would be made, if (here were not
asstirances that the circus would be
able to play dates after Madison
creation that makes the music it' spoken
story Square Garden. North .said.
Pathc'.;
narrative'.
self at the curtain anti -climactic.
about the "jeep plane' is excellent.
Transportation, food rationing and
Slim crowd at getaway, which was Carey Longmire, doing the 'Ilingside
manpower are the haz.irds which the
Cohen.
expected.
Seat' Embassy special, is splendid
Ringling show must face.
Big top
with his version of China's part in
has
its own railroad equipment but
the present struggle.

TOWER.

K.

C

'Women
is

Konsa«
Btllv

Rose's

C<tv, Dec. 25.

at

America

Arms, U.
subject

S.

A.',

a this

(RKO-^athe)

rounds out the program.

Wear..

there

Is

a chance this mi'!ht be requigovernment. Ring-

sitioned by the
ling outfit lost

many

went into war
show being 350

Diamond Horseshoe

plants

laborers who
last
season,
short

razor-backs

0

during the final three months.
In the event the circus does not
go out, North Intends becoming acContinued from paicc 2
tive in show business, and may opwhirling tap .routines and took a erate an outdoor venture more
fall (the apron was new and freshly feasible to conduct than the big top.
But lo the
finished) for a finish.
happy air-minded audience, it was
Miss Livingpart of a swell act.
stone unleashed a poem about t.akeIII
Injured
hurst; then Schlepperman got off a
Coatinne* freai paKc 1 5
tune
based
song

Benny Wows 'En

and

comedy

patter

on

encored with a comedy added that he was 'suspiciously
fiddle bit with Benny and finished good' In the drunk scene.
smooth-working.
sock
Ole Olacn In Rosy Too
Waynfe Mclntyre, aniMuncer, us- with a straight violin solo to
ing offstage mike, first' lolngs on returns.
Taking advantage of a four-day
Harry Median and 'Pansy* the horse,
Rose Blane had 'em shouting with pre-Chrlrtmas layoff of Sons o'
played by Mayo brattiers. Comedy three jive tunes, the best of which
Pun,' at Winter Garden. N. Y., Ole
business by the equine is sure fire, was 'Amen.' Rochester opened doOlsen was hospitilized for two minor
particularly with the juves.
Next
operations, one of a painful nature.
on are four show girls and a line of
About 10 days abed is usually re10 for a pop medley. Every girl is
a looker, aiid costuming an eye-full.
Wkly, quired In such cases, but Olsen apThe Great Yacopis, teeter-board
peared Jn the show when it resumed
and balancing troupe, have a fastFriday (25) afternoon. He skipped
moving turn. Aunt Jemima does a
When queried as to wh;it his
some of his usual assignments,
medley of earlier pons and tops
which were taken over by Steve
tour of the Army and Navy bases
them off with a neat bit of hoofing,
Olsen, Ole's brother, who closely reto win a nice round of palm-whackwas costing him, Benny bru.shed
sembles him. The comedian has not
ing.
Shavo Sherman does four imaside a response, but it has been
missed a performance for 28 years
personations, house at show caught
authoritativel.v
from
reported
going for one of Groucho Marx
and insisted on appearing despite
most, although others of Schnozzle
other sources that the figure is
advice of those closest to him.
Durante, Ted Lewis and Hugh HerFredric March, who was out of
close to S.S.OOO for every week
l)crt were okay.
The Skin of Our Teeth." Plymouth,
The troupe
the outfit tours.
Following
a
somewhat
hoky
for ihore than a week because of an
chorus of 'Irish Eyes* by Harry
plays service shows Monday and
eyeball injury suffered during a perMeehan. Laur^-Corbay comes on for
Benny
reheai-ses
Tuesday
nights;
formance, returned to the play Sat.some neat toe dancing.
The big
urday (2«).
laugh-getter is Walter Dare Wahl
his regular Sunday night broadand his partner, who is unbilled.
casts the rest of the week.
Boys know their hand-balancing and
Lakes Out ef 'Rhine*
Sum covers traveling and livmanage lo effect the comedy busiing cxpen.ses of his troupe of 2.3.
Cleveland. Dec. 29.
ne.ss and timing with standout reincluding Rochester, Mary LivPaul Lukas. star of 'Watch on the
sults.
(Mrs.
Bonny), Sam
ingstone
Rhine,* checked into Cleveland HosCharles King comes on for a
Hearn (Schlepperman) and Denmedley of George M. Cohan hits and
pital late Sunday (27) with flu. Docclicks solidly.
Voice registers efnis Day, plus writers, publicity
tors
report actor coming along
fectively over the p. a. sjrstem. Clos'
men, secretary, wives and husnicely.
ing spot goes to Gilda Gray, who
bands of performers. In addition
Larry Dopkin. understudy, pinchdoes some of her quivering in front
there's a name band and a couhit Uonday (28). Herbert Rudley,
of line and show girls at tables in
ple of outside acts. Those named
who played lead role in the Lillian
night club sequence, and the house
above are, of course, with Benny
Hellman drama last year at Mapleliked it. Aunt Jemima then back for
on his radio show, and remain
wood, N, J., with Mady Christians
a number, after which she intro&
standard with him throughout
and Clssle Loftus. is expected to fly
four oversize "beef trust* gals who do
some kicking.
his tour of service bases.
in by today (Tuesday) to replace
Lukas for the rest of the week.
Entire company in finale, which
Benny also stands the expenses
has plenty of flash and an accent on
required when he broadca.sts his
brass from the boys in the pit
regular program from one of the
Capacity biz opening day. with
service centers.
well-niled houses over the week
titles.

He

CotU Benny 5G

.

.

end.

—

Eart.

(Rep).

State this .scsh gives its patrons a
neat Xmas package of entertainment

S.

final shot shows the Nip
planes in retreat and the American
fleet sailing forward with only slight
damage. It's spine-tingling and the
small Christmas eve audience burst
into spontaneous applause at its con-

but the

wiU" his standard 'but can they do services being held by American
this?' followed by a back-flip, over troops from Ala.-:ka to the tropics.
bigi as usual. For band's finish, Ina
Universal covers the South Africa
Ray comes out in a new low-cut front in intelligent manner with the

Revue, ioith GiUa Gray, Aunt
Jemima, Charles King, Walter Dare
Wahl, The Great Yaeopia, Shavo
Sherman, Laura Corbay, Harry
man.' Thelma Carpenter, band voMeehan and 'Pansy' the Horse, aui;calist, phrases 'Why Don't You Do
mented Toicer Orch; 'Behind £ipht
Right?' in catchy fashion, and then
Bate (U).
changes pace and style to clinch
^Wbite Christmas.' Gal has appearWith augmented Tower Orch in
ance and stage presence and di.splays
the pit and the Billy Rose aggregataste in choice of material.
tion on the stage, the house is
Bill Bailey, tap dancer, reaps A-1
results from a hard-working 10- headed toward one of its best posses
minute routine, lad never stopping in months. Revue rans 60 minutes,
to catch his breath.
He skillfully and despite unusually large comscatters gag lines and comments pany which 'taxes capacity of stage,
while making difficult steps look the production is fast-moving and

The Casa Limia band has been
vidnity for years and
Bonnie Baker has her own special
clienteL which accounts for this
show's good draw. It's something of
a letdown, however, for it doesn't
His 'impersonation of Bill
stack up as down-the-line enter- easy.
tainment when the band isn't play- Robinson imitating Bill Bailey* sells
solid, as doeK band's follow up with
ing.
"Red Bank Booaie.' Specialty, feaAs precision, smart attadc and turing
Basie
at keyboard, is a cinch
massed effects are the band's strong
for oalm-thumpin.;,
points, it makes the most of them
'Pigmeat' and Jimmie Baskette.
in such tunes as 'No Name Jive' and
'Dancing in the Dark.' the latter comedians who should pay rent,
Ross. being seen here almost every week,
trombonist Billy
fcnturing
Most of other numbers feature are their usual corny selves in a
comes Lorraine •preacher, gal and viper* skit that
vocalists.
First
Pair's
l^vy, local gal who won tlie RKO's has the crowd guffawing.
Search tor Talent contest. She does antics, okay for this house, are
'Dearly Beloved' in an okay style. strictly for the colored trade.
Jimmy Rushing sings 'Mr. Five by
The Casa Loma quartet, consisting
or attractive girls giving out with Five,' a tune his short squat figure
the usual harmonic patterns, sing is said to have insnired. in first persolid in this

effective,

Jap bomber

Bamum

two guitarists and a bull fiddle
player.
He, too, is out for laughs
with his gagging and rapid Are
gatter.
It's his mandolin
playing,
owever, that wins him the heavy
accolades.
Curley Van and Sunny
Hudson get by okay with a couple
of vocals.

tion

more

shell from a
realistically jars the U.

signal corps cameramen obviJohn Ringling North has mada a
ously were right in the frontlines
tc grab these pictures, showing an atnumber of deals for the Ringling,
less.
of Nazi planes, maModernaires, out of late band of tack by a drove
and Bailey circus next seaaction, big guns
Glenn Miller, too, the flvesome chine gunners in
and snip- son, but at this time it is doubtful
smashes across four numbers and roaring at the Axis hordes
Germans.
could stick around easily for twice ers* attacking onrushing
whether the big top will go out. He
are A' couple of distant shots
Warm 'em up with a There
that many.
much
said
that
after Washington ordered
how
illustrate
which vivJIl)'
neat arrangement, slightly Latintm Nazi onslaught did to all circuses and carnivals to winter
Americanized, of 'Jingle Bells,' then damage
with the city.
'Moonlight
Becomes You,'
quarters by Dec. 1. there had been
of
something
of
Day
makes
News
Johnny Drake taking the lead, 'Juke
Box Saturday Night,' with a swell its 'Turn of the Tide' yarn, being a no further Indication whether such
impression of the Ink SpoLs, and year-end summary with the North shows would be allowed to tour.
African ofTensive pointed up. The
ftnnlly 'Strip Polka,' a natural.
One of the advance preparations
Following them. Ina Ray comes return of Eddie Rickenbacker to
out in her natty Civilian Air Patrol Washington, followed by his dra- planned was the orchestration of
uniform to baton a medley of matic story of his long vigil on a 'Rhapsody in Blue' and a contract
patriotic airs, with Foster coming rubber life boat in the Pacific, is for the rights, the number being
back to sinft the army air corps nicely done by Par. Par also has an slated for the elephant ballet.
subject called
'U.
S.
song. Next to closing, Durant cleans impressive
It would cost around S2S0,0OO to
'^P with his chatter and tumbling, Army brings greetings from global present the show in the manner
Impression of Gable and. Boyer. fronts.' showing .supposed Christmas

Son

mctty tired,
he does
auicUy with the duo things
He does vocal unw ihStan Boss.
nersonations while Ross acts them
Bany?n oanto. Of four the Uonel
Audience liked it
niore one Is best.

consequently being

One torpedo

EMBASSY,

N. Y.

INEW6REELS)

ing a crossfire bit with Benny anent
Biltheir mythical boarder, Mr.
.

lingsley. followed with some Harlem
humor, and segued into 'Sharp as
a Tack' song, from his Par pic, 'Star

'Army'

COBUnaed from pace

2

s

actors would help garner considerably more coin for the Army.

Salatc to Dieppe
His eccentric
Rhythm.'
ueiroii. Dec. 29,
hoofing was another highlight beInternational red-tape was slashed
cause it was good and unexpected. here last week to permit 100 men
Don Wilson, Benny and Rochester and part of the orchestra of This Is
planes plus a Navy task force and then got together on a kibitzer skit The Army' to present a special free
the- Japanese airfighter in the Pacific, using
checkers instead of cards. performance last Tuesday in Windand 20th-Fox deft compilation of Lyman closed with 'Boogie Woogle
sor, Ontario, for men and women
first fighting scenes inside Stalingrad Bugle Boy.'
members of Canadian active forces.
give this bill a terrific lift.
It all added up to grand entertainThe show, after special permits
U. S. Navy cameramen, presumment, but on the bus-ride back to were rushed through from Washingably aboard a giant American airY. Benny was only concerned ton, played in the Windsor VocaN.
phases
pertinent
craft carrier, give
with improving this bit, and loading tional Sdiool before an audience of
of the engagement in which flocks of
Jap bomber.7 and fighters arc sesn up that one, t>ecau.se there are a more than 800 soldiers, sailors, air
biting the dust via headlong plunges lot of other isolated spots on the force and women auxiliary meminto the ocean. Near-misses on the Eastern seaboard to be played yet bers. Sole admission was by showcarrier are vividly .seen, tracer bui- and he wants things just right.
ing the 'Canada badge' indicating
lds gleam as they climb skyward
The troupe will eventually work active duty.
after Jap attackers, navymen battle
its way back to the Coast via the
Officials of the Army show termed
a bl;i/c iin the c.nrricr and then the
army
:md
navy
camps
and
(lapects
it
'Our' salute to Dieppe and the
slorv shows the final routing of Nip
to get back to Hollywood sjinclime courage
that the Cnnudians. our
airli'ahtcrs. Smartly, no commentary
of
around
the
end
fiflarch.
ofTects
brothers
jn arms, .st^ou—'l ii-prf-.'
.sound
and
adion
is u.scci, the

Probably the most dramatic stories
war in 1942 make this a 'must
ncwsreel show.
see'
Paramount's
-Special on a battle t>etween U, S.
of the

Spangled

Wedoesday, December 30, 1942

NO MAN CAN RESIST
THE CHARM .04 LOVEL/
sKiN.TR/My tux Soap
BEAUT/ CARE I
"I never neglect my ACTIVE-LATHER
FACIALS with Lux Toilet Soap,*' says this
lovely little star. "They're a wonderful beauty
aid." ACTIVE lather gives skin protection it
needs removes stale cosmetics, every trace
of dust and dirt. Let daily care with this

—

you new loveliness.
Try these Lux ToiletSoap facials for 30 days.
They leave your skin feeling exquisitely soft
gentle white soap bring

and smooth — fresh

as a rose!

9 out

of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet

Soap
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